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The everyday choice of

millions -
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pure,

wholesome Corliss ('undies at prices everyone can afford! Individually wrapped to assure
freshness and cleanliness. Spread Christmas
Cheer \\ ith Delicious. Inexpensive Curtiss
Candies
Buy them by the Box.
MAKE EVERYONE HAPPY WITH
CANDY THIS CHRISTMASI WE
WOULD LIKE YOU TO GIVE CURTISS
CANDIES-BUT, NO MATTER WHOSE
CANDY YOU GIVE, MAKE THIS

CANDIES

CHRISTMAS MERRY WITH CANDY'
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TO BE ABLE TO
PLAY LIKE YOU

You'll
when

t/ou learn to play this

you suddenly found you
could play easily on your favorite
musical instrument
Think of the fun you
you

Do

!

in a

surprisingly short time?

People used to think that to play a musical instrument well meant years of grinding study, hours upon hours of dull, tiresome practice. It was even thought that
only by starting as a child, could one ever
become an accomplished musician.
Thousands of people now know that this
old-fashioned idea
over tlic country,
farms, men and

is

in

absolutely wrong.
All
cities, towns, and on

women who never played
few months ago, arc getting
delightful thrills of enjoyment from playing
their favorite instrument with a new easj
music until a

makes
at

a

this system available
to
everybody
cost so low that no one need he deits benefits.

Seh,, id of Music and is the exclusive property of this famous
institute
that has taught so
many thousands of now expert
musicians. Many schools would

guard such a valuable discovery
from
becoming
anil
public,
charge enormous fees lor teachit.

School of Music

Ukul.le
Cornet

Trombone
Piccolo

Guitar

Hawiian

are

playing!
Jazz, musical
comedj
movie theme songs, even classics you
mastered them all!
And a new lite

hits,

have
o

before you.

Start Playing Real Tunes, at once!
From the very first lesson you begin to
play real tunes by note, instead of struggling
with tiresome scales and uninteresting finger
exercises. Instead of just monotonous noises,
you hear yourself actually playing songs you
know ami love!
If
you make a mistake

you know how to correct ii yourself.
Almost before you know It, you can play hundreds of selections, as easily as you now
whistle or sing them!
Think what' a pleasure this can he to you
and what enjoyment

—

it

gives

to

others

!

No wonder people who play are so popular,
SO much in demand.
They can always he
entertaining, because there is some ty]
f
music to please any group of peopll
whoever they an
or to suit any occasion.

What

YOUR

strument without knowing one
note from another!
Only one school in the world
has the exclusive right to teach
this amazing new method.
It
was invented by the U. S.

ABCway

easy as

prived of

talent they never realized they had.
No longer need the reading
of music be like a foreign lanPICK
guage to those who don't know
INSTRUMENT
it!
By this simple new Shortcut method yen can actually
Piano
Violin
begin to play any popular inOrgan
Clarinet

S.

[

!

—

would have how much in demand
would be for every social gathering
you know that now you can do this

But the U.

)

have BARRELS OF FUN

SUPPOSE

ing

i

'

|T C c
A CY
* CMO
0NLY TAKES A FEW
SHORT MONTHS

Flute

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
•Cello
Steel Guitar

Sight
Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian
and German
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger
Control
B-njo (Plectrum. 5String or Tenor)
Juniors'
Piano Course

The
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play
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to you.
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right now.
ever, a
to
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to
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to
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FREE
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hook
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now

the

of musicSchool of

coupon today.
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you want to learn to

the

Mail

strument

Then judge for yourself when
receive
he free lesson and
descriptive material. 1". S. School
of
Music, 531 Brunswick
Bldg.,
play.

you
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New York

City.
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the
School
simplicity :>f tin
instructions
They tire in clear, non technical
terms that any bright child
could understand.
The lessons
come to you by mail. They con
sist of complete, printed instructions, simple diagrammatic pic
tures. and till the music you
There's no grinding rouneed.
You study when you feel
tine
like it
in the comfort of your
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instructions
make
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each step in each lesson.
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time you find that already you

send
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Won't Forgive

FRONTESPIECE:

The Show Must Go On
Harvey

Lilian

an ecstatic pose from her latest

in

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Genius Repeats
A

Itself

Up From

Smiling Ads

Amazingly illustrated with
got their start

The

....
....

gifted writer sees in certain
past.

Who

professional

in

Joan Crawford,

she?

is

The marital partnership

article

how

tells

.

ignominious outer social
darkness
are
regarded
with amused tolerance in
the film colony. But there
are things that
Hollywood will never forgive
so long as a camera turns
within her city limits.

14

favorite

players

Judith Field

.

16

This upon letter gives her wise counsel.

of course.
.

Whitney Williams

.

George O'Brien and Marguerite Churchill

of

12
the

life.

.

Him

Marriage Hasn't Changed

.

Evelyn Williams
this

Hollywood will forgive
most things. Things for
which another community
would cast you into an

Suzanne."

Madeline Glass

photographs,

They Talk About

Girl

Am

"I

to-day the reincarnation of celebrities of

stars of

old

film,

11

is

18

based on true

friendship.

Honey

Halifax

Margaret Reid

27

More about Ruby Keeler's character and background than you've ever read

The Strange Case
A

Why

of Miss

Morley

least reason is that

Ginger Rogers,

once
over the top.

a

.

Myrtle Gebhart

is

concentrating on

....

Edwin

.....

Fourth of July Girl

and
amusingly,
wittily,
adds one more brilliant
article to Picture Play's
the
enjoycredit
and

is

—

32

.

quarrels,

tiffs,

ment of

Ben Maddox

.

.

now

gadabout,

Hell Over Hollywood
A humorous recital of the

Here

they are overcharged for everything.

Work

Party Girl Goes to

30

.

Karen Morley faded from view.

....

Go Broke

Stars
Not the

Jeanne de Kolty

.

.

year ago, with stardom a certainty,
explanation of her disappearance.

before.

career

a

What are these lapses,
these indiscretions, these
sins?
And who are the
sinners?
Helen Louise
Walker knows and she
will
tell
you in next
month's Picture Play. She
names names, she gives
facts, she tells the truth

— and

Schallert

and feuds that keep the

its

readers.

36
is

going

40

.

film colony

boiling.

Leroy Keleher

42

Gloria Stuart, an intimate close-up of an intelligent, beautiful star.

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think

What Repeal
6

.....

Private opinions publicly expressed by readers.

Information, Please

Careful answers to pertinent questions by one

....

Hollywood High Lights
Peaks of news and gossip

They Say

New

in

A

in

Review

discussion of

critical

is

Where

to write'

ART GALLERY:
photographs

Rich,

I'lorine

Rubj

Keeler,

34

....
films

Norbert Lusk

38

and performances.

66

in

in

Hollywood.

...........

19

Herbert Marshall, Frances
Dorothea Wieck, Charlotte Henry,

rotogravure of Ruth Chatterton,

McKinney, Dorothy
and Gloria Stuart.

.Ionian.

Glimpses of Future Films
stills

of

44

"Blood Monev," "White Woman." "Only Yesterday," "Beautiful,"
a Keyhole," "Hoopla." and "If 1 Were Free."

"Broadway Through

Jr.,

i'

Issued by
montl

'

Street &
v
Gould,

Smith
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I
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We
To

facilitate

do not accept responsibility for the return of

handling, the author should

to the

Screen

There'll be a change in
More
pictures all right.
especially, there'll be a

change in manners, morals,
and in yes drink-

— —

dressing, too.
Women's clothes will be
more formal, more elegant, and more men will
wear tails when they are
seen with girls at night.
no
cocktails
With
longer illegal, their use
will be freer in films and
more will be required for
the heroine to become exhilarated, desperate, untoo,
Then,
inhibited.

In

incloso

n

self-addressed
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get tipsy on a single swig,
as he did in "Tugboat

Annie."
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publication
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Smith

Mean

hulking he-men like Wallace Beery no longer will

PREVIEWS:
Prerelease

Prohibition Will

ing!

.

Favorites of the Fans
Brilliant

28

Schallert

said of stars in the metropolis.

your favorite

to

Edwin and Elza
Karen Hollis

new

Addresses of Players

8

.

the cinema capital.

York-

Pungently echoing what

The Screen

in

The Oracle
who knows.

of

N. Y.

James Roy Fuller humorously describes what
the New Year will bring
in the first flush of repeal
of the Eighteenth Amend-

Another unusual
ment.
item in Picture Play for
February. Don't miss it!

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
Lewis Carroll's

*

A

i.„

1

CHARLOT

HENRY
nd

ROSCO ATES
LEON ERROL

RICHARD ARLEN

GARY COOPER
LOUISE FAZENDA

•

•

GALLAGHER

SKEETS

W.

FIELDS

C.

RAYMOND

•

EDWARD EVERETT

HATTON

HORTON ROSCOE KARNS MAE
POLLY MORAN
MARSH
JACK
EDNA MAY OLIVER MAY
OAKIE
•

•

•

•

•

•

ROBSON-CHARLIE RUGGLES -ALISON
S K

I

PWORTH

NED SPARKS
FORD STERLING
Directed by

Norman McLeod

Our Open Forum
Not

AM

Critical

—Just

Sorry.

prejudiced
isc I refuse to believe such a lot
if silly accusations against Joan Crawford?
I don't think so.
I know our Joan, and am willing to concede that she has made her share of mistakes. J Jut why should we break faith with
her for being as human as we ourselves
are? Why expect perfection for that matter, why want it?
Unless, of course, we
are prepared to live up to it ourselves, and
mostly we aren't, you know.
No preaching, I mean it.
It didn't take twenty-nine
years of living to find out about that.
I'm honestly sorry about Joan and Doug.
Not critical just sorry. No one has the
I

just

blindly,

stupidly

—

—

right to criticize when he doesn't really
know, and how can any of us be sure of
anything so entirely personal? Why should
we dare condemn where we can't possibly
fully understand?

Two splendid kids torn apart for some
reason it hasn't been given us to comprehend.
Wounds, of course, and yet isn't
there something rather fine about a pair
of kids who have the strength and the
vision to accept the hurt now, rather than
lose precious memories both cherish?
Only Joan herself can ever shake our
faith in her, and even she'd find it disheartening business. We've seen, those of
us who really care, much too far beneath
the

surface,

and after

all,

it's

the

things

we find deep inside folks that really matter.
We'd be discouragingly hard to convince
our Joan

that

is
anything less than we
her to be.
Anne DeLacy.
833 West Seventeenth Street,
Des Moines, Iowa.

know

Gable Is Not Brutal.
Gable
THE
interesting

As

outbreaks

to look at pretty faces.
The same critics
find fault because Clark has dimples.
ever heard of dimples being a physical

Who

defect?

Accusation No. 6,479— "Gable

is

Harlow, Joan Crawford, Norma
Shearer, Constance Bennett, Carol Lombard, and Marion Davies.
Hither Gable is
a darn good actor or the M.-G.-M. casting
Jean

director

should be taken before a
squad and put out of his misery.

firing

Frank Tully.
Street,

Danbury, Connecticut.

Ripping!

Hover Your 'Eads, Dehsay.
READING " V B.'s" Utter in "What the
Fans Think,"

I
felt
could restrain
no longer.
I
have been living in
America only one year and the first
picture
saw, a picture so truly English
that
believed myself home again, was
If

I

1

some Englishman or woman perhaps?
Let me say only this
The acting was

I

so
could hardly be-

:

typically English that I
lieve the actors were Americans.
You say
the love-making was wooden, but then

Englishmen always have been known to
have self-control, a quality that our Amer-

know practically nothing of.
Vn Englishman does not go temporarily
insane when in love, and by the same token,
the heat of his passion does not dwindle
down to zero shortly after marriage.
An Englishman, in or out of love, is
calm, cool, and phlegmatic
and if you'll
be kind enough to compare the rate of
divorces in America and in England, I
think you'll find the latter's rate appreciably smaller. So maybe being level-headed
and deliberate is somewhat better than being blazingly unrestrained, after all.
And as to the dialogue being exaggerated
If you think an Englishman uses
three words when two and a half will suffice, just think again, and the answer is he
ican cousins

!

—

:

doesn't.
that an

I

hope

I

have made

it

quite clear

We

Englishwoman seeing "To-day

—

Live" thought it was perfect what do you
say to that, my faultfinding friend?

Jane Carlyle.

Newcomb

19

Boulevard,
Orleans, Louisiana.

New

Up

and At Her, Dugald!
me that American fans dislike
very much the criticism of stars by fans
seems to

In September Picture
Play, Beaulah M. Klink waxes strong and
slams rather hard at Dugald McAlpine,
the Scotsman, for what he had to say about
Buddy Rogers. Everv one has a right to

of other countries.

his

own

likes

and

dislikes.

—

Mr. McAlpine

doesn't like Buddy Rogers
O. K. Neither
do I, for that matter, and I've seen him on
both the stage and the screen. I just can't
like Buddy, but it's not his fault if I prefer
Fredric
March, Leslie Howard, Clive
Brook, and George Arliss.
I
really think Miss Klink could have
expressed herself less insultingly to Mr.
McAlpine. Bear in mind, young lady, that
some of your best talent on the screen and
stage came from foreign countries, and
more than a few have come from Scotland,
England, and Ireland, so why shouldn't we
criticize

?

Come

on,

really do.

204

W.

Dugald,

let's

hear

Effie L. McCarron.
Franklin Street,

Richmond,

When

EMILY

Virginia.

Clara
C.

Went

BURKE

to

Europe.

of Milan, Italy, finds

with Clara Bow for finding fault
Europe. I read the diary which Miss

fault
witli

Burke refers
Miss

to, and really can't see that
said anything so dreadful about
in her diary. On the contrary, she

Bow

Europe

said she enjoyed her European trip very
much, that what she saw of that country
was nice and even said she hoped to go
back again for another trip.
Of course, there may have been some
things Miss Bow failed to appreciate about

Europe, jusl as some foreigners fail to appreciate parts of America.
Miss Bow deserves credit for putting down her impressions a- she felt them
truthfully, and not
gushing over everything and everybody as
e

any one has a right to be

If

hypocrites are inclined to do.

sore,

it's

we Americans. How many foreigners come
over here to visit and make scathing remarks?
What about George Bernard
Shaw? What has America ever done to
him to deserve the insults and slights which
he saw fit to shower upon this country?
But no, he L called wonderful, a genius
Rah
He gives me the impression of just
being a very self-satisfied old man and one
extremely hard to get along with.
But to get back to Miss Bow. I give
her credit for being frank and sincere. If
she did fail to appreciate some of the motheaten glories of Europe, at least, she wasn't
afraid to say so.
Clara isn't one of those
who say one thing and think another.
Irene Hef.
Buffalo, New York.
!

Abused Babes

in the

Wood.

AFTER

reading a slam at a grand person and actress like Joan Crawford,
such as the one delivered by Dorothy
Rogers, I must try my hand.
As if that weren't enough, I turn the
pages and behold
Miss Crawford is again
criticized by Judith Field because she sliced
her age to match her husband's. "And he
is only twenty-three, you know," says Miss
Field.
Why shouldn't Joan keep
Indeed
Doug from making her his grandaunt?
And who told Miss Field Douglas was
only twenty-three?
When I was a child
in Brooklyn I saw Doug several times
when he visited the old Vitagraph studic
with his mother. He was at least my age
then and certainly looked a great deal older,
and I reach twenty-six in a few weeks.
Don't misunderstand me I like Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.
He's one of my favorites.
But I don't think he compares in character
and sincerity to Joan.
What qualifies Dorothy Rogers to pass
judgment on the cause of a divorce? Reading tabloids?
Then she must have read
more muddy stories about Doug than Joan.
:

!

—

did.

I

Marie Kroneis.

!

some more of your likes and dislikes. I
know if you are a true Scot you won't take
Miss Klink's slams sitting down. Get up
and show 'em, boy, what a Scotsman can

a poor

actor." And yet this "poor actor" has been
cast opposite Greta Garbo, Helen Hayes,

New

My

letters

Marcelled ringlets, that's your privilege.
for me, I don't go to the theater just

20

the actors, protesting that it is not really
English.
dear American friends, how
arc you in a position to pass judgment?
Hadn't you better let some one who actually knows do the condemning or praising,

IT

are always the most
in this department. Though it may seem superfluous, I
would like to sum up what I think of Clark,
having seen all his pictures during the past
two years.
Clark has been called an abysmal brute
whose only appeal is to our baser instincts.
This is a fallacy. In only one picture did
I see him brutalize a woman, and then only
to slap her with his open hand. Any frogeyed juvenile could be taught to sock his
leading lady, but does any one suppose this
would change him into a Gable?
Several fans with nothing better to do
have criticized the Gable features.
Although I do not deem him handsome, according to matinee-idol
standards,
his
forceful personality more than offsets any
defects that may be evident.
If you crave
men with dreamy eyes, chiseled features,

md

"To-day We Live." It is childishly absurd
for Americans to send in elaborate criticisms of the dialogue and mannerism- of

139-06 Thirty-fourth Road,
Flushing, L. I., New York.

Soviet Cheers Picture Play.
about
FOR
enough

seven years

I

had been lucky
and then,

to read Picture Play,

by a deal of fate, I was deprived of that
Recently,
privilege for two long years.
however, a generous soul sent me the July
number as a gift. Imagine seeing the first
issue of my favorite magazine in two years
I
was thrilled and startled at once by
the considerable changes that have taken
place since I saw it last.
It has improved
in appearance and contents.
It has beauty
and intelligence, every inch of it, from the
cover painting to the fashion plates. Oscar
Greiner's Lilian Bond cover is much superior as a painting to many of the former
covers, in my opinion.

The Greta Garbo article by Rakel Erikson lacks any of the usual gossip and super
ficialities.
The art gallery is a gorgeous
improvement over what it was two years
ago. As to "What the Fans Think," it is
interesting and more intelligent, and
Norbert Lusk's sound and expert criticism
iundoubtedly Picture Play's special fea-

more

ture.

hope

I

Picture

umphant march
it

Play continues

its

tri-

striving as
does for truth and independence of opin-

ion,

avoiding

to

perfection,

ignorance

and

average-

pages, whether these
qualities are expressed by professional writ
ers or the fans themselves.

mindedness

in

its

Rosa Shpetner.
(

ilavniv Pochtamt.
Kharkov. Russia, U. S. S. R.

STAR
TRIUMPH/
Comes
Most

\2
Now

the Year's

Celebrated

• MARIE DRESSLER
• JOHN BARRYMORE

•WALLACE BEERY

HARLOW

• JEAN
• LIONEL

BARRYMORE

TRACY
EDMUND LOWE
*BILLIE BURKE

• LEE

MADGE EVANS
'JEAN HERSHOLT

KAREN MORLEY
PHILLIPS HOLMES

"DINNER AT 8" flames with
the fallen matdrama
.

inee idol

.

.

. . .

the millionaire's

frivolous wife... the

amorous

doctor of the idle rich
stolen hours of

.

.

.

romance
episode

Screen play by
Frances Marion

played by a great STAR!

Mankiewicz.

No wonder

by

.

.

.

each

thrilling

it was
Broad-price
film
advanced
way's

sensation for three months.
It is

YOURS with

thrills

NOW!

a thousand

and Herman

J.

From the Sam H.
Harris stage play

GEORGE S.
&.
EDNA FERBER

KAUFMAN

Produced by
David O. Sehnick
Directed by

George Cukor

GOLDWYN •MAYER

I'lintr

by Russell Ball

FLORINE McKINNEY
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PRODUCTIONS
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SCANDALS
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Your Eddie! Our Eddie! Everybody's Eddie!

Now

.'

RA

laughs, lions, lovely ladies,
lyrics!

One

big

voluptuousness from Zola's

Rome with

charioteer! Burning up

'

As the Parisian daughter of

a crashing

magic pages, she has a
magnificently

lilting

Roman

Holiday!

superb

RUTH

ETTING

awaits, with expectant

GLORIA STUART
DAVID

MANNERS
and

'

Jh^

her

artistry.

first

America

American

thrill,

picture.

Ihe

NEW GOIDWYN

\

this,

role

matching her
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UNITED ARTISTS
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WHAT

THE FANS THINK
Our Wandering Heroines.

WISH
I"

to ask

all

grand person who

the fans to join in tribute to a great actress and
recently passed on to her reward
Louise Closser

—

Hale. The death of this brilliant woman is an irretrievable loss to
the stage and screen.
And now a complaint The cinema has become too self-consciously
unmoral for words. It leaves a bad taste in the mouth. Feminine stars
vie with one another to see who can depict the most depraved character.
This craze, I believe, started with Garbo. Norma Shearer followed in
the silent Swede's steps, and Saucer-eyes Crawford was next.
Now
just try to see a movie without at least one loose woman in it
:

wouldn't want a parade of too, too sweetly good heroines. Surely
is a happy medium.
These heroines invariably come to an unjust
reward in the hnal fade-out in the arms of some forthright young man,
the possessor of his undying love and good name.
All this with the
movie houses full of impressionable young fans.
I suppose I'll be called old-fashioned and narrow-minded for expressing these view's. It's smart nowadays to read the rawest books and
see the most risque plays, so, of course, my wee small voice will be lost
I

there

—

in the shuffle.

I

Norma

Shearer would make another picture like "Smilin'
was the most exquisite thing done since movies began.
don't think any one could see it and come away not loving Miss
If

only

Through"

!

It

Shearer.

actor who played opposite Elissa Landi
says her kisses are the real thing, not mere
chilling imprints as a fan surmised.

An

Give us more pictures like "A Lady's Profession" and "Elmer the
Give us fewer pictures like "To-day We Live," all Jean Harlow pictures, and, fgoshsakes, throw all those animal cartoons in the
junk pile.
Diana Brennan.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Great."

Garbo's First Real Rival.

Testimonial to Landi's Kisses.
I might send in a
little note to agree with V. Witt,

WHAT

THOUGHT
who would

like

to

push

off

an actress is
Katharine Hepburn

a

!

In

the wisecracker who said, "If
Elissa Landi were to kiss an Eskimo, the Eskimo would die of

cliff

the

sands of moviegoers immediately became Hepburn-conscious.
Her magnetic personality, her superb poise,
her originality and versatility, make her the outstanding screen player

pleasure of meeting.
Miss Landi claims she uses charm,
not sex appeal. Well, if it's charm
she uses, I'm for it.
People who
class her as cold and uppish have
the nerve to compare her with certain oilier players, such as one Mexican whirlwind who shouts herself
hoarse at a boxing match while even
Mae West sits sedately by.

when

to-day.

Her performance in
"Christopher Strong"
was again sparkling, full
of

I

played opposite her.

I

ent.

1

In

my

opinion,

if

less

Hollywood had
sex appeal the

better off.

A
I

lollvwood,

C

ali

fornia.

Player.

A

splendid

cast

supported her. but again
Miss 1 lepburn stood out
and overshadowed all the

am

most certainly
no! an Eskimo, and
was not afflicted with pneumonia.

more charm and
movies would be

and keenh,
remarkable tal-

variety,

alive with

Eskimo crack, T disremember kissing Miss Landi

for the

tinctly

opinion she is
greatest personality

the screen has ever
known.
Her amazing
performance in "A Bill
of Divorcement" brought
her instant acclaim, and
it is no wonder that thou-

pneumonia."
This letter isn't about me, but it
might be well to add that I am a
screen player, and at the moment
am shining brightly. I have played
opposite Miss Landi, and rind her
one of the brightest and most interesting persons 1 have ever had the

As

my

Margaret A. Bell predicts that Katharine Hepburn
rival Garbo's popularity, if given the right
stories and ca sts.

will

other pla\ ers.
Not exactly beautiful,
Katharine Hepburn's unusual looks and lithe figContinued on page 57
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PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
*
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iVon
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oosl

you u cent

I

\Ko^WANT YOU TO TRY
E

the Perfolastic Girdle. Test

it

for yourself for 10 days

FREE. Then, if without diet, drugs or
exercise, you have not reduced at least 3 inches
around waist and hips, it will cost you nothing
absolutely

REDUCES QUICKLY, EASILY AND SAFELY!
The massage-like action of this famous Perfolastic
Reducing Girdle takes the place of months of tiring
exercises. You do nothing, take no drugs, eat all you
wish, yet, with every move the marvelous Perfolastic
Girdle gently massages away the surplus fat, stimulat-

ing the body once more into energetic health.

ALLOW

VENTILATED TO

And

it is

THE SKIN TO BREATHE!
The ventilating perforapores to breathe normally. The

so comfortable!

tions allow the skin

inner surface of the Perfolastic Girdle

is

a delightfully

designed to wear
next to the body. It does away with all irritation,
chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool and

soft,

satinized

fabric,

especially

fresh at all times.

pleasant feeling.

There

is

no

sticky, un-

A special adjustable back

allows for perfect

fit

as inches disappear.

TEST THE PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
.

..AT OUR EXPENSE!

You

can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce you. You do not
try it for 10
need to risk one penny
then send it back if you are not
days
completely astonished at the wonderful
act today!
results. Don't wait any longer.
.

.

I

This illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle also

features the

new

"I REDUCED

Per/o/astic

MY

Uplift

Bandeau.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

HIPS NINE INCHES

WITH THE PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE"
.

.

writes Miss Jean Healy

I "It massages like magic", writes
Miss Carroll
"The fat seems to
have melted away", writes Mrs.
McSorley ... "I reduced from 43
inches to 34% inches", writes Miss
Brian
."Reduced almost 20 pounds",
writes Mrs. Noble
"Without your
girdle I am lost", writes Mrs. Browne.

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

NEW

YORK, N.Y.
Wit bout obligation on my part, send mc FREE BOOKLET

41

EAST 42nd

ST.,

Dcpt.661

describing and illustrating the- new Perfolastic Reducing
Girdle, also sample of perforated Rubber and particulars

of your
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Information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
\\/
'^

— Jean

F.

Harlow

wife

the

•

is happy again as
Harold G. Rosson,
Kansas City, Missouri,

of

ami laman. Horn in
3, 1911; five feet three-and-a-half,
weighs 11-, blue eyes. Her first film was
"I InSaturday-night Kid," released in
1929.
She had no stage experience.

i

March

Grumax.

Pat

— Robert

Young

was

—

Earle Maix. No doubt Sue Carol will
make more pictures, but I have no studio
For a list of
address for her at present.

Lew Ayres's films and fan clubs
self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Endom.

six

—In

send a

"Mata

Hari"

Theresa
five

feet

Celeste Paree.
Europe,

Constant Reader.

—

Their birthdates
Huston,
April
1884
6,
Warner Oland, October 3, 1880; Chester
Morris, February 16, 1902; Bela Lugosi,
October 20, 1888; Ronald Colman, February 9, 1891
John Mack Brown, SepIf
you will send a
tember 1, 1904.
stamped envelope, I shall be glad to mail
you the cast of "Paradise Island."

Walter

;

—

Paul Muni's latest is "The
Changes."
He is a native of
Austria, where he was born September 22,
1895; five feet nine, weighs 160, and has

Jimmy.

World
brown

and

hair

eyes.

—

Doris P. Free-lance players are those
not under contract and free to accept roles
from any studio. James Dunn is a New
Yorker, born November 2, 1905; six feet
tall
weighs 157, dark-brown hair, blue
lie

is

playing opposite Claire Tre-

"Jimmy and

vor, in

Sally."

— Donald

Charles Myers.
in the cast of "Peg
frey

sang

Gill

II.

L.

I.

Geof-

Heart."

film.

Ramon
and

Cat

Landi has light-auburn

green-blue

eyes.

was born in Smoky Hollow,
on December 3(1, 1903.

Tom
New

—

Keene
York,

return from
Novarro has completed
Fiddle,"
opposite
the
his

Requests for personal answers will
be ignored by The Oracle unless
accompanied by stamped envelope,
but if no long reply is involved
the questions will be held for their
turn in this department.

—

I

am

home addresses

I',

for

in-

of

unable
stars.

to

give you
Bill

i,

of

J.

T.

players.
e

— See

page for addresses
Blondell is married to

Joan
cameraman.

Barnes,

published

Grant,

born

but will
in Bristol,

redhead.
July 16,

Her best
1911; five feet five, blue eyes.
Sweetto date is "Professional

picture
heart."

—

Elissa Landi played in
pictures in England and one in Paris
before coming to the United States to
play in the stage version of "A Farewell
to Arms."
She made her American picture debut in "Body and Soul," opposite
Cavanagh and
Farrell.
Paul
Charles

two

;

;

Buddy

MacDonald.

Jeanette

Rogers

is

musical comedy. In "Huddle,"
John Arledge was Pidgc, Frank
Albertson Larry, and Kane Richmond
7 om Stone.

now

in a stage

Ann

Reinhardt.

dark-haired

girl

—Helen

opposite

Mack

Phil

is

the

Harris in

Richard Aden's
"Melody Cruise."
name is Sylvanus Van Mattimore.

real

—

E. D.
Ruby Keeler was born in
S.
Canada, August 25, 1909; five feet four,
You
weighs 105, brown hair, blue eyes.
Dick Powell in
will
see her opposite
right
Ruby's
"Sweethearts
Forever."
name is Ethel Hilda Keeler. Gene Raymond's is Ravmond Guion born in New

York

August

1908; five feet ten,
weighs 157, platinum hair and blue eyes.
Suzanne," with Lilian Harvey, will
"I
be his next.
City,

13,

Am

—

;

—

'.

an

— Picture

interview

with

Play

— Joan

Crawford wears a
Garbo 7-AA.
Charlotte Greenwood is now on the London
stage.
real
Fairbanks's
Douglas
name is Ullman. Norma Shearer is not
V.

11.

back

Muriel Adele Robbins.
hasn't

1933" she was a
Independence, Kansas,

of

in

;

son.

D.

Born

Passport to Hell."

was

(/In.

Diggers

;

(
T. H. Loretta Young had a small
part in Colleen
Moore's "Naughty but
Nice," released in l"-'7.

('.

blonde.

;

born lime 5. 1898, in Cambridge,
and David Manners April 3(1, 1905,
William Gargan is plaj
in Nova Scotia.
mg m Success Si: .•
with Wynne Gib-

E.

Mason.— Ginger Rogers is now
When you saw her in "Gold

Robert
a

Lewis Stone played with her in "Always
Good-by" Victor McLaglen in "Wicked"
Laurence Olivier and Lionel Barrymore
in "Yellow Ticket"
Ralph Bellamy and
Neil Hamilton in "Woman in Room 13"
Victor McLaglen, Alexander Kirkland in
"Devil's
Lottery"
Paul Lukas in "A

Boyd

Betty

list

Little Bunty.

— Since

Ole. Fredric March, Neil Hamilton,
Robert Montgomery, and Kane Richmond
art
six feet tall; Richard Arlen is a half
an inch short of six feet John Boles and
Buddy Rogers six feet one.

George Forsyth. Sec Doris
about James Dunn.

formation

the

to

Mary

—

Blondie and Ruth. Buddy Rogers is
Born
Paramount's "Take a Chance."
six
in Olathe, Kansas, August 13, 1904
Myrna
feet one, black hair, brown eyes
Loy in Helena, Montana, August 2, 1905
in

;

;

five feet six, weighs about 100, red hair
and green eyes. Adrienne Ames has blue
eyes and brown hair.
Mary Brian will be
twenty-six on February 17th.

—

Louise Thompson. Because of his fine
performance in "Be Mine To-night," UniKiepura proversal
has
signed
Jan
nounced Kee-poo-rah Polish opera star,

—

—

to

play

Song

for

Universal

opposite

You."

Marian Nixon in "A
For his photo, write to

Studio.

;

— Elissa

and

hair

My

o'

that

in

Novis wasn't

brown

ing Daughters."
"Fighting Love," released in 1927, with Jetta Goudal, Victor
Buck
Varconi, and Henry B. Walthall.
Jones is married.

"The

:

weighs

six,

May

all of them here, but some
Astor, 3rd,
1906; William
Bakewell, 2nd, 1908; Richard Barthelmess,
9th, 1897; Bing Crosby, 2nd, 1904; Gary
Cooper, 7th, 1901
Constance Cummings,
15th,
12th,
1910;
Katharine Hepburn,
1908; Leila Hyams,
1st,
1905; Robert
Montgomery, 21st, 1904; Brian Aherne,
2nd;
Maureen O'Sullivan, 17th, 1911;
Dorothy Lee, 23rd, 1911.

in

are:

;

Francis is about
112, and has black

Mary B. —Joan Crawford and John
Mack Brown had the leads in "Our Danc-

played Lieutenant Alexis

A

— Kay

eyes.
Hedda Hopper is
seven, and Aline MacMahon five
feet eight.
Bette Davis pronounces her
first name Betty.
Robert Montgomery is
six feet, and will be thirty on May 21st.

"The Road

are

H.

E.

five feet

Rosanoff, and in
Don Juan.

Romance,"

hair

For a list of his
envelope.

Ramon Novarro

to

weighs 172, and has
and dark-brown eyes.
films, send me a stamped

one,

feet

wavy

hair and

born in Chicago, February 22, 1907. He is
Mrs.
six feet, weighs
dark hair.
170,
Young is the former Elizabeth Hender-

Lillian

1903;
black

size

4

1)

M.

shoe

and

Greta

Jewish.

I

do so shortly,
lie was
England, on January IS,

—

Lee West. I have no record of theme
There are loo many players born
songs.

—

May Ray. Neither Joel McCrea nor
Gene Raymond is married. Ann Hardmfive feet five,
has natural ash-blond hair
Joan
was thirty-two on August 7th.
Crawford was born in San Antonio,
Texas, March 23, 1908; five feet four,
weighs 110, blue eyes. Her reddish-brown
;

Her right name is
hair is now blond.
Franchot Tone will be
Lucille LeSueur.
twenty-eight on February 27th.

—

Myrna Kull. James Cagney is a New
Yorker, born July 17, 1904; five feet nine,
weighs 155, and has red hair and brown
Write to Warner Studio for his
eyes.
photo.

Tn.

i.

it:

Dodo— Connie. — You

will

sorry to know that Edwina Booth
in a critical condition because of
while
contracted
she
fever

"Trader Horn."
Continued on

1
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FOR EVERY ONE.

suggestion

SMITH MAGAZINES

STREET

following
&
arc the favorites of millions of readers
everywhere. In their varied contents the}- satisfy every kind of literary taste; in cost the range of
their price, from $1.00 to $6.00 per year, is within the reach of every purse.
Order a subscription to one or more of them for your friends

The

PICTURE PLAY,

published every month, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Tells you all about the Screen, Players, Productions, Reviews, and articles and comment that
are always timely and interesting.
Photographic reproductions of the Stars and current hits.

TOP-NOTCH,

DOC SAVAGE

published every month, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
A collection of different kinds of good stories in each issue. Appeals to the younger men.
MAGAZINE, published every month, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
In each issue is a book-length story of Doc Savage, a physical and mental marvel, who with
his chosen companions goes adventuring to all parts of the world.
Some short stories also
in

each

issue.

NICK CARTER MAGAZINE,

published every month, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
world renowned Xick Carter,

a long 90-page story of modern crime detection by the
the nemesis of crookdom, and several short detective stories in

There

COWBOY

is

PETE RICE

published every month, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Each issue has about three novelettes and a half dozen or more shorter stories dealing with
adventure in the Western land.
MAGAZINE, published monthly, costs $1.00 per year in the U. S. A.
One book-length novel and some short stories depicting life in the Western country of cowboys, miners, trappers, bad
lished in each issue.

CLUES, A

each issue.

STORIES,

men and

all

of the picturesque characters of pioneering,

Detective Magazine, published monthly, costs $1.50 per year in the U.
Each issue is a collection of splendid stories of high-class crime detection.
short

S.

are pub-

A.

Contains long and

stories.

ASTOUNDING STORIES,

published monthly, costs $2.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Contains stories of the wonders of nature and of science, and the occult. Tales that run in
the widest range of the imagination. Three long and 8 or 9 short stories in each issue.
published monthly, costs $2.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Every issue contains a big batch of complete high-class mystery and criminal stories.

BEST DETECTIVE MAGAZINE,

SPORT STORY MAGAZINE,

published twice a month, costs $3.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Contains stories that hold the thrill of the Games, articles by and about famous athletes, and
instructions and advice about Sports.
published twice a month, costs $2.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Every issue contains a book-length story of that weird character, The Shadow, and several
short stories.
It is a thriller.
published twice a month, costs $3.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Contains stories of clever criminals, complicated mysteries and brilliant detectives, all complete
It is the leader and pioneer of Detective story magazines.
in each issue.

THE SHADOW MAGAZINE,

DETECTIVE STORY MAGAZINE,

COMPLETE STORIES,

published twice a month, costs $4.00 per year in the U. S. A.
long and some short stories in each issue that are wide-ranging in scope and incident
and scene, dealing with Adventure, Romance, Crime detection, Ranch life, etc.
published weekly, 52 times a year, costs $6.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Contains complete, fast-moving stories of the range, mine, trail and forest in each issue.
published weekly, 52 times a year, costs $6.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Clean, heart-gripping stories of lovers who triumph over jealousy, envy and hatred, that please
mothers, wives and sweethearts. An Astrology article in each issue that is the best of its kind.
published weekly, 52 times a year, costs $6.00 per year in the U. S. A.
Departments about
book-length novel, a serial and half a dozen or more short stories.
opportunities in the West and informing articles about the old and the new West appear in
each issue. Stories and articles are by authors who know the frontier.

Some

WILD WEST WEEKLY,

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE,

WESTERN STORY MAGAZINE,
A

An

artistic

showing you

whom

card will be sent to the friends

you remember with a subscription

gift

to be the donor.

Please send your order

now

with a Check or

Money Order

in

payment.

ORDER FORM
Street

& Smith

79

Publications, Inc.

— 7th

Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

Please enter gift subscriptions to the following magazines

.Magazine

to

Name

be sent to

:

.

Address
"

Name

.

Address
I

inclose $

in

payment.

And

[Bi ll

oblige, yours

truly,

Dom

i|[rz
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whoops across the
seven seas as millions
Hilarity

cheer the home-wrecking,

knave of the

girl-necking

navy, Barnacle Brown
the

Sailor!

dozen

.

.

.

the score

by the
beauties by
laughs by

Thrills

.

.

the hundred

.

.

.

one, only and

Joe

Brown

E.

.

and

the

original

— anosher

great favorite you see only
in

Jfit

by Warner
— "Themade
Star Company!

pictures

Bros.

A

First

Frank

Todd
Terry

Notional Picture with

McHugh
•

•

Jean Muir

Johnny Mack Brown
•

The/ma

•
•

Sheila

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

A ttHOR'

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME
NUMBER

XXXIX
5

JANUARY

PICTURE PLAY

1934

riiuiu

•

1

happens also to be
SUZANNE!" cries Lilian Harvey triumphantly from the crest of her success in "My Weakness."
of her new film. Then, too, she is exultant because Gene Raymond is her leading man and the picture features the
famous Teatro dei Piccoli, a company of twenty-eight puppeteers and eight hundred marionettes from Italy. They're great!

"I

AM

the

title

It

12

US
By

Madel ne
i

Glass
Heir

to

Booth's Mantle.

When

I
told Fredric
A I arch that he had many
of Edwin Booth's char-

acteristics,

he expressed

appreciation of the
compliment and, after a
his

moment's hesitation,
added. "I have been told
that before."
If similarity of temperament, dramatic technique,

and personal ap-

pearance proves anything
it proves that March is
the Booth of the screen.

The comparison becomes
increasingly apt with the
rich
unfolding of the

March

talents.

If

this

young fellow

doesn't
watch out he is likely to
develop into an acting

genius.

Edwin Booth was on
the stage for more than
According
forty years.
biographers, he
to
his
was a friendly, charitable,

mettlesome man, thoughtful of his parents and
having simple but refined
For all his glowtastes.

Adelina

ing talent and brilliantly
faceted life, he never
abandoned the home-andfireside mode of living
except when necessity reLike his parquired.
ents, he was more than
ordinarily religious.

glamour, lavishto acquire
husbands are reincarnated in

ness

Patti's

and tendency

Gloria

Swanson.

March

has

And

many

of

Fredric

This description

Edwin

March

Booth's characteristics.

fits

like the proverbial

glove.

AMONG

tlic actors and actresses of Hollywood one
occasionally finds an artist who reminds one of an

outstanding genius of the past.
The similarity
be a matter of appearance, temperament, or talent.
In rare instances it springs from a combination of these

may

qualities.

Comparing the characteristics of one's favorites with
the glamorous people whose names have gone into the
annals of the past is a pleasant pastime. So with winter
upon us let's get together, preferably before an open
fire

— some fudge and buttered popcorn
— and figure out who resembles

ceptable

will

also

lie

ac-

who. and why.

Booth, who was born
during a meteor shower
and who died during a violent electrical storm, had a
marked capacity for high romance and constancy. This
is also true of March, whose delightful love scenes reveal
the gay, exalted emotionalism of a civilized romantic.
Booth was paternally inclined and displayed great
devotion to his daughter and grandchildren.
The Marches, having no child of their own. recently
adopted a baby girl.
Originally of a cheerful disposition, Booth's life was
saddened by numerous tragedies, the mosl shocking having been, of course, the assassination of Lincoln by his
brother.

13

TSELF
Some

of the dazzling

screen stars.

giants of the past live again

Do you agree

mantle of

So

in

our

awarding Fredric March the
Edwin Booth and John Gilbert the Byron temperament?
in

far the sable cloak

sorrow has infolded
Fredric March but once
t he
death of his
mother. At that time he
was engaged on a picture
and for ten days studio
conditions compelled him
to work while in the East
of

—

funeral was delayed
awaiting his arrival.

the

Although March is
more robust of build,
and his handsome facelacks Booth's suggestion

of

melancholia,

semblance

Add
of

is

the

re-

noticeable.

to this the similarity
character and tem-

perament and

it

appears

that the great Thespian's

mantle belongs to Paramount's pride and joy.

A

Screen Prima
Gloria

Swanson

Adelina Patti

Donna.
is

of

the
the

Although Miss
Swanson's singing voice
can scarcely be compared

screen.

to that of the nineteenth-

century diva, her acting
is
much greater,
so their respective artistic merits -are about equal.

ability

Here the resemblance
largely that of temperament and character.
Adelina Patti was
is

energetic, ambitious, ex-

travagant, and excessively fond of luxury.
She knew her worth and

demanded it in coin of
the realm. So concerned
was she over money that
her salary, from $5,000
to $8,000 per performance, had to he paid in
advance or she would
not set foot on the stage.
No king ever traveled in greater state than she. Her private
drawing-room car was said to have cost well over $50,000.
Does not this lavishness remind you of the sum;
Gloria?
Recall her splendid homes, her lavish clothes, her
salary demands, her luxurious traveling accommodations, and
her glittering entertainments, and it is obvious that she is not
exactly an exponent of the simple life. [Continued on pag<

Lord Byron, the fatally romantic
poet, set the pace for John
Gilbert, and Jeanne Eagels inherited the golden voice of
Sarah Bernhardt.
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UP

f

rom

By Evelyn Williams
Gwili Andre was a Powers model before she reached the
movies.
After posing on several ad jobs for Mr. Powers,
she came to the attention of beauty-mad producers.
"Before I let you ask a lot of questions
about the players I knew," Mr. Powers said,
"I want to tell you an interesting story about
one star I never met Mae West.
"When Mae started to produce her own
plays she was pretty broke, but she kept it
hidden from Broadway.
She knew that she

—

Helen Twelvetrees posing for a story

grabbed me and
me away from him.

illustration- "Jerry

tried

turn

to

between us
sobbed."

'Choose

THE

forever,'

he

telephone rang in

the office of the

John

Robert Powers model

agency

in

New York

"I'd like to speak to

City.

Mr.

Powers, please,'' requested
a feminine voice
my voice.
"This is Mr. Powers talking," said a voice in answer.
"Is this," I asked gently, oh, so

—

gently, "the

Mr. Powers who knew

Fredric March, Barbara Stanwyck,
Mae Clarke, Anita Page, Constance
Cummings, Anita Louise, Tom
Brown, and a lot of other stars bePhoto by Feder
fore they went into movies?"
And here is 'he heroic Fredric March
'Acs, indeed," said Mr. Powers
ustrating how he got the job by
heartily, "and if you come up here
putting on a starched collar.
while I'm in the mood I'll tell you
about them, and I'll show you picAnd this hop-skip-and-smile ad girl
tures that will make you doubt your
is Anita Pomares, later Anita Rivers,
own eyes. I say while I'm in the
who grew up into Anita Page.
mood, because last week I turned
down interviewers from two tabloids
and a magazine because 1 wasn't in the mood to talk."
had to put up a bluff or fie >eaten. She had the nerve
Now it is not so difficult to find persons who knew to put up a front that looke< to Broadwav like a million
one star be fori' fame. But to find a man who knew them
dollars.
"When she was picking the cast for her play she
by the dozen was like coming across a gold mine with
an inexhaustible lode.
For Mr. Powers not only knew
needed a society type of man. I had a model who looked
more 'ark Avenue than the scions of most aristocratic
the players before they became famous; he also advised
and encouraged them so that their work led to the studios.
His name was Lyons Wickland, and when I
families.
Mr. Powers is a mild-mannered little man whose
say he looked Society with a capital S, I mean that he
opinion on beaut)', both feminine and masculine, is vallooked as though his name should hi' Vanderbih or Astor.
"Lyons had plenty of work as a model." said Powers.
ued by artists, photographers, and stage producers.
When they want a handsome man or a beautiful girl "But he was ambitious. So when he heard that Mae
had a part for his type he walked right into it.
they call up "John R." and put in an order, just as you
would order at a bookstore. And John R. never fails
"And Mae liked him from the time she hired him.
them, for be has several thousand models to choose from.
She recognized that he was a pretty line type of man

**

I
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SMILING ADS
How

several stars of to-day got their start dramatizing the

whitening power of toothpaste and the charm of sheer stockings.
and a sincere

friend.

wasn't

It

a

romance, you under-

They were just swell friends. He knew she
wasn't rolling in money because one day she asked for

stand.

a loan so small that it surprised him.
She admitted to
him how things were, and he admired her inure than ever
because of the way she was outsmarting the smart boys
on Broadway.
"When she got the loan from Lyons, Mae said, 'I'll
never forget this. If I ever get famous, I'll remember
you.'
Of course, Lyons thought she was a grand per-

son to say that, but he never took it seriously. When
Mae was famous and came back to New York, Lyons
didn't even call
her up. He felt
that she was a
star and he was
not,

and

it

would

hardly be fair to
force her to remember him.

"But, there's one thing aboul Mae Wesl that is adAnd Powers, who knows hi^ Broadway, relmirable."
"She doesn't say anything unished telling this story.
When she told Lyons she would reless she means it.
bet there wasn't a more
member him, she was sincere.
surprised man in the world than Lyons Wickland when
She wanted to
he got a message from Mae West.
him, wanted to do something for him.
I

"Well," finished Powers, "Mac West got Lyons
Wickland a part in her picture at a mighty fancy salary.
She got him his chance in the movies. Now it's up to
Lyons to make good. She's repaid her debt in her own
fashion."
I

ing

should say that if Mat' West is as generous in repaya statue erected to her
all her debts there will Ik

some daw
get those
their aid.

Feder

it

well-known human failing to forwhen we no longer require

a

is

did us favors

a well-thumbed catalogue of his modpointed to the full-length picture of a
girl wearing a large scarf and exposing a generous portion of a perfectly formed hack.
Her legs were perfect, too, and her smile
was, strangely enough, demure.

Powers opened
els

in

He

1926.

Helen Vinson's blond beauty
is
unrecognizable in this
brunette dress model.
Plmin hv

for

who

Underneath the picture was the name, Ruby
Stevens.

"She looks," I ventured timidly, "exactly
Barbara Stanwyck might have looked

like

|.j

seven years ago."

Barbara Stanwyck." Mr. Powers
a figure for modeling
Barbara used to get
that artists raved about.
as high as twenty-live dollars an hour posing
for hosiery ads. and that's high for a model.
Look at those legs," he encouraged and I

"That

is

"She had

retorted.

—

looked,

for

1

knew

that

it

was rare

to

see

Stanwyck legs uncovered, especially since
she has become a dramatic actress.
"You may not believe it." said Mr. Powers

the

a-

though he hardly had the courage to be-

himself, "but there was a time when
it
Barbara was actually frightened of the mere
thought of acting before a camera.
"She was first brought to my office by a

lieve

of

friend

dancing

in

hers,

a

was Mae Clarke,
a

hit

of

and asked

girl

with

whom

she

was

The friend's name
and Mae had done quite

a night club.

posing.
if

I

She brought
couldn't

get her

Barbara

in

some pos-

ing to d

"Well. Barbara was very attractive and it
happened that just then I had a job for
her. posing at the old Cosmopolitan studio.
But
It merely meant posing for still pictures.
when Barbara heard the word 'film' she had
She said she wouldn't go on the job.
a fit.
She kept on saying. 'That's a movie studio
and 1 won't go because it means acting. I tell
you, I can't act.' She almost cried about it.
so

Barbara

Stanwyck liked to pose for
but hated the thought of
The man with her is the late

illustrations

acting.

Thomas Holding

after

his

early movies.

fame

in

Continued on page 52
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Some

public.

that

Judith

you have

Field

of your ex-admirers swear
let your own career go to

pieces because you have been keeping yourself so busy being a dozen other girls.
The sad truth is that your infinite variety
has not amazed or pleased your fans at all.
It

has simply reduced them to a state of

annoyed

name

is

Soon

incredulity.

mentioned one

when your

will expect

them

to

hurst forth with such vociferous and blasphemous assertions as, "It's a fake. There
That':: a mirror
isn't any Joan Crawford.
trick of M.-G.-M.'s."
And, of course, it would be madness to
give the public an opportunity to consider
So it might be a
seriously such a notion.
good idea for you to forget your repertoire
of Joans and step out to take a curtain call
as yourself, just to reassure your audience,
before they start walking out on you, that

you're

real.

Joan, you're a
there ever was
What could be more real than that
one.
You've tried to hide your natural self under an outer veneer of culture and imitative glamour, because you thought it was
what your fans wanted. However, mis-

Stagy as it sounds,
daughter of the people

if

takes can be rectified.
If Horatio Alger, Jr., were

still

living

and wrote about ambitious girls instead of
newsboys and the like, he would seize upon
you as the perfect model. For you have
had to struggle upward in the face of obIn fact, Joan, you're the feminine
counterpart of any or all Alger heroes.
Besides that, you occasionally reveal more
than a trace of "Merton of the Movie-."
it
is
Altogether,
a combination which is
o
likely to he resented and misunderstood in
Poor Joan!
this day and age.
Even from the beginning of your rise
to fame and fortune you unconsciously exstacles.

.

hibited Mertonish qualities of sincere affecIn
tation when speaking for publication.
I'hol

,'

Hum.

II

'You've tried to hide your natural self under an outer veneer of culture
and imitative glamour, because you thought it was what your fans

wanted."

T

KINGS

aren't what they used to be!
And, Joan,
you don't already know that, you could soon
find it out by studying reactions to the Crawford
barometer. Time was when every article announcing the
discovery of a "new" Joan was regarded as hot news, no
matter how many had been printed before.
But now.
alas, even the very suggestion seems to bother a fickle
il

1927 when hailed as a dancing daughter
and you were spending Saturday afternoons gayly whirling at the Montmartre,
At
you were really doing a Pagliaccio.
least,, that's the impression one got from

an interview of that year.
One afternoon when you were feeling just too terribly,
terribly blue and spotted a press woman's amiable face,

you dropped into a chair beside her, broke down and
poured out all your troubles. But it was not for publication
oh, my, no!
During the process of relating various
moods of loneliness and melancholy, you confessed, "It's

—
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TALK ABOUT
An open

letter to

Joan Crawford

begs her to forget all the new
Joans and to confine her acting
to the studio

if

she values the

loyalty of fans.
not so bad now, for when I get thai way I have
my car that I can jump into and drive away to
the hills, and 1 often do."
I wouldn't be human if I didn't ask myself,
"Now where have I heard those words hefore?"
I recalled that they were quoted virtually unchanged in last year's magazines.
However, it is still a good line and is referred
to at intervals when the Crawford complexities are delineated.
And it also shows that, in
spite of startling reports to the contrary, our
Joan hasn't changed so very much after all.
That 1927 interview was published, by the
way, only after the writer, deciding that such
touching confessions were too good to keep,
had explained her point of view to you and
received your rather surprised but gracious
Photo by Hurrell
permission.
But, strange as it seems, you
Joan
is advised to stop airing
her yearnings and emotions for the
usually do give permission for such wide dispress in order to give her natural personality a chance in print.
closures of your emotions and reactions.
It
has become quite a. habit of yours to pour confidences into the ears of a writer, and later consent to
effects of the latest "dancing lady" moments, even if
the publication of these effusions.
these qualities are much less publicized.
Such goings-on please and flatter the writers and reOne could probably count on five fingers the Hollysult in a good story, but a very transparent one.
wood stars who would hail a sound crew man on the set
If all the spectacular items ever written about you
with, "Hi, there, how're the babies?" and stop a wardwere placed before a psychiatrist, it would be interesting
robe woman to chat about a candy recipe, or join, as an
to hear his comments.
Probably he would take one
honorary member, the various fan clubs of her profesglance at the array of stories dwelling on your restlesssional rivals, and still keep up personal correspondence
ness, moodiness, superhuman energy, emotional tangles,
with the writers of the first twenty- four fan letters they
and burning ambitions that not only aspire to better
received. Yet that is exactly what you do.
acting, but also include the desire for some proficiencv
Mow many movie queens would devote part of their
in art, literature, and designing, and declare you are
time and the contents of their weekly pay envelope to
psychopathic. Imagine that
the upkeep of four rooms in a Hollywood hospital
with
But we fans know our movie actresses better than
instructions that they be used for the benefit of those
that.
You are not a psychopathic case no crazier than who cannot afford to pay? Or surprise and delight their
the rest of us.
It just shows naivete.
friends with impulsive and generous gifts and their
That is what
Constance Bennett is said to have said it was, and that
mothers with flowers on Mother's Day? And still reshould make it official. Of course, some one with your
member with appreciation those who helped them before
best interests at heart might suggest now as a good time
they reached the top of the screen ladder? And face a
to outgrow it
barrage of unfair publicity with such courage? Again
not all of it, perhaps, but enough to
notice.
Miss Crawford, step forward and take a bow.
And again, as gently as possible, it could be advised
No matter how deeply one may be prejudiced by surthat when fans take to accusing their erstwhile favorite
face artificialities, it's impossible to dislike a girl like
of everything from being infantile, melodramatic, and
that.
shallow to acting as though you were a Lady Vere de
The fact that you are a subjective actress is perhaps
I 'ere, the best thing
for her to do is
the main reason why the Crawford personality is such
right about face.
One must also admit that it grows a trifle irksome to a perplexing mixture of virtues and imperfections. Perhear so very often about the way you and Franchot
haps you unconsciously retain certain traits of every role
Tone took to carrying and wearing those gardenias on
you've ever played and every strong character with
evenings out.
However, the subconscious reason for
whom you've come in contact. Maybe you fear your
our annoyance may be mere jealousy because we couldn't
natural personality isn't interesting enough for interhave our flowers and Franchot, too. People are funny
views, and so you dramatize.
that way, you know.
That's your error! The sooner you learn to be imNow you have earned the right for diversion in leisure personal about your talents and keep your private life
time, no matter how flowery it happens to be. Your genseparate from the parts you play, the finer actress you'll
Continued on page 58
uine goodness more than makes up for the too theatrical

—
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MARRIAGE HASN'T

CHANCED HIM
George O'Brien is still a man's man, ready
and Marguerite Churchill is not

for

anything at any time

trying to

make

a

new man

of him.

By Whitney Williams
of a hermit, for he seldom
of any social life.

he called off a trek to
Argentine, land of
gaucho and darkeyed senorita, and got mar-

SO

partook

the
the

ried

And
mode

!

George

—

som kingdom
afternoon,

on the

lot,

inelegantly,

five

in

tion

George
said suddenly and

not."

"C'mon with me,

Be that
moved to

will affect his

dressing room.

reason

New York

how marriage
life.
The cere-

George demanded

that

pictures

to

of

the

<

exercises

would he strenuous

that

Photo

i>y

Here's a marriage that' s unusual in Hollywood,
Marguerite and George liked each other a long
time, they were married without a show, and she
has taken his frie nds as her friends.

athletically

Then he would light out for Europe, or
long.
Egypt, or the ( )rient.
His home was a man's abode,
lie led strictly a man's
life.
G
existence resembled more nearly that
ally

same types and we both

on the move.
our honeymoon, we
went to Coronado. 'We'll be
like to

Acme

lor the
inclined individual.
Between pictures, he wouldn't stir from his
beach place, unless the idle period happened to he unusu-

most

forty-

We

man.
reorge
Malibu the year
le got up at dawn

plunge in the ocean
cavort on the sand in

series

And

some jaunt. Score one for
the bride.
But listen to George:
"Marguerite likes to travel
as well as T. She shares my
hankering for foreign parts
like
and strange people.

estate.

to take a

a

again.

is

— and

a long lime before he retired

and

ap-

minutes' to an hour's distance from a studio, especially to meet an early call,

needless
to
say
that
reorge was head over heels
in love with Marguerite also

single

she

live

it's

from bachelor

where

peared in several stage productions. Marguerite is in

(

]

That much,
O'Brien ac-

After a long sojourn in

to

took place last July.
yon probably know,
missus
the
is
Marguerite
Churchill. She'd had her eye
(in George
for a long time
before they were married

at

Mrs.

least,

at

As

around.

forty-five minutes' early
from his
drive

full

mony

lived

it

Hollywood

complished.

more

just

a

as

morning

any time.

As

"Absolutely

may. he has
and
taken a hill-top house just
from the
minutes
twelve
The beach was a
studio.

sharing
Ford's
stateroom,
with only a kit-hag of clothes,
no hat, and nary a passport.
He's a man's man, is
George, ready for anything

wonder

says,

accosted

have a swell time." A
few hours later George was

the

entirely?

?

George

the

you'll

All

living

the beaten paths that he always has loved, travel which
for years he has looked forward to with keen anticipa-

Cherry Blosat

of

—

!

sailing for the

along comes
Will it alter his

!

Cause him to abandon plans
to visit South America, Inthose regions off
dia, China

O'Brien's
way of doing things do it
now Two years ago he left
for Japan and a five months'
stay in the Orient on five
hours' notice.
John Ford, the director,
That's

at

now

marriage

there at least

was

two weeks.' we

both said. Three days later,
I asked, 'How about going on
to

grinned and said,

lie

"On

Agua

Caliente?'

She

about to suggest that,
myself.
I'm getting rather fed up with this place.'
"Several days later, the same thing happened again.
We packed, got in the car and tried to think of some
ventured.
'Too
'I low
about Canada?'
other place.
'I

just

1

Continued en page 56
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FANS

CHATTERTON

by Rimer Fryer
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Photo by Clarence Sinclair

"unique and extraordibecause there is no
one like him on the screen. But does he? CerHe goes his way without trumpeting,
tainly not!

HE may well call

Herbert Marshall

his services

nary," as they say

his artistry

in

contracts,

exhibited reticently, gradually, but none
You will next see him in "Four

the less surely.

Frightened People."

1
ho

tiy

George

Burrell

THE charming daughter of the charming Irene Rich
bids fair to inherit the fans of her mother besides
acquiring plenty of her own. Her brief appearance
in

"Pilgrimage," as the capable, sympathetic

uniform

who

escorted

brought a shoal of

gold

the

letters

about

to

her.

star

girl

in

mothers,

The Oracle asking

Frances Rich

as the
individuality of Florine McKinney,
iminstant
an
made
Sale,"
suicide in "Beauty For
For both have
many.
to
Jordan
Dorothy
recalled

THE charm and
sad

little

pression

and

found in fragile ingenues.
a capacity for emotion not often
Lady
Now let's watch for the newcomer in "Dancing

22

I

THE

long absence of Dorothy Jordan from the screen is soon
be broken when she comes back as a full-fledged star in
"Wild Birds." Her leading man will be young Tom Brown.
Please don't remark something about "birds of a feather."
We beat you to it.
to

SOON

you will see
long-awaited
first picture of Dorothea Wieck. As you
probably know, it
that

be "Cradle
Song," and here is

will

the appealing Ger-

man

actress

tumed
in

for

cos-

her role

the story of con

Spain
in
life
The smaller photo is
fraulein as she goes
about the Para

vent

mount

24

lot.

v

PICTURE PLAY readers beat the casting

director

in

discover-

ing Charlotte Virginia

Henry for "Alice in
Wonderland."
The
Brooklyn

girl

hearts

in

berry Finn"

won

all

"Huckle-

and the

inquiries about her

would have done
to a flashing
The small photo
shows her as she was
before she was picked
credit
star.

out

of

7000

candi-

dates.

*Jv.i-

*

'
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Ruby keeler

is
much
more than a tap dancer
de luxe, more than a

popular screen personality, and more even
than Mrs. Al Jolson.
She is herself! You must
read Margaret Reid's
story on the opposite

page

to

know more

about her than has ever
been published in a
single article.

I'hoto

by

Klnier

Fryer
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HALIFAX

HONEY
Ruby Keeler is surprisingly gentle and
modest considering that she could be
excused

for being both dizzv

and

ritzy.

By Margaret Reid
KEELER
RL"B\
to the pattern of

a surprise.
If she conformed
her life she would be a knowing,
wisecracking baby, for wasn't she a night-club
dancer when she was thirteen years old? Or she would
be a contentedly self-important young matron, for, after
all, isn't she the wife of Al Jolson, one of the most
popular and richest stars in the theater?
There is
ample excuse for Ruby to be either dizzy or ritzy, or
both. That she is neither constitutes the surprise.
The adjectives which describe Ruby are the ones
associated with any girl who dreams through a quiet
childhood and leaves the shelter of her family only
for the shelter of her husband.
Adjectives such as
"nice," "modest," "gentle," and "sincere" apply to
Ruby, whose childhood was spent, not in nurseries and
gardens, but in the shifting colored lights of night
is

Photo

clubs.

by

Fryer

In the middle of the night, when other little girls of
Miss Keeler, who began dancing in a night club at thirteen,
her age were sleeping, Ruby was dancing on a polished,
takes her success as an actress with neither phony unconcern nor girlish excitement.
smoke-hung floor under a blazing spotlight. She was
innocent of the men's eyes appraising her adolescent
body as she tapped and swayed and whirled.
Maybe and acted. One reviewer said was either a good actress
there was an indulgent guardian angel keeping a weather
I
wanted to write to him and tell
or else very scared.
eye on her.
Or maybe it was that Mrs. Keeler and him the second guess was the right one."
Ruby were nice people.
She doesn't think much of her acting, but she hopes
Sitting recently in the interview room of the Warner
that some day she may be a fairly good actress, because
offices in New York, Ruby was at the most exciting part
-he'd like to be.
Her ambition is quiet and earnest, but
of her picture career, her first flowering of success.
it is not d<
She has a line serenity of nature
"Forty-second Street" had put her away up on the
which precludes futile fevers. Even her explanation of
cinema map, and "Gold Diggers of 1933" had done it
her entry into the theater at thirteen is untinged with
again.
Her New York vacation was a tumult of inter- any spurious dramatics.
views and photographs and uncourted publicity.
The
"My dad," she explains, "was ill. And I was the
"
success of the hour was a trifle breathless, but she did
oldest girl in the family, so naturally
not raise her eyebrows in phony unconcern, nor did she
about three years old, she had
Ever since she
giggle witli girlish excitement.
She sat, shy but poised,
danced. Her parents had moved from her birthplace,
and spoke when spoken to in her deliberate, quiet little
falifax, Nova Scotia, to New York when she was three.
voice, without a flutter.
By the time she had been in public school a year or so
blue tweed suit matched her incredibly blue eyes.
her dexteritv in the school drills had become so marked
Her thick black lashes, unplucked brows, and healthy, that her parents placed her in the Professional Children's
pink cheeks render make-up unnecessary.
School. Among her classmates were Lillian Roth. MarIt's a funny
little face and a wholly beguiling one.
Not much of a
guerite Churchill. William Jannev, and Gene Raymo
nose, a demure mouth
a tender, honest little Irish face
When she was thirteen, and her father fell ill. Ruby
made arresting by blazing blue eyes.
thought it was fine that she was already equipped to help
Does she like the movies?
a cute child with lightning feet
out.
Because
Oh, yes, very much. Even though she was frightand melting grace, she got a job immediately in the
ened at first.
chorus of a musical show called "The Rise of Rosie
"I started out with wonderful luck. In 'Forty-si
>'Reilly." And continued to work steadily in night clubs
Street' I played a girl new to the stage and scared to
and choruses of Broadway shows.
:
g
death.
It was the perfect excuse for the way I felt
1

•
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HOLLYWOOD
By Edwin and

Elza Schall<

"Nice" heroines have often been described as
Mae West has gone to the uttermost limit in depicting them, the pendulum is to swing back,
and charming and persuasive innocence will come into its
own again. Ruth's firm "No" to the idea of being perpetually
naughty does suggest possibilities in that direction, and the
tendency is one that will bear watching for the time being.
Because of her temporary vacation, while Warner Brothers looked for something else to replace "Mandalay," Ruth
won't wind up her engagement at the studio until December.
And we hear that George Brent may leave with her when
she goes, even though his contract has still some time to run.
Kay Francis took Ruth's place in "Mandalay."
sisterhood.

colorless, but possibly since

—

Stars Freeze Mae West. Mae West was cold-shouldered at her premiere at Grauman's Chinese Theater. Very
few stars turned out, except
those from her own studio.
Gloria Swanson, Richard

Barthelmess, and William
Powell saw the picture on
the opening night, but there
was a reason, for Bill went
with Carol Lombard, who is
Paramount player, and
a
Miss Swanson, Barthelmess,

One

of Marie Dressler's birth-

day

treats v/as

visit to

Bookworms

like

Virginia

an overnight

the White House.

Dabney

must make sure that a little absentminded exposure only adds to the
general scenery.

CHATTERTON
RUTH
deadly opposed
to

is

playing

any more shady ladies.
opposed that she was willing

month rather than be seen

So
to sacrifice her salary for a
.She feels
in "Mandalay."

there ought to be something in the films for her
than such honkatonk heroines as she portrayed in
She doesn't want
"Frisco Jenny" and "Lilly Turner."
that

oilier

always to seem bait for men.
This is the first revolt of the kind that has occurred in
months. Maybe it's the forerunner of a reform moveMany of them have doted
ment on the part of stars.
on appearing as damsels of uneasy virtue. They're regarded as so much more dramatic than the strait-laced

a n

h e

ci

good

a r e

friends.

Metro-Goldwyn, Fox, and

R'K

O

s

t

a r s

wen' scarcely

to

be observed. It
looked a little chilling, but did Mae care" She drew a
full house, anyway, for the first showing of "I'm No
Angel." with executives and society people well represented, and they seemed tc be highly amused.
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HIGH
Our rambling

LIGHTS

reporters get the inside gossip from

Also she gained a major victory.
Marlene Dietrich
present, and that quelled the report that Miss Dietrich had not recognized Mae's existence when she reIndeed, Miss
turned from Europe.
West, talking to the press, vouchsafed the information that Marlene
and she were pals, and that Marlene
and little Maria liked her- songs

was

!

Among

all

the studios.

license

the

—

marriage,

extra

attention

licity.

probably

to

a.

weary

ot

Baby LeRoy a
Worry. — When the
X.

A.

k.

fight

over

was on, some
people became terribly
salaries

worried about the size
Baby LeRoy's
of
weekly revenue, and
whether he might be
seriously affected by
the threatened control

nobody maybe the whole world
know," and much more jargon
;

of that kind.

Husbands haven't seen anything yet in
the way of curlers if the home permanent waver worn by Helen Mack becomes popular.

of the
stars.

money paid to
The matter was

looked into, and

it
was
di-scovered that the
baby receives on!

Mae

Clarke and Sidney Blackmer are
other and can't
conceal it even from the news photog-

week when he is
working, and $15 as a

way about each

a

sort of

raphers.
Phnto by Wide World

pretty

and get extra pub-

Lupe apparently inspired most
for she was very flip in answer-

;

that

4:30

their antics.

;

will

at

m.
Studio attaches be-

came

excite

of it,
ing questions put to her by reporters,
saying "Maybe I marry to-morrow
maybe I marry next week maybe I
marry a vear from now. Maybe I
tell

did, a 300-

I

Matrimonial Flub-dub. Johnny
Weissmuller and Lupe Yelez put on
the anticipated silly show just he fore
their

two

the nonsensical things that the

odd-mile trip to Las \ egas, Nevada, was not the least
silly.
They went there for a marriage license thai wasn't
used. They drove there
and hack during a
and a mori
some six or seven hours
each way, taking out

retainer

when

he isn't.
He is guaranteed only ten we<
work a year. Pretty good for an infant, but nothing as compared with
Greta Garbo's $9,000 or $10,000 a
week. Later on, since his contract is
on a sliding scale, he will receive $110
a weelc, with a $50 retainer, but nobody has to worry about all that inflation

for several years.

Meanwhile, the baby has been having a terrible feud with W. C. Fields.
lie played with him in "Tillie and
in-," and took a violent dislike to
ds's nose, his hair, or his hats,
would hardly work with the comedian at all. The younger they are,
the more temperament
•

!

Several actresses shied at the
of playing with Baby LeRoy in
Baby [s Stolen," because
such a picture-stealer. Among them,
iria Swanson and
we heard, v,
Lombard. Maurice Chevalier
is
reputed to have said that he
wouldn't play with the child again
tinned on page 54
i
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e
By Jeanne de Kolty
contract, it has completely reversed since Karen first attracted marked attention in Garbo's "inspiration."
Shortly after the picture was completed, I happened to
mention to one of the studio publicity writers that Karen

and

had been classmates at high school. The publicity
nay, begged me
to write a story about
Karen.
Metro-Goldwyn, he explained, was anxious to
build up this brilliant actress, who was slated for the
heights.
The result of that conversation was the first fanmagazine story ever written about Miss Morley, in Picture Play of October, 1931.
A few w*eeks ago I telephoned to the studio requesting
information for another story about Karen. The publicity
department informed me that she could not be reached, they
knew nothing about her expectant motherhood the baby
had not yet arrived and had no information to give me.
From the attitude of the person I spoke with, T had the
I

man asked me

—

—

—

—

Two

years ago Miss
Morley's debut on the
screen was applauded
by fans and the press
for her charm, poise

is certainly a striking contrast to
that of less than two years ago!
At the beginning of her career,
Karen went out of her way to gain friends among representatives of the press, and through them, the fans. She
was always delighted at the prospect of an interview
and did all she could to assist the writers. She even

and

WHATA

has happened to Karen Morley?
year ago one of the brightest potential stars
on the Hollywood horizon, to-day she stands at
the crossroads.
Many Hollywood observers contend
that Miss Morley's career, which began so brilliantly a
short time ago, is rapidly fading into oblivion. Be they
right or wrong, there can he little room for doubt that
Karen's fate hangs in the balance, in the face of recent
events.

When

discovered by Clarence Brown,
the director, Karen was hailed as star material. Scarcely
a day went by without some published account of her
charm, her poise, her individuality. To-day her name
rarely appears in print, and then only in the smallest,
most obscure items.
\\ hen Karen's baby was horn recently, a short paragraph in a corner of a Los Angeles newspaper announced
the event.
It stated that a seven-pound son had been
horn to Karen Morley, actress, and her husband. Charles
Vidor, director, at Saint Vincent's hospital.
It carried
no account of Karen's brilliant rise to fame, no mention of her popularity in films.
A year ago, so important an event probably would have been given a headline
and a two-column picture of the actress.
It
is
not alone the attitude of the press which has
changed.
Grumblings on the part of the public are
becoming more evident each day.
Fans want to know
what Karen is doing, why more is not heard about her,
first

why

the sudden change from colorful public life to aloof
seclusion? "We pay to see her," they argue. "Haven't

we
is

a right to know something ah nit her?"
met by silence on the part of Karen.

\-

to

individuality.

went so far as

the attitude of the studio

Their query

where she

is

under

to suggest

new

angles for stories.

She

attracted considerable attention by issuing statements on
her rather extraordinary views of love and marriage.
"I would rather be dead than face the life which is the

women."

she said in an interview a little
"I could never see little Karen
sweeping, cooking, and having babies. Even love would
never bring me to that."
That she meant what she said is hard to believe in the
face of the fact that to-day she is the mother of a robust
usual lot of

she was

impression that interest in Karen
was on the wane. Possibly that
Possibly the studio
is not true.
has some reason for wishing to
assist Karen in her campaign for
seclusion, but the present attitude

more than

a year ago.

infant.
In another interview, she remarked that she was too
busy even to think of romance. "Possibly years from
now 1 will consider marriage." she said. "But it won't

he for a long, long time."
Two or three months later. Karen was the wife of
Charles Vidor.
Perhaps Karen still entertains her
much-discussed distaste for domesticity.
But she lives
in a large home in Westwood Village with but one maid,
haven't heard of her
she eats three meals a day, and
husband missing a meal yet. and her house is scrupulously clean
About the time of her marriage, Karen suddenly
ceased to he interested in publicity of any sort.
The
girl who had been the fan writers' delight made a comShe refused to see any one.
She
plete about-face.
would not comment upon her romance with Charles
Rumors arose
Vidor, other than to deny its existence.
that she was married.
She denied the truth point-blank.
I

!
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of

MISS MORLEY
be a mother and
housewife, which she often declared she would never

Has Karen Morley deserted her career
do, or has she

On a hunch, I communicated with J.
clerk of Orange County, California.

just

gone

Ah Backs, county

From Santa Ana

he wrote last November
"Charles Vidor, age 33, and Mildred L. Linton, age
22, were married in Santa Ana November 15, 1932, by

Harry Evan Owings, a minister."
Karen and I first met when we were freshmen at Hollywood High School. At that time she was plain Mildred Linton, fresh from Iowa.
After her marriage, Karen continued to work in pictures.
She is under contract to M.-G.-M. and apparently the studio has no intention of releasing the talented actress whose ability nobody who
knows her will deny.
"She seems to look upon the world with
mistrust," says Louella O. Parsons, whose
influence with both stars and executive"I
is unchallenged in the movie world.
don't believe she is trying to be snooty.
She just isn't
Rather, she is unreliable.
on the level. A week after her marriage,
she gave me a purportedly exclusive story
denying any romance. She seems to have

no

any one. Surely, she realizes
Karen
writers wish her no harm

faith in

that

we

!

has always been charming to me, and it is
hard to believe she would deliberately lie.
Rather, I believe that she is ill-advised."
Many explanations have been offered
for Karen's attitude.
It has been suggested that she wishes to give up her
career for motherhood.
This is difficult
to credit when one considers the tremendous amount of hard work and heartbreaking struggle that she has put into
her career.
Since the day we first met,
Karen has been working toward one objective
professional success. She hoped
to become a physician, and spent two
years at college preparing for medical
training.
This did not prevent her taking part in every school play and operetta
that was given, and when she finally relinquished the idea of becoming a doctor,
she set her heart upon success as an
actress.
She has made a slave of herself
for pictures.
Surely, she cannot intend
to give up the career that has cost so

—

much ?

A

possible explanation lies in the fact
that Karen's behavior has resembled that

of Greta Garho in the past few months.
Unfortunately, Karen lacks the glamour

To-day her name rarely appears in print.
Even the birth of her son, Michael Karoly
Vidor, got only a short paragraph in a
Los Angeles newspaper.

to

into

snooty seclusion for a while?

The brilliant publicity campaign
the Swedish star.
which resulted in one of the strongest fan followings
ever created might prove dynamite in another's hands.
It is difficult to believe that this extremely intelligent
and talented girl would try to imitate another star!
Nevertheless, just after their marriage, Karen and her
husband visited the Pasadena Community Playhouse,
when- tin- actress met her first success. Apparently t'
made every effort to conceal their identity, entering and
leaving the theater while the lights were dimmed, and giving old friends the cut direct. This performance certainly
[Continued on pa.u<- 551
smacked of the "Garboesque."
ot
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Why STARS
They're considered fair game by every one
with something to sell and as fame increases it's harder and harder to say "No!"

WHY

What happens to those big
actors wave their money adieu down the stockmarket slide, others buy laundries or hosiery mills or ranches or gold
mines. The answer is the same. They live splendidly, often invest foolishly
and are targets for salesmen gifted with silver oratory. Usually stars pay
are there so
salaries?
Some

few movie fortunes?

much more

for everything than you or I would be charged.
"Well, 1 have a nice hot story for you to-day!" Richard Dix greeted me
some time ago. "I'm flat broke!"
At that time Hollywood estimated his fortune at well over a million.
I
was so surprised that I actually stopped eating. Extending my
hand, I said brokenly, "Pard!"
"Practically," he qualified.
When I learned his definition of that word. I felt a bit easier for
the fate of his pedigreed dogs.
I can't work up much sympathy for
a man with real-estate holdings and who gets fifty thousand dollars a
picture, besides percentages.

However, when one who has earned

as

much

as Dix.

who

is

reputed

have been successful in business ventures and who is not a spendthrift, confesses that he is strapped for cash and cleaned out of all
other assets but real estate, it is a situation worth pondering.
Richard Dix is one of the least extravagant actors, though not
His scale of living is exactly what it would be were he sucstingy.
His wardrobe makes a
cessful in some other profession, he insists.
big dent in his salary, but his cars are never of the most expensive
to

He steers clear of premieres, waiting for popular-price
models.
showings. Theaters and dinners cost him only what is necessary to
repay social obligations.
He lives simply on his San Fernando ranch, the upkeep of which
It is nonproductive,
totals two hundred and fifty dollars a month.
Maintenance of this and other real
designed merely as a home.
no negligible sum.
Actors are notoriously poor business men, although there are a few
good ones, he says. I inquired as witheringly as possible, "Who?"
"Here's one!" He emphatically thumped his broad chest.
"Didn't you lose your shirt in the market crash a few years ago?"
estate requires

I

asked.

"Now, now,
my money

onto

These players tell how they try to
hold their own, some even going
into business on the side.
Helen
Chandler, Ricardo Cortez, Charles
Bickford, Edmund Lowe, and Esther
Ralston have shopping systems.

"I hold
you're getting technical." he admonished.
longer than most actors. I took only one big licking

3?,

Co BROKE
By Myrtle Cebhart
—

on the market and I lost in a bank crash. But I've profited in other business
ventures and in real estate. I consider myself a good business man. Others.-'
Lewis Stone, Conrad Nagel, Thomas Meighan men of their steady type

—

inspire respect.

"But we

all

buy dozens of neckties we don't need, or a 'genuine Chinese
made in Los Angeles or gaudy vases at antique prices.

mandarin's coat'

—

—

part of the price we pay for being actors."
Even aside from costly plunges, it is difficult for an actor to salt away
large portion of his
ducats for that inevitable gloomy day.
earnings must go back into his career.
And he seldom is quoted the private citizen's prices. There is a
tendency among merchants to consider cinema celebs fair game.
Resentment is voiced at times
Don't they belong to the public?
because the actors object to the belief that they should dish out their
money to the public that gives it to them.
True, shopkeepers have carried some bad stellar accounts on
some players are notoriously "poor pay," frequently
their books

That

is

many

A

;

Often servants are trusted with too much
and the merchant, ascribing carelessness to the actors
who shop by proxy, may try to nick them probably to make up for
through forgetfulness.
responsibility,

—

the bad accounts.

And some

stellar lights

manage

to sail along, victors in a one-

There was the girl, for instance, who got an expensive
new motor periodically "on trial," always with a good excuse for
not making a down payment, rode in grand style for several months
by "neglecting" the agent's letters, and returned it when he became
annoying. This dodge worked for a couple of years, during which
she was driven in luxurious cars on which she hadn't paid a dime.
But is that bad business on the part of the girl or the dealer?
And there was the blond ingenue who made a deal with a jeweler
by the terms of which she was to broadcast hints to the boy friends
around gift days, receiving fifteen per cent commission besides the
baubles.
So the merchants partially justify their attitude.
"We must
"It is habitual with them to overcharge us," Dix said.
expect that a part of our salaries will be wasted in this manner."
He would not estimate the figure, but others have placed it all the
way between a tenth and a fourth of their incomes.
sided battle.

Continued on page 55

Dix explains in detail why
slippery in Hollywood. Ken
Maynard, Mary Astor, Bill Boyd, and
Ann Harding also tell of their struggles to beat the high cost of stardom.

Richard

money

is
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They Say
By Karen
Warner Brothers have
to New York

director,

Hollis

sent Bushy Berkeley, their dance
to sign a few dozen dancing

And I thought all the time that I was watching
"Footlight Parade" that they already had too many. Even
through the splendid gaudiness of the waterfall number I
kept wishing the girls would finish their stint and make
beauties.

way

for Jim Cagney.
Paramount's big idea was to hold beauty contests all
over the world in order to find recruits for a picture called
"The Search for Beauty." England's, Ireland's, Scotland's, and South Africa's nominees arrived in New York
en route to Hollywood and proved to be four very pretty
girls and as many nice-looking boys.
Maybe there is a
potential Garbo or Gable among them, but it seems to me
the chance

is

potential star

Latest

Lasky,

just

as good,

enlist

outside

who wants

recruits

to

if

among Hollywood

not better, of finding a
extras.

for Hollywood
from society for his

aid

is

Jesse

picture,

He already has Alice Moats, who
Nice Girl Swears."
little group of New York Junior Leaguers, discussing
their debutante friends and their possibilities, weren't too
enthusiastic.
To hear them tell it, there is hardly a girl
among them who doesn't try to ape the looks and mannerisms of her favorite star of the moment.
They are
just pallid replicas of Greta Garbo. Katharine Hepburn,.
Mae West, and Kay Francis, according to their friends.
In the midst of the discussion up cropped an incident
that has long been gloated over in New York's social
circles.
It happened before Mae West became the rage
that she now is, back in the days when she was being
"Coming Out Party."

wrote

"No

A

arrested regularly for putting on shows that somebody
or other considered indecent.
society reporter remarked that a certain young
woman of one of our first families grew to resemble Miss
West more every day. Next day the telephone wires to
The mother, the uncle, the
the newspaper office burned.
family lawyer, and finally the girl herself, called to protest
The reporter admitted her blunder, proindignantly.
fessed to be broken-hearted, said that she would never
make such an invidious compariMarlene Dietrich, re- son again, and then added slyly,
"Because every one expects Mae
turning from Europe,
made history when she West to sue me for libel."

A

said she did

Mae

not

know

Broadway Lights Up.

—

After
few false starts, the theater
season has got under way and Hollywoodians are scampering Easl to >ee if the stage is up to any new tricks
they can borrow. Janet Gaynor, Al Jolson, Irene Dunne,
Marie Dressier, Harold Lloyd. Colleen Moore, Wallace
Beery, and Miriam Jordan have been among the 6rs1
West.

a

EVERY
wood

one who ought to know says that Hollyovercrowded by some ten thousand players.
Not ten thousand screen-struck amateurs, but ten
thousand players who have had some experience but just
haven't caught the eye of a casting director when he was
So what do the
in a mood to give an unknown a break.
They launch innumerable
Hollywood executives do?
campaigns to lure more people to Hollywood to take a
chance on the biggest gamble of the day.
Harold Lloyd, working in the modest way of a producer who makes just one picture in ever so long a while,
She is
has signed a girl to play in his future pictures.
Pauline Moore, an artist's model. She poses in many of
Arthur William Brown's magazine illustrations.
is

On the other side of the footlights they find
nighters.
players that Broadway snatched from Hollywood, usually
while Hollywood's interest in them was at low ebb.
Lois Moran, Marilyn Miller, and Douglas Gilmore, all
of whom films released without a pang, are knock-outs
on Broadway.
Frances Fuller who was so beguiling in
"One Sunday Afternoon." had contracted to do a play
on Broadway before her advent into pictures, so she is
Pola Negri,
not a Hollywood cast-off, just a loan.

The Screen
Mr. Muni's performance

in
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Review

is

not distinguished, although it
could not fail to be competent,
But more, much
of course.
more, is expected of the star

Am

a
of "Scarface" and "I
Fugitive." On the other hand,
Mary Astor is brilliantly suc-

Mr. Muni's cruel,
and Gordon

cessful as

wife,

neurotic

Westcott

fine

is

his

as

idle

son with an English accent.

Some

of the others, however,
signally to portray the

fail

passing years beyond turning
their faces over to the makeup department.

"Torch Singer."
Ricardo CorManners, Lyda
LeRoy,
Roberti,
Baby
Florence Roberts, Cora Sue
Directors
AlexanCollins.
George
der
Hall
and

Claudette

Colbert,

David

tez,

.'

%

*

:

,

J

Sommes.

i

Claudette Colbert's fans
h\ admire their favorite for
satisfying
performance
om every standpoint, which
-dudes singing and a parade
^
o\ striking costumes.
But
g r enthusiasm for the picitl
which stars her will be

For

Epered.

it

is

a

maud-

rehash of familiar
iiations
reminiscent
of
"Bombshell,"a merciiy films, but well done.
less exposure of the
[iss Colbert begins as a
so-called private life
IUS girl deserted by the
of Hollywood, enir of her child, this being
ables Jean Harlow to give a brilliant
xcuse for a sequence in
performance although the film is too disillusioning for the majority.
aternity ward a la "Life
;." No sooner has pov'rced her to sacrifice her child for adoption than
and Mae is toned down. Only slightly, it is true. She
;ik-s her way.
Rapidly she progresses to a topwisecracks, she sings, and she struts, but she stoops to
singer in night clubs, but always she yearns
gather sympathy.
In the other picture she didn't care.
gt tjL :rc
bab)
n tally she becomes a radio
She let us form our own opinion and we loved her for
photoyhen she cynically takes the place of a frightnot caring.
But here, unfortunately, Mae goes out of
Sylvia Sid- of bedtime stories at the microphone. The
her way to show us that she's bluffing, that really she is
patch;" her and she takes seriously her audience of
a sentimentalist almosl as eager for a happy ChristmasYes, I'm sure they're called kiddies. Anycard ending as Janet Gaynor.
How else to account for
the outcome of the breach-of -promise suit and Mae's
Nevertb' n to §" Ior ner own child increases and eventufade-out embrace with Gary Grant as the defendant?
Lady" md^s her and. to round out everything nicely, the
Incidentally, the courtroom sequence is the comic high
films ncve' rns from China to be forgiven.
light of the picture and .Mae'- cross-examination of the
thoroughly? mentioned, all this is well done and the actwitnesses, her subjugation of the jury, and her flirtation
has a cha'i-uthroughout. But it's such a sausagelike story,
with the ancient judge are moments to remember.
impulse
Before that she is seen as the "cooch" dancer of a sideflees to v I
"I'm No Angel."
show, then the star of a big circus, and as the retired
loves. o B rto
--3-fy
vjictiiL,
Grant,
Edward Arnold, Ralfe Harolde,
lady of leisure whose only occupation is to snare willing,
nan tl growu ichaeIi Kent Taylor, Gregory Ratoff, William B
grateful, and generous men.
Ctures. I wasDirector: Wesley Ruggles.
Far from an inspired story, but rather an excuse to
that if I left l\
-hing, a

,
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^strength of personality,

....the

Mae West

is

u

attraction to-day.
Because of this she
scrutiny of her new picture which is break-

everywhere. But this is more because of the
Jusiness
cf her former one and the consequent
r,ii,a^,
l
pia\ uotc ....
„
But she' bund-up. ror the current vehicle is weaker
next timie Done Him Wrong," and no one is sorrier
,

.

.

.

.

scenario.

,

s

the vigor

,

,

,

,

;

,

and the color ot the

.

.

_
Bowery

,

,

•

classic

West personality, the picture is inconceivable
without her. The best line comes, I think, when Mae.
all but suffocated in spangles and feathers, drawls to one
of her four colored maids, "I'.eulah. peel me a grape."
But it is not fair to single out one speech of Mae's. She
flaunt the

makes them

all

sure-lire.

The whole show, and nothing

else

but,

Miss West

subordinates the entire cast, demoting such accomplished
Continued on page ^1
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By Edwin

HELL

Schallert

Is

it

just

OVER

"nerves" from high-tension work

or the artistic

temperament

feuds simmering

in

that

keeps

the movie colony?

town.
HOLLYWOOD
always being waged.

is
a fightingPersnickity temperamental
Sometimes they are real fist fights.
bouts are
More often they are just squabbles, with hot words, snubs, and
ritzes.
Whichever way the chips fall, and sometimes they fall quite
briskly and right off the shoulder, there's many a petty quarrel that turns

into a burning feud.

Occasionally shots have been fired, but mostly in the old days. Once a
duel was threatened.
Norman Kerry was all but challenged with
coffee and pistols for two.
He had a disagreement with a foreign actor
whose idea of vengeance was an early-morning encounter with real
weapons. That might be the way to settle things, but under California
law a duel happens to be a felony.
So after considering Mexico and
other more distant points, the two antagonists abandoned the combat.
Feuds nowadays often reach the punch stage. One punch generally is
all that's delivered, as when Al Jolson recently took a sock at Walter
Winchell because he thought Winchell, in writing "Broadway Through
This brief and
a Keyhole," cast aspersions at him and Ruby Keeler.
much publicized tournament provided a nine-day wonder and is said to
have netted Winchell $10,000 extra for exploitation of his film. Anyway,
he said so. And if it did, that was one instance where the punchee rather
than the puncher got the purse.
The battle of Jolson versus Winchell adds to a long list of feuds which
featured blows, including those between Louis B. Mayer and Charles
Chaplin in 1920; John Barrymore and Myron Selznick John Gilbert
and Jim Tullv Tom Mix and a stage comedian, Will Morrisey Ernst
Lubitsch, the director, and Hans Kraly, the writer, which occupied headline attention for days, because of the prominence of the principals and
the fact that the ex-Mrs. Lubitsch was dancing with Kraly at the time;
and finally ieorge Raft and some obscure assailant.
Hollywood always relishes a good fight, and lately they have occurred
with fair regularity, although not always with stars as combatants. The
fact is that stars have to protect their faces and if the fighting keeps up.
a clause may go into contracts forbidding luminaries from indulging in
real

;

;

;

(

U

MIRIAM HOPKINS

WALTER WINCHELL

C

t

LILVAN

L.iRUE

TASHMAN
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HOLLYWOOD
THELMA TODD

WILLIAM GARGAN

LUPE VELEZ

any pugilistic pastime. Black eyes, swollen noses, cauliflower ears, and
mauled faces are likely to hold up production and cost a lot of money.
No such battling is anticipated at the moment, though. If there are
wars to be fought among players, they'll be done with the stilettos of acid
glances, the velvet claw of feline repartee, the pillowed wallop of "I don't
care to talk to you. Out of my way !"

And

are the movie sparklers masters and mistresses of these art-, as
more genial one of ribbing!

well as the

Still there are always the film fights.
They lead to many things. The
widely recited antipathy between Claudette Colbert and Miriam Hopkins,
for instance. They got very mad at each other over a slapping scene in
"The Smiling Lieutenant." The slaps administered by Colbert we:

Miriam thought. The scene, though it was shown late in the film,
was photographed early. The two didn't look at each other very kindly
through the rest of the production, and even had words. A feud was
started which has never been overcome.
You may have noticed that
Miss Colbert and Miss Hopkins have never been seen together since then.
Clara Bow and Thelma Todd weren't so hot about each other after
their encounter in "Call Her Savage."
A slap in a movie may be just
hard,

a synthetic slap, but it seems to have dire sequels among the ladies.
Often, to be sure, much is made of the antipathies that supposedly arise,
Still the Bow-Todd affair had
just for the sake of press-agenting.
genuine feudish earmarks or were they cheek marks?
The one thing that hasn't happened yet is the spectacle of two women
clawing each other in public. Those who sit around waiting for sensational events feel that this will occur some day. but so far their dream
has been frustrated.
Tallulah Bankhead got her face slapped and her hat torn off by a

—

woman

in a

Condon

restaurant, but after

all

that

was too

far

away

to

Fights between cinema Ladies may go on
provide a ringside thrill.
behind closed doors, for all that anybody knows, but if they do no one
The truth i> that
ever emerges looking the worse for the experience.
the ladies think too much of their faces.

According to legend, Constance Bennett and Lilyan Tashman did
choose a beauty parlor to tell frankly what they thought of
ther.
Occupying adjacent booths, their snappy comments were made to the
attendants, so that each could be overheard by the other. There has been
a feud between the two now and again over who is the best-dressed
woman in Hollywood. But Constance recently extended the olive branch,
complimenting Lilyan by naming her among the world's best-dressed
women. But did Lil do the same? She did not. [Continued on page 53]
i
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FOURTH

of

JULY GIRL
BlairGordon Newell,

Born on Independence Day, Gloria Stuart

sculptor

Gloria's

husband, maintains
separate home.

for

the

admiration

of

But the separation is
only part of their

enough
any hundred-per-cent American fan.
is

spirited

independence code
and not permanent,

a

By Leroy Keleher
which probably
She
independence.
has a whimsical, enigmatic smile and refuses to conform to any predetermined mold. Therefore, the sanguine publicity written about her is a radical antithesis
to the real Gloria Stuart.
An advocate of egoism and individual freedom, she
insists she is a combination of bohemian and futurist.
Away from the studio she wears horn-rimmed glasses and
inconspicuous clothes.
Success, she contends,
is not a matter of wait-

was born on the Fourth of
SHE
of
accounts for her gay
spirit

ing, but of preparation.

July,

Miss

ambiride through
tion
to
Central Park in a hansom cab. And then she
fell asleep and missed
the

thrill.

much

.Altogether too

stress has been placed
on her lethargy, how-

While she

ever.
set

between takes,

the
she

been
curl up and go to
as

doesn't,
said,

has

sleep at parties.
first

fre-

on

dozes

quently

place, Gloria

In the
is too

well-bred deliberately to
her host or hostess.
Then, too, she
wouldn't attend such an
unexciting party,
for
she detests being bored.
Thai is why she thinks
five years are enough to
be an actress.
When Universal informed her they were
launching a huge publicity campaign heralding her as their newest
star, she put her fool
insult

down

ti

mil

v

.

"No,

thank

you," she said.
"I appreciate the honor,
lint

dom.

I

want starNot yet, anyway.
don't

stars themselves
could well be jealous of
Leroy Keleher's fan mail.
Here he is interviewing

The

Gloria Stuart on the
"Roman Scandals' set.

insists.

I would rather grow toward it gradually, through good
pictures and good roles, than achieve it prematurely."

Gloria smokes moderately and seldom touches a cockShe is too watchful of her figure for the latter.
Lunches invariably on graham crackers and a glass of
milk.
She is not adverse to chatting with script girls
and property boys.
She believes that honest sin is better than dishonest
virtue.
Not that she goes in for sin, she hastens to asIt is only ansure you.
other one of her theories
gleaned from books and
tail.

daily contacts.

Despite her refusal to

Only recently did she
satisfy a lifelong

Stuart

worry over petty
she

triviali-

often in a dejected mood.
She is not

ties,

is

burdened by silly inhibitions.
She thinks there
is too much hypocrisy in
morality and not enough
frankness.

Her great-grandparents

sailed

Horn and

around the

settled in Cali-

She was
Santa Monica
twenty-two years ago.
fornia in 1846.

born

in

Duffield and
Phil Neil, U. S. C. and
Stanford half backs, were
her playmates. She never

Marshall

owned a
a

ficient

She was

doll.

tomboy, pro"skinning the

typical
at

cat."

For three and a half
years, she studied Greek
philosophy at the University

of

California.

Then she moved

to the
colony at Carmelby-the-sea where she became associate editor of

artists'

the

Carmelite.

Married Blair Gordon
Newell, a struggling
young sculptor, against
her parents' advice. The
Xewells live high in the
Hollvwood hills and cherish plans for an artists'
colony of their own. They
have only live or six intimate

minded

friends,
folk

r.iitin'Kil

serious-

like

on

paire

them62

%

Gloria stuart

is

one of

the most interesting stars
because she is contradictory

— and

pleasantly

Her fragile loveliness
is oddly at variance with
her independence and her
distinctly mental outlook
on life. The penetrating

so.

and

sympathetic

scription of her

de-

V

V

by Leroy

Keleher on the opposite
page will increase the
popularity of both.
Photo by Freullch
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Underworld
t

George

Bancroft,

sinister

aspects of

screen

after

a

without a

peer

metropolitan

long

absence

portraying the

in
life,

in

returns

to

the

Money."

"Blood

I

m
GEORGE BANCROFT as a

professional

bondsman

is

the central figure

ii

a series of exciting adventures which provide him with the role he ha
been waiting for. He is seen, left, with Judith Anderson, famous stag<
actress, who makes her screen debut. Directly above are Chick Chandle

and Frances Dee, while

at the top of the

page Hawaiian dancers undulatel

\
*>

&K

*

'•'

TROPIC HEAT
"White Woman" takes us

to the heart of Africa

Charles Laughton magnificently

where

dominates

both

natives and his fellow Englishmen as a self-styled king.

\

f

CAROL LOMBARD, right,

is

the white captive of Africa as well

as of Charles Laughton though it is hardly necessary to say
He is Kent Taylor,
that a younger man tries to rescue her.

seen with Mr. Laughton and Miss Lombard directly above.
Again he is with /a Lombard in the canoe.

<

"Only Yesterday," tenderly retrospective in the manner of "Back Street," not only boasts a dazzling array
of favorites but introduces a

Margaret Sullavan, who

is

newcomer from

expected

the stage,

to create a

stir.

LADY

DOC
Ann Harding plays a wizard
plastic

surgery

in

"Beautiful"

of

and

magnanimously restores the marred
features of her

rival,

winning Nils

Asther as her reward.

MlSS HARDING'S ashen
beauty has

shown

to

tage than

and her

never

been

greater advanin

luck

her
in

Nils Asther for

new

film,

obtaining
her lead-

man will cause reamong admirers
joicing

ing

of both.

Young

Popular Robert

also plays a prominent role.

«<

••

»

WINCHELL

Kelly

is

the racketeer

who

is

jecflous of Miss

Cum

The Screen

Continued from page 39

Edmere "feeders" and
giving the others little more to do,
even Mr. Grant as the nominal hero.
players as Gregory Rater! and

ward Arnold

to

"Bombshell."
Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy, Frank Morgan,
Franchot Tone, Pat O'Brien, Una
Merkel, Ivan Lebedeff, Louise Beavers,

Ted Healy.

Director

:

Victor

Fleming.

Miss

suggests an urgent need of restraint
ler
she is to remain on the screen.
acting in this is the most excessive
exhibit of the month, as painful to
her admirers as if she had lost her
sense of humor.
Indeed, there is
more than a suspicion that she has.
After her capital work in "When

if

life

performance

Harlow's

I

first,

last,

and

tumes.

tremes of acting, however, the picture emerges as only fair, a curious
lack of sincerity characterizing

Gordon,
Holmes.

Alice

Russell
Director

Brady

:

falls

estate as a brilliant

Phillips
Hardie,
Charles Brabin.

from her high
comedienne and

'90s that

it.

Miss Brady and Miss O'Sullivan
are mother and daughter, the one a
veteran of vaudeville intent on mak-

is

speech,

their

valry,

and

their

cos-

It is not reminiscent of the Bowery
but of Hollywood story departments,
where anything that has earned a
laugh is bled for future reference.

That

is

why we

see

Wallace Beery

Connors playing The
Champ again, and why Jackie Cooper

Clunk

as

as his idolatrous protege

is

jealous ol

the girl at whom Mr. Beery is easting
And why Mr. Beery
sheep's eyes.
again obliges with a display of him-

clumsy underwear. Anyway,
an even bigger laugh, so it
won't be long now before we see Mr.
Beery's woolens some more.
Otherwise the story details the
enmity of the two men. their fight
for the leadership of the Bowery and
their quarrel over a girl, the one burly
and headstrong, the other dapper and
cunning, and every point driven in
self in

gets

it

with a sledge.

Though

it is

a robustly

comic picture, it is not authentic and
has no substance as a reflection of
ing her offspring a success, the other
rebellious, repressed, and unhappy in
Mercilessly manipulating
stage life.
her daughter's affairs, the mother finally is brought to her senses when
the daughter decides to marry into
the British aristocracy, where her
Tears,
parent will not be welcome.
bowever, and the reappearance of a
tw
the
reconcile
former flame
women and save the ingenue's repuBut it is too late
tation with fans.
to save the picture from oblivion and
Miss Brady from a fall from grace

"The Bowery."
George
rector

:

George

Wray,

Walsh, Oscar
Raoul Walsh.

in

the

character

solar plexus.

"Walls of Gold."
Sally Filers, Norman Foster. Ralph Morgan. Rochelle Hudson, Rosita Moreno,

Alary

Mason.

Director:

Kenneth

MacKenna.

That money does not insure happithe moral of this strangely
is

ness

old-fashioned story.
It recalls twoscore and more films of the silent era
though a handsome, tasteful produc-

as an artist.

Beery,
Fay
Cooper,

except

However, because of itnames.
speed and the attractive cast, it rates
highly with those who laugh from the

i

Wallace

times

the

—

Jackie
Kelton.
DiApfel.

Raft,

tion

Pert

tempts

al-

"Stage Mother."
Alice Brady, Maureen O'Sullivan, Franchot Tone, Alan Edwards, C. Henry

Bowel

charming and human, she is touching,
Between these two expoignant.

—

Miss Harlow's

filmgoer.

slapstick

even they deserve better treatment
than was given them in the fictitious
story of their Flagg and Quirt ri-

it
is inconceivable that she could so forget herself as, to put it vulgarly, to go

she been caught in the whirl of an

is

pleased

a

is

On the other hand, Maureen
O'Sullivan gives the best performance of her career. More than merely

Hollywood"

Burns is not exactly a lovable girl,
what with her constant outbursts and
incessant bickering, but Miss Harlow
manages subtly to gain sympathy for
More, she makes one realize
her.
what Lola might have been had not

ways.

It

rowdy

captn

"hammy."

to

than her role in "Dinner at Eight"
because it is a star part and she is
rarely off the screen.
Her Lola

Eee Tracy is perfectly cast as the
press agent and Franchot Tone gives
what is perhaps his best performance
as a pseudo-lover of poor Lola who
is tricked and cheated even in moonlight romance by her Nemesis, the
Mr. Tone is uncompress agent.
monly successful in reading the florid
lines of his speeches without rousing
suspicion in either Lola or the audience.
But he, too, is just a "plant."
And so it is with her entire career, as
we see it everything is false. There
is not a husk of reality for the girl
to cling to. All the performances are
of the highest order, but the picture

the easily

its

and Steve Brodie, bridge-jumper,
were hardly drawing-room characters
in real life, and that is true.
Bui

"From Broadway

is

color.

far belter.

far.

yet with no sacrifice of
quality which apparently

and "Beauty For Sale,"

Ladies Meet," and more particularly

spectacular, the best she has ever
given, more of a test of her ability

abnormal life.
Yet Miss Harlow
doesn't become sentimental, even on
the sly, but plays honestly and forthrightly.
It is just that her skill as an
actress is increasingly apparent and
she can now suggest shades of meaning where formerly she used one bold

tions could have been

here offered, where fun
is dispensed in heavy-handed shovelfuls and sentimentality runs to the
maudlin. Some one probably will say
that such characters as Chuck Connors, self-styled mayor of Chinatown,

in

of a
The
screen star is Jean Harlow's current
assignment in a picture that is enormously funny and a little depressing,
too.
It is more revealing than the
frankest story in a fan magazine and
mercilessly depicts the shallow, hectic
existence of a glamorous blonde who
lives in headlines.
She is put there
by an unscrupulous press agent who
pursues her relentlessly, destroying
every chance of privacy and yet,
through his understanding of her unreal life and confused character, he
is the only man who can offer her
any semblance of sincere affection.
private

so-called

.M

Review

in

Already this picture has proved a
big success with the majority, but it
is possible that some, like myself, do
not wholeheartedly subscribe to it.
To that lone company I submit my
More in regret than recriticism.
sentment I contend that this
put of Twentieth Century

first

out-

Produc-

in

the best modern
disguise
it.
to

manner

at-

Excellent
dialogue, too. enters into the camouand the result, a smooth, rather
well-acted
if
pulseless
picture,
is
mildly diverting and never boring.
But there is no reason for it.
Sally Eilers, a business executive,
in love with Norman Foster wl
uncle, a fabulously wealthy industrial
is

magnate, present- Miss Eilers with a
tinned on page 56

5_'

Continued from page

Up from

and I persuaded her
wouldn't have to act, only
pose, and she consented.
Of course,
when she did get into the studio she
was fascinated by the idea of acting
in front of a camera.
Her desire to
be an actress was born then and
"Filially Mac-

she

that

there."'

When

I

I
had always wondered how Anita
Page became linked with the Harry
K. Thaw film project of some years
ago, so when I saw her picture in
the book under the name of Anita
Pomares, and still later in another
catalogue under the name of Anita
Rivers. I q-uestioned Mr. Powers

"1

it.

would not," he

said, "talk

Thaw

—

—

a

broken

The

doll.

child's

name was

given as Anita Fremault, but I recognized even in the childish features
the face of Anita Louise. And further on in the catalogue was the pic-

handsome young boy named
Tom Brown.
Those two, who as children had a
similar background, were profession-

directing a picture at the
I told my friend to
give her a part, any kind of a part."
And that was when Anita's troubles

Pathe studio.

"The director," said Mr. Powers,
"was crazy about her work, and ofher a contract.
Anita called
up and said she wanted to sign.
I
told her not to sign unless he
doubled his offer. She was stubborn,
fered

ii'ie

,

.

The response was tremendous and
downhearted player

will find

cheer in the friendly surroundings of
the club this winter', thanks to Marie.
Colleen Moore made a brief and
otherwise ingratiating speech saying
that .Marie was the only actress who
dared admit having another birthdaw Fanny Thirst paid her a touching tribute and said that

Marie

really

suggested the story of "Back Street."
Every one present worried about
.Marie's failing health and her disregard of doctor's orders and at the
end of the evening she was, as usual.
gay and blooming and exuberant,
while every one who worried about
her was wilted.

And when Constance wasn't warming a chair in Mr. Powers's office she
was sitting, with almost Oriental patience, in a chair in the office of
Louis Shurr, a theatrical agent.
Usually she was accompanied by her
inseparable friend, Peggy Conklin, a
stage actress.
The two girls sat
in the Shurr office and read incessantly.

"Get me a screen test, Mr. PowConstance used to beg.
"I
know I'll make good in the movies

ers,"
if I

just get a chance."

to me and
flipping the pages of one of his old

Mr. Powers was talking

catalogues

when suddenly

his face

lit

and passed one another without a
glance in the Powers office, much as

here, pipe in his mouth, then breeze
right out on a job," Mr. Powers

almost as far back as they can

who

are

little

rooms

And

boys and
without

it

is

girls

likely that they,

meet

impressing

in

class-

one an-

other.

Mr. Powers, break-

"Flere," said

my

reflections on fate
romance, "recognize this girl?
That's Constance Cummings.
I'm
going to tell you a little secret about
Constance.
The thing that worried
her most in the old days, aside from
a burning desire to be a movie actress,

was the fear of getting fat. She has
tendency to plumpness and
she used to watch her diet like a
hawk.
"Constance was working as a
chorus girl when she wasn't modeling for me, but she was as different
from the average chorus girl as day is

They/ Say/

.,
,,
r
Continued from page 35

tion."

now openly romancing, met

als

remember.

a natural

started.

from night. While the other models."
said Mr. Powers, "sat around the
office
twiddling their thumbs and
waiting for work, Constance read.
She read good books, too, not trash,
and she showed it in her conversa-

up with a brilliant smile. "Now there
is a man!" he said.
He pointed to a
picture of Fredric March.
"Freddie used to come breezing in

and

who was

a

it."

As I was thumbing the pages of
the old catalogues and saw pictures
of Billie Dove and Neil Flamilton, I
came across two pictures that struck
me as singularly interesting. One
was the picture of a little girl of
about six, her golden head bent over

ing in upon

model," Mr. Powers said.
"She
used to act all over the place.
She
acted so well that I got the idea of
-ending her over to a friend of mine

many

—

ture of a

about

angle if it wasn't a case of
ttraightening out something that has
been a detriment to Anita.
"When she was a child of twelve,
her mother brought her to my office
as a little model.
You can see" he
pointed to the photographs of a curlyhaired
youngster "that
she
was
beautiful and full of personality. I'm
always on the lookout for such models and she filled the bill ideally.
"Anita was not just an ordinary
the

Ads

but 1 got mad and talked sharply to
her until she listened to reason. Finally she did sign
at twice the sum
she had first been offered.
"Not until the contract was signed
did Anita and her mother learn of
Harry K. Thaw's association with
the venture.
Then it was too late to

do anything about

think of the dramatic star.
Barbara Stanwyck, I can hardly believe that there was a time when she
did not want to act.

about

Smiiing

15

Irene's
Dunne came

New York—
Secret. — When Irene

said.
"He had more work than he
could handle. Artists and photographers used to call up and ask for the
'dramatic model,' Mr, March.
They
called him that because he acted even
when only posing. He was a born
actor and ever)- picture he made for
advertisements looked natural.
One
thing sure about Freddie, he'll never

have to have benefits performed for
him. He's a grand business man and
knows how to hold onto his money."

That from Mr. Powers

in the

is

nature of a supreme tribute, because
most of the models who have worked
for

him have grown

—and

old in the

—

work

poor because they lived up
to everv cent thev earned.

in

to

New York

and went

few days, the usual
She was Panning
to divorce her husband, said one. She
was fighting with her company, sugThat she had put
gested another.
on weight and was in training to take
Probably
it
off was another idea.
there were others.
Meanwhile. Miss
Dunne was suffering, even as vou and
As soon
I, with a horrible toothache.
as her husband, who is a dentist, had
done his worst, she was as blithe as
ever and quite unconscious of the
murmurs she had started.
During her visit some one discovered that the five millionth ticket was
about to be sold at Radio City Music
into hiding for a

rumors were nfe

-

which has been open less than
It
wouldn't do to let just
any one buy this epoch-marking
ticket, so she obliged.
After all. that
was little enough for her to do. conHall,

a

year.

that
the preceding week
some twenty thousand people a day
bad come to buy tickets to see her

sidering

in

"Ann

Yickers."

Mimi Takes
Jordan, or Mimi.

the
if

Air.

you

New York when

— Miriam

prefer, skips

few
She
just cannot get used to Hollywood.
to

clays'

she has a

vacation between pictures.

When

she

working

is

there

that sin- has

she

is

no time

so busy
to

make

and when she has time on
her hands she feels lonely and defriends,

They Say
With New York only

pressed.

a day

away by

plane, it seems easier to go
visiting there where she has friends
than to settle down to finding some

California.
over the

in

travel

She always has to
same route because

there is only one air line that carries
dogs, and Mimi has a Pekingese that

goes everywhere with her.

Miss Jordan

is a forthright, vital
She is not simply
of person.
thrilled to death over her next role,
the usual speech of any player who
has not reached stardom.
She says
frankly that it is an old curio that
has been rewritten in the studio so
many times that it looks like a had
risk.
She is as refreshing in person
as she was in "I Loved You Wednesday."

sort

—

to Work.
The busy season
starting in Hollywood and players
are hustling West.
Miriam Jordan

Back

is

away from

tore herself regretfully
the race tracks around
did Al Jolson.
Wallace

New

York, as
Beery came

back from a sight-seeing trip to
Europe, taken to oblige his wife and
no fun for him, to hear him tell it,

and got

own

in his

California.

plane to

fly

The next time he has

to

a

vacation he will just wear old clothes

and go

fishing

and

flying.

La Tashman and Hedda Hopper
feud about clothes, which
started as a publicity stunt but" became a brabblement in earnest. Miss
Hopper, considered one of the smartly
dressed women, was playing the
hostess in "Dinner at Eight" on the
stage, and the bright publicity boys
thought it would be an opportune
time for Hedda to challenge Lil's sara

superiority through the newspapers.
Just before the first story
appeared in print, it seems that Lil
invited Hedda to a luncheon, and on
receiving word of this Hedda mentioned something about the proposed
newspaper publicity.
She noticed
that Lil rather froze up. And Hedda
never heard another word about the
luncheon.

torial

Lupe Velez

is

the best

little

feudist

She has had to battle her
since she came to Hollywood. She goes about with a load
of light lumber on each shoulder,
daring anybody to knock it off, especially feminine rivals.
She early
suffered from comparisons to Dolores del Rio, and that didn't make
for any friendliness between them,
though they both hailed from Mexico.
Dolores was a society girl, while Lupe

there

is.

way ever

53

York

has served notice on Colleen
that they arc about ready to

start her picture, and Colleen, who
has suddenly grown clothes-conscious
after all these years of reveling in
sweater, skirt, and polo coat, is depleting the shops of velvets and furs

and

ruffled elegance.

Janet Gaynor stayed in town but
briefly.
Success. New York and its
sophistication, the crash of her marriage
seems
nothing
change
to
She remains ever
Janet essentially.

—

terribly

childlike,

amused and

a

little

interested
and
afraid of stran-

gers.

Marlene Dietrich paused in New
en route from Europe just long
enough to make a lot of engagements.

York

Then

she rushed away without keeping them.
To the" horror of Paramount executives who saw a feud in
the offing, she professed never to
have heard of Mae West.

Maybe some

theater managers who
did not do so well with "The Song
of Songs" will explain to her that
Mae West is the girl who always
packs the theater with her pictures.
Sylvia Sidney came back from her
jaunt to Europe and confused all the
people who said that her professed
illness was a sham by going to the
hospital for a serious operation. She

Hell

Continued from page 41

had

RKO
Moore

New

in

which threatened

outbreak on
several occasions, originated because
Lupe did what she termed an imitation of Jetta.
As you know, she is
quite a good mimic, and has impersonated various stars on the stage.
That impersonating trick delights
everybody but the victim, because
real

Lupe puts a more or less delicate
venom into her travesties. Consequently, if it ever did come to a fracas with her enemies, Lupe probably
would have
Los Angeles

to hire the
to

Coliseum

in

accommodate her ad-

versaries.

Swanson

is

enormously

feudish, but with a queenly dignity.

Years ago it began, when Pola Negri
came to Paramount, and the studio
proved too small to house two such
empresses. Later, Gloria found life
very burdensome at United Artists
studio, when she was ensconced with
Norma Talmadge, Corinne Griffith
and other stars. She soon departed
to another studio where she could en-

had traveled the hard road of cabaret

joy a more cheering isolation.
Professional feuds are legion in
Hollywood. They begin on the set
and end in the living rooms of the

singing.

best

Then Lupe and

Jetta

Goudal

didn't

eral

of

Para-

a picture called,

"Reunion."

things,

all

make

will

—

Making History. Almost e\ enactor has some pet historical character that he wants to play, but rarely
can
him.

producer to

a

'jet

In-

Xow

all

that

is

listen

apt

to

to

be
has

Charles
Laughton
Private Life of Henry
VI f," and it is such a knock-out that
in one theater alone twenty-five thousand people paid to see it in one day.

changed.

made "The
I

Greta Garbo as Queen Christina,
Marlene Dietrich as Catherine of
Russia, Edward C. Robinson as Napoleon, and Gloria Swanson as Bernhardt are all promised for the near
Now is your chance to nomifuture.
nate any historical subjects you crave
see

to

filmed.

where the

In

a

range
to "I'm No
bits

crazy

season

from "Little

Women"
Angel," producers are apt to take a chance on
anything.
But before you get your word in,
let me go on record as saying that I
won't be happy until some one films
"Will Shakespeare," by Clemence
And I want a film built
Dane.
around the life of Lola Montez, too,
with Dolores del Rio playing the
great charmer of earlv Western days.

Over Hollywood

get along at all during the making of
"Lady of the Pavement."
It has
always been said that this frigidity

Gloria

patched np her troubles with

mount and

manses of the colony. For
years Richard Arlen and Nancy

Carroll have entertained a mutual antipathy and don't hesitate to talk

At least Arlen expresses
about it.
himself decisively as to what he thinks
of Nancy, and she will do the same
if properly baited.
The feud was partly the result of
their proximity during the filming of
"Dangerous Paradise." No paradise

They had to go on locafor them
tion together at Catalina Island, and
!

way Dick bawled Nancy out on
one or two occasions was something
awful. They were not cast together
again until "Wayward" was made in
New York. They consented to a duet
the

of duty, but only very reluctantly.
Probably they felt that a different environment might ease matters, but,

from

all

accounts,

it

didn't.

Whenever

a star becomes queen of
a studio, it's a challenge, especially it
she happens to be married to an executive. Various other stars will start
complaining about being allotted roles
Both
that are not up to the mark.
Norma Shearer and Colleen Moore,
while reigning at M.-G.-M. and First
National, respectively, endured indirectly
the
barbs
of
criticism.

Whether Norma, who is back again,
will suffer the same stinging arrows
remains to be seen.
At various times Joan Crawford,
Marion Davies. and Greta Garbo
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Hell

have been reputed as fighting for the
supreme throne at M.-G.-M., along
with Miss Shearer, and each appears
to retain the scepter at intervals.

The

most

familiar

professional

the one that goes on between
stars who are teamed together.

feud

is

two

Occasionally, like Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey, they separate to
These two
mutual disadvantage.
comics can't get along apart; together
they are box-office winners.
Consequently, they're tied up now in a private organization and have to work
as a duo.
They can battle as much
as they please, but they can't separate.
Form a company for each matrimonial alliance, and make the one
who kicks over the traces the loser
financially.

One team

that is apparently happy
Charlie Murray and George Sidney. Also Zasu Pitts and Slim Summerville have thrived with a minimum of wrangles, though lately
Zasu has been seeking other fields,
which may be significant.
is

Stan

and "Babe"

Laurel

Hard)'

are said to reach the stage from time
to time where they don't speak except
in front of the camera, while the old

between Wallace Beery and
Hatton, and George K.
Arthur and Karl Dane, and other
teams partly resulted in their break-

wars

Raymond

ups.

The oddest professional war, and

after his experience in "A Bedtime
Altogether, the kiddie is a
Story."

problem.

Grudge Party Opposed.
some things

that

just

one of the comparatively few frays
to involve a man and woman, is the
squall involving Joan Crawford and
William Gargan, due to a forceful
adjective with which Gargan described Crawford's ability as an acGaygan took a test for "Danctress.
ing Lady," and was much wanted
for the picture, but Joan would have

none of him.

In taking tests of other
players the studio used the Gargan
test as a model, but would not engage
the actor himself.

An

odd feud was the one between
MacDonald and Dennis
King during the making of "The
Vagabond King." It was due in part
Jeanette

the fact that Jeanette preferred
singing in the morning and afternoon, while King liked the afternoon
and evening, and they both argued
for schedules according to their speto

cial tastes.

The

Mae West

wouldn't
consent to Jack LaRue's appearing in
"I'm No Angel," may develop into a
Everybody is watching, for
feud.
LaRue hasn't hesitated to tell about
this with injured emphasis.
It seems
fact that

objection was that she had
in her stage company once,
and didmt entertain a 100 per cent
opinion of him as an actor.
Stars' fights with studios are routine.
Nevertheless, they can become
the meanest feuds of all. If the wars
can't be settled by the Academy of

Mae's

LaRue

Hollywood High

Continued from page 29

are

Over Hollywood

— There

won't go

Hollywood. And one of these is
"grudge party." That very clever
Edgar Allan Woolf, scenario
wit,
writer, who is known as the "big bad
Woolf," had an inspiration for such
a party and thought to ask all those
who were feuding with each other to

:

in

Gunder dunked on Sunday, and

a

lowing the submersion the boys will

He was
the event in a spirit of fun.
planning to have a prize-fight ring.
believing that would help the gayety
along, as it would suggest that "enemies" might settle once and for all
their antipathies.

No

sooner had he hinted

party than he

commenced

at

such a

to receive

word from

all grudgers and grud;
informing him that they thought it a
terrible idea, and certainly wouldn't
come.
Whereupon he changed the
plan to a sweet Cinderella theme and
everybody was vastly pleased.

—

A "Dunking" Party. The Bing
Crosbys and the Richard Arlens held
a joint christening for their youngIt was on a Sunday and consters.

fol-

be glad to welcome old friends and

Crosby's

at the

—

grand opening

Folly" that being the
of the Crosby home.
Eighty
glasses were reported broken during
the dunking.
of

name

Plucky Lilian Harvey.— No one
can ever say that Lilian Harvey isn't
game.
She seems to be fighting a
losing battle in her American career,
Her
but nothing daunts her spirit.
first picture, "My Lips Betray," had
its

release deferred, and the second,

"My

Weakness," scarcely met with

approval, yet Lilian is fightway right along.
Added to this, she endured rough
treatment in "I
Suzanne." She
was os -,(,! back and forth across the
critical

ing her

Am

t

dance number, and though a
whole group of chorus men were
supposed to catch her each time, they
were not equal to the job, and
set in a

become a legal tilt. Often
the studios prefer to turn a player
loose rather than pursue the cam-

that didn't

paign.
It is generally done in only
the most radical cases.
Real blood-spilling in a feud has
threatened in only one instance during the past few years, and that was
during the making of "Trader Horn."
Riano, one of the imported natives
picture, had an idea that
in the
Slickum, a bootblack at the M.-G.-M.
studio, had double-crossed him
some way. Riano sharpened up

in

his

long knife to finish off Slickum. He
told that such a procedure might
be all right in Africa, but it was nogo in America. But Riano knew only
Pie was determined to
his own law.
carve up Slickum.
So the studio did the next best
thing.
They hid the offending bootblack until Riano's ire had abated, or
he had gone back to the jungles.
Anyway, Slickum was saved, even
though Riano was never appeased.
He may yet, after the fashion of the
big-city gangster, come back to get
his hated enemv.

was

Lights

sequently drew a packed house, including many of the brighter stars of
movieland.
The most amusing thing was the
invitation, which read
"The Arlens
and Crosbys are having Elmer and

new customers

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
then the next step is the courts, and
this often prevents a player from reappearing in pictures. Consider how
long it took to straighten out the Rudolph Valentino wrangle with Paramount, and even the more recent
Cagney-Warner controversy, although

dropped Miss Harvey on the floor.
she suffered black and blue
marks on legs and arms and an abrasion on her back.
She stayed right
through the scene, until ordered
home.
Pluck like this should be rewarded.
Result

:

—

Actress "Abuses" Wrestler.
Gus Sonnenberg's divorce complaint

against Judith Allen caused startled
amusement. Pie accused the young
actress of abusing him. which is quite
something for a bulky wrestler to lay
at the door of the young and slender
girl who fooled everybody into thinking she was* unmarried when she

Impression was
to Hollywood.
given that she might have studied
jujutsu at one time to be so proficient
making life miserable for the
in
heavyweight battler of the mat. Miss
Allen managed to laugh off any implications of her dangerous physical
prowess and filed a divorce complaint
of her own.
Thus ends one of the most unique
deceptions ever practiced on the studios, and a very attractive girl is footWill Gary
fancy-free.
loose and
Cooper renew his attentions, or some

came

one eLe

?

:

1

Continued from page 33
"If we haggle, \vc are called cheap.
Onlookers relay the incident, and
soon a reputation for niggardliness is
built up.
People expect their film
favorites to be ridiculously generous
with their huge earnings.
Or else
they just don't stop to figure out the
uselessness of it."
Ricardo Cortez tries to get around
the difficulty by seeking new shops.

"Shopkeepers seldom know me at
first," he says, "so I keep looking for
different places.
Before long, however,
some customer will gurgle,
'Ooooh, there's Ramon Novarro
I've even been mistaken for Conrad
!'

They

Nagel.

spot us for

'a

movie,'

though they may not recognize

us.

Do we

look that different from other
people?" he wondered.
"At best, our shopping is compli-

pay good money for
resent exceedingly being gypped because I act for a living.
Ordinarily, I pay with cash.
If I
must write a check, as soon as they
see my name it develops that they
forgot to add on the sales tax."
cated.

I like

quality, but

Bill

to

I

Boyd

thinks that the men are
apt to be overcharged than the

more
women, being

Now

values.

less

that

acquainted

with

Dorothy Sebastian

Boyd is attending to the exchequer,
more money is saved in the Boyd
household.

"The shopkeepers

figure that since

a successful actor can pay more, he
will

want

true,"

better

which

quality,

once analyzed
"There must be 'sevhandkerchiefs sold in

Hollywood, but let Ed Lowe try to
buy one
They have only two-dollar
!

ones."

my ex-husband, Harry
checked every estimate
when we built our house," Ann Harding remarked one day.
"He prepared first by a careful study of
building and of materials. We placed
in charge a man whose honesty was
"Harry,

Bannister,

„

.

Continued from page

31

Ottumwa

newspaper

carried

flattering reports of the event.

One

story read, in part
Mrs.
difficult

Charles

Vidor

position

carrying off a
is
with the poise and sim-

of manner that easily reveals
secret of her success.
She is adding
miring friends as fast as persons
presented to her.

plicity

the
adare

Iowa some months
later, I heard numerous stories of the
actress's efforts to avoid crowds and
her aloofness toward fans.
NaturYet,

ally,

visiting

her admirers

felt hurt.

Go

Broke
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of importance, to take the nun- to
investigate those whom we trust with
the expenditure of money. This man

warned Harry

that

he had been of-

fered a split by certain concerns

if he-

would throw our business

way!

Our home
less than
estimated.

their

twenty-live per cent
architects and contractors
cost

a star will hesitate to say, 'I can't afford that,' for fear of being thought

parsimonious.

My

pride.
foolish.'

To me,

rule

is,

"

that

is

false

'Be fair but not

Constance Bennett is one of the
few who consider the articles they
buy worth the prices they pay. "Intelligence tells one that good things
cost money.
But it is ridiculous to
permit an overcharge.
When it occasionally
happens, I discover it
quickly, and the merchant either recerror or loses

tifies his
I

make

this

my

patronage.

attitude clear to trades-

people."

The James Gleasons's secretary
does most of their shopping and marketing, more to save time than money,
however. Lucile Gleason is too sharp
to be victimized.
Helen Chandler, with little time
for shopping, has things sent out for
is

She wants the best and
prepared to fork over for it.

all

Ken Maynard's boots and Stetsons
are made to order in dozen lots,

selection.

and he

finds that quality is

expensive

but doesn't grumble.
Mary Astor, who loves to putter
around the ten-cent stores until recognized, plays a little game with herself to give shopping a zest.
"I pretend that I can't afford the
expensive things and that when I
give in to caprice it's naughty. Once

had to economize rigidly. With
movie success. I took the viewpoint
T

that

I

could afford anything.

of

several serious illnesses since enterpictures, and is said to have
broken down completely and fainted

during a rehearsal at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse some years
ago.
is

truly

due

to

ill

it,

way.

that

I

had had
So

for things.

I

—

,

I

-

and, feeling guilty, try a
for their entertainment, their smiles get a bit forced.
It's refreshing to find a man who will
bawl me out and tell me to take something or leave it, but to decide
pronto."
The players resort to disguise in
order to shop in the comfort of obscurity.
Smoked glasses, often aided
by veil or scarf, is a stand-by shield
from the curious.
Though Ramon
Novarro applied or grew a Vandyke
beard to avoid attracting attention on
a trip abroad, lie finds that glasses
and a hat pulled well down serve his
purpose in Los Angeles.
Practically the only star who can
go about as she pleases is Garbo,
unique in her off-screen reality.
Tweed suited or wrapped in a woolly
coat, she strides her way unperturbed.
Louise Eazenda is the only player I
know for whom prices ever are lowered.
Spending many hours at a
pastime which she love-, she is known
in all the store- and gift and bookshops, as well as around the central
market downtown.
Aware of her
shrewdness, and that she buys extensively for her own and her parents' household, tradespeople often
And she atoffer to make deals.
tends half-price and close-out sales
of perfumery, bags, bric-a-brac and
novelties, picking up many real barm

ties,

few wisecracks

gains.

The

ought to pay
commissions
instead of mulcting them.
Crowds
stores

really

stars, especially the girls,

(

'

1

tinned cm page 57

Miss Morley

ing

If the great silence of

to

have gone hack to doing that giving
in to Hi) -elf sometin
"Lad) the shopkeepers think I'm
one cantankerous customer,"
Hob
Woolsey exclaimed. "They hate to
see me coming.
think they are my
severesl
For after I've tried
on ten pair- of shoe- and fingered a

There's

It may be that poor health explains
Karen's attitude toward her erstShe has never been
while friends.
She has always been underrobust.
weight, and at school was the despair
While other stars
of gym teachers.
fight off poundage. Karen does her
utmost to gain. She has experienced

ley

no kick

more fun longing

i

"In personal shopping, sometimes

The Strange Case

Last Christmas the couple visited
Karen's grandfather. E. C. Loomis,
in her home town, Ottumwa, Iowa.

The

Stars

vouched for by persons of integrity.
We found it worth while, in matters

is

Edmund Lowe

the situation.
enty-five-cent

Why

Miss Mor-

health, she de-

serves nothing but sympathy.

How-

ever, those close to her agree that she

would be wise

explain her posisuch is the case.
for fans are notoriously fickle and do
not like being ignored.
Her natural ability as an actn
her discretion and reticence, have
served Karen Morley well as stepping-stones to success.
Strangely
enough, this same reticence may lead
to

tion to the public

if

to oblivion.
It is to be hoped that Karen will
soon explain to the world her str
actions of recent months.
Continued
silence may prove disastrous to her
career.
A dissatisfied public does not

make

box-office receipt-.

:
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Miss Eilers accepts
"so beautiful" and
Mr. Foster, incensed, gets drunk and
marries her sister. Then begins Miss
Eilers's martyrdom as the wife of the
rich man, her home a terraced estate
chinchilla
it

coat.

because

is

it

in

Review

thanks to the miracle wrought by the
author, Kathleen Norris.
Mr. Foster gives an excellent performance as the earnest, ingenuous
young hero whose uncle does him
wrong. The latter role is well played
by Ralph Morgan and Rochelle Hudson is striking as a baby vamp who
helps clear things up.
Miss Eilers is
not so successful.
Primarily a comedienne in the "Bad Girl" milieu, her
limitations are apparent as an emotional actress frustrated by walls of
gold.

"Night Flight."
Barrymore,

Helen Hayes, Clark
Robert
Barrymore,
Montgomery, Myrna Ley. William
Gargan, C. Henry Gordon, Leslie
Fenton, Ralfe Haroldc, Frank Con-

John

Lionel

Gable,

Harry
Beresford.
Brown.

roy,

Director

Clarence

Celebrities with

do

is

little or nothing to
the disappointing dish set before

Imagine Helen Hayes with
us here.
one emotional scene in a picture The
rest of the time she spends at the
telephone anxiously inquiring about
her husband, a pilot. Of course her
anxiety is real, but more than that is
expected of a Hayes.
And she is
photographed with curious indiffer!

with four bathrooms in silver and
one in green gold and she a moping
bird in a gilded cage.

However, from

discouraging impasse

this slightly

all

obstacles are removed for the marriage and presumably endless happiness of Miss Eilers and Mr. Foster,

up to Malibu and
So back home we went
and spent several weeks on the beach.
"One evening I had to go to town
Let's just go

stay there.'

nil

You know how

business.

—

it

is

friends drop
with a bachelor place
About ten o'clock on
in at any hour.
this particular night, a pal

who

hadn't

my

marriage wandered
bv, in a very mellow mood.
"When Marguerite opened the
door, lie looked at her and inquired
'I'm the little
,vho she might lie.
woman,' she told him quite seriously,
and invited him in. knowing he was
heard about

a friend of mine.
When I arrived
home an hour later, he was sobbing
i

>ut

his

li

"After he had gone, I asked my
lie had said.
'Plenty,' she
chirped.
'Enough to hang you any
knew
time.
hit don't worry, honey,
vim be tore we were marall about
ried.'
And she pulled that wide grin
of hers.
She has a grand sense of
humor. She'd have to have, married
to me."
And George grinned himself.
"Win. just a day or so ago,
promised faithfully to call her at one
o'clock to tell her whether or not she
wife what

I

I

1

should
In

come

to the studio

for lunch.

the rush of getting ready

for

my

completely forgot. At
next picture,
four a telegram arrived with the nus>'Brien.
'Mister
This is to
saere,
1

(

In fact,

Hasn't
report you
Please

verify

Shanghai.
O'Brien.'

I

all

ing.

As

If she

have
advise.

left

for

Mrs.

phoned her immediately,

it's entirely up to
wants to act, it's for her
to decide. She was an actress before
we met, so naturally she may wish to
continue.
I
can see no reason why
we can't lead our own lives, in that
I

figure,

respect.

have always been a sport enNow 1 find Marguerite is
taking up tennis, basket ball, and golf.
Instead of getting discouraged when
"I

I

tell

herself
sport.

woman

her she's terrible, she applies
the more to that particular
She's been an expert horse-

all

for years, and there's nothing
can show her about riding. One of
these days she'll probably take me
out on the courts or links and give
me tlie larruping of my li fe.
"As soon as we can find the time,
we intend to take a long trip to the
>rient, probably India and the Malay
Peninsula.
Marguerite can rough it
and likes to get away from crowds.
Why, on our honeymoon, part ol her
equipment consisted of a pair of old
There's
overalls and a sweat shirt.
I

(

lines, driving,

goading the men under

him. has the best part in the film, but
it is a role that arouses neither interest nor sympathy and merely provides
the actor with another assignment at
fabulous salary.
a
The knowing
spectator feels that the picture was

produced to gratify the director's interest in aviation and the stellar cast
assembled as a last hope of attracting
patrons to a film that had no other
chance of success.
The airplanes are handsomely
photographed, but they usually are,
aren't they?
But with Clark Gable
virtually silent throughout a picture.
Robert Montgomery with only a few
words, and Lionel Barrymore in the
minor role of a doddering inspector,
you will see that your favorites will
have no cause to catalogue this film
as offering them their greatest opportunities.

In

nored

fact,

all

in the

the characters are ig-

climax which takes us to

Continued on page 59

Changed Him

of course, and she said she forgave
me and had had lunch. That's the
kind of a wife I have."
Mister O'Brien beamed proudly.
"Any number of persons have
asked if I object to my wife workher.

one exception, are subordinated to the planes and the force
that compels men to risk death in order to carry mail.
John Barrymore, as the general
manager of the South American air

the char-

thusiast.

story to her.

fe

times.

at

rriage

Continued from page 18
ciJtl.

ence

acters, with

I admire in her:
Marguerite knows that a sweat shirt
shouldn't be washed until long after
it
can stand alone in a corner.
"Instead of my wife keeping me
home from the trips I enjoy, she'll go
There are very few places I
along.
couldn't take her.
"This winter, around Christmas
time. I believe, she is to go to New
York for a play. I have a holiday
then. too. so I fancy I'll turn into a

another thing

stage-door Johnny."
George seemed entranced at the
thought. "We'll remain in New York
for a few months, during the run of
the play, then return to Hollywood."
from a few
If anything, aside
minor transitions, it appears that
George may convert his bride to his
style of living, rather than the wife
making a new man of him. Now. ol
course, he lives in town, and dresses
.somewhat differently than when he
lived alone at the beach, but in preferences, in people, in likes and dislikes,
and general enjoyment of life, both

are of one mind.
Marriage naturally

broadening
is
views on a wide variety of subjects, but be still is very much George
his

man's man.
Marguerite Churchill hasn't taken
him away from his friends and his
She's added a new member
old life.
(

>T.ricn,

to his

fraternity.

—

!

Why

Continued from page 55

follow them and buy things just to

A

some of

his

jewels.

He

-

and

their

prices—to

spent the

whom

he

encountered.

Those few who have succeeded in
business side lines know how it feels
to be both merchant and buyer.

P^Y

Continued from page 37

divorce won't be final until January.
Ginger and her mother reside in a
comfortable home in the Los Feliz
district.
Mrs. Rogers handles her
affairs
and
daughter's
business
doesn't interfere with personal doings.
She advises, but Ginger makes
her own moves.
I hope I haven't
given you the idea that her mother
is a bossy mamma, for she isn't.

Continued from page 6
ure remain in one's memory long after a
pretty face and figure are forgotten.
Given decent stories and supporting cast,
I see no reason why Katharine Hepburn
should not enjoy a popularity rivaling that
of Garbo.
Margaret A. Bell.

Park

Row

Hamilton,

South,
Ontario, Canada.

Shame on Crawford's
her

Critics!

condemnation of Joan
Crawford and fulsome praise of Madge
Evans, Dorothy Rogers destroys the value

IN

vitriolic

of her criticism in both cases.
Ill-advised
prejudices destroyed the one and saccharine
exaggeration the other.
I have no doubt that Madge Evans is
entitled to moderate praise, and I know
that every fair-minded person of critical
sense and
discrimination
regards Joan
Crawford not only as an actress of physical
attractiveness, but one of unusual ability.
She stands among the best on the screen
to-day.
She was never a "nobody," or she
could not have risen to where she stands.
In early youth she hitched her wagon to a

Through her own inherent

star.

gifts,

and

a determination not to waste them, she has
gained education, culture, and the skill to
succeed in her vocation.
Her ideas on love and life indicate that
she thinks intelligently.
Shame on her
detractors
E. S. Goodhue.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

All Stirred Up.
thanks to Picture Play and Madeline Glass for the Barry Norton ar"Pen Portrait" was it? You missed

MY
ticle.

budget their incomes and pay all
authorized bills, giving the player a

over their financial affairs to competent* managers or "investment con-

Yet I doubt if they will marry.
That venture of Lew's with Lola
Lane disillusioned him. Anyway, his

119

cerns,

others own drive-in markets.
Charlie
Bickford says that he
makes more money out of his "rackets" than in pictures.
They include
four garages and service stations, a
couple of restaurants, two hog- farms,
an animal-training school, whaling
vessels, and several other enterprises.
In accordance with the new trend
toward economy and preservation of
wealth, many players have turned

fine quality

all

Some

in order to save

and [Catherine MacDonald have remunerative beauty shops.
Conrad
Nagel, Corinne Griffith, and several

a

matinee in time to see Joan Crawford
enter, and who trailed along in her
wake.
Shopkeepers have been known to
resort to crafty wiles in order to use
the actresses as unwitting models. A
jeweler invited Frances McCoy to a
premiere and begged her to wear
evening remarking their

57
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claim they had to go into trade
themselves money!
Bill Haines, Eddie Nugent, and
Vera Lewis have flourishing antique
shops, Esther Ralston, label Clayton,

appear occupied while covertly studyBoulevard establishing them.
ment recently sold an unprecedented
number of beaded bags to a group of

women who had emerged from

Go

Stars

C ° eS

Cjrl

t0

W°

What

strictly tailored

in attire

bet, Miss Glass, because as a shining
example of Hollywood at its worst, you
could have done wonders with the Norton

small pocket allowance.
Bills often are halved when tradesmen find out that the Equitable Investmenl
'orporation,
the larj
oldest, and most successful of_ such
companies, is running the works. The
temoval of one stellar appendix was
rated at live thousand dollars until
the request, "Send the bill to Equit<

with astonishing suddenness
dropped the cost to five hundred. A
couple of hundred dollars slashed off
able,"

another's

After "What Price
him
Glory?" the term "Mother's Boy" stuck
to Barry like glue and as an authority on
artistic deaths, he was second to none.
"Legion of the Condemned" and "Sins of
In the latter, Northe Fathers" followed.
ton kept step with Chatterton and JanThen came the talkies and "Mother
nings.
at

account

dental

a

in

tele-

phone talk by a brittle manager.
Those actors who shepherd their
own shekels are the ones who must
be canny and alert, if they are to retain any money.

and

the next extremely feminine,
(linger is still in the formative

Her youthful marriage has left no
unfortunate mark.
She can rook",
fix little cloodads around the ho
when they go haywire, and insists she
won't marry a man who'll object to
her career.
Amiable and anxious to please, she
is taking her starring contract seriMamma Rogers raised dinously.
ger to click while the clicking is
eood

!

Day" with "P.arry Norton!
The Boy
Wonder!
Speaking English Without an
Accent!
No Advance in IV
Yes, children,

case.

Take a look

checks,

their

Fans Think

the

a

Knows

receive

rk

"I'd go back to stage musicals if
I had to," Ginger told me, "but they
hold nothing more for me.
I mean
I'm not interested in that line any
longer. I want to stay in Hollywood
and progress to straight emotional
roles on the screen."
That she has fine potentialities is
the conviction of her friends. While
the producers are melody-mad, she'll
probably be awarded frothy, vivacious parts,

One day

who

1

I

go to Hollywood.
Laughing oneself
be pleasant.

once thought
In fact,
to

I

I'd

still

like to

think so.

death would at least

On

the other hand, I mini it
forget and take the dear place seriously.
Then I should end up in the big insane
asylum, gnashing my teeth, tearing my
hair, and making horrible noises.
Good
night, kiddies, and pleasant dreams!

Ruth LeMonde.

Best," one of the first talking pic-

N. Pearl Street,
Buffalo, New York.
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ture's.

Hollywood woke up to the fact that the
were here to stay and every one
opened the nearest window and tossed out
Barry Norton
what passed for brains.
comes from South America and probably
talkies

he speaks English
talks with an accent,
Paramount never did
Uh-huh
at all.
think of giving Bebe Daniels a test to see
if she could "talk," so she went to
and made "Rio Rita." Fox never thought
of giving "Mother Knows Best" a good
Norton was out!_ Paralook or listen.
mount signed him for Spanish versions and
then forgot him.
After something like three years, Barry
"Producers have
is back on the screen.
at last discovered that Barry has no accent
and are giving him good roles," says Miss
Yep, they are. They cast him as
Glass.
a Frenchman in "Cocktail Hour" and a
Spaniard in "Lady for a Day."
But why go on? Barry Norton is back
on the screen and maybe if we all get together we can persuade our local theaters
to bill "Cocktail Hour" or "Lady for a
if

!

RKO

Viewing with Alarm.

MAY
have

express a few opinions which I
entertained for some time and
notice more and more people are

I

which

I

hail Hiring?

All people attending the theaters are not
They like to see the commonsense conventions re>pected and observed.
Paramouring and drinking art- not a joke
in real life, but they certainly are on the
screen. These sophisticated comedy-dramas
with their slinky heroines stalking thr
scene after scene doing nothing but lighting cigarettes, drinking high balls, draping
themselves languidly over a divan or hero's
shirt front, are doing more harm to the
younger generation than any force to-day.
The older, more poised folks merely get
bored and find other entertainment, but the

morons.

young, impressionable high-school boys and
girls swallow all this rot, hook, line, and
sinker, and view life accordingly, losing all
sense of values.
do people allow such

Why

—
'

s

What

things to go on?
Parents are too lazy and
indifferent to voice any protest, and then
later criticize the youngsters for acting the
Ethel Carlson.
way they do!

the people

thoroughly

Picture

was

a knock
clubs, and so
Do
to you.

nasty
prize

the

Your

letter.

in

letter,

all

do.

Carl

fans

club couldn't be abruptly dropped.
You say fan clubs are passe. That is an
untrue statement and you don't know what
vou are talking about. A great many of

Her childhood was an up-

—

Mrs.
credit
life,
but
side-down
Keeler her cheeks were never the
less rosy, her eyes never the less
bright and eager.
Site slept well into the afternoon
and dined in the middle of the' eve-

She was at die club at ten or
ning.
eleven in time for the first floor show.
Then all night long her lullaby was
the clink of glasses, the blare of
orchestras, the clatter of applause.
Millionaire's cards adorned the basflowers deposited in her
kets of
dressing room. But in that dressing
room sat Mrs. Keeler, patiently, all
"My mother,"
through the night.
savs Ruby, "has never been a stage
mother in any sense of the term. She
never said, 'Don't do this or that,'
never interfered with anything. And
that was the best and wisest protecI,

being a child, thought

was great fun to be up all night
dancing like a grown-up performer.
So mother never deplored it.
it

I.

i

constructive in criticism, especially
when the letters have to do with the
divorce situation in Shadowtown.
movie star, as defined by cynics, is a
maid who drear s of changing her name
annually.
But in a town where workers
punch the clock to produce emotion by the

A

sweat of

very

become.
tions and
only
leallv

If

upon

when before
to

a

camera,

acting
you'll

make some head-

your goal,
actress of stage and
"lite greatest
screen."
Just now, however, your
dramatic energy is scattered, weakening your performances on and off

way

in

direction

the

of

the screen.

And
en

d<

ad

followers
!"

my

diet

of

relationship

and

confi-

We

were
amused together at the intrigues and
petty dramas we saw night after

dence and fun between

us.

And consenight at those tables.
quently we were detached from the
whole thing and really enjoyed it.
Under those circumstances, it was
grand fun for a child and I loved it."
When she was nineteen, she was
signed as premiere tap dancer in
Ziegfeld's

And met Al

"Whoopee."

Jolson.

Newspaper headlines recorded

the
courtship,
Jolson's settlement of a large sum
of money on Ruby's mother, the marriage.
It was all glamorous, front-

whirlwind

romance,

the

marriage of the brilwealthy Jolson and the youth-

page

stuff, the

liant,

ful dancer.

The

ostentation of the headlines
not be avoided, but all the
principals cared about was the sim-

could

ple

ceremony performed by a

of the peace.
Ruby has not

Girl

The

"loverlorn editor" of the emotionupset movie idol is usually a shrewd
manager or press agent who welcomes such
domestic messes and advises according to
what promises the most sensational "copy.
No matter how level-headed a player
may be, in a town where fantastic values
hold sway, where the sexes are unequally
balanced, where not to be talked about
means a passport to the Limbo of Forgotten Faces, one is bound, sooner or later,
ally

to lose perspective.

Shadowtown and those who live in it
are only what the fans make them. Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm and Joan Crawford
and la Garbo fit like jig-saw puzzle pieces
in their right surroundings.
Most fans
and aren't we all? seem to forget that it's
American to be fair and understanding.

—

Pat Costello.
Bedford, Massachusetts.

New

Continued on page 61

Honey

firm about

a

by prosaic normal stand-

?

Tom, how can such

dressing-rooms she was
present just to help me with my costumes and share my enjoyment of
the glamour.
And in that way she
established

ards

where every

brows,

sleep, but in

And

justice

the ring, which

removed

since,

was

none of your diamond and platinum
It was a plain narrow gold

circlets.

band.

She did one more musical after
her marriage, "Show Girl," then retired to be Mrs. Jolson and become
a golfer on the verge of the professional class.
Joseph Schenck liked
the idea of her appearing in a picture

opposite Jolson and tested her for
the lead.
Ruby decided she didn't
want to trade on her marriage and
refused the part. But Warner Brothers saw the test, signed her for

"Forty-second Street," and now have
her under contract.
But when Ruby mentions her contract, it is never in its full, imposing
length.
It is always "if they take
up the option." When they took up
the first one, she was, she says, awfully proud.

She

will like

it

take up the next ones, but

if

they

if

they

have no cause for
hysteria.
At twenty-four she has a
sense of values, of what is good and
important in life, that seldom develShe is Ruby
ops under thirty.
equal
accents on
with
Keeler Jolson
each name, and a pretty complete
she

don't,

will

—

human

being with or without career.

They Talk About

So, Joan, please

shout,

"The

come back

and vindicate yourself
Forget

the

in a

frightening,

to life

hurry!
dazzling

you are a big star and have
Forget all about
to keep up a front.
Remember that good
the publicity.
remedies may even be found in platitudes, which brings us to the old
fact that

bromide, "be yourself."
Relax and shed that outer layer of

Your own personality is
colorful and distinctive enough now
to make any other in Hollvwood sufimitation.

your
is

"She was

folks be judged

i

concentrate

have begun

their

closet holds a peeping

The

rom page 17
you curb your inclina-

intinuc d

them

of

are

Halifax

(

all.

Jersey.

an interested reader of fan
ASyears,
I've noticed that few

Continued from page 27

She was one of the subjects of
famous sentence,
Texas
iuinan's
"Give this little girl a great big
hand." in that dynamic gal's El Fey
Club. She doesn't remember playing
with dolls, except when she was just

tion of

at sunrise,

letters for

the

—

me

Just an Emotion Factory.

i

baby.

on, shoot

154 Elm Street,
Elizabeth, New

September
Mr. Kraus,

Miss Huber might have wished to continue
her club, even after Sidney Fox's treatment
of her, was because she had collected dues
from the members and didn't want to back
Because the player had
ml on them ?
promised support, and then later refused,

a

Come

you threaten. I'm not cured of fan clubs
and hope 1 never will be.
Marion L. Hesse.

interested in tan
I take it upon myself to reply
you realize that one reason
at

who

us
as

In Defense of Fan Clubs.
takes
Play.

write to to-day are connected

some way with a fan club. Many of
them receive the personal support of the
star,
just because you don't believe in
clubs is no reason to knock all the rest of
in

8123 Escanaba Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

a
FOR
Kraus

1

the Hans Ihink

comparison.
by
Remember
fer
you've passed the age of adolescence
From now on you must
n acting.
stand alone and depend upon your
j

own

individuality,

ability,

and techBe af-

nique to prove your merit.
fectedly

sincere

And

!

also

bear

in

although they ma\ scold,
vou have a good, true friend in your

mind

that

public

ma'am
critic.

who

—as

your

is

well

as

best

your

pal

—

yes.

severest

The Screen
i

room where a serum has been
rushed by plane to save the life of a
child in whom no one but the director
a sick

Another thing: The
characters are Latins and William
is

sp) the man she still loves, she poisons his wine rather than betray him
and drinks a poisoned cup herself.

—

This

interested.

Garean, of

all

natives of

Review

in

onl inued fn >m pagi 56

Brooklyn,

is

a

theatrical

but.

plot

as

often happens, the players do better
than if they were handling less ele-

mental roles and situations.
Otto
Kruger, for example, though seen in
several pictures without attracting attention, here gives, as the husband, a
performance in keeping with his posi-

on the stage.
Ralph Bellamy
does well, though his admirers
will be disappointed not to find him

tion

also

the hero, and especially effective are
players of minor parts. They are the
excellent Laura Hope Crews, as a

Ruth DonEngland cook Clara
Blandick, Florence Roberts, George
Cooper, and every one else.
whitened grandmother;

nelly, as a

is listed as a Brazilian.
C. Henry
Gordon and Frank Conroy are the

told that

"Ever

in

My

insists

Herbert.

on types.

Heart."

Barbara

Stanwyck, Otto Kruger, Ralph
Bellamy, Ruth Donnelly, Laura Hope
Ronnie
Crews,
Frank
Albertson,
Crosby. Director: Archie Mayo.

Giant
MOULDING A

JL* EACH

^oul
K " CH d;nc

definite part of your body for
only 2 5c or six courses which

^A RK
.

show you how to develop the
entire body for only §1.00.

She

is

begins

concerned

before the

M,GHTY LLCS

show you how

a

story

Back

^s?f**

inches on your arm,
i

put

GRIP

that

/,

show you how to possess a
herculean, Samson-like body.

<*}'

quantity.

The

Rush the CouponTODAY!
All six books are profusely
illustrated and will be sent to
you by return mail, postpaid,
just slip a dollar bill in an en-

velope with the coupon below.
For any single book just send
a quarter.
I will include

—
— and
always
—the sensational

trouble

is

among

critics

a hitch

numbers come late, very late, in the
An hour or so of plotting and
makecounterplotting
beforehand

"Nerves of Steel, Muscles

comedy

footage
story,

to

give

especially

a

BOOK WITH PHOTOS
OF FAMOUS STRONG MEN

when

it

OF PHYSICAL CULTURE
Dept.SSAa

422 Poplar St.
Scranton, Pa.

George
tion
'

Your proposime. S

I

closing

1

is

retrospect would seem better.
Nol
it matters.
"Footlight Parade"
already L a huge success and it will

F. Jowett:
look s good to

return mail, prepaid, the
below for which 1

]

n
I

1

that

JOWETT INSTITUTE

aBBnas

musical-

only to mark time before the knockf
the three great numout effects.
bers could have punctuated the film
and broken the story, the pictun

like

Iron."

one impatient for the advertised fireworks to begin. After all. this is too

much

FRFEcopy of my book titled.

a

there's

show.

front.

to
chest,

and your friends. Moulding
mighty men is the business of
George F. Jowett, The Champion of Champions. Let him

Moi II"--

—

the

how

on your

get a back of might. I
show you how to develop
legs of a giant and a grip of
steel. The strong man tricks
which I reveal will amaze you

in

a canteen behind

steel cables

how to

numbers are literallv stunning, but
have seen more delicacy and beauty
elsewhere. However, if it's flash yon
want and flesh you'll get both here

in

will

Scientific Training
show you how to add

I

World War and

She marries a naturalized German
who endures such persecution from
Americans that he deserts his family
and returns to his native country.
Y hen Mis. Stanwyck recognizes as a

I

Stunts.

I

(Mid-

offer.

to mould a

mighty arm or how to mould a
mighty chest, mighty legs, a
mighty back or a grip of steel,
or I will teach you strong man

put into words.
in

my special

That's

at
her best: tender, appealing,
beautifully feminine and utterly unaffected. Her performance is perfect,
difficult to

Proportions!

All 6 for $1.00
THINK OF IT! A muscle
building course showing how to develop a

is

her charm

can

ONLyO^ C

Eighty chest

MOULDING

Though heavily sentimental and
perhaps overplotted, superior acting
and a careful production give this an
appeal it would not otherwise have.
Then, too, it has the advantage of
Barbara Stanwyck who is. as we all
know, like no other star. Here she

%

build any part of
your body to

Frank
Westcott,
Director: Lloyd Bacon.

The most extravagant, spectacular
musical so far is Warner Brothers'
follow-up of "Forty-second Street"
and "Gold Diggers of 1933.'' Its big

jfOU

and

Gordon

McHugh.

.

.

.

Strong Man
LIBRARY

"Footlight Parade."
Cagney,
Joan
Blondell,
Ruby
Keeler,
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee,
Claire Dodd, Ruth Donnelly, Hugh

who

Hollywood

:

this

James

look even remotely
like South Americans.
Yet we are
only players

New

Get

"Nerves of Steel,
Muscles Like Iron"
SENT FREE!

Name.
Addre;
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n
D

Moulding
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25c
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continue to be a nine-days' wonder
the next musical comes along.

till

Anyway, "By a Waterfall" would
make any film talked about, no matwhat

its deficiencies.
Scores of
but nude, disport themselves
in cascades of tumbling water and
later go through amazing drills in the
studio lake.
Another of the three
headline numbers is "Honeymoon
Hotel" which is patterned after
"Shuffle Off to Buffalo," and the
other is "Shanghai Lil," in which
James Cagney sings and dances in the
accepted tradition of hoofers. Meaning that he does both well, if not with

ter

girls, all

startling originality.

"Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men."

Wynne

Gibson,

Charles

Zasu

Gargan,
Blanche

Pitts,

Friderici.

Farrell,

William

Betty Furness,
Director: Mark

Sandrich.

Here we have luxurious actors being very, very tough and elemental.
They are entirely insincere and unconvincing and the story they attempt
to tell is false from beginning to end.
There isn't one moment that is anything but feeble make-believe.
Aggie Appleby is a rough-andtumble heroine of the slums with a
careful Marcel and scarlet finger
nails

who

is

is

in

Review
They

aggressive, belligerent.

and Aggie's

jailbird turns

their failure?

"Doctor Bull."
Will Rogers, Vera Allen, Marian Nixon,
Howard Lally, Rochelle Hudson,
Andy Devine, Erne Ellsler, Louise
Dresser. Director: John Ford.

With

connivance of her friend, a servant,
she makes herself comfortable in a

for

homespun

soliloquizing.

Not only

immeasurably by careful direction and sensitive understanding of character and
locale.
There isn't one conventional
figure of old-time rural

yet

all

drama

here,

might have been that under

different direction.

Doctor Bull is a physician who is
short on knowledge of medicine but
long on understanding of the people
about him.
He cures paralysis and

She throws away bis glasses, for"Pomp and Circumstance," gives
him an Irish name, and teaches him
to talk from the side of his mouth.
These changes alter his character, loo.
No longer is he studious and shy. [e
I

A

newsreel cameraman

line shooter, in case

is

a head-

you are puzzled

the technical title.
With that
cleared up, you will know that this
story glorifies his calling, romanticizing and sentimentalizing in the fashion of the screen. The result is lively
always a virtue and the picture
rates as tolerable entertainment.

by

—

—

We

that, but the picture gains

bids

Gargan, Frances Dee,
Ralph
Bellamy, Jack LaRue, Gregory Ratoff,
Wallace Ford. Director: Otto Brower.

The plot is spasmodic. So, too, are
the actions of the hero who, when at
a loss, utters a wisecrack and gets a
laugh.
see him putting across a
beauty-contest winner with the same
cunning that he escapes collapsing

the

room rented by some one else. He
turns out to be a shy youth from the
country who wears glasses and plays
Elgar's "Pomp and Circumstance" on
So Aggie >cts out
the phonograph.
to make a he-man of him.

William

This human and natural tale of a
country doctor is the most credible
and satisfying picture that Will
Rogers has had in a long time. It is,
for example, far superior to "One
Man's Journey," a recent film contemplating the same subject.
Too
much cannot be said of Mr. Rogers's
performance. He makes the character
a real person rather than an excuse

homeless when her bat-

tling lover is sent to jail.

"Headline Shooter."

fall

up
with blood in his eye.
Are you
a-quiver to know the outcome?
In such a machine-made formula
it is no wonder that experienced players can do little more than mildly
divert.
So why go into the details of
in love

typhoid while his rival, who bristles
with modern efficiency, fails, and
fame comes to the country doctor in
There are other
spite of himself.
threads in the story, of course, not
the least touching being the doctor's
romance and his reluctance to take
advantage of it.
In the role of the heroine a newcomer, Vera Allen, makes her first
appearance and plays with charm and
distinction.
Andy Devine. as a hypochondriacal soda clerk, gives the best
performance of his career, and other
parts are handled expertly and sympathetically.

walls while he cranks vigoroudv and
gayly. He is not, however, a cameraman who gives much thought to angles and artistic effects, apparently.
He just sets up his tripod and grinds
away laughingly. This may be the
custom of the news cameramen, but I

doubt

it.

cynical,

In

fact,

Wallace Ford, as a

worn member of

the

same

dashing brotherhood, seems far more
true to type than William Gargan as
the hero.

Frances Dee, as a girl reporter, is
paired off with Mr. Gargan and after
a great many insulting remarks have
been exchanged, they settle down to
unalloyed tenderness and Miss Dee
rejects her fiance, Ralph Bellamy, for
Miss Dee gives her
Mr. Gargan.
routine role flashes of reality and
freshness, which makes another superior performance to her credit.
Films dealing with the newspaper
fraternity are rarely taken seriously
by any one who has seen the inside
of a city room, nor is this any exThe character played by
ception.
Miss Dee is perhaps what audiences
expect of sob sisters, but it isn't true
For one thing, she never
to life.
does a lick of work and never shows
the least sign of the stress and strain

of her calling.
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What

the Fans Think

a tut

Continued from page 58

Norma Liked Abroad.

THIS

is

the first time

magazine, but

a

I

When
I

feel

Shearer.

Miss Shearer was in London rehad the good fortune to see her

on four occasions.

Twice

speak

found

was

able to
absolutely
charming and very natural, as well as being much more beautiful than she is on the
screen, this probably being due to her
loveiy coloring. I might add that she wore

very

her.

to

I

her

shows the interest she takes in her fans.
Miss Shearer remembered my name, which

it

fact

I

greatly appreciate.

Her obvious attachment to her son also
greatly impressed me. When Miss Shearer
arrived in London from Scotland, she carried Irving, Jr.. instead of giving him to a
nurse.
I think she entirely forgets to act
as a star when off the screen and becomes
a perfectly wonderful wife and mother.
Incidentally, I never see Miss Shearer's
films less than twelve times each.
Gwendolyn- D. Fulcher.

L5

Palace View,
Bromley. Kent.

London Fans.

Snubbing

WHY

England.

majority of American
snobbish?
Very few that
have visited London have been at all nice
to the fans.
Take for instance, Jeanette
MacDonald. We'd heard a lot about her
sweetness and how marvelous she was to
her admirers.
Therefore, I took the opportunity to invite her to be guest of honor
at a very select fan ^ ib with which I am
connected.
Miss
MacDonald
replied
through her secretary that she had no time
to see me.
She completely ignored the
invitation, but stated she would like me
to know that Hollywood frowned on fan
are

stars

the

so

clubs.

Bebe Daniels is another. She wouldn't
even send a photograph, but had her secretary write and say, "If you will purchase
a photo of Miss Daniels and send it with
a. stamped envelope for return, it will be
signed."
Perhaps the high expenses of
Dorchester

House

left

no

allowance

for

fan mail.

Another of your American

stars

was

re-

ferred to in the press as Sally "High-hat"
Filers, while this same paper left a dash

and query after Thelma Todd's name.

Miss M. R. Thompson.
77 Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square,
London. W. 1. England.
Disappointed

WHY

in

Screen Corpses.

directors have an
actor stop breathing when he is supposed to die!
Or at least fix him so we
fans can't see him breathe? In my opinion,
it makes
a scene null and void when the
corpse there in front of the camera is
in

spirit

of

the

thing.

In "Private Jones" Lee Tracy saved the
scene in which his mother died but she
didn't quit breathing
by his superb acting.
That man can put more feeling in a scene
with less effort than anybody out in the
movie city. In fact, he acted it so well
that my girl kept right on crying-, even

—

—

uscictis

SO S E D UCTIVC
SO KISSABL1!

.

2124

Twentieth Street,
Tubbock, Texas.

.

tALE

Who

THEY

Dresses Landi?

say to bring out your personality,

wear interesting, tasteful clothes. They
help to show people what sort of a person
one

is.

this is true, and I firmly believe in
the statement, I think one young lady of
the starry heights is getting what I should
That is, unless she selects
call a raw deal.
the wardrobe herself; then I would call it
If

bad

taste.

am referring to Elissa Landi. Miss
Landi is a very fine actress, but the clothes
she wears seem to muffle her personality.
In "The Masquerader" those gowns she
wore looked like burlap sack's and cheesecloth tied in the middle.
Perhaps such
I

materials could be

made

into tasteful styles
and no doubt interesting. But in this case
it was not.
Miss Landi has a beautiful figure.
put it in a sack and tie it at the neck?

Your

lips are cold lips!

be

lips to

tempting and attractive to others, must radiate
the pulsating color of youth.
Today, lovely women everywhere are choosing

Outdoor Girl

Olive Oil Lipstick as the
for their lips. Indelible and
waterproof, this exquisite lipstick spreads
smoothly and imparts to the lips a thrilling,
natural glow.
ideal

make-up

Outdoor

Girl's colors are pure and safe;
contain no harmful ingredients. Its olive oil
base keeps the lips from chapping or cracking.
In 5 captivating shades. At leading drug and

—

department stores
50c. 25c. Also at variety
stores in miniature sizes for 10c.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL LIPSTICK

CORPORATION.DEPT. 118A >|R
Why CRYSTAL
WILLIS AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

B.

819

M. Tucker.

Ardmore Avenue,

Please send me a Free Trial Package
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick.

of

NAME

Akron, Ohio.

ADDRESS

Garbo's Pronunciation.
a reader of quite a number of
American and English film magazines
and have read the words "Ay tank Ay go
home" a number of times. I consider this

1AM

quotation a malicious and ignorant way of
laughing at Greta Garbo's English pronunciation.
I
wonder how many so-called Englishspeaking people realize that English is the
hardest of all languages to master, and
how many of those who scoff at Greta
realize what poor-spoken creatures they
are themselves?
Even over the radio one can hear mispronounced words which are covered up
by unnecessary coughing and ahews. What
about Maurice Chevalier, Lupe Yelez, and
many others? Do they not speak broken
English.
Yet one never sees any remarks
Cissie Ruff.
passed about them.
St. Mildred's, Nash Lane, Westwood,
Mangate, Kent, England.

don't

breathing away.
Down here in Texas a
man stops breathing when he dies, as a
rule.
Better to have no corpse scene at all
than to mess it up with a "(lead" body that
snorts while somebody else is crying over
it.
When an actor dies, shut off his wind
some way or other so we can get the

Larky Gray.

corpse.

make-up. She was most gracious
although it may be a small point,

little

me and

to

I

I
had pointed out that the lady still
breathed heavily, just because she was
sorry for Lee Tracy.
I'll bet if Tracy is
ever called on to die in a scene he'll do it
so well that the directors themselves will
want to bury him! That's how that boy
can act.
A big razzberry for corpses that just
won't behave, and here's looking forward
to seeing Lee Tracy portray the perfeci

after

have written to
I must join in

Norma

the controversy about

cently

I
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Chest, Arms, L. iis--ANY part. No
letter is necessary—just say "Here
is 10c. Mail me a large box
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SKIN BLEMISHES DISAPPEAR
45 Years Amazing Success Proves

Mr. Caudle Speaks Out.

\1 THY doesn't some one tell James
VV Cagney where to get off? I've just
"Hard to Handle" on its second engagement here, and of all the terrible,
seen

sloppy hit pictures I've ever seen, it takes
the cake. Cagney, not an actor in tin
place, pulled a fine piece of overacting in
this.
Every action he made was overstaged, and his fast, racy speech could ni
the picture calls for
If
be understood.
good acting and fast talking, give the part
to Lee Tracy, an actor who acts.

Y.

It

tan, dark spots, muddy complexion
and many other embarrassing skin blemishes

Pimples,

KREMOLA
KREMOLA

vanish

purifies,
whitens,
with
is a doctor's
beautifies your skin.
prescription used over 43 years with amazing
success. FREE SAMPLE. Send 10c for postage, packing, booklet. DR. C. H.
CO.,
Dept. P P-l. 2975 So. Michigan. Chicago, III.

BERRY

BrandNewo^Jm

I

Say, Jack Seybold, please forgive this
"addle-pated adolescent" for taking issue
with you. but you know even an ignorant
child has a right to his opinion.
I suppose
we adolescents must look up to you and
loan
believe y< u when you talk about
Continued on page 63
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Fourth of July Girl

Continued from page 42

Their home has no electricity
and few modern conveniences.
In Hollywood where- strange marriages abound, theirs is unique.
It's
on a fifty-fifty basis.
When Blair
can't find a market for his handiwork, Gloria supports them both.
When he sells one of his busts, it's

selves.

the other way round.
On their wedding night they
vowed that if ever their temperaments clashed they would take a nuptial vacation.
That explains why, at
this writing, they are living separately.
She insists, however, that the
rift is

by no means permanent.

Her first picture was "The Street
of Women," with Kay Francis. She
hasn't

a

suppressed

desire

to

play

any certain role unless it is Helen of
Troy. She doesn't refer to her work
as her "art," and is inclined to give
Hollywood the horse laugh.
Her
favorite actresses are Katharine Corand Greta Garbo. Leslie How-

nell

ard is her favorite masculine performer. She declares that Eric Linden has the vanity of a prima donna

and told him so to his face. They
still on speaking terms.
There are times when she wishes
she had been born a boy and then

are

people wouldn't look askance at her

masculine recklessness.
She suggests the fragility of Dresden china,
_\et at a moment's notice
or no notice

was gay, romantic, and eleThree husbands, one of them
a marquis, were touched by the spotPatti

of her glory.
Indeed, so gay
and romantic was she that conservative Queen Victoria rescinded her invitation to have the prima donna sing
for her.
light

Although Miss Swanson has not,
my knowledge, been frowned
upon by a queen, and although she

to

has already outstripped her predecessor in the matter of husbands, she
too is gay, romantic, and elegant.
The trend of her career seems to
stamp her as being a sister in temperament of Adelina Patti.
Gilbert.

The

turbulent career of John Gilmind the stormy life of
of the world's great poets

bert calls to

George Gordon Byron.
Here the comparison includes

an Apache.
Off-screen she wears scant make-

ar-

perception,
personal appearance, and a certain bitter emotionalism of temperament.
Into Lord Byron's thirty-six years
of life were crowded amazing literary achievements and romantic adHis childhood was unventures.
happy and he was handicapped by a
clubfoot.
Early in life, however, bis
genius lifted him to success.
A pretty steady diet of vinegar-

bread

discouraged

like

only lipstick.
Her serene aloofness is often mistaken for
conceit, whereas she is warmly huusually

up,

man. She weighs one hundred and
twenty pounds, is five feet five inches
tall and has large hazel eyes.
Disprovocative dimple in her
chin because she thinks it makes her
look like an ingenue.
She has an
uncontrollable temper, in the throes
of which anything is likely to happen
and usually does.
I
shall never forget the day I
dropped into the publicity department
with her.
Previously she had vetoed a certain portrait of herself and
ordered all the prints destroyed.
Imagine her consternation,
then,
when she found a whole stack of
these photos, ready to be distributed
likes

the

—

for publicity.

them

She grabbed them and

minutest pieces
and flung them in an avalanche all
over the office. It was some time before the poor publicity boys emerged
tore

into

the

from under their desks.
She has longed to do comedv, so

But Byron the man was scarcely
Byron the boy. His
tages, his humiliations, and his mishappier than

his

ten-

denunciations

anthropic

have

made

interesting copy for historians.
On
the other hand, he had moments of
exaltation and frequently gave evi-

dence of kindliness.
Consider Gilbert. He, too, had an
Hard work
unpleasant childhood.

and natural endowments resulted in
artistic success.
Romance went with
him up the ladder of fame. Although
Byron won and lost only one wife,
iilbert has undergone four marriages
and three divorces.
Like Byion, Gilbert has his fiery
enthusiasms, his thunderstorm rages,
and his moments of lilting ecstasy.
(

When

Byron's

he

left

in

voluntary exile.

his

native

popularity

waned

England and died

When Gilbert's popularity waned
he went into seclusion.
Apparently many of the poet's
qualities live again in John Gilbert.
Lupe and Lola.
is more or less a reincarnation of Lola Montez.
In background, temperament, and method of

Lupe Velez

man Scandals."
Her skin is so mellow
you can see the

white that
delicate tracery of

veins underneath.
She seldom attends the theater, preferring foreign
movies.
Drives a medium-priced
roadster at a medium rate of speed
and owns a black scotty and a prize-

winning

She

collie.

likes to stretch

out on the floor before a roaring
and read by candlelight.

Her hobbies

fire

are collecting Indian

and making scrapbooks of
poetry and prose. Spends her spare
relics

time carving strange objects out of
wood, and writing.
Has written
reams of exquisite sonnets. While in
high school, she wrote a novel depicting the shady side of student
life.
As yet she hasn't found courage to send it to a publisher.

She

likes

don

to

clothes

and work

cooks

her

disreputable

her garden. She
husband's meals herself
in

and doesn't object

to

sitting

in

the

balcony at the movies. Moreover, she
says Hollywood will never disrupt
their perfect understanding.
And both of them have the courage of their convictions.

Itself

dency to obesity, and as he was extremely handsome and brilliant, it
is hardly surprising that the poet's
romances more than once agitated
English society.

tistic

soaked

—

stand on her head

she'll

Cenius Repeats

gant.

one

—

and whoop

Continued from page 13

The Byronic

at all

welcomes the opportunity of being
Eddie Cantor's leading lady in "Ro-

dancing, Lupe resembles the beautiful adventuress of eighty years ago.

Born in Ireland. Lola Montez was
given a convent education. Early in
life she became a dancer and toured
Europe. While dancing in Bavaria
she became a friend ahem
of the
king.
During her amazingly picturesque life she married and disposed of four husbands.

—

!

—

Coming

eventually to San Franshe promptly stood the gold
miners of the '50s on their assorted
When the dark beauty perears.
formed her famous spider dance, gold
nuggets fell about her feet like hail.
cisco

But

it

seems

that

some

failed to appreciate the art of

fellow-

Mon-

and said so in print. Lola's Irish
dander rose, and she promptly sent
him a note challenging him to choose
and swallow one of three identical
pills, one containing deadly poison,
she to swallow one of the two which
tez

remained.

The critic, apparently having regard for his health, ignored the challenge.

Although Lupe Yelez resents criticism she has not had the daring or
originality to challenge her critics a la
Montez. Once in writing about her
I
included a little well-meant con-

Upon publication
of the article, Lupe indicated to another writer that she considered me a

structive criticism.

:

!

,

'
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"damn fool." Since then she looks
over my shoulder when we meet, and
passes without speaking.
Like Alontez, Lupe was educated
in a convent and became a dancer
Unlike Montez, howearly in life.
ever, Lupe doesn't seem to take to
marriage, although her name has hecome almost a synonym for fervid
romance.

The

of Lola Montez was as
peaceful as a perennial earthquake.
So is Lupe's. Lupe's dancing is similar to that of Lola for the reason
that it is largely an exhibition of
primitive vivacity rather than finished technique.
In view of the many respects in
which these two characters resemble,
the Montez mantilla belongs to Lupe
Yelez.
life

Jeanne Eagels and Sarah Bernhardt.
The most vivid description I have
ever found of Sarah Bernhardt was
written by Arthur Symons

Her

fingers

were covered with

rings, her
the nails were
There was the

long and slender fingers
dyed with red henna.
"golden voice," with the Jewish drawl
over the syllables, a voice that penetrated
one's very heart.
She had the evil eyes of
she could enchant
a Thessalian witch
with her slow, subtle and cruel spells men's
souls out of their bodies.
There was in
this tall and thin actress such fire and
passion as I have rarely seen in any
woman; together with her luxuriousness,
haughtiness
and
languor,
indifference,
;

;

hate.

The great Sarah, with her small
green eyes, tawny hair, and Semitic
feature^,
was a master poseuse.
Sleeping in a coffin was only one of
Considerher man) eccentricities.
ing that she was not only a dramatic
ius

Not

!

very comfortable

a

person to have about,

suspect.

I

sculptor,

a

painter,

and

writer as well, it must be admitted
her equal is nol to be found on
or on the stage.
the screen
But there was an actress, who died
all too soon, whose acting ability undoubtedly rivaled that of Bernhardt
--Jeanne Eagels.
Miss Eagels also had a golden
voice, a voice that was trained to
and
chord
of
ever)
expression
Comcharged with electric power.
pared to her subtle skill and brilliant
versatility, our other actresses seem
to be but painted manikins laboring
What a pity that her
at their trade.
life
was sacrificed at the age of
that

—

Jeanne Eagels and Bernhardt were

endowed

^^^^^^
^^W
^^Rk

—

—

or afflicted
with the same
type of temperament, ruthless, daring, and violent.
Each was an enthusiastic braggart;
each was involved again and again in turbulent
love affairs, tragedies, and dramatic

However, Miss Eagels seems
to have been more spiritual, less hard
and insolent, than was Bernhardt.
Even so, it is obvious that these
two great actresses were sufficiently
alike in talent and temperament to
have been mother and daughter.
thus

ends this short

—

flattering

and

of
other-

list

wise.
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crises.

comparisons

could have reproached him for
Ins Ills of temper- Ins "all in" com
plaints. Hul wisely she saw in his fre•s'

^HHPPB quenl

KVV'

offered

thirty-six

And

Whew

but

What SHE TOLD
WORNCHE
OUT HUSBAND

West 85th

N, Y.

St..

the Fans Think
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Equipment necessary

if you are vot satisfied.

Crawford.
perfection,

So

she's reached the height of

has she?

K.

O.

If

you say

say

that's

Seybold, old pal, but
I
perfection I don't want to be perfect.
still
don't like Crawford, and I'm saying
so,

I

still

if

those headlines about
"Poor Heartbroken Joan," "Joan Bravely
Carries On," and "Joan's Superior Soul."
Everywhere I turn I see them. If she'd
be herself and put that soul into her acting
Yes, even I
she could be a good actress.
have enough appreciation of the finer qualBut as she is now. I'd
ities to see that.
rather see Zasu Pitts, who is no mean

I'm

disgusted

at

Clyde Caudle.

actress herself.

914 East Twenty-second

Mae West

of her carryings-on
is honest.
a business of being
humorously vulgar, and if you've a sense
of humor you can forgive her.
In Mae's
own words she "'stifles the blush with a
laugh." That's lots better than being made
up to look like a lady and then give an
exhibition that belongs strictly in the privacy of a boudoir.
in

"Sin and Succeed" Films.
rpO Cherry Valley
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and with a real

V. K. GUNTHER.
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Xew York

big
doesn't

to

real

her.
Robust, jolly,
honesty.
spiritual quality

is

"She Done Him
Why Mae West wasn't brought to trial
for murder as any one would be in real
life, even if the murder was in self-defense,
must be checked up to Hollywood's method
If
of saving the expense of a screen trial.
example is the greatest teacher. God help
fairy
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Clara's Telltale Diary.
Clara

It

stein

Quickly

NOTHING MO RE TO B UY
JOAN HALUDept. PS. 1851 Washington
JOAN

spite

Mae's fan following is mostly
She looks human. All the nor-

403 East

Hollywood
involved
count the cost on the adolescent
mind when producing such sin-and-succeed

money

stop

think
I
feminine.
like

Street,

Winston-Salem, Xorth Carolina.

the

to fill in the gaps of impossible screen
stories as we adults do and take all with a
grain of salt. Bui the result ? Any newspaper will tell you.

She makes

so.

1

them

would

like

to

know

what some of the people you met in
It
Europe really thought about you.
would be rather interesting reading. However, their inborn breeding- and courtesy
prevented them from broadcasting their
1

opinions of a mere loud-voiced, uncultured
movie actress. It is a pity you displayed
such ignorance in your published diary, as

^

R.

ACFIELD,

Dept. 136. 3G W."34th St.,
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What

I'm sure you were forgotten by those people when out of sight.
When talking of big hands and feet, you
omitted to mention the big hearts of those
people

who

offered

their

hospitality

to

honor you. There are a few things which
you might copy from those cultured people and which would be of immense benefit
to you, namely, voice modulation, refinement, manners, and good English.
For
after all, you are speaking our language,
or trying to.
Britannia rules the waves,
also

the

Jean McTavish.

talkies.

19977 128th Avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

"Pen Portrait" Appreciated.

THANK

you, Madeline Glass, for your

interesting pen portrait of

Barry Nor-

ton in October Picture Play.
I wish to protest against the injustice
done to a talented player by Dan Rohrig,
whose letter was published in August Picture Play.
Of course, Mr. Rohrig, you
did not mention any name, but every loyal
fan of Barry Norton's was aware when
he read in your letter that "the South
American who a few years back ran
amuck in Hollywood headlines and who
to-day is all but forgotten, save for his
So,
exquisite nostrils" referred to Barry.
I feel it is my duty to come to his defense.

Barry Norton

is

not by any

means

"fast

to
Stygian oblivion," Mr.
If this player has not been seen
American films during the past few

in

years,

was engaged

he

in

I see no obstacle in his
he has been given opportunity to appear in English language films.
Mr. Norton has ability, a pleasant
speaking voice, youth and good looks
necessary requirements for the screen. In
the past, his work has always won deserved praise from critics.
I believe that
fickle Lady Luck is at last with him and
that he will soar skyward to take his
place with the stars in the movie firmament.
As to his behavior in private life, if
he does "run amuck in Hollywood," I
am certain it is not for show, but because
he is an enfant terrible by nature.

way now

that

Yvonne Ebrard.
3858 E. Ontario Street,
Montreal, Canada.

Joan's

Knock-out.

a

HOW
aimed

fortunate that

the verbal blows

all

at
Joan Crawford are not
physical ones
If they were, poor Joan
would be battle-scarred and weary.
!

Dorothy Rogers

If

!

Joan Crawford

not typical of the modern American
is
the girl's loss and not
There are people who resent such

that

is

girl,

—

E.
H. Stanley Smith was to have
played in "Footlight Parade," but because
of Dick Powell's greater popularity he was
given the part. Stanley is now playing in
the Joe Cook stage show, "Hold Your
Horses." Write to Barry Norton in care

Columbia Studio.

— The

heights and weights of
these players are: Mary Carlisle, five feet
one, 100
Heather Angel, five feet two,
105; Toby Wing, five feet four and one
half,
118; Joan Blondell, five feet four,
115; Mary Brian, five feet two, 109; Ruby
Keeler, five feet four, 105.
;

—

—

Teddy Montreal. C. Henry Gordon
in
"Broadway Through a Keyhole."
is
For some years he ran a silver mine in
New Mexico. Born in New York City,
five feet eleven, dark hair, brown eyes.

—

Betty Oiilax. See S. E. D. for
For
mation about Gene Raymond.
of his films
envelope.

you

five

feet

send

a

infora list

—

"My

—

—

Freddie Lewis. Bing Crosby and Dixie
have been married for several years
now, and have a six-month-old son. Ling
was born in Tacoma, Washington, May 2,
l'JO-l.
His hair is light-brown. Jean Harlow has naturally platinum-blond hair.
The titles of the songs from "Gold Dig-

"Remembering
"The
Shadow

Arthur Dunklin.

—

Indeed the screen
with the passing of
Louise Closser Hale July 26th. Her last
Here
picture was "Another Language."
Katharine Hepburn,
are those birthdates
May 12, 1908; Mae West, August 17,
1892; John Barrymore, February 15, 1882;
Lionel Barrymore, April 28, 1878; Lee
Tracy, April 14, 1898.
lost

a

actress

fine

—

B. J. B.
For a list of Helen Vinson's
pictures and the cast of "Clear All Wires,"
please send a stamped envelope.

—

Marcia. Often our films are released
"Secondin England under another title.
hand Wife" played there as "Illegal Divorce." June 17, 1904, is Ralph Bellamy's
Lyle Talbot played Winston in
birthdate.
"The Thirteenth Guest." For a photo of
Robert Armstrong, write to RKO Studio.

—We have yet

i

—

whom I have seen too little of during the
past few years. They are Frank Albertson,
They
David Rollins, and Arthur Lake.
were great favorites in the silent days and
even in the early talkies, but of late the
producers seem to have forgotten them.
David Rollins was a second Buddy
Rogers, but he has got even a worse deal
than did Buddy. Why don't the producers
They are young and
give them a break?
they can act better than some of these socalled he-men we are seeing so much of.
F. Jackson.
Belfast,

Ireland.

fifteen.

"The Wolf Dog"

Lorraine

Dennis King had the leading
P. B. A.
Did you see
role in "Vagabond King."
him in "The Devil's Lrothcr"?

Siieehant

Just

A
as

Fan.

his

next.

— Betty
in

— Some

their

players claiming
Mary
birthplace
are

Gloria Swanson, Ralph Bellamy,
Robert Young, Rex Bell, Virginia Cherrill,
Polly Moran, Rod LaRocque, Louise
Dresser.
Write to each star individually
Janet
to obtain his autographed photo.
Gaynor was twenty-six October 6th, and
Astor,

Joan

30th

Blondell

will

be

twenty-five.

—

T

Marcella.
rite to Ramon Novarro
Metro-Goldwyn Studio, address on back
page.
He was born in Mexico Febru-

at

1899;

6,

five

weighs

feet ten,
eyes.

160,

—

mention
Vin. Judith
Allen
doesn't
that she ever was a resident of Hartford.
Connecticut. She is a New Yorker, birthday January 28th.

Thelma Wilson.— "War of
one of Tom Tyler's current

the

Range"

June
Vlasek was born in 1916; Cecilia Parker
on April 26, 1914; Frank Albertson,
February 2, 1909.
is

Gay.

—Lillian

who

Miles,

films.

played oppo-

Jack Holt, in "Man Against
was selected by Columbia as a
site

Woman,"

Wampas

but withdrawn when they discovered that she was no longer under contract.
Perhaps Columbia will supply her photo.
starlet

—

A

Kay Francis Fan. I have no fan
club listed in honor of your favorite. Miss
Francis has a very pleasant singing voice
an accomplished

is

to

Jane
Hollywood.
She has danced in Los Angeles theaters,
and has been on the radio. She was ten
years old on July 17th last.
.

Graham was brought up

Illinois

August

on

and

have a cover
portrait of Elissa Landi. We published an
interview with her in the September numThis issue may be had by sending
ber.
your order and remittance to our Subscription Department.
Her most recent film
Frankie Darro is
is
"By Candlelight."

My

ForWaltz,"
"Pettin' in the Park,
["he
Gold DigSong," "I've Gotta Sing a Torch
Song."

Man,"

Ireland Remembers Long.
you don't mind me putting my
two cents' worth into "What the Fans
Think." My plea is for three young actors

1HOPE

dark-brown hair and

Lee

:i

least

Phyllis Carlyle.

ary

Lips Betray."

stamped

Fowler. Greta Garbo is
feet six, weighs 125; Thelma Todd,
feet six, weighs 117; June Knight, five
five, weighs 110.

gers of 1933" are

Joan

at

3 Cumberland Terrace,
Portland, Maine.

letters

Heather Angel and Heather
J. M. M.
Thatcher are two different persons. Both
the October and November issues conThere was
tained photos of Miss Angel.
a roto page in the September number
with Lilian Harvey and John Boles from

Alicia P.

Elizabeth
five

must

that

Joan, not beautiful?
Isn't she graceful?
That is beauty in itself.
Hasn't she a
lovely figure and very wonderful eyes?
Doesn't she radiate health ?
Hasn't she a
glorious smile?
Line up all of your socalled beauties and Joan will win out any
time.
She won't win on points, either, because she's a knock-out.

Joan's.

:

Nancy.

Even though you say
cultured woman, she
knows when to be silent.
as yours.
not a
is

Information, Please

W. — Ralph

Bellamy's latest is "Ever
in My Heart."
He was born in Chicago
on June 17, 1904, is a little over six feet,
blond hair, blue eyes.

of

because

is

it

foreign versions.

Continued from page 8
B.

the Fans Think

way

on his
Rohrig.

W

pianist.

—

Novarro Fan. You might refer to
Louise Thompson for information about
"Be Mine To-night" was
Jan Kiepura.
Sonnie Hale, the
produced in England.
comedian in this picture, was born in
London on May 1, 1902. Jack Holt is
Elissa
Landi is married to
divorced.
John C. Lawrence, an English lawyer.

Ruth Ei. lis.— There was an interview
with Ralph Bellamy in the December, 1932,
Picture Play. This will give you more information about him than I have space for
here.
I have no fan club for him.
Ruth
time

"The

L.

you

Weston.

have

— Perhaps
Elizabeth

by this
Allan in

Man."

Solitaire

Carolyn

seen

— Do

find any pictures
Is it
you mention.
possible that they were released prior to

C.

listed

under the

1915,

when my

not

title

files

begin?

65

Ginger—Thai
He was

and

Blots

Cooper's right name.

Jackie

is

born

Consult Yogi ABpha
FUTURE

in

ABOUT YOUR

Angeles September 15, 1923. Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone are teamed in
"Dancing Lady." Franchot will be twentyeight February 27th, and
Bruce Cabol

1934 will be the year

—

—

G. I. Walsk.
So far I have been unsuccessful in learning the identity of that
player.
Have you any other questions?

I

and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast. 300-word Num
Reading included F R E E. Money

weighs
eyes.

view

four

feet

B.
the

.

.

3nn

WORD

Page played

in "Sol-

son by

his

former wife.

—

Dale Boswell. Tom Keene was born
in Smoky Hollow, Xew York, December
1903, is six feet, weighs 170, and has
blue eyes and dark hair
Bettc Davis, in
Lowell, Massachusetts. April 5, 1908. is
five feet three and a half,
weighs 110.
blond hair, blue eyes
Charles Morton,
Vallejo, California, January 28, 1906, six
feet, weighs 170, brown hair, blue eyes
Sally O'Xeil, Bayonne. Xew Jersey. October 23, 1908, five feet one and a half,
30,

;

;

-

dor for Astrological
i

ilevelop

JUST A SHADOW
Stotter. a graduate ol The
nt
Vii nn.i. with man>

In-

experience in
Plastic
ui
unshapely
nosi
truding juj large ears, lips,

OF YOUR
FORMER FACE!

104, black hair,

A Holt

Fax.

dark-blue eyes.

—

Jack is now playing in
of Steel" and 'World's Fair."
Mav

"Man

Statement of the Ownership, Management, etc., required by the Act of

March

&

Smith's
Picture Play, published monthly,
at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1933.
3,

yi

New

1933, of Street

rork, County of N'ewYorki

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and countj aforesaid, personally appeared George C. Smith, Jr., who, having
been duly sworn according to law, clt-in,-,
;uicl
says that he is President of the street
Smith Publications, Inc.. publishers of
&
stt
& Smith's Picture Play, and thai
the following is, to the best of liis knowledge
and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of March 3,
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embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
and Regulat ions, to wit
i

:

That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and Inisi
ness managers are:
Publishers, Streel ,V
Smith Publications, Inc., 7.9-89 Seventh \-'
1.

nne. New York, X. X.
editor, Xorbert Lusk,
711
Seventh Avenue, Xew York. X. Y.
managing editors, Street & Smith Publications,
Inc.,
79-89
New York.
Seventh
Avenue,
N. Y.
business mummies. Street & Smith
Publications, Inc., 79-89
Seventh Avenue,
Xew York. X. Y".
:

:

:

That the owners are:
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Smith
Avenue.
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Smith. S'.i Seventh
\veniio. Xew
York. X. Y.
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To BE Deaf
No Joke
— Every DeatPersonKnowsThat

\V;iy made himself hear. lift, r bein£
GeorR'- C
de if for 26 yoari. with Artiticial Ear Drums--bi3

Ho wore them

aO-wo, invention.

get S day BDd

night.

,

They stopped

j

«4>

ibis

Nooneseesll

tlye

.... Write for his true story, V
•Howl Got Deaf and Mndo
Myself Hoar". Also booklet
,,_ .,___
Artijirvit Har Drum
oa Deafness. Address
.

12

GEORf-.£ P. WAY, INC.
Hofmann Building Den

STOP Your

Rupture

Why

worry, suffer with that rapture? Learn about my perfected
invention. It has automatic Air
Cushions which bind and draw

IN
BH AUUIAAI
"

21 1 I B5*X
I
the broken parts together as
you would a broken limb. No obnoxious spring or pads.

IBVI

IVVl

No salves or planters. Sent on trial to prove it. l'-eware of
Imitations. Never sold in stores. Write today for full information pent free in plain, sealed envelope.
H.C.BROOKS,
bOl G State St.. Marshall. Mich.

nexl above
owners, stockholders.
any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company, bul also, in cas^s where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the hooks of
the company a> trustee or ill any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's mil
1

and security holders,

lie
if

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do nol appear upon the
hooks of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.
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Free!
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easy Instruc1
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Sworn

subscribed before me this
29th day of September, 1933. De Witt C. Van
Valkenburgh, Notary Public No. .".'J. New
York
County.
(My commission
expires
March 30, 1934
to

and

l

Short

\Vrite imVacation with pay.
for
free
32-page honk.
mediately
with list of positions and full par-

— Dennis

Seventh Avenue, Xew York. X. Y.
Cora
Gould, sii Seventh Avenue. Xew York.
Ormond \ Gould. SSI Seventh Avenue.

Y.

JOB

Work

hours.

King's latest picture,
"The Devil's Brother," i- based on the
In 1930 he
comic opera. "Fra Diavolo."
made "Vagabond King' and played in
"Param< unt on Parade."
He is married
They have two children.
to Edith Wright.

SO

Y.

WANT A STEADY
U ?M

.Pictures,
Paramount Bldg., Xew York
City, if they can supply his photo in this
character, and at what price.

M. Mae Z. For photos of any players in
the serial you mention try the Universal
Studio. I do not record the casts of serials.

TODAY,

$1.00

LEE. Dept. T-l,
Broadway. New York. N.

Caruso, Jr., had
Universal's "Air Mail."

Poppaea. In "The Sign of the Cross,"
Viturius, Captain of the Guard, was played
by Richard Alexander. You might inquire
of the publicity department of Paramount

-

NANCY
816

— Enrico
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Holt and give him your opinion?
Louise.
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weighs
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— Anita

seven-year-old

your

curve

31,

of
Storm" with Regis Toomey.
Winnie Lightner is in Joan Crawford's
"Dancing Lady." Will Rogers is playing
in "Doctor Bull."
William Powell has a
diers

2.

.

with her.

Laurel

feminine form

full,

Is

N II M HO LOG Y
READING win o

I

eleven,

103, and has auburn hair and blue
There hasn't been any recent inter-

the appeal oi
a

-

i

tumedifnol satisfied, YOGI ALPH \
Box 1411. Dept.E-8, San Dieg.
If you have a friend who wishes reading, send $1 for the TWO readings.

and neck,

—

Peggy. Xow that you've subscribed, I
hope you enjoy Picture Play more than
ever.
Barbara Kent was born in Canada
is

i

|

kles

1909,

p.-y-

iincan ly prediction ,of.
1500 word Giant Astrological tteud-

'

i

—

eventually brought to Hollywood.
Among
his films are "Street Scene," "Amateur
Daddy," "Arrowsmith," "1 lorsefeathers,"
"No Marriage Ties."

p

I

Axdersen. David
Landau
has appeared in a number of plays on the
stage in Xew York and London, and was

16,

opportunity,

nr sign iii the Zodiac,
giving you prediction*! month by month
n't day.-;, dates on<l happenings
and balance of 1
it
before making any ch«J
eigning papers, love, marriage, employment, speculation, health, accidcnl i,

picture.

December

if

M

io,

A Fax. John Real made his screen
debut as Jerry Hallam in "Another Language." He was recruited from the
and to date has not been cast in any other
Gertrude

•

Yogi Alpha, tnternatii nully known
choloerittl and astrologe ,whohu

celebrates his birthday April 20th.

and 10c forwarding
Tour package «ill be mal
.Iress

plain

i

wrapper.

MARIE DUNNE,
122 Fourth Avenue

D.

New

York, N. Y

6G

ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt
Evalyn Knapp

Street,

Tim McCoy
Toshia Mori

Ralph
Dorothy Tree

Jessie

Fay Wray

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywoo d, California.
Brian Aherne
Adrienne Ames

Studio,

Beverly Hills, California.

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson
Lew Ayres
Warner Baxter
John Boles
Clara

Bow

Marion Burns
Crosman
James Dunn
Henrietta

Howard

Lally

William Lawrence
Boots Mallory
Jose Mojica
Flerbert

Mundin

George O'Brien
Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond

Kane Richmond

Norman

Will Rogers
Buddy Rogers

Henry Garat
Janet Gaynor
Lilian Harvey
Miriam Jordan

Raul Roulien
Genevieve Tobin
Merle Tottenham
Spencer Tracy
June Vlasek

Victor Jory

Irene

Sally Filers

Foster
Preston Foster

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver
Tad Alexander
Elizabeth Allan

Ware

Jack LaRue

Lona Andre

Charles Laughton
John Davis Lodge

Richard Arlen
Mary Boland

Fredric

Brook
Kathleen Burke
Maurice Chevalier

Clive

Fox

Street,

Carol Lombard

March

Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie
Gail Patrick

Claudette Colbert

George

Gary Cooper

Charlie Ruggles

Ricardo Cortez

Randolph Scott

Raft

Buster Crabbe

Sylvia Sidney

Marlene Dietrich

Alison Skipworth

Patricia Farley

Kent Taylor
Helen Twelvetrees

Wynne

Gibson
Cary Grant

Verna Hillie
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns

Mae West
Dorothea Wieck

Toby Wing
Elizabeth Young

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
George Arliss
George Bancroft

Ronald Colman
Constance Cummings

Constance Bennett
Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin

Mary

Pickford

Gloria

Swanson

Loretta

Young

City, California.

Holmes
Walter Huston
Myrna Loy

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.

Phillips

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

Eiissa Landi

Ken Maynard

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

Una Merkel

Tom Brown

Zasu

John Miljan

Onslow Stevens

Charles Buttervvorth

Robert Montgomery

Andy Devine
Hugh Enfield

Mary

Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan

Boris Karloff

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

Carlisle

Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante

Madge Evans
Muriel Evans

Clark Gable
Greta Garbo

Lawrence Grant
William Haines
Jean Harlow
Helen Hayes

RKO

Studio, 780

Jean Parker

May Robson
Norma Shearer
Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lee Tracy
Lupe Velez
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Gower

Nils Asther

Katharine Hepburn

Boyd
Clive Brook
Bruce Cabot
Bill Carney

Dorothy Jordan

Chic Chandler

Helen Mack

Dolores del Rio

Richard Dix
>unne

[rene

I

Betty

Furness

William Gargan
Hale Hamilton

Ann Harding

Loretta

Francis Lederer

Eric Linden

Anita Louise

Mason
McCrea
Colleen Moore
Alary

Joel

iy

Ratoff

Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey
Berl

Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Joe E. Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels

Helen
Frank

MacMahon
Mann

McHugh

Paul Muni

Patricia Ellis

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck

Glenda Farrell

Lyle Talbot

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey
Alice Jans

Sheila Terry
Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William

Allen

Pat

Bette Davis

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak
Street,

Gloria Stuart

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Claire

Hollywood, California.
Bill

June Knight
Paul Lukas

Pitts

Harold Huber
Jenkins

Wing

Ruby Keeler

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lilyan
Tashman, Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collin.-.
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood. Neil Hamilton, 351 North
Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
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now on

your choice — Two individually wrapped
bars
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oneofeaeh

Ruth or Rutterfingcr or

lin-

.*>«.

Look

for these great

values on dealers" counters everywhere.

CURTISS CANDY

CO.

two

nation-wide

sale

— the

in

n« «...m-

favorites

are

size!

familiar large 5e bar*

—the M.W

— V\l)

3

>i-

liars selling 2 for

the immensely popular
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If
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me they're MILDER
me they TASTE BETTER
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1934, Liggett

<s;

Myers Tobacco Co.

KAY FRANCIS

.
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GARBO'S TRIUITlPHflnT REIURn

TO THE SCREEfl

GRETA GARBO in "Queen
Christina" with John
Gilbert, Ian Keith, Lewis

Stone, Elizabeth Young,

A Rouben Mamoulian
Production, Associate
Producer.WalterWanger

—

—

MARVELOUS, DEAR! I'D LOVE
TO HAVE YOU PLAY FOR ME
^ THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

(

|
1

)

I

J
J

Love and Tender Mingled
As He Watched Her Hay
How World's Easiest Way to Learn
EVER

joined the crowd we
sorry for her almost
pitied her in fact.
She wasn't popular
didn't seem to have the knack of making
friends.
At parties no one ever noticed
her no one ever asked to see her home.
So you can imagine our surprise when
one evening, right out of a clear sky, she
remarked, "How would you like to be
entertained
with
some selections from
Puccini?" Of course we thought she was
joking.
since

a

felt

Mary

—

little

—

Everyone
chatting.

I

—

laughed and went right on
was sorry for her. But I saw

her chin go up, her eyes flash.
She played a chord, and it
rang through the room like a
challenge.
And suddenly the

room was hushed
She played La

Tosca

played it with such soul fire
that every one swayed forBill
ward, tense, listening.
Dalton, the most sought-after
man in the crowd, stood heside her as she played.
He
was
fascinated held
spellbound by her playing.
It
seemed as though he saw her

—

When

Ukulele
Cornet

Trombone
Piccolo
Gi'itar

Hawaiian

We

surged

After the

We

were

after

to

Wedding She Told Me
and I felt
"Yen play suabout it.
•'And T know you never had

could ask her
perbly!" I said.
a

Come

teacher.

friends,

life-long

— what's

I

And

the secret?"

a smile at Bill, she replied, "It's no
just got tired of being left
I
secrel at all.
of things and decided to do something
(Hit
expensive
it
1
couldn't
afford an
ah, on
teacher and I didn't have lime for a ho of
I
decided to lake the famous
practice- s.
V. S. School of Music course
in my spare time.

Hashing

"And
I

didn't

it

was as easy as A-B

have

a

hit

of

I'.

trouble,"

"I began playshe continued.
ing almost from the start, anil
'-an
right from music.
Now
play
any piece classical or

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

—

I

jazz."
"Isn'f she wonderful.

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

said.

that

Cello
Steel Guitar

hear
;

1

Valuable Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson Entirely Free
Trove to yourself without cost how easily
and quickly you
today

for

comes
shows

a

Bill."

How You

Can Learn Any
Instrument So Easily
This Way

S.

City,

N'.

with

it

which

V.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
New York

Brunswick Building,

Please

send

rae

a picture
yourself and

"How

s

City
M.i.-ter

Own B
ink

the

t<

D
easy payment

Crane,

Free

1

flan.

I

:>•.<

irse:

Instrument

N.i tie

Then
it

Send

play.

And

I

"iir

done.

learn to
booklet.

Lesson
simple this

New Vint

Bldg.,

U.

Then you do

can

free

Demonstration

1

"Think of playing like
and learning all by ber

is

our
free

expert
graphically how
You owe it to
home instruction really is.
yourself to get this valuable booklet and
iei
There's no
stratieii Lesson.
obligation on your part whatever
Sn he sure to mail the coupon
TODAY. Instruments supplied it
1'.
desired
or
credit.
S.
cash
School of Music. 532 Brunswick

532

thing

it

—

game."

a

No private teacher could make

it.

clearer.

\

And you learn so much more quickly by
this modern, up-to-date method than was posin
tin'
old-fashioned, tiresome scale
sible
.Now you play real tunes
practicing way.
by note.
almost from the start

makes'
wonderfully perfected method thai
reading and playing music almost as simple
as reading aloud from a book.
first, you an'

how

1

Thirty-sixth year (Established 1898)

This story is typical. The amazing success
of the U. S. School course is largely due to a

told

1

she
"I'm
not
wonderful,"
laughingly
"Anyone
replied.
could do il.
A child can understand those simplified lesWhy, ii's like playing a
sons.

ahoics you how.

Man She Loved

the

self !"

Proposal

—

evening and

first

said good night, "I'd love to have you
me the.resl of your life!"

In'

Juniors' Piano Course

the last ringing chord vanished like

echo,

all

play for

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian and German
Accordion
"rice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum.

we were astonished and contrite.
forward in a mass to congratu"How did you do it'.'" "Why. you
late! her.
are wonderful !"
"We can't believe you
never had a teacher."
And Bill was the
most enthusiastic of all.
an

us

was the

ask to escorl
"Marvelous, dear," he whispered

her home.
as

for

Bill

5-String or Tenor)

for the first time.

A

played

PICK YOUR
INSTRUMENT
Piano
Organ

!

She

the party

Won

Music

'

parinterested in
I

<
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Lost Lenore Returns
of

honor goes

Lenore

to

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Hollywood's Forbidden Sins
Authentic instances

He Knows

.

.

tier

.

Drummond

of Prohibition

Woman

-Mr.

reveals

12

.

14

James Roy Fuller

16

witty, worldly

....
....
i' 'ii

tli

Trouble

Cooper's old-fashioned chivalry

What Now?

.1

Helen Pade

the cause of
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to Rise
Humble beginnings
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of stars
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36

psychological questions
such as reveal character
and intelligence, test questions in the strictest sense
of the word.
You will read the an-

you
same
questions and then compare!
Thus you will be
able to learn which star
you resemble mentally,
and how you rate as an

.....

.

—

66

What Do You
19

Best

— and

PREVIEWS:

Least?

to the editor and

him. Every effort is
being made to shape the
magazine to the wishes
tell

stills

of

44

"Queen Christina," "Alice

Hollywood."

"Flying

Down

in

Wonderland." "Massacre,
["rigger,"
and "The Cat and the Fiddle."

of its readers.
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We
facilitate

Like

Picture Play?

in

Write

Glimpses of Future Films

To

fascinating,

a

early.

[.holographs in rotogravure of Heather Angel, Claire Dodd. Patricia Ellis,
Pitts, l.orelta Young, Dorothj
Mnckaill, Constance Bennerf, Lupe Velez,
Alice Brady, and i'ar.\ Grant.

"Going

is

revealing experiment and
you may make it by reading March Picture Play.
Better order it in advance it will be sold out

Zasu

Prerelease

stars,

40

....
....

.

.

your favorite.

Favorites of the Fans

Schallert

for you.

a critic.

ART GALLERY:
Hands

talk.

Norbert Lusk

.

Addresses of Players

30

Edwin and Elza

caught

The Screen
Where

un-

individual.

fans.

Karen Hollis

York-

stars descend on

You may

dergo the same examination yourself and compare
your answers to those
given by the great ones.
Eighteen questions are
asked such bright luminaries as Gary Cooper,
Jean Harlow, Clark Gable,
Joan Crawford, Fredric
March, Mae West, and
many others.
Eighteen

This

They Say

how

then,

swers of the

6

Picture Play's famous open forum

Correct

Consider,

happy Picture Play is to
give you the result of a
mentality test taken by

will ask yourself the

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think
Information, Please

often

pared with your own?
Haven't you wondered
if it required a superior
mentality to become a
star and stay one?
Of
course you have: it's nat-

the stars.

28

step.

Bound

you
know

ural curiosity.

it.

may climb

a

exactly
how the intelligence of
your favorite star com-

Samuel Richard Mook

.

Alice Brady's return to

Little Girl,

Tell

Haven't
wished to

bring changes on the screen.

will

Second Blooming
Gary's

11

the screen.

asks $5,000 a week for further screen work.

Exit the Speakeasy
Repeal

to

Helen Louise Walker

.

He's Hot

Max Baer

....

.

return

The Stars Take
Mental Test

cinema capital's strange moral code.

the
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To do

so

completely,
nothing
is
more helpful than an expression of opinion, of
likes

and

those

who make

Play

possible

dislikes,

from

Picture

and

have

made it a favorite for
nearly twenty years.
Write

in!

.

GOOD NUMBERS>fFROM PARAMOUNT

"FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"
Four frightened people fleeing into a tropical
jungle to escape from a plague-ridden ship

shedding their

good manners

.

.

with their clothes

casting civilization aside, being once more,
"Male and Female." The people— Claudette
Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland,
William Gargan. The director— Cecil B. DeMille.
.

.

.

"EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT"
Eight lovely girls

were forbidden.

a school

in

Eight girls

where men

dreaming spring

... a lover looked in at the window
and then there were seven. The eighth girl
Douglas
the lover
Dorothy Wilson
Montgomery. The director Richard Wallace.

dreams

—

.

.

—

.

—

if

it's

a

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE,

it's

the

best

show

in

town

!

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Even Kids Go Mae West.
comments around me,

friendliness,

think I am
the only person in the whole country who doesn't
To me her pictures are the most
like Mae West.
disgusting display of vulgarity I have ever seen, and as
far as 1 am concerned, vulgarity can never he condoned.
I think it is really pitiful to hear hoys and girls of
nine and ten using such expres-

FK(

)M

the various

I

sions as "Come up and see me
sometime" and "You can he
Every time I hear it I
had."
want to give them a good spank-

I

to

And

person.

ourselves across to this particular

get

there's the rub.

remember my own experience not

Even if they didn't see the
picture they can't escape hearing her imitators.
I
don't think it speaks very
highly for the intelligence of a

I was in Los Angeles
on a vacation trip and
uppermost in my mind,
of course, was the hope

which can support a three-time engagement
of such a picture.
Some Los
Angeles theaters have played it
four and five times.
I
don't think I am a prude.
I enjov the movies and the theater immensely.
I
thoroughly
neighborhood

of seeing my favorite in
person. After a few days
1
was rewarded. I saw
him dancing at the Coconut Grove, handsomer
and even more exciting

in the

enjoyed such pictures as "The
Guardsman," "Reunion in Vienna," "The Animal Kingdom,"

When
his table,

of

Him Wrong" was

for him."

morals the better!
letter
probably seems

A Los Angeles fan thinks
Mae West's films are so
disgustingly vulgar that
she sees red when children of
ten say"Come up and see me sometime."

This
rambling and incoherent, but having just heard some
youngsters outside the house talking a la Mae West. I
became so angry I wanted to break things, and am
really just letting off steam to some one.
Jane Doe.
Eos Angeles, California.

personal

friendship

and as

I

stared,

or possibly ogled, he
His
glanced my way.
gaze went right through
and beyond me. as though
was no more than the
I

the

nt its

he went back to
which be shared
party, I found

with a
myself wanting to convey to him my feeling

and

white-slavery dealings.
As for
"I'm No Angel." the less said

than on the

flesh

screen.

All these are more
et cetera.
or less spicy and risque, hut not
vulgar.
The theme of "She Done

improbable ending!
Ugh!
She wasn't even a diamond in
the rough, hut rather condoned
and helped her "man" in his

years ago.

Isn't that the very
cess.
heart of being a fan. that
feeling that these favorare somehow our
ites
very own?

ing.

rotten,

many

so

had followed the career of a certain player from its
1
had
very beginning when he was a green youngster.
applauded and patronized every picture he had done in
his climb upward.
At times I felt as though I myself
had actually had something to do with bis suc1

chair

on.
It left
the blankest,
most futile feeling imaginable.
It just didn't seem possible that I could know
him so well every little mannerism, the funny little
way he quirked up one eyebrow, and since the advent
of talkies, every inflection of his voice
when he regarded me as no more than a piece of furniture.

me

I

sat

with

—

—

could have gone over to his table and spoken the
piece I had prepared against just this moment, or
I could have sent for him to come to me. Doubtless he
would have complied graciously and mechanically. But
would it have helped?
I
rather think it would have
made a bad matter worse. The result was that I never
could feel quite the same about that player again.
Unreasonably enough, 1 felt as though a very dear friend
had snubbed me.
My advice is directed at the average sensible fan who
I

Keep Away from Hollywood

BREATHES

there a fan with soul so dead, who
never to himself (or herself) hath said. "1 wish
could go to Hollywood and see my favorite- in
the flesh."
To such the best advice is stay away!
To a confirmed fan the stars become real personalities, not merely shadows on a screen.
They are as tangible to US as our friends.
We follow their activities with
avid interest, gobble up the gossip about them just as a
group of women around a bridge table go for the dirt
about their own circle of friends.
actually feel as
though we know them.
We .U" to Hollywood in the hope of seeing our favorite in person.
Perhaps, if luck is with us, we catch a
glimpse of our idol dashing along Sunset Boulevard in
a stunning car, or dancing at the Ambassador.
What
I

We

now
with

normal way t" the personalities of the screen.
one chance out of a thousand that you'll be
lucky enough to get a formal introduction to your favorite and enjoy a real personal
friendship, for these instances are few and far between.
It's usually a <|uestion of staying away or sacrificing your illusions, which
reacts in a

There

after

is

all.

are lots of fun to keep.

J

Mrs. R r t

.

At the
fills

little

first

pleased

thrilling

surprise.

the bosom.

glimpse the heart of the fan leaps
\

warm glow

Then comes

of friendliness
the desire to express that

1531 Thousand Oaks Boulevard.
Berkeley, ( ali fornia.
ntimn on page 9
(

'<
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N e w co mb.

MAN of TWO WORLDS
with

HENRY STEPHENSON—J. FARRELL MacDONALD
Directed by

He

— an

untamed man of the wilds

siren of civilization

.

.

year when they meet!

It's

.

.

.

R
MES1AN

C.

WALTER RUBEN

.

.

the thunderbolt

and

struggle!

.

.

.

She

thrill
.

.

—a

of the

and

love!

K O

COOPER, Exec. Proc/.^jffots A Pandro S. Berman

Production
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Information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
C—

VIRGINIA

B.
Nils Asther is a
busy actor these days.
Besides
"Beautiful," opposite \im Harding, watch
lor him in "By Candlelight" and "If I
Were Free." August Picture Play carried an interview which touched largely
upon his marriage and divorce.
Nils is
thirty-two.
He and Vivian Duncan were
married in August, 1930, and divorced in
November, 1932.
Their daughter was
born about March, 1931.

very

—

Helen* Kale. For scenes from any of
Gaynor-Farrell films, write to the
Publicity Department, Fox Film Corporation. 55th Street and 10th Avenue, New
the

York

;

—

Bess.
Besides those you list, Chester
Morris has played in "Breach of Promise";
Lee Tracy in "Big Time," "She
Got What She Wanted"
Cary Grant,
"Merrily We Go to Hell," "Devil and
the Deep," "Hot Saturday," "I'm No Angel."
You have all of Clark Gable's films.
For the rest of the information you desire, please send a stamped envelope.
.

;

M.
M. D.," was adapted from

Stevens,
a novel by Virginia Kellogg.
Scenes from this picture
appeared in the roto section of this magazine for September.
Back issues may be
had by sending your order and remittance
to
our Subscription Department.
Kay

Francis was born in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on January 13, 1900; is about five
feet six, weighs 112, and has black hair
and brown eyes.

Ruth Garxett. — Pauline
the

stage

are

Laurence Olivier,

Esmond, Jean Arthur. Helen Hayes,
Lilian
Bond, Bramwell Fletcher, Rose

Jill

D wight

Hobart, Colin Give,

Frye.

—

Blue Lily. In "Cavalcade" Edward
was played by John Warburton Joey by
Frank Lawton
Fanny Bridges, LT rsula
Jeans; Mrs. Bridges, Una O'Connor; Annie.
Merle Tottenham.
The thirty-foot
figure of the ape in "King Kong" was
;

;

so tall.
The scenes
with miniature, double and
triple exposures, and process shots.
Mary
really only a foot or

shot

Carlisle

the

is

actress you

prints

describe.

— Those

footfront of

cement walk in
Lhinese Theater are

the

in

Grauman's

changed
from time to time as new favorites, such
as Diana Wynyard, loom up and crowd
out inactive ones.
Jean Harlow is the
latest

three.

:

Dudxey.

J.

Claudette

— Their

Colbert,

stamped envek

Edith

pi

;

Esther Hader.

—

;

:

Barbara Lawrence.

— Since

David Manners is
anadian by birth, born April 30, 1905.
lie is six feet, weighs 175. and has brown
hair and eyes.
We published an interview
with him in January, 1933, and in June
preview stills from "The Warrior's Husband."
Our Subscription Department will
supply these numbers for ten cents each.
(

Georgi

i

t>

Ralph

1
1

June

be
Bellamy
will
For his photo, write

17th.

him at nil
Valley
Spring Lane.
nil Hollywood.
is latest
are "1 louse
Murder" and "Trigger."
]

|

I

A Kay

Fan.—Your

Franci.

now

favorite

George Brent and
in
"Mandalay."
Frances
Dee was born in Los Angeles, California.
playing
Rjcardo Cortez

is

November
108,

26,

with

1908; live

and has brown

hair,

weighs
blue eves: Bebe

feet

three,

pro-

— Irene

teen.

Louise

Purcell has

Parker.

— Jack

Oakie.

whose

right name is Lewis D. Offield, was born
in Sedalia, Missouri, November 13. 1903;
is five feet ten, weighs 150, and has sandy
His mother had a
hair and blue eyes.
small part in "Too Much Harmony."

an Italian engineer.

D. M. P. Greta Garbo is five feet six.
weighs 125; Ruby Keeler, five feet four,
weighs 105; Jean Harlow, five feet three
and a half, weighs 112; Joan Blondell.
five feet four, weighs 115; Mary Pickford,
five feet, weighs about 100.

the

stage.

;

;

Max Palm. — Boh.

in "Tarzan the Fearby Edward Woods.
Gwili Andre is no longer in pictures.
Mary Carlisle's birthday is February 3rd.
Refer to Addresses of Players if you wish
to send for autographs of the stars.

was

less,"

played

—

—

Clyde Beattv Fax. Clyde Beatty is
the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus.

—

Helen

Kane. Sylvia Sidney's birth
August 8, 1910, and Donald Cook's,
September 26. 1901.

date

On

September

i-

married Llarriet
show. He was born
Ohio, twenty-nine years
six, u eighs 148.

16th

Evans, aerialist
in
Bainbridge,
feel

fivi

he

in the

feet

six

five;
;

Kay

Virginia

Francis,

Bruce,

Rogers
about

five

feet

is

five

five

feet

six

and

a

half; Rose Dione and Aline MacMahon
are five feet eight.
These are five feet
Alice Brady, Juliette Compton,
even:
Fifi
Dorsay, Lilyan Tashman, Rita LaRoy,
iwen
[edda
topper, Helen
ee,
<

Jerome

I

1

I

Eddy,

Dresser,

Louise

Anna Q.

is

—

A Fan. Perhaps Paramount' s Publicity
Paramount Building. New
Department,
V rk City, can supply you with the musical

score

Maddii

of

"Jennie

May.
weighs

<

four,

E. Doyle. John Beal, brought
for the role of Jerry, which
he created in the stage production of "Another Language," was graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania three years
ago.
Just twenty-four, he comes from
Joplin, Missouri, where his father is in
business.
For his photograph, write to
Metro! luliluvn Studio.

Hollywood

Logan.

Vivian
Firs;

in

Road."
.:

letter.

Joan

Crawford

five

Darro

pla

.

1918.

22.

— Write

Ben
is

— Frankie

National's "Wild Boys of the
Perhaps that studio will forward
Frankie was born in Chicagi

\. L. M.
for mform.it

ierhardt."

110; Charles Farrell.
six feel two, 170; Alice White, five feet,
105; Janus Cagney, five feet nine. 155:
Edna May Oliver, five feet ten; Victor
Laglen, Johnny Weissmuller, Rod La
feel

—

Dorothy

to

December

Nilsson.
thirty on

Universal

"Moonlight and Pretzels," perhaps
they will forward Roger Pryor's mail.
Although a well-known stage favorite,
this was Roger's first screen appearance.
Clark Gable's stepdaughter is about nine-

She and Conrad
Nagel have been playing in "We Meet
Again."
Miss Purcell comes from Hammond, Indiana birthday, August 7th five
feet three and a half, auburn hair, bluishgray eyes.
Married since June, 1932, to
returned to

Anne Alton. — dinger

Lawrence.

13.

Jean Harlow, March 3, 1911; Ramon NoKay Francis,
varro, February 6, 1899
January 13, 1906; Mae West, August 17,
1892; Lyle Talbot, February 8. 1904;
John Mack Brown, September 1. 1904;
Glenda Farrell, 1905.

now with
H. Lowny.— Noah Beery, not Wallace
Reery, played in the talkie version of
"Tol'able David."
For the complete cast
I must ask you to send me a self-addre sed

are:
1907;

dates

birth

September

duced

Geoffrey Gill sang in "Peg o'
Heart."
Jean Parker is five feet
three
Beryl Mercer, four feet ten
Marjorie White, four feet ten and a half;
Dorothy Janis, four feet eleven.
Billie.

My

—

Bing
Allex. Address
Jacqueline
Crosby and Grace Bradley at Paramount
Studio, and Claire Dodd at Warner-First
National Studio.
Miss Dodd is playing
in "Massacre," with Richard Barthelmess
Miss Bradley comes
and Ann Dvorak.
from Brooklyn, New York birthday, September 21st. She is five feet two, weighs
108, red hair and hazel eyes.

be honored.

to

Frederick has

been confining her acting to the stage.
Others taking a recess from pictures in
favor of

Bramptox.

Celestixe

Schroeder. — "Mary

Richard Alexander are all six
Scout was the name of Jack
Hoxie's white horse.
Rocque,

feet

:

City.

L.

were

Daniels, in Dallas. Texas. January 14,
1901
five feet three and a half, weighs
112, and has black hair and dark-brown
eyes
Billie Dove, New York City, May
14, 1903. same height and weight as Bebe,
brown hair, turning gray, brown eyes.

i<

mi

direct to

Kay

Francis

about her relatives.

Ostro.—The

Associated

Screen

News. Ltd.. has a studio in Montreal at
Toby Wing was
5271 Western Avenue.
near Richmond, Virginia., July 14,
bort
1915; is fiv< feel four and a half, weighs
118
(

.mil

has platinum-blond hair and blue

yes.

Continued on page 64

—
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What

the Fans Think

Continued from page 6

Hepburn Has Only Started.
November Picture Play, Paul BorIN
ing had

to pan the most
on the screen toour beloved
day,
Katharine Hepburn.
You are more to be pitied, Mr. Boring,
than censured. In but three pictures, Miss
Hepburn has mounted to stardom, and she
has not by any mean., finished her triumphant climb.
She has only started.

Watch

audacity

the

personality

scintillating

Before she finishes she wil

her.

many who

are now at the top.
her finger tips, refreshing,
so different from the regular run, and
with a voice that holds one spellbound, I
would no more think of missing one of
her pictures than I would of going without my three meals daily.
For her work in "Morning Glory" I
award the medal for the finest acting I
have as yet seen on the screen to Aliss
eclipse

An

to

artist

Take

Katharine Hepburn.
and like it.

that,

Mr. Bor-

ing,

Edw. Mulcahy.

J.

4

Oak

Room

Street,

5,

Naugatuck, Connecticut.

Three "So Nice"

PLEASE

Girls.

me

take advantage of the
opportunity to express myself in your
so-nice magazine.
That which I have to
say is this
In Hollywood there are only three actresses that are really beautiful. And they
are Loretta Young, who has a perfect profile
and the so-beautiful features.
Ella
es

let

mny hermosa!

She

ican girl, only there
beautiful as she.

is

the typical

Amer-

can be no other so

Next, Norma Shearer.
The word that
describes her is "lovely."
Then there is Sidney Fox. If you will
look closely you will see that she has the
perfect profile, too.
And all three of
these lovely ladies are graciosias.
You
would like to know each and be one of
their friends.

Senorita.
Augusta, Georgia.

Mighty Lak

a Rose.
realm of moviedom there
is a star who has suffered much, and
through it all she has held on to the standard of progress.
That person is none
other than the glamorous Jean Harlow.
I am indeed very proud to boast of my
two-and-a-half-year friendship with her.
I became acquainted with Jean at the time
when she was just another film beauty.

OUT

in

the

She was perfectly charming

me gorgeous photos and
to meet me twice.

letters

to

me

— sent

and offered

As time went on, however, and Jean
became one of filmdom's greatest stars, I
became a bit frightened, frightened for
fear that she would "go Hollywood" and
would lose my treasured friendship with
her.
But when I tell you that success
made Jean Harlow an even sweeter, more
charming, and thoroughly unaffected person, I am sure that you all will believe
me.
Jean writes to me regularly, and
these letters are indeed a supreme joy.
I
receive beautiful photos from her, and now
I am eagerly awaiting my promised date
with her when she comes to New York
1

again.

In

spite

of

the

many

great difficulties
which Jean has encountered in her search
for success and fame, she is one of the
dearest, sweetest persons in all Hollywood.

Mixxktte Shermak.
328 East Ninetieth Street,
New York, New York.

Combats

TWO winter

1

— cold, biting winds that

tate the skin.

Lifebuoy lather soothes

enemy NO.

foes

roughen and

irri-

— cleanses, gently/

—

enemy NO. 2 close, stuffy rooms that make
"B.O." {body odor) to offend. Lifebuoy lather

it

easy for

purifies

deodorizes pores. Its pleasant, quickly-vanishing, hygienic

scent tells

you

this rich lather stops

"B.O."

?

!

What

10
Little

White Whoppers.

ALTHOUGH

her queer
interviews have

strange

(.-(111(11111

annoyed

than that of
smts her.

me

anything
do not think there
at times,
fundamentally wrong with Joan Crawford.
lier habit of telling whoppers about her
age does not constitute a felony or even a
mortal sin.
One famous female, when
asked what was the happiest time of her
life, replied, "The six years I was eight-

it

Another
Hepburn's

is

1

.

point,
style,

You

ple.

can

And

Joan has altered with the pass-

if

nothing to get excited
Clara Bow, Lupe Velez, and Mary
about.
Brian have all changed for better or worse
since first reaching the screen, so why
of time,

that

is

and feverish CrawShe is to-daj
better looking, better groomed, and vastly
the

pect

i

intelligent

ford to remain immature?

more

interesting than the Lucille of the
It is only natural for a girl
night clubs.
with her splendid vitality to go on experi-

menting.

The lady of the gardenias is essentially
She loves to shed a glow of
a dreamer.
idealism over all her acts and aspirations.
But she is a dreamer with a fighting spirit
and an unquenchable thirst for fame. Try
that

beat

to

combination!

Frank
20

Tui.lv.

Sin. l.
Danbury, Connecticut.
in

Gable's

moll,

and

am

I

copying Katharine

many peoher costumes, but
sequin-and-tulle junk

as are a great

wear

:

New

Joan, the All-American Girl.
Dorothy Rogers:
*
As much as I worship Joan Crawford, I don't hate you for what you
about her in October Picture Play. Your

TT)

York.

Lew Grows Up.

THREE

Lew Ayres

cheers for

That

!

views, while they are decidedly not in accord with my own, are presented in a

boy has grown up from a nice kid into
In "State Fair''
a swell man and actor.
there was a superb cast, but the real surprise for us fans was the wonderful actof

ing

Lew Ayres

as the

manner

First

!

Havana, Cuba.

Louise Merrill.
6 Third Road, Tyler Street,
Brightside, Sheffield, England.

Doubtful Honors for Gable.
Boston bull pup,
I think he looks
Isn't that marveljust like Clark Gable.
fin
If he has puppies. I shall name one
Clark and the other Gable.
Of all our
dear friends in the pictures, I like Clark
fable best, because he is such a he-man,
and because he reminds me so of Bill.
I
am a missionary in Tsinanfu, China.
I have just come to Hankow for a visit,
and seen such a thrilling picture of Clark
fable that I felt sure that fans would be

and

his

a

sweet

name

is

little

Bill.

!

I

Peggy G.

it.

Picture Play Spots 'Em.

1WAS

delighted to see that Picture
recognized the acting ability and
personal magnetic appeal of James C.
I've seen him in about three picEagle-.
tures in comparatively small parts, and I
wondered how long it would be before he
He
received the praise that is his due.
has something that attracts, and I think
I
know he is
he is a forthcoming star.
Good luck
already one of my favorites.

Play

and better roles to him
Another word of praise,
!

A Matter

THIS

of Taste.

written in answer to that
He is getting those
brickbats and hisses he anticipated, for I
am a very ardent fan of Katharine Hepletter

is

Donald Yaro.

of

burn'^.

Men

of his caliber 'would like Jean Hardon't think she has ever seen the
don't suppose Doninside of a college.
I
he couldn't
ald Yaro will understand this
but the reason Katharine Hepburn is
in movies is because she is so refined, has
acting ability, and has such a refreshing
personality.

low.

1

—

—

Donald
jealous
Perhaps
is
bee;
Katharine has gone to the top so fast and
larlow, isn't even then.
his pet, Jean
Why? Because Katharine is natural. All
lean Harlow amounts to is a walking
beauty shop.
I am a girl and like to look pretty, hut
I
would rather be natural like Katharine.
would much rather see a girl without
I
any make-up than all make-up and no
You
natural beauty, like Jean Harlow.
very rarely sec Jean Harlow in any other
I

this

of

the

despite

all,

that

fact

you

-

i

pleased to hear of
Tsinanfu, China.

and

intelligence,

respect and considera-

claim she has, due to her artificiality and
condescending manner, forfeited her rights
to the title, it is because of these very
things that she is all the more the "typical
American girl.'' For she depicted, in that
period during which you feel she fell from
grace, certain qualities found in every
average American female.
Haven't you, Miss Rogers, at one time
or another, been very haughty and aloof?
And didn't you, too, go through a period
when you were decidedly the poseur? You
lacked, perhaps, some of Joan's admirable
frankness, and so did not show openly
these manifestations of a subconscious development, but surely you can recall the
time when you at least wanted to do what
Joan has done.
Likewise is that period of Joan's when
everything took on an exaggerated importance, similar to that time in the lives of
every ambitious and intellectually broadening girl or boy when the whole world
seems against them, and they shed bitter
tears onto their pillows and think only of
the utter, abject futility of it all.
The only difference is that Joan's errii
tional growth was constantly before us,
while ours can be our own secret. I think
that that, more than anything else, was the
reason for her divorce from Doug. Jr. She

How his
Janet Gaynor on his shoulder!
eye- can "speak"!
I was angry when I read that they were
i.
separate Charlie Farrell from Janet
and put the Ayres boy in his place, but
now I'm reconciled with Fox.
Come on. Fox, be nice to our Lew and
give him more good roles opposite Janet
want to see more pictures with them
Matilde Aranguren.
together!
27 Escobar Street,

1HAVE

bespeaks

command

tion.

young reporter

love with the little country girl.
From his first appearance in the picture
And
to the end of it he was just grand.
And the one with
that scene in the rain

WHY

which

therefore

in

Way.

has Clark Gable always to bear
the brunt of the blame for this heroSome actor or
business?
ine-slapping
other has indulged in it, in various form-,
ever since films began, but has any one
Why
ever got excited about it before?
does Mr. Gable have to receive the brickIs it because
bats, after all these years?
His black eyebrows and firm chin make
the fans more conscious of his actions.'
If I have any complaint about his pictures, it isn't his treatment of the women;
it's
the fact that he is always so surrounded by 'em. And they are always so
much of a muchness that he never gets a
chance to show what a splendid actor he
Half the time he is falling over
can be.
some female, getting entangled in her
-kirts and her wiles, and generally trying
to escape the harem that dogs his footsteps
in ever}' picture.
I wonder sometimes he
isn't tempted to deliver a real knock-out
in earnest.
If he were a refined Romeo,.
instead of only a he-man, he probably
would.

i

Brighton, Sussex, England.

Admiring Hepburn Fax.
Brooklyn,

we nave her

can't

instead of these imitation Garbos
and horrifying platinum blondes?
Jon x L. Com mi
21 Spring Street,

i

>

Hollywood,

'lease.

I

back,

We

Xew

Women

gangster's

;.

could you wear that
lean Harlow wore in "Dinner at Eight"?
Mo, A ' iurse not

een."
ing

Fans Think

the

pari

and

!

time for

The
the beautiful young Lona Andre.
only thing I don't like is her eccentric
name, but then we don't have to look at
her name on the screen while we can see
M. E. V. J.
her lovely fac( and figure.
207 Winthrop Street,
Brooklyn, Xew York.

had grown so far beyond him that it was
impossible for that first spark, born of his
understanding, ever to be rekindled. Doug,
in his phlegmatic self-satisfaction, did not
keep pace with her as she progressed, and
so lost his power to be her inspiration and
understanding heart.
So think again, Dorothy, before you dispute

Joan's

American

right

to

the

title

Tack

girl."

of

"typical

Seybold.

9220 Fifty-fifth Avenue",
Elmhurst, Xew York.

Cary Grant Recommended.
TULLY'S remarks m Novem-

FRANK

Picture

ber

Grant inspire

me

—

regarding
Cary
write my first and

Play
to

—

probably last fan letter.
Since first seeing him, I have neglected
no opportunity of repeating the experience, and it is a joy to me that he finds
increasing favor with the powers that be
in filmland.

Paging Olive Borden.

TI1IS

letter

notice.

i-

My

nature of an agony
I
trouble is this:

in the

Am

only person in the wide world who is
an admirer of Olive Borden and who longs
return to the screen
e her
Every day we read of the impending
comeback of players who either wen.
popular year- before most of US took an
intelligent interest in films, or else stars
who cut little or no ice at their best. But
tin

i

1

Olive, who is one of the most beautiful
brunettes, ever seen on the screen, who has
-me of the best figures on earth, who has
voice, who can act. who
a beautiful, low
are
ha- "It," glamour, and all the rest
we nevei t< ei her again?

—

His voice i- charming and different. I
His
hope to hear him sing again soon.
song in "Madame Butterfly" was all toi
short for my liking.
He had that slight
air of restraint which is conducive, indeed
to good acting.
ssarj
commend "The Eagle and the Hawk'
as the most convincing contradiction of
Mr. fully'- assertion that "lie ha.- a percock-eyed conception of dramatic
fectl)
,

I

iasis.''

lie

is

no

second

rather to the

and
that.

I

can
Lots

Gable,

hut

belongs

Howard and Colman

offer no higher
of luck to him.

Judy
Winnipeg, Canada.

tribute

Graham

class,

than

Kyle.

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME
NUMBER

XXXIX
6

PICTURE PLAY

FEBRUARY
1934

DYNAMIC, intense, Lenore Ulric comes back to the screen determined that fans shall get a taste of that quality which has
brought her fame on the stage. She will first appear in "I Loved An Actress," written by none other than the well-known
Gregory Ratoff, who should know his subject for he is married to a temperamental star.
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HOLLY WOOD'S
FORBIDDEN
The unpardonable crimes

SINS
ones

are

these

hounded

lapses

that

in

filmland's social

code

are few, but the guilty
till

one

they break.
can't

get

What are
away with?

By Helen Louise Walker
Hollywood has found it utterly impossible to
understand or condone the successful marriage of Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster.

It

resented Joel McCrea's long freedom from entanglements.
up now that he's married to Frances Dee?

Will they let

HOLLYWOOD

will forgive most things. Things for which
another community would cast you into an ignominious
outer social darkness are regarded with amused tolerance

hy the

film colon v.

You may get drunk and fall on your face in the lobby of a
hotel.
You may be named in court and in the public prints as corespondent twice in one week. You may black your spouse's eye
You
the corner of Hollywood I'oulevard and Vine Street.
stage a scratching and hair-pulling contest with your best
friend over \ our
or her
husband.
You may do other less

at

may

—

—

printable things, and Hollywood will register merely a mild
snicker and invite you to the next smart party.
When the aggressiveh virtuous citizens of other towns were
baying for the scalps of Roscoe Arbuckle and Mabel Normand,
Hollywood not only forgave those two unfortunates; she took

—

!
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Hollywood's Forbidden Sins
them

to her

bosom and defended them

savagely,

if

ineffec-

tually, against those hayings.

Yet Hollywood has a curious code of her own. There are
which Hollywood will never forgive SO long as a
camera turns within her city limits. There are lesser offenses
for which she merely spanks her citizens, after which she
returns them to favor if they promise to be good.
Hollywood thinks nothing of the most blatant offenses
against the sex code as it is understood in other places. Yet
Hollywood has found it utterly impossible to forgive or
to condone the successful and unspectacular marriage' of
Claudette Colbert and Nornian Foster!
Claudette told me not long ago, "It would have been so
much simpler if Norman and I had merely had an affair
had merely lived together without being married.
Hollywood could have understood that, and would have thought
nothing of it. But because we chose to be married to one
another and to live under separate roofs, Hollywood has
persecuted and nagged and annoyed us. It has punished us
things

Meddling and nagging broke up his
first

marriage, says

Richard Barthelmess, and he's determined that Hollywood won't smash
the

present

one.

Photo by Cosmo

colony makes frequent
use of Conrad Nagel's solid
qualities while sneering at him
for having them.

The

Joan Bennett explains the situation by
saying that no actor has a right to
expect any privacy.

unmercifully, because it could
not understand a marriage

der the handicaps

we

side interference,

I

like ours.

"People watch and comment and gossip. There is
never a day during which
either Norman or I do not
have to answer impertinent
questions or deny that we
are separating legally. They
carry tales to Norman about
me. and to me about Norman. They spy. They specThey won't let us
ulate.
must explain and
alone.
explain
situation
which
a
seems to us both logical and
sensible, and which has
brought us years of happi-

We

ness.
"1

will say this for our
marriage.
Knowing what T
do about our temperaments,
am convinced that it has
I
lasted much longer than it
would ever have done had
we tried to live in the conventional fashion. How long
any marriage can survive un-

I

it

from outBut
do know this: if our marriage fails,
will be because ive have been punsuffer

don't know.

ished because people did not understand us! We cannot he forgiven be!"
cause we are different

Rumors are rife now that their marriage is approaching those well-known
rocks. And Hollywood will be pie
and triumphant if it turns out to he
Claudette and Norman have
fractured to splinters the local code!
It will take Hollywood a long time
to forgive Johnny Weissmuller for his
break with Bobbe \rn-t.
Not tint
Hollywood objects to a separation or
Such triva divorce, you understand.
ial matter., are hardly noticed.
It was
tlie ivay in which Johnny accomplished
true.

He made his exit from his marriage so ungracefully and with such a
it.

woeful lack of showmanship.

sympathy went

to

little

All the

Bobbe

—and

that won't do

After
on

all.

she had given up her ca-

to come to California to be with Johnny.
Her devoContinued <>n page 54

reer

Broadway
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He Knows
When

a prize fighter and potential world champion also reaps honors

as a star

w

TTH

—

well, could

you expect

the exception of Frank
Albertson, Max Baer is the
cockiest individual I've ever
met.
And like Frank, he is saved
from giving the impression of conceit by a vast amount
of personal charm.
"Your biography says you're bashful," I said to him.
"Is this cockiness of yours assumed to give you color?"
"No," Max answered promptly. "I used to be bashful.
Now I'm just naturally cocky."
Nothing seems to bother him very much. The studio
describes him as the most irresponsible human being who
As, for instance, when I
ever walked on two feet.
appeared for our interview at the hour he himself had
fixed, there was no sign of Max. An hour and a quarter
"What
later they found him in his hotel at the beach.
about this appointment you had at the studio?" asked
the publicity

Max

Baer to be a shrinking violet?

By Drummond

man.

HOT

He's
Tell

Max. "Oh. I
Ask him to come

"Appointment!
forgot

down

all

about

here."

said

it.

And

that, as far as

Max

was concerned, was that.
When I reached the beach I was admitted to the royal
suite by Ancil Hoffman, Max's manager.
Max was
attired in a sports shirt, gray-striped slacks, and house
slippers.
A couple of wardrobe trunks stood open, a
miscellaneous assortment of clothing lay scattered over
the bed, dresser, and chiffonier.
couple of suitcases
lay open on the floor. Max was packing.
"The Prizefighter and the Lady!' had been finished
and previewed. I didn't mind telling him, in strict confidence, of course, that the picture is a knock-out and
a sensation.

A

"Boy," I announced enthusiastically, "when that picture is released you'll be colossal.
You'll be in exactly
the same spot Gable was in a couple of years ago."
"Don't insult me,"

Max

grinned.

With a little prodding,
a very little, he continued,
"I liked doing that picture.
It was a lot of fun and I
had a swell time, except
picture-making is too hard
work."

"Are you from
ternational

the In-

News Service ?"

Mr. Hoffman inquired.
"No," I replied. "This
interview happens to be
for Picture Play."
"Quit insulting the guy,"

Max

admonished bis manhim credit
good sheet."

ager.
"Give
for being on a

couldn't help laughing.
of the
magazine yourself until a
minute ago," I jeered.
"Don't kid yourself,"
I

"You never heard

Mr.

"Max

Hoffman
is

a

advised.

pushover for

those magazines. He may
not know the names, but
he knows the tune-.,
lie
buys every one of them."
"In hope of finding pictures of himself in them?"
"Naw. He likes to look
at the leg art.
How do
011 suppose he worked up
\

Max

is so frank about his
cockiness that you admire
it
as part of the dashing
personality he displays in
"The Prizefighter and the
Lady," with Myrna Loy.
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He Knows He's Hot
such a wide acquaintance in such a short time? He knew before he
ever got here exactly who he wanted to meet."
My admiration for Max increased. I've always heard that great
lighters plan their campaigns ahead of time.
"Speaking of girls," I said, "to what do you attribute your greal
success with them?"
Max's explanation was prompt, logical, lucid, and terse but
unprintable.
"Still speaking of girls." T continued, "if I'm not too personal, what about your wife?"
"My ex-wife," Max corrected me. "We got a Mexican
divorce a iiw weeks ago.
I'm strictly single."
"Well, what about your ex-wife?
You've been
around with her. Are you going to remarry?"
"She's made me plenty of offers
if I want to," Max
grinned.
Had any one but Max said that it would have sounded like
conceit.
But Max says what he blamed pleases and vou
laugh with him. He seems like an overgrown kid, and nothing he says sounds like boasting.
If in this interview he
seems egotistical, put it down to my had writing.

—

-

—

He

isn't.

His studio biography mentions that he hated fighting until he was nineteen, and then one night he was
placed in a spot where he was ashamed not to fight.
"That's right." he conceded.
"I was the biggest
coward who ever lived. I always figured I could
outrun the kids so what was the use of standing still and scrapping?
I did outrun a lot
of them, too."

"Well, what happened that night?" I asked.
"People say it was over a girl, but it
wasn't," he explained.
"It was at one of
those high-school dances in the country.
Some guy had a bottle of wine hidden outside.
lot of us got into it and he found
out.
were trying to decide who should
take the blame.
I
was the biggest in the
crowd so they asked if I'd say I took it. I

A
We

wanted

to act big so

I

said. 'Sure.'

didn't

I

know the guy was standing right behind me.
"He came up and said, 'Do you mean
Well, I couldn't back out then, so I
'Yeah, I took it.' He clipped me on the

that?'
-aid.

chin and sent me reeling.
a damned thing about

I

didn't

know

fighting

—

—

I'd

never had a fight in my life but as I
recovered I swung a haymaker right

from the floor and it happened
and knocked him cold.

to land

Max
want

"Well, I've been fighting ever since."

"Do you like fighting?" I queried.
"Sure as long as they pay me for it."
"You mean," I exclaimed incredulously.
couldn't get paid you'd never fight any more?"

says he's not making another picture soon. "I don't
to crowd Barrymore and Barthelmess and those
guys, he explains.
'

—

"That's
fight in

told

it."

my

life

you about.

"I didn't

said

Max

mean

"I've only had one
that was the one I just

positively.

outside the ring
I

if

—

don't believe in street brawls."
that,"

I

protested.

"I

mean wouldn't

vou ever put on gloves and spar around the ring?'
"Oh, that! Sure.'*'
During all this time he had been industriously packThat's another thing I like about Max. The ordinary star would have had half a dozen valets and butlers
doing the lacking. Max packs his own.
"I've got too damned many clothe-." he muttered,
throwing a couple of soiled shirts and handkerchiefs at
one of the suitcases, some ties at an open drawer in one
ing.

]

of the trunks, and a pair of shoes at the other trunk.
"I think I'll leave these brown shoes out," he mused,

addressing
impressed.

Mr. Hoffman.

Mr. Hoffman seemed un-

asked Mr. Hoffman.
Mr. Hoffman nodded, and added. "Except with
"Is he always like that?"

I

He's moody with her."
Max. without further ado,
slacks, and wrapped himself

his

wife.

luxuriously

monogrammed "M.

"What's the

'A' for?"

I

removed
a

in

A.

silk

wanted

his

and

shirt

lounging

r

I!."

to

know.

Max

"Adelhert." he admitted
hesitated and grinned.
finallv, and then. "Do you know what 'M. A. B.' stands
for?"

"What?"
laughed.
''My Adorable Boy,'" he announced triumphantly.
"That's what his wife used to call him," Mr. Hoffman
"No,"

1

explained glumly.
"Did you keep in training while you were working on
wondered.
this picture?"
"No," said Mr. Hoffman promptly. "He didn't do a
I

lick of training for three

months."

Continued on page 52
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lustrated

Giesen

H.

The end of the night-club era

and

T

artificial,

ITEY

is

a blow to rum-king

half-world heroines.

got the boys out of the speakeasies by ChristSante! And what does that have to do with
movies? Plenty, Will Hays and N. R. A. permitSuch a sweeping change in the social ife of the
ting.
country is certain to he
reflected on the screen in
plot routine, story material, dialogue, and even

mas.

villains, routine plots

The screen voted

for

and a new Public Enemy must he discovered. Of course
the speakeasy will lie used now and then in the nature
of a costume picture, just as there is an epidemic of
Bowery-in-the-'90s films now. Even now books are beins* written about the late
night-club age.
A new
era is already in.
Drinking scenes in pictures will be more civilized,
more take-it- for-granted.
Tt will no longer suggest

clothes.

The movies,

too.

repeal, too.

will

desert the speakeasy, and
this will upset many of
the old reliable situations.

"merrily we go to hell" if
cocktails are served.
New

knocks the had
of the screen a hard
one, just as the govern-

petty sins will have to be
invented to suggest that
the heroine is getting a hit
wabbly in morals, for it
will
no longer he deliriously OUtlawish to have

Repeal

man

ment

hopes to deal a
knock-out blow to the
real underworld.
>ur little heroine can no longer
(

a nip.

Smooth drinking will be
thing.
The famous
Barrymore burp will have
no place in Grand Hotels.

menaced or led astray
by the big bad bootlegger
king, later to be handed
he

the

over to the virtuous hut
forgiving young hero.
The rum barons of the
underworld, seized upon

It will

he permissible only

slap-stick and at political clan il takes.
in

when

the public got tired
of the old silent villain

with an

overdue mort-

gage, will be out of date

Speakeasies and horsey drinkers
be catalogued with quaint
Bowery revivals.

will

M

HEATHER ANCEL
]9

P
PATRICIA
comer,

and

is

roles.

though a newground

ELLIS,

slowly gaining

is

getting better

and

Did you see her

better
in

Paul

Muni's "The World Changes"? She
lost fiance,

father

—

and fortune

in

a

morning a triple disaster
that Miss Ellis met with beautifully
single

gowned

calm.

1'liotos

BEAUTIFUL Claire Dodd, doomed
by the casting
wicked ladies,

humor

that

dangerous.

director

has

a

to

play

sense

makes them human,

of
if

Picture Play predicts

that /a Dodd will graduate from
vamps in a year if she will put her
foot down and be temperamental.

Please, Claire!

20

by

Elmer

Fryer

~

ONLY

fans with

long

mem-

ories recall Zasu Pitts as a

great tragic actress and, beit or not, she was.
And

lieve
still

But the talkies de-

is.

veloped her as a comedienne
and Zasu cleverly adapted
her hands and voice and

now
beyond

entire personality until

she

is

valued

alflfcit

price as a getter

choughs.

Wandering from

picture

picture,

a

magazines

record

of

can't

to

keep

her successes.

LORETTA YOUNG'S good

fortune continues

opposite two of the most popular

men

in

being cast

Not that
She has Spencer Tracy for her
olaymate in "A Man's Castle," and.Cary Grant in "Born To
Be Bad." Now, we ask, could a girl hope for more?
in

pictures.

they're not fortunate, too!

Photo by Keaneth Alexander

Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull

DOROTHY MACKAIU
in

is

back

in

the swim again, once

among the studios where
make her as welcome to stars

circulation

and

wit

missed her.

You

will

see her

in

Ed Wynn's "The Chief"

and from then

more

her sunny disposition
as to the fans who've
first,

on.

23

Constance bennett
found it so easy to croon
a song in "AfterTo-night"
that she's plunging into
a

musical,

full-fledged

Moulin

Rouge."

spectacular
music

show, with

and

Tone

chot

Carminati

as

masculine aids

It's

a

girl-and-

FranTullio

her chief
in telling

a dramatic story behind
the singing
PJiolo

24

by

and dancing.

George

llurrell

NO,

Lupe Velez

isn't

new style in
wedding gowns though
setting a

her

yes-and-no

mar-

riage to Johnny Weiss-

seemed at first
insecure as her
spangles.
She wears
them in "Hollywood
Party" and had to
deny herself a honeymoon to go on location
muller

as

in

'Laughing Boy."

Photo by Clarenre Sinclair Bull
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ALICE BRADY says
lazy and likes to
for

she's

lie

abed
and

—

days at a time
No one will

does.

grudge her a

little

berest

after her extremely lively

and

artful

antics

on the

screen, will they?
story

much
her
films,

opposite
of

the

In

she

tells

her stage past,

former

and

stardom
her

in

current

comeback, all as interesting and frank as she is,
herself.

VV

Second Blooming
Alice Brady

left

the stage for a

|HE made
I

her

a grand hit in
comehack picture.

grand comeback

a

A

else.'

person.

leads, Alice

was becoming prom-

New York

stage as one of its important
actresses.
And, with the exception of the two musicalcomedy engagements, all her plays were dramatic ones.
Then her father invaded the picture field as head of
the World Film Company.
Alice became one of the
foremost picture stars of that time.
She remained in
pictures for nearly five years.
At the end of that time, about the close of the War,
she returned to the stage as a full-fledged star.
Her
vehicle was "Forever After" and her leading man in his
first Broadway appearance was Conrad Nagel.
From that point on her career has been one succession
of personal triumphs, even if all the plays haven't
[Continued on page 57]
been hits.

"A diet with beer!"
her that you realize the
on the surface. She's got a head

"Damned fool," she murmurs.
It's when you start talking to
all

in

"

inent on the

weaken.

is

as grand

Mook

Although not playing

—

irresponsibility

just

"At first," she admitted;
"but he knew the theater.
1 le
used to say, 'All right.
Take it. You'll be the lead
in the piece and the interest is supposed to be focused on
you. What are you going to do if an actor starts fooling
with his handkerchief or twiddling his thumbs to distract
attention from you?' 1 had to admit I'd be lost. He said.
'All right.
You stick with me and by the time you're
ready for leads you'll know how to fight such tricks.'
"He put me into one small part after another. As
soon as I'd get everything out of it there was to be had,
he'd get somebody else for my part and put me into a
new play. By that time the other New York managers
were saying. 'There's no use offering her a part because
as soon as the play has opened and she's made a hit in
it, Bill Brady will yank her out to put her in something

Ladies Meet,"
gabby, irresponsible
widow. In real life she makes an equally grand hit
an equally irresponsible but not so gabby woman.
Entering her dressing room, the lack of gabbiness is
more than atoned for by a pack of dogs. Four canine
noses are pointed heavenward and a chorus of yelps of
welcome or protest make the air hideous. Presently the
dogs quiet down a bit and Alice curls up on a divan,
lights a cigarette, and surveys you amusedly.
Scotty
tied to the leg of a chair in the next room eyes you inquisitively and the interview begins.
It starts with lunch, as all good interviews do.
"Say
what," she invites when you're hoping she'll ask you
But no!
to "Say when."
"Cottage cheese with sour cream," I mutter out of
deference to my increasing waistline.
"Nothing else?" she gasps. "What is this a diet?"
I nod miserably as she orders Welsh rabbit and beer
with a piece of pie covered with whipped cream to fol"Better have a glass of beer," she suggests and
low.
I

pictures— andlshe's

By Samuel Richard

"When

as

in

and she uses it.
She is the daughter of William A. Brady, one of the
few really big theatrical producers of the past two genHer stepmother is Grace George, one of the
erations.
foremost comediennes of the stage.
With all her connections, she got no encouragement at

home

so far as a stage career went.
Instead of giving up, she took the subway to the Bronx and, under an assumed name, got herself a job with a
When her father
stock company.
found out she was determined on a
theatrical career he took her out of the
stock company and put her into one of
his own productions.
As nearly as I recall, her Broadway
debut occurred in a musical comedy
starring Louise Gunning and called
"The Balkan Princess." When that
engagement ended she went into a revival of "Pinafore."
The following season found her entering dramatic parts.
She played
Meg in the dramatization of "Little
Women," the role Frances Dee plays
in the picture.
And the next season
found her in "Sinners."
Says Miss Brady. "In two years my
father managed to cram as much experience into me as most actresses get
in five.
Managers were constantly offering me parts, leading parts, which
he wouldn't let me take because he
thought I wasn't ready for them."
"Didn't you
feel
rebellious?"
T
asked.

never walk if can ride, never stand if can sit, and never sit if can lie.
Sometimes
don't get out of bed for three or four days at a time," says

"I

I

I

I

Miss Brady.

I

t

*f Aj

'

I

I
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Gary's popularity is
equal to a high-salaried star's, yet he has
never been given the
brea ks in salary or
billing.

TheCooper handicap

is

unique

in

He

Hollywood.

has an old-fash-

ioned respect for

women which was
drilled
in

into

him

Montana, the

heart of the yes-

ma'am

belt.

By Helen
Pade

Gary's

Woman

Gary a fool about women?" a girl in the Paramount accounting department whispered to me.
It was pay day.
The stars stood in line with the

ISN'T

stenographers, office boys, and oilier workers at a certain
little window, to get their checks.
Gary Cooper and
Evelyn Brenl were just leaving.

you see him?" the

"It's disgustgirl went on.
Brent, or am dame he's with, tell
him what to do. When he got his check just now, he
halfway handed it oxer to her. She told him. 'Stick it in
your pocket, silly!' Me got so confused he just held it,
and she said again, 'Put your check away and come
"I lidn't

ing the

way

lie

lets

She practicall)
That was some years
you are versed in the
the heart.
Evelyn was

along!'

initiated

Gary

dragged him

off."

ago, as you will have gathered ii
chronology of Gary's affairs of
the successor to Clara Bow, who

into the mysteries of stellar

At the time.

made

a mental

romance.

note in Gary's favor:
evidently the girl in the accounting department was another of the many who were fond enough of the lanky,
drawling Alontanan to be jealous of the women he
squired around.

1

Many

Trouble

pay check passed through that window before
else happened that reminded me of what the
gossipy little accountant had whispered.
It occurred at
the same window.
This time it was Lupe Velez. Gary
wasn't there. Lupe asked for her- check.
"Who are you?" demanded the cashier banteringly.
"Me?" cried Lupe. "Me? I'm Meesus Gary Cooper!"
Her laugh rang out loudly. The cashier and all others
who heard joined it. The joke seemed to be on Gary.
That laugh has had many echoes. Gary's recent soa

something

cial-climbing activities caused some of the mirth.
Letting women steal pictures from him brought other
patronizing giggles.
The other day at a party some
people went into hysterics over a picture of Gar} seated
m a corner of his den. with his stuffed African hunting
trophies around him and a very solemn look on his face.
When some facetious scribe said Gary was threatening
to take Alary Pickford's place as social arbiter of the
film colony, some of the inhabitants of that amiable settlement nearly died from laughing.

And when it became known that Judith Mien, whose
name gossip had linked with rary's, was the wife of Gus
<

Gary's

Woman

Sonnenberg, heavyweight wrestler, nearly all Hollywood
howled. It recalled Gary's rumored romance with Mrs.
The little accountant's remark about
Jack Dempsey.
Gary was oft repeated in filmdom.
This sort of thing gets on the nerves of any sincere
admirer of Gary. Presently
found myself defending
him by tossing bombshells jf counter ridicule always
an easy task in Hollywood.
Yet as I did so, T wondered about Gary.
What, after all. is the matter with him? Why hasn't
hedjecome a star in name and .--alary, when he is definitely one in popularity?
And why has he let women
shove him around? It seems to me that he is deferring
to them constantly, playing second fiddle not only to the
Lupes, Claras, and Tallulahs, but to his leading women,
his mother, and the rest of womankind
Although I saw Gary almost daily during his romance
with Lupe, and was in a position to know inside facts
about him that may now be revealed without disloyalty
to the studio that then employed both of us. it was only
recently that I stumbled upon the secret of his quaint
I

—

!

rather extraordinary Sir Walter Raleigh gesture.
Letting a queen walk on one's line velvet cloak across a
mud puddle, a hi Raleigh, couldn't have been more unI lollx wood.
It gave us a clew to Gary's secret.

.More recently he told a

would demand
lily-white
came to him unsullied
-a

Yes,

woman

trouble!

although perhaps you must
old-fashioned he is, and

how

—

—

"weaker sex," were drummed into Gary for the firsl
twenty years of his
fe.
Mental as well as physical stresses kept Gary haggard
and thin during those strenuous days of his attempts
to keep up with such rapid steppers as Clara and I.::
lie felt he wasn't doing right by the
particularly Lupe.
old traditions.
And his mother was right on hand to

the

did Gary demand it.
But popularity such as his
for proper exploitation, and at last a stellar
vehicle was planned for him.
An unknown German
actress, discovered by Josef von
Sternberg, was to be his leading
While Hollywood gets
lady. "Morocco," a very mascumany a laugh over
line yarn with a big hero role well
Gary's attitude, the
adapted to Gary's personality,
fans find him refreshwas chosen.
ingly different.
Now don't shout me down I
know that the picture came to
light as Marlene Dietrich's starring vehicle.
Here's why it
was so introduced. Von Sternberg had wanted la Dietrich
to capture many, many fans.
Garv had them. So Von
and the studio agreed of course Gary agreed, too to let
Marlene bid for American screen fame in Gary's first starring picture.
Being his leading woman was in itself quite
a break.
But Gary had hitherto been coupled with feminine stars
of great popularity.
His backers now began wondering
whether an untried star and a woman unknown on the
American screen would pull in the fans. As a precaution
against a possible financial flop, they began to build up
Dietrich.
So much so that Gary's connection with the
picture was somewhat obscured, and one powerful theater
chain deliberately made Marlene the star in its advertising!
It was a brilliant ballyhoo coup.
The public, amazed to
see an unknown name in giant letters and a name so popular as Gary's in small ones, concluded that the unknown
star must be pretty hot stuff indeed.
hew people realized that it was only through Gary's
good-natured deference that Marlene used "Morocco" as
a stepping-stone to stardom.
His contract was such that
he could have demanded top billing and the lion's share
of the ballyhoo.
Instead, he sacrificed his own chance to
becomg v>a star in order that a daring exploitation scheme
migf^-g ake a star of Marlene in a single picture.
T
the time this happened, it struck many of us as a

—

who

in Helena, Montana, and the open
spaces thereabouts, where
yes, ma'am!
cowpokes respect good women!
Deference, respect, and courtesy to

stardom.

—

it.

realize fully

and
and
Their home was

That he has a great following is no mere pre-s-agent
claim.
While I was at the same studio, fan mail and
the various other barometers of popularity studied by the
producers indicated that he had a name more valuable
at the box office than that of many a highly paid male
star.
Yet Gary's salary remained relatively low, and he
was not given that top billing that constitutes technical

!

— one

in his attitude toward women.
Born of
parents, he was educated partly in England,
was rather care full}- reared by his father, a judge,
his mother, a stickler for the old traditions.

And

Nor

for his wife

English

trouble,

shouted

you've guessed

know Gary to
how idealistic

all
right, but such out-of-date
so out of place, too, in Hollywood.
All of which makes it rather refreshing, and I think it
will please Gary's big army of loyal fans.

It's

Picture Play writer that he
girl

!

conduct.

woman

Trouble

li

agree with him.

Came Tallulah. Came the Countess di
Wera Engels, and others. Came Gary's

Frasso.

Came

social life,

and

Elsa Maxwell, and hobnobbing with nobility abroad.
Yet even to-day Gary is bashful. Laugh if you will, as
you look over the gossip record of his romances. In that
very record is proof of his bash fulness, for Gary's actual
romances have been with worldly-wise women capable of
breaking through a bashful man's reserve, women to
whom that very bashfulness was especially attractive.
These traits make Gary a beau-ideal leading man. In
his scenes with other men his dominating screen presence
is plainly felt, but never, by any chance, does he steal a
mtinued on page 63]
I'
scene from a woman.

^
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ey

Say
in

New
MacMahon had the
burden and glory of stardom thrust upon her.

Aline

least,

just

old

friends

gather around her at twilight with a clatter of
laughter and conversation that would send a
less indefatigihle person
into a nervous collapse.

Imagine then,

you

if

can. the bustle and flurry
night
hotels,
hit
that

and gown

clubs, theaters,

when

only
not
Lilyan. but Joan Crawford, Miriam Hopkins,
Bebe Daniels, and Katharine
Hepburn and head waiters only
know how many others of the

shops

—

—

barged into New
cinema-elect
York within a few days of each
other.

was old-home week done up
and emeralds.
Eddie Cantor, Gary Cooper,
Randolph Scott, and Cary Grant,
who arrived at about the same
It

in

Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone hit the high spots toge ther, but would say
nothing about marriage except that Franchot will go on asking her.

sables

have been just so
pallbearers for all the attention they got.
It was a few chance remarks aboul rest and seclusion
in reference to Joan Crawford and Lilyan that sent me
scurrying to a dictionary to see if those words had always
meant a frenzied and dizzy scramble.
seems that Joan has been working very hard for
Jt
time,

might

many

perks up
MANHATTAN
Tashman
elry

quite a little when Lilyan
conies to town, even though she comes
six or eighl times a year.
Hat. gown, and jewdesigners, and theatrical, picture, and radio i>n>-

ducers clamor for a few minutes of her time.
There are always her literary and artistic friends who
want to throw parties for her.
Society spelled with a
capital Ultra whose pel charity halls will profit by her
And last, hut by no means
appearance, is trailing her.

The

months and that this trip is a vacation.
Metro-Goldwyn office has orders not to both

the past six
local

and the Waldorf-Astoria has strict
phone calls, visitors, and salesmen.

orders

i

1

)(>

£

qu

:;i

does the talking, and
he has asked her
innumerable times and
intends to go right on
asking her until he gets
a definite answer.
I

With more

stars

Manhattan

in

than

lights

le

says

on a

Seclusion a

man.

Christmas tree,

— Lilyan's

la

Tash-

motto

almost everything

more

gossip twinkles

in

the

is

the merrier, but in

response to

would

my

plea that

minuninterrupted
versation with her she
orders to desk, eleI

and gleams.

like fifteen

utes'

i

vator men. and phone
operators at the hotel.
Alter
arrived at her
suite, they were not to
1

By
Karen

let

for a

mil-

New

York's population have had the pleasure of seeing Joan, of
lunching" with her, or applauding her from a distance, or capturing her in
a theater lobby to take
photographs.

The

else in

Hollis

So only about two
lion of

first

Xew

in

anv one

night she was
she and

York,

Photo

liv

I'hyfe

Picture

scouts couldn't see Kitty
Carlisle on the screen until she
made a hit on the stage. Now

Paramount has

her.

Tone went to
"As Thousands Cheer,"

Franchot
see

one does on
night in town.
were there to

just as every

their

first

Crowds

greet her, and if an
of scenario writers

army

Returning to the stage seems like
had
a vacation to Laura Hope Crews.
arranged her entrance and
exit they could not have
provided more graciousness under strain.
The next night they saw "Men in White," a grisly while. So what happened? When
got there they
affair about revolt in an operating room, and lest the
would not let me in or even connect me with her by phone.
public should overlook their whereabouts, the manageSurrounded by the lavish tea she had ordered, she sat
ment announced it in the papers.
waiting \>>r half an hour, after which my indignant note
Once more Joan looked poised, pleased, and very
was delivered. So the next day in response to a phone
decorative. The broadly rouged lips which many of you
call from her.
burst into her suite in the midst of
have objected to so strenuously had shrunk to their
bedlam.
Photographers were there.
A fashion editor
natural lines, rather straight and thin above, full and
was there.
.Madame France-, who dressed all smart
rounded below.
Xew York until her retirement a few years ago, was
Her very long bob swirled in loose
waves almost to her shoulders. Her clothes were sumpSo was a lovely child who was attempting to
there.
tuous rather than flashy and cordiality fairly radiated
interview Tashman about clothe-. And so was Madame
from her.
Nicole, the mad hatter of two continent-, and Nicole's
She seemed always to be trying to recognize friends
staccato profanity could drown out a major battle.
at the outer edge of the crowd so that no former acNicole shrieked, flashlights flared, bottles popped, and
quaintances could fancy they had been slighted.
Libyan slipped in and out of dazzling clothes.
She
sailed along as decorously as a queen on parade, but
Women pay fabulous sums to Nicole for the privilege
once in the darkness just after intermission her feel
of wearing Iter utterly insane but subtly flattering creaskipped in a dance step as if her high spirits just had
tions.
If she tells you a hat is just right for you, you
to come out somehow.
would prefer facing a firing squad to disagreeing with
<"*bs'ously she was having a grand time.
her and rousing her wrath.
But Lilyan, after buying
becoms wer to all talk of her marrying Franchot Tone,
several of her hats, took one from Nicole and screamed:
m, &'acts just as if she would be the last one to know.
Continued on pag<
I
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Producers think Miss
Sullavon is the perfect actress, but they

By

would like to muzzle
her because she isn't

Helen

her opinions
are as honest as her

Klumph

tactful

—

acting.

Margaret Sullavan, hailed as the most important discovery of the year, faces
the problem of an uncertain future. But there's no doubt of her independence.

crazy!" Margarel Sullavan objected
THEY'RE
credulously when
her that theater man-

in-

I

agers

told

who previewed "Only Yesterday"

said that

she's good.

As

a

matter of

fact,

they say they've never seen any-

and so gripping as her playing of
young love scenes, that she is the best news since Hepburn, and that in a few weeks the whole country will he
thing

so

sensitive

about her.
"Just wait until the picture opens and you'll see that
I'm terrible," she went on, and if ever I've encountered
absolute sincerity it was in her eyes and voice.
She
was not tragic about it, however: she gave her verdict
as dispassionately as it she had said that the sky was
cloudy.
She curled up on the couch, miraculously disposing
arms, legs, and bod) into a heap in one effortless movera: ing

ment.
"In the first scenes o! '( >nl\ Yesterday' 1 look just
Later on
improve and actually look
like a Pekingese.
like a Scotty.
But I never succeed in looking quite
I

human.

"Look at this face." she insisted, jumping up and
striding across the room.
"Even my best friends can't
say it was meant to he in front of a camera."
I
don't know why not.
To me it's a superior face.
Jn fact, quite the nicest one I've seen in some time.
It
conventionally beautiful, but it's piquant and inIt has delicacy and radiance, and is a marvelous mirror of moods.
It crinkles up with smiles one
moment and is poignantly serious in repose. I would take
it
any day in preference to the standardized blank perfection that seems to be the studio make-up men's ideal.
"See this black eye?"
She pointed to a slight purplish bruise with great
isn't

dividual.

"Some one

amusement.

As

long as

I

tell

you

bumped

annoyed at me and hit me.
you won't believe me. If

got

that,

I

something, you'd be sure to
So now maybe you're puzzled."
think some one hit me.
All right, let tin- black eye remain a mystery, except
A man who works for her
for her own comments on it.
told

you

1

against

whether or not any one had hit her,
should do so every little while to batte: down
her independence.

compan)
-unit

on<

said that

Little Girl,

She has the arrogance of youth and the assurance of a
cultivated background, and it is, perhaps, an error on
her part that she has treated picture producers as civilized human beings instead of primitive brutes who like
women to be coy and adoring. 1 feel sure that no one
could be more beguiling than she if she chose to wear
the mask of a wistful little girl who wanted big, strong-

men

to advise

and protect

her.

to belong to that dashing young generavalue personal integrity more than success

She happens

who

tion

gained by sly trickery.

While

New York

for a long vacation between picthe house guest of Mrs. Thomas Kurtz, with
wdiose daughter she went to school. She intended to go
to a hotel or take an apartment after a day or two, but

tures, she

in

is

on seeing how weary Margaret was after
strenuous work in Hollywood, the gracious Mrs.
Kurtz decided that she
needed mothering. So she

She

insists that she stay.

forestalls

phone

calls,

en-

courages her to sleep until
noon, and makes her life
merrier with her crisp

comments. While you are
envying the little Sullavan
her charm and success, you
might as well envy her for
having such a friend as
Mrs. Kurtz, who is one of

my

favorite

human

Mrs. Kurtz

beings.

by and

sat

chuckled as I tried vainly
to drag
from Margaret
her ten rules for success,
what she learned from her
early

what

or

struggles,

her ideal man is like. They
both grow quite hilarious
about interviewers.
One
had recently asked Miss
Sullavan whom sire loves.
"I love Jesus," she had re-

Miss
Butler

ship

and

Sullavan

make
of

the
in

months of

plied in the devout manner of a little girl reciting her
catechism.
"Cheeses?" the interviewer asked, mystified
but read}- to compromise on data for the household hints
department if she could not get anywhere on the romance
And that's the way an interview with Margaret
angle.

Sullavan g
The people she most admired in Hollywo
cameramen, particularly the Chinese Jimmy Howe, and
A notable event of her visit in Xew
the electricians.
York was buying the first really grand wardrobe trunk
She had just been reading Robert
>he has ever owned.
Nathan's "One More Spring" and was so delighted with
it she wanted to drop the subject of Sullavan and talkabout the book.
A faint suspicion that she did not spring from a
family that lived on the wrong side of the tracks or
trouped in smalltime vaudeville

me when
saw her months

assailed
1

ago on the stage in
"Dinner at bight."
She had an air of
quality about her.
She comes by it
naturally.
Her
family live in Norfolk, Virginia, and
they still hope that
she will get over
this absurd idea of
being an actress

and come back
home where a girl
belongs.
to

She went

Chatham Hall

prep school, where
her main interests
were the dramatic
club, drawing, and
dancing. Next she
went to Sullins

because

College

of the good art
courses, but by the
end of her first
Continued on page 58

Jimmy

relation-

mother and

tender and real

five
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What Now?

son

the film.

A young

girl's first

love has

never

been portrayed
with
ant

more

poign-

understa nd

-

ing than by Miss
Sullavan, and John
Boles gives his

fin-

est performance.

34

Ann Harding, for one, made the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
brighter by her presence, and SidneyFox added glamour
attorney's office.
fast

typewriter in

to

a

Xew York

Dorsav clicked a
Montreal and Janet

Fifi

(jay nor juggled a set of filing cases in

San Francisco shoe store.
How would you like to buy a yard
of ribbon or a spool of thread from
Lupe Yelez?
Yes, Lupe clerked in
Mexico City, but the life of a shopgirl
was just too inexpressibly dull for the
little Mexican firecracker.
A pair of
;.

BOUND

dancing slippers and a couple of casta-

up for her.
Barbara Stanwyck was a "hello" girl
and she could give more wrong numbers in a minute than even the best of
them. But you'll have to admit a PBX
board offers little scope for artistic selfexpression, and that's what Barbara was
nets fixed things

TO

RISE

Many "pale hands

like

known rougher

tasks

lotus

than

buds

have

pinning on a

Here's what they were doing

gardenia.

before the movies claimed them.

By Mabel Duke

|

looking

for

when

—

!

!

THE

big business and industrial giants of America
boast with eloquent pride of struggling up from
humble beginnings.
But they haven't got a
tin _ on our big movie stars who started just as humbly
and have climbed just as high, relatively speaking.
Those up-from-nothing success stories can be written
as easily about the flicker favorites as the business
barons, and in most cases it didn't take the star- nearly
as long to get to the top.
Picture Joan Crawford slinging hash.
Or Ann
Harding pecking a typewriter. Or Greta Garbo trim-

ming

hats.

I'll admit, on even the sturdiest imagiand yet these girls aren't strangers to such jobs.
Those "pale hands like lotus buds" that look as if
they've never performed a task more strenuous than
pinning on a gardenia, have known some tough assignment- in their day.
Take Mi>s Crawford, for instance.
>ur Joan, gone grand on us now. has difficulty in
remembering even the days when she danced the
Charleston all over Hollywood night clubs, not to mention Xew York chorus lines, so in all likelihood her

It's

a -train,

nation,

(

mind is a perfect blank regarding the days when she
used to call. "Adam 'if Eve on a raft wreck 'em!"
Yet Joan shouldn't despise those days.
Many a
butter-and-egg baron is proud of just such experience-.
Sh< had her eye on better things even then, waiting
on table- m a boarding house lor her keep, and going

—

to sch<

iol

at

odd times.

!

enterprise after her career.
They give
the swellest manicure- there.
Esther
knows the value of a manicure. Once
Esther, stranded in Salt Lake City,
washed dishes in a restaurant kitchen
and it took months to get those pearly
bands like new again.

The

have their up-fromJack Oakie was a hustling
messenger boy.
And William
Haines broke whatever it i- they break
in brokers' offices.
If they'd stayed with
it. they might be Wall Street bear- toBut perhaps it's just as well they
day.
boys,

too.

nothing boasts.

didn't.

A

couple more prospective financiers
bank clerking, but thought better of it. were Fredric March and John
Garrick, now on the stage in London.
Lew Cody was a -nappy soda jerker
in Maine where he comes from.
All
tin- girls from miles around gathered to
drink strawberry ice-cream sodas for
hours at a time. Lew ha- a way with him.
The printing business gave a start to

who

tried

two bright young men, Lew Ayres and
Maurice Chevalier, and the newspaper
Continued on page 61

and stenogs who yearn to act.
luit know they haven't a chance in the world, can gei a
kick out oi looking over some of their sister workers
who used to do the same thing- hut would hate like
the dickens to do them again.
Maybe they weren't the world'- champion- at speedy
dictation, but at Ieasl tin
wer< ornamental office fixturesome of these girl- who used to hunt and peck
the typewriters at twenty per.
All the little shopgirls

—

—

she left the switch-

board for Texas Guinan's night club.
And then there's Greta Garbo. Greta
was a wiz at trimming fancy chapeaux
with frills and feathers.
Maybe that's
why she will wear nothing but the
severest mannish felts now.
Before
that. Greta earned her first money in a
Picture la Garbo
barber shop ye gods
lathering the neck of a fat Swede
farmer
It's too much
Esther Ralston has a grand beauty
shop in Hollywood, a sort of secondary

\
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Allen Jenkins

is

the rising master of

scene from the best of

M

R.

JENKINS

his left

comedy who doesn't hesitate to
them. And he doesn't hand out

in

the

direction of a chair and
croaked. "Sit flown.
" he started.
"'Have a
"Allen," roared William Seiter. the director.
"Get on the
set.
Wha'd'yuh think y'are, a

By Whitney Williams

actor"

William

—

"A

hysterical

director.

"I

"I'll

!

pitcher

if

I

himself up
and stalked away.

picked

regarded his

depar-

the

now. and his characterizations
are something to write home
They're the talk of the
about.
town, and when a comedian
evokes that type of reception, he
must be good. Hollywood becomes excited only when some-

don't

—

And
thing different is offered.
Jenkins possesses this quality
goodly measure.
Director Roy del Ruth is responsible for Jenkins's desertion of the New York sta^e for
in

you like your comedy hilarious and certain,
and your boats regular, give thanks that Allen
gave up marine engineering.
If

the time.
Go
"He's out of his head again," beamed Mr. Seiter.
"He gets that wav most every afternoon. He's jealous
because I'm a swell director."
"Pish. tush, and a tush," said Mr. Jenkins. "Listen to

films.

He saw him

light version of

Allen.

"Sure.
You see. whenever he blows up in his lines
he jumps up and down, like a tuna. Blow up in your
lines for the gentleman, Allen," he ordered.
Allen wouldn't.
"Don't let him fool you with his pictures." continued
the affable Mr. Seiter. "He can play the toughest muggs
you've ever seen, and he can make gangsters funny even
after they've been passe on the screen for a year. And
that's something.
"But he's about as tough, really, as a dish of soft
custard, and as hard-boiled as a newly laid egg. Look."
and he pinched his human chair on the knee. "See.
I'm still alive."
Mr. Jenkins suddenly stirred.
"Who's interview is tin-, anyway?" he inquired, with
heat.
"Go cut some film. If you directors only had
the sense and tact of us artists, we'd have good pitchers
"

rant

He's
Jenkins should know.
comedy rave of Hollywood

now

You're a brim. I don't
know what pitchers is coming
to.
Oooo!" as Allen uncon-

all

the

him

could have

be back." he threatened

Jenkins

a-tall.

"Aw-w-w," mumbled

off

I

ture with a grin. Then. "There's
a great fellow and a grand dihe described Seiter.
rector,"
"I've made about fifteen pictures since I arrived in Hollywood, and I've yet to find a man
with a finer sense of comedy
values."

plain-

cernedly tripped over his foot.
"I'll tell yuh something about
directors." Allen confided, after
the
retake
had been made.
"
"They're a bunch of
"All right, boy, it's time for
me to talk." interrupted Seiter,
sitting down in Jenkins's lap.
"We call him 'Leaping Lena.' "
he divulged sotto voce.

to

darkly.

tively turning to

me.
what?" screamed the

fired

off the floor

"Aw-w-w," grumped Allen.
"Make up your mind, make up
your mind, why don'cha? He
an

him

listen

d'yuh know,

playfully dumping the dignified
Seiter on the floor.

that scene over."

I'm

rave,

Why,

On account of I'm
wanted.
such a peachy feller, I'm going
to let him stay, though, so what
do you think about that?"-

comic?"
Mr. Jenkins hastened setward, muttering.
A few minutes later he returned and demanded. "Don't
"
these directors give you a
"Allen!" again bellowed Mr.
Seiter. brandishing his arms.
"Get on the set. We gotta take

thinks

dignified interviews.

him

quirked

eyebrow

steal a

in the foot-

"Blessed Event"

and persuaded him to go West to enact the role of the
gangster in the picturization of that play.
And who
can forget his portrait of Frankie, the "hard guy with
a reputation to uphold." whom Lee Tracy reduces to
pitiable terror through bis graphic description of the
"hot seat."
In his early thirties, Jenkins has carved an enviable
niche for himself during the year he has been in Hollywood. Getting off to a great start in "Blessed Event."
one of the high-light productions of 1932. his popularity
has been based on amusing characters not overburdened
with gray matter.
He is at his best in "dead pan" parts and in portrayals
involving smart cracking. Comedy is his forte, although
on the stage he won fame also for his dramatic interpreWould you believe that lie stepped into Spencer
tations.
Tracy's role of Killer Mears on the stage in "The Last
Mile." when Tracy turned his back on Broadway for

Hollywood?
Originally, he didn't want to be an actor.
Marine
engineering was his goal.
But it's in the blood, acting.

Continued on page 59
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HIGH LIGHTS
By Edwm and £Jza Schallen

"As Husbands Go" has these

A

six

peppy beauties pointing

is dull business if you have to go
Hollywood doesn't to its great joy. perhaps, and also its sorrow. The joy is one of com-

—

alone.

sorrow the attention that

the

Or maybe

the

profess not

to.

stars

the

like

way

to the

primrose path.

pick-up of news and gossip of the studio world.

VACATIONING
panionship;

the

attention,

it

attracts.

although they

Here, anyway, we have the following couples
have latch- sallied forth together:

who

Gilbert
Springs.

Roland

Constance

and

Bennett,

to

Palm

Gary Cooper and Sandra Shan-, to Arizona, and then,
though not together, to New York. They were chaperoned to Arizona.
Cary Grant and Virginia Cherrill, a little sight-seeing
trip to Yuma and points beyond, including Europe on
separate steamers.

Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone, most
all, on the same train to New
York.
Two or three years ago the Marquis Henri
and Connie Bennett started the fad when
they went traveling to Europe together, and
now it has become the routine
thing to do, even if the journeys
aren't always to such great dissensational of

this Sandra
be Mrs. Gary
already secretly

By the time you read

Shaw probably
Cocper,

if

will

she isn't
married to him.

Baby Leroy grins his O. K. to
Dorothea Wieck as actress
and woman. They're together
in

"Miss Fane's Baby

Is

tances.

Stolen.'

Fifi

La,

la.

Wants Busy Hubby.—
la!
Fifi Dorsay, who is

making a comeback

in pictures, is

seeing to it that her boy friend.
.Maurice Hill, is self-supporting
before she marries him.
She is
launching him cm a movie career.
She wishes him to be another
Clark Gable.
Hill thought of being a doctor originally,
but that means a long and tedious course of
study.
One can become a movie actor much
easier, according to Fill's way of thinking.
Also Fill's fiance won a handsome-man contest, so
why shouldn't he be just right to help fill in that perpetual shortage of good-looking leading men?
That's
the way the lady Dorsay has it figured, and so she is right
behind her Maurice in his bid for stardom.

Marriage a Thing Apart.
Dee

just

don't

sec'

McCrea and Frances
—Joelyoung
married couple

the idea of a

appearing in a picture together and being exploited as
newlyweds. They have held out steadfastly against the
dei. even though RKO, to whom they were both under

—

:

Hollywood High
following their

contract

marriage,

had several

stories

suitable for their post-nuptial costardom.

McCrea
ture,

declared for quitting rather than doing a pic-

and Miss Dee voiced equally strong opposition. The
meanwhile, put on the pressure, hut eventually

studio,

the plan was called

off.

The McCrea-Dee marriage look- the
while.
A pretty sensible young couple!

best

in

a

long

—

Will Weeps Over Marie. Radio listeners heard the
Marie Dressier birthday celebration, but they missed the
The part}' was a big splashy one, put on as only
sights.
the M.-G.-M. studio can stage an affair of this kind.
The studio stage on which it was held looked like a
feudal hall, but probably much larger than any feudal
hall

ever thought of being.

The most amazing thing was

to see Will Rogers go
mellowness while talking about
Marie's long career, and even to start shedding tears
when he commented on how much she belonged to the
"Our Marie," he called her. He was more
public.
Such a thing has seldom
affected than the star herself.
happened to Will Rogers on any occasion.

into

mood

a

of

utter

—

after he had been elected president
of the Screen Actors' Guild. He was
expected to take the place of Conrad
Nagel, because Nagel is in the East
most of the time now for stage work.
But Eddie lightly dismissed the overtures made by the electioneering gentry.
He said briefly

"No,

sir-ee.

man

for the

body

else

I'll

never be spokes-

movie colony. Let somehave the job. I don't want

to be responsible

many

for so

of the mountains, publicity nun tried to "sell"
Katharine Hepburn on a supposed miracle woman who
dwelt near where the company was working. But KathShe's so foxy that no ordinary
arine wouldn't "sell."
publicity stunts mean a thing to her, especially such an
old gag as that one
Hepburn, who has a sharp and shrewish tongue when
she lets go, is death on the ordinary run of press-agentry,
Her
hut she has made a big go of it in Hollywood.
friend, Laura Harding, is supposed to help her think up
main- of the bright ideas for remaining aloof and different.
They worked out their little plot well in advance,
and manage to keep most people guessing, even the

woman

directors of

Katharine's pictun

one director, though, who makes her toe the
mark by administering a verbal thrashing to her regubirl
arlv.
Anybody who can outshout Katharine when she
her master.
Put she'll
is apparently
is in a tantrum
probably find a way around that soon. Incidentally, shecan lie full of charm, when she feels like it. and her

There

smile

is

is

lovely.

One Schnozola!

protect

his

Continued on page 55

crazy

people."

And

that's calling a

spade a shovel.

—

Sally Rand Rediscovered. If
producers ever had any inhibitions
about whom they chose for stardom,
those goody-goody days are certainly
over. Proof is that we have it straight

from Sally Rand herself that the fan
dance she did
tion

is

at the Chicago exposiwhat got her a movie contract.

Imposition of a jail sentence didn't
interfere either, and chances are that
Sally will never go behind the prison
bars.

We

used to know Sally when she
just one of the throng of bit
players, and not doing any too well

was

at that.

was

But the carpet of welcome

rolled out joyously

when she

re-

turned to Hollywood, and the first
part she had in a picture was rewritten to give it more prominence. Probably the next thing the fans will take
her to their hearts, too. and then
everything will be perfect.

She's the

Only Miracle.

— While

she was on location for "Trigger."' in
which she plays a sort of miracle

—

Jimmy Durante's efforts
"schnozzle" from infringement provide
Durante is serious
one of the laughs of the colon}-.
enough about it. for he considers the situation very
aggravatin' and mortifyin", seeing the "schnozola" used
in all kinds of advertisements from those of corn doctors
to beauty specialists.
The heigbt of injury to his pride
was when one of the chiropodists
compared his nose to a bunion on
That's when he coma big toe.
menced firing his broadsides at the
patent office, seeking to prevent
not only such obvious uses of his
nose for exploitation, but also its
connection with jig-saw puzzles
and other games, jewels, clothing,
food, watches, and watch fobs.
Saved

to

Too Insane for Eddie. Eddie Cantor declines to be
the official spokesman for the film colony, probably preferring to stay on his own so he can make wild statements such as "the career of an actor lasts only four or
Talk of conferring this
five vears."
distinction on him went the rounds
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Lights

Brian, the most engaged girl
Hollywood, gives Donald Cook

Mary
in

the lead

in

her affections.

"Smile for the fans," says Esther
Ralston to Mary Esther— and the
obedient daughter of a beautiful
star does right by her public.
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The

CHESSBOARD

The kings and queens of movies are juggled around
for a while

Tis

and then Destiny takes up

a chequerboard of nights and days,
destiny with men for pieces plays;
Hither and thither moves and mates and slays.
And one by one back in the closet lays.

The

all

Where

MORE

things happen
than anywhere else

Hollywood

ahove

in

great film event of 1925

new

set.

was Pola Negri's return

Ernst Lubitsch. The
buzzed with excitement. La Negri was fully
convinced that it had been her radiant dynamics that won
for Papa Lubitsch his directorial laurels in Germany.
Papa Lubitsch remained silent, smiling his knowing smile.
Their joint efforts turned out "Forbidden Paradise."
La Negri was radiantly happy at the moment. She
was deeply in love with Rod La Rocque. And their
to the direction of her old master,

Lasky

in a single year
a century. So far as radical changes go, Hollywood takes the cake.
One
is inclined to imagine that philosophic old Omar Khayyam had the picture mecca in mind when he penned the
in

|a

lot

lines.

While

it
is pleasant to cheer
present stars, it is somewhat sad to look hack a little.
Within the past eight years I
can recall more victories and defeats than those who participated m them might care to re-

the

Mary

Brian was favored by the
in "Peter Pan," although
at the time the other girls got
the cheers

gods

memher.
Valentino tried to regain his
place on the board as a romantic hero in
Monsieur Beaucaire."

Gloria Swanson

movie queen

Once

set for a brilliant
has
Aileen Pringle
long been only on the fringe
of the game.
all

career,

still

retains her position as

— when she plays at

al

passion seemed strongly to resemble the
plot of "Forbidden Paradise."
Gloria Swanson bad moved to New
York.
It was a joke in the studio that
both stars tried to outdo each other in

making similar pictures. Pola made "My
Man," which was terrible. Gloria made "The Humming Bird," which was
Gloria
excellent.
Pola made "Forbidden Paradise."' which was excellent.
made "The Queen's Love Story." which was terrible.
The game between the two greatest stars on the Hollywood chessboard at
that time soon

dwindled out.

Neither

is

any longer the glamorous

intermittently starring and Pola

star,

though

trying the stage.
"Peter Pan" brought 1'ettv Hronson, Mary Brian, and Esther Ralston into
Most people placed their bets on Betty. Miss Ralston soon became a
notice.

Gloria

is

still

is

!
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By William

H.

Poor little
featured player, then a star.
Mary seemed left out in the cold. But
Mary now has the last laugh. She is one
of our perennial leading ladies, while Betty
has retired and Esther is inconspicuous.
Lilyan Tashman appeared at this period.
as dazzling as to-day, though a little more
ingen-ueish.

She flashed

into

McKegg
Picked for her voluptuousness,
Claire de Lorez found "Three

Weeks" more than
movie

justa

title.

Hollywood's

won instant fame as
and then was neglected

Betty Bronson

Peter Pan

by

motif.

sheik

the

fate.

"Son of the

Sheik" was popular, but bow it
hurt poor Rudy to make it
Elinor ilyn introduced a new
find in the person of Claire de
She played the gypsy in
Lorez.
"Three Weeks." sufficient guarantee, according to Madame, to
(

Lilyan

the

The dynamic Pola Negri challenged the

premacy

of Gloria in a series of successes
flops

game with

— and

su-

Tashman flashed

game

and

Rudy

personified

sophisticated
still

going

establish the artist for life. Claire
wa^. she declared, "the most vo-

lost.

hectic

the

is

strong.

advance reports of her charms.
Rafael Kirschner, an artist, had declared her legs to he
"the most beautiful in the world." Open to doubt, perhaps, but la Tashman is still going strong.
That year also saw the sad decline in popularity of
Valentino.
He had soared to the top in "The Four
Horsemen."
He represented Sex Menace, appearing
right after the World War.
Poor Rudy lamented the
fact that "The Sheik" was his most popular picture.
"Blood and Sand," his most worthy effort and his favorite, never gained much notice.
Badly advised, Valentino essayed to return as a romantic hero.
He never was that in its true meaning.
chess

as a

beauty and

into

part tender,

part

brutal

fellow.

"Monsieur Beaucaire," "A Sainted Devil." and "Cobra"
were all disappointing. Just previous to his passing, he
got another move on Hollywood's chessboard by reviving

Another

brilliant

luptuous woman on the screen."
career was prophesied by Dame
Pringle.
Though Miss Pringle

Elinor for Aileen
played with John Gilbert, in " T f s Hour." and with Conrad Nagel, in "Three Weeks." the fans never agreed
with Madame.
To-day the dazzling Aileen plays bits
whenever she can get any to play.
Corinne Griffith made her best starring picture. "De0classee," and from then on her career took a slide.
day she is being "considered" for various roles.
Dorothy Mackaill came to the fore with George
O'Brien, in "The Man Who Came Back."
was a
It
splendidly acted offering.
In those far-off days. Dorothy
had beautiful long hair. 1 always maintain that Dotty
lost a certain something in her acting when she had her
flaxen tresses shorn.
The 1925 fans saw nothing in Madge Evans, then a
i

I

on pag( 62
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TheSCRE
By Norbert Lusk
"Little Women."
Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Paul Lukas, Frances Dee, Jean
Parker, Douglass Montgomery, Henry Stephenson, John Davis
Lodge, Spring Byington. Director George Cukor.
:

THE

widespread and phenomenal popularity of Katharine Hepburn's current picture needs nothing to
further it. Its appeal is irresistible. There is nothing left for the critic, then, but to pay tribute to the most
notable film of the year and to the genius of the star.
Something of a miracle has been wrought by every one
associated with the undertaking. They have made intensely

and understandable a group of characters
so remote from young people of to-day as to belong in a
doll's house, their innocuous concerns only a quaint manifestation of the Victorian era. But so great was the feeling
and talent brought to bear in making a New England family
in 1862 feel and live in terms of the present, that the picture
becomes an exquisitely detailed composite of youth in any
age.
Gay, tender, poignant, and uplifting, it restores one's
faith in the verities of life and the fundamentals of normal
character.
interesting, vital,

Every role is played with beguiling simplicity and understanding, yet there is no self-conscious effort to be quaint
or innocent or sweet. You will find your favorites in the
cast giving the best performance of their respective careers,
and you will discover in Miss
Hepburn's the signature of a
"Little Women" is said
great actress.
Conception, sugto be the most notable
gestion, and brilliant execution
picture of the year, and
are here.
public response confirms the verdict.

Here

are Paul Lukas and
Miss Hepburn in one
of its most appealing

moments.

She is my ideal of what the
screen's leading actress should be.
because her methods are direct,
incisive, and she uses no half
measures to convey what she is

Miriam Hopkins, Gary Cooper, and Fredric March labor vainly
in the airy nothingness of "Design for Living."
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REVIEW

in

Katharine Hepburn receives a

nomination

critic's

the screen's foremost actress.

for

And he

why.

tells

thinking, what she wishes you to feel.
She approaches every moment in the life
The halfof her heroine with the direct gaze of honesty without compromise.
She is an
closed lids and the slow, enigmatic smile have no place in her technique.
actress rather than an evocative figurante, and for this much thanks.
Of all the great idols in the theater of long ago. 1 think she most resembles

Maude Adams

The innocent glee, the ringing
in the marvelous appeal of her voice.
exultation and the sexless spirituality of Miss Adams's tones belong to
Miss Hepburn, too, with the wistfulness and the warmth. Listen for her
"Marmcc's come. She's here!" But then one listen- for the echo oi every
Avord she says long after one has left the theater.
"Design for Living."
Miriam Hopkins, Fredric March, Gary Cooper, Edward Everett

Marie Dressier
has the most

Ernst Lubitsch.

worth while

Horton.

Director

The design

for a

:

good picture was not included

in the

and it is less apparent in this adaptation
which is said to contain only one line written by Xoel
Xot that it much
Coward, the author. Try to find it

original play

role of her
screen career

most

her

in

substantial pic-

!

matters, only the new version is neither especially witty
nor dramatic. But whether kept intact or rewritten with
the ruthlessness of an alien viewpoint, the story has no
It is too frail, too "special" and ton
place on the screen.
dependent on the brilliant individuality of Lynn FonContinued on page 51

ture,

"Eskimo
played
cast

Dorothea Wieck and Evelyn Venable are in the frcgile
porcelain of "Cradle Song."

"Christo-

pher Bean."

by

is

a

made up

chiefly

of

na-

tives.

V\

go

.

•1'

GRAND GUY
That's

Cary Grant, and his fans will
cheer, for his main purpose right now

what

his intimates call

>ME

one has called Cary Grant
epitome of Americanism."
Be that as it may, he has one
distinction he is that rarest of Hollywood mortals, an actor who confines his acting to the
screen.
Off-screen he is himself over six feet and 170
pounds of clean-cut masculinity. He meets life with a
grin, but is always ready to back it up with a stiff

By Leroy Keleher

Si "the

:

—

uppercut.
In spite of his gayety and levity, he knows where he's
going.
"I've
"Life's just a mad mix-up," he will tell you.
But, boy, it's a szvcll mix-up.
quit trying to figure it out.
Then I want
I want to get all the fun out of it I can.
to settle down in southern France and let the rest of the

world go by.
"But right now I want to do right by all these people
who like me on the screen."
Born Archie Leach thirty years ago in Bristol, England, his boyhood was thoroughly saturated with middleElectricity first claimed his interest,

class respectability.

but this soon gave way to an insatiable curiosity about the theaHe inherited his Thespian
ter.
from his grandfather,
instinct
who was a well-known actor in

daw
At the age of
ran away from

Once

home

He hoped
stage and quit.
a job as an actor, but no

to get

such opportunity presented itself.
So he became a stilt-walker at
(

ipney Island.
Tie still kept

eye

on the

however, and finally got
a job with a St. Louis repertoire
company. He played leads in a
dozen operettas. Then he came
theater,

to

New York

where his rich bariwas blended with Jeanette

tone

M ac

maid's lilting soprano for
of blase Broadlie was not given a
wayites.
chance to sing on the screen before "Alice in Wonderland."
the

I

)(

delectation

He

s]

lends

must of

his

vaca-

tions

fishing off Catalina Island.
His favorite dish is baked sword-

bad memory
always dissatisfied with
himself
on
the
screen.
He
smokes very little because he
fish,

and

lie has a very

is

says .smoking reduces his weight.
lie
wears turtle-neck sweaters
and greets all and sundry with a
flourish

id'

"Hi. baby!"

tlie

band and

a

gay

replace

Gary

His one great aversion is the cynic who regards everyfutile.
"His blood isn't circulating right." Caninsists.
His favorite forms of relaxation are golf, tennis, and music.
Although he is now a full-fledged star, he refuses
to assume the trappings of a celluloid god.
His only
luxury is a flashy car in which he likes to go for longdrives
alone.
Ten years in this country have nearly

—

obliterated his English accent.
He invests all his savings in

one

in

New York

two haberdashery store-,
and the other in Los Angeles. His
father, whom he fondly refers to
as "Jim," is a clothing manufacturer in Bristol.
He is an avid

reader and can always discuss intelligently the current best-seller.

entire week's salary goes

buy

to

wardrobe

for each
enthusiasm personified.
It radiates
from him
as power from an electric dynamo. He enjoys concerts and
his

He

picture.

is

operas,

but realizes that people
look askance at a he-man with

highbrow

He

is

equally

an

to

by them.

thing as

One
Archie
with a

troupe of acrobats 'and came to
America.
He soon tired of the
strenuous routine of the vaudeville

groomed

right

otherwise.

his

fifteen,

do

Cooper, he combines the lean Montanan's wholesome virility with a
boyish charm all his own.
His one
sentimentality is centered in the delightful person of
Virginia Cherrill.
He was the picture of forlornne—
when that young lady was vacationing in Hawaii.
"A romance?" he grins. "Well, hardly. It's just a
very pleasant association."
But Hollywood thinks

answerto numerous requests, CaryGrant's
personality is sketched by Leroy Keleher,
who leaves no quirk or complex unturned.
In

to

is

inclinations.

not a ladies' man, being
at ease with both men

and women. He admires intelligence and common sense in a

woman and finds the sentimental,
clinging-vine type unbearable.
Ie
likes to go to the beach and
I

munch hamburgers and
roller-coaster.

He

ride the
gets a whale

of a kick out of his new-found
success, hut he is not kidding
himself about its permanency.
He is one player who takes a
genuine interest in his fan mail,
and although he hasn't the time
to acknowledge every letter, he
dues read the majority of them.
When he first started to work
on the Paramount lot. be told the
fan mail department, 'It! should

happen to get a letter or two. for
gosh sakes, give them to me. Mot
that

I

expect

people to write to

me. But I've heard that miracles
do happen."
Continued on page

(A

YOU

all

Grant:

know about Cary

his birth in

his joining

bats,

his

England,
a troup of acro-

stilt

walking at

Coney Island— all this
when he was known as
Archie Leach. WhatLeroy
Keleheremphasizes on the
opposite

page

likableness.

is

Cary's

what
you can't get enough of,
isn't it?
We thought so!
That's

-

~"»

V.

J

_

HAIL,ALLHAIL"
Imperial

months

Garbo
to

these views of
the tumult

Greta garbo
Queen

of

is,

Sweden

of
in

course,
the

ind her tragic romance

John

"ho

Gilbert as
is

is

film

with

Don Antonio,

sent from Spain to plead

with her to marry his king. They
meet at an inn where the queen,
costumed as a boy, conceals

her

identity

iqain
i

in

until

they

meet

the throne room.

returns

after

these

resume her throne, and

"Queen
among

many

scatters

Christina" to quiet

her admirers.

This

is

only an inkling of the strange adventures of "Alice

in

Wonderland."

Charlotte henry
as Alice, above, has
for

company

Louise

Fazenda as the White
Queen, left, and Edna

May Oliver as the Red
Queen Theamazing
mask

in the square
photo conceals the

handsome

features

of Alison Skipworth

as the Duchess

Ros

coe Ates disports as
the Fish, below, and
Miss Henry charm
ingly visualizes Alice

herself

in

the large

picture

i*%

v
THE

a highly
exciting one with a
splendid cast which
story

is

besides

includes,

Miss Dvorak, Dudley

Digges.Claire Dodd,

Robert

Barrat,

Sid-

ney Toler, the young

newcomer, James C
Eagles, and Agnes
Naicho, the

latter in

poignant

the

role

of Mr. Barthelmess's
sister

THUNDER HORSE
to vary nis cnaracier.*-..™Richard Barthelmess, always determined
Indian in his long line ot
now offers the portrait of an educated, modern
the advanThe new one, entitled "Massacre," has
pictures.

thoughtful

tage of Ann Dvorak as the heroine.
.j

ft

**??'
i

WITCH
Another

brilliant,

compelling performance

Hepburn as a wild

girl

TRIGGER HICKS, uncouth, tempestuous, has the

gift

is

due from Katharine

of the mountains in "Trigger."

of heal-

when she
steals a
mother's baby in
order to cure it and then reing by prayer, but

fuses to part with the infant,

she

becomes the object

mob

violence. The picture

of

was

photographed in California's
San Jacinto mountains, and
Ralph Bellamy is Miss Hepburn's leading man.

BINC and MARION
Mr. Crosby's sense of
of

Marion Davies

in

humor

matched with the incomparable comedy
"Going Hollywood." And won't there be fun!
is

THIS

is

an amusing story

of the studios with Miss

a girl who,
crazy about Mr. Crosby,
a crooner, gets a job as

Davies as

maid
in
is

to the French star

film Mr. Crosby
leading man. The story

whose

gives Mr. Crosby

many

opportunities to sing and
Miss Davies to sparkle
in

some

of her marvelous
imitations.

:
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Continued from page 41
tanne, Alfred Lunt, and Mr. Coward
who acted it on the stage and for
whom it was written. Miriam Hop-

Fredric
March, and Gary
Cooper are artists of a different caliber, more substantial and matter of
fact in training and methods.
Therekins,

fore, they are unable to give their re-

spective roles anything more than was
Properly light and
written in them.
playful, they suggest no undertones
or subtleties of character.
They are
three favorite players who are on a

romp and know

it.

In especial Mr.

Cooper who, out of his element in
worldly, glib comedy, conveys the disconcerting idea of a wry-lipped Abraham Lincoln in amateur theatricals.
Mr. March is well cast as a playwright, but his most fervid admirers
will not place this among his happiest
performances. The same may be said
of Miriam Hopkins.
She is a girl who can't make up her
mind which she loves more, a painter

or a playwright, so she is alternately
the mistress of both until she marries
a moneyed advertising man and is
fretful away from the two bohemians.
When they reappear, she is so carried away by their fun that she runs
away with them. The picture lasts an

hour and a

half.

"Cradle Song."
Dorothea Wieck, Evelyn Venable, Sir GuyStanding, Louise Dresser, Kent Taylor, Gertrude Michael, Georgia Caiue,
Nydia Westman.
Director
Mitchell
:

Leisen.

in

and her

sisters prepare the daughter
of the convent for her wedding day.
It is not alone Joanna who casts a
spell of gentle melancholy over the
spectator, hut the detailed life of the
convent that fascinates. The clash of

character, the ritual and routine, and
the breath-taking beauty of the Spanish walls
all these place the picture
apart from all others and make it the
superior of most.

—

acted by a splendidly
Sir Guy Standing capturing major honors for his beautifully modulated portrait of the convent doctor, wise and sympathetic,
and Louise Dresser for her prioress,
ruler and peace-maker of the nuns.
Evelyn Venable, a newcomer, plays
the girl who brings to Joanna the joys
and sorrows of vicarious motherhood,
It

and

I

cast,

thought her dewy

freshness

just right for the part.

"Christopher Bean."
Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrytnore, Helen
Mack, Russell Hardie, Beulah Bondi,
Jean Hersholt, H. B. Warner, George
Coulouris, Helen Shipman.
Director

Sam Wood.

The

first

American

picture

of

are cheering for.

It is

inexpressibly

beautiful, too tender and fragile, perhaps, to appeal as widely as it should
and to intrench Miss Wieck as

strongly as a

first

effort

should es-

newcomer. That is its only
fault.
For the rest, though, the picture and Miss Wieck's part in it are
memorable, things of pearl that will
be treasured by every thoughtful filmgoer.
While most actresses can be
spiritual on occasion, Miss Wieck is
angelic as the nun whose instinct for
tablish a

maternity finds outlet in her devotion
to a baby left on the convent doorstep.
She is like those pale madonnas
seen in dim, cloistered aisles of old,
old churches.
But her unearthly
beauty is warmed by life, for beneath
the porcelain perfection of her features there surges womanly feeling
and the actress conveys the emotions
of Sister Joanna more surely than we
would have a right to expect of a
Botticelli seraph come to life.
It is a simple tale through which
the lovely nun moves, its climax gentle

resignation

The
falls

to

the

will

of

God.

foundling grows to girlhood,
in love with a youth, and Joanna

cast

superlative,

is

especial rapturing

Marie

Dressier

appears,
for a
change, in a skillfully written and
substantial role, a real character, and
there are some of us who think this
her best picture. It has depth, charm,

and plausibility and is, in short,
worthy of the stage play from which
it was taken.

Of

course one has to make allowfor the intrusion of a bit of
slapstick now and then to appease
those of Miss Dressler's admirers
who would feel cheated without it.
but it doesn't weaken the structure of
the piece.
It's a far different story than those
which usually concern Miss Dressier
who is here a servant of a New England family who have all but forgotten an artist named Christopher Bean
who boarded with them years before.
So contemptuous are they of paintings which he left at his death that
some of them are thrown by Mrs.
Haggett in a bonfire. Then the art
world discovers the genius of Bean
and various scheming dealers descend

upon the Haggctts

to buy the pictures
for less than they are worth.
The
result is a fascinating study in greed
and cupidity when the family see

wealth within their reach and they
attempt by trickery to gain possession of their downtrodden servant's
portrait.
How she turns the tables

on them and becomes the victor will
the heart of the most ardent
devotee of happy endings.

warm

Lionel Barrymore has a showy part
as Doctor Haggett, gentle and for-

bearing until money comes within his
grasp and conscience flies out of the
window.
Mr. Barrymore not only

Beulah Bondi

in

the implications

all

of Mrs. Haggett until it becomes an
amazingly lifelike portrait of New
England character, a performance
that reaches the plane of the stars.

The

"Eskimo."
made up chiefly

of Eskimos,
with Peter Freuchen, the author, anil

cast

W.

is

S.

Van Dyke,

the director, in sup-

porting roles.

Once

it

gets under way, this late

study of the frozen North

I

superbly
beautiful, thrilling in its suspense
and altogether extraordinary, a film
like no other.
Slowness in developing the story is, however, a detect
which tends to cause the unprepared
spectator to think he is witnessing an
uncommonly fine educational film
from which a story is almost enis

tirely absent.

The first part is deliberate, contemplative rather than personal but once
;

inspection

ances

Dorothea Wieck, the German actress,
is something that the discriminating

take-, advantage of the sharply contrasting moods, but etches in sul
detail until the performance becomes
one of his finest.
In fact, the entire

finely

is

chosen
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of

Eskimos,

the

their

hunting and fishing, social customs,

and

for existence
picks up until

fight

over, the
grips and
thrills.
From beginning to end it
carries fine conviction and absolute
authenticity.
Toward the end there
is a fight for life between the Eskimo
hero and wolf which is terrifying in
its desperate ferocity, and there are
battles with whales, polar bears and
walruses, not to mention a magnificent stampede of caribou.
The story has a young Eskimo husband killing a sea captain for attacking his wife, his arrest by the Ca-

picture

Northwest

nadian

and the
doing.

is

it

Mounted

Police

native's innocence of wrongHis trust in his white friends

when they shackle him,
Eskimo escapes in the night and
betrayed

the
lie-

gins his long, perilous journey back-

own igloo. Though caught up
with by the police, they allow him to
escape and he drifts out to sea and
presumable death on an ice floe. All
this is touchingly set forth and the
superiority of the Eskimo and the
degrading influence of the white man
is never lost sight of.

to his

"The Prizefighter and the Lady."
Myrna Loy, Max Baer, Otto Kruger,
Walter
Huston,
Robert
McWade,
Yince

Barnett, Primo Camera, Jack
Dempsey. Director W. S. Van Dyke.
:

All pictures of the prize ring are
outdistanced by this.
Besides being
rmousl) exciting, it is human and
amusing, ironic as well as comic, and,
as you undoubtedly have heard, it
brings to the forefront Max Baer.
He is the most worth while newcomer
Continued on page 53

—
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He Knows

Continued from page 15

"How

in hell

could

I

train

when

excuses.

Max

once more.
"The
horn of plenty overflows in Hollywood," he announced.
"Lots of

grinned

crumbs dropped out that I didn't
have time to gather up while I was
working. I've got to look after those
crumbs now while

I've got time, don't

I?"
He turned to me. "Pardon
me," he said and disappeared through
a door.
"That's why I want to get him out
of here and up to my ranch at Sacramento," Mr. Hoffman admitted. "I
got a gate on that ranch so's I can
keep people out."
"Say," said Max. returning suddenly and addressing Mr. Hoffman,

man

"phone over to the studio, will you,
and see if Pat di Cicco is there?
I've got an engagement with him for
lunch and it's after twelve now. Tell
him I'll be late."
Mr. Hoffman nodded and sat

—

perfectly

still.

"Did M.-G.-M. take an option on
you for more pictures?" I asked.

Continued from page 31

it looks just like Aunt
giggle from our corner
made her whirl around and say "Then
one of you should wear it."

A

Lilyan recently

made her debut on

and did so well

the radio

that she has
been signed for twelve broadcasts for
a cosmetic company.
She is all for
making a big success on the air. which
with
her highly
individual
voice
should be easy.
She is getting all
ready for the onrush of television.
When it comes Lil is all set to conquer it.

—

is

Try, Try Again. Lenore Ulric
coming back to make pictures with

as much enthusiasm as if she
had never tried before.
Twice she
has jumped from the stage into pictures, once in the silent days, once in
the talkies, and both times she saw
the camera make a caricature of her.

just

Now.

that

RKO

pic-

pleased with the enterprise
has shown in their recent
tures, she has contracted to make
for them, assured that they will
stories,

directors,

electricians

who

cameramen,

two
find

and

will present Ulric as

the intense, glamorous figure she appears on the stage.

Miss Ulric, who gives the impression of a savage in satins, lias lately
developed
big things.

a desire to step

here out of the breadline.

out and do

phone the studio and see

you can

if

get hold of Pat di Cicco?"

"Sure," Mr. Hoffman agreed, not
budging.
"There's one thing else I wanted
to ask you," I remembered.
"Your
friendship with Jack Dempsey has
he taught you much?"
"Sure," Max conceded.
"Just what has he taught you?"
"Oh, he gives me a lot of advice

—

which

—

and don't take. I
Mr. Hoffman "I'll leave

—

listen to

I

think"

to

these black shoes out."
By that time Max had finished
packing and dressing.
started
through the door. He turned for one

We

parting word with Mr. Hoffman.
"Will you call the studio and see if
you can get hold of Pat di Cicco?"

last

"Of

Par-

course," replied Mr. Hoffman,

don me," and once more I watched
Mr. Baer make a superb exit.
"from what I know of Max," I

be

"the story of 'The Prizefighter and the Lady' is a lot like his

ner with one of those crumbs, but
be home early."

opined,

own
his

"He

took

ex-wife to the preview and she

it was so
was embarrassing."
"Say," said Max to Mr. Hoffman
as he returned and began pulling a
comb through his hair, "will you

said that in a lot of places

true

remaining

home
"No,"

When

life."

Mr. Hoffman nodded.

it

They Say

"But, Nicky,
Ella."

He's Hot

They hired me for one
"Nope.
and they got their one."
"Well, aren't you going to make
any more?"
"Not right away. I don't want to
crowd Barrymore and Barthelmess
and those guys. And, anyhow, if I
kept on acting they might get sore
and take up fighting."
"No," Mr. Hoffman put in. "Since
that preview we've already got more
offers than we know what to do with.
Right now Max's job is fighting."
"What are you going to do after
you win the championship?" I kept on.
"I've got to win it first," Max admitted.
"After that I'm going to
fight some more.
I won't be one of
those champs who sit around and do
nothing.'
I've got to keep the old

I

was working on that picture day and
night?" Max demanded.
"You had plenty of time since you
finished the picture."
Mr. Hoffman
was not to he put off with implausible

—

!

in

New

in

his

"Will you

chair.

for dinner?"
said Max. "I'm having dinI'll

Alax wins that champion-

confidently predict he will be
the most popular champion the world
has ever known, with the possible exBut if I
ception of Jack Dempsey.
were to say that to Max he'd probably inquire, "Why the exception?"
and grin
ship,

I

York

She is weary of playing a succession of sirens in flimsy vehicles on
the New York stage.
She wants to
do high comedy on the screen, then
invade the stages of London and
Paris. She sees people dashing about
the world doing first one thing then
another, conquering space and time
in planes, dashing over to London for
a day or two, phoning their friends
across continents and wonders if she
is not missing a great deal.

it,"

she told me.

"Now

I

to take things as they come.

am

going

If they

turn out well, that's good; if thev
turn out badly, something else will
take their place.

"But I want terribly to make a
good picture," she added, slipping
back into the old intensity.

—

Bebe the Buyer. Bebe Daniels's
New York was strictly busi-

trip to

She came as buyer for the
shop she and Mrs. Richard
Gallagher are running in Beverly
Hills.
Formerly a shop in which all
dresses were priced at about twelve
actually lives in a house in New York dollars, under Bebe's direction it will
and has lived there for years among also carry exclusive models at many
the accumulating bric-a-brac.
Dress manufacturers
She times that.
has a house up the Hudson to which were impressed by the way Bebe
she often goes after a night's per- drove a shrewd bargain. It was also
formance.
Her day can start only their despair that she could put on
after she has sat around for hours their cheapest dresses and make them
in
pajamas, drinking innumerable look dashing. They are a little afraid
ness.

Strangely enough, Lenore Ulric has
always been a quite settled person.
Laugh if you must, the fact remains
she is essentially a home girl.
She

dress

cups of coffee, attending to the details
of housekeeping and getting
keyed up to the job of acting. She
is afraid she won't ever take to Hollywood's way of plunging into big
dramatic scenes at nine in the morn-

that

ing.

of Tallulah Bankhead's early recovery from a serious illness, the producer of "Jezebel" for the New York
stage has borrowed Miriam Hopkins
from Hollywood for the role.

Lenore Ulric attributes all her unhappiness to the intensity of her feel"1 have always clung so hard
ings.
to anything I wanted that I strangled

Bebe will make bargains fashionin Hollywood which thev feel
should be their most prosperous
able

market.

Coming and Going.

— Despairing

They Say
For

the

faced

first

time in twenty years

show

the

in

business, Eddie Cantor
luncheon for the press in

a

New York

and dared them to ask
him questions he couldn't answer, ile
held forth seriously about tbe Screen
Actors' Guild, rehearsing the arguments he will put up to President
Roosevelt. He named Adolphe Menjou, Fredric March, Robert Montgomery, and Ann Harding as the
shrewdest brains in Hollywood, and
said they would all fight to a finish
for the privilege of sky-rocketing
their salaries as high as possible. Perhaps you and you, as well as I, won't
get all excited about this until they
take a similar interest in establishing
a living wage for the little people in
the picture colony.

Frances Dee and Joel McCrea set
on a motor tour of New England
after their marriage.
Arriving in
Greenwich, Connecticut, after an
hour or two of driving, they settled
down there, amusing themselves by
walking down the main street, looking in windows and signing auto-

off

graphs.

Morrison, the handsome lad
sang "The Last RoundUp," and a shade better than any one
else, is to make pictures for ParaJoe

who

first

Continued from page

York

mount, perhaps as a threat to Bing
Crosby that they could get along
without him if they had to.

it
a few days later, about the
time that she learned she was to acquire the glory and burdens of star-

Kitty Carlisle, a sweet young thing
the hit of "Champagne Sec"
on Broadway, was grabbed l>v Paramount at the close of the operetta's
run.
box has imported Pat Pater-

dom.

saw

who was

Jn all her prayers she wishes continued success on the stage to Jean
Dixon, for Mi^s Dixon brings her
luck.
Playing the Dixon role in

son, young and dazzling, from the
London stage, and ever) one wants

"Once

Lilian Bond, discarded by Hollywood,
now that she is proving a young Mae

West on

the stage.

Katharine

away

stole

I

I.

molested, largely because she looked
less like herself than a dozen or so
other girls in the throng. Clothes designed by Elizabeth Hawes and the
Hepburn swagger are tbe current
vogue in the younger set.

My
is

to

the

Frances

Williams,
in
Through a Keyhole."

is

"Broadway

Who

newcomer

favorite

screen

yours

?

than

face

the

The Screen

crowds.

She

ected that he would be convincing in
It is Mr.
the prize-fight sequence.
Baer's acting without his gloves that
shows him to he aware of what the
is all

who

is

bouncer

a

in a

discovered

moment in a thrillCamera he wins back

until at the crucial

ing fight with

—

ami his wife.
Simple though the story is, it is
shrewd, revealing
brilliantly written
and always gripping bee n e oi the
interplay of character and the unflagging zest behind the whole thing.
Dominating though Mr. Baer is.
will find not one example of routine
bis lost laurels

—

Theater's Siren Call. if Alison
Marie
May
Skipworth,
Dressier,
Robson, and a few other old-timers
ever bear how much fun Laura Hope
Crews is having in Xew York, they'll
come skipping hack to the theater.
"Her Master's Voice" has settled
down for a long run. Miss 'rews can
sire]) until noon, get about and see
friends, wander over to the 1
and drift through her performance
blithely with no worry about n
<

lines to learn for the

morrow,

grand show out
Crews backstage

hilarious.

front, but with
it

is

=

I;

Mis

and a hardening of his
voice he comes through with a crook
seemingly born to threaten and com
curl of his lip

maud.

This

is

acting,

//.A-

is

a pic-

"The Mad Game."

speak-

by an old
promoter and coached for stardom in
Headstrong, conceited, and
the ring.
weak, he goes the way of all flesh
is

on the stage.

ture.

about.

Briefly, he

easy

I

Review

in

i

part

a

1 1

—

She Won't Take a Bow. Aline
MacMahon came to town in time for
the opening of "The World Changes,"
but spent the evening quietly at home
rather

Lifetime" brought Mi
her picture contract.
[< r
first
starring role will be the one
Jean Dixon played on the stage in
"I feat Lightning."
Incidentally.
Dixon turned down the role in "I
Warrior's
Husband" which first
brought Katharine Hepburn sua
in

MacMahon

I

Hepburn

from rehearsals for a stage play and
went to the Radio City Music
ill
to see "Little Women."
She was un-

51

ever drafted from the sporting world.
More than that, he puts himself
across with originality, ease and magnetic sureness.
In short, Mr. Baer
can act.
He has a long way to go
before qualifying for teacup drama,
of course, but there is no indication
that he is headed in that direction.

New

in

Spencer

Tracy,

Morgan,

Claire

Howard

Trevor,
Lally,

J.

Naish, Kathleen Burke, John
Director: Irving Cummings.

The crime

of kidnaping

is

Frank
Carroll
Miljan.

the sub-

which has so many
points of excellence that it ought to

ject of this picture

—

acting in the entire cast.

Myrna L>

has never played with liner understanding and poise, flecked with rare
and charming humor, nor has she
looked more beguiling. Walter Hus
ton's richly

human

among

best

fight

promoter

is

has ever
But Otto Kruger is perh
done.
the greatest surprise- of all for he
overcomes the limitations of perso
ality and creates a character by menThere is hardly an
tal suggestion.
the

things

he

He is. as \ou may suspect, one of
those natural actors whose personal
magnetism and exuberant spirits take
the place of technique and enable him
to achieve a characterization that is
beyond the reach of the ordinary ac- actor more unlike a sardonic underMr.
It isn't -\, world leader than the ascetic
tor of greater experience.
matter of muscle, either, for. s that t- Kruger, yet by nothing more than the

lie
tts

more satisfying than it is.
Let
overlook, then, its haphazard tinContinued on page 56

—

—
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the

Exit
Continued from pag

1

years in underworld life as well as
on the screen. Last summer and fall
already saw a swinging of the pendulum. The gangster picture had run
cycle.
Films like "Reunion in
Vienna/' "Dinner at Eight," sophisticated things with an undertone of
humor rather than horror, were comThese sounded the note of
ing in.
The recent wave of
the new trend.
the Gay '90s films only helped the
matter along by strengthening the
its

contrast.

The

revival

of

musicals,

running another little circle of their
own, is in keeping with the gayer
trend.

James Cagney, Clark Gal tie. Lee
Wallace Beery, and their

Traev,

cinema hrothers are already pretty
well catalogued as likable roughnecks

—ambitious

-

boxers, sharp ambulance

lhe-rough guys.
sun

Continued from page

Edward G. Robin-

aside

put

lias

the

old gat

and

experimented with his "soup and fish"
on the screen, and not as a gangster.

Two

years ago, you know, a man
dinner jacket was always the boss
gangster in a clip joint.
Tuxedos,
guns, cocktails, and night clubs were
always sinister things in the late
speakeasy era.
It is possible that
tough guys on the screen will have to
crawl back into their striped turtlenecked sweaters and again consort
with molls in short checked skirts
and black tarns, for the real hero and
heroine will be wearing the fine
clothes.
And penthouses may be occupied by married couples without a
liquor racket to their name and gangsters will go back to the gas-house
in a

district.

Herbert

and blundering diamond-in-

chasers

Speakeasy

1

Marshall,

although

he

sents so much or punishes so inexorably as a happy marriage.
They
simply won't have it. They will destroy it as surely as you let them find
"
out !'

abrupt announcement, over Bobbe's
denials, that they were separating

was why they never went

these things irritated Hollywood.
It will take the film colony a long
time to forgive Johnny Weissmuller.
It

isn't
)•(

hi

what you
do

do,

you

see.

It's

legend.
The colony
over the interest the
lovely Swede has aroused simply by
saying nothing.
But a flood of indignant criticism broke forth when

her mystery
preens itself

was announced that Ann Harding
Janet Gaynor were denying

and

themselves to interviewer- and that
.Ann's telephone had been adjusted
to outgoing calls only.
"I luh!" said Hollywood.
"Doing
a Garbo, eh?
Well, they won't get
far with that !"
As a matter of fact,
they didn't. Janet had the good sense
after a short time, that this
elaborate reticence was doing her
to

see,

more harm than good, and she

lifted

the ban an inch or two.

Ann was
Bui

perhaps

not

so easily

Ann

has

persuaded.
reason to be
that she and

She told me
Marry Bannister were warned when
they came here that Hollywood would
never
forgive
a
happily married
bitter.

couple for their happiness.

"Pauline Garon said
recalled.

That was why
their

Ann and Harry

house far up

lived like

a pair of

in

built

the hills and

recluses.

That

to parties

or appeared at openings. They were
that her married hapafraid.
piness has been destroyed, despite all
their precautions, Ann is afraid even
to let Hollywood call her on the tele-

Now

phone.

it.

Hollywood objects to imitations.
Hollywood is proud of Garbo and

it

"'Keep

this

to

But Hollywood is annoyed with
"Doing a Garbo, eh?" says
Hollywood, all unaware of the bitterness Ann must be harboring.
If Hollywood finds it difficult to
forgive a happy marriage, it also resents it very much if you decline to
have romance in your life.
Joel McCrea was one of our most
her.

persistent bachelors for a long time,

and he learned how much he was reNow that he has obliged us
sented.
by marrying Frances Dee, it may be
one of those frying-pan-to-fire hop
.

so far as the gossips are concerned.
That is. it may. if we can trust the

testimony of the people who have
tried marriage in this community!
Gene Raymond has encountered a
distinct resentment at bis apparent
indifference to the charms of beautiAnd Hollyful and exotic women.

wood

even becoming slightly irriwith little Man- Brian.
Although .Mary is the recipient of constant
masculine attention, nothing
Hollyseems to come of it.
:r
wood wants engagements, marriages,

Ann

happiness

of

yours a dee]), deep secret. Never let
any one know, because there is nothing in the world that Hollywood re-

is

tated

<

us."

Man."

in

"The

of the new order,
an ideal opposite for the more gracious ladies of the screen.
He can
click glasses with the best of them.
Adolphe Menjou's dapperness belongs to the gentleman-gambler element of the past. He can wear tails
Solitaire

is

nonchalantly and
make his way
around the Ritz lobby without turning over the potted rubber plant, but
he will always be too well-dressed
to interest the new heroine
or the

—

new fans.
To sum

it

up, the

new

deal

will

change the habits of the
people, and the screen will change to
keep up with the times. Gay musicals and sophisticated comedy-drama
drastically

are already in the gangsters are out.
And the more civilized a star the
better his chances.
;

Hollywood's Forbidden Sins
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tion to him. her anxiety to help and
serve him, her pathetic explanations
of the things he did. the excuses she
made for him, all served to make
Johnny's behavior look worse, perhaps, than it really was.
His much
publicized attentions to Lupe Yelez
while all this was going on and his

how

played a jewel thief recently

.

<

and so on affairs. Now when Mary
is rumored engaged, Hollywood lifts
a bored eyebrow and says. "What?

tells me that she wants to
But she takes it seriously and
doesn't want to until she is sufficientlv

Mary

marry.

in love, sufficiently sure of herself, to

be willing, even anxious, to give up
the screen.
Hollywood can't understand an attitude like that, or any one
who takes marriage seriously. So the
colony is griped at Mary.
Hollywood cannot forgive a decent
reticence about your private affairs.
You must tell all or you'll catch it.
Dick Barthelmess told me once that
public meddling and nagging ruined
his first marriage.
He doesn't intend
to let it happen a second time.
But
the indignation he encountered when
he tried to separate his domestic life
from his professional one was so bitter that he was finally obliged to make

compromises.
Joan Bennett has a theory that no
actor has a right to expect any privacy.
"When a person decides to
become an actor be makes a tacit
agreement to give himself to his public.
He has no right to complain if
that public is interested in everything
about him.

He

is literallv

their prop-

erty."

tollywood punishes you for sucNo one was ever more maligned, more harshly criticized and
unfairly judged than was John Gilbert while he rode the crest. And no
one has more friends, more wellwishers, than has Jack at this moment when he is striving for a comeI'll wager that Gilbert himself
back.
would be very much surprised if he
could realize how generally true that
is after the punishment he took from
]

cess.

the film colony.

Hollywood has no patience with
you if you are not a sun worshiper.
Yge nas'St take the pursuit of health

Again?"

^r"u

«&

Hollyvrn

— outdoor

games

—

seri-

You must make

ously.

ligion of

told me,

"Any

girl

play tennis and golf,
and swim, will have a great deal of
attention and a very good time here,
if she is even fairly attractive.
But
the fluffy, sleep-until-noon, helpless,
afternoon-tea-in-trailing-chiffon type
of woman simply is not noticed. Hollywood will have none of her."
ride,

Well, imagine the situation in
which a sedentary type of man will
find himself!
He will not only have
a thin time of
of

athletic

him

it

socially, but his lack

will

tastes

professionally.

has ripened

in the

actually

Many
sun

at

hurt

a contract

Malibu or

on a golf course.

Hollywood will never, never forif you give an unsuccessful

give you

Continued from page 37

—

developing

something:

into

Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale, Gary Cooper and Sandra Shaw,
Tom Brown and Anita Louise, although there is never any telling
about young love in Hollywood.
Consider Mary Brian and her pervarying train of escorts.
has kept the spotlight on herself by virtue of the endless guessings as to who was her head man.
When she finally marries there won't
be any fun in Hollywood any more.
Donald Cook, incidentally, is her preferred cavalier.
petually

Man-

The Super-paternal Beery. —
Tales of Wallace Beery's devotion to
his adopted daughter, Carol Ann. are
already pretty familiar, but it is worth

remarking that when Wally went on
Mexico for "Viva Villa,"

location to

he

left

in

number

presents for the child sufficient
that one could he given to
her each morning of his absence.
Also, just before he left he entertained her grandly at the Brown
Derby, feeding her himself.
The rough-cut Beery of the old
days is altering greatly he takes his
new responsibility pretty seriously.
;

Honeymoon Takes Nose-Dive.
One

—

thing after another manages to

spoil

Jean

plans.

First

Harlow's
honeymoon
was work, and then

it

was an appendicitis operation, just
about the time that she and Hal Rosit

son

planned

They had

Bronson made history
when she gave a tea at
which (inly tea was served.
There
was a prominent producer who gave

leading and respected citizen in
most communities. Conrad Xagel is
a good man.
He never gives fantastic
and he never attends
parties,

a party at which the liquor was not
exactly
er
Two couples
first rate.
whose names would he headline ma-

them,

terial

in anybody's newspaper hroke
engagements that evening, and one
marriage went definitely on the rocks.
Hollywood has never forgiven the

various sorts of civic activities.

host.

But
Hollywood resents Conrad
It
with a curious sort of bitterness.
makes use of his solid qualities while
for possessing them.
it sneers at him

party.

to

sail

to

Betty

ago

— —

There was the party only recently
which there were more guests than
there was standing room, with the

at

result

that

delicate

frocks

Honolulu.

to give up that voyage, because Miss Harlow was wanted for
a film with Marie Dressier. "Living
in a Big Way," as soon as she had
recovered.
Just the same, Jean says that the

lie

has never been

involved

any sort of scandal, he is a good
husband and father, and a leader in
in

The fact of the matter is, Hollywo
cannot forgive you if you are not just
a

dizzy

little hit

!

Hollywood's code may he a curious
one, hut

Moll)

wood

is

just as stern

about enforcing it as is Des Moines
Perhaps Ho
about its own cock'.
wood's code is not so different fi
that of Des Moines, at that.

Lights

longer she waits the longer the tour
will last when she finally takes it.
She is determined to win out against
the

a

suffered

from spilled cocktails.
The host,
whose idea was to make friends, is
most unpopular at the moment.
Last of all, Hollywood cannot forgive goodness. Goodness, I mean, of
the variety which would make a man

Hollywood High

Steadier
Romantic Gleams.
These romances look fairly certain
of

5o

years

it.

Ronald Colman

who can

a sort of re-

Hollywood's Forbidden Sins

hoodoo sometime.

—

Love's Dream Fades Quickly.
With all the flurry that went with it.
nobody would have believed that the
marriage of Doris Kenyon to Arthur
E. Hopkins would have lasted such a
little while.
They separated after a
single month, and though Miss Ken-

yon

at first repeatedly denied the
estrangement, probably out of embarrassment as much as anything
else, the filing of a divorce suit made
it an assured fact.
Inside information is that Hopkins wished Miss Kenyon to give up
many of her associations with professional people.
Her suit charged
mental cruelty in the form of complaints by Hopkins about her career.
And that rather confirms the idea that
he didn't like actors.

—

Does It Run in Family? Lupe
may be a stormy petrel, but she

Velez

the only one.
An amusing disrecently carried the information that her sister. Josephina, was
arrested in Mexico City on a charge
of insulting two Italian women. They
declared Josephina had yelled at them

wise the real cowboys who have bccMi
on call for extras will be out of luck.
Objecting to making more Westerns
are Tom Mix. Hoot Gibson, Tim McCoy, Ken Maynard, John Wayne.
Tom Keene, and George O'Brien.
Westerns are declining in popularity

b

or else these stars are getting
with horses all of a sudden.

—

Father Makes Trouble. Sylvia
Sidney's row with Paramount was
barely patched up when she had
tight even for her name, which is that
Her own f;
of her foster father.
ther, Victor Kosow, divorced from
her mother eighteen years ago. went
t

to

Supreme Court

asked

that

the

Signmnd Sidney

in

Xew York

adoption

by

i

and

Doi

be set aside on

th'J

ground that he had not been informed of the action. Mrs. Sidnej
and Sylvia in their answers inch:
the charges that Kosow had tin.
ened to annul the adoption unless the
actress paid him $18,000, and that he
also threatened her with "bad publicity" and preventing her from using

name

of her foster father.

isn't

the

patch

Doctor Sidney, a dentist, adop
Sylvia in
1922 after he married
Airs. Kosow.
Sylvia was then twelve
years old and had not seen her father
six years.
At that time the court

from an automobile as she passed
homes.
Lupe was noncommittal when

held that the father was not entitled
notice of the application for the
adoption.
Kosow remarried and has
two children by his second wife.

their

asked about it. All that matters now
apparently is that she is married
Johnny Weissmuller.
I

season

ahead

somLike-

Continued on page 58

a

youngsters
who love their horse opera if the
leading cowboy stars get away with
their threats

to

for

hang up

their

breros and go more regular.

—

Intruders Fret Greta. If it isn't
one thing it's another that shatters
Greta Garbo's privacy. Since returning from Sweden she has managed
quite successfully to remain in seclusion.
Her personal life has been her
own, with very \v\v much disdained

The Last Roundup? — There's
had

to

:

C6

The Screen

Continued from page 53

ish

— nothing

admire

the

more than

a chase

earlier

portio
acting of

— and

of

i

the

the fine
Spencer
Tracy throughout and the discovery
striking
of
a
newcomer,
Claire
'-lory,

Trevor.

While

the

picture

inconclusive
remedy for the
is

effort

Her skill wins her a place in a show
backed by the playboy who secretly

The Armistice

a fascinating detail for it subtly retains his identity while it changes his

carefully

All

in

all,

the

role

—

—

sees to

appearance.

Review

charges her with indecent exposure
and refuses luxuries offered her by
the young playboy wdio gets her out
of jail.
She prefers poverty and
dancing to a life of sin and idleness.

proposes no
"snatch racket," as kidnaping is called
by the underworld, it treats the subject with terrifying realism beginning
when Mr. Tracy as a liquor baron
whose occupation is gone refuses to
join his henchman in kidnaping. Imprisoned for evasion of income taxes,
he wins the confidence of the authorities to such an extent that lie submits to plastic surgery in order that
he may go forth transformed and
track down the kidnapers of a judge's
son.
This is where the chase comes
which gets nowhere except to
in
provide a proper rescue and a happy
fade-otit. But the dialogue is so good
and the suspense so nicely calculated
that you may overlook defects.
Mr. Tracy's surgical adventure is
a. id

in

it

that she

is

paid for rehears-

Miss Crawford, affluent, wears
gardenias, orchids, and Adrians, vising.

a country estate, goes yachting to
Havana with a chaperon and still reIt is
fuses the love of the playboy.
because of Clark Gable, as a dance
director, whose harsh rebuffs have
softened into calling her "the duchess" and who understands her love
Mr. Gable gives a
for the dance.
capital performance, too, his several
outbursts of temper yielding moments
of reality and electrifying intensity.

its

Gilbert Roland, EdPrival,
Mischa

Bennett,

Lucien

ward

Ellis,

Auer.

Director

Suspense

:

and

George Archainband.

drama

have

been

side-stepped in fabricating
this spy romance, consequently it of-

is

"Dancing Lady."

—

steps into the leading role at the last
moment, saves the show, and wins

stardom and Clark

(

iable.

naive, elemental material assembled with great skill, a fortune
It

is

has been spent on it. and every chance
that could be devised by clever producers for Miss Crawford's exploitation is here apparent.
Nor does she
muff one of them.
She is every
inch the popular heroine of standardized

specifications.

Beginning as a virtuous performer
m a burlesque show, she proclaims
her love of dancing to the judge who

"The Invisible Man."
Claude Rains,
William
Gloria
Stuart,
Harrigan,
Travers,
Una
Henry
O'Connor, Dudley Digges. Director
lames Whale.
If you like horror films here is the
best of the lot. a superior picture in
every particular with the added distinction of bringing to the screen the

most

extraordinary

upon

seen

is

it.

The

character

ever

invisible

man

a disembodied
as freely as air and

being

that,

whose

and comic in turn.
But this is no mere stunt of trick
photography, although the latter is
managed with fine skill. There's an

actions are violent

a real characterization, behind
the invisibility of Jack Griffin.
An
experimental scientist, he has discovidea,

ered a formula to make himself unseen and it works with such completeness that he can't become visible
He is driven mad by frustraagain.
tion and despair and sets out on a
maniac's campaign to dominate the
world. There you have all you need
to know of plot, though too much
cannot be said of the brilliant manner of its handling.
In the first place the story is told
with proper reality by means of exceptional dialogue and unusually apt
casting. Though inescapably tragic, il
is neither lugubrious nor somber but
is shot through with grotesque humor

Crawford, Clark Gable, Franchot
Tone, Winnie Lightner, May Robson,
Art Jarrett, Fred Astaire, Ted Healy.
Director: Robert Z. Leonard.

This most lavishly spectacular of
Joan Crawford's pictures is destined
to be the most popular with her admirers.
Shrewdly it combines everything expected of her films, with the
addition of the unexpected
in this
case musical numbers and a magnificent finale which surpasses anything
in pictorial appeal that you or anvbody else lias ever seen. Miss Crawford, you see. is a chorus girl who

Finally he does

is declared. Carlo escapes and she and Rudi take a train
for the never, never land of happy
endings.

leally

Constance

trap her.

who moves

"After To-night."

one of Mr. Tracy's best and should
be seen by all his admirers.
Miss
Trevor plays a newspaper girl and
veterans say she is the most lifelike
reporter ever brought to the screen.
She is crisp, intelligent, and pretty
and I think that when you see her
you will want to know where she
comes from and all else.
Picture
Play means to tell you.

Joan

to

and the poor fellow's grief is terrible
on being confronted with Carlo.
However, nothing happens to spoil
the spun sugar of this confectionery.

as. for example, when the invisible
man's bicycle careens down the street,
its rider unseen, and when he smokes

a
fers nothing except a rich

and careful

production as a setting for the perIt is
sonality of Constance Bennett.
as if every effort had been made to
spare the star the exertion of acting
and to give her the opportunity to be
wistful," alluring and mildly provocaNicely she manages to
tive instead.
But it is a strangely
be all these.
deflated picture.

Carlo and Rudi meet on a railroad
she an emissary from Russia,
he a dashing member of the Austrian
secret service, with neither, of course,
In
suspecting the other's vocation.
Vienna Carlo does everything to attract attention to herself, singing in
a cafe for one thing, but it never
train,

enters the curly head of RudithaX the
foreigner is there for any purpose
save to make him love her more.
True, he is on the scent of an elusive

Russian

spy

and

is

bending

every

his

cigarette,

face

a

blank.

An

unusual actor needed for this role,
whose voice alone should convey emotions. Claude Rains has been brought
from the stage to play the part and
More
be is tlirillingly competent.
than that, his voice mirrors the
frenzy, sorrow, despair, and madness
of the character as I feel no other
actor could have achieved it, and there
is no least trace of excess, of making
It is
a field day of the opportunity.
all beautifully balanced, a performance to admire, a picture 1<> enj<

and applaud.
"Only Yesterday."
Billie
Boles,
Sullavan,
John
Burke, Reginald Denny. Jimmy ButBenita Hume, and many other-.
ler,
Director: John M. Stahl.

Margaret

'

'flu-

gives

"Back Streel
director of
us a companion piece in the
i

ontinuedon pag< 60
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Second blooming
Continued from page 27
I

casually mentioned one of

—

DON'T BE

them

had impressed me "Drifting."
It's been ten years at least since she
appeared in that play, yet she quoted
a speech without a moment's hesitathat

SKINNY

"Can you remember
like that ?"

1

all

marveled.

one of the plays I've done in New
York. The first day. if it's been more
than two years since I've done the
piece. I rehearse with the script, but

after that I don't need it."
As a rule when stage stars, particularly the big ones, come to pic-

with an air of condescen-

it's

Always the stage comes first.
"I can't understand," I remarked,
"how any one who has had a big
success on the stage could ever leave
it
for pictures, regardless of the
money involved."
"Why not?" she demanded. "Suppose I weren't in pictures right now.
What would I be doing? I'd probably be going from one town to another as a guest star with stock companies.
It's a cinch I wouldn't be in
New York perhaps not even rehearsing.
sion.

—

"Here
the way

have a swell home fixed up
I
like it, time off between
pictures, and the knowledge that another part will be ready for me pretty
I

NEW WAY ADDS
5 to 15 POUNDS
in a few weeks!
Thousands who were once skinny
Praise quick
curves

W
l

I

that account. Here's a new,
quick, easy treatment that is
giving thousands solid, healthy
flesh and attractive curves
in
just a few weeks!

the pictures turn out
though." I vouchsafed.
"I
suppose plays
don't?"
she
jeered.
"Think back over my plays

As you know, doctors for
years have prescribed yeast to
build up health for rundown
men and women. But now with
this new discovery you can get
far greater tonic results than with ordinary yeast— regain health, and in addition
put on pounds of solid flesh— and in a far

shorter time.

Not only

are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from indigestion and
constipation, strong nerves, new pep.

picture.

they're used to seeing my name advertised.
I've often been tempted to
get myself a job in some obscure
stock company under an assumed
see

if

would be success-

I

ful."

She pondered
well.

I

suppose

pictures will

tell

moment.
"Oh.
engagement in
me the same thing.
a

this

The people who used

to see

Continued on page 60

me

have

QTOP being ashamed of your
O figure — having people call
you "skinny", and losing your
chances of making friends on

"So many of

"Another reason for coming back
to movies is the incentive it gives you
to establish yourself in a new medium. I've often wondered if pe
come to see me on the stage bee
I'm good and because they enjov seeing me, or if they come because

to get lovely

vital health I

;

to be flops,

and figure out how many smashes
I've had.
Or rather. I should say,
how few. I've been in a lot of moderately successful ones that would
class with moderately successful program pictures, but you don't happen
on a sensational play any oftener
than you do a sensationally successful

way

and

'

-

soon."

name and

\

your plays

"Practically." she smiled. "Usually
when I appear anywhere as a guest
star in stock companies they select

tures

my secret-

here's

tion.

Concentrated

7

times

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,
is made from specially cultured brewers' ale
yeast imported from Europe— the richest
yeast known— which by a new process is
concentrated 7 times— made 7 limes more

Posed by professional models

the strong, well-built person. So begin at
once to get back the healthy flesh you
need. Do it before it is too late.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands of others. So
successful has it been in even hopeless
cases that it is positively guaranteed. If
you are not delighted with the results of
the very first package, your money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the genuine with "IV" stamped on each tablet.

Special

powerful.

This marvelous,
But that is
health-building yeast is then ironized with
3 special kinds of iron which strengthen the
not

blcod,

all!

add abounding pep.

Day after day, as you

take Ironized Yeast,

watch ugly, gawky angles fill out, flat chest
lop and skinny limbs round out attractively. And
clear skin,

new

with this will come a radiantly
new health— you're an entirely

person.

Skinniness dangerous
Authorities warn that skinny, anemic, nervous people are far more liable to serious
infections and fatal wasting diseases than

To
ri

start

\'nt

away,

FREE

FREE

offer!
you building up your health

we make
Purchase

this

absolutely

a package of
Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a wellknown authority. Remember, results are
offer.

guaranteed with the
very first package— or
money refunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Dept. 72, Atlanta,
Georgia.
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FOR ABSOLUTE

Girl,

Little

What Now?

Continued from page 33

SAFETY
darkening your lashes
use genuine, harmless

in

year
nitely

stage ambitions were so defifixed in her mind that she de-

termined to go to New York.
It had to he by a circuitous route
because she was under age she is
still in her very early twenties.
She
persuaded her parents to send her to
Boston to study art.
Once she got
there, she took mure interest in dancing lessons and by the end of the
school year she had found kindred
spirits who were organizing the University Players at West Falmouth on
Cape Cod.
When she speaks of those days, she
glows with pleasure. The "U" players built their own theater and had a
thoroughly democratic organization.

—

One week Margaret would play the
lead in "The Constant Nymph" or
"A Kiss for Cinderella" and the next
she would take tickets, wait on table
in the tea room, or play a bit.
It
was grand experience, and she felt
all
ready for Broadway when fall

came.

Broadway was ready
in a small

be

a

Guild

NON-SMARTING,

tear-

proof Maybelline is NOT
a DYE, but a pure and highly
refined mascara for instantly

darkening and beautifying
the eyelashes.
For over sixteen years millions of women have used

Maybelline mascara with
and most grati-

perfect safety

fying results.

Pale scanty lashes are instantly transformed into the
appearance of long, dark, lux-

uriant fringe with Maybelline
mascara by far the largest
selling eyelash darkener.
Have lovely lashes safely

way.

for her. too,

She was engaged

voice

offstage

for

play.

When

the

to

Theater

a

family got
news of that she was ordered home.
She stayed until the following
summer, hut by her own admission
made life so miserable for everv one
around her that they were willing,
even relieved, to let her go hack to
the "U" players. Then came another
foray on Broadway and she landed
the job of understudy in the troupe
that played "Strictly Dishonorable"
through the South.
When she arrived in Norfolk, the
family greeted her with open arms,
thinking she had repented of her foolish ambitions.
The afternoon paper
quickly disabused their minds.
To
make matters worse, the leading
woman chose that day to become ill
and to send the young understudy on
lor her first performance
before a
home-town audience.

—

To

this

when

day she

is

paralyzed with

curtain goes up and
she has to walk out on the stage.
She feels a wave of antagonism
surge up from the audience.
That
night was even worse because she
could imagine her mother out in the
audience gripping her father by the
arms to keep him from rising to object when the undressing scene came.
>ver all protests she went on with
the company, playing one-night stands
and loving it all. though ordinarily
she hates trains.
She was making
seventy-five dollars a week and saving fifty of it as a nest egg to tide
her over if Broadway proved obdurate about offering another engagement. She got other parts, and
in New York productions, too, hut
the
plays
were short-lived until
"Dinner at Eight." in which she replaced Marguerite Churchill.
When Universal sought her for
pictures, she cannily signed to work
in Hollywood only a few months a
year. She wants to do something she
considers really good on the stage.
fear

the

(

She

to go back to Hollyappear in "Little Alan,
What Now?" under the direction of
Frank Borzage. She is delighted by
all that she lias heard of him.
"It
is

slated

wood soon

to

will be so nice to

work

whose judgment

I

for a director
respect," she said
implying whatever caustic

candidly,
criticism you would like to supply
for those she has met so far.
"You can't say things like that." is
the attitude of Universal executives
to almost every word the little Sullavan says. On the screen they think
she is perfect; off, they would like

muzzle her.
it is up to the fans to decide
whether she or every one else is right
about her performance in "Only Yesterday." And it is up to you. too, to
urge her to go on being frank and
fearless, genuine to the point of b(
to

Now

completely baffling.

—

Hollywood High

and simply with Maybelline
mascara. Black for Brunettes,
Brown for Blondes. 75jzf.

i

hoi

polloi

ferreting

out

i

her

mtinued En -m

home

address.
But the world
a

The pr

Mascara

SOLD BY REPUTABLE
TOILET GOODS DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

a

was told of ii when
asserting that he had had
"spiritual
friendship" with the

laborer,

Swedish star, frantically sought to
meet her personally. lie raised such
a hullabaloo that Garbo's neighbors
called the police and the man was

news accounts diGreta was to he found
Sau Vincente Boulevard.

arrested.
vulged that
at

13)1

The

i>.i.u<

Lights
55

Immediately the peace of the solitude-questing star was ruthlessly invaded, and she had to set about looking for another house.
Poor Greta! Why doesn't she live
on a house boal or. better still, a yacht
thai could drift here and there during her leisure hours?
Also, renting
a dirigible might he suggested, but in
thai case somebody would be sure to
fly up in an airplane to visii Garbi
and the blimp might be crashed.

I

!

!
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Ann Dvorak

Initiated.

— Ann

Dvorak can now boast of being

mediately.

Executive's

Mate.

got

Brown and

oughly acquainted with the wild and
woolly West. She has been bitten by
It was a grazing sort
a rattlesnake.
of ni]) which the reptile inflicted while
Ann was on location, but dangerous
none the less. Fortunately, first-aid
treatment could be administered im-

An

married to Harry Joe
went off pay at Fox
Studio almost in the same breath. She
hasn't been able to agree with the

Eilers

thor-

— Sally

studio about certain roles, like the
one in "Jimmy and Sail}'," and Claire
Trevor was put in the Eilers part.
Well, Sail}- should worry about her
future, as she has proved herself one
of those smart girls who marries an
associate producer and executive. It's
always the clever thing

Clean Out
Your Kidneys

!

Dead-pan

Wow

Continued from page 35

Both his parents enjoyed long years
of stage work, and Allen literally was
born in the proverbial theatrical

Recently he occasioned much mirth
through his characterization of the

trunk.

His radio
"Forty-second Street."
announcer in "Hard to Handle," with
James Cagney. proved a masterpiece

For the first few years of his
childhood, he saw nothing but backstage life. Although it intrigued him
in a general way, his interest, as time
went on, centered more on boats and
At the age of
nautical engineering.
seventeen he turned his back on a
stage career to enter the shipyards
for

two years.

Once

the theater has cast its spell
over you. however, there's little you

can do but answer its call.
So he returned to the stage and
how? Not via drama, not via comedy, not via any form of the legitimate stage. The truth, bitter though
Allen went
it may be. must be told.
into the chorus
And were his parents "boined"?
His mother threatened to disown
A son of hers, of a fine old
him.
theatrical family, turning chorus boy
For a year or so Allen pranced.
One of his fellow prancers, next him
in line, was Jimmy Cagney, the push'er-in-the-face, knock-'em-down-drag-

—

!

The two struck up a
'em-out boy.
friendship that has existed ever
since.
Fancy these two hard-boiled
eggs as chorus boys
Realizing that the chorus held no
future for him, the lad destined later
to be one of our best scene-stealers
enrolled in an academv of dramatic

warm

arts to learn the delicate intricacies
of the drama. He emerged with high
honors to become a member of the
cast of "Secrets."
He was definitely on his way to
fame, which came on the stage
through such plays as "'What Price
Glory?" "Rain," "The Last Mile."
"'The Front Page." "Five Star Final,"

and "Blessed Event."
Incidentally, he was the only actor
"Five Star Final" to be signed to
play in the English company of that
production.
As a result, he spent
one season in London, much to the
delight of audiences in that world

in

capital.

.second

assistant

manager

stage

in

He

walked away with top honors
"The Keyhole," and panicked

in

.

Warren William's dumb
assistant in "The Mind Reader." He
and Frank AIcHugh played a Mulli-

.

audiences as

as

a

couple of

artful

YOUR PEP

Good Kidney Action Purines Your
Blood— Often Removes the Real
Cause of Getting lip Nights,
Neuralgia and Rheumatic PainsQuiets Jumpy Nerves and MaKes
You Feel 10 Years Younger.

gan and Garrity pair of detectives in
"To-morrow at Seven," and appear
"Professional
Sweetin
together
heart"

press

agents.

A

Small wonder that Hollywood recognizes him for the exceptional coHis presence
median be really is.

recently

brightens any picture, and invariably
steals every scene in which he appears by simply wrapping it up and
putting it neatly in his pocket.
Mr. Seiter reappeared.
"Did he tell you that he memorized,
letter-perfect, ten pages of dialogue
for 'To-morrow at Seven,' in one
hour?" be asked.
"Yeah," came back Jenkins, "that's
true.
But during the making of that
picture I've never muffed so many
lines in all my thirteen years of stage
Shouting
and screen experience.
'black bugs blood' five times in rapid
succession is nothing compared to
some of the lines I had to speak in
underworld jargon. How'd you like
to talk nonchalantly about 'the carwigger killed a boogie for stoolin'?
That was one of the easy one-."
Frank McHugh drew up a chair.

he

"Say. y'know what

1

caught this

lug doing one day between scenes?
He was sitting out in the sun. giving
his left leg a sun bath. When I asked
him what he was doing, he said that
he had sunburnt the right leg at Palm
Spring- over the week-end and he
was trying to match 'em up!"
If
droll fellow. Allen Jenkins.

—

A

your comedy hilarious and
And give
certain, watch for him.
thanks that he left marine engineeryou

like

to others.

BACK

.WIN

of satire.

famous

scientist

and Kidney Special) -t
men and

"60 per cent of
said
past 35, and many far
:

women

younger,
poorly functioning Kidneys.
and this is often the real cause of feeling
Getting
Up
nervous,
tired,
run-down,
Mights, Rheumatic pains and other trou-

from

suffer

bles."

kidney and Bladder functions
If poor
cause you to suffer from any symptoms
such as Loss of Vitality, Getting up
Nights, Backache, Leg Pains, NervousLumbago, Stiffness, Neuralgia or
ness,
Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness, Dark Circles
Under Eyes, Headaches, Frequent Cold-.
Burning, Smarting or Itching Acidity, you
can't afford to waste a minute. You should
Doctor's
testing
the
Prescription
start
(pronounced Siss-tex) at
called Cystex
once.
Cystex is probably the most reliable and
unfailingly successful prescription for poor

Kidney and Bladder functions.

work

It

starts

minutes, but does not contain
narcotics
any dopes,
or
habit-forming
drugs.
It is a gentle aid to the Kidneys
in their work of cleaning out Acids and
poisonous waste matter, and soothes and
tones
raw, sore, irritated bladder and
urinary membranes.
Because of its amazing and almost
world-wide success the Doctor's prescrip15

in

known

Cystex

(pronounced S
from
Kidney and Bladder functions under
guarantee .to fix you up to
fair-play
your complete satisfaction or money back
on return of empty packtex

age.

as

offered

is

)

It's

sufferers

to

only 3c a dose.

So ask your druggist
Cystex
for

today

and

yourself how
stronger

younger,
better

you can

feel

for
see

much
and
by

cleaning
simply
out
Cystex
your kidneys.
must d<> the work or
cost nothing.
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The Screen

DO YOUR

Review

in

Continued from page 56

same tearful mood. Superior of its
kind though the picture is, it is given
importance beyond its calculated boxoffice returns by the presence of Margaret Sullavan, the stage actress who
makes her screen debut an exciting

CLASH WITH

YOUR

Her

success.

unite

stores in miniature sizes for 10c.

at variety

OUTDOOR GIRL

arresting individuality
includes a voice, husky and

DFPT.118B

STATE..

Stops Falling Hair
Mr. D. Mat lory, Greer, Va., writes:

"My hair came out in patches and was bald in spots.
used 2 bottles of Japanese Oil.
It not only stopped my
hair from filing, but grew new hair on the bald areas."
I

I

on.,

rite antiseptic counter-irritant,
is
used
baldness, falling hair, loose dandruff
and scaln itch. Price fiOc. Economy size, $1. All drugcists.
FREE booklet, "Truth About the Hair" write

thousands

fur

—

NATIONAL REM ED Y

Her

picture

and lavishly

is

elaborately

staged

well-known players
appearing in mere bits, but even with
all the fine acting on view Miss Sullavan shines as a star should.
She
has a role such as any actress would
be lucky to get.
It is one of those

It

ADDRESS

JAPANKSE

on page 32.

a

NAME

by

there isn't any more, except to keep
an eye open for Miss Sullavan's future appearances.
Pending which I
suggest that you read more about her

cast,

John Boles, as the lover, gives the
and most mature performance
of his career and on every count the
best

picture should not be missed.

"From Headquarters."
George Brent, Margaret Lindsay, Eugene
Pallette,
Hugh Herbert, Dorothy
Burgess,
Robert
Barrat,
Theodore
Newton,
Ken Murray.
Director:
William Dieterle.

As

murder mystery this is unexand pretty calm, but as illustration of the workings of a metroa

citing

parts that runs, as the saying is, the
until the tragic end, a death
scene which is among the most touching ever seen.

WILLIS AVH., NEW YORK CITY
Please send me a Free Trial Package of
Outdoor Girl Lip-and-Cheek Rouge.

CITY

vibrant, which recalls none so much
as Ethel Barrymore's.
That's all,

to his son.

gamut

LIP-AND-CHEEK ROUGE
CRYSTAL CORPORATION,

and charm

an

in

which
\^<olor Harmony" is the smart new note
in make-up. To be truly beautiful, the colortones of your lips and cheeks must match!
Outdoor Girl Lip-and-Cheek Rouge does
away with the cheap artificial effect that so
ofcen results when different shades of rouge
and lipstick are used. A mere touch, applied
to lips and cheeks, reproduces the beautiful,
natural shades of a healthy, glowing skin.
Pure colors; harmless to even the most delicate skin. Goes on smoothly. Indelible and
waterproof. In 5 exquisite shades. At leading
drug and department stores — 50c, 25c. Also

dignity, skill,

her son.
Again her lover wins her
when she visits his apartment and
once more he doesn't remember having met her before.
Dying, she
writes him a letter which brings him

CO. ,56W.45thSt.. Dept PP. New York.

when Miss

begins

young

Sullavan, as

girl in Virginia, falls in love

with a dashing lieutenant during the
War only to lose him unexpectedly
when he is sent overseas. She goes
to New York for the birth of her
child and is taken care of by her
modern, understanding aunt.
Face
to face with her lover during the
Armistice parade, she discovers that
he doesn't even remember her.
So
she becomes a successful business
woman, her affections centered on

detective

politan

bureau,

it

yields

moderate interest. At any rate, the
mechanics of documentation, of findContinued on page 64
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(Dept. T-2)
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Broadway, New York,

"What do you do during your time
between pictures?"
queried, expectI

ing the usual golf-tennis-riding-swim-

ming-yachting answer.

answered

promptly.
I'm lazy.
never
can ride, I never stand if
walk if
'Mil sit, and I never sit if I can lie.
Sometimes between pictures
don't
in! of bed for three or four daws
at a time."
"These interviews, do they annoy
asked.
you?"
Alice grinned.
"No. I can't see
any difference between the stage and
It's true that
screen in that respect.
"Rest,"

t,

I

firm,

ly.

firms

so

make a bit in
mean I'm not

s

wonderful new
ii

forgotten me, so if I
pictures I guess it will
too bad."
That woman is too much for me.
Fancy meeting a big theatrical star
who not only admits, but volunteers
the information that there are people
who haven't heard of her.

undoubtedly

You too can REDUCE

New

Continued from page 57

"I

she

love lo rest.

I

I

I

I

I

here you have more interviews
than on the stage, and they ask you
more personal questions, but that's
can't
I
about the only difference.
see why people should care, but if
out

just as soon
corner and tell
body all about myself."
"It seems strange to me." I observed, "that on the stage practicalh
all
your roles were dramatic, and
then you come to the Coast and make
I can't una hit in a coined}- part.
derstand how they ever happened to
cast you in 'When Ladies .Meet.''
"That'> not the half of it." she re-

interested

they're

on

stand

a

I'd

street

"When I'd finished the pictorted.
ture and they liked my work, one of
the chief executives out here asked
me

had ever done any dramatic
assured him I had.
they put me in 'Stage Mother.'
I
if

parts

I

!

ran the

When

gamut

I

in

that

picture as a

cold, conniving, string-pulling

woman

J

!

61

had some grand comedy
Her next, by the
scenes in it, too."
way, will be "Should Ladies Behave?"
"Which do you prefer comedy or
and yet

I

—

drama?"
She thought a moment.

Nothing

Alice says, apparently, is said without first giving it some thought.
"Drama," she announced finally.
"Last year I did a play in New York
called 'Mademoiselle.'
It was a comedy and I don't mind telling you it
wore pretty thin before the end of
the run. I often found myself wishing for a good strong emotional
scene."
"What strikes you as the most outstanding thing about Hollywood?"

There
then,

"1

was

pause, and
the habit people

another

think

it's

have of addressing every one by his
first name the first time thev meet.

Bring Color to

simply can't get used to it. When
they call me 'Alice' and I don't feel
1

1

know them

well

enough

to call

the surface.
Those are things you
learn only through personal contact.

A longer conversation would undoubtedly have resulted in many
more cryptic observations. But I'd
already kept her sitting up for an
hour when she could have been lying
down.
I

rose reluctantly.

"So

long, Alice.

been a swell interview.
do it again sometime."
"Good-by, darling." she
"Drop in any time."
It's

We

FADING
HAIR

them

by their first names, I compromise
by calling them 'darling!''
It is impossible to get down on
paper the vibrance of her personality,
her charm and the humor you intuitively know is lurking just beneath

must

grinned.
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Continued from page 34

business helped a couple of other
bright boys to get a start in the world

— Gary Cooper and John Barrymore.
In

fact, the

baby of the "royal family"

wanted

to be a cartoonist instead of
an actor, but his funny faces didn't

increase

circulation.

why

enjoys

he

Maybe

making

that's

faces

like

Svengali.

And guess what Ramon Novarro
Bus boy in
once did for a living.
a cafeteria, believe it or not.
Leave it to Victor McLaglen to
pick a romantic, he-man job.
He
prospected for silver in Colbalt, Ontario.
Vic didn't find silver in them
thar hills but. coming south, he discovered gold in the trustv Hollvwood

I

landscape.
Something like that was
Clark Gable's early experiences in

Texas

oil

and Oregon lumber

fields

camps.

James Cagney

certainly

collected

himself some experiences^office boy
on the New York Sun ; bundle wrapper at Wanamaker's public library
assistant, and then a jump to chorus
dancing.
You
This could go on forever.
see. the boys and girls picked odd
and assorted jobs to get a start in the
world. And if worst came to worst,
they might even go back to slinging
hash or washing dishes or drilling oil
;

or what not.
Yeah, they might

— but

Color of your hair?.
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offered
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doubt

it!
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Dr. Stotter. a graduate of The University of Vienna, with many years
in
Plastic Surgery,
of experience
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truding and Lirge ears, lips, wrinkles around eyes and eyelids, face
and neck, etc., by methods as perfected in the great Vienna Polyclinic.

Moderate Fees.

50

Booklet free.
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DR.

FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION
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Grand Guy

inches at once.

new

latter

usually in business or profes-

sional life.

He

always welcomes suggestions
concerning his work.
In several of
his pictures, he had occasion to wear
a bath robe.

much
Which may

pretty

Now

all

alike

bath robes look

on

the

screen.

explain why Carv has
received dozens of letters voicing the
general complaint. "For Pete's sake,
why don't you buy yourself another
bath robe for a change?"
He likes modernistic paintings, although he confesses he is sometimes
in doubt as to what they are all about.
He lives with Randolph Scott in a
comfortable abode in the Hollywood
hills.
real Negro mammy cooks
their meals.
Cary's rollicking good

A

humor

&£.£.o

measure

REDUCING GIRDLE.

Continued from page 42

About seventy per cent of his mail
comes from girls and women. The
rest are written by boys and men. the

reduces 2 to 3
Gives a trim, youthful,
Send bust

style figure.

duction at once. Takes
Beautifully made: very comfortable.
Laced at back, with 2 garters in front.
Holds up abdomen. Stnd waist
» __

vivid contrast to
Randy's quiet dignity. Each names
the other as his idea of a grand guy.
offers

a

Carv Grant may lack the technique
and bravura of an accomplished actor,
hut he has something that transcends
personality.
If he continues
all this
to be as unconscious of it as he is
now. he may achieve something more
definite and lasting than the fleeting
fame of a matinee idol.
He is not supercilious toward his
work or his fans. He is one of the

2 to 3 inch replace of corset.

and hip measure
Send check or monev

NE

BE

A

G. A.

WALTER.

!?.>./

order — no cash.
389 Fifth Ave. New York

JAZZ MUSIC MASTER

—

few actors who

is

reluctant to talk

about himself and who, once persuaded, does not become an insuffer-

For all the skin
troubles of child-

able bore.

Cuticura

"You see," he laughs, "I know so
much about myself that I know darn

Oiiitmont should always keep

well people can't be interested in me."

You'd

like

Carv Grant

hood. Wise mothers
it

on hand.

Price 25c. Sample free. Address:
"Cuticura,"' Dept. 7K, Maiden, Mass.
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New FREE Book
How!
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Ii
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material tnat cli -ka with publishers nnd producers
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of ail, it explains a new service that
til able
to all
writers
but parti -ulafy adapted to the
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Write for
writers, don t Kive up hope!
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in no way whatsoever
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DEVELOP vour FORM
By a simple method that has stood
the test of 30 years. A Symmetrical
Figtire quickly, easily at little cost.
Develop merit where needed—Neck,
Chest, Arms, Lej?s--ANY part. No
letter is necessary~just say "Here
is 10c, Mail me a large box of your

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
sealed and prepaid, and tell me
how to develop a Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple Home
Method.* IS THIS FAIR? Why
spend SI when I give you almost
as much for a dime and guarantee
to refund your dime if not satisfied.
1

MADAME WILLIAMS
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BUFFALO,

23,
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Way made himself hear, after beine
deaf for 25 years, with Artilicial Ear Drum3--hi3

George

invention, llo wore them
da? and night. They stopped
head noises and rmKint? ears.
They are invisible and per-

own

1

fect Iyer. mf ortabl.- NoonoH.'^ll
th.-m. Write for his true story. \
.

"Howl Got Deaf and Made
Myself Bear". Also booklet
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your
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figure

sagging
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heavy,

you
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fat

Then
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how
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when she played op-

posite Richard Barthelmess in "ClassTo-day, Miss Evans is camates."
reering ahead, reaping an ever-in-

creasing popularity.
And Mr. Barthelmess's popularity is on the wane.
Colleen Moore gave what was considered her hest performance in "So
Big." Colleen was then at the height
of her starring career. To-day, after
several years' absence, she is backas a leading lady.
Two stars who never even twinkled, so far as popularity was concerned, were Vera Reynolds and
Lillian Rich.
Cecil DeMille reported
that both had what was necessary.
"The Golden Bed" proved otherwise.

Ramon Novarro

80 last 11th Street,

York, N. Y.

sailed for Italy to

play in "Ben-Hur."

Howard

Frances

Swan"

for

played in

Paramount.

Miss

"The

How-

her sister Constance, gave
up a cinematic career for marriage.
To-day she is Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn.
"But did I ever have a picture career?" she asked me recently, when
ard,

like

mentioned it.
Greta Nissen landed in Hollywood
all
gold and pink, with cerulean
blue eyes.
It was rumored that she
was a riot in the silent version of
"Hell's Angels."
But the talkies arrived.
Jean Harlow took over the
Nissen role and the film was remade.
Greta is now in London for a picI

—

ture.

Josef von Sternberg had been
Chaplin's assistant.
He decided to
give more time to art and made "The
Salvation Hunters."
People most
impolitely laughed at it.
George K.
Arthur, one of its odd players, gained
considerable popularity later on as a

comedian with Karl Dane. The Scandinavian has disappeared and the
Englishman is on the stage. Georgia
Hale, the leading lady, much to every
one's regret, stepped out of pictures.
Neil Hamilton started to attract
major attention in "Isn't Life Wonderful?"
Mr. Hamilton gained a
good place on the cinematic chessboard and, being a skillful conjuror
in Ins spare time, knew the moves as
well as the best.
See where he is

now.

Vilma Banky arrived from Budathe most ethereal creature ever
seen on the screen.
The talkies put
a stop to Viliiiu's stardom.
She and
Rod La Rocque, her husband, once
a popular star, are now in Hollyw
angling.
pest,

1

—

was

It

in

1925

'

DORIS KENT, T-2

New

girl of sixteen,

I'll

SEND ME YOUR NAME
and

Fate

Continued from page 39

an

gladly
my easy directions,
with a
container of
"Preseription-36".
bust.

of

event

in

picture

Garbo
Hollywood at

Greta
tic

nose

high

that the greatesl
history occurred.

came

to

Hollywood.

that time held

above

its artis-

Garbo's

head.

To-day Garbo holds her nose high in
the air. Such is life.
William Haines appeared.
Bill
soared, then descended.
But now he
is active in a new medium.
He decorates dressing rooms and stellar
homes.

The coming stars at the Lasky
studio were Jetta Goudal and Ricardo
Cortez.
Miss Goudal let contentions
kill her standing as the most interesting woman in pictures.
She had
the nerve to sue Cecil DeMille. One
never sues producers. One can, but
one finds it not worth while. Other
producers shied clear of Jetta. and
she found herself outside the city
gates, pushed off the chessboard, as
it were.
Goudal now gives parties.
Ricardo Cortez was introduced to
public as a second Valentino.
Fans resented this as much as Ricardo.
But he was popular with
many.
Then he started to lose
game after game. To-day, after several years of misfortune, he is back.
The year 1926 was one of discoveries.
George Bancroft began stealthe

ing scenes from stars and gradually
rose to stardom himself.
In "The
Pony Express" he overshadowed
Cortez.
And this was when Ricardo
started to slide.
newcomer, Lucille LeSueur, was
under contract to M.-G.-M. She had
been doing only extra work and bits
for a couple of years.
She attracted
a little attention in Jackie Coogan's
"Old Clothes," and also in a Harry

A

Langdon comedy.
Crawford, she is

—

To-day, as Joan
well,

you know.

Many

of the big stars started to
slide off the chessboard.
crowd
of young players appeared.
Clara
Bow, in "The Plastic Age." Gilbert
Roland played in it, too, and both
rose to the top in the acting game.'
Bow dropped out for a while. Then
both reappeared in "Call Her Savage," and are regaining popularity.
"Stella Dallas" was a memorable
picture.
Belle
Bennett and Lois
Moran both achieved a definite place
on the screen. It won Lois stardom.
But to-day she is acting on the stage.
Miss Bennett did not fare so well.
Just before her death, she said she
still could not
understand why Hollywood and the public lifted her to
the heights and then did nothing
about it.

A

This was the year of "Seventh
In spite of the upheavals
Heaven."
in the past seven years, Janet and
Charlie are as popular as ever Janet
even more so
Constance Bennett was signed by
M.-G.-M. to play in "Sally. Irene,
and Mary."
loan Crawford and

—

—

!

Sally

O'Neil were the other

girls.

Even

in those prehistoric times,

Con-

a shrewd business head.
she was under contract, she
started contacting another company,
Then,
asking a tremendous salary.
with this in her grasp, she signed a
third agreement for a still bigger
wage. And. being the incomparable
Bennett, she threw up all offers and
married. As you may have heard, la
Bennett is still in Hollywood, asking
for what she wants and, what's more,
getting it
sullen-looking young cowboy
named Frank J. Cooper played in

nie

had

Though

A

Westerns

Universal

at

with

studio,

He

Hoot Gibson.

did trick riding
for Valentino in "The Eagle." Even-

A

boy named James Murray snared
"The Crowd." To-day
I
keep bumping into him on the
Boulevard, a vague expression on his

to the to]) in

no-longer-boyish face, a puzzled look
in his sorrowful eyes.
Looking back at the various studios, some no longer in existence, this
chessboard idea is more apparent.

The old Lasky studio on Vine
Street has long since been torn down.
In the old studio T used to sec Bessie
Buster

Love,

Negri

Pola

Collier,

Meighan,

Billie

Buddy's

film

ceeds.

exciting.

He

weak, but his
work in "A Farewell To
showed what he could do, if

given a chance.
Of course you remember Emil Jannings.
He came and went. Charles
Laughton is now king of character
actors.

career
is

now

was swift and
in stage

engage-

At M.-G.-M.

studio

eight

ago were Claire Windsor,
Mae
Busch, Lon Chaney, Pauline Starke,
Eleanor Boardman, Gwen Lee, Alice
Terry, Antonio Moreno, and John
Gilbert.
Also an interesting young
newcomer, Helena d'Algy, an Argen-

progressed.

First National and United Artists
studios were where Paramount is now.
Here one came across such popular
players
Viola Dana,
Blanche
as
Sweet, Lewis Stone, Colleen Moore,
Jack Mulhall, Anna O. Nilsson,
Continued on page 64

in

Xew

York, a young

girl

named Anita Pomares played bits.
Later she came to Hollywood, and
Anita Page got in the exciting
game. Now she seldom appears in a
as

picture.

Gary's

tine.

Woman

*^y\
^)»r

-

r-

Secret
f"pO her friend she con-

>«_

fessed the secret of her
(lawless clear white skin.
-*-

^^^^

Long ago she learned that
no cosmetic would hide

^^

-^

blotches, pimples or sal-

lowness. She found the
secret of real complexion

beauty in NR Tabids
(Nature's Remedy). Tiny
cleansed and cleared the

y<^/

/

x
Mfc

eliminative

ed sluggish bowel action

She

tract—
— droveof out
the poisonous
pep,
with
correct-

tingling
vitality. Try this mild, safe, dependable, all-vegetable
corrective tonight. See your complexion improve, see

wastes.

felt better, too, full

headaches, dullness vanish.

At

Thermometer — samples
NR and Turns. Send
[iKmi', n<!<ir<-

.

r

-

f

n.nii

all druggists"

—only

LEWIS CO.
Desk BG. 86

A. H.

ALRIGHT

STOP Your Rupture
Worries!

Why worry and suffer with that
rupture any longer? Learn about
my perfected invention. It has

brought ease, comfort and happiness to thousands by assisting in
relieving and curing many cases
Of reducible hernia. It has Automatic Air Cushions which bind

and draw the broken parts
together as you would a
broken limb. No obnoxious
C.B. Brooke, inventor springs or pads.
No salves or
plasters. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial toprove it.
Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by
agents. Write today for full information sent free
in plain, sealed envelope.
601 H State St., Marshall. Michigan
H. C. BROOKS,

DENISON'S

.

Musical Comedies, Opar-

/ettaa, Vaudeville Acts,

Minstrels. Comedy
IXrSSrl/
"' Songs, Make-up Goods.

PLAYS

Catalog Free

T.S.Denison&Co.623 S.Wabash, Deot. 52. Chicago
IF
HAVE

YOU

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
LIKE

and

A woman

who

plays opposite other

of Gary's ability, such as Clark
Gable, knows she has to fight for the

(hen write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. 1 want to convince you by sending
my free trial hottleand book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 8, LOWELL, MASS.
I

flKfene sst TReatre

I
Graduates: Lee Tracy, Pepjry Shannon, Fred ABtaire, Una
Merkel.ZitaJohann. Marv Pick ford, etc. Drama. Dan ,., -t
Culture.
Musical Comedy, Opera. Personal Development
Theatre Training appearances while learning. For catacw, v rite
~
'y. LOHEE. 66 West 85th St.. N. Y.
i

Trouble

her audience.
Clark
dominates every possible foot of film,
as Greta Garbo, Helen Hayes, Joan
attention

of

Crawford, Norma Shearer, Barbara
Stanwyck, and Jean Harlow will admiringly testify.
But Gary carries
his old-fashioned gallantry right up
to the camera with him.
It doesn't

matter who the lady
have the limelight.

—

is,

he

lets

her

or perhaps heIn spite of that
cause of it he retains his tremendous popularity with fan-. Perhaps,
after all, Gary's peculiar brand of
woman trouble may be good in its
ultimate
effect.
Decidedly
there
seems to be room for a romantic
idealist, lanky Montana style, among
the worldly wise or ruthless, predatory hern typo now the vogue.

—

a

MESSY MIXTURE....

Continued from page 29

men

25c.

TO-NIGHT
MJ
V\ TOMORROW

to

St. Louis, Missouri

years

ments and radio broadcasting, after
an attempt to get back his old place
in the game.
Richard Arlen won popularity with
Buddy Rogers, in "Wings." Dick
has gone along, and is still popular,
having improved his acting as he

Back

WHISPERED
Great Complexion

Dove.

Dolores del Rio flashed into view
beautiful, dazzling, charming.
The
talkies set her back in the game.
"The Bird of Paradise" was her
comeback, but many games have been
won and lost by dozens of others
since Del Rio stepped out.
Buddy Rogers was being pointed
out as
the
hope of Paramount.

Arms"

been

have

pictures
splendid

m

63

Swanson,

Alice Joyce, Lois
Wilson, Lila Lee, Bebe Daniels. Betty
Bronson, Betty Compson, Florence
Vidor, Raymond Griffith, Thomas

Gloria

All of them except Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Mary Brian, and Warner
Baxter, who were also on the lot,
are more or less out of the game.
And young Fairbanks has left Hollywood. Seven years ago young Doug
had just returned to Hollywood. He
used to prowl around the lot in white
flannels and a multicolored English
blazer.
He was full of vitality and
paid much attention to Betty Bronson.
I used to wonder why on earth
he ever had been given a break. Today I wonder otherwise, proving that
time changes all things.
Warner
Baxter has lived through twelve
years of upheavals in the Hollywood
game. Warner never took on an artistic temperament, he never has worried about what is, or is not, art.
Warner is a success and still suc-

became Gary Cooper. He
soon rose to be the most popular of
the strong, silent men.
His recent

tually he

!

.

wW

Let

Me Show You How

Develop the
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Full.

CURVES nnw

nil

to

Rounded

the vogue.

chested,
form?
Fin
n
out your bust to lovely shanelir

merit

for

i

adding

firm,

roundel

Free!
Write today for my
Insl
tions and container of Creanio—
free.
Merely send name, address and 10c forwarding charges.
Your package will
<

)

<

I

plain

wrapper.

MARIE DUNNE.
122 Fourth Avenue

Dept. T-2

New

York,

N

.

;
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The Chessboard of Fate

Continued from page 63

Lloyd Hughes, Eugene O'Brien, and
Norma and Constance Talmadge.
The tragic Barbara La Marr used
to cause palpitations whenever she
went to or from her set in making
"Tlu- White Moth."
Universal

boasted
of
Virginia
Yalli. Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson,

Alan

Pat O'Malley, NorMarian Nixon, and

Philbin,

man

Kerry,

leorge Lewis.

(

Marian Nixon

is

now

new

taking a

Continued from page 8
Cinders. Helen Mack's latest is
"Chrysalis" with Fredric March, Miriam
Hopkins, and George Raft. Ernest Truex
and George Stone are five feet three
Richard Barthelmess and Theodore Kosloff,
five feet seven
Edward G. Robin-

—

Al

on movie

lease

life,

Lou

Tellegen, Margaret
Jacqueline Logan, LesFenton, Madge Bellamy, Olive

naries

as

Livingston,
lie

;

George Arliss, James
Caguey, Paul Muni, Frank Morgan, Chesfeet. eight;

.five

ter

Morris,

Eric

Fenton,

Leslie

Linden,

nine.

five feet

—

Anxious Fax. The late Renee Adoree
was horn in Lillie, France, September 1,
1900, was five feet two, weighed 105, and
Mary Nolan
had brown hair and eyes.
comes from Louisville, Kentucky, where
she was born December 18, 1905
is five
feet six, weighs 112, and has blond hair
and blue eyes.
;

W.

Borden, Tom Mix, Buck Jones,
Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Edmund Lowe, and Barry Norton.
The disappearance of Madge Bellamy has never been clearly understood by her many fans.
Like the

—

because the players are freelancing and have no permanent studiu ad-

zine,

it's

14th.
Your questions about Jean
Harlow and Frankie Darro have been cov-

ered elsewhere in this department.

—
A. "Who's

A nx a

Who

(

Theater,

tember

place

at

on Sepwith a cast of twenty-

— No,

not
atten-

is

was

—

M. M. M. See Edith Lawrence for inWrite
formation about David Manners.
to him in care of Paramount.
Louise K.
.Atlanta,

Tracy
and

is

will

a

be

native of
thirty-six

Theresa.

ing clews and running them down
has never been shown in detail as
profuse and authoritative. Strangely,
the murder, suspects, and detectives
This
are no1 nearly so interesting.
leaves the picture virtually without
-it pense.
George Brent, as a lieutenant of
detective's, sets out to find the murderer of a blackmailer and his inves-

show

tigations

that

several

the night of the crime.

was

actress

to

is

one of

Robert Young.
Dorothea Wieck is now
making "Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen."

Ed Wood.

Margaret
Mr.

whom

Vmong

— These

from

come

players

Clark Gable, Warner Baxter, Bill
Boyd, Ralph Graves, Joe E. Brown, Robert Woolsey.
Gable has been lent to Columbia for the lead in "Night Bus."

Young.

— Cheer

for

up,

Lilian

with Fox, and you will be
seeing her soon in "The Lottery Lover."
Her American films include "My Lips
Betray," "My Weakness," and "I
Suzanne." Llelen Hayes and Billie Burke
are two outstanding stars who hail from
Washington, D. C.
still

is

Am

Elissa Landi is now under
C. C. N.
contract to Columbia.
Jean Parker's latest is "Wild Birds."
She is with Metro-

Goldwyn.
Inquisitive. The cast of "Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men," includes Charles
Farrell, Wynne Gibson, William Gargan,

Zasu
play

by

Mark

by

Furness, and Blanche
was adapted from a
Joseph Kesserling, and directed
Sandrich.

Betty

Pitts,

The

film

in

deed.

Eugene

mantically inclined.

Sergeant

as

Boggs,

is

as

Pallette,

sure

she

man

as Mr. Brent is certain
Hence a friendly battle
between accuser and defender which

killed the

she did nut.

keeps the film going.
.Mr.
tiff
with
Brent's
Brothers over routine roles
fied in this assignment.

Warner
is

justi-

"Blood Money."
Anderson,
Judith
Bancroft,
DiFrances Dee. Chick Chandler.
rector: Rowland Brown.

George

George Bancroft

The return

of

screen

after

the

—

Elizabeth Allan was born in
J. K. D.
Skegness, England, twenty-six years ago.
Her marriage name is O'Brien. Young

Attention.

—The

president of the John

more

musicals.
Address Miss
Musgrave, 2700 Vincent Avenue,

Lillian

North,

Minnesota.

Minneapolis,

—

Larise George. All your questions have
been answered above. Write in any time
you are puzzled.
J.

V.

H.

—The

(Elizabeth Allen)

Their

first

child,

Robert Montgomerys
were married in 1928.
Martha, born in 1931,

When a second
died in its first year.
daughter, Elizabeth, arrived on the 16th
April,
every one was happy.
of
last
Richard Dix's baby girl
January 26th of this year.

was

born

on

—

Frances Fairbanks. Mary Brian was
born on February 17, 1908; jean Arthur,
October 17, 1908; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
December 9, 1907 Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
;

May

23,

1883.

M. N.— Perhaps the publicity department
Paramount Pictures, Paramount Bldg.,
New York City, can identify the extra to
whom you refer in "College Humor."

of

Elmore Johxsox.

—

I haven't the casts
the stage shows you mention, but if
there are any casts of pictures which you
would like, send me a stamped envelope
and I'll be glad to oblige. Bernice Claire

of

was

born

March

22,

1909,

in

Oakland,

California.

Review

the

Lindsay, an
Brent is ro-

—

:

persons

had reason to wish him out of the
way and all of them visited him on
callers

—Katharine

outstanding stars of the year.
After
you have seen "Little Women," watch for
her in "Trigger," with Ralph Bellamy and
the

The Screen

Continued from page 60

rymore, Give Brook, Irene Rich,
Dolores and Helene Costello, Kenneth Harlan, Marie Prevost, Monte
Blue, and Louise Fazenda
all stars.
The unlamented Audrey Ferris appeared later.
Oh, well, 'tis all a chessboard in-

Hepburn

is
Jean Harlow's next.
Dressier also is in the cast. Irene Dunne
in "Age of Innocence."
list of fan clubs
will be sent to you upon receipt of a selfaddressed stamped envelope.

Friderici.

— Lee

Georgia,

is now back in Hollywood.
Warner Brothers had John Bar-

ever, she

Boles Music Club would like to hear from
all fans interested in seeing this player in

Big
Marie

a

—

unsigned.

is

A

in

—

Ruth Chatterton.

tion of the right person, for the letter
left

the

York,

Marion Davies
Hope this comes to the

Reader.

married.

took

New

in

1914,

28,

one, including

A

play

this

of

lull

iaicty

in the

it

How-

wonder about.

David Durand was born in Los Angeles
on September 29, 1921, and has darkbrown hair and brown eyes. Ann Dvorak
is married to Leslie Fenton.
Kay Francis
in real life is Mrs. Kenneth MacKenna.

— "Living

Way"

Harvey

Theater"
dies not list "Daddy Long Legs" as one
the plays in which the late Jeanne
ol
Eagles has appeared.
The original product

and Frank.

Bill

Riel

dress.

to

Information, Please
on April

Ohio

H. If you don't find the addresses you want in the back of this magaG.

disappearance of Barry Norton,

something

The old Fox studio pointed a dramatic finger of pride at such lumi-

-

son,

and Hoot Gibson

grinds out Westerns.

Still

several

years

to
is

of significance by a ramFor the same reashackle vehicle.
son the screen debut of Judith Anderson, one of Broadway's important
Still anluminaries, is unfortunate.
other player, Frances Dee. gets a ter-

robbed

Her balanced intelligence
odds with a role that is as silly

rible break.
is

at

as it is offensive, a thrill-hunting society girl who shoplifts for fun, has a
social urge for crooks and seeks a
man who is said to attack girls who

The
answer his help-wanted ads.
part is a strange choice for a nice
actress who, one hears, is very careful
of what she plays.
But the weak-

65
is more than this.
unsympathetic from beginning
to end and is not well written.
Mr. Bancroft is a bail bondsman
who rescues the underworld from
legal entanglements, the picture contemplating almost lovingly his nobility of character because he never
double-crosses his clients.
His affections are not so stable, however,
lor he is thrown off his balance by

ness of the picture
It

is

Miss Dee and grows indifferent to
Miss Anderson, his mistress.
But
when Miss Dee elopes with Miss
Anderson's brother, a dapper bank

FORM DEVELOPED
S your chest-line flat and formless?
Do vim lack the shapel\
feminine curves that are all in.' vogue?
Is your bust small
and undeveloped?
Does it s;i S lifelessly instead <>r standing
out linn anil round?
Thousands of women have used the famous
Nancy Loo treatmenl to enlarge the bust, to mould it to high,
arching shapeliness, to lift the sag.
It is so easy!
Lot
send you my simple developing Justin.
lions with large container of Miracle Cream to use with my
special massage technique.
No drugs or appliances, nothing
This is the natural way to develop the bust.
harmful.
Try ii
and see! It costs you nothing if you arc not delighted with the
l

improvement

in

your figure

!

robber, things

take a different turn
and Mr. Bancroft turns him over
to the police.
For this betrayal the
underworld is out to "get" the bondsman, but in the end Miss Anderson
saves him from a loaded billiard ball
and forgives all.

VWEEABeMitifuiForm
My
menl

Charles Laughton. Carol Lombard, Kent
Taylor, Charles Bickford, Percy Kilbride.
Director: Stuart Walker.

Tbe eminent Charles Laughton

is

handicapped by inferior material in
this, though he rises above it as much
as he can.
Again he contributes a
morbid, perverse character which,
though fascinating, cannot be rated

among

his

triumphs.

He

is

Horace

Prin, the Cockney king of an island
somewhere in the tropics. Sly, cruel,
and lecherous, it is an extraordinary
character, but the motivating events
rob it of any serious consideration
and Mr. Laughton all but wastes his
time in attempting to make the picture worth while.
Carol Lombard, too, is at a dis-

advantage for the same reason. She
a beautiful blonde who cannot return to England because of a scanis

dal,

so

when Mr. Laughton proposes
though you know he never

marriage

—

—

would except for the censors Miss
Lombard goes with him to his island
kingdom where she soon falls in love
with the better-looking of Mr. Laughton's

court of derelicts.

In the end

they

escape and Mr. Laughton is
overwhelmed and killed by the natives

he has kept

this is in the

mood

in

subjection.

All

of "Island of Lost

Souls." but it isn't even as interesting
as that second-rate film.

on

And

form
here

develop

my

is

big

Send only $1.00 tor the

NANCY
816 Broadway,

LEE, Dept. T-2
New York, N.

Y.

L

"Female."
Ruth

Chatterton, George
Brent,
Philip
Favershain, John Mack Brown, Rafaela Ottiano, Lois Wilson, Ferdinand
Gottschalk. Director Michael Curtiz.
:

just that Ruth Chatterton's newpicture is too far-fetched to be worthy
It's

of

"White Woman."

free.

—

ster's

ber.

yours
offer:

.Nancy Lee treatment, including instructions and Miracle Cream, will! free hook
all mailed to you in a plain wrapper.
Your money hack if not satisfied. Writ.
today, enclosing only $1.00.

Miss Anderson is miscast in such
shoddy doings and every one, awed
by her reputation and elegance, probably hesitated to tell her how a gangmoll should be played.
Her
only concession to reality is frequent
use of the word "guy."
Otherwise
she is magnificently drawing-room,
stately, superior, a duchess slumming.
Chick Cbandler, a dancer famed for
flexible leg-work, plays the bank rob-

hook

illustrated
is

bargain

her.

Her

brilliant

talent

momentous

decisions,

dollar contracts,

signs

EDWARD
111.

Tour Marriage Forecast
As Told By Your Stars

*»$£?

as
as apis

fluent as ever, her magnetism
parent and her intrinsic ability to act
is
undiminished.
It
would seem,
then, that she fails as a picker of
stories.
All the resources of handsome production and tactful direction cannot lift this out of the ruck
of cheap fiction, more's the pit}'.
Miss Chatterton is a colossus of
big business, a woman who makes

New

is
it necessary to suffer from these skin disorders?
wonderful ointment now relieving many stubborn
Try it no matter how long amine.].
Write
T KLOWPEX, 519 X. Central Park, Chicago,

What

is
the romance in store for you
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
should you marry?
What is your luckiest
send full birth-date with Dime and
day!
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at
.

once.

THURSTON,

20 W.

Jackson

.

D7

Dept.

Chicago.

Blvd.

ROMANCE FOR

.

SALE

III.

//

MAYS1E GREIG'S

latest

novel

form begins

serial

in

January 13th

in

the

STREET & SMITH'S

issue of

LOVE STORY MAGAZINE
Don't miss

enthralling serial of the "screen's

this

most perfect lovers."

million-

and wields the scepover countless em-

ter of a sovereign

Like many another queen,
she casts an amorous eye at the better-looking males on her pay roll and
one by one they are asked to come
up and see her sometime. Only she
Next day, if
always sets the time.
they become familiar on the strength
of what has happened tin- night before, she snubs them or banishes
them to a distant branch of the business.
This queen meets her Waterployees.

however, in George Brent who
hard to get. So much so, indeed.
that when he resigns in disgust, Mi>s
Chatterton follows him and gives him
It seems that what -he
the business.
wanted all along was a husband and
a family and her career was just a
substitute, with her young men as
If
sublimation of the mating urge.
you believe it. it'- so. Anyhow, Mr.
Brent gives an excellent performance
and every one in the cast is good,
even if the material isn't.
loo,

FOR "UNCLE SAM
TRAVEL
$1S8
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50c and exact birth
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt
Evalyn Knapp

Studio,

Ralph

Jessie

Ann Sothern
Dorothy Tree

Fay Wray

Beverly Hills, California.

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson

Victor Jory

Lew Ayres

Jose Mojica

Warner Baxter

Herbert Mundin
George O'Brien

John Boles

Bow

Howard

Lally

Marion Burns

Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond

Henrietta Crosman

Kane Richmond

Clara

Dunn

James

Norman

Foster

Preston Foster
Janet
Lilian

Gay nor
Harvey

Ames

Lona Andre

Street,

Baby LeRoy
John Davis Lodge

Lombard
March

Richard Arlen
Mary Boland

Carol

Give Brook

Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Grace Bradley
Maurice Chevalier

Fredric

Gail Patrick

Claudette Colbert

George

Gary Cooper

Charlie Ruggles

Buster Crabbe
Marlene Dietrich

Randolph Scott

Patricia Farley

Alison Skipworth

Cary Grant
Verna Hillie
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns

Kent Taylor
Helen Twelvetrees

Jack LaRue
Charles Laughton

Raft

Sylvia Sidney

Mae West
Dorothea Wieck
Toby Wing
Elizabeth Young

Will Rogers

Raul Roulien

Eilers

Sally

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.
Adrienne

Toshia Mori

Landi

Elissa

Fox

Street,

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor

June Vlasek
Irene

Ware

Miriam Jordan

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

City, California.
Jewell

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
George Arliss

Constance Cummings

George Bancroft

Mary Pickford

Constance Bennett

Gloria

Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin

Loretta

Universal Studio, Universal

Swanson

Young

City,

California.

Elizabeth Allan

Isobel

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth

Myrna Loy
Florine McKinney
Una Merkel

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

John Miljan

Russ

Mary

Robert Montgomery

Andy Devine
Hugh Enfield

Onslow Stevens

Boris Karloff

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

Carlisle

Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

Jean Harlow
Flelen

Hayes

Phillips Flolmes

Walter Huston

Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker

May Robson
Norma Shearer
Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lee Tracy
Lupe Velez
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young"

Tom Brown

June Knight

Studio, 780

Hollywo od,
Boyd
Clive Brook
Bill

Bruce
Bill

!abi

Francis Lederer
Eric Linden

>t

Anita Louise

Cagney

Chic Chandler

Dee

Frances
>ol< 'iTs

1

del

Rio

Richard Dix
Irene

Dunne

Betty

Fui

William Gargan
I

[ale

I

Street,

Katharine Hepburn
Dorothy Jordan

Nils Asther

I

Gower

California.

[amilton

Ann Harding

Helen Mack

Mary Mason
Joel McCrea
Colleen Moore
Gregory Ratoff
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Ken Maynard
Zasu

Pitts

Gloria Stuart

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta

Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Joe E.

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels

Helen
Frank

MacMahon
Mann
McHugh

Paul Muni

Patricia Ellis

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck

Glenda Farrcll

Lyle Talbot

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey

Sheila Terry

Bette Davis
Claire

RKO

Columbo

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak

Alice Jans

Allen

Jenkins

Al Jolson

Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William
Pat Wing

Ruby Keeler

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, <>t>40 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lily an
Tashman. Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood. Neil Hamilton, 351 North
Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

NICK

CARTER
If

You Like

to read a good,

sound detective

something that has

thrills in

story; if

not Want to

you are looking
you

miss*.

Go

one magazine

xtfhich

you

to your ne\Vs dealer to-day. Tell

him

is

for the best in detective fiction,

the nev?,

xtfant it in

for

profusion on eVery page, that has

a punch in eVery vtord, then there
\tfill

you are looking

and

tell

him

modern

NICK CARTER MAGAZINE
In the

Nick Carter Magazine you

noVel,

complete, of the exciting adventures of this master

detective.

You

is

find a book-length

Will haVe, in addition, a choice selection of ex-

citing short stories,

that

Will

and other

features to give

you a magazine

the best you can get anywhere for just ten cents.

Get your

first

copy now, and don't miss a single one thereafter.

NICK CARTER MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY
Every Month— At all News Stands

-

—

—

AFTER

MONTHS
OF
HOPELESS

STRUGGLE
AGAINST
UNLOVELY
FAT
I

KEPT GAINING WEIGHT IN SPITE OF DAILY
EXERCISE AND CONSTANT DIETING
.

I

TRIED TIGHT, CHOKING GIRDLES. TOOK
SALTS,

AND STILL WEIGHED TOO MUCH

Know a Remarkable
Way to Reduce Fat!
I

meal for months and months
yet it seemed that I would have

America, the demand for Marmola has spread thruout the world
to England, Scotland, France
to Egypt and South Africa
even to the countries of the

go on foolishly fighting fat for
the rest of my life.

The famous Marmola formula

TRIED

I

duce.

a

dozen or more

fool-

my efforts to rewatched my diet at every

fads in

ish
I

to

last a friend suggested a true
reducer called Marmola, that is
based on a scientifically recognized reducing principle. I had
heard of it before, of course, but
I did not fully realize how the
use of Marmola has spread thruout the world into more than

At

—

12 foreign countries. I know now
that it employs a tested principle
that does reduce.

Do you fear fat? Do you envy the
men and women who "eat anything" without worrying about
their figures?

normalize

Would you

— without

for undergoing
starvation diets?

sity

like to

the neces-

dangerous

Then why not follow the lead of
millions of other men and women?
One reducing method has stood
the test of time.

First

used in

—
—

Orient.

appears in every box. Back of this
formula is the result of years of
medical research and knowledge.
The acid test of more than
20,000,000 boxes sold to the
public offers even greater evidence of its effectiveness.

Marmola has only one purpose.
intended for the reduction
of excess, abnormal fat. Its formula includes among its 19 constituents, important vegetable
and organic mineral substances.
There are no torturous diets. Just
ask your druggist for Marmola
today and follow the simple
directions in the box. You
know you will be using the
tested way.
It is

Ask
at

for

Marmola

the

nearest

drug

store.

MARMOLA
THE TESTED

WAY TO

REDUCE

*

.

FOUND
TRUE REDUCER

FINALLY
A

.

I

STREET

&•

ITf

LQNA ANDRE
By

TCHETCHET

SMITHS

Successor to "TRADER

HORN

Twelve months of danger

"thrills!

filming

in

^2^

the Arctic— thrills never before attempted!

Spectacular picturization of Peter
Freuchen's "Eskimo"— romantic novel of

Hand to-hand
-

fight with sav-

age wolfl

woman and
Directed by

W.

S.

Actual bloodcurdling sounds

.

.

breaking of
the ice floes!
of

the strange moral code of the north.

Van Dyke who made "Trader Horn".

•KV

fiRm

:!

®:

Associate Producer.- Hunt Stromberg

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Picture

—

!

"

!

—

!

THAT WAS GREAT, DEAR.'
LET'S MAKE THE NEXT

J

NUMBER'THE WEDDING

MARCH

V
HOW A
QUICK, EASY

WAY

TO LEARN

MUSIC
changed my namefrom Miss
than a year ago I was friendless,
No one seemed to
unhappy.
take to me. Then came the amazing event

LESS
J

lonely,

my

changed
found myself
that

center

of

party.

I

whole

life.

Suddenly

—

1

with hosts of friends the
the life of every
attraction

—

was popular everywhere

how it happened
Somehow I've never had

making

friends.

was

I

Always

the knack of
never noticed at a

found myself sitting
guess it was my own fault though.
No musical ability
I had nothing to offer
no gift of wit nothing to entertain
others
So I was left to myself more and
I

—

—

!

dreaded solitude.
spirits were at their lowI sat in my lonely room gazing
est ebb.
from the window. Suddenly from across
the street through an open window came
I
the sound of jazz and happy laughter.
could see couples dancing others talking
all having a good time.
Everything seemed to center around the
Mary Nelson. How I
girl at the piano
envied her
She had friends, popularity,

One

left to

night

my

—

—

—

!

—

the things I
but didn't have.
I
was just an outsider.
I
turned away with a lump in
my throat.

happiness
longed for

all

The

afternoon

next
dropped over

to

unburdened

I

Mary.

see

my

heart to
her told her how lonely and
depressed I felt.
To cheer
me up Mary sat down at the
piano and began to play.
The time sped fast as rhapsodies,
waltzes,
jazz
bits,
sonatas poured from her expert fingers.
When she had
finished, I sighed enviously.
I

But

!

wouldn't

it's

I

too

should
was in school
I

!

the

:

I

—

you're nol

if

1

i

could hardly believe

it.

did

it?"

but

!

Before be
played piece after piece.
oo glad,
evening was over,
had been invited to three
e parties.
mel
And it wasn't lun;.- until
Tom who shortly afterward asked me to be
t

I

t

1

I

i

The

I

was holding the party spellbound!
When 1 finished you should have heard them
Everyone insisted I play more only
applaud
!

"How

exclaimed.

Mary's place

till

Everyone seemed surprised. "Why. I didn't
know she played !" someone behind whispered.
As I struck the tirst rippling chords of
Kevin's lovely ".Narcissus", a hush fell over

have had a teacher when I
like you !"
Mary smiled and said "Ann, I never
had a teacher in my life. In fact not so
long ago I couldn't play a note."

you do

try In
critical."

"I'll

give to play

now

too late

New Way To Learn Music

come

his wife.
*

*

*

*

I

—

more

like that

"Impossible,"

Here's

party.
alone.

What

wonderful.

Mrs.

to

—

"Thanks,

Mary,

it

was

about a wonderful new
short-cut method of learning music that
had been perfected by the U. S. School of
No teacher, no weary scales and
Music.
You played
tiresome hours of practice.
When I left
real music from the start.
Mary it was with new hope. If she could
That
learn to play this way, so could I.
very night I wrote for the Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson.
Three days later they arrived. I never
dreamed that playing the piano could be
even easier than Mary had picso simple
And as the lessons continued,
tured it.
Although I
they got easier.
never had any "talent"
was playing my favorites—
almost before I knew it.
Nothing stopped me. I soon

Then she

told

me

—

1

YOUR
INSTRUMENT
PICK

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

will he able to play jazz, bal-

Saxophone

Trombone

Harp

with equal ease

Piccolo

Mandolin

Guit»r

'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing
Accordion
and German
Italian
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum. 5-String
or Tenor)
Juniors'
Piano Course

Piano

lads,

numbers,

classical

Then

came

proved

life.

il

Once more

I

was

going to a party and this time
would have something to offer.
I

What

a

when on r

moment

thai

was

nothing marvelous about

"1 sn't it a
troubled, exclaimed
shame that Mary Nelson can'1
What will we do withbe here.
out someone to plaj the piano?"

Amazed
I

at

spoke

own

my
up

:

confi-

method

practical

— so

there's

com

a

Valuable Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson Entirely Free
One wonderful
stration

Les
You'll
eally

method.
tion

an

i

Illustrated

explain

how

see
is

.

.

.

accomplished musician
So it you really

to

win

tunity

Sign

new friends
m ,ke your

send

coui

no

lit.

r

s.

Brunswick

led

.

.

when

school
Bide.,

play

.

.

.

true.

now.

.

uh.it-

part

n
:

to

o]

come

it

obligatii

i

i'

this

dreams

i

the

There's

I

learn

to

take

.

.

.

i

free book and free Di
all
about
this
remarkable
simple litis expert home lnhow easily you can
many thousands of other>
as

ivanl

have.

i

of

m

New

York

City.

Thirty-sixth year (Established

1898)

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
533 Brunswick Building, New York City
me your free hook. "How Von Can M
in Your Own
Home," with Inspii ing mes
I

Dr.

Prank

the

following

Crane,

Free
v

Demonstration

payment

plan.

I

I.e.

am

coui

Have you
t

:

dence,

It's just

it.

simple you
don't have to know the slightest thing about
music.
You find your progress amazingly rapid
because every step is easy to understand.
sense

nioTi

apparently

hostess,

And

crease pleasure and financial gain.

all

ight thai
turning poinl of

the

my whole

This story is typical. You. too, can learn
to play your favorite instrument by this re
markable easy "at home" met hod that has
helped over 600,000 men and women to in-
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FRONTISPIECE:
to the Sweet

Sweets

An adorable

11

portrait

of Janet

Gaynor

she appears

;is

in

•Carolina."

HEPBURN'S
MYSTERY MAN
Extraordinary an acas Katharine Hepburn is, she is equally
amazing as a woman and
tress

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Star Are You Like?

What

Answer

.

.

Helen Pade

.

Tragic Mansions
What

Laura Benham

lacking in Hollywood thai

is

12

.

easy questions and pick your stellar type.

so

....

Unmasked

Secret Selves

14

takes the joy out of success?

Samuel Richard Mook

16

In unguarded moments of naturalness the players reveal their inner natures.

Sleeping Beauty
Elissa

Malcolm H. Oettinger

warm

Landi's

Growth

Is Her Goal
Joan Crawford bares her sunt and

Who's Afraid

of

Myrtle Gebhart
what

....

of Kelly?

The newest portrayer

tells

bad guys

hif:

is

a

she's

striving for.

32

surprise.

Frances Fink

George's admirers must make room

Kay Francis

33

their hearts for his wife of nine years!

in

What Hollywood Has Given Me

.

— As

told to

Dorothy Wooldridge

36

popular star weighs the benefits and drawbacks of success.

....

The New Love Code

Screen lovers are getting stingy

A

30

.

Dudley Early

Fans, Mrs. Raft!

A

27

personality belies her chilly screen ladies.

with

Florence Ross

Blond Natural
Jean Muir's

40

caresses.

Maude Lathem

42

.

contradicts some pet traditions.

rise

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think

6

Our readers carry on with

Information, Please
The man who knows

.....
the usual gusto.

New

They Say

in
York
The winter migration to Manhattan reaches
.

Hollywood High Lights
Summing up

The Screen

a

in

first

you

feel

a

new

.

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

t

.

>

crosses the threshold of
her home in New York
she sheds her career. That
part of Ludlow Ogden
Smith's wife which is
given to the public has
nothing to do with him
or his marriage. This was
their agreement at the
time of their wedding
three years ago and it
has been rigidly adhered
to, Mr. Smith even amiably refusing to be photographed for a great
newspaper as part of the
novel code which insures
the harmony and permanence of his marriage.

HER HUSBAND
Norbert Lusk

38

AND

66

HER MARRIAGE

19

Next month's Picture
Play will tell you more
of this unusual partner-

your favorite.

ART GALLERY:
Favorites of the Fans

mous.
Consider her unusual
attitude toward her husband and his toward her.
When Katharine Hepburn

34

.

.

you simply must write

Her aloofness is
tency.
not a pose, not a reflection of Garbo's influence.
It is part of an ordered
career which was decided
on before she became fa-

28

movieland.

in

.

Gene Raymond,

ship in a fine article sensibly written by Hester

Prerelease stills of "The Rise of Catherine the Great," "Catherine the Great," "Miss
Kane's l'.aliy Is Stolen." "I'.eloved." "Nana," "Easy to Love," and "Four
Frightened People."

Robison. Avoiding all that
is shallow and sensational,
she discusses the marriage
of Katharine Hepburn and
Mr. Smith, a marriage
which gives him no rights

Handsome

portraits in rotogravure of Sylvia
Blondell, Jeanette MacDonald, Diana
Elissa I. audi, Jean Muir.

Sidney,

Ruby Keeler,

YVynyard,

Clark

.lean

Gable,

Parker, .loan

PREVIEWS:
Glimpses of Future Films

44
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a star

every right in the
world to a man in love
with his wife.
It's just
that the two, actress and
wife, never meet
A great
story; don't miss it in
Picture Play for April.

but

!

Wc
To

Her

peak.

nighter judges the new pictures.

Addresses of Players
If

8

.

Karen Hollis

.

.

....
....

month's activities

Review

Picture Play's

The Oracle

you the answers.

tells

a private individual.

strong-mindedness is only
matched by her consis-

"THE
(Based on

directed
A

SCARLET EMPRESS"
a

private diary of Catherine the Great)

by

JOSEF VON

PARAMOUNT

STERNBERG

PiCTURE
<s£l

!

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

"Cradle Song" Daring?

ONE

of our local theaters

Dorothea Wieck's
Song." But how

first

is

running a

American

trailer

Sweet, and Pola Negri had their heyday about six years
I
am afraid 1 can't claim to have been an acute
critic in those days, as I was still at school myself.
But
there is one thing I am certain of the film world has
progressed immensely since then. Bring back any one
of those three as they looked six years ago, give them
Miss Hepburn's role in "Morning Glory," and then

of

ago.

picture, "Cradle

advertised? The actress is
"an absolutely new sort of personality you have never
seen before," "ten million women have raved about her,"
and the picture is "daring," "strange," "unusual."
What a shame that a fine actress and a fine story should
be introduced to a new audience with such suggestive
is it

:

watch the box-office returns go into a falling spin
Katharine is a great actress and a fascinating personality.
fans honestly tell me that you
prefer the Claire Windsor type to anything so
vital and compelling as Hepburn, consummate

Can you American

Un-

labeling as this!

doubtedly the producers
are attempting to reproduce the same stupid advertisements that
preceded "Maedchen in

Uniform" when
brought

was

it

to this country.

read Sierra's "Cradle
fifteen years ago
and found it to be one
of the simplest and tenderest of stories concerning mother love.- Is
there anything daring
or strange in this?
1

Sung"

I saw "Maedchen in
Uniform" at the Cri-

terion Theater in

York and

New

failed, as did

hundreds of others, to
be shocked by any unhealthy significance in
the story which the stupid censors who almost

John Carroll Mason tosses a brick at
the producers for their love of sug-

banned

gestive advertising

it

from

this

in

in

connection with

it.

When

certain producers will use such unbelievable
stupidity in trying to exploit a fine player, I am enraged.

Miss Wieck is. I believe, the one genuine artist, at
among actresses, that the American screen has
John Carroll Mason.
known.
Houston, Texas.

AFTER
1

luiiil.

have never seen more perfectly finKatharine Hepburn's performance in "Morning (dory,"
and
have seen some of the finest English, French, and German players on the
stage and screen, both here and on the
Continent.
am not a fan in any sense
intend to be "on
of the word, nor do
Mr. Boring's neck" God forbid!
But
regret to have to inform you.
monsieur, that nowadays a blond Marcel
and a yard of false eyelashes are not sufI

ished, sincere acting than

I

1

I

—

I

make

a star.

saying that

Claire

ficient to

in

least

ever

I

think

I

am

right

Windsor, Blanche

actress to her finger tips?
I'm darn sorry for you!

If so, all

I

can say

is

that

Marguerite Edgelow.

Westwood, Gerrard's Cross,
Bucks, England.
Garbo's Lack of Manners.

Just let the

Let Old-timers Try It.
reading Paul Boring's letter
in November Picture Play, I reluctantly arrived at the conclusion
that the writer must be about fifteen years
old, and my guess is that his magnificent
piece <il dramatic criticism was produced
as the direct result of being "kept in"
i

Garbo's behavior toward people she meets
is 'pure rudeness," says a North Dakota fan.

Dorothea Wieck and "Cradle Song."

country seemed to find

lamented

NDIFFERENCE

stars of the silent

screen

try

some

of Katharine Hepburn's

roles,

suggests

Marguerite Edgelow.

is

all

perhaps, but when
it
degenerates into pure
rudeness, that is something
right,

I

Why

that

when

any one asks Greta a

polite

else.

is

it

impersonal question, or shows
respectful adoration for her,
she ignores it and brushes the
person aside? Does any one
ever reach the point in life
where he or she can afford to
take such an imperial manner
toward others?
It is

has

quite likely that Garbo
respect for Von

more

Stroheim than for any one
Hollywood, because he

else in

refused to be treated like a dog,

something quite unusual from
those who work with Garbo,
or otherwise are admitted into
the High and Mighty Presence.

We

need more Stroheims.
Continued on page 9
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nformation, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
RAH. — Ramon

Novarro, currently appearing in "The Cat and the Fiddle,"
with
Jeanette
MacDonald, is making
"Laughing Boy."' There are a number of
fan clubs in his honor, and if you will send
me a self-addressed stamped envelope, I
shall be glad to mail you a complete list.
Durango, Mexico, is Ramon's birthplace,
and the date, February 6, 1899. He is five
feet ten, weighs 160, and has dark-brown
hair and eyes.

—

Janet. I hope this isn't too late for you
win that bet. Janet Gaynor was chosen
Queen of the Movies" in 1930, 1931, and
1932.
A popularity poll for 1933 had not
been made up to the time of going to press.

to
'

730 Fifth Avenue, New
be able to give you the
names of the two selections played and
sung in "Secret of the Blue Room."
versal

Street,"

to

be followed by "Flying

—

;

Bing's

Am

Marian Dennis.

M. W.

23,

Brent toured the United
stock companies before going
to Hollywood.
His right name is Nolan.
Gene Raymond is not married.

Phyllis Joan.
boy and a

ginia

— The

girl.

Cherrill are
about each other.

John Boleses have
Cary Grant and Vir-

very

much

that

way

Peterson. Since you live in
York, why not phone the Universal
Exchange and ask if they expect to revive
"Dracula"? Also, you might ask if photographs of Bela Lugosi are available.
Mr. Lugosi was forty-fi.e on October 20th,
and married his fourth wife, Lillian Arch,
on January 31, 1933.
His full name is
Bela Lugosi Blasko.

—

An Interested Fan. David Manners
was born Rauff Aklom in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, on April 30,
1905,
six feet,
is
weighs 175, and has brown hair and eyes,
lie has two particular hobbies outside of
his penchant for writing
astronomy and
explorations.
Plays a good game of tennis.
Prefers blue, gray, and green in his
clothes.
For a list of his films, send me
a stamped envelope.
Space does not permit listing them here.

—

Requests for casts and lists of
should be accompanied by
a stamped, self-addressed enForeign readers desiring
velope.
personal replies may obtain inter-

—

ll<

is
nil

a

native of England;
blue eyes.

six

feet

CUMERFORD.
the

— No

Publicity

doubt if YOU
Department, Uni-

for

York, August 8, 1903, is six feet one,
weighs 190, and has brown hair and gray
eyes.

single.

Still

The Sap from

Syracuse.

—Jackie

Coo-

John

Wayne

born and raised in California.
the way, he is to make a comeback in

He
pictures in a collegiate two-reeler.
I
attends Santa Clara University.
shall send you a complete list of fan clubs
upon receipt of a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
still

G.

J.

He

name.

— That

is

Robert Young's

is

—

Some of the
care of the Warner Studio.
players take care of their own fan mail,
but in most cases it is first opened by the
studios, and letters of special interest are
brought to the attention of the stars.
in

Franklin Davis. Blanche Sweet has
been making occasional stage appearances
since her retirement from the screen.
She
has been divorced from Marshall Neilan
since 1929.
Born June 18, 1896, in Chicago five feet four, light-brown hair and
deep-blue eyes.
;

—

Madeleine. Sue Carol recently made
"Straightaway," opposite Tim McCoy, for
Columbia.
Nick Stuart has been trying
for a stage engagement.
Benita Hume is
in England.
Metro-Goldwyn may be able
to supply a pl.oto of Lawrence Tibbett.
For stills of "Hypnotized," write to World

Wide

Pictures,

1501

Broadwav,

New

York.

Anna

Anderson.

— Anita

Page seems

to

be the only player who celebrates her
birthday on August 4th.
She is not mar-

Powell was twenty-nine on
and is divorced.
Gary

care of Monogram Pictures, 6048 Sunset
Boulevard, Hollywood, where he has just

ried.

completed "Sagebrush Trail."

Cooper will be thirty-three on May 7th.
There is a Mrs. Cooper now. The lucky
girl is Sandra Shaw.
If you have designs
on any of our movie bachelors, you'd better

—

L. B. London.
Ruth Chatterton's contract was due to expire on completion of
her
sixth
picture
for
First
National,
"Journal of Crime," with Adolphe Menjou.
Up to now she hasn't signed a new
one.
In fact, she plans to go abroad for
an indefinite period.

Nozy Tommy.

—

Your brother is wrong
thinking that Anita Page played in
Fox's "Protection," released in 1929. The
principal players were Dorothy Burgess,
Robert Elliot, and Paul Page. Anita has
been cast in no current film.
Her present
plans include a vaudeville engagement.

tall,

hair,

L. V.
write t<>

He

ciates.

—Tom

Tyler has been
Freuler Film Assowas born in Port Henry, New

E. Kelly.
pictures

RKO

picture.

— Address

Mary
making

Hepburn.

— Ned

Frances V.

11th.

with Metro-Goldwyn,
but was lent to Fox for "Carolina," with
Janet Gaynor and Lionel Barry more, and
to
for "Trigger," with Katharine

Sparks is a Canadian byHis latest are "Alice in Wonderland," "Going Hollvwood," "Hi, Nellie,"
"Hell's Bells."
Wr'ite to Pat O'Brien in
Bea.

May

Dorothy

ard Cromwell has played in "Fifty Fathoms Deep," "Shanghai Love," "Emma,"
"Strange Love of Molly Louvain," "Age
of Consent," "Tom Brown of Culver."
Now playing in "Carolina," Janet Gaystarring

Powell,

right

national correspondence coupons
at any post office.

nor's

Dick

Dick

November

14th,

number is dwindling!
Carr makes an occasional picture.
hurry, for the

—

— Their

birth dates and right
Jean Parker, August 11,
1915, Mae Green; Mary Brian. February
Mary Louise Dant/ler: Kay
17,
1908,
J.

E.

names

C.
are:

Mary

D. S.
am sorry that the answer to
your question must lie "No," as I do not
keep any record of the home addresses of
I

the players.

in

R. T. Bramwell Fletcher is successfully
appearing in New York in a stage play
called "Ten Minute Alibi."
His most recent
screen appearances were in "Only
Y< terday" and "The Right to Romance."

He

published in January
Besides those you list, Rich-

birth.

—

Carol

New

were

19C8.

— George

Maureen O'Sullivan, May 17, 1911;
November 14, 1904; Tom
Brown, January 6, 1913; Kent Tavlor,
1900;

By
stills

films

—

States with

a

— Roto

Down

I wonder if you read
September Picture Play entitled "Taking a Cu: in Ages"?
The birth
date Joan Crawford gives for publication

March

Cromwell Fan.

Picture Play.

Katherine
January
13,
1906,
Gibbs; Judith Allen, January 28th, Marie
Elliott.
George O'Brien, September 1,
Francis,

gan was

friends.

"Hoopla"

of

the article in

is

best

Richard

Rio" and "I
Suzanne." Gene was
born in New York City, on August 13,
1908; five feet ten, weighs 157, platinumblond hair and blue eyes. His right name
is
Raymond Guion.
tc

will

Patsy. Evidently Bing Crosby is your
weakness.
Here's the low-down on him
born in Tacoma, Washington, May 2,
about five feet nine, weighs 168,
1904
blue eyes and light-brown hair.
His real
name is Harry Lillis Cro6by. His wife,
Dixie Lee, hails from Harriman, Tennessee, and was twenty-three on November
4th.
Their son, Gary Evan Crosby, who
won't be a year old until next July, was
named after Gary Cooper, who is one of

—

Several Latin Women. Gene Raymond is more than a hero to you, I see.
He is now playing in "The House on 56th

Pictures,

York, they

A.

— Perhaps

F. White.
return to the

Bela Lugosi
screen after the stage
run of "Murder at the Vanities." His last
pictures were "Island of Lost Souls" and
"International House."

will

—

D. J. R. In "I '.roadway to Hollywood,"
Grace was played by Jean Howard. RoHudson is with Fox.
chelle
Helen
Contii

page

C3

;

Continued from page 6
Yes, Miss Garbo has given us her dramatic talent and genius, and what have we
given her in return? A fortune of hundreds
of thousands of dollars, and fame, glory,
and adoration. Are we not entitled to at
least some courtesy and consideration from
this great Garbo?
L. M.
Beach, North Dakota.

When Madge Judges Actors.
November Picture Play, I found

IN

Several times she has the audacity

name such and such an actor as having
been in "my picture." As far as my memory serves me, Miss Evans, you have never
been starred you are and you always will
be just another leading lady.
The main reason for my astonishment
is
when that great star, Madge Evans,
;

known from coast to- coast as the star who
made Garbo turn green with envy and
rush away to Sweden, the lady who is
an acknowledged authority on histrionics,
comes out and, lisping from the treasure
fount of her wisdom, says that Lowell
Sherman is the "most artificial Thespian
of them all."
It's
very naive of Miss
Evans to fancy herself an authority, of
but

I

only

not

object,

because

without aid.
She molded herself likeany sculptor would mold his clay.
Such
thins

a

But there is something Miss Evans
might do she might let as see what real
acting is like.
I know that she must feel
very self-effacing, going along in her unimportant little roles like a good girl when
underneath she knows that she could set
the world's theaters on fire.
For instance,
she might cultivate more than two expres:

has

been

displayed

so

much

just know that when Miss Evans
the cast that some time or other
during the picture she will look appealingly at the dreat bid hero and say in a
tear-stained voice, "Oh, please !"
That
her lips will tremble, and, fighting bravely
to hold back the tears, she will gradually
let loose her other expression,
a sweet,
sweet smile. Just tew, tew deevine. And
now, Miss Evans, I should like to close
by saying that if you still think Lowell
Sherman is the "most artificial Thespian
of them all," please, please try to become
just as artificial as he is, and you may yet
become an actress and not just a leading

that

I

in

is

Loxxie Noll.

>ady.

Chicago,

Mary Om.x.

Wholesome

Fatigue.

tired

Of much

publicized

"secret

charities"

Of Joan Crawford's
Of long explanations

as

nature.

why Mary

to

:

Squawk No.
just

in

——

have seemed more true to life.
At the
most stirring moments I would think of
her silly hats and want to laugh when I
should have bee
searching for a handkerchief to wipe the tears.
And the dress
she wore with
the
exaggerated rever
which I thought any minute was going to
i

cut her throat
She is trying to be "different" and only
making herself ugly and repulsive. Clothes
seem to be what she gets by on, not acting
something to keep people's minds off
her picture and concentrate on herself.
All very well, but when one goes to a
movie to see an interesting picture, one
expects to see a picture, not just Joan
Crawford dressed in one atrocity after
another.
Lillian Bayer.
Cliff,

What's Become of Madge?
happened to beautiful Madge

Bellamy of the dark, lovely eyes?
last in "White Zombie" and
then, presto! she was gone.
How come?
Surely Madge lacks nothing.
She has
I

saw her

beauty,
still

get
role

personality,

very popular.

talent,

Who

She's

voice.

could ever
needs now

"Sandy"?
All she
good enough and big enough

—

for-

is
a
for her

own

and also one of Hollywood's most
remarkable women.
Many would give

And how about Sharon Lynn? I saw
her in "The Big Broadcast" in a very
small role.
What's the matter with Hollywoodenheads, anyway?
Can't they recognize talent when they see it?
Surely

tresses

anything to

Joan
I

is

be

like

her,

but

they

can't

unique.

admire Joan, for she has

built

her-

It?

reading

the

letter

of

Weimer commenting on Joan
Jane
Crawford's age. Before I begin I'll have
you know that Joan is my favorite actress.
Miss Weimer's letter made me
angry.
What if Miss Crawford was in
that

What

show?

floor

she did look a

if

hard? Ask Miss Weimer if she has
ever done anything as hard as a showgirl's work, pounding boards in the relittle

cetera.
She's probably the
has been well protected all her
life.
Hasn't Miss Crawford improved
herself, her dress, her manners, greatly?
Miss
If anybody happens to ask you,
Weimer, I, as one of Joan's fans, don't
give a hoot what her age is, what she
looked like or did fifteen or even ten years
ago.
All we are interested in is Joan of
More
to-day and her splendid pictures.
power and glory to her, and more happiness if possible.
Mrs. J. G. Z.

hearsal,

et

who

kind
dear

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

The Mae Westian

1AM

thoroughly

West

more

yawn

at

the

Mae

that

After

of her pictures the public will

her

suggestive

now-famous

sometime"

Flash.

convinced

just a flash in the pan.

is

a few

and

wisecracks,

"Come up and

me

see

be a thing of the past.
Mae has neither refinement, culture, nor
good taste, and her conceit has no bounds,
if
her current interviews are to be believed.
Recently I heard her speak at the
will

of "I'm No Angel."
She had a chance to make a nice little
talk over the radio, proving that, at least,
she has some semblance of good breeding
But
off screen, even if she has none on.
no, all she could do was make a few

Hollywood premiere

with
commencing
phrases
stereotyped
"Hello, folks," and ending with "Come up

and see

good

individual
it

ability.

is,

In

too.

brand of talent and darn
That gal has plenty of

fact,

she

has

everything

it

takes.

me

sometime."

Mae

lacks versatility, and that will be
downfall.
As soon as the public disrs she has nothing more to offer they
She may
will turn to another favorite.
be a big box-office attraction right now,
but the public only sees her pictures out
of curiosity and certainly not out of admiration.
Doris J. Helm.
Palo Alto, California.

WHAT'S

must be kept to ourselves if not, we
considered rude and uncultured.
So
who is the uncultured?
Joan is one of our most dramatic ac;

What Of

;

ROGERS,

are

York.

finished

just

I'VE

We

"To-day

I Live," and
could have enjoyed the picture had another girl had
the leading part you know now I am no
Crawford fan I couldn't keep my mind
off Joan's ridiculous hats and extremely
cut dresses.
If she had been dressed as
one would have expected a girl to dress
around the year 1918, the picture would

The Potter and Her

that

Betty Crew.

New

Buffalo,

Mount Washington,

17,001.

her
although I
seen

89 Kalmar Avenue. Birch
Toronto, Ontario.

Clay, Too.
next time you
want to write to this department and
you have no material or subject, please do
not write, for you are bound to say only
ridiculous things, as you did in your letter in October Picture Play.
You say Joan Crawford isn't cultured.
Do you know what culture is? If so,
why did you say such awful things about
Joan?
In society there are many things

Here's hopii]
see a great deal more of Xeil, too,
big roles he so richly deserves.
i

sensitive

Pickford continues to make picture.-.
Of arguments about Constance Bennett.
1 am weary unto death of hearing about
stars whose "exalted" conduct is actually
nothing more than the common decency
one encounters nearly everywhere.
This
goes particularly for interviewers who
loudly proclaim the superb achievement of
sainted
actresses
who remain married
more than a year. Most people do. Or
are civil to their mothers.
I
faint with fatigue at the sight of
Janet Gaynor being sweet.
I also believe that Kay Francis, Claudette Colbert, and Myrna Loy are endangering their careers by appearing in nearly
every picture that is produced.
For a boost
Onslow Stevens, Mickey
Mouse, Warner Baxter, Silly Symphonies,
Mae West, and Charles Laughton. And
will we ever again find another star as
truly glamorous as dear, departed Norma
Talmadge?
George D. Troll.
110 Lorraine Avenue,
Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

HAVE

Sharon deserves a better break than that.
She's one of the most alluringly lovely
She can
ladies I have ever gazed upon.
act, and she has plenty of poise and personality.
There is certainly a definite
place on tin Minn for both Madge and
Sharon, and we want to see them m bigger roles and m ire often, too.
Of the men, Neil Hamilton is my favorite.
He's good-looking, a line actor, and
a perfectly swell guy.

of film star>.

Illinois.

DOROTHY

admiration.

I

sense.

One

deserves

Central Cortada, Santa Label,
Porto Rico.

happen to be an ardent admirer of Mr.
Sherman, but in the name of common

sions.

9

the Fans Think

self

I
the

to

course,

What

AM

most amazing statement I have ever encountered.
It was spoken by Madge Evans in the story entitled "Madge and Her
Men."
In the first place, she seems to
have become an authority on what an
actor has to have to meet with the approval of Miss Evans. Out of a blue sky
Miss Evans decides to tell the world just
which of the men she has met professionally deserve to be known as real Thespians.

!

A Rave

in

Rime.

FOR

Pola Negri's comeback I can't pretend I've yearned; with Greta Garbo's
goings home my heart is not concerned.
It
isn't
that
Li
callous
I'm a sentimental bloke but that to me these stars
are very ordinal"/ folk.
If Pola had the
flame divine, why has it died so soon?
If Greta is so talented,
why won't she
change the tune?
Now lovely Marie
Doro, a brighter light by far, was not
a one-role copyist, nor yet a five-year
No players in the g;.me to-day surstar.
pass her sense of fun, or hurt us more

—

when

there's

a

i

tragic

—

story

to

Continued on page 58

be

!
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Wahmk ($M&!pakade, ofM<M
ifrnkcmS 1& ahmJ&k wonj /.
"42nd Street". ."Gold Diggers". ."Footlight Parade"
and now the most spectacular attraction the
show world has ever known
"Wonder Bar". Sensation of two continents on the stage, it comes to the
.

.

-

r

v ¥**gp'

.

.

—

.

screen

in

gloriously

a blaze of unrivalled splendor to give you a
new conception of musical screen spectacle!

<.

WONDER BAR
Starring

A L J O L S O N
DOLORES DEL RIO
RICARDO CORTEZ

KAY FRANCIS
DICK POWELL

D'ORSA'Y

HAL LEROY
GUY KIBBEE

HUGH HERBERT

KATHRYN SERGAVA

RUTH DONNELLY

ROBERT BARRAT

MERNA KENNEDY

HENRY KOLKER

F

I

F

I

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Dance numbers created and
directed by BUSBY BERKELEY • A First National Picture

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME
NUMBER

XL

I'hoto by Otto

JANET

PICTURE PLAY

1

MARCH
1934

Dyar

GAYNOR

and a surprise: she thinks her new picture,
Not alone because of her part in it, but because it is from an
uncommonly successful play, "The House of Connelly." Not only because it is charming, but because it is beautiful,
substantial and satisfying, and she wants so much for you to like it.
Carolina,"

is

smiles at you over her fan because she has a secret

the best she has offered

in

a long while.

-

:
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Joan Crawford.

Clark Gable.

WHAT

STAR ARE

DO

you need to consult a mind specialist?
If you greet that question with derisive mirth,
perhaps you should! A list of people who patron-

ize

psychoanalysts as regularly as they

visit their dentists

would include the names of many of America's foremost
actors, artists, writers, scientists, statesmen, and financiers.

So

Lee Tracy.

answer

This

plenty of self-confidence, a
fellowmen, and a sociable nature,
with primary qualifications for an organizer, politician,
or salesman.
"No," Cooper, Crawford, Raft.
This answer reveals them to be shy, introspective,
dreamers dominated by imagination, most
sensitive
indicates

lively interest in their

;

it

might he instructive, as well as a

of fun, to
was prepared unlot

take the mentality test given here.
It
der the supervision of an expert, and comes to you
through the kindness of ten stars who answered the test
questions so that you may compare your character traits
with theirs. The stars are Gary Cooper, Joan Crawford.
Kay Francis, Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Fredric March,
Joel McCrea, George Raft. Lee Tracy, and Mae West.

Here are

suc-

to

likely

ceed in any of

No

the arts.

answered
"undecided,"
star

which

indi-

cates an

ec-

centric nature,

answers
to the questions, and explanations of what these
answers show about their

lacking in con-

characters

worry ah on

1.

their

Do

you feel

at

case on being intro-

duced

to a

new group

of people.'
"Yes," Gable, Harlow, Frances, March.
Tracy, West, McCrea.

West.

Answer each question honestly to the best
of your ability, with "yes," "no," or "undecided."
Then consult answers by famous
stars, given in this article, to discover what
star you resemble mentally, and what a
psychoanalyst would reveal about your own
character.
1.

Do you

2.

Are

lo

fidence.

Are you

2.
i

n e

I i

n ed

t

I'll

I

lire?

Do you judge
Are you

ami

tions

x.

worry

to

about

the

people by surface indicaimpressions?
to remember deeply old

first

likely

and grudges?

griefs

future,
rather than
he happy-go-

rather than
speedy ones,

w

inclined

4.

the

lucky?
."Yes," Raft,
March. Francis, Cooper.
These are
c a u t i o u s

I

at ease on being introduced

feel

new group?

a

von

3.

o

thinkers
Mae

TAKE THIS TEST WITH THE STARS.

t-^

you particularly happy when the
center of attraction in a group of
friends ?
Do you appreciate good performances by
others ?
Do you attempt new (asks with confiseel;
dence, and
advice only when

Are

your own
s.

Do you

9.

Id.

11.

12.

initiative

fails?

purchase articles not parwanted because of suscepti-

often

ticularly

bility to good salesmanship'.'
Are you sensitive to slights and snubs?
Do logic and facts guide you, rather
than emotion and intuition?
Ho you like to play practical jokes?
Are yon calm and Confident in the face
of emergencies requiring quick decision

or action ?
you seek to add to your
friends ?

to

list

of close

13.

1

ble in business

14.

Are

affairs.

15.

going in work?
Does wearing proper clothes for an occa
sion contribute strongly to your con
tidelice and ease?

10.

Do

and are capa-

"No." HarMcCrea,

low,

methodical

you

you
able?

consciously

strive

Tracy,

West,

17.

Do you mind being watched

('.able.

Craw-

IS.

In

play

ford.

This

than

rather

to
at

be

easy-

agree-

work or

?

answering

the above, are you rea
confident that your replies are

sonalilx

correct

?

^

indi-

George

cates a typical phase of artistic temperament.
decisions are snappy and impulsive: experience

Raft.

best teacher.

"Undecided," shows a nature
"yes," except for too

much

like

caution.

that

Their
is

their

indicated

by
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Joel McCrea.

Kay

YOU

LIKE?

Do you have a Mae West
type?

Try

personality, or

personality test

this

3.
Do you go by surface indications and first impressions in judging people?
"Yes," Raft, Harlow.
It indicates faith in human nature and confidence in
their own ability to form judgments.
Thev are apt to
get into difficulties through their associations.
"No," Cooper, Crawford. Francis, Gahle, March.

Tracy, West.
This reply identifies them as tolerant, understanding
students of humanity.
McCrea voted "undecided,"
which denotes caution.
4.
Are you likely to remember deeply old grief's.
augers, and other emotional experiences
"Yes," Cooper, Francis, West.
This answer is a very simple indicator of an impressionable, retentive nature that profits fully from past
j

experiences.

"No," Crawford, Gable. McCrea, March. Raft, Tracy.
This indicates cheerful elasticity, and ability to take
punishment.
"Undecided," Harlow.
This answer indicates discrimination.
particularly happx when the center of
group of friends/
"Yes," Crawford.
Indicates a person charmingly naive, frank, and hon5.

Fredric March.

Francis.

Are you

attraction in a

is

By Helen Pade

Kay

Francis your mental

and check with the

answers.

stars'

"Undecided," Harlow, Crawford well-balanced ability.
8.
Do you often purchase articles not particularly
wanted because of susceptibility to good salesmanship.'
"Yes," Francis, Harlow, Tracy, West.
This answer shows imagination, kindness, and gen;

erosity often to a fault.

"No," Cooper, Crawford, Gable, March. McCrea. Raft.
This shows a nature bolstered either by stubbornness
or a clear logic that arguments cannot sway.
9.
Are you sensitive to slights and snubs.'
"Yes." Crawford, indicating sensitiveness.
"No," Francis. Cooper, Gable, March. McCrea, Raft.
Tracy. West.
This shows a developed emotional
armor.
"Undecided," Harlow, shows overcaution in self-judgment.
10.

Do

logic

and

cold facts -guide you.
rather than emotion
and intuition?
"ontinued on p. 62
(

Jean Harlow.

with close friends.
"No," Cooper, Francis, Gable, Harlow, McCrea,
March, Raft, Tracy, West.
This reply shows either modesty or a desire to watch
life rather than act it.

est

"Undecided" indicates justifiable doubt.
Do you appreciate good performances by others.'
All stars answered "yes."
The indications are apparent "no" or "undecided"
shows misanthropy, jealousy, selfishnc^.
7.
Do you attempt new tasks with confidence, and
seek advice only when your own initiative fails?
"Yes," Francis, Gable. McCrea. March, Tracy. West.
6.

;

This indicates alertness, originality, initiative.
"No," Cooper, Raft.
This shows caution and thoroughness in work: developers rather than explorer-;.

I

—
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TRAGIC

MANSIONS
The heartbreak houses of Hollywood are occupied by the unhappiest people in the world.
If

you think fame and money are enough, read
amazing revelation.

with

in

years the press, par-

and well-meaning
friends have united in
warning boys and girls to stay
away from Hollywood. The
difficulty of getting a job, the

slim chance of achieving prominence, the high cost of living,
the indifference of the town
to the stranger within its gates
all
have been offered as
arguments against a trek after
film fame and fortune.

—

But to date no one has advanced the real and best
reason why eager youth should
not turn its footsteps toward
lollywood and heartbreak.
That reason is, there is no

—

—

1

real success in

Hollywood!

may seem

that

)h,

(

like

a

sweeping statement at first and
may lie called rank heresy.
il

Xo

doubt

ment
can
have

wide

will attract vehe-

it

Certainly you
fortunes that
made and world-

denials.
cite

vast

been

fame that has been

at-

tained.

But the
cess

real

meaning of

suc-

The sucone who is

happiness.

is

cessful

man

is

happy, regardless of whether
lie

lives in a collage or a stucco

mansion.

And

the mansions of
lolare occupied by the
unhappiest, most frustrated individuals in the world.
Theii

lywood

I

Marlene
mansion

Dietrich's tragic
is

barred and

mother?
by

frustration is the greater because in their hands are all
the instruments which should assure them complete con-

which fail abysmally to do so.
you don't believe me, come with me on a visit to
some of the most famous and luxurious homes of the
cinema capital. Look with me into the hearts of those
lonely dwellers on the glacial heights of fame.
Let's start in Brentwood, where graceful eucalyptus
and towering palm trees border the estate of Joan Crawford, monument of the love that she and Douglas Fairtent, but

If

bolted in fear of kidnapers, her daughter,
Maria, and herself under
constant guard. Do you
think she is a
happy
Photo

Benham

ex-husband,

her

loved.

ents,

Laura

public

William Powell, is really
no happier than any girl
who has lost the man she

FOR

By

Lombard, gay

Carol

when seen

this

Wide-

World

banks,
to

Jr.,

once shared.

For three years Joan and Doug made love glamorous
themselves and a watching world. Thev had even -
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two wealth, fame, youth, and that greatest
love for each other.
It was during those years that Joan forged to the front
ranks of young emotional actresses and won a place for
herself among the box-office successes of the screen.
Not only in her work hut in her personal life she inn

thing, those

of

all gifts,

Many there were who attribute*
gressed remarkably.
her metamorphosis from a wild and noisy Charleston
dancer to one of the most gracious ladies in films to her
marriage into the Fairbanks family.
And young Doug himself climbed from roles of little
importance to a position of prestige. Joan received her
share of credit for his development.
They were so happy in the beginning. But their happiness, like all happiness in Hollywood, was not destined
Rumors began soon after their wedding and
to last.
culminated in their recent divorce.
Since getting her freedom. Joan has laughed a little
louder, been a little gayer than before.
She has divided
her time and attention among several of Hollywood's
most eligible bachelors, of late concentrating on Franchot
Tone. (Have you noticed his resemblance to Doug?)
Wealth, fame, youth she still has. But who is there
to doubt that she would give them all in exchange for
the bliss that she knew when she and young Doug shared
their hopes and dreams?
No happier romance ever blossomed in Hollywood
than that of William Powell and Carol Lombard
Bill,
the poised and suave sophisticate Carol, luscious young
exponent of blond sex appeal.
Perhaps in another town Bill and Carol might have
preserved the really fine feeling that existed between
them. In the cinema capital their marriage lasted little
more than a year.
No one knows just what caused the rift between them.
The details are unimportant, anyway. The one signifi-

—

:

tin' sadness and disillusionment in bis eyes as he
contemplates the home and life now void without

guise

—

Richard Dix escaped the wiles of match-making

mam-

many

years

mas and marriage-minded maidens
that be was considered immune to

1

\

privileged.
Even blase

Hollywood was aghast when Sp<
Tracy and his lovely wife came to the parting of their
ways a short time ago.
With a long record of years and hardships shared,
with a mutual adoration of their small son to bind them

together, even fickle filmland considered their marri;
to be grounded on something more substantial than the

majority.
Possibly if movie money had not
into the coffers of the Tracy family,
girls fresh and unwearied by years
of poverty and
struggle had not

been

in her lovely

girl

Nations have paid

homage

to Charlie Chaplin's

artistry,

companionship of the sons he adores, Charles,

Jr.,

danger-

so

cessible,

home-.

:

flowed so madly
dazzling young

if

ously close and ac-

in any town in the country who has lost the man
she loves.
.And Bill, worldliness and sophistication cannot dis-

this

the machinations of

little blond El
But when he met the reserved and dignified Winifred
oe be capitulated.
From the first there were vague
rumblings that all was not well in the Dix menage.
Shortly after a daughter was born to them, they sep
arated, the excuse being that .Mrs. Dix was unhappy
because Dick's work kept bun away from her so much.
Hollywood has poured its fame and its gold at the
feet of Richard Dix.
Yet the love of his wife and baby
be is unable to enjoy. Such pleasures are the lot oi the
man in the street, of our neighbor and of mine, yet
Richard Dix. one of the darlings of the gods, is not o

and

is

for so

tlie

new home, stepping into
powerful motors, opening closets brimming with seductive gowns. Carol's life is just as empty as that of any
cant fact

—

Carol.

his

Spencer

wife might

never have

decided on separate

The

list

is

in-

Continued on page 52

but he

is

denied the

and Sydney.

rhoto by Wide World

Long years of struggle and hardship have

— and

ended

in

material suc-

—

separate homes for
Spencer Tracy and his wife.

cess

—
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Spencer

Tracy

has

revealed

In

himself as being just an overgrown, bashful kid at heart
surprise number one.

Actions are cited to prove that
Chester Morris is not selfish.

the depths of Constance Bennett's inner self are memories of heartaches,
disillusionments, and troubles.

SECRET SELVES

UNMASKED
WE And

together years and years
leave unsounded still
Each other's springs of hopes and fears,
Each other's depths of will,
I
ntil hy accident one day
live

Some chance look- or tone,
Lights up with instantaneous ray
A hidden world unknown.

odd how we live with people, see them day in and
IT'S
day out, think we know all the- facets of their personand then suddenly some day a chance look or
word reveals a hidden side of their natures we never hefore suspected.
It's like watching a person light a cigarette in the dark. The flame, cupped in the hand, throws
lighl on the face and brings out in hold relief features to
which we had paid no attention.
It's like unmasking
alities

them.
Sitting here in a cabin in the wood, miles from nowhere, thoughts of Hollywood and friends
have known
I

there flash across my mind.
In almost every case some
utterance under the stress of unusual circumstances connects itself with these personalities, utterances more indicative of their real selves than months or even years
of ordinary association furnishes.
Constance Bennett, for instance. I've known her for
years, and since our first meeting we've been the best of
friends.
I've regarded her as one of the wittiest, most
poised, and brilliant girls I've ever known
and one of the
best sports.
But she has always seemed to me to be selfsufficient, more interested in herself than any one else.
>nce we sat late at night gossiping.
I was repeating
a long conversation I had had with another star, how her
marriage had gone smash after she had pinned all her
hopes and faith on it. I think a tear splashed into my
high hall.
"What of me?" Connie cried. "What of my marriage? I gave up everything' for it, and what happened?

—

(

I

Secret Selves
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Unmasked

Hollywood than Chester, yet
he has the reputation of being more or less
self -centered, interested only in himself and

better liked in

his

immediate family.

In one picture he made, the director became
romantically interested in the leading lady.
Chester was nominally the star, but everyscenes,
thing was being thrown to the girl
lighting, dialogue, everything. And she, quick
to note the lay of the land, took advantagi
the situation and did everything possible to
make life miserable for Chester and to humiliate him.
Afterward a friend of the girl's came to
lie knew the writer would
interview him.
exploit her friend at his expense, and he de-

—

The girl wrote a letter to
clined to sec her.
the editor of the magazine putting Chester in
a

bad

light.

Later the editor visited Hollywood and T
took him to Chester's home one night to let
him see for himself what a real sort of person
Incidentally, I wanted to give
Chester is.
I
Chester a chance to explain his actions.
wanted him to tell the editor of all the humiliations and indignities to which he had
been subjected and of the antagonism the
leading lady had evinced toward him.
Do you think he did? Oh, no. Xor could
all my coaxing move him.
Continu* d mi page 52

Clark Gable secretly reads poetry about sailing to the moon "on a star-blue tide"
the he-

—

man dreamer.
rhoto by Bull

Desperately ambitious, desperately unhappy, Joan Crawford's feelings are easily hurt, but she's a good sport

about

When
with

it.

the stars are caught

all

unawares

"front" forgotten, you'll find

some

nice surprises.

By
Samuel Richard
Do you

Mook

my

heart didn't snap, too?
Oh, I got a
divorced, but do you think
money can compensate for the ideals and illusions and
dreams you have to cast aside at a time like that?"
It was before her marriage to the marquis and she was
speaking of Phillip Plant. I never see her now but that
conversation recurs to me. It is more indicative of the
real Constance than all the other pictures I have of her.
It convinces me that beneath the surface, beneath that
haughty poise for which she is noted, Constance has the
same streak of tenderness, pins her faith to the same
things, as other girls.
And it convinced me that some
one else when it's the right person can mean more to
her than herself.
With the exception of Phillips Honnes and Bing
lot

of

think

money when we were

—

—

Crosby, Chester Morris is better company than any man
I know.
He's always good for a lot of laughs and you
seldom find him in a serious mood. There are few men

18

Robert

Mona

Richard

BARRiE

DIRECTED BY HENRY KING
Henrietta

Stepin

uorious love story in
the season

s

most illustrious

cast,

a

FETCHIT

SCREEN PLAY BY REGINALD BERKELEY
FROM "THE HOUSE OF CONNELLY" BY PAUL GREEN

setting vibrant with

enthrall you as

it

drama. Seven

unfolds.

stars,

A human, pulsing

romance that will be etigraved in your memory for all ofipj^.

WW/

POOR

Sidney

Sylvia

— poor

Madame Butterfly! Trouble
dogs their footsteps, only
Sylvia's

Japanese heroine met

with tragedy while Sylvia herself
First,

is
it

headed for rainbows.
was a quarrel with

Paramount over her illness
and withdrawal from "The
Way to Love." Then her father
threatened a lawsuit to void
her adoption, when a child,
by Doctor Sidney. Her peace
of mind destroyed, poor Sylvia
couldn't begin her new picture
until

legal

difficulties

The

disentangled.

suit

were
with-

drawn, she is now happily at
work on "Good Dame" which
you shall presently see. Bravo,
sweet Sylvia!
llMita

by

ElUEeiH

U'

l-i

Ki

<•
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JUST a sweet

little

Irish

lass,

Ruby

the
Keeler can't accustom herself to
she
although
attracts
attention she
the public eye since
in

has been
She goes her serene
childhood.
Hollyway, pleasant to everybody in
the
by
bewildered
wood and a little
star.
a
as
her
given
deference
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JEAN PARKER'S
Beth

in "Little

exquisitely

Women"

tender

has endeared

her to thousands, hundreds of thouShe is on the cinema map to
sands.
stay.

She

is

an ingenue

plus,

who

that certain heartstring which no
else touches,
at

it.

But

it's

because they

pulls

one

can't get

Jean's for the asking

L,

Photo

and

Brothers pot their collective feet down
her name to Joan
refused to allow Joan Blondell to change
as you see in
darker,
grow
hair
her
let
Barnes, she up and
herself too
and
name
her
thinks
She
picture.
the smaller
personblond
a
But, Joan dear, you'll always have
blond.
you.
love
we
That's why
ality.

WHEN

22

Warner

by

Elmer Fryer

Urence Sim-lair Hull

Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull

EVERYBODY'S rooting for Jeanette
MacDonald to sing the title role in
"The Merry Widow." Whether it is
produced as an operetta or as a

comedy minus the original music, Miss
MacDonald either as prima donna or
comedienne

is

ne plus

ultra.

DlANA WYNYARD

a murderess? Hor

is what you
shocked amazement when
she is accused of slaying her husband
in "The Paradine Case," her new film.
But it can't be true.
Anyway, the
Wynyard will win you to her side

rible thought!
will

ask

Yet that

in

23

L

CLARK GABLE'S
him

ness

cost

good

roles, but

for him

rest,

long

ill-

several
it

gained

a becoming

and a new
pose and restraint in

leanness,

re-

his

photograph

acting.

This

gives a

glimpse

of the

new Gable, better than
ever, as you shall soon see

Plioto by Russell Ball

Photo by George

ITurrcll

WHATEVER
manages

part he plays,

show

Gene Raymond

happy-go-lucky
underneath any role. This is
what makes him a favorite with legions of
fellow he

to

the

is

picturegoers.
better than

This,

and

his ability to act

a handsome chap needs

His next?

"Coming Out

Party."

to.

Photo

THE

best,

because

it

is

the truest

and most

re-

vealing, interview with Elissa Landi appears on
Witty, frank and gracious,
every word she utters bespeaks intelligence and
heretoIf you liked la Landi
c sense of humor.
fore, you'll love her now.

the opposite page.

26

.by

Krnest A. ltachrach
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SLEEPING BEAUTY
A

noted interviewer compares

tures.

Elissa

But a prince has come,

SLEEPING BEAUTY"

Landi to a beautiful princess imprisoned

who may

By Malcolm

—

bad

pic-

put her into the superior pictures she deserves.

by way of being a
very symbolic title for
a story about Elissa Landi.
For years she has been a prisoner in celhiloidia, a veriHer theme song
table Goldilocks with the three bears.
might well have been "Who's afraid of the big bad box?"
She has been a potential star
of some magnitude, neglected,
misdirected a sleeping beauty
awaiting the prince who will
is

in

H. Oettinger

was going over her manuscript

with her. excising ex-

smoothing transiand doing those little
odd jobs peculiar to publishers and editors in general.
This new book, "Ancestor," is the first volume of what
promises to he a trilogy. It will not have the somberness
pletives,
tions,

of O'Neill nor the pretentiousness of a Forsyte Saga, but it
will attempt to cover several
generations in American history, said Miss Landi.
I wondered whether she employed the same method in
transcribing her thoughts to the
printed page that Mae West
described in Picture 'lay a few
months ago. The diamond duchtwo dictaphones, a
ess uses

her into the pictures she
Will the prince be
But we are
named Harry?
getting ahead of our story.
Elissa Landi has been playing hide and seek with popular
acclaim for some three years.
She has gone from very bad
pictures to fairly good ones and
secretary, and a handy man on
Miss Landi
words.
back, with the grim good will
special
She has suffered
promptly whirled across the
of a martyr.
in Singapore, Delhi, and Madaroom, dove into a pile of magagascar.
She has performed
zines, books, manuscripts, and
stoically the whimsical tasks impapers, and emerged with a
posed upon her by her masters.
loose-leaf notebook in hand.
And when I met her she was
"This is what I write in," she
frankness itself in self-appraisal.
said triumphantly. "I sit in exShe belongs to the intelligent
ecutive anterooms for hours,
group that includes such ladies
waiting to hear what my next
as Chatterton, Francis, Heppicture is to be, and 1 find ample
burn, and Karen Morley.
time then for writing. At home
She
has definite ideas about things
I write occasionally in the eveand expresses them lucidly.
ning."
She is slender and blond, her
Miss Landi is not a gadabout.
longishly bobbed hair parted in
Democratic, yes, she said, hut
the middle.
Her smile is cornot overly social.
dial, her manner gracious. Even
"I am doubtless accused of
she put
if her mother is a countess she
being 'high-hat' "
ij notation
marks round the
defers to the exigencies of the
moment she will be ingratiatwords by her inflection "but 1
ing.
I
chew
And so she is, but not
insist that 1 am not.
without overaccenting the gesgum assiduously, ride to the
i
Photo by Fraker
ture a trifle.
studio every day in a nondeWhere the average star goes
script little Ford, and halloa at
The dignified Landi insists that she chews gum,
to great lengths to prove to the
scene shifters and associate prorides to work in a Ford, and greets scene
press that she is every inch a
shifters and associate producers all along the
ducers all along the way."
lady and that those decollete
This aggressively democratic
way extraordinary behavior for an intelgowns and rowdy actions in her
lectual star.
spirit might strike a captious
pictures do not correspond with
critic as being a trifle forced.
her real self at all. Miss Landi went to opposite extremes.
Probably no one in recent years, if ever, has suffered
from as many bad pictures as the fair Elissa. She has
At any rate, she insisted that pictures had misrepresented
her as being a chill British lady.
had so few good ones that they are the exception rather
"I have warmth." she assured me, "and I have humor,
than the rule.
or I never should have been able to stick it out so long.
Meeting her, one's sympathy i> aroused at her plight.
For she is a poised, intelligent woman, well informed on
Eve told them what I am like and what I could do, but
they've blindly gone on casting me as English ladies."
all phases of picture making, and bereft of illusions regarding Hollywood and its geniuses. She talks rapidly
Miss Landi, besides being the daughter of a countess,
with a precise diction that is faintly tinged with some
has another connection with royalty. She writes novels.
Two have been published, and a third is in press. Y\ Fen alien accent, Swiss or Austrian perhaps. She harbors
Continued on page 63
I called at her apartment in the Algonquin, her publisher
put

deserves.

I

—
—

;

—
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S ay
By Karen
fare of a social

and returned

Mary
la^,

Hollis
Then they married

register alliance.

Hollywood.
Pickford, the most famous of

came

to

to

all

film Cinderel-

town bearing her marital defeat

gallantly,

and looking about for a play to distract her.
Charlotte Henry, debuting in "Alice in Wonderland,"
was launched on a public career and viewed with some
misgivings.
Picture production in the East really got off to a big
start at last with Marshall Neilan putting a cast crowded
with popular favorites through their paces.

Helen Hayes won new triumphs
on the stage in "Mary of Scotland";
and filmdom's noisiest and its most
distinguished young leading men,
Max Baer and Douglass Montgomery, came to town ready for stage
work.
Knshrining relics of film stars
reached a new high when a Brooklyn restaurant put on exhibition the
high chair Mae West used to sit in,
and the voice of the people was
leard in theaters wherever a Lee
Tracy picture was shown.
Mexicans can't tell them who to support
in pictures.

Repeal brought social life out
of the hideaways into the open.
Fashion forecasters predicted a
in
which every one
would dress like Katharine
Hepburn.

season

—

Suited to any Purse.
For the sake of those girls
who want to add a Katharine

ANY

to

the giddy

whir]

ways
done

in

In
the first place, the
hair must be in a
long bob, softly

film

could

Lake," seats had been sold for eight
weeks in advance. When she was last
here on the stage in "The Warner's Husband"' every one who saw her thought she
had unusual talent, hut. alas, not very many went to see
Now just let them try to gel tickets!
her.
The engagement of filmdom's most famous bachelor,
Gary Cooper, to Veronica Balfe, or Sandra Shaw, as
film fans know her, was announced with the muted fan-

few

a

which

colony these
enter a six-day
bicycle race or a marathon
dance for a rest cure. Startling
precedents have heen established,
various records have been broken
Katharine Hepburn bids fair to
lie as »rea( a sensation on the stage
as she has been in pictures.
Two
weeks before her opening in "The

days

to

wardrobes, here

are

of

Manhattan's suddenly aug-

mented

Hepburn touch

their

who tried
keep up with

fan

it is

:

waved in deep
billows and
pushed back
from the face as if
nown by a strong wind.

The

effect

is

that of a noble

on the prow of a ship cutting into a gale.
Clothes are comfortfigure

casual, and severely plain.
Around
the daytime she wears a dark-gray suit
with fur-lined cape and a sweater blouse of light red.
able,

town

A

in

scarf is worn
the hack.

around the front and is tied or hangs
wears a deep-blue
velvet coat, very long and very plain, over a sheathlike
gown of wine-red crepe, long-sleeved and high-necked.
Put if those are beyond your purse, take heart from this:
.it
rehearsals she wore an old khaki shirt and trousers.

down

flat

In the evening she

J
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in

Manhattan fans are dizzy

The Ways

of Society.

— Gary

trying to

keep up with the doings

Cooper suffered no

loss of popularity with the larger public because of the

announcement

of

his

engagement

—

person in
a sketch at the Paramount Theater, with Sari
Maritza and Raquel Torres, and the girls turned
out in force to see him.
He could have augmented
his honeymoon fund by another four thousand dollars
had he been able to postpone
his next picture long enough
to stay another week.
Now that he is married, he
will be listed as the husband
of Veronica Balfe in the Social

he appeared

in

Register, which

is

their

way

—

all

of

the listed gentry.
Social ranks don't let the bars
easily in the records, frantically as they may pursue film

down

our

to their parties.

glam-

They speak

of Mr. Cooper being "taken up"
by society, not of his being "in."

That

is

all

right with me,

but

*

of the

t

season

"Little

in

Women,"

ing?

about film companies retaliatThey can always speak of

Katharine Hepburn is the
coming sensation

the

socially

Elizabeth

on the stage, too,

how

registered

Young being taken up by

pictures

if

advance

ticket

of being in them.
Miss
Young, known as "Libby" to her
intimates, came East after finishing her part in "Queen Christina"
and has been guest of honor at a

buying means any-

dizzy round of parties.

LivingMargaret
ston remained just

instead

go West soon to ap"The Trumpet Blows."

She has

to

pear in
with George Raft, but meanwhile'
she is praying for a heavy snowstorm.

If

a

blizzard

will

just

come, she means to rent a sleigh
and dash up to Central Park !asino.
This year the old custom is
to be revived of presenting a bottle

thing.

Mrs.

man

Paul

duction
to her.

seen

White-

until film

in

came

proEast

She'll

be

"The Social

Register."

<

champagne to the first guests to arrive by sleigh.
Libby Young landed her role in "The Trumpet
Blows" partly because she is a very pretty girl, and

of

partly because she doesn't flinch at the sight of bullfights.
During the summers she
She loves them.
spent in Biarritz with her family, she often went across
the Spanish border to see bullfights.

Another Wonderland.
chosen to play the

title

crowded cocktail party, she knew
I
wouldn't go so far
the answers.
Continued on page 53

at a

being noble about their girls
who choose husbands outside

celebrities to lend a note of

a tour of the country as soon as she finished the picture.
From city to city she went being intro-

duced to the press, autographing books
in department -tores
the shy and retiring Lewis Carroll must have turned
over in his grave at that
bowing before multitudes.
By the time she had
reached New York and rubbed elbows

The next week

society girl.

of visiting stars.

— Charlotte

Henry, who was

role in "Alice in

after hundreds of others had been tested,

Wonderland"
was taken on
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GROWTH
Ceaselessly striving to advance herself both as

Joan Crawford pauses long enough
past,

and

woman and

to discuss

actress,

men, marriage, her

the state of her soul, with a sympathetic interviewer.

drama!" Joan Crawford exclaimed.
matched her decisive tone.

had enough
I'VE
A sweeping gesture

HER

IS

it
from her forever. Or for quite
anyhow.
"Professional or personal?" 1 asked.
"I wanted to do dramas.
I craved that form of ex"Both!" She suddenly clinched her hand, then widely
pression.
I did them.
Now I feel light and gay, reopened it, as though, having squeezed the last drop of
leased from those dramatic emotions that lift one up,
drop one down, and drain one's
energy.
So I turn to brighter
Each Joan, in her
stories.

suffering, she thrust

a while,

progress
route
tion,

of

along

natural

is

sincere

the

"How

self-realiza-

— at

the

and
mo-

a

tell.

never
marry again," she said
ment.

"I

long will this mood
Her face was lighted by
frankly amused smile. "I can't

last?"

shall

I

never prescribe any pro-

gram for myself."
What! Another Joan?

But
what would life be were the
Crawford to become commonplace, any of her phases perma-

with closed eyes.
But
don't be surprised if
she does.

nent ?
almost inseparable from Franchot Tone,
and is currently appearing in a spectacular musical film,
Her marriage, with its
she has an air of feeling free.
summits of joy and its vales of heartache, is over, though
her thoughts travel backward wistfully, as thoughts will

Now

that she

is

do after a crisis.
She is outwardly happy. I question that she is conShe radiates sparkle. Holding gardenias, intertented.
mittently smelling their fragrance in quick, appreciative
sniffs, she is in circulation again, dining and dancing at
the Coconut Grove and other night spots.
"Indeed, I get as much thrill out of attentions as I did
"But it's different.
before my marriage," she admitted.
When I open a box of gardenias and fish for the card. I

tremble inside.
What sentiment has he written? And
did he mean it ? I never used to search for subtleties. Now
For I am through
I question more, yet I really care less.
with romance!" Joan, Joan! But is Franchot through?
"Besides, dancing is just a pleasure, not a career. Winning cups used to be important, but largely show-off. Having the spirit that loves challenge, I always will be competiThe trophy changes, however. Growth is my goal."
tive.
return
It must be true that life is a series of circles.
to the same situations, though we have learned and
For not even outwardly is Joan the hev-hey
changed.
heroine of her dancing evenings. The spirit is identical;
In her dancing there is
her manifestation of it differs.
Her gaze is speculative, less
less breathless abandon.
greedy for li fe.
"If a woman wants live qualities in man, she must look
"No one person could
for five men," Joan continued.
Perhaps men are polygamaterialize our imaginary ideal.
mous because each need is answered by each woman.
"Woman may be instinctively polygamous, but she is
more practical. Wanting permanence, even with imperfection, she makes concessions, while restless man con-

We

tinues his search."
foan wouldn't say what qualities Franchot possesses that

appeal to her. other than to remark that he has two of
asked. Silence. After all. there's
them. "Which two?"
a limit to this personal interrogation.
1
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GOAL
By Myrtle Cebhart
"Marriage naturally altered

my

male

ideal.

used to be crazy about the good-time boys

To

prodigal spenders.

interest

me now,

and strength.
thought grand

a

I

—the
man

couldn't go
five years ago."
with boys whom I
She has learned also, I believe, to follow man's
lead, herself amiably receptive; that's a subtle
fascination.
For she said, "Franchot is the only
man I know with whom an evening doesn't have
just say. 'Well, where shall
to be arranged.
we go?' and dash out on some impulsive mood."
Hollywood divorcee says that she still feels
linked to her ex-husband.
"No!" Joan disagreed. "I no longer feel married to Doug.
But always there will be a bond
between us. I'm so glad that we had the courage
Friendship is impossible between
to separate.
lovers.
Desire is too selfish, too urgent.
Only
when that passes can there be understanding and
generosity.

must have

intellect

I

We

A

"It's

sad.

bitterness,

it

But had our marriage gone on tc
would have been tragic. We were
marry !" Her shudder was a graphic

too young to
indication of her emotion.
"Too impetuous, too eager. Love is so largely
illusion, such a fragile, delicate thing.
might
have shattered all our ties. Now nothing can rob
us of our exquisite memories.
"I shall never marry again !"
Her eyes closed
tightly.
Her tone was very positive. "I am glad
that I had it.
But pain is too great a price to pay
for a happiness that may not endure.
"Every woman needs marriage, even if it is
only temporary.
It isn't essential that it last.
Life is like a movie: we build through little scenes
to a climax. The climax of one woman's life may
be marriage, another's high light may be success
in a career.
For the latter, marriage is merely
one experience, an ecstasy which she needs, that
she may feel and learn and interpret.

We

Photo by

Ilurrell

directs me," says Miss Crawford. "Logic and
is less necessary for the
reason are not the reins that control. It's a mistake when think
than for the business or home woman.
things out.
When feel know!
When we stew and boil, or feel repressed, we can
They can't.
let it all out in an emotional scene.
Either she is more calloused to pain or in her new
her.
"In fact" her smile was a bit wistful, as though
evaluations insincerity isn't worth a hurt.
haunted by memory "we express so much before the
So she, consciously or instinctively, is readjusting her
camera that sometimes we haven't enough vital emotion
life.
couldn't
She has had her house done over.
[
left for our marriage!
are burned up. wilted.
Again an em"My divorce taught me to know my friends," she said, stand it! Memories in ever) corner!
phatic tone, an explicit gesture.
with spirit.
"You think that those at the top profesThe current Joan increases in melodramatic emphasis.
Yes?" Her lifted
sionally are never cold-shouldered?
Each gown belongs in the spotlight. Only a dominant
eyebrows were eloquently ironic.
"We dined here and there, we had guests frequently. personality could wear them without being smothered,
When the separation was announced, invitations to cer- could give reality to their artificiality. Her publicity
Each repictures show a trend toward bizarre effects.
They feared for their own precious
tain homes ceased.
mark seems to need an exclamation point.
names and fame. Their 'friendship' couldn't stand the
All actors dramatize themselves. An exaggeration of
test. Others, of course, were loyal, and they compensate."
ego is in the very air. Ambition breeds that, progress
She gives to all of that now only a sigh of regret.
[Continued on page 581
necessitates it.
She has lost much of that fear which used to surround

"A

lasting marriage

"An inner urge

I

actress

I

—

I

—

We

J

!
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Who's AFRAID
KELLY?

of

By Dudley Early

The big bad gangster of "Broadway Through a Keyhole"
really a quiet suburbanite

YOU
Keyhole"

probably saw him
as

in

"Broadway Through a

Rocci, the forbidding yet self-sacri-

ficing gang chief.
As Rocci he was imperturbable;
nothing could shake his calm. It was a magnificent study
But in real life Paul Kelly is a likable
in self-control.
young fellow who was visibly shy and nervous before his

interviewer.

That,

my

friends,

is

nota-

Not because Paul Kelly

ble.

declines to carry his screen
characterizations into real

but because when an actor of long standing is reticent with the press, it's news
Like the story of the man
who bit the dog.
And Kelly is a veteran actor.
He has been working at
it
for twenty-six years.
If
this brings to mind the picture of an aging and slightly
infirm gentleman, dismiss it.
For he is but thirty-three
life,

!

years old, and vigorously
alive.

You'll probably never see

him playing romantic scenes
on the screen in the manner
of the sleek heroes, but if the
part calls for strength and
vitality, Air. Kelly can give
it.
He is six feet of mascusixty

and one hundred and
pounds of virility. One

feels

it

linity

at first

meeting.

Born in Brooklyn, New
York, he reached the age of
seven before any thought of
the stage as a career entered
Ins mind. Previously he had
entertained thoughts of embarking on a diversity of
\orations, among them that

ol

cowboy,

fireman,

and

ferryboat captain.
Wise friends informed him
gently that be was slightly
under the age limit for at

Photo

l)j

Albi

who

is

plays handball for excitement.

of the aforementioned, and for a time he brooded over
the injustices of life.
Then, as if by miracle, he saw
clearly
he would be a singer
The momentous decision was brought about in this
way: His sister, somewhat older than himself, was a
dancer, and had gained considerable fame in and about
New York. At this trying
point in our hero's career,
she was engaged by David
Belasco for "The Grand

—

Army Man."

He

needed

singers

also.

Upon

child

hearing this, young Paul
Kelly announced his intention to apply, and through
the good offices of his sister
he was engaged.
Laying
aside his cowboy suit tenderly, as one relinquishes a
great dream, he was prepared
to climb to success on the
wings of song.
There was but one drawback he couldn't sing. However, Belasco found a place
for him as a drummer boy in
the play. Paul was happy, for
he soon learned that the drum
could make more noise than
the combined voices of the
other children. This discovery almost lost him his job.
The play ran nearly a year,
by which time Paul was conHe betented with his lot.
longed to the theater. At the
age of ten he was touring the
country with Robert B. Mantell, the Shakespearean actor.

—

The

rich costumes were the
pride of his days and nights.
He even slept in them for a
while
until found out.
Following the company's

—

to Xew York, he
around the city in
numerous stock companies.
In those days villains were

return
played

dastardly, heroes
noble, and heroines pure.
Children were angelic; that
is,
while on the stage.
In
one play, part of Paul's job

invariably

Paul Kelly started his stage
career at seven and was in

and out

of films for twenty-six

years before he clicked.

(

!ontinu<

<\
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FANS, MRS. RAFT!
One
dict.

of Hollywood's most popular bachelors,
His wife

impending
THOSE
George Raft

breaks her silence
romances

just romances.

You

see,

this

if

Broadway

scrib-

been doing the whispering they might have
cleared up the impossibility of such rumors. That is, if
they cared to mention the fact that Mrs. George Raft is
Mrs. George Raft.
still just that
"They've all known me," says Grace Madame Raft
"and they've always known that we were marto you
I never cared if they mentioned it or not."
ried.
The marriage is not in an active state. What with
Grace in New York and George in Hollywood, that's
obvious! But even if they were living next door to each
Grace
other the Raft love would have a definite rift.
and George reached a peaceable decision to keep away
from each other before he went to Hollywood.

—

—

—

just didn't hit

it

off together."

That's the

way

Mrs. Raft would put the whole matter in a nutshell.
Their present arrangement is perfectly satisfactory to
both of them. While they're legally man and wife, they
And Grace says that's fine
don't have to work at it.
with her.
She's young and pretty and has a good secretarial job,
plus an allowance from George under the terms of their
She is a niece of Edward P. Mulrooney,
agreement.
chairman of the New York State Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board. She likes her job and she doesn't miss
George at all. You don't believe it? Your reporter is
not in a position to vouch for that, but after nine years
of marriage even the most competent
of screen lovers can reasonably become
unsatisfactory as a husband.
The Rafts took their vows nine years
ago when George was only twenty and
Grace not even that. He wasn't parHis photos didn't
ticularly important.
grace the bedrooms of adoring girl
He was just a dancer in a night
fans.
club, and Grace hadn't married him
because of the glamour that clung to
There wasn't any glamour.
his name.
Of course even then he was a favorWomen
ite in New York night spots.
used to beg the managers of night
clubs

to

George

persuade slick-haired young

to dance with them.

was

He

often

as the story
sometimes goes, as a paid partner. He
was an entertainer, and his occasional
obliged, but

it

not,

whirls about the floor with women
other than his partner in his act were
simply a matter of courtesy.
Aha, jealousy was what broke up the
Raft romance
Wrong again, Essie.
It was nothing of the kind, Grace will
assure you. They were never jealous
of each other.
They didn't stand in
each other's way, because neither had
what could be called a career.
!

Raft

interview

—

is

a nine-year bene-

Picture Play's

scoop!

There wasn't, she went on to exany possible thing they could

plain,

George's disposition,
about.
she recommends, is excellent.
Ikwas always good to her kind, thoughtful.
They were never separated for very long by the exigencies of his work, as she had nothing to do lint spend
her time with him. Grace was never a professional, had
no connection whatsoever with show business, though
she was offered jobs in clubs where George worked.
Love just flew out of the window and landed kerplunk
on the pavement. It wasn't worth while to try to patch
up the pieces.
"We didn't even quarrel about splitting up," Mrs.
Raft said. "We just decided, in a friendly way, to call
fight

blers

"We

first

By Frances Fink

hinted at by
of
the columnists will have to
remain alas for the ladies con-

—
cerned! —
had

in

George

—

it

quits."

She's far from bitter over their private crack-up. Even
the extreme secrecy of it hasn't annoyed her.
Xor do

—

George's statements about his ideas of marriage past
none, future improbable, according to him
get under
her skin.
"Why should I feel any particular way about it?" she
asked, bridling under the question. "We were married because we were in love and we parted because we weren't
in love any longer.
Just because George has become
famous, and only those who knew us realize he's married
to me, that doesn't make any difference in my life."
And it seems to be the truth. She acts like a girl who's
Think of that, you Raft fans, nine
entirely heartfree.
years with him and not a pang over losing him

—

!

Continued on pag>
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Marjorie King, long accepted by the film colony as George Raft's best girl,
now has a rival Carol Lombard. But Grace Raft holds the ace she's
married to him.

—

Photo by

WMe

World

—
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Photo by Ball

Celeste Edwards

on the news and
rumors or news in the

Tuning

is

a dancing

o

in

HOLLYWOOD

is

becoming

'

rilm center.

socially

ritzy.

The

stars are taking the attitude that their parties are

for their own enjoyment, rather than show-off,
and consequently private. Photographers and newspapermen who in the past had a merry time getting pictures
and titbits of gossip at the larger functions are being
excluded, and are very hot under the collar about it.
The idea crystallized at the first Max fair Club supper

dance, when an aggregation
of cameramen were shut out,
contrary to all precedents.
Let alone not being invited to
sup with the movie luminaries, they weren't even given
a room separate and apart
shoot
in which they might

They were told to
pictures.
shift for themselves as best
they might in a hotel lobby.
And did they burn about it?
Not a single photo of a
Ma\ fairing sparkler appeared
in the papers, and the stars
who came all dressed up for
the occasion complained not
about the neglect.
a
little
he May fair will doubtless
find it necessary to chai
its tactics.
The party turned
out not to be a particularly
lively one. anyway.
'I

de luxe

girl

in

"Hollywood Party."

^^

J

£

Schallert

|

George Raft and Carol Lombard, and William
Powell and Margaret Lindsay. It completely breaks up
that post-divorce companionship of Carol and Bill. Also
the Raft-Marjorie King duet receives a shock, and we
wonder if George won't have to do some talking on that
score.
It is said that the Raft-Lombard mutual admiration started on a rainy day when George splashed Carol's
car with mud from his and she became terribly irate
about it.
The combination
looks like the zippiest evolved
that of

long while in HollyNaturally, the Powell-Lindsay is more placid.

in

a

wood.
It

seems

—The most interesting double
get-together in movieland

is

have brought the

via-England luck, for she is
being considered for starring
roles.

Joan and Tone.

—

Here's
on the wedding
date of Franchot Tone and

our

guess

loan Crawford
April 26th.
)on't ask us bow we managed to guess it thus far in
ad wince, but if it isn't right,
:

1

demure little costume is
worn by Natalie Moorhead in
"Long Lost Father." Gold and
This

eel-gray

An Amazing Foursome.

to

Lady Margaret from Iowa-

leaves,
to

plaid,

with

painted

may have something

do with papa's disappearance.

'

Hollywood High
precedent, since
Christine Lee,

the
Airs.

3o

Lights
Ricardo Cortez plans a Hollywood marriagi
the event hadn't taken place already.

t<

it'

Fifi had a big reception at Lew Cody's home following the ceremony,
and Lew was the most amazed person in the place at the number of
Fill had casually mentioned that just a few
guests who showed up.
friends were coming over, and before anybody knew it the whole town
had breezed in, some even staying on for dinner.
In fact, she got a big play in
Fifi exerted no restraints on publicity.
the press anent her so-called trial marriage.
With Maurice rill, and
a chaperon or two. she went to a mountain resort for a few days to
demonstrate that she could cook and run a house. Evidently what she
did turned out to he convincing, because Ilill went right through with
Fill, as a bride, made all the men at the reception happy
the wedding.
by distributing her kisses liberally. A great Fifi!
I

—

Marriage or Engagement? It wouldn't astonish us in the least to
learn that Genevieve Tobin and Felix Chappellel have keen married
for some time.
have heard this emphatically denied and also per-

We

rumored.
Miss Tobin does admit an engagement to Chappellet, but is always reticent about any date of nuptials.
When Chappellet was injured in an auto accident Miss Tobin rushed
to his side.
Then while he was in a hospital in Los Angeles, she was
sistently

The

forms on the

line

right

and no crowding.

Pert Kelton

Phi

by Bachrach

to

is

then there'll be some unforeseen change in plans. Joan
and Tone, as they are being rhymingly called; are as
much in love as two people can be. Joan is certainly
more calm and discreet about this romance than she was
with Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. even though she is ^ ti 11 as
wildly impetuous as always.
Joan and Tone traveled

East and back together.

—

Katharine Hepburn is a progrushed wildly to the dictionary when we
saw that word in connection with a berating that 'en
rhyn Stanlaws, the artist, gave the stars on their lack of

That Pointed Chin.

nathist.

Lulu, the

manicurist, in Once
Over Lightly."

We

I

What — Columbo Uncaptured! — Russ

in

a half -tear ful

:

We

work

in

"Trigger," the Southern mountain

story.

girl

—

A Hollywood Reaction. The very day that Gary Cooper and
Sandra Shaw were married, we glimpsed the Countess di Frasso
in the Yendome.
She must have been thoroughly uninterested in
the event, for with her were Rudy Vallee, Frances .Marion, and
Anderson Lawler. Lyle Talbot was not present, although he has
acted as escort to the countess on several occasions.
The marriage of Cooper to Miss Shaw isn't a hit surprising.
In fact, he himself forecast just such a wedding for himself in a
story printed in Picture Play about a year ago.

.

Festive

Fifi.

—

Fifi

Dorsa} has made weddings the merry affairs
Yuma, Las

that they used *o he. instead of the recent quick trips to

Vegas, and other outside points.

Maybe

she

lias

really

Columbo

keeps the colony guessing regarding a heart attachment.
At the Mayfair he was with Mary Brian, which is coming not to mean a thing any more, because of her train
of beans.
Also he has seemed attentive to June Knight,
but June also has a very fancy-free disposition.
It will
be a wonder, though, if Columbo can remain independent
of romance for long, in view of his good looks and
charming personality.
lie is so genuine that he was
carried away by the pathos of the film "Beloved" at a
preview and actually emerged from the projection room

beauty, and startlingly enough discov"Anaered the following definition
tomical and zoological
having the
Hal LeRoy, Broadway
jaws projecting beyond the upper part
dancer and actor, was
of the face, as with the hippopotami."
finally chosen for "HarNow, is that a nice thing to say? Howold Teen.
ever, the word is very highbrow, and
thus probably fits Katharine to a T.
Less kind was the other description which we read somewhere
describing her face as "horsey."
are reminded of the time
that a press agent once referred to Katharine's visage as being as
speckled as a trout. But for all the charges that may he launched
at her beauty as such, she is the most interesting personality in
pictures to-day.
Raves are already being emitted concerning her

—

vacationing for a while at Palm Springs.
It's all very mysterious, hut possibly parti}'
explainable by the fact that the Tobin family is very clannish, so clannish that wed^ dings have generally keen the furthest things
from the minds of the various members.
We're wagering that the Genevive TobinChappellet is a real match, none the less.

altered

I'lKito

mood.
by

Lazaini

[Continued on page 55]
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Hollywood

Me—

Has Given
Kay

Francis

happy, but she has no

is

illusions

about

colony.

Here's what she has gained

— and

herself

lost

—

the

or

film

as told to

Dorothy Wooldridge
HOLLYWOOD

has given me financial independence, a degree of fame, a husband,

two Ford cars, and a dog.
"I have been married twice before. To
Never mind. That's my private business.

whom?

"With health, love, and financial independence,
I'm as happy and contented as any one could he.
"Hollywood has given me a greater respect for
the stage. When I finish in pictures, whether it
be five years or ten years, I'm going back to it
if it will have me.
What I'm fearful of is that
when Hollywood is through with me, I'll be unfitted for anything else.
"It has given me a deeper insight into people
and life. Hollywood is like Pandora's box with
all the evils and miseries of life, but with hope at
Here we live on hope.
the bottom.
"It has given me a tiny bungalow with Kenneth

—

And

MacKenna.

love.

But

seven years before coming
can't be said that Hollywood
lived in a beautiful, spacious
after we were married, hut

I

knew Kenneth

for

Hollywood, so it
gave him to me. We
to

Photo

residence for a while
found it too great a
responsibility.
Now we have the smallest place in town.
still look upon New York as home.
"I've grown hard, especially in business, but I'm not
bitter.
My contacts here have made me that way. Fundamentally, though, I do not believe Hollywood has

We

changed me.

"Hollywood has no sophistication. But it may have
gained some since the advent of talkies.
"As a child, was excitable, spoiled, and had a terrible
temper until
reached the age of eight. Then my mother
took it out of me.
Her discipline gave me balance.
Hollywood has helped advance that balance.
"1 lost my Santa Claus at the age of six.
never
have regained him.
Hollywood has proved to me that
there is no Santa Clans.
It has shown me realities.
"I have no superstitions.
was born January 13th, on
a Friday, the thirteenth month of my mother's marriage,
Of course, if
Yet ['ve been lucky.
forget something
and have to go back in the house after it. I sit down and
I

I

1

I

1

i'.v

Dyar

Money, fame, home and husband, not to mention a dog, is that
enough compensation for the grind of stardom? Kay Francis
considers the future in her answer.
This photo shows her as
she used to be.

count ten
ilege,

lie

fore leaving.

not a superstition.

But that's a woman's privopen an umbrella in the

I

bouse without hesitation.
"My first marriage was when I was seventeen. T had
been divorced twice at the age of twenty-two. I went
on the stage right after my first divorce in 1925, following a trip through Europe. I lied to get my first job on
said
was experienced when I was not.
the stage
has not upbraided me yet for telling that
Hollyw
little white lie.
"I went on the stage because I wanted to eat regularly.
My mother, Katherine
I
had to earn my own living.
Clinton, was of the stage and made a name for herself.
The stage and screen agreed to buy some of the talents

—

I

1

I

inherited from her.

"Hollywood has taught the value of privacy. Here
you have to change your telephone number every two
months despite the fact that it's a blind.-'. umber. How
Continued on page 58

r
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What

Has Taken
From Me
it

overalls.

"As

a girl

me

sent

planned

my

do the rooking and he does the skippet
sometimes spend a week at a time at sea.

I

We

ing.

a

Mother
and I
make good

hated the idea of acting.

I

New York

to a

secretarial school

didn't
business career.
The stage got me.
1

intention.

I recognize them as a part
"J hate interviews.
of the game, but there's a time and a place for
everything.
publicity man On my arrival
wanted to photograph me beside a defeated prize
'Put on darkfighter who had a black eye.
'I
don't want to draw
glasses,' I said to him.
He thanked me.
attention to your misfortunes.'

A

"1

have a dog. a dachshund, one oi those creawhich looks like it was horn under a bureau.
I have one maid, Ida, whom \ brought with me
from New York.
"1 cherish no ideals and have no illusions.
'Make the best of what you have and get." is my

tures

creed.

"I know a group of nice people whose comI have learned that if you
panionship I enjoy.
can't be exclusive in Hollywood you can be reThat, it seems, is the ideal way to live.
clusive.
"I like to watch prize fights, wrestling matches,

and bicycle races.
"I do nothing

T

like sailing.

particular to keep physically
fear of getI eat anything I want without
fit.
I drive my own car.
ting fat.

'Hollywood has proved to me that there is no Santa Clai
It has shown me realities," says the Kay of to-day.

"I do not have photographs of myself scattered throughout the house.
So far as I can recall, my husband and 1 never have had our picture
taken together.
s

with my husband.
He is diplonever becomes angry.
He prefers
beer to champagne.
His favorite dish is wild
duck and oranges. He doesn't snore. He doesn't
take himself seriously.
Doesn't like to have his home
life publicized,
lie is neither temperamental nor moody.
His favorite indoor sport is bridge. His screen favorites are Lionel
Barrymore and Greta Garbo.
When
through with the movies, he. too, expects to return to
"I

am

matic.

HOLLYWOOD
It

demands
It
saps your vitality.
your strength in a constant struggle. It is like an
octopus, always reaching out, always absorbing.
knows no pity. It takes far more than it gives.
"Everything good comes to Hollywood, but nothing

originates here.
It's a melting pot for talent developed
in other parts of the world.
"You have no intimates here, no really close friends.
When Kenneth and I were married, in January, 1931,
we sailed out of Los Angeles harbor in his yacht, destination unknown.
put in at Catalina Island where a

We

of the peace performed the ceremony in the
presence of two witnesses we didn't even know two
strangers.
"I wouldn't own real estate in Hollywood because I
have never felt that it was my home.
"When I came here to work, newspaper headlines
announced 'America's Best-dressed Woman Arrives.'
I make no claim to any such distinction.
When Ken and
I go out on our boat, I usually wear a bathing suit or
justice

—

—

in

in love

He

the stage."

Since this was written Miss Francis and Mr. MacKeuna have agreed to an amicable separation.)
I

the circle of writers who hover about the Hollystudios. I know half a dozen who have tried to interview Kay Francis. I have sren some of them emerge
muttering. " 'Yes, and no! It depends upon the individual.
Ye-, and no!
It depends upon the individual.''
In

wood

They had heard
chat

Kay

it

had seared

repeated so frequently during their

it

its

way

into

their brains.

Because

questions which call for conclusions or
which touch upon her private life. To her an interview
takes on the nature of a fencing match.
This much can be said, however, quite truthfully:
G mtinui <1 on page 59
parries
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"Roman Scandals"
bubbling, joyous
utif ul, the
best picture in which
Eddie Cantor has
is

and bea

ever

appeared.

Here

he

is

with

Gloria Stuart.

"His
Double
brings Lillian

back
a

Life"

Gish

to the screen,

finer

and

more

profound artist than
ever. Roland Young
shares honors in a
whimsical performance.

THE SCREEN IN
An honest appraisal of
new films and performances.

"Roman Scandals."
Eddie Cantor, Gloria Stuart, David Manners, Verree Teasdale, Edward Arnold.
Ruth Etting, Alan Mowbray. Directors Frank Tuttle and Ralph Ceder.
:

has brought, among other things, Eddie Cantor
REPEAL
picture that
as exhilarating as champagne, a magnum of

in

is

a
it.

Bubbling, joyous, and beautiful, all the thoughtful skill of experienced vintners has gone into the task of filling your glass with happiness to the brim. They have done more the glass overflows.
Technically it is, of course, a musical him with a classical background,
but it is really more than this.
Not only has it been produced so discreetly that rhymes and tunes never obtrude, but it is delicately barbed
satire as well as robust comedy and it is rich in humanities.
All these
virtues are unheard of in musical films and 1 am inclined to think this
one is the best of them all. Certainly it tops "The Kid from Spain"
and, lest we spin our enthusiasm into a spider web of delicate praise,
you must know that the picture is terribly funny. It has a comic idea
behind it and. though the gags are many, they are not strung on too
thin a thread of narrative but are part of a very good story.
Mr. Cantor begins as a happy-go-lucky individual in an everyday
American town called Rome. Me befriends the poor and puts them in
good humor with his song as they camp on the site of a proposed jail,
all one happy family, and thus Eddie incurs the wrath of the authorities.
Driven from town, he tramps the road, wondering if the Rome of old
was as hard a place to get along in. Presently he is on the outskirts
of Caesar's domain, being questioned by sentries, and before long he is

—
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Marion Davies and
Crosby give
Bing
full

play to their re-

spective

humor

senses of
Going

in

Hollywood," a lavish

song-and-dance
affair.

Charlotte Henry is
in "Alice in Wonder'

land.

Bebe

Daniels

ano

John Barrymore,

in

"Counsellor-at-Law."

REVIEW
By Norbert Lusk
—

in the very heart of things
auctioned off as a slave, falling in
love with a beautiful captive princess, exciting the amorous advances of the empress and gaining the post of food taster to the
emperor whose fondness for stuffed nightingales implicates Eddie
in a plot to poison him.
His comic adventures in beautiful settings are climaxed with
a magnificent chariot race more thrilling than the one in "BenHur" because it is staged on the open road instead of in an arena
and is not only dangerous hut immensely funny, especially when
Eddie snatches up a live goose and squeezes out of it a series of
honks.
The picture ends in a blaze of excitement and laughter
and, altogether, this is the big explosion of the month.

"His Double Life."
Roland Young, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare, Lucy BeauDirector: Arthur Hopkins

Lillian Gish,

mont.

Any picture that brings Lillian Gish back to the screen is important! Any occasion to admire her increased artistry and the
maturity of her understanding is a gala moment in this reviewer's
life.
Now that it is here, what can he write that hasn't already
been said? After all. Miss Gish's art is delicate, almost impalpable,
and

it

seems

to

me

it

is

more important

for

what

it

communicate-

spectator than to the reader who. like the writer, must
always find cold type wanting in recapturing the fleeting impres[Continued on page 51]
sions of her actinsf.
to the

^

!

!

(^
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THE
The heroine

is

NEW LOVE

no longer crushed

laughed out of the better pictures.

THERE'S
day.

in

sinewy arms, and

Then what

brand-new love code on the screen toN. H. A.— No Holds Allowed! But
the order doesn't come from Washington.
It
hails from Merry England, under the auspices of those
old smoothies, Leslie Howard and Herbert Marshall.
And maybe Hollywood isn't doing its part
a

It's

James Cagney
but

he'll

is

never

being tamed,
sweet

prattle

nothings into pink ears.

is

new technique

the

The new

and cooing has been

billing

of love-making?

by the poputwo gentlemen from Lunnon, says, "Pas-

deal for screen lovers, judging

larity of these

It's smart to be thrifty with kisses."
no sooner did the Messrs. Howard and Marshall
get their teeth into picture contracts than they up and
showed us crude Americans how to do it. Look what
happened
Right away our juveniles did an about-face.
Warren William is as smooth
They no longer breathed heavily into the face
and collected as an Englishman
of the gal who shared their billing. They no
in love.
longer crushed her in their sinewy arms while

sion

is

passe.

And

they murmured. "Beloved, you're the moon,
the stars, and Heaven knows what, will you
be mine?"
Instead, they now face her squarely, at a
distance of three feet, articulate clearly, "Gee,
!"
you're swell
Somehow it's more convincing. And better
box office.
And you, reader between the

know what that means.
You also know what kind

lines,

you're likely to see
in lights

of cinema love
these names go up

when

on the marquee

:

Robert Montgom-

Fredric March, Franchot Tone, Lee
Tracy, Warren William, Douglas Fairbanks,
Bing Crosby, Maurice Chevalier, and
Jr.,

ery,

Ronald Colman.

You know

that

Bob Montgomery

in for short pants

doesn't go

quick breathing
—pardon —You
know

and extravagant caresses.

that

when he meets Madge Evans and says casually, "Can I invite you to my apartment not
to see my etchings. Miss Van de Vcref" he
won't go into a strangle hold in the foyer.
Of course, being wise in the ways of scenario
writers, you suspect a little dirty work.
But
it's nice dirty work, so Will Hays can't object.
When handsome Freddy March persuades
Claudette Colbert to join him in his hunting
lodge, you're not shocked that the only thing
he takes in his arms is a cocktail shaker. No,
you expect him to be suave and smooth. You
wouldn't like him if he went right up in
smoke.
You prefer to watch him smolder
gently for a while. Then when he does burst
into flame, you're sitting so far forward in
your seat that the bald-headed man in front
of you thinks you're a hussy.
There's no doubt about it.
The English
have not only taken the Davis cup away from
US, they've swiped the loving cup, as well.
Leslie Howard, for many years a star on
the stage, didn't want to make pictures.
He
didn't think screen audiences would like him.

And even astute producers were doubtful.
Leslie
it

—

Howard

started

subtle, restrained,

assuming

the

imagination was
functioning.

girl's
still

Howard's technique
was so

subtle,

so re-

strained, they were
afraid Muncieand Peoria

would

find

him

—
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CODE
By Florence Ross
But since he's appeared in "Animal
Kingdom," "Berkeley Square," and "Cap-

dull.

tured," the hinterland has been talking of
nothing else.
Marshall, on the other hand, had been making pictures in England even before he appeared here with his wife, Edna Best. But
Hollywood didn't give him a tumble.
It
didn't

know how

to project that quiet

Mar-

charm onto the
screen.
But along
came Ernst Lubitsch.

Herbert

who

shares the honor with

shall

laid his cigar

on

an executive's desk
and firmly announced,

Mr.
the

Howard

in

killing

pawing and panting hero.

"Herbert Marshall
and nobody

Marshall

for
"
Paradise.'
else

'Trouble In
And nobody else
could have drawn that zipper on Miriam
Hopkins's blouse with such insouciance, no
body else could have pulled the wool over chic
Kay Francis's eyes the way Herbie did. He
has that certain "know-how."
And so it has come to pass, as Tammany
Young, the gate-crasher says, that two Englishmen have brought a new kind of love to
you and you and you.
Your taste in pictures has undergone a
change.
You want realism on the screen.
And you've proved it by tossing your dimes
and quarters into the box office for pictures
that reflect life as

Sex

you know

it.

important, but it's being taken,
these matinees and evenings, with a whole
Franchot Tone doesn't go in for
With Robert Montgomery's flip
sack of salt.
Do you remember the good old days when the glassy eye, either, but he's chatter, the gals don't know
quickened plenty of feminine
whether he's kidding or not
a girl couldn't go wrong in pictures without
pulse beats.
and like it.
paying? Now, when she two-steps down the
primrose path, she pays, too for a diamond
bracelet or an original Schiaparelli.
Naturally, when your heroines adopt a lighter attitude
makes your pulse beat so fast you have to run to keep up
toward love, what can the poor juveniles do but follow
with it.
suit? Gable would look rather silly reciting Verlaine to
The effect of the English team of Howard and Marla Harlow if she counter-cracked, "Aw, nerts !"
shall can be seen even on the real he-men of the screen.
Fashions in stories have changed fashions in love.
Clark Gable, in "Night Nurse," playing the menace opposite Barbara Stanwyck, was pretty rough stuff.
Look at the pictures that flickered their way into big
He
money during the past year. Did you like "When La- cracked a whip, he clutched at the white-capped Barbara
dies Meet?"
Who didn't? Well, there was darn little and uttered some pretty harsh phrases. But a lot of
grenadine lias run under the bridge since then.
swashbuckling in that fable and practically no swooning.
They chipped and chiseled and hammered away at
Yet there was plenty of intrigue, plenty of suspense and
cave-man Gable until he's as smooth as Warren William.
puh-lenty of love interest. And it was done with wiseThey've given him sophisticated lines and crackling diacracks, subtle tricks of acting
restraint.
Montgomery's
logue, and while they haven't exactly put him in a straitwork in that film checked his slipping popularity and put
jacket, they've tailored a dinner coat that fits.
him among the big-timers again.
At this point some bright young lady in the front rowAnd how about Franchot Tone, who elicits oil's and
will wave her hand wildly at the professor and taunt.
ah's from both dowagers and filing clerks?
Franchot
is hardly a Yalentino.
He doesn't go in much for the "What about Jimmy Cagney?
suppose he's just another little Lord Fauntleroy."
blazing eye and the sinuous caress.
But he's blazed a
And sweet memories of a viciously burled grapefruit,
trail, nevertheless.
That crooked smile, that canny look
of understanding, that flip crack, have brought him
a swift sock in the jaw. and a graceful kick in the panties
Continued on page 59
thousands of admirers. He's cool and intelligent, but he
is still

—

—

I

!
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A BLOND NATURAL
Jean Muir's quick

rise

shows she was made

for the screen,

she's the exact opposite to the standard variety of

H

ER

first ambition was to be a
surgeon
her first appearance in motion pictures was
as a corpse; and at this very moment she is the livest wire on Warner Brothers' lot.
Ten months ago Jean Muir was finding it necessary
to supplement her meager earnings from the stage by
modeling for artists in New York. Six months ago she
was persuaded, against her better judgment, to accept
To-day, if you can believe your ears
a film contract.
and eyes, she selects her cameraman, her director, and

Hollywood blonde.

photographs ?
That she has
something no one else on the screen
has? Do you know that she is going far in 1934?
"But," he continued, "isn't it too bad that she had to
play all her scenes with me in 'A Modern Hero' on her
bent knees? because I am so short, of course."

By Maude Lathem

;

although

she

—

I

saw the twinkle

pretend he

is

in her eyes.
"Isn't that like him to
short instead of saying I am too tall for

words?"

Jean is tall, but so are Kay Francis and Garbo. Jean
nevertheless gives you the impression of slightness. You
her stories
must have noticed her tiny waist in that seduction scene
"I thought they were making a fearful mistake to
with Barthelmess, or maybe you haven't seen the picsign me for pictures," she told me with startling frankture yet?
ness when I met this promising new blond find.
Jean lacks the artificial beauty so common in Holly"Not by the wildest stretch of my imagination could I
wood, but she is thoroughly poised and charming and
think of myself as beautiful, or even that I'd photograph
A dimple in her right cheek, and a peachesattractive.
I am the exact opposite of everything
passably well.
and-cream complexion combined with a smile which
At least." she added,
that is demanded by Hollywood.
warms you to your finger tips give you only a faint idea
green-gray eyes sparkling with sudden mirth, "so it
of her appeal. Luckily, as in the case of Ann Harding,
seemed to me before I'd seen myself on the screen."
the camera brings out every angle of her perfect features.
It's not unlikely that you remember Jean Muir as the
"It's not just my physical
lovely corpse in "Bureau of
make-up that stands in my
And I'll
Missing Persons."
Twenty-two and never in love, the movie colony
way," she insists. "You see
wager that you spotted her in
wonders how Jean can possibly be convincing in
the all-important requisite in
"The World Changes," with
romantic scenes. The answer is that another real
Hollywood is sex appeal.
Paul Muni. Subsequent leads
actress has arrived.
And I've never had an ounce
with Joe E. Brown, Warren
I don't mind.
I'm just statWilliam, and Richard Bartheling a fact.
While I was at
mess have been climaxed by
the Dwight School in Englethe unofficial starring role in
!

"As

wood. New Jersey, and at the
Sorbonne in Paris, the boys

of pictures,

never liked me.
"Occasionally men ask me
for a date now.
But rarely
do they make a second one.

the Earth Turns."
If this isn't a record for six
months in anybody's history
I

ask you to

name

it!

"Why,

I've got bigger feet

Garbo," she exclaimed,
"and tall you'd never guess

than

—am!"

I
She jumped
up from our luncheon
table and threw her shoulders
back,
demonstrating exactly
how imposing her five feet

how

tall

right

seven inches could be.
Imagine a girl pointing out
And all the
all her defects!
while studio officials are as
pleased as the canary-filled cat
over the young lady who they
believe will be a sensation.

Dick

Barthelmess

stopped

exchange greetings and inwas discovering
quired if
what a clever girl Miss Muir

to

I

Before I could reply he
almosl took my breath away
with his avalanche of ques"Did you see her grand
tions.

is.

work

Do

in

'As the Earth Turns'?

you know how beautifully

I

know

I

am

not chic-look-

and they liked neither
the sandals nor the cape I
ing,

wore when
studio."-

my

arrived at the
couldn't conceal

I

I

astonishment at such
"I heard," she

frankness.
laughingly

went

on,

"that
as

some one described me

something between a Greenwich Villager and Lady Macbeth.

"But I am not attracted to
young men and young ac-

—

tors, of all things

want

is

some one

!

All they

to tell

them

how

marvelous j\\xe. him.
Fiddlesticks!. en astute procan
onlv.rs were doubtful.
parties reward's technique

drunk

tb ls

picture

ways

so subtle, so re-

they were
Muncie and IV-

rained,

thf raid

C c.ria would

find

him

—

\

I
Pbota bj Elmer Frye!

him amui. 6

And how

«

from both"*? 5' extraordinary record for six months
And her
is hardly a Yalent ° ne y° u ever heard of!
blazing eye and thsite page is the most surprisingly
trail, nevertheless,
a newcomer.
Read it; then you'l

all's

of understanding, lerstand why
thousands of admire

A.

THE

TWO

Hollywood and London are rivals for the honor of bringing to the
are previews of the competing films, with Marlene Dietrich repre

MlSS BERGNER,

celebrated European actress,
more straightforward interpretation
of the great queen in her story, which is called
"The Rise of Catherine the Great." She is seen
will

give a

first of the two smaller photographs,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as Grand Duke
Peter.
He is seen, above, with Diana Napier
in a weak moment, and the dowager with him
is Flora Robson as Empress Elizabeth

in

the

with

^

EMPRESSES
screen the
senting the

life

of Catherine the Great,

Empress

of Russia.

American conception and Elizabeth Bergner the

MlSS DIETRICH'S

version, entitled "Catherine

exotic glamoui
expected of her noted director, Josef von
Sternberg.
The large picture shows her
early in her reign, the small one, with Jane
Darwell, as a young girl before her marriage
the Great," will have the

to

Grand Duke

Peter

Here
British

KIDNAPED!
Dorothea Wieck

a famous screen star
whose child is taken from
her in "Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen." Baby LeRoy
is the prized infant and Alice Brady is costarred

known

plays

as Miss Fane,

with the appealing

THE

German

actress.

camera study of Miss Wieck, below, reflects
makes her unlike any other
actress.
The picture adjoining shows Dorothy Burgess,
of the kidnap gang, with Master LeRoy, his face darkened
beautiful

that fragile loveliness which

in

disguise.

_

MELODIES
At last the demands of many fans are heeded:
John Boles sings again
With Gloria Stuart, he
I

is

costarred

in

romance called

a sentimental

"Beloved." A gentle, appealing story, it depends
on music for the telling and follows the stars

from youth

THE

to old

age.

and Miss Stuart show them in
whence Mr. Boles, son of a
baron, comes from Vienna in 1859 to teach music.
He
pictures of Mr. Boles

Charleston, South Carolina,
returns from the Civil

War

to find Miss Stuart in poverty,

the family mansion dilapidated.

As husband and wife
they start North to seek their fortune, with the joys and
sorrows of a long life before them. Mr. Boles's remarkable

make-up

is

seen,

left,

and with him

is

Bessie Barriscale.

PARISIAN
The half-world of Paris in the 70s is the setting for
"Nana," a famous story of passion, in which Anna
Sten makes her American debut under the guidance
of Samuel Goldwyn.
GLIMPSES

show an
combines
girlishness and guile, an ideal composite
for the notorious Nana.
With Miss Sten,
above, are Mae Clarke and Muriel Kirkof the Russian actress

arresting, alluring personality that

land.

young

Below, Lionel Atwill; and the
soldier

is

Phillips

Holmes.

AMERICANA
When Genevieve Tobin, Adolphe

Menjou, Mary Astor,

and Edward Everett Horton get together for the pur
pose of comedy, you may be sure that bubbles of wit
and humor will be tossed lightly, gayly.
THEIR
thin

picture, "Easy to Love,"

slice

is

a

of sophisticated married

trifle,

a

life,

of

husband and wife who stray to other partners until their daughter brings them to
their senses by pretending to outdo them
in

T

outrageous behavior.

STRIPPED
Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall,Mary Boland,

and

William

People"

in

ACCIDENT
the

Malay

struggle

Gargan

are

Frightened

Cecil DeMille's picture of that

brings them together
jungle,

for

"Four

where

existence.

and sends them

civilization

Miss

name.

is

Colbert,

forgotten
a

prim

in

into

the

school

teacher back home, reveals her true self when forced to
wear tiger skins, and Mr. Marshall, a henpecked husband

becomes o brave provider and eager
goes native
50

lover

when

he

—

!

The Screen

Continued from page 39

The obvious thing to say is that
she has overcome those mannerisms
which frequently were criticized in
her heyday as a film star, before success on the stage gave her firmer
standing as an artist.
She doesn't
dart any more, nor does she twitch,
and a gentle humor tinges the part
she plays here. Her acting has beautiful reticence yet is keenly mental
and persuasive.
She overlooks no
least point in quietly perfecting a
four-dimensional characterization, but
she does it with such subtlety that the
effect is like a faint perfume which
pervades instead of stings.
Believe
it or not
Miss Gish's picture isn't exactly
strong, either, and the direction isn't
emphatic, but the story is far out of
the ordinary, distinctly a literary
rather than a moviesque theme, as
should be with Arnold Bennett as
author.
Briefly, it tells of an abnormally shy artist, a great celebrity
who, when his valet dies, passes himself off as the servant and marries the
girl his man has been corresponding
with through a matrimonial agency.
The complications are whimsical, unusual, and interesting, if not particularly dramatic in the film.
The picture is superior but bloodless.
Roland Young's performance is, of
course, brilliant, but he is photo-

graphed atrociously.
"Going Hollywood."
Marion Davies, Bing Crosby,

Fifi

Dorsay,

Stuart Ervvin, Patsy Kelly, Sterling
Hollovvay.
Director Raoul Walsh.
:

The

Marion Davies has
good while is further
enhanced by Bing Crosby whose performance is delightful, with that
gently mocking quality which won
him new admirers in "College Humor," and in this he sings even
more.
Nor does Miss Davies give
short measure of her talent. In fact,
she adds graceful and expert tap
best picture

offered

in

a

dancing to
her
accomplishments,
while her persuasive sense of humor
is present all along the way.
The picture is a lavish song-anddance affait which gets out of hand
toward the end and achieves a rather
desultory finish, but

it

is

exceptional

until then.
It's all about a girl teacher in a
seminary who falls in love with a
crooner, gives up her textbooks, and

him to Hollywood
make a film with his

decides to follow

where he
fiancee,
Fifi

say,

is

to

a French actress played by

Dorsay.

you

will

If

you know Miss Dor-

realize

why he shuns

her synthetic attractions for the more
golden virtues of Miss Davies.
It is all good-humored, spectacular,
and rather charming, and Miss Davies must be given extra applause for

in
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Review

giving Mr. Crosby opportunities equal
to her own, instead of subordinating
him to second place.

daily when his Jewish mother appears to remind you of his antece-

"Alice in Wonderland."
Charlotte Henry, Richard Arlen,

life

dents.

Both
Edna

May

Oliver, May Robson, Louise Fazenda, Cary Grant, Alison Skipworth,
Gary Cooper, W. C. Fields, Jack
Oakie, and many others.
Director:

Norman McLeod.
you approach

this picture as a
of the Lewis Carroll
cult you will be disappointed.
Any
attempt to lift from the printed page
the sustained and complex fantasy
of this extraordinary work must
necessarily fail to satisfy completely.
It is too great a task.
But if you look
at the film with no preconceived ideas
of what you would like to see, it
will appeal as a quaintly nonsensical
effort on which a vast amount of
technical resourcefulness and trick

If

reverent

member

photography have been expended. An
array of famous names will further
interest you, not so much on the score
of performances, perhaps, as recognizing familiar voices behind masks,
make-up, and other disguises.
Fans of Cary Grant, for example,

him

find

as

Tlic

account,

entirely in

of

his

"Counsellor-at-Law."
John Barrymore, Bebe Daniels, Doris
Kenyon, Isabel Jewell, Melvyn Douglas,
Onslow Stevens, Bobby Gordon,
Vincent Sherman. Director William
Wyler.
:

A

his

selfish

office.

The

infidelity

wife, the devotion

of

defense of
a murderess and her attempt to compromise him, the plea of a mother to
save her communistic son from arrest, his threatened disbarment by the
his lovelorn secretary, his

maneuvering of his wife's friends
all these and many other threads of
interest and reality are woven in and
out of a satisfying whole, with, of
course, the lawyer victorious in the
end.
There isn't a member of the cast
that isn't superior, and I don't think
that any showing of the picture will
fail to bring a round of applause for
the stirring speech of the young com-

munist as played by Vincent Sherman. It has not failed so far.
"Gallant Lady."

Ann

Mock

Turtle
completely
unrecognizable
except
when he speaks. And they will hear
him sing for the first time. They
will hear the voice of W. C. Fields
behind
the
laughable
get-up
of
Huinpty Dunipty, and Sterling Holloway drawling from the throat of
The Frog. The chief interest of the
spectator comes from the game he
will play with his memory of familiar voices.
Otherwise "Alice in
Wonderland" must take its place as
a curiosity of the screen, a technical
stunt more than a satisfying picture.
will

domestic and profes ional
in this hour-to-hour
although the scene is laid

his

are- traced

Harding, Clive Brook, Tullio Carminati, Otto Kruger, Janet Beecher,
DiBetty Lawford, Dicky Moore.
Gregory La Cava.
rector
:

The

gallantry of the lady and her
lies in their struggle
picture, but everyeven the cameraman and the

companions here
to make a good
thing

—

—

costume designer opposes them. The
result is a clumsy botch which, not
with telling a futile story
terms of trite, bromidic dialogue,
goes to the extent of striving for disadvantageous camera angles and further handicapping Ann Harding witli
unbecoming clothes and grotesque
I mightn't have known about
hats.
the latter until I heard women in the
preview audience groan and titter.
content
in

It is a

hodgepodge of a story

that

concerns Miss Harding and her associates, a yarn that can't make up
its mind whether to be sophisticated
comedy, "East Lvnnc" with variations, or just a movie.
I am inclined

sort of "Grand Hotel" of a
lawyer's office, this is interesting and
unusual, lively, revealing, and altogether worth while, especially if you
like character delineation more than
There is little or
formulated plot.
none of the latter here, yet so cleverly are conflicts and clashes developed among the many characters that
one's attention never relaxes in watching the absorbing pattern of their
lives as it takes on color and sub-

to give

stance.

the business of interior decorating
that she is sent to Europe to buy
antiques.
There she meets a sing-

Curiously, John Barrymore in the
leading role is the weakest factor in
the complete credibility of the piece,
yet so vigorous is his acting that you
overlook his failure to suggest the
self-made boy of the Ghetto who has
become a successful attorney. cspe-

the latter rating.
loses her lover in
an airplane crash and is befriended
in the park by Clive Brook, a whimsical vagabond, to whom she confides
it

Miss Harding

approaching motherhood.
Mr.
sees her through, arranging

her

Brook

for her baby's adoption, getting her
a job as assistant to a woman friend
of his.
Both women are in love with

Mr. Brook and are better friends for
So far does Mi-- larding go in

it.

ing

I

Italian

count,

encounters

her

— whom she apparently knows
sight — and learns
know

child
at

to

adopted father.
Continued on page 54

his

!
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Tragic Mansions

Continued from page 15

deed endless of those hapless mortals
who have gained the whole material
world and cannot hold the things
they cherish must.
Gloria
Swanson's
marriage
to
Michael Farmer, her fourth husband,
is a mad attempt to capture companionship and contentment, despite her
^disillusionment^ of the past.
There are only a few outstanding
examples of fame and wealth that
have been as dust and ashes to their
possessors.
Nor is the price of socalled success in Hollywood exacted
only in the divorce courts. There are
other and sadder cases of loneliness
and unhappiness.
What of Garbo. the woman who
walks alone? Had the svelte Swede
been as ordinary persons when first
she invaded the land of make-believe,
it
is possible that she would to-day
Lie forgotten.

But

smart publicity department
decreed that Garbo should essay a
a

role of inaccessibility.
As a result
of which, Garho. the mysterious, has
become one of the most sought-after
women in the world. And one of
the most famous
To preserve her fame, she is forever excluded from life and living!
For her there is no friendliness and
warmth, no chance to mingle with
people, no opportunity to lunch and
dine and dance as she wills.
Instead, she must remain elusive
and remote, always the stranger who
walks by the sea alone.

Continued from page 17

Chester had a swell chance to turn
the tables on both the writer and the
leading lady and pay off some old

Charlie ( haplin is another who
has found solitude and pain his reward for making the world laugh.
Until recently, when some happiness

seems

to

have come to him through

association with I'aulette Goddard, Chaplin's life has been characterized by tragedy.
his

His two marriages ended

He

is

box-office successes and
not been able to buy
health for Irving Thalberg. Back in

All

his

money have

Hollywood and much

sacrifice,

in

But don't ,^et the idea that there isn't
a remarkable depth to her nature.
>nce I was telling Joan of a girl
we knew and how sorry I felt for
her.
Perhaps I dropped another tear
into m\' high ball.
(

"Why
Joan demanded.
do you feel sorry for her?"
"She's had such tough sledding."
J
replied.
"Her whole lift' went on
"Why?"

rocks
over head

— marriage, career, heels
debt — and
fighting
in

she's

herself clear of the whole mess."

exclaimed earnestly,
"everybody has tough sledding.
[f

"But," Joan

you could see down inside of people
you'd know that no matter how
sniooth things seem on the surface.
we've

all

got heartaches, disappoint-

moment,

Secret Selves

all

their

Why

away

unhappy

utterly

from

Ger-

man)'.

Iron bars guard the windows of
her home.
She is constantly under

armed bodyguards
and her little girl is always watched
by two men and a nurse, in fear of

the protection of

kidnapers.

And

naive

the

friendliness

that

Marlene exhibited when she first arrived has been supplanted by a cold
and bored aloofness. Only when she
speaks of the Fatherland does "her
expression grow warm and com-

human.
Perhaps she will once more become
a normal woman, devoted to her
home and husband and daughter,
when she returns to Germany. As
long as she remains in Hollywood, the
bars must remain at her windows
and her life.
pletely

Of

course, while

Hollywood

to

is

blame for some of the sorrow within
its gates, it would be unfair to accuse it of complete responsibility.
Nevertheless, it becomes increasingly obvious that even those who
scale the summits of screen accomplishment find no greater happiness
than do the rest of us struggling in
our small ways for the goals we have
set for ourselves.

Our problems may be different from
those of the film great, our lives less
glamorous, but our chances of finding our hearts' desires are just as
great in Elephant Gap as they are in
Hollvwood perhaps greater

—

Unmasked

ments, and troubles.
That girl lias
had a tough time of it but, really, it's
no tougher than every one else out

her?"

—

a

worldly goods could they but secure
his complete well-being.
One of the most popular women
on the screen to-day is Marlene
Dietrich, of the hungry eyes and lissom legs. Yet three years in Hollywood have wrought a vast change in
her.
In the beginning a somewhat
buxom fraulein devoted to her little
daughter, and with a natural loneliness for her native land, to-dav she is

here has had.

I
haven't known Joan Bennett as
long as Constance, but I know her
almost as well.
Joan is more subdued than Constance less spectacular and possibly not so glamorous.

better after a

sojourn in the health resorts
of Europe, Air. Thalberg's constitution is still delicate and must have
exacting care.
It is superfluous* to
add that his condition is a source of
constant worry to Norma Shearer
and himself. And that they would
length)

scores.

But he never said a derogaword about either of them. SelfSelf-centered? Not exactlv.

in disas-

deprived of the companionship of the two sons he adores.
He has been entertained by princes
and by potentates, and nations have
paid homage to his artistry, yet the
sadness in his eyes is mute testimony
of the travail his soul has known.

ter.

tory
ish?

the

—

!

feel

sorrv for

I have of him is
the time he fidgeted and squirmed
for a few minutes and then turned
to me. his face the color of a boiled

most vivid picture

"Say." he hesitated, "I want

lobster.

And

then I remembered Joan's own
mother
first matrimonial venture.
at seventeen, divorced at eighteen.
Left with a baby and her way to
make in the world. And only people
close to her know what she endured
in those two years of married life.
But no one ever heard a peep or a
wail out of her.
In adversity she

A

was the same smiling, sweet-dispositioned girl she is in success.
Do you think when you see Spencer
Tracy on the screen in a brash, wisecracking rob' that you're seeing the
real Spencer?
Don't make me laugh.
Spencer is the most repressed, the
most reticent, and one of the most
naive men I've ever encountered in
mv life. Because he's big and husky,
because he's a good actor and behe's convincing as a smartAleck or a rowdy, you think of him

cause

as pretty well pleased with himself
and quite able to look after Spencer.
lie's like some bashful kid.
The

you something."

to ask

"Shoot."
"It isn't as easy as that.
It's the
of thing a typical ham actor

sort

would
think

ask.

me

and

don't

I

want you

to

that."

"Don't be stupid," I retorted. "I
What is
better than that.
it you want to ask me?"
"Do you think," he blurted out,
"there's any place for me on the

know you

screen?

mean

Any

real or lasting place, I

?"

Spencer

is

honestly unconscious of

What

can you do with a
guy like that?
Joan Crawford is, to me. in certain ways one of the most interesthis ability.

ing girls on the screen or off.
at

heart she

is

T

think

one of the most des-

unhappy people in the world.
She has charm, looks, position, and
ability.
Yet she is beset by an inexperately

orable,

driving

ambition

that

will

—

:
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Lights

never permit her to relax and enjoy
matter for her to get back in just
the right way.
The most attractive
report that we have heard about her

the fruits of her labors.
When she started in pictures she
was a nobody. But she determined
A few
she would be some one.
months before she was seen in the
company of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
'
she dropped her old habits an
whoopee companions like a tree slice t
She be
ding leaves in the fall.
people who would t
cultivating
proper companions for her when si
reached the goal she had set for hci'i

the possibility that she may again
directed by Cecil DeMille.
At
the moment, though, Claudette Colbert is the star most regularly cast in
is

be

productions,

his

considers

lie

one of the biggest of

her

his finds.

Support for Tracy.

— The

colony

sided definitely with Lee Tracy during the recent Mexican fracas. They

self.

Once I wrote that she wouldn'permit herself the pleasure of inviting
people she really cared about to hei
parties, unless they were also people
whose names would look well in the
columns of the papers. It hurt her
The next time T saw her I
feelings.
told her I was sorry to have hurt her.
but I felt I had written the truth.
"If you felt you wrote the truth.''
Joan said, "it's all right. I'm sorry
you feel that way about me. but always be honest with yourself. The
thing that hurt was that you. of all
my friends, could think such a thing

that he did not

receive a square
being so quickly shunted off
the contract list.
When everything
simmered down it was discovered
that there really wasn't so much to
and
dei'AA.'?.. "ow&^eoug^ conduct,"
felt

in

ileal

thumbed through some books on lvV
table
an old Hollywood custotr
Most of them were poetry and man
I

—

1

passages were underlined.

One vciV

remember

I

We. too, shall
With amber
Shall drop,

steal

upon

the

Borne on

the

moon,

star-blue tide.

a

Well That So Ends.—Alice

herself a pretty lucky
all, she and Cy Bartlett were cleared of any connection
with the beating up of John WarburFirst of

girl.

ton, since the assailants finally gave
other causes tor their action than any
instigation
by Bartlett.
Secondly,
Alice and Cy are at last married.
They had a gala Mexican wedding
ceremony, with a governor and mayor
m attendance, and enthusiastic villagers staged an impromptu celebration.

Alice was aglow when she returned, and informed us that she is
sure hers is a marriage that will endure. Cy and she had plenty of time
to

become acquainted

during

engagement,

five-year

she

their

asserts,

and happiness is certain to be their
reward for all the trials they have
gone through.
Only once during the years that
they have been going about together
has there been a rift between the two.
and that was during the time that
Alice was being seen constantly with

spring

flown wide;

sails

some day, behind

All's

White counts

Warburton.
During that interlude
was attentive to Boots Mallory, now Mrs. Bill Cagnev.
Which all somehow closes one
chapter, and perhaps begins a new
and smoother one.
Bartlett

Continued from page 29

They Say

as to say that she was smug; she just
had the self-assurance of a train an-

nouncer.

was playing in 'Growing Pains'
Pasadena Theater." she rattled
off glibly, "when I was taken over to
Paramount to make a test for .Hire.
"I

at the

sent for me to make a longer
I got the part.
I am in every
scene of the picture. I'm to stop off

They

one and

in a lot of cities

on

my

return West.

in

New

York-

Then he addt.
leading roles.
Pauline Frederick. Margaret Living
ston, Roberta Robinson. Fray ai>
the
popular two-pia?d
Braggiotti.
team of the radio, and a host
others.
Off in the extra ranks yso
may detect Kathleen Key, of "B tpHur" fame. A bit is played by Fere
othy Higgins, concert pianist ort
composer, who is slated for featui

the

on the Broadway stage.
Margaret Livingston had no mor}

roles

some talk of making Airs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch' with me
as Lovcy Mary. No, I have no favorI like any of them
ites on the screen.

than got into make-up when otheproducers planning to make picturein the Fast were seeking her out witl

when

contracts.

There

is

they're good."
Charlotte Henry is a prettv little
thing, but strangely devoid of any of
those ingratiating weaknesses that endear people to strangers. She seems
like some curious automaton, meeting people tirelessly, going about in
the childish and quaint costumes of
Alice instead of in the conventional
clothes of a nineteen-year-old.
"I detect the odor of the camphor
balls that Paramount will pack her
away in," some one at the party for
I
her in New York murmured.
wouldn't have said that. I think that
she may make two or three pictures
before she goes off on a vaudeville
tour leading to nowhere.

and

here

let

me work

sight of the lights

and camera make

raring to go."

Margaret

is

one of those rare

dividuals

who remains

same
She

obscurity

in

fairly

Chuckles

in

essentially th

or the limeligh
energ}
with
sprinkled all thr

bristles

are

[<
her most commonplace remarks.
figure is young and buoyant, her fac
as sharply contoured as if two year
of idleness bad not nearly driven 1C
1

—

Once more the old Paramount studio on Long Island is bumming with activity. Marshall Neilan
started out to make "The Social RegRevival.

Columbia, with Colleen
Moore and Alexander Kirkland in

ister"

for

frantic.

one of those peo lC
carry unpretentiousness to so

Margaret

who

emerging from
perfectly true
the direc-

it's

Rouben Mamoulian,

intents and purposes,
change. Several visits
by Garbo to the Russian Eagle cafe
have been recorded, as well as one or
two at lunch time to the Ambassador.
She also saw the previews of
"Queen Christina." Never in years
has she shown that much interest in
her screen effort-,.
iossip about a
tor, has, to all

inspired

this

is

marriage between Garbo and Mamoulian has, ol course, been rampant,
but that would be surprising.
Incidentally.

highbrow
programs,

Garbo

not seen at

is

affairs, like exotic dancer-'

symphonic

concerts,

et

cetera, as in other days.

i,

them, the old ham will be sizzling,
can't stand idleness, and just th

me

of Garbo. —Yes

really

And

seclusion.
that

is

(

never retired when I became
Mrs. Paul Whiteman," Margare
"I just found it inconven
told me.
ient to go on making pictures, be,
cause Paul's work was here and
wouldn't leave him to go off to 1 to
lywood. If they'll only go on makin
"I

pictures

The Emerging
Greta Garbo

—

Soft-shoed Ronald. Ronald Colman's return isn't causing more than
a professional ripple or two.
le can
slip into and out of town with le~agitation over his coming and going
than anybody in Hollywood.
He is
the master of the private life, whether
it means anything or not.
Colman and Samuel Goldwyn never
made up their spat, although he is
working for an allied organization,
Twentieth Century, and is reputedly
still receiving about $100,000 per picture.
The first under his contract
will be another "Bulldog Drummond"
1

storv.

—

-

A
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Continued from page 42

fake heart, Jean.
Elissa Landi
assures me that intelligent women
are becoming more popular with men.
By this time,
hope you want to
know where this remarkably honest
1

newcomer hails from. She was born
New York twenty-two years ago
Jean Muir Fullarton. That a is not
in

an accident;

it

indicates her Scottish

Highland lineage.
She is not ashamed of the fact that
Both
she was not reared in wealth.
Her mother
her parents still work.
now owns and operates a bookshop
in New York City, and her father is
an accountant for a corporation.
I wondered how she is able to play

moving love scenes when she
never experienced the emotion.
"It is a handicap.
You see, I've
never married.
have never been in
deepl}
lias

1

Nor," she amplified, "have I
ever intensely desired any person or
thing, aside from my one all-consuming ambition to become an actress.
Therefore, I expect to have to work
doubly hard to be convincing in love
love.

sequences."
My guess was that she wouldn't
be long without friends.
I couldn't
fail to notice the admiring looks in
her direction when the men were
leaving the dining room.
But I had
reckoned without my hostess.
"I'm afraid I don't want to get

married

in

Hollywood.

I've

changed

my

entire outlook since I came here.
In the East I had very definite ideas
about love and the sanctity of mar-

even though
inspire romance.
riage,

I

didn't

seem

to

Continued from page 32

was

manipulate the lever that prosaw which was threatening to cut Little Nell in twain because she had repulsed the villain.
One evening Paul grew too curious
and, instead of stopping the dread
instrument a few inches from the
heroine's quivering body, he gave
the lever a shove and the pasteboard
to

pelled the prop

saw crumpled up against

Little Nell.

once lost his curiosity about
and his job with it.
hit
Mich an inquiring mind was
He asked for. and
not to be denied.
vol, other jobs with other companies,
finally landing in a real
Broadway
play by Hal Reid, further known to
fame as the father of Wallace Reid,
the famous star.
At that time Wally
was hut a boy standing in the wings
of the theater enviously watching
Paul
saw

at

J

young
at

Kelly.
Pictures were just being introduced
that time.
A company operating

needed
Brooklyn
but
actors,
couldn't afford to pay salaries such as
the theater could.
But Paul Kelly,
in

Blond Natural

"Since my stay in Hollywood, I
have been forced to conclude that
marriage can be more immoral limn
a mere affair.
Many marriages here
obviously are made with the feeling
that they can be broken as soon as the

becomes irksome.
To me that
worse than not taking the vow.
I ever marry I'll have to believe

tie
is

far

If

it's for keeps."
Jean's favorite role to date is the
long-legged, strong-armed, farm girl

that

"As the Earth Turns." She was
delighted with this character who
knew how to work and spent no time
in

Would you

scenes terribly.
that

I

had

actually

believe

to take one scene

eight times?"
I

chuckled and reminded her that

the great Hepburn, whom she idolizes, had to take one scene twentyseven times in one of her earlier pictures, because she didn't know picture technique.
Jean, though a long time in Paris,
has never been to a night club in her
life, nor to a speakeasy.
She formerly smoked, but when she met

Barrymore,
seemed a divinity to

Ethel

who'd always
Miss Barry-

her,

worrying about her looks.
"I know what a girl like that
thinks," Jean told me, "because I'm
like that myself.
If they'll just let

more offered her a cigarette. Jean
was too nervous to speak and Miss
Barrymore took it for a denial.

me do

elder

in

a few more roles like that, I'll
be able to show my best side
whatever it was that they saw in me when
they brought me from New York.

—

"When

I was on the stage, this is
was a plain girl with plain
tastes and a plain, single ambition-—
to become a good actress.
I wanted
to be the sort of an actress who grows
slowly, finally gets into her stride, and
after years of work lands the sort

all

I

:

of play she has spent her

life

trying

to get.

"And if they try to make a vamp
out of me now, they'll probably have
!"
to ship me back to New York

On

the stage, Jean had three years
experience, some on the road and
in New York.
"But," she says, "no matter how
easily I learn lines, I know nothing
about picture technique. I muff the

some

Who's Afraid

of

curious, took a chance and joined
They liked him very much, so
much that when they needed furniture for interior sets they borrowed
it from Paul's home, giving as compensation a photo of the Kelly home
up.

— un framed — which the photographer
in

One day

an

idle

moment.

occurred to Paul that
he wasn't getting all that he should
it

—

The
out of life
or the furniture.
result of a conference with the picture executives was that they hired
another actor in his place, one whose
views were more liberal and whose
furniture was newer.
Disillusioned, Paul returned to the
theater.

The boy became

a

man.

as

they say in literary circles, and with
manhood came his first real leading
role,

opposite Doris Kenvon. in the

Broadway play
The title was
Paul

phetic.

came
man.

,:

much

"Up

gadder."
and prostride and bethe

significant

hit

his

refreshing,
actress

my

dear," the
"to find a
doesn't smoke.

exclaimed,

young woman who

Don't ever begin."
So Jean has
never puffed another cigarette from
that day to this.

Her

naive

hilarity

wood.

bluntness

causes

both

and incredulity in HollyShe never drinks, but she did

accompany

a friend to a cocktail
party recently.
Shortly after arriving she disappeared, showing up
when most of the guests had departed.
"1 suppose I

was rude," she

said

to her hostess, "but I decided I just

couldn't

stand

people to-day.

I've

been out in the hills having the
grandest walk all by myself."
Jean is different and she knows it.

What

she doesn't

know

is

that a per-

unique as hers is the
answer to any producer's prayer.
sonality

as

Kelly?

still

snapped

"How

sought-after

leading

In 1925 he was invited to join the
cast of another picture.

Lardner's"The

It

was Ring

New

Klondike," starRealizing
ring Thomas Meighan.
that the days of furniture borrowing were over, he accepted. And he
The people were
liked the work.
congenial and the pay good.
Tin's one picture served to change
his mind about film companies in general.
He even wished to continue
working for them.
But executives
had not been sufficiently impressed to
offer him a contract, so back to

Broadway.
In 1930 he played the leading male
"Bad Girl," the part played

role in

by James Dunn in the picture. Opposite Paul in this show was a little
girl named Sylvia Sidney, who also
had taken a flyer into pictures and
had returned to Broadway through
"Bad Girl"
lack of encouragement.
got her another chance, but Kelly was
overlooked until, two years later, he
played in an independent picture op-

—
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He

Dorsay.

posite Fifi

mention

to

prefers not

this effort.

"I
played
Broadway press
a
agent," he says, "and to this day the
real Broadway press agents go out
of their way to insult me."
Back to the Great White Way and
three plays in quick succession
the
Theater Guild's "Pure in Heart,"
:

"The Great Magoo," and "Angel,"
Lenore

with

Another

Ulric.

he

bowed

out of during rehearsals because he didn't like the part.
Following this run he went on a
trip to South America, mainly because he wanted to see what it was
like, and then he returned
to his
home at Long Beach, New York.
"Pictures were the farthest thing
from my mind at this time," he says.
"In fact, I was deeply concerned over
the condition of my roof, which had
sprung a number of leaks during my
absence.
Upon inspection, the leaks
bore a great resemblance to auger

holes.

pect

At first I was inclined to susBen Hecht, who wrote 'The

Great Magoo,' but

me
to

friends

assured

me

entirely

that he did not hold

blame for the

failure of his play.

returned the compliment by giving him the benefit of the doubt about

SHEWANTSTO SUFFER!

PITY POOR IDA!

i

TOLD HER HOW MIDOL

SHE JUST ABOUT PASSES

I

OUT EVERY MONTH

EASES REGULAR PAIN

I

my roof."
He set to work
and while

midst of the labor
It was from Hol-

in the

How

him the role of
Rocci, in "Broadway Through a Keyhole." And, as suggested before, perhaps you saw him in the picture.

"Anyway,

a smile.

Long Beach.
fan mail

from

to Relieve Periodic Pain:

offering
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"I'm just a small-town boy who
made good in the city," he says with

of
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repairing the roof,

a telegram came.

lywood,

99

my
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the calendar, take Midol in time, and you
can often avoid even one twinge of the expected
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glass of water.

got was a telegram

Take one

Even when

tablet
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then drink a

full

the pains have begun or are at their

worst, you're at ease in ten minutes.

butcher."

Now

Twentieth Century has signed
and he has settled
in California. He is married to Dorothy Mackaye, the actress, and leads
the average, normal life of the wedded and working. Long devoted to

this time.

handball in the line of sports, he has
lately taken up hunting, spending

use Midol, keep their dates and

him

to a contract,

Periodic pain

So

out.

is

That's a

fact,

who

is

discomfort at

and

just too

it's

know

A

your worst day. Decide now your next
period

will

be comfortable. Get some

whatever time is allotted him for such
things on the near-by ranch of a

comfortable.

friend.

take for an ordinary headache. But don't

and have them reach'.
Meantime, you might try one on an
ordinary headache for proof of its speed.
Menstrual pain will be eased just a.
quickly, so it's folly to suffer. Midol i>
not a narcotic. It forms no habit. It does
not interfere with the natural and neces-

be fooled by ordinary pain tablets offered

sary menstrual

as a specific for menstrual pain! Midol

comfortable and easy.

He

has been assigned a role in a
forthcoming picture, Irene Dunne's
"Transient Love."
This time it is

bad

for the girl

million

them.

Midol

is

purpose. Its action

all. If

itably in

he acquits himself as credhis second picture as he did

in the first, you'll be seeing a lot of

Paul Kelly from

now

on.

is

a special medicine offered for this special

believable.
if

keep

as harmless as the aspirin you

expected pain.

And

it.

women have had it proved to
At least that many women now

which doesn't bother him
a bit, because, he says, an actor should
be prepared to play any part that's
handed him, provided he can make it
lighter stuff,

doesn't

is felt

is

unusual. Its

relief

almost immediately.

Take a Midol

tablet just before the

You may have no

you do, a second

check the pain

in

pain at

tablet will usually

seven to ten

minutes.

That's how rapidly this remedy works!

And

the relief

Two

tablets should see

is

unusually lasting.

you through

Midol

tablets

process

—just

makes

it

come in a
Tuck it in
your purse and be prepared. Then make
These

slim

tiny, tasteless tablets

case of aluminum.

little

your

engagements

—and

keep

them

without worry as to the time of month.

Every drugstore now has

this relief

periodic pain. You'll usually find

_^.

toilet

for

on the

goods counter; or just ask for

Midol.

how

it

Directions

to use

it

will

telling

exactly

be found inside.
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What Hollywood Has Given Me

.

.

'

Continued from page 36

When I
don't know.
come in from an airplane trip, crowds
follow me right into the .station washpeople get

room

it,

"Some persons

I

you

and stare.
"My husband and 1 own a fiftyacre farm near Cape Cod with a
house two hundred years old on it.
When we went there for a visit with
his parents, mobs of country folk
came. They completely ruined our
In a few days we left.
stay.
At
Greenwich, Connecticut, I went to
the comity fair and literally was
mohhed. I hate crowds.
to stand

is

happy

remain

to

home

at

reading, wandering
around the house, sewing. She enjoys all that she does.
few years ago, when she didn't
need it, she dipped into philosophy.
"No philosophy now. I'm study-

some evenings,

A

ing English and American .history
with a tutor from the university.
When I was so miserable, I could
find no help in books, in others'
All answers must come
thoughts.

from within, our

spirit

must sustain

because our problems and their

us,

solutions are individual.

"Need manifests

She

self."

tated, searching for

hesi-

"An

words.

in-

ner urge directs me; instinct is never
wrong. It is a mistake when I think
things out. Logic and reason are not

When

the reins that control.

I

feel,

know."
Joan goes about, thrilling again, yet
Ever thoughtful, she
warily, to life.
I

s<

flowers to

iid-

Mae

Clarke

when

Continued from page 9
Since worth-while movies first began, the
films

I

recall

best

Marie
saw them all. For
of

those

are

Doro, .iiul I'm glad I
twenty years of stage success, for ten years
on the screen in her an actress showed
our world what stardom ought to mean!
Edward J. Fraser.
27 Wallingford Avenue,
North Kensington, London, W. 10.

—

Dishing

HELEN

Back.

It

KLUMPH,

I

know

don't

a

thine about you, hut I'm going to dish
do
you out some of your own stuff.
you think you are to pass Such remarks
lie was
about Lee Tracy on to his fans?

Who

good enough

you a few minutes
what do you do but
about a guy that a
write a lot
fan couldn't and wouldn't want to believe.
From the attitude you take. 1 presume
you're some fussy teacher of journalism
out to have a good time at Lee's expense.
his

of

time,

to

give

hut then
of things

You

certainly are not a writer.
ee on
also happen to have met
same trip Last. You say that .ee is
think you're
considerate and kind.
wet.
had met
In spite of the fact that
shook as
merous stars before.
proached him which at leasl proves
had
point in that storj oi yours.
I

I

I

I

I

—

can't

live

I

1

I

this

not
all

nuap-

one
in-

will

tell

von that

Hollywood and be

in

That is absurd.
You are
a lady.
here just what you are elsewhere.
Effects of the 'Hollywood influence'
depend on the receptive attitude of
To accept certain
the individual.
things is to make them true.
"1

believe

Luck has boosted many

Hollywood.
stars

particularly in

luck,

in

they hold to-

the positions

to

day.
"I expect to devote five or ten years
I see previews of those
to pictures.

Growth

Continued from page 31

Joan

!

she

is

here and there.
Fans have criticized her recent posShe
ing, even in emotional moments.
does exaggerate. But I can't describe
I
think
her as being less natural.
that each Joan, in her progress along
the route of self-realization, is natural
She is fundaat the moment.
mentally honest.
The present phase is a reaction
from domestic enthusiasm. Being an
extremist. Joan hooked rugs and
made curtains with a zeal perhaps exHaving lost her incentive
cessive.

bert, gifts

—

for that, the pendulum now swings
Exhibitionism
the other way.

her

may

be to her an emotional outlet.
Joan has yet to learn temperance,
that definite progress is accomplished
by evolution, not by revolution. Yet
for some strongly individualized natures, the first sign of change to another path must be an exclamatory
gesture.

What

kind?"
just

a

You remind

parting word.

—

you both
write perfect sentences, hut
you're forever finding fault with people
who are really grand.
131
(

Woollcott

Alexander

know how

to

West
!hicag<

Ki>\
Place,

112th

\

Nordstrom.

'.

All for

WHY

Ruby

Keeler.

Katharine Hepjust another
Don't we have enough
imitation of Garbo.
What the
of those on the screen to-day?
public wants is more actresses like Ruby
burn

I'll

I

never go

picture days

return to Broadway,

The gain

regrets.

will

have been worth the game.

"My

poorest picture was 'The Keyin Paradise'

My best, 'Trouble
'One Way Passage.'

hole.'

and
no choice

in

my

But

I

have

stories.

"I love to play sophisticated roles.
In Clara Bow's picture, 'Dangerous
Curves,' they dressed me in tights

Imagine
wood."

it!

Oh,

well, that's Holly-

Joan, it must be remembered, is
actuated by a keen desire to discover
and to become and to display her real
self.
Each mood of her mercurial
marathon is sincere, yet each is but
a silhouette.

"When

I

am

dissatisfied with

my

environment or with myself, I try to
see what's wrong and improve it," she
once told me.
Watching her changes, her pause
upon each landing and her climb up
successive flight, is absorbing.
are of interest, likewise, to her
fans, who grieve with her and laugh

the

They

with her.

To-day Joan is vibrant and confiWho knows?
Next week?
Never fear; to-morrow's to-morrow

dent.

perhaps even a
Will she ever find
If
I doubt it.
calm contentment?
she does, I believe she will be lost
to us as an actress.

will give us another,

more

vivid, Joan.

the Fans Think

tended to say a few words to him, but I
was speechless at the moment. Seeing the
predicament I was in, he smiled, which
gave me enough courage to ask for his
He very obligingly complied.
autograph.
When I tried to thank him, he said:
Do
Glad to do it."
'•That's all right.
you call that not being considerate? And
what's more, when he went away a few
minutes later, he waved and smiled at my
friend and me.
Do you call all this ungracious and un-

And
me of

are ended,
voicing no

work.

I

When my

Her Coal

Is

a bicycle to Claudette Col-

ill,

which

films in

to premieres.

do

people

different?

call

She's

Keeler.
She's my idea of the perfect girl.
She's fresh, beautiful, and can she dance!
she's ;i tine actress, too.
hope to see
1
Dick I'owell and her as the stars of their

next film. I don't see how anything could
I
be more delightful than meeting her.
wish with all my heart that I could meet

and have
a

this

charming

little

actress

for

friend.

Drucilla Handy.
Kensington Avenue,
Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Fine and Superfine.
I'm concerned, Barbara Stani\. wyck is the first lady of the screen.
This young, charming, and attractive girl
has talent and acting ability second to
She is human, sincere, honestly
none.
There is no pose or pretense about
real.
her.
She deserves all the credit and praise
we can give her. for she is truly great.
Another little lady who deserves orchids
by the basketful is the piquant and adorThat sunny smile of
able Sylvia Sidney.
hers lights up her entire face with a raShe is a superfine actress.
diant beauty.
While we're giving out credits, I think
pretty Ginger Rogers is very deserving, a

AS

far

as

little actress and a charming girl.
Her "Professional Sweetheart" was very
How about more of the
neatly done.
same, Ginger?

clever

Peari.
Buffalo,

New

York.

Continued on page 65

Cowan.

—

—

—
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What

Has Taken From

It

Me

Continued from page 37

She can draw

She is
Hollywood.
She is
She is a one-man woman.
wholly devoted to her work and can
and does give it everything she has.
She is versatile, talented but colder
than an ice gorge in the Yukon, yet
always gracious.
An interviewer in a mid-Western
city once wrote to a dramatic editor
into

disinterested

totally

DON'T BE

herself.
in

SKINNY

—

Kay Francis as
she appears to be to us?"

asking, "Is

dumb

as

The answer is "No!" But she has
monosyllables which stand out like
Pikes Peak in a Colorado blizzard.
Each to her constitutes an oration.
Has Hollywood changed her?
Yes
Just as it changes all who win
success. But she is collecting her toll
and laying it away to enjoy it among
more congenial associates and surroundings sometime.

MY SECRET-

HERE'S

HEW WAY ADDS
5 to 15 POUNDS
in a few weeks!

!

New

The

Thousands who were once skinny
praise quick

way

and

curves

to get lovely

vital health !

Love Code

Continued from page

41

parade before the professor's eyes.
He pauses for thought. No. he can't
truthfully

say that they're feeding
buttermilk and whole-wheat
crackers these days.
The great Barrymore, who Don
Juaned and dined his way into
marquee eminence, made his biggest

Jimmy

comedy

hit in a

[TOP being ashamed
'

news

!

Whether the slapping, the scrapping, and the sparring between film
partners of the opposite sex will continue, no one knows.
It may be that
pictures will again revert to the tactics of a bygone era when men were
mercurial and women cried, "How
dare you?" as they allowed themselves to be swept off their feet for
just so many yards of film.
Mayhap a new Valentino will arise
Phoenixlike from the ashes on the
cutting-room floor, and a whole nation of star worshipers will kneel in
silent adoration.
Perhaps.
But I
don't believe it.
N. H. A. has too
many adherents doing their share to
kid the pantings off gushy screen love.
They want emotion, but as for a quick
shave, their instruction is "once over
lightly."

And
eagle's

of your

people

call

losing your
friends on

that account. Here's a new,
quick, easy treatment that is
giving thousands solid, healthy
flesh and attractive curves
in
just a few weeks!

— —

that's

— having

you "skinny", and
chances of making

mad Haps-

role, the

burg taxi-driver prince in "Reunion
in Vienna."
In that delicious characterization he was asked to impart
a smarting blow on the
er
to an
old beldame, and in turn received two
neatly executed slaps from the dignified Diana Wynyard.
Ah me, times have indeed changed,
for when a doll bites a Barrvmore,

figure

As you know, doctors

for

years have prescribed yeast to
build up health for rundown
men and women. But now with
this new discovery you can get
far greater tonic results than with ordinary yeast— regain health, and in addition
put on pounds of solid flesh— and in a far

shorter time.

Not only

are thousands quickly gaining

beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from indigestion and
constipation, strong nerves, new pep.

Concentrated

7

times

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,
is made from specially cultured brewers' ale
yeast imported from Europe— the richest
yeast known which by a new process is
concentrated 7 times made 7 times more

—

emblem?

Well,

been used by the

They'll take the

mocking

the
President.

bird.

the strong, well-built person. So begin at
once to get back the healthy flesh you
need.

But that

not all! This marvelous,
health-building yeast is then ironized with
3 special kinds of iron which strengthen the
blood,

is

add abounding pep.
as you take Ironized Yeast,

Day after day,

watch ugly, gawky angles fill out, flat chest
develop and skinny limbs round out attractively. And with this will come a radiantly
clear skin, new health— you're an entirely

new

person.

Authorities warn that skinny, anemic, nervous people are far more liable to serious
infections and fatal wasting diseases than

Do

it

before

it is

too late.

Results guaranteed

No matter how skinny and weak you
may be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands of others. So
successful has it been in even hopeless
cases that it is positively guaranteed. If
you are not delighted with the results of

the very first package, your
stantly refunded.

money

in-

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the genuine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special

powerful.

Skinniness dangerous
their

Posed by professional models

FREE

To

FREE

offer!

up your health

start you building
right away, we make

this

absolutely

Purchase a package of
Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us with a clipoffer.

ping of this paragraph.

We will

send you

new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a wella fascinating

known authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the
first
package
money refunded. At

very

or
all

druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Dept. 72, Atlanta.

Georgia.

T

—
—
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CONSTIPATED

The Screen

After Her

'-

Continued from page 54

Baby

First

tricities

of character wearing pretty

thin.

Finds Relief
Safe, All-

Vegetable Way
She had Riven up hopo
of anything but partial
relief until she learned

V

of famous

.

all-vegetablo

NR Tablets (Nature's
Eemedy). But now after
years of chronic constipation and biliousness
what a change! New pep new color and vitality
freedom from bowel sluggishness and intestinal
I i

—
poisons. This

l

—

all- vegetable

FREE! SU "gaSSE;
— samplea
NR and Tama. Send

"Girl Without a

thorough

elimination. Geta25cbox.
All druggists'

Thermometer

name, address, stamp

There's no doubt of Miss Brady's
as a comedienne. She's brilliant,
if
forced at times.
Lionel Barrymore is eloquently disagreeable as
her groucb\- husband, Mary Carlisle
is clever as the daughter, and a newcomer, Katherine Alexander, is cultured and charming.
skill

laxative gently stimu-

lates the entire bowel, gives complete,

to

Room."

Churchill,
Charles
Far'rell,
Marguerite
Ratoff,
Ruggles,
Gregory
Charles
DiWalter Woolf, Grace Bradley.

rector

LEWIS CO.
Desk CO-86

A. H.

:

Ralph

Murphy.

St. Louis, Missouri

What more

entertaining than a
pretensions,
which
turns out to be far better than many
Because of the
a touted offering?
surprise, it proves doubly enjoyable
and the spectator, if he is a critic.
picture

GRAY HAIR

minus

rub

not

off.

"NALFA" Single Set (2 Bots.
"NALFA" Double Set 4 Bots

85c postpaid

,)

(

any price.
Sa tisfaction guaranteed or
state shade desi red.
Sold and applied by

None better at
money refunded,
B.

Charles Farrell is excellent as the
shy and backward youth from the
States,
and Charles Ruggles and
Gregory Ratoff are at their best. The
return of Marguerite Churchill is
something to cheer. She's lovely to
look at and her acting is perfect. By
all means, don't miss the comic duel
between Mr. Farrell and Mr. Ratoff
and Grace Bradley's rough-and-tumble fight with Mr." Farrell.

"Convention City."
Joan

Blondell,

Though

$-1.50 postpaid

)

ing, temperamental crowd comes a
young Tennessean with a scholarship
and plenty of money. You can imagine what happens to his money.
There isn't any plot to detail, but
the happenings are lively and hilarious, and there isn't enough music
and rhymed dialogue to hurt.

Adolphe

Menjou,

Mary

Astor,
Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee,
Patricia Ellis, Ruth Donnelly, Frank
McHugh. Director: Archie Mayo.

Tinted in 20 minutes to its ns tural, or any shade desired with "NALFA", the most seientific preparation in
Leaves hair soft a nd lustrous: colors hair
tinworld.
.is
inside,
nature does.
Easy to apply by oneself
dues

Review

in

this is

vulgar and noisy, a

farcical glorification of the traveling

salesman's type of humor, it is lively
and funny. It makes no pretensions,
it has no object except to amuse, and
it
demonstrates the ability of some
favorite players to adapt their acting
This is especially
to a robust mood.
the case of Adolphe Menjou and
Mary Astor who acquit themselves
with expert distinction. It is a nov-

CLEMENT,

New York
Inc., A46 West 56th Street.
Hair Coloring Manufact urer for 32 Years

To Be Deaf
No. Joke
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
^beingdeaf for twenty-five years, with his ArttEar Drums. He woree them day and nitjht.
^*Tiv y stopped his head £*
™m'^^r~**%_
.^""^
noises. They are invisible
andeomfortabie.no wires
or batteries. Write for

gtejhcial

Jv«™^.
,,

TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness.
ArtificialEarDruv
THE WAY COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

712 Huf inarm BIdg.

HOSPITAL HELP WANTED
NURSES, ATTENDANTS, & OTHERS

desiring (rood positions in
Hospitals, Sanitariums, and Institutions anywhere, write enclosing

Scharl Bureau.

Dept. 3-14

145 w. 45th

St..

New York

STOP Your Rupture
Why

worry. Buffer with that rupture? Learn about my perfected
invention. It haa automatic Air

Cushions which bind and dr

Worries!

the broken parts together as
you would a broken limb. No obnoxious springe or pads.
No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove it. Beware of
Imitations. Never sold in etoreB. Write today for full information pent free in plain, sealed envelope.

H.C. BROOKS,

601 G Stata

St.,

Marshall, Mich.
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FREE.
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Numerology Reading
Money back guarantee.
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BrandNew

is

why.

The first is, it's really funny.
More than that, it's colorful and gay,
with just the right touch of parody.
Best of all, it is acted by players who
know what their characters mean and
what relationship they bear to the
whole.
The scene is the Latin Quarter of
Paris, not altogether unheard of, it
is true, but it is more or less a nov-

on the screen. The odd assortment of humans, most of them amiable derelicts, are new and freshly
drawn, and all are in the hands of

elty

i

tnenl, health, accidents, lucky davn, travel,
nl exact birth date for

included

theater all but skipping.
the mood brought about by
seeing this nonsensical comedy. Pardon me while I skip to the reasons
the

leaves

That

SAN DIEGO,

CAL11

£> fJ97J

clever

players

squeeze the

last

who know how
implication

from

to

their

lines.

T

Guorontccd

REMINGTON

by

Sensationally new K>w
and easy terms.

price
S
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NO MONE}

Hem.

10 DayTrial — 7"Aien WcaDay

Send for new literature nnd na) pay t.lnn-only $1 .00 do
Also bargains in Standard Size refimshed office
a day
sent free. Write fur details ami special money mnkinir oppor.
.

International Typewriter Exchange, o e ptl*326
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There art' the ex-Russian general
and his baggage of a daughter, an artist whose masterpiece is called "Portrait of a Whistle," an American girl
who is wise in the ways of bohemia,
and a medley of nondescripts called
by such names as Trotsky, Silsky,
Walksky, and so on. Into this seeth-

and something of a shock, to
hear the patrician-looking Miss Astor tossing off wisecracks with the
ease of Joan Blondell, but no one can
say she doesn't do it well.
The story deals with a salesmen's
convention in Atlantic City and all
the pranks, intrigues, drinking, and
general futility of go-getters on the
elty,

loose.

Down

the long

list

of players you

:

Gl
will find

no one who misses the comic

significance of his role and
in the whole, Miss Blondell

place
in par-

its

ticular playing a -gold digger

who

is

more than usually dangerous and unscrupulous, yet making you like her.
"The House on Fifty-sixth Street."
Kay Francis, Gene Raymond, Ricardo
Margaret
William
Boyd,
John Halliday, Hardie Al-

Cortez,
Lindsay,

Director

bright.

Robert

:

Florey.

When, oh when, will Kay Francis
have a really strong picture that will
Never,
put her over with a hang?
perhaps you say, if you are one of
those who insist that she is incapable of being a dominant figure in
drama. But, ah, the pity of it, for

fronted by her grown daughter whose
passion for gambling brings about
her ruin and all but sends Miss FranFor
cis to prison for a second time.
when the girl shoots dead Ricardo
Cortez. who is pressing her for payment, her unknown mother takes the
Whereupon the cruel, coveblame.
tous proprietor promises to protect
her from the police if she will remain

house as his

the

in

know

was

—

well,

I

Your Kidneys

don't

or
blackjack dealer but 1 suspect it was
Therea combination of all three.
fore, we leave Miss Francis to the
sad fate of one who entered the house
years before as a young bride and is

now

if

it

as

slave,

a virtual prisoner.

All this
cality

makes

chattel,

•

a tale that

is

more

mechanical theatrithan for any warmth or fresh-

notable
ness.

for

its

is strictly

It

dream

a scenario writer's

which situations are
more important than humanness.
You won't find a handsomer advenMiss Francis.
turess-heroine than
pipe

in

.

.

particularly in her old-fashioned hats

and gowns which she wears with unusual grace, and her hair ages beautifully.
But. like most heroines, the
rest of her is untouched' by time.

"The Right to Romance."
Ann Harding, Robert Young. Nils Asther,
Maritza,

Sari

Freeman,
Alfred

Irving Pichel, Helen
Director
Carter.

Louise

Santell.

Ann

Harding, as a miracle-worker
surgery, is faced with a
dramatic problem. Shall she restore
the countenance of the rival who has
in

plastic

she is lovely and persuasive, giving
such a good account of herself that
you almost think she is a superior
find her

wanting

comes and you

in all but superficial

appeal.

Such,

alas, is

my

evaluation of her

YOUR PEP

Good Kidney Action Purifies Your
Blood— Often Removes the Real
Cause of Getting lip Nights,
Neuralgia and Rheumatic PainsQuiets Jumpy Nerves and MaKes
You Feel 10 Years Younger.

A

famous

recently

women

lured her husband from her, or shall
she refuse and let the girl go through

lugubrious dramatics.

life

Her adventures recall both "Madame X" and "Night After Night."
The latter, you remember, had a

Now all this is the proper set-up
for an emotional crisis in the movies,
but somehow it doesn't come to a
head.
You have to whip up your

home

days as a mansion. Our
current heroine does that, too, only
the home she gave up when she was
in its

becomes a gambling
house where Miss Francis, with an
sent

to

inherited

prison

taste

for

cards,

is

con-

and Kidney Specialist
men and

scientist

"60 per cent of
said
past 35, and many far
:

younger,
poorly functioning Kidneys,
and this is often the real cause of feeling
'p
Getting
tired,
run-down,
nervous.
Xights, Rheumatic pains and other trou-

from

I

bles."
If
poor kidney and Bladder functions
cause you to suffer from any symptoms
such as Loss of Vitality, Getting up
Nights, Backache, Leg Pains, Nervousness,
Lumbago, Stiffness, Neuralgia or
Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness, Dark Circles
Under Eyes, Headaches, Frequent Colds,
Burning, Smarting or Itching Acidity, you
can't afford to waste a minute. You should
Doctor's
Prescription
testing
the
start
called Cystex
(pronounced Siss-tex) at

once.

and I record it with regret.
Heaven knows, the picture is nothing
to rave about and Miss Francis's role
is one that only genius could make
real.
Still, one had hoped she would
rise to the occasion and overwhelm
the weakness of her vehicle. But she
doesn't.
She
remains
perfectly
charming, but the story would have
you grant its heroine more than
charm for she is involved in heavy*
in this,

young woman nocturnally visiting a
speakeasy which once had been her

BACK

.WIN

suffer

actress until the test

Out

Clear*

Cystex is probably the most reliable and
unfailingly successful prescription for poor
It starts
Kidney and Bladder functions.
work in 15 minutes, but does not contain
narcotics
any dopes,
or
habit-forming
drugs.
It is a gentle aid to the Kidnej s
in their work of cleaning out Acids and
poisonous waste matter, and soothes and
tones
raw, sore, irritated bladder and
urinary membranes.

marred?

)

imagination and catch at clews to
sense the drama that is being withT
don't know why
held from you.
this should lie so in a picture that depends on conventionalitv for its existence.

Heaven knows,

Because of its amazing and almost
world-wide success the Doctor's prescription known as Cystex (pronounced Sissoffered to sufferers from poor
tex
is
Kidney and Bladder functions under a
guarantee to fix you up to
fair-play
your complete satisfaction or
on return of empty pack-

it's

Continued on page 64

straight-

age.

It's

only 3c

a

So ask your druggist
Cystex

today

and

yourself how
younger, stronger
for

better

you

can

feel

<Lse.
for

see

much
and
by

simply
cleaning
out
your kidneys.
Cystex
must do the work or
cost nothing.
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age.
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the body refreshed and inhealth
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vigorated.
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results.
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Address

Fans, Mrs. Raft!
Continued from page 33

George seems to be equally undisGrace
turbed over losing his wife.
hasn't heard from him recently, except for her regular checks, so she
assumes he's still satisfied with their
arrangement. With one matrimonial
failure behind him, she says she
doesn't wonder that he likes his present position in which he's free to stray
among the Hollywood lambkins and
yet not free enough for any one of
them to tie him down to any certain
pasture.
He's had. Grace declares,
enough of domesticity.
As for Grace, divorce is something
she hasn't even considered. She isn't
thinking seriously of any of her men

acquaintances, and she has as much
fun as mixes well with a responsible
job.
She lives with another girl
where both of them can be found
most evenings. There George often
joins her when he's in town.
"We're very good friends," Grace
said, surprised when the interviewer
asked for reassurance on that point.
"When George is in town he takes
me to dinner and sometimes sends me
But we'll never be that
lovely gifts.
way about each other again."
So no matter where you read that
the Raft is "that way" about one girl
or another, you can be certain he'll
remain onlv that way.

State

City
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Those Embarrassing

Moments
thing.
to

you're not sure you've

done

or

said

.

.

Continued from page

you'd give anything

sure, wouldn't

be

you?

Laura Alston Brov?n
in

her

book

GRACES

SOCIAL

on

you how

tells

conduct yourself at

all

Cooper,

Crawford, Fran-

Gable, Harlow, March, Raft,
Tracy, West; self-confidence and
healthy belief in logic and reality.
"No," not a star gave this reply.
It
shows an unbalanced, overemotional nature.
"Undecided," McCrea indicates a

cis,

—

proper

the

Are You

to

times.

FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF
AN EXPERT. GET

Postage
Prepaid

of Etiquette

^A

middle-ground temperament.
11.
Do you like to play practical
jokes?
March,
Raft,
Cooper,
"Yes,"
Tracy.
This shows a sardonic sense of
humor and a marked masculinity.
"No," Crawford, Francis, Gable,
McCrea, West.
This indicates the warm, genial
They prefer to laugh
sort of humor.
with people, not at them.
"Undecided" to such a simple quesHarlow got it for
tion grades zero
failing to answer.
Arc you calm and confident
12.
excited in the face of
emergencies requiring quick action or
decision?
"Yes," Crawford, Francis, Gable,
March, McCrea. Raft, Tracy, West.

CENTS
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"No," Cooper.
"Undecided," Harlow.
These three replies indicate degrees
of self-control and decisiveness.
Po you seek to add to your
13.
list

of close personal friends.'

"Yes," Crawford, Gable, March,
Raft, Tracy.
This shows a choosy but not ex-

narrow social disposition.
"No," Cooper, Harlow, Francis,
McCrea, West.

cessively

•

;
.
;

CUTICi l\\ SOAP
Acknowledged
against

Skin Troubles

Price 25c.
•

as a Protection

:

Sample

Address: "CulicurQ," Dept.

free.

12K, Maiden,

Maftfl.

unless an individual be afby misanthropy, indicates wide

This,
I
•

.

13

14.

:

flicted

methodical

rather

your work?
"Yes," Crawford, Francis, Gable,
Harlow, March, McCrea, West.
"No," Cooper, Raft.
"Undecided," Tracy.
The answers show degrees of ability in organizing and systematizing
one's work.
15.
Docs wearing proper clothes
for an occasion contribute strongly
to your confidence and ease.'
"Yes," Crawford, Francis, Harlow, March, Raft, Tracy, West.
This shows common-sense logic
and sensitiveness to opinions of
in

others.

"No,"

McCrea,

Cooper,

denotes

originality, artistic rebellion.

"Undecided,"

ground
16.

A

Gable.

middle-

disposition.

Do you

consciously strive to

be agreeable?

"Yes," Crawford. Francis, Gable,
Harlow, March, McCrea, Raft.

Shows

social worth, ability to co-

operate.

"No," Cooper, Tracy, West.
This

may

infer

either

thropic or a devil-may-care

a

misan-

spirit.

Do you mind being watched
work or play.'
"Yes" Cooper, Crawford, Raft.
This shows timidity allied to bash17.

at

fulness.

"No," Francis, Gable, Harlow, McCrea, March, Tracy. West.
~
indicates ability to concentrate n
work and career to the exc'
salesmen s
sentiment.
n
,

i

18.

ty and all
,
In answering the
and
fa

T

you reasonably confident

t j ie

replies arc correct?

social interest.

shows
a
"Undecided"
ground social temperament.

Arc yon

than easy-going

;

The Book

Like?

I.

"Yes,"

When

Star

middle-

"Yes," Cooper, Franci^

M arch, McCrea.

Raft.

W

rs
"

ou

—

—
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These show themselves

good

to be

logical

to

reasoning

or

Goodbye

sa
faculties.

GRAY

They have no bearing on emotional

self-critics.

"No," shows lack of careful

rea-

temperament,

although

this

factor

soning.

may modify

"Undecided,"
Crawford,
Gable,
Tracy, shows a sane doubt of humanity's ability to judge itself.
By tracing the answers of each of
your favorite stars, one at a time,
through all eighteen questions, you
will be able to form an excellent
opinion of their characters an opinion not based on guesswork, but

of average grades scored by the stars

on the whole

grades.

list

is

Joan Crawford
Jean Harlow

....

Fredric March
Clark Gable

scientific psychoanalysis.

Joel

And, of course, you may use the
same method in analyzing your own

McCrea

Lee Tracy
George Raft
Gary Cooper

character.
The scores given below apply only

a table

HAIRS!
(FREE

of questions:

Kay Francis
Mae West

;

Here
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shows way to I
end them /

87
82
74
68
87
82
82
77
70
63
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or is entirely gray, you can bring
youthful color to every faded strand. The
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hair soft and lustrous takes
curl or wave. Nothing to rub
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to gray
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first.

No
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risk. Just mail".

MARY T.GOLDMAN4766 Goldman

Bldg., St. Paul,

Minn.

I

no affection for the films

in

which

She thinks they
she has appeared.
were mostly bad.
Before she entered into a discussion of her pictures, she lighted a
fresh cigarette, leaning forward to
emphasize what she was saying.
"In thinking of a picture studio, I
think of a large bottle with a very
narrow neck. There is nothing perIt
sonal in what I am about to say.
simply gives the impression of the
studio I am most familiar with. This
bottle contains many fine things
ideas,

talent,

settings,

Yet

actors.

nothing comes of it all until it has
been painstakingly filtered through
the narrow neck, which represents to
my mind the thick skull of the little
man in the main office, call him super-

what you please."
There was one picture Miss Landi

visor, chief,

enjoyed doing:
"Warrior's Husband."
"I had to fight to get them to let
me do it." she said. "You see I was
imported originally as a sort of
Garbo, I suppose.
I was tall and
blond and, yes, well-born, so I was
immediately cast for glacial heroines,

you

ladies, if

like,

who were manne-

manner and stereotyped

quin in

in

style.

...

"I said, 'Won't you
sit
down?' and 'I'm afraid this is
good-by' until I was sure every picture was the same one being made
.

.

.

over and over in different settings,
with different costumes.
rather
terrifying state of mind to get into."
Finally Fox offered Miss Landi a
script that was too much even for her
patience.
It had to do with a lady

A

|

Street
I

j

City

I

Color of your hair 7

.

State

I

j

BLEMISHES GONE

Smitli who married a duke
and became a duchess.
As Miss
Landi explained to me, this would
not make Miss Smith a duchess, and

named

she

I

Name

I

radiant skin beauty
New 2 way
can be yours.

Soft,

Skin

j-'

J

the writer of the script.
"Who cares in Peoria?" he asked.
One word led to another and eventually Fox advised Miss Landi she
would play Miss Smith, marry a
duke, and become a duchess, or suffer the consequences.
She had become accustomed to suffering, so she
held out against making the picture,
and her contract was voided.
Now the Landi fortunes are cast
with Harry Cohn, the dynamic little
told

$»

Discovery,
created by Louis Philippe,
internationally
kno W a
skin expert, clears up
ugly blemishes, pimples.,
boils
and other skin
Sepadisfigurements.
rate treatments for day
and night use conta
atural healing skin foods
medicines. Results guaranteed-a lovely, clear complexion or
your money refunded. Send only
SI. 00 for both preparations, or pay
postman plus postage on delivery.
LOUANGEL CORP. Dept. C-17

316 West 23d

St.,

|
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Learn

PHOTOGRAPHY

and have a profitable vocation.
There are many opportunities in
this dignified and profitable profession.
Learn quickly by the fa
Y. I.
method of instruction.
N.
Personal attendance or Home Study
in Commercial, News, Poror Motion Picture PhotograFree booklet, "How to Succeed
Photography."
New York Institute of Photography

courses

man who

has brought Columbia up
from quickies to major importance.
He has salvaged the careers of mam-

trait,

phy.
in

Jean Harlow and Lee Tracy
were revived by the Cohn pulmotor.
It will be interesting to see what he

DENISON'S

does with the unrealized possibilities

T.S.Denison&Co.623 S.Wabash, Dept. SZ. Chicago

stars.

that

Landi possesses.
know what he plans for

"I don't

me," Elissa said, with a smile. Then
she shrugged gayly, and tossed out
her hands in a sweeping gesture that
added. "After what I've been through,
anything will be welcome !"
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Songs, Make-up Goods.
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house wl
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packing
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will
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I
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see
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We
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The Screen

Continued from page 61

in

Review

elemental up to the
chooses to he vague
Altogether, it is a tepid

Incidentally, Mr. Stephens has returned to the stage, but after his per-

mounted,
nicely photographed.
But it has no
backbone; it's theatrical, synthetic, an
echo of many pictures that have gone

he will be recalled to Hollywood because it establishes him with unmistakable emphasis as being distinctly
worth while. He is a gradual actor
rather than a startling one and it has
taken a few films to bring him out.

and

forward

Then

climax.

and shy.

it

offering, nicely acted, nicely

before.

too had for the players
concerned, especially Miss Harding,
whose successes are becoming more
and more infrequent and her acting
more standardized. In this she does
no better than the material provided
for her. although one hopes that a
star will vitalize a character and accelerate a story, but Miss Harding's
miracles are only performed in the
operating room here.

This

is

Robert Young is the breezy juvenile Miss Harding marries and Nils
Asther is naturally dignified and distinguished as the doctor who loves
her more, while Sari Maritza is
pertly pretty as the bad

"Jimmy and

little girl.

formance

His voice

in

is

this

picture

especially

I

am

good and

sure

his

nominal villain and
make you feel sympathetic is an accomplishment which makes him valuable as hero or heavy. Fans, too, will
be pleased to see John Arledge again.
ability to play a

"Hoopla."
Clara
Bow,
Preston
Foster,
Richard
Cromwell, Minna Gombell, Florence
Roberts,
Herbert
Mundin,
James
Gleason,
Roger Imhof.
Director:
Frank Lloyd.

The familiar and not undramatic
story of "The Barker" comes to the
screen denatured and flattened.
It

Dunn,
Claire
Trevor,
Harvey
Stephens, Lya I.ys, led Prouty, John
Arledge. Director: James Tinling.

Lya Lys plays Pola

with just the right accent of travesty.

Mr.

son.

Foster's

character

—

Mr. Foster's cast-off sweetie who
bribes Miss Bow to seduce his son,
and Florence Roberts is excellent as
a fortune-telling hag. And this, believe it or not, was directed by the
sponsor of "Cavalcade."
Another
studio mystery
as

Sale,

Boyd, Nat
Director
Ellsler.

William

Givot,

Again

Ed Wynn

falls

short

of

turning out a good picture, but he
gives a grand performance.
So if
you are one of his followers, you will
find well worth while this second venture of his into films.
It is typical
Wynn nonsense, with moments of
comedy that are nothing less than inspired, but a weak finish mars the
whole that, and a sort of formless

—

ing optimism and eventual reform.
Best, I should say, since "Bad Girl,"
and Mr. Dunn gives an excellent and
appealing display of those qualities
which first attracted attention to him.
The picture is genuinely diverting,
lively, believable, and, in spots, conspicuously
out
of
the
ordinary.
Jimmy is a press agent who, when
he overplays his ballyhoo, gets his
employer in trouble and is fired. He
sells himself to his former boss's girl,
a night-club warbler, and puts over a
publicity stunt which turns out to be
dynamite because it involves the underworld. By causing newspapers to
publish a yarn describing the singer
as being yearningly infatuated with a
nameless gangster, every bad man in
town turns up at the night club convinced that he is the man of Pola
Wenski's torch songs. JJic outcome
is both comic and dramatic and 1 insist that the situation is unusual.
Miss Trevor plays not Pola, but a
fellow employee of Jimmy who i>
disgusted with his lies and conceit,
listens to another man in his absence
and finally forgive Jimmy when he
reappears.
Har.ve) Stephens is line
as the pseudo-villain who makes love

and

and

never rings true and Mr. Cromwell's
adolescence seems too painstaking
and painful for the first time since
he became a favorite.
Yet their
roles are elemental enough to be surefire and have been just that in previous incarnations of this story of
side-show life.
Minna Gombell is properly unruly

Pendleton,
Effie
Charles E. Reisner.

Claire Trevor has reason to thankSally Eilers for refusing to play the
part which gives the newer
and
more talented actress her best opportunity.
She plays with intelligence, charm, and individuality the
role of James Dunn's girl in the best
of the several pictures which have
exploited his naive conceit, blunder-

Sally,

flashes of that gift for natural,

unstudied acting which always has
been hers, but unfortunately the gods
of the cinema were not smiling on
her when this film was produced.
Nor do Preston Foster and Richard Cromwell fare better as father

George

James

to

shows

"The Chief."
Ed Wynn, Dorothy Mackaill, Chic

Sally."

—

:

—

meandering which leaves the spectator asking why cutters and editors
didn't knit the film

gether.

However,

more
it

closely to-

doesn't matter

Either one remuch, I suppose.
sponds to the highly individualized
fooling of Mr. Wynn or one doesn't,
and all the king's horses can't coax a
laugh when it isn't freely given, nor
will any one who laughs at him find
fault with the picture.
It is supposed to afford another
glimpse of the Bowery in the '90s, but
except for Dorothy Mackaill's costumes and a few horse-drawn vehicles
there is scant reminder of the period.

serves to reintroduce Clara Bow after
year's absence.
weaker vehicle
could hardly have been arranged with
malice aforethought.
Instead of exploiting Miss Bow as the star, it subShe does not appear
ordinates her.
ill!
the story is well under way and
during the cours*e of it her scenes apparently are chopped, and in the end
you do not have the memory of a

A

a.

clear-cut complete character.

"If ye
shed them
now" in sympathy for poor Clara,
(iiven the least opportunity, she

have

tens,

prepare

to

What
This, too. doesn't matter.
does count, though, is Mr. Wynn's
soliloquy delivered into the ear of
horse.
Oueenie, bis wrestling
his
match with a bear, a scene with
George Givot in a clothing store, and
which
.Mr.
is kidnaped
and wins over her captors by making
coffee and flapjacks for them.
Mr. Givot, incidentally, a recruit
from vaudeville where his Creek
comicalities have long keen liked, is
an a^set to the screen. Not only has
he an original and laughable dialect,
but be has a likable personality which
should keep him in films for a while.
another

sequence

Wynn's dear

old

in

mother

!
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What

the Fans Think

SHORT STORIES

Continued from page 58

Naughty, Naughty Romney.

AM

positively disgusted with some of
I the letters published in this department.
think people should have more pride
I
than to display their ignorance by writing a letter like the one written by Margot, of Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Some people do derive pleasure from
such trash as written by Romney Scott.
In criticizing one of our finest actors on
the screen, Mr. Scott has most assuredl)

any friends.

not gained
ferring to
cleanest,

Yes,

I

He

Bob Montgomery.

am

re-

is

the

most lovable actor on the

finest,

to-day.
Not only that, but he is
one of the best-looking.
Mr. Montgomery's acting is always so clean and fresh
that it makes his pictures doubly interesting.
As for his love-making well

screen

—

Bebe.
401

South Burris Avenue,
Compton, California.
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in uo way whatsoever.
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JUST A SHADOW
Dr. Stotter, a graduate of The University of Vienna, With many year
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experience in Plastic surgery
unshapely no^cs. pro
and large ears, lips, wrin
kles around eyes and eyelids, face
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Booklet free.
of

New

Yorker.
Florine McKinney hails from Mart, Texas,
where she was born on a certain December 13th.
Jean Harlow is five feet three
and a half. Mary Nolan recently underwent an operation, but is planning a comeback in pictures as soon as she is well
again.
Jean Muir with Joe E. Brown, in
Madge Evans with
"Son of a Sailor"
Robert Montgomery, in "Transcontinental
Bus.''
The next Ruby Keeler-Dick PowTwelvetrees

native

a

is

;

"Dames."

picture will be

ell

Farrugia.

—

Maurice Chevalier and
J.
Jeanette MacDonald entertain no thought
of marrying each other.
Maria Alba has
also played in "Goldie," "Almost Married," "Hypnotized."
Maureen O'Sullivan's first screen appearance was in "Song
o'
My Heart," with John McCormack.
Edward Linden was the chief cameraman
on the "King Kong" set.

Alice McL.

— Katharine

Hepburn's

lat-

screen appearance is in "Trigger."
She is scheduled for "Joan of Arc." At
present she is playing on the New York
stage in a play called "The Lake."
est

Marianne LaChapelle. — So you

fans in and around New
the time of their lives
these days getting a glimpse of their favorites via the Broadway stage.
To mention
a few:
Helen Hayes, Katharine
Hepburn, Elissa Landi, Miriam Hopkins,
Herbert Marshall, Edna Best, John Beal,
Roland Young, Lyda Roberti, Jill Es-

mond.

Laurence
Olivier,
Bramwell
Fletcher, Bela Lugosi, Laura Hope Crews,
Prances Fuller, Lilian Bond, Olga Baclanova.
This by way of a recess from
picture work.

Elizabeth.— In "Death Takes a Holiday" Fredric March wears a make-up of
graphite as the Black Destroyer.
Freddie
comes from Racine, Wisconsin, and his
real name is Frederick Mclntyre Bickel.
He is married to Florence Eldridge.

— Joan
and

Mimi.

movie crazy, are you? George Raft was
born in New York City on September 26,
1903; Eric Linden the same place on July

From

Your

Kent Douglass

Montgomery

friend

— now

—who

is

right.

known

Douglass
with
Helen

played

Mae West

Divided."

Florence.

— Clark

is

17,

was

as

Chandler and Walter Huston
Yorker, born August

It

in

"A House

Xew

a native
1892.

Crawford admits now that
Franchot Tone are in love with

she
each other.
didn't

1911.

But we knew
Her next will

we?

it

be

Paris."
Nils Asther
Spy," with Fay W'ray.

Ann Harding
Mary Carlisle

"Madame

in

—

M. O. Gary Cooper is to play opposite
Anna Sten, in "Barbary Coast."
Mae
West is now making "It Ain't No Sin."
In "Little Women" the daughters were
Katharine Hepburn as Jo, Joan Bennett
as Amy, Frances Dee as Meg, and Jean

John
Happened One Day."
opposite

Crazy

About

blame you one

And now

ing.

bit.

STOTTER

DR.
50

FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION
EAST 42ND ST., Dept. 37-F, NEW YORK CITY

MercoHzed Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It

peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects

such aa tan, freckles, oiliness and liver epots disappear. Skin is then Boft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolizcd Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Kaxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

MrvfeneS^lheattre

Una
Graduates: Lee Tracy. Peeey Sha
Fred AFtah
Merkel.ZitaJohann, Miry Pickford, etc. Drama. Dance, Speech,
Musical Comedy, Opera. Personal Development, t ulture. Stock
For calalojr, write
Theatre Training appearances while learning,
Secy. LOUEF,. Sli West 85th St.. N. Y,
I
"

BUNIONS tS

"The Latest

Gable was lent to Co-

for "Night Bus."
will star in "Alien Corn."
has been chosen to play

truding

the time,

all

Parker as Beth.

lumbia

reconstructs

—

Frank. Movie
^
York are having

are

12,

—

Claudette.
Miss Colbert

I

don't

is

charm-

for the first time you will

BUMP GOES DOw/m.
N

Pain stops almost instantly 'Then blessed
J
relief. Fairyfoot gradually reduces painful,
ugly bunions. Enables you to wear smaller shops. No
over
on
messy
salves.
Used
cumbersome appliances. No

2,000,000

feet

III.,

C

Write for Free

since 1N'J7.

ment. Fairvfoot Proc

1223 S.Wabash

3333

RAY

HAIR

FADE D

Men, women, girls with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color .your hair .ti the same time with new French

"Shampo-Kolor," t.dtes few minutes,
bair soft, glossy, natural. Does not rub off.
Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 37. 254 W. 3lst St., N. Y.

WALTER'S

DR.

The feminine
Howard, in "British

reducing gal men

movies,

Dvorak,

2

pleted

Seagrave.

in "It

John Aloysius.

—That

he-man

of

the

George O'Brien, recently com"The Heir to the Hoorah." He
Marguerite Churchill were married

and
last

A

— Be

sure to see Jackie Cooper
in "Lone
Cowboy."
He certainly is a
clever little actor.
He was just ten last

September.

Jimmy.

— Grown-ups

as well as children

are delighted with "Alice in Wonderland."
Charlotte Henry, who plays Alice, was

born
1914,
eyes.

Brooklyn, New York, March 3,
and has light-brown hair and blue

in

That was Jackie Searl as the Dormouse, and Edward Everett Horton as

the

Mad

Hatter.

—

famous

Irene. Yes, "The Finger Man" finally
was released as "Lady Killer," with James
Cagney in the lead. "Social Register" is

ing

J

to

trim,
liyure.

Down

to

gum

colored

Rio,"

reduces
Gives a

inches at once.
youthful,
new style
Stud bust measure

$2.25

2 to 3 inch
reduction at once.
Takes place of
Beautifully made: very comfortable. Laced at back. Send
waist and hip measures
$4.50

comes from Omaha,

My

Nebraska, where he was born on May 10,
1899.
He is five feet nine, weighs 160,
and has black hair and brown eyes.

flesh

cated

colored medihose rc-

rubber

ling and variveins
almost at
lit like a glove.
oi
Stud ankle and calf
<

I

cose
i

measures.

—

B. N.
Refer to An Interested Fan for
information about David Manners.
At
present he is in England, but a letter may
reach him in care of United Artists.

rubber

s.

BRASSIERE

REDUCING GIRDLE:

—

Fan.

flesh

LATEST

Fred Astaire, who danced his
way through "Dancing Lady" and "Fly-

July.

Jackie.

Clarke Gable, in" "Night
players with Leslie
Agent," are Ann
Margaret Lindsay, and Kathryn

Bus."

trial treat-

.

Ave., Dept.

see her opposite

Barrymore

•

Colleen Moore's next. Ralph' Bellamv has
been signed to a three-picture contract by
RKO. His first role is in "Sweet Cheat,"
with Ginger Rogers.

$4.50

11 inch $3.75 pair
II inch $6.75

garments are made of pure gum rubber—Mesh colored. Write for literature.
Send check or money order no cash.
Dr. Jeanne G. A. Waller. 389 Fifth Ave., N. Y
All

—

•
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.

Street,

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.
Adrienne

Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell

Ames

Street,

John Davis Lodge

Toshia Mori

Lona Andre

Carol

Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Evalyn Knapp

Fay Wray

Richard Arlen
Alary Boland
Grace Bradley
Maurice Chevalier

Fredric

Jack Holt

Ralph
Ann Sothern
Dorothy Tree

Claudette Colbert

George

Gary Cooper
Buster Crabbe
Marlene Dietrich

Charlie Ruggles

Sylvia Sidney

Elissa

Fox

Jessie

Landi

Studio,

Beverly Hills, California.

Lombard
March

Gail Patrick

Raft

Randolph Scott

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson
Lew Ayres

Miriam Jordan

Patricia Farley

Alison Skipworth

Victor Jory

Cary Grant

Howard

Kent Taylor
Helen Twelvetrees

Warner Baxter

Jose Mojica

Irene Bentley

Herbert Mundin
George O'Brien

Verna Hillie
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns

John Boles

Bow

Clara

Marion Burns
Henrietta Crosman

Desmond
Dunn

Florence

James

Lally

Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond
Will Rogers
Raul Roulien
Spencer Tracy

Norman

Claire Trevor

Preston Foster

June Vlasek

Janet Gaynor

Irene

Lilian

Ware

Harvey

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver
Elizabeth Allan

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth

Dorothea Wieck
Toby Wing
Elizabeth Young

Baby LeRoy

Kane Richmond

Sally Eilers

Foster

Jack LaRue
Charles Laughton

Mae West

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
George Arliss
George Bancroft

Ronald Colman
Constance Cummings

Constance Bennett

Mary

Pickford

Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin

Gloria

Swanson

Loretta

Young

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.
City, California.

Myrna Loy
Florine McKinney

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

Tom Brown

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Ken Maynard

Columbo

Una Merkel

Russ

John Miljan

Andy Devine

Zasu

Pitts

Onslow Stevens

Robert Montgomery

Hugh

Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker
May Robson

Boris KarlofT

Loretta

Norma

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Jean Harlow

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard

Helen Hayes

Robert Young

Bette Davis

Mary

Carlisle

Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Coox)er

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante

Madge Evans
Muriel Evans

Clark Gable

Greta Garbo

Shearer

June Knight

Joe E.

Andrews

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak

RKO

Studio, 780

Gower

Street,

Hollywood, California.

Patricia Ellis

Glenda Farrell

Nils Asther

Ann Harding

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey

Bill

Boyd
Give Brook

Katharine Hepburn

Alice Jans

Dorothy Jordan

Allen

Bruce Cabot

Francis Lederer

Al Jolson
Ruby Kecler

Bill

Cagney

Anita Louise

Chic Chandler

Helen Mack

Frances Dee
Dolores del Rio

Joel

Richard Dix
Irene

Dunne

Betty

Furness

William Gargan
Hale Hamilton

Mary Mason
McCrea
Colleen Moore
Gregory Ratoff
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Gloria Stuart

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Claire

Isabel Jewell

Enfield

Jenkins

Guy Kibbee

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Sheila Terry
Helen Vinson
Rence Whitney
Warren William

Pat

Wing

Free-lance Players:
Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lilyan
Tashman, Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood.
Neil Hamilton, 351 North
Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

Harold
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LOOK f
Easy as A*B c
to learn music t
how

You simply cannot

easy it is
The lines are
E-G-B-D-F.
Memorize the
sentence, ".Every Good Boy Deserves
Fun" and there you are.
Whenever a
note appears on the first line, you know it
is c.
Whenever a note appears on the second line, you know it is g.
And the spaces just as easy to remember. The four spaces are always F-A-C-E.
see
JUST
always

wa y

!

wrong.

pro

first

you

are told how a thing is done, then by graphic
illustrations and diagrams you are shoirn
bow, and when you play you hear il.
Don't be afraid to begin your lessons al
once.
Over 600,000 people learned to play
and found it as easy as
this modern way
Forget that old-fashioned idea thai
A-B-C.
you need special "talent." .lusl read the lisl
of instruments in the panel, decide which
one you want to play, and he F. S. School
will do the rest.
And bear in mind, no mat
be cost in
ter which instrument you choose,
just a few
each case will average the same
cuts a day.
No mailer whether you are a
performer.
mere beginner or already a l'
you will be interested in learning about this
newly perfected method.

—

—

—

—
—

l

That spells "face" simple enough to remember, isn't it ? Thus whenever a note ap-

i

i

pears in the first space, it is /. Whenever a
note appears in the second space, it is a.
You have learned something" already
Isn't it fun?
You'll just love learning
music this fascinating way! No lung hours
of tedious practice.
No dull and uninteresting scales.
No "tricks" or "secrets"
no theories you learn to play real music

—

from

notes.
don't need

real

You

a private teacher this
In your own home, alone,
without
interruption
or embarrassment,
you study this fascinating, easy method of
playing.
Practice as much or as little as

most essential principles arc taught. Clear,
concise, interesting and attractive^— that is
bow each lesson is presented to yon And at
an average cost of only a low pennies a daj
You'll ho amazed at your progress!
Yon
"get on" so quickly, so easily, to everything
that almost before you realize it yon are
playing tunes and melodies from notes.
:

The surest way to popularity

way.

pleasant

Pick

1

you like, to suit
your own convenience, and cnvcry minute
of it.

Your Instrument

Piano
Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Guitar

'Cello

Trombone

You learn from
the start— Pre*
vious training
unnecessary

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian
and German
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Automatic
Finger
Control
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-Strina or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

|

So clear and
simple arc these
fascinating "music lessons" that
even a child
understand hem.
You do not lose
a
with
minute
•

i

No

alibis

now

£or not learning to play

5J4

Brunswick Building,

New York

me your

free book.

Please send

Master Music

de-

the

a
phantom teacher at your
side every minute, encouraging you, teaching
you, smoothing the way so that ii becomes
nihil en ier, so much quicker for yon tr,
ter your favorite musical instrument.

having

Dr.

Demonstration Lesson
your easy payment plan.
he

following

course

City

"How You
Own Hume." with
Frank Franc, Fie.
and particulars of

Your

in

inspiring message by

t

1898)

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

1

am

interested in

:

Have You

your favorite instrument
Like

.

Thirty-sixth year (Established
V. S.

Instrument

1

I

unnecessary
tails— on lv

our wonderful illustrated Fire Book and
our Free Demonstration Lesson explain all
about Ibis remarkable method.
They prove
jusl bow anyone can learn to play his favor
ile instrument hu note in almosl no time ami
for just a fraction of what old. slow methods
The booklet will also tell you all abou
cost.
tin'
amazing new Automatic Finger Control.
Read the lisi of instruments in Ihe panel,
decide which vim want to play, and the I'. S
Ad NOW.
School of Music will do Ihe rest.
Clip and mail this coupon today, and the
Free
Demonstra
fascinating Free Book and
to you al
lion Lesson will he sent
once.
Instruments supplied when
No obligation.
School ol
ash or credit
S.
led,
F.
Music. .,::i iliiiuswiel; Hldg., New York City.

I

<

- :

|

Don't he just "another one of Hie guests"
af the nexl party you go to.
Jic the tenter
The most popular one a1 a
•if
attraction!
party is always the person who can entertain
and there is no liner and more enjoyable
kind of entertainment than music.
I. earn
music this simple way and amaze
your friends. Once you can play you will he
surprised how popular you become.
In amateur bands and al parties you'll find new
pleasure and popularity.
Never before have you had such a chance
to become a good player -quicklj
-without a
teacher.
And this method d"os not mean
that you will be able merely to read notes
and jday a simple une or two bill it means
.'i
will become a capable and efficient player.
Many of our vupils now have positions with
professional bands and orchestras.

Send for our Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Name

^__

Address
Citj-

?

.State
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Ramon Novarro and Lupe

Tragedy

....
....

Man

why Ludlow Ogden Smith remains

His Teacher

Is

Ricardo Cortez's marriage

Hester Robison

.

is

a

is

.

steeped

is

Miss West is on the spot.
Already critics and fans
are complaining that she

16

Romney

18

Scott

PAN?

14

Dickson Morley

worldly experience.

in

THE

Last year's sensational
discovery stands at the
crossroads of her career.

dare to fate

innocent-looking but he

IN

12

the background.

in

CENTS

MAE WEST

IS

A FLASH
11

to stars.

Baby Face
Lew Ayres

reprinted without

Samuel Richard Mook

and subtle changes that success brings

Hepburn's Mystery
Just

h<

rs'

momenl from "Laughing Boy."

Velez in a

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Fame's Bitterest Cup
sail

copyright, and must noi
const nt.

inj

............

FRONTISPIECE:
Indian Love Lyric

10

APRIL, 1934

the publishi

The

SINGLE
COPIES,

repeated herself, but not
the success of her first
picture, in "I'm No Angel."
The more thoughtful are asking what will
be the future of la West?

She

Cream
A

of the

Crop

Malcolm H. Oettinger

27

veteran interviewer throws critical reserve to the winds because of Miriam Hopkins.

Who Wants New
A shrewd

Faces?

....

observer points out

that

and monopolizing the

Regina Cannon

28

.

and why.

there aren't any,

William H. McKegg

Calmly Conquering

32

.

Dorothea Wieck victoriously maintains her balance.

Gentleman

....

—

on Holidays
Why Randolph Scott has made

.

.

Entertaining biographical notes about

Dena Reed

34

.

Whitney Williams

.

Sterling

camera.

Gregory Ratoff,

a superior artist, was permitted a mere bit in "I'm

No

Angel," but

subordinr'

a novel decision.

Funny Face from Georgia

is criticized, too, for
giving scant opportunity
to her supporting players

38

Grant

:

—

it

was the

in th

"Sh
Wrong," th
as

in

ire

of fans

For

Holloway.

West.

Ben Maddox

very
many and is an "untouchable" so far as fan favor
very,

Heather's an Angel
A seraph with

practically

nothing

say

to

— Heather

Drummond

Three-alarm Blonde
Claire Trevor's

first

interview

Picture

in

Play,

but

39

Angel.
.

Play's famous

raised in Picture

is

West

42

know she was playing

6

with fire when she tampered with Mr. Grant's
rights as they exist in the
minds of his admirers?

not her last.

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think
Dust

Didn't Miss

goes.

Tell

open forum.

The Oracle

Information, Please

8

Accurate answers to varied questions of interest to fans.

They Say

in

Intelligent

New

Karen Hollis

York-

discussion

Hollywood High Lights
News and gossip

of the

the

players in

of

30

metropolis.
.

.

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

36

.

cinema capital.

The Screen

in Review
Our critic makes his report

Addresses of Players

....
of

.

THIS?
Norbert Lusk

40

new pictures and performances.
.

...

.

Listing studios where your favorites

may

be
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readied.

ART GALLERY:

In next month's Picture
Play one of the shrewdest
and best informed writers
we know, Dorothy Herzog, the novelist, will
discuss

Favorites of the Fans

19

Handsome photographs in rotogravure of Mae West. June Collyer, Helen Mack,
M rii.i Loy, Elizabeth Allan. Toby and Pal Win;.', Fay Wray. Miriam Hopkins,
v

and Claire Trevor.

the set, what pleases her,

has

Glimpses of Future Films
from
"The Journal of

Mae West from

every angle, including that
She will
of her future.
describe Miss West on

what

PREVIEWS:
Prerelease

WHAT'S THE
ANSWER TO ALL

44

"Wonder

scenes

a

Crime,''

Bar." "Fashions of 1.934," "A
"Bolero," "Six of a Kind," and

Woman's

Man,"
"Death Takes a

particulars she is lacking.
It is the best article

ever

Holiday."

wherein she
and in what

irks her,

genius

written

and

we

lips

Holmes?

about

her

are proud to present it to our readers.
And while we are becoming enthusiastic about
May Picture Play, haven't
you wondered about Phil-

Then read

"The Strange Case of
We
To

facilitate

handling,

do
the

not

rcccpt

author

responsibility

should

inclose

for

a

the

icturn

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS,

of

unsolicited

manuscripts.
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attached.

the

requisite

postage

INC., 79 7th AVE.,

NEW

YORK,

self-addressed

cnvelopo

with
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Phillips Holmes."

It's an-

other eye-opening article.

LANNY ROSS
From the radio to the screen

comes Lanny
of the
c

Ross, singing star

Maxwell House Coffee

howboat Hour. For two

one

of the

years,

most popular per-

formers on the

air, his

thrilling

voice and charming personality
will

be heard and seen from now

on

in

"MELODY
SPRING"

IN

with

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES.

Charlie Ruggles

Ma ry Bo a n d
Ann Sothern
I

Directed by

McLeod.

Norman

A Paramount

Picture. .will introduce

Lanny Ross
picture

m

-?

to

motion

audiences

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Give Tracy Another Chance.
*.1NC an ardent Lee Tracy fan and one of the public that pays his salary and M.-G.-M.'s expenses,
I think 1 have a right to state my opinion.
I consider Tracy the must sincere and natural actor on the
lie lives every part he plays and his acting is
screen,
without Haw.
He dominates every picture in which he
appears, and he has given me so much thorough enjoyment that
cannot sit idly by and see him thrown out
of employment.
1

The

public

knows

about the Mexi-

all

can affair, and whilepeople certainly do
not approve of such
actions, there is a
tolerance nowadays
and a Christian willingness to give a person another chance.

After

all,

it

Tracy's

first

offense.

was

every producer

If

discharged those who
went on hinges now
and then we should

few actors

have

at

If
Lee Tracy is taken off the
screen because of his Mexican
frolic, the fans would
be punished too, argues
Hilda G.

WHILE

am

certain that

the public feels that
M.-G.-M. was entirely too severe with
Lee Tracy, and after
all the public has the
final say in such mat-

It would have
been entirely possible
Francis.
and acceptable to
have suspended Lee
from the pay roll for six months, with a warning that
another such occurrence would cost him his job.
But
discharging him altogether and robbing the screen of a

ters.

Why

personality as great as his is too much.
punish us. too, by taking him away from us?
friends and I hope to see a great many
could never reconmore Tracy pictures.
Should
cile ourselves not to see him again.
he be forced to go on the stage, he will be as
good as lost to the movie public, for only a
small number are able to attend stage productions.
Hilda G. Francis.
316 Sargeant Street, Hartford. Connecticut.

crasies, a recent contribution to this

brain box that was
incapable of recognizing the innate ar-

tistry

George

of

Raft's portrayals.
His characters are
played with a striking strength and
vigor,

and

handles

yet he
roles
delicacy of

his

with a
technique
that
reveals the sympathetic
understanding which

George Raft,
man,

has

for

types

that

he

the
the
por-

The much-lauded
cattiness of women
is

inconsequential
to the

compared

an unattractive and unnatural
appearance.
Naturally. Joan has gained in
character
since
her dancing
Her
days
she is ambitious.
life with Douglas brought her
into contact with people and an
;

environment that would add to
any ambitious person's growth
and character. Joan would be
admired much more if she admitted now, as she did in the
davs of matrimony, that Doug

Ambition! How many picRalph Bellamy make a year?
we've seen him in one. we've seen him

Not

dozen.

a

we

that

got

inspired her, refined her, stimulated her to study and to the
cultivation of her mental powTrue, the capacity to learn
ers.

don't like
he's

everything.

why

But

quantity,

now.

(

not

go

Ralph?

'tliers

who

in

tor quality

You ought
are

far

instead of

to be a star

New York

City.

was always

1>\

there,

but

it

was

Doug who made the discovery
and gave her command of it.

talented and
ahead of von.

less

erienced are forging way
Don't support any one!
And please avoid
those roughneck parts.
Ten Fans.

belittling letter.

FROM

tures

least

about

Dorothy Rogers Explains.

Too Much Ralph.

Ralph; quite the contrary, we think that

catty

the "innate artistry" and good
looks of George Raft, says Dorothy Cummings in answering a

the study 1 have made of physiognomy, I
have learned that rich, full lips like Joan Crawford's denote sensuality, not firmness, determinaEnormous orbs are not unbeautiful. but
tion, or force.
enhancing their normal size to
the degree of monstrosity gives

SHADESdoesof
[f

Male movie-goers are

prejudiced
jealousy
of the average male theater-goer toward the more successful players of his own sex! Dorothy Cummings.
1418 West Euclid Avenue, Spokane, Washington.

We

at

department shattered

complacency and
left me marveling at
the workings of a
certain so-called

My

in

Jealous of Raft?

my

trays.

all.
I

Men

usually lift a superior eyebrow to the
ravings of fans as expressed in movie magazines,
dismissing half of them as sheer emotional
fanaticism and most of the rest as individual idiosynI

New York fans unite in a
plea for fewer and better Ralph

Ten

Bellamy

roles.

.[in not a Fairbanks fan, but
do consider him a brilliant

I

1

(

Continued on page

(

>

The mosf amazing show ever
conceived
—the one and only "Wonder Bar"!
The
producers of the screen's most
glorious

now bring you the master performances of the world's master
performers! 4 breath-taking
spectacles staged
by Busby Berkeley, creator of the
musicals

SPECTACLE!
A

First

National Picture

sensa-

numbers of "Gold Diggers" and
"Fashions of 1934" ... 5 rousing
song
hits ... and a thousand
other thrills and

K

from the director of "42nd St"

V

tional

surprises

and "Footlight Parade"- Lloyd
Bacon

I

;;

:;

information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
p.HERRY.— "The Women

in

His

Life,"

^-'

with Isabel Jewell and Ben Lyon,
will be Otto' Kruger's fifth picture, the
others
being "Turn Back the Clock,"

"Beauty for Sale," "The Prizefighter and
the Lady," and "Ever in My Heart."
He
comes from Toledo, Ohio birthday September 6th; married to Sue MacManamy
and they have a seven-year-old daughter.
Write to him at Metro-Goldwyn studio.
;

Marie

Silos.

— In

Wedding

"The

March," Fay Wray was the innkeeper's
daughter whom Erich von Stroheim loved
hut was prevented from marrying by his
avaricious parents. Others in the cast were
George Fawcett, Maude George, Zasu
Pitts, Dale Fuller, George Nichols, Hughie
Mack, Mathew Betz, Cesare Gravina, Syd-

been

pictures since 1929,

in

the wife of

is

Frank Woody, and there has been a Junior
the family since October 26,

in

B.

P.

— At

pearing

present

Lyda Roberti

New York

in

1932.

is apa stage play
favorite comedi-

in

"Roberta."
This
enne was born in Warsaw,
called

and
She

Poland,

celebrates the day on May 20th.
spent most of her childhood traveling
through Europe with her father, Roberti,
famous clown. While playing in the musi-

show, "You Said It," Paramount signed
her to a contract which allowed her to
divide her time between stage and screen.
cal

Peggy
lass

little

—

When he played in
over two years ago, Doug-

McNeil.

pictures a

Montgomery

was

known

as

Kent

ney Bracey.
A.

—

B.

If

is

it

Requests for casts and lists of
films should be accompanied by
a stamped self-addressed envelope.
Foreign readers desiring
personal replies may obtain inter-

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

—Yes,

Movie Fan.

there

a

is

—

A. Seddall. The Academy of MoPicture
Arts
and
Sciences
was
founded on May 11, 1927. The Academy

F.
tion

awards for 1927-28 went to Janet Gaynor
and Emil Jannings 1928-29 to Mary Pickford and Warner
Baxter; 1929-30 to
Norma Shearer and George Arliss
1930-31 to Marie Dressier and Lionel Barrymore; 1931-32 to> Helen Hayes and
Fredric March. There will be no awards
;

Douglass.

in

1927,

making

his

first

ap-

and Son."
Born in
Malmo, Sweden, January 17, 1902, six
feet and one half inch
weighs 170 brown
hair and hazel eyes.
His early career was
spent in the government service, as an athand in occasional appearances upon
lete,
in

"Sorrcll

;

the stage.

Kay

;

fad

among

the stars.

F.
Spencer.— Space does not permit
lengthy replies, such as lists of Stars' films.
Those of Sylvia Sidney and Donald Cook
will be mailed to you if you will let me
have your address and stamped envelope.

—

E. L.
The Helen Twelvetrees you
see on the screen to-day is the only player
who has ever used that name. She has
II.

;

Since his return to the screen
and "Eight Girls in a
know him by his right name.

Boat" we

— The

address of Walt Disney Productions is 2719 Hyperion Avenue, Hollywood.
You might write there for a
photo of Mr. Disney.
Did you see Doris

Pat.

Kenyon

"Counsellor-at-Law"?

in

Jack

Breen in "Paddy, the Next Best Thing,"
was played by Harvey Stephens. He also
appeared opposite Benita Hume, in "The
Worst Woman in Paris." He is back on
the

stage in

Fan.

"Dark Victory."

— Miriam

and

Dorothy Jordan

May 20, 1916, is five feet five, weighs 115,
and has blue eyes and blond hair. Will
Rogers has been married to Betty Blake
since 1908; they have two sons and one
daughter.
Jean Harlow was born on
March

Clara Bow, July 29, 1905;
Ginger Rogers, July 16, 1911
Mae West.
3,

1911

;

;

August

17,

1892.

Arthur H. Cohen. — Any number
the stars use their real names.
Richard Aden's right name is

of

However,

Sylvanus
Marjorie
Marie Dressler's, Leila Koerber.
Millsap
Christened Frank James Cooper, Gary had
his name legally changed to Gary Cooper
just before he married Sandra Shaw.

Van Mattimore; Dorothy

Lee's,

;

The role of Thomas Culpcpcr,
Private Life of Henry VIII,"
was played by Robert Donat, English stage
and screen actor. He was born in Wilhington, Manchester, on March 18, 1905.
You will find Addresses of Players in the
back of the magazine.
Silver.

in

"The

Love?" "Are You Making Any Money?"
"I've Got to Get Up and Go to Work"
from "Moonlight and Pretzels," which also
has a number named after its title.

—

Lew
Their birth dates are
B. MacK.
Ayres, December 28, 1909; Dick Powell,
November
30,

1909;

1907,

July
erine
1909,

14,

:

1904; Joan Blondell, August

Lilia.i

Harvey,

January

19,

Ginger Rogers,
right name Pape
16, 1911, real name Virginia Kath;

McMath Rubv Keeler, August 25,
Ethel Hilda Keeler.
;

—

Irene V. Brown. Elissa Landi is back
Hollywood making a picture for ColumIf you wish a complete list of her
bia.
films, I must ask you to send me a selfC. Henry
addressed stamped envelope.
Gordon was not in "Always Good-by."
in

are not related. Patricia Ellis was Joe E.
Brown's leading lady in "Elmer the Great."
Miss Ellis is a native New Yorker, born

Francis was twenty-eighl

on January 13th; is about five feet six,
weighs 112; black hair, brown eyes. She
and Kenneth MacKenna are giving their
marriage a "friendly" separation trial, a

new

"Thanks," "The Day You Came Along,"
"Bucking the Wind," and "Boo Boo" from
"Too Much Harmony" and "Can This Be

Women"

"Little

in

A

—

Lucille. So you have become a strong
Nils Asther fan?
Mauritz Stiller, who
discovered Greta Garbo, saw a newsreel
of Nils winning a ski race and decided
that he was a film possibility.
He came

America

—

Beatrice P. and G. E. H. Frankie
Darro is now playing in "No Greater
Write
Glory," a Columbia production.
him at that studio. Frankie was fifteen on
December 22nd Chicago is his birthplace.

—

national correspondence coupons
at any post office.

this year.

pearance

"Blue Steel," "The Lucky Texan," "Sagebrush Trail," and "West of the Divide"
for
Monogram Pictures, 6048 Sunset
Write to him
Boulevard, Hollywood.
there.
He hails from Winterset, Iowa
born May 26, 1907, is six feet two, weighs
200, and has dark-brown hair and blue
Last summer he married Josephine
eyes.
Saenz, daughter of a Panama official.

Although my records do not inL. A.
clude the titles of songs from musical pictures, I have learned that "Honeymoon
Hotel," "By a Waterfall," and "Shanghai
Lil"
come from "Footlight Parade"

Dick

Powell Club and a Peggy Shannon Fan
Club in Illinois. I shall be glad to mail
you a complete list of clubs upon receipt of
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

to

our cowboy actors, but

;

only Elissa Landi's
measurements you want, here they are
Height, five feet five; weight, 117; waist,
twenty-seven and a half bust, thirty-three
and a half hips, thirty-seven wrist, six
and a half
neck, fourteen
back width,
fourteen and a half
sleeve length, eighteen and a half.
P.

—We

don't deliberately negwe receive so
many requests to print photos of the
"drawing-room dudes," as you call them,
that it is impossible to do justice to our
Western heroes. John Wayne will make

R. E. F. B.

lect

—

I suggest that you write to
J. M. L.
these publicity departments and ask them
if they can supply the stills you desire and
Mascot Pictures, 1776
what cost:
at
Broadway, New York Universal Pictures,
730 Fifth Avenue, New York Nat Levine
Productions, 6001 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
;

;

—

Elizabeth Marie. We have to make
up the magazine long in advance of its
That is
appearance on the news stands.
why your answer could not appear sooner.
The article you mention referred to Katharine Hepburn's stage appearance in "The
Warrior's Husband." Marjorie Rambeau's
latest is "A Modern Hero," for First Namight write for her
tional, where you
photo
write United Artists for one of
David Manners.
;

ciiicel

Morton and Pola's Fan.

—

BePola Negri was forced to
a stage engagement in New York.
Continued on page 65

Claike
cause of

illness,

—

!

What

the Fans Think

ME, SUE!

Continued from page 6

man

NEXT

AT LAST YOU'RE VISITING

—

restless,
tense, ambitious, and talIt is incredible that one who, in
ented.
his middle twenties, has received recognition for his poetry, his clever caricatures,
his literary ability, and his finely sensitive,
if a bit theatrical, acting in American and

DAY_
Sue aets

HOW FUNNY,

DELIGHTED
BUT IT IS GOING TO BE
PRETTY QUIET FOR YOU
I'M

I

YOU AND ANN

_N0

VERY NEIGHBORLY.
EVEN YOUR FRIEND
CALLED ONLY ONCE

I'LL

YES, PUT YOUR
THINKING CAP ON,
SUE. GET HERTO

ANN, YOU SAY

WOULD BE
GREAT FRIENDS.

PARTIES. THE
WOMEN HERE AREN'T

THAT YOU
THAT EVERYONE

ASK HER
WRONG

END

WHAT'S

"B.O."

AND

I'LL

SEE THAT SHE'S

SWAMPED WITH

foreign films, should be looked upon by
any one as a "sweet boy."
Reread my letter, Anne B., I said he
Because
was fine and clean, not sweet.
Doug appeals mainly to the intellect, and
Joan of late she didn't always rasps the

NVITATIONS

—

—

sensibilities,

the loivdouJn

DEAR. THOUGHT

they couldn't be anything but

incompatible.

Too, Joan was too old for Doug! Until
women are always nine years
ahead of men in mental development. Perhaps their divorce is spiritually good for
both of them.
Joan seemed to stifle
Doug's expressive powers and he, I believe, being youthfully theatrical, can be
blamed for the extreme superficial gloss
their thirties,

she .has affected recently.
Yes, I am the same girl that admired
the hey-hey girl, but I'm five years older.
sincerity and naturalness
It was Joan's
that first attracted me, and I still conessential
sider those qualities
in
great
actresses.
They are Harding's, Madge
Evans's give her time
and Hayes's outstanding assets. I object, as do thousands
of others, to the unnatural change in Joan,
not to her improved acting.
She is a
much finer actress than the 1928 Craw-

—

!

—

ford.

interview Joan remarked
Picture Play hurt her
terrifically.
I
am sorry, Joan. I criticized y jur acting only to help you.
You
know how unnatural and insincere you
have been in your
recent
films
you
haven't felt the part.
Others are creeping
ahead of you, dethroning you, and I want
you to regain your former prestige.
You are right I had no right to condemn you for your divorce, but when

In

that

a

recent

my

letter

NEXT
A CONSPIRACY
IT

SHALL BE!

THAT'S

IDEA, SUE. ITS

1

SURE TO WORK.
FOR ONCE PEOPLE
TRY LIFEBUOY
THEY NEVER USE
ANYTHING ELSE

HAVE IT ALL
FIGURED OUT.
WHEN GO HOME
NEXT WEEK,
1

I'LL

.

WEEK

A REAL

SMELLS.

I'M

TO TRY

in

never saw such

OH DEAR. SUES
FORGOTTEN HER
TOILET SOAP. WHY,
ITS LIFEBUOY! MM-M
... HOW CLEAN IT

soft, rich lather,

leaves you so
clean-feeling

!

order more
lifebuoy at
ONCE

i'll

GOING

IT

\

/

—

:

is disillusioned and loses
its faith,
momentarily heedless and wants to
crush and hurt.
Dorothy Rogers.
Detroit, Michigan.

youth
is

it

Sullavan's a Grand Surprise.
I
saw "Only Yesterday," I
saw pictures of Margaret Sullavan in
movie magazines. I didn't think anything
of it.
I thought she would never make a

BEFORE

The way they talked about her being
another Katharine Hepburn, who was at
the time
and still is my favorite along
with Margaret Sullavan.
I
do hope she

hit.

—

—

will
ful

make more

pictures.

She

is

beauti-

and certainly a wonderful actress.

Compare Margaret and Katharine with
any other actresses on the screen and see
what it gets you.
Peggy McNeil.
2240 Hyde Street,

San Francisco,

Why

California.

Pick on Barry?

WHY
Monde?

pick on Barry Norton, Ruth Le
Give the boy a break. With
the host of successful foreigners in American movies, I can't see why you should

complain of Barry alone.
What about
Garbo, Novarro, Dietrich and all the rest?
They are all loved and admired regardless of accents.

And

we

are on the "whys," winsee pictures at all?
Then you will never
be in danger of gnashing those curly teeth
or tearing those pearly hair.

while

Teh! Teh!
"Just Another Buffalo Lass."
Buffalo, New York.

"BEGONE —
appreciated at last
YES, ID LOVE
TO JOIN THE

DONT THANK ME,
MY DEAR. THIS TOWN

WOMEN'S
LEAGUE, ANN

ISJUST BEGINNING
TO REALIZE HOW

THANKS FOR
ASKING ME

FORTUNATE IT IS
TO HAVE YOU
!

YOU

—

tell a Lifebuoy complexion
glowing, radiant with healthy

can

fresh,

beauty. Lifebuoy's rich, penetrating lather
deep-cleanses pores of clogged impurities
clears and freshens cloudy skin. Purifies body
pores of odor-causing waste. Removes all
trace of embarrassing

"B. O." (body

odor).

—

Easy to offend
play safe!
Why risk this common yet unforgivable fault
when Lifebuoy will keep you safe? Bathe
regularly with this delightful
Enjoy the extra protection

which

its clean, re-

freshing, quickly-vanishing scent tells you
nira Lifebuoy gives.
\ Adopt Lifebuoy today.

toilet soap.

—

!

10

What
All for Bing Crosby.
like

I'D

know why

to

all

the talk about

"Footlight

Parade."
Yesterday
neighboring city especially

to

the

it,

and

unit

I

see
disappointed.
Besides the rather novel plot, 1 could see
nothing out of the ordinary.
The songs
were loo heavily plugged.
The choruses
were entirely too lengthy and tiresome.
The dano routines were old stuff. There
were no great beauties.
And 1 thought

was

1

to

terribly

Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler were very
plain and not worthy of all the publicity
they've had.
They must have excellent
press agents.
think "Too Much Harmony" was the
1
best musical of the year.
There was nothing suggestive in the picture as in "Footlight Parade."
The dance steps were new,
the songs catchy, and the plot moved forward with such rapidity that there was not

moment.

a dull

think this letter would be incomplete
without a word of praise for Bing Crosby.
think he is the latest find in the whole
1
movie field. He should he watched; he always steals a scene, unconsciously, of
course, from the most talented and experienced actor or actress.
However, he, like
Ruby Keeler in "Footlight Parade," was
He surpasses himself in a role
miscast.
like his in "College Humor," which demands a gently mocking performance, not
the straight lead as in "Too Much Harmony."
Paramount please note.
Dolorez E. Smith.
Ramseur, North Carolina.
I

1DO

She Likes Onslow.
Onslow Stevens. He

like

is

a

mar-

velous actor.
Success has not spoiled
hjm.
He personally answers fan mail.
He is a boyish, appealing young man, exceptionally handsome, yet not in the least
conceited; enthusiastic, frank, appreciative
of even the most trivial of favors; chivalrous,
genial,
courageous,
handsome
that's Onslow Stevens!

Diana Margoi
Figueroa

14

Alvarez.

Street,

Santurce, Puerto Rico.

Now

OF

Here's a Fan!

the

all

ignorant,

ill-bred,

silly,

prejudiced letters I have ever read,
Jean McTavish's in January Picture Play
is the worst
Beautiful Clara Bow "loud-mouthed and
uncultured!" Well, is that so! Miss Bow
!

is neither of these; she is a refined, lovely,
adorable, vibrant young actress brimful of
pep, personality, and amazing vitality. She
bubbles over with the sheer joy of living
a sparkling, vivid, gorgeous girl.
To me she is more fascinating and alluring than all the languid Garbos, Diet-

Hepburns and what-nots

richs,

wood,

because

she's

in

Holly-

she's

sincere,
so gosh-darn lov-

alive,

warm, and
human!
Besides,

she's natural,

and
she
looks
healthy and not like an anaemic, sleepyeyed automaton.
And what an actress!
She breathes life into every role, her every
performance convincing and excellent.
I
saw "tall Her Savage" twenty-five times,
but that's nothing!
am doing better with
able

1

"Hoopla."

Virginia

New

Buffalo,

Edith.

hold true of Miss Garbo.
The fans who
have followed her rise to fame are rejoicing that they are to be given a chance to
see their idol in what seems likely to be
one of her greatest triumphs.
A critic whose thoughts are printed in
a leading Southern newspaper opines that
Miss Garbo Inks the ability to portray a
character without the glamorous superficiality that has marked some of her parts.
Recalling the grim realism of "Anna
Christie" and "Susan Lenox, Her Fall and
Rise," it seems absurd to say that "Queen
Christina" is out of Miss Garbo's metier.
For Greta Garbo is a genius.
No role
could ever be beyond her talents, ranging from the transition of comedy to exquisite beauty in "As You Desire Me."
To concern themselves over her mere
physical appearance is absurd in view of
her great talent.
What matters it if her
hair is stringy, if her mouth is oddlyshaped, her face strikingly different?
Admirers of Miss Garbo find her face intriguing and the most interesting on the
screen.

Bernhardt and

Duse were no beauties
of note, but their names live.
So will
Garbo's name be remembered when the
pretty-pretty actresses of to-day are long
forgotten.
She will be called the greatest actress of this generation, and a flamingpersonality. The petty little inconsistencies
we read of to-day will be considered characteristics of a great actress and a great

woman.
204 Main

TULLY, who called you back?
hoped you'd jumped into that artificial
lake you boasted of.
No, Mr.
Tully, the M.-G.-M. casting director should
be placed before a firing squad.
He
is
right in casting Gable opposite the
ladies you mention.
Incidentally he was
not cast opposite Constance Bennett, but
was merely one of a supporting cast.
Any one of the actresses vou mention
are fully able to carry a picture by themselves, and casting Gable with them makes
some people think he is box-office. Nuts
Ever since any one has heard of Gable, he
was about to be starred in "China Seas,"
but the casting director knows as well as
many others that he can't carry a picture
himself, so he won't be in it.
I've
heard that he is to play with
Claudette Colbert and Myrna Loy. Those
two girls are practically stars now.
I
think they both became stars in their
not

How

latest pictures.
about giving Gable
a starring part and some one like Helen
Chandler or Patricia Ellis for a leading-

the sky.
It

is

has been said that every great person
criticism.
ol
This seems to

the object

Crawford

flop?

hurrah

!

agree

I

with

want
Some of her fans say "Rain" was
to be.
her masterpiece, but to quote Norbert
Lusk, "Rain" dwindled to a mere drizzle.
Now Joan blames her director and her
leading man. Sadie Thompson was a frail

you.

If

is

perfect, I don't

blonde, buffeted by fate, trying to be hardCrawford made her a big, robust,
boiled.
hard-boiled brunette who didn't care what

happened.
Lockport,

M. Janice Leslie.
\'ew York.

Looking Ahead.

of Genius.
going through a stack of old
1

Caudle,

HERE

are

some

of

my

most

sincere

wishes for filmdom's stars:

Madge Evans

— more

good films for being very sweet and prompt in answering
her mail, besides being a good actress.
Stanwyck please, producers,
Barbara
don'1
overwork Miss Stanwyck; we all
know her health isn't what it should be
and we all love her dearly. May we have
on like her.
i

—

—
—
—

;

Una. She deserves them.
Constance Bennett livelier

—

human

Moore

Colleen

wake
parts

more

and

roles for her.

up

and

A

!

—come

give

on,

Colleen

producers,

some

good

sweet and charmingly shy per-

son.

—

Marie Dressier more health to her and
bless her.
She makes us young ones
wish we were her daughters.
Helen Kim,.
88-90 Avenue "D," New York City.

God

He

If

Doesn't Like Hepburn

KATHARINE HEPBURN

is the most
on the stage, screen,
or radio.
Not long ago I read a letter
by Paul Boring, criticizing her looks and
acting.
I think he must be quite "boring"
himself if he doesn't know good acting
when he sees it.

talented

It

may

actress

also

please

him

to

know

that

Miss Hepburn has been singled out as a
shining example of classic beauty if he
knows what that is.

—

probably be shot for

this,

but

don't

I

Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow, Clark
Gable, Franchot Tone, Cary Grant, George
Brent, George Raft, and the Three Little

I'd

Clyde

—

like

Telling It to Tully.

woman and watch him

—

Lupe Velez some good leads and lots
of happiness for being just Lupe and oh,
so lovable.
Myrna Loy more nice-girl roles not
too nice.
She's swell.
Marion Davies more of her good pictures
one grand person.
Ruby Keeler more of her, too. She's
grand and most unaffected.
Una Merkcl bigger and better roles for

I'll

Street,
Mississippi.

FRANK

York.

magazines
came upon a 19.27 Pii
Turning to "What the Fans
ture Play.
Think," there was a letter graphically
pointing oul the shortcomings of Greta
Garbo, and another singing her praise to

Jack Hitt.

Hattiesburg,

Earmarks

WHILE

the Fans Think

Pigs.

Besides Miss Hepburn, I consider Kay
Alice Brady, Irene Dunne, Ann
Harding, Miriam Hopkins, Elissa Landi,

Francis,

Ronald Colman, Leslie Howard, Walter
Huston, Charles Laughton, David Manners, Fredric March, Herbert Marshall,
Robert Montgomery, and King Kong quite
(Miss) Adlay Talisman.
good.
280 Riverside Drive,

New York

City.

Uncrowned Queens.
WIST'S letter in December

MILLIE

Picture Play telling of her meeting
lovely Dorothy Sebastian brings to
mind the many uncrowned kings and
queens of filmdom who have flashed in
and out of pictures the past few years.
Those actors and actresses known as
featured players, whom the fans have loved
and admired as much as any star, have
saved so many pictures from mediocrity
by the sparks of genius that sometimes
came from even their smallest efforts.
Dorothy Sebastian, with her calm, dark
beauty, who used to give to each role
such depth, yet such restraint, can we forthe

get her in "Our Dancing Daughters," "A
She
of Affairs," and the like?
retired, yet the stars she helped to build
went on. For we all know that supporting players have much to do with making
a star.
No more beautiful and fascinating
woman than Estelle Taylor has ever
She is positively lusplayed in pictures.
cious, yet no producer has ever chosen a
role for her worthy of her talents.
Gwen Lee, that tall, willowy, sometimes
comic siren, does a bit now and then, and
she was an honor to any cast.

Woman

Lilyan

Tashman

uncrowned queens

is

in

one of the greatest
Hollywood, but she

has never really had a break.
Let us hope that the new queens
Adrienne Ames, Aline MacMahon,

Dorothy Burgess

will

and
have better luck.

Ruth Whitman Low
Box

57,

Childress.

like

Texas.

i

rs.
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FAME'S

CUP

ST
What
Phillips

victim

ble

intangi-

enough

to

away from

that poisons the joy

and

to futile search

something, was

smart

it

of success

Holmes, falling
to that

is

drives the stars
for

happiness?

run

it.

Mook

By Samuel Richard
funny that Hollywood
IT'S
such horrible things

sets such store by youth should do
can put liquor into a keg and age it
for a year or two and it comes out better than it goes in. But take
a youngster and age him
or her
in Hollywood and the result is not a
pretty sight to see. Oh, they don't change much in outward appearance,
but their souls are scarred and their thoughts turn bitter.
Many times in talking to them after they've been there a year or
two knowing them as they were when they first arrived I've been
reminded of Oscar Wilde's "Picture of Dorian Gray." Dorian never
grew any older looking. Instead, everything he said or did or thought
was reflected in a portrait of him and the picture was a horrible thing

to

it.

—

which

You

—

—

—

after a few years.
1 f there could be portraits of the souls of some of the people I know,
on which were reflected all the disappointments, the heartaches and
tears, the frustrations Hollywood has meted out to them, the place

would have a

Photo by Bull

I

thoug

h

Gable
ark
put the Indian
sign on Holly-

wood

first, he
has not entirely escaped.

answer for.
But there are no such portraits and, since they keep
their sorrows and disappointments locked up within
themselves, no one knows what has happened to them.
No one except perhaps a few friends who wonder casually what's come over Joe or Mary and why they aren't
the same as they used to be.
When I first came to Hollywood I met Dixie Lee, who
Dixie was as new in Hollylater married Bing Crosby.
wood as I, so we banged around together.
Then Dixie's acquaintance widened and so did mine.
She began playing bigger roles and we didn't see each
other anv more. A year passed and then I met her at a
party given at the beach in her honor. We were sitting
on a veranda and the moon was shining on the water, as
romantic a setting as any one could want but we didn't
lot to

—

romance.
Suddenly Dixie sarcT, with a hint of desperation in
ler voice, "hick, some day I'll give you a story that
the story of what Hollywood has
will curl your hair
done to me. I didn't think it possible for a
person to become as hard and bitter and cynical as this one year out here has made me."

talk

—

She

cried a little.
Luckily. Dixie met and married Bing Crosby
and T believe the happiness she has found in
her marriage has eased a little the hurt of those
early experiences, hut nothing, no amount of
happiness, can ever erase the memory of her
bitter days, nor can anything Bing can do bring
back the Eaith she used to have in people.
in record time, changing
her from the friendly, likable girl you see here
into a bitter woman.

Hollywood got Dietrich

—
Fame's

Bitterest
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Cup

James Cagney
doesn't laugh and
He
joke any more.
has turned thinker a

—

sign

in

bad

Hollywood.

Take Joan Crawis Dixie the only one.
So many stories have been written about
the "new" Joan that announcement of yet another

Nor

ford.

hitherto unrevealed facet of her character is no
longer regarded as news.
I think Joan is fundamentally an honest person.
She is
I don't believe she tries to kid herself.
extremely introspective and is constantly taking
stock of herself. At the time she is going through
one of these phases, I believe that is Joan at the
moment. Y< t there have been so many of them
I don't see how even she can keep track of what
she really is like. Every incident, every emotion,
is dramatized until the last drop of excitement
or anguish has been extracted from it.
In those
But Joan wasn't always that way.
hectic years when Joan was the life of every party
she attended, and "eat, drink, and be merry, for
to-morrow your option may not be taken up" was
her motto, she got from life a frenzied joy which
I don't believe all her success gives her now.
The sad part of life is that, having gone on, one
can never go back. Joan has passed beyond that
stage.
I think it is a restless search for the happiness that she first knew in Hollywood that is
responsible for these never-ending changes in her
character.

Fans call her a great emotional actress now.
She dabbles in French and she sings acceptably.
She dresses for dinner and dinner is always
served in courses, even

when

she dines

alone.

She knows important people and most of them
are glad to be asked to her home.
She's a lady.

Has Joan Crawford changed indeed! Even Joan herself might
to recognize this photo of the happy dancing girl she used

fail

I doubt if all her success can bring her the joy
she used to get from those carefree nights when
she whirled and spun on the floor of the Coconut
Grove so giddily that her skirt stood straight out and
showed the cute little trunks she'd had made to match

her dress.
She can never go back to that. Even

if

she could, those

same mad things would seem flat and stale and futile.
But I'll venture to say that Joan was happier then, when
she was heels over head in debt, than she is now with all
her portable dressing rooms, house by Haines, gowns by
Magnin, shoes by Miller, and scenarios by whomever she
chooses. Hollywood has done that to her.
And James Cagney Those who knew Jimmy before
he came to Hollywood comment on the changes the place
has wrought in his character. No one has ever accused
him of going high-hat you couldn't if you know him
!

but, oh. gee

!

In

—
New York

recently a friend told

me

to be.

when he was playing in "Women Co On Forever."
they used to go to restaurants at night after the show.
and Jimmy, in a threadbare suit and shirt with frayed
cuffs, would put the place in an uproar with his clowning.
Hollywood has changed all that. He doesn't have to
wear threadbare suits and shirts with frayed cuffs any
more. But the change in his appearance is the smallest
and most unimportant change. Tin- thing I can never
forgive Hollywood for is changing him from a delightful buffoon into a thinker.
Jimmy is interested in Co
munism, in the fine arts, in classical literature, and other
that,

allied subjects.

A
able.

desire to improve oneself i^ thoroughly
I don't mind that.
What f
to
Contimu d on pag< 55

comn
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PBURN'S
TERY
The amazing story of the famous

Ludlow O. Smith refuses

pact.
Katharine Hepburn
cheerful and

When

is

she enters their

star's

MAN

husband and

their strange

to recognize his wife as

an actress.
home she puts her career behind her.

friendly.

is only
a pose, as those close
to her know.

Her aloofness

WHO

By Hester Robison

Ludlow O. Smith?

is

In stories about Kath-

arine Hepburn his name appears mysteriously, is
rarely explained, and is then dropped from fur-

on the wire to ask about the expected arrival of Miss
Hepburn. The reporter repeated the name several times
when it became obvious that Mr. Smith did not or would

What is his
ther mention.
association with this glamor-

not recognize the name.

ous person whose taciturnity
What does
rivals Garbo's?
does he
What
like?
look
he

burn, the actress?" the reporter insisted.
"Sorry," said Mr. Smith
courteously, "but I don't
know the lady."
And he has persisted in that

"You know Katharine Hep-

do? What is his influence
on Hepburn, the independent,
the

who

girl

takes

What

from no one?
attitude

honest

orders
is her

toward

man of mystery?
As you can readily

see,

we

ourselves a task, a
difficult one, but a most inhave put
teresting one.
the pieces of a puzzle to one
side of our typewriter so that
when fitted together they
form a complete whole. And
that whole spells out the name
of Ludlow Ogden Smith,
who, to date, has been an
enigma to the most enterprising writer.
First let us establish his

have

He refuses to recognize his wife as an actress.
Both believe that her career
is something apart and that
if it is permitted to encroach
attitude.

this

set

upon

We

Ludlow O. Smith

identity.

their private life, disas-

ter will follow.

enough

They

are in-

safeguard
their privacy even though it
means being rude, even telling falsehoods, if need be.
When Hepburn first gained
telligent

to

fame on the screen she perin her statement that
she was not married,

sisted

Hepburn's husband

i

cidedly an

own

right.

individual

No

is

de-

in

bis

one would
behind his

husband of Katharine
They have been
Hepburn.

ever dare, even
back, to refer to him as

married almost three years,
and a happier, more romantic marriage does not exist.
When Katharine crosses the

Hepburn."

is

the

threshold

New York
her

hand

(

career.

star, di ies

her

of

n<

it

home

in

itv she sheds
Katharine, the
i< mch
her bus

tepany respect.
burn, the actress, is one perin

1

lepburn, the wi fc of
).
Smith, is another
one.
h iw completely different they are. how completely
outside of her marriage is
lepburn, the actress, can
best
be illustrated by Mr.
Smith's attitude toward her.
A reporter telephoned to
her home and got Mr. Smith
son.
I

I

Aidlow
I

(

an

old

"Mr.

He comes from

Philadelphia

and has money

in

right.

a

family

his

own

career,

a
business career as an insurance broker, which is jusl as
important in its line as 1 lepburn's career is in the movies
and on the stage. His office
is at 52 Vanderbilt
Avenue,
1

le

lias

Xew York, and all the building employees respected and
admired him long before it
became known that his wife
was lepburn. the star.
1

I

pose of Hepburn's
from "Spitfire," her next picThis striking
ture,

shows her beautiful legs

Hepburn's Mystery

Man
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Katharine Hepburn and Ludlow
Ogden Smith are

deeply

in love
each other,

with

and so consistent
is

desire never

his

to

touch her

career that he refuses to be photo-

graphed or to be
in public

seen
with

That's

her.

how

they

guard

safe-

mar-

their

riage.

What does he
Piclook like?
ture a tall, cleancut young American of about
thirty, the college

type of man, and

you have
idea of

a

fair

Hep-

husband.

burn's

He is more handsome than many
of our stars, certainly more conservative and
unassuming than
any of them. H'j
rich brown hair
is combed neatly

and

dark

his

business
an
unusual

lend

suits

of
dignity
air

his youthful
appearance. He
has a decisive,
confident manner
which has won

to

him the respect
of

his business
associates and

which

is

the per-

barrier to
prying souls who
fect

try

to

question
his

him about
wife.

He has a horror of ever becoming a public figure
through his wife's fame. When she visits him between
pictures they spend the time away from New York and
the crowds of reporters and photographers who would
try to invade their privacy
They go to Hartford.
Connecticut, and stay with the Hepburn family, knowing that whoever follows them there will not be allowed
near them.
Fame

mean the novelty of riches to Hepburn
and her husband. Long before she first drew her movie
salary Katharine Hepburn was riding around in her husdid not

band's limousine and being waited on by a maid paid
for by her husband's money.
She took trips to Europe
and had jewelry and clothes provided by her husband.
So as far as money is concerned, Hepburn's income is
of no consequence to her husband.
If.

one might ask,

Air.

Smith

is

rich

and has

social

prestige to share with his wife, why did he permit her to
become an actress?
did he permit her to go to

Why

Hollywood

for a prolonged absence?

Isn't

he the master

own home ?
ever a man had complete control of his own home.
man is Ludlow
Smith.
What he says is law.

in his

If
that

(

).

But he adores his wife. He loves her with all the romance in his nature. And when she wanted to take
advantage of a Hollywood contract he withdrew his
objections and permitted her to do m>.
fad he continued
to object, the chances are that Katharine Hepburn would
not be on the screen to-day, fur she is as much in love
with her husband as he is with her.
In his presence she is completely the adoring and clinging wife, although Air. Smith would be the last person to
admit that he has any influence over her. He was once
1

asked by a reporter to persuade fepburn to pose.
"Sorry," said Air. Smith after denying that he knew
any one by that name. "I can't influence her at all. I'm
more afraid of her than any one else."
I

I

i

intinued on page 52

—

—
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TRAGEDY
Ricardo Cortez appreciates a happy

and career because
bad breaks hounded him for years.

turn in love, luck,

simply cannot take the time to do justice to a home. Servants
I wanted old-fashioned home life, and so did
Christine.
both had almost given up hope of finding a person
with the same unsophisticated desire. And then we met."
Used to wintering in Palm Beach, summering in Connecticut,
and passing the spring and fall in the New York whirl, Christine
Lee, who had been married to a broker in the metropolis, came
West last June to visit Los Angeles friends. Erie Kenton, who
was directing Ric in "Big Executive," chanced to invite the two
of them to dinner one July evening.
Blue-eyed and auburn-haired, the personable Mrs. Lee turned
It
out to be the most fascinating blind date Ric had ever had.
seems that she possesses all the virtues he used to picture as ideal.
He declares that her marvelous disposition intrigued him first.
"She is vitally interesting without being precocious," he asserts.
"Has a mind of her own, but fortunately enjoys to live as quietly
and unostentatiously as I do. She is decidedly attractive, ratherAfter which description he
than beautiful in the screen way."
confessed, "Strictly beautiful women have always bored me."
Her air of smartness, a result of association with New York's
upper crust, distinguishes her in his eyes, too. "She doesn't wear
an armful of diamond bracelets or bizarre clothes," he says thanking,

must run things.

We

delighted when she inplace is in the home.
"I am a firm believer in marriage," Ric emphasized as we
strolled to the studio restaurant
"Can it be successful
for lunch.

He

fully.

is

sists a wife's

I'm making
that

A

about Cortez

story

ago was

in

Picture Play nine years

"Against All Odds."
more appropriate now.

titled

SITE was

looking for the same
happiness."
Ricarclo Cortez, whose
love have never been equaled in
Hollywood, said this to me about
And much more.

thing

even

It's

I

was

for
the annals of
his new wife.

sacrifices

lie and his bride, the former Christine Lee,
arc settled in the comfortably modest Beverly
house which they have leased. Ric is properly

and a contented smile perpetually brightens his once extraordinarily seri-

ecstatic these days

ous

face.

you

that when
found the right
wouldn't hesitate!" he exclaimed
tracked him down at Warners studio
when
for a statement on this matrimonial step.
"And how I'm reveling in domesticity!" he
"Living in a Beverly hotel
went on hastily.
for four years was no fun.
Now at last T have
pal home and a real wife.
"I knew I'd never marry another actress," he
explained to me. "An actress, however charm"I

told

woman

I

i

I

1

Assuredly.
business to see

movie colony?

in the

mine

it

my

"will last."

This conversation with Ricardo
Cortez crystallized an impression
have long had.
Whenever an interviewer considers a player an indulgent soul
the adjective "regular" is dusted
off and injected into the write-up
I

As a consewith studied ease.
quence, the majority of our stars
are
and girl
apparently boy
scouts dipped in glamour.
Actually, the percentage of nobleness is no greater than in your
own circle. And being regular is
confused

usually

with being the

in

I

lolly wood

of the party
a convivial pal with the men and
a devil with the women.
My nomination for the most
regular person in the movie colon)' goes to a man you might
life

name. A fter checking carepropose a toast to none
other than Ric
i

ie\cr

fully.

I

"Hard knocks have taught me how
lucky
am," says Ric. This instead
I

of dramatizing the past.

rhoto

l>y

Marigold

!
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By Dickson Morley
Suave and frequently too

slick for his screen love's
not regular in the back-slapping, hot-air
sense.
He probably wouldn't have been rated a fraternity nugget had he gone to college.
He doesn't maintain a road-house home, and doesn't particularly shine
as host or guest in the Beverly sense.
The men who are not well acquainted with him unfairly dismiss him as conceited.
That's because be can't
afreet a casual breeziness.
Women who relish playing
with fire give him plenty of leeway and are puzzled when
he declines to live up to his dangerous, arrogantly ro-

honor, he

is

mantic mien.

Yet think of the life of Ricardo Cortez to date.
If ever
has proved himself genuine and sincere, he has.
We have sympathized with him for his ill-fated marriage to the talented, unlucky Alma Rubens.
But unless
one has struggled as unceasingly as Ric, it is hard to
conceive how much he went through for her sake. Literally, he gave up his spot in pictures and spent all his

a

man

money

in his gall?

ACHER

HIS

IS

it

battle to save her.

Nine years ago Picture Play ran a story about him
A poor New York Jewish
called "Against All Odds."

Kranz had fought his way to the film top and
had become the famous Ricardo Cortez in spite of pracIn that year, 1925,
tically every variety of bad breaks.
bis troubles were supposedly ended, for he had reached
stardom with Cecil DeMille.
Then, in 1927, he met and married Alma and for the
following four years, and until a whole season after her
death, his days were a succession of adversities topping

boy, Jacob

all

previous difficulties.
is he like to-day?

On the surface be is as handAt thirty-three he has lost none of his
as ever.
romantic appeal. The years, in fact, have added a polish
of experienced charm.
Professionallv, his popularity
What

some

regained by important roles, he is sitting pretty.
But inside, is be disillusioned, bitter? Certainly he is
entitled to be, if any one ever was.
I am proud to be able to tell you that he is not a bit
cynical.
Proud because he has been put to the severest
tests, and because, as a favorite of the silent era who
has made good in the talkies, he is representative of Hollywood at its best. Knowing him and his record gives
you a new respect for movie folk.
Tragedy has been bis teacher.
"I have no desire to pose as a victim of unjust circumstances, to create an attitude of pity toward myself,"
he has repeatedly remarked to me. "Hard knocks have
taught me a lot.
One of the foremost things is
how lucky I am."
This from Ric!
"Last winter I

—

was

up in a
for five

laid

hospital

Many

months."

would

actors

moan

at that, es-

pecially

cost

if it

them three leads
with Paramount
"When I was
wheeled

out

in

the sunshine and

could

talk

other

the

with
pa-

tients, T soon discovered how well
off I was.
Poor
legless fellows
were overjoyed
if

were

they

given

cigarettes.

They were imContinued on

Ricardo

proudly

introduces
bride,
Lee,

p. 61

his

Christine

whose only

career is to make
a home for him.
Photi

Witli

World

—
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ABY
FACE
Lew Ayres won this nickname long after
he had generously sampled life, and
to-day his boyish appearance is still
strangely at odds with his opinions.

By Romney

ONE

Scott

can say for a positive fact," Lew Ayres
"In Hollywood you can sample everything life offers. Outside you may have to journey
the world over to meet all the experiences you come
thing

I

remarked.

across

in

the

movie

capital.

Hollywood

offers

you

everything"

He paused, suddenly realizing" he might have said too
much.
"But most actors," I informed him, also from experience, "are self -proclaimed semidivinities.
Not one will
admit he has as many shortcomings as the majority of
Do you confess to being human?"
us.
We were sitting at a table in the Fox restaurant. He
turned so he could face me fully.
"I hope," he earnestly declared, "I'll never be anything
but human. When I say you can sample everything in
Hollywood, I don't mean you've got to," he added in
extenuation. "But Hollywood is perhaps the only place

where the strangest things are offered
experience in

to those

who want

life."

"Do you infer these things from experience, or do you
speak impersonally?"
"Look here,
"Both," Lew replied, smiling grimly.
don't you think we ought to talk of something else?"
"Not on your life! Keep right on— everything Hollywood offers a youth."
"Well, the extremes of all things are in Hollywood,"
he continued. "That's why the place attracts all types
of persons. It also accounts for its fascination.
"If you are a success, Hollywood gives you fame and
more than you need.
fortune galore. You get too much
As a failure, you never get a break. You are poor with
a vengeance.
"Hollywood offers you the most inspiring people for
friends.
In their company you feel your place in the
Not only proworld is to work on to higher things.
It's hard to exfessionally, hut mentally and spiritually.
plain without making it all sound sort of ridiculous. But
also oilers you the worst kind of people
J [ollywood

—

men and women who became human

barnacles, drifting

along with the tide so long as they don't have to work.
It's hard to shake these people
off once they get a hold on you.
" Vctors are the most susHollywood has offered
Lew everything good
ceptible people to human emoand bad. The latest is
tions.
Their work keeps their
a new professional and
emotions on tap all the time.

—

private

life.

Continued on page 64
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Photo
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JUNE COLLYER'S

long absence from the
screen has been regretted by all but one of
That malcontent is her son, Stuart Erwin,
us.
Jr., who objects loudly to June's acting any
role but that of his mother.

Their differences

have been patched up, however, and
see her often from

now

on.

you'll

Helen mack has a
name that fits her and
expresses her personality.

It is

sincere

and

unpretentious, the very
qualities she puts into

every word she

Her
for
is

utters.

remarkable

gift

spontaneous acting
placing her farther

and farther ahead in
the race for fame.
Look for her in "It's a
Pleasure to Lose."

Photo

by

Robert

W.

Coburn

f'f
MORE

a star than

many who are

so called by their

Myrna Loy has the character that makes for
great achievement. Unaided by anything but belief
bosses,

she succeeded in disin herself, she fought till
carding the bizarre roles that typed and limited
her.
Now she is recognized as an artist of depth,
charm, and persuasive humor.

22

HAPPILY recovered from an illness that kept her
was comfortable for her

off the screen longer than

admirers, Elizabeth Allan returns

in a picture worth
White," a dramatization of
surgery, with Clark Gable in the leading role.
As
usual. Miss Allan will be coolly provocative and

while.

It

is

"Men

in

humorously aware.

TWO

from the same
Toby and Pat Wing,
a sister team de luxe, though
they never appear in pictures
together.
Toby is the blueeyed flaxen-haired one, Pat
the brown-eyed wren. They're
Southern belles, Toby jingling
for Paramount and Pat tin-

wings

bird are

kling for
Plwtu

#*

t>>-

Warner

Euiivnt-

Robert

Bi

others.

Rlchee

HOW
along

Fay VVray has
lately!

for her
till

Ad

come

Studios wrangle
hold up pictures

she h free to

join the cast,
only to finish and skip
on to
the next engagement
without
a day's lull in the year.
As

for telling

you what her next

picture will be, Faysie
has to
consult her date book to
find

out
1

"'

l>T

I"lnc Lippmarin
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if*

Malcolm

h.

oettinger s

report of Miriam Hopkins, on
the opposite page,
in

his

He
wit,

written

is

most enthusiastic vein.

falls in

a big

way

for her

wisdom, and charm and

boldly places her

above

all

the other stars he has met.

Surely a

new

high

ness, but there's

in

rash-

no denying

that /a Hopkins has

what

it

takes to overthrow old idols.

Her fans know
II

Id

KiiKcnr

lliitirrl

that.

Kirliec

•
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CREAM

CROP

of the

The elusive Miriam Hopkins leaves a skeptical
reporter
a
THERE'S
the sky.

new sun

a

flutter

over her all-around charm.

She liked flying from follywood to New York in less
than a day.
[er companion
chanced to be John Balderston, author of the eerie, memorable "Berkeley Square."
They watched shooting stars just above their heads, sipped
coffee at Kansas City and Chicago, and marveled at the
I

By Malcolm

in

For the

in

H. Oeffinger

time
in years my faithful typewriter misses a beat as it records news of a cinema queen.
The steam-heated Mae West failed to raise its temperature Elissa Landi left it cold Lilyan Tashman and Conaltitude.
stance Bennett and Jeanette MacDonald all proved consid"Flying fascinates me," she said. When she talks about
erably less than galvanizing. Then came Miriam Hopkins.
anything that fascinates her, her face lights up like a
Her eyes crinkle at the corners when she smiles, and
Christmas tree, her eyes grow wide, and her mouth
her hair is worthy of a Lorelei; her ankles are slim and
spreads into an appealing grin.
patrician, and her nose provocative.
She has wit and
She said that she likes Hollywood because it is so quiet
I like her.
s] larkle and a sense of well-being.
and peaceful. Her Hollywood, she meant. She avoids
She has more than the good old basic magnetism she
the fancier brawls, the newer night
has charm.
A faint Southern accent
clubs, the arc-lighted premiere ciradds its share.
presided over by Ringmaster
cuses
She thinks the world a highly satisand
sparkle
and
Miriam has wir
Grauman, and the restaurants grapefactory place to live in she is not bored
smartness besides a grand flair
vined with wires to the chatter reor blase. She still marvels at being able
for acting, raves Mr. Oettinger.
porters' desks.
to lie on the warm sands in California
The Hopkins group of friends is
one day, and the next to find herself
composed chiefly of writers and direcdancing at the Central Park Casino
tors, with whom she spends her leisure
while snow curtains the long windows.
time in much the pacific manner it is
In a sunlit room high above the park
spent in less hectic communities.
harboring that same Casino we smoked
and sipped and talked about Hollywood
She has definite opinions and wellmanners, child training, transcontinental
clarified ideas.
The old chestnut of
flying, politics, George Raft, and art in
Marriage versus Career she dismisses
photograph}'.
as belonging to the hoopskirt era.
hazarded guesses
about the future of the speakeasy, the
"It would be very simple to act and
results of inflation, the origin of Mickey
be married if one felt so inclined," she
Mouse, the importance of radio, and the
maintains. After all, she has a housecompatibility of matrimony and a cahold to which she plays housewife,
reer.
Whatever the subject, Miriam
even if there is no husband. For a
Hopkins managed to be interesting with
time she was Austin Parker's wife.
a minimum degree of effort. Obviously
They are still friends.
her horizon is broad; her world is not
At the mention of children, the
bounded by Kleig lights, press agents,
Hopkins face grew radiant. She told
and paste-board forests.
me about Michael, her twenty-one
She reads, too. Not only books with
months old son, adopted when he was
likely Hopkins roles in them
a few days old.
which is
the extent of many a star's browsing
"I talked to him last night on the
but such periodicals as the Mercury
phone. And he said 'Mamma' just as
(American and London), Fortune, and
clearly
I thought the nurse was foolthe Nation. She also subscribes to the
ing me, but she swore that it was the
New York Times and the London Obbaby himself. They're coming East
server in order to preserve a balanced
soon.
I've rented a house here in
outlook on the world scene.
New York, for the baby and his nurse
She confessed to being nervous when
and me. I'll like that.
she sees her name in lights.
Being
"Hotels are never home, you know.
pointed out in a crowd worries her, too.
People don't observe your right to
She loves to act at the proper time, in
privacy in a hotel. They drop in on
the proper place, but she detests exhibiyou with alarming regularity. When
tionism of the type most characteristiyou have a house you are more sefirst

I

;

;

'

;

;

We

—

—

—

Hollywood.
She refuses to attend luncheons for
visiting potentates, dodges candid cameras and newsreel men, avoids interviews.
Yet when Herr Lubitsch re-

cally

quested her to appear at the New York
opening of "Design for Living," she
obliged him because she felt that she

owed him

the courtesy.

cluded.

I

like seclusion."

Miss Hopkins has an ideal arrangement with Paramount whereby she
makes pictures half the year and lives
in Manhattan the other half.
"Jezebel," her stage play, will oc-

cupy her for a while. Then she
turns to the camera Coast.
Continued on page 59
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WHO WANTS NEW
FACE

By Regina Cannon

Illustrated by H. Giesen

What this business needs, gen'lemen, is
new face.'" And another campaign

—

Producers go face-hunting when they want to
in their letters for

them, but what would happen

the not-so-good old days before
INrecording
apparatus were shipped

sound tracks and

wholesale lots to
West Coast studios, most of the noise rending the
in

air was made in the front office.
front office, gentle reader, is quite as impressive
sounds.
Fitted with Oriental rugs, black cigars,

Hollywood

The
as

it

furniture, and adjoining bars, it makes an
ornate background for the distinguished movie gentry
who meet twice a week to discuss the fate of the poor

mahogany

When

topics under "matters to be disrun low, as it invariably does
after it's decided that several contract
players will find themselves free-lancing
soon, one of the brighter boys ups and
makes a suggestion. It is a good suggestion, a tried-and-true one: in fact, it is
just as good this year as it was the day

this
is

the movie industry

was bom.

the

options.

The beauty-contest

route
suggests great publicity
possibilities and subtly flatters the world and
his wife.
Newspapers of the key cities immediately are enlisted to cooperate in the bigger and better beauty contests, and city editors, ever on the alert for copy with "woman
interest," come through like gentlemen.
Pretty soon the country has a new list of
it

Miss Kansas Cities and Miss Dubuques on its
bands ambitious damsels not selected for

—

their beauty alone, but because they are the

The executive with the Big Idea pauses
importantly hi' fore presenting bis brain
child to his bored colleagues.
When he
feels he lias their nearly undivided attention, he springs the surpri
"What the movies need is new faces."
The monarchs around

an original type were found?

talent-seeking business.

has on its hands another Miss Kansas City
with a contract full of

and

table

mo-

proud possessors of what
has heretofore and dubiously

been

labeled

one-piece bathing

tration,
consideration, and
finally
approval. This transition of emotion is both
invariable and inevitable.
Then they are

and

new

It

is

faces.
in>

understand,
don't

ride

cinch,

you

when you
in

the

sub-

how

to

new

The new faces step forward in highly abbreviated
ceive tickets to

confronted with the problem of

a

face.

mentarily stop puffing to register concen-

find

on.

things up, fans cry out

perhaps most popular, as

Pretty soon the country

ifs

if

is

way, to spot something different and snappy in the way
of physiognomies. But the movie mighties readily agree
that anything worth having is worth working for. Elaborate plans are laid to unearth something new that has
the requisite number of features allotted a normal human
being, with a svelte figure thrown in for good measure.
There are several approved methods of going about

players.

cussed"

whoop

—a

--nits,

re-

Hollywood

contracts
punctuated
with options, all of which
they have eagerly taken in
exchange for a steady job
and a watchful set of worried parents.

When the executives look
over the recruits and com-

—
Who Wants New
mence

to

what they have

realize

dizzy

sensation that
overtakes one halfway to Bermuda
appears. But on closer inspection,
when it is discovered that here
truly are strange types resembling
no one in particular, let alone
reigning film favorites, the powers
There is, of course,
take heart.
that girl who might be mistaken
in a long shot for Joan Crawford,
but they can easily eliminate her
when things get going.
When the probation period has passed, nineteen of
the twenty aspirants are discovered with tears in their
eyes and one-way tickets
home in their hands. Number twenty is the young lady
who slightly resembles Joan
offscreen and actually looks
like her on.
She is retained
because she "registers."
The others are undoubtedly
prettier and perhaps possess
better figures, but somehow
they just don't get across,
and no one stops to find the reason. Why go into it?
they argue there is the result in black and white.
For even though the camera has a reputation for truth
and honesty, somehow Lydia Languish's blond beauty
appears to be a great splotch of ectoplasm when translated to celluloid, and the dark girl with the delicate features literally looks like nothing at all.
started,

the
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Faces?

Twenty girls are brought to Hollywood
and Venus de Miloed, but the one who
looks like Joan Crawford wins.

—

;

It seems that a certain combination of features, not
necessarily beautiful, in fact, seldom pretty in the literal
sense of the word, has been found to "photograph."
Eyes set wide, high cheek bones, a broad forehead, and
pointed chin fills the bill pretty adequately and is apt to
constitute "a camera face."

But, much more important than beauty, or anything,
for that matter, is illusion, the illusion of exoticism, of
wholesomeness, of refinement, of mystery of anything.
The possessor of "It" has the pass-key to film fame and
its attendant fortune.

—

And here is something strange and worthy of a thought
or two. The most successful of the younger generation
of film players, from point of popularity, not necessarily
remuneration, are those who resemble in appearance a
famous one who preceded them.
Surely no one enjoyed greater success for a longer
period of time than Gloria Swanson.
She would undoubtedly still be at the top of the cinema ladder except
for her decisions
It was
both business and personal.
Gloria's idea to go independent and romantic early and
often.
Fate did not keep on happening to her as it did
to Lorelei Lee. Miss

—

Swanson was

at

all

times the captain and
entire crew of her

ready set its seal of approval.
Does Katharine Hepburn remind you of Greta the
Great? Well, if she doesn't you are the exception that
proves the rule that her face is decidedly Garboesque in
contour and modeling. If Miss Hepburn felt well on the
day you suggested that her resemblance to the Swedish
siren helped at first, probably she would agree.
On the
other hand, if she had got out on the wrong side of bed
that morning, she might have hurled her overalls at you
and demanded, "Who is this Garbo, anyway?"
Back in the pre-talkie days, during the production of
"Seventh Heaven," those who check in at the film factories daily were busy discussing the unknown ingenue
appearing in the picture.
Most of the Gertie Glooms
turned thumbs down on Janet Gaynor before the first
reel of film was shot.
To give an unknown one of the
most important roles of that or any other cinema season

Why,

it

was

little

short of sacrilege.

Tcli

— Teh!

!

You know the result of Fox's far-sightedness. Miss
Gaynor proved to be a winsome, talented, pocket edi-

The new-face candidates have left a very
cinema sands.

Lois Wilson,
whose movie career as
sweet,
wholesome
a
young woman was fation of

thin trail

on the

miliar to the public.

soul.

But not

Fay

movie executives and the general public, the fact that she
resembled a current popular queen did ber no harm at all.
Perhaps she didn't go into this aspect of her good
fortune, but had she taken time out to do so, Fay undoubtedly would have realized the truth of this statement. Subsequently Miss Wray had to prove her worth,
of course, or she could never have held a place in the
shifting cinema sands.
But to begin with there were
those Swanson features upon which the public had al-

to digress,

Wray

the

is

young lady whose

re-

semblance to Gloria
did more to get her
started than actual

ability or good
breaks.

When

it

was

Fay's turn to present her new face to

The

story of Jeanne

Eagels is perhaps as
legendary as it is sad.
Miss Eagels crashed
the talkies because the
theater was punishing
her by refusing to
permit her to work.

The temperament
Continued on page 56
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THEY SAY
By Karen

Hollis

iHE

queenly crown that for a while threatened to slip
from the mysterious head of Garho to that of the more
dashing Hepburn is now securely moored on its first
resting place.
"Queen Christina," which is a spectacular success even for Garbo, settled that for quite some time.
That
and Katharine Hepburn's somewhat unfortunate venture on
the stage in "The Lake," which that financially astute young

woman estimates will cost her about a million dollars in loss
of prestige.
Maybe she is right. She usually is. But I think that the
nervous agonies that this stage play has cost her have brought
her closer to the public. Admiration she had, but now she has
their sympathetic support.

—

The Critical Wolf Pack. Reviewers launched a vicious
attack on Katharine Hepburn when they reported the opening
night of her first stage appearance since her great success in
pictures.
It would have driven any one with the traditional
prima-donna temperament to set out after them with a horsewhip. Instead Miss Hepburn set a new high record of good
sportsmanship. She saw interviewers and told them that she
agreed with the critics.
Something inside her, she explained, turned to lead as the
opening performance approached. She wanted nothing so much
She
as to run away and not show up at the theater at all.
walked around Central Park all afternoon in the bitter wind
and thought enviously of that time when Ethel Leginska failed
to show up for a
concert.

"Miss

Hepburn has

de-

cided

act

not

to

any more," she
imagined some one
announcing from

What

the stage.
a

blessed

relief

would

be, she

that
felt.

But she went
the

theater.

to

All
per-

through the
formance she realized her voice was
growing brash and
strident

when

it

should have been
tender and mellow.

Flanked by two
Photo by Uun-ell

Judge came East with her husband,
Wesley Ruggles, to dash around a while
Arline

b;fore helping ballyhoo Constance Bennett's

new

film.

great technicians

of the stage.
Blanche Bates and
Frances Starr, she
felt
her lack of
experience. Try
as she would, she

Photo

by

Fryer

The sleek smartness of Kay Francis was
a check to the newly launched windwhipped styles.

could not project
the feelings of the
frenzied girl she
was playing.

:;i

NEW YORK
Visiting players consider the fate of

Hepburn and Hopkins

on the stage and decide

to films

to stick

I am glad that I
did not see her that
first night, glad that
I went several nights
later when she had a
hetter grip on her-

It

self.

was

for

a while.

Dolores del Rio captivated
the writers who met her
on her first vacation in
New York. She is lovelier
offscreen
than on.

not,

even then, an expert

performance that she
She still falgave.
tered when the big
scenes came, but
flashes of tenderness

and gallantry

illu-

mined other scenes.
At the worst, she is a
distinguished young

woman,

a promising

actress.
It

was not

discovery

Hepburn

a

new

to

Miss

that

sus-

taining a role on the
stage is infinitely

more

difficult
than
playing scenes bit by
bit before the camera.
She could have
stayed in pictures

and been fed on applause, but she feels
that she just has to

So after more
conquer the more demanding medium.
forays into pictures, she will keep right on trying to satisfy
with her work on the stage.
herself
as well as the critics
"Let's all go to see that great actress Hepburn run the
gamut of emotions from A to B," and similar poisonously
clever remarks are quoted endlessly at cocktail parties. But

—

—

Kay Francis sit mar me
the public swarms to see her.
the night that I went, and I am pleased to report that Kay
studied the proceedings intently, approved the good spots
and sat quietly, seeming almost embarrassed, during those
tragic scenes that remained always out of Hepburn's reach.
And after the performance Kay scurried out to her car,
paying no heed to friends who called to her. as if afrai
that some one might ask how she liked the play.

They Liked Miriam.

— In

marked contrast

to the vitriol

they served up to Miss Hepburn, the critics offered their
most honeyed phrases in reviewing "Jezebel," with Miriam
Hopkins.
She deserved praise. Miss Hopkins seems to
have a rare understanding of Southern beauties who are
mean and vicious as well as exquisitely beautiful. Also she
relishes playing them.
Remember Temple Drake. 7 But in
spite of her expert performance and hurrahs all around, the
show closed for lack of public support. So several players
who had been toying with the idea of appearing 011 the stage
said, "Even if you win, you lose," and announced that they
[Continued on page 53]
were open for screen engagements.

Katharine Hepburn set a high record for good sportsin agreeing with critics who panned her in
"The Lake."

manship
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Dorothea's appeal

American fans have taken

is

mental and spiritual on the screen and

to their hearts

a foreign actress

^EW

if

any

stars

who

By William

can

stand the test of meeting Hollywood and not
instantly changing.
At the
start, when their standing is uncertain, they gusli over
those they meet.
If success gives them sure footing
they leap into fantastic moods and eccentric customs and
withdraw from the common herd.
When Dorothea Wieck arrived in Hollywood, a lunch
was given in her honor. She was gracious and charming.
Every one liked her.
When I spoke to her she paid me
a nice compliment.
Tt will not be repeated for fear of
causing jealousy among the other writers.
And then I
let it go in one ear, out of the other,
hong experience
had taught: me that stars rarely mean what they say, and
all too soi in forget the individual they say it to.
Well, it became necessary to see Miss Wieck again.
What would she he like this time, since success in
America had come to her?
visualized a very aloof
person, vague as to previous meetings, a foreign importation with a decided "high" manner with interviewers.
A publicity man made the introduction.
vowed T
was charmed. Miss Wieck looked slightly puzzled.
"We have met before," she remarked a- we walked
across the street to a restaurant. "Don't you remember?"
Found at last a star to withstand the test, a star with
I

I

a

memory!
But memory
She

i-

is not
the only thing Miss Wieck pOSSO different in ever) way from the Hoi-

— and minds

is

H.

off.

truly different,

McKegg

Dorothea Wieck.

lywood galaxy that

that alone
causes her to be singled out
for special notice.

She

is

stately

and has gray

eyes of profound depths. She is mental, spiritual. Her
work corresponds to her personality. "Cradle Song"
appealed to discriminating fans, fans who recognize
spiritual emotion when they see it portrayed.
Mae West might be said to he the exact opposite of
Dorothea Wieck. La West controls her following with
leering innuendos and come-hither writhing. Miss Wieck
has a calm power with which she could rule dominions

and command legions.
I saw her at the studio on the last day's work on "Miss
There was one sequence she
Fane's Baby Is Stolen."
had to complete, a highly dramatic scene in which she
becomes wildly hysterical. Instead of looking haggard
and exhausted by her emotions, Dorothea appeared
brighl and calm.
"I am going out of town to-morrow." --hi' said, "with
my husband. He has just arrived and 1 want to show
must get away from people for a rest
him the country.
after making two pictures one right after the oilier.
"Oh,
like people very much." she said when
asked
her if she preferred solitude. "But 1 don't like crowds.
Nor do care for big parties. If 1 go to a party where
there are a hundred people, 1 find myself speaking to
only one or two.
"1 say to myself when I get home. 'With all those
I

1

1

1

!
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Calmly Conquering
why did I not meet and speak to more?' That is
never have more than a dozen guests at one time."
But perhaps, I insisted, she did not care for strangers
to make themselves known when they recognized her.
Again she proved to he a law unto herself.
"I think an actress must feel gratitude if people admire
her.
It's the only consolation she gets from her work
I can't understand an actress ignorto know it is liked.
ing her admirers, not caring ior their admiration.
"One evening, after 'Cradle Song' had been shown, I
was at a friend's home. Ten or twelve people were
I felt greatly touched at the admiration those
present.
They congratulated me on my picguests showed me.
people,

why

I

ture, and I knew their praise was sincere.
One guest,
an old lady, came up and kissed me. That seemed the
loveliest thing.
I was very much moved."
In her first American picture, "Cradle Song," Dorothea is exquisitely beautiful. It is a picture that only the
It is not, as she admits, sensational.
turned down the script of 'White Woman,' the
It seemed unreal to me.
story considered for me.

elect will appreciate.

"I
first

script, I often do not feel a thing.
It is like reading a
newspaper news of other people. Then suddenly it's as
if a light were turned on"
she switched on an imaginary
light near her left temple
"and
have caught the entire
story and characterization."
She has an intelligence that is impressive because of
its simple manner of working.
She has the ability to
build up her imaginative powers to a perfect materialization.
And though the millions might not understand her
work, they will never fail to stop and watch, and will
sense that they see something which, way down deep

—

—
—

I

within themselves, they vaguely understand.
She is the type that might belong to any country. Shewas born at Davos, Switzerland, and has lived in Sweden,
Austria, and Germany.
She speaks half a dozen languages and intends to learn more
Even though she is well-known here and abroad in
films, Miss Wieck belongs to the stage.
"I want to play on the stage again," she said. "I would
like to play in a Theater Guild production."
She proContinued on page 62
!

riio'o by Rich

Miss Wieck is winning the fans with
the quiet force she puts into her
porcelain characterizations.

Dorothea has stood the test of Hollyno strange moods or poses,

wood

—

and she confines her acting
studio.

Perhaps," she summed up with a musing smile,
"it would have been better had I made that story
instead of the more artistic one I chose."

Did this hint at temperament? I inquired if
temperament held her. Now for a heated denial
Wieck pondered over this question, smiling
the while. Gravely she nodded her head. "Well,
three or four times a year," she confessed.
"There is one request I do insist on that
while I work, I am not to be disturbed. When
I am not needed for certain scenes. I can stay
at home and do other things.
But I don't like to
go right into other things seeing people, talking
to reporters
at such a time.
As soon as I return to the set I can instantly draw down the
character I am portraying, as'if I had not left
the studio at all.
"It is very strange, you know.
Reading a

—

—

—

to the

—

—
:;i

MAN

c
Mr. Scott stalled on going into business until a chance
more stalling settled his career.
visit to Hollywood

Randolph Scott means to forget his
Virginia manners at the studio and
do some barking back at people

—

so Hollywood
to be
THERE'S
the screen
off

will

a

understand him.

new Randolph

as well as on,

knows anything about

it.

if

And

Scott this year,
the young man
judging by the

firm sweep of his jaw he does.
I don't mean only that "Randy" isn't to play in any
more Westerns. Randy rather likes Westerns because
he owes a large part of his popularity to them. But if

producers aren't planning to make any more Westit's all right with him.
Randolph Scott was born near Orange, Virginia, and
you need only a few minutes with him to realize that he
is a Southern gentleman.
The clerks at the hotel where
he stayed when he returned from a vacation in England
described him as "that tall Englishman." But chatting
with his friends over the phone he has a Southern drawl.
When he thinks about his speech he becomes "the tall
Englishman" when he doesn't, he's just Randolph Scott
with the drawl. But in any event, his well-modulated
voice and quiet, modest manner bespeak the gentleman.
Such a person is rare in the land of shout 'em down
and make 'em like it, and Randy has suffered. He has
suffered doubly because he is sensitive.
That is why he set his jaw and said, "This year I
mean to be different. It's the chronic grumblers who
gain respect in Hollywood. If you do what you're told
and have any consideration for others, you're called a
poor sap behind your back. Every one out there knows
When some one shouts at you and they usually do
it.
you've got to be able to shout back, or they give you
no quarter. I've been there several years now long
his

erns,

;

—

—

—

enough

to

know

better.

"Jack Oakie learned. One day he had been told to
be on the set at nine o'clock and he was. He sat around
until two o'clock before they shot his scene.
When he
was told to report at nine the next day, he didn't sa]
anything, but the next morning he went out shopping.
He arrived at the studio at two.
" 'What do you mean coming in at this hour?' the
director barked at him and nearly dropped dead when

happy-go-lucky Jack barked back, 'What do you mean?
was here at nine yesterday and you didn't use me till
two. Well, to-day I'm here at two, so what ?'
"There wasn't anything to do about it, and since that
time Jack isn't called till he's needed. Do you see what
I

I

mean

?"

"Yes, but your background," 1 persisted.
"T often
"I'll keep it for holidays," replied Randy.
cn\\ Cary Grant, and the odd part of it is he says he
But he ran away from home at fifteen to
envies me.
join a circus and since then he's been shifting for himself in all sorts of situations —that's

why

he's able to.

My

kind of upbringing where my family provided
everything is not the right training for this game."

You probably know that Randy and Cary had a house
They clicked as soon as they met on the lot

together.

and each has been able
in

giving sage advice.

to he of great help to the other
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DAYS
By Dena Reed
Randy adores

his

family,

of

course.

"My

mother's a wonderful mother," he
told me.
"She's the kind who has made
each of us think we were the pet. And
my father is a remarkable man. He is an
expert in budgetary accounting. He can
step into a business like the steel industry.
and in a few months have it on a budget
and paying."

There are
the

rest

five sisters

married

—and

— two
a

at home and
young brother.

At

first the family objected to Randy's
acting aspirations, but now every one is
as proud as Punch at what be has done.
"It's certainly funny when you think of
the changes a few years have brought."

Randy observed.

"As

supposed to go in with
studied at Georgia
Tech and the Uni-

the eldest, I was
my father, so I

versity of Virginia.

But

Photo

had been in
the War and that
left me at loose
I

by

Wide World

Evidently this was snapped on a holiday, while squiring his lady love, Vivian Gaye. Anyway, he's looking
at her with a Virginia cavalier's devotion.

ends.

"When

look

I

back at my War
experience now it's
probably the only
thing I had to prepare me for Hollywood.
I
falsified
my age at fifteen

and

Fourteen pictures in a year is Scott's record, and
anything from Westerns to cocktail drama is all right
with him.

to boil.

went
to France, and by
some strange slip
my records were
lost.
Although I
fought, officially
enlisted. I

there
any

just

thing.

I

any sense

in

any-

started school at the

we took a vacation trip to
playing golf with Howard
Hughes he suggested that I take a screen test.
had tried my father's business and was in a mood
for anything out of the routine, so I took it."
Howard Hughes told Randy the tests were good.
He showed promise and soon he was signed by Paramount with the understanding that he was to get some
stock experience before entering pictures. He went with
the Pasadena Players and other stock companies.
Randy's first film was "Sky Bride" and he has been at
picture-making ever since. Last year he played in fourteen pictures in twelve months. He was glad to find that
he needn't be typed. When he was a kid his father had
owned a farm where he had learned to ride bareback.
Now it stood him in good stead and besides he could play
drawing-room parts with equal ease.
His recent trip to London proved his popularity. Cary
and lie were given an ovation whenever they appeared in
Continued on page 57
school chum.

Hollywood.

wasn't

But

first

While

1

Scott.

"My

to be

university, but eventually dropped out.
"My father let me travel for a time and then I
thought I'd go into the chemical business with a

Randol p h

For eight
months I got no
mail from home nor any pay.

There didn't seem
Back home again,

It

was

pretty hard

on

a kid.

family got in touch with Washington, but I didn't
know that. There was a flu epidemic raging at that time,
and for all I knew, they might all have died in it. Not
for eight months did I hear one word.
"Unknown to me, an order had come through from
the Secretary of War saying I should be given my mail
and my eight months' pay, for my records were found,
but a second lieutenant who didn't like me pigeonholed
this.
Consequently. I saw all my buddies sent home and
I just sat around over there another summer until the
order finally came through.
"Every time I thought of an order from the Secretary
of War bring pigeonholed by a second lieutenant. I used

!
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HOLLYWOOD
Quick glimpses of

life

and times

in

the picture colony.

L
L YAN TASHMAN

comes out
boldly and denounces the Mae
West styles. She says that
she never heard of them, just as
Marlene Dietrich did when she came
back from Europe.
Being a local
fashion authority, Lil's words carry
more weight than do those of the
German star, whose pants penchant
is equally derided by Mademoiselle

L

The pup is agitated
because Dorothy Lee
has just tuned in on
Dorothy
Ed Wynn.
is
in "Hips, Hips,

Hooray!"

Tashman.
Lilyan thinks that repeal is changing everything in dress.
She contends that clothes will have to be
more sedate, with people going out
in public to seek gayety and relaxation in greater freedom.
She prognosticates an ever-growing era of
rose-colored lights, tete-a-tetes and
champagne cork-popping, and be-

Suzanne Kaaren
doesn't take seriously
all this revival of digfor women, and
why should she?

nity

women will have to meet
emergency by being more reserved.
She sees no chance of the

lieves that
this

return of the short skirt, the trouserette or any of the foibles of the
prohibition period.

Mae West's garb, she feels,
doesn't belong to the modern day
either; it's too stuffy.
Clothes will
be slinky to enable their wearers to
navigate in an age of speed, typified
by fast motor cars and airplanes, but
they won't go to extreme exaggeration in brevity, wide-openness or
any of the more obvious lures of a
few years ago.
One gets the impression from
conversation with her that women
They will
are reforming, but not too much.
acquire dignity, but in moderation. And they
won't wear bustles

—

Garbo-Mamoulian Romance. Don't blame
if we are late in reporting that Greta Garbo
and Rouben Mamoulian are married.
Cerus

one guessing about
maneuvers, what with their touring to-

tainly they have kept every
their

gether, their being seen with each other in secluded restaurants, and with the sundry ruAnyway. Mamoulian
mors about romance.
has brought a new mood into the life of Garbo.
She has forsaken her solitude and has been
seen at theaters and restaurants.

Mamoulian
come

he will

is a mystifying personage, but
out of hiding,
lie is most nn s-

terious in veering from one to the other of the
exotic screen ladies as director.
Following
Dietrich's "Song of Songs," he made Garbo's
"Queen Christina" and he is now elected to
film "Resurrection," with Anna Sten.
That's

going the rounds of rival glamour stars withlie probably knows
out any ado whatsoever,
that

it

spells publicity.
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H
By Edwin and
Who's Ann

in

Love With?

Elza

TS

Schailert

— Ann

blooming again. She looked
radiant the night of the Screen Actors'

Harding

-

is

Peekaboo!

Guild ball. Some think that it is because
she and Harry Bannister are making up

Jr.,

mysterious fascination.
ute

it

some other

is

We

haven't changed

don't attribbut to the far
thing that Ann is happier

him a

entirely to either,

more mundane

She

about her career.

is

Doug,

those bally old toppers around London

;

others believe that there

It's

showing that

bit.

drawing good

pictures again.

Ann

grand march with James
Quite a combination,
that
but you'd never know Cagney all
decked out in tails. People were inquiring during the evening whether it was
led the

Cagney

at the ball.

;

really he or his brother Bill.

—

Guild Ball Spectacular. The Guild
was a huge affair, and the gates were
thrown wide to the public. It is the first
ball

time hoi polloi have been openly invited
function in years.
Certainly never to one as glittering.
Almost
any one was welcome who could pay
$13.75 to get in. Yes, that was the price.
As usual, there had to be one fly in the
ointment. The newspaper and magazine
fraternity were squeezed into all the odd
corners.
Some of them could hardly see
the stage where the show was given, with
Jeanette MacDonald, Bing Crosby, Ted

to a big screen

Healy and his eternal stooges, and others
taking part. Consequently, the event took
the rap in some of the publicity
aftermath.
Naturally, if the
writers felt they couldn't see
V
the show, they weren't going
to spread themselves
writing
about it.
There seems to be some rocking of the boat at almost every
film

Maybe

function.

Maxwell

is

really

Elza
needed in

Hollywood.

Lederer Tempts Filmdom.

— Francis
rehailed
idol

Lederer. hailed and
the new matinee

as

of the screen, lifted Julie

Haydon from semiobscurity

to

prominence by selecting her to
be his leading woman in a stage
production of "Autumn Cro-

Katherine
Cecil,

Xew York

cus."

his

Miss

Haydon

success.
the girl who
on the screen has suffered from
an almost too acute resemblance
to Ann Harding
She is an excellent actress.
The opening performance of "Autumn
Crocus" found about everybody in pictures
turning out, and Joan Crawford down in the
second row with Franchot Tone and one or

the

unwilling

is

-

.

DeMille,

chief

We

two other men.

cumbed

at

all

to the

daughter

of

makes her screen debut as
in

wife of the bandit
"Viva Villa."

wondered whether Joan sucromantic charm of Lederer.

She might have, because Tone looked a bit diswhen he went out between the acts. It

consolate

1

iiiinucd

on page 55

—
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FUNNY FACE

GEORGIA

By
Whitney Williams
Sterling

Holloway brings a new type

of

comedy

screen as different as he himself

STERLING HOLLOWAY.
who

the lank, ambling, taffy-

has drawled his

way

prominence,
is that rarest of creatures, a comedian with no longing-, even deep in his heart, to play tragedy.
Chaplin's passion to portray the Melancholy Dane is
Langdon has expressed a desire to delve
well known.
Even Cantor has been heard to bedeeply in drama.
moan his relegation to comic
haired lad

But Holloway

roles.

"One
that's

my

look at

enough

— never.

pan and
any

cure

to

thoughts on the subject," he
Which disposes of that
says.
problem.
high-shoulThis spindly,
dered hoy with the farmerish
manner and repose of one utterly unconcerned with life,
has introduced a new type of
comedy on the screen that directors and public alike find
There is
engaging.
most
something pathetic in his anguished yearnings that clutches
the heart, and his characterizations invariably are invested
with a gentle, tear-tearing
quality. Lis high falsetto voice

and aimlessly wandering air of
detachment add to his appeal.
He's a masculine Zasu I'itts.
A native of Georgia Cedartown, where cedars actually
grow, yes, suh, he explains

—

from

to

is

in

to

the

the Hollywood galaxy.

day favorites as Pat O'Brien, Spencer Tracy, Kay Johnson, and George Meeker.
"Of course, I thought I was going to burn up the
world with my acting," Sterling confesses, in his hesitant
way.
"I first considered being a tragedian, but my
teacher asked, 'Have you ever regarded yourself in the
mirror.-''
That decided me on comedy.
"My first real part, though,
determined as I was to be a
comedian, was in a terrifically
tragic role.
I played Petie,
the half-wit boy in 'Shepherd
of the Hills,' all through the

West and Middle West,

touring with a Chautauqua tent
show. I died every night for
months, and every old lady
in the audience, as well as
some of the younger ones,
would weep buckets of tears.
I was a 'huge success," Sterling grinned broadly.
Some
one has described his face as
roosterlike.
Certainly it is
sad enough.
"I made my first appearance on the screen in 1927,
playing with Wallace Beery,
The
in 'Casey at the Bat.'
picture was pretty terrible,
and I was worse, as a sort
of corned v heavy. Following
I
returned to New
that,
York, where the Theater

Sterling as long as he can re-

Guild had just started cast-

member planned

ing the 'Garrick Gaieties,' a
revue of youth and foolish-

career.

a

theatrical

Suspended from the

We

Georgia Military Academy he-

ness.

cause he slipped away too
often to attend theaters in
Atlanta, his father, a cotton
broker,
sympathetic to his

Sunday afternoon's performance and the show lasted

stage aspirations, sent him to
a dramatic school
in
New

York.

While there, he attracted the
attention of the Theater Guild
and gained experience m "Fata
Morgana" and "The Failures."
In his class were such present

opened

for

one

—

eleven months."
After the success of the
revue, four more edifirst
tions were staged, and in
each Sterling found himself
The last
in a featured spot.
show toured the Theater
Guild subscription cities, and
the young actor developed
into a favorite with all audiences.

The taffy-haired boy with the
tired
falsetto drawl
has the
appeal of a masculine Zasu
Pitts.

Later he scored a hit in Unmusical comedy, "Lain or
Shine," was Frances WilContinued on page 63
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An
Hollywood hasn't affected
nor has Cairo, Malay, and points east, for that matter.

But a very unimpressed one, so

her

you often
HAVEN'T
dered what chance an

—

wonangel

By Ben

would have in Hollywood?
you can know
When her

Now

!

name

Heather, she will go through the fire and
water of the merry, mad town and emerge quite unaffected by it all.
Quite untouched, I repeat.
You have a good idea of what a year in Hollywood
means to most newcomers. Male or female, they are
transformed from moths into such brilliant butterflies
that their own mothers have to look twice to recognize
first

the

is

Fame and

offspring.

its attendant flattery alters
of living, and opinions.
If the triumph be tremendous, as that of a West, a
Hepburn, or a Dietrich, they either go eccentric or im-

Maddox

could doubt her good intentions.
That her studio believes in her was
proved when they costarred her
with Leslie Howard.
And then the time arrived for Heather to Tell All to
her newly acquired American public. I presented myselt
at her establishment, presuming that an interview with
a Miss Angel would, if just by contrast, be a stimulating
affair.

But, oh, my, as Zazu Pitts

is

results of a chat with this placid

wont to drawl. The
young lady are discon-

certingly negligible.

mode

It seems that despite her vivid yesteryears, she has no
decided opinions nor plans.
"I didn't expect to go into films," she relates, "nor
perially exclusive.
The subsequent publicity garnered did I make any effort to get an American contract. I've
by antics of a spectacular nature causes the old-time
no particular schemes, for fate has invariably swept me
idols no little anguish.
into new and unexpected channels."
Heather Angel celebrates her first anniversary in HolIf she has traveled extensively, it is due to fate having
lywood this month. In her year here she has done five
She didn't deliberoffered her jobs in far-away places.
pictures, her remarkably adroit performance in one,
ately set out to cover so much ground. The farthest she
"Berkeley Square." having inspired fans and critics alike
has been from Hollywood during the past year is a hunwith the hope that she will turn out to be more than
dred miles to Santa Barbara.
merely another ingenue.
She took an apartment for a while, but now she is
Before she was imported from London by Fox,
settled in the beautiful Spanish house Dolores del Rio
Heather had seen practically all the world. She'd been
built in the Outpost district.
There, companioned by
everywhere but Australia and these United States. So
her mother and older sister, you discover Heather as
when the bid came from Hollywood, she shed no tears tranquil a soul as you could encounter in all Hollywood.
She was used to that. In
at forsaking her native sod.
Her name is sugary. It's real, too, yet she is no fluther case work and travel mix.
ter}- child.
She is a healthy sophisticate who gazes upon
She landed in our midst with a past that is a pressIn another month
life with a calm, dispassionate glance.
asrent's dream. In Heather's
she will be twenty-five, and
hands it is entirely wasted.
as she recounts her doings
Heather Angel is as different as her name, and after
Like the doctor in "Grand
to date she recalls nothing
"Berkeley Square" she's living up to it.
Hotel," she has plunged
worthy of emphasis.
from one colorful episode
Luck, not design, brought
into another, but to hear
her into pictures. She was
born in Oxford, England,
her relate her rise to her
present eminence, nothing
the daughter of a college
ever happens.
lecturer there, and boasts a

appearance,

—

I

first

cocktail

met Heather
party

Which,

Landi's home.
itself,

you

in

to the
not naive,
if
she screens that
That the discriminattips

fact that she

even
way.

at a

Elissa

at

off

is

found Heather
was a great recommendation, for Elissa's
ing Landi
interesting

is bestowed only
upon the intelligent.
The Angel was a gracious

attention

agreeable if in
wise startling.
She is
tite,
her brown eyes
hair endowing her with
guest,

uralness.

a

Cambridge.
father in the

He was
ist

in

professor

She

lost

An
at

her

World War.

an analytical chemlargest
London's

bomb-manufacturing plant
when it was blown up by
the Germans.
At thirteen Heather was
sent to
school.

Switzerland

to

nope-

and

to materialize.

nat-

way. Her man-

ners are perfect.

background.
is

She made the trip
from London alone.
Friends who were supposed
to meet her in Paris failed

Pretty, you'd say,

in a passive

genteel
uncle

No man

Fortunately,
acquaintances she had made
on the train came to the
rescue and found the missContinued on page 58
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Critics

and public

unite

Greta
performance

proclaiming

in

Garbo's

"Queen

in

Christina'

the supreme triumph
of her extraordinary
This photocareer.
graph shows her in an

exalted moment at the
climax of the film.

N
A

in

REVIEW

most exciting month of new pictures reveals amazing per-

formances among newcomers and surprises from old

favorites.

By Norbert Lusk
"Queen

Christina."

Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Ian Keith, Elizabeth Young, C. Aubrey
Smith, Lewis Stone.
Director: Rouben Mamoulian.

WHAT

Greta Garbo's new picture, after two
is heavy, a little dull,
and a bit disappointing? .She is a greater artist than
ever and her Swedish queen is unquestionably the superior
oi all that has gone before in her extraordinary career.
Garbo has new depth, more complete understanding, and her
speech has gained new eloquence and beauty. There is a
simple dignity to her queen that is more convincing of rank
than regal robes and jeweled crowns. You feel that it is due
to rarbo's spiritual belief in the part rather than any simulation of majesty or putting on royal airs.
In short. Garbo's
acting comes from within herself and her characterization is
not a disguise that she slips on like a garment.
The story moves with stately tread and never reaches any
exciting pitch, though it does achieve poetic ecstasy and
authentic tragedy when Christina discovers that the lover
for whom she abdicated her throne is dead, and she sails
alone on the ship that was to have home them together to
a land of joyous freedom.
Before she meets the Spanish
envoy, who comes to persuade her to marry his king, there is
matter

if

years' absence

from the screen,

(

Elizabeth Bergner is infinitely appealing in the London production of "Catherine the Great."
Soon Marlene Dietrich
will appear in the same role and comparisons will be in order.

f

X?-

considerable statecraft to engage
Christina and this is when the
But
picture is least interesting.
once the queen is in love with
the Spaniard without letting him
know who she is, the picture is
as romantic as any Garbo fan
It is magnificently
could wish.
staged, skillfully directed, and the
dialogue is admirable.
So, too, is the acting, especially
As for castthat of Ian Keith.
ing John Gilbert opposite Garbo,
I think this was a grave error of
judgment, more a publicity stunt
than an artistic urge to better the
picture, and his presence must
therefore be excused.

"Catherine the Great."
Elizabeth
Bergner,
Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Flora Robson, Clifford
Jones, Diana Napier, Gerald Du
Maurier, Irene Vanbrugh.
Director: Paul Czinner.

The producers of "The Private
Life of Henry VIII" contribute
another picture filmed in London
which

is

the best of

its

kind.

De-

liberately they challenge compari-

Madeleine

Carroll's

acting

Was

impressive

a Spy," a

British

makes her impending
Hollywood more than

arrival

in "I

film,
in

usually

important.

Richard Barthelmess's "Massacre,"
in which he plays an Indian, is his
best film in months.
Claire Dodd
helps in a role that is all too small.

\RM
so rushed with her

3

inlands that

this

crisp

>e caught on the run.

"imon d Tell
was supposed to have been a rest,
rest she had with twenty-one

ich

rail.

initial film hit was in "The Mad
cigarette-rolling reporter who in-

's
.

I

la

kept her persistence in mind when
It took three dates to
Trevor.

or details.
When she failed to materialize at our
first appointment, the publicity department declared she must have got lost
I later learned she'd been
in the rain.
detained for additional scenes.
As if
ed
she had time for inefficiency
rsonShe was very late for our second
rendezvous. She'd been to the beauty
parlor.
No matter what happens, a
oily wood blonde must stay good and blondish.
Her
ardiness jamming three conferences with studio moguls
into my hour, I concluded even Claire couldn't do four
things simultaneously, and preferred to return the next
!

morning.

At eleven

a.

m.

discovered her in the

I

Fox

s

gallery, posing in a delectable bathing suit.

n

ad

iv

be
cal

If

portrait
I

may

Despite the cold, she
valiantly assumed a gala Palm Beach air.
At each command to gaze at the birdie, she smiled generously, sparkled her hazel eyes, and gave her golden hair a fluff.
I noticed that she is interesting-looking, rather than
lib,

she did

it

full

justice.

beautiful.
inhel

the
set

The announcement

was due in an adjoining
Chinese make-up, didn't faze me.
I'd noted, too, that her attention is gained by those who
So she told the photog
yell the loudest for her time.
raphers to hold everything and we sped to her dressing

room

ame
nary
zing
jund

nged
,ter,"

ore

I

encer
been
hs in

that she

gallery, in a complete

magazine interview.
to me that she owes her talkie
break to her remarkable adaptability and courage.
She
has had none of the customary struggles.
Commonlack of money, heartbreak, complexes place troubles
It

for this, her

first

was soon obvious

—

have not disturbed Claire.
The only daughter of a well-to-do business man. she
was born in New York City and grew up in comfort in
near-by ,archmont.
"1 intended to go to Smith College," she recounted as
changed my plans when I
she relaxed a trifle.
"Bui
found I'd have to take a post-graduate course to improve
Contimu on page 52
I

I

<1

—

•*,.

y

OF course you
Trevor
in

— and

"The

saw Claire
her

liked

Mad Game" and

"Jimmy and
intelligent,

Sally."

Crisp,

the

point,

to

these are unusual qualities

in

make

a

newcomer and
how

you wonder
she got that way!
story, opposite,

is

Her

just

as

out of the ordinaiy as the
girl
is,
herself.
Read it
and keep yourself informed for Claire is with

us to stay.

Al
.,

above,

champagne
Cortez

cocktails.

Mr.

and Miss

del Rio are

tango dancers

in

the

center picture. Miss del
Rio appears
low,

and

adorns

solo, be-

Kay
the

Francis

opposite

panel.

GLITTEF
"Wonder Bar" has a dazzling array
in

a series of

startling,

of stars

spectacular episodes.

OF

course there's a
musical show going on

in

the

picture.

The

photo, right, shows
chorines glorifying the
Below,
dance.

fan

Frank
Davis,

McHugh, Bette
and Mr. Powell

look over a
while

new model,

at the far right

you get a glimpse of a
revue number.

A
Jj

STYLE PIRATE
hand at a new racket in
famous creators of modes and
But he reforms after he has put himself and the

William Powell, smoothest of screen rascals,
"Fashions of 1934"
sells

them

— he

to competitors.

tries his

steals the designs of

other characters

in

a

lot

of trouble.

Wallace

ford, exceiany part he
Miss de la Morte's

ent actor
plays,

is

in

prizefighter hero,

low, she

is

left.

Be-

with John Hal-

another first-rater,
her director
and gets a raw deal.

liday,

who

Miss de la motte,
whose
in

loveliness

is

seen

the various small pic-

tures

on

page, plays

this

a film star whose love

life

leads her astray. You fans

who clamor
of

old

for the return

favorites,

here

is

your chance to welcome

back

one of

the

most

charming.

COMEBACK
Do you remember Marguerite de
most
46

beautiful

stars

of

glimpses of her

silent
in

fe.

la Motte, one of the
pictures?
Here are

r

"A Woman's Man."

v

\

plays

Miss chatterTON'S

role

is

o

complex one. As a
jealous wife, she
shoots her rival.
While she is unsuspected,

evidence
man who

points to a

had nothing

to

do

with the murder. Im-

agine Miss Chatterton's anguish when
he is executed!

Miss

chatterton, above, with
Adolphe Menjou
as

her husband.

In

the

center

is

Claire Dodd, victim

of a wife's

who

jealousy,
gives her

life

the plot
thicken,

that

may

which

certainly does!

'The Journal of a Cr?ly one
Warner's, must nrapa"?

for

Let's

not permit

it

Carol Lombard,

luscious

^

blond heroine, is Mr. Raft's
heartbreak in the picture,
below, and also is his
partner

in

dance,

the

right.

^
*

YOO-HOO,

i

Rand, fans
all! She doe:

famous

flirtc

with nudity as

can

uock

one of

the

charming.

COMEB
Do you remember Marguerite de
most
46

beautiful

stars

of

glimpses of her

silent
in

"A

>s

'

N
f

V> J *

to

sensational

ious orchestral

fame as a

composition

see,

be

George

burns,

Miss Boland,
Allen,

Grade

and W.

pause
bound on the
Fields

C.

spellstair-

case, right.

They're
looking at Mr. Ruggles and Alison Skipworth. The story involving this sextet of

comedians
ous
tions

in

its

and

hilari-

is

complica-

depended

can be
on to

play them

for all

all

they're worth.

XED^NU
There

-s

may be

jl «^'^:^: ::™>;:?:~°

half q dozen in "Six of n Kinri " u . *
e
one
Here they have Burns and Allen
to make things madder.

*-«-
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'*>

giving the admired Fredric March one
of his finest acting opportunities, "Death Takes
a Holiday" promises to be
a picture of unusual depth

BESIDES

This
originality.
March
Mr.
show*
scene
and-Evelyn Venable, the
innocent, idealistic girl

and

who

falls

in

love with

a

mysterious prince, unaware that he is death in
the guise of a living man.
IMioln

50

by

Kimrne

ltniicn

Ulrhee

!

:

The Screen

"Prs are English one is in the dark
are supposed to be BelAt any
wish is that Pi.,,;ni. or British.
worth seeing and la
have sense en/ *£>

turned up her nose at "Jimmy and
Sally" and they rushed Claire in as a
She did so nobly opposite
ubstitute.
immy Dunn that she was again
rained with him in "Hold That

market—hr r they

'

yearns b"'
in

I

8 out nere

Hollywood

Digges,

Agnes
rector

qui

is

new

1

as merciless.
lieI

er
|

1

in a

tm
eel

were to be wind-blown
they saw Kay Francis.
Some
of the shops decided to have every;hing flat in the front and trailing out
styles

And

ront.

then

the
Francis ar-

fullness

Kay

to

ived looking sleek and svelte and
lising a regal eyebrow as she reirked that she preferred clothes that
it

Designers in a huddle agreed
perhaps it is more elegant for
lad\'

'''°nt

ou
clu
th(

shf

"Ua h^rl
a Spy."

ne

tO

IrwVL-

"I

Was

i(

ph avenging

to

because of decided merit,
though it doesn't rate as high as it
should.
But it has the advantage of
capital acting as well as a new star
who will soon join the Hollywood
cavalcade
Madeleine Carroll. She is
a
dangerous-looking
blonde
who
knows how to act with coolness and
conviction.
She will be heard from
whether she goes West or remains in
England.
Distinguished company is
her good fortune here and Herbert
Marshall, Conrad Yeidt, and Gerald

up

to their reputa-

tions.

The

story

out of the ordinary,
too, but it misses its opportunities because of underdevelopment or a determined effort not to be melodramatic and to tell the narrative casually
instead.
Hence some of the issues
are blurred and because all the play-

I

is

his

and

in

sister

kills
is

A plausible romance is developed
between Thunder Horse and an educated Indian girl played by Ann
Dvorak, who contributes the best example of her ability since she deserted
the screen some time a^o.
Other
characters are equally well played and

a

in

nor do

I

1

London drawing-room,

think that any one can credit

particular Eskimo's rapidity in
learning
English and conforming
with the demands of civilized deportthis

ment.

Once you overlook
bilities

—and

possible

these implausi-

Mr. Lederer makes

because

of

his

it

persuasive,

—

skillful artistry
you find yourself
actually sharing the emotions of Aigo
in his pitiful delusion that his love

for a white

woman

is reciprocated.
nevertheless, that so
superior an actor should have had no
handicap at all in accomplishing a

But you

feel,

triumphant debut.
This Aigo, you

see, is

a hunter in

the frozen North who assists a party
of British explorers in their search
for museum specimens, and his association with the white men is so happy
that he persuades them to take him
He has naively fallen in
to England.
love with a photograph of Eli —a
Landi and he takes for granted that
his worship is a case of two souls with
When Miss
but a single thought.
Landi 's patience with the barbarian
reaches the breaking point she turns
in loathing from him and tells him of
Then Aigo returns sadly
her hate.
to his wife and child.
In the most unsympathetic part she
has ever played Miss Landi achieves
She disguises her
her best acting.
natural graciousness and compassion
and becomes shallow and cruel.
Think of it

home

"Moulin Rouge."

and

Constance Bennett, Franchot Tone, Tullio
Carminati, Helen Westley, Georges
Director:
Renevant, Ivan Lebedeff.
Sidney Lanfield.

Francis
Lederer,
Elissa
Landi,
Henry
Stephenson, J.
Farrell
MacDonald,
Steffi Duna, Walter Byron.
Director
J. Walter Rubin.

Followers of Constance Bennett
be enthusiastic over her first
musical picture, and her singing and

the picture altogether
eloquent.

—

live

at.

conditions.

fore

Du Maurier

and scoffed

wrong done

1

Victor Saville.

Another British picture comes
the

he

S c he

Carroll,
Herbert
Marshall,
Conrad Veidt, Gerald Du Maurier,
Edmund Gwenn, Anthony Bushell.
:

the

one of the agents. For this
convicted at a mock trial and
He imprisoned. He escapes and lays his
Ar ca se before the authorities at Washthe ington and hope is held out to him
anj tl:at all wrongs will be righted as soon
r n as the president is made aware of
s h«

Madeleine

Director

Mr. Barthelmess as a college-bred
Indian named Joe Thunder Horse, is
first seen as a trick rider in a rodeo
at the Century of Progress exposition.
In a scene at the home of a
society girl admirer it develops that
he doesn't know as much about Indian lore and curios as his white
hostess, so he goes back to the reservation of his forefathers where he
encounters
that motivate
tne story
There he discovers how
the Indians are fleeced of their proper ty, their tribal ceremonies and traditions flouted

sponsored one

Schiaparelli

wind-blowing

vith

ne

settled that the

until

behind.

i

.

|

Alters Fashions.—
all

here for us t0 a( niirc
[ t
a bitter> tragic indictment of the
is

Am

'

this

placed

Bel governmen t' s injustice to the tnodIndian> thoughtful, dramatic, and
plat
convincing.
It has the uncomproyod mising qua]jty q{ „j
a Fugitive
-°' From
a Chain Gang" and it is almost

'

it

Claire Dodd,
Eagles.
Di-

O'Neill,

peo>

-pi

Kay Francis

:

Henry

Naicho, James
Alan Crosland.

Richard Barthelmess's most powerful
and engrossing picture in

i

I

do

if.A

Sp) months

observe it. Dates? She
seen at premieres and rught clubs
ce in a while with unknown adrers
So she is getting in a little
n. though she has to scurry home
midnight to be on deck for the
•ext day's schedule.
There always is
m array of duties.
Recognizing how Hollywood alters
nost girls, she hopes it will not affect
ler balance.
I doubt if it will; she
really hasn't time to be tempted.

important occasion.

W(i<

__

:en able to

Designers had

'to'

not think the average spectator finds
it easy to accept a befurred primitive
as a romantic hero, even when he is

-

Continued from page 31

**y%.

£,

for

lov

swell, so far as she s

is

and to make his part in it very real
and profoundly touching.
In every
particular his performance is one of
the brilliant high lights of the mouth.
It
was an unfortunate lapse of

she

to

you have to go through every

outine

o^eful.

^%<jassacre."
(1(,n
Richard Ba\^lmess, Ann Dvorak, Dudley

ctures these days is to be natural.
"The studios usually artificialize
vonien.
vowed 1 wouldn't be
But," she sighed, "it's a
ieautified.
10111111

EW ^

crash."

Sri I"

She opines that the main thing
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"Man

of

Two

is

dignified

Worlds."
will

acting will

Whatever the shortcomings of his
first Hollywood picture
and thev are
many Francis Lederer more than

—

—

realizes expectations as

an important

addition to the screen.
More than
he proves himself an extraordinary actor with an engaging personality, a great deal of magnetism and
an individuality entirelv his own.
that,

The combination
tional gifts enables

of these excep-

him

to

overcome

the handicap of a preposterous story

I

seem

to

them

just right.

have never met an admirer of Miss

Bennett's particular talent, but I find
crowded when
see her pictures and there is no discernible difference between her audiences and
those which applaud the films of Joan
theaters

F

Crawford, for example. It is to this
vast agglomeration that the picture is
undoubtedly addressed rather than
to those who are attracted by Garbo

and Hepburn.
Continued on page 54
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Then

again, to prove that he had
his wife, he became
involved in another incident. It was

no influence over

and then several times a week as

when Hepburn was returning to New
York after her Hollywood debut.

separation lengthened.
It was during the first 1/
sence from the studios thai
and her husband took a

Among

Europe.

the

the

station

He

Smith.

few persons waiting at
meet her was Mr.
stood apart from the

to

group and did not make his identity
known. It was by chance that a reporter asked him if he was Miss Hepburn's husband and he admitted it.
"Then will you please see what you
can do?
She has wired the station
master not to allow any one to meet
her," informed the reporter.
That, naturally, meant that Mr.
Smith also was excluded from meeting Hepburn. He seemed inclined to
let the matter pass and prepared to
leave, feeling that his wife's wish
should be respected, but a member
of
was present and helped him

RKO

By

out.

telling

his

identity

to

the

Mr. Smith was permeet Hepburn.
remember," the reporters

station master,

mitted to

"But

pressed, "you've promised that you'll
bring her up to be interviewed. It's
a promise," they shouted after him.
"Yes," he turned around to answer. "I'll bring her back."
But neither Mr. Smith nor Katharine returned. They probably forgot
all about the reporters when they met,
after a long separation.
True, they
had kept the wires hot between Hollywood and New York, talking to

one another every evening

at

first

some
been

credits.

Public speaking had

my

Six months of training did not
transform her into a bustling actress.
Finishing the junior course, the idea
of going artist dawned on her. She
registered in extension classes at Columbia
University
and
sampled
sketching and French.

"That didn't intrigue me much.
I met the man who suggested I
go on the stage.
Martha Sleeper,

Then

whom

I'd

chummed

for years,

downtown with me when

went

I

started to tour the agents' offices. As
we passed an oil sign the company's
name of Sinclair impressed us and I

introduced myself as Claire Sinclair.
"Mow did 1 get my first part?

Oh,
Said

I

I

told

all

was an

sorts

of tall stories.
actress of great ex-

perience. In a few weeks I was hired
as an ingenue lead, thanks to my own

build-up."

Sent to Ann Arbor for a six
weeks' engagement, she was hailed
by the newspapers upon her arrival
there as a famous

Broadway

was something

On

lik*.

this trip

t

^
the)

they loved best
playing hooky from friends and acquaintances. They were making the
most of their brief time together.
They knew that soon she would have
to return to Hollywood, and the impending separation was something
they hated to contemplate.
When they returned on the Bremen
it was like the home-coming of two
sweethearts.
Hepburn clung to her
husband's arm while photographers
visited

the

places

to photograph them together.
She seemed strangely bewildered and
frightened and turned to him for help.
She would not let him out of her
sight, even when he went to attend

tried

to their baggage.
"It's

all

right,

dear," he assured

an arm around her shoulders.
"Don't worry, dear."
And she became calm and less

her, putting

afraid

of

all

crowded around

the

strangers

her.

They were and

that

are very affectionate toward one another.
that

It is

"dear" this and "dear"

when they address each

other,

and they are always holding hands
and patting one another on the back
encouragingly.
Doesn't
it
seem
strange to think of Katharine Hepburn as being demonstrativelv affec-

Three-alarm Blonde

favorite high-school course,
so I enrolled in a dramatic school instead."

with

It

ond honeymoon.

Continued from page 42

1

Man

Hepburn's Mystery

Continued from page 15

actress.

And she had to act with none other
than the veteran Margaret Anglin.
"My experience had consisted of
performing in a couple of one-act
plays given at the dramatic academy.
No, I didn't confess I was green.
Mother went along with me and we
kept our own counsel. I had to act,
having obtained the job, so I just did.
The director stood at the back of tht
theater and politely shouted, 'Louder,
Miss

Sinclair!'

And

that

was how

I

acquired voice culture."
Finishing this run with flying colors, she reverted to her real name and
renewed her visits to the New York
agents.
Experimenting with stock
companies, Warners shipped her to
St. Louis to team with Lyle Talbot.
"Naturally, every one presumed
I'd had much experience.
I let 'em
think so.
In eight weeks in St. Louis
we did eight plays, giving ten performances weekly. Was it hard to
learn a new show a week?
Oh, not
particularly.
Anyway, things went
so fast 1 had no breathing spell to debate whether
could get awav with
I

it."

Seriously

realized she needed more grou
work before tackling pictures,
spent the summer of 1931 with a
Southamp
tie theater group in
Her four leads there brought
from the biggest Broadway \
1

ducers.

She accepted the lead

"Whistling in
it for a whole
y
When the troupe came to Los
geles she was given tests and ofl
by the major film companies, i
she declined, going back to I
York to be featured in the play "
At its close
Party's Over."
signed with Fox.
"Last May, when I got off
train in Hollywood, I was put
another and hustled out to the v\
I'd never even rid
open spaces.
a horse and they cast me in
!"
George O'Brien Westerns
Adapting herself being Clai
forte, she was an expert horsewor
in a couple of weeks.
Enthused by her evident abil
Fox brought her indoors for
Ernest

Truex's

Dark" and played

.

s

'

interested

in

acting

bv

.Mad

Game."

Then

Sally

Ei

—

—

!
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Three-alarm Blonde
turned up her nose at

"Jimmy and

Sally" and they rushed Claire in as a
She did so nobly opposite
substitute.
Jimmy Dunn that she was again

teamed
Girl

him

with

"Hold

in

That

!"

She opines that the main thing in
pictures these days is to be natural.
"The studios usually artilicialize

women.

vowed

wouldn't

be
But," she sighed, "it's a
beautified.
routine you have to go through every
morning out here."
Hollywood is swell, so far as she's
been able to observe it. Dates ? She
is seen at premieres and night clubs
once in a while with unknown admirers.
So she is getting in a little
fun, though she has to scurry home
at midnight to be on deck for the
next day's schedule. There always is
an array of duties.
I

I

Recognizing how Hollywood alters
most girls, she hopes it will not affect
her balance.
I doubt if it will; she
really hasn't time to be tempted.

Kay Francis
;

new

Alters Fashions.

it

all

settled that the

were to be wind-blown
Some
they saw Kay Francis.
of the shops decided to have everything flat in the front and trailing out
styles

until

oehind.

Schiaparelli

sponsored one

wind-blowincr fullness to the
'ront.
And then Kay Francis arived looking sleek and svelte and
rising a regal eyebrow as she rearked that she preferred clothes that
Designers in a huddle agreed
jat perhaps it is more elegant for
a great lady to look as if she had
never been out in a high wind at all.
Another blow to the designers who
hoped to launch gathered and shirred
and ruffled frocks was the Miriam
Haskell jewelry. As long ago as last
vith

I

summer Mary Astor and Barbara
Stanwyck discovered some of her designs in a Fifth

then

orders

Hollywood.

Avenue

have
She

that are like collars

shop.

poured

old tapestries.
Her nightcap is a gill
of pure hone}-, consumed regularly
because a busy bee must maintain a

Every woman, she believes,
yearns for a home and children and

Her most embarrassing mon
climaxed the afternoon she spent giving a Xew York producer a long sales
talk.
Having clinched her speech by

—

crash."

she anticipates retiring eventually to
domesticity.
hillyOnce, before
wood, she was on the verge of marrivK'.e.
Currently she can't get around
to paying the requisite attention a
1

lo

er expects.

She and her mother have chosen a
Spanish residence in the country,
quite distant from Hollywood and
Beverly.
"I wanted to be where
people couldn't drop in," she explains.
"You have so many folks in
your hair all day at the studio that
you have to have some privacy."
Describing her tastes as unglamorous, her remarks betrayed that they
For instance,
aren't a bit ordinary.
her pet dish is partridge stuffed with
pate de foie gras. In place of collecting boy friends or stamps, she gathers

They Say

Continued from page 31

Designers had

"Pictures seem to me like the stock
market a magnificent gamble. My
wish is that I'll go to the top and then
have sense enough to get out before I

in

Since

from

makes necklaces
and bracelets that

are like cuffs, big cluster clips that

go on anywhere and earrings that clip
on. Frocks to show them off properly
must be perfectly plain. One young
newcomer in Hollywood has made
the reputation of dressing exquisitely
with two frocks and eight sets of
costume jewelry. The grand part of
it is that the jewelry is not expen-

—

sive.

—

Arline Sees the Town. Arline
Judge and Wesley Ruggles arrived in
New York and hied themselves to
the Hollywood restaurant for an evening of merriment just as Sophie
Tucker got offers to make two pic-

tur'es.

It

in

seemed

New
like

good cause for

Sophie Tucker, a knockout in vaudeville houses and night
clubs, has never quite recovered from

the humiliation of that early picture
she made.
that recording and photography are both less cruel, she is sure
she can show off to better advantage.
So after she finished singing at the

Now

Hollywood, she, with Ruggles and
Arline, went on to El Morocco where
they gathered up a few more friends,
and then on to Peppy De Albrew's
club.
Along toward morning every
one was sitting in a semicircle around
Sophie while she sang, and sang and
sang.
Favorites of another day surrounded Arline.
There was Mae
Murray on one side and on the other
Roszika Dolly looking hardly more
than a child.
Unless a good part turns up for
her right away, Arline is joining the
"Moulin Rouge" caravan, a troupe
including the Gleasons,
Anna Q.
Nilsson, Sally Blane, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Mary Carlisle, and Leo Carrillo.
They will tour the country ballyhooing the Constance Bennett pic-

"Moulin Rouge."

Way

—

By
of Tribute. In other
years Dolores del Rio used New York
just as a port of embarkation for
Europe. Now she has come with her
husband, Cedric Gibbons, to make
quite a visit.
She had no more than
arrived in town when rival exhibitors
at the big flower show started quarreling over whether a new gardenia
or a rare orchid should be named for
her.

referring to her splendid
particular
drama, she

work in a
was dum-

founded when the important listener
drawled that he had presented that
play and did not recollect her part
in

it

A

calculating

stare creeping into
Trevor's eyes,
comprehended that she was considering her
imminent Chinese poses.
shan't
conclude, though, without recording
one more distinct fact I learned before
departing.
This
go-getting
Claire spurns Parisian scents.
She
has her perfume blended for her by
a Florida grapefruit grower.
And
honestly she refers to it as "Nuit de

the

vivid

I

I

<

irapefruit."

York

celebration.

ture,

tantalizing complexion.

She is far lovelier in her dusky
beauty offscreen than on, and camera
and microphone have never quite
captured
all
of
her
intelligence.
Poised, serene, dignified yet girlish,
the most informal meeting confirms
the legend of her aristocratic background, even to her hands.
They have the patrician slenderness

an old-fashioned belle who has
never wielded a tennis racket nor
touched a steering wheel. She shares
with Dorothea Wieck and Marguerite
Churchill the rare distinction of having the most beautiful hands in Hollywood.
Her greatest enthusiasm is for her
next film, "Green Mansions," from
W. H. Hudson's marvelous book,
and she is to be teamed with Joel
of

McCrea

What

again.

Is

Your

Share?— Mary

Pickford firmly believes that the pub-

must

first feel a personal interest
per former before they will spend
money to see her. So she has diligently set about winning friends, and
no one can do it better. While a s1
play is being written for her by her
Marion, who
old friend, Frances
wrote all her early picture hits, Mary
is playing a sketch in picture houses
in a few big cities.
Between performances she visits
hospitals, takes bows at charity balls,
lunches and dines in public places,
visits city playgrounds, and is at all
times willing to get out her unusually
extensive wardrobe and pose for
fashion pictures.
She really enjoys
it.
It so happens that she loves
people, even jostling crowds.
lic

in a
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The Screen

But however it is explained, the
is undeniably destined for success.
For one thing, it is quite unbelievable.
It has a husband falling
film

with a stranger who is his
brunet wife in a blond wig, and it
has that quality of sophistication
which causes him to say "I knew it
all along" when she throws oil her
love

in

quite a story, you see.
and is acted for
comedy rather than drama, and the
revue numbers are sumptuously beautiful, tasteful, and imaginative, forming pictures that linger in one's memory longer than Miss Bennett's singdisguise.
is

Jt

It is

lively,

too,

ing haunts the ear.
The picture has further appeal in

providing Miss Bennett with her first
dual role and therefore establishing
She is the
her as a protean star.
down-trodden wife of a theatrical
producer who changes places with a
sprightly French star -and makes a
hit, of course.
It seems they once
performed a sister act in vaudeville,
which apparently explains Miss Bennett's ability to be both sisters to the
I enjoyed
bafflement of every one.
"Moulin Rouge" though not as rev-

—

erently as

some

will.

"Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen."
Dorothea Wieck, Alice Brady, Baby LeRoy, Alan Hale, Jack LaRue, Dorothy
Burgess, Florence Roberts, Spanky
Alexander
Director:
McFarland.
Painful in its intensity and emotional crescendo, this graphic document of a kidnaping is expertly arranged to excite terror and sympathy
and bring the great relief which
comes with the recovery of the child
a

happy ending

haunting sadness of "Cradle Song," is
seen in her second Hollywood role.
To say that she plays it with distinc-

Her actis to put it too mildly.
ing is inspired by intelligence, concentrated grasp, and a lovely fluid
quality that places her apart from all
other actresses in Hollywood.
As
the mother of the stolen baby she is a
madonna on the rack of an ag< j
such as is rarely glimpsed on tie
screen.
There is something cosmic
tion

in this mother's

is

realized.

It is

She gives poetry to pain
and a beautiful dignity to grief. Yet

she can do.

precisely this fineness that causes
German actress
will not remain long in Hollywood.
Already she is said to be "hard" to
it

is

me

to predict that the

I can readily believe this because she is not an obvious type, an
item in a standardized catalogue.
Indeed, Miss Wieck is so completely not an obvious or demanding
star that she steps aside in the second part of the film and gives the
spotlight to Alice Brady.
The latter
is of great help because her unfaili- g
comedy relieves the intensity of the
proceedings and advances the story.
little too glib and sure of herself
for the shantytown woman she is supposed to be, Miss Brady cannot quite
make us forget that she is of a different world
but her performance is
effective and the character very sympathetic.
Baby LeRoy again proves
himself to be the ne- plus-ultra infant
of the screen and one of its most en-

cast.

A

playing for your sympathy, and you
find him likable even in his darker
moods rather than feeling sorry for
him. Mr. Muni is entirely too honest
to be content with sketching a character sentimentally or sympathetically,
and this, I assure you, is one of his
deepest and most arresting portrayals.
All his co-workers are superior,
too, and I urge you to see the result
of their intelligent efforts.

"Cross-country Cruise."

Lew

gaging actors.
"Hi, Nellie!"
Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks,
DumDouglas
Churchill,
Berton
brille, Dorothy Libaire, Robert Bar-

Edward

Ellis.

Director

:

Mervyn

Here the
the earlier picture failed.
drama is naturally exciting and out
of the ordinary, whereas in the other
picture it was forced and conventional.

unmonly well.
Dorothea Wieck', who contributed
much to the ethereal lieautv and

Ayres, June Knight, Alice White,
Alan Dinehart, Minna Gombell, Eugene Pallette, Arthur Vinton. Director
:

Edward

Buzzell.

Another transcontinental bus

ride

the subject of this picture, but it
won't be the last. Hollywood apparently has just discovered that this
method of travel has infinite possibilities for comedy and tragedy and
no monotony at all. There isn't a
dull moment on this particular trip at
any rate. The extraordinary part of
it is that any of the passengers lived
to tell the tale or survived a nervous
breakdown. One thing is certain it
isn't likely that any of them will embark on another long-distance journey
by bus. This experience is too, too
harrowing. But it is entertaining, all
is

the underworld just as "Advice to the
Lovelorn" did and succeeds where

acted

newspaperman

anguish and nothing

The exciting picture you have been
expecting from Paul Muni is here.
You must not overlook it. The puzzling title, out of keeping with Mr.
Muni's dramatic personality, should
be explained. He is the exacting editor of a newspaper who is demoted to
the job of conducting the "heart
throbs" column, and "Hi, Nellie!" is
the derisive nickname his taunting
associates give him.
The film is more than a newspaper
It branches off into
story, though.

is

a

is

Leroy.

an extraordinary picture and

creates

sharply drawn as his crook in
"Scarface," and he is tinlike all other
reporters you have seen.
He makes
you share the thoughts and emotions
of the complex character without
as

histrionic or suggestive of the
emotional actress out to show what

that

rat,

unci

Mr. Muni

;

Hall.

and

Review

in
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1
shall not go into
the suspenseful plot.

the details of
take
my word, if you will, that it is extremely interesting all the way and
all

You must

:

right, to you,

The

and me.

Denver with
murders her by shooting an
arrow through her, and places her in
a department store window with
villain alights at

his wife,

dummies

playing

bridge!

Among

the girl he promised to marry who solves the mystery
with a surprising hit of information
about the technique of murder by
the passengers

is

archery. This takes place at a country schoolhouse where all the passengers sit at children's desks during
the investigation in charge of a police
inspector who has overtaken the bus
in

an airplane.

The

villain, his guilt

Continued on pag< 58
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Fame's

Hollywood you apparently

can't join

without

becoming

the

intelligentsia

solemn.

If

pushed into a corner,

if

to talk seriously with him,
But the taste
will still clown.

you refuse

Jimmy
for

it is

gone.

Hollywood

hasn't affected Clark
Gable as it has a great many people,
because Clark put the Indian sign on
Hollywood before Hollywood had a
chance to put the Indian sign on him.
I'll never forget his saying to me the
first time we met, "If I hadn't been
here before, if I hadn't been broke
and seen how cruel Hollywood can be

people who haven't
might be taken in by
to

sweeping

his

hand

to

arrived, I
all
this"
indicate the

people who came up to slap him on
"but I was here before. I
the back
was broke. And I have seen how
Hollywood treats you before you're

—

successful.

So Hollywood

will

never

get me."
It hasn't got him in the sense that
it gets many others, but the changes
are there just the same, and so insidious is Hollywood, Clark probably fondly believes he is the same
to-day as he was three years ago
when he made a hit in "Dance, Fools,

Dance." But he isn't.
Clark in those days was a roughand-ready guy who could play gangsters or miners or longshoremen as
though he was one of them.
The
Clark of to-day is a refined chap
who speaks in a very low-pitched
voice and who seems thoroughly at
home in a dinner jacket. As an actor he has progressed more than his
fondest admirers dared hope, but he's
lost a lot of the color he used to have.
Look at Chevalier and ponder
There is a man of the people if ever
there was one.
They say Maurice
was a child of the Paris streets.
After the War he went on the stage
and because he spoke the patois of
the people rather than the language
of the classes, he became their idol
and remained their idol for years.
Then he came to Hollvwood and

tollywood
two
years
in
short
changed him so that that feeling of
idolatry not only gave way to one oi
indifference, but went beyond that
point and became one of active dislike.
Feeling against him ran so high
that on one visit home it was reported he was booed in his native
1

Paris.

In Hollywood he is far from a
Writers don't fall
popular figure.
over themselves in an effort to see
him, and when you pass his dressing
room you never see studio workers
lounging around indulging in friendl)
chit-chat, as is so in the case of Richard Aden, Bing Crosby, and numerous others.
I recall a Marlene Dietrich vastly
different from the Marlene one meets
to-day.
On her arrival Paramount
gave a press luncheon for her. One
was struck by her fragile blond beauty,
but one had a feeling that here was a
desperately lonely, badly frightened
eager, oh, so eager, to make
friends and be liked.
It didn't take long to change all
that.
One picture released and la
Dietrich became a domineering, over-

girl

bearing star

through the

who swept
streets

imperiously
the

of

And

Holmes.

Phillips

I'll

never

forget Phil as he was when I first
knew him full of dry, subtle humor,
always ready for a laugh and a good
time. When I'd known him for perhaps a year we took a week's trip together.
I've never known a more
amusing and agreeable traveling companion. It was when Phil was at the
height of his success and success
hadn't changed him. Magazines and

—

newspapers
one of the

were

him
younger ac-

proclaiming

finest of the

tors.

Then suddenly, for no reason I
have ever been able to figure out, all
that was changed.
It was as though

Hollywood High

Continued from page 37

studio,

looking neither to the right nor to the
left and speaking to no one but Von
Sternberg and God, if outside conversation could possibly be avoided.

wants to do more sincere and inspir-

though, when Joan and
Tone are dancing with each other.

ing characters.

romance,

Landi Slams Ruddy Ladies.

—

Elissa Landi announces that she detests debased women on the screen,
but she doesn't want her dictum to
sound a bit prudish.
She argues

simply that the type is not for her.
She thus joins in rebellion Ruth Chatterton, who some time ago took a
stand on this question. Elissa, how-

having sufDietrich and
play them.
She herself

ficient

glamour,

Garbo,

may

like

She names the Cris-

maiden in "The Sign of the
Cross" as one she liked especially.
tian

Elissa recently assisted in contributing a song cycle called "Offering
to Eros," which may be sung in concert

by

Moore

Nelson

Eddy and

Grace

near future. She wrote
the words, while the music was composed by Abram Chasins, who visited
her during the Christmas season.
Elissa's book, "The Ancestors," the
first of a trilogy, is just being published.

in the

Which

gives

some idea of

her amazing versatility.

Hollywood had suddenly tired of
lie was a better acsmiling on him.
tor than he'd been two years before,
Luse he'd had more experience.
Put there were no more good roles
for him.
Paramount let him out and
M.-G.-M. the secret goal of every
And
actor's ambition
signed him.
at the end of a year on the Metro lot
he was worse off than when he went

—

—

there.

The worst of it is that Phil himknow what's happened to
him. All he knows is that something
self doesn't

has happened.
People who
used to crowd around, eager to be
seen with him, now avoid him en-

terrible

Is

tirely.

it

any wonder that he's

become a

little bitter,

sation

likely

that his convercarry a sting, or
that sallies which formerly brought
a roar of laughter from him now
evoke only a faint smile.
Recently Phil took a drastic step.
He cut loose entirely from Hollyis

to

-'

wood and
for

its

associations.

England where he went

He

sailed

to school.

always carry a mental picture of
as he looked the day the ship
hollow-cheeked, deep circles
sailed
under his eyes, and sick with the
I'll

him

—

sickness of a man fighting not illness
but an intangible something that
threatens to devour him.

He was happier in England than
he'd ever been in his life, and I hope
that among old friends and associates
he may recapture some of that old
zest that made him one of the most
delightful of companions.
If I could go back to that point in
my own life where the trail divided
and one path led to Hollywood, I'd
avoid that path as I would a plague.
If I had children I would rather see
them digging ditches than dwelling
among the fieshpots of Hollywood.
In exchange for gold and tinsel Hollvwood squeezes the heart's blood out
of you and leaves only the dried pulp
of cvnicism and disillusionment. And
none comes through unscathed. What
Hollvwood does to people!

Lights

doesn't look like anything but serene

ever, feels that actresses

55

Cup

Bitterest

13

Expensive Songbirding.

— Maybe

the movies don't just throw
away, but some things are

money
funny.

While he was under contract to M.G.-M., and he's back again. Nelson
Eddy was reputed to have been paid
about $25,000 and during that time he
sang one number in "Dancing Lad v."
which reached the screen in a fullfledged way.
He did another number that was an incident in "BroadWay to Hollywood," and not much
of anything in "Hollvwood Party."
He had no more than left the studio when he was called back and told
to shorten his concert tour so that he

—
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Lights

might get ready to appear in the much
deterred musical version of "The
Prisoner of Zenda" late in the spring.
J lis
case is no more curious than
that of Lenore lilric, though, who
was brought West to look over some
scripts for pictures, and couldn't find
one to suit her and that at the same
She
studio.
time would please
was paid $25,000 for her time when
was decided that she had better
it

posed of by the fact that her husband
has left the movie town. Meanwhile
Miss Wieck has set about writing
her own story. She would like to do
Balzac's "The Duchess of Langeais,"
which Norma Talmadge once produced years ago as "The Eternal

"submitting" to a party upon his return from Europe and he was the
most genial guest of honor imaginable.
Ronnie is in a happier frame
of mind it is attributed to a settlement of domestic difficulties that have
from time to time worried him. He

blame."

also likes his

return to Broadway.

lywood to play opposite Sylvia Sidney, and called a Chevalier rival, was
formerly in love with Greta Garbo.
This fact leaked out upon his arrival.
Brisson used to sing in a cabaret to
which Greta came as a young girl, and
when she was known as Gustafsson.

RKO

Norma Has Camera
Norma
ribly

Shearer had the

when she

started

Fright.
jitters

ter-

working again

She admitted this
first days were a
a time the set was
so there would be no

"Rip Tide."

in

quite openly.
and for
trial,

blocked

oil'

The

visitors.

Norma

said that she had her first
chance since she came into films
to get completely away from herself
as a screen personality and to survey
real

herself.

There were so many things
improve and corshe had a terrible fit of nerv-

—

Old Love Revealed. Carl Brisnew foreign star brought to Hol-

rect that

fore the

camera again.

We

hear that her performance will
she will be so
surprise everybody
different from what she has been.
;

Much

will

this as

days

probably be made of all
roll on in movieland, but
to no great purpose, perhaps, in the
long run, since Brisson is safely married.
He is an actor who goes in
for swank with a vengeance, for he
has one of the biggest cars ever
brought to even the movie town.

—

Dorothea Wieck Pensive. DorWieck has been suffering the

pangs which every foreign star goes
through at one time or another. She
hasn't been able to find the right role
for herself, and the studio seems to

Also a
be perplexed by her type.
paragraph was printed in one of the
newspapers that implied her husband.
Baron Ernst von der Decken, was
closely allied with the Hitler government. Which was just fine and dandy
in Hollywood, Semitically ruled as
it

is.

The

latter

problem has been

dis-

Continued from page 29

—

of the Dye. A terlooms on the horizon for
the hairdressers and cosmeticians. A

The Death

rible threat

new

color process that

perimented with

is

being exabso-

may demand

lute naturalness in coiffure

make-up.

othea

and

facial

And what

a cataclysm that
will mean for four out of five of the
movie beauties, who have long subscribed to the code of artistic artificiality

!

Probably the most extraordinary
shade of hair visible at the moment
is Fay
ray's, which approaches persimmon.
But others flaunt equally

W

curious tresses.

Ann Harding
said

to

is one actress who
photograph marvelously

is

in

—

Colman's New Geniality. RonColman astonished everybody by

ald

Who

New

Wants

on the silver sheet. She made a great
impression on producers and audi-

sential.

ences alike. She made it, unwittingly,
of course, just a trifle easier for Marlene Dietrich to find herself a place
in the film firmament.
Miss Dietrich might easily pass for
Jeanne's sister.
That is not the sole
reason she was imported to join the
movie ranks. It is merely why we.
without thinking much about it, liked
her on the screen from her first appearance.
There are the cases of Julie 1 lay-

count upon

However, studio

officials

did

not

Miss Haydon's carving

herself a niche in the celluloid.
The
fan mail proved she fooled them and
so Julie won a contract from RKO.

Young Mr. Walton was engaged

to

play Phillip Holmes's son in "The
Secret of Madame Blanche."
He
actually proved to look a trifle more
Holmes than Phillip himself and,
since that particular cast of features
has pleased the public for several
years, David has been encouraged to

make Hollywood
Thus the new
last

in

—Gary

maintaining his place as a
social king.
His marriage to Sandra
Shaw has only added to his distinction.
Gary may actually prefer the
simple rural life he seems to since
his marriage
but the world doesn't
is

—

—

acquiesce in his desires.
He and his bride were feted at one
of the biggest supper dances ever
held in Hollywood. Emanuel Cohen,
production chief for Paramount, gave
it at his hilltop home, and the colony
thronged to the party.
Mae West drifted in late in the
evening, accompanied by Jim Timonv.
She had been in court all week testifying in the case against the jewel
robbers who took away some of her
most valued ornaments a year or so
Her lateness was explained by
ago.
this fact, but it was also surmised
that Mae was determined to make a
grand entrance, and she did. She was
a sensation with the men, but the
women were slightly more reserved.
The party was very gay, but it was
noticed that Gary and his wife left
early.
They have been staying on
Gary's ranch, but we gather that
Sandra is not quite as enthusiastic
So
about farm life as her mate.
probably they'll soon come to the city.
Sandra looked very chic in her supper costume gown and matching
jacket of vivid candy-striped grosgrain silk. She was a veritable model
of sartorial perfection.

Faces?

strongly resembled Ann Harding and,
since she was to play Ann's daughter
in the production, this point was es-

Miss Haydon and David Walton.
don was originally given a small role
in "The Conquerors," because she so

Gary and Sandra Feted.
Cooper

—

color.

in "The Letter" to be
Her piquant feaa screen natural.
tures and sunny hair became glorified

Jeanne proved

new contract, which calls
for $100,000 and a share of the profits on each picture.

son,

that she desired to

ousness when she started acting be-

;

his

home.

faces

that actually

pictures are familiar, having

formerly worn by established
The camera is kind to
these facial ensembles, because they
intangible
something
radiate
that
known as illusion. Seldom does regularity of features, that is, the popular conception of beauty, register any-

been

favorites.

thing.

The new

faces that are really old

ways of the movies are not imitators.
No indeed. They actually

in the

strive to be distinctive

and

different.

up with
them somewhere and makes them a
carbon copy of a Swanson, a Bennett, a Garbo or who-have-you. And
that is why you and I write these
It is

the camera that catches

new faces for a photograph of a set
of features that has been familiar to
us for years.

!

!
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Gentleman

— on

Holidays

AUTY

Continued from page 35

One

night a group of fans
followed them through dinner, to a
theater, and on to a night club.
public.

"It's this tremendous popularity of
screen actors that keeps us going," he
"But I prefer the stage because
said.
you get to know the character you
portray and you begin at the beginning.
With the screen you need so
much more concentration and imagination, for the simple reason that no
script is ever begun at the beginning.
They may shoot a scene from the
end first and you have to make ardent
love to a girl to whom you've been
It's
introduced ten minutes before.
no joke, I can tell von
That's why
we're all so jumpy. And it's good to
get to a solid place like London for
a vacation."

This Amazingly Easy
Remarkable,
Dull,

New -type

Way

Pasteurized Yeast Ends

Muddy Skin and Ugly Blemishes — Corrects
Common Cause of Constipation

!

Just as gossip linked Cary Grant's
with Virginia Cherrill's, so
there have been rumors about Randy

name

and Vivian Gaye.
"But it's not the same with us,"
Randy told me seriously. "Cary and
Virginia will be married when your
article comes out.
I ?
Well, I like
Vivian tremendously.
She's a lady
from her head to her toes. She was
educated in Europe and she has
She's the girl

brains.

Sari Maritza,

"But marriage
In the

who

put over

you know.
a serious business.

is

want to be as wellCary before I marry.

first place, I

established as
In the second,

I've never believed
marriage. I haven't since I
was a kid and my sister's marriage
turned out badly.
I
can count the
happy couples I know on one hand.

much

in

"Given even the best set-up, it
seem to work out, and I cer-

WHY

let

the poisons of constipation

drag you down, rob you of health and
happiness? Why be ashamed of a sallow,
blotchy or old looking skin when this
simple, easy treatment will do wonders for
you? Thousands have found that it brings
perfect digestion and
a clear, lovely skin

—

doesn't

elimination.

tainly wouldn't pick Hollywood as
the ideal place for married people to
live.
Like every one else, I want to
get married sometime and, like most
people, when I do I want it to last.
That's why we're not getting married

"My skin was in very poor condition,"
writes a lady in South Boston, Mass., " but
since taking your pasteurized yeast, the

now.
"I want to do
'Cocktail Hour.'

more
I

want

pictures like
to see what

bring forth. I want to
see how good I am at pretending to
have a hard shell and if I can actually grow one."

this year will

—

"Pretend

you must, but don't
I begged him as we
shook hands and wished each other
good luck.

grow

if

that shell,"

"I've enjoyed talking to you," he
me, and as I went down in the
elevator I thought how many stars

told

had said that and how Randy was the
only one who made me believe it
That's what comes of being a Southern gentleman. And I hoped Vivian
Gaye would change Randy's mind for
him

blemishes and pimples have completely disappeared." "I always had trouble with constipation until last winter when I started
taking Yeast Foam Tablets. Now my elimination troubles are completely corrected.
Your tablets were a great find for me." In
such cases, the trouble is internal and requires internal treatment. That's just what
Yeast Foam Tablets provide.

New Health and Beauty
These delicious

tablets of scientifically
pasteurized yeast contain rich stores of the

precious vitamins B and G
the nutritive elements
which strengthen your digestive and intestinal organs,
which give tone and vigor
to your nervous system.
With the true causesof
your trouble corrected,

These

Foam Tablets are made

See for yourself
Yeast Foam Tablets are very different
from ordinary yeast. They cannot cause gas
or discomfort. They keep fresh for months
and are always uniform in vitamin content.
This yeast is used by various laboratories of
the United States government and by many
leading American universities in their
vitamin research.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The ten-day bottle costs 50c
only a few cents a day. See what
r
this remarkable corrective food
will do for you. Get a bottle today!
jjP

—

\££

—

eruptions and blem-

you get with a

food, not a
of pure
yeast. Remember, pure yeast is the richest
known food source of the vitamins B and G.
In the average diet these essential elements
are sadly deficient. In some of our most common foods they are entirely lacking! Yeast
Foam Tablets are so helpful because they
are super-rich in these nutritive factors.

results

drug. Yeast

ON

THE AIR

every Sunday afternoon, Jan Gat"Yeast Foamers" over NBC-XVJZ and all
supplementary stations from coast to coast.
her's

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.,
1750

TODAY

North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
me free sample of Yeast Foam Tablets

ishes disappear. Your
skin becomes clear and
smooth. Indigestion,
constipation, lack of

Name.

pep and nervousness

Address

go. You enjoy new
beauty and new health.

City

Please send

and descriptive

circular.
_

-

all

...State

pp-t

—
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Heather's

Continued from page 39

An Angel

ing reception committee.
That predicament taught her to he self-reliant,
and she has been ever since.
When she was sixteen she enrolled
in a dramatic school in London, and
a year later got her first stage bit

proved of her work in this latter production and sent for her.
Heather is neither awed nor disappointed with
Hollywood.
The
people at the studio are "wonderful."

a whole year, Heather just hasn't formulated any opinions of the species.
She has dates, of course, but they
are shrouded in obscurity and there

and as for the

how

in a Shakespearean
had to give a Juliet
demonstrate her eligibility.

habitants, she has neither praise nor
slams.
When asked how Hollywood

special favorite.
So you see
safe this Angel has been in wild,
passionate movieland?
She hasn't
come across any men thrilling or dis-

compares with the

tasteful

carrying a shield

She

drama.

speech to
Gradually bigger roles fell her way
and she toured the English provinces.
Her nineteenth year found her in
a repertoire company which opened
run at Gibraltar and played
its
throughout Egypt, India, the Malay
Straits, Burma, and ended in China.
Heather varied in eight different
plays and acted in such cities as Ceylon, Bombay, Singapore, Cairo, and
Port Said.

There were performances in regimental clubs, in movie houses, in
Egyptian desert camps.
One-night
stands through the interior of India.
How any one could have taken such a
tour and still recollect no incidents
worth repeating is a bit puzzling, isn't

rest of the world,
she answers, "Certain streets here remind me of certain other countries."
Pithy, if not profound, eh?
The one desire she expresses is for
variety in her screen parts. Once she
did a Bankhead role on the stage,
which indicates that she needn't be
stuck in the ingenue rut.
She reads
considerably, I understand from an
authoritative source. Heather doesn't
consider her art or her books worth
talking about.
Her fondness for sports is evident.
She relishes a snappy canter. It is
possible that this skill on horseback is responsible for the Lar>di
friendship, Elissa being an enthusi-

Appropriately gowned,
not overly concerned with
styles.
She is said to be proficient
in several languages and enunciates
the King's English without slangy
trimmings. She has a chauffeur, but
prefers to drive her big touring car
astic

rider.

Lleather

it?

Returning to London, she did another show.
And again came fate.
"One night a blond girl in the

company

me

to go to a certain
next morning. She'd
tried for a lead, hut they wanted a
brunette.
I didn't even know where
any of the studios were.

told

film studio the

"I went to the place, made a test,
and two days later was on my way to
Italy for location shots.
I had the
second lead and it was Jan Kiepura's
first movie.
Four more London plays
and I got into more pictures, this
time doing leads. My eighth was for

Ufa

in

Fox

Berlin."

officials

rest of the city's in-

is

herself.

on acting

she marries.

if

proclaimed, dashes away in the bus
and runs full tilt into a plane stalled
on the road to stop him.
The bus

plunges over a cliff into the rapids.
But if you think this is all there is to
the picture, you're very much mis-

nice to

anyway.

Exposed

to

Hollywood's males for

The Screen

Contimied from page 54

It's

modern miss can tour the
world nowadays without being both-

learn that a
ered,

is

She expects to bemother and does not know

biological.

come

She

enough

a

to mention.

bashful, mind you. "Unimpressed" is the most apt adjective.
isn't

And

by coming to Hollywood with
has been
able to do what few can point to
remain completely unchanged by the
atmosphere of the town. If her stage
experiences all the world over have
left no mark on her, how can Hollywood influence her?
Those of you who are fed up with
the manner in which our ladies of
glamour dramatize themselves will
greet Heather with cheers.
She is
impervious to the artificialities which
usually
accompany fame.
There
are no complexes to disturb her, no
this attitude ingrained, she

great

loves

to

distract.

And

she's

had more actual preparation for a
screen career than most newcomers.
This, then, is the strange Angel of
Hollywood.
She is talented, if not
exactly

squeezing

into

the

exciting

Her

category.
is

intimates claim that
singularly shy, that she

"frozen inside" in some typically
British fashion which impedes her
conversational powers.
They are at
a loss, however, to explain why a girl
who roamed the globe in her teens
with a theatrical troupe should be so
extremely pent up.
At any rate, now she's seen Hollyis

wood

!

Review

in

school.
The similarity ends there,
however, for the problem of the heroine is neither tragic nor psychopathic:
it

no

Heather

While you and I might think it
likely that she would have stumbled
onto a few men with romantic inclinations, she has no remarks to register
on love other than that she will go

ap-

is

taken.

Lew Ayres does well as a young
who is being sent West by his

idler

So she goes on and on, her worry
increasing until the athletic coach puts
her through a terrific swimming drill
to discipline her, she faints from exhaustion and blurts out the truth. All
her fellow pupils come to the rescue,
one pledging a doctor, another money,
and so on, until the young man comes
forward to take her away and marry

wealthy father to "find" himself in a
lumber cam]). Alan Dinehart is the
most hateful villain seen in months,
June Knight is the heroine, Minna

her.
The moral might be. go ahead
and everything will come out all right

Gombell the murdered wife, and Alice
White is a pert passenger who makes

simple as
be for it

the trip on her wits.

tells

"Eight Girls

in a

Wilson, Douglass Montgomery,
Kay Johnson, Walter Connolly, James
Bush,
Ferike
Boros.
Director:
Richard Wallace.

unusual

film

memorable "Maedchen
in

dealing

with

The

Boat."

Dorothy

This

in the end.

recalls
in

the

Uniform"

adolescent

girls

at

how

She ha- no
her schoolmates and
no relative save her father who, when
she tries to tell him, brushes her aside
as he hastens to catch a train, and the
young man in the case cannot make
to

face the future.

confidant

up

his

among

mind

to

marry

her.

picture
this,
is

a

is
by no means as
however. It could not

director's picture.

He

the story and uses his players to
You feel that the story
illustrate it.
not motivated by the characters
is
and their emotions, hut the director's.

Therefore Christa's trouble is viewed
as an abstract case instead of the personal crisis of a particular schoolgirl.
Make no mistake in rating the picIt is finely diture unusual, though.
Continued on pa.yc <•<>

—

—
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Cream

Crop

of the

THEYLL NEVER CALL ME

Continued from page 27

Not

since the days of the scintillat-

Pringle have

ing Aileen

met an

I

SKI NNYANY MORE

In adactress with such equipment.
dition to her charm and her intelligence and her poise, Miriam Hopkins
can act with the hest of them. Her
metier is not limited to frothy comedies, in which, of course, she excels.

She can do drama.

Her flair for acting, as acting used
to be known, was brilliantly demonstrated in "The Story of Temple
Drake," that clinical study of fear

QUICK,

Faulkner as

William

published by
"Sanctuary."

In this picture, honestly directed and superbly photographed, Miss Hopkins ran what a

might

less original soul

call

the

gamut

She was coy, she was
of emotions.
capricious, she was wanton, she was
reckless.
Then the pace changed and
w_\
me
nt me' j
she was frightened, panicky, horriharajah was killed by a bullet' shot
Through each mi a revolver placed in an electric
fied, and resigned.
mood she was believable in her coun l, nor can
remember what part
terfeiting.
ndit Chandra played in the pro

NEW WAY
1

Temple Drake and the seductive.jj
in "Tekvll and Hyde" are her,/
: ^ jr,.„,„
u™-*
<,
.?
.Yet the picture is far tiom a bore,
.,
I hey
two favorite roles. ..t,
„
-,-™i-,~,i
J re the sort
photographed
...
and
acted
,
well
is
T

hussy
\

,

,

,

-

•

,

—

,

.

.

i

,

,

women with considerable realism in the
of women I like to do
..^
,,-,^i
sound
ch
r
^,
xi
j
j
t-i
the courage of the damned!
They
,,,wheds
ind]
J
know what they re doing, and they
sce „
Eagt {
ahead.
go
&
,

,

•

,

,

'

•

'

,

.

i

:omnncm

„c

Sanctuary

„

,

way
up n
George

,

brought

^

^

interesting.

is

•

,

Raft's name. "The Harry Langdon
"Easy to Love."
of the drama," I remarked, "with one
rr
,,„ „,
[r
,,
nevieve robm, Adolphe Menjou, Mary
less expression.
Horton,
Everett
Edward
Astor,
.

'

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

Guy Kibbee, Hugh
Director : William Keighley.

"You're quite wrong,'
wrong-," said Mir Patricia
He's a good actor.
US Herbert:
made a picture with him, and he cried,-,
rpi
tol
( )nl\'
,|
real tears in one scene,
ihats act
lam.

.

1

Ellis,

':

j

•

.

,

rable

,

.

this

is

attempt at
is
miss-

Wit
ohisticated coined'
Continued on pagi 65
stage
.

ing.

(

The

picture was from the
play, "Chrysalis," retitled "All of
Me," which in turn was the title of
a story purchased for Mr. Raft.
"Probably," said Miriam, "his next
picture will be the script of 'All of
Me' which they will release as
"
'Chrysalis.'

Among

her favorite actors she lists
Lionel Barrymore, Herbert Marshall,
and Roland Young. I imagine she
overlooks some of the Barrymore tendency to overplay because of the
man's delightful personality.
They
were on location at a farm during
the making of "The Stranger's Return" and Lionel entertained with
pianoforte exercises and dramatic
recitations.

What

cinematic future holds
of vehicles she does not
the present there is "Jezebel" every night, with matinees
Wednesday and Saturday. And Michael surprising her with a new word.

j u,i

tSlwil eT UHlt,.

Not

only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant
skin,

_

freedom from constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,

made from

coffee

and cognac

at

Twenty-

one.

Ah, wilderness?

— which
times

—

by a new process

made

7 times

New York!

is

concentrated 7

more powerful.

But that is not all! This super-rich yeast is
then ironized with 3 special kinds of iron which
strengthen the blood, add abounding pep.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out
attractively, new health come, skin clear to
beauty
you're an entirely new person.

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be,
this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build
you up in a few short weeks as it has thousands.
If you are not delighted with the results of the
very first package, your money back instantly.

Special
To

start you

FREE

offer!

building up your health right

away, we make this FREE offer. Purchase a
package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the
seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping
of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About
Your Body", by an authority. Remember, results guaranteed with the very first package

—

or

Ah,

is

specially cultured brewers' ale yeast
imported from Europe the richest yeast known

the

way
know. For
in the

And

I7t u,

money refunded. At

druggists. Iroaized
Yeast Co., Dept. 74, Atlanta, Ga.
all

Month

10 lbs. in 1
was rundown, skinny as a rail
just a few weeks ago when I started
"I

Ironized Yeast. In about a month I
gained 10 lbs. and look wonderful."
Mrs. G. R. Nyquist, Harvey, N. Dak.

GO

The Screen
(

The 97-Ib.
earning
.

.

who

.

became

"THE
WORLD'S
MOST
PERFECTLY
DEVELOPED

i

intinued from page 58

recteel and photographed, every turn
of the camera conveying beauty and
sensitive understanding of mood, and
I
thought,
all the players do well.

however,

Wilson's

Dorothy

that

Christa was overdirected to such ar
extent that she seemed in a trance
and unable to give her acting any
individuality, any personal inflection
at all.

"If I Were Free."
Dunne, Clive Brook, Nils Asther,
Vivian
Tobin,
Stephenson,
Henry
Laura Hope Crews, Lorraine MacDirector: Elliott Nugent.
Lean.

If the characters were free of their
burden in this picture, undoubtedly
they would make a better film. They
have the ability, but a weak platform
Even the most
on which to stand.

cursory "lance at the material should

CHARLES ATLAS
i,

contests held during the past 15 years.

wasn't much
me.
I
weighed only 97
pounds. I was a sickly scare-crow. Then
I
discovered Dynamic Tension.
It gave
me the body that twice won the title, "The

used

Nils Asther is capital as Miss
Dunne's husband and her singing is
It is
delightfully easy and natural.
a strain to consider Laura Hope
Crews as Mr. Brook's mother, but
that doesn't lessen enjoyment of her
sparkling, crackling speech.

"By

Candlelight."

Landi, Paul Lukas, Nils Asther,
Esther Ralston, Dorothy Revier, Lois
Director: James Whale.
January.

Elissa

Discreetly gay, unaffectedly amusing and altogether one of the best
light comedies seen in many a day,
this really shouldn't be missed by admirers of the players concerned. Miss
Landi, Paul Lukas, and Nils Asther
are at their best. Miss Landi in particular achieving a truly brilliant performance which justifies the faith of
all her admirers who deplored most
of the parts she played while bound
by contract. Here she is humorous,
sprightly, provocative and, of course,

always intelligent, though you and I
have seen her photographed to better
advantage.
By no means does she overshadow
other favorites, however. Mr. Asther
is elegantly convincing as the nobleman whose sense of humor permits

Holder of the title: •'The World's Most Perfectly Developed Mini," nun in pi n compe-<
tition in the only National and International

THEY
hope

You feel
thoughtfully expressed.
yourself face to face with really nice
people for a change. But nice people
are often dull and their refined emotions attenuated, aren't they?

Irene

MAN"

By

Review

in

to think there

for

him

to further his valet's
with a mysterious woman

World's Most Perfectly Developed Man."
Now I make yen this amazing offer: At
my own risk I'll give you PROOF in just
7 days that my same method can make
you over into a
of giant
power and energy
No"ifs"
"ands" or"maybes." Just tell me

flirtation

whom

he

NEW MAN

—

!

—

where you wan! handsome, steel-like muscles.
Arc you fat and flabby ? Or skinny and gawky?
Arc you short-winded, pepless? Do you hold
hack and let others walk off with the'prettiest
girls, Hie best jobs. Give me just 7 days! I'll

r'KOVB

that Dynamic Tension -without anj
weights or pulleys thai may strain your heart
or el her vital organs, pills, r unnatural dieting
.ai, make you a healthy, confident, powerful HE-MAN!
In jusi a few minutes a day!

have told them that intelligent dialogue,

handsome

manly

direction

stale situations

settings

could

nor make

and gentlenot freshen
feeble char-

<

Send

Mail coupon

NOW

For

FREE

for

Book!

or a postal card
illustrated hoot

m\

actors interesting.

The background

pily

Ihiniiimi Tension. Showsaemil photos.
's a valuable

to

1

i

book

!

And

it's

me

FREE. Scud
Addre

personally.

Alias. [)ept. Hi

23rd Street,

s

Charles
13.'!

Kasl

New York

City.

I

'.

CHARLES ATLAS,

Dept. ic-d
133 East 23rd Street, New York City
wani the proof thai your system of 1>Y
I

NA.MIC TENSION will make a New Man of
me give me healthy, husky body and big
muscle development. Send me your tree hook,
"Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name
(

I-Iease

prinl

or w

i

[te

plainly

Address
Stale

City
tost,

C

i.

/,/(/.

i

high

love because each is married
disagreeable mate who refuses

in

a

divorce.
lovers to

1

British

where Clive
Brook and Irene Dunne are unhap-

"Everlasting
Health
and
Strength." Tells all about

for your copy today.

is

society, very high indeed,

There

is
nothing for the
do but be miserable in a

well-bred way until their respective
stumblingblocks are removed. They
are too idealistic and socially conscious to be carnal, hence their capacity for unhappiness is infinite.
Miss Dunne's husband is the first
to

step

aside,

lint

there

is

still

the

of Mr. Brook's wife.
Fiof course, she does the right
thing.
One's gratitude to her for
bringing the picture to a close is
something that can't be put in words.
All
this
is
smoothly acted and

of title, while Mr.
and ingratiating as the
who wears his master's
servant
clothes and copies his technique of
thinks

a

Lukas

is

lady

sly

seduction.
(

>ne of the count's ruses

is

to have

his valet turn off the lights at a critical

moment and

the lady of the

obstacle

claiming

nally,

valet

is

"How

enter with candles,
exlovely!"
When the

moment always

masquerading as

his

master

the latter follows precedent and snaps
off the electricity, entering in servant's livery with the usual lighted
candelabra.

—
CI

The
valet's

point of the picture

unknown inamorata

is

that the

is

maid who thinks the
a count, and the poor fellow
lady's

only a
valet

is

believes

lady of high degree.
When each discovers the truth the}'
are enough in love not to care.
All this is unreeled with taste and
true humor, not to mention a lightness that never becomes too playful.
It is merry throughout.
that

she

is

a

"Bombay Mail."
Lowe, Shirley Grey, Onslow
Stevens, Ralph Forbes, Hedda Hopper,
John Davidson, Tom Moore,
Director:
Edwin L.
John Wray.

Edmund

Marin.

An

express train racing from Calcutta to Bombay carries a colorful,
melodramatic lot of passengers and
none of the commonplace nonentities

governor general whose' body has
been found in a lavatory on the train.
That is, all but the police inspector
and perhaps the doctor.
Decidedly you will accuse the dead
official's wife with her cyanide of potassium which she says she uses to
kill butterflies for her collection. Suspicion also points to a French physician who carries with him a deadly
snake in a basket the turbaned Maharajah of Zungore; the governor
general's secretary a stranded prima
donna who calls herself Beatrice
Jones and speaks with a Russian acand an American
cent on occasion
mining engineer who is perhaps the

Allison

ft fflMEfl
COMFOUT
HOW SMART WOMEN

ESCAPE PERIODIC PAIN

BAD LUCK! THE
TIME OF A^ONTH
WILL KEEP ME
FROM ENTERING
THE CONTEST

:

;

:

most guilty-looking of all. not to
mention a great many others.
The characters are numerous, you
see, but that doesn't save the picture

from occasional monotony and
tainly doe-

make

the life of

me

1

it

know why

don't

cer-

For

lor confusion.

the

maharajah was killed by a bullet shot
from a revolver placed in an electric
remember what part
fan, nor can
Pundit Chandra played in the pro1

ceedings.
is far from a bore.
acted and photographed
with considerable realism in the sound

Yet the picture

It

is

well

accompaniment of grinding wheels
and the East Indian scenery along
the

way

interesting.

is

"Easy to Love."
Genevieve Tobin, Adolphe Menjou, Mary
Everett
Horton,
Edward
Astor,
Patricia

Herbert

and bores who do most of the traveling in real life.
Every one of these
pilgrims has a purpose. It is to make
you suspect him of murdering the

Tragedy

Is

Guy

Ellis,
:

Director

:

Kibbc-e.

Ruth takes Midol in time and avoids
the expected menstrual pain entirely.

Hugh

William Keighley.

Only tolerable is this attempt at
Wit is misssophisticated comedy.
Continued on page 65
(

His Teacher

Continued from page 17

measurably grateful if some one sent
them a book. I thought of the hundred books I have in my own bedroom, and remembered that I was
physically whole.
"I may have had tough moments.
but I'm not complainin"-.
I'm glad
that I'm not destitute.
Having been
broke a number of times, I realize

how

providential

my

present

status

is."

With strength of character which
cannot be crushed, Ric has survived
doses of misfortune and, naturally.
has emerged a finer, more tolerant
man. You wouldn't have supposed

many unhappy Hollywoodites
come to him for advice, would you?
They do. Friends have even phoned
him in the middle of the night when
they've had spats with their sweethearts.
Ric asks them to come on
over, patiently lets them cry on his
that

broad shoulder, reasons the problem
out with them, and send- them home
resolved to try again.
Obviously, tragedy has separated
his true friends from fair-weather
folks.

"One of my handicaps
an

is

that

I

am

he observes
analytically.
"I want to be friendly,
and yet I can't go around greeting
every one with great ,yusto.
To me
friends are people who don't have to
be applesauced.
You don't have to
phone every day to find out what a
real pal is thinking about you.
There
should be the feeling that he'll be
there when you want him. and no
glib assurances are necessary."
Ric's sensitive face is full of expression.
When he speaks he looks
not

exhibitionist."

you and flatters you into
believing you are
at the moment
the most interesting person he knows.
directly at

—

Midol saves the day! Even for the
whose menstruating periods have
always meant agony. Not a narcotic.
girl

MIDOL
Takes Pain
Off the Calendar

.

G2

This Girl Knows
YOU CAN
'DEPEND ON W*.
[it's

all-vegetable/

Bright Eyes .
No Bad Skin
.

IW
|

She learned lonp: apo how often dull
pimply skin, nervousness and
lack of pep come from bowel sluggishness and
eyes,

NR

constipation. Now
(Nature's Remedy) is her
secret of sparkling loveliness and' vital health.
No more ineffective partial relief for her allTablets give thorough cleansing,
vegetable
gently stimulating the entiro bowel. Millions
take
for thorough, effective relief from constipation and biliousness. Get a 25c box. All
safe
druggist s'. Pleasant
and not habit-forming.
i: ,i,.|m!
Thermomoter — aamplon
NR and Turon. Send
name, address, stamp to
A. H. LEWIS CO.
Desk DP-86
MORROW ALRIGHT

—

NR

NR

—

—
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TO-NIGHT

Missouri

St. Louis.

WALTER'S
Gum Rubber Garments

DR.

Flesh Colored

LATEST RUASSIKRE,
ession

i"

style

2

Gives

oni e

al

new

ful,

to
;

Send

figure.

3
inch comtrim,
youthbust ^„ ~,-

measure
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KEDUCING GIHDLE.

2

inch

3
place
to

com-

pression
at
once.
corset.
Takes
ol
Beautifully made; very comfortable.
Laced
back, with 2 garters in front.
Holds
up abdomen.
Send waist and liip c ~ - c
«pj. **>
measure

at

Write for literature. Send check or money
order no cash.
G. A. WALTER. 389 Fifth Ave.. New York

ANNE

To Be Deaf
NclJoke
—Every deaS person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf tor twenty-five years, withhis Artificial E.ir
'1'iv

p

Drums. He wore them dayand niyht.

y stopped his head

noises.

While officiating as a messenger
boy in a broker's office, he landed his
He was an exfirst theatrical work.

"I've never had a valet, a secretary,
or the gaudy Hollywood trimmings.
1
prefer to lie practical.
ups and
downs have taught me not to be
fooled by fame
and have rid me of
delusions about stardom."
J Ie and Christine play golf and ride
horseback for recreation and occasionally go (lancing at the Coconut
Grove. This dance place has a sentimental attachment for Ric, for it
was there he got his first big opportunity.
Mrs. Jesse Lasky, wife of
the producer, happened to be there
one night eleven years ago and
watched Ric and his lady of the evening win the prize waltz.

tra in a number of plays.
Then he
became "fly boy" in a theater, a position which kept him high above the

My

W

.

Seldom seen at movie soirees, he
visualizes himself as a business man
whose job is acting.

—

She immediately informed her bushand, who was searching for a second Valentino, about him. The next
day Ric was signed to a Paramount
contract and thrust into Rudy's shoes.
That they were too large for him to
fill
was not his fault.
He had no
wish to imitate nor to be publicized as
a Latin lover.
Considerable striving preceded that
discovery. Selling papers on crowded
corners after school and drudging in
his father's small clothing store in
New York, he had to shift entirely
for himself at sixteen when his father
died.

Theyare invisible

wings of the stage, pulling the ropes
controlling the scenery.
newspaper ad for movie extras
caught his attention and soon he had
enough calls to provide steady money.
He progressed to parts and ventured

A

to

Nobody cared

Hollywood.

until

the Grove.
Abandoning his career to care for
Alma, he found himself a forgotten
that

dance

eventful

man

at

in 1930. Resolutely he went into
vaudeville
as a singer, though he
had never sung in public before.
The strain of Alma's illness and
death causing him to have a nervous

—

breakdown, he went to Europe to rest
and recuperate. Upon his return he
was chosen to menace Helen Twelvetrees in "Her Man" and that excellent
Alterportrayal reestablished him.
nating heroes and heavies this year,
be contends he'd rather be hissed at

than yawned

at.

His younger brother, who is a cameraman for M.-G.-M., has been invited to reside with the newlyweds.
"It's tough for a kid to have to live
alone inTIollvwood, eat his meals out,
and have no one to look after him,"
Ric comments.

ndeomfortable.no wires
bitteries. Write for

•jr

TR1IK STORY. Also
Lookleton Deafness.

^ A*

Uofmann

7!.'

alFarUrun

THE WAY COMPANY

Calmly Conquering

Detroit. Michigan

bldt-.

Continued from page o3

nounced it jild. She thought for a
second and corrected her pronunciation, smiling at her slip.
"That is,
have perfected my English.
"I have been on the stage since I
was eighteen.
I
think every film
actress should have some stage training.
And also," she added, "every
actress should have had Mime suf-

when

•r

I'ric-e-Standird

(eyboard - Fully
In day trial.

SENSATIONAL BARGAINS
Send fnrourSpeci
[•
model al al
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I

banrain. atalosr otferi
org pneo. Si

mis'

I

International Typewriter Exch.

IF

,

YOU HAVE

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
LIKE

and

a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair <
ialist with forty years European
American experience, am proud of my Color Imparler
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. 1 want to convince you by send ing
my free trial h< ittlcand h« K »k telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHCDlS, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 8, LOWELL, MASS.
1

I

L

Perfumes
fascinating, alluring. Sell
regularly for $12.00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of llowcrs: -

SUBTLE,

Send only

Three odors:
(II {•munza
(2) l.ilyoi the Valley
(;t)

A

Esprit de France
sinole drop lasts

30/

a weekl
pay for postage and handling
send only 30c (silver or stamps) for
3 trial bodies. Only one set to ach
RIEGF.K,
new customer.
153 First St., San Francisco, Calif.

To

PAUL

i

I

fering.

say that because I work for them,"
she insisted; "I mean it."
"And this climate," she remarked,
holding out a slender, beautiful hand
before her as if to clutch some sunshine, "it seems so strange for winter.
Now my second picture is finished. I
have many things to do letters to
write to my people in Germany, books
she
to read, but in Hollywood you"
sought for a word "you relax."
But Miss Wieck does not need to
relax, for she is not the flamboyant
There is a calmness about her
type.
that endows her with tremendous
force and power. She has gained the
secret of poise, a secret all actresses
:

surprising to see here in lollywood how some young people waste
themselves so needlessly. They make
so much money, and often too early
in life.
Many of them have never
gone through any heartaches, as you
do when you have to gain a place on
"It

She enjoys living in Hollywood and
"I don't
working for Paramount.

is

I

You hope and hope and
the stage.
have to put up with disillusion. You
often see the great chance you de-ire
taken from you and given to some
one else.
"But it all helps." Dorothea explained lightly.
"You can't pick up
diamonds from the ground.
You
have to dig deep down for them. So

If you attain this
you can go through any
test.
You .are above the trivialities
that trip up the undeveloped.
With it Dorothea Wieck has gone
through the test that trips most stars,

strive

to

attain.

rare quality

proving herself to be greater than

tn

mere circumstances.
"But circumstances

must

me," she

it

is,

1

say, with acting.

To

be able

do things with real feeling you
first
have experienced every
emotion. Then your least bit of acting is very real and true."

—

—

said.

do not
"I rule them."

In all honest v, die
rule an empire of fans

rule

Wieck should
!

!

;

€

Catch those first

a

GRAY

Funny Face from Georgia
Continued from page 38

New York
and a popular night-club entertainer
on Broadway.

liams's partner at Giro's in

Among

other achievements, he enjoys the distinction of being the first
radio comedian to utilize neither
jokes nor gags to make people laugh,
using instead a tired voice expressive
of an indecisive mind.
"I had no intention of entering pictures," the twenty-six-year-old actor,
whom one might take for nineteen,
declares. "My entire professional life
had been the stage. In fact, I didn't
even regard the screen seriously.
"But after a tiny bit in 'American

Madness,'

I

made up my mind

to

give the studios a try.
So I made
out a list of directors I wanted to
work for, men who 1 believed could
help me. Under their direction I felt
I
could learn something of screen
technique, and in so doing materially
help myself upon my return to the

types

of

as

parts

slant.
I
was afraid people would
laugh at me in 'Hell Below,' in my
death scene, but they didn't."
Sterling enacted the young sailor who died
in the gas-filled chamber of the submarine, you may recall.
"Even so.
I wasn't comfortable in the role.
seemed out of my element."
Page
tho>e other comedians who insist
they should play tragedy.
While
Holloway's
appearances
have been brief in most instances,
they have stood out with gemlike
clarity.
Where others are bombastic,
I

energetic

Among

those directors

whom

he

placed on his list, it is interesting to
note the names of Frank Capra, William K. Howard, Frank Borzage,
Henry King, and Ernst Lubitsch, all
men of exceptional ability.
"My decision to try pictures again
can be traced, I suppose, to the, poor
showing I made in 'Casey at the Bat.'
Even though
I wanted to make good.
pictures meant the abandonment of
the stage temporarily, there would be
the satisfaction of knowing I hadn't
been an absolute failure.

refused to work for any
one but those directors on my list."
The temerity of the youngster that
any one should have the nerve to limit
his appearances in a new medium to
the pictures of a designated few
"I wanted to study under their direction.
I thought I could learn more
by accepting parts in their films than
first, I

in

comedv,

their

marked with whimsical

by working under any director who
might call me.
So far, I've been
with every one but two," he adds
proudly.
"Of course, now I realize the more
I work the more I can master.
ultimate aim is to play as many dif-

My

his

is

Why

advice column, a role that's a natural for his bird-esque comedy.
When he sings he is worth listening to, for his voice is slyly appealing.
His gestures, slowly timed but
masterpieces in pantomime, cannot be
rivaled by any actor on the screen.
His dancing is soft-footed, lissome,
and underneath the awkwardness
with which he endows all his portrayals there exists an unmistakable
grace. His sober mien belies his keen
wit and penetrating sense of humor
and to his Southern drawl may be attributed the faculty of making the
simplest lines funny.

problem

lies

We only ask that you convince yourself.
Simply try Mary T. Goldman's on a small
lock snipped from hair. This way see re-

—

sults without risk. Get full-size bottle
from druggist on money-back guarantee.
If you prefer to test it free, mail the coupon.
Complete Test Package. Prove

K<K< to yourself what 3,000,000
^•' *^ ^* women — and men, too— know.
F|»
Use coupon.
- MARY T. GOLDMAN
-

,-

.

Goldman

I

I

Name

......

I
.

|

I

State

City

He

I

MAKE
MONEY
^ifTfomef
steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
Learn famous
coloring photos and miniatures in
oil.

"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet, "Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL, Inc.
3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 1614, Chicago. Illinois

KILL THE HAIR, ROOT

X
I

My method

positively prevents hair from growing
Use it privately, at
Safe, easy, permanent.
Brings relief, happiness, comfort, freedom of
teach Beauty Culture. Send be in stamps

again.

'home.
mind.
I

We

TOD A Y for Booklet.
D.

MAHLER

J.

CO., Dept. 26D. Providence. R.

I.

reet your favorite

Irloi
biie sfar~*^
all original photos of your favorite stars,
size 8 x 10 glossy prints, 25c each, 5 for
Scenes from any of your favorite
$1.00.
recent photo plays 25c each. 12 for $2.50.
We
Positively the Jine*t obtainnb e anywhere.
have the largest collection of movie photos in the
countrv. Just name the star or play you want.
Remit by money order or U. S. 2c and 3c stamps.

Brain Studio- Film Centre Bldg., Sludio 402. 630-9tb Ave., N. Y. Crty

U.S.

GOVERNMENT JOBS

Start $1260 to $21100 a year

MEN—WOMEN

18

to

mon Education usually
Man> early examinations

50.

Com-

sufficient.

expected.
Write immediately for free 32pase book, with list of positions
and full particulars telling how to
get them.

has

he arches his brow in the very
best House of Lords manner and replies, very definitely; "Sleep."

|

L

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

virtually

else,

j

Color of your hairf

sharp, blue eyes set far back under

brows.

I

,

taffy-colored hair out of his deep-set,
clifflike

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Street

in

no forehead. Asked what
he would rather do than anything

T.
en-

SAFE. Just comb
colorless liquid through
hair. Youthful color comes. Nothing to wash
or rub off on clothing.

keeping his shock of forward-falling,

overhanging,

is

tirely

fast-talking

tic

Mary

hesitate?

Goldman's way

4712

Lee Tracy, Sterling portrays Bennie,
the office boy whom Tracy selects as
his assistant in conducting a roman-

greatest

^now

reserve.

"Advice to the Lovelorn," which
he recently completed, should speed
his recognition in every picture theater in the country, and pave the way
to a more complete fulfillment of his
talent to amuse and entertain.
In

Life's

HAIRS

possible,

mind, always, the comic

in

this picture starring the

stage."

"At

ferent

keeping

Dept.

B-282

Rochester.

N.

Y.

flrviene s^TKeartre

I
Graduates: Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon, Fred Astaire, Una
Merkel. Zita Johann. Mary Picktord, etc. Drama. Dance, Speech,
Culture. Stock
Musical Comcoy, Opera, Personal Development
For cataog, write
Theatre Training appearances while learning.
t., N. Y.
Secy LOKEE,
-

TRANSITION
She was a "good woman," poor thing,
Yet lovely despite this sad fact

No

flapper

But

all

a lady,

HAVE YOU a

full,

You can

figure?

inches

and

matronly

red

have alluring, edim

loveliness with

the

new magical

Slimcream Method, which reincl
duced my bust 4 1
I
weight 2H ll, s. in 28 days!
GUARANTEE that if your bust is
not reduced after follow
Method for 14 days. I will return
your monev! Full Month's Treat'2

set for a fling,

proud and exact.

Woman

changes, do what we may,
Behold, an exotic coquette
No longer so nice, you will say.
!

But much more enslaving. Claudette.

Bee Buckley.

!y
$1.00. The ultrarapid. Guaranteed, certain way to
-e fascinating, slender,

girlish

curves so much admired.

FREE-IFYOU ORDER NOW!
My world-famous SI. 00 BeautyTreatment, a gold-mine of priceless beauty secrets never before
disclosed.
with my Slim-

FREE

cream Method.

Limited offer.
to reduce your
Send $1.00
bust and secure the regular $1 CO
complete Beauty Treatment FF.EE

NOW

.

Daisy

StebbinE,

Dept.

my bust."
Fur Beautiful

off

P. P. 4,

L.

A

I

Forest

Hills,

New York.

—

—
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Help Kidneys

Baby Face

Don't Take Drastic Drugs

Continued from page 18

You have nine million liny tubes or filters
your Kidneys which may I"' endangered by

in

using drastic, irritating drugs.
lie careful.
poorly functioning Kidneys or Bladder
II'
make you suffer from Getting l'p Nights, Leg
l'ains, Nervousness, Stiffness, Iturniug, Smarting, Acidity, Neuralgia or Rheumatic l'ains,
Lumbago or Loss of Vitality, don't waste a
minute.
Try the Doctor's prescription called

(pronounced

I'ystex

Formula

Kiss tex).

in

every package
Starts ivork in in minutes.
Soothes and tones raw, irritated tissues.
It
is helping millions of sufferers and is guaranteed to li\ yon up to your satisfaction or
money hack on return of empty package.
Cystex is only 7~><- at all drug;

NOT
HOUSE
BWe ROK E
call

him

When

Scotty.

>t

HOME GADGETS
2O0

Dept. 14G

Until You Try This
Wonderful Treatment
for pile suffering. If you have piles in
any form write for a FREE sample of
Page's Pile Tablets and you will bless
the day that you read this. Write today. E. R.
Page Co., 2392-A Page Eldg., Marshall, Mich.

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS!
Around

Make them think

you've

stick our simulated hotel
World,
Baggage Labels from -1 Foreign Countries on your suitComplete "Round the World" trip set only $1.00.
in r.Foreign Label Co.. Box 30, Grand
sets $2.00.

travelled

the

'1

New York

Annex.

Central

City.

Hair

PENCIL
GRAY
HAIR De-

Instantly pives to

sirable Youthful Color. Sure
easy way to keep pray
from showing at roots,
temples and parting. To

^h

now 2b CENTS ^"^PBBi^B^iih-Uy

"

introduce

IN

OIL

but a beautiful living creation
by a master portrait artist, originally drawn or painted
oil.
in
water color, ink or pencil from your favorite
photograph at amazing low cost.
Posed in any position,
i/i'.
ill
with
your hidden charm and personality
artistically
portrayed at its best, exactly as you like
t.i
\'n
photograph can compare with this masappear.
work
the onlj service <>r this kind ever offered
tei ful
Send photo and 3c
und at prices any one can pay
-

todaj

FULL

Safe

Return

for
of

Arts

Service

Studios,

Photo

\<'Y.

M VTE

Guaranteed.

Kimball

827

bj

Send

return

mail.

NOW!

Fine

Chicago.

Hall,

l:HM![»H.]!M*f
Mr. A. S. R. of New York City Wi
"I had 3 bald spots the size of a halfdollar. I used Japanese Oil for 3 months
and now my bald spots are entirely
Cohered with hair."

JAPANESE
n.i

Intftcstinq

nc:ili>

Inr'.'i ita

it

hair l»o^(
itch. I'ricobOc. Economy bizo 51
i-

1

All

FREE/

OIL. the antiseptic counter-irritant,
.

NATIONAL PPMEDY CO.. 56 W. 45th

St., Peot. P.P, N.

fTHE

a

£°oW

TRUTH

ABOUT THE

Consult Yogi Alpha
Alinul
will

l'i::i

portunity.

Your Future
be

the

Yogi

parental void.

i

i

when he

course,

with his

live

for

late

him

home.

to feel at

in

an

orchestra on the Mexican border. He
played nightly in one of those cafe
dance halls which, for want of a
franker name, are called cantinas.
There was little of human depravity
that Lew did not see.
He was so
young, so innocent looking, that the
hardened habitues called him "Baby
Face."
Even to-day Lew has one
of the most innocent-looking faces in
Hollvwood. But of course he does
not profess innocence.
I

met Lew, around

first

1928, he was a member of Pathe's
juvenile stock company, long since
defunct. The day
saw him he was
playing extra in a newspaper story.
Mi was then a mere slip of a lad,
thin and rather fragile looking.
As
I

Rebuilding Health

I

&

Vitality

Drugs, Green-foods, Fruits, Milk, Exercise, fast11,
A startling publication, over 100,000 winds.
Readers write "You have stepped ahead
Price only SI.

niu'iT

i

;i

sign
the Zodiac, giving you
In
predictions month by
ith with
exact days, dates and happenings
for 1034.
Consult ii before miking any changes In busine
ing
papers,
love,
m
employment,
speculation,
health,
accidents, lucky days, travel, etc.
Send only 50c and exact birth
for
complete
date
Astrological
300 urn 'I
Numerology
Koading Included FREE.
Money
returned if not satisfied.
YOGI
Box 1411, Dent,
10
11,

Of

was older he went to
mother, but it was too

of opinterna-

ycai

Alpha,

Ion illy
known psycholn
and
itrologer, who h
hi
pr ed let i ons,
offers
2500 word Glanl A trologlcal
Reading,
based on your
I

n

For one thing, he never had a faand mother in his childhood.
They separated when Lew was a
mere infant, and Lew was brought
up by his grandmother. Though he
has never mentioned it, I have surmised that Lew has bitterly felt this

of

all

No

food-scientists".
Hicks,
back.
VV.

Bi

I

drugs.
123,

Satisfaction

Petaluma.

or

Calif.

ALPHA

Si

for

the

Calif.

wishes

TWO

If

you have a
send

reading,
readings.

Whatever it was that depressed
him, Hollywood had offered it!

One

night

saw Lew

I

in his

Ford

with a girl, driving in the direction
of his apartment.
"Who was your lady friend?" I
later asked him.
"Evidently some

young extra from the amount of
make-up on her pretty face."

Lew refused to enlighten me. Later
he said, "I get lonely, awfully lonely,
at times.
I
scarcely know any one
here." Then in almost a savage tone
he said, "After all, I'm not a corpse,
damn

it!"

People who don't know Lew well
a very few do
refer to him as being
"very hard to know." Evidently Lola
Lane never understood Lew. Their

—

courtship was hectic, to say the least.
While he was working in "Up for
Murder," I paid Lew a visit.
"It's all off,"

he declared about his

turbulent passion.

"Lola and

I

are

through."

A

week

later they were married
loved the spotlight.
Lew,
naturally retiring and indifferent to
crowds, did not take to this very well.

Lola

At several premieres Lola made a
pretty picture in furs and diamonds.
But it was obvious that Lew had bolstered himself with too many cocktails.

There were parties and entertainLife was very hectic and

ments.
fierce.

Hollywood was not surprised when
bill of divorcement broke up the
Ayres-Lane passion.
Lew's career

a

with Universal had suffered.
From
being a big box-office attraction, he
dropped down to the level of mediocrity.

To-day, free from marriage, free
his old studio. Lew faces a new
professional and private life with
Fox.
His lir-i role there was with
Janet Gaynor, in "State Fair."
"I heard you and Lola were contemplating remarriage," T informed
him.

from

"You heard wrong," Lew calmly
remarked, unwrapping a stick of gum.
"If Lola and
were able to make a
hit of marriage we'd never have been
1

divorced."

i

San Diego,
friend who

he walked over to me he resembled
walking out of some terrible
nightmare. One thing I do know, he
was miserable.
a boy

ther

When

HAIR''

Y

complaints.
He
doesn't.
But you sense that often
Lew feels himself very much alone in
the world.

moans

or

face

At seventeen he was playing

Not a

stamp

at

with his days and nights tilled with
simulated emotions, a player must
solitude to regain his equilibrium.
I know I have to get away
into the desert, up in the mountains,
or away fishing-.
If an actor stays in
town there are too many temptations
drink, women, or any other diversion he desires. They are all for the
asking too often without!"

BUEL

a full size Pencil for only 25c coin. Lasts months. State shade.
DUEL CO., 404 W. Erie St., Dept. A-39,ChicagO, 111.

YOUR PORTRAIT p2£&,
photo-enlargement,

"People have often poked fun

the actor's desire for solitude. Well,
it's no joke.
I like solitude at times,
and I'll freely admit it.
".After a month or more of acting,

since I met Lew Avres, I
have always deemed him a sad boy.
Not that he goes about with a long

BE CUT

EBON'T

readily.

Ever

$1.50

Tilth Ave.

New York Cny

—

—

i

<

,

appeals to the actor in
spare time he can get
only too

his

—

your guests put cigarettes in the
ash tray— and pat Scotty's head
he'll raise his little hind leg and PUT OUT THE
CIGARETTE. Convenient water sack inside Scotiy
At last a canine's most inconvenient habit
tilled
piikIlm ;ui<! i-xlr.-melv funnv iirhI
has been turned into
Scotty mounted on ash tray liolh in attra
finish.
Scott y may be had forS! .'> /'"'>''"!. Mori,
,„!, Ilea
ONLY
at ,,.,„,,l.t,l
Remit to
i

And whatever

Our Sales

perccntago

Service selling consistent
New
Studios.
Majority

in
Hollywood
dosed leaving

.

.

,

WORD
i

Studios

HOLLYWOOD MOST MiiYi: MARKET,

Experienced
course or books to sell.
ynopsize, copyright stories & submit to
Hollyvt
Producers.
Send original pints for FREE reading ,\ report
Deal with
recognized Hollywood agent who
is on the ground & knows story requirements.
Established
1IH7. Write for FREE I'.IKIK.
\ui

son
Nit M K Hii in; Y
ItKADlNi: with .>..
dor fur Afltrolosdcal

York

stories

;i

school

nil

1

:i

5S3 Meyer

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY

Bldg.,

Western

&

Sierra Vista,

Hollywood, Cal.

In his twenty-four years. Lew has
seen life.
But life does not frighten
.rw.
Instead of running away from
it.
he faces it unafraid.
Hollywood
has indeed offered him everything
good and bad. And Lew has sampled it all
I

!
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WHY MEN GO

Information, Please
Continued from page 8

Her French-made

film, "Fanatisme," has
been released. Pola was born in Yanowa,
Poland, on January 1, 1897; five feet four,
weighs 120, black hair, dark-gray eyes.

—

Rumfelt. Robert Barrat was
Archer Coe in "The Kennel Murder Case."
You'll see him also in Al Jolson's "Wonder Bar," "Gambling Lady," and "Upper

Dora

World."

—

ert

William Johnstox.

stories William Powell played
the role of Philo Vance, with the exception of "The Bishop Murder Case," which
went to Basil Rathbone.
The others were

"The Canary .Murder Case," "The Ben
son Murder Case," "The Greene Murder
Case," and "The Kennel Murder Case."
As we go to press, Lee Tracy has nut yet
signed with any company. C. Henry Gordon is a native New Yorker, though he

:

fAALD

doesn't give his birth date.

Bert Wheeler and RobWoolsey are now playing in "Hips,
Hips, Hooray," with Dorothy Lee, Ruth
Etting,
Thelma Todd, Phyllis Barry,
Bert
George Meeker, Dorothy Granger.
will be thirty-nine on April 7th, and Woolsey forty-five on August 14th.

Claire Ryden.

Van Dine

— In

all

the

S.

S.

The Screen

Olive Kline.

—

Before entering pictures
Tyler was a singer and entertainer.
He was born William Burns, in
Port Henry, New York, on AugusH 8,
1903; is six feet one, weighs 190, and has
dark-brown hair and gray eyes. The either
players you mention are free-lancing.
in

1920,

in

Tom

Review

i

New Way to Remove
Germ Cause and Activate Dormant
Roots to Grow New Hair.
Finds

Science

(Read Free Offer)
A germ called "Flask Barilla <>f Unna" gets
deep into the scalp skin iu many eases of abnormal hair deficiency, causing a mosl dan
gerous type of dandruff. It clogs up pores and
hair follicles, causing itchy scalp, falling hair
and prevents dormant hair roots (papilla)
from growing new hair. The germ is seldom

Washing and shampooing and use
ointments and lotions don't remove
They merely cleanse and treat the
surface and roll off the outer skin like water
rolls off the back of a duck.
No wonder liald-

suspected.
of ionics,

Continued from page 61

ing from the dialogue and deftness
from the direction, two essentials of
The
entertainment in this mood.

however, is gen id. quite up to
the mark, and the picture is far from
acting,

But

dull.

it

doesn't

sparkle

as

it

the cause.

extremely interesting and the beauty
and strangeness of the lush jungle is
fascinating while the terrors and
hardships of the four frightened
people are realistic, with some great
emotional outbursts to heighten the

But when the plain teachwomanhood is awakened and she

should.

tension.

"We have Adolphe Menjou as a
husband who is "carrying on" with
Mary Astor in the belief that his
wife, Genevieve Tobin, knows nothGayly she sets out to
ing about it.
turn the tables on him and show that
So she
she, too, can have a ding.

er's

becomes

beautiful
in
form-fitting
tiger skins artfully cut to show gleaming flesh, and the men become primi-

treatise

first

half of this picture

perlative, but the rest of

it

is

nearly blah. The exciting beginning
has a quartet of Americans lost in
the Malay jungle whence they have
fled from a plague-ridden ship. They
are a cynical, laconic chemist, an oldmaid school-teacher, a nitwit clubwoman, and a boastful radio broadcaster.

natural clash of characters

is

showing

at

itment

'Com mend od

r-

I'

plastic fur K con.
aire,

Central, SSth

&

7th Ave.,

New York

•*
|

-*•»-

Scalp use

Pnr

L

Address; "Cu

^.£4»tl>
SOAP and
ii«1
OKVTMENT
.

each.

ra,"

real.

You

Sample free.

Dept. 9K, Maiden, Manx.

RAY

when

the

WEIGHT

people find the marmalade jar which
tells them they are nearing civilization because you know it doesn't matter to them, either.

LOSE

Their adventures are entertaining
throughout, but suspense and all con-

Pleasantly, Safely.

cern in them as human beings evaporates a long time before the happy
ending.
Complete admiration for
splendid performances never wanes,

however. It is just that the director
substituted claptrap for sincerity after
making us believe in him and his
characters.

I
,

Men. women, girls with gray, faded, streaked hair.
Shampoo
and color your hair al the same time with new French
discovery
"Shampo-Kolor," talus few minutes,
h .ii soft, Rlossy, natural.
Dues not rub off. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Vall gny. D ept. 37, 254 W. 31st St.. N. Y.
i

don't care

f
$

HAIR

FADE D

for her love, the picture

City.

^ $i

To Assure a Healthy

W

C
becomes musical comedy and about

is supretty

HAIR,"

HOME" describes sensation
v famous phytic ia
Positive remits WITH
packs, planters, straps or pee
Retire lovely and lovable!
EUNICE SKELLY
Dept. K.
LIFTING

OUT ma-

as

Colbert,

"GROW

called

"anatomy of your hair" and tells what in do
This treatise is now being mailed FREE to
all who write lor il.
Send no money, just
name and address to Dermolav Lab., Desk 81,
Xo. 1700 Broadway, New York. N. V.. and
via gel ii by return mail tree and postpaid.
If pleased, tell your friends about it.

beautiful/

tive rivals

Herbert
Marshall,
Mary Boland, William Gargan, Leo
Director: Cecil DeMille.
Carillo.

I

i

f

"Four Frightened People."

The

increasing.

new discovery enables people who
a
dandruff filling hair thin hair and
baldness to harmlessly remove the congested,
lliin outer layer of scalp skin.
This permits
opened pores to breathe in air. sunshine and
absorb a penetrating, stimulating scalp-food
to activate the smothered, dormant hair
and grow new hair.
is the mosl
sensa11
iinil discovers in th: history f falling hair
and baldness. It is all explained in a new

is

need be.

The

is

Now

LIFT YOUR OWN FACE! Why wear
Wrinkles, Freckles, Sagging Muscles
,.r Sallow
Skin? r'ree booklet "FACE

pleasantly accomplished
without annoyance or grave lapses of
any kind. The surprise of the cast
is Mary Astor as the wayward woman
She plays
of Mr. Menjou's fancy.
with vivacity and humor and is even
more beautiful than a fine actress

Claudette

ss

h-iv:

YOU, TOO. CAN BE

pretends that Edward Everett HorMeanwhile, the
ton is the tempter.
daughter of Mr. Menjou and Miss
Tobin, Patricia Ellis, plans a lesson
that will cause her parents to settle
down and behave themselves. She
succeeds by a trick which surprises
the spectator as much as it does the
characters.
All this

m

Eat what you like

—even
Just

sweets.
follow-

Harvin

Plan

the
in

each package.
..

Af/nf F/avorecf

JHA3EE
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.

Street,

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywoo d, California.
Adrienne

Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt
Evalyn Knapp
Landi

Elissa

Fox

Studio,

Grace Moore
Toshia Mori
Jessie Ralph

Ann Sothern
Dorothy Tree
Fay Wray

Beverly Hills, California.

Ames

Street,

John Davis Lodge

Lona Andre

Carol

Richard Arlen
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
Maurice Chevalier

Helen Mack
Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Claudette Colbert

George

Gary Cooper

Charlie Ruggles

Buster Crabbe
Marlene Dietrich

Randolph Scott

Lombard

Gail Patrick

Raft

Sylvia Sidney

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson

Miriam Jordan

Patricia Farley

Alison Skipworth

Victor Jory

Lew Ay res

Howard

Kent Taylor
Helen Twelvetrees

Warner Baxter

Jose Mojica

Irene Bentley

Herbert Mundin
George O'Brien

Cary Grant
Verna Hillie
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns

John Boles

Bow

Lally

Florence

Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers

James

Raul Roulien

lara

(

Marion Burns
Henrietta Crosman

Desmond
Dunn

Jack LaRue
Charles Laughton

Baby LeRoy

Mae West
Dorothea Wieck
Dorothy Wilson

Toby Wing
Elizabeth Young

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Sally Filers

Spencer Tracy

George Arliss

Constance Cummings

Norman

Claire Trevor

Constance Bennett

Fredric

Preston Foster

June Vlasek

Mary

Pickford

Janet Gaynor

Irene

Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
Ronald Colman

Gloria

Swanson

Foster

Ware

Harvey

Lilian

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth

Mary

Carlisle

Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford

Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Muriel Evans
Clark iable
(

Greta Garbo

Jean Harlow

Isabel Jewell

Myrna Loy
McKinney
Una Merkel
Florine

John Miljan
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro

Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Helen Hayes

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

Tom Brown
Russ

Columbo

Studio, 780

Gower

Street,

Hollywood, California.
A st her

Nils

Ann

Boyd
Clive Brook
Bruce Cabot

I

Lederer
Anita Louise
Alary Mason

(

Dee

Joel

Dolores del Kin
Richard Dix
Irene

Dunne

Betty

Furness

Willi un
1

1

ale

1

(:

u

)orothy Jordan

Francis

Chic Chandler

Frances

larding

Katharine Hepburn

Bill

Bill

1

..

in

lamilton

McCrea
Moore

Colleen

Gregory Ratoff
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Ken Maynard
Zasu

Pitts

Andy Devine
Hugh Enfield

Onslow Stevens

Boris Karloff

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

June Knight

Gloria Stuart

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta

Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Joe E.

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels
Bette Davis
Claire

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak

RKO

Young

City, California.

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez
Johnny Weissmuller

Madge Evans

Loretta

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver
Elizabeth Allan

March

Patricia Ellis

Glenda Farrell

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey
Alice Jans

Allen Jenkins
Al Jolson
Ruby Keeler

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Sheila Terry
Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William

Pat

Wing

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lilyan
Tashman, Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood. Neil Hamilton, 351 North
Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
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SMITH'S

DOVE
STORY
MAOJtZINK

EVERY WEEK

ILLUSTRATED
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WHAT A

~7
Stylists

and beauty authorities agree. An exciting,

new world

of thrilling adventure awaits eyes that are

the

.

.

.

lashes that transform eyes into brilliant

pools of irresistible fascination.
fectly

And

could this per-

obvious truth be more aptly demonstrated

than by the above picture?

But how can pale, scanty lashes acquire this magic
charm? Easily. Maybclline will lend it to them instantly.

Just a touch of this delightful cosmetic,

swiftly applied with the dainty Maybelline brush,

and

r> 1:1,1,1

amazing

result

is

Maybelline

has

m. aovk MAKE.

achieved.

and with perfect safety

given the glamorous allure of long, dark, lustrous
lashes

m ay

vyiazcvuj Difff 1:111: mi:

1

if

Anyone can do

genuine Maybelline

been proved

utterly

is

NO N SM A RT NG,
-

I

it

used.

harmless

throughout sixteen years of daily use by millions of

women.

It is

accepted by the highest authorities.

It

contains no dye, yet

is

absolutely non-smarting.

perfectly tearproof.

is

for safety's sake, obtain

And

genuine Maybelline in the

new, ultra-smart gold and scarlet metal case at
reputable cosmetic dealers.

brunettes

.

.

.

TEAR-PROOF,

it

For beauty's sake, and

Brown Maybelline

PERFECTLY

all

Black Maybelline for
for blondes.
MAYBELLINE

THE

•

SAFE

CO.,

75c.
CHICAGO

MASCARA

TnaEETT

THARINE
EPBURN
BY

\N

OSHER

&

g^ow
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^.XOU LONESOME, UNHAPPY, BLUE,?

>*

Let MUSIC Bring You
Friends E>pularity
,

tke aowlthne* ucu've

IF you

are seeking a joy-building tonic

—you
music

wtaed tot

.'

—

sure cure for the "blues"

can always
depend on music! And
is more than
It
a never-failing friend,
is
the "open
sesame" to real fun, new acquaintances, social popularity and a lot of good times! And
never before have you had such a chance as
this to learn music quickly and easily.
You
right

start

in

inexpensively,

and get somewhere

—quickly,

You
much

thoroughly.

study in
your own home, practice as
or as little
as you please. Yet almost before you realize
it
you are playing your favorite melodies
not dull scales of boring exercises.

THOUSANDS LEA RIM MUSIC
WORLD' S EASIEST WAY!

FasyasArH'C

It may seem strange to imagine that there's
way of learning music other than spending

a

years of study and practice, but remember,
more than 700,000 men and women have already vouched for this modern, simple method!
Afore than half a million people have learned
to play their favorite instruments
have won
new friends, good times, social popularity
this easy as A-B-C way
You, too, can learn to play to entertain
others to pep up any party just as these
thousands of others are doing. And best of
all, you can do this without the expense of a
private teacher, right in your own home, in
a much shorter time, and' at only a fraction
of the cost of the old fashioned way.

—

!

—
—

—

Everything is clear, simple; easy
understand. You simply can't <i<>
wrong. Firs) you are luhl what to
'I".
Then a picture slums you how
to do ir.
Thru you (In il yo
and hear ii.
No private teacher
"Hi,! make it any clearer.
And as
the lcss.ms continue they be o
easier and easier.
For instead of
scales you learn to play by
just
actual notes the favorites thai formerly you've only listened to.
in

Pick

Your Instrument

Piano

Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Trombone
Piccolo

Guitar

Hawaiian

'Cello

Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian and German
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor)
Juniors'
Piano Course
Steel

You Don't Need
You

be Talented

to

—

need special

don't

"talent"
musical
training to learn by this
method. You needn't even know one note
from the other. And unlike the old fashioned
way, you don't have to spend hours and hours
playing monotonous scales and humdrum linger exercises.
ability

FREE

—or previous

Demonstration Lesson!
—
—

In order to show how easy how simple how pleasant
this course is, the U. S. School of Music has prepared for
you a free Demonstration Lesson and Explanat n
let.
They show the amazingly simple principles about

which

this

method

Write now

built.

is

for this fascinating

material.
enroll

for a

er.lir: ]y

have failed
your money
funded
'

satish:
to

.1

U.

learn

will be

it

R.

to

in

J

pla.t

promptlj

—
—

—

e\ er

had:

Easy, Fascinating
Learning music
easy, but-

it

is

this

modern way

is

fascinating as well.

not only
It's

like

Practicing becomes
real fun instead of a bore as it used to lie the
To further explain the interestingold way.
facts you've just read let us send you a special
Booklet that tells the whole story. With it
you will receive a valuable
Demonstration Lesson, which proves better than
words, how quickly and easily you can learn
to play your favorite instrument.
Mail the
coupon
for this interesting material!
(Instruments supplied when needed cash or
actually playing a game.

FREE

NOW

credit).

535

—

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSK

Brunswick Bldg.,

MAIL
U. S.

I'.

New York

,

City,

COUPON NOW!

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

I

535 Brunswick Building, New York City
Please send me your free hook, "How Vou
Can Master Music in Your Own Home," with
in piring
message by Dr. frank Crane, free
Demonstration Lesson and particulars of
your easy payment plan.
am interested in
the following

School of Music Course, you are
assured of success. For if. after
completing your course, you are
cot

—

I
I
"
(]

I

Money-Back Agreement

When yon

You start right in playing real little tunes.
Gradually you master more and more difficult
ones until sooner than you expected you
find yourself entertaining your friends
playing at parties
and'having the best times you

r

:

com

i

Have Vou

.

Instrument
\

•
i

Address

.

City.

':

I
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FRONTISPIECE:
Genial, Glittering, and Gorgeous

A

.

11

.

glimpse of the "Fox Follies" shows Warner Baxter and Madge Evans sentimentally
inclined in the big musical film.

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Is

Mae West
A

a Fizzle?

Dorothy Herzog

.

12

bold discussion of an important question.

William H. McKegg

18

.

Recalling methods by which players have imprudently cut short promising careers.

Sitting Pretty

Robert Fender

How

to

Phone

woman who

....

a Star

You can

a

is

has solved

—

The attitude

The Strange Case

.

of Phillips

Holmes

Good Guy

of a popular actor's relegation

My

problems.

price.

minor roles

to

28

It's

32

.

voiced in no uncertain terms.

is

34

.

Leroy Keleher

36

lively,

37

daring prank.

....
a

James Roy Fuller

authoritative discussion of censorship as a fan sees

Ramon

Friend

38

it:

Kathleen Key

Appealing reminiscences

of

Novarro over

often

wonder

about her? Wonder what
has become of the brilliant leading woman of

"Underworld," "Interfer-

"The Last Com-

ence,"

and a score of
other notable pictures?
She has been touring in
vaudeville for lo! these

many months.

many,

Why?

Because

Holly-

wood

Fanya Graham

Screen Too Sexy?

EVELYN BRENT

mand,"

explained.

is

making possible his sucWhat a man!
cess.

Do you

sympathetic analysis of Fredric March.

The Russian comedian gets away with

A

you have the

Laura Benham

.

Roguish Ratoff
Is the

life's

M. Oakley Christoph

.

......

The mystery

A

.

.

Katharine Hepburn's home town

of

if

27

.

....

all

Hal Hall

get the unlisted telephone number of any star
one of Hollywood's amazing rackets.

Oh, Hepburn, Behave!

Did you know that he
proved himself the most
popular star ever to come
from Hollywood on a
visit to New York? Why?
Instead of shrinking from
crowds and pleading for
seclusion, he went out of
his way to acknowledge
and thank the public for

Too Much Rope

Behind Mary Boland's screen giggle

CLARK GABLE

consent.

42

long period by a coworker in films.

a

hasn't asked her to
do anything on the screen.
Do you understand that?

JOAN CRAWFORD
There can't be too many
articles about her, or too

Her
many interviews.
popularity grows and

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think

grows, her admirers be6

Headers express opinions that arc notable for frankness.

coming more vehement in
defending her against
her detractors
It
losing ground daily.
looks as if the whole

criticism,

The Oracle

Information, Please
Answers

They Say

to questions of interest

in

New

to

fans

in

general.

York-

Pungent, intelligent gossip

Hollywood High Lights
Peaks of news and rumor

The Screen

in Review
Honest appraisal of new

....
....

in

world will become Craw-

Karen Hollis

.

of

8

.

14

visiting stars.

the cinema

films

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

30

Norbert Lusk

40

ami performances.

All

19

photographs in rotogravure of Constance Bennett, Warner Baxter, Ralph
Bellamy, Leslie Howard, ("live Brook, John Boles, Robert Montgomery, Otto
Krugcr, Spencer Tracy, Alice Faye, Dorothy Dell, Una Merkel, Pert Kelton,
Mary Boland, Ramon Novarro.

striking

Glimpses of Future Films

44

We
facilitate

handling,

do
the

not

accept

author

responsibility

should

inclose

for

a

the

leturn
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of

unsolicited
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manuscripts.
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the

requisite

postago

INC., 79 7th AVE.,

NEW

YORK,

self-addressed

envelope

with

and
be sub-

players
will

jects of illuminating storFor exies next month.
ample, Judith Field will
you all about the
tell
Clark Gable she met in

Herzog will account for
Evelyn Brent's absence
from the screen and relate
amazing facts about her.
Malcolm H. Oettinger,
who has interviewed Joan
Crawford at various times

"Coming out Party," "David Haruin," "Men in While." "Viva
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PREVIEWS:
stills

PICTURE PLAY
many more

Favorites of the Fans

Villa !"

JUNE

colony.

ART GALLERY:

Prerelease

ford-conscious in a very
short time.

N. Y.

in her rapid ascent to
fame, will describe her as
he finds her to-day.
Next month's Picture
Play will be up to the
minute, packed to the.
brim with just what

want

to

know.

E

MARLENE DIETRICH

n
jo*.

5-S.
Juniors
I

S

G

U

E n

,

"THE SCARLET EMPRESS"
Directed by josef von Sternberg

A

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

!

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Jane Doe on the Stand.
is an actress and a great one.
She is
an expert showwoman and you can depend on
box-office statistics to prove that.
Mae West is
giving the public what it wants whether it be a "disgusting display of vulgarity" or not.
Incidentally, Jane, do you know any vulgar people?
They're really quite refreshing after a luncheon-bridge

MAE

WEST

going four and live times to see Mae West until she goes
girlish, or perhaps I should say "virtuous."
Cheer up
they're having the same trouble everywhere.
If you really thought the theme "of "She Done Him
Wrong" was so rotten, how did you happen to see "I'm
No Angel"? Could it have been that fatal fascination
working on you, or did you think la West had reformed
or gone girlish on us?
G. M. F.
Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mae West is
public what

giving the

wants,

Slicked-up Bouncers.

WHY

is it that the majority
of leading men cluttering
up the screen at present
consist of such nature in the raw
men as Max Baer, Johnny WeissGeorge Raft, well, just
muller, and George Raft?
read what Jacqueline
No, I
don't ask for and don't expect our
Swalwell says of him!
leading men to display flawle—
technique and incomparable genius
in their every role, but certainly they can be colorful, appealing,
and even have plenty of he-man qualities without appearing to
have recently emerged from behind a fruit stand or look like a
slicked-up version of a night-club bouncer.
Stick to your swimming and prize fighting, Johnny and Max.
and you'll be doing your public an enormous favor. After all,
your talents are largely muscular. Even if Johnny did give
himself an annual hair cut, and even if Max did cease modestly to admit, "I know I'm hot," I'm afraid their charms
would be lost on a great many of the fans.
Little Georgie may be a sophisticated menace to a few.
but to me he looks like a peanut vender in his first new suit
Jacqueline Swalwell.
of clothes.
Continued on page 9]
3631 60th S. W., Seattle, Washington.
it

says an Indiana fan, answering Jane Doe's recent letter.
And as for

!

I

Charles

Bickford

may have

faults,

but snubbing his
fans is not one
of them, writes L.
Ellis,

sponsored by the College Club and
attended by the local elite young
maids and matrons who are quite
gaga with artificial sophistication,
"Park .\venue via movies" mannerisms.
That's why we like Mae

of

London.

—

*"»

—

West sl K -'s so brutally frank.
Never obey the impulse you have
spank the boys and girls you hear
saying "Come up and see me some
time" and "You can be had."
I'm
afraid your constitution would never
stand the gaff; you'd have an astounding amount of territory to
cover with one small hand. Let me
console you.
The ten-year-olds
aren't thinking what you are when
they say these things.
I'm afraid you can't do much
>ut
that unintelligent neighborhood of yours. They'll never cease
to

Robert Young is turning into an
ordinary, tedious sophisticate a la

Montgomery and

Noel

Coward,

laments Alvyn Tweedy.

\Jy thou merry month complete;

MAY...
name

thy very

A HIS

sweet!"

is

being May, we'd like to drop back through history a

few hundred years and see the May-pole which James

The

the Prince of Wales) caused to be erected in

The king wanted

a kingly

the topmost tuft of flowers and ribbons

Strand, London.

...

May-pole

(then

II

a big one!

waved from

So

a shaft ten

stories high!

But the part we

about old

like best

bringing in the hawthorn blossoms.
starting

off

"a-Maying" early

The young
the

in

May Day

customs was

folks did this;

morning through every

country lane, they brought back enough branches to deck every

house

in the village.

to bring the Spring indoors.
ruffled

summer

curtains

and

cool,

rugs, for your

Maytime

that

makes us long

Have you thought

yet about crisp

There's something about this

flower-shaded

own rooms?

A

and thin

slip-covers

cotton bedspread

pleasure, and just slipping your pillows into print and

covers cheers up the indoor atmosphere.

Saves

is

new

gingham

fine fabrics

from

dust and fading too.

So

it's

pleasant to change dress indoors for

thrifty to take

advertisements.

Summer and

advantage of the many special offerings
Manufacturers have many

fresh,

things for Spring and prices are surprisingly low.

in the

novel

new

8

Information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
popular young miss
GA.daysH. — A Charlotte
V. Henry,
•

is

these

who

on
birthday
twentieth
her
Charlotte comes from Brooklyn, New York, is about five feet one,
weighs 104, and has light-brown hair and
She is with Paramount.
blue eyes.
celebrated

March

3rd.

Gene D.

who

Starrett,

is

free-

Cadet Harvey Denby, in

Anderson

is

still

and

is

—

and Kay Francis were married on January
Although he has appeared in
19, 1931.
films and has directed them, Mr. MacKenna is now on the stage. Ralph Graves
im.w an M.-G.-M. writer.

blond hair, blue eyes,

Fan.

— Mack

Sennett

Florence Hartman.

— Russ

He was

Italian descent.

was played by Eddie Tamblyn, and
of Morley by Charles Starrett.
This
ture was released by Monogram.

Gerry and Jenny.

— Joan

Crawford

that
pic-

will

next in "Sadie McKee."
Joan
born in San Antonio, Texas, on

seen

Requests for casts and lists of
should be accompanied by
a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Foreign readers desiring
personal replies may obtain interfilms

Watch
January 14, 1908.
for him in "The Bachelor Wife" for Universal.
Address Paul Kelly, Twentieth
Century Pictures, United Artists' Studio
Francisco on

—

national correspondence coupons
at any post office.

Anne L. The song Paul Lukas sings to
Katharine Hepburn, in "Little Women," is
"Nur Wer Die Sehnsucht Kennt," by
ITschaikowsky.

Sammy.
saw

— Dorothy

Born
November

married.
sota,

one and a

in

Wilson, whom you
in a Boat," is not
Minneapolis, Minne-

hie

She is five feet
and has brown
Paramount may be

Donald Sullivan.

—

Although you say
you are inclosing a selfaddressed, stamped envelope, you neglected
to do so.
Therefore, I hope this comes to
your attention.
Richard Cromwell's right
name is Roy Radabaugh.
Born in Los
Angeles. January 8, 1910; five feet ten,
your

in

weighs

letter

148,

light-brown

hair,

— Address

Majestic

Pictures,
Pictures,

4376 Sunset Drive
Monogram
6048 Sunset Boulevard James Cruze,
:

;

Guaranty Bldg.,

all

in

Ray

Closeman.

Inc.,

Hollywood.

n.s

Astjier

Diana Romero.

soon in "The
Otto Krugcr.

him

Crime Doctor," with

— Since

Jacqueline

—

Sorry, but I haven't
those measurements for which you ask,
but Dolores del Rio and Toby Wing are
the same height
five feet four and a half.
The former weighs 120, and the latter two

—

pounds

less.

should remake "The Sheik," but nothing
has been done about it. Miss Loy will be
twenty-nine on August 2nd, and Billie
Burke you just won't believe me forty-

—

August

Billy M. Metcalfe.—Jean Harlow has
her own hairdresser, who shampoos and
dresses the star's hair every day.
It was
because of her platinum hair that she got
her start in pictures.
A director saw
her in an ice-cream parlor in Kansas City
and asked her how she would like to be
a movie star.
When she was but sixteen
she married Charles Freemont McGrew,
whom she divorced in January, 1931.

is

now

a

redhead.

—

C. M. C.
There seems to be but one
player vvIiom' birthday falls on January
30th
Greta Nissen's. And Oakland, California, is the native place of Buster Crabhe,
Dorothy Revier, and Bernice Claire.

—

Catherine

Spii.i.f.k.

— You

just

Ikaoul,

orman
"The Phantom

in

Kerry
of

the

played

Opera."

keep an
Play for

eve on future issues of Picture
interview with Fay Wray.
Lupe
that
Velez introduced the song, "The Peanut
Vender."
Although Greta Garbo has always preferred privacy, of late she has
been seen in public places much more
frequently than heretofore.

—

Glennys Balske. Jack Griffin, in "The
Man" was played by Claude
Rains, who is now appearing on the New
York- stage in "They Shall \ ot Die." a
Invisible

Di

7th.

—

English Reader. According to the
thousands of letters received at the studios
every day, some fans must find it worth
their while to write to stars.
Of course,
you couldn't expect the players to read
and acknowledge every letter, and that is
why secretaries are employed. An interview with Clark Gable was published in
the August, 1933, issue of this magazine.
Back numbers may be had by sending order and remittance to our Subscription Department.
Dorothy Burgess is now playing in "Fashions of 1934" and "Miss Fane's
Baby

Stolen."

Is

—

A Movie Fan. In "Broadway Through
a Keyhole," Russ Columbo and Constance
Cummings sang "You Are My Past, My
Present and My Future." Lilian Harvey
will play opposite Charles Boyer, in "The
Only Girl" Lew Ayres now playing in
You will be seeing all
"Let's Be Ritzy."
the

Fox

stars

"Fox

in

Follies," including

A

roto
Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter.
picture of John Boles appeared in Picture
Play for May, 1933. Franchot Tone ahd
Robert Young are six feet Diana Wynyard five feet six
Lew Ayres, five feet
eleven Lilian Harvey about five feet two
;

;

;

:

Richard Cromwell,

—

M.

five

feet ten.

The Publicity Department,
C. L.
Pictures,
Building,
New
York City, may supply the musical score
of "Little Women."
Bette Davis pronounces her name Betty.
Elissa Landi
and Francis Lederer are not related in
E.

RKO

Dotty M.
Poland

RKO

— Jan
May

on

Kiepura was born in
1902.

16,

He

is

still

Our

Subscription Department will
supply the December, 1932, issue containing an interview with Ralph Bellamy, upon
receipt of your order and remittance.
single.

Carol

Gordon.

— Paul

Kelly

is

thirty-

three and will be seen next in "Fur Coats."

The

Billy

Anderson,

was

Yue."

played

in

by

"This Day and
Michael Stuart.

John Davis Lodge was the tutor

Women."

I.i

may have been suggested
Myrna Loy

It

any way.

—

Dallas, Texas. The following have
dark-brown hair: Bruce Cabot, Sue Carol,
Lew Cody, Bernice Claire: Marguerite
Churchill's is auburn; Jackie Coogan and
Virginia Lee Corbin have light-brown
hair; Juliette Compton's is black, and

Fax.- Your

favorite is
Swedish by birth, born January 17, 1902;
six feet and one half inch, weighs 170,
lnown hair and hazel eyes. You will see

in

all

Joyce Compton
T

\

Pitts,

Wells played in "Tillie and Gus" for
Paramount, perhaps that studio will send
you a photo upon request.

green-blue

eyes.

"Vnxious.

Parsons,
Kansas, on January 3, 1898. Zasu, who is
divorced
from
Tom Gallery, has a
daughter and an adopted son.

103,

supply her photo.

to

1908; Zasu

23,

1909.

14,

weighs

and blue eyes.

hair
.i

half,

—

Ramon Novarro and

;

March

"Eight Girls

in

Sub-deb.

eight on

Jane Gray Seacate. In "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," the role of Harry

ColumbO' is
born in San

Katharine

production.

from Hartford, Connectiwhere she was born on May 12, 1908.

—

North Hollywood.

was

hails

that

Productions are at 4204 Radford Avenue,

be

Guild

Hepburn
Bellamy's

a little over six feet.

Play

Theater
cut,

Ralph

is

—

Patsy. "Guilty Hands'* is the title of
that picture with Lionel Barrymore, Kay
Francis, Madge Evans, and William Bakewell, released in 1931. Kenneth MacKenna

of

Billy"

Wyndah. — That
right name.
He has
Picture

— Charles

lancing, played
"Mr. Skitch."

"Broncho

Yes,
alive.

Scarlet

He

is

now

playing

in "Little
in

"The

Empress."

—

M. A. X. Plans for Lenore Ulric to
make a picture for RKO fell through, and
she has returned to New York.
Miss
Ulric was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
July 21. 1894, is five feet three, weighs
about 117. and has brown hair and eyes.
Poi.

know
r

i

Cam

—

v
I'm surprised you didn't
vy.
that John Boles is married and the
of two children.
Mrs. Boles is the

T

Continued

on

pase 61

What

the Fans Think

Continued from page 6

MUMMY, JOEY AND

Nice to His Fans.

THERE

arrived

England recently a

in

who conformed

star

Hollywood

none

to

the

of

His name?
Charles
He came with the minimum
amount of publicity no blah about English pictures and policemen
and a perfectly human attitude to his fans, and he

JENNY NEXT DOOR

—

MUMMY, HERES A

NICE TO JACKY.
BUT WHY AREN'T

STORY WITH LOTS
OF PICTURES. READ
IT TO ME

THEY MORE

ARE GIVING A PARTY

FRIENDLY TO

AND

WHAT MAKES THEM

I'M

INVITED

rules.

Eickford.

EVERYBODYS SO

ME?
ALLRIGHT,JACKY.
LIFEBUOY AD.
ABOUT A LITTLE BOY

SO DISTANT?

ITS A

NAMEDTEDDYAND
HIS MOTHER

THATS FINE,
JACKY

—

many here. He acceded to all our
requests for pictures and signatures without the usual apparent boredom.
On the evening before his departure, a
note was sent up to his flat asking that
he come down to say good-by to a few
has

us.
Did he?
Yes, sir.
minutes he was with us.

Within

of

Maybe

five

sound as though

I think him
don't think that.
I
guess he has faults, but snubbing his fans
isn't one of them.
L. Ellis.
56 Broadwater Road, Upper Tooting,

I

perfection

itself.

I

London, England.

The Noel Coward

UNLESS

my

afraid

—or

Influence.

eyesight

fault

I'm

Robert Young has either

lost

discarded

—those

is

at

two invaluable char-

acteristics that really determined his screen
career, namely, sincerity and individuality.

THATS A NICE STORY,

Perhaps studio executives are responsThey accomplish many blunders.
And I consider the apparent remodeling
of Robert Young a la Robert Montgomery,
Being molded into an
a typical blunder.

MAKES YOU LOOK SO

ible.

MUMMY.BUT WHAT
FUNNY?

...UNPOPULAR

SUCH GLORIOUS

BECAUSE OF"B.O'.'
...CAN THAT BE

LATHER AND SUCH
A REFRESHED
FEELING! I'LL

MY TROUBLE?
ILL

ALWAYS USE
LIFEBUOY NOW

GET LIFEBUOY

AND PLAY SAFE
NOTHING, JACKY.
IM JUST
THINKING...

ordinary,
conceited,
tedious
sophisticate
ought not to be the fate of Young.
To
say his trite acting materially weakened
to Romance" is enough.
Perhaps, though, the personality altera-

"The Right
[

was Young's own idea.
If so, his
judgment needs to be sterilized of the
Noel Coward influence.
Robert Young, hadn't you better reclaim
tion

those lost possessions
15

Highland
Taunton,

Massachusetts.

Hats Off

MUCH
George

Alvyn Tweedy.

?

Street,

as

to

Laughton!

John Barrymore,
and other male stars

like

I

Arliss,

my

of their kind, I take off
hat to Charles
Laughton as the star supreme in his por-

trayal of Henry VIII.
It seems to me
that most of his acting is done from the
chin up, with the exception of his expressive hands.
Voice, eyes, mouth, perform
his miracles for him.
And isn't it a
miracle to create a Henry VIII who is
amorous, astute, cruel, tender, dignified,
ridiculous, impressive, regal, and utterly
pathetic
All this with unstudied ease.
He reminds me of those marvelous acrobats who convince the audience it is easy.
!

M. Q. Lorr."
207 Kelvin,
Ithaca,

New

York.

read the letter of Jane Doe,
of
Angeles, I immediately considered her my pal.
What she said is abopinion.

The majority

of people that my friends
and I meet do not care to patronize the
theaters when the degrading Mae West
is_ featured.
The very billboards are filled
with immoral, indecent, disgusting pictures
of Mae West that are not fit for decent
eyes to see.
To walk along the streets
and hear little children using those dreadful

and suggestive

is

simply

Maryann Kozma.

scandalous.

Trenton,

expressions

New

Jersey.

Continued on page 55

COMPLEXION
AS NICE AS

SHUT YOUR EYES AND GO
TO SLEEP LIKE A GOOD BOY
JACKY. THE FOLKS NEXT DOOR
ARE COMING OVER TO
PLAY BRIDGE

YOURS, JACKY

LIFEBUOY'S
i

MUMMY, YOU

PARTIES

I

LIFEBUOY IS
KEEPING MY

of frietufo twuf/

HAVE SO

WHENLos

my

/ots

OH,

Not for Decent Eyes.

solutely true in

B.O'.'GONE_

MANY
NOW!

creamy, searching lather

coaxes out pore-deep dirt

dull skins to

glowing

—

freshens
health. Its pleasant,

extra-clean, quickly-vanishing scent tells

you

that this rich, penetrating, hygienic

lather purifies

both face and body pores.

Care needed NOW
These warm Spring days make us
spire

more

freely.

danger that others may no"B.O." (body odor). Don't risk

there's
tice

this unforgivable fault

time.

Adopt

the
simple, delightful

safeguard miluse— bathe

lions

regularly with
Lifebuoy.

per-

Unless we're careful,

now or any

10

STREET & SMITHS

VOLUME
NUMBER

XL
3

MAY

PICTURE PLAY

WARNER BAXTER and Madge Evans are enough to make
what the picture offers. James Dunn, Sylvia Froos, John
are a few of the other personalities that flit through the
with music, dancing, a chorus of 500 and

1934

the "Fox Follies" worth seeing, but they aren't the half of
Boles,

Aunt Jemima, and a

335 scenes and wear some

child

discovery, Shirley Temple,

of the 4,891

wild animals galore, you shouldn't miss

it

costumes.

all.

What

12

MAE

IS
A

sensation a year ago,

could
Is

she,

Mae

West's

show

that she

do more than repeat

herself.

recent picture failed to

then,

just

flash

in

a
the

one-role

star,

a

pan?

not the men in your li fe that count. dearie.
It's
the life in your men."
As a result of "I'm Xo Angel." however, those
of us who have seen other cyclonic successes in pictures began to wonder. Is Mae West just a flash
in the pan, or is she really a legitimate actress ?
If "It Ain't No Sin" isn't far superior to her
last effort, I, for one, believe Mae will suffer the fate that many beShe will find herself close to the funereal
fore her have suffered.

ranks of the ex-stars.
I agree with any one who claims Mae West is original. However,
Her drawl, her
I consider her originality to be "type originality."
swagger, her audacious bandying of the conventions, these are part
of her type, the type representative of the woman of experience who
knows her seams as well as her smooth velvets. I have seen type
after type crash the spotlight only to lose out because he or she had
nothing more to offer than one characterization and one line of talk.
Mae is clever very clever. No woman who wasn't clever could
No woman
have startled and won Broadway as Mae West did.
could have given such a distinctive performance in a small part as
Mae did in "Night After Night," without being clever. But is Mae
clever enough to know where cleverness ends and discretion begins?
She has astounding faith in her own faith in herself. This
was demonstrated by an incident that has come to my attention.

Speaking of curves,

curve of Mae
popularity
may drop if her new

the

West's

does not estab-

film

her

lish

versatility.

—

Ch>

Mae

in

Photo by

THEnow

cyclonic rise of Mae West is
screen history.
But to what
does Mae owe her astonishing sucShe isn't youthfully youthful. She

cess?
beautifully beautiful.
Then what?
Well, she is different.
She is at least, she was—something new
She dared to depict sex
on the screen.
with nonchalant boldness.
She dared to
be frank with the men in her pictures.
As write this, Mae is beginning work
on her third starring picture, "It Ain't No
Sin," from her own story.
Her first starring picture, '"She Done Mini Wrong,"

isn't

—
I

was adapted from her hit play, "Diamond
Lil."
Her second, "I'm Xo Angel," was

own story.
Mae had a ready-made

also her

audience

all

over

the country awaiting her second picture.

But

it

was

a disappointment.

cracks saved
first:

it

from being a

"Beulah, peel

me

a

Two

wise-

stencil of the

-rape," and "IT,

gala attire with Jim Timony, her business manager,
adviser, philosopher, and pal.
Wide World

13

ST

A

ZLE?

By
Dorothy Herzog
Mae

Among

the thousands of letters

receives

from admirers, one came from

a woman who asked the star how she
Mae ancould hold her husband.

A

few weeks later
swered the letter.
"I did as
a second one reached her.
you told me, the woman said, "and
7

'

!"

my husband

socked me in the eye
There is a moral in this little story.
I think
I wonder if Mae perceived it.
Mae West will he just another flash in
the pan if she continues to write her
own stories, and I join those who contend she will not survive the four-year
optional contract by which, in addition
to her salary, she receives a percentage
of the profits on her films.
I've a notion that Mae is fully aware
that she is in a critical position.
That
she doesn't mingle extensively in Hol-

lywood proves nothing. She was never
a social butterfly in her halcyon stage
days in New York.
Society in that

sought her.
It was considered
smart to have the risque lioness of the
city

footlights at one's party.
Mae went to
some parties, not to many.
She had other things on her mind,

even then, particularly, the writing bee.
She wrote several books that were published.
She has just finished another

She had play ideas she wanted

novel.

to

work

out.

Some people
Miss West has

are of the opinion that
assistance in her writings.
Mae herself admitted as much
in a Picture Play interview.
Whether
she has help or not is, in my opinion,
unimportant. Her ideas are her own,
and she has the stamina to stay with
them until they have been worked out
to her satisfaction.

One success, however, doesn't insure
another. It merely helps. Miss West
knows

Photo by Wide World

Mae West

is

a clever

own

Out of four of her

woman.

stories

But is she clever enough to stop writing her
and giving her cast scant opportunities?

stage plays, she had two
actress's career isn't seriously jeopardized
by a play failure. The screen is something else again,

sudden doubt whether a scene is as slithopes it should be; whether her hair is arranged as becomingly as it could be whether her costume fits to

and Mae

perfection.
director of a West picture not only directs the picture; he has to spare the time to explain why she is
wrong in thinking as she does, or else simply agree she
is right and change matters to her current approval.

this.

successes.

An

very nervous about herself and her work.
I'd like to take you back scene to see Mae in working
harness and show you what I mean.
On the set, when she isn't before the camera, she sits
in her chair, tapping one foot on the floor and humming
to herself.
In her eyes is a far-off look.
That look
usually bodes something. It finds voice when Mae says
"
to her director, "I've been thinking
Then she's
off, explaining what she has been thinking.
Tt may be
is

that she has a

;

A

Mae
word.
ideas,

temperamental in the boisterous sense of the
Given a logical reason that disputes any of her
she'll usually agree with it and toss her own ideas
isn't

Continued on page 52
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They
While players continue
dash

to
for

one

to the East

thing

and another,

Broadway

stars

are looking forward
to

a lucrative trek
to the

Coast

after the theater season.

By
Karen

Mary

Carlisle

is

outgrowing ingenue roles and

much

is

ready

for

A

something

favorite on the stage,

expects

better.

probably will he no great surprise to fans to learn
Clark Gable is quite the most likable actor in
pictures.
New Yorkers have been striving in vain
since he arrived here to find a word that describes his
genuine, heart)' manner.
is ea^y In tell what he is not, difficult to put into
words the completely individual quality of the man. lie
1

1

not smug.
le is not self-centered.
le is refreshingly
rank about his pleasure in having strangers make a
over him.
And he has an air of quiet authority
that makes one feel sure that if he were to drop out of
pictures to-morrow he would go on being exactly as he is
not hitter or crushed or deflated.
Men whose proud boast it has always been that they
consider actors a shade lower in the human scale than
patent medicine fakirs and pickpockets like and respect
him tremendously. His attitude toward his career is that

is

I

I

Broadwa/

Dorothy Stickney to

umph

ITthat

Hollis

tri-

in films.

he probably wasn't much good on the stage and he is more
than a little surprised that people like him so much in
pictures.
When next you see him you can assure yourself that you would find him as interesting in person.
And by all means, let the next time you see him be in
Columbia's "Tt Happened One Night." It is a delightful picture, giving him and Claudette Colbert a chance to
play comedy in high, wide, and handsome fashion.

I

The Gang's
Gable surged up
picture

o

"

favorites

Here.

All
at
I

— All

this

enthusiasm over

time when the town was so
tripped over them at almost

a

of
every

full

ner.

Billy

Haines, the

first

wit

of the movies, whose reto cold print,

marks unfortunately do not lend themselves

lie calls it a vacapaused here on his way to Europe,
assured he will he picking up little treasures

tion, hut rest

.

15

Say

in

NEW YORK

of furniture and hangings that he will sell to those plutoAnd make them think
crat actors at fabulous sums.
they are getting bargains.
Sylvia Sidney was here smiling a little wryly because
Paramount will put her in heavy dramas when she yearns
to play smartly dressed comedy as she will in her next.
"Thirty-day Princess." One of the inescapable hurdles
of a picture career seems to be the tackling of a dual role
and this is her chance. Just take Constance Bennett, in
"Moulin Rouge," for example. Take it for example,
It is a little
but don't see it on my recommendation.
crowded with Bennett, what with brunet wig and all.
Ramon Novarro was here singing at the Capitol before yoinsf off on a South American concert tour.

Plioto

by

came Past by plane even though

the weather

was

re-

ported worse than at any other time in the history of
aviation.
She arrived six hours late, but refreshed from
sleeping through the worst ups and downs of the bumpy
journev
Aside to Eddie Lowe: Don't lake too seriously all r
said about Clark Cable.
You know that Pve always
thought you the nicest actor in or out of pictures. All
these years I have loved you devotedly even in Lil's hearing.
But you do .still owe me that sixty-five cents I paid
the taxi driver when you, the big show-off, had nothing
smaller than a fifty-dollar bill.
When you pay me, I'll
give back that beautiful monogrammed handkerchief I
borrowed one hot day last summer.

Wallin:

While Sylvia Sidney longs for light comedy and
raiment, she seems fated for heavy drama.

fine

Laura La Plante, refreshingly candid as usual, stopped
on her way to London to make pictures.
Colleen Moore is here to spend a few weeks with her
husband between
pictures. She has taken an apartment on upper Fifth Avenue and those Sunday morning
breakfast parties, at which she does the cooking, are

RKO

gayer than ever.
Ricardo Cortez was here with his bride, flattering all
interviewers by asking their advice on how to get to play
heroes instead of always being the dirt}- villain who dies
a horrible death.
Pay Bainter, who plays so expertly in "This Side of
n," is here because her promise to play in "Dodsworth" on the stage antedated her success in pictures.
Mary Brian, who recently finished "Ever Since v<
with George O'Brien, was here to see "Men in White" on
the stage and decide whether she wanted to play in the
West Coast stage production or not. She has been given
Iter choice of parts.
Mary, a girl after my own heart.
i

I

A

was dazzled by Madeleine
was brought over from England for a Fox

blase press party

Carroll

who

picture.

—

They All Grow Up. When the lines spoken by an
ingenue begin to sound pretty affected and silly, then you
know she is growing up. Mary Carlisle is still no further
than the promising stage, but in "This Side of Heaven"
she gave the impression that she might be much, much
better if only given a chance.
She came to New York
with that strange assortment of also-rans and once-weres
that made up the "Moulin Rouge" caravan, but no one
thought any the less of her for wanting to get out and
meet her public, regardless of the auspices.
The Mystery Woman.
Zasu
she

is

just a

married
in

be

— Oh.

last

known

producers cast
must, but at heart

well, let

Pitts as a plaintive slavey if they

dim, glamorous, and aloof figure.

October

to

She was

Edward Woodall, who seems

chiefly as a tennis player.

If he can heat Zasu, he's good.
secret for four

months.
(

'(.ntini!'

She
d

i

'ii

She kept her marriage

said to be in
page 52
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Produced with a magnificence, magnitude
and imagination unapproaehed in show
history. Dazzling beauties... blazing splen-

dor

. . .

amazing novelty.

. .

myriad surprises

.

.

.

laughs, songs, drama, thrills, romance,

.

.

.

everything!

>*.!

CJGGB f<

V

WAR

BAXTER

MADGE EVANS

SYLVIA FROOS

i

JOHN BOLES

JAMES DUNN

%f I

"A0NT JEMIMA

//
•

ARTHUR BYRON

FORAN

NICK

•

& DURANT

MITCHELL

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

RALPH

MORGAN

NIGEL

BRUCE

STEPIN FETCHIT

V

L
1,000 DAZZLING GIRLS .5 BANDS OF MUSIC!

6

!

VOCAL CHORUS OF SOO!
1,200 WILD ANIMALS!

335 SCENES!

•

•
•

4,891

COSTUMES!

SONG

"We're Out of theRed"

1,000 PLAYERS!

"Our

Last Night
Together"

2,730 TECHNICAL WORKERS!

Baby, Take a

Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer

on story and dialogue:
Director: HAMILTON McFADDEN.

HITS!

Bow"

"I'm Laughin'

"

and Collaborator

LEW BROWN

Lyrics: LEW BROWN.

roadway's Gone
Hill Billy"

Music: LEW BROWN

and JAY GORNEY. Dances staged by SAMMY LEE. Dialogue: RALPH
Story Idea Suggested by WILL ROGERS and PHILIP KLEIN.

SPENCE.

e's

'Way Up Thar"

m 'Way Down

'Yar)
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MUCH
By

McKegg

William H.
When

a player spins

too

long

a

personality line he gets tripped up
in

it,

often

strangling

his

career.

Here are some outstanding examples

their

who overworked

players

of

imaginary personalities.

GIVE a

much rope and he'll hang
So goes the old saying.

fool too

himself.

Not wishing

to he tactless,

For

stitute "star" for "fool."

it

is

I'll

sub-

like this:

Most players create a fanciful personality of
themselves. They hide behind this imaginary
being, but sooner or later reveal their true
selves to the fans by playing with too much
rope.

You've heard that Garbo

makes

is

a recluse.

a picture, then instantly goes

She

back into
and Onlv

her hermitlike existence. The One
las impressed this idea on the fans so strongly
it seems fool-proof.
Yet
Garbo has as many friends as she desires.
She goes where she wants to. Lately she has

that

marie a grave mistake. Instead of hiding belind her hermit personality she has permitted
herself to be seen. Worst of all, not to such
good advantage.
This winter she attended concerts and dance
offerings. When Garbo arrived in her limousine a thrill was expected.
Instead of a dazzling creature, out stepped
a strange person dressed in a leather jacket,
a woolen skirt, ankle socks, and sandals.
A
somewhat inappropriate ensemble for a swell
opening.

One

fan said to me,

recognized

"I

though

none

Garbo,
of

the

others seemed to.
While they were rushing after other stars,
went up to her and
asked if she'd autograph my book. She
partly smiled, shook
her head, and dashed
I

The line that papa's little pet
must be tucked in bed at nine

•

was overdone and it
boomeranged back on Anita

o'clock

into the theater.
intinui d on p ige 58

Page.

'iughty,

ns

/

(

!i

Tom Brown

naughty
Bankhead's
/ood paid more at

tion

Don Juan and

\at than her acting.

he's

sworn never

publicized
himself as a combina-

naughty,

asm

Tallulah

Henry VIII. Now
mention a girl's name.

stripling

to

'

Photo

among

ALICE FAYE can take her place
Hollywood though she is more eager

to make a place for
mean something on the screen.
Famous as a blues singe-, she will make her debut in Fox's
production of George White's 'Scandals.

herself

3
/

the real beauties of

among

the

girl:

that

in

Otis

I

I

DOROTHY
wood

DELL

is

cavalcade.

"Follies,"

another beauty

Known

chiefly

who
for

is

entering the Holly

her

singing

in

the

she faced the camera and was transformed into o

dramatic actress! So dramatic, indeed, that she was giver
"
the lead in "The Man Who Broke His Heart
| Mr

l„

l»

Will

Willi"'

-^*S

I'IkHii

liy

Utto

l>y»r

WARNER
LESLIE

HOWARD
<*

I

BAXTER

RALPH BELLAMY
ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

+

RT of

ACTING
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otti

JOHN BOLES
CLIVE
cilo

hy

Kitiest

S

A.

BROOK

1>\

Mm

\

I

unit

A ill r

SPENCER TRACY

OTTO KRUCER

Rarlirnrli

CARRIED

ON

no dool

THERE'S

that Pert Ketton h

clicked

and

is

on

th

screen to stay. Ev«
since "Bed of Rosei'

she has been

gettirv

and better
perter and peppie
and prettier, a

better

—

can

you

the gal

%

1

will

set

herself be

long

and

KhctU> by

fro*

photo

You

graph.
fore

see

new

this

in

Like

Ernwl

"Sin)
It.

V Hx

WHEN

Harold Lloyd chose Una
Merkel for his leading lady in
"Catspaw," his new picture, he
caused rejoicing among fans. For
the Kentucky comedienne will shine
with

added

company.

when

the

brilliance

Una,

in

company

in

such

fact,
is

good

sparklps

not so

good

She hasn't
performance
weak
a
given
ever
and it's not too much to say that
and her part

is

small.

she never
Clumu-r Sinclair

will.
ltu

//

laughed

YOU'VE

Mary

at

Boland on the screen, but did
you ever wonder about the
woman behind her giddy
The real Boland is
roles?
wise ond tolerant and understanding, poised and serene.

Success

is

nothing

new

You must read the

to her.

story,

op-

posite, to appreciate fully the

great person she

is.

—
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SITTING PRETTY
Mary Boland never has an idle
moment, thanks to her trouper
training, and as a human being
she's just as swell.

By Robert Fender
there

IFBoland

were more people like Mary
this funny town we inter-

in

viewers wouldn't he the nasty old men
Our livers would he in better
are.
shape; our laughs wouldn't have that
faintly acrid note: we wouldn't go around
hitting innocent children and snarling at
might, in short,
defenseless waitresses.

we

We

be human.
Because, believe you me, readers, Mary
Boland is swell. And to those like myself
who apparently must spend a lifetime
unless I clip the coupon, study at home,
and learn to be a street-car motorman
interviewing the self-important ladies rind
gentlemen of Hollywood. Mary Boland is
eleganter than Skippy's elegant.
First of all, this grand gal is the world's
Maybe you
best antidote for cutie trouble.
don't recognize "cutie trouble."
Let me
say briefly that the affliction arises from the
town being full of cuties of both sexes nut
to impress the world with their rather dubiPolitely you laugh at their
ous charms.
whiskery jokes: applaud their latest bids
for space: "*oh" and "ah" their yawn-inspiring antics agree that they are the height
of something or other
but not what they
think
and that night fiercely wonder if it's
too late in life to learn a decent racket.
One of the most complete" persons in Hollywood, Miss Boland carries
But with Miss Boland it's different. As
the same refreshing spirit into her acting.
it happened, I arrived at her Beverly Hills
place immediately after talking with some
one up to her neck in the Hollywood grand manner.
New York winter season. Last summer she came out
This blondined. Marcelled fly in my ointment had wasted
for Paramount and she hasn't had a moment to herself.
no time, amid flutterings of fake eyelashes, assuring me
Her salary, youngsters, is enough. Enough to more
of her importance.
than supply her with all the Hollywood gilt and gadgets,
With her it was "But my deah.
shualy you've heard of my interpretation of such-andincluding pale-lavender Rolls-Royces and light-yellow
such role."
chauffeurs, which she ignores.
Everything about her had been phony.
Her accent
Mary Boland is the sort of woman you would like to
was broader than Kate Smith. Articles on her by studio
meet.
She is, for all
know, the only complete person
publicity men, who are paid to write flattering tributes or
in Hollywood.
By "complete" 1 mean one possessed of
nothing, had gone to her head.
She had what we'll call
a wisdom and serenity which only a full knowledge of
three-sheet trouble.
She wanted me to know she was
life can bring.
>ne is completely at ease in her presence.
an Actress.
I think she'd had two lines in her career.
She is proud of her theater. And her theater is justly
But we're talking about Mary Boland now, the Mary
proud of her. For to-day Mary Boland stands, as surely
Boland who for many years has electrified Broadway
as stood the immortal Sarah Bernhardt and the late Mrs.
the Mary Boland of whom Hollywood producers got a
Fiske, for all that is fine and worth while in drama, which
glimpse in "The Night of June 13th" and ever since have
is to say, in life.
implored to forsake Broadway for option-land.
Knowing Ear too much about acting to criticize others'
Miss Boland followed this picture with "Evenings tor
performances, Miss Boland had this to say about the
Sale" and "If T Had a Million" and hurried back for the
[Continued on page 54]
younger crop of movie aspirants:

—

;

—

—
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HOW TO
What's

worth to

it

call

PHONE A STAR

up Jean

Hanow sometime?

phone Mary Pickford and
Constance Bennett both for the price of a Harlow

Or would you
call?

If

rather

you're ever

racket

in

in

Hollywood, the strangest

the country will

By Hal

THERE
phones

fix

it

up

for you.

Hall

in the world that boasts so many unlisted teleproportion to the population as does Hollywood. Likewise, and I challenge dispute, there is no town in the world where
unlisted telephone numbers are so easy to get.
is

no town

in

If you are in New York and want to get the unlisted phone number of
your best friend just try to get it! But if you are in Hollywood and
think it would be grand to call up Clark Gable, all you need is money, and
not such a lot of that.
The answer is the Hollywood telephonies.
Chicago has its dry-cleaning racketeers, New York its poultry chiselers,
but a bunch of lads in Hollywood, long before the mobsters of the big
cities ever hit the headlines, had organized the most unique racket in the
world. This group comprises the telephonies. They are not spectacular in
their operations.
They never break into print. But for years they have
earned a goodly sum of money, regardless of depressions, stock-market
slumps, or what have you.
A telephony is a man or woman who by one means or another has learned
the private phone numbers of the stars and offers them for sale to curious

—

—

tourists,

maidens,

love-smitten

brother

visiting firemen, insurance salesmen,

Elks,

newspaper

any one who wants a star's telephone number and has the money to pay for it.
There is, perhaps, no other town in the world
where such a tame racket could be developed
Every star has a
into so lucrative a business.
confidential number.
To let your telephone
editors, or to

number be

listed in the telephone directory is

to admit that you are absolutely nothing in the
picture business. The tourist glancing through
the telephone directory might think the picture

The

telephonies

give

Clark Gable

Grade-A
rating
$5.00. Myrna
Loy's number goes for
$2.50and BingCrosby's

—

is

quoted at $3.50.

people have no phones, but they all have.
The business of the telephonies developed from the same reason that
caused the stars to have unlisted telephone numbers; that is, hundreds of
people want to call them on the telephone. It started years ago when picture players first became famous and the first stories of their big salaries
appeared in the newspapers. Then an avalanche of salesmen descended
upon these unfortunate people by way of the telephone. In self-defense
they obtained private numbers
and the privilege of undisturbed sleep.
There the telephonies stepped into the breach. At first their operations
were largely a favor to overworked newspapermen who had to get statements from stars whose names bad come before the public through the
divorce courts or some other sensational route. Some bright lad saw the
opportunity of making easy money and a new racket was started.
Now every hotel in lollywood and Los Angeles is able to tip off a guest
where he or she may obtain the number of Jean Harlow, George Raft, or
e\cn Mae West, who invited everybody to "come up sometime" and almost
tears the telephone from its connection when a half-inebriated man calls
up in the middle of the night to tell her he thinks it's a great idea, and
won't she tell him the address.
The telephony racket is a serious one with this group. They go about it
in a businesslike manner, with card-index and checking systems that would
amaze you. Their business would not last if they were not accurate. A
few wrong numbers given by them and they would be thrown out by the
.crv people who now assist them.

—

I

•

:

How

to
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Phone a Star

The men's list is headed by these stars:
Since the stars frequently change their numbers hecause of this racket, they are kept on the jump to keep
to salesmen $3.00
general public S3. on
Raft
t<
How they do it is a mystery George
abreast of the changes.
"
5.00
3.00
Clark Gable
"
main a star would like to solve. But get the numbers
200
3.50
Franchot Tone
2.00
3.S0
Bing Crosby
they do.
"
LOO
2.00
toward
LesKe
The price list of the stars numbers is something to
"
1.00
2.00
Dick
P.. well
marvel at. They are graded much like oranges, lemons,
"
1.00
2.00
Wallace Beery
The following list obtained by the writer John Boles
or potatoes.
1.00
2.00
from a man who has been in the telephony business for
The rest of the men bring a
years gives you an idea of the
Salesmen get
dollar a throw.
popularity of some of the playthem dirt cheap if they take a
ers, so far as tourists and salesIt is impossible for the stars to keep
their telephone numbers a secret, though
big assortment.
men are concerned.
not one is listed in the phone directory.
"You see," explained one ol
Heading the list we find that
A group of men have developed a racket
telephonies, "we grade 'em
the
grand old trouper, Marie Dressof ferreting out private numbers and
accordin' to demand. The pi
ier, right up front with the senselling them.
Here are some of the
prices:
suous-looking Jean Harlow, the
I'm quoting you hold to-day. As
hip-wagging Mae West, the rea rule they stick about like that.
Jean Harlow, Mae West,
tiring Garbo, and that gorgeous
But if a big convention comes to
and Garbo
$5.00 each
Clara Bow and Claudette
night-gown wearer. Jeanette
Los Angeles and we find a lot of
Colbert
1.50 each
men who are careless about bow
MacDonald.
George Raft and Clark
Among the men stars, George
they spend their money, well, for
Gable
5.00 each
Raft and Clark Gable are in the
the West gal we double the ante.
John Boles and Wallace
Beery
2.00 each
grade-A class, closely followed
If they want to hear her voice
1

Tone

by Franchot
Crosby.

women

The
price

stars*

Jean Harlow

....

.

Mae West

.

Marie Dressier.

.

.

.

.

MacDonald

Joan Crawford.
Alice White

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

Constance Bennett
Loretta Young
Mary Pickford.

.

Lilian

Harvey

telephone

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

"
"

the

.

"

"

"

'•

.

....

of

to general public §5.00
"
"
"
5.00
"
"
'•
5.00
"
"
"
5.00
"
"
'•
5.00
"
"
'•
2.50
"
"
'•
2.50
"

.

.

"

"

"

"

"

"

other

and the entire

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

established

flock of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

they have to pay.
"Times are not what they used
Before the
to be in the racket.
depression we used to get a lot
for people like Clara Bow and
And you'd be surprised at the
the other hot-cha gals.
prices we've been able to get from women old enough to

lot of the players' numbers go for
Gary Cooper's has
a dollar a throw.
recently gone on the bargain list.

.

.

.

Most

A

'•

Claudette Colbert.
Clara Bow
Dolores del Rio
Sheila Terry

plavers.

Bing

follows

list

Jeanette

and

.

new-

comers, may be telephoned for $1.00
per head. Salesmen get the numbers
cheaper in bulk, depending upon how
manv thev take.

to
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

salesmen $3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.50

1.50
1.50

1.50
1.50
1.50

'

LOO

'

1.00

better who were just dying
Gary Cooper.
"The Cooper guy has gone on

know
or

to call

up Clark Gable

the bargain

list

lately.

So is this fellow
Bing Crosby is comin' along fast.
I
Raft has been a big money maker for me.
Tone.
hope he hangs on. I did a brisk bit of business in Lee
Tracv right after he thumbed his nose at Mexico. The

Harlow jane

is a pip for us boys.
get our fancy prices from the visitors, but our
1.00
biggest trade is with the business bouses and salesmen
1.00
1.00
who want to get next to the stars to sell them something.
They take 'em in wholesale lots and
of course we have to cut prices. But
it pavs when they buy a flock of them.
The telephonies will sell you Lilian
"The toughest guy in the picture
Harvey's private phone number for
game as far as we are concerned is
only $1.5.0. Jeanette MacDonald's

"We

'

gets top rating, $5.00, and Dick
Powell's goes for only $2.00.

lie has an office
mtinui <1 m page 04

Will Rogers.
t

'•

i
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This

Mitzi

bevy of new faces

What

Green has

grown up

will

be seen

in

they're talking

bers of the film

into

"Fox

Follies.'

about when mem-

colony get together.

the ingenue class
for

"Finishing
School."

By
Ed win

WATCH

for a

marriage for Ronald Colman.

We

haven't the least inkling yet who the lucky girl
may he, but Ave know that Ronald has plans in
the hack of his head.
Divorce from his wife, professionally know as Thclnia Ray, is being sought by the
star.
This is only the second time in a dozen years that
that lias happened. About eight years ago Colman sought
English
a legal separation, but it was never granted.
divorce laws arc very difficult, if one wishes to live in
England after remarrying. It looks now as if Ronald
might be willing to give up the chance of returning to
his native laud, take an easier divorce route, and remain
in Hollywood.
Paris will probably be the scene of the
proceedings.
t olman was married to
Miss Ray in 1920 while they
were playing together in England. They separated in
'—
about the time that Ronald was getting a real start
in pictures.
A suit for separate maintenance was started
by .Mr-. Colman in 1025 when she visited Hollywood,
but it was settled out of court, and then about a year
later (olman tried for a divorce, but unsuccessfully,
lie
has been reported engaged only once and that was during
this time
to Betty Jewel.
And so that's that.
totally
different marital story titan the usual one!
*

1

I

A

The New Romantic. — Francis

Lederer is spreading
no other actor ever did. While he is temperamental around the studio, he is the most agreeable public
character imaginable.
Women have been lining up by
the dozens at the stage door of the theater where he has

charm

and

Elza

Schallert

been playing in "Autumn Crocus." Lederer has a smile
tor every one of them.
Also he's the delight of the women's clubs and other
civic organizations.
He has made as many as two or
three speeches in a day.
His pet theme is international
peace, and he talks well on the subject.
He is famous for not losing his temper, but he is the
most insistent individual in the world when he wants anything.
le always manages to keep very suave through
an argument, letting the other person do the raging.
There has never been anybody like him in movieland.
1

—

Lupe-Johnny Skirmishes. The actions of Johnny
Weissmuller and Lupe Velez are becoming just a bit
foolish.
Their antics in connection with their marriage
were silly enough, but now that they've started separating, too. people are growing very weary of it all.
T.upe
and Johnny had a spat one evening, and she immediately
advised a representative of a news service that they had
Two days after the story was printed they were
quit.
together again, hut continued talking separation. Somebody went out to sec them to find out what it was all
about, and. being ushered into their bedroom, found both
sitting up in lied discussing whether or not they should
divorce. Since then, almosl any report about their marital status is immediately labeled ridiculous.

as

Connie Explains

All.

—Just

because Gilbert "Roland

from Europe about the same time that the
Marquis de la h'alaise de la Coudray departed for [ndoreturned

Hollywood High
a

Maurice voiced
change of heart.

•*'

Lights

some months ago. hut apparently bad
Anyway, Thalberg, Lubitsch, Jeanette, and Maurice

his opposition

all pulling together now.
ed lady's
Chevalier even kissed the
hand and put his arm about her while they were being photographed.
Sometimes we have a grave suspicion that stars and studios try to make
these casting problems intricate just to attract a lot of attention.

are

i

Introducing Wilcoxon.

— Harry

Wilcoxon, chosen by Cecil

De-

Mille to play Mark .hiti>;i\< in "Cleopatra," was frightened when DeMille took him to his first Hollywood premiere, that of Greta Garbo's
"Queen Christina." lie was especially troubled when be was ushered
up to the microphone and urged to say something to the public. Wilcoxon is a big husky fellow who looks like Victor McLaglen.
Another husky is Carl Brisson, the Danish star, who is appearing in
"Murder at the Vanities." lie is the famous "early love" of Greta
Garbo. Greta had a terrible crush on him when be was in a cabaret in
Stockholm. Brisson is now safely married, and has seen Greta only two
lie did not know her the
or three times since she was a young girl.
Me rememfirst time that he saw her in an American-made picture.
bered her as Greta Gustafsson.

—

Verree's Lucky Days. Curious how fortune smiles on engaged
Hollywood. There's Verree Teasdale, for example. She'- to
marry Adolphe Menjou in
August, and they're to travel
Marriage
Here's a tantalizing sample of what to
at the same time.
expect in George White's "Scandals"
in Spain or some nice Latin
— Eileen Gorlet in feathers and frills.
[Continued on page 54]
country.
ladies in

I'hoto by

A

Coburn

good

picture

spring morning

McCrea

in

to

look at on a frosty

— Frances Dee and

Joel

a playful moment.

China, gossips sought to imply that
Connie Bennett was checkerboarding
They made
the two men around.
much of the fact, some of the talk
even getting into print. La Bennett
was very irritated about the whole
thing.
She averred. "Let it be understood once and for all that I have
no control over train and boat schedules.
Henri is going to Indo-China
to make pictures because be wants to

make them there. Gilbert Roland is
home because he has finished bis trip,
and

that's all there

is

to that."

While the marquis was

in

town

Miss Bennett attended the first showing of bis film, "Legong," which is
done in color. She financed this production, as well as the Indo-China
excursion.

War

of

Hokum.

was a

— We

suspect

more to-do about
casting Jeanette MacDonald opposite
Maurice Chevalier.
"The Merry
Widow," than was really justified.
Everybody got into that squabble at

that there

lot

one time or another including Ernst
Lubitsch, the director, and Irving
Thalberg, the producer, who made
rather pointed statements abbut each
other in what they said officially about
Chevalier not wanting Jeanette for
the lead.

A

rather comprehensive view of

Quartaro

Nena

another reason to watch
for Hal Roach comedies.
is

Photo by

sta*
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OH, HEPBURN,
An open letter from one of her home-towners tells Katharine how proud they are
and how much they'd like to spank her for her attitude toward fans and publicity.

TlilS
of

open

tomatoes.

Be

letter,

Katharine,

may

be the effrontery

a cat looking at a queen, or it may only classify
me with the eccentric gentry that puts sugar on

that as

ers are saying,

it

and so

what your home townmay interest your fans more

may,
it

it

is

than you guess.
The mood of our cocktail and dinner-hour discussions
is a changing one.
There is the justifiable pride that one
of our home-towners has achieved great success, and
there is unbounded admiration for the tenacity which
yon have shown in sticking to it when the going was not
easy.
There is disappointment, though, that you have
adopted as your slogan the outmoded "I don't care what
In the same breath there is hope
they say about me."
that once you see the folly of such an attitude your high

prompt you to abandon it.
the butcher, the baker, and the candlestick maker,
in say nothing of their respective wives and daughters

intelligence will

For

Photo

by

Bachrach

hereabouts, all have a desire to administer to Hartford's
one and only star a good spanking for the means she
has taken to avoid publicity or, when she has permitted
it, for the out-of-date type she has indulged in.
Yes, we have read how you hid your face at the tennis
matches when Bennett, Pickford, and the others showed
theirs, because you "hated displaying your freckles."
Freckles, be dashed
Yours aren't ugly, certainly no
more so than Crawford's, and she never runs from cam;

!

eramen

!

Your

contradictory statements, or no statements at all,
are such infantile methods of publicity. Perhaps not for
those actresses who have been pushed up to stardom by
the accident of a beauty contest, but for you, who have
such claim to worth and brilliance, most certainly so.
Of all the stars in Hollywood, you, one of the youngest, have probably had more experiences of interest than
several other players rolled into one.
Some folks are
drama in themselves, and you
are one of those few.
To begin with, you were
horn and reared in a tremendously interesting and enlightened circle. Your childhood and school life contain
any number of engrossing
stories if you could be made
to tell them. Your coed fans

would he enchanted by your
reactions to Dartmouth's ice
carnival. Annapolis's regattas,
Princeton's plays, and
or
Brilother college affairs.
liant girls such as you are
seldom remain alone in the
dorms while their sisters

make merry

in

neighboring

universities.

You

haven't told fan writ-

ers anything about these days,

have you, Katharine?
yet

every

college

girl

And
who

follows your career would
get a tremendous kick out of
To say nothing of the
it.
to those under-privileged girls whose only contact with such glamorous experiences is a vicarious one.
They say here in Hartford
tha: you once hiked across
part of Europe.
Did you?
Did you meet any interesting
people? Tell us about them
instead of running away.

thrill

Let your admiring fans hear
about your background, your
It's
college life, your travels.
part of the game, Katharine.
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BEHAVE!
By M. Oakley Christoph
Do you really read French originals? In the gallery of
Moliere, Racine. Corneille, et cetera, are there any characters
you have a strong desire to play?
While abroad did you visit the places of triumph of Duse,
Bernhardt, and Ellen Terry, or was the ambition to act not
then fully crystallized in your young mind?
Do you see, Katharine, why the home town feels resentment
that you have hidden your real and brilliant self, so rich in
spiritual, intellectual, and physical experience, under a bushel?
That you have given your literate public a bone to chew on
when you could have given them a sumptuous feast, if only
you would reveal the true girl your home town knows so well?
What wouldn't all the young Juliets give to hear from your
own lips denial or affirmation of the story going the rounds in
your home town that what really influenced you to forgo an
extra film to appear in a hazy play was that your husband is
kept East by his work, and that you wanted a "legitimate"
reason to remain in New York with him?
shan't press you on that subject, for perhaps the poets
were right when they said love needs privacy to flower.
The sisters and the brothers of the world would like hearing
about yours. Haven't you a brother who aspires to playwriting ? Is he Hollywood ambitious? And do your sisters dream
of following in your path?
There is so much about you and your family that is colorful.
Recently your mother was the subject of news dispatches when
she took her convictions for need
of social reform legislation to
Congress.
The campaign for
High-hatting the public or
woman suffrage knew her as one
kidding it with silly, conof its stanchest workers.
tradictory stories isn't like

We

Did

she

spirit in

her

instill

fighting

the

you by heritage and ex-

to

ample, or by conscious teaching,

Katharine?

Those

she

who enjoy

who

would find
in your answer much that was inspiring.
Again, if you could but
inspirational

Katharine they used

know

in Hartford. Here
the friendly girl
returned from Europe
is

unprepared

articles

for overnight

fame.

be persuaded to tell! What star
in Hollywood has a tenth as much to give to her fans,
both in achievement and personality?

"Rut what has
"I wish to be
is

my

this to

known

do with

only by

my

my work?"

acting.

My

—you

say.

private life

the gauge of what

The American public lives at such a rapid tempo that
the nine-day-wonder rule was never more in effect than
right now.
Between films, if you are not read of, others
will be and the fickle public flocks to see its newest idol.
to the exclusion of the star they have been permitted
to forget.
is

your private

And

is

"being done" and what

The movies have become more and more

the success of a star.

Nor

You, for instance, stand for modern-

"As modern as Hepburn." they say. So what
you do off-screen more than what you do on becomes
ness.

own."

Don't believe it. Katharine.
In this day being interviewed is part of your work. Doesn't Maxwell Anderson say in one of his plays that what is said about us
becomes us? The point being that the world takes what
is written of a person as it-- conception of the person
himself. And that mental image can aid or detract from

life

your own any longer. Katha-

that because the star of to-day stands more
for a spiritual quality vitalized, than for a particular. inrine.

dividual person.

is

not.

the arbiter

What you wear, how you
what you do offstage, sets the pattern for a hundred
thousand girls who would be like you. Not only is that
true of your influence but of every other star's. That is
why the Better Films Associations throughout the counof clothes and ways of living.
act,

try are actively concerned
production.

with

all

phases of picture

You may sav

that permitting your private thoughts
heralded by writers is exhibitionism. And you may
lie right.
But it is a vital part of all stage and screen
And since it is. directed publicity is far better
work.
than a laissez-faire one.
Certainly to a new >tar like

to

lie

yourself.
It is said that your shyness is not genuine.
not true if local evidence is to be considered.
Continued on page 57
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,

What

Miller

has

kept

him

from

realizing the brilliant promof

ise

Why
roles

ones

early

his

career?

has he played
instead
in

of

small

leading

Why

recent films?

have fans seen no photographs of him?
His story
is

unique,

even

wood, where
mysteriously

for

Holly-

careers

and

are

abruptly

ended.

By Laura Benham

trie light-

on

Broadway and points
north, east, south, and west.
Nor, apparently, was this recognition
premature. For through the hox-offices of the
Phillips

Holmes

looks optimistically at his
future,
self

he

is

in

"the

determined to redeem him-

eyes

of

his

fans

now

that

free of a contract that relegated him to the

possibilities.

Up to

that point, there is nothing remarkable about his
neither the first nor the last young actor
to enjoy a meteoric flight to film fame and fortune.
Nor, for that matter, was there anything remarkable

He was

story.

backg round

WHEN

nation legions of fans confirmed the verdict of producers
young man worth watching.
Holmes in his very early twenties faced a future roseate with brilliant prospects and
that here, indeed, was a
Surely, then, Phillips

Phillips

Holmes

recently sailed for

Europe

he terminated a period in his career unparalleled
in tlie experience of any other actor or actress in
Hollywood.
lis story is unique in a town replete with
tales as fantastic as they are nevertheless true.
Five years ago Phil appeared upon the cinema horizon
with no more, no less, than the usual publicity devoted to
players newly signed by an important studio.
Director
Frank Tuttle "discovered" him at Princeton, where a
Paramount unit had gone to make scenes for one of
Buddy Rogers's film offerings. Phil, a student at that
<. was just the type that Hollywood needed.
lis initial role in the Rogers opus was followed by
bigger and better parts, and before long he was being
groomed for stardom. It was not strange that he should
evidence such ready talent for the Thespian art, as his
father, Taylor Holmes, had been prominent on the st;
for mam years, and his mother, too, had been an act re--.
Before a year had passed, Phil's name shone in elecI

J

M

Holmes

r.

was

set to

all

be an architect
a

broker

when

a movie

or

unit visited
Princeton and
he was selected as a collegiate type.

.

English

—
The Strange Case of
in the

mere

fact of his almost as rapid descenl from the
Certainly, it has been the lot of many among

heights.

Hollywood's elect to find themselves suddenly catapulted
from the high places they have attained.
But in all other instances there has been a reason for
the heartbreaking debacle.
Too much liquor or too mainwomen have spelled the death knell to many promising
career-.
Waning ability and unwarranted temperament
have wrecked others. And, of course, fickle fancies of
the public have keen deciding factors.
In the case of Phillips Holmes there was apparently no
reason for what befell him during the last two years. Or
was there a reason, one of those secret reasons which
shroud many unsolved mysteries in the cinema capital?
For even his most severe critics admit that Phil's
ability increased with every picture.
Hand-

some in the beginning, his
looks improved as each year

Phillips

Holmes

35

understood the intended humor of his first remark.
am aware of Hollywood's faults, love it.
love being an actor.
At first it didn't appeal to me.
"In college at Princeton we hoys were inclined to he a
that

I

"While

I

I

1

supercilious about picture-. The stage was all right.
hut the screen! When Frank Tuttle signed me and took
me to lollywood considered it just a lark and expec
to he hack in college by the beginning of the next t(
"My ambition was to be an architect or a
stockbroker you know, one of those
solid, substantial pillar- of
little

I

1

—

society
in

who

reside

a smart

good

brought an added
maturity.

.„•?..

suburb

N ew
we
modernistic

^fans
lobbies,

"Why
I

His army of
remained loyal

are they giving Phillips Holmes
him play the lead."

such

like to see

A

glance back over the last few years of his career is
certainly not enlightening, unless one is familiar with the
furtive politics of ] lollywood, in which event a clew may
be discerned.

After Phil had been with Paramount for three years
during which time he appeared in such outstanding productions as "Devil's Holiday." "Broken Lullaby," and

"An American Tragedy," and was
"The Criminal Code,"
organization was anxious

lent to Columbia for
The
contract expired.
to sign him for another term

his

but Irving Thalherg of Metro-Goldwyn
interested in Phil and made him a much

had become

more

attr;

than any of the others.
Not only did Thalherg offer him monetary gain,
but he promised him roles in which he would fin<
every opportunity for artistic advancement.
tive offer

So

—

and
with M.-G.-M.
key to the mystery. Not that
it.
But when I had tea with
him just before he sailed for Europe,
could sense it
Phil

signed

contract

a

therein, perhaps, lies the
Phil himself will discuss

I

in a

random word dropped

unintentionally, in a hesitant remark that stopped just short of being uttered,
in an occasional flicker that crossed his mobile fao
we talked around and about the subject.

"This is my first trip to New York in three years
and it's swell," he began conventionally as we sat in
the newly opened cocktail bar of the Waldorf-Astoria
and imbibed iced coffee!

—

"In
quite

fact,

I

vitriolic

feel in

about

such a frank

how

stupid and narrow

velous

it

is

mood

—

let's

be

Hollywood!" he flashed me

one of his most Holmeslike smiles.
to breathe

it

is

"I'll

commute from luxurious,
homes to efficient.

anized

office-.

"But before
finished my first picture, acting ha<
begun to get me. Maybe it was because so many of m\
family had been of the theater before me. At any rate
I

and as he was relegated to
roles of less and less importance, the
remark was persistently overheard in theater

small parts?

-or;

'i

York an d

talk about

and about how mar-

sane, intelligent air again.

Put that the prescribed thing for us actor- to
when we come to New York on a vacation?
"Cut seriously," he went on. knowing full well

Continued

<>n

page 63

The lead in "An American
Tragedy" and a bit in
"Storm at Daybreak"
these
Phillips

are extremes in
Holmes's strange
career
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GOOD
GUY
Fredric

March would rather

be called

this

than

great actor.

There

is

no false modesty

about him, however.

He knows

he's

fight to

good and
prove

will

it.

By
Leroy Keleher
Fredric March's next role will

be Benvenuto

Firebrand," a part that
promises to give him the great opportunity
he found in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Cellini

Fhotii

!...

Li,

THERE
March

who will tell you that Fredric
temperamental and conceited. Needless

arc those
is

the realization thai there is much yet to learn.
" rhe king of actors," as he
has been termed by some
enterprising press agent, is a man of impulses and vagaries.
No amount of success or fortune could make him
his

zesl

for

living.

humor which comes

He

and Mr. Hyde," he has grown
lb- has also

has a macabre sense of
when he is inclined to

to bis rescue

take himself too seriously.
Since winning the Academy
tion,

'The

... iii. i;i

to say, they are the Hollywood wiseacres whose
only claim to distinction lies in their profound inability
to look beneath the surface.
First, let us analyze these accusations.
There are two
kinds of temperament.
One is the affectation of mediocrity in an attempt to appear gifted.
The other, as displayed by Fredric March, is the artist's honest pride in
his gift and his work.
That Freddie is conceited could not be further from
the truth, for he himself says, "I can't see how anybody
in his right mind can get egotistical in this racket.
No
actor can rest on bis laurels.
He is only as good as bis
last role and the chances are that that wasn't so good."
lie is not modest, however. He fully realizes bis capabilities and will fight for the right to express them. Modesty is only a form of dishonesty.
But he is humble, particularly in the presence of older
and more experienced actors. Tt is a humility bom of

lose

in

grown

award

for his "Dr. Tekyll

in dignity

a little

and sophistica-

bored with interviews.

A

native of Racine. Wisconsin, he entered the State
university with the class of 1920.
He majored in football, boxing, and track.
Following his graduation, he
obtained a job in a New York bank. One day while at
work he was stricken with appendicitis, and during the
recuperative period he decided to become an actor.
His first important stage role was given him by David
Belasco, in "Deburau."
In 1926 he went to Flitch's
Gardens in Denver to play leads in summer stock.
There be met his leading lady. Florence Eldridge, and
fell
in love with her.
They were married following
his divorce.
In 1 >28. March came West to fill a stage engagement
in "The Royal Family."
He was an immediate success
and Hollywood producers clamored for his services. In
spite of some mediocre pictures, Fredric March has
steadily advanced until now be is among the four or five
(

important cinema

artists.

may, in part, he attributed to his fine instinct for suavity and accentuation and to his amazingly
He believes love is the most
copious knowledge of life.
Jlis success

important factor in a person's life.
"In fact." he says, "it is almost necessary to your work
and peace of mind !"
Me thinks a subtle blending oi sex and intelligence
characterizes the ideal woman, and that the finest masculie always wears white shirts.
line trait is honesty.
When in New York, he
generally open at the neck.
attends art exhibits and frequents a certain restaurant in
Forty-fifth Street.

[Continued on page

59]
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Roguish Ratoff
Gregory Ratoff
burlesques the
movie moguls and

away

gets

with

Warned

that

he

was committing Hollywood suicide, Gregory went on mimickand
bosses
the
ing
was besieged with offers.

—

it

is

complete without his

infectious chuckle, no luncheon table at its best without
bis stock of witticisms, and no
week-end as hilarious without

By
Fanya Graham

Ratoff as with him.
le tells you frankly that his best
friends are executives and actors, inI

deed a welcome change from the many
players who insist that they prefer solitude to the society of their colleagues.
And he has been offered many a prized
Nor does he ever
role at many a party.
miss an opportunity to scrutinize the pro-

!"

never get to Hollywood
YOU'LL
Gregory Ratoff's dressing room

was swarming with well-wishing but
wailing

friends

night of
years ago.
"Oh, Grisha," mourned his intimates,
"you've committed Hollywood suicide
No
producer will ever give you a break
Why, oil.
why did you do it?"
What unforgivable sin had the broad-shouldered,
genial Mr. Ratoff committed?
was he finished
after

the

first

ducers lie impersonates. While making "Once
a Lifetime" for Universal, he studied Carl
Laemmle; when he returned to the set after
Inncheon, some Laemmle foible found its way onto

"Wonder Boy" on Broadway some

in

!

!

Why

in

Hollywood with never a

—time out

film to his

for a deep breath

name?

Because

—he had burlesqued

a pic-

ture producer

That was the sin of Gregory Ratoff. He had bitten
band that might some day consent to feed him. He
had looked a gift horse in the mouth, lie had forgotten
on which side his bread was buttered.

the

The roguish Ratoff accepted condolences
had liked the part;

day

blithely.

He

ranks as his favorite of
all stage characterizations.
Nor had he burlesqued the
role lightly; he had painstakingly put into it every bit of
business he could glean about the idiosyncrasies of the
men who had inspired the part. He had played it so
subtly and yet so broadly that every producer, from the
veteran Carl Laemmle to the young and enterprising
Harry Cohn, could not help but recognize himself as
its

to this

it

inspiration.

gesticulated in the

Columbia

an hour later that shrug was being reenacted before the camera for "Let's ball in Love."
To ape one's friends for profit, even if they do like it.
.
does not satisfy Ratoff's artistic aspirations. Yet he believes these pol boiling roles, as he regards them, do serv<
a noteworthy purpose.
"1 may be wrong," he remarks, "but I flatter myself
that I'm doing good work for the producers, with these
parts.
I think that perhaps you who go to pictures understand them better when you see them, through me, on
the screen.
"I think
pathetic

I

;

show you

men who ma\

that they are fine, honest, symget hot-headed once in a while,

who are nevertheless brilliant and shrewd. Mayb<
am wrong, maybe you watch me only to laugh, but I

but
T

hope that

is not so."
Ratoff. it is amusing to note, dots not resemble an_. ol
Five feet eleven inches tall and
the men be imitates.
weighing S3 pounds, he is larger and heavier than the
subjects of his satire.
Nor is his accent patterned after
1

And Ratoff had done it deliberately. He believed thai
the men who make the movies would recognize a good
the laughs were on themselves. He
was right. Instead of being banished to Hollywood's
doghouse, he was invited into its drawing-rooms; instead
of being boycotted, he was besieged with offers.
His
signature was in demand with the helmsmen lie had

performance, even

Harry Cohn

celluloid.

restaurant

if

harpooned
Popular though Ratoff has become on the screen, he
is equally popular in Hollywood's social life.
He is on
the preferred list of every cinema celebrity.
No gather-

Despite popular conjecture, many a Hollywood
theirs.
executive. American-born, speaks with no accent at all.
The Ratoff accent off die screen is not nearly as gutHe
tural as the microphone would have you believe.
splutters on purpose, for be believes that every actor
owe- it to himself to lie an individualist. Capitalize on
your defects and turn them into assets that's the Ratoff
So he garbles his words on purpose, and thanks
slogan.
to that plausible trick, you never fail to recognize him the
[Continued on page 62]
moment be opens his mouth.

—
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IS

the

SCREEN too

The big shots
laughed at c
talk

the

in

Widespread

protest against movie morals causes producers to think of cleaning up

from within the industry.

Wl

[(

)'S afraid of the nice old

But

what

is

romance and what

censors has been the

theme song of movies for several years. The
hotter the situations, the nuder the publicity pictures, the better "the business" would prosper, it was
thought.
Give the public what it wants good honest
dirt and sizzling sex and label it "sophistication."
Reformers were already wrought up over sexy pictures when the shadow of the Blue Eagle fell over
Hollywood. Producers found themselves working out a
general film code and incidentally considering a moral
Leaders
from within.
housecleaning for the screen
passed out word that it would be an excellent idea for
Hollywood to do its own cleaning up before somebody
else did it for them, when some pretty strong complaints
had been registered in Washington.

—

—

Censors eagerly cutout a shot like
They call it "sensually conthis.
templating a bed.'

is

"sex," they want to know.

A

movie executive sounded a new note in Hollywood
said that he saw no reason why films should
not be as clean as radio. Religious leaders, social workers, and parent-teacher groups had been saying this for
a long time and have been telling it to their congressmen
in in) mincing words.
At the same time they advocated
boycotting theaters showing films they considered harmful.
Something had to be done.

when he

about reconsidering some of the hotter
on hand, according to the trade journals.
Some could be soft-pedaled, others might have to be
shelved.
It is believed that if a clean screen is presented
by early summer, legislative censorship will be avoided
and at the same time local and state scissoring will be
given a telling blow. The idea is to launder the films at
home in Hollywood before they reach the public, and
there will be no need of official inspection.
This worthy move got a bad start, however, when
three films were banned by censor boards in the fust
month of NRA. "Damaged Lives" and "Llvsia," independent productions, got the black marks, while "Blood
Money" was banned in Maryland, though later reinstated.
The first two are independent productions,
How the
"Klvsia" portraying life in a nudist colony.
major productions can go one way and the independents
another without all getting in dutch is the question.
Producers are suddenly anxious to clean up, so they
In the past such announcements have often brought
say.
forth only an impractical "moral code" and another series
of loose-lady films or something of that sort. We shall see.
The trouble is they're running around in circles trying
to decide where a nice romance ends and a sexy film
Nobody seems to know just where the merely
begins.
Are Mae
risque crosses over into dirt or vulgarity.
West's come-on-up gals too sexy, plain vulgar, Or just
Studios

films

and

set

stories

—

:
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SEXY?

Roy

By James

Fuller

ustrated by H. Giesen
mildly and humorously shady ? When
is a flippant bit of

humor

just that?

Fans who cannot
make up their minds
on

these

points

ind their letters
show they do not
igree
need not
feel bad about it.
A. psychologist on a
studio pay roll is
5uoted by Variety

—

A new

more

saying that every
romantic picture is
basically a sex pic-

fore

to the point in speaking of screen dirt:
"A
has to be clean in essence. Any one can laugh at a
lirty story, but it takes brains to make them laugh at a
dean one." Applying this to films of young love, makng hot-cha pictures is easy, but it takes brains to turn
)ut a successful nice romance.
Still, this leaves "clean in essence" up in the air.
The
^Jew York State board of censors last year cut out thirtyaght per cent of the material in pictures reviewed, ac|rding to Nation.
Before that the Hays office had
)assed upon the story and film.
And still the howl is
ibroad in the land that pictures are not clean. It seems
hat the sporadic deletions made by the censors fail to
'hange the "essence" of the films after all.
^ Once a film is completed, perhaps it cannot be changed.
7 or instance,
in "Cock of the Air" some time back the
icene was ordered out in which Roger was "sensually
:ontemplating the bed." Granted it was Roger who went
oo far in his contemplations, not the censors, the deleion had little to do with the entire film.
It was little
nore than quibbling with the direction of the picture.
\nd good heavens, what of Garbo hugging the bedpost
md pillow in "Queen Christina" on leaving the inn? It's
ill in the
way it's done, I suppose, or the mood of the
film

:ensors.

The Federal Council of Churches, one of the groups
film reform, came to this pithv conclusion in a report on the subject some
ampaigning for

ime ago: Pictures cannot be made
jood by the use of scissors.
To cut a minute kiss down to a split
second^ to reduce a "damn" to a
'darn," to put pants on Micky Mouse
hat is only the waving of pious shearEffective
censorship should come
rrom the studios

home

for

clothes be-

the

camera

clicks.

A studio head
more

jets

on

photos

sends screen
cuties

is

:ure.

ruling

publicity

—

—

and wholesome picture, instead
then you have a whole
of a choppy one. It has been done often and the productions get both public acclaim and wdiolesale patronage.
Look at "Little Women," "State Fair," and "Smilin'

Through."

When

banned, the publishers are not surto tell them a book is smutty they
knew it all the time. Publishers are their own censors,
and rarely is a book or part of one condemned. The
$100,000-a-year geniuses of Hollywood certainly should
be able to turn out an acceptable product without benefit
of any censorship if they would only stop trying to get
away with things.
The censor boards put in much of their time cutting
out three things which the studios are determined to put
into as many films as possible incomplete phrases with
the actor's lips forming the sportsman's name for a
prised.

a

book

is

Nobody has

;

:

mamma

dog men smacking their lady friends and nude
Since these are forbidinfants turned the wrong way.
den by the Hays code, perhaps the censors wear themselves out looking for these lapses and haven't the energy
to spot the more subtle
violations about which
reformers are agitated.
Since the greater part
of the film deletions
have to do with sex,
and the clean-up campaign outside the industry is directed against
;

;

sexy pictures, it would
be well to refresh your

memory on what
Hays code
-ubject.

the
says on this

The high lights

follow

The

hemselves, and

sanctity of the in-

of marriage and
shall be upheld.
Adultery, sometimes nec-ary plot material, must
not Ibe explicitly treated or
justified, or presented atstitution

the

reformers
ue loudly cluckMucking about
While

laughty

films,

Hol-

ywood talks
Jeating

>y

*hem

to

of
it

doing some

'ome

laundering.

home

<

tractively.

Scenes of passion should
not be introduced when
not essential to the plot.
In general, passion should
Continued on page 53
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Sarah Haden,

KATHARINE
memorable

HEPBURN'S

new

picture,

her

first

Masoft

since

the

Women,'" is a dismal disappointment. It is a
For it proves
her more fervid admirers to swallow.

"Little

bitter pill for

our forthright star is not above being decoyed into paths that
she should shun, and that a juicy part in an unattractive film is not
enough to keep us in a state of hliss. Once again we are discomfited by
the knowledge that no star, not even our Jo, is better than the material
provided.
True, Miss Hepburn does not suffer a complete eclipse and refuse t>
remind us of what she can do.
But what she does give us is only a
reminder and a fleeting one at that. She is spirited, eloquent, and individual, hut it is only in one scene that she strikes an irresistible chord
to us that

Katharine Hepburn and Ralph Bellamy
strive valiantly to make a mountaineer
heroine live in "Spitfire," but it is effort
wasted on stagy material.

That
Lionel

Barrymore

make "Carolina"

and

Janet

the best of
since "State Fair."

Gaynor
its

kind

is

when Robert Young makes

love to the mountain girl and

sh<

responds.
Awkward, timid yet candid, warm and at the same tinn
all these states of mind are blendei
reserved and a little frightened
In Miss Hepburn in an exquisite picture of what an innocent girl feel
when kissed bv a man for the first time.

—

1
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REVIEW

BY NORBERT LUSK
"Carolina."
Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore, Robert Young, Henrietta
Crosman, Richard Cromwell, Mona Barrie, Russell
Simpson. Director: Henry King.

Her most

legitimate film since "State Fair" and her
"The First Year," Janet Gaynor's
new offering is' among the choice pictures of the
month. It has dignity, weight, and meaning for those
best acted one since

who
who

are exacting and it is romantic enough for those
sigh and ask for nothing more. Strongest of its
virtues is that it offers character studies, clear-cut, believable, and not patterned after stock figures in the
cinema. They are attractive because they progress as
individuals and serve a more self-respecting function

than cheering a happy ending for the young lovers.
Inspired by the play "The House of Connelly," this
version is a rather free adaptation, gaining here and
losing there, but causing no follower of films any

Anna Sten
in

is more than a striking, magnetic personality
Nana." She commands respect as a clever, resource-

ful

actress with a great future.

Frank Morgan, Ramon Novarro, and Jeanette MacDonaid
are perfectly cast in "The Cat and the Fiddle," most
tasteful and tuneful of recent musicals.

Aside from this, however, her valiant efforts to make
the character live never pass beyond the limit of theatrical striving.
Nor, for that matter, does the story ever
help her. It is stagy and unreal, the onlv authentic note

coming from the background, the beautiful and unalterSan Jacinto Mountains in California.
A Southern locale is stressed by the speech of the
characters, including Miss Hepburn, whose dialect is
uncertain and whose ordered curls and snugly seamed
ginghams scarcely bespeak honesty in approaching the
character but rather the movie actress's determination to
able

prettify.

Actually the most authentic acting comes from two
minor players, Sarah Haden and Louis Mason.
Especially is Miss Haden valuable in extracting all the
comedy there is in a picture that should have been
abandoned after rehearsal. Sadly I assure you that this
report is reticent and leaves much unsaid, including
details of the story.

misgivings for he has been entertained by a good picture.
Visually it is quite the most beautiful and genuine representation of the old South that the screen has ever given
us.
The House of Connelly, you see, is an aristocratic
establishment in Carolina, the slender income of the
family coming from cotton raised on the estate. They
are rich in land and traditions but poor in money and
practicality until a young girl from the North, daughter
of a tenant, points out to the son of the house his own
possibilities as well as that of the unprofitable land.
By
raising tobacco instead of cotton the wealth of the Connellys is restored, a great business is established and the
\ oung couple have
laid the foundation for a fortune for
their children.

All this is pretty simple in the telling, but there are
aspects of the story and much revealing character
portrayal, while the atmosphere of the scene is rich,
appealing, and authentic, the spacious beauty of the old
Continued on page- 51
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MY FRIEND

RAMON

Informal, revealing reminiscences of
Novarro by a friend and fellow worker.
Photo

liy

Monroe

Kathleen Key was Novarro's heroine in his

first

picture,

"A

Lover's

By Kathleen Key

Oath."

EVERY

friend of

Ramon Novarro

figures. Shortly afterward I've encountered him at a gay
cocktail party having the time of his life, only to see him
leave to dine quietly with his family and perhaps later to

rejoices that he

dream. He has finished his picture contract and after engagements in
New York and Washington, will sing in Mexico, South
America, and Europe on a tour that will last nearly
Tt is this temporary farewell of his to the
a year.
is

at last realizing a cherished

screen that makes timely my recollections of him as
a fellow player, I think. Ever since we played in
our first picture, "A Lover's Oath," all of twelve
years ago, he has been a friend without compare
and always the most enjoyable and engaging of

companions.

Twelve years is a long time to
celebrity without disappointment.

know
In

a

all

that time he never has changed. Although
our paths have separated, when we run
into each other in Tan's, Berlin, or Hollywood, it is as if we'd met only the day
before. Ramon is gay. solicitous and hospitable, eager to talk over old times and

attend a concert with a group of serious music-loving
friends.

Yet. in spite of Ramon's unusual amiaI recall a distressing moment when I
made him angry and he did likewise to me.
He never flares up or quarrels, but he came
dangerously near losing his temper.
bility,

Jbs

happened

It

Naturally, he attracts a great many
people who want to trail along with him

because

he's

famous.

But

Ramon

gifted with second sight or something

—

is

—

it
Latin intuition, if you will
and
he sees through any subterfuge in a Hash
and detects insincerity in any form. He
loathes snobs, pretenders of any kind, and
Me has a genius for friendship,
gush.
though, and places no limitation on who
Ins friends are, where they come from, or
what they have to offer.
His only requirement is that they be interesting in
accomplishment or personality. I've never
known Ramon to cultivate any one who
O luld be of help to him.
Being extremely sensitive to people,
he quickly adapts himself to any group or

call

me

individual.
I've seen him deep in discussion of his next film, the center of studio
executives in a harangue of facts and

sing

it."

didn't have the courage to tell
him f couldn't play and thus lose
the pleasure of his song, so I deI

\

tience.

Rome when we were

few bars, he came over and said,
"That's one of my favorites. Let

exchange news of mutual friends.
He has a marvelous disposition, of
course. I've never heard him utter an unwell.
kindness, and as for doing one
don't understand how he keeps his pa-

—

in

filming "Ben-Hur" and the scene was the
hotel lounge one evening when several of
us were waiting for something to happen.
I
started strumming "Dear Old Pal of
Mine" on the piano. Ramon didn't know
that I couldn't play at all and never pretended to.
But recognizing the
tune in my sorry attempt at a

Now Ramon is
cided to fake it.
serious about his singing.
When he
So the comsings everybody listens.
pany settled back.
I managed to get
through the first part and then began
miserably to flounder. Suddenly Ramon
swung around, his eyes blazing.
"You're kidding me." he hissed. "I
Nobody was more surhim get madder by
swished
Then /burned!
out of the room with "You can't sing it
that's the trouble!"
They told me
won't have
prised than
the minute.

it!"
I

to see

I

—

missed my ear.
were greatly upset. Nfl
one had ever seen Ramon angry and

later the piano just

All the others

been trying to make
Peacemakers
temper.
begged me to apologize, but by this time
I
bad almost convinced myself that I
could play the piano and that the star
of "The Pagan" couldn't sing.
So flounced into bed, my hair in curl
rags, face smeared with cold cream, and

some thought
him lose his

I'd

I

Ramon's career as a singer begins in earnest on a tour that will take him to Mexico,
South America, and Europe for nearly a
year.

my

form inclosed in
nightgown that I'''

girlish

flannel

Contiiuic'l

on

a

horrible
night

be-

These scenes from "David Harum" indicate Will
Rogers's most successful picture
acter

of

the

shrewd,

in

years.

philosophical

The char-

horse trader

might have been written for the star and probably
would have if he had been before the public when
the novel

came

out

many years ago.

SMALL
••

•
*

«•*
••*
••
t

f
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TOWN
THE

picture of Will Rogers

characteristic of him as

Hon of David Harum.

it

is

in

the circle

is

as

true to the descrip

Lovely Evelyn Venable and

Kent Taylor capture the love interest of the story
and a nicer couple would be hard to find for this
pleasant assignment. Sympathetic Louise Dresser
plays David's wife

IN the picture, right,

are Otto Kruger, Mr.

and

Gable,

Jean
Below this

Hersholt.

group

is

a splendid

study of Mr. Gable

Doctor George
Ferguson whose love
as

of

work nearly

his

costs him the love of

Myrna

She

Loy.

is

seen with Elizabeth
Allan
as

who

the

nurse's

is

result

dying
of a

indiscretion.

Stuart erwin,
an American newspaperman, remains
Vi//osfriend through-

out

his

career.

turbulent
Here he

is

nterceding for Villa
in a domestic crisis,
with
Mille

Katherine Deas the chief-

tain's

exacting wife.

Fay Wray charms
Mr. Beery in the

ower

allace Beery, unique
i

the star of

view.

and extraordinary actor, finds the chance of a long and brilliant career
"Viva Villa!"
As Pancho Villa, revolutionary leader and self-appointed savior
of Mexico, Wally will give a grand show.
4?

George aruss

is

what must
surely be one of his

starred

in

greatest

he

roles,

for

the Rothschild

is

who

from pov-

rises

erty to

riches, saves

governments and
changes

world

fairs.

He

right,

with

is

af-

seen,

Florence

Young,
Robert Young, and

Arliss, Loretta

C Aubrey

Smith.

In

the

panel

is

third

Boris Karloff

THE

POWER OF GOLD

"The House of Rothschild"

is

o dramatic history of the famous

European bankers,

their trials

and trium

V

.•and.

Di-

celow are Mr.
Bellamy and Con-

Cummings as

stance

charming disturber of domestic
harmony. Miss Cummings again in the
the

panel and luscious-voiced Kay

first

Johnson at her

A

nice

right.

set-up alto

gether!

"Transient Love" deals with a charming
wife

who

cinating

turns the tables
playgirl

who

on the

steals

fas-

her hus-

band and who returns him somewhat
damaged and ready for punishment.
It is one of those sophisticated comedies
in

which the characters have no con-

cern

except with the

game

of

love.

WOMAN'S WAY

49

INI

ill)!

r Ml

X

i
Barbara Stanwyck
win

all

upper

is

about

Claire Dodd's jewels
picture,

and

that

t<

in th<

mean

you know Miss Oodd o
the screen.
Joel McCrea, Mis
Stanwyck's big moment, looks 01
What with Miss Dodd's enmity an
trouble

if

Miss Stanwyck's willingness to hel
a

pal

in

trouble, the poker bus

down and a long tinpasses before Miss Stanwyck ar
Mr. McCrea are reconciled atMon
ness slows

Carlo, outer

left

POKER QUE Eh
In

at

"Gambling Lady" Barbara Stanwyck is lucky at cards and nluc
love, which is true to the old adage, but she comes out viorio
in the end.
Which is as it should be in the movies*

The Screen

Continued from page 41

mansion both inside and out providing pictures that live in one's memory.

Miss Gaynor
role of the

and

is

excellent

wonder worker.

in

the

she subtly indicates the
quiet power of the young girl who
does so much and resists any temptation to be merely sweet and let her
portrayal rest on that. Lionel Barrymore finds one of his best opportunities as a Southern gentleman of the
old school and Henrietta Crosman is
perfect as his proud, unyielding sister, mother of Robert Young through
whom Miss Gaynor rehabilitates the
family,

Happened One Night."

"It

Thomas.

Claudette

Roscoe

Colbert,

Karns,

Walter
Jameson

Director: Frank Capra.

—and

Third

I

hope

last

—

in

the

auto bus films, this falls
midway between the first two, "Fugi»tive Lovers" and "Cross-country
Cruise."
Though more pretentious
and, unhappily, longer than either" of
the others, it has the advantage of
more positive players in the leading
roles,
namely,
Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert.
It is neither as
dismal as the first nor as crazy as the
second, but it was the sheer outlandishness of "Cross-country Cruise"
that entertained me more than the
current adventures and certainly more
than the dour trip arranged for Robert Montgomery and Madge Evans.
trilogy of

It

is

possible,

however, that many

prefer to go on a jamboree with
Mr. Gable and Miss Colbert at any

will

Let them go and welcome.
they
will
get
their
money's worth.
If they are sensitive they will shudder at the thought
of a nice girl like Miss Colbert exposed to the hazards of a long bus
trip; if they are sensible they will
vow never to take the same risk. For
it
seems that just about the most
objectionable people living must select this means of travel, including
cost.

Certainly

the cream of the bores.
Not content
with showing what takes place inside
a bus, the picture acquaints us with
tourists'

camps

as additional

Review

ding veil, as society girls have a way
of doing, and Mr. Gable appears to
save her from marriage to a worthless rival.

warning

next time we go anywhere. The reason for this is plain,
though undressing scenes for Mr.
Gable and Miss Colbert, and the
Dawn of Love.
to take a train

—

"The Cat and the Fiddle."
Ramon Novarro, Jeanette MacDonald,
Frank Morgan, Charles Butterworth,
Vivienne Segal, Jean Hersholt, Henry
William
K.
Director:
Armetta.
Howard.

A

gay, tuneful, and ingratiating
operetta teams Ramon Novarro and
Jeanette MacDonald with happiest
Though the music is faresults.
miliar, the singers give it freshness
and charm and their talent as com,edians invests their singing and acting
with a spontaneity rarely found in
Which is to say
musical pictures.
they never are operatic, but always
give the impression of singing on the
spur of the moment. There isn't, in
fact, any routine treatment expected
No
of musical films in this one.
fancy formations of dancing girls,
no waving plumes in simulation of
flowers,
no waterfalls or human
harps, no nudity, and no traveling
salesmen's humor.

What

numbers there are
singers whose efforts advance the story instead of impeding it
chorus

come from

showy

Consenever artificial,
never just an excuse for music, and
has neither a dull moment nor a
forced one.
"The Cat and the Fiddle" is the
title
of the operetta composed by
with

irrelevancies.

quently, the picture

is

Mr. Novarro as Victor, in case you
wonder about the name of the film.
Miss MacDonald is an American
composer of popular songs and the
two musicians meet in Brussels where
they fall in love.
Separated by a
misunderstanding, as all lovers are
in fiction, they become reconciled

when Miss MacDonald comes

rescue of Mr. Novarro and sings the
prima-donna role in his piece when
he faces failure and ruin by the sudden withdrawal of his leading lady.

"Nana."

Anna Sten, Phillips Holmes, Lionel Atwill,
Mae Clarke, Muriel Kirkland, Richard
Bennett, Jessie Ralph, Helen Freeman,
Hardie Albright,
Reginald
Owen,
Lawrence Grant. Director: Dorothy

Arzner.

That's the trouble; it's all calcutransparent and moviesque.
Miss Colbert a runaway society girl,

pampered and headstrong; Mr. Gable

new and

a devil-may-care

clever, resourceful actress

morous,

reporter, flip, hubard-boiled.
They insult

each other with such ease and vehemence that you know love is hist biding his time.
You ar^jy -^'-nrised

when Miss Colber'

/
»ftr
:

?„ A West

striking personality, she

is

a

whose career promises artistic and financial
rewards to her astute sponsor, Samuel Goldwyn, and satisfaction to an

interested public.

The

Russian

with unusual
does not merely
speak clearly, but her inflections indicate that she knows what she is
saying and her dramatic instinct gives
color and depth to her speech. There
is, in fact, no negative quality to report or gallantly to pass over, nor
does Miss Sten's first appearance

reading

of

intelligence.

Her youth and
hint at limitations.
beauty and sensuous appeal are valuable adjuncts, of course, but more
important still is that she commands
respect as an actress.
Her picture warrants no such enthusiasm, though.
It is unreal, a
spectacle so crowded with devices to
show what she can do that the pulse
of life, of reality, is killed and the
result is a display of technique, of
showmanship. It is a splendid production, however, and Miss Sten's
costumes are works of art for which*
we must thank Adrian. They capture all the grace and coquetry of the
1870s without ever suggesting parody

modern eyes.
Nana, you see, was a beautiful
Parisian vender of sex whose exciting adventures ended with her horrible death from smallpox in Zola's
In the
novel of the same name.
to

freely adapted film version she is ennobled by a pretty suicide in a ball
gown when she discovers that love
for her has estranged two devoted

Nairn's patriotism also

brothers.

has

is

suddenly suggested in the whitewashing of her character for her suicide
will free

two men

at the timely

to fight for

France

outbreak of the Franco-

Prussian War.
It is this calculated
plotting that robs the picture of honesty.

f

"Mandalay."

Kay

Francis, Ricardo Cortez, Lyle Talbot,
Warner Oland, Rafaela Ottiano, Ruth

Donnelly, Reginld
Michael Curtiz.

every

Owen.

Director:

A thousand dollars probably spent
on research to determine the right
mesh of the mosquito netting used
in Rangoon, a grab into the camphor
balls for the situations that make up
the story.
That's the relative value of the production here and the tale that is incidental to it. Physical appeal is further emphasized by Kay Francis, the
star, who is more beautiful than ever,
wears a greater variety of costumes,
and does more interesting things to
her hair than ever before, but all to

such

avail.

little

Gracefully

moves through the groove

pre
for her. but the path has nc

pected turns
actress

lines

She

to the

Preceded by the costliest and most
determined campaign ever devised to*
introduce a foreign star, Anna Sten
makes an American debut with complete personal success.
More than a

lated,

quality lor a high position on the
screen, including not only magnetism
but
sympathetic appeal, and her
slight accent does not stand in the

way

Sincere

direct,

Clark Gable,
Connolly,

in

;

no new

light or

Continued on page 56
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Mae West

Is
(

i

ditinued from page 13

present when Mae is busy with costume or beauty engagements.
But even then Mae has dubious

away

for the time being.
Her mind
and the anxieties it causes her makes
her a "mentally temperamental" person.
She is constantly probing and
turning things over, worrying and

groping

for
satisfactory
answers,
continually discussing such thoughts
or such fragments of thoughts with
those around her.
She's superstitious, too, which is
uf ten another acute phase of nervousness.
If she has to make a change of
costume, she won't change in the
portable dressing room prepared for
her.
She walks all the way to her
own dressing room and makes a complete change, including lingerie.
Her
colored maid must have at least one
scene in each of her pictures. It was
the same with Mae's monkey.
That
monkey had to be in "I'm No Angel."
Mae was as nervous as a kitten until
she knew for certain the critter would
be worked into the picture.
Of course, many people are superstitious, but a flock of superstitions

become

a

up

Mae

rarely

on the

alone

set.

Usually her manager, Jim Timony,
and her style adviser, Boris Petroff,
are with her.
Timony dates back to
the old days when Mae was prancing
in burlesque.
Petroff is a more recent acquisition.
He used to be a
stage director with Paramount theaters.
Mae wanted him with her as
adviser. He is with her. Paramount
pays his salary.
Petroff is usually

Rug-

tapped her foot on the floor rest-

hummed.
Finally she
Very well, she could see

and

nodded.

why she should keep her hair as it
was. And she did. It is this sort of
thing that makes la West a "mentally
temperamental" person.
I met Director Ruggles after the
preview of "I'm No Angel" and asked
him how he liked directing Mae
West.

—

doesn't, that's

all.

But a Mae West

director, whether
Lowell Sherman or Wesley
Ruggles and both are important
megaphone figures cannot be held

he

be

—

—

entirely responsible for a Mae West
picture.
Not so long as she writes

own

her

And

stories.

there, to

Mae

me,

"She's an interesting person," he
replied.

writing

all

strike

you

as capable of

these stories she

is

cred-

with writing?" I asked. Sometimes when a question is snapped at
a person, taking him off-guard, you
get an interesting answer.
"I can tell you this," Ruggles returned without hesitation.
"Several
occasions arose on the set when I
asked Mae to give me new lines for
such and such a situation.
She
ited

is

the crisis that

—writing

her own
Chatterton had an
$8,000-a-week contract with Warners
that permitted her to select her own
stories.
Ruth Chatterton is no longer
with Warners, nor is she the star she
was.
She has to make a come-back
before she regains her lost prestige.
There is a degree of similarity be-

Ruth

stories.

tween Ruth and Mae. Ruth seldom
gave any of the supporting players
chance to act. An
audience saw more of the back of
their heads and their profiles than

in her pictures a

their full face.

Add

that Ruth's stories

"Does she
is

do.

explained why it wouldn't do.
hair in that style wouldn't match
with the scenes already taken.

lessly

her.

Mae

enjoyed working with RugShe expressed her appreciation
of him publicly when "I'm No Angel" opened in Hollywood. She didn't
enjoy working with Lowell Sherman,
who directed "She Done Him
Wrong," and she said as much. But
that is Mae.
Those she likes, she
likes.
Those she doesn't well, she

confronts

would not

over and came back with

Mae

that in the next shot.

Her

died before it was completed. As it
was, Mae was so grief-stricken over
the little fellow's death that she
missed the first preview of the picture, an unheard of remissness with

it

gles.

gles

positive

thought

the lines."

moments. I know, for instance, that
in "I'm No Angel,'' she once appeared on the set almost an hour late
because she had not liked the way her
Arriving on the
hair had been set.
set. she asked Director Wesley Ruggles how she looked. Ruggles viewed
her critically and answered she looked
O. K.
Mae was satisfied. Work began.
She did four scenes or more. Then,
while waiting for the cameras to be
set up for another shot, she began to
experiment with her hair.
She
brushed it back and off one ear and
the effect pleased her. She told Ruggles she meant to wear her hair like
This, however,

burden rest
heavily on one's nervous system.
Every one concerned with "I'm No
Angel" was regretful when Mae's
monkey died just as the picture was
finished, but they all wondered what
would have happened had the monkey
that

a Fizzle?

to this the fact

were pretty spine-

affairs and it is obvious why
people wearied of her films.
Mae has the same tendency, insofar
as her supporting cast is concerned.
splendid scene is wrecked when the
camera cuts from one player to a
close-up of the star before that player
has actually finished his scene.
may want to see the star, but we
don't want to see her to the detriment
of the story. If this occurs too often
in a film, it becomes a monotony and
a bore to the most lenient of audiences
Continued on page 62]
less
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I
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They Say

moment, but do you think I can
Do you think she ever

her?

sends a telegram, keeps an appointment, or stays put? Mercurial, that's
what she is. But I'll track down old
Mona Lisa Pitts if you will only give
me time. Do you know any unpleasant questions you would like to have
me ask her? And do you think we
wouldn't both drown them out with
laughter if any one could think of a
way of being disagreeable to the one
and onlv Zasu?

Broadway

Looks

West.

—The

theater season is limping a bit and
even the highly successful players are

looking hopefully toward Hollywood.
"
D orothy Stickney is the most im-

in

New

York

portant to go as yet. She will play a
slavey in Paramount's "Murder at
the Vanities."

were

you what Broadway in general thinks of Miss Stickney, both as an actress and as a person, you would pigeonhole me as a
If

I

to tell

hopeless gusher.

So with great

opened
actor."

"Sailor Beware" might run forever,
he is leaving the cast to make some
pictures, hoping to prove to uncle that

he

merely report that she
the only actress considered potentially as great as Helen Hayes.
She
is far from strong and has been able
to act only for a brief period each
season.
But her work is always

memorable.
Eddie Craven,

Frank Craven's
nephew who has made a big hit in
"Sailor Beware." is also going West

When

the

an actor.

—

straint I will

Paramount.

is

re-

is

for

uncle wired him, "Repart does not make an
So. since it looked as if

his

member one

play

in

Dressing-room Talk. Backstage
Broadway theaters there is great

reminiscing about Jean Fullarton who
has made such a hit in Warner pictures as Jean Muir. She was one of
those girls who was bound to rise.
She used to go to the same play night
after night, memorizing the leading

Then she would go to
ager and apply for a job of
dv.
Usually she got it.

lady's fines.

—
They Say
When she finally landed a part in
"Life Begins," she went at her work
with the most intent earnestness. She
arrived at the theater earl)-, wouldn't
let the stage hands make the heds or
put the props around hecause working in the set helped her to get into
the

mood

of the play.

you saw Hepburn in "Morning
Glory" you saw a fair transcription
If

Talkaof the Muir determination.
tive, earnest, rather a pest with all
her theories about how stage director, playwright, and every one else
should do his work. But she was so
serious about it no one was annoyed
with her for long.

—

Good-will Ambassador. Fox has
borrowed Madeleine Carroll from
England, and if you saw her in "I
Was a Spy" I need say nothing about
her great charm. She has that fresh,
candid loveliness that is so often attributed to English women and so
rarely encountered. Fox threw a big
cocktail party in her honor before she
left for Hollywood.
Ordinarily at
these affairs old friends get together
and pay no attention to the guest of
honor.
But this time we were all
quite hushed

and dazzled.

—

Fashion Note. Watch the
of Paramount stars in future

feet
pic-

Travis Banton, their fashion
arbiter, has been in serious conference with Zegorav, the noted shoe

Continued from page 39
be so treated that these scenes do not
stimulate the lower and baser element.

Seduction should
plot

.

never be more than

when

essential to the
should never be the proper

.

.

for comedy.
White slavery should never be treated.
The treatment of low, disgusting, unpleasant thouKh not necessarily evil subjects, should be subject always to the dictates of good taste and regard for the
sensibilities of the audience.
Obscenity is forbidden in word, gesture,
reference, song, joke, or by suggestion.
subject

After the reports quoted in this
article,

I

office felt

wondered how the Hays
it all.
A spokesman

about

for the office didn't feel one way or
the other about it.
The Hays moral

code had been handed down several
years ago, and the code, there she
stands.
At the time there was no
thought of revising the code, no need
of

it.

J. J. McCarthy is cenadvertising art for the
Hays office. Under the new edict,
all drawings and photos must pass
under his eye before being offered

However,

soring

all

newspapers and magazines. Mr.
started off by condemning
a batch of screen beauties in underwear.
A photograph of Mae West
the

McCarthy

New
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York

and foot appeal

is

about to

made a feature of their pictures.
Admire the beautiful sandals as you
will, but you may as well know the
be

Seventy-five
dollars
worst now.
might get you a pair of his shoes, if
More
he wasn't too busy to bother.
likely, though, he would be in the
midst of collecting a few thousand
just for telling some shoe manufacturer what to make.

—

Lilyan, the Lucky Piece. Just
one big feature is being filmed in
New York and what player do you
suppose has been brought from Hollywood to play in it? Lilyan Tashman, of course. She is every director's bid for success in trying something different. The film is "Frankie
and Johnny," based on the old song
and placed in the gold-rush period.
Helen Morgan and Chester Morris
play the title roles, and Lilyan is
Nellie Bly, that wicked siren who
stole the heroine's

The

man.

Lilyan has to speak are
so vicious that she has decided to
dress to look like a helpless innocent.
The hero sees only her angelic getup, never her gila-monster disposilines

tion.

tures.

suggested, and only

designer,

in

As usual, Lilyan arrived and was
swept into a whirlpool of activities.
Eddie Lowe, who was with her, was
rehearsing
a
personal-appearance
sketch' and doing radio work.
While
she

Is

selected

clothes

from her own

the Screen too

wardrobe for Eddie's leading lady to
wear in the sketch, and tried to keep
his nerves from snapping just before
he went on the radio, she had stage
producers to the right of her, costumers to the left of her, photographers waiting for her, and friends all
around.
She seemed very tired. Her voice
was about gone. But even now she
is si
grateful to the public who have
supported her so lavishly that she
said she would go to the hockey game
and throw out the puck, she would go
to this first night and that celebrity
night, she would run over to the shop
i

so-and-so who
her when had designed.
And believe it or not, she was toying
with the idea of finding time to go to
the voice coach who has worked over
every one from Ina Claire and Helen
to see the dresses that

know

used to

Hayes

to

Hepburn.

As

if

that voice

hadn't done very well.

MacKenna, the Clothes Critic.
Innumerable family explosions must
have taken place at the breakfast
table when the newspapers reported
Kay

Francis was getting a dibecause Kenneth MacKenna
didn't like her clothes. When next a
that

vorce

man

doesn't like your hat, just curl
lips with a fine scorn and say
Which implies that
"MacKenna."
these men don't know anything about
smart clothes and it's foolish to try to

your

please them.

Sexy?

was vetoed on the ground that her
dress was cut too low.
In his first
week on the job, Mr. McCarthy rejected about half the publicity
under the edict against leg

stills

art.

Eddie Cantor and Marie Dressier
represent the players on the Code
Authority under the NRA.
The
scare created by the appointment of
Doctor A. Lawrence Lowell, president emeritus of Harvard, to head the
board was eased when he declined.
Doctor Lowell has long been known
as a campaigner against off-color and
gangster films, which he considers
harmful to young people. What he
might have done in an official posi'

-

was indeed a question.
Mr. Cantor, in accepting the appointment, was quoted as saving he

tion

believed "there should be a clean-up
of dirty films." Not a very thunderous statement, that.
This country loves a crusade of
some kind. That is, a comparative
handful of people are chronic crusaders.
There was the anti-tobacco
crusade a generation ago. Cigarettes
were "coffin nails." There was the
dry crusade and all the schools were
decorated with maps of drunkards'

innards, with a liver all blue instead
of. the fresh pink tint of the livers of
It is conceivable that
us teetotalers.
there might be a film crusade, and
every social evil be laid to Hollywood's doors, now that reformers

need a new racket.
There should be a happy medium
for screen morals and it is up to Hollywood itself to find it. Silly moral
codes designed to preserve the innocence of boarding-school girls will do
no good. That only befogs the issue.
and challenges the producers to get
around it somehow which is what
they have been doing all along, else
why the clamor against shady films ?
And once a film is made, picky censorship can't change its general tone.

—

Now

that a number of organizanot to mention free-lance reformers, are pointing stern fingers at
Hollywood for turning out so much
that they label "dirty" and "tawdry
sex," the movie moguls were at tin's
writing singing "who's afraid of the
big bad censors" just a little skittishly,
tions,

wondering just what is dirt. Meanwhile, they were dusting off stories
like "David Harum" until the huffing
and puffing quiets down.

—
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"Let them," she said, "learn their
Their job, after all,
is acting.
It is a tough job, one that
takes years and years of studying and
trying.
But it is a worth-while job
and it will repay them in the end.
"In the early days," she continued,
"acting in the movies was simply a
matter of looking pretty. But that's
all changed now.
To-day the public
wants acting. And for proof I point
to Marie Dressier, certainly no stunner, who probably holds box-office
all

time.

"But I'm afraid the kids to-day
don't see that.
They'll spend hours
on their make-up and with their tailors and fitters, although at that very

moment they may

not

know

their

And

lines,

even if they knew their
that's not enough. They should

want

to rehearse

lines.

and rehearse until,
like Katharine Hepburn, they have
charged their parts with all the vitality and life of which they are callable."

We

talked of other things in

Mary

Boland's garden.
Her garden, inciis a real one and she is one
of the few Hollywood garden lovers
who knows a petunia from a fuchsia.
Tipped off earlier of her amazing
dentally,

charitable work, I vainly tried to lead
her out on the subject.
It is common Hollywood gossip, however, that

Miss Boland watches out for more
indigents than any one in the place.
"I do very little organized charity," she finally admitted, "but when
genuinely needy cases come under my

eye, I

do what

I

can.

My

favorite

form of charity is taking care of the
of doing whatever possible when-

ill

;

ever hospitalization

needed.
with the average
hard-luck story if the teller has his
health.
Because the person with
health has fortune in his hand.
It is

"I'm hard as

is

nails

Continued from page 31

And here she is with everything
breaking in her favor.
A starring
opportunity for Warners is in prospect.
Also she has been getting good
roles ever since "Roman Scandals."
And she may be Josephine to Edward
G. Robinson's Napoleon.
Gloria Reblossoming.

—Things

arc brightening for Gloria

Swanson.
She has been signed by Irving Thalberg.
What rivalry! Gloria, queen
of yesteryear, competing with Norma
Shearer, reigning princess of to-day.
Strange fates are these of movieland.

And

Pretty

Sitting
2.1

business well.

records for

!

curious, too, the fact that

Herbert Somborn, Miss Swanson's
second husband, has just latch' passed
away, leaving the larger part of his
fortune to little Gloria, their daughter.
While divorce looms for Gloria

usually only those

who want

to

work

but cannot because of sickness that
deserve charity. To contribute to an
able but unwilling worker is to aid
I've done
in that person's downfall.
it too often to be wrong."
Finally, because she seemed so
happy and utterly complete, I tried to
"You've got a lot
get at the cause.
of friends?" I started.
"I've enough," she answered. "Not
And
an awful lot, but enough.
they're all old friends.
I'd tell you
their names but they wouldn't mean
anything to you. They're not names
not celebrities.
Most of them are
nonprofessional people in New York,
Boston, and Chicago.
"Not that I look down on people
in my profession. As a matter of fact
I usually prefer them.
show
people have a way of understanding
one another.
But as for meeting
more people" she smiled her swell
smile
"no.
I've met enough.
My
circle is complete.
I'd rather enjoy
the friends I now have than make
new ones."
Mary Boland looks a lot younger
than she probably is alert and on
And the answer, she exher toes.
plained, is activity.
"I try to keep
busy all the time," she said. "If I
awake in the morning and find nothing planned for the day, I immedianything to
ately plan something
keep busy.
"That, you know, is part of May
Robson's success.
That grand old
lady who is now celebrating her
fiftieth year on the American stage,
never knows an idle moment. If she
is not actually doing something, she's
planning it. Even when she sits still.
May keeps occupied knitting, tatting,
or sewing.
I count that person dead
who doesn't know what to do with
his spare time.

—

We

—

—

—

—

Hollywood High

one

"That's

Every

York.

reason
one's

I

New

love

on the

jump

there doing something.
Here in the
West it is a far lovelier, easier existence.
One can live on a fraction
of what it takes in the East. But that
isn't the blessing it sounds.
Because,
inasmuch as one doesn't have to keep
scrambling to keep alive here, the idle
time becomes a real problem. In the
East one can usually get work done
because there's no lovely beach and
out of doors beckoning.
"But here there seems to be but
either to make
two alternatives
money or to acquire the world's most
And I'm afraid there
perfect tan.
are a dozen sun-worshipers for every
Not" she laughed
serious worker.
"that the sun isn't the grandest
thing in the world.
But simply that
to do serious work calls for putting
things like the beach, mountains, and
loafing out of the mind.
That's a
lot easier in New York than the West
because well, have you ever seen
:

—

—

—

Coney Island?"
1 didn't want to leave Mary BoIn fact I made three
land's house.
trips to the place on one pretext or
another just to talk with her. I didn't
even get lunch out of it. Or a drink.

But

I

some of a wise and dewoman's philosophy.
I

did get

lightful

caught the spark that is only Mary
Boland's, the spark that imparts to
the films in which she appears a
youthful freshness and beauty that
are singularly hers.

hope Mary Boland stays on the
She's good for Hollywood.
I know a batch of stars busy being the
greatest successes in the world who
might find it worth their while to
talk to her.
It might be next to impossible to make them understand
why, but she'd be good for them.
1

Coast.

Lights

and Michael Farmer, who has been
Europe for months.

—

battle

Elusive Margaret Sullavan.
Margaret Sullavan remains one of
those untamed ladies of the movies.
She out-Hepburns Hepburn in keeping her studio baffled.
She made

prior

airplane trips East within a
month, turned up missing, was reported deeply attached to an Eastern
theatrical manager, and generally is
keeping everybody on the jump.

in

—

Jean Harlow Wins Raise. The
between Jean Harlow and M.G.-M. has led somewhere for the
She is reported to be getting
star.
$3,000 a week by adjustment of her
contract, as compared with $1,500
to

her

fight

for

an increase.

three

She wanted $5,000 to $10,000 a week.
The fat amounts demanded by Jean

Her
York

evidently helped her financial situation, for the compromise is all in her
favor.
It always is when a player
gets a higher salary as a result of an

hearsal of a picture.

New

latest trick is to stay in
until

actually

called

for

Then she

re-

takes

ably in the negotiations that led to

She hates Holcan blame her for
that?
But she's causing no end of
trouble by not conforming with the
pattern of conventions prescribed for
pretty interesting girl at
a star.

the boost.

that

argument.

Marino

Bello, Jean's stepfather, is

understood to have helped consider-

flight

to the Coast.

lywood, and

A

who

:

;

Hollywood High

—

Ann Yearns
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Lights

to

Francis, who has a reputation as a
us,
swell
dresser with must of
couldn't take some criticism from her

Spain

husband,

Ann Harding

for Far Fields.
has a yearning to be off

foreign lands.
She may go to
in the late spring.
Purpose in
part would be to take scenes for "The
Sun Also Rises." Also to find peace
and quiet which she so diligently
seeks in the movie colony. But then
the distant places are always more
alluring in their prospects of seclu-

Bannister will not
be reunited, reports notwithstanding.
Ann will always have a great fondness for her former husband, because
she is a womanly woman above all
else, but when she marries it will be

somebody

to

entirely different.

—

Stephen Ames's Consolation.
would have believed that out of

Who

whole

movie

colony Stephen
have selected Raquel
Torres as the fair damosel on whom
the

Ames would

Ames

to lavish attention?

is

the ex-

husband of Adrienne, now Mrs.
Bruce Cabot. He is celebrated for
his wealth, having kept Adrienne in
beautiful style during her sojourn in
the colony prior to the divorce and
her marriage to the actor.
Raquel
innuendoed her acquisition at the
microphone at a premiere one evening, indicating that marriage was in
the offing. Well,
wait and see.

maybe

it is.

soon.

—

Continued from page 9
Sweet Inconsistency.
IT appears there are two kinds of contributors to "What the Fans Think,"
those who are sincere in what they have
to say, and those whose sole aim is to get
into print at any cost, offering contradictory statements from month to month
just as a cruel pastime.
This Scot person, Dugald McAlpine,
evidently thinks readers of Picture Play
are saps, or else his thinking cap is
twisted.
few months ago he modestly

A

"We

fans make or break the
In the UeceimV.<- issue he writes
"It's annoying to be told producers cater
to fan preference."
Recently he chided
a Buddy Rogers fan for being loyal, saying Buddy didn't have what it takes, but
that George Raft did
Next month he
said
"Raft's ordinary type is to be found
swamping the streets."
Really
Such childish inconsistency is
too exasperating and ought not to be dignified with a reply.
But for the edification of British and Scottish fans who wonstirs."

!

!

Priestess.

Hollywood

is

—The
Elissa

Landi.
She'll never confess it, but
we suspect it. There are pictures, of
course, and a career. But Elissa lives
few friends, work, the
a life apart
determination to succeed against terrific odds.
She is not a woman easily
understood, especially by film producers who do not understand her
learning or ambitions.
Novel writing is her all-consuming
passion.
She is in the midst of a
trilogy, having written the first vol-

—

ume and

is

now immersed

in the sec-

ond. She has also written the verses
for a song cycle for which Abram
Chasins has composed the music. He
has twice visited her during the past
year, but there is no romance. Elissa
denies any breach between her husband, John Lawrence, and herself,
and as her attitude of mind is so to-

wins the
ric

role,

and she

will

have Fred-

March and Charles Laughton with

No one ever
her in the production.
thought this play was suited to Miss
Davies, anyway.

—

Unlucky Mariner. Mrs. Warren
William is probably right. She didn't
want her husband to buy a boat, but
he went ahead and purchased a
cruiser.
Then he sailed to Catalina
Island and was lost in a storm for a
day or so. When he returned home,
Mrs. William urged him to dispose
of the craft.
She always thought it
would be a worry and now she knows.

—

Frank Morgans Hosts. The
Frank Morgans are becoming famous.
for their parties, which are about the
in the movie colony.
The parties are likely to begin early
in the evening or at midnight as the
mood strikes. At the most recent
were Maurice Chevalier, Tamara
Geva, Florine McKinney, Mrs. Chester Morris, Ernst Lubitsch, Edward
G. Robinson, Jean Hersholt, and
Louis Calhern.
Miss McKinney
shone as the entertaining star, singing
several songs while Lubitsch played.

swankiest held

Two

Stars

Re-glimpsed.

—Two

— Norma

players who had slipped out of the
spotlight have latch- reappeared.
saw them at the Victorian costume

Shearer has captured "The Barretts

party given by Zoe Akins, the writer.

tally different,

it is all

very believable.

Norma Gets Her Wish.

—

:

Cloistered

loneliest girl in

We'll

Until Death or Worse. The
usual marriage vows are made by
cinema couples, but the old "out,"
mental reservations, must be employed in every case, particularly by
the bride. For example, Sheila Terry
is divorcing her husband, Laurence
E. Clark, on the ground that he told
her her hands and feet were too large
-—and hurt pride is worse than death
with an actress, of course. And Kay

wrote:

Kenneth

were as touchy, probably Ala and Pop
Ferguson of Texas would be the only
married couple left in this country

A

Ann and Harry

—

MacKenna real
name Leo Mielziner. If all women

sion.

!

We

herself,

One was Mary Duncan, who swears

though no one ever thought that
would be possible, since Marion Davies had claimed it as her own.
Norma long ago wanted to do the
picture because she is such a great
admirer of Katharine Cornell. The
rights had been bought for Miss Da-

she has quit films for good, and the
other was Nancy Carroll, who has

Wimpole

of

Through

vies.

Irving

of

Street"

What

for

diligent negotiations

Thalberg,

Miss

Shearer

the Fans Think

der why some fans are printed more frequently than others, I'll say be brazen
and not at all sincere.
Contradict yourself from month to month.
If you haven't

any

ideas,

criticize

sling

mud

producers

money

at

for
into the

the biggest stars,
their

box

wisdom

New York
Save Us!

office,

City.

A

Poetical Fan!
go Dietrich-Garbo-Hepburn mad?

1 1 THY
V y Jo'.r. Crawford is getting just as
bad!
Such personalities do not appeal to me,
With chan.T and naturalness, I'd rather be
Like

Of

—

Keeler and Crosby a musical hit,
They'd put it over in doing their bit!
Why not give John Davis Lodge a break?
He wouldn't let you down as a fake
Now where is Phillips Holmes I'd like to

know ?

in

and for
their ability to give a constant stream of
entertainment.
Call them goofy for preferring unique color and personality in the
stars to the carloads of actors and actresses who can emote all over the place!
Virginia K. Gunther.
403 East Forty-eighth Street,
bringing

been signed by Jesse L. Lasky for
"Springtime for Henry."
Everything is sweet and lovely between Mary and her husband, Laddie Sanford, while Nancy and Bolton
Mallory are reported to be having
trouble, though Nancy denies it.

Miss;
Harding,
so
ladylike
and
serene —
course, she's my favorite of the screen.

He

can play Caesar or Valentino
Such ability he has is rare.
Producers! He has plenty to spare.
VYlI.MA C. VlGARS.
116 Peter Street,
Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada.

Tossing the Bricks.

PAUL

BORING,

you've

got

guts.

You've had the courage to come out
openly and say what I've been thinking
secretly for nearly a year.
I've seen three
of Katharine Hepburn's pictures, and what

any human being sees in this woman is
utterly beyond me.
She is worse looking
than Crawford, and that's saying something.

After the ravings over her

first

Continued on page 59

picture,

—
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The Screen

Continued from page 51

thrown on her progress yon can
walk beside her because yon know
the way.
Now I'm not one to say it wouldn't
be swell to accompany Miss Francis
anywhere, even to see this picture,
bnt her producers should consider the
elements of suspense and surprise in
is

;

devising plots for her. They are too
important in screen fiction to be ignored in favor of beautiful pictures.
There are plenty of the latter,
though.
Miss Francis, as vaguely
Russian Tanya, deserted by her
crooked sweetheart, forced to become

in

Review

weakest element in what might have
been a striking picture.
In spite of
film is interesting and provocative in content, falling short only
in the performance of the star.
As a coal miner who becomes the
most famous ballroom dancer in the
world, Mr. Raft relinquishes the possibilities of a splendid part and plays
in the same mood and tempo throughout the varied career of the character.
Consequently his dancing becomes the
most interesting part of his contribution.
Unfortunately for him, the
role requires more than that to become convincing.
The picture shows his rise from
amateur night at a cheap theater to
world fame in smart night clubs, his
ruthless ambition sacrificing any one
who stands for an instant in his way,
until his ultimate death from an overstrained heart.
Richly and glamorously staged, the
picture grains in effectiveness through
this the

and right here

Dubuque

is

let

me wonder why

looked upon by sophisti-

cated writers as unfailingly hilarious.
not Des Moines? Perhaps you
know.
suspect it is only a cliche.
Well, anyhow, the ladies get gay in
Paris and each falls in love, the
younger with a British writer, the
elder
with a
foreigner strangely
named llippolitus Lonii. They flirt,
titter, and waver.
It's all so safely
wicked.
Then they return to Dubuque
where, I grant, the home of the
younger woman fulfills the comic
Not
reputation of the Iowa city.
But look
that the director thinks so.
at the house as a place to live in and
you will agree that such fussiness,
such studied daintiness would be unendurable.
The civic authorities
should be up in arms on this score
alone.
But let's not digress.
The respective swains of the
women follow them from Europe and
show themselves to be decent fellows
instead of home-wreckers. The husband of the romantic wife mak<
pal of the pseudo-lover, they get
drunk together and neither is able to
take Lucilc to the country-club dance
which, by the way, resembles an embassy ball.
So her eyes are opened
to the tried and true virtues of her

Why

1

stay-at-home husband.
an inmate of a gorgeous dive in Rangoon. Escaping, she embarks for the
green hills of Mandalay, there to begin life anew.
For the second half of the picture
action takes place on the river
steamer.
Tanya becomes a good influence in the life of Doctor Burton,
miserable because he operated upon
a West Point cadet when drunk and
lost his patient.
Then her absent
paramour turns up, demands that she
join him in operating a brothel, pretends suicide, and plants evidence
which causes Tanya to be suspected
of murder. When she is cleared, he
reappears from his place of concealment for another chat and finally
jumps into the water for good.
Last scene of all finds Tanya and
Doctor Biirton jauntily leaving the
-learner in fashionable flannels for
those
green and presumably unthe

hackneyed

hills

in

Mandalay.

the recurrent use of Ravel's famous
musical composition, "Bolero," perhaps the most dramatic music ever
used to color action in a film.
Carol Lombard, as Mr. Raft's part-

makes a pretty feint at dancing
but is at her best as an actress, while
Sally Rand manipulates her fans for
a few minutes without any need for
sending in a fire alarm.

level

"As Husbands Go."

type.

ner,

ge

Frawlcy,

Raymond

Milland.

Drake,
Frances
Director: Wesley

Ruggles.

Hollywood makes

the belated dis-

covery that George Raft is a dancer
and stars him as one in his new picture.
It makes the mistake, however,
of

demanding of him

Catherine

stellar actor.

Mr. Raft

is

kit'

is.

i,hc
.

\

In the former capacity
veritably a star, in the
to

put

There must,

Jr.,

Calhoun Doucet,
Eleanor Lynn.

it

politely,

the

miscast in this
is
played

to the supposedly
of the husband, and
Mr. Baxter isn't a

humdrum
we know
humdrum

seems, be just so
stage plays to
keep up Hollywood's average of
something or other.
F.ggcd on by
the example of "When Ladies Meet."
another of the same author's domes-

"All of Me."
March, Miriam Hopkins. George
Raft, Helen Mack.
Directors: James
Flood and Thomas Mitchell.

Fredric

it

many photographed

comedies is elaborately and ostP*v
"
tatiously brought to the screen. -„.'
trouble and expense are bar
,US
tified, however, for the resiC"'.>'
1S ver ^
mild and very, very talky.
}
Two wives from Dubumie T
Iowa
tic

'

the ability of a

is

performance

His

Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson, Warner
G. P. Huntley,

William

down
thai

Oland,

"Bolero."
Raft, Carol Lombard, Sally Rand,

Warner Baxter
role.

1

-

".

Interesting

birf-gflsaKsfying.

»

strong KWVxVulwork but an unstable
>tn!

''Tare.

It

seems

to

me

thai this is

occurring more and more frequently
talent

pictures on which splendid
the
and a great deal of money are, in
final analysis, wasted.
Here we have a capital cast, a
handsome production, a good stoi
certain point— and exceptional

in

U p to

a

:

The Screen
All, in fact, that
dialogue.
quired for a superior picture.

the treatment given
and the point never

This

is

how

it

is

it

is

is

re-

But
undecided
driven home.
is

worked

out.

Miriam Hopkins, a rich girl, is in
love with Fredric March, an instructor

in

engineering,

hut

refuses

to

marry him and face hardship in the
In a speakeasy they meet
West.
George Raft and Helen Mack, underworld lovers, whose honesty and
courage so impress Miss Hopkins
that she enahles Mr. Raft to make a
successful though unconvincing escape from an island prison and also

in
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agree to
1
is unimportant.
the point of saying that no picture
He
featuring him is uninteresting.
is an extraordinarily persuasive actor.
No matter what the story, no matter
what his role offers him, he arrests
and holds one's attention, always
seeming to give more than is written

The

appears

Here he is indistinct at
times, probably due to faulty recordin the part.

Robert Armstrong
as a couple of

has

story

and James Gleason

racketeers who publish a phony physiengage
magazine and
cal-culture
Lupino.
Ida
Buster Crabbe and
Olympic swimming champions, as
The young people
nominal editors.
object when they discover the magazine doesn't uphold health building at
but is filled with sexy "con
ail

Their
"hot" pictures.
is what keeps the picIt extends to a health

and

ing, but his accent normally should
not bar him from more frequent appearances and should not confine him
It is not proto foreign characters.
nounced enough for that.

sions"

As
drama

club

but

shall

be kept pure and invigorating.

the title indicates, this is a
of espionage and it gives us
It has the woman
something new.
spy marrying an enemy alien who has

for ideals

light

ture going.

farm which the racketeers mean
run

as

which

the

to

country

do-as-you-please

a

insist

idealists

no knowledge of her calling. Then
comes the gradual realization, the
shock, the conflict, and the reconciliation when, I think, the armistice is
conveniently declared.
But for all
its seeming triteness the story is inFinely directed, tastefully

teresting.

mounted, imaginatively photographed,
it is
far above the average.
Miles
above that other spy drama, Constance Bennett's "After To-night,"
for example.
Miss Mack out of an institution.
United by Miss Hopkins, the lovers
jump from a window rather than
again be separated by police clamoring at the door. Their suicide teaches
Miss Hopkins the lesson she needs to
bring about marriage to her man.
Well played though all this is, the
narrative never rings true.
Individual performances are good, however,
especially that of Miss Mack whose
simplicity, directness, and avoidance
of sentimentality are extremelv moving.
Mr. Raft is fine, too, in his moment of terror and desperation he-

gets

fore he

makes

his fatal leap.

"Madame Spy."
Fay Wray, Nils Asthcr, Edward Arnold,
Noah Beery, Vincent Barnett, John
Director:
Mil j an, Douglas Walton.
Karl Frcund.
Judging
Play, no

from
film

in

letters

to

Picture

which Nils Asther

beginning of your stardom, you have,
even here among your townsmen, fled
from anything smacking of public
demonstration.
The local Junior
League itself could not drag you-,
from your hiding place to take a bow.
last

summer, when you

"Search for Beauty."
Buster Craibbe, Ida Lupino, James GleaRobert

son,

Armstrong,

Michael, Roscoe
Erie Kenton.

Karns.

Gertrude
Director

They triumph

in a

comic

which

finish

the loose inmates forced to
conform to a health regimen, and the

has

all

hero and heroine united

a

in

love

fade-out.

Exploitation
of
Paramount's
beauty-contest winners, male and female, is more cleverly managed here
than you might expect for the beauties are wisely kept in the background
and a story is given prominence.
What one sees of the winners in a
health drill, as well as at closer range,
may cause you to question their su-

your favorite life guard
girl, but you won't be-

periority to

or hat-check

All this

is

ous-looking to convince

a

stern

monitor especially when Toby

Wing

grudge them the trip to Hollywood
nor the return home of all but six.

cute, though,

You

is

will

agree that they

will

be bet-

amiable entertainment to

which Mr. Armstrong. Mr. Gleason,
and Gertrude Michael give pungent
wit and excellent acting, quite overshadowing Mr. Crabbe and Miss LuMiss Lupino. a
pino in interest.
pretty blond who resembles Helen
Twelvetrees, is too slight and frivol-

is

as

the object of her restraint.

She's

and her British speech

nice.

Continued mi page 60

ter off there.

Oh, Hepburn, Behave!

Continued from page 33

And

Fay Wray is excellent as the
troubled spy who marries a man who
doesn't know what the trouble is, and
minor roles are well played.

reluc-

tantly consented to go on a near-by
stage to please a producer who had

been generous to you in your salad
days, you certainly appeared not to
revel in it. If the blush which flooded

your

bespeak shyness,
doe>
It is a fact that people born into
the traditions of your caste are natthen

face

we

didn't

don't

know what

!

urally reluctant to contact personally

Yet such
one of
the rules of the game you are in.
And if you are to find peace in your
professional life you must learn to
with

impersonal

groups.

contact, direct or indirect,

take

it.

is

You

don't have to seek the

like

want

it,

moun-

you honestly don't
Katharine, and feel that -.on

tain of publicity,

to blaze

if

the trail of

establish-

without it; but if the
mountain should come to you, then
be generous!
Give to others of the
wealth of your experiences, and afu
ing yourself

if yon wish, Steal qui^
your ivory tower to awaij
duction of your next film.

the giving,
into

!

!

—

—
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Too Much Rope
Continued Erom page

"On
Garbo.

18

leaving,

other

She has a

stride equal to that

fans

spied

Scattering the
of two other people.
army of fans to right and left, she
plowed her way through them, growling 'No, no, no !'
'

On

a

vi>it

to

New

York, Garbo

popular hotel, yet she had
expressed her desire for solitude.
After this, can her demands for complete isolation he taken as sincere?
To a certain point her move for reticence was good. But like most poses,
stayed

at a

hers gets boring.
Marlene Dietrich stated that after
the completion of "The Song of
Songs" she would return to Germany
for good. She had made this declaration before.
Just as often as she
has made it, one has wondered why
she has never followed it up. There

was

nothing to prevent her from
gaining her soul's desire.
Marlene did go back to Germany
when her first contract with Paramount ended. But, signed up again,
she hastened back from the Fatherland to barbaric Hollywood, then returned to Europe.
Dietrich is an interesting personality, but she has harmed herself a
great deal by professing open disdain
for

Hollywood.

constantly bearing of Marlene's longing to go back to Berlin the
fans have come to regard her as only
a transient, a person here only for
her current picture.
She has given
her homesickness too much rope

You probably recall David
who achieved some notice

Rollins
several
years ago. David registered with the
fans by appearing very boyish on the
screen.
For a while it went over.
Instead of using this asset to advantage, David used it to death.
Every
photo revealed him in a coy pose.
Mr. Rollins became aloof, reticent, a
solitary soul
coming out of his solitude only to have more coy pictures
taken.

—

To-day. he has plenty of time to
enjoy the solitude he so eagerly
craved, for his career was killed by
coyness.
Fifi Dorsay was our prize packet of
effervescence.
Fifi is really a great
gal, but her Gallic spirits soon became

de trop.

And her

idea of pub-

knew

Iai

j

too

was

She had done
this, she had said that.
Tallulah was
determined to teach Hollywood free
speech. But freedom of speech is not

was

thus, she

so.

always safe.

La Bankhead was

a

too free

little

with her talk.
She informed interviewers of many amazing events. She

was herself amazed when she saw
them in print.
You can overdo
everything. Tallulah worked hard to
keep Hollywood gasping. Hollywood
was kept so hard at gasping for
breath that it forgot Tallulah was
there to act.
Hollywood paid more
attention to her startling disclosures.

Holmes was introduced to
young fellow of very
spiritual mien. Whether this was true
or not, it made people imagine that
Phil was only half human.
He was
Phillips

supposed to be a youth in constant
torment on finding himself in the
world.
Producers came to see him
so.
He lost many parts that he could
otherwise have played well.
Phil was not the least to blame
at
first.
Yet I think, as time went on,
he did fall a little into the plot. He
insisted he had no friends.
He
never went places. In short, a little
too much rope was being given his

—

spirituality.

Now,

many

Dorsay's "Oo-la-la's" and her

unsubdued manners began to pall even
on her friends and most ardent ad-

Holmes

the most huis like the
average young man, with a little more
intelligence than most.
Since severing his contract, Phil is no longer a
languishing
Saint
Sebastian,
but
himself.
And as himself he ought
to prosper.

morous

Phil
soul

is

He

alive.

Constance Bennett all but hanged
money. The fans have
always heard that she demands this,
herself with

the goat.

she

Another young player who came
near to running out too much rope,
and all but strangled himself with it,

Tom Brown.
Tom is a nice young chap. With
"Tom Brown of Culver" he achieved

is

was

fastly to her stage accent,

spoke
She was never at a
fluent English.
In fact
loss to find the right word.

and so on. After
what her

gets only
box-office value rates her.

lulah swept into the cinema capital
under an aura of wickedness.
She

—

demands

Fifi

restaurants

Constance

a solid foothold in movieland. With
this
foothold
came interviewers.
Young Mr. Brown was determined to
make an impression as to his eligi-

!"

annoyed rather than inShe was a little French girl
terested.
from France, she said.
She spoke
perfect French, so one was unable
to tell whether she came from Paris
or Montreal.
While keeping steadstunts

licity

new
all,

Tallulah Bankhead certainly ma.de
an impression on Hollywood and
will again, if she gets a chance.
Tal-

myself

the fans as a

From

a little

mirers.
They were given too much
rope and crippled Fifi's promising
screen career.
Now, after a long
vaudeville tour, Fifi is hack in sporadic pictures.
"They made me do it," she says
now in extenuation. "They told me
I had to play up my French personality.
But now I am going to be

that
that she is hostile to
interviewers, actors, fans, and I lollywood in general; that she uses them
merely as mediums through which to
amass a fortune. Now the fans don't
like to imagine they are being made

la

Neither does Hollywood.
From one who knows, T hear that
Bennett had nothing to do with
impression.

this

loves
to

;

making

Hollywood,

tainly

is

Connie
and

pictures,

I'm

told.

fans.
friendly

likes
is

She

cer-

seen at every spot, premieres,

in love contests.
The result
that each story made
out
to be a cross between Don Juan and
Henry VIII. Each story suggested
that his sole reason for being in Holbility

Tom

lywood was to capture every damsel
who came his way.

Tom

stoutly maintains that all his
allusions to pretty girls he had met,

or had known back East, were made
in the most friendly manner to help
interviews along and cast a light upon
his chivalry toward womankind in

But the fact remains that
Tom's incessant amatory discussions
almost turned into a huge joke and
cast a shadow over his sudden fame.
Tom has sworn never to mention
a girl's name in any interview from

general.

now

on.

What

girl is there left to

mention ?

Lupe Velez— Tom
her

— flamed

did not mention

into public notice as a

Mexican dish of hot chili con
She has worked hard at it,
You can hardly remember the
too.
time when she was not in a turmoil,
And it always has been
can you?
little

came.

sel

f-dramatized romance.

"Lupe
nee

—

I

is so 'appy.
loaf 'eem so

—JohnBlah,

Garee
mooch."

ad infinitum.
Anita Page was

blah,

all but strangled
by the early publicity given her private life.
It was represented that
Anita was guarded against Hollywood's wickedness with more than
Indeed, a little
usual parental care.
too much rope was given this ex-

traordinary vigilance.

Now Anita is far from being the
young sultana of an Eastern harem.
Not long ago
I can vouch for that.
Anita happened to be at a party
1

attended. Rather than not being permitted to be out after nine o'clock,
was not until nine that la Page
it
And it was long after midarrived.
night when she left.
nineformer
Abandoning the
o'clock pose gives the present la Page
in vaudeville.
a chance to be herself

—

In

Hollywood, a player must be

more than just clever to create a
shadowy personality and live up to it.
Live up to it, but not overdo it. The
adage still holds good. Give a fool
mean a movie star too
excuse me,
much rope and he'll hang himself f
I

—

—
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This Shows

Good Guy

Way

Continued from page 36

The Marches' mutual pride

in their

adopted daughter. Penny, is Mimething to see because it is natural and
They are one film
thoroughly real.
couple who have not sacrificed the- decent, normal emotions of life for artifice and tinsel.
He is one of the few people who
can retell a joke and not only retain
ts original humor but improve upon
His greatest professional thrill
it.
occurred when John Barrymore came
)ackstage and congratulated him on

performance

lis

He

"The Royal Fam-

in

member

of Hollywood's
'Four Hundred," being president of
lv."

:he
:he

a

is

Mayfair Club and an official in
Academy of Motion Picture Arts

ind Sciences.

When

he

picturesque

retires,

farm

favorite role

will

it

be to a

in Connecticut.

His

Paul, in "Laughter,"

is

ind his favorite poem is one which
He would much
;iis mother
wrote.
rather people called him a "good
jjuy" than a "great actor."
One of his most cherished theatri-

memories

cal

'Peter Pan."

Maude Adams,

is

in

lie has read the novel,

'South Wind," many times.
He
remember-- the people who knew him
when, and follows their progress
through life with genuine interest.

He

Color

when he

gesticulates dramatically

GRAY
HAIR

talks.

He

believes actors should play roles
with their real personalilie also believes with Shake-

at variance
ties,

speare that "there is a destiny that
shapes our ends."
Which may account for his refusal to bemoan the
past or worry about the future.
J lis
favorite
screen
actress
is
Katharine Hepburn, and he admires
the work of James Cagney and the

Barrymores.

He

affects

to

Now prove for yourself
that gray hair is needless!
single lock snipped from
hair is all you need. This way you see results
without slightest risk. Just comb on clear
liquid. Gray goes. Youthful color comes
black, brown, auburn, blonde. Entirely
SAFE. Hair stays soft takes curl or wave.
Nothing to wash or rub offon clothing. Ask
your druggist for full-sized bottle on moneyback guarantee. Or make the free test.

A

—

no dispari-

of dress and comes to work every
morning in a nondescript car. Emil
Ludwig. he confesses, is beyond him.
It was John Cromwell, the director,
ties

Coupon Brings Free

Outfit — Millions
have sent for it
.Why hesitate? You risk
nothing — pay nothing... Just mail coupon.
.

.

--MARY T. GOLDMAN

who suggested
family name of

that he change his
Bickel to March.
He fraternizes little with his fellow
workers, but maintains an aloof dignity except when he gives a big party.
Has the habit of drawing the index
finger of his right hand under his
nose, a mannerism reminiscent of the
Henry Irving school of acting.
He talks in the vernacular of the
day. is solicitous of elderly people,
and has judged more beauty contests
than any other actor.
Above all, he is one of the few
actors who do not confuse subtlety
with eroticism.

Goldman

4734

a wonderful new
women a
We'll
cosmetics!

To introduce
service

to
in

DEAL
send

—

NEW

you

-SWANK"

I

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Face Powder (In
2, Olive. Peche.

&
Rachelle
Naturelle)
I

or

-SWANK" Rouqe Paste (In
Medium, or Poppy)
-SWANK" fine Cold
jar

I

Light,
I

Cream (S pecify Shades
Wanted)
stock —
— Highest

Dated
quality
Beauty
Send only 30c, coin or stamps,
cover cost of handling and post-

Fresh

What

Boxes

the Fans Think

aids.
to

age

Continued from page 55

for

all

3.

Money Back Guarante e
5. VV(

thought to myself, "Guess I done her
Wong" -or maybe it was the cameraman.
Since the rc.-i n for seeing the second
md third. However, never again!
One reads occasionally of the beautiful
ind talented screen actresses who never
jet a decent break.
Why they are overookal for freaks with a little stage expe•ience is a mystery.
I suppose there will
>e
fans who'll say that I can't see any!

hing beyond a pretty face,

which

quite
SJSorg.
Hayes and Chatterton are two of
he finest actresses in Hollywood, yet they
ire neither young
nor beautiful.
I'n. i.

708

is

not particularly a Hepburn fan,
but a fan of good breeding. It shocks me
to think in this day there are in our midst
such utterly undignified persons.
More
laurels

IN
I

ness

You were skeptical as to the fitof signing your letter.
Thanks for
flicker of judgment.

that

:wentieth century,

where brains and

ability

born to our own
Katharine
Hepburn is a brilliant actress.
She dons
lot what she chooses but what her roles
'all fur.
Don't forget she is "reel"-clothed,
while her features are God's gift, not ones
nade over
Hollywood.
Why be
by
ishamed of thein?
As to her parading off the screen with
wide, she merits all the gestures worth
raradiug.
To think one could so far forget himself and have the audacity to ridi:ount.

iking

YVc were not

as

to

beautj

all

or

ability.

too.
a;

High-class Rowdy.
change her;

let
her stay just
That's the cry from peoover the country, and we mean it,
want our Diamond Lil to be just

same

the
ple all

!

We
-he

was

and "I'm

in

No

"She Done

boldly a person's physical defects, if
are any. is terrible.
Miss Hepburn
|»oclavmv her talent-, and you your lack
)f

common

sense.

Him Wrong"

Angel."

think her absolutely "lousy" if
tried to imitate Crawford, Shearer, or

Garbo. Mae West is in a class by herself.
After seeing such poor acting by Constance Bennett and Ruth Chatterton, we
appreciate good acting when we see our
wholesome Mae West.
Here's luck to our one and only rowdy
actress who knows how to be
Three loud
a high-class way.
cheers for Diamond Lil.

rowdy
and

West Twelfth

Street,

Brooklyn. Xew York.
Continued n page 62
<

in

long

Esther Hader.
1774

Is
your figure spoiled by n
bust ?
heavy,
sagging
Are
you embarrassed by this un-

sightly

We'd

:ule

[here

Street,

Oregon.

Portland,

A

Paul Boring, what unwanted
have we in you?
This is the

i

Mrs. Cecile Lucas.

West Davis

822 North

DON'T

reply to

TU

any other

parade.

Gordon'.

Blight.

and

NOW/ TH
GIANT

dyed-in-the-wool actress not of the beautiful-and-dumb species.
Less beauty and
more acting. The box office is speaking
fur Mi-- Hepburn.
May she parade and

Danforth Avenue,

blight

Miss Hepburn

to

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

New Fan

ticago.

am

I

tell

Then

fat?

you

how

i/e

bust.

let

me

reduce an
gladly

in

I'll

send you my easy direction!),
with
a
container of
"Preseription-36".

SEND ME YOUR NAME
and
ant

address

and

your pleas-

home treatment
ymi

will

return

mail
plain wrapper. Pleasi
enclose 10c tor forward
ing chai
In
in

by

DORIS KENT,
80 East

1 1

T-5

th Street,

New York, N. V.

come

.
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The Screen

Continued from page 57
"I've Got Your Number."
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Glenda FarAllen Jenkins, Eugene Pallette,
rell,
Gordon Westcott. Director: Ray Enright.

Every speech a wisecrack, every

plains the

For

this is a nice picture sigof the wholesome trend of
screen and obviously influenced

tator.

telephone, not forgetting that she receives him in scanty attire, provoca-

by

lied

when

possible.

These are some of the points established here in the interests of vocational advice or rowdy fun, however
you choose to look at it. The career
of a telephone employee is certainly
made lively for those who incline toward it, with no drudgery and practically

no work harder than thinking

up the right wisecrack.
A lost of the latter come from Pat
O'Brien as the swaggering, self-confident hero whose adventures take
him into more boudoirs than an ob-

picture describes

no uncertain terms the loyalty to
each other of a devoted family group,
and very much worth while it all is
both to the characters and the specnificant

posed on her

Review

in

woman eager for the love-making of
the man who comes to repair her

tively

The

title.

in

the

Women."

'"Little

Father gets into business difficulties through no fault of his own and
is
made to seem an embezzler.

Mother sells her novel to Hollywood
and is about to go to the studio for

One

daughter, a giddy
about to elope with the
wrong boy and leave the right one
in the lurch
another daughter is attracted to the accountant who gloats
over her father's shortage, and the
boy of the family fails to make the
fraternity he craves to join.
AJ1
these separate problems are brought
out in the two days covered by the
story, and they are solved when the
father attempts suicide as the only
way out to save his loved ones. His
wife and children gather around him
and he is saved at the hospital where
his son is being treated for injuries
in an auto accident.
Simple in the telling and perhaps
too coincidental, the picturization has
quiet power and a great deal of apits

filming.

schoolgirl,

is

;

home years before. They meet by
accident in a lawyer's office and care
than
ever,
especially
when
daughter upbraids him and he is contemptuously indifferent.
But when
less

is
employed in the restaurant
where he is the amiable manager,
they discover they are much alike and
become friends after a fashion.

she

When

she gets into difficulties father
the first to help her out and see to
it that she marries the man who is
pursuing her.
All this obviously is supposed to be
is

a witty, worldly comedy of unconventional people.
Adapted from a
novel and directed by a codi rector of
"Chang," the animal picture, may explain why it doesn't come through.

"You Can't Buy Everything."
May Robson, William Bakewell, Jean
Parker,

Lewis

Tad Alexander.

Stone, Mary Forbes,
Director: Charles F.

Reisner.

The fine talents of
Robson are superior

the veteran

May

to her first star-

ring picture and it's a pity, too. It is
a cut-and-dried affair which in its aim
to strike the bull's-eye of widest ap-

All the characters are believ-

peal.

and are finely acted, especially
by Lionel Barrymore and Fay Bainter
as the parents.
Miss Bainter, celebrated on the stage, makes an auspiable

debut.
Her acting is simple,
and unaffected though her appearance fails to suggest that she
could have brought up Mae Clarke,
cious

direct

Man-

Carlisle,

and

Tom Brown

kept an ingenue's figure.

and

Una Mer-

kel will delight you as a cook in
search of an ice pick she never finds.

would visit in a month. He
meets his Waterloo at a switchboard
where Joan Blondell is the presiding
stetrician

Finding that she can give
wisecrack for every one she takes
from him, Mr. O'Brien decides that
it
must be love and prudently quiets
operator.

a

down.
Miss

Blondell is innocently involved in the crooked scheme of a
gang, this enabling Mr. O'Brien to
become a hero, save her and bring the
picture to a fitting close.
Allen Jen-

"Long Lost Father."
John Barrymore, Helen Chandler, Donald
Cook, Alan Mowbray, Reginald Sharland.

Director

:

Ernest B. Schoedsack.

This might be a perfectly grand
picture if one knew what it was about,
or cared enough to concentrate and
puzzle

done

it

to

all

out.

But not enough is
to engage

make one mind,

one's attention and nurse it along by
interesting characters, dialogue, and
situations.
Consequently you relax
and regard the picture in a tolerant
h

i

e

i:

supplying legitimately comic types.

There is nothing to resent exactly.
John Barrymore is plausible as the

"This Side of Heaven."
Lionel
Barrymore, Fay Bainter,
Mae
Clarke, Tom
Brown, Una Merkel,
Mary Carlisle, Onslow Stevens, Henry
Wadsworth, Eddie Nugent.
DirecWilliam K. Howard.
tor:

father of
lelen Chandler, even if she
not credible as a singer and dancer
in a night club.
Even the most indifferent employer demands that singers sing and dancers dance.
Or
rather that voices have melody and

kins and
in

Eugene

Pallette are helpful

1

is

bodies have rhythm.

Apparently

member

the joy of being a
of a united family that exit

is

peal oversteps the marks and unfortunately rates as hokum. Miss Robson is earnest and vigorous, though
playing with unerring intelligence an<
skill and her acting makes the result
mildly pleasing.
She is a grasping, miserly fmancia
genius who professes poverty whih
piling up millions.
In order to creati
sympathy for the character she
seen dispensing secret charity gruffly
It
is this indecision on
the part o
the producers that makes the character unreal.
You don't believe she
really avaricious nor can you credi
her heart of gold.
Anyway, the son she is supposed!;
ambitious to make the richest man ii
the United States turns against he
when she interferes with his romance
To show you what kind of a story

Father and daughter dislike each
other because of his desertion of his

i

i

—

J

—

()1

WHEN SHES
numbers.

I ne»d only say that his girl is the
daughter of Miss Kobson's lifelong
enemy who, in turn, is the man she
loved in her youth.
is,

Harps," which must be
would know to what ends
Hollywood goes for the bizarre.
After seeing this, the theme song of
mothers of stage-struck daughters
might well be "I didn't raise my girl

Powell, Bette Davis, Yeree Teas-

Reginald Owen. Frank
Herbert.
Director:

dale,

Hugh

UPSET

They include "The Hall

of Human
seen if you

"Fashions of 1934."
A'illiatn

McHuph,
William

Constipation Drove

Dieterle.

H^f
*-

REMEDY—

—

Thermometer — eamplen
KR and Tump. Send
name.eridrehs. stamp to

Iseased
What will scenario writers
link of next?
This orgy of plumage is the clinax of a story which purports to
Ejpose the racket of a style pirate
n Paris.
smoothly charming
iCoundrel, he sells to competitors
etches of gowns created by famous
prists before they are released, thus
pamatizing the
anguish
of
the
reman who pays a big price for an
elusive gown only to find it worn
»v another in a cheaper model.
Yes. this is said to be a "woman's
licturc." which means that it doesn't
nake much sense but is glossy with
uperhcial
appeal
handsome
setfigs, flashy costumes, shallow characters, and several spectacular revue

"TUMS" aa^saagfe
KILL THE HAIR. ROOT
My method

was
bought uppermost in

home.
mind.

The

my mind was

should never, never speak to
Jamon Novarro again.
Then Bess
leredyth,
the
scenario
writer.
hat

I

Slocked at

my

door.

ouldn't play the piano
lained to

Ramon.

Kith

her

to

low

like

him

iliate

He

straighten
!

She knew I
and had exhad come up
things

Always ready

out.

to con-

rather than harbor a grudge.

them

in, ready to be apologized
and be a martyr. But as soon as
'anmii saw me he burst into laughter.
Let's stuff her." he said, "and send
1

let

Madame Tussauds!" I had
Ofgotten my appearance, freakish
ilghtgown and all, until Bess led me
ter

to

to
a mirror.
Then we all
Sighed together.
Apologies flowed
Q freely from both sides that we
ic-arly got into another spat trving
to
•ut-apologize each other.
And this
^as the first and only time I've even
leard of Ramon getting mad.
How
ew stars can say as much.
By this time the success of his rentals
in Paris is pretty generally
mown, but as T was present at his
very appearance T am one of his few
riends who know how extraordinariter

be a

fame as actresses.
the picture is lively, extravagant, and unconvincing, with not
an honest character visible. But all
the players do well and the film has
the cachet of popular appeal, only the
question of style piracy might have
been handled far more dramatically
and authoritatively.
a short cut to

rom

Ramon
pa.L.

he

ily

in

ARTIST
Bean
WEEK
TO
MAKE
\

In reluctantly bringing to a concluthese reminiscences of a dear
friend and a great artist, all I can say
to fans who have admired him from
afar is that Ramon Novarro is all that
they sense him to be and more, much
more.

Our

A

!

methods make it easy
Commercial Art, Cartooning and

simple, proven

1o learn

AT HOME, in spare

Designing quickly,

Newlowrate. Pig new book, "ARTfor

Pleasure and Profit", sent

free.

Slate age.

Washington School of Art
udio 285,

111515th

St.. Washington.

DC.

For Baby's Tender Skin

Cuticura Talcum

is

his public.

yf y\

'X^A/ii'/i

time.

—

an enthusiastic admirer of Mae
West. Her sense of humor appeals
to him.
In Paris he took every one
he could find to see "She Done Him
Wrong" until he himself had seen the
film more times than he could remember.
The Marx Brothers also are
favorites of his. He always sees their
pictures several times and his mimicry of the three funny ones is something to rave about.
It has always
been a regret of mine that Ramon
never has appeared in a full-fledged
comedy on the screen. None of tin's
light and whimsical stuff, but regular
down-to-earth fun. He would amaze

$200

$50

TjSir^

the greatest ovations that I've ever
seen accorded any one.
Incidentally
quite
incidentally

he

million tiny tubes or filters

your Kidneys which may be endangered by

using drastic, irritating drugs.
Be careful.
If
poorly functioning Kidneys or Bladder
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every package.
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It
Soothes and tones raw, irritated tissues.
is helping millions of sufferers and is guaranteed to fix you up to your satisfaction or
money back on return of empty package.
Cystex is only 7.">e at all druggists.

critical

French public.
Audiences nearly went mad. cheering and yelling "Bravo!" until they
were hoarse. Actually he had one of

I.

Don't Take Drastic Drugs
You have nine

4

was received by the

2GE, Providence. R.

Help Kidneys
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f

positively prevents hair from growing
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Sate, easy, permanent.
Brings reliet, happiness, comfort, freedom of
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human

harp," but probably
the chosen young women consider it
to

Friend

heatless.

again.

|

—

hotel
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A
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LEWIS CO.
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mayed mi end, including flower forlations photographed from overhead.
,ou learn that further shipment of
:hem is forbidden because they're

My

l^Slrfl made her feel cross, headachy,

*J half-alive. Now she has a lov»
able disposition, new pep and vitality. Heed Nature's
warning: Sluggish bowels invariably result in poisonous wastes ravaging your system often the direct
cause of headaches, dizziness, colds, complexion troubles. NATURE'S
the mild, all-vegetable
laxative
safely stimulates the e«/i>eeliminativc tract
strengthens, regulate s the bowels for normal, natural
FRFPI New trold& blue functioning. At druggists'—25c

Glorification of ostrich leathers is
lie motif of this picture, believe it
)r not, and after they have been dis-
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send Jim my easy instructions and a
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how
easy
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FREE
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Roguish Ratoff

Continued from page 37

A

And

human, lovable person, he is the
delight of his coworkers.
He never

succeed.

tires, no matter how long or strenuous the day. He never spoils a scene
by forgetting a line, but he does take
time out after the first fifteen hours
to clown.
And a shrewd director
knows that a company that spends
five minutes in hearty laughter will
work twice as hard and twice as effectively for the next five hours.

Grisha was starred in the first presentation of that most famous of Russian plays, Andreyev's "He

may

surprise Ratoff's most ardent admirers to learn that he had
achieved fame in Russia, Germany,
It

and on Broadway before coming to
Hollywood in 1932.
Born in Samara, Russia, famous chiefly as his
birthplace, on April 28, 1893, Ratoff
confesses modestly that he is the beginning of his family renown. The
son of

Basil

Ratoff,

a shopkeeper,

and Sophie Markson, he was sent to
the Imperial School of Commerce,
Petersburg, to prepare himself
for his father's trade.
But he soon
exchanged his textbooks for a play
in St.

script.

Perhaps the only Russian actor
anywhere who does not trace his

Moscow

success was surely on

way two years

its

when

later

their

Who

Gets Slapped."

But the

—

Then he returned

to Russia,

but that land was in the throes of the
Soviet revolution. The Russian theater was a thing of the past
and of
the future.
So he went to Germany,
where he devoted the next two years
to making the name of Ratoff famous
on the Rbine.

—

Post-war Germany was no actors'
Eden, so Ratoff set forth for America, arriving on September 22, 1922.
The same year found him playing in
"Blossom Time" on Broadway, with
another Russian refugee, the glamorous Eugenie Leontovitch.
When
"Blossom Time" went on the road,
the)- were married at the first stopover west of Broadway.
"I think

you

Buffalo, yes ?"
the Ratoffs returned to

call

it

When

New

Money," quite appropriate,
when you consider that the

York, Gregory combined producing
with acting and directing.
"Symphony of Six Million" was
Ratoff's first picture and "Let's Fall

wealthy Ratoffs were chagrined at
their son's choice of a career.
But
their one desire, like that of most
parents, was to see their offspring

his fifteenth.
In only three,
Price Hollywood," "Once in
a Lifetime," and "Let's Fall in Love,"
was he cast as a picture producer.

training

theatrical

the

to

Art Theater, Ratoff made

"Mad
really,

his

debut in

Love"

in

"What

Mae West

Is

theatrical
several,

producers, and there
belong in the same

category.

He achieved his greatest triumph,
although he always runs his fellow
players a close race for

War

interrupted. Gregory
served for a year in the lowest rank
of all
"What you call a buck private,

yes?"

But
were

"Sweepings" holding
Lionel Barrymore.
in

first

his

honors,
with

own

And it is to another Barrymore,
John, that he loses the part of the
theatrical
producer in Columbia's
"Twentieth Century," which he had
played on the stage in Hollywood.
"But," says Ratoff good-naturedly,
"if one must lose a part, is it not best
to lose it to a Barrymore ?"
Not content to be one of the highest-paid character actors, not satisfied
with his sheaves of fan mail and social
invitations, Ratoff wants to direct.

He would
cisions

like to

instead of

make

his

own

de-

abiding by those

in
the script.
With no cameras
grinding up his every gesture, with
no microphone recording his every
mutter, he wants to make pictures as
well as appear in them.
Ratoff will soon realize his ambition
or be very much surprised. He
has already sold a scenario, "I Love
an Actress," based on his own romance.
Who could better direct it
than its author? Who could enact it
more realistically than its real -life
prototype? And these are. the tactics
Ratoff employs to gain his deserts

—

Fizzle?

a

Continued from page 52

Joan Crawford allows her supporting

cast

a

fair

Likewise James

break

of

footage.

Cagney and many

other topnotchers. Mae was warned
to be more generous in both her pictures.
Will she remember to be in
"It Ain't No Sin"?

Mae

has to be cautioned frequently
about pronunciation. She has a trick
way with words. Unlike the stage,
pictures have to survive the stern
eyes of censors.
Trick pronunciation doesn't always pass the censors.
To cut a scene because of this seriously hurts a film, interfering as it
does with the story's continuity of ac-

Mae

tion.

of

has also to be reminded

this.

Mae

a genius at making wiseit takes more than wisecracks to justify six reels of celluloid.
It takes an interesting, fairly plausiis

cracks, but

ble story that is different

from pre-

vious stories in which the star has
Comparison, even with
appeared.
oneself,

is

dangerous.

good work from

a

It

also takes

good supporting

cast.

Is

Mae

enough

clever

to

under-

stand this?

my opinion that the new story
has written for herself will an-

It is

Mae

What

the

Fans

swer this and all such questions.
Either "It Ain't No Sin" will be a
corking picture or Mae will come to
after its release to discover she tried
to bite off more than she could manage to the downfall, not the betterment, of her career. That she failed
the way others have failed before her

and for practically the same reasons,
and that her stellar light in the film
firmament has begun to fade to the
dirge of "another flash in the pan is
dying out."
I hope I'm wrong about Mae.
I
hope she continues to be what we expect her to be. But I have very serious doubts. Have you?

Think

Continued from page 59

A Rave

WHAT'S
What

for

Evelyn Brent.

and

t

lie

fail

producers"
to

see

the

genuine qualities of that grand actress,
Evelyn Brent? I have seen all her pictures since "Underworld," and have nothbut

the

can't understand

highest

table performances.

praise

for

her

inimi-

She's a grand trouper

some

whv

she hasn't been

time.

This star of stars needs no studio high
In every
lights to bring forth her charms.
one of her pictures she alone stood out.

Spasms of vitality flowed
She is electric. One never
the

ing

I

acting for quite

wrong with
makes them

fascinating

depths

of

through her.
watching

tires
this

intriguing

personage.

Come

on,

producers,

give

this

A-l

good
worthy of her

stories and roles that are
fine talents, something that
will bring out the dramatic ability which
so dominant in her strong character,
i;
for if there is one star who deserves special attention, it is the incomparable, the

actress

unique, the one and only Evelyn Brent.

Jeanne Claps.
302 Atlantic Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

—
The Strange Case of

«
Lontmucd from page 35
soon found that I had conceived a

i

learty respect for the screen.

mce and

for

all

—

I

knew

wanted to beand a good one!"
that

I

jpme an actor
It is generally conceded that Phil

that, for which he demore credit than he realizes.
3ecause when he first arrived in Holywoocl it was expected that he would
las

done just

lerves

purpose for the picwas signed, then
feturn to college.
Well do I remember those days when I met Phil for
he first time and noted his awakenng interest in films. And noted, too,
he surprise of the cinema colony
vhen he so soon proved himself a
:apable performer.
"My years with Paramount were
feasant ones," Phil resumed, after
slight pause devoted to ordering
nore cakes and coffee.
"And when
left there and went to Metro, my
lopes were high.
I felt that while
it the former 1 had been just one of
nany contract players, at the latter,
jecause of Mr. Thalberg's expressed
nterest in me. I would have the
jerve a publicity

ure for which he

t

I

my

:hance to test

mettle.

"Unfortunately, just after I signed
ny Metro contract, Mr. Thalberg be:ame ill. He was away from the stulio for many months, then finally
vent to Europe for a real rest."
It was here that I could fill in the
japs in Phil's story.

For while Thalberg was away,
David Selznick moved from
to
Metro, on which lot he is naturally
:he crown prince.
(His wife is one
)f the daughters of Louis B. Mayer.)
A.s so often happens when a new
regime assumes control of an organi-

RKO

zation,

many

old

favorites are rele-

gated to the background.

In Hollywood it was common gossip that those whom Air. Thalberg
had liked found scant favor in the
syes of Mr. Selznick.
Among those so to suffer was
Phillips

As month

month passed and

after

only assignments were for roles
that any moderately capable bit player
might have handled, it was natural
that Phil
should feel discouraged.
his

Fame

is fleeting at best, and to have
promising career retarded by
forces for which one is not responsible and over which one has no con-

one's

trol

pictures.

was devastatingly disappointing.
normal resilience of

But with the

GO

INTO BUSINESS
YOURSELF MAKING

for

MNflC0ft£KKttl/>i
POPULAR PRICED FOOD PRO
An
ni;i

exceptional business which
on a small scale

v lie .started

built up out of profits. DeYou can work
home. Chips come to you already made. Simply drop into
hot grease and they're ready

and

"I've never been on the stage, you
know, and I do feel that stage training is invaluable to an actor.
Just
as so many of our biggest stars have
pointed out, a career that alternates
between the stage and screen has the
greatest chance of surviving."

As

to his

rumored engagement

to

Florence Rice, daughter of Grantland
Pice and the former wife of Sidney
Smith, of Lily Damita fame, Phil was

cidedly unusual!

at

—

to eat
eiousl

big, tasty, crispy, deli-

Initial
purchase. Send for actual
copies of orders from distributors showing how their busibusiness for men
ness grows.

alike.
No super salesmanship, no big
furnish everything display stands,
advertising, etc. Get the exclusive rights for your
locality. Write at once. Sample and particulars free.
FLUFF-0 MFG. CO.
Dept.lS52.E
ST. LOUIS. MO.

and women

'Now,

Phil,

WALTER'S

DR.

Flesh Colored

Gum

LATEST BRASSIERE:

2 to 3 inch comTakes place of corset.
pression at once.
Laced
Beautifully made; very comfortable.
Holds
back, with 2 garters in front.
;it
u)»
abdomen.
Send waist and hip *o jc

***

you know

PHOTO

INITIAL

COMPACT RING
All in one

studio:! of Hollywood comes
Korgeoua new rind creation
Comtaina beautiful new shade rouge
compact, epace lor your favorite photo
and your own initial rained in brilliant
form. Send only 36c to help cover cost
of advertising and mailing. You'll
be AMAZED.

re-

J. N.
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HUGHES

Sixth St.,

— said

Thackeray.

author

knew

This great

men — better than most women
do.Menarehelplessinthehands

them to win a
Mrs. Holmes was quite naturally sur- powers. You can develop and useRead
the secrets
husband, a home and happiness.
prised and disturbed to pick up a of "Fascinating 'Womanhood" a daring book which
paper and read of her son's imminent shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology.
marriage, when she had been given
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
inkling
no
of such a possibility, and only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
of Fascinating Womanhood" — an interwhen there had been no reason for "Secrets
esting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating

However, Phil's telegrams reassured her and he could devote himself to Florence and New York with
a clear conscience.

And

frankly, I
says that
he and Florence are just good friends
or maybe a little better than that
at present.
believe he

means

it

when he

—

Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press.nent. lfi-K.585 Kingsland Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

£%*%
Let

Me Show You How
the

'

As

I

to the future, he faces his return to Hollywood with a high heart
and the firm belief and intention to

Full,

CURVES now

Why

he embarrassed

to

Rounded

the voeue.

i>y

a

flat-

Fill
form?
lovely shapelimy easy, home treatadding firm, rounded

out your bust

Try

all

to

am my own property once more.

rijrht.

"I don't feel that I'm so old that I
can't regain

plained.

what

"My

I

fans

have

lost,"

he ex-

still

I

j

of women who really know how ///>i
to handle them. Youhavesuch'*'

Write today for full information ami container of Cr<
free.
Merely send name, adand 10c forwarding charges.
Your package will be mailed iu

future.

I.

the power of wo-

write to me
in the same numbers they used to.
My contract recently expired and I

about the

K

Whom She Likes! ^?

nessed his earlier work.
In other
words, Phil is going to work and
work hard during the next few
years to prove that Mr. Thalberg was

optimistic

CO., Dept.

Providence, R.

"A Woman may Harry

ment

is

FREE

From the

this

porters and photographers don't meet
airplanes to interview a man unless he

has
something romantic to say.
Therefore, on your trip East, if you
want any publicity, you'd better give
out some news about vourself and
Miss Rice.'"
Phil did so, with the aforementioned resulting rumors.
Rumors,
which by the way, caused his mother
no little concern, Phil admits. For

'**

Write for literature. Send check or money
order —no cash.
EANNE G. A. WALTER, 389 Fifth A ve.. New York

ness.

Phil

'J

REDUCING GIRDLE.

overcome the handicap the last two
years have given him, and to justify
the faith expressed by those who wit-

youth,

Rubber Garments

to li inch eompresGives a trim, youthful, *.» «jonce.
new style ligure. Send bust measure., v^* '•>
;it

measure

the newspapers
are engaged at

present is because I was advised to
give them that impression.
Just before I left Hollywood, my manager
called me aside at the airport and said

me,

—

We

investment.

family.

to

EXPERIENCE

UNNECESSARY

A

like

"The only reason
have been saying we

NO HOU SE-TO -HOUSE
NO COSTLY
MACHINE TO BUY

guarantee goes with

Florence better than any
girl I know and we've gone around
together for several years.
But if
and when we become engaged, the
announcement will be made by her
"I

t$,

No complicated work.
Experience unnecessary. Stores
do your selling for you. You
don't invest a cent until you've
sold yourself on the possibilities. Then you can start with
$8.50 investment. Money back

quite frank.

secrecy.

Holmes.

63

Holmes

Phillips

can work only in roles which I think
will lie § ood for me.
"Of course I'm looking forward
to a good time on this vacation in
Europe. It will be my first visit there
since I went to school in England
many years ago. And when I return,
I'd like to do a good stage play on
Broadway before going back to Hol-

lywood and

.

—

—

for

tissue.

Ft ee!
plain

wrapper.

MARIE DUNNE.
122 Fouith Avenue

Dept. T-5

04

How

Consult Yogi Alpha

to Phone a Star
Continued from page 29

Big Reading

a secretary in town. He stays out at
his ranch most of the time.
It's easy

number

of the office, but
the secretary what
The secretary then calls
Will on a private phone that is not
connected outside.
If he wants to
talk to you he calls yon up.
What
to get the

you have
you want.

,
8
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Free Booklet.
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Ferrera. As
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copyright
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NclJoke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
leingdeaf for twenty-five years, with his Artiicial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
» They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

as

I

TRUE STORY. Also
ilitfal Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY

booklet on Deafness.

know,

7 12

appearing on

Hof mann Bldg.

Detroit, Michigan

Tkose Embarrassing

on back
now on the

studio addresses

Tom and Hal. — Write

to

Hoot Gibson

care of Allied Pictures, Pathe Studio,
Culver City; Jackie Coogan, Talisman
Productions,
Hollywood; Lillian Roth,
Eastern Service Studios, 2826 Decatur

Avenue, Bronx, New York;
Hart, Newhall, California.

James Styles.
was

"The

— One

William

Moments
When
said
thing.
to

you're not sure you've

done

or
.

.

proper

the

you'd give anything

be sure, wouldn't you?

of the first serials

Dollar .Mystery," reby the Thannhouser
I fail to find any record
Tijuana."

— Shirley

Grey has the principal
role opposite Ralph Bellamy in "Murder
Shirley was born in
a<
Rexford \rins."
Naugatuck, Connecticut, and celebrates her
She is five feet
birthday on April 3rd.
six,

weighs

118,

bluish-gray eyes.
with I.yle Talbot,

M

and has blond hair and
Bebe Daniels's next is
in "Registered Nurse."

leather Angel hails from England, where she was born on February 9,
1909; live feet two, weighs 105. has darkbrown hair and eyes. Her nexl is "Murder in Trinidad," with Nigel Bruce.
vrie.

Laura Alston Broxtfn

S.

Million
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page.
John McCormack is
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Rudy Vallee
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Yilma Banky, try Universal Studio.

Film Company.
of "Trapped in
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MONEY

trological

stage.

—

—

.-

with order for As-
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the eight-

She comes from Louisville, Kentucky, and is just thirty.
Her
last screen appearance was in 1931 in "Defenders of the Law."
the

immediately t^r
lire 32 page book, with
list of positions ami full
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causes annoyance for the star, but it
is
a harvest for the most unique
racketeers in the world, the telephonies.
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automoand jewelry salesmen start on

lucky

YOGI ALPHA. Box 1411.
isfied.
Dept. E-12, San Diego, Calif.
If
you have a friend who wishes
reading, send 50c for the
readings.

blessed event, they go after the telephonies and then after the star with
every sort of baby equipment.

business of the telephonies
the real-estate, stock, bond,

u.

1.3

partnership,

health,

Vii'i can follow this guide day
by day throughout your lifetime
and consult it before making any
important changes in home, social
or business affairs.
.Send only 25c
in coin or stamps with name, address and exact birthdate.
300word Numerology Reading included
FREE. Money returned if not sat-

etc,

The same way with romances and
boosts in salaries.
The rumor that
a star is to get a raise will boom the
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to tell

Only 25c

What will be your lucky days?
Will you win in love'.' What occupation should you follow.- Yogi
Alpha, internationally known philosopher who has amazed thousands
by his uncanny predictions, offers
a big lUuu word Life Reading for
only 25c.
Covers marriage, love,

in

her

book
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CHELSEA HOUSE
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AVE.,
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— For

her second American picmake a new transcrip;ion of "Resurrection," to be followed by
'Barbary Coast," witb Gary Cooper. Les-

Evelyn.

Anna Sten

:ure

Howard

lie

will

now

is

Hollywood making

in

Human Bondage" for RKO.
Wives" is Ann Dvorak's latest.

Dick Powell, Mt. View, Arkansas,
1904.
Lee Tracy is five
14,
feet ten, and Cary Grant six feet one.
That is Franchot Tone's right name, and
George Brent's is Nolan.
1901

;

November

"Rival

'Of

—

Winters. Myrna Loy, whose
name is Alyrna Williams, comes from
Helena, Montana.
Born on August 2.
Toisy

real

You'd better hurry
the good pictures
Yes, Clark Gable
,-ou've been missing.
s still as popular as ever and bids fair to
indure longer than some of our screen
A self-addressed stamped envelope
leroes.
ihould accompany a request for a list of

J.—Well,

P.

and

lp

catcli

well

!

up on

all

an clubs.

—

Jack. "All of Me" and "Bolero"- are
George Raft's litest. You'll like his dance
George
vith Carol Lombard in the latter.
vas born in New York City on Septem>er 26, 1903; is five feet ten, weighs 155,
ind has black hair and brown eyes.

—

Jennie Seymour. Donald Cook went
Hollywood in 1930 from the Broadway
tage.
Born in Portland, Oregon, Sepember 26, 1901, is five feet eleven and a
weighs 147, and has dark hair and
lalf,
For a list of his films, send me a
yes.
elf-addressed, stamped envelope.
(i

Mary
leen

be a year old May
United Artists will release "Cath7th.
rine the Great," starring Elizabeth Berg-

young son

riieir

will

Douglas

"Exit
Don Juan," starring Douglas Fairbanks,
ir.,
and "Zorro Rides Again," starring
These pictures are
lotli the Fairbankses.

and

ler

made

leing

Mini Productions

A

Fairbanks,

England

in

at

Jr.;

the

London

studio.

—

You might write to- the
studios and inquire if they can
mpply the synopses you wish. Of course,
io not request too many at one time.
Reader.

rarious

—

Margie

Gross.
So you, too, have
young Eddie Tamblyn, Florence
^ake's boy friend in "The Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi"?
You will next see him in
'Harold Teen."
Rex Bell and Donald
alien for

Dilloway free-lance.

Marge.

Ginger Rogers in care
She was born on
Mae West, August 17,

studio.

10,

Marybelle Garrison.

— When

photographs of the stars it
:o inclose
twenty-five cents

is

11,

1915.

Appleby
"King of

requesting

customary

to cover the
born on Feb'uary 3, 1912, is five feet one, weighs 100;
3ing Crosby, May 2, 1904, about five feet
line,
weighs 168; Buster Crabbe, February 7, about 1908, six feet one, weighs
188; Tom Brown, January 6, 1913, five
:eet
ten,
weighs 150; Buddy Rogers,
August 13, 1904, six feet one.

Mary

:ost.

Carlisle

Leua Jacks.

—Mitzi

was

Green

is returning
School," with
Billie Burke, Ginger Rogers, Bruce Cabot,
Frances Dee.
In "Lady for a Day,"
Barry Norton played Carlos, Jean Parker's
>uitor from Spain.
Warren William is
3efter looking off-screen than on.
"Hit
Me Again," with Joan Blondell, is his
to

the screen in "Finishing

Helen Stanley.

—

George Brent is a naDublin, Ireland, born there on
March 15, 1904; Franchot Tone, Niagara
Palls,
New York, February 27, 1906;
lark Gable.
Cadiz, Ohio, February 1,
of

— The

for which you
Young, February 22,
1907; Joan Blondell, August 30, 1909;
Randolph Scott, January 23rd; Ginger

are

G. A.

birthdates

Robert

:

Rogers, July
T.

1911.

16,

—Young

Tommy

on a ranch with his father
California.
You might write

Conlon
in

him

to

lives

Tarzana,
there.

A. R. D.— You will find Dick Powell's
birthplace and date elsewhere in this department. He is six feet, weighs 172, and
has red hair and blue eyes divorced from
Mildred
Maund.
Has two brothers,

OIL

liiilt}

;

Luther and Howard.

M. M.
Raymond

R.

— Gene

...GLAMOROUS

on August

feet ten, weighs
hair, blue eyes.

1908;

FASCINATING ...

Raymond was born

New York

Guion, in
five

num-blond

157,

IRRESISTIBLE...

plati-

you learn how to apply your inherent poivers of hypnotism. Beauty, wit or
.

—

Wee-go. That darling little Cora Sue
Collins was born in Beckley, West Virginia, on April 19, 1928.
For a photo of
Boris Karloff as he appeared in "Frankenstein,"
write to
Publicity
Department,
Universal Pictures, 730 Fifth Avenue,
New York. His latest is another hairraiser
"The Black Cat."
Ruby Keeler
and Al Jolson have no children.

—

Dallas Redhead.

—Henry

Garat is five
Gavin Gordon, six
feet two
Dorothy Gish, five feet two
Minna Gombell, five feet four and a half;
Lillian Gish, five feet four and a quarter;
Mitzi Green, about five feet; Dorothy Gulliver, five feet two
Hoot Gibson, five feet
feet

inches

eight

tall

.

.

if

riches are not necessary to popularity ... it is the
personal nuignetism that counts!
Science has proved that in every one of us lies

#

dormant the magnetic power of hypnotism. Develop
and train that power in the right way and you can
draw people to you... make them say and do what
you wish!

9 "Practical Lessons in Hypnotism" tells you in
simple language exactly how to do it. It is amazingly
easy. In a very short time, with a little effort, you
can overcome diffidence, 6elf -consciousness and
awkwardness and in their place will blossom poise,
confidence, grace and "savoir faire."
HYPNOTISM IS A SOURCE
OF PERSONAL POWER I

:

-,

ffa

;

;

ten:

Sally Blane, five feet four; Billie
Burke, five feet five; Lillian Bond, five
feet four and a half
Monte Blue, six
feet three
Marjorie Beebe, five feet three
;

half.

Terry

Scalella.

picture of
Picture
Play.

ality.

You can

\\

jg
^*

Your power is astonishing!

read people's minds, transmit your

own

ideas to influence their thoughts and opinions. Think
how this will increase your social popularity or your
business success! Even clairvoyance is possible

In

through hypnotism.

wonderful book Dr.

this

Cook tells you how to apply the art of hypnotism
to affairs of the heart.

NOW

IN MEDICAL

BEING TAUGHT
SCHOOLS

9 Self-hypnotism may cure insomnia and relieve
headaches, neuralgiaandpain. You need only know
hou'! It will enable you to overcome bad habits in
yourself and others and as such, is a tremendous
power for good. Make popularity yours at once!
Mail the coupon today, to PioneerPublishing Co.,
1270 Sixth Ave., New York City, and take advantage of this limited introductory offer! Pay the
postman $1 plus a fewcents postage when it arrives
or send $1 and we will prepay the postage.
SOME OF THE SUBJECTS

—

F. L.
Paramount Publicity Department
might better be able to give you the information you desire.
cannot promise
a picture of Joyzelle in the dance costume

We

she wore in "Girl Without a Room," the
film is old

My

HYPNOTISM

Party," with Frances Dee, will be released
shortly,
as
will
McCrea's
Joel
"Green Mansions," witli Dolores del Rio.
Donald Dilloway is free-lancing, one of
his recent films being "Marriage on Approval," for Freuler Films.

—

Friends and admirers are irresist* C
draivn to a magnetic person-

—

There was a nice
Gene Raymond in March
Gene's
"Coming Out

roto

now.

A Young

Fan.

—You

may be

sure that
you haven't seen the last of that bright
youngster in "Only Yesterday."
Jimmy
Butler is in the cast of "Men of To-morrow," with Tad Alexander, Jackie Searl,
Frankie Darro, and Donald Haines. Tad

Affairs of the

Producing Sleep
Clairvoyance
Dramatic Eloquence
Changing PersonalOpinion

PQPU
r KCC* amazing
notic

aid to hypnotism "The HypEye" absolutely FREE of charge!
if not Completely Satisfied.

Money bach

NOW ONLY
SEND FOR

IT

$1.00

TODAYI

PIONEFR PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 548H. 1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. C.
Gentlemen:
Send me your book
iv.'
.Ms id Hypnotism" by
return mail.
Include FREE copy of
the "Hypnotic Eye". I have Indicated
by check below how 1 wish shipment
]

i

blue eyes.

made.

—For

addresses
of
players, consult the back of the magazine.
I am sorry I cannot oblige with home addresses.
Dick Powell is playing in "Hot
Air,"
Ginger
with
Rogers
and
Pat
O'Brien.
Ruby Keeler likes dark clothes.
'Dames" is her latest.

Relief of Pain

Animal Magnetism
How to Hypnotize
Mind Reading
I With your order we will include that

;

Lovett.

Heart

Fascination
Popularity 8 Success
Betraying the Emotions

was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on December 29, 1922 has brown curly hair and

Evelyn

latest.

ive

So Lo.

asked

;

1911;
1892;
Jean Parker, August
William Janney and Dorothy
)layed the leads in Columbia's
he Wild Horses."
fulv

eyes.

and a

— Address

RKO

)f

;

13,

— The

Richard Arlens have
happily married since January, 1927.
D.

five feet six, weighs a little over
1905
one hundred, and has red hair and green

i

I

$1.00.
all

paid,

find

Send book

charges

pre-

HI). I
Ship
pay postman
'

will

few
$1.00
plus
rents postage.

Name
Address_
City
State^
On!, is from Foreign Countries $1.26 in Advance
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower

Street,

Hollywood, California.

Paramount Studio 5451 Marathon
Hollywo od, California.
Adrienne

Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt
Evalyn Knapp
Elissa Landi

Fox

Studio,

Fay Wray

Beverly Hills, California.

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson
Lew Ayres
Warner Baxter
Irene Bentley

John Boles
Clara

Grace Moore
Toshia Mori
Jessie Ralph
Ann Sothern
Dorothy Tree

Harvey
Miriam Jordan

Lilian

Victor Jory

Howard

Lally

Jose Mojica

Herbert Mundin

Bow

Marion Burns

Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond

Ames

Street,

John Davis Lodge

Lona Andre

Carol Lombard

Richard Arlen
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley

Helen Mack
Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Claudette Colbert

Gail Patrick

Gary Cooper

George

Buster Crabbe

Charlie Ruggles

Bing Crosby
Marlene Dietrich

Randolph Scott

Patricia Farley

Alison Skipworth

Cary Grant
Verna Hillie
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns
Jack LaRue
Charles Laughton
Baby LeRoy

Raft

Sylvia Sidney

Kent Taylor

Mae West
Dorothea Wieck
Dorothy Wilson

Toby Wing
Elizabeth Young

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Crosman
Florence Desmond
James Dunn

Will Rogers

George Arliss

Constance Cummings

Raul Roulien

Fredric

Sally Filers

Spencer Tracy

Norman Foster
Preston Foster
Janet Gaynor

Constance Bennett
Eddie Cantor

Claire Trevor
June Vlasek

Charles Chaplin

Gloria

Ronald Colman

Loretta

Henrietta

Kane Richmond

Irene

March
Mary Pickford
Swanson

Young

Ware
Universal Studio, Universal City, California.

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

City, California.

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

Ken Maynard

Tom Brown

Zasu

Elizabeth Allan

Helen Hayes

Russ

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

Myrna Loy
Florine McKinney
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan

Andy Devine

Charles Butterworth

Mary

Carlisle

Maurice Chevalier
Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper

Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans

Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez

Martha Sleeper

Muriel Evans

Henry Wadsworth

Clark Gable
Greta Garbo

Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard

Jean Harlow

Robert Young

Hugh

Columbo
Enfield

Gower

Street,

Hollywood, California.

Helen Twelvetrees
Alice White

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta Andrews

Richard Barthelmess

Joan Blondell
George Brent
Joe E. Brown
James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels
Bette Davis
Claire

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey

Nils Asther

Ann Harding

Allen

Boyd
Clive Brook

Katharine Hepburn

Al Jolson

Francis Lederer

Ruby Keeler

Bruce Cabot

Anita Louise

Bill

Cagney

Chic Chandler

Frances

Dee

Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix
Irene

Dunne

William Gargan

Mary Mason
Joel McCrea
Colleen Moore
Gregory Ratoff
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Sunimerville

Slim

Alice Jans
Bill

Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan

Boris Karloff

Patricia Ellis

Studio, 780

Pitts

Onslow Stevens

June Knight
Paul Lukas

Glenda Farrell

RKO

Chester Morris

Jenkins

Guy Kibbee
Margaret Lindsay
Aline

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni
Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Sheila Terry
Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William
Pat Wing

Free-lance Players:
Harold

Lloyd. 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lilyan
Tashman, Mary Brian. 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
Douglass Montgomery, 1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood.
Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Avenue, Hollywood.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

HOLLYWOOD
PARTY
Revues Songs Variety
,

,

,

Pandemonium

A LAURELTOLUPEAND OLIVER'S
ALL OF A TWIST!

BUTTERWORTH TO
POLLY WANTS A
CRACKERP-A WISE CRACKER-

HYSTERICAL FACTS! NAPOLEON

WHAT

FRENCH PASTRY AND
BISMARCK IS ONLY A HERRING.

POLLY-

IS STILL

IS

WHEN

u

—

!!

IT

YES,AND

SEEMS SO STRANGE

TO HEAR MARY PLAY
AND TO THINK SHE
NEVER HAD A
PRIVATE TEACHER

IT IS

SURPRISING WHAT
MUSIC HAS DONE

!

FOR HER SHE
IS ONE OF THE
MOST POPULAR
6IRLS IN) THE
{

CROWD NOW

A quick simple way

!

you can LEARN MUSIC

—

at home in your
AT BUT
spa re time with- A FRACTION
out a private
OF "OLD WAY"
teacher
COSTS

twice as easu

ifa

musician, welcome altvoMS

Aotu/ltt-aflj&i
indeed
HERE
music loving

is

welcome

news

to

about a
quick, simple way anyone, anywhere, can
learn to play their favorite musical instrument. And right in the privacy of their
own home, too and in their spare time
Gone forever are the old days of long
practice hours with their horrid scales,
hard-work exercises and personal teachers'
For this remarkable method removes
'fees.
all boredom and extravagance from learning music.
You begin playing real little
folks.

It tells

—

tunes right from the start
and progress rapidly to more difficult ones. It is
thrilling and exciting to see yourself advance to hear music you make yourself
.

.

you are always in demand, sought after,
Many invitations
sure of a good time.
come to you. And you meet the kind of
people you have always wanted to know.
So if learning music has always been
one of your hidden dreams, don't be afraid
to begin making them come true.
All the
old drawbacks the drudgery, the prohibitive expense
have been almost magically
removed. At last you can start right in
and get somewhere, quickly, inexpensively,

—
—

thoroughly.

.

—

Like Playing a Game
Learning music this way is like playing
a game.
Practicing becomes real fun instead of a bore as it used to be with the
old way. Do you wonder that this quick,
simple, easy way of learning music has
met with almost unbelievable success?
That it has already been vouched for by
more than 700,000 men and women in all
walks of life and in all parts of the world ?
New Friends — Better Times
You'll never know what real fun and
good times are until you've learned to play
'some musical instrument. If you can play,

Here

h become avopuWi

is

Booklet and Demonstration Lesson

— FREE!

The whole interesting story of this
markable way to learn music cannot

—

—

—

then be sure to send for a copy of this
book today. Then you'll be able to look over
the proposition from every angle. There's no
cost

obligation,

MI'SIC.

.-..*;»'.

of

course.

U.

S.

SCHOOL OF

Brunswick Bid-.. New York

Pick Your
Instrument
Piano

Violin

Saxophone
Organ
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other Instrument

t

you

"I knew a little about music
I
ordered your course
but I soon got ahead of the
teachers here.
They say the
course
is
wonderful.
Now.
with a little practice, I can
play anything on the piano."

when

Money-Back Agreement
When you

FasyasAr&C
—

You need no special "talent" no previEveryous musical training to succeed.
thing is clear, simple, easy to understand.
You simply can't go wrong. First yen are
Then a picture shown you
told what to do.
how to do it. Then you do it yourself and
hear it. No private teacher could make ii
any clearer. And as the lessons continue
For instead
they become easier and easier.
of just scales you learn to play by actual
notes the favorites that formerly you've
You can't imagine the
only listened to.
thrill of it, until you've started!

Send for Free Booklet
and Demonstration Lesson

—

To show how easy how
simple this course is. we
have prepared a free Demonstration Lesson and ExplanaBooklet
showing the
tory
amazingly simpls priniipUs
about which this method is
Write now lor
built.
fas: mat in,, materi '1

this

Guitar

!

i

City.

Convincing Proof!

—

w hat

be

But a special booklet, "How
You Can Master Music In Your Own
Home" giving you the fascinating details
of this famous method, will be sent to you
entirely free.
With it you will receive a
Free Demonstration Lesson, which proves
how delightfully quick and easy how
thorough this modern method is.
So if you really want to learn to play
at home and without a teacher, in one-half
the time and but a fraction of the old-way
told here

We do not want you to take our word ilone. Every statement can be backed up by letters from successful students
Turner B. Blake, of Harrisburg.
111.,
writes, "I have completed
K. L. BOVVEN
only 20 lessons and can /)/"<< alWellington, Texas, says:
most any hind of music I wish.
My friends are astonished." "I
"As a pupil
am making excellent progress on
of your marand owe it all to your
the 'cello
velous school
easy lessons," says George C.
I
would like
Belfast.
And what
Lauer of
Me.
to
tell
you
these students have done, you.
how much I
too, can do
a pp re c a e
have done for me.

re-

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
536 Brunswick Building, New York City
Please setol me your free book. "How You
Can .Master Music in Your Own Home." With
Inspiring message by l>r. Frank Crane, Free
Demonstration Lesson and particulars of
your easy payment plan. I am interested in
the following course
:

Have You

enroll

for a U. S...
School of Music Course, you are
assured of success.
For i'f, after 31 r ,,. n
completing your course, you are ;j| l»U/VP4/»" *
not entirely satisfied, if you have
failed
learn
your
to
play,
to
money will be promptly refunded!

*NT£E

Instrument
l

?

Name
Addre
City

State
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FRONTISPIECE:

The Last
A

Call

.

SPECIAL ARTICLES:

New

Gable Gets a

....

Deal

Judith Field

Intimate impressions of the popular star who no longer plays second

What

12

MAGAZINE
OF THE SCREEN

14

.

Joan Crawford

is

Malcolm H. Oettinger
analyzed by one who has known her through

27

the crises of her

all

astonishing career.

These Charming Thieves

.

.

.

Insight into the lives of active players you read

The Strange Case
Why

of Miss Brent

.

.

one of the most popular actresses

actor, Douglass

Montgomery,

Muzzi May

—A

30

.

32

in

Happy

Star

Lombard

Carol

— As

tells

34

a close-up interview.

....

35

little-known facts about herself and her

told to

Autobiographical data from an actress who

is

Dorothy Wooldridge
grateful

to

Hollywood and

.

It to Helen
Ben Maddox
Miss Mack piquautly explains how she has succeeded in spite of the handicap

.

Fay Wray, most desired

of

Spirited combat

leading women, tells

of

is

Laura Benham
how

42

she keeps studios and husband

6

The Oracle

New

York-

.

Turning the spotlight on players

Hollywood High Lights

.

8

rings of

Karen Hollis

16

Manhattan.

....
....
in

news and gossip

Review

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

28

.

Norbert Lusk

to write

that

inis

Handsome photographs

rotogravure

of

.loan Crawford,

Ann Harding, Onslow

Stevens. .Mis Asther,
Kathryn Sergava, i'at Peterson,

and Fay Wray.

PREVIEWS:
Glimpses of Future Films

44

Prerelease stills from "All Men Are Enemies," "A Woman in Her Thirties." "Kip
Tide." "Registered Nurse," "Tin' Firebrand," "The Crime Doctor," and "We're
Not Dre in:'

glamour.
To Picture Play every
player is a human being
first,

The July number will
this out more em-

phatically

George C.
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bear

Monthly
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magazine

and why,
too, Picture
Play does
not disillusion and degrade but builds up belief in normal character
among the gifted of Hollywood. It is a friend to
the star and the fan.

fore.

handling, tho author should

is

the

19
in

beauties from Karl Carroll's "Vanities,"

Overstatement

avoided, sentimentality is
shunned, and the publicity
story is rejected. Every
effort is made to represent
stars as they really are
instead of fantastic people
in a world of spotlighted
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ART GALLERY:

facilitato

word

38

that tan letter to your favorite.

Favorites of the Fans

To

and honesty

scandal has no

Addresses of Players

Eight

fan,

every reader is
judged intelligent and
wholesome. This is why

in the studio merry-go-round.

honest report of new pictures and performances.

Where

In this case the word
"honest" is not a figure
of speech but an indisputable fact. For honesty
guides the selection of

spires every

no

Conscientious replies to quest ions of interest to the fan.

in

existence.

and

carried on by our readers.

Information, Please

An

brought it prosperity in
the nineteen years of its

Play, honesty both to star

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think

The Screen

Honest Magazine

40

happy.

off

—"The

of the Screen." It is, besides, a statement of the
policy that guides Pic-

printed.

The Busiest Bee

Grabbing

readers

have come to know well

material for Picture

beauty.

in

a slogan,

that

36

life.

Hand

They Say

more than

phrase

ture Play and which has

Dorothy Herzog

Dana Rush

That's the nickname of May Robson who
philosophy of life.

Found

.

Molly Lewin

That gifted young

She's

Ice

about.

seen on the screen no more.

is

Up Dubs

Sizing

Ann

Judith
little

It is

this

Miss Harlow makes a cult of friendship, with proof of her amazing unselfishness.

To-day She Lives

THE HONEST

IS

fiddle.

Maude Lathem

a Pal Jean!

PLAY

11
Tashman.

tribute to Lilyan

WHY PICTURE

N. Y.

than ever be-

Watch

for

it.

with Roger Pryor, John
if

it's

a

Mack Brown, Duke

Ellington

& Band ... Directed by
the best show

PARAMOUNT PICTURE. ..it's

Leo McCarey
in

town!

—

!

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Ann's Tall, Blond Loveliness.

FOUR

In

H

stories or unsatis-

factory roles, Ann's tall,
loveliness almost
takes your breath away.
She gets me, again deep

blond

down where

Her

I live.

hold is so strong that I
can think of nothing that

Ann

new

!

!

!

New

York, N. Y.

On
Garner thinks Franchot Tone is losing his
identity by "hanging on
to Joan's apron strings.
Elsie

there

with me. She
does that to me. I can't
explain or fully underto face

the

555 West 173rd Street,

would mean so much to
me as the sure knowledge that no matter what
life called upon me to
face, I'd find

AIL

screen idol!
I've just seen Francis
Lederer, in "Man of Two Worlds," and I've comI
Isn't he perfect?
pletely lost my heart to him.
don't know when I've enjoyed a performance so much.
What charm What a colorful personality What marEskimo or no
velous acting
Eskimo, he fascinated me comAnn Harding's beauty
He might so easily have
pletelv.
takes the breath away
overacted his part. Hut he made
from an only child out
it
the most charming, the most
in Des Moines.
the most appealing
delightful,
Welacting I've ever watched.
come, Francis!
You rank with Column in looks, with
Chevalier in personality, and with Barrymore in ability. Hail
Sally Kaye.
the rising Lederer star!

repeated

of

spite

weak

Than Never.

Better Late

have taken up their residence, without so
much as a "by your leave" or an "if you please,"
deep down where f live.
Juan Crawford began it. Kay Francis came along soon
Katharine Hepburn joined them very shortly.
after.
Hut somehow Ann Harding is closest of all.
girls

it

I

zine,

Fans

has always meant being
lonely child.
Friends

mean

to

and

the whole

So

am-- real.
;

in truth.
is

Four pictures

and

the

com-

heard to-

I

day, a packed
theater
of
full
folk
sincerely

and emphatically
do about
feel as
her.
Discerning
I

people
h

a

comes

she'll

W

t

my Anne

e v v r

be

for al-

ways.

Just

Another
Anne.
Des
Moines,
Iowa.

I

agree most

heartily with her.

she.

now

Crawford's
life is a
I, too, saw
pose.
her dancing in a

Joan

whole

—

From

criti-

Crawford,

Joan

It

each better than the last.
Surely it's Ann's turn
tor
"Better days"
in
many ways.
She's a grand person
and I hope she's on her
way to going strong.
I'll
he waiting most impatiently for the
next picture that
brings her to us.

ment

the

admire your
courage in printI

cisms or bouquets.
Recently I read
a letter by Dorothy Rogers telling
the truth about

to folk like

fact

"What

especially

Think."

merciless

me. I
can think of no grander
thing than being friends
with her. "Gallant Lady"
in

Strings.

ing letters of the
fans, regardless of
whether they are

a

world

Apron

Picture Play more
than any other screen maga-

stand, but it's true.
hieing an only child

come

Joan's

ENJOY

chorus about
Introduced as the new
heart-throb
candidate,
Francis Lederer at last
gets a proper reaction
from Sally Kaye.

twelve years ago,

and she was no
child at that time.
Her refusal to

have William Gargan in her last picture and her hatred of Jean Harlow
show her up for what she really is. This is rather
frank talk, but it is how I feel about Miss Crawford.
I like Franchot Tone and think he is an excellent
actor, but he is losing his identity by hanging on to
Joan's apron strings.
Elsie Garner.

New

M

Orleans, Louisiana.
Little

Y

Blond Bernhardt.

praise for a certain talented star is sky-high.
Having a fan club in
I refer to Bette Davis.
her honor enables me to know her much better than the average fan does.
Bette is a perfect dear, hut why in Heaven's name
isn't she given bigger and better roles?
She is an excellent actress, one of the best in all Hollywood, and
yet she is given roles that aren't worthy of her amazIf given the right role and story. I knowing talent.
She has
that Bette would he a sensational knock-out.
what it takes to become one of the cinema's greatest
[Continued or ingc 10]
ho\ office draws.

* *

In

this,

picture

the best

made

since

ON
THE WESTERN

"ALL QUIET

FRONT," which
was the greatest
picture of

Carl

all

Laemmle

time,

has

the honor to present

with

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY
.

*

in*

M

MAN

LITTLE
WHAT NOW?
A
FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION
Screen Play by

• •

IT

U N

I

V

WILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE
E

R

8
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R
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information, Please

Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
AURIE ADMIRER.— Besides

f

"Little

Man, What Now?" Douglass Montgomery will be seen in "Canal Boy," with
Dorothy Wilson. Douglass is a native of
Los Angeles, born there on October 29,
1907; is six feet, weighs 170, blond hair and
brown eyes not married. Lionel Atwill
comes from England, and celebrates his
birthday on March 1st.
He is forty-nine.
*—'

;

Universal should be able to supply photos
of both these players.

— Paramount

May.

is

taking

care

of

Charlotte Henry's fan mail. She was born
in Brooklyn, New York, March 3, 1914; is
about five feet one, weighs 104 light-brown
hair, blue eyes.
;

—

Claudette. One of our happiest screen
couples is Herbert Marshall and Edna
Best, who have been married since November 26, 1928.
A year-old daughter now
shares their happiness. Mr. Marshall was
born in London, England, May 23, 1890;
six feet, weighs 155; hazel eyes, brown
hair.
Mrs. Marshall, in Hove, England,
March 3, 1900; five feet two and a half,
weighs 117; ash-blond hair, blue eyes.

S.

:

five

six

feet

Brown,
eleven

Ramon Novarro and Tom
Lew Ayres, five feet

;

five feet ten

;

James

Cagney,
Johnny Weissmuller, six
;

Cantor,

five
feet
feet three

nine

Eddie
feet eight; Jimmy Durante,

five

;

five feet seven.

—

New

tive

Yorker.

—

Gertrude. See Addresses of Players
on back page of the magazine. William
Powell was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 29, 1892; six feet, weighs 160;
dark-brown hair, gray eyes.

Hazel Schrank.

Tommy

"Wild

in

— Edwin
Boys

of

Phillips

the

was

Road."

National will send you his photo' if
you inclose twenty-five cents with your
request
try Mascot Pictures, 6001 Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, for one of
Frankie Darro.
Frankie will be sixteen
on December 22nd. Florine McKinney is
under
contract
to
M.-G.-M.
"Bitter
Sweet," starring Anna Neagle and Fernand Graavey, was produced in England
and distributed in this country by United
hirst

;

—

Harriet

Korns. Wedding hells rant;
luster Crabbe in April, 1933; the girl
for
was Adah Virginia Held.
Buster was
twenty-six on February 7th; is six feet
one, weighs 188; brown hair and eyes.
i

Attended the University of Southern CaliTom Keene was born in Smoky
Hollow. New York. December 30, 1903";
six feet, weighs 170; dark hair, blue eyes;
married to Grace Stafford, stage actress.
fornia.

Harold

kneider.—Betty Furness hails
from New York; nineteen on January 3rd;
five

blue

S(

four,
eyes.
I

feet

weighs

100,

small part in "Flying Down to Rio," latest
is "Harold Teen" for Warners.

"As

—

Jack

B.
Yes, Marion Davies was beau"Going Hollywood," and credit for
the photography goes to George Folsey.

tiful in

mail

receipt
eli ipe.

of

a

Max.

—Watch

the Earth

for Donald Woods in
Turns" and "Merry Wives

He

of Reno."

is

still

single.

—

Vern. Address Hal LeRoy in care of
Warners. He has the title role in "Harold Teen."

M. Q.

P.

New York

Requests for casts and lists of
films should be accompanied by
a stamped self-addressed envelope.
Foreign readers desiring
personal replies may obtain inter-

— Conway

Tearle was born in

May

City,

1882; five feet

17,

weight 160; dark-brown
hair, brown eyes.
Lenore Ulric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 21, 1894; five feet
three, weighs 117; brown hair and eyes.
Miriam Seegar, Kokomo, Indiana, September 1, 1909; five feet two; blond hair,
blue eyes. Clara Kimball Young, Chicago,
Illinois, 1892; five feet six, weighs about
dark hair and eyes.
135

and a

ten

national correspondence coupons
at any post office.

half,

;

Roger

Pryor has

Tell the

"I'll

an

World"

important
is

;

part

five feet ten,

Peggy Klein.

in

and

weighs 160

know
not an

—

Connie. Two players celebrate their
birthdays on April 7th Gavin Gordon and
Bert Wheeler. It is customary to inclose

—

twenty-five cents when requesting a photo
of a star.
See back page for addresses.
Joan Peers was the heroine opposite Richard Cromwell, in "Tol'able David."

—

Mary Z. No doubt by this time you
have read the interview with Sterling Holloway in April Picture Play, which answers all your questions. He was born on
January 13, 1905; five feet ten and a half,
weighs 130; reddish-gold hair, blue eyes.
Sorry I haven't the information you request
on Roy Walker.

—You

may

be surprised to

that the hero, Mala, of

Eskimo

at all, but

known in Hollywood.
may supply his photo.

"Eskimo"

Ray Wise,

Eleanore.—Joan

Blondell became Mrs.

George Barnes on January 4, 1933. Born
in New York City, August 30, 1909; five
feet four, weighs 115.
Now playing in

—

A

Movie Fan. It is true that players
receive gifts from enthusiastic admirers.
Some fans take that way of showing their
appreciation for a star's work on the
screen.

—

Jerry N. While in England, David
Manners made "Contraband" for BritishInternational
Pictures,
which
includes
Greta Nissen and Camilla Horn. The film
will be shown in the United States.
Address him in care of United Artists. Born
in Halifax, Nova Scotia, April 30, 1905;
six feet, weighs 175
brown hair and eyes.
;

Nancy

D.

— Fredric

March

is

with Con-

stance Bennett, in "Firebrand."
The final
title of Norma
Shearer's new picture is
"Lip Tide." Marion Davies in "Operator
13."
Miss Davies is not married. Jean
Parker's big brown eyes first saw light in
Deer Lodge, Montana, August 11, 1915;
five feet three, weighs
105: dark-brown
hair.
Sari Marit/a's real name is Patricia

Detring- Nathan.

Ardent

Reader.- -Margaret

"d picture

is

with
Douglass
Norfolk, Virgii

Sullavan's

Man. What Now?"
Montgomery.
Lorn in

"Little
ia,

twenty-five years ago;

May

in Winterset, Iowa,
feet two, weighs 200;

26,

darkhair and blue eyes.
He is with
Monogram Pictures, 6048 Sunset Boule1907;

six

brown

vard. Hollywood.

Me

Again," with Warren William.
I'll be glad to mail you a list of fan clubs
if you will
send me your address and a
stamped envelope.

is

well-

Metro-Goldwyn

John Wayne

ash-blond hair,

you the cast of
in Flower" upon
self-addressed stamped enwill

"When Knighthood Was

Jean Harlow is in "Hollywood Party" and
"Living in a Big Way." Most of the big
stars have secretaries who take care of
their fan mail.

"Hit

Artists.

five feet four, weighs 112; brown hair,
blue-gray eyes. Little Jimmy Butler, who
played with her in "Only Yesterday," had
a small part in "Beloved" and is now appearing in "No Greater Glory." Mae West
gives August 17, 1892, as her birthdate.

Kitsie Deacon. Eddie Tamblyn was
Harry, Buster Crabbe's roommate, in "The
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." He also had a

William J. Johnson.— In all of the
S. Van Dine stories, the role of Philo

1 'ance was played by
William Powell, with
the exception of "Bishop Murder Case,"
in which
Basil Rathbone had the lead.
Lee Tracy is making "I'll Tell the World"
for Universal.
C. Henry Gordon is a na-

\

—

T. A. S. Here are those heights as
given out by the studios
Greta Garbo,

— Frank

Lawton, who was Joey
now appearing on the
New York stage in "The Wind and the
Lain."
Write to him in care of the Ritz

Sunny.

in

"Cavalcade,"

West

is

Street.
Spencer
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
April 5, 1900; five feet ten and a half,
weighs 165 dark-brown hair, blue eyes.

Theater,

Tracy was born

48th

|

in

;

Pittsburg,
radio fame,

Paramount's

is

—

Kansas. Lanny Ross of
making his screen debut in
The
"Melody in Spring."

youngster you saw in "Gold Diggers of
1933" and" "Footlight Parade" is Billy
Larty. the eight-year-old who is about as;
Glanbig as the ordinary two-year-old.
dular deficiency is responsible for his re-

maining so small.
Continued on page 64
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Photo by George Hurrell

LlLYAN TASHMAN, recognized wherever pictures
will be seen no more on the screen she
She died on March 21st, aged thirty-four,
loved.

are known,

New York hospital with her husband, Edmund
Lowe, present.
Only a few days before she had
finished her last picture, "Frankie and Johnnie,"
working without interruption from seven in the
morning till midnight in spite of great weakness.
Her last appearance was at a benefit for an
orphan asylum when she thrilled to the applause
of 22,000 persons in Madison Square Garden.

at a

LlLYAN TASHMAN will be missed by the casual
picturegoer as well as the fan, while those who
knew her will feel her absence with poignant regret.
Fearless, frank, witty and urbane, she delighted all with her uninhibited individuality.
But
those who knew her best saw beneath her sharply
faceted exterior.
They knew her sympathy, tolerance and generosity, her devotion to her family,
and her amazing capacity for self-cultivation, and
they admired her strong-willed campaign which
took her out of obscurity into the arena of celebrity.
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snatches a

Clark

CABLE

sandwich

and beer in his dressing
room before looking at his
fan mail.

GETS A

DEAL

•

Acme

Photo by

A

sensation on his personal-appearance tour, Clark Gable's

Hollywood

A

L
LL

NEW

in

you fans who have heen

fretting

over

Clark

Gable's

By Judith

had breaks, fearing that he
slipping from his place in the
cinema sun, may as well stop your worrying right now.
After playing subordinate roles for two years, working four without a vacation, and being seriously ill for

was

and

four years gives him a fresh

first

optimistic grip

vacation from

on

his career.

Yet while talking with him, if one
was not positive that this is Clark
Gable, whose popularity has been

Field

sensationally hailed as "the greatest
would be impossible to believe it
from his easy, friendly manner. You would naturally
expect him to bear some small, conscious reflection of
since

Valentino,

it

months, Clark gets a new deal, a new kind of role, a new
all that adulation, but he doesn't show a trace.
And a vacation in New York with a fresh,
contract!
On the contrary, he "was almost naively enthusiastic
optimistic lease on life, as well as a firmer grip on his
about his new role in the screen version of "Men in
carter.
Every one is very pleased about it, if one is to
White." That is, if it is permissible to use the word
judge by the proud but restless press agents who prowled
"naive" instead of "boyish" in regard to a tall, well
around the publicity office where he
set-up and clashing he-man whose
was being interviewed; the girls
charm falls somewhere between the
who were described as going ga-ga
two.
Anyway, it is a good stellar
over him
the crowds who milled
role in a hospital setting.
about him wherever he went; the
Clark acknowledged it was the
fit and smiling person of Gable himhardest he's had, but as he leaned
self
and his extraordinary week of
back comfortably in a desk chair
personal appearances at the Capitol
and pulled out a lower drawer for a
Theater where he was a greater
foot rest, he confessed, "I enjoyed
success than Robert Montgomery,
that role more than any I've played
Lionel Barrymore, and Ramon Noin a long time."
varro.
He launched into an account of
He deserves a new deal if ever
the psychology of the interne he
an actor did. And should any one
portrays, describing the tenderness
ask yon, "Can you name a star who
he possessed which lifts him above
is not a disillusionment?" be sure to
the other internes and makes him
retort snappily, "Clark Gable!"
destined for great things, and the
That's the correct reply, all right,
humor which makes him real and
Fans were delighted to find a star
for not even a schoolgirl with all
likable.
who returned grin for grin and
sorts of glamorous notions about
As Gable explained, "He's a man
even went out of his way to be
picture
heroes would be disapwho loves his patients and sympanice to them.
pointed in him.
thizes with them when they get the
;

;

Gable Gets a

New

13

Deal

suffered has had its advantages, even though he did
play little more than foil for the feminine stars. At
least it has given audiences an opportunity to see him
in a new light
as an actor, instead of a "great lover."
At the suggestion that he ever was the latter, he
grew vehement genially vehement, it's true, hut vehement nevertheless. "O God, no! I'm not a great
lover!
1 never wanted to he known as a great lover.
I don't know where they got the idea.
I think it was
just a publicity stunt.
When they started all that
about me, 1 was afraid the flare-up was bound to go

—
—

down."
Mr. Gable likes to play heavies. He asked casually,
"Did you see a picture called 'Red Dust'?"
He liked that role; also the one in "A Free Soul."
But can you imagine any other Hollywood actor referring to a him in which he played as "a picture"
instead of "my picture"? Or, as Gable did in discussing his last production, saying "we" tried to show this,
or "we" tried to do that, instead of using the well-

known "I"?
That ingratiating modesty isn't the only trait that
him apart from the ordinary actor. Before he

sets

arrived for the interview, one of the publicity men
was quick to denounce Alexander Kirkland'> stage
interpretation of the lead in "Men in White" as a
hammy performance. Later it was suggested to Clark
that he would be more interesting in the part.
And
do you think he agreed and expanded under the idea,
as a great many of our movie males would have done?
He merely smiled and went on with what
Not Clark
!

he was saying.
That's tact for
you And he ex!

hibited
it

more of

in his reaction

the

question,

"What

actress do

to

Continued on

Here Clark is
It was a new deal for interviewers, also.
waiting for an appointment in the M.-G.-M. publicity
office.

who. when he closes the door of their
room, turns his mind to other things."
Checking up on the distinctions between the stage
and the picture version, he questioned me concerning
the important scenes of the play, which he had not
yet seen. His favorites are the ones in which he saves
the life of a child by disobeying the senior physician's
orders, and his last scene with the nurse who has
loved him.
Closely following Novarro,
He leaned forward in earnest demonLionel Barrymore, and Robstration.
It seems there is a close-up taken
Montgomery, Clark's
ert
of his thumb and forefinger
he extended
stage appearance created
his hand to show me
as he shuts the dead
the biggest stir of all and
girl's eyelids.
There is another close shot
netted him the largest salas he turns the spring of the bed
"You
ary
$11,000 for a week!
know how beds are in a hospital?" he inbellyache, but

—

—

—

terjected

—and, as the head of the

—

girl falls

below camera range, due to certain lighting effects, a cross appears.

At my murmured comment that it
sounded very dramatic, Clark assured me,
"Yes, but it's not melodramatic.
It just
scares you."
Here's an actor whose roles are real to
him. Xow that his professional standing is
being placed on a stronger basis, he doesn't

mind admitting that the subordination

he's

p.

52
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WHAT A
Miss Harlow defies

and

all

the conventions of stardom by giving simple parties

sticking to old friends regardless of their social or professional status.

Webster could not have written a
description of Jean Harlow, even had
he known the platinum blonde, than he did in his
"incapable of being fused."
definition of platinum
The longer I know her, the more puzzled I am. Associated with movies for fifteen years, I should know something about what would happen under given conditions.
But when it comes to Jean Harlow, I don't know nothin'.
When a player starts up the ladder of stardom, usually
what you
SAY
more perfect

will,

—

Photo

by

Bull

PAL

we

could take a trip to Spain and write his history with
as if we stayed in Hollywood.
of evolution
from flivver to RollsRoyce from the loosely collected group of friends to
the closely knit circle from the one-day-a-week maid to
butler and servants
from the two-dollar-a-day seamstress to the Howard Greer models.
Most extra girls have all the program planned in advance. They even know the exact manner in which they
expect to high-hat Minnie
Glutz when she is on the to-

much accuracy
know all the steps
as

We

—

;

;

;

boggan

slide

and they, by the

grace of something or. other,
are on the top.

But no true-to-form history could be written of Jean
Harlow.

There

no

is

rule

she doesn't break.
are also familiar with
the unwritten laws applying
to the conduct of player-,
which are far stronger than
any laws laid down in their

We

contracts.
There is no evidence that Jean Harlow has
ever heard of these laws.

For instance, the stars at
the top of the ladder are pera
fectly willing to accept
newcomer when the perilous
ascent is accomplished, no
matter by what route he or
she came.
The brewer's
daughter, the slim waitress,
the prim stenographer, the
ballet
dancer, the laundry
woman, all are equally welcome, provided they conform.
This is the first commandment and all others are included in it.
Conform they must. Thev
must be willing to obliterate
the past, unless it includes a
cultural

background adding

to

the present glamour. Hoyle's
rules for Hollywood are exactly the same as those governing the social "four hundred" of your city.

You know how
people

If

it

move from

is

the

when
wrong

one of Jean's ex-secretaries

has an uncle from Iowa on her
hands, the glamorous star will
run over to help entertain him.

Imagine uncle's

thrill!

15

JEAN!
By

Maude Lathem

side of the railroad track?

They never carry with

them the friends who were

sufficient for their earlier

existence.

It

set

elevate

But even in
and
the tracks, and you

just couldn't he done.

some one occasionally
marries on the wrong side of
your

your eyebrows a

slips the traces

bit higher,

remarking, "It's

too bad."
It

was

just as startling a

move on Jean Harlow's

when

she married her cameraman, that is, it was
startling to those who have not watched her closely.
Continued on page 58

part

While Jean plays voluptuous hussies to perfection, as
m The Iron Man," she is really as nice as her most

ardent fans think.

"here's
written

no use trying to reconcile Jean to the unlaws of stardom.
The stellar pattern simply
does not fit her.
Photo by

Iiutf

1G

They Say
By Karen

Hollis

who played
"Alice in Wonderland." And by the way, can't you
recall her name either?
But to get back to the musical glasses. Any afternoon that there isn't a grand blow-out for Al Jolson or Frank Morgan or Fox's newest import, you
can find in the Ritz or Savoy- Plaza bars the film
beauties who are in town.
Lest you picture them as playing the face on the
>arroom floor, I might explain that a small glass of
sherry followed by a cup of tea is their usual portion.
ranking beauty specialist in New York has
recommended that as the only alcohol which a perfect complexion will permit.
cocktail party for the debut of the girl

A

—

A Hard-earned Vacation. Only two years away
from Broadway, Helen Vinson has as many pictures
to her credit as most players make in four years or
Under contract to Warner Brothers, they kept
her on the treadmill. Now that she is free-lancing,
she has awarded herself two
or three months vacation in
so.

New

York.
Catching up with her at
the Savoy-Plaza, I observed
that she

was not a case for a
She was radiantly

rest cure.

beautiful,

intelligent,

informed,

and

We

gay.

well-

delightfully

like her, but

Hol-

lywood needs her.
When she was working on
the stage, people were always
Photo by lliurcll

bringing out old photographs
of Helen Hayes to show her.
There is an amazing likeness.
Not so much now, though,
for Miss Hayes has grown

Vinson is climbing
rapidly and having a swell
time along the way.

Helen

Richard Ralston Arlen

—

so

"Elmer" to his beaming parents
has gone abroad for
a vacation with Dick and
Jobyna. Elmer is a player
himself now.

quiet,

so

settled,

away

from her work. And Miss
Vinson is still climbing and
having grand fun along the

—

way.
as

You may have wondered,
did. how this Texas girl
1

shed her accent sd
by the arduous process of studycould

BETWEEN
from

the

five to

dark and the daylight, the hours

seven are crowded with cocktail par-

whatever picture celebrities that happen to
be in town.
Before repeal a few kindred spirits gathered in some smoky hideaway, and over a cocktail compounded of white mule and knock-out drops discussed
the joys and woes of making pictures.
Not infrequently, players asked reporters not to mention that they were seen with glass in hand.
It hurt
them, they averred, not only with the public, but with
their employers as well.
Now all that is changed. Perhaps the turning point
was really months ago when Paramount gave a big

completely. She did
ing Italian opera.

it

ties for

The Arlens Are
labor for

—

After ten years of steady
the support of a flock of poor

Off.

Paramount and

Richard Arlen is off with wife and baby tor a
Europe. "With pay!" he shouts gleefully.
He and Jobyna saw "Dodsworth" their first night in
town and had a grand reunion with Walter Huston.
Next they saw Helen Hayes in "Mary of Scotland" and
found that their gay holiday mood was not one in which
to appreciate dramatized history.
These Arlens are making history of their own with
relations,

trip to

FAVORITES
of the FANS
ANN HARDING
1

linto

by

Enicst

A.

B.icliniili

!

s

J

TOO

smart to allow himself to be catapulted into the
limelight, too conservative to give a showy performance,
Onslow Stevens wisely chooses to build for himself a reputation with fans second to

20

acting.

His next

none by

example—

"I'll

balanced
World."

consistent,
Tell the

Photo

by

Robert

W.

Coburn

another Genera/ YenJ" This is the prayer and
all those who have Nils Asther's advancement
at heart, for he created a legend when he played that
subtle, complex role.
Let's all burn incense to Buddha on

"OH,

for

the plea of

the mantel.

Maybe

he'll

help.

21

4

/-

Kathryn Sergava's career be helped or hindered by
her likeness to Greta Garbo? That's for the public to desupporting
cide. Meanwhile the Russian actress is playing
in Leslie
see
will
you
as
speak,
so
to
her
way
feeling
roles,
Howard's "British Agent."

WlLL

Photo

by

Klraer

Fryer

t
*

A

24
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PATERSON

PAT

gayly

over from London,
makes o hit in Fox's big
musical, "Bottoms Up,"

trips

and

marries
the

Boyer,

a^er a
ship

whirlwind

that

lasted

few days.
think

Charles

French actor,

If

Britishers

and

court-

only

still

are

de-

have

no

sense of humor, Pat

will

liberate

laugh you out of

I

a

you

it.

!

9

\
r

<<
<

^'S
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r

Joan crawfoi
glories

stardo
an

in

revels in being
tress

and loves

(

all

t

excitements of an

«

career. Sh
anything but an iso
So says M
tionist.
citing

colm

H.

Oettinger

his skillful,

sympatht

interview with

her

the opposite page,
latest

of

several

tl

counters with Ms
Crawford

moments

at
in

cruel

her pre

ress to fame.
Photo

26

by

George Hurrell
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TO-DAY SHf s
Joan Crawford

is

herself again, loving every minute of

has recaptured since casting

w

HEN

ci

By Malcolm H. Oettinc

Craw-

Joan

ford comes to

ermine of

off the

..

New

York there is a
shining suite at the Waldorf, high enough to be exclusive, impregnated from
the prying press by receptionists, hall clerks, secretaries,
and personal representatives.
There are flowers and
candies, and oil paintings that have adorned magazine
covers there are bells ringing and messages to be signed
for and invitations to be sidetracked.
There is no calm.
If there isn't a delegation from the bootmakers to
measure the Crawford feet for mirror-trimmed opera
slippers
"There will be no charge, Miss
Crawford.
are only too glad to
have you wear them" then it's a boy
with an armful of photo-mailers in
which the Crawford features will be
broadcast.
If it isn't a photographer
begging for a sitting, it's a bevy of debs
fluttering near the door to catch a
glimpse of their Joan.
So it goes when Joan's in town these
days. She is herself again, giggling and
gasping and apparently loving every
minute of the excitement.
When I first met Joan Crawford she
;

to his place
.

.

show.
their

I

.

.

new

some

hope w
.

.

hideawi

mosphere.
make a darb of
do it.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

We

—

me about Beverly Hills in her
big car and we sipped champagne under
the stars.
Well, it was just as colorful
wheeled

it was a delightful introduction
Hollywood and to Joan.
Then she married the literary and

as that;

to

arty side of the Fairbanks house, donning the prickly ermine of cinema's socalled royal family.
I
called on the

young people

temporary chalet
Park to see what changes
matrimony had wrought in the dancing
at their

facing Central

West

darling of the

Coast.

had wrought plenty. The dynamic
Crawford was gone; a thin, neurotic
girl with pop eyes and masklike mouth
brooded over luncheon with appalling
dignity.
She was showing the world
what Mrs. Fairbanks. Jr., was like, one
It

may

suppose.

In fairness to her,

it

should be added
had not

that their majesties at Pickfair
been pleased at the marriage.

She was

gay and giddy, and Pickfair did not go
of thing. She was dison probation, and she felt it.
Our third meeting was recent. The
old Crawford personality was back in

in for that sort

tinctly

force.

The

flashed,

and the joy of living was get-

ting

break.

a

eyes

sparkled,

Doug was

the

smile
Photo by Ilurrell

forgotten.

Franchot Tone, of Cornell and Hollywood, was at her side. Things, anybody
could see, had changed for the better.

Life to

Joan is as important as her latest picture, her next
Mayfair party, or to-night's premiere.

—

;

OLLYWOOD
jpturmg the most interesting
5 cinema colony.

One might also note that Mae
prizes, despite that "She Done

bits

of

news and gossip

West wasn't given even a

Him Wrong" was

in

look-in at the

one of the year's most

triumphant pictures, and she herself is rated one of the biggest attractions in exhibitors' reports.
The film that gained the Academy honors was "Cavalcade."

Madeleine Objects.

—

Madeleine Carroll is the most feted star in
She recently came from England, and if you've seen "I
Was a Spy" you know her blond beauty. She was introduced at a cocktail party given in her bungalow at the Fox studio, and then later was
honor guest at a luncheon, when a portrait by one of the studio artists
was unveiled by Spencer Tracy.
She was referred to as typically English by the press agent who announced the unveiling. As she rose we heard her say in a whisper
"Yes, my mother is French and my father Irish."

Hollywood.

Photo by Wide World

Virginia

Cherrill

Grant arrive

wood home
riage

at

and Cary
their Holly-

after their marin

London.

Marian Nixon keeps

fit while
waiting for another assignment.

_
tlawless figure of Ginger Rogers
an excellent argument for a daily
tussle with a medicine ball.

,.e
is

ALL

the also-rans at the annual awarding
Neither Katharine Hepburn nor Charles
*
Laughton, the winners, were present to receive their golden
So Will Rogers, the master of ceremonies, presented the
statuettes.
runners-up, Diana Wynyard and May Robson, and Leslie Howard
and Paul Muni, to the assemblage in the Fiesta Room of the Ambassador Hotel, and they received a huge ovation.
Despite the fact that they had voted for Hepburn and Laughton,
the throng did not seem especially enthusiastic about their choice when
Probably this was because one star was
it was officially announced.

of

the

bows were taken by

Academy

prizes.

New York and the other in London.
Most of the people present at the banquet seemed regretful that
Miss Robson was not given the prize for her performance in "Lady
for a Day," and Leslie Howard for "Berkeley Square."
Outside of an admiration for her acting ability in "Morning Glory"
Nor is
the movie colony is not especially crazy about Miss Kate.
Laughton a great social favorite. The tokens of esteem, we would
saw were honestly tendered for their work alone.

in
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HIGH LIGHTS
By Edwin and Elza Schallert
—

Claudette Escapes Bath. Claudette Colbert's battle to increase her
weight was won just in time for her to go into the role of Cleopatra. She
had to drink so much milk and cream, she said, that it was "coming out of
her ears."
Claudette is happy over the fact that she will not endure the ordeal of a
bathing scene in the new production.
Cecil DeMille has spared her that,
and instead will put the conspirators against Caesar's life in a Roman hath
when they are doing their plotting. The nearest that Claudette will get to
the water will be taking a ride on the royal barge.
It looked for a time as if Miss Colbert and Norman Foster were about
But since Norman was
to split.
they are friendly again.

ill

and had

to

have his appendix removed.

—

Tiny Garments Notes. There is almost continuous talk about Norma
Shearer "expecting" again, but so far it doesn't seem to mean anything.
Sally Eilers, on the other hand, is looking forward to a happy event along
toward the fall. And Dorothy Jordan and Merian C. Cooper have been
having the very deuce of a time deciding whether their youngster shall be
born in Honolulu or on the mainland.
Dorothy favors Honolulu, while
is all for the American continent.
the quiet and seclusion of the Hawaiian Islands that seems to lure
prospective movie mothers. The Hollywood hysteria over a stork arrival
is quite devastating, what with showers, gifts, and hubbub of flowers and
visits when a star goes to the hospital.

Cooper
It's

—

Tracy All Squared Up. Lee Tracy is now fully exonerated
Universal has signed him on a
little Mexican escapade.
contract, and he is also to make some pictures for Paramount, unless
for the

plans are changed. Lee and Isabel Jewell, devoted as ever, are often
reported secretly married. They probably are!

A

Tinkly-Tankly Rendezvous.

—The movies have

a

brand-new

the Tingel-Tangel Theater, and is patterned
Steffi Duna, in whom
after a similar establishment in Germany.
Francis Lederer is very much interested, is the star of the show.
and Lederer himself was a regular attendant until he had to go to
San Francisco to appear on the stage in "Autumn Crocus."
The theater is a patentdeather affair and has a refreshment bar.
The show is of the smart vaudeville type. On the night we were
there Claudette Colbert, Elissa Landi, Joseph Schildkraut, Maurice
Chevalier, Lilian Harvey, and Charles Chaplin were among those

rendezvous.

It is called

Adalyn Doyle, Katharine Hepburn's stand-in,
has much of the latter's jauntiness.

who applauded

the performers.
Hollywood's other great novelty show, "The Drunkard," a play
of ancient melodramatic vintage, is still merrily running, with the

Continued on page 59

bevy of Warner starlets are, left to right,
Maxine Doyle, Mary Russell, Eleanor Lovegrin,
Joan Wheeler, and Pauline True.

This
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These

Ned

CHARMING

Edna May

Sparks.

Berton Churchill.

Oliver.

The supporting cast of a picture has often run away with the honors, every fan with

now take

THE

-

supporting cast has been stealing pictures for

years," Eddie Cantor said in a recent speech. At
that very moment some one should have shouted,

"Hear! Hear!"
But no one did.

Nor do stars usually admit that pictures can be stolen from them.
They'd much rather the
public didn't notice, and all precautions are made to take
care that the public doesn't. An advance publicity campaign is long and loud, and by the time film audiences are
able to see the heralded favorite, they forget to notice the
excellence of the surrounding shadows in the picture.
At

has always been the habit of the average
things are beginning to be different.
The
eyes of the public are opening with a wider, more critical
expression.
Fans are becoming aware of the worthy
subordinates.
Whether they play comic relief, heavies,
second leads, or just bits, they're noticed and applauded
by satisfied followers who are at last concerning themselves with the grievance of the secondary actors, namely,
insufficient recognition.
They go along turning in versatile characterizations
year after year, but they aren't played up in the magazines.
The fact is. the supporting players aren't good
copy because they haven't glamour, youth, or beauty.
But they do have talent and the finesse which often makes
a weak picture entertaining and a good one great.
There's Edna May Oliver, for instance, and how she
can enliven a picture with her particular brand of comedy is a tale most impressively told by the box-office
Homely? Oh, my yes, with that tall, angular
receipts.
body topped by a long face. Generally she assumes the
character of ladies who are wise fools.
fan.

least that

Now

a long-deserved

bow and

then

let

you be-

Appropriately enough. Nutter is the name to which
she was born.
At
It all happened in Boston in 1884.
fourteen she began to work for her living. She toured
in a summer opera company, lost her voice, so took up
dressmaking and hat trimming.
However, her heart
wasn't in her work and she soon joined a stock company.
After two years' experience young Miss Nutter decided
that she deserved a raise and spoke to the manager
about
"I

it.

must have more money.

me," she

"Who?"
"If

I

Another producer wants

lied.

she was asked.

told I'd break a confidence," retorted

Edna May

cannilv.

She got the

Edna May

raise.

)liver knows all about the inconveniences
of salary squabbles, drab rooms, and the heartaches and
disappointments of being stranded with fly-by-night
troupes.
Perhaps that is what makes her such a good
(

comedienne.

You

can't tell Alison Skipworth anything about theatThirty-three years ago, as a
trouping, either.
reigning stage beauty, she was brought from London by
Daniel Frohman. Unlike numerous other actresses who
say the irresistible urge to express their art was responsible for their stage careers, Alison Skipworth bluntly discloses that hers began because she had to pay a two-year
Now. though she is neither young nor
grocery bill.
beautiful, she is very necessary to the movies, which, in
return for the use of her salty wit, twinkling-eyed face,
and comfortable figure, pay her enough to cover her
rical

srroccrv bills

— with

a lot left over.
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THIEVES

Mary Boland.

Edward

an eye for good acting, not

just stellar

By Judith Ann

Everett Horton.

glamour,

will

Ice

Alison Skipworth.

agree.

These picture-stealers

hind the scenes for informal chats about themselves.

She has endeared herself to countless fans, but her
reactions to that feat reveal that offscreen she still retains
her pungent humor, as well as a rare ability for selfkidding.

To

an interviewer she once confessed, "I can't imagine
what producers see in this present face of mine. Look at
it!
Isn't it awful?
I'm simply amazed and incredulous
every time I receive my salary check and most grateful,

—

!"

assure you
To the same interviewer she also showed that her regard for her love life is less serious than that of screen
beauties of to-day.
Upon being questioned, Miss Skipworth acknowledged solemnly, "I was married to a
very, very fine artist.
He died two years ago."
However, she cut short the flow of sympathy with the
crisp comment, "Don't be too sorry for me
I hadn't
seen him in twenty years."
She should be a star right now!
Another ex-beauty from the stage, who came to Hollywood bearing an elegant sense of the ridiculous, is
Mary Boland. She is an ace-high picture-stealer. This
blond, still handsome dame gives priceless portrayals of
amusing, giddy matrons who aren't nearly as dumb as
they seem. Not dumb at all, in fact.
May Robson proves that a girl is never too old to lie a
hit in the movies.
She has enjoyed fifty years in the
theater, and now at the age of seventy-two she has made
a real success on the screen.
The fact that she, too, is considered a picture-stealer
is a great surprise to her.
But it is easily understood by
every one else, especially when she confided, "When I
went into pictures, I thought it would be for a rest. But
I

—

—

I

have worked harder during the last four years in
And I
I did during the first forty-six.

tures than
better for

picfeel

it."

With an

attitude like that, it is no wonder these oldget along.
Among those of the men in the supporting cast is John
Miljan. He is tall, lean-faced and debonair, and by the
glint in his eye one immediately senses that he isn't likely
to do our heroine any good.
Miljan's voice is cultured
and persuasive, and whenever there is suave menacing to
be done he is elected. Actually, however, this bad man is
happily married and is the proud father of a young son.
The mention of Edward Everett Horton invariably
brings a pleased smile to the face of every good filmHis gestures, sly wit. and whimsical perplexities
goer.
have saved many a film from monotony. In one of the
first all-talkies, "The Lion and the Mouse," Horton wa>
technically the hero and his manipulation of the heart
interest made other cinema romances appear too utterly
ntter
if it is permissible to go mid- Victorian in expression.
Horton played in one-night stands tor years before he
began to gain the smallest success. Such experience not
only improved his acting, but developed a convenient
proficiency in the art of track-walking. Later he became
leading man to most of the popular lady stars of the day
tin icrs

—

finally drawn to Hollywood.
The dry humor of Ned Sparks has

and was

also been carried
over from the silents. He is the glum-faced, hard-boiled
guy with the soft heart. And a great favorite with the
audience. As a matter of fact, one fan was so much in

Continued on

pasre 61
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STRANGE CASE

The
Why

has Evelyn Brent been

off the

screen so long?

The producers are

ance tour supplies the answer.

not a complimentary word. The picture
Prosaid to he fickle. Producers say so.
ducers also say the public is quick to turn from the
favorites of yesterday and seek new ones for to-morrow.
I
have always been of the opinion that it isn't the

FICKLE"
public

public

who

is

is

is fickle,

but the producers.

For

several years

now, Evelyn Brent has been absent
From a much
from the screen.
sought after featured leading woman,
Betty admits frankly that she became
an "also was."
Her name would
be suggested for a role and would
promptly be waved aside.
Inactivity and worry beat into
Betty's nervous system. She decided

—

—

"Who
And

or Chi-

success or a failure."
hesitated to guess.

"Tom Mix," Betty stated. "The
of Tom Mix on the marquee of

enters

name

any theater brings

both grown-ups
one player who
has kept in touch with the public.
He knows they want entertainment
and he gives it to them.
"Oh, I know," she smiled wryly.
"Hollywood isn't always kind to Tom
Mix. There are those who poke fun
at him and laugh about him.
But
Tom is one of the few stars who is
in

and youngsters. He

Brent's reply to this is she couldn't
get picture work.
She is the same actress who played

"Underworld," "The Last Command," "Interference," and other
hits, hut so long as no one in Hollywood cared to remember, why should
she remain on the Coast and do nothing ? There is no pretense about her.
She faces facts. She has earned her
own living since she was fourteen
in

is

on the road.
big shot in Hollywood signifies nothing. What does
signify something is his standing with
really a star attraction

That he

isn't

a

audiences in the country. I suppose,"
Betty mused, "you'd be surprised to
know who some of the real favorites

years old.

—

mean New York

office

upon such a venture is usually looked
down upon by picture folk on the
grounds that if she could get screen
work she wouldn't turn to three and
four shows a day on the stage. Betty

She's still earning it.
During the past year, she has appeared on the stage from Montreal to
New Orleans, in more than one hundred cities.
She has played onenight stands and she has played engagements that lasted a week. She
has ridden all night in an automobile
in order to he at a theater next day
in time for her first show.
She has
dressed in bandbox dressing rooms in
theater cellars with steam pipes running alongside the wall, and she has
dressed in comfortable rooms with a
star painted on the door.
It
wasn't easy in the beginning.
From the luxuries of Hollywood to
the frequent hardships of trouping
is no smoothly paved road to travel.
Bui Betty Brent traveled it, and she's
a new person to-day for the traveling more slender, clear-eyed, humorous, quick to laughter. She has
come to know people again, the same

don't

;

I

who

I

cago I mean the smaller cities that
determine whether a picture is a box-

ville star.

a screen actress

do you suppose is the greatdrawing star in the countrv?

est

make

Now

not the public.

fickle,

people who the producers say are fickle only Betty
hasn't found them fickle.
As I write this she is in Boston planning her route
back to Hollywood. Her future is in the lap of the gods.
"If I do make pictures." Betty says, "I should like to
make stories on the order of 'Underworld' dramatic
stories that entertain.
I have learned
that people don't want to be educated.
They don't want drawing-room wit
and subtle smartness.
They want
moving pictures in the real sense of
the word.

a personal-appearance tour.
In March, 1932, she left Hollywood
on this tour with Harry Fox, vaudeto

Her personal-appear-

are."

should mention here that Betty
not speaking from hearsay.
She
has learned from talking with theater
I

is

managers and thousands of people on
her tour.

"Helen Hayes," Betty continued,
one of the outstanding favorites.
When an audience sees her on the
screen, they know they are seeing an
"is

a real actress, not a manuThey sense that she
sincere in her work.
She doesn't

actress,

factured one.
is

to dazzle or distract by ultrasmart clothes or make-up eccentricities like trick eyebrows and trick hair-

try

Talking with fans all over the
country, Miss Brent learned that
Tom Mix is the greatest star
attraction on the road. He
gives the people what they

want

entertainment
action.

and

dressing.
cerity
see

it.

The people recognize

sin-

and splendid acting when they
They know what they like, too.

"In the silent days, producers made
There was acreal motion pictures.
tion in them, not merely talk, arty

;
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MISS BRENT

of

By Dorothy Herzog
sets,

vast

r

and flimsy plots. They didn't spend
sums of money for plays and novels.

The players

did not have to uphold the
reputation of being sophisticated or glamorous.
No one had to tell people that

La

Barbara

Marr,

Norma Talmadge,

Gloria Swanson, and Pearl White were
glamorous. They still don't have to tell

them who is glamorous.
They know.
No amount of advertising can persuade
them otherwise.

"And

—not

people don't forget their favor-

for one moment.
I have been
asked more questions about Bessie Love
why she doesn't make pictures than
about any one on the Coast. I have been
asked why Viola Dana. Corinne Griffith,
Florence Turner, Kate Price, and other
stars of yesterday aren't given a chance
ites

—

—

in talkies."

"Of

the current stars,"

I

put

in,

"who

seem to be country-wide favorites?"
'Marie Dressier and Wally Beerv,"
Betty answered promptly. "Interviewers
and people everywhere have asked me if
they are as delightful and human offscreen as they are on.
The answer, of
course, is yes.
No player can lie to the
camera or to the public. If he isn't sincere and capable, he is shown up very
quickly,
despite
clothes,
lighting,
or

—

make-up."

"Whom
real

-tar- ?"

have you found to be other
I

queried.

Miss Brent is convinced that fans never
forget their favorites.
She was asked
more questions about Bessie Love than

any of the glamorous

stars.
l

Evelyn wants to

make real motion pictures. Her reception on tour
proves that the people are with her.

"Well, Joan Crawford, for one.
When people ask me about
her, they speak of her affectionately as just Joan.
She has the
same warm and sincere qualities as Helen laves. So has Kay
I

Francis, another favorite."

"What about
head the

list

the

men

star-?"

I

"Does Clark

asked.

liable

-till

?"

"Not now," Betty replied. "That is, he doesn't seem to. Six
months or so ago people asked me about him constantly. Now
They still inquire about Bob Montgomery, but then
they don't.
Bob has the warmth and sincerity that endear him to audience.-.
There are amazingly few men stars people appear to be really
interested in."

"What about

the

and Jean Harlow

in

vamps?"
mind.

I

had Greta

(

Marlene Dietrich,
[Continued on page 60]

rarbo,
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SIZING UP DUBS
This

unusual nickname was coined by
personality of an unusual

young

his

family to

fit

actor, Douglass

the

Montgomery.

By Molly Lewin
was nothing
THERE
with Douglass Montgomery.

particularly tete-a-tete about

my

luncheon

We

were chaperoned by his press
agent, several Montgomery relatives, and last of all, by his dog.
And that dog of his is no mere incident. At the moment it is one of
the absorbing interests in the young man's life. He speaks of it as his
"puppy," and endearingly calls it "Babe," but don't be deceived. It's
an eleven-month-old Irish wolfhound, and at that tender age it weighs
more than one hundred and forty pounds. Douglass brought it to
Hollywood with him on his return from his recent trip to New York.
When I saw it he had had it less than ten days, and the dog Padraic
is the formal name
wasn't any too well acquainted with its master.
It loped about the studio restaurant, its muzzle hoisted above the level
of the tables.
It was quite oblivious to Douglass's whistlings and
duckings, dividing its attention impartially among the onlookers and
with a dog of his size, there is no dearth of onlookers.
"I rather like that in him," Douglass admitted.
"I'm just as glad
he isn't devoted to me right at first. Any other dog will wag his tail
and love you if you just feed and pet him. Not Padraic. I like to
feel that he's thinking me over, weighing me in his mind.
He's warming up a little every day, and if he ever gets really fond of me, I'll feel
that it's an achievement."

—

—

—

Not only a spiritual achievement, I'd say, but a comfort. I'd hate to
antagonize a dog of that size.
"I got him to take the place of my other dog, Gallic King," Douglass
went on. "That was when I was first making pictures, and not too
happy about it. Gallic King was my sole consolation. He was killed."
There was real solemnity in his voice, not mock affection. "That took
a lot out of me. Gallic King was ace-high in

my

life."

Douglass no longer needs consolation in
Hollywood, so Padraic will perhaps never be
loved quite as desperately as was his predFor the current cinema venture of
Douglass Montgomery looks better than
promising.
But in his first screen efforts,
lie didn't hit his stride.
Not that he's the
ecessor.

least bit bitter

about

it.

"When I left pictures two years ago, they
quoted me as saying I was returning to my
the stage, that I hated Hollywood,
resented my name having been
changed to Kent Douglass.
"That's nonsense.
Why should I hate
Hollywood? I've lived here all my life. I
know my way around. It doesn't baffle me.
My name wasn't changed without my knowledge.
agreed to it in my contract. I objected merely because it made it necessary
for me to he billed under two names
and
that was confusing.
And I'll continue to
return to the stage for an occasional role as
long as good parts are offered to me.
I've
been doing that ever since
was sixteen."
But the hold of Hollywood is growing.
Douglass journeyed across the continent to
Continued on page 55
first love,

that

Douglass has made a
good showing opposite
the two most erratic
ladies

of

the

screen,

Katharine Hepburn and

Margaret Sullavan.

His greatest concern at
the moment is winning
the affection of his new
puppy, Padraic.

I

I

—

I

—
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"Muzzi May" knows the secret of making

SHE'S
May

Robson,

is

the

in

Hollywood?

to he the social

leader in
years.
Parties at Pickfair
have gained world-wide fame, but those in the know
do not acknowledge Mary as the most popular hostess,
nor Marion Davies. the Lady Bountiful of Hollywood.
She who maintains the most popular salon is "Muzzi

—

Muzzi May known to you as May Rohson
entertains every second Sunday in the month and on
that day all other hostesses close up shop because they
May."

On

will

have no customers.

you will find among her guests
Jimmy Durante. Ramon Xovarro, Ruth
George Brent, Kay Francis, Jean Parker.

these occasions

Clark Gable.
Chatterton,

Bakewell, and from the literary world such
high lights as the Harold Bell Wrights, Charles MacArthur, J. P. McEvoy, Jim Tully. not forgetting the
younger set of stars Marie Dressier, Alison Skipworth, and Edna May Oliver.
The elite of Hollywood park their cars on the Robson
driveway and gather in her sunny patio to pay tribute
to Muzzi May, not because she is the dean of actresses,
\\ illiam

—

same

platter.

MUZZI MAY

seventy, gives the gayest

most popular hostess

Mary Pickford used
film circles for many

know they

serve health, wealth, love, and fame on the

by
OanQ RuSm

and most distinguished

Hollywood, stealing honors as the most popular hostess.

parties in

WHO

now over

life

May
but because they are sure of a jolly good time.
Robson celebrated her fiftieth anniversary on the stage
last year and has now passed her seventieth birthday.
But in spirit she is a Wampas baby star.
An "at home" with Muzzi May is not a stately affair
where youth bends the knee to a dowager duchess, but
rather where youth meets youth in a game of Hollywood
poker; where cocktails are mixed property, to say nothing of a buffet supper of orange biscuits made from
Muzzi May's own recipe and for the piece de resistance
spaghetti a la Robson.
I think it was the desire to learn the secret of orange
biscuits that lured me to climb a flight of steep stairs to
Miss Robson's dressing room in the Capitol Theater on
one of the coldest days New York has ever experienced.
I was rewarded not only with the recipe
and before
I forget it. the formula is simply to use orange juice instead of water
hut many philosophical truths on howto make life successful generally words of wisdom sandwiched between stories which won, speaking in the vernacular of show people, belly laughs from those present
Continued on page 56

—

—

;

-
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By Carol

"When you hear
people say they hate

Lombard

Hollywood, you may
know they are putting
an

on

As told to
Dorothy

for

act.

what

it

love

I

it

doing for
other p ro

is

me. What
fession offers so

much?"

Carol

writes.

Wooldridge
Photo by Jones

Carol Lombard

is

given her

not a
life,

martyr to

She says Hollywood has

art.

happiness and career, and has taken nothing from her.

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce should
put Carol Lombard on its pay roll.
After ten
years in pictures she says that she has lived in the
lap of good fortune, that Hollywood gives and gives and
gives.
It has taken nothing away
from her as the price

As

Till'.

oi success.

where

capital has been lambasted as a place of
careers result from pure luck, where oppor-

tunity is open to few, and where there
lack of intelligence and culture.

Baum

is

a

deplorable

quoted
s
saying, "1 [ollywood is
pathetic
handsomest men in the cinema capital
are not actors, but waiters and chauffeurs.
Film stars
are interesting on the screen, but in real life they are
\ icki

is

alike."

all

Theodore Dreiser

and was
I was

I

a

—

a townot only was a blonde but worse
face, wore my hair in a Dutch hob,

round

fat.

Many a spanking got
a fighter.
dresses climbing trees and back fences in
was
1
lived until seven.
Fort Wayne, Indiana, where
a fighter because 1 had two brothers. Stuart and Fredwas the youngest of the three.
erick.
No girl should be raised without brothers. What they
can teach you! If
had a girl of my own and no son,
would adopt a boy rather than raise a daughter alone.
am not
have never sacrificed myself for another.
tomboy and

a

1

my

for tearing

I

I

I

I

I

a

Being

martyr.

are

more

lives

a

martyr shows lack of courage.

ruined by so-called

There

martyrdom than are

saved.

declaim, "Hollywood is a
city of shadows, nothing more.
All they do is to reflect.
They sit around glorifying the cutie and the kiss. They
put

had

I

I

The cinema
sin

a child.

head.

rises

to

forward everything hut ideas."

Kay Francis says it's a town where one has no friends,
and you become cold and hardened. Joan Blondell says
robs you of all the pretty dreams and fancies held
it
over from childhood. And so on and on.
But read how Carol sums it up.

do not believe in luck. You hear persons speak t)\
It's
bad luck, but it isn't luck they mean.
judgment knowing how to take advantage of opportunities, grasping good ones when they present themI

his or her

—

he bad.
luck that this actor or that actress gives a fine
It's a result of work and, in some inperformance.
Take, for example,
stances, of a God-given instinct.
Charles Laughton.
To me he is the greatest acting
selves, rejecting
It

isn't

I

Found

—a

genius of this age. He works hard but lie admits a GodI acted with him in a picture and he
given instinct.
taught me a great deal.
There is such a thing as an inspired performance,
Katharine Hepburn gave one in "Morning
though.
Glory." Rising to such heights is rare.
I entered pictures when I was fifteen and have been at
Applied to the Fox studio and, unfortuit ten years.
nately, was given the leading role opposite Edmund
Lowe, in "Marriage in Transit." I was terrible worse
than that, if possible. At the end of a year they threw
me out. They should have done it long before. No girl
should start picture work in a leading role. It's unfair
to her and punishment
to an audience.
Right after Fox let
me out, an automobile
I
discharged me, too.
came out through the
windshield. They took
twenty-five stitches in

—

my

face

and to

this

day

carry the scars, but
barely visible.
Strange, every accident
I'm in something happens to my face.
I love people.
I love
I

they're

I love Hollywood.
love its glamour.
I
love its personalities, its
people.

I

When

you hear some
say

they

hate

Hollywood,

you

may

know they

are putting
on an act. I love it for
what it has done is doing
for me. I wanted
a career and it has given
me an interesting one.
What other profession
pays so high and offers

—

—

so

much ?

My

best tutor was
Sennett, the old
maestro of comedies. I
was at his studio a year
and a half. Sally Eilers
and I were the last of his featured
bathing beauties to get somewhere.
Mack Sennett is a wonderful teacher.
His knowledge of comedy, of timing,
use of pantomime, of sudden changes
from comedy to tragedy, from laughter to tears
well, he has grasped the
psychology of the human mind.

Mack

—

From
where

I

Sennett 's

changed

Peters to Carol

I

went

to

Jane.

I

Pathe

my name from Carol
Lombard. When I
I changed my name

was a little girl,
from Jane to Carol because
like

took the

name

I

didn't

of

Lom-

bard from a friend.
I have an instinct for business.
I
know every word of my contract,

know what my

rights are

that they be respected.

"Look
I

and demand

My

creed

is

When

I

well to this day."

am

not temperamental.

was accused of walking out on Warner Brothers

it
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Star

to lend me out.
T don't mind being lent.
But a
Warners wanted me to play was not suitable for me.
was a typical Mary Brian role. \n time the studio was

meant
role
It

was right.
It
isn't true, either, that
convinced
go1
up because my then husband, William Powell, did
not get a role assigned to Jimmy Cagney.
I used to froth over untrue stories printed about me.
I

1

riled

Now
Vance

What's the difference?
not true that Bill and 1 were married in Philo
fashion, with an air oi mystery prevailing.
I

dislike

show.

It

I

is

smile tolerantly.

If

would have been

our wedding had been public, there
Bill's friends and all of mine, which

all

Continued on page 53

As Carol Peters Miss Lombard was one of Mack
Sennett's bathing beauties.
She considers Mr. Sennett

her best tutor.
Miss Lombard now believes
that starsshould not marry,
because the work takes up
all one's timeand thoughts.
Photo

life.

people

Happy

was not because thev

h.v

Uirhoc
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SCREEN
"THE HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD."
The most substantial, impressive picture since
"Cavalcade," the most human since "Little
Women," and one of the perfectly acted films of
You will agree that such a combinaall time!
tion of values is rarely found in the welter of
so-so attractions that come out of Hollywood.
And if that isn't enough, let me add that it is
the best in which George Arliss has ever appeared.
Better, even, than "Disraeli" because stronger
and more stirring. It has the advantage of timeliness, too, because it makes an issue of Jewish
persecution in Europe. That this occurs many
years ago and is overemphasized in the film,
doesn't lessen its applicability to present conditions.
More, it gives the story an indignation
All in all, this is
that makes it truly dramatic.
far more than just another handsome costume
picture.
Mr. Arliss plays two roles and both
First he is old Rothschild, moneyare great.
lender of the Frankfort ghetto, and then his son
Nathan, chief of the five brothers who comprise
the strongest banking house in Europe.
Fighting prejudice and cabal because he is a Jew,
Nathan triumphs spiritually and materially when
his money supposedly brings about the defeat
of Napoleon, saves the British Empire, and earns
knighthood for a Rothschild. Magnanimously he
permits his daughter to marry a Gentile.

"GAMBLING LADY."
This calculated, moviesque tale is so well played by
an attractive cast that it must go down as entertainment
Barbara Stanwyck has never given
in spite of itself.
us anything better than her Lady Lee, daughter of an
honest gambler, whose forthrightness and luck bring her
Miss Stansuccess at cards and trouble in marriage.
wyck is one player who never loses her individuality
with the passing of time nor becomes in the least standardized.
She is as refreshingly different to-day as she
was at the beginning of her film career, totally unaffected and as honest in her acting as the character she
plays in this picture. Her adventures are many until she
meets a certain young man; then they become hectic.

Marrying him, she comes upon his old flame, Claire
Dodd, and the cards are stacked against Lady Lee from
the start. Miss Dodd is unusually effective, even for her,
and Joel McCrea, C. Aubrey Smith, and Pat O'Brien also
put the picture over to a degree it would never enjoy
without their expert cooperation.

"BOTTOMS

IK

^tfhf

s-

H
M

B^t

UP."

Far from being a hodgepodge of showy trivialities
such as we get in pictures that go by the name of musicals, this gets the higher rating of a comedy with music.
That is because it has charm, good acting and a pleasant story, with just enough music not to matter much
and only one "big" number which happens to be very
good indeed, "Waiting at the Gate for Katy," in which
John Boles shows himself to be a comedian, believe it
or not! Another attraction is the screen debut of Miss
Pat Paterson, of London, and she's perfectly charming.
Unaffected, pretty, dainty but not coy, she's even loveFurtherlier when she sings than when she speaks.
more, she has the nicest British accent I've heard in
ages. Hers is the well-bred speech of London at its best,
with no trace of Leeds or Manchester. Spencer Tracy is
excellent, too, as a Hollywood racketeer who puts Miss
Paterson over as a film star, daughter of a bogus lord
played by Herbert Mundin. Sid Silvers, Harry Green,
and Thelma Todd add greatly to the proceedings.
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PICTURE PLAY'S

George

Arliss for his sure

and

HONOR

LIST

performance

subtle

in

"The House of

Rothschild."

The producers of "The House of Rothschild" for the most important
and substantial picture for months to come.
Norma Shearer for her vivid, compelling acting in "Rip Tide," a
splendid comeback for a beloved star.
Fox for giving us Miss Pat Paterson, a newcomer in "Bottoms Up."
James Cagney for his superb return to form in "Jimmy the Gent."
Oceans of sympathy to James Dunn and Claire Trevor for the handicap of "Hold That Girl."

"WONDER

BAR."

Bigger and more ingenious musical numbers than in any other film
are here for those who like this form of entertainment.
The clever
use of mirrors doubles, triples, quadruples the boys and girls who are
dancing until their number is countless as they sway in a lilting waltz
called "Don't Say Good-night." Another high light is Al Jolson's "Gonna
Go to Heaven on a Mule," in which the blackface singer is transported
to a Negro paradise. All this is at the floor show at Al Wonder's Wonder Bar, with Dolores del Rio, Ricardo Cortez, Kay Francis, Dick
Powell, and Robert Barrat in drama and tragedy. A festoon of medals
to Louise Fazenda for relieving the music, murder, and suicide with
laughter.

"GOOD DAME."
Fredric
satility.

March demonstrates all over again his verWhen will the man stop surprising us? Echo
"Never!" Anyway, he is a card sharp in a

thunders,
carnival show, tough, hard-boiled and quick.
Sylvia
Sidney, a stranded chorus girl, comes along, and the
rest of the story describes their reactions to each other,
with all the bickering that precedes the melting together
of two minds with but a single thought in sophisticated
screen fiction. Miss Sidney is a good girl, you see, and
Mr. March can't understand the type. Though slow at
times, the dialogue is entertaining and the acting of the
stars is unusually true. Overstraining, Mr. March repeats
once too often his trick of tightening his tie and throwing up his chin, as if three times were not enough to
convince us of his character, but any one will let that
pass in the general excellence of his portrayal.
The
picture strains imagination a bit, too, but perhaps you
won't mind.
Jack LaRue, Noel Francis, and Russell
Hopton are good.
[Continued on page 51]

"PALOOKA."
Rowdily funny,

this yields

and, for admirers of

almost continuous laughter

Jimmy Durante,

the best film
gives him
the fullest opportunities. He is virtually the star. It's
a prize-fight story and is far from being the freshest
treatment of such a theme, but it is so well acted for
comedy and its pace is so unflagging that criticism is
disarmed by laughter. All you know is that you're having a grand time and that Mr. Durante must surely be
one of the greatest comics in the world.
Here he is
Knobby Walsh who promotes foe Palooka, a fellow who
hardly knows what it's all about.
Stuart Erwin contributes a real characterization in the title role, Marjorie
Rambeau proves herself a match for Mr. Durante in capturing laughs, and Robert Armstrong is fine, as usual.
James Cagney's brother Bill is in evidence, too, but his
resemblance to his famous brother doesn't include Jimin

it

is

which he has ever appeared because

my's bite and sting.

it

'

10

HAND

TO

IT

swanky

apartment

which had been designated to

me

as her

home. Nattily attired
in a blue sports suit

embellished by a
huge

sailor collar

and

trimmings,
Helen burst in with
profuse apologies for
being late.
"No, this isn't
where I live," she
enlightened me. "My
mother and father
and I have a small
nautical

But relatives
came to visit while I
was at Palm Springs.
When I came back

house.

there wasn't room
enough for me. so
I'm staying here with
friends."

The

fact that she

has suddenly been

awarded

stellar

bill-

ing by Paramount
has not given her an

importance complex.
She's still the kind

who

obligingly

ac-

commodates traveling cousins and
aunts.

"You'll excuse my
face, won't you?"
This remark was surprising, for I saw-

nothing wrong with
her looks. Tiny, with
large, p o g n a n t
brown eyes and raven
i

black,

she

is

straight hair,
distinctly in-

teresting.

I

"People always say
give a better im-

pression when 1 'm
made up," she amplified.

"So

wear

T

regular studio makeHelen's experiences

in holding her own against flamboyant rivals until recognized for what
she really is will make every average girl a booster.

was almost
BEAUTY
Helen Mack
not,

i

No

irdinary way.
judge has had to

her Hollywood downfall.
But
hastens to apprise one, in the

admonish her, as a magistrate
nice Eelt duty-bound to warn Barbara La Marr. that she
is too beautiful to stand the strain of the great big movie
was just the other way around.
It
city.
"My lack of beauty practically ruined me," this earnest
I'd been waiting at the
oung actress informed me.

'Oh, I've been posing for
take the make-up off.'

stills

up whenever

when

I

can,

go

to

talk about stories.

I

even

I

nonchalantly declare.
and haven't had time to

"But
got sunburned in the desert and can't put anyI'm sorry." she ended forlornly.
thing on for a while.
protested that I considered her natural face
When
most appealing, she disclosed that this beauty problem
has caused her a world of grief.
Her experiences in
Hollywood strike such a human chord that the average
girl who also has to compete with flamboyant rivals, is
1

I

II

HELEN

Maddox

By Ben

Considering herself a failure at beauty and sex appeal, the
little

Mack

girl

concentrated on acting

certain to be a Helen Mack booster or I miss my guess.
Men, I'm sure, will appreciate her unusual sincerity and
These qualities, so evident on the
lack of affectation.
screen, originate from her attitude toward her work.

Motives will out, the psychologists say.
Helen Mack has not been swept into a career. She
has diligently nourished her flair for acting since she was
seven, and this devotion has imbued her with a true love
for her profession.
"Thanks to a loyal agent who kept plugging me when
every one said I was impossible, I stayed in Hollywood
until I got my break," she confesses.
"But, honestly,
it's unfortunate to be a failure at sex appeal in any
town, and here" she shuddered "it's treason, that's

—

—

what

!"
it

—

When Fox

brought her from

New York

three years

ago, she entrained with unlimited enthusiasm. Her Hungarian mother and Scotch-Irish father had previously
moved to New York from Rock Island, Illinois, her
birthplace, when she was seven.
"Even when I was six mother took me to movies
every evening," she recalls. "I was determined to be an
actress.
Vera Gordon made a personal appearance at a
near-by city and mother managed to get backstage with
me. I recited for her and she kindly presented us with
letters to New York agents and arranged for me to enter
the Professional Children's School."
From the first grade on Helen was destined for Hollywood. At thirteen she toured in vaudeville alone, being
featured in a skit entitled "Sweet Sixteen." The tribulations of show business never daunted or toughened her.
"It's unfair to think stage children are precocious.
They do miss the carefreeness of youth and are old for
their age.
But that's because they have responsibilities.
I wouldn't trade my past for any one's.
I felt actually
ashamed, even in my early 'teens, when I wasn't working.
I wanted to be doing something on my own.
"My mother was smart. Not a stage mamma, you
know. She has been invaluable, for she taught me selfreliance.
Casting
I always applied for jobs myself.
people figured if I had sense enough to do that, I could
follow direction."
With headquarters in New York, Helen's maturing

was landmarked by roles in silent films and plays.
"They slam folks for going Hollywood, but if you'd
worked hard for years and did climb into the money,
wouldn't you buy the things you'd dreamed about? You
couldn't liclp it."
She hasn't splurged yet. Nevertheless, "I mean to buy an enormous car as soon as I can."
She admits it was lucky her mother saved her wages
during her first year in Hollywood when she was with
Fox. The savings account enabled her to weather the
succeeding months when there was no salary.
"It would be nice to be glamorous like Garbo and
Dietrich, but we all haven't faces like theirs," she observes wistfully.
"The minute I landed here and saw
that vast studio and the hundreds of beauties, I felt sunk.
No one had rated me a beauty on the stage neither had
I been made terribly self-conscious because I lacked it.
;

I'd relied

on

my

acting."

she

won

out.

As studios generally do with newcomers her employers
attempted to plaster standardized Hollywood allure on
Helen. They plucked her eyebrows, reddened her hair,
and then led her to Allan Dwan. As a child she'd played
in Gloria Swanson's "Zaza," under his direction.
He
saw her in the test which won her Fox contract, and
asked that she be put in the lead of Victor McLaglen's
"While Paris Sleeps," which he was to handle.
"When he laid eyes on me he groaned, T wanted you
as you were!' He tried to undo the fixing-up I'd undergone." The plot was weak and it was impossible for
her to score. She was cast in two more insipid ingenue
roles.
And for the following nine months did nothing
but collect pay.
"It

is

until

was partly

my own

fault.

Mother had trained me

to be polite, not to speak unless spoken to.
I'll admit I
didn't make friends on the Fox lot. I sat in the make-up

department and chummed with a hairdresser, fearing to
bother any of the executives.
They didn't, therefore,
have a high opinion of my ability. They couldn't have
had, not having seen me do anything outstanding on the
screen."
One day, near the end of her year, her spirits broke.
She strode into a new executive's office. The sight of a
pile of scripts at which she'd never get a chance enraged
her.
She proceeded to tell the man, whom she'd never
met, that every one was a so-and-so and she was fed up
with studio nonsense.
The impromptu rage so impressed him that he rushed
her over to another official, shouting, "Found a great
actress !"
To Helen's amazement a big role was then
and there promised. But both executives happened to
leave the studio before it materialized, and she was again
the forgotten girl.

—

Fired and condemned by Hollywood as just an ineffecshe would have despaired had it not been
for the faith of her agent.
In those idle months she
learned that you have to demonstrate to Hollywood, that
otherwise no one cares a hoot about you. Finally, after a
year in which she did a couple of Westerns and a play
at Pasadena, her agent got her a test with
for a
dramatic role in "Sweepings."
Informing her she wouldn't do. they tested ten more
after she had emoted.
When the head man examined
the work of all the candidates, he unhesitatingly sent for
Helen, and so well did she do her stuff that
signed
her to a contract.
"They cast me in 'Melody Cruise.' and then I was backin the same old rut.
An ingenue! More milk-and-water
roles followed.
An ingenue is expected to be beautiful.
That's all that counts. Now I know an audience doesn'l
care to gaze at me doing nothing for an hour.
As a
mere beaut}'.
was positively mediocre."
Came the dawn. Paramount, remembering her in
"Sweepings," borrowed her for the vibrantly dramatic
characterization in "All of Me," which had been slated
for Sylvia Sidney.
Fans and critics acclaimed Helen.
Because of her very evident potentialities, Paramount
took over her contract and is presenting her in worthy
tive ingenue,

RKO

RKO

I

things.

[Continued on page

61
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The BUSIEST BEE
While working
as

just

is

more

in

successful

as

the past year
DURING
Wray has played leading

more

in

pictures

films

than

an

Fay
roles

the past year than
individual

and a

any other leading woman, Fay Wray
wife.

How

By Laura Benham

any

Her
other actress in Hollywood.
record of twelve films in as many months is a tribute not
only to ability but to personal charm as well.
For in a town rampant with candidates for every part,
where managers stumble over each other in frantic efforts
to sell their clients to producers, it is evident that to
create a great demand for
her services, a girl must possess more than beauty or

does she manage

all?

it

"It means selecting my costumes
and having them fitted in ample
time for them to be ready on the

starting date, in order to avoid
last-minute rush and confusion with annoyance to all
concerned.

"Often

it

means devoting any day

might have

I

off to

portrait sittings or to informal outdoor photographs.

"More than

that,

my

regulating

it

means

entire personal

life to

conform with the de-

mands
Which

is

of

job

the

at

hand.

most

dif-

there are

mo-

really the

brains or talent, more even
than popularity at the box

ficult

must have all
these qualities and something
more besides.

ments when I'd like to
get all about duty and
I owe my work," she
fessed with a smile

She

office.

There,
of

secret

I

think,

lies

Fay Wray's

the
suc-

cess.

For added to these other
attributes,

she

is

a trouper,

Proof of that may be

too.

steady march
of producers to her door.

found

in

the

Wray

Miss

herself is indisclaim any attempts to label her achievement remarkable. Quiet and
unassuming, she insists that
her attitude is the sensible
one for an actress to assume
clined

to

toward her work.

"When

sign a contract
don't feel that
obligated myself only
I

for a picture
I've

I

for properly delivering lines
before the camera," she explained in her soft, clear
e.

"I

feel that I've

ised to give

my most

prom-

earnest

my best appearance,
undivided attention, and

efforts,

my
my

fullest cooperation.

"That, of course, means
complete concentration on the
involving far more
than merely studying my part
so that
won't 'go up' in my
picture,

I

and ruin my own performance as well as that of
any one appearing in the

lines

scene with me.
Fay's sensible attitude
toward her career and private
life that makes her marriage
to John Monk Saunders, screen
It's

writer, mutually inspiring.

part of

it

"Of course

lighted

her

all.

for-

what
con-

that

blue-gray

eyes

and tilted the corners of her
mouth.
"When I'm having
an especially good time at a
party it isn't easy to leave at
ten-thirty in order to be home
and in bed before twelve.
But eight hours' sleep are absolutely necessary if one is to
look fresh before the cameras
and have the vitality to work

without tiring.
"But we have

to

make

anything
worth while, whether it's a
good name, a bank account,
or a career," she added in a
thoughtful mood.
sacrifices

to

Looking

at

build

Fay

at that

mo-

ment, one would not expect
from her the sane judgment
she had just expressed. In a
white woolly sweater caught
high about her throat, bright
plaid skirt and low-heeled
sports shoes, red-gold hair
tumbling about her shoulders,
she looked more like a highschool girl ready to discuss
the boy next door than a
young woman with a career
firmly established
progressing.

and stead-

ily

She has worked hard for
every bit of the success she
has achieved. Born in Wrayland, Canada, with her parents she moved to Salt Lake
City

when

Mormon

a

girl.

From

the

to HollyContinued on page 52
capital

Besides FayWra/s
record of

all-time

twelve films
many months,
much else
is

as

in

there
that

attracts attention to

example,
she has
systematized her life
For

her.

the

way

so that professional

demands do
flict

not con-

with her duties

Another

as a wife.

exceptional point

is

her refusal to scream
her happiness with
her husband from
the
housetops, or
even to discuss her

marriage at
this, too,

all.

In

she sets a

as you will
realize when you
read her story on

record

the opposite

page.

Photo by Irving Llppman
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A

TOUCHING

— this

is

what

is

produced on a big scale
promised by Fox. Also, Ameri-

story

can fans are introduced to Hugh Williams, brilliant young actor from the London stage. He is
seen with Helen Twelvetrees in the large photoMiss
graph and with Mona Barrie, right.
Twelvetrees is the Austrian heroine and he
the British hero separated by the War.
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BERTHA'S

FURS

MacMahon sells them as the star
"A Woman in Her Thirties/' with

Aline
of

Paul

Kelly as

first

role since

man, his
"Broadway Through a

her

leading

Keyhole."

MlSS MacMAHON'S sad

story has
her falling in love and marrying
Mr. Kelly, a happy-go-lucky roving

seaman who

is hard to hold except through his love of children.
He is seen, right, with Dorothy

Tree, a temptress.

and Dorothy

Miss

MacMahon

Peterson, above.

*

SHINING
SHEARER

*

Let's

not reproach Miss

Norma for her

long absence, bo

welcome herback in"RipTlde"with shouts and murmurs

fM

RlP tide is a disturbance caused by the meeting of
opposing currents. That's exactly what happens when Miss
Shearer, Herbert Marshall, and Robert Montgomery conflict
in
this gay but
poignant story of sophisticated
society in the mood of "The Divorcee" and "Strangers May
Kiss." Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Lilyan Tashman, and Ralph
Forbes also are in the brilliant cast.
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HOSPITAL

\llr

ROMANCING
It

seems

that

life

among

anaesthetics and bandages

J

is

'mI
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just

and urgently sexual as anywhere else in the
virile doctors and tantalizing nurses about.
Or so the story of "Registered Nurse" would have us believe.
as emotional

movies, what with

BEBE DANIELS looks lovely as the heroine,
doesn't she?
tor,

Lyle

John Halliday

Talbot

the

is

the noble doc-

philandering

one who

provides Miss Daniels with that outside experience which keeps the story moving. Then
there's also her insane husband who sensibly
arranges suicide to clear up her tangled

emotions.
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INSTEAD of being heavy drama, as most costume pictures are, this is comedy played in a
modern mood, witty, sophisticated and gay.
The Duke pursues Cellini's Angela, The Duchess
is after Cellini, and following a merry mix-up
both Duke and Duchess achieve their desires.
The picture offers both Mr. March and Miss
Bennett their first costume roles as well as their
first appearance together.

Benvenuto
is

Cellini,

great

also a great lover

artist in

metal of the sixteenth century,

in this lively

account of an episode

in

his

Fredric
and a simple girl.
March, Frank Morgan, Constance Bennett, and Fay Wray play
life

involving a duke, a duchess

the respective roles

in

"The Firebrand.

C^ME
when

occurs

it

careful

planning by

expert closes every chance of de-

You should see

tion.

rked out

how

it

is

"The Crime Doctor/' as

in

and attractive a mystery as the
vies have dished up in many a
on, especially with Otto Kruger,
ren Morley, and Nils Asther in the
fe\

ding roles.

S

MORLEY returned
screen

fie

— too
e,

after

long

and you

she

just

is

a

— ab-

will

see

as slimly

nguished looking
Mr.

sver.

horn she

is

ie film, is

who

jealous of

is

wife's

admitted

ference
er.

Kruger,

married
a deree-

for

Mr.

There you have

beginning
the picture.

— now

with Bing Crosby
what a lark! That's Caro
We'
Lombard's haoDv fate in
Dressi
Not

Shipwrecked

—
of

oh,

comedy

plenty of

and Allen
Ethel

Merm

not forge
comedian w
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"NO GREATER GLORY."
Two

of militaristic boys in Vienna fight for
possession of a playground with all the pompousness of
nations.
Jimmy Butler, nice kid of "Only Yesterday,"
is the stern captain of the Paul Street boys and Frankie
Darro is commander of the bigger, fiercer youths comIn the midst of their decisive
prising the Red Shirts.
battle an old watchman observes "And all over a playground!"
His crony murmurs, "Ah, no.
It might be
Alsace-Lorraine it might be anywhere." This, then, is
the moral, the message of a humorless tale that somehow

gangs

—

hasn't the quality of youth in spite of the cast of talented
male juveniles. There isn't a girl in sight. George Breakston, from the stage, is a pathetic little private bullied by
his superiors until he dies a

hero in

mock

warfare.
,nven

me

life

and happiness.

GEORGE WHITE'S "SCANDALS."
A

lavish revue that is often diverting and frequently empty, this is or
of those pictures which you can see if you're in an indulgent mood, or yc
can pass it up with a clear conscience. Alice Faye, who makes her screime
debut, will be seen in other films and perhaps they will be better ones, whibeRudy Vallee's singing of "The Man on the Flying Trapeze" hardly se^le
a new standard in comedy, and the fan dance of a precocious tot certain'.
does not open new vistas of good taste, nor does a whole chorus of smirkii? 116
stage kiddies warm the cockles of one's heart. However, there is much moish
to the entertainment than these items.
A trite backstage story is one cier
them, so feeble and so intermittent that it is all but forgotten in the succesj n
sion of spectacular numbers and several easily remembered songs.
One o
them is "Your Dog Loves
Dog," in which chorus beauties and theii
male escorts troop up a stairway leading dogs of every breed while theie
principals sing the song. Attractive and unusual, except that one never gets!
a real look at George White's beauties in this or any other number.

My

"SIX OF A KIND."
With Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland paired, you

logically think of
them in "Mama Loves Papa," and quite naturally hope their current work
tops that brilliant collaboration.
It doesn't; but it has the advantage of
W. C. Fields at his best and George Burns and Gracie Allen cutting loose
from sanity as madly as any one could wish. Alison Skipworth has her
innings, too, but she isn't given as free a hand as one would wish. Yet with
this giddy sextet of intelligent comedians the result couldn't be anything
but worth while. The only fault lies in the material given them. It is thin
at times and the picture is made to seem too long because of this.
Anyway,
Mr. Ruggles, a bank clerk, and Miss Boland, his wife, start on an automobile
trip which they sentimentally call their second honeymoon.
At the last moment Mr. Burns and Miss Allen answer their advertisement for traveling
companions. They bring along their pet, a Great Dane, and then the mishaps
begin, climaxing when Mr. Ruggles is arrested as an embezzler. Mr. Fields
takes first honors as the sheriff, especially when he plays his famous game of
billiards.

"RIP TIDE."
Norma

—

Shearer's return after a long absence
"Smilin'
Through" was her last is worthy of Irving Thalberg's
shrewdness and her ability. Both elements are sharpened
and refined in this.
The result is a picture of strong
appeal, especially to women.
It is far more skillful than
any of her other flights into sophisticated comedy although the main issues are there to satisfy the wish fulfillment of discontented wives.
But it is much more
deftly accomplished. The picture is suave, it is glamorous

and it
phony.

—

somehow sound and modern without being
Miss Shearer, a wayward Park Avenueite mar-

is

ried to a British lord, falls for a playboy. Though innocent, her husband does not believe her and applies for a
divorce.
In the interval Norma does stray, but in spite
of her confessed affair, her husband cannot give her up.
A flashing study of the psychology of marriage. Miss
Shearer vivid, compelling; Herbert Marshall grand;
Robert Montgomery ideal as tb<; philanderer. Don't miss
it, girls.
[Continued on page 54]

little

Elisabeth

Marbury home on

the

New

York, a tiny house
made glamorous by the great Miss

East River

in

Marbury who

attracted and encourthe great artists of the past
forty years.

aged

all

—

Coronation Without a Queen.
as the news was flashed
from Hollywood that
Katharine
Hepburn had been given the Academy award for her work in "Morning Glory" she sailed away to avoi'l

As soon

*he

oelphrarinHf

of *~

{

\
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Gable Gets a New Deal

13

you admire most ?" He gave a wide
smile
you know, the devastating one
with
the
dimples and
said
he
couldn't answer that because if he
named one, the others would be of-

—

—

fended.
Just the same, Helen Hayes's play,
of Scotland," was one of the
first he saw after his arrival in New
York, and he thought she was wonderful.
So that may be the unoffi-

"Mary

cial

answer to an embarrassing inif you want to look at it that

quiry,

way.
Speaking of New York, Clark
found it treated him a great deal better than

when he

four years ago.
or four hundred
people met him at the station.
"It was quite different the last time
f
left New York," he recalled hu-

This

time

left

three

morously; "only

my

wife saw

me

off

—

took a satisfying breath "now I'm
part of the mad whirl. I'm going to
try to come once a year, maybe twice.
I like it!"

Clark gives the happy impression
of being an enthusiast about everything, even the task of autographing
his photos, a duty, by the way, which
is supposed to be the bane of the
successful actor's existence.
pile
of photographs lay on the desk with
typewritten slips clipped to them directing the inscriptions to various
Shirleys, Libbys, and Lillys.
The official autographer had suggested in private, "I'll do those for
you, Clark."
But the offer was hastily turned
down with, "Oh, no, I want to do
them myself."
He appears to carry this gallantry
Durto a most considerate degree.
ing his visits to the company's pubVity offices, the place usually
armed with girls from the suriding offices, who broke rules and
ed past those on guard in order
tch glimpses of their idol. There
the startling incident of the girl

A

was moved

to

such ecstatic in-

discretion by his appearance that she

threw

her arms around him and
kissed him.
To the gasp, "And what did he
do?" the answer was, "Why, he
kissed her right back."
Of course, that is all very encouraging, but I doubt whether he meant
it to set
a precedent.
He doesn't
look like the kind of person to be
imposed upon.
The character that
shows in his face is not just a false
front
it's real.

—

So

is

his

You

good humor and

sincer-

yourself relaxing in
his presence, cozily content to listen
to whatever he says.
And he keeps
you interested because he has the
ability to paint colorful and sure word
pictures.
His personality does exude force and decision that's revealed in all his actions.
There is little danger of his ever
going soft or sitting back to take it
easy with his career, no matter how
many his comforts or how sure his
status.
He is as regular a fellow as
his reputation has made him, and
keen for more "strong sensible parts
that audiences can believe in."
ity.

find

;

The Busiest Bee
rlooking a garden, and chintz curagainst cool cream walls.
It was a room that expressed both
There
owners, Fay and John.
ere culture and background and
is

,

'ability in that

mount tor nvv. *._
Her apprenticeship with Paramount brought her not only splen_,

training for her work, but a
marriage, too.
For it was
while working in "The First Kiss"
that she met and married John Monk
Saunders, author of that film and

did

happy

many

others,

among them "Wings,"

"The Dawn Patrol," et cetera.
However, she refuses to

We

—

re-

The understanding and sympathy

discuss

her marriage.
"I'm superstitious on the subject,"
"I've noticed that
she explained.
every marriage that has been pubhas
eventually
licized
ideal
as
crashed."
were sitting in the living-room
of the English-style home which was
her wedding gift from Mr. Saunders.
It was one of the most delightful
rooms I've ever seen long and wide,
with beams across the ceiling and
yellow bowls of blue flowers on desk
and tables and piano; long windows

room, gayety and

there are in their characters, in their respective careers, in
their marriage.
"However, I'll admit one thing,"
"It's John who has
she went on.
made it possible for me to devote so
much attention to my work. By his
understanding and sympathy he has
been the sort of inspiration and help
that every woman needs."
straint, just as

to

which she refers are quite evimutual, and the keynote of

dently

This sucsuccessful union.
despite
Mr. Saunders's undoubted assistance, attests again to
the versatility of Miss Wray.
For as every one knows, upon the
wife lies the greater responsibility
And
for the destiny of a marriage.
Fay has combined the demands of
her career with the duties of running
two homes a town and a beach
house entertaining frequently, joining her husband in the sports thev
their

cess,

—

—

both enjoy so thoroughly, while maintaining her health and good humor.
Which, you'll admit, is a physical feat
as well as a mental accomplishment.
The stamina which enables her to
endure such a strenuous regime is
due, I think to her detachment from
the close associations and unimportant activities of the cinema capital.
She does not clutter up her life with
nonessentials.
It is this clear

curate

sense

of

perspective and acvalues that is so

reflected
Miss Wray's
in
work.
She is sure of her position,
both socially and professionally, and
so does not become embroiled in the

clearly

jealousies and rivalries of Hollywood. The normal routine of living
quietly, entertaining a few friend-,
going away for week-ends with her
husband, leave her mentally and

emotionally tranquil.

She is capable, thorough, and
painstaking, and the camera catches
these qualities as well as it does her
In other words, she is a
glamour.
thoroughly satisfactory person and a
What more do fans or
fine actress.
Shall I tell you?
producers want?
Why, more Fav Wray, of course!

NOW, NOWFraulein Dietrich,
As we dined on ham and eggs,
"I would give a million dollars
If I only had your legs!"
I said to

She hitched her manly trousers.
"You may keep your filthy pelf.
It may seem strange, but I am much
Attached to them myself!"

Dyoll Sf.may.

—
—a

Found

Continued Erom page 37

know

Happy
we

,->:;

Star

would

man.

divorce,

each other.
We have a mental balance founded on respect.
We meet
on a friendly basis. Ami when you
speak of friendship after marriage,
know that it is possible only when
there has been no quarreling.
Respect dies with quarreling and light-

have necessitated about a
thousand invitations. So we told no
one the exact hour of the ceremony
and were quietly married at the home
of my mother, with only our immediate families present.
But you want to hear about my
I

know.

Bill

and

were

I

married two and a half years, were
seen everywhere together apparently
happy, then suddenly last July I
found myself in Reno filing suit
charging him with extreme cruelty.
The decree was granted in August.
We see each other frequently and expect always to he friends.
Our divorce was simply an attempt
Bill is forty-one
to adjust our lives.
and has lived. Under the terms of
his contract, he makes hut three pictures a year while I make from live

He wants

to seven.

to travel

—

go

to

places.
I

admire him as an actor and as a

Continued Erom page

a bristling individual who
how easy it was for
him to toss off a picture in eighteen
days.
He does not go on to explain
that the tangled reels of film he left
behind him had to be taken in hand
by experts and that even they had
their troubles finding a picture of
is

it.

Lilyan Tashman's Passing.

—

"Darling, I've just seen Picture Play,
and if you had been writing my obituary you couldn't have said nicer things
about me."

When

Lilyan Tashman said that
lew weeks ago, she was in her
usual bantering mood in spite of ill
just a

health.

"So when you do write it, all you'll
have to say is that you meant it."
X.'w we knew that the shadow of
death was hovering over Lilyan then,
and that knowing it, she was trying in
her gallanl wa\ to tell us that we had
meant something to her and that she
wanted us not to have any regrets.
hat was jusl inie mure instance
1

of

her

which

1

insight,

her

consideration,

never knew to

ten years that

Less than
she had

are

vital

to

asked

settlement.

when

must progress.
haven't am idea what
tn morrow will bring.
But when
leave pictures
will do something.

think

I

tine

it's

should marry. The work is too consuming. One thing Hollywood takes
from you is your time. Lack of time
is one of the chief causes of divorce

ways appeared

in

New

tickets

and some
might not be-

her if she sent word that she
was ill. Less than a week before she
worked until midnight to finish
"Frankie and Johnnie" that other
lieve

players might get off to California in
time to report for another picture.
I am grateful that Lilyan gave me
my orders about writing this. I
couldn't go on. anyway.

we were

fail

In

all

the

close friends.

two weeks before her death

appeared

at

a

benefit

for a

Jewish charitv, because she had

al-

The Rush

Is On.
Hollywood
he in the midst of one of
those production lulls because players
are scampering East.
Jean Muir is on the way to take
hows during the showing of "As the

seems

to

Ken Mavnard is off
Earth Turns."
for Spain to see hull lights.
Frank Morgan has been taken into
the famih linn which manufactures
the dominant brand of hitters.
'onst.mce Lumniings is on her way
to
will make a picture there,
,ondon
(

I

probably, if she gets restless while
her husband writes a play.
Agnes DeMille, on the other hand,
In the midst of
is headed Westward.
a highly successful season of dance
recitals in
London, she was sum-

moned
Fncle

Hollywood

to
(

'ecil's

"(

to

dance

in

leopatra."
of " Erankie

and
Johnnie" u as ci impleted, lelen Morgan paused just long enough to hu\ a
hen

filming

I

of clothes, then

She

w ent

\\ est

to

determined to
graduate from torch songs to he
"Sweet Adeline" is to he
drama.
lelen has a
filmed,
hough, and f
heart she won't let any one else play
her old stage role.
opkius has bought the
Miriam
try out a play.

is

i

t

I

I

1

I

1

1

five

when

To day

1

1

1

1

may

It

be a hobby but

it

will

amount

something.
am reAt present
decorating the rented home where
tn

I

1

live.

No, Hollywood has taken nothing
from me. On the other hand, it has
given generously, whole-heartedly.
has given me life and happiness.

It

York

at their halls

who had bought

flock

1

1

two persons who have separated can
meet .is friends and go out together
with no feeling of bitterness.
I do not believe that screen stars

\\

I

never am satisfied.
always see a
chance for improvement in wdiat
am at that age twent)
have done.

tor

I

I

Lack of time means neglect.
(hie reason
have never expressed
couldn't
a desire for children is that
devote the time to a child it is entitled to.
That's the trouble with so
Working all
man) movie mothers.
hours, they can't he good parents.
I'm still young, eager, ambitious.
am ambitious to create something.
here.

1

no alimony when we
My mother inherited a
divorced.
fortune from my grandmother.
inherited $10,000 myself and would
not have l" work to-day if
did not
want to.
Bill insisted on a property
1

about

talks big

sorts in

that

ing.

They Say

17

on the front pages gave a party for
The plan
White and invited Vallee.
was to keep egging Vallee on until he
took a sock at White.
Rudy trains daily with a boxer and
in fine form, and as many of
is
White's associates have felt moved to
push him in the face, it was figured
But he did
that Vallee would too.
not even come to the party.

White

1

httle Elisabeth

Marbury home on

the

Xew

York, a tiny house
made glamorous by the great Miss
Marburj who attracted and encouraged all the great artists of the past
Last River in

forty years.

Coronation Without a Queen.
As soon as the news was flashed
Katharine
from
that
Hollywood
Hepburn had been given the Acad
emv award for her work in "Morn
ing Glory" she sailed away to avoid
attendant

celebrations
honors.
the

Refusing

to

cameramen who

pose

for

on
the

said that they

her

news
would

her anyway, she redo. the picture will
he lousy."
Papers ran the photo
graphs with the notation "Katie was
If sin- prefers to appear at
right."
her worst, let her have her fun.
\nd now
want you to help settle
an argument that has been raging

get

pictures of

marked "If you

I

Miss Hepburn
around Xew York.
dashed into a store whose clientele is
distinguished and whose salesgirls
are ordinarily the last

and started looking

at

word in poise,
some clothes

\ salesgirl halted proceedings while
she asked for an autograph for her
darling little niece.
Miss Hepburn
gave vent to sonn
lusty Elizabethan epithets about the outrage of
not
being able to transact simple
business matters without a personal
appi oach and stalked out.
'ne taction sa\ s that she ow ed it
to her public to he gracious.
Another feels that a casual business encounter does not give am one
the right to badger her with requests.
W hat do you think ?
I

(

i

!ontinu<

'1
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"Men

in

White."

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Clark Gable's great performance in an
absorbing, unsual picture makes an irresistible combination that every one
should see. It also erases all thought
of limitation in his acting and places
him among the elect of the screen.
One has only to compare him in the
serious mood of this with his comedy
in "It Happened One Night" to realize that he has come into his own with
a vengeance and must now be accepted as a full-fledged artist by reason of extraordinary ability rather

than

an

arresting

His

personality.

Doctor Ferguson

in this drama of hospital life has strength, dignity, tenderness and a degree of simple conviction

reaches
causes you to

mind

that

make

and
the

heart

and

young doctor's

problems your own. When he leans
over his little girl patient to console
and cheer her you see a side of his
acting that is more striking than his
brutal moments in the past.
It is not
a gesture, you see, like socking the
heroine, but is sudden revelation of
soul.
Nor is this the only such moment. There are many equally thrilling.

Superbly produced, marvelously

detailed, the story tells of Ferguson's
struggle with himself and his profession: whether it is better to marry
the rich girl he loves and practice
comfortably, or give his life to study
for the benefit of humanity.
There

nothing maudlin in the solution and
cannot fail to please everybody because it is logical, if happy. The hospital background is the best ever seen
and the acting of everybody is perfect, Myrna Loy and Elizabeth Allan
sharing honors with Mr. Gable, and
Jean Hersholt, Otto Kruger, Wallace
Ford, and Russell Hopton round out
a perfect cast which even has
C.
is
it

Henry Gordon

in a bit.

"Wild Cargo."

— RKO.

Frank Buck's

chronicle of his wild animal
hunt in the Malay jungles is splendidly photographed, skillfully edited
and altogether is the equal of his successful
"Bring 'Em Back Alive."
Which is to say that if you like animal
pictures this will meet your expectations, and if you do not it is well to
literal

—

"Jimmy the Gent." Warner. James
Cagney's best picture in months has
more than almost any of his previous

REVi

N

ones.
A novel and ingenious plot,
fcr one thing, and extraordinary dialogue, broadly funny and subtly witty
in turn, while the cast is flawless. Mr.
Cagney is as vivid and ruthless as
ever, but there is much more reason
for it than some of his pictures have

His racket here is providing
bogus heirs and collecting from his
confederates in a big way. Through
offered.

ignorance of the value of a ritzy front,
he isn't as successful as he becomes
after he meets another crook in the
same racket who carries on his business in the grandeur of a modernistic
office where he makes a ceremonial
of afternoon tea.
One of the drollest
scenes is Jimmy's induction into tea
drinking and his attempt to practice it
in his own office with Allen Jenkins.
But this is only a flash in a rapid-fire
comedy perfectly cast, with Bette
Davis, Alice White, Alan Dinehart,
and Arthur Hohl.

—

"A Modern Hero." Warner. Richard Barthelmess's new venture is only
tolerably interesting.
Though well
acted by every one, the various characters never come through as human
beings, probably because writing and
direction are wanting in penetrative
imagination. The whole thing is diffuse. The character played by the star
is the most unsatisfactory of all.
He
begins as a circus rider and becomes
a rich business man, loses his money
and looks up his mother, an ex-leopard
trainer who has become a fortune
teller.
She consoles him and tells him
there is no such word as defeat among
circus people, implying that the show
must go on. Between these extremes
are many characters and incidents related to the extensive love life of Mr.
Barthelmess, including an idolized son
whose death is part of the retribution
that overtakes his father. It is all intended to mean something, to present
a deep character study perhaps, but
the thesis isn't put forth courageously
and you feel that the part played by
Mr.
Barthelmess
is
softened
or
evaded.
Anyway, you cannot but admire Jean Muir (in the early episodes
only),

Marjorie

Rambeau,

Eldridge, Dorothy Burgess,
Teasdale, and Maidel Turner.

lemember

that
this
nothing
offers
more, except that those who shrink
from animal fights have no cause for
fear here.
Mr. Buck is concerned,
you see, in capturing his quarry alive
and unharmed for circuses, zoos, and
private collections.

i

"Melody
listless

Ross,

seems
But at

in Spring."

Florence
Verree

— Paramount.

it

isn't a

As for Mr. Ross, the star, he
politely but ruthlessly thrust aside

charm.
is

by Charles Ruggles, Mary Boland, and

Herman

Bing,

the

latter

in

a

A

"Come On, Marines."
lively,

—Paramount.

inconsequential

piece,

to write

A company

mother about.

backstage story.

mild complications in a hotel. It isn't
displeasing, but it is tepid and innocuwithout
or
make-believe
lilt
ous

when

the soldiers come upon them in
Cue for
a tropical swimming pool.
rioting among the men in uniform who
promptly join the girls in the water.
From the depths comes Ida Lupino,
and Mr. Arlen's search for beauty is
apparently ended to his satisfaction,
if not ours.
Miss Lupino sulks, pouts,
and kicks in the most provocative
fashion that Hollywood knows and
their blissful blending leaves us with
no new ideas about Marines in general and Mr. Arlen in particular. Ros-

coe Karns, Grace Bradley, and Monte
Blue are of great help to the picture.

—

"The
Show-off." Metro-Goldwyn.
Even Spencer Tracy's biting performance

hardly

justified a third revival
Penetrating and
friend.
unusual as this study of a common
American type was ten years ago, it
isn't unusual now and the result is disroutine picture.
Madge
tinctly
a

of

this

old

Evans, Lois Wilson, Clara Blandick,
and Henry Wadsworth, one of the

—

"Hold That Girl!" Fox.
James
Dunn, an exuberant junior detective,
and Claire Trevor, a newspaper girl,
are mixed up in a stew of familiar
situations and characters. Though the
pace is fast and the performances of
the stars are good enough, the picture
Alan Edis singularly unappealing.
wards, Gertrude Michael, Robert McWade, and Effie Ellsler.

Her advice
She's too

is,

"I ain't ice,"

much

and

for normal nerves.

(

Men

as brilliant as she's bold.

insist

Though

they can't
there's

resist her,

danger

in

her curves.

of

in command of Richard Arlen
is sent to a remote part of the Philippines to rescue a group of shipwrecked "children" who turn out to
be debutantes though they look, speak
and act like chorus girls. They happen to be bathing in all but the nude

Marines

SHE

Who's

ad-

mirably suited for time-killing but not

pleasantest juveniles.

Instead, it has a Swiss background
with, among other things, a milking
chorus instead of fan dancers, and

There's a clamor for the glamour
Of a blonde who's knocked 'em cold,
>ne whose rasping has 'em gasping,

small

because they know values in
musical comedy and take advantage of
their opportunities like raiding gobblers.
They snatch every grain of
interest, leaving practically none for
Mr. Ross except when he sings. The
latter he does very well, as you know,
but a colorless singing personality
counts for less on the screen than it
does elsewhere and Mr. Ross, unfortunately,
is
so handicapped.
Ann
Sothern, of "Let's Fall in Love," is the
heroine slighted by author Benn W.
Levy who gives her little to do and
nothing bright to say.
role,

A

musical
introduces
Lanny
radio singer, and the effort
scarcely worth the trouble.
least

EW

She's a shady sort of lady
Who when worst is at her best.
Who despises compromises
And who signs her name Mae West.
Brock
[lton.

M

—
Margaret

appear

with

"Little

Man, What Now?" and in
New York he left behind him

Sullavan

in

young

players, in Douglas-.

He

arrogant.

squirms

being in the public eye

The English

and

up with
particular regret, because it meant
going to Italy on location.
For a
lad of Douglass's imagination and romantic bent, a trip to Italy

is

not

easily relinquished.

Adding

hazards of a screen
career, Douglass has had. the privilege
of playing opposite the two most erto the

of recent finds.

ratic

He

had just

I

[e's

not

you suggest

if

that he's capricious, but admits that
is lots of fun.

leaving
two choice stage roles and an opportunity to do a picture in England.
offer he gave
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Up Dubs

Sizing

Continued from page 34

He

finds

exciting to be recognized

it

to be asked

for

his

autograph.

keep up for years
and years to come.
Toward the end of our lunch he
was approached by a photographer
who wanted a picture of Douglass
and his dog.
Douglass was as excited as a kid posing for the first time
on a go-cart. He even gave the dog
lie

hopes

it

will

He

camera angles.

the best

didn't

tulated.

a bit of a bore. He hasn't \et
achieved the superior attitude toward
his public that a cinema career somelie probably never
times induces.
will.
He's far too earnest and en-

I

thusiastic.

begun

when

work with Miss Sullavan
talked with him.
He was a

his
I

nonplused.

little

"But

she's so pleasant," he expos-

"I don't know quite what
expected, but I guess I was a little
frightened by the tales I had heard
of the Sullavan temperament. Whatever grievances the girl may have,
she doesn't take them out on the
people she works with."

About Katharine Hepburn,

whom

he supported in "Little Women,"
Douglass speaks in superlatives.

"Of course, I knew her in New
York before she entered pictures,
and I know that her mannerisms are
not

She hasn't gone
She's exactly as she was
she was struggling for recog-

affectations.

Hollywood.

when
nition.

in

"We studied with the same teacher
New York. My lesson came right

after hers
instructor

and from time to time our
would sadly announce that

Katharine had been let out of another
play.
I would spend fifteen minutes
of my valuable hour
I paid steep
prices for those lessons
denouncing
the producers who were stupid enough
not to recognize her talents.
I knew
that some day they would regret their

—
—

short-sightedness.
And they probably have.
"Of course, she's amazingly frank.
But I like it. And she has that indisputable self-confidence. She thinks
she's swell.

There

She

is."

a trace of that justifiable
self-esteem,
so
characteristic
of
is

Continued from page 53

A Name

to

Remember.

—When

from

the stage
of women
at the stage door all but tore her
limb from limb demanding her autograph.
It seemed odd that her performance in "Mackerel Skies," which
ran only a few nights, should occa-

Mobs

furor.
It didn't.
The
fans cruelly explained that she was
important only as the girl Gable had
kissed four times a day.
sion all this

it

He's honest enough not to strike
poses or surround himself with false
glamour, yet he very seriously immerses himself in his work. While
studying for "Little Man, What
Now?" he realized that his role
called for his looking like a continually hungry, perpetually budgeting
young German boy.
Six weeks of indolence between pictures hadn't left him particularly
peaked he was aghast at his robust
and healthy appearance.
He went
into training for his part, and from
Monday night when he boarded the
;

train

at

New York

when

until

Thursday

family met him at
Los Angeles, he had taken nothing
but liquid nourishment. He stood the
ordeal rather well. When I saw him,
he was hardly gaunt, and he broke
training in favor of a hearty lunch,
but he had lost weight.
And for Douglass that is as noble
a sacrifice as an actor has ever been
called upon to make.
For he loves to
eat.
He goes into ecstasies about
food. And he swears he doesn't care
about quality as long as he can get
night

quantity.

his

He

never quits until he

reaches capacity.
He has other vices, too sleep. He
adores it.
He loathes getting up in
the morning, probably because he is

—

They Say

Clark Gable appeared at the Capitol
in a sketch, a young actress named

Tucker McGuire
worked with him.

find

in

New

with insomnia and has a hard
time falling to sleep until dawn. The
prospect of being on the set at 8:30
in make-up is simply painful.
All
told, he is devoted to the creature
It's
very wholesome; so
comforts.
man)' young artists are given over to

afflicted

a theatrical asceticism.

The Douglass Montgomery lollywood knows is not a playboy. When
1

he wants a holiday, he goes to New
York for it. In Hollywood he works
hard and isolates himself for rest.
While on a picture he keeps a Hollywood apartment in order to he near
the studio.
On week-ends, Douglass
—-"Dubs" to his family goes to his
mother's home in Pasadena.
"Going home is an event for me,"
"1 first left for New
explained.
York when I was just out of high

—

school, and to me coming back is
similar to other boys' coming home
front college.
I like
It's a vacation.
just to loaf
lots

around the

room

of

for

place.

There's

Padraic,

and he

of room.
I
can knock
in old clothes, read, swim, do

needs
about

lots

just as

And

I

like."

he confesses, at home he
prima donna."
He's
enough of an actor to be high-strung.
Before the actual shooting on a picture starts, he gets jittery. He spends
the day alone, studying his part. He
clambers up an ivory tower. He languishes in his most becoming manner.
"With eau de cologne at my side," he
adds impishly.
Douglass is the perennial boy
not the soulful juvenile, nor the wisecracking young blade, but genuinely

can

also,

"play

—

lie has a full set of brains
anything but trivial, although
I think there will always be a fifteenyear-old freshness about him.
His
devotion to his dog is boy love.
Pie is disarmingly charming and
utterly without affectation.
He is
everybody's son crystallized at the

boyish.

and

is

most lovable

age.

Fortunately, he has talent. Without it he could devote himself to a
career of being "typical" with it, he's
bound for the high places.
;

York

They will lie around for her autograph a year from now, though, just
because she is Tucker Mc< ruire.
Pictures want her now. but she is
a canny little person, wise for her
twenty-one years under the mosl
eager and engaging exterior, and she
won't go to Hollywood until she has
done an outstanding part on Broadway.
She has that intangible quality that
distinguishes Margaret Sullavan, that
arresting, appealing dramatic flair that
cannot fail.

She comes from Winchester, Virby way of a dramatic school
conducted in England by Sir John
Martin larvey's son. She has played
occasional parts in Southern stock
companies.
Several months out of
the year she spends pounding the
pavements from agent's office to
ginia,

I

agent's
office
looking
for
parts.
A hire and more often nowadays, she

lands them.
she was so nervous
she tried out for Gable she
could not even read the lines at first.
Incidentally,

when

:
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She's Muzzi

Continued from page 35

but which Muzzi May unfortunately
warned were not for publication.
Reviewing May Robson's career
and interviewing Muzzi May force

one to admit that she has found the
answer of how to make life serve
health, wealth, love, and fame on the

same

A

platter.

resume of her seventy
years reads something like this At
eighteen a mother
at twenty
a widow with a child to support and
only the accomplishments of a gentlewoman of the 70s to equip her to
brief

:

...

...

earn a living
a year later
playing her first stage role and winning, without experience, overnight
success
eighteen years of
featured parts follow
in her
second year on the stage she marries
.

.

.

...

Doctor A. H. Brown, prominent New
physician
for twentyfive years, though continuing her theatrical work, she manages to be a devoted wife and a charming hostess in

York

their

.

.

.

New York home

.

.

.

for

years she stars in every city, town,
and hamlet, going to London and repeating her success
after
the death of her husband she enters
the
movies
in
1933 she
makes a sensational hit as Apple
Annie in "Lady for a Day" and is
.

.

.

...

rewarded with stardom

pictures

in

at seventy she is acknowledged Hollywood's most popular hos-

of the first remarks she made when
I entered her room was, "I never use
glasses and I haven't lost a tooth,"
displaying an even and uninterrupted
row of pearly molars.
"Give me the recipe for this wellordered life," I pleaded. "What has
guided you over pitfalls and snares
that have tripped the rest of us in
one or the other of our ambitions?"
Her bright brown eyes grew serious as she considered.
Then came
the following sage advice
"To be popular be kind.
"To be interesting be interested.
"Be tolerant consider the other
fellow's point of view.
"Be adaptable and to be adaptable
one must understand people. If you
meet the poor— be poor. With people
in trouble
be sad with them. If your
soul is aching with sorrow, cover it
with a smile when you meet the happy.
"In my work I've learned to do
whatever I've been told to do only
to do it better, in a more original way,
than was expected.

—

—
—

!

that isn't making life a grand
success I don't know what is
What
other actor or actress can boast of
twenty-five years of happiness in
marital life, in social affairs and at
the same time upholding stardom?
Either career is sacrificed for marriage, or marriage goes on the rocks
because of a career. And in many
cases both are lost because of the individual's efforts to be a prince among
If

!

good

fellows.

May Robson

has managed to keep
three in her life and to be physi-

all

cally
fifty

and up and coming after

fit

years before the public.

One

—

"In

second year on the stage,
Charles Frohman asked me to do a
dance in a musical play he was producing. I had never learned a fancy
dance step in my life, yet I was expected to follow a chorus of trained
girls with a solo dance.

"Of

HAVE
I

Elissa

I

seen

any role with her charming grace
and varying moods. She is as many-faced
as a diamond, with each facet radiating
toward a dazzling ensemble.
She is, in
fact,
magnetism and personality made
to

self

tangible.

comparable Katharine Hepburn.

Then you

won't need to worry about half-filled theaters
Gordon Sellett.
!

21st

—

"Passing a hosiery shop one day I
sight of a
window trimmer slipping a stocking
on a dummy leg. The man turned

was fascinated by the

that

dummy

leg in

all

directions.

Tf

could only do that with my own
legs !'
I had been practicing kicks at
I

home and knew how
and twist

turn

to

difficult

it

untrained

was
legs.

Then came the idea which was to give
New York one of its biggest laughs.

the

Fans

MISS

BAYER, why

ford?

I

pick on Joan Crawsuppose no one but Joan

wears extreme styles to-day? How about
Harlow, Shearer, and Blondell?
They
seem to draw the crowds. I suppose you
think they're different.
I

admire Joan

in

more ways than

one.

To be
Oh, for such poise, such manners
able to wear clothes like Crawford
cither look like stuffed manikins or like
beanpoles.
Not every one can wear what
you call "silly hats" and look fascinating
in them.
Let us see the unconventional
clothes on those who can wear them.
!

Jersey.

We

Most fans do not go to the movies to
pick out silly little things and criticize
them.
go to see the fine acting these
stars are putting on for our entertainment.

We

Street,

West New York, New

that time Letty Lind's dance,

sensation

the

New

of

was

The

York.

next day I bought an artificial leg
and ordered a duplicate costume of
the one worn by her.
"At rehearsal I followed the

chorus number in my new costume,
only I wore two skirts, a separate one
for the artificial leg and the other for

my

own.

"Mr. Frohman, seated in the orchestra, called, 'Now, May, give us
your dance. Do the best you can.'
There was a note of condescension in
Manipulating the artificial
by a handle strapped to a belt at
waist, I began kicking higher than

his voice.

leg

my

any ballerina, to say nothing of performing the split and other things.
For a few minutes I had them fooled

;

then the strap that held the leg broke
and the plaster thing tumbled to the
floor.

"Mr. Frohman was so delighted
had the idea patented, calling

that he

We

'The three-legged dance.'
put
the dance on for the public just as

had happened at rehearsal. After
amazing kicks I loosened the belt and
walked off, leaving the artificial leg
standing on the stage. It never failed
it

to send the audience into shrieks of
laughter."

There are many

stories like this of

May

Robson's early days in the theater that stamp her as being the Katharine Hepburn of the '90s.
No one
ever
son.

knew what to expect from RobThough she was good-looking,
preferred comedy parts in gro-

she
tesque make-up.

has given her
seasons of uninterrupted work
in the theater.
The character actress
never grows too old, but the ingenue
finds a time when she must retire
It is this choice that

fifty

for

a

younger woman.

Marie

Dresslers,

Olivers,

and the

the

It

Edna

is

the

May

May Robsons who

find that success continues long after
forty, not begins there.

Think

!

Producers, don't you think it's about
time thai you recognized her genius? Give
Miss Landi better material and bigger
roles, and you will soon have another star
who will lie almost in step with the in-

561

was only expected to burlesque the number, but despite this
fact I dreaded that solo dance.
During the weeks of rehearsal I walked
through the part and my mind kept
seeking something unusual that would
make my work funny.
I

Oh, For Such Poise!

"By

Candlelight."
-audi proved she can adapt herjust

course, as comedienne of the

show,

"At

in long accordion-pleated skirts,

it

my

What

Continued from page 10
Like a Diamond.

—

—

.

tess

May

Miss Bayer, why not step around the
corner to your Wild West show just once?
Then maybe you'll appreciate really fine
Miss K. E. W.
acting.
Middletown, Ohio.

A

AM

Little Dirt Is

Good.

writing this letter in answer to
I Jane Doe's horribly abusive one directed
I think this attack on Mae
at Mae West.
was entirely unwarranted.
It's a shame that an actress can't give
the public what it really wants without being criticized. Why hide behind a curtain
of innocence when your mind is most likely
in the gutter hobnobbing with the rest
of our minds? The wisecracks Miss West
puts over have most likely gone around
Continued on page 63

—

To-day She

Lives

Continued from page 27

Let me autofor Friday?
graph that picture now, dear.
What was I to write for Milton?
.

.

.

.

.

Here comes Luncheon!"

.

TWO HOURS BEFORE

IM GLAD SHES
COMING TONIGHT,
SUE SHE'S LEFT
OUT OF SO MANY
THINGS. SUCH A

SO DO I, MOTHER.
SHE DOESN'T
REALIZE HOW SHE
SOMETIMES OFFENDS.
WANT TO HELP HER

PRETTY GIRL,T0O.
I

FEEL

SO SWEET OF YOU,

DELIGHTED TO
HAVE YOU DEAR.
THE BATHROOM'S
RIGHT NEXT DOOR

ME COME
STRAIGHT FROM THE
OFFICE AND DRESS
HERE FOR THE PARTY/
SUE, TO LET

I

SORRY

THE PARTY

WHEN YOU WANT
YOUR BATH

FOR HER

background, suave, diffialmost grim in his silence,
stands Mr. Tone, aloof, unbending,
smiling ever so slightly at one thing
and another, but obviously devoted
to Joan.
Only once was the good nature of
In

the

dent,

The subject of
the star dissipated.
certain
lady interviewers
brought

"•43

I

forth savage denunciation from Joan.
"I'm always willing to be inter"It's business.
viewed," she said.

And

people are good enough to be
me I'm only too glad to
anything within reason.
tell
But
when the stories come out full of
if

interested in

slanders,
red.

and insinuations, I see
so mean and petty
that I shudder when I think
lies,

They can be

and vile
of them,"

One

of Joan's mistakes has been to
confide too much in the press, to pour
out her soul for the sake of a good
story.
This self-revelatory attitude,
though page-one stuff, has hurt her
in the worries it has caused her, and
it has hurt her popularity in the gibes
it has nurtured.
The public isn't concerned with stars' souls.
Souls are
pretty intimate items and are better
kept out of sight.
In her acting Joan has been up and
down as consistently as an elevator
tester.
Now that she has abandoned
her mannered style she is doing better work.
"Dancing Lady" is a vast
improvement over "To-day
Live."
The Crawford glamour cannot afford
to be submerged in masklike makeup; Joan has probably realized this

HAD MINE
MARVELOUS
HOW A LIFEBUOY
BATH FRESHENS

YOU NEVER CAN
WHEN THERE'S

IVE JUST

AND

TELL.

ITS

ONE UP. NO "B.O."
WORRIES EITHER

A CROWD AND
DANCING

B.0._ SURELY
THERE'S

NO

I

CAREFUL NOW_
BATHE OFTEN

...AND

ROOM GETS

THE

DANGER OF
THAT ?

NEVER REALIZED
ABOUT "B.O." BEFORE
BUT lit BE MORE

.WELL

HOT..

WITH LIFEBUOY.
WHAT MARVELOUS

I'M

NOT TAKING ANY
CHANCES

LATHER/

/
/

We

herself.

There are those who say that Joan
Crawford is a headline hunter others
;

maintain that she is nothing short of
a recluse in her avoidance of Holly-

wood

parties.

To my

unbiased eye, Joan Craw-

ford seems to be a highly successful
young woman who is not letting success throw her.
She is a chorus girl
who has come up from the ranks to
the rarer atmosphere breathed by the
stellar lights.
But she still permits
the showgirl in her to assert itself.
She still scoops out mascara with
a lavish hand, giggles over autographing pictures, and squirms with
delight at the very thought of meeting Walter Winchell.
She is arresting looking, but not
beautiful.
She has a penchant for
tracing her mouth half an inch above
the lip line, and her finger nails are
vermilion, but she is in earnest about
Continued on page 64

NO "b.o\ to spoil this party/
SUE,

IVE

HAD A MARVELOUS

TIME / BILL'S WAITING TO
TAKE ME HOME HE'S MADE
.

NO DIFFERENCE WE

BLONOE ANO

1

.

BONA

BRUNETTE- ANO

HAVE THE SAME/

KNOW

BEAUTY SECRET]
LIFEBUOY

I

DON'T

/

WHO HAS

THE
PRETTIER C

v.

cowaExiON r\A
1

A DATE FOR TOMORROW.
THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING
EVERYTHING/

Have you discovered yet what a wonderful

complexion soap Lifebuoy

is

—how kind to the skin?
Yet
cleanses thoroughly — deeply
washes away clogged impurities — freshens
how mild its

hither

it

dull skins to radiant health.

Summer warning
Warmer weather means more

perspiration

— more danger of "B.O." {body
buoy's abundant lather —
quickly-vanishodor). Life-

its

ing, hygienic scent
tell

you Lifebuoy

gives extra protection against this unforgivable fault. Play

safe— use Lifebuoy.

What a
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Continued from page 15

Pal Jean!

They do not need to be asked
each week. As friends of Jean, they
know they are always welcome and
if Sunday afternoon finds them free,
they toddle up the hill to Jean's.

It was a perfectly natural step to
those of us who know her well.
long time ago, when asked about her
ideal man, Jean said, "I think honest}', kindliness, a sense of humor,
courage, and intelligence are the most

pleted.

important qualities."
Not a word about money, position,
or prestige. She had all these things,
but never dreamed of demanding
them in the man she married.
"I still can't get over the fact that
people seem to have forgotten that

about which so much has been written, to show Jean as the very last
word in a nonconformist, she deeded
it to her mother for her 1933 birthThis made Hollywood
day present
Most of the stars are busy
history.

A

it

is

possible for a player actually to
for love
plain, old-fashioned

marry

—just as
every walk of
love

"If

broken

I

had

—
a few

people

do

in

life.

committed

murder,

my

studio contract, or fallen
from an airplane, I don't believe
people would have been more astonished than when I married Hallie,"

exclaims Jean.

Maybe we had expected her to observe the rules and marry a man of
prominence equal to her own. But
let's see how she has conformed in
the matter of friends through all
these years of achievement.
I hate to disillusion you, but she
has exactly the same friends that she
had before she played in "Hell's
Angels," the first picture that attracted attention to her.

Her

closest

friends are orchestra

Johnny Hamp and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Mahin it
was Mr. Mahin who was responsible
leader

—

dialogue, or part of it, in
the girls who have been
her secretaries, the writers who have
given her breaks, the cameramen, and
the press agents who have handled
for

the

"Bombshell"

—

her publicity.

We

are accustomed to the parade
of stars at the Hollywood premieres.
They vie with each other in being
seen with the right people. As they
promenade around the lobby, the
columnists take note of all this, and
the next day the papers carry the

"Gary Cooper and Sandra
Shaw were in the Pickford party
last night."
"Ann Harding was seen
chatting with Joan Crawford and
line-up:

Franchot Tone."
Docs Jean avail herself of such an
opportunity?
Indeed, no.
She and
Hal Rosson perhaps take Carey Wilson and Carmclita Geraghty, because
they are friends.
This is no reflection on Carmelita and Carey, for
they are both charming people, but
there are

names more professionally

prominent that Jean could link
hers were she interested.
Several of the stars keep
house on Sunday afternoon but,
so, one does not go unless he has

with

open

even
been
There are friends of Jean
invited.
Harlow's who have enjoyed her

swimming

pool ever since

it

was com-

;

Speaking of

'this

beautiful

home

!

invent ways to wangle
mother out by the time they have a
home as elegant as the Harlow
menage. Instead of the usual thing,
Jean and her husband moved into an
apartment which is comfortable but
by no means pretentious.
trying

I

to

mentioned that the

among

Jean's oldest

Hamps

friends.

are

They

were in Los Angeles a year or so ago
and Jean entertained for them in her
home. Whom do you think she invited?
Now you're guessing the
Constance
Gables, the Thalbergs,
Bennett, Ann Harding, and so on.
You are not even "warm." There
was one star present, Colleen Moore,
but it was not because she was a star.
It was because Jean adores Colleen
and thinks she is a superb actress.
Then there were a magazine editor
and his wife, a publicity director,
Jean's secretary, Bobbe Brown, and
a few others.
No star ever thought of entertaining in this manner, unless it were

one who didn't know any better. No
matter what you have heard about
Jean and her mother not being able
to adjust themselves to the featheredged poise requisite to social sovfor
ereignty,
Jean's mother was

eighteen years a social leader in KanShe knows her way about,
but both she and Jean have an absolute distaste for "society life."
sas City.

Ruth Chatterton is like that, in a
She always entertains in her
home and in small groups, never
more than ten or twelve at one time.
But Ruth is exceedingly careful about
She never brings into
her groups.

way.

circle one who might not fit.
guests are certain to enjoy each
other.
In Jean's case, she asks people she
will enjoy, and she hopes they will
enjoy each other. Usually they do.
Jean infuses every one with a spirit
of buoyant playfulness, and it's
usually a grand party, with every
kind of game from dominoes to

that

might not be just right. Nobody has
ever thought of criticizing her for it.
Even those who have tried to say that
she has "gone Hollywood" have recognized that she was merely conforming, very brilliantly conforming.
Perhaps you may remind me that
Jean did not run true to form when
she married Paul Bern. I was comAside from Bern, she
ing to that.
has never had an intimate friend

among

I
either stars or executives.
thoroughly convinced that she was
just as sincere in her marriage to
Bern as in her recent marriage. She
entered into it because of her friendship for Bern and her great respect
and admiration for him, and she
hoped to make out of it something
That it ended in
very beautiful.
tragedy was not her fault.
There is not the slightest evidence
that she ever used her position as
Bern's wife to cultivate any more intimate acquaintance with prominent

am

She did not marry him for
any more than she married
Rosson for position. She dared to
love where she chose.
people.
position

We

crucified her in the first place
because we thought Paul Bern was
too good for any woman, and we
criticized her last marriage because
we thought Rosson might not be

good enough for

popular

girl.

a friend of Jean Harlow has
an uncle from Iowa who must be entertained, and a girl is needed to complete a foursome, it's Jean who is

But

if

called.

They say, "We have a man to-night
we're taking to the Grove. Could you
come with us?" Jean says, "I'd love
to, if I finish

Her

"murder."
Can you imagine Joan Crawford
inviting her secretary to one of her
choice parties?
No, Joan's guests
Like
are selected with great care.
most other rising artists, she has
gone through a process of elimination, each year dropping any one who

her.

further proof of how different
and unusual is the quality of Jean's
friendship, prior to her marriage she
was the only prominent player I have
ever known who was as easily available for a friendly evening as a nonEven you girls readprofessional.
ing this know you hate blind dates
and dislike having your friends put
you in that spot, that is, if you are a

As

work

in time."

She doesn't even ask

if

he

is

old

or young, good-looking or repulsive,
whether he has ten cents or ten million.

She

just

friend, or at least
is your friend.

knows he

is your
your guest, and she

She even pretended that her marwas an elopement, when her

riage

family knew all about it, just because
she didn't want her friends to give
presents.
I could go on endlessly, but there's
no use trying to reconcile Jean to

Hollywood or Hollywood

to

Jean.

you can do it. "You're a better
man than I am, Gunga Din."
If

;

!
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Hollywood High
Continued from

house sold (ml three or four weeks
This affair is conducted
like the old music halls, with tables
Beer and pretzels
for the audience.
in advance.

are served.

Hosts to Hollywood.
Lachmans director and

—

Chinese wife

—

still

— The

I

larry

his stunning

give the most pre-

Hollywood, and
studio world is
Diana
invited when they entertain.
Wynyard, who has become the talk
tentious parties in
virtually the whole

of the colony because of her increasingly radiant beauty, now graces their
functions, and the Frank Morgans are
nearly always there, although recently
The
they have been in New York.
Edward G. Robinsons are regularly
present.

The latest Lachman party was
given in honor of Marcel Archard,
French playwright, who will do the
"The
Merry
Gallic
version
of
Widow."
Among those present
were Maurice Chevalier and Kay
Francis, a familiar duet nowadays
Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale
Charles Boyer and Pat Paterson, recently married; Ketti Gallian,
the new French star, Clive Brook,
and various others.
The most striking thing about the
;

Lachman

residence, one of the older
homes in Beverly Hills that has been
done over, is that it is virtually a sym-

phony

much

in

white

—

walls,

rugs

and

of the bric-a-brac.

Polo Gets Black Eye.

—

Polo playto suffer one of these
days in the estimation of the movie
ing

is

likely

folk.
They've always made a big
to-do over this rather swanky sport,
but the hot games involve a share of

danger which won't be enthused over
by the general mob.
Even so experienced a player as
Will Rogers recently got a terrific
crack over the head from a mallet
while in the midst of a frenzied contest, and Walt Disney, the "Mickey
Mouse" creator, received a swat in
the eye from a ball.
He gol a bad
cut on his forehead and was just
about knocked out for the rest of the
day. The sport will probably soon go

down

as too gory.

Raft's Regular Rebellion.—
George Raft has apparently got the
habit of kicking over the traces. You
remember the little row he had some
months ago with Paramount about
playing in "The Story of Temple
Drake," the role that afterward went
to Jack LaRue.
Well, Raft didn't
see his way clear to be a second fiddle

to

Lights

p.

.Mae

Wot

in

"It

Xo

Ain't

Sin,"

and he arranged to step out of the
picture and take a trip to New York
and Europe.
The mo>t interesting thing about
his departure was that he went east
with Virginia Peine Lehman, called
Virginia Pine in pictures, the heiress
with whom he has been seen lately.
It is reported they will marry, when
both are free from prior matrimonial
bonds.
Evidently Raft's rebellions are approved, because his new contract calls
for his being starred exclusively, and
he gets lots more money.

—

Elissa Reduced to Want. Elissa
Landi has been enduring a season of
trouble, combined with satisfaction.
She is happy because she terminated
her Columbia contract, which wasn't
working out well. But the canceling
of the agreement led to an altercation
with her agents.

Clark Gable and Claudelte Colbert
in "It Happened One Night," a Columbia Picture

The
money

Men

agents
for a

tied

up

week or two

all

Elissa's

so she had

nothing with which to run her house.
Finally a judge showed clemency and
released some of the funds to her. Ii
he hadn't Elissa might have starved
to

death.

—

Love's Tokens Go Astray. We
have often wondered what becomes
of the gifts that stars present to one
another during days of fevered romance and joyous marriage.
Presumably they are kept, if they are of
any great utility, but if not
Well, here's one case we have been
able to satisfy our curiosity about,
and reach the sad and ironical conclusion of a little love chapter.
Paul Muni, on his ranch, is now the
possessor of the bungalow dressing
room that Joan Crawford once so
fondly ordered for Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., so that he would be happy
and comfortable between scenes.

Muni is using it as a sort of study
away from his house when he desires
to be very much alone.
What might not have happened,
though,

if

Chic Sale had acquired

—

it!

On Malady Lane. Laryngitis has
been raging as a new malady of the
colony, what with Dorothy Dell sent
to the hospital because of it, and Bette
Davis on the sick list, as well as
others.
Margaret Lindsay varied the
monotony by getting badly burned
while wearing a fur coat on the set
one day, as well as going to the hospital for an appendicitis operation.
On top of everything else Ruth Roland was bitten by Billie Dove's dog
when she went to pay Billie a visit.

Get the Clear,
Lovely Skin

A

Can't Resist!

CLEAR,

lovely skin, a fresh, radiant
complexion, eyes that sparkle have
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—

Skin and complexion troubles, says medialways caused by c< >nstipation or a run-down, nervous condition.
cal science, are nearly

To combat

these causes of bad skin

you
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maximum health.
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tablets are pure yeast and pure yeast is
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mins B and G.
These precious elements strengthen the
digestive and intestinal organs. They fortify
your weakened nervous system. Thus they
aid in building the health and vivacity that
make you irresistible to others.
These results you get with a food, not a
drug. Yeast Foam Tablets are nothing but
pure yeast pressed into convenient, easyscientific toasting process
to-take form.
gives this yeast a delicious, nut-like flavor.
It cannot cause gas or discomfort and it is

A

always uniform.
This yeast is used by various laboratories
of the United States government and by

many

leading American universities in their

vitamin research.
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again.
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Help Kidneys
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TOD A

is

was your answer?"
only one answer," Betty

"I haven't been asked!"
Betty rather surprised people when
they met her in person. They were
surprised that she could smile, that
she had a sense of humor, that she
was smaller than she appeared on the
screen, that she was easy to talk to
so straightforward and unpretentious.
When she played in Bath, Maine,
Betty met the owner of a drug store
who was the uncle of Joel McCrea.
Up in Waterville, Maine, the folks
inquired about Lew Cody.
That is
Lew's home town where he worked
as a youngster at a soda fountain.
In Montreal, a number of Pauline
Garon's friends inquired about her.
Pauline continues to be popular in
her home town.
So does Norma
Shearer, another Montreal girl. The
stage hands at a theater in Syracuse,
New York, remembered Mitchell
Lewis, old-time screen villain. Lewis
had been a stage hand at that theater
xioie he embarked on an acting caretorted.

I

reer.

"It

is

interesting to

meet people
that one

who knew this player and
when he was quite young,"

Betty re-

marked.
Betty has thoroughly enjoyed her
year of personal appearances.
"I've

WU

Let M..

be
i

1

Perhaps I shan't be sophisticated or glamorous, but I'll darn well
try to give people what I think they
want on the screen.
"And don't you ever believe the
public is fickle.
It isn't.
People are
just sure what they like and whom
they like, and they can't be kidded.

No

all-star cast will

attend

a

there.

No amount

can lure them
smaller

induce them to

the story isn't
of ballyhoo alone
to a theater in the

picture

if

cities.

opinion that makes or
breaks a screen attraction. One person in a given clique can say he saw
a film and didn't like it, and that
opinion will dissuade others of the
same group from going to the the"It's public

ater.

"A producer can take a popular
player from one type of role and put
her in another Clara Bow, for instance
but if that player isn't given
the sort of stories that originally
made her popular, the public will
stop going to her films.
"A producer can also keep a player
out of pictures on the grounds he
means nothing at the box office, but
the public doesn't forget a favorite
because he is out. This has certainly
been proved by the way people have
attended the theaters where I appeared."
"And these people," I asked, "they
want to see you in action pictures on
the order of 'Underworld'?"
Betty nodded. "Yes."

—

—

Perhaps when Evelyn Brent

embarrassed

unwomanly
adding

fur

i.v

a

form?

lovely

firm,

CARICATURE

flnt-

Fill

shanell-

home

treiil

n

ue.

Free!
for

full

informa-

Ion and
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Merely send name, nddress and 10c forwarding cha
Your package will be mailed In
plain wrapper.

i

i

free.

MARIE DUNNE,"
122 Fourth Avenue

Dept. T 6

New

York, N. Y.

re-

turns to the Coast, some shrewd director will forget that producer opinion, not public opinion, decided she
was no longer box-office. It seems to
be the hope of the thousands Betty
has met on her tour. I'm among those
who hope this vital actress will get
her chance again. Aren't vou?

Show You Mow (.,
Full, Rounded
nil the vogue

.

1

—

CURVES now

out your bust to

ment

more convinced this is true. Some
day and perhaps it isn't so far away
hope to make action pictures
I

Develop the

J
Why

seen
the
country," she
laughed, "but what I really value is
what I've learned from talking with
so many people. To me, the story of
a him has always been the main bid
for popular favor.
Now I'm even

—

self?" I demanded.
"Is there any
curiosity as to why you haven't made
pictures lately?"
"Well yes," Betty admitted.

I

certainly

reported to he? I'm
questions about Jean
Harlow is she off the screen as she
is on?
But there doesn't seem to be
a great amount of interest in the
is

—

FREE/

is

few questions about
she high-hat and as mys-

the lion's share of the comedians'
thunder."
"And yourself what about your-

M
/ntacstim Bao&t

All urnjcgists'.

is

questioned me about Laurel and
Hardy, but they're about all."
"Not about Charlie Chaplin?"
"No," Betty said.
"Not once.
Mickey Mouse seems to have stolen

-

aiu><i f.y thniisftnifn f,, r hnhln.-M
fulling h.-iir |..oit
dandruff and scalp itch. Price 60c, Eco nomy size $1,

Men

type.
Nor in comedians either,
for that matter.
Interviewers have

I'.mm:i.h.i;hj:
Mr. A. S. R. of New York City writes:
"I had 3 bald spots the size of a halfdollar. I used Japanese Oil for 3 months
and now my bald spots are entirely
covered With hair."

vamps.

—

—

all

—

"There

head.

quite a

terious as she
asked a few

ing. Won new youthful color
restful
because she rid her system of
bowel-clogging wastes that were sapping her vitality.
NR Tablets (Nature's Remedy) the mild, safe, allvegetable laxative worked the transformation. Try
it for constipation, biliousness, headaches, dizzy spells,
colds. See how refreshed you

nights, active

—

her

interest in

little

me

Garbo

raw nerves
were soothed.
She banished that
"dead tired" feel-

\

shook

Betty

seems

i

She's not a motion-picture cutie
Who diets to retain her beauty.
The gowns she wear-- are not creations,
Nor are her hats the year's sensations.
And if you'd see her in her nightie
You wouldn't shout, "There's Aphrodite!"
In fact, she looks more like a wrestler,
But she's an actress, is Miss Dressier.
F. F. Cam fro x.

!
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Hand

It

Helen

to

Continued from page 41

Helen told me she'd no idea they
would star her along with March,
Hopkins, and Raft. She didn't discover her hoost in hilling until she saw
the preview. She was so excited she
cried.
Having worn mascara to
please her public, her eyelashes ran
black and she missed the first half of

the film.

Although only twenty, Helen seems
years older as she discusses her work.
She belongs to the Puppets, however,
the young club of Hollywood players.
While not as gregarious as the rest of
them, she betrays her youth in amusing ways.
For instance, when "All of Me"
opened in downtown Los Angeles,
she phoned to find when a show
would begin. The telephone operator,
in
announcing the program,
named Helen along with the three
established stars. She was so thrilled
she called eleven more times that dav
to revel in hearing her name reeled
off in so prominent a fashion.
And on her recent birthday, a studio friend confides to me, Helen
sported a new mink coat, although the
temperature was hitting an all-time
high in balminess.
"It's my birthday!" she explained gleefully.

She prefers men.

women, and

"You

can't trust

girls are catty.

know;

I

am

I'd rather have ope
myself.
real man friend than five women
chums." Her associates in the Puppets are not aware that love has entered her life.
When I queried her,
she acknowledged a disappointing
affair of the heart.
"I never want to be hurt like that
again, and I won't talk about it.
Anyway, I don't anticipate both a
career and marriage at the same time.
That's too much !"
I

The

best judges believe that,

telligently treated,

if

in-

Helen can become

star.
What a kick she'd
she listened in on her new stu-

an important
get

if

dio's sales talk

on

her.

Paramount

stresses the point that she isn't just

another dumb beauty, and hosannas
her remarkable individuality.
I hope Helen Mack recovers from
her beauty complex. Having met her
minus screen make-up, I can report
she doesn't need conventional Hollywood handling. She's too refreshing
And, if she failed
as is to be altered.
at blatant sex appeal, fifty million
women should be glad. She has
proved that superficial glamour has
been vastly overrated.

/fus ...
is

month I used to suffer
Today would have been my

the time of

agonies.

worst day.

But

over.

that's all

forgotten!

Gone, but not

never be

I'll

These Charming Thieves

A

salesgirl

tablet,

Berton Churchill puts

I'll

never

be without Midol.

Continued from page 31

favor of Sparks that she wrote a letrather see him than
Clark Gable any time."

all

he has

knows

when

department

me my

gave

first

nearly passed

I

Ten minutes

store.

Midol

out in a
later I

ter saying "I'd

into his roles, because he

something?
As far as enjoying a varied career
is
concerned, Ned Sparks can't be
outdone by any one.
Canadian by
birth, he studied law, took up railroading, went gold mining in Alaska,
did concert singing and played on the
stage.
Eventually he landed in the
movies.
His first appearance, with
Constance Talmadge, proved that one
way to become an actor is to follow

nothing more essential to audience
enjoyment than a good, nasty character.
He has learned that much from
years on the stage, for he started
playing in stock way back in 1903.
This business of naming all the
men and women whose presence in a
picture is necessary to the star's success could go on and on.
Their reward, if the star has anything to say
about it. is often not even that of a
featured role. And that's where the

was back on my feet, and finished
shopping without a quiver.

public steps in
The status of

hardest day.

Isn't that

all

other possible careers

Another

Canadian

He

first.
is

Berton

already a wellknown bit player, although his film
career is only four years old. When
his image is thrown upon the screen,
lips curl in the darkness, for every
one knows that here's a bigoted hypocrite.
His pompous, slightly protuberant person is generally cast as a
crooked politician who makes promises to the "peepul" he never intends
to keep, or a big business man who
likes to swindle without seeming to
do so. He represents all the unctuous
humbuggery by which people are victimized in real life.
Churchill.

is

there

is

more deserving

per-

formers has been improved by a deluge of fan mail than can be imagined.
Famous examples are the cases of
Marie Dressier, George Raft, Edward G. Robinson, George E. Stone,
and, yes, Clark Gable himself. Now
who can say the public is wrong?
Those secondary players who have
not been promoted to stardom can
be philosophical about it. They can
either look forward to winning their
prizes in the next inning, or else content themselves with the fact that
though they aren't stars, their careers
last longer.

by

tortured

menstrual pain again, because

Since then I've

women
they've

told

my

number of

a

about Midol, and believe me,
all

been grateful

just before

my

time,

!

take a tablet

I

and the old pains

seldom even start. If they do, a second
tablet ends them in a hurry. The relief
from Midol lasts for hours, so two
tablets

see

any

I'm sorry for
this

woman

girls

time of month,

who

through

still

when

her

slump

at

they might

menstruate in comfort. I'm glad the old

hours of agony are ended for me!

MIDOL
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Margaret
Sullavan
THOUGH

she rebels

against the conven-

and

Hollywood

of

tions

vehemently

states that she"looks

lousy on the screen,"

young

the charming

modern

from the
South need have no
fear of antagonizing
her fans. As long as

memory

of her poig-

nant performance

in

"Only Yesterday"
persists, la

Sullavan

can be

as rebel-

just

lious and tempestuous as she pleases.
That is, if she will
only make another
picture for the world
outside Hollywood.

As practically the
the whole universe
knows, that
what she

is

exactly

is

doing

now in Little
Man, What Now?"
right

sensitive
Boizage directing and the a pplauded Douglass

with

the

Frank

Montgomery

as her

leading man.
l'hoto by

Hal Phyfe

!

!

!
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What

GRAY
HAIR

A

the Fans Think

Continued from page 56

A litbefore as private party anecdotes.
tle dirt has never hurt any one.
Miss West has given the public someShe
thing it has needed for a long time.
has combined wonderful acting talent with
shadv innuendoes, and I'm in favor of it.
W. P. Colby.
132 Griggs Street,
Waterbury, Connecticut.

impersonal, cold-as-marble air of the others.
And her voice with its low cadences, how
beautiful, how- expressive
It would I" wonderful to see her do some
of Ibsen, or perhaps a graceful costume
film, perhaps the life of Marie Antoinette
or some story from the history of the

One Real
is

Aliss

French regimes
her

to

own

—

was watching.
Feodor Ivanovitch Kryvonishko.
Royal Hawaiian Hotel,
Honolulu.

Better Ask "Adult Fan."
I've always wanted to know:

THINGS

What

a

is

sex picture?

Is

it

the

prevalence of legs and bedroom scenes, or
is it the inflection of an actor's speech that
makes our imaginations run riot?
What is good acting? Is it the way an
actor stands out from the rest of the cast,
or it is the way an actor fits in with the
cast and play?
What is a good play? Is it a play that
seems too long, too boring to most of us,
or is it a play that we all enjoy?
Why do we talk about the stars' salaries
when producers, directors, even dress designers make so much more money?
Things I'd like to say
Joan Hart, I
do not care for Clark Gable, but have you
ever noticed the way he kisses?
That is
your answer.
Ella M. Payne, Norma Shearer overacted in "Strange Interlude." Did you find
her so or, are your idols perfect?
"The Doomed Battalion," "Girls In Uniform," and "Animal Kingdom" were the
best pictures I've ever seen. Yes, I've seen
"Cavalcade."

Ada Weinshenker.
2269 Tiebout Avenue,
Bronx, New York.

Roles.

seeing Dorothea Wieck's sensiportrayal in "Maedchen in Uni-

form," and the beauty and grace of "Cradle
Song," I was furious to see the stupid
farce, "Aliss Fane's Baby Is Stolen."
The
entire film consisted of the cute pranks and
gurglings
of
Baby
LeRoy anybody's
brat could be as charming, given a chance
—and now and then a pose of Aliss Wieck
in a lovely gown, the sole compensation to
a bored audience.

—

the fraulein isn't

washed up

after this

be a miracle.
To think
that an artist, a descendant of the great
Clara Wieck Schumann, and a student of
Max Bernhardt, should be insulted with
such a role
atrocity,

will

it

!

Dorothea Wieck has an attraction far
different from that of Garbo, Dietrich, or
our own American Hepburn.
Can't the
producers realize this ? There is a warmth
in her, a vital

touch, that

no

please

\feld.

S

Answering

LOW IK

a

NOLL.

on new ce>lor: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Will not wash or rub
Hair stays soft, lustrous
off on clothing

any

just

humor.
Aladge's chief charm, however, lies in
her utter naturalness.
She's real, she's
vital, she's honest.
And, oh, such a welcome relief after a prolonged diet of so-

and glamour

ladies
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actress as well.

is

absent in the

i

Street

I

j

City

States

j

|

Color of your hair?

I

Coral Winter.
West King Edward Avenue,
Vancouver, B. C, Canada.

TUBE..
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Play published several
mine defending Joan Crawhave received letters from fans in

is
is

why

I

am

so

my

devotion to Aliss Crawford.
By way of reply, I can only say that it
not the actress I admire so greatly
it
Joan the woman who holds my interest.

stanch in

gone!

JUNG'S SANSKIN

traits I

have found

in

them.

These three are Alarie Dressier, Joan
Crawford, and Phillips Holmes. In Phil,
his
unpublicized devotion
mother, his natural refinement,
it

to

is

and
modesty: with Joan it is her
inspiring ambition and her faith
and in
Alarie,
it
is
her wonderful philosophy,
which stresses the importance of music,
laughter, and religion.
These players, and the qualities which T
associate with them, have helped me more
than all the professors and tutors I have
;

ever known.
Naturally enough, it was through the
fan magazines that I got my first glimpse
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of their real selves, and since then, through
closer observation, I have found that for
once pardon,
press
thrice
the
agents
have been telling the truth.
Jack Windsor Sf.ybold.

My

illustrated bonk on bust (level
opment.
Kig Bargain oiler Now
Send name, address and only
int.
Nancy Lee

—

9229 Fifty-fifth Avenue,
Elmhurst. New York.

CORN PADS

his
his

unaffected

—

Results are start-

and Foot Comfort Products

one of a trio of players who have
been firmly entrenched in my heart ever
since they appeared on the Hollyw
not because of their acting ability,
which happens, in all three cases, to be
of the finest, but because of certain otber

No Irritation.

At all
ling! 12 pads, 12 Meds. 26c.
Send 10c for trial package. See for yourself.
27>e Jvno Arch Brace Co., 676 Juno Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

flealers.

is

admirable

OUT

At last, barefoot comfort! Sensational new
Sanskin Pads end pain instantly. Cushion
eoft,soothingly medicated, can' tetlck tobose.
Give perfect protection. Make other
pads obsolete. Nothing like them. New
kind of plasters called Meds remove
corns easier, quicker. In no time corn Is

;

She

IT'S

CORNS!

NEW!

Picture

parts of the world, asking

OFF because

DOUBLE TREATMENT! LOWER PRICE!

letters of

ford,

S

IT'

PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

Three Great Tutors.

all

I

NOW/ THE
GIANT

3691

SINCE

Bldg., St. Paul,

Name.
i\ame

She

!

has proved that it isn't necessary to stumble about with half-closed eyes and a vapid
expression in order to be interesting.
Given a worth-while role, she will prove
that she is not only exceedingly lovely to
look upon, but an exceptionally talented

^jj

department stores everywhere.
~We send Test
Test it

rate.

Evans's ability as an actress were not
amusing.
Aladge is anything but a gaga,
sickly-sweet ingenue.
She has poise, intelligence, a wealth of personal charm and
talent,
and a perfectly grand sense of

.

.

wave or curl. This
way SAFE. Sold on money"back guarantee at drug and

Your cheap wisecracks regarding AHss

called mystery

.

— takes

read your
vitriolic
outburst in March Picture
Play.
It is obvious that you were merely
childishly peeved at Madge Evans for daring to tell the truth about one of your
favorites.
Instead of calling down invective on the girl's head, why not give her
credit for candidly expressing a personal
opinion?
You seem to be an advocate of
free speech, at

matter whether your hair is all gray or
only streaked with gray, you can transform
And it is so easy.
it with new radiance.
Merely comb Mary T. Goldman's clear,
water-white liquid through your hair. Gray
strands take

Childish Peeve.
I've

Test Shows Way)

No

1

AFTER

If

suitable

is

(FREE

scene,

No More Mamma
tive

And

San Antonio, Texas.

:

—

that

mamma

Von

Katharine.
Hepburn's aversion to a

—

I

— anything

individuality.
roles

Kiss,

kiss? In "Little Women" she reached
the climax of her romance and patted her
lover on the shoulder. Is this elegant lady
so ethereal that she shrinks from what
other mortals do?
If so, how can she
reach the destiny the patty-cake Aliss Edgelow spreads before her. that of being the
greatest actress of her time?
The greatest actress of her time will
have to act like other human beings
She did not kiss her leading man in her
other pictures, either, except in "Morning
Glory" and that wasn't a real kiss at all.

new color

takes on

1

more movie

WHAT

>

:

eluding

ACLE

lar

e

PR1 \M

Formerly $5.00

NOW ONLY

Sl.OO

NANCY

container

of

ai

MIE-

-tions.

NOW
LEE. Dept. T-6

with Free Book.

Sei

816 Broadway, New York,

I

N. Y.

A

G4

To-day She
Ci intinut

tl

from

Lives
pat,r e

57

making her

pictures as good as poslessons are required, she is at the studio two hours
If a French accent is requisil
early.
Nothto a role, she studies French.

your

Is

sightly

l.i

ImisI ?
by iliis
let

:i

un-

me

ing

reduce :in
gladly

to

bus!.

:

Arc

Then

V

I

how

you

tell

oversize

by

spoiled

figure

sagging
embarrassed

heavy,

you

I'll

semi you my easy directions,
with
a
container of
"Pre-

your

and

address

trouble.

is

1

her next Mayfair party,
or to-night's premiere.
lint in this tinsel whirl of bells
and bustle and confusion, Joan surveyed Manhattan's spires with a
It was just another
happy smile.
crowded day to her, another day in
the headlong career of a star.

pleas-

come

DORIS KENT, T-6
80 East 11th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Information, Please

Toperson
NqJoke
Beknows
Deaf
-Every

deaf
thatWay made himself hear his watch tick after

Mr.

.being deaf for twenty-five years.withhis ArtiEar Drums. He wore them day and ni«ht.

Ticial

^Th< y stopped his head
noises.

They are invisible

and comfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness.
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
712Hofmann Bide.

Detroit, Michigan

WALTER'S

DR.

Gum

Flesh Colored

Rubber Garments

LATEST BKASSIERE:

2 to 3 inch romprcsSlon :il onre.
Gives a trim, youthful, to ,_
new style figure. Send bust measure. . *^- £ J

REDUCING GIRDLE.

2

3

to

com-

inch

pression at once.
Takes place of
Beautifully made; very oonifurtahle.
at
back, with 2 Barters in front.
up abdomen.
Send waist and hip

corset.

Laced
Holds

to TC

^->. >•>
measure
Write for literature. Send cheek or money
order- no cash.
DR. JEANNE G. A. WALTER. 389 Fifth Ave.. New York

CRAY
FADE D

HAIR

Men. women, cirls with gray, faded, streaked hair.
Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with new French
discovery
"Shampo-Kolor." lakes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural.
Does not rub on".
Free Booklet
Monsieur L. P. Valligny. Oept. 37, 254 W. 31st St., N. Y

Make Your Skin
Beautiful With

LOSE FAT

Sulpliimc Solvent

Hot Spring Baths

wV2o£ E

known method for natural reducing and keeping weight down
They reduce the figure to attractive natural pi .p. .rooms
reate
beautiful »kin. kill offensive body odors and banish manv forma of
skin disease.
These baths are only available in your own
tnrouKl
i.nngs SULI'IIIME SOLVENT in concentrated form.
II melt
in a safe and normal manner: makes you feel
bell
ui'. worry and nervousness.
New
large si/e package at no added
est. Sent <'. o. [>
„
Oldest

,

I

'

30 Baths

$

for

receipt of price.

Sutter St.. San Francisco.Cal.

ieneo^TKeerfre

Tracy, Peggy Shannon, Fred Astairo, llni
Graduate..
Meckel, ZitaJohann. Mary 1'iek lord etc. Drama. Dan.,
iimi'iiy,
e r s..o:il
C,,.,ie,
Iv. opera,
I ievelopment,
Culture.
Sto'h
Trsinu
while learning.
For Catalog, write
Soc'y LOKEE, Uti West Both St.. N. V.
'

iviusie.ii
vlusical
'f'liea're

I

.

i

that

^<

FAT

slim

have

lovclinc

my

w ith

is

Slimcrcam treatment,
reduced my bust
inches ami weight 28 lbs.
in
28 days!
Gl ARAN

i.ii

which

1

I

1

TEE To RETURN YOUR

MONEY
not

if

your

reduced

after

toi

a

days!

II

30

Full

Treatment, $1.00.
rapid.

icnl

GUARANTEED

davs' ''Sohappy& grateful!" J.
In plain wrapper. The ultra-

way

e

slender.

FREE!

to

gel

i

NOW.

I

will

less

Offer

i

iel

you,

FREE, my

Beauty Treatment, with
beauty

secrets

nevei

French Police," and "No Other Woman."
Charles Buck Jones is married to Odelle
Diane Sinclair played opposite
Osborn.
Ruck in "The Fighting Code," but I do
not have the complete cast.
On February
15th William Janney was twenty-six.

—

Nancy Carroll and Bolton
E. M. H.
Xfallory have been separated since February. Miss Carroll is in Hollywood making "Forbidden Lips," an adaptation of
"Springtime

York

Chicago

HOLLYWOOD NEEDS NEW FACES
Unknowns become rich
may lie a screen type.

TOU

stars overnight.

We

submit your pic-

ture and talents to every studio Casting Director eaelt week for eight weeks.
Each week
you get the Hollywood Screen Directory containing rour picture ami it private report.
DON'T WAIT. Casting pictures now. Write
for complete FREE information.
Hollywood
Directory, 1340 No. Catalina St.,
Screen

City,

for

Henrv."

November" 19,

Born
1906;

in

five

Our Sales Service selling consistent percentage stories
in
Hollywood Studios.
Maioritv New York Studios
closed leaving
ACTIVE
Experienced
Not a school no courses or books to sell.
writers revise, synopsize, copyright stories
submit to
Hollywood Producers.
Send original plots for
reading & report.
Deal with a recognized Hollywood agent who
is on
the ground
knows story requirements. Established
Write
HOOK.
1917.
for

—HOLLYWOOD

MOST

MARKET.

&
FREE

&
FREE

553 Meyer

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
Western

Bldg.,

&

Hollywood, Cal.

Sierra Vista,

PROTRUDING

EARS

New

A simple modern

I

device sets them in
position immediately. Invisible
comharmless, worn any time by
fortable
children or adults. Endorsed by physicians and users as the best method
forcorrectins this disfigurement. Send
stamp for free booklet and trial offer.
LABORATORIES, Dept. 12
220 West 42nd St., New York City

—

—

feet

weighs 118; red hair, blue eyes. Her
daughter by a former marriage is about
four,

nine.

AUKA

—We

E. W. L.
ask readers to send a selfaddressed stamped envelope when requesting a list of a star's films.
If you will do
this, I shall be glad to mail you those of
Judith Allen and Cliff Edwards. The heroine in "Tarzan, the Fearless," was played
by Jacqueline Wells.

—

M. I. Of those you list, Heather Angel
and Dorothy Lee have brown eyes Brian
Aherne, Jean Arthur, Agnes Ayres, Robert
Agnew, blue; Lila Lee, black; Arthur
;

Lake, gray.

WATCH

EEC

can own this magnificent watch.
Latest model
metal link band exquiadjusted movement
engraved case.
A Reliable time-keeper! Simply
take orders fnr 18 Boxes First Grade Candy or 18 merchandise articles.
LADIES! GIRLS! It's easy! Rush
name and address for new Give away Premium Plan.
EMPIRE MDSE. CORP.. 259 Canal St., Dept. 103, N. Y.

Yes.

you

—
special
sitely

—

—

Tkose Embarrassing

Moments

—

P.
Address Frankie Darro in care
Mascot Pictures, 6001 Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, since he has been
ppearing in their serial entitled "The
Wolf Dog." I'm sure he likes blondes with
C.

BAGUETTE WRIST

of

hazel eyes, and that he will send yon his
photo upon request provided you inclose
the customary twenty-live cents.
Frankie's
birthplace is Chicago, Illinois, and the date

December

22,

F.

1918.

R.

— Too

difficulty

Willie.

fur

girlish, fascinating cunc:, so much admired.
Send $1.00 for mj Slimcrcam treatment
$l.oii

Make Money At Home.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
Dept. 161 -A
^^T 3601 Michigan Ave.

T»lllr

in

When
said
thing.
to

you're not sure you've
or

done the proper

..

you'd give anything

be

sure, wouldn't

you?

Laura Alston Brovtfn
in

her

book

GRACES

on

tells

SOCIAL

you how

conduct yourself at

all

to

times.

FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF
AN EXPERT. GET

is

applying

my Slimcrcam trcatmenl

easy
eded. Send for !>

and miniatures colored
Koehne Method. No art talent

Hollywood, Calif.

bad you are having SO
obtaining those photos.
I. eon
Janney <;ivcs Box 425, Hollywood,
as his address.
Fox Studio should lie able
in supply photos of the two boys in "CavalIn "Rasputin and the Empress,"
cade."
the ('.car was played by Ralph Morgan.
Jean Parker was one of the princesses.

alluring,

FOR HOME WORKERS

Big demand for phot©3

Shellhf.rg. Gwili Andre played
in "Roar of the Dragon," "Secrets of the

A.

r

.mil

MONEY

—

Ann

much

Have you a full,
You can reduce 3-5
bust

*

Continued from page 8

REDUCE

.

•I

TRANHEIM LABS., Dept.19-F.110

\i> lias, dope, chemicals, dangerous clruKs, strenuous exercises or starvation diet.
Made from a
plant extract.
Tl ied and tested by untold numbers with
miraculous, amazing results.
Praised by thousands.
D
signed to make you lose as much as 5 pounds a week by
taking our pli
Fat
Anti-Fi
3 times a day.
is dangerous
e.uaranto the heart and general health,
il
to
reduce if directions are followed.
Quick, safe
irmlcss.
The fat just disappears. Try these magic
tablets at our risk.
Just mail $1.00 for 1 month's supply
NOW. Trial Supply 25c. Don't delay.
Snyder Products Co., Dept. 305, 1434 N. Wells, Chicago
1

as important as her

latest picture,

SEND ME YOUR NAME
and

much

too

is

Life to her

script ion-36".

ant liiune treatment will
lei
you by return mail
in plain wrapper.
Pleasi
enclose 10c for forward
in;; charge.

dancing

If

sible.

bel

M

ramous,

gold

mine

of price-

revealedl

Limited

ivoi

a

ami

i

SEND TODAY!

Daisy Sicbbinq, Dipt. P. P. 5, Forest Hills, New York.

Fans

who have been asking

since "The Big Cam'."
have an opportunity to see him in the
Mascot serial, "Lost Jungle."
Richard
Arlen is playing in "Come on. Marines,"
and is all set to make "Ready for Love."

about Clyde

I

'eat t y

The Book

will

M. M. H.—In "The World Changes,"
Donald Cook played the part of Richard,

Postage
Prepaid

of Etiquette

/
OU

f\ CENTS
l^Vsn

CHELSEA HOUSE
79 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

CITY

.

05
and Gordon Westcott that of John. Jackie
Searl was John as a boy.
Donald Cook
went to Hollywood in 1930 from the
Broadway stage. His first screen role was

Bom

in Ruth Chatterton's "Unfaithful."
in Portland, Oregon, September 26, 1901
five feet eleven and a half, weighs 147, darkhair and eyes.

Loses 42

Fat

lbs. of

;

Lulu.

— Pola

Negri has recovered from
and is appearing in the
stage play, "A Trip to Pressburg." Walter
Huston has been successfully playing in
New York in "Dodsworth," and Irene
Rich is casting her eye about fur a stage

her recent

Few Weeks

in

illness

—

—

Etta. Clark Gable's latest is "Men in
White," with Myrna Loy. He was thirtythree on February 1st; six feet one, weighs
brown hair, light-gray eyes. Zasu
190
Pitts and Edward Woodall were secretly
married in Minden, Nevada, on October
8th, while Miss Pitts was on location.
;

—

Pete. George Brent hails from Ireland,
born there March 15, 1904; is six feet one,
weighs 170; hazel eyes, black hair. Married to Ruth Chatterton since August, 1932.
We have Tacoma, Washington, to thank
for giving us Bing Crosby.
He will be
thirty on May 2nd
is about five feet nine,
weighs 168
blue eyes, light-brown hair.
Playing in "We're Not Dressing."

Quick, Easy

Reducing Treatment

play.

Bobby. Kay Francis will star in "Dr.
Monica," and Lionel Atwill in Monogram's
"Beggars in Ermine." Gloria Swans* m is
now under contract to M.-G.-M. Jeanette
MacDonald will have the feminine lead
opposite Maurice Chevalier, in "The Merry
Widow." Her last picture was with Ramon Novarro, in "The Cat and the Fiddle."

New

With

HARMLESS, HEALTHFUL WAY
"I took

BonKora

4

weeks and

It

reduced

my

inches, bust 4 inches.

way."

— Mrs.

Margaret Mrak, 825 Connecti-

cut St., Gary, Indiana.

Eat Big

Don't

Meals— Fat
be

any

Quick— or Pay

Goes

longer.

they pleased and lost as much or as little as they
wished, as instructed in BonKora package.

Loses 50 Pounds

Try

—

Owsley

is

tract.

Write

WABC, New
Dixie.

Harding

him

to

York

care

in

drugs in BonKora.
In fart, this treatment builds health
while reducing fat the quickest way.
People say they felt anil looked
younuer when they lust fat this healthful nay.
Reduces new "3-stage" way.
Has reduced
Triple action: triple speed.
even when othei methods failed.
Take a little BonKora
Don't starve.
daily and EAT BIG MEALS of tasty foods you like in combinations as
explained in BonKora package
Don't get too thin
When you reach your normal, healthy weight, you
can stop reducing and hold your new. slender, younger figure.
Get a bottle of BonKora from your own druggist today. If not delighted
with quirk loss of fat, new health and younger looks, manufacturer refunds
money you paid for this bottle.
You don't risk a penny.

Mrs. Margaret Mrak

free-lancing,

—

of

Station

City.

— You'll be glad

to

know

that

Ann

gomery,

to play opposite Robert Montin "Biography of a Bachelor," and

Sylvia

Sidney,

is

in

"One

Frankie Darro will play
ily" for

in

Way

Ticket."

"Happy Fam-

—

Nathan

Once

People,

"I tried BonKora on myself to see if it was a safe
treatment to use in our Sanatorium.
I
lost
7
lbs.
first
10 days.
It increased my energy so I beto
advise
for
overweight
gan
it
patients
the
at
Sanatorium.
To date I have lost 25 pounds myself."
—Dr. s. P. Rlumenherg. San Anselmo Sanatorium.
the

San Anselmo, Marin

Co.,

These

Fat, Write Letters Like

Doctor Takes BonKora Himself

Took BonKora on Doctor's Advice
doctor
weeks.
fine,

New

Calif.

Weeks

Lost 43 Lbs. in 8
"For

years
I
help

seemed

to

was

overweight

any.

Finally,

BonKora.
Now
I
wear dresses
"'
too,
Evans,
Miss J.
I

tried

lost

I

3

—

York.

X.

and
on
sizes

IML'l

nothing

the

did

1

advice

of

pounds

4:s

in

smaller.

I

A

Westehester

a

s
feel
.

e.

V.

his wholesaler. If not, w ite
Dept. 186, Battle Creek, Mich.

Your Druggist has BonKora or can get it Quick from
Battle

Warners.

A. Morris, Jr. The German
picture, "Passion," introduced Pola Negri
to America.
Her first talkie was "A

BonKora Today on Money-Back Offer

No dangerous

"Birds of a Feather" for
Chesterfield, and "Gold Rush of 1934" for
Fox.
Alexander Gray has a radio conin

Weeks

in 10

Mrs. F, P. Howlev. Box 68, Roslyn, Ta., was 50 lbs.
overweight.
She lost the 50 lbs. in 1 <> weeks— an average of 5 lbs. a week. Her hips reduced !) inches, bust 10
inches.
It improved her health, too.
She says she looks
years younger as her figure is now more girlish.

Julia. Janet Gaynor and Charles Farare together again in "The World Is
Ours." Norma Shearer, in "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street," to be followed by
"Marie Antoinette." Lew Ayres with Lilian Harvey, in "Lottery Lover."

— Monroe

Nothing

Get BonKora, the
new safe, pleasant Reducing Treatment, from
your own druggist today.
People write ir took
off fat even when other methods had failed.
Some
lost 15 to 4(1 lbs. in 3 to t; weeks.
Others lost
a pound a day.
Thoy reduced faster or slower as
fat

rell

Z.

lbs.-

hips 7 inches, waist 6
I feel better in every

;

C.

20

—

weeks.

;

playing

lost

I felt like a new person, as I wrote you beI kept on taking BonKora until I
fore.
lost 22 lbs. more
or 42 lbs. in about 12

Creek Drugs,

A New

Inc.,

Skin in 3 Days!

Woman Commands."

Miss Negri has
been married twice, first to Count Dombski when she was seventeen years old. The
marriage lasted about two years. The second husband was Prince Serge M'Divani,
whom she divorced in April, 1931. She is
Polish, born there January 1, 1897; five
feet four, weighs
about 120, has blackhair and dark-gray eyes.
Polish, Russian,
German, French, Italian, and English are
the languages she speaks.

—

Jeanette McAdoo. See above for
formation about Pola Negri.
K. Eller.

in-

— Yes,

Charles Farrell is freeJanet Gaynor will be
teamed again in "The Sun Shines Bright."
Isn't that good news!
George O'Brien
plays only in Westerns.
Sidney Blackmer
claims North Carolina as his native State.
lancing.

He

and

Susan Fleming and Dorothy Janis's birthdays are February 19th.

Pimples,

Blackheads,

Enlarged

Pores,

Wrinkles Vanish This
Quick Way!

Freckles, Surface

New
In

1-2'?,

detects

short

days,

your mirror will

show your skin

GONE!

The most astonishing discover? you ever beard of
harmlessly removes that blemished, thin outer skin film
and you have a rejuvenated, clear, true skin of youthlike, alluring beautyl
Think of what this will mean to

you socially, in business and affairs of the heart in these
days of worry and depres
You are not asked to pay a cent for informatu
convincing evidence that you can do it yourself al
and surprise your friends and enemies with your

new skin IN

:;

DAYS

Simply write and ask for "BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN'
3 DAYS."
Write your name and address plainly
and this great happiness-bringing treatise will

IN

1'

urn mail,
no money.

t

I

VBSOL1 TELT

Address William Witol,
No.
1701)
Broadway. New York. N. Y.
pleased, tell your friends about it.

Send

FREEI

Koorr. .1.
you
If

81,

are

66

ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt
Evalyn Knapp
Elissa

Fox

Landi

Grace Moore
Toshia Mori

Ann Harding

Boyd
Clive Brook

Katharine Hepburn

Ann

Bruce Cabot

Anita Louise

Fay Wray

Chic Chandler
Frances Dee

Joel

Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix

Gregory Ratoff
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Ralph

Jessie

Sothern
Dorothy Tree

Bill

Harvey
Miriam Jordan

Irene

Jose Mojica

Bow

Lilian

Herbert Mundin

Marion Burns
Henrietta Crosman

Kane Richmond

Desmond
James Dunn

Will Rogers

Preston Foster

Raul Roulien
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
June Vlasek

Janet Gaynor

Irene

Sally Eilers

Norman

Foster

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

Cagney

Dunne

Irene

William Gargan

Una O'Connor
Gene Raymond

Florence

Street,

I '.ill

Victor Jory
Howard Lally

Clara

Gower

California.

Nils Asther

Heather Angel
Frank Atkinson
Lew Ayres
Warner Baxter
Bentley

Studio, 780

Hollywo od,

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

John Boles

RKO

Street,

Francis Lederer

Mary Mason
McCrea
Colleen Moore

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
George Arliss

Constance Cummings

Constance

Fredric

Bennett

Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
Ronald Colman

March
Mary Pickford

Gloria Swanson

Loretta

Young

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.

Ware
City, California.

Vince Barnett
Madge Bellamy

Chester Morris

Ken Maynard

Elizabeth Allan

Helen Hayes

Tom Brown

Zasu

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth

Myrna Loy
Florine McKinney
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan

Russ Columbo
Andy Devine

Onslow Stevens

Hugh

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville
Helen Twelvetrees

Mary

Carlisle

Maurice Chevalier
Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan

Jackie Cooper

Jean Parker

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo

Jean Harlow

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez
Henry Wadsworth
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Enfield

Boris Karloff

June Knight
Paul Lukas

Street,

Ames

John Davis Lodge

Lona Andre

Carol

Richard Arlen

Helen Mack
Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Mary Boland
'.race

Bradley

Claudette Colbert

Gary Cooper

Lombard

Gail Patrick
1

fei

irge

Buster Crabbe

Charles

Bing Crosby
Marlene Dietrich

Sylvia

Patricia

Ruggles
Randolph Scott

Farley

Cary Grant
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns
Jack I. a Rue
Charles Laughton
Baby LcRoy

Raft

Vlison

Kent

Sidney

Skipworth
Taylor

Mae West
1

'orothea

Win k

Dorothy Wilson

Toby Wing
Elizabeth

Young

Alice

White

Loretta Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Joe E.

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels
Bette Davis

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly

Ann Dvorak
Patricia Ellis

Adrienne

Gloria Stuart

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Claire

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.

Pitts

Glenda Farrell

Kay
Ann

Paul Muni

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck

Francis

Lyle Talbot

Moves-

Sheila Terry

Alice Jans

Allen Jenkins

Al Jolson
Ruin-

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir

Keeler

Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William
Pat Wing-

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North
Hollywood. Joan Bennett, Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Lilyan
Tashman, Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building, Hollywood. Lionel
Atwill, Fstclle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
Douglass Montgomery, 1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood.
Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, CaliAlan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Avenue, Hollywood.
fornia.
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Stylists

JL

and beauty authorities agree. An exciting,

new world

of thrilling adventure awaits eyes that are

the amazing result

.

.

.

lashes that transform eyes into brilliant

pools of irresistible fascination.
fectly obvious truth be

And

could this per-

more aptly demonstrated

than by the above picture?

But how can

charm?
stantly.

pale, scanty lashes acquire this

Easily.

Maybelline

will lend

it

to

magic

them

in-

Just a touch of this delightful cosmetic,

swiftly applied with the dainty Maybelline brush,

and

achieved.

and with perfect safety

given the glamorous allure of long, dark, lustrous
lashes

is

has

Maybelline

acr& HI 1,1..

if

Anyone can do

genuine Maybelline

been proved

utterly

is

it

used.

harmless

throughout sixteen years of daily use by millions of

women.

It is

accepted by the highest authorities.

It

contains no dye, yet

is

absolutely non-smarting.

is

perfectly tearproof.

And

it

For beauty's sake, and

for safety's sake, obtain genuine Maybelline in the

new, ultra-smart gold and scarlet metal case at
reputable cosmetic dealers.
brunettes

.

.

.

all

Black Maybelline for

Brown Maybelline

for blondes.

75c.

MAYBF.LLINB CO.. CHICAGO

THE

NON-SMARTING,

TEAR-PROOF,

PERFECTLY

SAFE

MASCARA

PICTURE PLAY
JULY

MYRNA LOY

10

MONTHS TO MAKE! 100 CAMERAS FILMED

IT!

10,000 IN THE CAST!

No

wonder critics compare it in their reviews to "The Birth of a Nation." Because
"Viva Villa!" astounds the world with its magnitude, its romantic thrills, its nervetingling drama. He loved his country and fought for it... he adored its women and
took them! You'll thrill with each throbbing minute of it!

Starring

WA LLACE BEERY

with Fay Wray, Leo Carrillo, Stuart Erwin, Geo. E. Stone, Joseph Schildkraut,
Henry B. Walthall, Katherinc De Mille. Produced by David O. Schnuk. D<rccicd by Jack
Conway. From the screen play by Ben Hecht, suggested hy the book by EdRcumb Pmchon and O. B. Stadc.

to

ETRO- GO LDWYN- MAYER

—

f V\APPY

fi

PAYS

.

SOTHAfs)( TO BAD SUE COULDN'T
'\ COME TONIGHT MARY'S
/ALL RIGHT_ BUT IF SHE
COULD ONLY SING OR

ANOTHER LAST-MINUTE

jane's party tonight ?
sure, i'll be gladtogof

f

f

NVITATION, WONDER
WHO COULDN'T COME

ready in 15 minutes

!

!

THEY'D INVITE

MYSELF/

NEXT
MORNIN6

HERE IT IS! READ IT THE
OTHER DAY. TELLS HOW

PLAY SHE'D

ANYONE CAN LEARN MUSIC
A NEW SIMPLE WAY AND
IN A SHORT TIME, TOO!

FIT

RIGHT IN

NOW

A FEW DAYS LATER

I

I

^

HfRE AGA\/V> /

A/?t

-10° J

^V-

NEVER DREAMED

LEARNING TO PLAY
COULD BE SO EASY!
> AND I'M PLAYING

^v

REAL TUNES RIGHT
FROM THE START
'

How

easy short-cut way to MUJIC
brirms friends, aood times to thousands
Let music help

you

also enjoy social popularity

EVERYONE

is familiar with the seemmagic way in which music brings
people together cements close friendshipsprovides countless good times But for years
only the fortunate few who could afford to

ingly

—

—

—

Not so today!
But things are different now all thanks
to the U. S. School of Music. Whereas before only a few chosen ones were singled
out for good times and popularity, it is now
possible for anyone to follow the musical

—

More than 700,000
men and women have learned music have
road to social success.

become

socially popular

easy as

A-B-C way.

—

—

this quick,

modern,

And what they have done, you too, can do.
You can learn to play to entertain others.
And best of all you can accomplish this with-

—

Easy as

ABC

—

—

—

-

!

pay for expensive personal teachers who
could spend years of time in study and practice
benefited by all that music brings.

T1h> second reason for the success of this
system is that it is so fascinating.
Learning
music this way is like playing a game. Practicing becomes real run instead of a bore as
it
used to he with the old way.

out the expense of a private teacher. You'll
practically teach yourself
right in the quiet
of your own home in a much shorter time
and at only a fraction of the cost- of the
old fashioned way.

You

Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson
In order to Show how easy — how simple

don't need to be talented

Don't 'get the idea that you-ha-ve to be a
musical genius that you have to be talented
or that you need previous musical training
to learn by this method. Not at all. If you
can just hum or whistle a tune, you can
learn to play quickly easily
with the aid
of this wonderful U. S. School of Music
system of instruction.
There's no catch in it it involves no mechanical devices there's nothing to memorize.
You learn to read regular notes and
to play them just as any real musician di ies.
And unlike the old fashioned way, with
this modern method you don't have to spend
hours and hours playing monotonous scales
and humdrum finger exercises until you're
ready to give up the whole business.

how pleasant

this course is, the I'. s. School
prepared for you a free Demon.-111(1
Explanatory Booklet. No
matter what instrument you select to plaj
the Free Demonstration Lesson and Booklet
will show you ai once the amazingly simple
principles around which this method is bunt.
of

—

—

—

—

—

You

almost from the very start. Gradually you
master more and more difficult ones until
sooner than you ever expected you find
yourself entertaining your friends playing
and having the best times you
at parties
ever had in your whole life.

—
—

—

Easy as A-B-C

The

success of this U. S. School method
of musical instruction is due to two things.
One is the fact that it makes everything so
simple so. crystal clear so easy to understand.
First it tells you how to do a thing.
Then it showsjyoii in pictures how to do it.
Tlien you do it yourself and Hear it.- What
could be simpler?

lias

And how

it will enable you to become a
pop.Ular 'musician in
a surprisingly short
cost of
tinii
at
a
only a few cents a
day.
If you really want
learn
music if
to

PICK

you want

—

once.

—

delay

— act

You'll

noi

Harmony and
Composition
Sight Singing
Ukulele
Trombone

Guitar

Cornet

Mandolin

Saxophone

Voice and

Speech Culture

Trumpet
Automatic
Finger Control

at
be

Piano

Accordion

Italian and

obligated in any wa
r. S. School of Music,

German

Accordion
Banjo (Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

i

537 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York

Traps

Harp
Xello

limes gacal good
lore - till in and mail
the
coupon
below.

Don't

Guitar

Drums and

Violin
Piccolo
Clarinet
Flute

popularity
if
you
want to enjoy musi'

Hawaiian

Piano
Organ

win new

to

YOUR

INSTRUMENT

—

—

start right in playing real little tunes

—

.

—

—

Music

stration Lesson

City.

Thirty -sixth year (Established
V. S.

1898)

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Brunswick Building, New York City
Please send me your free hook. "How You
Can .Master Music in Your Own Home'," with
inspiring message by Dr. Frank Crane.
Demonstration
Lesson
and particulars of
your easy payment plan. I am interested in
the following course
SJ7

I

:

—

Have You
Instrument

Name
Address.
City

State.

?

—

—
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$1.00
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Under Southern Skies
War

a Civil

11

.

A beautiful photographic study

Marion Davies and Gary Cooper, in "Operator

of

SPECIAL ARTICLES:

An

Extra Girl

—As

Helen Pade

told to

12

Unusual sidelights on stars by one who meets them on their own ground.

Lee Tracy's Wonder

Woman

.

E. R.

.

.

Isabel Jewell's is the indomitable spirit behind Mr. Tracy.

Westman Ho!

Moak

14

.

But what

of the girl herself;

Franc Dillon
know

Introducing a quaint comedienne you've wanted to

Dream Son

18

about, Nydia Westman.

Sidney Riley

The extraordinary true "romance"

of

John Boles, one

Candid Forty-niner

of the

27

most amazing ever

Madeline Glass

A humorous encounter with

Lionel Atwill

is

told.

28

.

penetratingly reported.

Big Bad Bela

Joe Mackey

29

.

Mr. Lugosi in that interview his fans have clamored for.

Their Homes Reflect

Them

.

.

.

....

well.

Helen Hayes's modesty

Do

is

known and

well

Glamour Mask

the

Maude Lathem

fans really want to

know

.

.

crisis in

.

her career

His Open Door

30

.

throws new light on

it.

36

.

This writer says no.

Dorothy V. Rhodes
"I'll

But

go on," she says.

38

w

11

she?

Laura Benham

Gene Raymond stands on the threshold

of greater success

and

is

42

6

Picture Play's famous open forum, with spirited combat the rule.

The Oracle

8

.

Intelligent answers to readers' queries.

They Say

in

New York

Pungent items about stars

Hollywood High Lights
A roundelay of news and
Screen in Review

The

The best-known

.

.

....
....

Karen Hollis

16

Manhattan.

Edwin and Elza

32

Schallert

gossip of the cinema capital.

critic of pictures

Norbert Lusk

and performances gives

40

his opinions.

Addresses of Players
Where

to send that letter to

66
your favorite

star.

ART GALLERY:
Favorites of the Fans

19

Striking portraits in rotogravure of Madeleine Carroll, Thelma Todd,
Verree Teasdale, Alice White, John Boles, and Gene Raymond.

FASHIONS:
Hollywood Makes
Simplicity Is

Joan Marsh,

22

Glimpses of Future Films

44

Prerelease stills of "Change <>f Heart,"
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"The Old Doll's House.-'
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Testing-room Floor
The roles they have

—

longed for and lost Did
you ever think of the
parts favorite players
have wished to play and
then seen rivals succeed
!

—

them?

You didn't know that
Norma Shearer wanted
"A Bill of Divorcement,"
And then saw
did you?
Katharine

Hepburn

to overnight

fame

in

leap
it.

never suspected
Sylvia Sidney was

that
tested for Elissa Landi's
role in "The Sign of the
Cross" and lost it; that

Marlene Dietrich craved
"Nana," that Madge Evans
coveted Myrna Loy's role
in "The Prizefighter and
the Lady."
In next month's Picture
Play Dickson Morley will
tell you all about these
disappointments, heartbreaks, and quirks of fate.

for

the return of unsolicited

manuscripts.

a self-addressed envelope with the requisite

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS,

INC., 79 7th AVE.,

postage attached.

NEW

YORK,

—

Herbert Marshall
Their names are coupled
by gossip these days and

PREVIEWS:

i

on the fascinating

Gloria Swanson

Discovery
Smartest
a

Illustrated by Mima Barrie, Claire Trevor. Phyllis Barry, Katherine Williams, Frances
Dec, Heather Angel, Irene Hci'vcy, and Lupe Velez.

Smith.

it

You

.

in

about a star
throws new light

ies ever told

in

prepared.

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think
Information, Please

a hit in "Nana"
what of her private life?
Every reader knows of
her discovery by Samuel
Goldwyn, the long and expensive grooming she underwent in Hollywood, as
well as the vast sums of
money spent on advertisYet the
ing her debut.
girl herself is unknown.
She will no longer be a
mystery when you read
Harry N. Blair's great
story of her wonderful romance in August Picture
It is one of the
Play.
most beautiful love stor-

The Face on the
34

Regina Cannon

the truth about stars?

What's Ahead for Hepburn?
Katharine the Great faces a

.

Sten's

Wonderful Romance
The Russian girl who

who know s them

Helen Ludlam

this article

.

.

Anna

and

Exteriors of stellar dwellings mirror the personalities inside to one

Unblinded by Star Dust

CENTS

made

13,

drama.

Tales Told by an Extra

10

JULY, 1934

magazine are protected by copyright, and must not be reprinted •without

this

the

Keep On

SINGLE
COPIES,

N. Y.

they are often seen together. Miss Swanson and
Michael Farmer are to
divorce, but Gloria says
she will never marry
again.
So what?

Miss Swanson and Mr.
Marshall were interviewed
for next month's Picture
Play while both were in
New York. Both are
experienced in marriage.
Will they try it again?

with
If

ROGER PRYOR,
it's

a

John Mack Brown, Duke Ellington & Band • Directed by Leo McCarey
it's the best show in town!

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Tully Troubled Again.

Tl

make a confession. I am
troubled about Clark Gable. The boy from Cadiz,
Ohio, is rapidly losing ground. All that made him
IK time

ripe for

is

me

to

such an unusual, arresting figure is being polished away.
Not until an actor learns to portray a role as a character rather than as a type can he hope to achieve anything

worth while.
Casting Gable
as

straight

a

leading

arrangement
for women
stars, but poison for Gable.
He should have
continued as he

—

in char-

acter parts.

By

doing

so he
would have acquired a real
equipment for a
real career.

In-

stead, he appar-

ently decided to
cash in as a

pseudo matinee
idol.

Gable

is

drifting

matinee idol"

rut,

into

the

"pseudo

Frank Tully warns.

No matter
how
how
how

cultured,
d a p p e r,
suave he

fear Gable will prove but a poor substitute for
a Leslie Howard, a Fredric March, or a Herbert Marshall.
Up to now he has shown only a genuine talent for hard-

becomes,

T

comes

,

M. O'ConNELL.

8 Norwalk
Avenue,
London,
N. 13,
England.
Dick Cromwell
Appreciated.

AN reader
English

would
like

to express

his

admiration

for the fine acting of Richard

Cromwell. This

admiration

not only felt by
the writer him-

is

thinks Richard Croma fine actor and the best example of American youth.

but hundreds of other men and women film-goers in this country.
Richard Cromwell gets away with great success in
all the roles that have been allotted to him, and over moments which other young actors might make mawkish
he always triumphs because of his sincerity and innate
sensitivity.

man-

Madge

Evans is the favorite actress in
twenty-seven schools and colleges, says
Richard English, defending Madge against
Lonnie Noll.

trying to project, but
also makes him look
foolish.

Frank Tully.

New

Street,

)anbury,
(

well

self

age is superficial, surface-motivated acting
which not only weakens the character he is

1

Hugh Hamilton

is

to fancy stuff

the best he can

20

|
i

When

boiled drama.
it

—

man

has been a swell

began

voice is one of the most fascinating on the screen.
In
addition to these qualities, she has what is far more important acting ability. Why is it, then, that producers
nearly always cast her in comparatively small vamp roles?
I have seen her
seven times and
only twice has
she had a likable part.

'onnecticut.

Curtain Call for Helen.

MAY

say

a

few words

in

I

iraise of that
very charming young
lelen Vinson.
actress,
first
saw her in
1

1

I

"Jewel Robbery" and
decided at once that
lure was a girl who
was not just another
blonde.
ler looks are
she
quite distinctive
has intelligence and a
great charm, and her
I

Helen Vinson

is not "just another blonde" an
English fan writes.

I

He reminds me a great deal of Richard
Barthelmcss in his early films and also
sometimes of John Barrymore in his early
good
personality, youth,
and charm make him suitable for depicting America's youth on the
There is also a deeper impression
screen.
which makes every performance memorable. After his splendid acting in "Hoopla"
His
pictures.
locks, sincerity,

ANOTHER LIFEBUOY AD.
ALWAYS READ THEM, BUT
CANT BELIEVE NICE

IM BORED AND LONESOME.
let's see what's IN
THE PAPER TONIGHT

I

PEOPLE HAVE

"

B.O."

I shall see all his pictures.

As long as America has such splendid
young players it needn't fear much about
competition from foreign studios.
Hugh Hamilton.
14 Hallam Street,
London,

W.

1,

V

England.

Leading Leading Lady.
like to take exception to

V

Lonnie Noll's

I'D
comments on Madge Evans in March
Picture Play which condemned her as conand derogatory toward Lowell Sherman. I have the privilege of knowing Miss Evans personally
and she is a Hollywood paradox in her
ceited, of little ability,

HERES THE HEART PROBLEM
COLUMN... LETTER FROM A GIRL

-

•

WHAT! THE EDITOR ASKS HER
IF SHES CAREFUL ENOUGH ABOUT
"B.O."... EASY TO OFFEND...
FOLLY TO TAKE CHANCES ...

SIGNED"LONESOME'.'NO FRIENDS,

NO DATES, WONDERS WHY.
MY EXPERIENCE EXACTLY!

utter lack of vanity.

While Miss Noll condemned her as "just
another leading woman," she is regarded
in the screen world as the most consistently
capable of all leading ladies, and is now
being groomed for the stardom she has so
long merited.

As

to

Lowell Sherman,

Madge

told

me

recently that she considers him "one of the
screen's
greatest actors and the most
clever and witty man that I have ever
known." I know, too, that she esteems
and values his friendship highly.
interest Miss Noll to know that,
on a magazine assignment, I recently visited twenty-seven schools and
colleges and learned that Madge Evans is
It

may

while

the favorite actress, bar none, of college
students and professors alike.
Her very
naturalness and ability have made her a
pronounced favorite with college audiences.
Hollywood, surfeited with good actresses,
considers her one of the best and there
would be no stars if there were no capable
supporting players
Richard English.
Hollywood, California.

A

JUSTWHATTHE LIFEBUOY

ADS.
HAVE BEEN SAYING. HAVE
BEEN FOOLING MYSELF BY
DISREGARDING THEM? ID BETTER
GET LIFEBUOY AND PLAY SAFE

DAILY HABIT

NOW

I

WHAT A GRAND BATH
OCEANS OF LATHER AND
!

HOW

FRESH AND CLEAN
LIFEBUOY ALWAYS
MAKES ME FEEL

—

!

Three Orchids.

HREE

'T"N
new magnificent stars have ap*
peared again in Hollywood.
It must

be recess in heaven.

The

and only Lilian Harvey.

first

In

is

the one

"My Weak-

ness" she certainly was not afraid to distort her charming little face a bit for the
sake of art. Although neither of her first
three films has been an outstanding success, she'll

climb the ladder of success with-

much interference. I have seen all of
German films and they were all grand.
She is refreshing, full of humor and pep.
Dorothea Wieck is one great actress.
She is an outstanding beauty and somehow

out
her

you

can't

her.

I

forget her once you have seen
consider her a finished actress.
Please, Miss Wieck, don't let Hollywood
spoil you as it does most of the others.
all love you just as you are.
Last, but not least, we have Margaret
Sullavan.
Her superb acting in "Only
Yesterday" cost me a dollar to get my
tear-spotted dress cleaned.
She was so
natural, as though she was actually living
her part.
You gave your audience one
great performance, Miss Sullavan, and we
are eagerly looking forward to your second production, '.'Little Man, What Now?"
It looks as though only female angels
have passes from heaven.
Please, St.
Peter, don't be too hard with the male
angels and let one slip out to Hollywood
Hildegarde Kipp.
once in a while.
20 Walnut Street.

when'b.o'.'goes

LIFEBUOY'S HELPED ME!
LOVE TO GO, TOM,

BUT MAKE IT N£XT
WEEK. I'M ALL DATED
UP THIS WEEK!

We

I

Islip

Manor, Long Island, New York.
Continued on page 9

HE SAID NICE THINGS ABOUT
MY COMPLEXION TONIGHT.
THAT'S ANOTHER WAY

Popularity comes

LIFEBUOY
* benefits

fairly

upon

showers

its users.

K3SI

It gives quantities of rich,
creamy lather whether the water is hot or
cold, hard or soft. It guards daintiness

protects against

"B.O."

{body odor)

—
— aids

the complexion. Gently washes away poreclogging impurities— brings new radiance.

Danger months here
make us perspire more
Others are quick to notice the merest
bathe
hint of "B.O." Play safe
regularly with Lifebuoy. Its fresh,
dean, quickly-vanishing scent tells you its
Hot
YOU RE GETTING
SO POPULAR A
FELLOW HAS TO
STAND IN LINE
TO GET A DATE

days

—

refreshing lather gives
extra protection.
Approvtd by

Good Housekeeping Bureau

freely.

—

information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
'LLIE
'

C.
of

Life

—Ann

Harding's latest is "The
Virgie Winters," with John
Boles.

born

Miss Harding was
Dorothy Gatley in

Sam Houston,

Fort

August

Texas,

feet

five

1901

7,

;

ash-blond

five,

hair, blue eyes.

Attended

Montclair and
East Orange, New Jersey,
and at the Baldwin School
at Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Studio will supply her photo.
school

in

secretary might be the best
the argument.

Boyd

lease.

Write

to

him

Pat O. and Mary W.
"Dames," with Ruby
Keeler, Dick Powell, and
Blondell, may be
released by the time you
Miss Keeler
read this.
has decided to remain in
pictures a while longer.

Joan

—You

Ginny.
was not

are right.

Bennett
Bennett

Belle

related to the Richard
family consisting of Constance, Joan, and

Nils Asther's latest is "HumBarbara.
bug." He was thirty-two on January 17th
We published a story about his marital
difficulties in August, 1933, a copy of which
will he mailed to you upon receipt of your
order and ten cents.

Toby.

— That

tion, but

is

it

players have false teeth.
I won't embarrass them by mentioning their names.
An
English favorite, Florence Desmond, played
the part of l-'lo in "Mr. Skitch."

Constance McWilliams.
played

— Eddie

Tamblyn

Buster

Crabbe's

roommate in "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." He
had a very small part in
"Flying Down to Rio,"
and is currently appear* in 'Harold Teen."
His next is "Money
cans Nothing."

Carol

Peterson.

— Bela

Lugosi

now

playing in "The Black Cat," with Boris
Karloff and David Manners, with JacqueMr. Lugosi
line Wells the feminine lead.
may return to the stage in "Pagan Fury."
J.

—

In "Such
Dangerous,"

L.

Baxter's

face

for so
many birth dates that I replied by mail.
The letter was returned by the post office,
so I am hoping you will let me have your
permanent address.

W. M. — Donald Cook was Fcdor, the
"The Mad Genius." No double

dancer, in
was used.

Colman Fan. — Ronald Colman
"Bulldog Drummond

plays
Clive

Kins was

Dennis

seen in
New York in the stage production of
"Richard of Bordeaux." A native of England, horn there November 2, 1897, not
quite
hair,
I.

S.

six

feet,

weighs

155,

last

light-brown

blue eyes.

M.

—

It

is

quite

possible

that

has just
Strikes

for United Artists.
Loretta Young
opposite.
Diana Wynyard opposite

Brook

in

"Where Sinners Meet."

Dearborn Station.

A

letter

direct

to

his

City,

ten, weighs
and blue eyes.

feet

Raymond was born
August

in

1908; five
157, platinum-blond hair
13,

—

Anonymous.

Tullio Carminati is a naZara, Dalmatia.
He is a former
stage player whose films include "Gallant
tive of

Lady," "Moulin Rouge," and "Don't Fall
Douglass Montgomery's home
in Love."
town is Los Angeles. He is still single,
you'll

be glad to know.

—

Clinton E. Ott. Joan Crawford
four, weighs 110,

is

five

feet

reddish-brown hair, blue
Ginger Rogers, five
redfeet five, weighs 112
eyes

;

dish-blond hair, blue eyes.
In "Rafter Romance,"
Ginger played the part of
Mary Carroll; in "Chance
at
ris,

Heaven," Marge Harand in "Flying Down to Rio," Ginger

Bell.

Sturdy Admirer.—
Bellamy may be
reached at 10111 Valley
Spring Lane, North Hollywood.
A list of Addresses of Players is given
in the back of the maga-

S. C. J.— Stars prefer to be addressed in
care of studios at their request home addresses are not made public. Ann Harding
comes from Texas, where she was born

zine.

For stills of "Deception,"
P. Backos.
write to Publicity Department, Columbia
Pictures, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
The usual charge is ten cents each.
City.

;

August

—

Rita Janet King. I must ask you to
send a stamped envelope if you wish a list
published
of Ralph Bellamy's films.
an interesting interview with him in December, 1932.
lie has been married to
Catherine Willard since July, 1931. There
are no children.

We

—

Eddie James. -"Once to Every' Woman"
The role
released January 15, 1934.
of
Number Five was played by Billie
Seward, who may be reached at Columbia

was

Studio.

—

A Max

1901.

7,

—

Baer Fan. By writing to
Metro-Goldwyn Studio, inclosing twenty-

A

Claudette Colbert

they will send you a photograph
of the star of "The Prizefighter and the

Fan.

— Your

right

name

Lady."

horn

in

September

—

G. A. R. Greenville, Virginia, is Kate
Smith's birthplace. Her height and weight
are a big secret, or so it would seem, since
this information isn't available.

latest

1

is

H.i.l.

"Bitter

favorite's

Chauchoin;

is

France,
Paris.
Her
13, 1907.

"Cleopatra."

— The
Sweet"

character you mention in
is not listed in the cast.

stars of that film, Anna Neagle and
Fernand Graavey, are now playing in
"The Queen" for United Artists.

The

Walter

Connolly passed through Chicago on February 18th and that you saw him at the

— Gene

;

completed

Back"

Women,"

Glory," "Little

D. A. B.

asked

Picture

and "Spitfire." Miss Hepburn was twentysix on May 12th.

New York

"Wild Horse." Louise
Fazenda, Frank Albertson, and June Clyde in "Racing Youth."

—You

—May

was

in

Baker.

Randle.

Men

changed by plastic surgery. Hoot Gibson played
opposite Alberta Vaughn

Thomas

1906.

War-

five cents,

II.

;

Play contained our latest
interview with Katharine
Hepburn, whose films to
date include "Bill of
Divorcement," "Christopher Strong," "Morning

Harlan,

Ralph

rather a personal questrue that a number of screen
is

;

Beulah Hutton, Andy
Devine, William Thorne, Tom Ricketts.

Kenneth

recently

RKO.

at

;

29,

Are

Smith.— Bill

tember 30, 1901 Otto Kruger, September
6th
Ralph Scott, January 23rd William
Janney, February 15, 1908; Ben Lyon,
February 6, 1901 Onslow Stevens, March
;

ner

Frances

3,

six feet, dark hair and eyes. The "Danger
Island" serial of a few years ago had in
its
cast Walter Miller, Lucille Browne,

et cetera.

completed "Cheaters," with Dorothy Mackaill and June Collyer for Liberty Pictures.
"Flaming Gold" is an earlier re-

Edmund
1906;
6,
1892; Ralph Forbes, Sep-

November

Lederer,

Lowe, March

—

including "Gloria's Romance," "Arms and
the Girl,"
"Land of Promise," "Eve's

Daughter,"

to settle

R. H. M. It is about fifteen years since
Lionel Barrymore first appeared on the
screen.
He was fifty-six on April 28th, is

RKO

Latiirop.— In 1916 Billie Burke appeared on the screen in "Peggy," and this
was followed by a long list of silent films

way

Benjamin
birth elates:
IS""; Irene

Warren.—Here

are

those

Neil Hamilton, September 9,
Dunne, July 14, 1904; Francis

Continued on

page 64

—

Continued from page 7
Hi, Muni!
two weeks I have seen the

WITHIN

same actor

in

two widely

different

characterizations, that of Orin Nordholm,
in ''The World Changes," and of Sam
Only Paul
Bradshaw, in "Hi, Nellie!"
Muni could have made those two men so
real you think you must have known them.
Coming out of the theater, I heard people
say, "Well
I could hardly believe that
was Paul Muni, it's so different from what
he's done before."
That is a tribute to
great acting.
Muni ought to set up a school of acting
and teach some of the dimpled personalities his own dynamic art.
They could use
it, and so could we who are getting bored
with the sameness of Gable and Raft and
!

Cooper.

Betsy Morrison.
Seattle,

Washington.

!

!

What

9

the Fans Think

Joan's Shellac Sophistication.
is both to commend and to criticize Dorothy Rogers's letter in April
Picture Play, and also to ask Joan Craw-

THIS

ford a question or two.
as

Now, Dorothy, I admired Joan every bit
much as you did and for the same rea-

—

sons.
I
still
do with reservations.
I
agree that the face of Joan Crawford of
to-day is certainly unnatural and unattracBut compare it with the photo of the
tive.
Joan of 1925 illustrating "Fame's Bitterest
Cup" in April Picture Play. Could you
honestly say that Joan's lips denote sensuality in that picture?
They do not. Joan's

own mouth

is not sensual, but the mouth she
paints on herself certainly is.
So in your
further studies of physiognomy, be fair to
your subjects by analyzing their natural
features, not their acquired ones.
But what a disappointment is the Joan
Crawford of 1934
I
look for a wellpoised woman who has had ample opportunity of learning the business of acting
thoroughly, a true sophisticate. And what
do I see?
woman whose face is an
unnatural painted mask, whose ideas of
sophistication and originality consist of
theatrical poses and shopworn discussions
of complexes, who has not developed the
depth of feeling she once had, but has affected a coat of brittle shellac that seems
to deny all claims to reserve or sensitivity,
and whose acting is mediocre compared
!

Girl of All Countries.
is said by those patrons of the theater
ITwho were contemporary
with Bernhardt
and Ellen Terry that the former broke
your heart and Ellen Terry mended it.
The years have passed and a hungry
artistically
public find their hearts being
broken and mended by the same genius,
the dauntless, intense, magnificent Katha-

—

rine Hepburn!
She, of all the actresses who think they
typify the modern girl, is the only one who

makes her audience

feel her modernity.
In a recent letter I said Madge Evans is
typical of the American girl.
She is more
so than Hepburn, because she looks the

part.
Hepburn is
countries, not just

modern

the

girl

—

Lusk, in saying that "one listens for the
echo of every word she says."
I wish I could coin some new phrases
with which to pay tribute to the artistry
of this genius, but words are so trivial with
which to express one's innermost emotion.
If Katharine never gave another good performance, the touching, unforgetable beauty
of her Jo .March will make her live forever in the hearts of theater-goers.
Dorothy Rogers.
2821 Wabash,

If

A FTER
•»»•

Michigan.

You Know Madge
reading Lonnie Noll's biting re-

marks about Madge Evans

few months ago

I

in

March

had the good

for-

Madge Evans, and never have
known any one who was so completely

tune to meet
I

from the person Miss Noll paints.
completely unspoiled and most assuredly does not have an overestimated idea
of her own importance.
What's more, any casual onlooker could
see how highly she is regarded around the
studio. And really, Lonnie Noll, you could
scarcely call the feminine lead opposite Lee
Tracy, James Cagney, Ramon Novarro,
Richard Dix, Warner Baxter, and other
such stars "unimportant little roles."
If
Madge Evans were not capable, her popularity with the public and the studio officials would have waned long ago.
But it
hasn't waned
it
has grown stronger.
B. B.
Chicago, Illinois.

different

She

is

;

A

Oh,

Marie Brown.

gods
Instead of apologizing for her first illconsidered attack on Joan Crawford, she
declares that, having made a study of physiognomy, a "science" as enlightening as
phrenology, she has learned that "full, rich
lips like Joan Crawford's denote sensual!

Further, Miss Rogers thinks "enormous
orbs are not unbeautiful, but enhancing
their normal size to the degree of monstrosity gives an unattractive and unnatural appearance, as in exophthalmic goitre,
!"

for instance
By the way, this sentence

is

comparable

beauty to some of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.'s, poetry
I hold no brief for Joan Crawford.
In
many ways I do not consider her attitude
toward her fans as friendly, personal, and
sympathetic as it should be.
It does not
have the warmth or the sincerity of Jean
Harlow, Wynne Gibson, Marian Nixon,
and others.
But this does not give me
the right to anathematize a really great
actress.
E. S. Goodhue, M.D.
Honolulu.
literary

Bring Anna Q. Back!
"Moulin Rouge" caravan visited
IF
your city, you had the pleasure of seeing Anna Q. Nilsson in person, and, if you
the

are a real Nilsson fan, wasn't
to see our gallant Anna walk
to greet you ?
I'll say it was

The audience

it

thrilling

on the stage
!

jammed

a local theater applauded with all the vim and vigor
in their beings, a sincere tribute to the victor of a courageous fight. They were happy
to see Anna Q. Nilsson in person, and
Anna Q. did not disappoint them. She
was every bit the lovely, gracious, beautiful Anna Q. we have learned to love on
the screen. Her well-modulated voice save
her an added charm that brought her closer
to

that

our hearts.

When Anna
wanted

Jannette Raybould.

action!

23 Louise Avenue, Highland Park,
Detroit, Michigan.

The Soul

of Modesty.

WHAT

a sorehead Lonnie Noll must be
to write such a vindictive letter about

Madge Evans
It is apparent that the
writer of that letter knows nothing at all
of Madge's character, which is the soul of
modesty, good will, and generosity.
Her
ideals are very high.
She is forever striving for further perfection in her own work,
and naturally would judge people from her
lofty standpoint.
Those fans who have the proper under
standing of cinema art, who are not biased
by a personal feeling of devotion to some
male actor, will readily agree that Madge
had already attained sufficient fame and
distinction as a child star to justify her reNo! She felt
tiring.
Did she do it?
that there was further work in store for
her and that the road to the gods is a long
!

way

Clara A. Korn.
West 109th Street,
New York City.
to travel.

Doctor Answers Dorothy.

IN

ity"

we want

302

April Picture Play Dorothy Rogers
again speaketh.
And listen, ye lesser

in

Picture Play, I feel that something must
be said in her defense.
It seems rather
small to condemn a person so harshly just
because her opinion of another person happens to differ from one's own.
I didn't
read the article in question, but chances
are that either Miss Evans was misquoted
or Miss Noll misinterpreted the article.

A

with Hayes, Hepburn, and Harding.
Joan, what a pity!
Montreal, Canada.

of all

America.

She has the open mind of her own country but one simply cannot analyze this
amazing creature. She is too much an individual.
How right you are, Norbert

Detroit,

A

swered with applause that was long
deafening enough to warm the heart of our
Anna Q. Miss Nilsson promised to fight
hard to come back to us.
We know she
will, but we, her loyal friends and fans,
can help her by telling Twentieth Century
Productions how much we want to see
Anna Q. on the screen again. You alone
can make Hollywood Anna Q. Nilsson
conscious!
Come on, you Nilsson fans,

he'

asked her fans here if they
back on the screen, thev an-

The Old Meanie!
PLAY, how did you

PICTURE

have the

heart to print that terribly mean letter
I know "What the Fans
of Paul Boring's?
Think" is a department in which the fans
throw brickbats and bouquets at the stars,
hut how any one who is supposed to be
human can bring himself to throw such a
heartlessly hard brick at any one, especially
well, it's unforgivat Katharine Hepburn
able
I think so much of Katharine Hepburn
that when I read Mr. Boring's letter I
shed tears over the utterly cruel comments
he made concerning her acting and personal
appearance.
Believe me, I would rather have Miss
Hepburn's acting ability than be the most
beautiful girl in the world. To people who
like sincere acting rather than pretty features and figures, Katharine's face is fasci-

—

!

Picture Play Fan.

nating.

Coxwell Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Calling on Reel Friends.

ALTHOUGH

I

am

an ardent

fan, there

are only two players I would miss terribly if for any reason they should leave
As I have already had a letthe screen.
ter about my favorite actor, Ramon X< >varro, printed in "What the Fans Think"
readers know how much I love and admire him.
Just recently I fell in love with another
player.
No. I'm not fickle; this time it's

an actress, Dorothea Wieck.
Miss Wieck's charming accent, captivating smile, and above all, her sincerity, won

me

completely.

Some people think it a waste of time and
money to see the same picture twice, but
I do not.
You can call upon your personal

— well,

almost any til
spend an hour or two
with your reel friends if you don't go to
see their pictures again and again?
Jkssik Macfarlane.
405 Coxwell Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
friends any time

but

how can you

—

10

What
Code

Crawford Knockers.
ROGERS, we Crawford

for

DOROTHY

fans do not think that your "explanais enough
Since you think that Joan
is a
finer actress than she was in 1928,
what is it that you dislike about her?
Don't you think it's rather poor taste,
this minding other folks' business ? Whether
tion"

!

is your next-door neighbor or your exmovie favorite, when you start discussing
it

private
gossip.

lives,

nothing

is

it

more

than

you do so dislike our Joan, may I
may prove helpful to

If

suggest a plan that

you

?

Never go

1.

ford picture

to a theater

when

a

Craw-

being shown.

is

Never mention her name.
Never think of her.

_\

3.

Phyllis Carlyle.
3 Cumberland Terrace,
Portland, Maine.

FOR

Schoolmate Speaks.

thrown

bats

Swede

at

myself,

have read the brickGreta Garbo. Being a
I

only natural that I
should want to support her. I think her a
grand person.
The brickbats I refer to are those criticizing her solitude. This is not a pose, as
most fans say. I knew Miss Garbo for
four years.
attended the same school,
Greta Gustafsson, as I knew her then, being in the senior class, while I spent two
years in junior and two> in senior.
I remember her as a quiet, shy, and
it

is

We

She had very few

sensitive girl.

She seemed

friends.
to prefer solitude then as she

does now.
It thrills me very much to have known
her even for only a short time.
I think
she has great pluck to continue making
films with all the uncivil remarks passed
about her accent. I know how difficult it
is
to master the English language, and
have to admit I cannot speak as well as
Miss Garbo, even though I have been in
an English-speaking country longer than
S' 1C
SlGRID SvENSON.
:
England.

MOW
1^1

More Good Old Novels!
some of our

that

such

as

"Little

old

Women,"

men

the

get

more considera-

We

get tired of seeing women dominating all but a few of the pictures.
Many
of us go to see Gable, Franchot Tone, Warner Baxter, and Otto Kruger, no matter
how insignificant their parts may be. The
star gets the credit for drawing the crowds,
when in reality the credit should go to the
leading man in many films.
Clark Gable has been miscast so many
times we are getting a little tired of paying
our money to see him.
He should play
virile roles such as he had in "Red Dust."
And please, Clark, cut off that silly mustache.
It's not becoming to you at all.

Audrey Hayden.

Never, never read anything written
by one of her adoring fans.
In conclusion, Miss Rogers, I have never
made a study of physiognomy, nor do I
care what a large mouth means, but I have
discovered that those "enormous orbs" of
Joan's glow with the warmth of the biggest, kindest heart in the world.

quite a time

see

to

tion.

836 East Washington Street,
San Diego, California.

4.

Garbo's

the Fans Think

Robinson, and Arliss.
Pictures are built
around the women, but we women would
like

favorites,

are

being
put on the screen, what about some more?
My idea of a good film would be "Vanity
Fair," with Katharine Hepburn as Becky

Sharp, Leslie Howard as Dobbin, and
David Manners as Rawdon Crawley. Does
any one agree with me?
course, I may be considered very
old-fashioned, but I love all Charles Dickens's novels and I think Fredric March

Beauty.
letter would give

-!» some amusement to any one with a
sense of humor.
So Katharine Hepburn
is a classic beauty, is she?
I must admit
Miss Hepburn is one of our most dramatic
actresses, but she is not beautiful, by any
means. Miss Talisman also said she liked
"King Kong." Well, Adlay, King Kong
and Katharine Hepburn are on a par in
beauty standards.
real screen beauties are, in

marvelous affair of "NichoWouldn't it make a grand
film?
And wouldn't Una Merkel make
Fanny Squeers come to life in a grand and

a
las Nickleby."

my

Cordoba,

F.

Men

a Break.

people complain of our lack of
stars, but how do we know
They are given so little to
with a few exceptions such as Muni,

good male
we have any?
do,

Alton.

C. C. A., Argentina.

Give the

SOME

n'

Buey,

L. L.

West, the sensation of to-day, is
who has not enough
ability to scale the heights of fame without a lot of ballyhoo.
I have read eight
life stories of Miss West.
One magazine
even printed a photo of her being taken to
her play was raided. Many stars
have reached their position in pictures, not
by telling about how many times they have
been in jail, but by marvelous acting. Take
Ronald Colman, Elissa Landi, Madge Evans, Marion Davies, and a score more
every one a famous star.

jail after

Mickey Lewis.
Bridgetown, Anna. Co.,
Nova Scotia, Canada.

Works

Two Grand

HAVING

future

thought

know the name of the
who panned her. One might as

silly

well

Raphael's "Sistine Madonna," or
the "Ninth Symphony" of Beethoven.
I have always held that Garbo, Arliss,
and Chaplin are the three greatest artists
the screen has ever known.
Others only
scratch the surface of the soul a little, but
these go deeper and reveal strange, poignCharles G. Osgood.
ant beauties.
315 Charles Street,
Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
at

Boring the British.

HAVE

of

—A

stupid, sordid story.
weak, sickly story

—A

American college life.
"Doctor Bull" Will Rogers

—

a very

Woman" —

"Supernatural"
out

of date

—A
in

gruesome
style,

ment, and unconvincing.

"Song

— This

heavy

"horror"
in

treat-

Very unpleasant.

is just a tawdry
and utterly unworthy story of sex adventure, spun out to unnecessary length.

of Songs"

material

star

—

of

!

Claire Holloway.
Hargrave Road, Highgate, N. 19,

51

London, England.

Hepburn's Childlike Genius.

Why

I'm not afraid
afraid?
I'm the greatest
And how
young actress in the world."
true those words are from the lips of the

I'M

afraid

not

should

I

!

!

be

most fascinating, interesting, and loveliest
She is unyoung actress on the screen
matched by any other star in the sweet
and simple performances she gives.
I first saw her in "Morning Glory," then
She was wonderful in
"Little Women."
both.
You must have guessed who she is
by now. Yes, that's it, the one and only
One moment she
Katharine Hepburn.
makes you laugh at her antics "Christo!"
pher Columbus
and the next she breaks
your heart with pathos and childlike genius.
!

—

Katharine,

don't

change.

Just

keep on being sweet Eva Lovelace. We do
And please play again with
love you so.
Douglas Fairbanks. And even if I were to
see you a thousand times over in "Little
Women," or any of your pictures, it
Everybody
wouldn't be enough for me.
ioves you, sweet Katharine.

Kay Gamble.
132 Glen Manor Drive,
Toronto, Canada.

WE

More

Brains, Less Sex.

want

better

entertainment
tawdry sex pictures

pictures

than

and
the

better
cheap,

we have been getting.
really wonderful the way the better
pictures have changed in the last few
years, showing that they can have inThat is due, to a
telligence and logic.
great degree, to talented and intelligent
Katharine Hepburn and
like
actresses
is

Elissa Landi.
in

dull drama.
The story is tedi"I Loved a
ous, diffuse, and largely meaningless, but
the acting is fairly good.
film,

—and

is

"The Royal Family

!

It

just finished reading several
I English movie magazines, and here are
a few of their criticisms of American films:

Humour"

after

should have stories writIf we only see her occasionten for her.
ally as the star it will be worth it.
Too often a player begins his or her
movie career with the leading role, then
drops to small parts. Witness May RobWithout
Peterson
son and Dorothy
malice, I say that May and Henrietta are
every bit as good as Marie Dressier. More
Now please, producers,
power to them
give us more of these grand women.

Please,

critic

"Baby Face"

Girls.

been

She

films.

so

Broadway"

of Art.

with Jack Hirt when he says
Greta Garbo is a genius, and I

should like to
scoff

Old

an admirer of
character players, I wish to offer a
vote of thanks to Henrietta Crosman for
I
her masterly acting in "Pilgrimage."
pray she is not given insignificant parts

always

—

AGREE
I that

Reherman.

Evansville, Indiana.

opin-

another actress

judging from the

of

654 East Oregon Street,

Mae

just

is,

American pictures shown in the
British Isles each year, a vast number of
these Britishers must enjoy being bored by
"American tommyrot."

of her own.

"College

Kay
La Maya, Monte

All I've got to say

number

Marion Davies, Madge Evans, Ruby
Marlene Dietrich, and Norma
Keeler,
Shearer. Greta Garbo is in a beauty class

humorous fashion?
Talking about Fredric March, he is, to
my mind, God's greatest gift to the movies.

rot."

ion,

Oi

would make

Then a fan writing to this magazine,
complaining about their double-featured
programs, says "the supporting pictures
are invariably boring American tommy-

in

A Question of
ADLAY TALISMAN'S

The

I

!

They both have beauty and

brains, character and versatility, and
vivacious, electrifying personalities

what

1934 will only discover more like
two, we would have overpacked
theaters and the movies would be close to
are bored with surface
perfection.
types like Garbo, Crawford, Harlow, et
cetera, and shallow, sexy stories.
Grace E. Donahue.
121 Palisade Avenue,
Jersey City, New Jersey.
If

those

We

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME
NUMBER

Photo

by

XL

PICTURE PLAY

5

JULY
1934

Manatt

SOUTHERN SKIES smile down upon Marion
War elaborately picturized. Miss

the Civil

federate officer

in

love with her.

guess

if

Davies and Gary Cooper in the course of "Operator 13," a stirring story of
is an actress who becomes a Union spy and Mr. Cooper is a ConBut don't let this set-up cause you to think the story is usual. It isn't, and we miss our
it falls short of being among the best pictures of the month.
Davies

J2

i&immiti]
By An Extra
As

TAKE

Told

To

Girl

Helen

Pade

Greta Garbo, for instance. She has a different attitude toward us
Most stars are condescendingly kind, or out and out high-hat with

extras.

just humanly considerate.
menial, a peasant, or a laborer," I heard her say to her friend,
Salka Viertel, one day. "An extra is an artist, if he's a good extra, and he deserves
treatment as such."
Some one told her that in another studio there's a sign that calls the extras
"temporary actors." She laughed loud and long at that and said, "Hah, that is
good
Very temporary, poor things. But a much better name than just 'extra.'
In Hollywood that so often sounds like a term of contempt."
Garbo is always tired, because she has a sort of anaemia, as you probably know.
It is not dangerous, but very enervating.
She conserves her energy and pours it
unstintedly into her acting, and that leaves her exhausted between scenes. Because
she is always so tired herself, it is characteristic of her to notice the weariness of
those around her, and worry about it.
That trait once caused her to start one of the few personal chats I have ever had
with her, although I've often stood quietly by and heard her talking to other people.
"You look tired, my dear," she called suddenly from a dark corner in which her
chair had been placed. "Sit down and rest yourself."
I explained that I felt a bit ill, but couldn't sit down because it would wrinkle
my costume. She laughed scornfully.
"These costumers
Sit down anyway.
Here is a chair. One should not get
overtired.
It is dangerous to the health, and it prevents you from doing your
best work."
extras not only have the chance to hear and see a good deal of such stars as
Garbo, whom you writers can't even approach, but we get, I think, a great deal
more inside information about many of the players you see frequently.
Now, for instance, I know a side of George Raft that has never been touched
upon in stories published about him. You haven't heard of his interest in prison
us.

"An

Garbo

extra

is

isn't a

!

!

We

reform, have you?
Well, George was raised in a tough section of New York, and his boyhood playmates, many of them, grew up on the wrong side of the law. Some went to prison.
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A

brand-new

slant

most of them

on the
to

stars at

work, with not a writer

in sight,

be more human than when they are posing

In their behalf, he has been actively interested in prison
reform, and has helped several of them to get good jobs
and go straight after they got out of "stir."
Unlike Garbo, Connie Bennett pays about as much
attention to an extra as she would to a telephone pole.
For that reason, however, she reveals herself to us. I've
heard her discuss personal matters right before several of
us, and otherwise show that our presence didn't abash or
restrain her in any way.
Still, she's very human.
Once she threw an awful tantrum on the set and
walked away from the cameras. She had a woman visitor on the side lines.
When no one but myself and another mere extra were near them, she said to this friend,
"Don't look so startled.
I was just acting.
In this
business you must throw a fit occasionally to impress
people.
And if I do say it myself, I'm a swell fitthrower! If I could only foam at the mouth but that
would recpuire soap, and I hate the taste of soap."
I'll always like Clark Gable and his present wife, Ria
Langham, after hearing their little family consultation
about his former wife, Josephine Dillon. It seems that
the latter had been writing articles about Clark.
That
brought her a flood of indignant letters from Clark's
fans, who also bawled out the magazine editor for publishing her stories and then bragged to their dear Clark
in letters about what they'd done.
In the sweetest, most human way you can imagine,
Clark and his wife worried over this persecution of Miss
Dillon by his enthusiastic but misguided fans, and tried
to think of some means of stopping it.
Miss Pade, now you tell me something
I've often
seen you around with Joan Blondell. But do you know

—

!

shows

for their public.

that Joan sometimes goes about the studio barefooted,
even to executives' offices? No? I thought not. I didn't
think she'd let a writer know about that kidlike trait,
even if she doesn't mind having her bicycling, kite-flying,
top-spinning and roller-skating ballyhooed. That's Joan

—

still

a kid at heart.

You've heard that Katharine Hepburn is temperamental dynamite, haven't you?
Well, some studio officials
seem to think so, too, but the ones that get along with her
best are those

who

talk right

back to her.

saw an executive approach her once, all smiles, apologetic shrugs and soft soap, and suggest that she write a
letter to some one
thanking
I didn't catch the name
him for something or other. Katharine promptly refused.
Her refusal was good-natured enough. You got the idea
He became
that she said "no" just by force of habit.
more insistent. Then she flared up, and walked away.
A bit later, a less important studio official marched up
He had one of her photographs, and a note he
to her.
had dictated, both for her to sign. And they were both
I

—

—

for the person to whom she had just refused to write a letAgain she refused. He insisted jovially, and she grew
angry. Then he thrust her into a chair, threw the picture
and letter into her lap, and held out his fountain pen.
"See here, foolish, sign these, and don't sass me
time's valuable, if yours isn't."
Katharine's eyes popped wide, but as she bent over to
write the signatures, I could see that she was grinning.
You'd be surprised to know how many stars have
socialistic tendencies.
Jimmy Cagney told me that he
was for Socialism and Communism, to the extent that
Continued on page 62

ter

!

!
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LEE
Hearing of Lee's trouble
in Mexico was the second
blow for Isabel within half
an hour. The other was
learning that nothing
could be done for her

TRACY'S
By

THE

father's blindness.

tor

E.

R.

Moak

had agreed that DocLee Jewell's only possible es-

specialists

cape from total blindness lay in a
dangerous operation. It was a one-thousand-to-one shot they were about to play,
but the patient had signified his willingness.

They had

fixed 4 p. m. as the hour for

their desperate effort.

Lee and Miss Jewell have
been engaged for a long
time but Isabel says she
not marry until she
catches up with him pro-

will

fessionally.
'Iiotos

by Preullch

Before a mirror in her studio dressing
room, Isabel Jewell removed her screen
make-up with trembling hands. At her
side was her colored maid, waiting to slip
a gray sports frock over the actress's
blond head.
A diamond-studded wrist watch, a gift
from Lee Tracy, warned her that it was
already 2 :35.
"No time to lose," she remarked, attempting a smile.
"Don't worry. Missy,'' answered the
maid, sympathetically. "You'll make it."
Dressed for the street, Isabel seized
gloves and purse and hied herself to the
publicity director's office.

"I'm on
I'd like to

my way

to see

my

father,

borrow the proofs of

and

my new

portraits," she told him.

"Can't he done," snapped the bureau
"Can't permit players to take proofs off the lot."
She choked back a sob. "I I guess
you don't understand," she faltered.
"Dad's to undergo an operation this afternoon, and I wanted him to have a look at
those pictures before
well,
just in case
"
in case
chief, without glancing up.

—

—

—

"My
me !"

God, Isabel, why didn't you tell
exclaimed the other, bounding out

of his seat.
Isabel, a portfolio tucked beneath her
arm. started for her coupe outside the
Shouts of the newsboys brought
gates.
her to a sudden halt.
Lee Tracy arrested in
"Wuxtry
!

Mexio

!"
i

A

quick perusal of the story, and Isastepped on the gas, pointing the car's
nose in the direction of the nearest telegraph office.
The message she sent to
Lee in care of Metro's "Viva Villa" unit
in Mexico City read
bel

:

"I

know

honey.

newspaper

Send me

facts.

stories

All

my

untrue,
love."

Faces of the surgeons at her father's
were grave as she entered the
hospital room.
"Well. Babe, the operation is off," Doctor Jewell announced, feigning gayety.
Isabel's joy was short-lived, however.
bedside

!

!
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WONDER WOMAN
The power behind the Tracy throne

whose dimpled

chin

is

one

"Yes," spoke up one of the attending medicos, "we've
just completed another examination, and we've told your
father we can do nothing for him."

The ninety-five pounds of femininity that is Isabel
Jewell winced under that blow, the second stiff uppercut
Yet she retained her
handed her within thirty minutes
equilibrium, this brainy, courageous maid who is the
real power behind Lee Tracy's celluloid throne.
The petite Isabel's chin is one of the wonders of Hollywood. It's a mite of a jib, delicately carved, faintly
dimpled, slightly upturned, in case you have eyes only
for beauty.
But as a buffer against life's cruel bombardment, it's as impregnable as old Gibraltar itself.
Isabel, diminutive though she is, is made of the stuff
that drove the frontiersmen on beyond civilization's outSheer determination, an inheritance from her
posts.
illustrious pater, has carried her over many difficult
hurdles since she ran away from Hamilton College in
Lexington, Kentucky, to launch her campaign for footlight fame.
She's an independent bit of humanity,
insisting always upon paddling her own
canoe.
"I want nothing that I haven't earned
through my own efforts," she once told
me. What's more, she meant it
At twenty-five, she has learned to mix
bitter with the sweet
and how
It was almost thirty years ago that Doc!

—

tor Jewell,

young

brilliant

scientist,

re-

signed his post with the Mayo Clinic at
Rochester, Minnesota, to wage war on
spotted or tick fever then ravaging the
populace of the Rocky Mountain States
and considered almost one hundred per
cent fatal.

Accompanied by

he moved to
a hamlet of fewer
than three hundred persons, hung out
his shingle as a country physician, and
began his search for a preventive as well
as a cure for the dread malady.

Shoshone,

his bride,

Wyoming,

Success crowned his efforts two years
after the birth of the blue-orbed Isabel,

and won him the acclaim of the medical
profession the world over.

When

the child

was twelve, she was

Bundled off to St. Mary's Hall, in Fairbault, Minnesota, after which she spent

two years in Hamilton College.
It was while she was in the Kentucky
school that Isabel

made her debut

Thespian,

portraying

charwoman

in the

Lexington

ater's presentation of

Isabel
till

is

she

around

the

as

a

80-year-old
Little

The-

"Outward Bound."

climbing, so it may not be long
Rumors are buzzing
gives in.
that they have already eloped.

is

the petite Isabel Jewell,
of the most

determined

in

Hollywood.

She was only seventeen when -he slipped away to
Chicago to seek a toehold on the stage.
Chicago producers, though, weren't receiving neophytes with open arms, so when the bank account she
had piled up through coaching Hamilton College dramatic students and tutoring pupils in French was almost
exhausted, she found herself a job as secretary to the
head of a concrete-post concern, a far cry from her
cherished
leisure

goal,

but

was devoted

a

meal-ticket

nevertheless.

J

ler

to a never-ceasing hunt for a berth

in the theater.

won an introduction to Harry Minand producer. She impressed him with

Isabel eventually
tern, stock star

her sincerity.
"I can't hire you because of your lack of experience,"
he informed her. "but you can stick around during our

weekly rehearsals and learn something
Continued on page 58

in that

way."
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THEY
Hordes of Hollywood

visitors

swoop down on Manhattan,
a few to give
but more to

—

take what they can.

By Karen

Hollis

Alice Faye flew East for

a one-night appearance

Rudy Vallee's band,
then flew right back

with

again

for

date with

a

Lyle Talbot.

Ruth Chatterton stops at an old

Cagney Grows Wist-

and staid hotel while she renews friendships in the theater.

ful.

Cagney, Bebe
—James
and Ben Lyon

Daniels,

in to see Hull one
evening recently. Cagney
sat in a corner and all but
groaned, so great was the

dropped

A

CENSUS

of important Hollywood
visitors can be taken

nostalgia

"Tobacco
Henry Hull's
dressing room.
Most of

backstage

Road"

for

the

brought back by
ally dirty play.

at

theater

this liter-

When

Hull

slapped his threadbare
shirt, and a cloud of dust
flew out, Jimmy had that

in

them are frankly envious
of his triumph as an actor; many of them wonder why he wants to challenge Hollywood by going

just -let- me- play- n-thei

theater-once-more-beforeI-die air.

—

out soon to make pictures
for Universal.
It is doubtful if pictures
will let him play any such

Gloria's Test Flight.
to try the personalappearance test to prove
her unflagging popularity.

Next

raw, crude, poor white
trash characters as Jeeter.
Producers, no doubt, will
see him as be looks offstage, a

handsome

Betty

Furness

juvenile.

To my knowledge, be
young man for the past

has looked like an impish, quizzical, romantic
ten years, even when he got the news that his son
was about to launch forth as Peter Pan in a Washington stock company.
Friends report that twenty years ago, at a tender age, he was expertly
playing brash old men, arriving at
that the stage manager
"ii to school,
lie lias made forays
years without conspicuous success,

and a wig so

the theater wearing chin whiskers
would not spank him and send him
into pictures off and on for several
but meanwhile he could always he
"Topublic over in another play.

counted on to bowl critics and the
bacco Road" is one of the outstanding hits of the past season, satisfying both critics and cash customers.
Just when everything is going great, lenry becomes the big playboy,
and harassed managers seek a good reason for asking him to leave the
Only once during the run of "Grand Hotel" did they find it.
cast.
Ibit personally or professionally, Henry is dramatic suspense, so lookout for the launching of the Null in Hollywood.
lie might swipe the
laurels of any one from Baby Leroy to Lionel Barrymore.
I

—

lands

contract.

—

*JL:*h%

an M.-G.-M.
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Say

in

NEW YORK

to say nothing of gathering in the shekels for the dazzling Hattie Carnegie wardrobe she has been assembling,
is Gloria Swanson.
She is all set with a contract to

make "Barbary Coast" for Sam Goldwyn, and then remake "Three Weeks" for M.-G.-M., but it seemed like
a good idea for Gloria to remind the public, whose memory is notoriously short, that she is the one who always
wins them back after they have gone scattering their
plaudits here and there.

—

Resuscitation Via the Stage. Ruth Chatterton,
Dorothy Mackaill, and Helen Chandler have all come
to New York hoping to do a play and thus revive the
interest of picture producers in them.
Miss Chandler
is all set for a play called "These Two."
Miss Chatterton is living quietly at the old and staid Gotham, Miss
Mackaill doing the bright lights. There are several producers who want awfully to put on plays with either

Gossip Rears Its
Ugly Head. Spending

—

most of her time

in her

Waldorf-Astoria suite
surrounded by frocks,
hats, designs, and what
not submitted for her
approval Gloria never
goes shopping she was

—

—

none too pleased one evening when she went out
night-clubbing with Herbert Marshall to find a
tabloid photographer
lurking near by.

Those

plaintive, ador-

ing glances that
shall

casts

talk.

To

all

Mr. Marher cause

at

Irene Dunne is delighted
with the reception given

who know

Gloria, her husbands in
job lots, her admirers in
droves, arouse no surprise whatever and only

"That

most tepid interest.
She has the most extrava-

the

Man

Is

Mine."

Chatterton or Mackaill.
but, such are the ill fortunes of the theater, most
of them have neither
money nor good plays on
And players are
hand.
chary about investing
money in productions.
All except the gallant

gant capacity for living.
It is inevitable that people
who know her companionable, merry, magnetic
way of swooping here
and there should want to
join the party.

Hepburn.

She wants

to

try the stage again.

Pauline Lord, original Anna Christie
of the stage, makes a film debut in
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."

The Empty Chair at
"Viva Villa."— After
Ethel

Merman

is

advised to

new banana and skimmed

try the

milk diet

for Eddie Cantor's forthcoming

film.

"Viva Villa!" opened on
Broadway, admirers with
Lee Tracy's best interests
at heart telegraphed him
congratulating him on not
being in the picture.

—

Alan Dinehart brought his lovely bride, Moon for her first visit to New York, while he traded his
home in Westport, Connecticut, for one in Riverside, California, arranged for production of "Alley Cat," a play he has written, and saw
his son, aged sixteen, after three years' separation.
Alan's divorced wife, who had sole custody of the son, died recently
and plans for his future were a little up in the air. Mozelle settled
that instantly. She thought it was marvelous to have a son around tinhouse, and quelled all his doubts about being the third that makes a
crowd with one of her expansive smiles.
She had been looking forward to sight-seeing New York with Alan,

Family Reunion.

zelle Brittone,

Continued on page 55
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WESTMAN HO!
Introducing one of the most amusing actresses
to

come from

who

is

the stage, Nydia

Westman,

growing on producers and audiences.

P x/

Franc
'>n

Dillon
appearing briefly as the comical
mldn't believe my eyes. Surely
:stman who rolled her audiences
few years ago. I saw her first
:d with Wallace Ford for two
later "Lysistrata"
all decided

—

stman ?
that Picture

Play readers had

Man," "Two Alone," and
know more about her. The

-ion
to

stman had
j.ny
-s

left at

seven o'clock

one ever got up that early, she

does."

Her small role stood out in "Little Women,
with Hepburn.
She has her reasons for
leaving her position on the stage and
starting with minor parts in pictures.

Miss Westman was at the Columbia
working with Grace Moore, in
"One Night of Love."
"Is it a comedy part?" I asked eagerly,
when I found her there.
"I hope so," she told me, "but I never
know.
When I opened in 'Two Girls
Wanted' in New York, I thought I was
playing a straight lead. Imagine my embarrassment when it came to my big draniitic scene to have the audience shriek
They howled! I knew I
\vl.
ughter.
was a failure. I wanted to die."
studio

So I venture to say you'll laugh when
you see her in "One Night of Love," just
as you always do when she appears.
"I had to get into pictures to protect
what I had on the stage." she said when
I asked her how she happened to leave
New York, where she was a favorite with
theatergoers, to appear in comparatively

minor

roles in films.

"You

see,"

she

continued, "pictures
in the amuse-

have become so important

world.
The publicity gained by
playing in Biros is so widespread compared with what we get on the stage, that
Continued on page 52

ment

you can look at your rushes, you can
take it," says Nydia. But the writer brings
out that she is still very modest about her
screen work.
"If

Photo by Coburn

\

FA
of

the

MADELEINE

RITES

FANS
CARROLL

GENIAL,

glittering,

and gorgeous,

she needn't have a sense of humor
to get over in a big way.
But

Thelmo

Todd

insists

funny and acting

is

that
still

life

THELMA TODD

is

funnier.

show you what she means
Wheeler and Woolsey's "Cockeyed Cavaliers."

She'll
in

20

I

Ph»w

JOAN MARSH

TO

t>y

Buy Jot»v

reduce or not to reduce, that

what Joan Marsh would like to
She shed pounds and
know.
pounds at the behest of Para
mount, and now there are those
who say she has lost some of her
magnetism andvitality. She still has
is

her beauty, though

— plenty

of

it
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VERREE TEASDALE

SMOOTH,

unstudied model of so
Verree Teasdale can

phistication,

•

help being elegant and discrirm
she was born that way
native

—

op
To-morrow
and
Francis,

She's to have her best screen

portunitv

"When

with Kay
what a pair they'll make

Comes,'
24

in

I'hoto

PERT, provocative, tiny, and blond,
she has made her own place on

he

screen.

pute
in

it

There's no one to dis-

ALICE

by

Henry Freulich

WHITE

for there's not another girl

who has what it
make an Alice White.

Hollywood

takes

to

She's a soubrette with Cleopatra's

technique.

25
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THE amazing story of John Boles and Mrs.
Magner on the opposite page is exactly what
John's fans

gladden
higher

in

have been waiting

their

hearts,

will

their estimation,
it

26

it

and be

it

for.

It

will

raise him even
will

joyful.

—

well,

read

b>

Otto

DREAM SON
Stranger than

fiction

is

this true story of

whose

life

is

the

New

England

cheered by a son-who-might-have-been, John Boles.

By Sidney

Upon meeting, their affection proved to be
mutual, and now John invites Mrs. Magner to
visit

him every summer.

Magner and her husband recognized John
as their ideal son from the first moment they saw him on
the screen.

often the screen is condemned as a bad influThe sacred missions it has performed to
bring joy and gladness into barren lives are left
untold.
Its vices are overemphasized, its virtues overence.

looked.

the latter

is

one of the greatest human-interest

come out of Hollywood, the story of the
friendship of John Boles and middle-aged, maternal
Violetta Magner.
All her life Mrs. Magner had wanted a son.
But

stories ever to

many years of her marriage to the genial
man who was her husband, there had come no male
who could grow up to carry his father's name and

through the
hotel
child

Riley

Mrs. Violetta

TOO

Among

woman

shoulder his responsibilities.
One night four years ago the Magners sat in a small
picture theater of their home city, Norwalk. Connecticut,
and across the screen there walked a tall, dark, handsome

fellow, with straight nose, candid gray eyes, even teeth,
white-toothed smile.
Mr. Magner laid bis hand softly over that of his wife's
and said, "Mother, there is our boy the one who might
have been."
Silently, with tears ready to fall, Violetta Magner

—

nodded

assent.

The

picture was "Rio Rita," the actor John Boles.
And from that remote meeting a shadow man on a
shadow screen, and a flesh-and-hlood couple in their
sixties, has sprung the tenderest, the most charming and
yet the strangest friendship that has yet come from Hol-

lywood.
Regularly, as Boles's pictures came to the small city
of thirty thousand, the Magners would leave their bungalow, built high on near-by rocks, to see the man who
Continued on page 56
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CANDID
FORTY-

NINER
Lionel

Atwill

openly as he

scratches
tells

to

visit

else

in

mountaintop

his

as

leg

the truth about his

age and everything
ful

his

a

fruit-

home.

By Madeline Glass
—

"Forty-nine is indeed a gracious age
for men,"
says Miss Glass of Lionel Atwill, who informs us
that he is four years younger than John Barrymore and six years the junior of Lionel.
I'lioto

by

Freulich

YESTERDAY,"

said Lionel Atwill,

"was

my

Looking

"Yon

at his

bility?"

handsome, unlined face I truthMr. Atwill. Why

don't look your age,
don't you lop off ten years?"
fully said,

"Why

should I?" he demanded.
After thinking heavily for a moment

I admitted that
suggestion was pointless.
"I'm four years younger than John Barrymore," he
continued, "and six years younger than my good friend,
Lionel Barrymore."
Unconcernedly he reached down and vigorously
scratched the calf of his leg.
I had been told that Mr. Atwill is a haughty Englishman. English lie is, but not haughty. You can tell that
by his servants.
Look what greeted me when I took
myself high up a West Hollywood mountainside to his
isolated residence for a chat with him.
A Japanese gardener led me to a side door, the front
entrance being on the cliff side of the house.
There,
instead of finding a poker-faced butler,
was met by a
Chinese cook whose white cap reposed jauntily on the
side of his head.
Smiling tooth fully, he gestured me
inside.
A colored maid, smiling even more toothilv,
appeared.
"< ome
right in here, honey." she invited cordially,

my

1

leading

me

"Did you choose

forty-

ninth birthday."

room where mellow
among the snappiest

into a big living

eight-

eenth-century pieces stood
efforts
of Grand Rapids.
"Sit wherever you like, honey," she
added.
I wondered idly if she addressed Mr. Atwill in such
No, smarty,
flattering terms.
didn't ask him!
I

I

this place

because of

its

inaccessi-

inquired.

"Partly," he admitted, with what

I soon found was
"That and the view. Look."
From the sun porch, which juts out over the mountainside, we gazed at the glistening Pacific twenty miles
away. Far out in the blue distance lay Catalina Island.
"My wife and I like California. We've found that we
can have practically everything here that we had in the

characteristic frankness.

!"

East, by heck
The present Mrs. Atwill is a wealthy Social Regisi
Her son by a former marriage lives with them.
terite.
Lionel's son by a former marriage is studying medicine
in

London.
Mr. Atwill was horn

earlv age set out to

in

Croydon. England, and

make something

of himself.

at

an

In his

colorful life he has seen nearly everything worth seeing,
done everything that a gentleman's elastic code permits,

and known nearly every one who is anybody.
Unlike the late King Albert, who put his sons

in a
public school so that they might "get their shins kicked,"
Atwill, perc, turned Lionel over to a private tutor. That
seems to have been rather unnecessary, for one has only
to look at Lionel's heavy cheek hone- and cold blue eyes
to know that he could have returned kick for kick with

enthusiasm.
Mis education was polished off at Mercer's school in
London, where he studied architecture. Nothing came
of that, however, for at tweiit\ he was on the Garrick
Theater stage, playing a footman in "The Walls of
Since then he has starred in many plays, inlericho."
Continued on page 60
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Ha,
the

Dracu/a

Counf

himself
evil

giving

you

eye!

But

don't be fooled.
He'd rather play Don
Quixote

some-

or

thing jolly so you
can see him as he is
in

the larger photo.

BIG BAD

BE LA
Lugosi, the screen

madman and

home and found

tracked to

his

humorous,

good-natured

pretty wife

ogre,
to

is

be a

chap with

a

LUGOSI.

the fiend!
anticipated our meeting with forebodings. Although Lugosi's residence in Manhattan was a
modern apartment house, not even remotely resembling
his Castle Dracula, I was certain that the interior would
I

shame a

sorcerer's chambers.
With a vision in my mind of Bela, the master of terror
who has chilled millions with his screen demons, I pictured rooms with heavy black hangings, skulls perched
atop the piano, and a host barely able to restrain himself

my throat.
fearful forefinger touched the bell, a tall,
genial gentleman ushered me into a cheery suite of rooms.
Surely this was not the home of the weird Bela Lugosi
from leaping

at

When my

(

By Joe Mackey

and three pampered pups.

Pronounced Bayla Lu-go-see.)

Bela stood looking down at me.
The features were
those of the man who has raised the blood pressure and
lowered the sleeping average of the nation, but the expression was actually benevolent.
Benevolence on the
face of Count Dracula was an amazing sight.
The Hungarian actor is a muscular chap with twinkling, intelligent blue eyes and an attitude that puts one
at ease immediately.
There are lines in his face, but
they are not from the scowls of monsters.
They are
from smiling.
And strangely enough, the man who has become celebrated as a film madman and ogre ardently dislikes
horror in all its forms. He would rather play Romeo or
Don Quixote or comedy parts than creepmg menaces.
He describes himself as a heavy by circumstance, not
by nature. He bemoans his screen fate and says, "I am

definitely typed,

doomed

to be

an exponent of

evil.

Rut

Then perhaps parents would
tell their offspring, 'Eat your spinach and you'll grow
up to be a nice man like Bela Lugosi.' As it is, they
I

want sympathetic

rules.

threaten the children with me instead of the bogy-man.
'"This typing is overdone.
I can play varied roles, but
whenever some nasty man is wanted to romp through a
picture with a wicked expression and numerous lethal
devices, Lugosi is suggested.
Why, they even wanted to
cast me as the Big Bad Wolf in 'The Three Little Pigs' !"
The actor's tastes are in no way as outre as his film
parts would lead one to believe. An example of his quite
normal and quite excellent taste i-- Mrs. Lugosi.
I
had expected to meet an exotic with Machiavelian eyebrows and all the characteristics of a female Dracula,
but she proved to he a charming, cultured woman who
seems scarcely beyond her teens.
He is too busy tor many hobbies but is an animal lover
and is devoted to his dogs, Pluto, Hector, ami Bodri,
which he raised from pups. When his favorite, Dracula.
a black Alaskan husky, died he could not work for days.
He is not a movie fan hut chooses Mickey Mouse as
his favorite screen player.
lie considers his portrayal as Cyrano de Bergerac in
the Royal National Theater in Budapest his best stage
work, and the part that skyrocketed him to fame, that
of the vampire count in "Dracula," best of his film imersonations.
I
asked him if he, not being a horror addict, could
explain the continued demand for horror pictures.
Continued on page 60
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HOMES

THEIR

Unmistakable indexes

— are

these

exteriors

of

character,

behind which

of

taste

live

stars

DERHAPS

you are satisfied with one street number to
identify your residence, but friends of Cecil DeMille,
the superb showman, are not surprised that he has three
numbers designating three separate entrances to his home,
all in Neon lights.
You may choose to

and

give the individual touch to your
Rembrandt, but Tom Mix hangs on his
wall five or six ornate saddles mounted on silver standards,
a small saddle and the boots worn by Thomasina when a
tot, and racks of guns and other trophies, all of which would
probably cause Emily Post's hair to turn gray overnight.
But Emily may never be entertained in the Mix drawingroom, so why worry?

drawing-room by

a

DOLORES DEL RIO
When

Cedric Gibbons created a home to fit the personality
of his exotic wife, Dolores del Rio, he made it obvious that he
meant to take her out of anything Spanish or pseudo-Spanish.
The entire front is without any opening except the recessed
door. This eccentric construction gives unusual wall space for
the interior, and the back of the house facing the garden and
swimming pool is almost entirely glass. Every latest innovation
has been used, in the best of modernistic designs. Never have
you seen so much glass in a house, all reminding you of the
fragile beauty of Miss Del Rio.
Photo by Coburn

NORMA SHEARER
Norma

uses material walls to assist
her in building more strongly the psychological effect she wishes to achieve.

..'•:":'

At

first glance, the white-washed brick
wall that towers ten feet across the
front of
Norma's home at Santa
Monica reminds one of a stockade.
However, if you are privileged to enter, you are delighted at the flower
garden that greets you on the other
side, before you enter the cheery living
room. This is suggestive of the wall
of reserve that
forever surrounds

Ilk"

'ill

(l

Norma. Always courteous and charming, she allows

few people

to enter.

CLARK GABLE
This

is

the

home

of any successful

Notice
banker, only less magnificent.
how it sets by the wayside, perhaps
No
thirty feet back from the street.
effort to place it in an inaccessible
spill.
Clark is a plain man with a
greal wealth of affection for his fellow
men. He likes to be near them. In a
marked degree, the location of his
house, tlie simplicity of its construction, the absence of folderol tlower
ids .m the wide lawn, all bespeak the
character of a man who has learned
that happiness lies not in showy possessions but in the attitude of the
mind.
'
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LECT
— even
you

all

of soul

THEM

By Maude Lathem

know.

*V7"OU may have thought of ermine only

as a fur for your
best evening wrap, but one glimpse at the alluring manner in which Dolores del Rio uses it as a cover for her bed,
and a fetching blonde dyes it for her automobile robe, and
you'll admit that individual taste finds many intriguing uses
for it. Do you ever rush into your bathroom and stub your
toe on the daily bugaboo, the scales?
This agony may be
eliminated by following the plan used by Harold and Mildred Lloyd in their palatial home. The scales are built flush
with the floor and the dial in the wall on a level with the eye.
It is my contention that you don't have to see the inside
of a home.
You may read much about the player as you
run, by merely noting the location of his house and the
style of its architecture.

LEW AYRES
An

unusual place, as you can see.
Interesting in that one
ponders the reason back of it all. It's a house of angles, a house
of different elevations
one might say a groping house. It is
the home of a young actor who is still not sure, still trying to
find himself.
Success came quickly to Lew Ayres, so quickly
that he has not had time to adjust himself, and in this home you
sense that struggle, that reaching out for a firmer foundation
and understanding of himself and life.
This hillside home truly reflects Lew's search for peace anil
contentment.

—

BETTE DAVIS
Some
little

players reveal themselves by a
touch here and there, as Bette

Davis did, for instance. At the moment, she is reveling in the privacy of
the former Garbo home, but a little
while ago Bette showed her youthful
pride in the size of her fan mail by
displaying an enormous mail box in
front of her house, that bore the

"DAVIS"

in

right, Bette,

huge
even

if

all

did go to the studio.
This charming place

is

ting for the blond Bette.

JEAN HARLOW
So you thought the sexy Harlow
would build just the kind of home she
on a knoll right in front of the
fashionable Bel Air entrance, where
every tourist could view it with envy?
Just guess again. You missed the motive.
Jean is a great lover of the
beautiful and in so far as possible she
desires to share the beauty of her poswith those who like her
sessions
did,

enough to be interested.
She is glad for you to see the home
you enabled her to build. It is up a
steep hill, difficult to climb, but once
there the beauty and artistry of everything delights the eye.

name

That's all
your fan mail

letters.

a perfect set-
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Pithy

Reports

From

Cinema

Headquarters.

A

CONSPIRACY is on against Mae West. As yon probably
know, Hollywood stars are all against ber. She hates socializing.
She's bold and different. And what's worse, she is used as a club
to keep salaries down.
When a star dashes into a big executive's office demanding a raise,
the boss will start comparing the sparkler's films with those of la West,
and the comparison is usually unfavorable. Mae's pictures are nearly
always shown to make much more money and her salary to be much less.
Wherefore, the star goes out of the office filled with venom for Mae,
and since this has happened a number of times in the past year, it has
grown to be a widespread irritation. As a result, propaganda is being
spread already that Miss West's next film, "It Ain't No Sin," isn't so
hot.
And if you've read or heard this particular tale, it may pay to
wait and see the film before forming an opinion.

Jean Parker displays

this

summer's

niftiest

in

beach

Keeler and Dick Powell go for strange water gadgets.
is Shirley Temple.

togs, while Ruby
The cute youngster

"Hna
t^tm^M

ftt
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By Edwin and Elza Schallert
Camermen Getting Break. — It's

all

the style

now

for stars to

marry

Jean Harlow and Joan Blondell started the vogue,
and now Mary Kornman, former child star, has carried the precedent
along hy wedding Leo Tovar, who photographed her in Bing Crosby's
"College Humor."
Mary got acquainted with him at that time, and
they eloped to Yuma.
Also it looks very serious between Evelyn Venable and Hal Mohr,
their

who

cameramen.

shot

A

"David Harum."

They

are seen together constantly.

—

Marital Prophecy. Denial after denial has been bombarded at
who have questioned the solidity of the Gloria Swanson-Michael
Farmer and Herbert Marshall-Edna Best marriages. Meanwhile the
air has been full of rumors. The moves on that particular checkerboard
First Edna Best left
of purported romance have been interesting.
Hollywood for England. Then Gloria Swanson set forth for New
York. Then just a short time afterward Marshall hied to New York.
And all the while Michael Farmer was in Europe. It's something to
figure out, but there are plenty to prophesy that Marshall and Gloria
will be married in a year or so.
Gloria admits an impending divorce.
those

—

Ready to Fly to Wife. No one can question Wallace Beery's
devotion to his wife, Rita. All the time that she was ill, and while he
was away on location for "Treasure Island,'' he kept an airplane ready
to fly to her bedside.
The company shot the picture around the bay
San Francisco, which, of course, is some four hundred miles
from Hollywood, where Mrs. Beery was in a hospital. She suffered
from influenza, accompanied by a slight heart attack. Comparatively
few people know Rita, because the Beerys have usually led a rather
secluded life.
But Wally thinks the world of her.
district of

Continued on page 52

Dorothy Granger

is

taking no chances with a perfect com-

plexion while sunning herself.
flying

trapeze

is

The gal on the
Ellis, who'll be

Patricia
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DED
By

Ludlam

Helen

Or the
it personal vanity?
the young player has not reon the stage long enough to ac-

them, or
fact

is

that

mained

quire a thorough grounding in her art. a
thing as necessary to good work and lasting success as water and sunlight to a
flower?
When Helen Hayes came to New York
in the Theater Guild's play, "Mary of
Scotland," I thought now there's the gal
who can answer all my questions. And

when some weeks later Katharine Hepburn opened in "The Lake," I thought

—

two of 'em both brilliant
and one of them tested and tried.
For Miss Hepburn, in spite of the splash
she made on the screen, may be just a

ah, ha! there's
artists

She'll have to rise above
a failure or two before she can win the
wreath of immortelles.
flash in the pan.

A

coincidence turned the subject of
interview from generalities into hot
news.
Apparently unaffected by her sojourn
in Hollywood, Helen Hayes returned to
Broadway a brilliant success.
After a meteoric success in Hollywood,
Katharine Hepburn returned to Broadway, if not actually a flop, certainly an
anticlimax.
She left the stage less than
two years ago one of its most promising
young daughters, but "The Lake" was a
sad disappointment.
Well, that doesn't prove anything.

my

"The Lake,"

don't see how any living creature could have his head turned in
Hollywood," says Helen Hayes, who knows how frail a prop is public
favor.
She's returning in June for "What Every Woman Knows.

"I

It

ERA now and

then
become enthusiastic about a
1
certain young player and think, "Now she will be
-**
the next idol"
I've been right several times, only my triumph turns to
dismay when, after a season or two of success, there is
Sometimes after another two Or three years
,i
slump.
they rise again to popularity and sometimes they don't.
\

Now

what?

-thinks

I

I.

Is

it

Hollywood

that

licks

hear,

was

indifferent

ma-

cast in a

part unsuited to her. And yet, in a wav,
this very fact is a point in favor of my
argument. If Miss Hepburn were thoroughly experienced, she could have put
her personality harmoniously into the
character she was portraying, or she
would have refused a part she felt herself
unequal to.
Did the success she had in
Hollywood warp her judgment, make her
think she could do anything and get away
with it?

caused a lot of talk in New York.
asked Miss Hayes what, in her

When
1~">

I

and Miss Hepburn was

terial

I

opinion, Hollywood did to young players if they made
too much of a success before they were seasoned, she
replied, "Are you referring to Miss Hepburn's reception in 'The Lake' ?"

explained that the basic idea of my story was actors
general, not a specific instance, although, things breakhad, Miss Hepburn would have to be
ing as thej
J

in

Exhibit

A.

^M
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What does Hollywood do

to stage players?

It

gives Helen Hayes, star of Broadway's most successful

play, an

of Katharine

inferiority

Hepburn?

complex.

What

did

it

But

do

what

to her?

We were in Helen's dressing room after the final curtain of her play.
She who a moment before had been the proud, beautiful queen was now
a tired girl trembling with the reaction of so emotional a role.
Miss Hayes overthrew all my theories at first and then unconsciously
reinstated most of them.
"Generally speaking," she said slowly as she carefully removed the
royal make-up from her earnest little face, "I don't see that it matters
whether we go to Hollywood well-grounded in a stage career or not.
I feel very strongly that it doesn't matter.
"I went there with years of stage experience behind me and it was
said that I could act.
prize fighter appeared shortly afterward in a
clever picture, and it was said that he could act.
And a little girl who
won a beauty contest caught the imagination of the press and the studio
and it was said that she could act.
"Now we know that no one can act, no matter how gifted he may be,
until he has had several years of hard experience.
But on the screen
There was no distinction between the
this doesn't seem to matter.
three of us."

A

Photo by Apeda

Photo by Wide World

informal

This
in

Hayes

picture of Miss

Tne White

how

shows

Sister"

earnestly she goes to her work, without fuss or pose.

Well, maybe there wasn't at first
except to those who know their theater, but wait a season or two until
the real values are shaken down
Then see
to the box-office measure.
if

the novelty of the prize

and the beauty-contest

fighter

can compete with the personality and the exia>
perience of a Helen
s.
"As far as I am concerned." Miss
Hayes continued, "I went to Hollygirl

I

wood

a

little

too late,

i

I

think,

be-

cause
have passed that earlv youth
so important there.
For me it had to
be that way because
love the theater; but if one wants only a sen
don't think it matters.
eer,
I

1

I

"f feel that the two mediums of
expression are so vastly different
Continued on pag(

:

the midst of her stage triumph
Helen found time to do a few broadIn

casts with such success that

now

she's

a full-fledged radio star, too.
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Ramon Novarro is a much
gayer man about town
than hisfans

jj'

:

"" v:

"

like to believe.

Ann Harding disappointed
fans when she was
divorced.

joy.

-1^1

•*

the

It's

4

**v^^^

Let any one criticize Joan
Crawford and a witch's

curse

is

invoked.

and when you go realistic
Fantasy and glamour surrounding the stars,

fun to be fooled,

LINCOLN said
ABRAHAM
the people
the time, and

that

you

can't fool all

never be said that
*
Lincoln didn't know things to spare about human
nature.
However, he did not go into figures concerning
the number of people who -want to be fooled and who
all

let it

become upset when the veil of illusion is stripped away
and stark realism is laid before them.
Yet with no official statistics in, it is safe to wager
that the world and his wife would spend their last dime
on a pair of rose-colored glasses if the question of preference were brought to bear in this direction.
fantasy, and glamour are a
It may be that fiction,
means of escape from the reality that the Russian writers
set such store by.
Be that as it may, the public wants to
believe the best
which is not always the truth about

—

—

its idols.

There is no asset as valuable to a man as showmanship, which is synonymous for salesmanship, and in the
final analysis it insures a measure of fame and a considerable fortune.
Greta Garbo possesses showmanship to
a marked degree, although whether she came by it naturally or accidentally will always be a moot question.
Even the few privileged to call her Greta will tell you,
confidentially of course, that the Swedish One really is
ii'
hall as mysterious as what goes into corned beef
hash; that she didn't know the answers on her arrival in
this land of equal rights and unequal fights, and so she
Silence certainly proved golden in her parkept quiet.
ticular ease, and it did not take Garbo long to discover
the truth of this maxim by looking at her hank balance.
was then that she decided to let "mystery" set in
It
with a vengeance and thus she became more enigmatic
with each option renewal.
ler tactics drove MetroGoldwyn slightly daffy, but the public loved it. What
wa> hazarded served to whet its insatiable appetite.
'I

I

"Fate kept on happening"
to Jean Harlow, but the
fans were loudly loyal.

with a star the fans resent
real

or press-agented

it,

illusion,

Indeed, if a writer did not invest the actress with sufmystery, fans, by constant conjecturing, supplied
the deficiency.
And now the surest way to have yourself frowned upon, and ultimately excluded from any
social gathering, is to state that Garbo is a mere mortal
with one eye on the sweet mystery of fluctuating popularity and the other on the vagaries of the box office.
Statistics prove that Ann Harding suffered a cinematic
setback after her friendly divorce from her erstwhile
husband, Harry Bannister.
The boomerang that she
unwittingly permitted to strike her was the oft-repeated
story of their wedded bliss.
Miss Harding welcomed
any listener that would lend an ear to the tale that she
and her husband were the happiest married couple in the
world and that the lasting" quality of their union would
ficient

make Tennyson's "Brook" seem a momentary trickle
compared to their marital endurance.
For a time it was uncertain whether fans were "for
or agin' " Janet Gaynor for telling it to a judge and sending hubby, Lydell Peck, on his way.
In the hearts of
the world little Janet is just about as sweet as a fudge
sundae and it was doubtful whether fans would stand by
their idol in her personal crisis <>r pass judgment upon
her.
Apparently several shrewdly arranged pictures
turned the tide in Janet's favor.
Now only Hollywood
All the rest of the
realizes that she has human failings.

world adores Janet raynor.
Recently we learned the inside facts concerning why a
famous Hollywood pair, both youthful and talented, decided to call it a clay, matrimonially speaking.
We
thought we should s
ourself up as a real "in the know"
smarty by retailing the unlovely details of the story to
<

t >t

a so-called sophisticated friend.
Not only were no thanks forthcoming for the intimate
and authentic disclosures, hut we rated severe censuring.

GLAMr

f
Reversing the usual order,
fans expect Mae West to
be naughty.

Ruth Chatterton's fans will
listen to no realism about
their idol.

you an old meanie and a killthe way we want our favorites.

calling
that's

our highly intelligent companion remarking, "Please don't
tell me any more.
I prefer to keep my illusions about
them intact. They are my means of release from grim
reality."
So what? So the public wants to be fooled.
If there is any one reason greater than another for
Gene Tunney's lack of personal popularity, it is because
he insisted upon being unromantic and "coming clean"
with the masses.
At the inception of his prize-fight
career, Tunney lost no time in retailing that he was "in
the racket" strictly for the money and that when he got
what he wanted he would spend quiet evenings peacefully imbibing warm milk and reading Shakespeare.
If he had mapped out a campaign to make himself as
unglamorous and matter-of-fact as possible, he could not
have succeeded more completely. Consequently, almost
every one you encounter who has not met Air. Tunney
personally feels a deep-dye grudge against the fighting
.Marine

who

did

for shekels instead of for glory.
Ramon Novarro is what is known in the vernacular as
a good sport. He likes to take a drink, and another, and
sometimes three. Ramon seldom declines an invitation
to a party if there are to be sweet girls and soft music.
And, while he does not sing "Sweet Adeline" at the end
of a perfect night, I have seen him in the mood to do a
it

expert harmonizing.
his various amusing inclinations, the only one to
reach the public prints is his vocal abilities. This story
is good as far as it goes and, believe me, it has gone far
enough insofar as Ramon's fans are concerned.
Not
that I'd even hint that Novarro is capable of dark, dire
deeds.
Oh, no. I've learned my lesson.

little

Of

What we do know, however, is that his publicized
psalm-singing has supplied the nucleous of the grandest
Little Lord Fauntleroy build-up to see the light of print
in

many

a

daw

In the hearts of ihe world
Janet Gaynor is as sweet
as a fudge sundae.

By Regina Cannon
One

of the quickest and surest means of acquiring a
or perhaps even a literal
black eye is to
remind an ardent Crawford fan of the time when Joan
turned night into day in New York several years back.
This excellent actress used to be as competent a female
Good-time Charlie as she was a Charleston dancer.
Then came movies and marriage and conventionality
Miss ('raw ford has proved to
to the point of staidness.
be the epitome of overambition.
She has overcome
overwhelming obstacles and her admirers have sat on
the cinematic side lines and cheered.
Thev give her an
approval that is almost fanatic, and let any one touch one
henna hair on her fair head and the witch's curse is
immediately invoked.
The line her public has been conscientiously taught
and unconsciously learned is that .Miss Crawford abhors
gossip.
It is so scathing and invariably untruthful.
bet that will hold the few dissenting voices!
Mm Joan's
fans love her and they know and understand. Selah
By a constant under-cover campaign, the last of the
figurative

—

—

—

We

Harlow

stragglers have been brought into line

and made

platinum has had a hard row to
hoe. As Lorelei Lee so aptly put it. "Fate kept on happening" to Jean. Could she hell) it if she married too
young a man first and too old a man second? Was she
to blame because each sought release by a different
to realize that the

little

method? No, indeed. We depend upon your fairness
and good judgment to see the truth of this.
So now and her fans will bear out the veracity of
this statement
thrice-wed Jean has picked up the threads
of a temporarily broken flicker career and is bravely
weaving them into a big success pattern. Has she pluck?
Don't dare deny it. even if you prefer brunettes, when
one of the million Harlow followers is around.

—

—

Continued on
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VHAT'S

Photo by

As a child Katharine held her own with her athletic

Cutting her European vacation short,
Miss Hepburn hurried bock to work

brothers and at the same time got a taste for
acting through home dramatics a la "Little Women."

When you

renewed determination.
article,

this

you'll

know

when she says

on "Joan c' Arc."

and stage setback, Katharine Hepburn

After screen triumphs

that she

means

it

going on," said Katharine Hepburn when her
night as a Broadway star had passed and the
It was her answer to the
critics had not been kind.
She went on with
question, "What will you do now?"
characteristic decision and candor.
"I came hack to the stage to learn more about acting,"
said the girl who had flamed into unprecedented popularity on the screen less than a year after her first picture was released. "I am not ready to star on the stage,
perhaps. After all, this was only my third appearance on
Broadway in anything more than a hit.

"On
than
to

To

I

the screen I've had the benefit of the help direcfound
liked acting for the screen better
love it and I'm going backexpected 1 should.
I

I

I

Hollywood, hut I'm not going
act before an audience, to

to give

feel

its

_

By Dorothy

"I'm going on!"

first

tion gives.

returns to the studio with

read

AM

I

Acme

up the stage.
and re-

reaction

sponse, to play one's part afresh every performance, innI of playing it just once for the camera
ti
it's experience
like and need.
I'm going on."
The hundreds of playgoers who gathered aftei
il
inees and evening performances before the theater and
waited to see her walk the few steps between the stage
door and her car were not captious newspaper critic^.
They were movie fans who had loved Katharine Hepburn
as their heroine in "kittle Women" and "Morfling
Glory." They Stood and talked about her, after having
watched her move and talk and touch their hearts in
"The bake" their screen idol in the flesh.

—

I

i

V.

Rhodes

what any one says," confided one stout
on the way out. "Here she is with
the theater packed and every one crying and crowds
"I don't care

matron

to another

waiting to see her."
Sure enough, the crowds were there. Special guards
were at the stage door armed with lists of those who
could see the star.
Her chauffeur, a burly, good-looking
Irishman, stood at attention, a plush rug over his arm,
and tactfully disposed of hordes of autograph seekers
who sought to approach the screen idol through him.
The crowd overflowed on the stairs that climb the
facade of the theater, and closed the passage from stage
door to waiting automobile. Hundreds of patient waiters
blocked the street.
Then came a hush, a stir. The
chauffeur sprang forward
"Charlie" they called him
and the stage doorman ushered her out.
Tall, slim, wearing her third-act costume under a mink
coat, her head baring its tousled auburn curls to rain or
wind, her smile flashing as she moved swiftly to the
curb, holding up her trailing gown and murmuring "So
sorry" if she had to brush too closely by an impetuous
admirer, Katharine went graciously by, stepped into the
car and was driven away while the policemen who were
on hand held back the press of the throng.
"Ain't she the lucky girl?" was a remark one often
heard.
So it seemed. Speeding off in a foreign car.

—

wrapped
ing her

sheltered under velvet robes, seeabove a theater marquee, knowing

in costlv furs,

name

in lights
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AHEAD for HEPBURN?
famous not only in the brilliant amusement center
Times Square but the world over, realizing that
she was going home to a beautiful house all her own.

herself
called

—

with every comfort one could desire how lucky sbe
seemed.
But being Katharine Hepburn, she wasn't leaning back
and basking in all this.
"I'm going on," she said. And undismayed by the
fact that critics had found fault with her performance in
"The Lake," and equally unaffected by the homage the
public had paid her on her return to the stage, Katharine
proceeded onward.
She is determined to be as triumphant on the stage as
she is on the screen. Nor is she so egotistical as to discount the critics' opinions.
In the advance hullabaloo
which heralded her debut in "The Lake," several critics
pointed with pride to the tributes they had paid her in
earlier plays.
Could they have hailed her return as a
triumph they would have done so.
Katharine read their comments carefully.
They
thought her voice and gestures lacked flexibility.
She
took up the study of voice and movement where sbe had
left it when she went to Hollywood two years ago.
She
did more. She studied French and fencing, diction, and
dancing. For she is preparing to go on.
Those admiring thousands who make up her audiences
and watch her on the screen have little conception of
how hard this girl works to progress in her career, just
as she has worked hard to reach success.
She exercises,
she diets, she has a Spartan scheme of life.
She is a
slave to her work and to her ambition.
In those early
years nothing discouraged her, though she had bitter
disappointments.
Nothing embittered her, either. She
was determined to succeed.
Four summers ago, she was playing small parts in the
Berkshire Playhouse at Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
Her friend, Laura Harding, was playing the same sort of
bits.
Jane Wyatt, an outstanding ingenue of the stage,
was a student at the theater's dramatic school. Players

Broadway reputation made up the company.
Miss Hepburn, after two years of repeated disappointments from the time she had graduated from Bryn Mawr
and started her stage work, had no important experience behind her. Yet as she drove about Stockbridge
in her little car, wearing a Russian smock or blue
denim overalls, and carrying a cigarette in one
hand and a paper-backed French novel under
her arm, she had no doubt of her future.
"Just wait," she'd say to any one who
would listen.
"I may be playing bits
now, but I'll be a star in two years.
Just wait." She was right. But her
stardom was screen stardom, not
enough to give her satisfaction.
of

And when that screen
dom came and she was
sieged

She

with

requests

has taken up
her studies where
she left off two
years ago, her answer to the critics
who panned her in
"The Lake."

star-

befor

interviews and autographs, when the whole world seemed
resolved to tear apart her private life, pry into her per
sonality and affairs, she had a prophetic fear of it all.
"If I become a success," she said one day in the lovely
become a
home of her parents at West Mart ford, "//
want to do it on my own merit, not because of
success
all this ballyhoo."
An outstanding screen star at that moment, one might
have thought she had attained success, hut it was
I

I

enough.
"This could all be swept away
her gray eyes brooding.

in

a night,"

she said.

Did she remember those words when that first night
on Broadway came, finding her terrified, as she admits.'
Was all her brilliant record on the screen to lie swept
away by that one night in a sad little play which would
have failed promptly had not her presence as star brought
thousands to see it?
Broadway really didn't do the right thing by Katharine
when sbe came back to it. But the public loved her just
the same.

While "The Lake" was having its run of seven weeks,
a week less than the advance sale of seats had indicated,
the women of the metropolitan area became more HepThe show had not
burn-conscious than ever before.
been running a week before the fashion illustrations
Continued on page 58
Photo

by

Baclirach
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"TARZAN AND HIS MATE."
Better, far better than the first "Tarzan," this
sequel is more satisfying than the usual continuation and is also a grand picture whether you know
its forerunner or not.
A year from now it will be
rated one of the best films of 1934 when many
other good ones are forgotten.
Everything you
liked in the earlier jungle adventures is here intensified, plus even more thrills and surprises,
together with visual beauty that definitely places
the picture in a class by itself. One of the most
truly romantic subjects ever made, it is humorous
The story
and at the same time distinguished.
begins with Maureen O'Sullivan mated to Johnny
Weissmuller and loving it all, including her adagio
jumps from lofty trees into Tarzan's arms, and her
somersaults on the flying trapeze, with an ape to
Neil Hamilton shows up with Paul
catch her.
Cavanagh on a hunt for ivory. The latter's attempts to do away with the mighty Tarzan and
gain Miss O'Sullivan for his own are responsible
for the dangers. A tribe of cannibals do their part,
too.
See Tarzan's ride on a maddened rhinoceros,
his underwater fight with a crocodile!
See savage
lions pursue Miss O'Sullivan up cliffs!
See the
weird elephants' graveyard, the devoted chimpanzees, the battle of the elephants and the lions!
It's the greatest show on earth!

"AS

THE EARTH TURNS."

no other reason, this quiet picture of rural life
is important because it tells us what Jean Muir can do.
Because of the promise she shows, the future beckons
brightly, and because of her coolness and care she makes
us believe that her progress will be steady rather than
If for

spectacular.

Her

role in this unusual

work

is

calm, but

dominates the whole more surely than if she indulged
in outbursts. She has the rare gift of subdued eloquence,
together with youth and an aura of beauty. The picture
focuses attention on three families, their troubles, struggles, loves, and hates.
Minus dramatic high lights, the
evenly flowing story "gets" you all the same. You come
to know all the characters understandingly because they
are earnestly made to live by sensitive direction and
natural acting. It is astonishing that production values
should be wanting. The country isn't real.' Backgrounds
are picturesquely composed, but they are artificial looking and are far removed from the landscape of Maine.
it

"STAND UP AND CHEER."
Honors

in this huge, spectacular musical are gayly and
easily taken by a four-year-old actress, Shirley Temple.

A

lovable little darling without a hint of self-consciousness or a taint of infantile precocity, she is as clever as
any child performer you've ever seen. But even if she
did nothing but radiate charm she would be a hit. She's
a star who positively must be seen. The picture is good,
too, though uneven, and you'll like it because of a fine
cast and more than the usual number of superior tunes.
Unusual for a musical, it has a novel idea to motivate
the songs and dances.
The President appoints Warner
Baxter as Secretary of Amusements to make people
laugh themselves out of the depression, and he places

Madge Evans as head of the children's division. Various
talent appears, including John Boles, James Dunn, Stepin
Fetchit, whose act with a talking penquin dressed as
Jimmy Durante is funny, and hosts of others, but you'll
stand up and cheer little Miss Temple longest.
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PICTURE PLAY'S
"Tarzan and His Mate"

is

HONOR

BY

NORBERT
LUSK

LIST

showered with praise as the best picture

month because it is the most entertaining. It's better than a
and has an unrestricted appeal.
Huzzas of welcome to newcomers, all girls and all beautiful. They are:
Shirley Temple, aged 4, in "Stand Up and Cheer," the most important

of the
circus

child discovery since Jackie Cooper.
Jean Muir, in "As the Earth Turns."
Dorothy Dell, in "Wharf Angel."

Katherine DeMille, in "Viva Villa!" and "The Trumpet Blows." But where
are the men this month?

"WHARF ANGEL."
you see Dorothy Dell in her first picture you will like her.
Shortly afterward you will admire her and before the end you will be
enthusiastic.
She has the beauty of the "Follies" girl she used to be,
the ability of a real actress and a voice that is not only haunting but is
used with the skill of a trained speaker. In short, Miss Dell rings the
bell and doors fly open to welcome her to the small company of worthwhile discoveries.
The picture is not, however, so hot. It rambles
along the waterfront singling out Victor McLaglen, a hard-boiled seaman, Preston Foster, wanted for murder, and Alison Skipworth, mistress
Mr. McLaglen, lustily singing the praises of his pal, Mr.
of a dive.

As soon

as

Foster, betrays

Miss Dell.

him

And

to the police

when he discovers they

are rivals for

then repents.

"THIS MAN IS MINE."
Supported by a capital cast in an excellent picture,
Irene Dunne, the star, graciously gives Constance Cummings and Kay Johnson as much if not more to do, with
Ralph Bellamy and Sidney Blackmer adding brilliance to
the group that bows to Miss Dunne as prima donna. A
worldly comedy of the country-club set, it is dressy,
witty, and believable.
It's all about a wife whose husband strays to his former love and is brought back by his
mate's clever knowledge of masculine psychology. She

—

'

i.

;

doesn't rage
she only shatters a highball glass in the
fireplace where it will make the least muss. Miss Dunne
is as refined as ever, recalling Florence Vidor's heyday
as the most ladylike silent star.
She's spirited, too, and
that's what makes this her best role since "Cimarron."
Miss Cummings is convincing as a destroyer of domestic
peace, and Miss Johnson is hugely effective as her sisterin-law with a string of venomous comments.

Continued on page

"VIVA viLLA!"
Wallace Beery dominates a violent picture made up of
fact and fancy dealing with the life of Pancho Villa,
revolutionary leader of Mexico. Savage, cruel, ignorant,
and childlike, Mr. Beery's characterization, though compelling, is not satisfying.
It is immensely vigorous but
he overemphasizes the infantile side of the bandit's nature and goes in for clowning and puppyishness. This is
very funny, but it doesn't explain Villa's power to
rouse an entire country. Rumors of his cuteness must
have got around! Anyway, the picture is absorbing as
an example of uninhibited passions though it lacks much
to make it widely popular because it quite naturally
ignores sympathy or anything that passes for romance.
A grave and beautiful performance is contributed by
Henry B. Walthall as Madero, idealistic president of
Mexico, and by Joseph Schildkraut, his murderer, who is
smeared with honey and flung to the ants by Mr. Beery.
Katherine DeMille, daughter of Cecil B., certainly will
go places unless these old eyes are hopelessly rheumy.
all
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OPEN

HIS

DOOR
After climbing

movies,

On

his

fame,
start

T

O-DAY

Gene Raymond

is

second climb

;

achievements.

For this is the second time that young Gene Raymond
has fought and earned his way into the front ranks of
his profession.
Though little has been said about it, he
literally has had two careers.
career on the stage where, as Raymond Guion, he
And a
established himself with noteworthy success.
career in pictures, which demanded that he begin all over
again, with a new name, in a new sphere, a new work
The three years since he made his screen debut in
"Personal Maid" have been remarkably progressive, yet
Mr. Raymond maintains a clear perspective, attributing
his record simply to the policy of hard work which he
has always followed.
"1 guess I was what is called a 'stage
In his sp
child,' " he said, flashing his infectious smile,
when I saw him recently. "I say 'guess' because I never felt like the commonly accepted

how

he

is

instinctively inclined,

and

definitely

plans his entire education accordingly.
"I [er first thought for me was the stage, as
she recognized in it a medium offering the
greatest opportunities for individual advancement. So, through a friend, she placed me in
a child's role in a stock company performance
of 'Rip Van Winkle'
I did not play Rip!
"Mad I seemed unhappy in the theater, she

—

Benham
and then the

the theater world

stands

in

the thrilling position

of challenging the future.

to

Gene had even to
with a new name.

standing on one of the

picture of the stage child, a pitiful little object
placed on the stage for one of two reasons:
either to fulfill the thwarted ambition of a
parent, or as a very necessary wage earner.
Neither circumstance applied in my case.
"My mothei started me on the stage because she has always believed that a child
should lie trained from infancy for his future
career.
Instead of waiting until a boy or girl
has finished college and then asking, 'Well,
what do you want to do?' she feels that the
wise parent tries to learn from the child just

in

Gene Raymond

pleasantest rungs of the ladder to film fame. He
has not yet scaled the dizzying pinnacle of supreme accomplishment therefore, he still can thrill to
the exhilarating challenge of the future.
While he has
already surmounted the first obstacles and can look
back and down upon a series of increasingly important

A

up

By Laura

And

the future beckons alluringly!

would have eliminated acting as my possible vocation and
would have experimented along other lines until she
found some work in which f seemed to be comfortable.
Not for the sake of having me work at that time, but
in order solely to discover what my training and education should be.

"From my first moment on the stage, I loved it. Other
child parts followed my role in 'Rip' and I soon became
the nuisance of every company with which I appeared.
V1
1
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SPENCER TRACY

plays the leading

Murray Golden whose exploits
are inspired by the exciting life of
role of

the late Arnold Rothstein.

Alice Faye,

a beautiful temptress with no
respect for a man's marriage. In the
lower picture are G. P. Huntley. Jr.,
Mr. Tracy, Helen Twelvetrees, and
Barbara Weeks.
right, is

m

HARD
LIVING
Gamblers and
no good end
Mrs. Arnold

widow

their girls
in

"Now

Rothstein,"

come

I'll

Tell,

herself

of a big shot in the night

Broadway.

to

By
the
life

of

When

Cec.i DeMille elects to tell
the story of that
eternal triangle,
Cleopatra, queen of

Egypt Julius Caesar,
emperor of Rome,
and Marc Antony,

expect

a sumptuous spectacle, a dra-

matic

feast

throbbing
love.
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and a

THESE

of

glimpses

am-

bitious picture, which

he

calls

"Cleopatra,"

show Claudette Colberf

in

the

title

role

brought

b efore
Warren William as
Caesar,
to

who

plans

take Egypt from

her.

tale

first

of Mr. DeMille's

But love

makes

him her slave.

?

JJJliA
Sylvia Sidney faces a splendid opportunity to act and
to wear beautiful clothes in
the most refreshing story she

has

ever

had,

of a poor

little

is

that

whose

visiting

roy-

so perfect that she

employed

less to say,

hectic

is

to take the place

of the real princess.

a

is

actress

resemblance to
alty

"Thirty-day

Her role

Princess."

Need-

she plunges into

masquerade that
one month. Then

lasts exactly

she returns to obscurity, but
is
followed by Cary Grant.
By the way, isn't Cary looking

well

Europe,

his

after

his

trip

to

operation, and his

marriage to Virginia Cherril|?

4

?

t
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TEMPERAMENT UNLICKE
John Barrymore plays a mad movie director and Carol Lombard his star in "Twentieth Century."
tween them they give new meaning to stellar tantrums in what promises to be a most hilarious sti
the artistic

temperament unabashed and unashamed.

LITE

STREAM
"Of Human Bondage/' Somerset Maugham's notable novel, comes to the
screen with

the

player of

ideal

the sensitive, introspective hero

—Leslie Howard. His struggles
are

common
of

solution

to

his

all,

life

is

simple, convincing.

COURAGE
this

is

shown

translating

in

story to the screen

mental,

its

for

selves gradually,

and

its

climax

natural rather than forced.

Davis plays the shallow
Mr.

it

is

characters reveal them-

Howard

loves

She

is

girl

is

Bette

whom

seen with

Alan Hale, below, as she carries on
a flirtation. Through her unworthi
ness she teaches the hero o great

deal of

life's futility

and

pain.

'THE OLD DOLL'S HOUSE"
cant.

It

last for

sation.

salary.

is

Warners, and he
This
In

is

more than

Richard Barthelmess's

is

his

making

is

voluntary gesture

the early episode

Chandler

is

the

it

in

shown on

girl

usually signifi-

fiftieth picture,

it

is

his

without compenreturn for uncut
this

page, Helen

Dick adores.

SIMM Fryer

I
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J
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"LOOKING FOR TROUBLE."
You may not believe a foot or a word of this picture, but you
will get a great deal of excitement from it. Keyed in high tempo,
vigorously and expertly acted, it is entertaining throughout and
is far superior to its companion piece, "I've Got Your Number,"
which treated the same subject. Here the two telephone repair
men are Spencer Tracy and Jack Oakie, the girls Constance
Cummings and Arline Judge. The conflicts and adventures of
A fire, a bank robthis quartet are too complicated to detail.
bery, an automobile crash, a murder, and an earthquake are some
of the major violences that bring the double romance to a happy
But the total causes you to
conclusion, and all have punch.
wonder if anything else could have been crowded into the picture.
Besides the players mentioned, Judith Wood, long absent
from films, returns to show us that she is one of the most depraved of screen baddies. Needless to say Mr. Tracy and Mr.
Oakie are fine, the latter more restrained than he used to be and
better for it.

"THE TRUMPET BLOWS."
Again George Raft fails to convince as a romantic hero in a
Hard
part that might have been written for Rudolph Valentino.
and inflexible, he is unable, either by voice or pantomime, to
make himself a part of the scene. Supposedly an idealistic youth
educated in American universities, Mr. Raft cannot mask his
menacing personality nor his typical speech. Consequently his
performance is alien to the story. Not that the latter would
have been saved by a different interpretation. It is weak on
every count. Two brothers, one of them a reformed bandit, fall
in love with the same girl and brotherly devotion turns to recriminations.
Each tries to redeem himself in the other's eyes
and they unite as friends, with the girl beaming on both. Adolphe
Menjou is not well cast as a desperado but his performance is
the most interesting, and Katherine DeMille again is conspicuous
in a small role.
Frances Drake is, however, too conspicuous as
the heroine, a Mexican dancer.

AND

"SING
LIKE IT."
genuinely funny idea inspires a comedy that's out of the
ordinary. If the plot grows thin toward the end, the acting certainly does not.
The result is perfect teamwork and almost
continuous laughter for the spectator. Zasu Pitts plays the star
part, an amateur singer of a mother song which reaches the ears
of a boss gangster while he is cracking a safe.
Moved by the
mawkish sentimentality of the lyrics, he vows that the singer
must be found and made a stage star. Miss Pitts is dazed when
snatched from obscurity, and a ritzy theatrical producer is likewise nonplused when told by the gangster that he must star Miss
Pitts in his show, or else
An example of the malicious
comedy that runs through the piece occurs when the crook's
jealous sweetheart induces Miss Pitts to take a hot bath and
opens the window in the hope that poor Annie Snodgrass will
catch pneumonia. Pert Kelton does splendidly as the sweetheart
and Nat Pendleton is great as the bad man, while Edward Everett
Horton and Ned Sparks are at their best.

A

—

.

"WHERE SINNERS MEET."
The author of "Winnie the Pooh" gives to the screen an exhibit of whimsy as sodden as the cold suet pudding of England.
Perhaps A. A. Milne should not be held responsible. His play
from which the picture was taken, "The Dover Road," was successful.
But it is doubtful if the current version will please
many. It is too slight and too strained. When Clive Brook
enters stiffly, twirling a carnation, you know the picture will be
painfully whimsical and will accomplish nothing. Its tepid, twittery romance is middle-aged.
Poor photography includes Diana
Wynyard whose enemy, the costume designer, sees to it that her
dresses are more than plain.
Though suitable for an eloping
Englishwoman, they are dowdy for a screen heroine. The story
concerns an elfish gentleman whose whim is to prevent unhappy
marriages.
Eloping couples are waylaid, detained in his home
and made to see the faults of their intended mates.
Besides
those mentioned, Billie Burke, Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray,
and Gilbert Emery take part.
Continued on page 54
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Hollywood High

—

Chatterton-Forbes Hooey. SenHollywood were sure
when Chatterton and George Brent
split up that Ruth would rush to the
arms of Ralph Forbes, her ex-hustimentalists of

band.
That's
pretty
far-fetched,
though. Ruth and "Rafe," as he is
called, will probably always be great
friends, but the romance and marriage days are over.
By the way, it
was at one time reported that Ralph
was very devoted to Martha Sleeper,
who recently married Hardie Albright, with whom she had appeared
in a stage play or two.
Ruth will
marry again, we'll wager, but it will
be to an entirely different man.
Brent, since the separation, has been
attentive to Jean Muir, rising
star of Warner Brothers.

young

Lights

—Les-

Ames

lie

Howard will stay English. He
may like Hollywood and all that but

Stephen

he feels that his real home is on the
other side of the water. His boy is
fifteen and his girl is eight, and they
are both in school there. He has also
bought a big country place for them.
Howard says he has tried out American education, but it has been too

liberal

Howard

All for England.

The

for the children.

difficult

lan-

guage they were speaking as a result
of going to school in this country was
different from his own, and furthermore they were ribbed by their
schoolmates, which was causing them
to suffer from an inferiority complex.
It became just too much of a problem hence the establishment of the
permanent home abroad.
;

it is not only advisable, it is almost
a necessity, to appear on the screen
if you want to remain in the theater."
Which point was brought out in a
recent article by Frank Sullivan, in
which he defines an important play
as "a play by anybody, with a Hollywood celebrity in the cast. An unimportant opening is that of a play by

Shaw, O'Neill, Sherwood, or Connelly, without a Hollywood star in
the cast."
"It's true, too,"
Nydia agreed.
"There are very few stars on the

stage

who have been

their

stardom without a venture in

who had clamored for her a
few months before.
"They had forgotten all about me,"
she laughed.
Nydia has a habit of
sitting with one foot curled up under
her and when she laughs she rocks
back and forth on her foot. "I didn't
ducers

know

that to get into pictures prop-

you must

literally be dragged out
of a New York play. You mustn't
wait until the end of the season or
until the show closes, because by that
time the producers' interest in you is
over."

erly

That

why you

"If you can learn to look at your
rushes if you can take it," she giggled, "you can learn things about
your acting that people have been trying to teach you all your life.
You
acquire unconscious mannerisms, especially in a long stage run, that you
can see in pictures and correct.
"I had picture contracts offered me

see her in roles
maid's part
in
"Little
Women," parts so short that if she
didn't bring to each one a fresh individuality, a certain something that
makes each scene stand out, you
might not remember her.
"It was disappointing at first," she
admits, "but now I think it is much
better this way.
I'm glad now that
I wasn't pushed immediately into important roles. I'm learning the technique of the screen, which is so different from the stage.
I'm learning
how to make up to the best advanAnd besides," she laughed,
tage.
"I'm having a good time on the way.
I want to enjoy life as I go along."
After her first appearance on the
screen she heard on all sides, "Oh,
you're the image of Una Merkel and

when

you

able to maintain

pictures.

"The screen is doing a great deal
for the stage.
You learn things in
pictures that are bound to help you
on the stage.
Even Helen Hayes,

who had tremendous drawing power
before she made a picture, has thousands more fans now. She says herhas taught her a

self that the screen
lot.

—

was

in

'Lysistrata.'

They

wanted to make tests of me then, but
I was tired after a long season and
thought it better to wait until I came
tn

Hollywood."

When the play closed, Nydia left
New York with applause still ringing
in

her ears.

She was on her way to

Hollywood in high spirits
some of the offers she had.

Raquel

Now.

just as generous as
often been told how

is

It has
he was with Adrienne Ames
while he was married to her what
with the beautiful Italian home,

ever.

—

gowns,

furs,

cars,

now married

Ames

cetera,

et

Raquel Torres, and
a prewedding gift to the actress was
a $22,000 car of foreign make.
is

to

That's real generosity, but it's apparently Ames's nature to be that way.
Nevertheless, Adrienne forsook the
comfort and wealth provided by Ames
in order to wed Bruce Cabot.
That
union seems to be quite shadowless,
and Cabot has even become the father
by adoption of Adrienne's little girl,
Dorothy Jane, aged eleven.
Continued on page 57

Westman, Ho!

Continued from page 18

I

Loves

Ames

to accept

It must
have been a distinct shock to her, although she can laugh about it now,
when she found herself ignored by
Hollywood producers, the same pro-

like

is

—

roles."

Although Nydia thinks she

the

act just like her."

Which works

both ways, because that

is

exactly

what was said to Una when she followed Nydia in "Pigs" on the stage.
The girls do look alike and they do
act alike, but that is neither the fault

nor the intention of either one. They
happened to be alike. Nydia gets
very distressed when the fact is mentioned because the two are very good
just

friends.

"Supposing we do work

alike.

A

of people work alike and that
doesn't mean that either one copies
lot

the other. And, anyway, I think it's
better for every one to stand on his
own feet and not depend on the success of another."
When asked if she thought success came through hard work, patience, pull, or prayer, she answered,
"A little of all except pull. I don't
think pull, in the sense it is applied
to Hollywood careers, ever really
helps.
Of course we all need help
sometimes. Right now, however, I'm
content to go along as I am
slowly.
I have more time to think of my

gressing

slowly,

is

opinion

that

proisn't

unanimous

in Hollywood.
It seems
that producers are just about to dis-

cover her cleverness, her wry little
smile, her funny cracked voice.
In
each picture in which she appears her
role is increasingly important.
At
the moment she is in demand for
three pictures at different studios.
She comes from a theatrical family
and will tell you proudly that she is
the fifth generation on her mother's
side to appear on the stage.
Nydia
made her debut at the age of two.

There were too many Westmans
three

children

—

to

live

in city hotels, so during

comfortably

summer

vaca-

had a house somethe country near New York

tions they always

where

in

City.

"We

always had a play in rehearsal
home," Nydia told me.
"My
mother and father both wrote plays
and of course they wrote just enough
characters in them to go around the
family.
Our neighbors would hear
a terrific din and ask, 'Are the Westmans lighting or rehearsing?' If we
were fighting we could blame it on
the rehearsing. That covered a mulat

titude of sins."

Nydia doesn't play the Hollywood
Continued on page 59
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Fhoto by Kenneth Alesancle

from the screen for two years, Ronald Colman left
Now he returns
a void that no one filled, or even tried to.
services really
stars
whose
among
rightful
place
take
his
to
His new
are unique and extraordinary, as contracts say.
picture is "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back," a continuation

ABSENT

memorable role, with Loretta Young his heroine and
Warner Oland, Una Merkel, and Charles Butterworth his
of his

support.

Let's

go!
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"The Constant Nymph."

—

Fox. This
production of a well-known
novel does not satisfy lovers of the
book, nor will it perhaps entertain the
average moviegoer unfamiliar with the
work, but it is unusual just the same.
For one thing, the set-up is different
characters, actors, and backgrounds,
not to mention the story. The most
obvious faults are found in the method
of narration, too much being left to
the imagination for commercial success, and the sound recording is poor
and often indistinct. In fact, the picture offers a conglomeration of English speech that may puzzle and annoy

some

"The Lost Patrol."— RKO. If you
your pictures grim, uncompromis-

mtinui d from page 51

British

of us.

whole lingers

Yet, in spite of this, the
in one's memory as a

refreshing excursion away from Hollywood and the standardized touch.
For one thing, much of the action
takes place in the Swiss Alps and the
scenery is breath-taking. Not that the
grandeur of mountains and the coolness of flower-starred valleys can ever
of themselves make a picture grand,
but in this instance they add beauty
and interest just as a novelist's descriptions help to embellish his story.
Anyway, the tale concerns a mad musician and his family of girls by different mothers. Their topsy-turvy household attracts many bohemian visitors,
including an erratic young composer.
He is devoted to the girls and does
not guess that the adolescent Tessa
loves him. He marries, is unhappy in
a formal life and runs away with
Tessa, who dies.
This is the substance of the slight story, but conflicts
of character and unexpected incidents
and outbursts of temperament make it
fuller of interest than you would think.
Tell the World."— Universal.
Tracy's return to the screen
should cause rejoicing among the legions who demanded it. To these it
is a pleasure to report that he is in top
"I'll

Lee

form in a typical role, staccato, resourceful, and humorous.
The background is new to him, a mythical kingdom no less, but he is the same reporter that you have seen before, although he is called a foreign correspondent here. He is in Europe for
the purpose of covering the political
maneuvers of Archduke Ferdinand
when, disguised as an old man, he is
run down by a beautiful girl on a bicycle. She turns out to be princess of
the Graustarkian kingdom whose uncle
is the archduke.
As she has just returned from America, she speaks as
beautiful English as Gloria Stuart,
who plays her with intelligence and
cool charm. In a jiffy Mr. Tracy has
thrown off his disguise and breezily
introduces himself to the princess who
is, of course, delighted to meet him.
But he has no idea that he has fallen
in love with royalty.
When he discovers the truth he is undaunted by a
coronet, nor is her royal highness
troubled by the difference in their
rank.
She loves him, too. Romance
imaginary kingdom would not be
however, therefore Mr. Tracy convinces Miss Stuart
that she must marry Prince Michael
in an

real without sacrifice,

for the sake of her country.

REVIEW

N

like

ingly honest, and intensely dramatic,
here is exactly what you've been hoping for. Though it is no romance of
the accepted kind, it is one of the most
romantic of stories, for it deals with
the adventures of a group of British
soldiers lost in the Arabian desert
with not a woman in sight. Instead
of concerning itself with love, the picture glorifies valor. Its fascination is
found in the reaction of twelve men
to the uncertainties and agonies of
their terrible plight as one by one
eleven are shot down by an unseen
enemy, until only the sergeant is left
to be rescued.
Victor McLaglen, in
this role, is magnificently capable.
Vigorously dramatic and convincing,
he is ideally cast in a part more suited
to him than all the wise-cracking ones
he has frequently played.
Nor has
Boris Karloff ever given so fine an
account of himself as the religious
fanatic of the group who goes mad
under the strain. Wallace Ford, Reginald Denny, J. M. Kerrigan, Billy
Bevan, Alan Hale, Brandon Hurst,

Douglas Walton, Sammy Stein, Howard Wilson, Paul Hanson all are

—

cited for honors.

"You're

Me."

—Paramount.

C. Fields, the comedian, starred
for the first time, proves his right to
the ermine of stellar eminence.
He
puts on a great show as deft as it is
hilarious. More, he proclaims himself
a superior actor in a characterization
of greater depth than you would expect of a funny man. His Sam Bisbee
is reminiscent of a thousand small-

town reprobates we've all known.
Though a trial to his family and the
community, Mr. Fields manages to

make

his character pathetic, too, if
for no other reason than the complete
futility of the man who is always at
work on an outlandish invention, with
plenty of hard drinking to help things
along. His attempted suicide is a triumph of restrained and legitimate
drollery while his golfing adventure,
which he has often played in on the
stage, is brought to the screen for the
first time in a cloud-burst of laughter.
There's a refreshing little story back
of all this, too. Sam Bisbee, scorned
by his fellow townsmen, meets a
princess on the train and the titled
lady is so pleased with him as an amusing type that when they arrive in
Sam's town she pretends that they are
old friends.
Immediately Sam becomes the most sought after man in

town, he sells his puncture-proof tire
invention for a huge sum, his home
becomes society's shrine, and the
princess departs in the glow of having
deception.
put
over
delightful
a

Ames

is

excellent

in

this

role: so, too, is Kathleen Howard as
But Joan Marsh,
a society leader.
reduced to a pencil silhouette, is almost wraithlike instead of being voluptuously beautiful as she used to be.

That Way.^ Universal.
musical drama instead Ojib musical
comedy, for a change, and only fairly
entertaining. This is because the idea
on which it is based is out of date.
"I Like It

A

gay man-about-town

shocked to
about to
marry sings in a gambling resort! Because she has pretended to his sister
is

discover that the girl he

is

is the boss's girl, the young
believes that, too. You won't be
surprised when everything comes out
all right in the end.
There's more plot
than this, though.
One of its tributaries has the young man seeing to it
that his sister leads a sheltered life
while he lives a free and easy one.
There's drama as well as coincidence
—when she leads a clandestine night
life as a hostess in the very resort
where the heroine is the virtuous
prima donna. All this fails to qualify
as first-rate drama or as a superior
musical, but it is lively and is well
acted for the most part.
Especially
good is Roger Pryor, of the stage,
making his second appearance on the
screen. You remember him in "Moonlight and Pretzels," of course.
He is
an excellent actor who manages to
make his part more real than it is.
Gloria Stuart's limpid voice is always
a delight in speech and she does pretty
Marian Marsh,
well when she sings.
Noel Madison, and Shirley Grey are
others.

that she

man

—

"Countess of Monte Cristo."

Telling

W.

Adrienne

A

A

—Uni-

pleasant, unusual tale went
versal.
into the making of a picture that is
mildly diverting.
Fay Wray, an extra girl in a Viennese studio, is scolded
by the director. Angrily she decides
to show him she can't be bawled out
in front of a crowd. To get even, she
takes an automobile and the fur coat
she is working in and, with her friend,
Patsy Kelly, sets out for a glittering
hotel.
She registers as the Countess
of Monte Cristo, gets mixed up with
jewel thieves and generally has an exMiss Wray has not the
citing time.
requisite light touch for a role of this
kind, but Miss Kelly shines as her

Settings and
hard-boiled companion.
lighting are tasteful and glamorous.
Paul Lukas, Reginald Owen, Paul
Page, Carmel Myers.

Believed in You."— Fox.
A
"I
poorer vehicle could not have been
arranged for the debut of a promising

newcomer, Rosemary Ames,

if all the
king's horses and all the king's men
had conspired to overwhelm her. In
spite of the picture, though. Miss
Ames does manage to show what she
could do and probably will do—with
a better opportunity. So let's be grateful for the film after all and be on the
lookout for Miss Ames's next. The
story is a sort of expose of a radical
agitator who jeers at coal miners for
Miss Ames, with
calling off a strike.
liberal
inclinations and nothing to
back them up, is taken in by the glib
talk of the agitator and accompanies
him to Greenwich Village for a session of light housekeeping and heavy

—

work on her book. John Boles appears
as a dressy author who exposes the
shallowness of the agitator's arguments and stakes Miss Ames while she
continues her book which, of course,
There's an idea behind
is successful.
all this but it doesn't come through
Victor Jory,
with clarity or force.
Gertrude Michael, Leslie Fenton, and

George Meeker.

They Say

Continued from page 17
but spent most of

her time in the

answering the telephone
while he conferred with radio bookers
he produced some of the outstanding successes on the radio before he
went into pictures theatrical producers he was author of two hits
and
as well as leading man in many
vaudeville bookers who wanted him
hotel

suite

—

—

—

—

to play opposite

Swanson

in her per-

sonal appearances.
It is nice to know that at last he
has an unselfish and appreciative
audience at home, and that he is
for big parts
in
"British
slated
Agent," with Leslie Howard, and in
"Resurrection," with Anna Sten.

—

Pussy Wants a Corner. For
years Louise Fazenda's heartfelt desire has been to play "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch."
So Paramount brought out Pauline Lord, the
original Anna Christie of the stage,
Gloria Stuart wanted
for the part.
most of all to play "Little Man, What
Now?'' and the part was given to
Margaret Sullavan, who craved "One
More Spring," which will be Janet
Gaynor's next. And while Janet is
waiting around for the producer to
come back from a jaunt in Europe,
Sally Blane is making "City Park"
which will make a picture about a
waif and three men in a park slightly
less than novel.

A Weighty

in

New

oo

York

cannot untangle the two dispatches
my mind. Patients reduced from
ten to twenty pounds in two weeks
on a diet of banana.-, and skimmed
milk.
Ohoo, Miss Merman, could
you spare a couple of weeks before
going to Flollywood?
1

in

Up

and

Down Broadway. — Alice

just to make a onenight appearance with Rudy Vallee's
band. She flew right back again, the
rumored reason being that she had a
date with Lyle Talbot.
June Knight, who mislaid her
screen career, anyway, is slated to
appear at the Casino Varieties, the
grand new outlet for wandering picture players who want to display their
prowess at songs, dances, and funny
sayings.
Helen Hayes is leaving for Holly-

Faye flew East

wood

film

to

nessa"

Hugh

Walpole's "Va-

and Barrie's "What

Woman

Every
Knows," but next season she

do her stage play, "Mary of
Scotland," in forty-four cities that
rarely see a real, live stage show.
George Arliss, who used to be a
witty and worldly curtain speaker,
told Broadway's second most threadbare anecdote at his radio debut,
Twentieth Century's birthday celebration broadcast.
Ronald Colman was voted possessor of the most seductive voice on
will

the radio.

—

Problem. On the
same day that it was announced that
Ethel Merman would play opposite

Herbert

Marshall

came

to

New

York with

Eddie Cantor in his next picture, the
Johns Hopkins hospital in Baltimore
announced a new diet, and somehow

the announced intention
of conferring with Gilbert Miller
about a play and was slightly embarrassed to find that Miller had sailed
for Europe the day before.

Continued from page 35

Unblinded By Star Dust

that they cannot be

quires

some

compared.

It re-

special genius, I think, to

be a success on the screen.

Taking

Miss Hepburn as an example, what
do her millions of fans care that New
York did not like her in a play? She
has a brilliant screen personality she
has glamour, she has youth."
But Miss Hayes was picking out
the exceptions.
In mentioning one
or two great stage names that didn't
go over in pictures, she forgot that
they had quit after making one film,
before they had given themselves a
chance to adjust their art to the new
technique.
And she completely ignored the fact that the majority of
screen successes, big names as well as
supporting players, were first stage
successes and that comparativelv few
people remained on the talking screen
who had been popular in the silent
films. Who put them out if the public
didn't turn thumbs down?
There is a vast armv of flashes in
;

the pan, however,

who, for one rea-

son or another, miss the boat when
they have every reason in the world,
as far as natural ability and beauty
Is it because
goes, to make good.
they haven't the experience, before
thev become famous, to protect themselves from type parts, or is it because their heads are completely
turned by the glittering dust of flattery?
This, Miss Hayes, herself a
sincere and humble worker, could
not understand.
"I don't see how any living creature could have his head turned in
Hollywood. When you stand on a
set and realize that you are only one
small cog in the vast wheel of machinery, when minor studio executives or any one at all can move you
about and tell you what to do no, I
can't see hou^Hollywood can do anye one an acute inferiority
thing biMf

—

complex^-

To

this

fine artist the bootlicking

that goes on
a success

when an

actor looks like

means nothing.

She knows

Betty Furness has

furthered her
an M.-G.M. contract, it's all the rage for debs
in get into pictures now, so they all
angled for imitations to visit her
when she was in New York recently.
Irene Dunne loves the way the
public flocks to her pictures, and then
complains that producers don't do
right by her, making her play sweet,
It's when you
submissive creatures.
play swell parts and no one comes to
see them that a girl starts worrying.
social standing by getting

Still

the Pride of Tenth Ave-

—Whatever

the opposite of being swell-headed is, George Raft is
Alter a big week at the Parait.
mount, he visited night clubs and
when they asked him to get up and
dance for the crowds, he did, just
as if he were not accustomed to getting paid for his labors nowadays.
He carried a force of four bodyguards at all times, chiefly because
they were old friends who needed

nue.

work.

Any Radio

Celebrity Will

Do.—

The

restaurant opposite the big broadcasting studios in Rockefeller Center
won't be nearly so gay after Eddie
He comes in
Cantor leaves town.
there with his song writers, gag men.

and announcer, and just as he is having fun ribbing them, up comes a fan
with the hardly original observation
that he has seen an Eddie Cantor picCantor stands it
ture and liked it.
just so long, then as more fans approach, waves toward any lonely looking man in the room and calls, "Oh,
look, there's Lowell

Thomas."

how

frail a prop is public favor.
though she stands to-day in the

Alfirst

America's greatest artists she
that no one reaches that dizzy
height alone.
Bit by bit they are
aided up the winding path, given the
courage to go on when the way seems
dark and hopeless, given the chance
line of

knows

when thev have faithfully followed
the strict discipline of the theater to
spread their wings and fly.
Helen is too concerned with keeping faith with her public, giving them
the best she has. to be dazzled by the
star dust that blinds

A

brilliant

so

many

success on the

eyes.

screen

and with New York at her feet at
moment, Helen feels that her (bavin Hollywood are numbered because
she is not twenty. T wonder whether

the

her

way

about her.
could have
Arms," or "The
White Sister." without waiting impatiently for her next film?
You can be sure of a fine performfans feel that
for one do not.
seen "Farewell to
I

W ho
r
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Unblinded By Star Dust

from Helen Hayes no matter
what the rest of the film turns out
ance

And

to be.

while she

may

not have

the sub-deb curves the tired business
man sets such store by, she is that
thing for an exhibitor to hank on, a

woman's
I

favorite.

wanted

to put the

same question

Katharine Hepburn that 1 put to
Helen Hayes.
tripped up to the
Jed Harris office, under whose management Miss Hepburn appears, and
asked the press representative for an
interview.
To my surprise 1 was
told in no uncertain terms that Miss
to

1

Hepburn
writers,

And

for a time, Miss
the spectacular success she has been, but the quality that
makes Garbo's silence provocative to
so

it

will

Hepburn being

the press

Garbo

Miss Hepburn.

lacking" in

is

genuinely shy and unresponsive to strangers and hates to talk
about herself.
Moreover, when at first she was interviewed it angered her to find her
words twisted out of their original
is

That

me

to

arrange an

understandable up to a point
all, a player need not be ungracious just because she is on the
is

wave of success. A writer doesn't
mind waiting until an interview is
convenient, but I was surprised at so
toj)

"( )h,

it

filled

their lonely, childless hearts as
their own child.
"Song

would have
of the

West" they saw, and "La Mar"King of Jazz," "One

seillaise,"

Heavenly
Night,"
"Resurrection,"
"Seed," "Only Yesterday."
It
was not until a later Christmas
that they sought to add to the seasonal joy of the man they admired.
Carefully, with infinite delight, they
wrapped gifts for John, for his wife,
Marcelite; for his two daughters,
Marcelite and little Janet.

A precious porcelain vase from
Mrs. Magner's own collection went
At a later date, and
to Mr-. Holes.
as the friendship progressed, Mrs.

first

told that

when Miss Hep-

started her stage career she
first
little

where you are."
She listened that time and

right

down

settled

to hard, health}- study, hut

Hol-

lywood must have come too soon

When

Fay

Wray goes

jewelry, inspired

in

for

by "Viva

doesn't believe

Mexican
she

Villa!'

in stinting.

meanings, which is a common fault
of reporters, sometimes because of
carelessness, sometimes deliberately
to give color to their

own

ideas.

Dream Son

I

was

seasons ? You have ability and promise to be somebody later on, but, unless you forget your press notices and
put yourself into harness, you'll stop

Continued from page 27

for publicity?"

Human nature is so unreafected.
sonable that, although the public will
do all in its power to turn an idol's
head, it is quick to note when it has
succeeded and cools off amazingly

too much cocksureness in place of the
sincere effort that had won the ap>
proval of the critics. She might have
come to grief then had not an older
player taken her aside and given her
a verbal spanking.
"Why do you think you can act," I
was told the lecture ran, "when you
have been on the stage only a few

we don't have to do anything;
conies in overwhelmingly," the
press man said blandly.

"What do you do
asked.

star-blindness

was very much set up by her
good press notices and showed a

don't blame a player for tearing
up the ground when this happens,
particularly as it sometimes ruins a
career.
But Garbo has preserved a
uniform silence through all these
She talks to no one.
years.
Young, independently wealthy, a
whirlwind success, no one can blame

blunt a refusal.

symptoms of

me.

I

in-

but, after

the

Because I admire her acting
so much, I hope she gets over it, for
sooner or later her work will he afto

burn

fan magazines.
Well, well, thinks I.
What a lot
of water has run under tJuit bridge.
The week before she went to Hollywood. Miss Hepburn played an engagement in "The Bride the Sun
Shines On" in summer stock. I was
backstage almost every evening during the run, and she certainly was not
shy nor was she unfriendly in those
days. If this is a pose, it isn't a good
one.
It may trip her up later if she
gives it rope enough.
"Is she trying to imitate Garbo?"
I asked.
"Oh, no," said the press agent,

impossible for
terview."

like

fast.

did not grant interviews to
particularly to writers for

amused at my bewilderment; "Miss
Hepburn prefers to spend the time
she lias outside the theater amusing
herself in her own way.
It would be

Miss Hepburn for having her fling.
But a few of the things she does look

I

Boles was the recipient of a handcrocheted bedspread, an exact duplicate of the one on Martha Washington's four-poster bed at Mount Vernon.
Even the material, heavy carpet warp, was the same as used in
Revolutionary days.
But on this Christmas with the first
box of gifts went a letter asking indulgence for an old couple's whim,
explaining their emotions upon first
seeing

growing

John

on

interest

the
in

screen,

him and

their
in

his

family.

Deeply touched. Mrs. Boles wrote
After that came a photograph of the Magners, of their home.
in answer.

afterward.
I
don't say it wouldn't
be hard for a young girl to wake up
one morning hearing the world declare at the top of its lungs that you
are a genius and not believe it.
It would be pretty hard for one
small girl not to believe the crowd,
unless she is very wise and realizes
that, her art being greater than she
For
is, she never can reach the top.
to the true artist the top is always
just out of reach and that realization
brings humility, not arrogance.
What does Hollywood do to them ?
Helen Hayes says Hollywood is a
chastener.
But Helen Hayes is one
of the most modest people I have ever
met.

They wanted
the)-

to show, they said, that
were not curious nor were they

They felt only
notoriety-seekers.
love, devotion, and admiration for

man

this

so like the child they had

always wanted.

Then came
b\

the occurrence to

friendship,

this
a

continent.

mar

separated as it was
Just before Christ-

mas, in 1932, Mr. Magner died. At
Christmas the Boleses wired a box

On

of red roses to his widow.

her

Mrs. Magner
Detold Marcelite Boles of them.
later visit to the Coast,

lighted at the Boleses' kindness, she

caressed the flowers,

waxed

a

few

to

57

Dream Son
keep permanently, and

at the burial
of a neighbor's little girl she placed
three of the crimson blossoms in her
small hand.
In September of last year, the
Boleses received a telegram that Mrs.

Magner was in Los Angeles. She
had made the long pilgrimage to see,

man

in life, the

so like the son she

had always wanted. She confessed at
their first meeting that she feared
they might not receive her.
"I sat down as soon as I reached
the hotel," Mrs. Magner told them,
"and wrote notes to my friends saying, 'You will see me soon.
It was
too silly of me to come across the
continent on a wild-goose chase.'
They had all predicted that I could
never get in touch with you, and, in
the lonely hotel room after my arrival, I had my doubts, too."
The Boleses called on her as soon
as they received her message. In the

No Winner. — Exhibitors

of pictures caused a great shock in
filmland when they made known that
to them Katharine Hepburn is no
claimer of gold and laurels. Everybody has been thinking that Kate is
a great draw at the box offices, but
the theater men say no.
They feel
she is very much overrated, and contend that the production in which
she was most successful,
"Little
Women," had, after all, three other
girls who were very attractive.
Kate
has had just one slap after another
lately.
It's going to be interesting to
see how she takes it all on her return.

The most unkind

cut

ner.

that she might have had about picture people being "'too busy, too self-

the

centered" were immediately dispelled.
In the radiant hospitality of the
Malibu beach home, with John's
youngsters playing in the sand, tumbling in the surf, with the Boleses'
for
cocktails
and
friends calling
bridge, with actor-neighbors on every

hand, Mrs. Magner found her weekends exciting.
Not only that, she found this tall,
dark, often silent man who liked to
fish, hunt, and swim, and who sang
gloriously, was in every way everything that she had desired. Saddened
by the death of her husband, she
found herself surrounded, plunged
into, almost, the center of a devoted
family.
It helped alleviate her grief.
Tearing herself away to return
home was difficult for Violetta Mag-

Hollywood High

Continued from page 52

Kate's

quiet charm of John and the amiable
hospitality of his wife, any doubts

was when one

or the other of the theater men declared he thought Margaret Sullavan
would he a much greater hit in the
long run.

Slapstick
thing

new

Out

at

— Some-

of Thelma
de Cicco. Miss
•Todd has often played in rough-andready comedies, but she was asked the
following question by her attorney
"The effect of your husband's rude
and surly treatment was profound,

during the divorce

trial

Todd and Pasquale

not, upon your refined and delitemperament?"
The actress's answer being in the

was

it

cate

affirmative,

the

judge

granted

the

divorce.

— Modern conveniences are
but

all right,

they

can be a nuisance, too.
Baxter found this out when

Warner

he had radio-controlled gates installed
at his

new home

gates did

in

Bel- Air.

Dunn

flamed and
came to Hollywood. First
it
was Maureen O'Sullivan, then
Boots Mallory, then Lona Andre, and
also let's not forget June Knight. But
has

since he

time they say Jimmy is really
and the smiter is Patricia
Lee, whom Dunn met while working
on "Stand Up and Cheer."
Like
Jimmy, she is under contract to Fox.
It's sworn to that they'll really marry.

because they were affected by an iceless refrigerator which had the same
wave-length or something in the
neighborhood. The idea of the electrical contraption on the gates was
that Baxter could drive up in his car,
and by pushing a button have them

swing right open to admit him to his
estate.

On

account of the refrigrera-

tor the gates

commenced

acting

up

one morning, swinging back and forth
so swiftly that he didn't dare drive
his car through them, and he was consequent! v in danger of being late at
the studio, until he thought of turning
off the juice.

smitten,

The

sorts of freakish things,

all

left

only upon

—

A

Bennett Outbreak. There's
always some excitement with the
Bennett family around.
This time
it's Richard Bennett, father of the fa-

mous

trio

of

sisters,

the
that
close

her bungalow, and bring her housekeeper lo California and spend the
summer of 1934 as a neighbor to her
beloved Holes family.
Life works in odd ways to bring
peace.
The screen, oft condemned
as evil, brought the precious nectar
of friendship to this woman,
hate
in denying the Magners a son, compensated by bringing about, through
the medium of a motion picture, a
friendship that is charming, tender,

and

beautiful.

all the amazing services, both
good and bad, performed by the films,
this story of the Magners and the

•Of

Boleses is, I think, one of the most
touching.
Into a lonely old age the
screen has brought comfort, joy, and
friendship.
It's a genuine humaninterest storv.

cumstances.

It

was

reported

who

is

spot-

on account of his divorce
from Mrs. Angela Raisch Bennett,

lighted,

md also because, according to his
separated wife's charges, he somewhat battered her up during the time
when they were agreeing to disagree.
Mrs. Bennett's face was cut and
bruised in the fracas, and a family
council was held right on the heels
of the dramatic climax to decide what
action would be appropriate on the
part of King Richard under the cir-

that

Constance acted as speaker of the
house in the parley and we bet every-

body

listened.

And how

Lodge's Triumphal Tour.
Davis Lodge,

who

—John

visited his socially

famous relatives in the East recently,
had the satisfaction of getting a new
contract after his

return to

Holly-

wood. This attests the -success of his
movie career up to the present time.
His pride was cheered in another way
during his trip. Three different cit-

—

claimed him as their own Washington because he was born there,
Boston because his family lives there,
and New York because he once pracWho
ticed law in that metropolis.
was it, Homer or somebody over
whom municipalities once fought in
ancient days? Only they waited until he was dead.
ies

—James
flamed ever

Jimmy's Great Passion.

this

Baxter's Temperamental Gates.

she

made to the Boleses,
following summer she would

Lights

Home.

testimony was divulged

in

And
nise,

Paul

Bern Successor.

—A

new

"father confessor" of Hollywood has
been discovered.
This was the title
that the late Paul Bern enjoyed for
many years. He was the solace of
the stars who needed advice and help.
Now it's Edgar Allan Woolf, the
writer, who is doing this duty. Edgar
is an active social personage, a great
chef, entertainer and wit, and he is
forever going to the aid of somebody
who needs help. May Robson, on the
one hand, and such young plavers as
Florine McKinney, Mary Carlisle
and others have been the beneficiaries
of his assistance when they had perplexities to solve.

Patsy Ellis Debuts.
lis

—

Patricia Elheld a big coming-out party, atContinued on page 60
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What's Ahead

Continued from page 39

showed the influence of her face and
her hair. It had not been going two
weeks before the New York shops
which sell replicas of stars' clothes
were swamped with requests for
"something of Katharine Hepburn's."
She is
But this is not enough.
working hard for lasting success, for
triumph on stage as well as screen.
Katharine Hepburn is going on.
She comes honestly by this determination.
She is the daughter of a
brave woman, Airs. Thomas Norval
Hepburn, who faced taunting mobs
for the sake of

woman
now

opposition

bitter

suffrage, faces
for the cause

of birth control.

While Katharine was winning applause on Broadway, her mother was
pleading in Washington for national
legislation along those lines. "Mother
of six children, including Katharine
Hepburn, the stage star," said press
dispatches.

And

Katharine Hough-

she, too, is

ton Hepburn.

It is for her that the
daughter was named and the

eldest

Houghton, maiden name of the
mother and a name distinguished in
American life, has been given each of
the children.
Alanson B. Houghton,
once American ambassador to the
Court of St. James, is a cousin of
Mrs. Hepburn and his father was
her
guardian.
She
early
was
orphaned.
Mrs. Hepburn's sister, Mrs. Donald Hooker, of Baltimore, has, like
Mrs. Hepburn herself, encouraged
the younger Katharine's stage career.
As a girl Airs. Hooker knew Richard

.,

r f
Continued
from page
.

From Mintern, weeks afterward,
she got the name of a Chicago agent
who recruited talent for stock companies operating in the Middle West.
She paid the man a visit.
"I've only one call for an ingenue
right now, and that's from a producer who insists on some one with
experience," he said.
"Who is it, may I ask?" she inquired.

"Certainly; it's Joy Sutphen of the
Joy Sutphen Stock Company in Lincoln, Nebraska," was his reply.
Label thanked him and departed
for Lincoln.
Sutphen took Isabel on. but at the
end of the first week decided she
wasn't an ingenue.
Better still, he
told

her,

her

forte

was

comedy.

Later he advanced her to character
roles, and she remained with his cornpan) for fifteen months.
Broadwa) eventually gave her a
bit. and that was all she needed.
She
was soon hailed in "The Church

Mouse."
It
was

while

Isabel

was

and was invited to join
company. She didn't. But she

in

re-

The

Mansfield

skating.

his

ters in "Little

sympathetic interest in her
work, especially when it began right in Baltimore with the Knopf
took

a

niece's

stock

company

Katharine

in the

is

worked hard

summer

of 1928.
working hard, as she

Brought up

then.

to

an active outdoor life with her brothers setting the pace in acrobatics and
athletics,

she has a constitution that

slide

down

Women"

the feats of daring

she could perform

is

the banis-

nothing to

and acrobatic
if

skill

the script de-

manded.
It was at Fenwick that she staged
and directed the plays her brother
Richard, recently graduated from
Harvard, adapted in his boyhood
from "Arabian Nights" and such
tales as "Beauty and the Beast." The
scenes in "Little Women" which
show the hilarious amateur theatricals put on by the girls of the March

family with Jo in charge approach
very close to what Katharine really
experienced as a girl.
It
was before that time, much
earlier, that she made her first pub**<5sfc>
lic appearance in an)' role.
This was
in one of the woman suffrage parades arranged by her mother. Wearing white, perched on a float, bearing
aloft a torch, Katharine was borne
through the streets of Hartford above
1 a sign which showed in green, purple,
and white these words "Our ChalUna Merkel and Harold Lloyd are
lenge to the Future."
happily teamed in "Cat's Paw," HarThat is still Katharine's slogan.
old's first picture in about two years.
She has always challenged the future
and probably always will.
In later years her mother sustained
defies hard work. As a kid she could
perform on a trapeze slung between* the girl's desire for a stage career
because she believed that what any
the trees around the family's home in
Hartford, or dive from the highest one wanted enough he could attain.
springboard at their seaside cottage She, in her campaigns, had been sucnear Saybrook, on Long Island cessful, even when she had to take a
baby or two along on speaking tours.
Sound.
"A Challenge to the Future !"
No picture has yet shown the talThat's Katharine Hepburn s stand in
ent she possesses for a perfect swan
saying "I am going on."
dive or her graceful, intricate figure

s

\

:

Wonder Worn an

Lee Tracy's
/

K

In

Hepburn?

for

drama that she
a rival showhouse to
visit a friend trying out for a part.
There she met Lee Tracy.
Lee invited Isabel to dinner and
all was lost for both.
Isabel, who never had had time for
romance until Lee loomed over her
horizon, discovered she was in love.
Tracy, who had carefully shied away
from heart entanglements up to that
moment, began penning odes to the
Jewell lass.
It wasn't long until Lee went shopping and bought the big solitaire that
still graces Isabel's left hand.
hearsal

for

dropped

in

that

at

—

Isabel

insisted

ment he kept
"It

doesn't

their

that

a secret

make

—

engage-

for Lee's sake.

so

much

ence with an actress, hut

differ-

women

theatergoers want their idols fancy-free,"
was her reason.
When Hollywood summoned Lee,
he pleaded with Isabel to marry him.
"No, darling," she replied, "I'll
.-tick right here in
York until
the movie-makers send for me."
Label is a firm believer in intui-

Ww

but she wasn't prepared for the
invitation that came two weeks later.
Roy del Ruth, assigned by Warner
tion,

Brothers to convert "Blessed Event"
on Broadway, saw Isabel in the role of the
gangster's moll, and signed her then
and there to repeat her performance
into a film, viewed the play

for the screen.

And imagine her surprise, when
she stepped from a train in Los
Angeles, to be greeted by Lee with
the news that he had been selected as
the star of the picture!
Isabel forgot to knock on

wood

as

she danced in glee.

As

the day approached for the start

of the picture, Isabel went to bed with
a bothersome appendix. She refused
to permit her illness to keep her off
the set, however.
She struggled through the long
days with a nurse at her side, then
spent sleepless nights in ice packs.
When the final scene was in the
can. she was rushed off to the hospital.

She had not yet

fully recuperated
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from

the

of

effects

operation

the

when "Blessed Event" was premiered

roneously linked Lee with other belles
of the movie colony.

She had struggled to give her best

Every now and then Hollywood
buzzes with rumors that Isabel and
Lee have eloped to this place or that.
Which would be as Lee would have it.
But not so with Isabel, however.
"We will marry when I'm a star
and as important a figure on the
screen as Lee is," Isabel will tell you.

the difficult characterization, the
director and others had been loud in
their praise of her efforts, yet as the

chance to say that Lee or any one
else aided me in climbing up."

Hollywood. Business had called
Lee back to New York before the
in

arrival

went

of

big

the

so

night,

Isabel

on either

to the theater, flanked

side by a nurse.
Then fate administered a punch
that left her gasping for breath.
to

names of the

were flashed onto
the screen, hers was conspicuous by
its absence.
She had been made the

"I don't

That means

cast

innocent victim of a factional feud
in production headquarters.

A

mutual friend had brought Isaand me together.
He had explained to me that she was threatenbel

ing to return to

New York

Hollywood

want

didn't

because

her.

took Isabel down to the Brown
Derby. Over coffee, she dropped the
information that a Hollywood stage
producer wanted her for a part in
"Counsellor-at-Law."
"But there's no use my wasting any
more time in Hollywood," she added.
Before we left the table, though, I
had extracted from her a promise
I

would accept the offer.
She kept her word, and proved a
sensation.
Three major film pro-

want

to give the gossips a

that

wedding

Meanwhile,

Isabel's

troubles

are

Stillman's
F
M
H^LSJUJLEiSJiJL—

press.

Mail this Coupon to Box 97

course you'll break the engagement now, Miss Jewell?" queried one

THE STILLMAN CO., Aurora, minors
Tj TJ ~C "C n Booklet on Freckles?..

him a withering

^

look.

Name
l

„.„....„_

,

Address

Then

"Do I seem like that sort of girl to
you?" she demanded.
Now that Lee is in the clear again,
and back before the cameras, he is

Help Kidneys

outspoken in his appreciation of Isa-

your Kidneys which may he endangered by
using drastic, irritating drugs.
Be careful.
If
poorly functioning Kidneys or Bladder
make you suffer from Getting Up Nights, Leg
Pains, Nervousness, Stiffness, Burning, Smarting, Acidity, Neuralgia or Rheumatic Pains,
Lumbago or Loss of Vitality, don't waste a

bel's battle in his behalf.

It

was she

who was

ducers tendered her contracts before
she signed with Metro. She later left
this organization, however.
I've seen a lot of Isabel since that
noon.
I
know and understand
her overwhelming devotion to Lee.
I've seen her in tears when careless newspaper columnists have er-

sponsible for erasing the black mark
after his name.
When things seemed darkest for
the irrepressible Lee, Isabel bravely
mustered the handful of pals who
remained loyal to him and led the way
into the enemy camp. She was ready
and willing to sacrifice her own bright
future to clear the man she adores.
Lucky guy, this Lee Tracv

else

re-

Don't Take Drastic Drugs
Tou have nine

million tiny tubes or filters

in

minute. Try the Doctor's prescription called
Formula in
Cystex (pronounced Siss-tex).
Starts work in 15 minutes.
every package.
It
Soothes and tones raw, irritated tissues.
is helping millions of sufferers and is guaranteed to tix you up to your satisfaction or
money back on return of empty package.
Cystex is only 7oc at all druggists.
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Westman, Ho!
Continued from page 52
pose, necessary, but I think

more important to satisfy
feel that you are doing a
thing, adding a

may

"When

wanted
I'd

I

arrived in

Hollywood

I

to get

away from my work

have to get out of Hollywood."

Now

she lives in Westwood in a
comfortable, homelike, unpretentious
house where she gathers her family
and few close friends about her.

That

live

happens to be smart to be
worldly-wise, bitter, and disillusioned
about success means nothing to Nydia.
She doesn't crave success, but she reit

fuses to be bitter about it.
"Praise
is a barometer of success, of course,"
she says. "It's gratifying and, I sup-

little

it's

much

somesomething that
little

delicious sense of

because

PERMANENTLY

TROYS HA

RAY

D

E

S

IT'S

I

R

HAIR

FADE D

Eirls, men with Kray, faded streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time with new Pren

Women,

"SHAMPO

humor

calm blue eyes set wide
and her innocent appearance
belie, but she talks interestingly and
well on serious subjects, and really

that

OUT

ZIP EPILATOR-IT'S OFF
yourself, to

on after you're gone."

She has a

stage.

thought I had to live right on the
Boulevard and go every place that
everybody went. But after a month
or so of that I learned that if I ever

I

Sample Face PowdeaJ

JT JCv £/ JC

;

more than any one

social game.
She refuses to do her
acting at parties, openings, or on the
Boulevard, because, she explained
simply, "I've always thought it important to save my acting for the

own

room. Yourfriends will wonder how
you did it. Stillman's Freckle Cream
removes them while you sleep. rn c
Leaves the skinsoftand smooth, OU
the complexion freshand clear. A Jar

"Of

of the scribes.
Isabel gave

and

*-

6Urely in the privacy of your

centered outside her career.
I was with Isabel when newspaper
reporters located her just after the
tale of Lee's difficulties broke in the

Los Angeles

and Quickly Removedl

VOU
can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles quickly

not far off for this pair.

that she

—

Secretly

bells are

KOLOR." takes few minutes, leaves
covery
hair soft, glossy, natural. Dues nut run off. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 37, 254 W. 31st St.. N. Y.

her

apart

is

quite serious-minded.

Her

poise

is

shaken only when she is asked to talk
about herself. She recovers her balimmediately when she has
ance
steered the conversation into other
channels.
She refuses to be "tired of it all";
she refuses to pretend indifference to
things of interest, and confesses glecfullv that she has gone Hollywood.

"I never thought I'd be the one,"
she laughs, "but I find myself telling
newcomers from the East all about
the California climate!"
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Lugosi laughed, not the hone-chillmovie self, but a
"Although I do
not relish having my hair stand on
ing rasp of his
pleasant chuckle.

end, the popularity of horror pictures
The screen is the
is understandable.
ideal medium for the presentation of

gruesome tales.
camera angles
that

is

so

With
alone,

essential

settings

the

in

this

and

suspense
type of

story can he built up.

"Supernatural

themes, if deftly
handled, are better entertainment for
the average moviegoer than love stories or comedies.
They are unusual,
unique a departure from hackneyed
formula.
And they have an almost
universal appeal."
Bela began his movie career in the
pretalkie days of 1923, as the villain
in "The Silent Command," and has
been
playing
increasingly
heavy
heavies ever since.
His current role is opposite that
other him fiend, Boris Karloff, in
Edgar Allan Poe's "The Black Cat."
Following this it is planned to costar
the two in Robert Louis Stevenson's
"Suicide Club," and "The Return of
Frankenstein."
"Incidentally," said Lugosi, "I was
originally signed as the monster in

—

of the colony, including Tom Brown
and Anita Louise, Richard Cromwell

and Mary Carlisle, William Janney
and others. And who do you suppose blossomed out in the midst of
them? None other than Lew Cody
of

suit

a

several

shades of pea

green.

Honoring Madeleine Carroll.
The biggest film colony social affair
was the
Sheehan

given

by Winfield
to honor Madeleine Carroll,
party

'Frankenstein,' but I
studio that the part

convinced the
did not have

meat enough."
It was this role that made Karloff
his principal rival

for the throne of

King of Horror.
Lugosi, however, considers Karloff
primarily a make-up artist, and a man
inwardly too gentle and kind to be
suited for grisly portrayals.
It is an interesting fact that Bela

Lugos, Hungary,
not far from the district where, in
bygone centuries, vampires had been
horrific realities to the peasants, and
more than once a stake had been
driven through the heart of a supposed member of the Undead.

Lugosi was born

One
first

into

in

ancestors was the
Lugos which grew
a thriving village and even toof

Bela's

to settle in

day retains the family name of

its

show and he immediately had the

He

lad carried to his dressing-room.

not only introduced the boy to members of the cast and autographed a
photo, but broke a dinner engagement to stay and talk with him. And
when the crippled fan left, he told
Bela he was no longer just a shadow
on celluloid but a wonderful man.
And he meant it.
Lugosi
Human and humane to a
fault.
I
had heard of a huge bat
ring with ruby eyes that had been
presented to him by the "Dracula"
!

and asked to see it.
"Oh, my ring. Some one stole it."
His eyes became sad for a moment.
"I loved that ring. But if whoever has
it now will get more pleasure from it
than I did, he is welcome to it."
That is typical of the man who
wants to forget horror, and the vamcast,

first citizen.

pires of Transylvania, the zombies of

In New York when he was starring in "Murder at the Vanities" I
visited him unexpectedly.
little
incident backstage, which he never
dreamed would reach print, revealed
the true Lugosi.
youthful paralytic had been waiting to see his idol, Bela, at the stage
door.
Some one told him after the

Haiti,
voodoo doctors, monsters,
maniac scientists, and live here as an
American citizen.
And what do you think is the am-

A

A

Hollywood High

Continued from page 57

tended by most of the younger stars

in

Bad Bela

Big

Continued from page 29

—

cop,"

friends.

And

and small

sive

her coterie of
a very exclucircle indeed these

to

that

is

days, with Franchot Tone dominating the scene. Phil Regan was taken
up when he made a test for "Sadie
McKee," and since then he joins the
party from time to time.
Others in
the group are Lynn Riggs, Jerry

Mayer,
Dixon.
had.

Sheehan's party ran competition to another big event given by
David O. Selznick the same evening,

pletely

own words, "To own

ranch and
wholesome
Liurosi

live

natural,

a

It

is,

a dude
simple,

life."

—the

man

!

didn't

wait

a

minute after "Little

Man, What Now?" was finished. No
sooner was the last shot taken than
off the set she dashed, and nobody
saw a thing of her after that. She
didn't even go through the formality
She just
of bidding any good-bys.
scrammed, with England as her final
goal.
She and Hepburn seem to be
engaged in a race to see
out of town the fastest.

who

can get

Lederer,

Miss Dixon

few women

the English actress, who is a terrific
favorite of everybody who has met

and Jean
one of the
friends Joan has ever

Francis

in his

Lights

Joan Adopts Singing Cop. Joan
Crawford has added Phil Regan, the
"singing

bition of this premier fiend?

is

Joan has done over her house comand built a theater with a little
stage.
She plans to act in plays.
Lederer dedicated this establishment.

Menjou's American Honeymoon.
Menjou and Yerree Teasdale will marry in August, and they
will not do their honeymooning in

— Adolphe

— Mar-

InSpain, despite all the reports.
they will probably go to the
Canadian Rockies. Menjou, being a
smart business man. doesn't see the
idea of tripping to Europe, with ex-

executives decide to
give parties on the same evening.

garet Sullavan did one of her usual
She
flying farewells to Hollywood.

change rates between America and
foreign countries what thev are.

Continued from page 28

Candid Forty-niner

her.

so a

number of quests had

between the two.

when two

to shuttle

It's terribly

tough

big

the works of Shakespeare,
Shaw, Ibsen, and Galsworthy, in
even English-speaking country on
the globe.
Returning from Australia
via Canada in I'M 2, Mr. Atwill vis-

eluding

itcl

"I

tlie

United States.

came very nearly staying here

"In 1015 T rethen." he told "me.
turned to the States as Lily Langtry's leading man in 'Ashes.'
'

Margaret Sullavan Flies!

"Then I must have seen you in
San Francisco," I remarked.
"No, you saw .Alfred Lunt. Mrs.
Langtry's day was over and the play
wasn't doing well, so she wanted to
economize by cutting my salary in
I left and Lunt took my place.
Neither of us was old enough for
the part, but Mrs. Langtry insisted
on having a young man opposite her."
half.

stead,

From

his

further

description

I

gathered that the lovely Jersey Lily
Slayhad a cactuslike disposition.
ing women with caustic remarks was
one of her pleasures.
"She should have met Ethel Barrymore," I observed.
"Ethel Barrymore wouldn't have
got to first base in an argument with
Langtry," said Atwill shortly.

Gl
Hi, there, Ethel!

when

"Now

and the

you have had plenty of
film experience, Mr. Atwill, what do
you think of the movie racket?"
"Thanks for the word," said he
quickly.
"In some respects I like it
that

—

better

than

man_\-

actors

the

stage.

You

hear

yawping about missing

the applause of the latter, but I don't.
I
I had my share of that, by heck.
didn't expect it to last always. Moreover, when a play runs for two years,
as some of mine did, it is maddening
to play the same role month after

month.

"On the other hand, I don't approve of the long hours that a movie
actor has to work at times.
Producers assume that it is permissible
to strain an actor to the limit of his
endurance during production because
usually he can rest between pictures.
I consider that a poor policy.
You
cannot, for instance, treat a car like
hell at intervals and expect it to give
consistently good service.
The same
is true of actors.
"I have made two Technicolor pic-

X' and 'Mystery of the
Museum.' The lights used for

tures, 'Doctor

'Wax

them are three times as strong as
those used for ordinary photography.
They bake your brains and eat up the
red corpuscles in the blood.
People
have put their hands on my shoulder

had come from under them,

I

cloth of my coat was so hot
they would have to take their

that

hands away.
Underneath I was a
lather of perspiration, by heck!"
Lionel's first picture was "The Si-

When he saw his
on the screen, he assured me, he wept with shame. Since
then, particularly in "Nana," with
Witness."

lent

heads anil figures
beautiful girl'
mo
for pleasure and prolit
cinating
romantic- highly paid
i

effort

initial

Anna

talented actor has
had no reason for remorse.
"What is Miss Sten like?" I asked
curiously.
"She is very agreeable and talented, but you wouldn't recognize her
off-screen," he told me.
Like all actors, Atwill is highstrung.
Fortunately, love of sports
keeps him in good physical trim despite the rigors of his work and his
almost incessant smoking.
He considers himself Americanized, and I
agree.
Only his pleasant British
speech and the fact that he does not
terminate an interview with a handclasp identify him with the "right little, tight little island."
After showing me his four great
Dane dogs, as big as Percheron colts
and as friendly as kittens, he toasted
my health in a glass of sherry and
thanked me for my visit.
Forty-nine is indeed a gracious age
for men.
Sten,
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which by the way, she finds distasteful
I have ever met.
Besides having the Avisdom to start
her son at an early age in the profession he was to follow, she had other
definite ideas about the rearing of a
child.
She felt that once his natural
tendencies had been discovered and
directed along the proper lines, from
that time forth her duty was not to
concern herself with the details of

—

his career, but to build the character

of her son so he could take care of
and his life for himself.
She did not intend to weaken his
character by making his decisions for

his career

him.
Therefore, from the time ne was
twelve years old, he transacted all of
his
business himself.
Discussions
with managers over roles, salary, et

were not handled by his
mother, but by the boy.
Thus his business judgment was
developed. But even more important,
his
character
was formed.
He
learned from experience to be selfreliant and poised and forthright
cetera,

and unself-conscious.
Managers and producers were impressed, of course, at the unusual
spectacle of a lad of twelve or thirteen
dealing directlv with them.

His

first

sixteen, in

success came when he was
"The Potters," which en-

joyed a long run on Broadway and
the road.
Followed "Cradle Snatchers" which played on the Brightest
Canyon for two years and followed
with six months in Chicago. Several
other plays ensued, and then,
Sinners."

"On

the

morning after

"Young

that

No

teas, dope, chemicals, dangerous drugs, strenuous exWade from a secret herbal
ercises or starvation diet.
Tried ami tested by untuM numbers with
plant extract.
Praised by thousands.
Demiraculous, amazing results.
pounds a wi
signed to make you lose as much as
taking our pleasant new Anti-Fat double-action tablets
times a day.
Fat is dangerous to lie heart and general
Guaranteed to reduce if directions are followed.
health.
The tat just disappears. Also
Quick, safe and harmless.
Try these magic tablets at our risk.
used to prevent fat.
REDUCE NOW.
Just mail $1.00 for 1 month's supply.
Trial Supply 25c.
Don't delay.
Snyder Products Co., Dept. 305-A, 1434 N. Wells. Chicago
."»

'.i

t

play

opened, every paper in New Yorksave one gave it bad notices and prewas
I
dicted
an early closing.

K.ILL

relief, happiness, comfort, freedom
'home. Itiin We teach Beauty Culture.
of mind.
Send (>c in stamps TOD A V for Booklet.
D. J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 2bG, Providence. R. I.
>

amazed, for from the moment that I
had read the script, I had been convinced that

it

would be

a successful

play.

—

"Young Sinners"

THE HAIR. ROOT

positively prevents hair from growing
L'se it privately, at
Safe, easy, permanent.

My method
again.

1

Me 1tou2fCat-€haial?

closed
but only
after two highly successful years.
And on the strength of his performance, Gene was the recipient of offers
to enter pictures.
He signed a contract with Para-

your bust small and unattractive?
Is
irmlessly, instead of standing out firm and round? It is SO EASY
to develop a full, shapely bust.
Let me

mount and was

cast

No

Maid," opposite

Nancy

in

"Personal

It

was then

and
i

a

mtainer of lubricating

MIRACLE CREAM
drugs or appliances, nothing harm.lust a few minutes a day n
Accept my wonderful offer below anil see
how easy it is to fill out your
breasts
to
the
beautiful
cup-like
form.
Money-Back Guarantee.
ful,

Carroll,

at

the Astoria studio.

began

i

that his secona career

!

For just before he was to report
for work, he was summoned to the
high executive offices and informed
that he Avould have to find another
name. Movie audiences would never

-4

FREE
My

illustrated

opment.

Big

book
Rarga

Senil nam
for the Nancy
cluding
targe

ACLE
witli Fti

CREAJ1

int.

I

i
.

.

NANCY

in-

\IIK-

'

ai

NOWl

LEE, Dept. T-7
Formerly $5.00
NOW ONLY $1.00 816 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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His

learn to pronounce "Guion," he
told, so

was

something simpler would have

to be chosen.

Mr. Raymond was silent for a moment then the thought of his last
role in "Young Sinners" came to
In that play, he was Gene, and
him.
as he had played it for two years, he
had become somewhat accustomed to
So, with
answering to that name.
the "Gene" from "Young Sinners"
and his own first name, "Raymond,"
Gene Raymond was born.
Not that it was as simple as it
Changing bis name meant
sounds.
giving up the followers he had won
until they discovered him again as
Gene Raymond. It meant being for-

—

gotten b\
Jt

bis

Open Door

Paramount became involved
time automatically abrogated
many of the contracts held by players,
Gene took advantage of bis
chance for freedom and amicably sethis term agreement with the
tled
organization.
Since then, Mr. Raymond's wisdom
in entering the free-lance field has
been more than justified.
"Red
which

at

the

Dust" for Metro-Goldwyn "Zoo in
Budapest" for Jesse L. Lasky, with
;

new

was

after finishing the lastthat he and bis mother went to
Europe for a vacation of two months.

The two months were shortened

to

weeks on the Continent, and

three

Mr. Raymond returned to his native
New York for the rest and relaxation
be bad been seeking. New York and
Florida

He
ford's

Of

to
Hollywood on
work in Joan Craw"Sadie McKee."

returned

March

1st

all

to

the actors I have ever met,
the most normal.
He

remains

he

takes his

work but not himself

seri-

Of

unfailing tact and courtesy, he is punctilious about his appointments, considerate of those who
work for or with him, is straightforward in his opinions and has the courage of his convictions.
ously.

audiences of the stage.
in an en-

meant starting unknown

tirely

h

named

field.

However, something

in the prospect appealed to Gene's sporting inHere was a chance to show
stinct.
what be could do, starting almost
from scratch. With the gay optimism

Flis private life is quiet and conventional.
Though he looks like a

and enthusiasm of youth, Gene faced

nified

"gilded youth," he is in reality extremely conservative, preferring always to associate with the more dig-

members of Hollywood society,
instead of the gay young crowd which
frequents the night spots.

the cameras.

The three years since that day have
been packed with progress and with
disappointments and worries, with
small triumphs and with growth.
rrowth of the actor and of the man.
Upon completion of "Personal

—

—

(

Maid," Gene was sent to Hollywood
and the inevitable perplexity and discouragement followed.
For four
months he drew his regular salary
for lying on the beach acquiring a
good tan
But eventually the studio sent for
him and he started work in "Ladies
of the Rig
louse," opposite Sylvia
Sidney, who bad been a fellow stuJ

dent at

Professional Childrens'
"If I Had a Million" was
next,
then
"Forgotten Commandments" and "The Night of June
13th."
So, when the legal difficulties in
the

School

(

ontinued from page 13

He

he has his now- famous verbal
gentlemen's agreement, sealed only
by a handshake, to appear in any and
all Lasky productions in which there
"Ex-Lady" and
is a role for him

not seriously interested in
girl, dividing his
attentions among Mary Brian, Janet
Gaynor, and Marian Nixon. He considers marriage as a vague and distant prospect of the far future, believing that a young actor intent on
furthering his career has no time to
devote to a wife. He hopes that he
will not meet the "one girl" and fall
in love until such time as he can give
her the time and attention he feels
will be her due.

"The House on Fifty-sixth Street"
for Warners "Ann Carver's Profes-

devote

is

any one particular
Ik

(M

1

Dolores Costello comes out of her
retirement to go night-clubbing with
John Barrymore.

whom

;

;

Moment"

sion" and "Brief

lumbia

RKO

"Flying

;

Down

for Cofor

to Rio,"

Am

Suzanne" and "Com"I
ing-out Party" for Jesse Lasky are
the films in which he has appeared
during the past year and a half.
;

Tales Told By

An

and be has a ready wit. but be
most of his energy for lus

yes,

by side when by a sensible, planned
economic system nobody need be
poor that he's unhappy or insecure.
You think he keeps
Lee Tracy?
ns extras in stitches with bis wisecracks? Guess again! Lee is lively.

ences between the Mae West von read
aboul and the one we extras know.

saves

lie

puts

scene he plays.
for
hi'

plenty
1

never

into

every
sorrier

felt

any one "than I did for Lee when
was taken out of the cast of "Viva

Villa!" because of

Mexican

trouble.

never a dash of brale was just like a spanked kid
vado.
who didn't know why he was pun-

Never

a smile,
I

ished.

There are several odd

When

work.

himself

Which

exclusively

isn't

to

to
his

such a bad idea

at

For at twenty-five he can look
back upon two definite and distinct
climbs to success and the future

all.

—

beckons alluringly with promises of
new worlds to conquer
!

Extra

they advocate freeing humanity from
the slavery of poverty.
I've beard Warren William say it
was a crime against God and man for
one set of human beings to have
yachts and Rolls-Royces while another set, tor no reason but the stupidity of our economic system, lacks
adequate food, shelter, and clothing.
Lee Tracy rages at the very thought
that people are so self-seeking they'll
allow riches and poverty to exist side

work.

But for the present, he expects

little

differ-

she's talking for publication
she uses very slangy English, but not
when she's at ease among friends.
She'll often let a regular college-

professor word slip out then.
But
she's strong for slang.
Once beard
her say, "Know who used a lot of
slang and invented the phrase, 'done
I

me wrong'?

Shakespeare!"
"Shakespeare?" some one echoed

in

horrified

tones.

"Yeah, Shakespeare. And as you
know, be was pretty good, too as a
playwright,
mean."
Another thing about Mae: she
-cciiis
almosl prudishly modest in
When she wears a reprivate life.
vealing costume she keeps a robe
handy and covers herself with it the
moment she comes out of the scene.
"T guess I just haven't got the good
old amateur spirit," she chuckled

—

I

G3

when some one kidded her about it.
"I'm professional enough to want
to do my stripping for the benefit of
the cash customers only."
I hear a lot of people saying that
Gary Cooper is "dumb." Personally,

think he has them fooled. It's hard
to read what is really behind those
Ever notice that even
eyes of his.
when he otherwise appears very solemn, or when he's angry, his eyes
twinkle ?
Not long ago, before he married,
I asked Gary why he goes from girl
stars, extras, waitresses in
to girl
kidding them
the studio restaurant
and flirting with them. He put on
that naive, baffling expression of his,
and said, "Well, to tell you the truth,
I'm just naturally so bashful that I
have to keep in practice talking to the
girls or some day they'd scare me
clear away from the studio."
You may think that Joan Crawford is so frank and open with you
writers that she leaves nothing for
me to reveal about her. As a matter
of fact, she likes us showgirls and is
a sister under the skin to all of us.
She doesn't forget the old hoofer
days.. She gives us all sorts of confidences. She'll be bubbling over with
enthusiasm or some other emotion
each morning when she comes to
work, and she isn't happy until she's
told her pals all about it.
It may be something about Franchot Tone, or Franchot's new house,
I

—

—

little shop on
Or it may be
Wilshire Boulevard.
Then
over Joan's new automobile.
again, it may be the reaction from
some sad experience. If you want to
make a real hit with Joan, weep with
her over some poor unfortunate who
has chanced to arouse her pity.
I suppose Barbara Stanwyck tells
things to you writers and then tics
your hands by making you promise
She
not to pass on what she says.
does the same with us. And isn't it
funny that nobody ever doubleShe gets under your
crosses her?
skin, and you just can't repeat anything about her or Frank Fay that
she might not like.
Well, that's a story about her in
That is, if you can
itself, isn't it?
make the fans see how she has won
the loyalty of even the worst gossips

or a rug they found at a

in

Hollywood.
amusing thing

An

I have noticed
about the association of Maurice
Chevalier and Marlene Dietrich is
that they often get together to worry
about losing their foreign accents.
Maurice says he can't be so naughty
on the screen without his French
Marlene agrees with him.
accent.
Maurice adds that he thinks an arti-

accent isn't half as effective as

ficial

She nods sadly. And
a real one.
then they'll sit, looking glum as anything, not saying a word for a long
while
just worrying.

—

$

1
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—
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$1,
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life

protection for only

new
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with more than 25 million dollars life protection in force.
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beneficiary, and a Life Certificate, fully made out in your
name will be sent to you for 10 Days Free Inspection.
AGENT WILL CALL. If you decide MCC(
a*.— «• in rw.
to keep it t send only $1 to put your
protection in force for at least 45 days
...then about 3e a day. If not, you
owe nothing. OFFER LIMITED. So
write today without obligation.
Inspection Offer
tion.

SEND NO MONEY.

NO

FREE

NATIONAL SECURITY
204

Ocpt. B-31,
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LIFE ASSOCIATION
Hamilton Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels of? aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver epots disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly

dissolve

one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
At all drug stores.

pint witch hazel and use daily.

fl'l'hlam
CAN BE CHANGED!
Dr. Stotter. a graduate of The University
of Vienna, with many years of experience in Plastic Surgery, reconstructs
unshapely n.ses, protruding and large
ears, lips, wrinkles around the eyes and eyelid
face and neck, etc., by methods as perfected
the great Vienna Polyclinic.
Moderate Fe

Free Booklet " Facial Reconstruction".
Dr. Stotter,

50

E.

42nd

St., Depl.

37-G, N. Y
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CEBQp
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Big demand

new way moilg by easy

eeded. bend for free booklet.

Keep On

the

Ave.

they want their Mae to be a baddie.
ringing of the box-office bell has

The

phisticates throughout the land tem-

proved

porarily stumped.
It is the Chatterton-Brent-Forbes triangle, which geometrical problem has been solved by
the courts to every one's legal satis-

are not trying to convince you
all that
paint and
powder there beats a heart of gold,
but and please take it like little men
and women Miss West does not
give a hang about bringing gwate big
men to her tiny feet, and she would
not lose a night's sleep if she never

But when is a husband a
best friend, and why is a best friend
an ex-mate, and which ?
Yet, even with this nifty on the
boards, Ruth's thousands of wor-

know

shipers

refinement,

a

a lady of great
purveyor of English

she

is

spoke" and an exemplar
Even her gum-chewing failed to make mortal the goddess
"as she

called

Chatterton.

And

just try to

any one anything not according to
Hoyle about her and the sneer of pity
that will be dealt out will give you a
good foundation for one of those inferiority complexes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fan have gone for

tell

Mae West

in a

way

that has

made

and Paramount
executives exceedingly happy.
But

the voluptuous blonde

underneath

—

glass of

amber

But she

arette.

is

liquid or a cig-

wise enough not

to tell all this for publication.

that

Mae West knows
we want her wicked, and wicked

she

is

that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
J>eingdeaf for twenty-five years, withhis ArtiFficial Ear Drums. He wore them dayand niyht.
They
stopped his head *
f
noises.

Theyare invisible

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness.
rtificialEar Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
742

Hofmann

Detroit, Michigan

lildg.

DR.

WALTER'S

Flesh Colored

Gum

Rubber Garments

LATEST BRASSIERE:

2 to 3 inch compression at once.
Gives a trim, youthful. «~ «new style figure. Send bust measure. «P^.^J
.

REDUCING GIRDLE.

2 to 3 inch compression at once.
Takes place ol corset.
Ueautifully made; very comfortable.
I.accd
at
back, with 2 garters in front.
Holds
up abdomen.
Send waist and hip *^ 7I-

?•>• '•>
measure
Write for literature. Send check or money
order -no cash.
ANNE G. A. WALTER, 389 Fifth Ave., New York

In other words,

is

of Emily Post.

that.

We

saw a

Chicago

-B

deaf

Hollywood offers a relationship
that has even the self-appointed so-

faction.

Dept.

Toperson
NoJoke
Beknows
Deaf
—Every

Continued from page 37

—

photos

Make Money At Home.

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
36
Michigan
161
^^ 3601

Clamour Mask

that

for

and miniatures colored
Koehne Method. No art talent

or

going to be no matter where

how

she sets the stage.

And

as

long as we want to be kidded, far be
from the Eastern gal who went
it
West to let us down. That's show-

manship for you

Tea Leaves, Palmistry. Astrology,

Yes, if Lincoln had lived in the
days of the films we venture to state
he would have edited his famous
speech, for most of the people want
to be fooled most of the time.

etc (lives "lucky numbers," siEns,
omens. How to Hypnotize. Horoscopes, Crystal Gazing.
Interprets the meaning of anv
dreams. Also Napoleons "Oracle of
Fate" complete, and Money Making
Secrets,
Formulas, Tricks.
Fun,
Magic. Get this wonder hook and FREE Lucky Charm. Pond
only 25c. Rush your order to KEYSTONE SERVICE, Bos
4026. Philadelphia, Pa., Dipt. C-7
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Information, Please
Continued from page 8

Sally Ruth Cook.
married

— Norman

Claudette

to

Foster

is

Horn

in

Colbert.

Richmond, Indiana, December
feet eleven, black hair, brown

13,

has light-brown hair and brown eyes. Another picture of hers, "Adriane." made in
London, is being shown here. Fox is bidding for her services.

190.), five

NeedDonald
Cook was born in Portland, Oregon, September 26, 1901, five feet eleven and a half,
weighs 147, dark hair and eyes.
less

to

say,

he

eyes.
brunettes.

likes

—The

Hugh

the part of Bradley, Jr., in

"Dancing Lady."

Kelly in the cast of "The
O'Sullivan
with
Johnny Weissmuller, in "Tarzan and His

Humbug";

Mate"

Margaret.— Fredric March, with Con-

—

Fraxces Garson

Holmes played

—

who

—

Bob Pajil. If you will send a stamped
envelope I will mail you the addresses of
those independent studios. There just isn't
space here for long replies.

— Richard
now

live
in

in

St.

Thomas

St.

—

Some February birthJ. F. H. A. N.
days are Frank Albertson, 2nd Heather
Angel, 9th; Mary Brian, 17th; John Barrymore, 15th; Joan Bennett, 27th; Ronald
Colman, 9th; Buster Crabbe, 7th; Mary
Carlisle, 3rd; Clark Gable, 1st; Chester
Morris, 16th Ramon Novarro, 6th Robert Young, 22nd
Franchot Tone, 27th
Lyle Talbot, 8th; Charles Ruggles, 8th;
William Janney 15th; Ben Lyon, 6th.

Paul, Minnesota.
College.
Mem-

:

Elizabeth Marie.— In the stage version
of "Warrior's Husband," Katharine Hepburn played the part which Elissa Landi
had on the screen.
Marjorie Rambeau
was in the cast of "Palooka" and "A Modern Hero."
You will find the subject of
religion omitted from all fan magazines.
This at the request of the stars themselves

who

Smith.— While

growing

stage, it is practically
to keep a record of the height
of such youngster-- as Mitzi

;

;

—

William
ried

the
impossible

still

;

;

consider this a private matter.

Cherry

Paul Harvey,

Melton, Roger Imhof, Conchita
Montenegro, Arlington Brugh. The principals in "The Personality Kid" are Pat
O'Brien, Glenda Farrell, and Claire Dodd.

lottesville, Virginia,

Educated

Carlisle,

Frank

Arlen was born in CharSeptember 1, 1898, the
son of James and Mary van Mattimore,
Joe.

"Madame Du

—

;

George Lodge. Since her appearance in
"Siren of the Tropics," Josephine Baker
has been entertaining in Paris and London,
where she is quite popular.

in

You will see Will Rogers next
"Merry Andrew," with Peggy Wood,

Eddie Nugent, Mary

Lake City, Utah, and was twenty-one on
January 6th
five feet three and a half,
weighs 100, light-brown hair, blue eyes.

"Gordon of Ghost City," and Robert
Allen, of "The Perils of Pauline," are one
and the same.
of

Dolores del Rio

;

D. D.
in

Lack," and now with Cary Grant in "Born
To Be Bad." Miss Young hails from Salt

Enfield,

Maureen

Barry."

stance Bennett and Fay Wray, in "The
Firebrand."
Loretta Young is a busy
>oung lady these days, what with "The
House of Rothschild," then opposite Ronald Colman in "Bulldog Drummond Strikes

Irene Davis. Space does not permit my
giving birth dates and color of hair of so
many players. I suggest your sending a
stamped envelope for a personal reply.

— Paul

Nora.

— Maynard

M. Sanders.

Royal Command." Miss Paterson, who is
twenty-three, became the wife of Charles
Boyer on February 14, 1934.

in

Madeleine Carroll is marJ.
Captain Philip Astley.
She was

to

born in West Bromwich, Staffordshire,
England, February 26, 1906, five feet five.
weighs 112, golden hair, blue eyes. Now
Moves On," with
playing in "W'orld
Franchot Tone.

and weight
ireen and
Frankie Darro. Jayne Shadduck, who is
eighteen and under contract to MetroGoldwyn, was married to Jack Kirkland,
ex-husband of Nancy Carroll, on March
(

23rd.

C.

C.

Crea

in

H.— Sally Blane with Joel Mc"Alias the Deacon." Nancy Car-

and Bolton Mallory have separated.
is
"Springtime for Henry,"
latest
with Otto Kruger and Heather Angel.
roll

Her

—

Vagabond Lover's Fan. A letter to
Rudy Vallee in care of Radio Station
W EAF, Xew York City, should bring the

—

John Kalzitz. Their
Ellis,
May 20,

desired information.

Peggy
rently

Ann M.— Margaret

appearing

in

Galsworthy

"Little

novel.

Man,

What

Lew Ayres

Irene Franklin, stage comedienne,
trying her luck

A

conappeared in any picture since "Adorable."
He was horn in Paris, France, April 3

weighs

158,

brown

—

In "Jimmy the Gent" the part
J. D.
Posy was played by Nora Lane, and

J.

of

Betty F.—You

will have an opportunity
Charlotte Henry opposite Ha'rdie
Albright in George Arliss's "Head of the
Family." Roger Pryor opposite Mae West

to

see

"It Ain't Xo Sin."
Cary Grant with
Sylvia Sidney in "Thirty-day Princess."

in

H.
girl

C.

— Gertrude

who went

Michael

is

an Alabama

I

in

to

"Midnight."

Gladys by

Mayo

Methot.

—

1

i

lizabeth.—"Manhattan Melodrama"

Dorothy
Petei
n,
William
Y.
Jackie Cooper, Cora Sue Collins.

"Laughing

America.
Velez,

was

is

M.-

Louise. Elizabeth Bergner was horn in
Vienna, Austria, August 22, 1900,
She

his

—

last

Boy,"

with

Lupe

picture.

do nol recall now whether
the sequence you mention in "Son of a
Sailor" had any significance, but a letter
to the Publicity Dept, Warner Brothers,
321

West

44th

Street.

New York

City,

a

— Pat

Fox

The
isn't

available.

is

Wexdell Guldin. — Hedda Hopper, who
divorced from De Wolf Hopper, comes

from Pittsburgh,
brates
right

her

name

Pennsylvania, and
birthday on June 2nd.

Her

Elda Furry
five feet ten.
dark-brown hair and
about eighteen.
Nita Naldi

is

weighs 148,
Her son is

;

<

has the chief role

"What

cele-

a

in

Man."

the stage production
Alice Lake is in

Paramount's
"Man Who Broke His
Heart." Elinor Fair and Julanne Johnston,
two former leading ladies, had bits in

"The

Scarlet Empress."

—

A Winnetka

Reader. I received your
you will have to send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you
wish a list of Frankie Darro's pictures.
Look for him in Columbia's "Men of Toletter,

all

right, but

morrow."

L. iters,, n,

who made

contract.

Her next

is

—

Lorraine Sheehan. There was a John
Sheehan in the cast of "Fair Warning"
and "Criminal Code."
Any relation of

Mary Pickford

yours?

is

interested

in

the stage at present.

her

American him debut in "Bottoms Up,"
comes from the London stage and British
Studios.
Her work in "Litter Sweet" won
her

—

G. In "Cross-country Cruise,"
Enfield was Jim, the bus driver.
other information for which you ask
B.

I

might bring the desired information.
Bernie.

H.

Hugh

of

Eileen. There are a number of fan
clubs in honor of Ramon Novarro.
I'll be
glad to mail you a complete list upon receipt of a stamped envelope.
Mr. NTovarro's contract with Metro-Goldwyn has
red, and he is now on a singing tour
that will take him to Mexico and South

Li adf.r.

Clark Gable's latest, and "One Hundred
Per Cent Pure" Jean Harlow's. The east
of "Treasure Island" includes Lionel Barrymore,
Otto
Kruger,
Dudley
Dij

—

that of

I

Hollywood after playing
for a short while <ni Broadway.
She is in
the cast of "Cleopatra" and "Witching
Hour."
Henry Hull, of the stage, was
an

is

Hollywood, inspired

ber of Royal Flying Corps during the War.
Five feet eleven and a half, weighs 155,
brown hair, blue-gray eyes. Jobyna Ralston is the mother of Richard Ralston
Arlen, whose birthday cake had its first
candle on May 17th.

Garat Fax.— Although under
to Fox, Henry Garat has not

1905, live feet eight,
hair, blue eyes.

in

by the success of other old-timers.

in

"Servants' Entrance," with lanct Gaynor;
Claudette Colbert in "Cleopatra."

tract

Marsh, October 17, 1913; Jean Parker.
August 11, 1915; Lilian Harvey, January
1907.
Those characters aren't listed
19,
in the cast of the films you mention.

Sullavan, cur-

Now.'" is making "Elizabeth and Mary,"
with Lowell Sherman.
This will be followed by "One More River," from the
John

birthdates are:
Marian
1916;

Patricia

"By

—

When Bela Lugosi returns from
C. C.
vaudeville tour, he will appear on the
Broadway stage in "Pagan bury." Write
to him in care of The Lambs Club, 128
West 44th Street, Xew York.
a

65

—

Anna A. Anita Page will be twentyfcur on August 4th.
El Brendel is marOnslow
ried to the former Flo Bert.
Stevens is still single.
He was born in
Los Angeles on March

Now

1906.

29,

SEND ONLY THE COUPON BELOW—

and we will

—

Me. Elissa Landi's first starring picture
for Columbia is opposite Joseph Schildkraut, in "Sisters Under the Skin." Have
you seen Toby Wing in "Search for
Beauty"? Shirley Dunstead played Harriet in "Wild Boys of the Road."

or Buick Sedan and
HERE'S

of cash for some one. Would you
like to have it? I am going to give it away. We
want to advertise our business quickly and get wide
distribution for our products. Someone, maybe you,
will receive new Buick Sedan and SI. 250.00 cash extra
for promptness. $2,250.00 all cash if preferred. Duplicate prizes paid in case of ties.
Surely you would like to have this magnificent
prize. Then fill in the coupon below and you can
easily qualify for the opportunity to win as much
as S2.250.00. But you must be prompt.
This is our unique way of advertising. We want
people everywhere to know us and to share in this

—

Peenie B. In 1929 Fox released "South
Sea Rose," with Lenore Ulric, Charles
Bickford, Kenneth MacKenna in the leads.
Greta Garbo's right name is Gustafsson.
Pauline.

—Since

retirement from
has devoted her
time to her young daughter. In 1929 Miss
Mason played in "Anne Against the

M.

E.

"Show

hair,

dark-brown

RKO

Write

— keep

looking and you

may

find

When

them.

—

Send No Money

Remember, send
not one penny with

For Promptness
$1,250.00

—

coupon all you
do now is to find 5
faces, if you can, and
this

EXTRA

a total of $2,250 if you are
prompt and win 1st prize.

mail the coupon.
will

We

Just Mail Coupo
STAYTON\

G. F.

stand. The money topay
is on deposit in a big strong Des Moines
bank. Get your share of 84,305.00 in cash prizes, besides thousands of dollars in Special Cash Rewards.

every prize

My

—A

you win first prize.
your answer today.

if

DON'T DELAY!

.

.

.

Mail

ALLURES

>

J.

A. A.

— See Peggy Klein

for informa-

tion about "Eskimo."

Is your

form

flat,

ging

Vuu

can

undersized, sagadd 3-6 inches

rounded womanly
ami have
curves with Beautipon Cream
which
has given thoutreatment,
lovely,

complete

—

I

Sixty grand prizes in all. All prizes will be paid
promptly. Hurry'! Just mark the faces you find and
send with coupon right away. Some one wins
maybe you. Send your answer and see for yourself

list

Pippa Chance. Frances Dee's name is
now among the RKO players. See above
with reference to fan clubs. Miss Dee is
now playing in "Finishing School."

1

name.

for

of fan clubs will be mailed to you upon
receipt of a self-addressed stamped envelope.

860

I have found 5 faces in the enclosed picture and
want to win. Tell me how I stand.

her photo.

Gene Raymond Admirer.

Dept.

President

1912 Grand Avenue,
Des Moines, Iowa.

answer you right

away and tellyou how you

Marjorie Millsap, was married in
September, 1933, to Marshall Duffield, a
University of Southern California law student.
Dorothy was born in Los Angeles,
May 23, 1911; five feet, weighs 97; blond
eyes.

NOW!

it

Many people have received big cash prizes from
whom I have been associated. Some
have received several thousand dollars. Names
gladly furnished on request. Answer today and see
for yourself if you can win the first prize.

whose right

Lee,

—

Do

companies with

Reno."

B.— Dorothy

hidden faces.

you do, mark them and send your answer right
away. Quick!

April and August of
interviews with Glenda
Farrell.
Back issues may be had by sending your order and remittance to our Subscription Department.
Miss Farrell is
twenty-nine, comes from Enid, Oklahoma
blond hair, gray eyes.
Latest picture is

B.

find S of the

—

up

—

is

you

It is fun to look for the hidden faces in the trees,
clouds, etc., in the picture at the right. Are your eyes
sharp enough to find them? Some look straight at
you, some are upside down others are sidewise. It is
not as easy as some people may think, but don't give

Dot MacS. In
we published

W.

l,250" Cash!

s

distribution of money. Besides the first gr:i:ui
prize, $2,250.00 including promptness, there are 59 other
big cash prizes. The second giand prize is $750.00 cash,
third grand prize is 5300.00 cash and many others. Thousands of dollars more in Special Cash Rewards whit b
we will tell you all about when we get your answer. This i*
your opportunity. Answer today Just mail the coupon if

great

Find 5 Faces?

of

1933

name

to

Can You

by the time you read
this Joan Crawford will have become Mrs.
Franchot Tone, for her divorce from Doug
Fairbanks was to have been final in April.
Joan Blondell is five feet four. A stock
company is a group of actors who perform a different play each week.

of

loft

her

— Perhaps

"Merry Wives

a

Mason

World,"
"Flying
Marine,"
Shows," "Darkened Skies."

can qualify

/TTVJMi

playing in "This Side of Heaven."

the screen, Shirley

YOU

you how

tell

YOUR

BOW
LEGS

Corrected by yourself without
pain or inionvaniince ami it
small cost. Write for free booklet "C". N. Y. Surgical Appliance
Co., 132 Lexington Avenue, N. Y.

fllvieive srE TKe&tre
Una

Graduates: Lee Tracy. Peeuy Shannon. Fred Astaire.
Merkel. Zita Johann. Mary Fickiord etc. Drama. Dance. Speech,
Musical Comedy. Opera. Personal Development Culture. Stock
tor catalog, write
Theatre Training appearances while learning,
Secy LOREE. 66 West 85th St.. N. Y.
I

sands a beautiful form.
if your form is not
increased after applying Beautipon
Cream treatment for 14 days!
Full SO-days' Treatment, $1.00, sent in plain wrapper.
way to have the
The ultra-rapid, certain,
bewitching, magnetic, feminine charm you've always longed
treatment
for!
$1.00
for
Beautipon
Cream
FREE! Send
Now', ami you will receive world-famous Beauty K
thousands
at
"Fascinating Loveliness," as sold in
Oiler limited—
$1.00 TODAY!
$1.00—FREE!!

MONKY BACK

GUARANTEED

SEND

DAISY STEBBING,

Suite

Forest

21,

Hills,

New York.

.

Martha du Chateau. — I

don't

know

how Douglass Montgomery has escaped so
far, but he is still among the single men
Hollywood.
Born
October 29, 1907; six

of

blond
"Little

hair,

brown

Man, What

Now?"

The

for

Dermatin No.

:

Buddy Rogers, August

13,

1904.

—

Edith Boswell. Arthur Jarrett sang
"Did You Ever See a Dream Walking" in
"Sitting Pretty."
If you saw "Ace of
Aces" you'll recall having heard him sing
in that picture also.

—

Irene P. Lila Lee is five feet three;
Evelyn Laye, five feet five; Sharon Lynn,
five feet four and a half; George Lewis,
six feet.
Astrid Allwyn was born in December, 1910; Agnes Ayres, April 4, 1901;
Tad Alexander, December 29, 1922.

Der matin No.

to

3

— or money refunded

birth-

the following are
Mary Carlisle, February 3,
1912; Dolores del Rio,
August 3, 1905; Lona Andre, 1915; Buster Crabbe, February 7, 1908; Toby Wing,
July 14, 1915; Lilian Harvev, January 19,
1907; Raul Roulien, October 8, 1905;
dates

STUBBORN ECZEMA^
Now Yields

Los Angeles,
feet, weighs 170;
eyes.
His latest is
in

i'

by

Is your figure spoiled
sagging bust'.'
Are
heavy,
you embarrassed by this un-

sightly

fat?

Then

lei

a

me

tell
you bow to reduce an
oversize
gladly
I'll
bust.
send you my easy directions,
with a container of "Pre-

scription-36".

Instantly

;;
i< a
sain
by a chemist who
-lust
idy of skin diseases.
final in N*o. 3 over the burning, irritated skin.
the fiery itching stops ami before long, the skin
I

Rii

iff,

Pimples, Rashes, Acne,
Barbers Itch. Athlete's Foot all aro
Facial
Dei "itin No. :;.

—

1

:

lis

1

i

up

cleared

the

Gold

leaving

without

Medal

Award

in

Dermatin
famous French

scars.

the

Ltion.

i

You take no

trying Dermatin No. 3 because it is
guaranteed in writing,
it it fails to relieve your condition, your money will he cheerfully refunded.
Mail SI at
and suiter no more.
(Dermatin N
0. I),
if desired,
risk

in

i

SEND ME YOUR
and address ami your

NAME
pleas-

ant home treatment will come
to you by return mail
in plain wrapper.
Please
enclose 10c for forwarding charge.

DORIS KENT, T-7
80 East 11th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Spring
Spring

Valley
Valley,

Laboratories,

N.

Box

B.

Y.

me your famous new Dermatin No.
once.

I

enclose $1.

(If

C.

0.

3

D

\

City

state
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.

RKO

Street,

Studio, 780

Gower

Street,

Hollywood, California.

Tim McCoy

Nils Asther

Ann Harding

Bill

Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell

Grace Moore
Ann Sothern
Joseph Schildkraut

Boyd
Clive Brook

Katharine Hepburn
Francis Lederer
Anita Louise

Jack Holt

Rillie

Kdmund Lowe

Fay Wray

Jean Arthur
Walter Connolly

Fox

Warner Baxter
Bentley

Harvey
Miriam Jordan

Lilian

Bow

Jose Mojica

Marion Burns
Henrietta Crosman
James Dunn

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers

Sally Eilers

Raul Roulien
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
June Vlasek
[ugh Williams

Alice Faye

Norman Foster
Preston Foster
Janet

Gay nor

Helen Hayes

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

Myrna Loy
Florine McKinney
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan

Carlisle

Maurice Chevalier
Virginia Cherrill

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Marie Dressier
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Clark Gable
(ireta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Fredric

Constance Bennett
Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin

Mary
Anna

Ronald Colman

Loretta

Lona Andre
Richard Arlen

Mary

I

Inland

Grace Bradley
Colbert

ludette

iary

(

(

!ooper

Vince Barnett

Russ Columbo
Andy Devine

Zasu Pitts

Hugh Enfield
Wynne Gibson

Gloria Stuart

Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns
Jack I. a Rue
aughton
arles
1

i

Babj

LeR

Ken Maynard
Onslow Stevens

Boris Karloff

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

Tune Knight

Alice

White

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta Andrews

Guy Kibbee
Margaret Lindsay

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez
Henry Wadsworth
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Robert Young

Claire

Joe E.

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels
Bette Davis

Ann

Street,

Dodd

Carol

Dvorak-

Patricia Ellis

Glenda Farrell

John Davis Lodge

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey

Lombard
Mack

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni
Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Jayne Shadduck
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot

Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakie

Allen Jenkins

Al Jolson

Sheila Terry
Helen Vinson
Renee Whitney
Warren William

Gail Patrick

Ruby Keeler

Pat Wing-

[elen

I

rei

1

Sylvia

Sidney

Alison Skipworth
Kent Taylor
.Mae West
Dorothea Wieek
Jorothy Wilson
J

1
1

Alice Jans

irge Raft

Randolph Scott

Farley

Young

Richard Barthelmess

Charles Ruggles

ary Grant

Swanson

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Lois January

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Bing Crosby
Marlene Dietrich

(

Sten

Gloria

Tom Brown

Jean Parker

Buster Crabbe

Patricia

March

Pickford

Universal Studio, Universal City, California,

Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywoo d, California.
Ames

Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

George Arliss

Ruth Donnelly

Adrienne

Ginger Rogers
Bert Wheeler

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

City, California.

Elizabeth Allan

Mary

Mason
McCrea
Colleen Moore

Alary
Joel

1

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

Charles Butterworth

Dunne

Irene

William Garsan

Victor Jory
Howard Lally

Herbert Mundin
Pat Paterson

John Boles
Clara

Bill

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

Rosemary Ames
Heather Angel
Lew Ayres
Irene

Bruce Cabot
Cagney
Chic Chandler
Frances Dee
Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix

Seward

by

Wing

Elizabeth

Young

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, 66-10 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes,
Ralph Bellamy, 1416 Havenhurst. Hollywood.
Joan Bennett.
11)111
Valley Spring Lane, North Hollywood.
Helen ("handler, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian, 401 Taft Building,
Lionel Atwill, Estelle Taylor. Dorothy Peterson.
Hollywood.
i.i Sue Collins. Douglass Montgomery, 1509 North Vine Street,
Hollywood. Xeil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent Drive, Beverly
Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Avenue.
California.
Hills,
(

I

[ollyw

". "1.
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know

did he

Little

that one day his

immortal story of "Treasure Island"

would come to
thrill

-novel

Hyde"

life.

.

.just as his

captivated

other

and

Mr.

the world.

Two

"Dr. Jekyll

million copies of "Treasure Island"

have quickened the heart -beat of

men, women and

children.

Glorious news that each exciting

moment

has been recaptured to

your soul! Wallace Beery
Silver,

stir

Long John

is

and Jackie Cooper

is

the ad-

venturous youth Jim Hawkins, whose
boyish loyalty
as

will grip

your emotions,

he did before when he adored

"Champ"

with tear

-

dimmed

his

eyes.

Lionel Barrymore too, gives his most
thrilling

COOPER
IN

performance. See the cast

f all-stars
It

is

a great

Goldwyn- Mayer
voted

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON'S

its

vast

production of

TREASURE
ISLAND
-

LEWIS STONE
"CHIC" SALE

WILLIAM

V.

.

...

MONG

DOROTHY PETERSON
Directed by Victor Fleming^*

oA

as

-

v

as Captain Smollett

....
-

Dr. I<vo<

-

as

is

Ben Gut^h
Old Pen
Mrs. Hawkins
as

as

Produced by Hunt Strombcrg

METR^ GOLDWVN -MAYER PICTURE

and Metro-

proud

to

resources

this,

tant entertainment!

WALLACE BEERY as%ong John Silver
as Jim Hawkins
JACKIE COOPER
LIONEL BARRYMORE as Billy Bones
OTTO KRUGER

picture

have deto

the

the year's impor-

Half a Million People
have learned music this easy way

You,

too,

Can Learn

to

Play Your Favorite Instrument

Without a Teacher

Easy as A"B"C
YES,

over 700,000 delighted

men

and women all over the world
have learned music this quick, easy
way.

—

Seven hundred thousand what a
gigantic orchestra they would make
Some are playing on the stage, others
in orchestras, and many thousands are
daily enjoying the pleasure

and popsome

beginning to end, is right before your
eyes in print and picture. First you
are told how to do a thing, then a
picture shows you how, then you do
it yourself and hear it.
And almost
before you know it, you are playing

your

make

—

favorite

classics.
it

pieces -jazz, ballads,
private teacher could
clearer. Little theory
plenty

No

—

of accomplishment. That's why students of the U. S. School of Music
Surely this is convincing proof of get ahead twice as fast
three times
the
success of the new, modern
as fast as those who study old-fashmethod perfected by the U. S. School ioned plodding methods.
of Music!
And what these people
You don't need any special "talhave done, YOU, too, can do
ent.
Many of the' 700.000 who
of these
have already become
700,000 didn't know
accomplished players
one note from another
never dreamed they
What Instrument
others
had never
possessed musical abiltouched an instrument
ity. They only wanted
For You?
yet in half the usual
play sonic instruto
Piccolo
Piano
Organ
Guitar
time they learned to
ment just like you
Hawaiian
Violin
Steel Guitar
Banjo (Plec
play their favorite inand they found they
Drums and
trum. 5Traps
String or
strument. Best of all,
learn
could
quickly
Mandolin
Tenor)
Ukulele
Clarinet
they found learning
easy
way.
this
how
Trombone
Flute
Saxophone
Harp
music amazingly easy.
Just a little of your
'Cello
Cornet
Trumpet
No monotonous hours
spare time each day
Sight Singing
Voice and Speech Culture
of exercises
is
needed and you
no tediHarmony and Composition
Automatic Finger Control
ous scales
enjoy every minute of
no expenPiano Accordion

of being able to
instrument.
ularity

play

—

Many

—
—

—

—

—
—

sive

teachers.

simplified

This

method

and German
Accordion
Juniors' Piano Course
Italian

made learning music
as easy as

A-B-C

It is like a fascinating game. From
the very start you are playing real
tunes, perfectly, by note. You simply

can't

go wrong, for every step, from

it.

The

cost

is

—

surpris-

Don't miss any more good times, learn
to play your favorite instrument and
surprise all your friends!
Change from
a wallflower to the center of attraction.
Music is the best thing to offer at a party
musicians are invited everywhere.
Enjoy the popularity you have been missing.
Get your share of the Musician's pleasure
and profit
Start Now

now

—

!

!

Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson
If

you are

in earnest

—

—

venient coupon asking for our Free [''"Islet and Free Demonstration Lesson. These
explain our wonderful method fully and
show you how easily and quickly you can
learn to play at little expense. The booklet
will also tell you all about the amazing
new lutomatic Finger Control.
U. S.
School of Music, 538 Brunswick Bldg.,
.

Xew York

City.

Thirty-sixth Year (Established 1898)
V. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
538 Brunswick Bldg., New York

price

is

Music in
!>!-.
Frank

Crane.

ticulars of j
in the following

Free

Demonstration
payment plan.

Lesson,
I

am

course:
[

i

Instrument

the

same for whatever instrument you
choose. And remember you are studywithout
ing right in your own home
paying big fees to private teachers.

—

City

me your free book, "How You ran Master
Yon Own Home," with inspiring mess;

Please send

averaging
ingly low
only a few cents a day

—and the

about wanting to

join the crowd of entertainers and he a
you really do
"big hit" at any party
if
want to play your favorite instrument, to
become a performer whose services will
be in demand fill out and mail the <<>n-

Name

.

(Please

Write Plainly

Address

City

State.

-

and
intei

par-
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FRONTISPIECE:

OF HOLLYWOOD

Man

Confidence

Gary Cooper,

11

of all stars,

is

a

"Now and

crook in

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Two Hearts in Waltz Time

.

.

.

Forever," with Carol Lombard.

They Craved

—and

Lost

.

.

12
in

Dickson Morley

Hollywood's

.

16

.

18

Frustration and defeat for some, renown and glory for others.

Bow

Baby, Take a
Exactly

Anna

all

Myrtle Gebhart

you want

is

all

.

.

Harry N. Blair

27

the greater for knowing love-fulfillment.

Whitney Williams

Knight
Guy Standing,

Sir

that delectable youngster, Shirley Temple.

Wonderful Romance

Sten's

The Russian actress

Solitaire

know about

to

the only actor in Hollywood

30

who has been knighted by

the King

England.

of

Too Proud To Be

a Princess

Katherine DeMille prefers

to

Dudley Early

.

own canoe
moe

paddle her

to fame,

31

spite of a powerful
sp

in

Where are the stars of
yesteryear of yesterday,
Why is there no
even?
place for the star whose
salary was $10,000 a week
only a short while ago?
How does it happen that
a star of the not-so-distant past is an extra to-day
and glad of the chance?
Stranger still, what has
become of the players of
great promise, those with
bright futures before
them, who are not only
idle in Hollywood but

—

Laura Benham

Timely interviews with Herbert Marshall and Gloria Swanson, principals
four-sided romance.

Parts

THE LOST LEGION

forgotten by former
guests at their parties?

father.

Who Am

Well,

These are Hollywood's
I?

.

Madeline Glass

Real names, assumed
r
names, and names received

in

32

several marriages often confuse

stars.

Jeanne de Kolty

School of Stars

34

.

Joel McCrea, Fay Wray, Marian Marsh, Mary Brian, and Marion Burns attended Hollywood High before entering the movies.

Last Try for Lilian

.....

Miss Harvey courageously admits defeat
one more.

Love

—TheJust

a

Racket

Ben Maddox

American

in

....

lilms.

but

staking her

is

Dorothy Lubou

all

38

amazed.

40

"I

42

MARRIAGE/' SAYS
JEAN HARLOW!

on

.

....

star without a love-life, real or rumored, doesn't get along in Hollywood.

Dena Reed

Look Out, Harlow!
Is Alice

Faye menacing Jean's peace

of

mind?

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think

6

Uninhibited expression of opinion

lias

made

this

....

A

in

New York

.

.

.

....
....

Karen Hollis

14

28

Yet
ended disastrously.
Jean Harlow is without
bitterness or blame or

36

Love has simself-pity.
ply done her wrong. Don't

"different" slant on doings of stars in Manhattan.

Hollywood High Lights

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

.

Pointed news and gossip of studioland.

The Screen

in

Review

Norbert Lusk

Picture Play's celebrated critic offers interesting opinions.

Addresses of Players
If

Favorites of the Fans

...........

at

THE STRANGE

CASE OF MARLENE
DIETRICH

Future Films
Island,"

Creasure
Monica," "Grand Canary,
"The Thin Man." and "Sour Grapes."

44
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PREVIEWS:
Prerelease glimpses of "Doctor
Du Barry," "Kiss and Make-up,"

Jack

analysis of an extraordinary girl in September
Picture Play.

Splendid portraits iii rotogravure of Shirley Temple, Norma Shearer, Marlene Dietrich,
Helen Vinson, Evelyn Venable, Mary Carlisle, Jean Parker, Anna Sten, and Alice
Faye.

Looking

clusive

66

you must write, here's where.

ART GALLERY:

Far from disillusioned
Miss Harlow
all for 'em in this ex-

interview with
Smalley, who explains why the platinum
blonde's three marriages

8
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with men,
is

department uniquely famous.
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lost legion, more's the
pity, and Samuel Richard
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them in next month's PicYou will be
ture Play.
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What handicaps her?
Too little temperament, a
willingness to be submissive? Friends, facts, and
figures contribute astonitems to Helen
ishing
Pade's article about the
woman who should be

America's most popular
and isn't. In next
star
month's Picture Play.

—

HE

OF VERGIE WINTERS"

brings together John Boles and Ann Harding in one of those simple, touching stories
woman's steadfast love and quiet self-sacrifice in the mood of "Back Street." Here Miss Harding is a
small-town milliner whose affair with Mr. Boles is common talk until she gives him up rather than impede his political
career, which climaxes when he becomes a senator and marries Helen Vinson.
Accused of his murder, Vergie silently
sacrifices herself to spare his wife and his reputation until justice belatedly vindicates her.
I

LIFE

that glorify a

WHAT
In

THE FANS THINK

Memoriam.

LILY AX TASHMAN

in "Murder by the
never forget her.
Beverly Hook.
1339 Glenn Avenue, Augusta, Georgia.

and her truly villainous portrayal

dead.
She was my first
loved her from the moment I saw her
favorite.
in "Bulldog Drummond."
And for four years I
loved her, and only her, devotedly. I wrote to her mainlimes.
She was one of the few stars who acknowledged
tan letters by a photo, and she sent me many pictures
and three letters.
is

Clock."

1

I

shall

A

AM

I

Hook

Man — Muni.

men

that

my

feminine

are

associates

continually

yawping about.

No, it isn't envy, either. But after
listening patiently for months to their plaintive eulogies
concerning the virility of Gable, Montgomery's nonchalance, and Jack Barrvmore's profile, I'm inspired to
rise to the defense of a man
and a magnificent actor
as well
Paul Muni. Who can forget his remarkable
portrayals in "Scarface" and "I Am a Fugitive"? Now
Muni is no matinee idol, but for true brilliance and
sincerity of performance he has all these would-be heroes'

—

—

Beverly

Man's

becoming rather weary of these cinema super-

lashed to the mast.

speaks
for all

those
fans

who
miss
Lilyan

Tashman.

The
tragedy of
Karl
is

Dane

sym-

pathetically

She was wonderful, f idolized her. I used to dream
of meeting her some day and being overcome by the
thought that here she was right before me!
And I
dreamed then that she was all graciousness and helped
me out of my speechless fright by being friendly, sweet,
know she would have been so
I
and understanding.

deplored
by
Ella

Nikisher.

had ever met her.
She was a glorious,
human, likable person,
if I

a true woman beneath
her pretense of caring

only for smart appearance and fashionable
clothes.
This false
front
she wore was
merely one of the
tricks 1 o v w o o d
women must use.
low tragic that she
died so suddenly when
1

1

Muni

is

hand-

a

harsh,

some

in

brutal

way and he

1

never poses. I understand that he is

1

she bad

just

come

being

her own as a clever,
fast-stepping comedi-

enne!

\nd

yet

who

how

V

fitting that her cai eer
should end while she
had success, popular-

and adulation.
She has left behind
her memories of her

licking
"Girl's

performance
\bou1

in

Town"

has read this
devastating tale of
a rollicking buccaneer, the choice of.

Muni
Paul Muni

a man's actor,
Kennedy, whose
girl
friends bore him with
eulogies of the Barrymore

for

must

role

ity,

varied successes, such
as her clever and rol-

considered

"Anthony Adverse." To any one
for

into

the

be

title

re-

is

writes Frank

profile.

Anita

Page and

her family

won

the

heart of Demetra
M. Hatzis.

What
garded as nothing short of a stroke of
genius and positive assurance of another
It may be
incomparably perfect picture.
that there is a more consistently intelligent
actor than Paul Muni out Hollywood way,
but I have yet to see him.

Frank Kennedy,
Lake Zurich,

Jr.

Illinois.

THIS

a tribute to one who, though at
one time a grand actor and comedian,
is

—

penniless and forgotten Karl Dane.
wonder how many of you remember
Though it seems only yesterday
him?
that I first saw him
a tall, gawky fellow
with a broad smile and big blue eyes that
died
I

—

sparkled with

fairly

was

It

life.

"The Big Parade"

in

that

he

played his first part. He was Slim, champion spitter of a regiment of doughboys
and one of the buddies of Jack Gilbert
a grand comedian if ever there was one.
I shall never forget the scene where he
ran to the rescue of a buddy and got
caught, and finally his bullet-riddled body
lay sprawled across the field.
And I am
sure most of us sat there with a lump in
our throat, a tear in our eye, wishing he
hadn't died.
What a truly great fellow

he was

!

And one reads of him
Dane, who skyrocketed to
Big Parade,' now penniless
and living on the bounty of
himself to death."
What a tragedy

to-day,

"Karl

fame in 'The
and forgotten
friends, shoots

indeed!

Ella Nikisher.
1225 Lancaster Street,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Meeting Anita's Family.
are cheers for Anita Page and

HERE

her vaudeville tour.
Meeting Anita
backstage, I was introduced to her charming mother.
Immediately I was at ease
as I chatted with mother and daughter.
I learned that Anita was leaving for the
Coast after the vaudeville tour and how
she enjoyed meeting her fans.
Meeting Anita and her family was a
thrill for me, and as I left them, I couldn't
help but wonder if those who found the
former nine-o'clock publicity a little extraordinary gave any consideration to the
fact that Anita was but seventeen when
she made her screen debut.
One has but to listen to the audience to
learn what an impression she has left with
them. They reminisce over past parts and
ask one another when she will be returning
to the screen.
It is for her screen performances that she is remembered. If the
reactions
of
audiences
mean anything,
Anita will be back in pictures, continuing
to endear herself to her many fans.

entertains <m the subject.
are
firmly convinced that he has a most ambitious program in mind for Ramon.
Know this because six or eight years ago,
shortly alter Ramon made his great hit in
"Ben-Hur," a writer said that Air. Thalberg's "belief in Novarro is manifest in a
remarkable schedule oi stories and direc-

man," how

tors."

to work him for presents, jewcetera, presumably giving nothing
in return.
These unsophisticated kids take
et

all seriously, and that is the trouble.
Because any one with a modicum of exit

perience knows that women who yet all
and give nothing, are as numerous as
clothes in a nudist colony.
So Mae West,
who may otherwise be harmless, can do
real mischief and that does call for objection.
The Mae West furor itself will
last the short life that the people she portrays do, but her influence for injury, unfortunately may not.
George Power.
P. O. Box 2672,
Los Angeles, California.

Hepburn's Splendid Bravado.

IT

is difficult

to understand the

Main

Street,

—

a

—

resentment.

Katharine Hepburn is young.
She has
four outstanding screen performances to
speak for her. Even if she was not quite
ready for Broadway, it was valuable experience.
Instead of belittling her talent,
it would be more to the point to acclaim
her splendid bravado.
The spirit which
prompted her appearance on Broadway is
rare in the theater and should carry her far.

Jack W. McElveny.
960 Iglehart Avenue,
St. Paul, Minnesota.

Every Man

INSTEAD

of

to

His Trade.

signing up prize fighters,

swimming champs,

crooners,

male

beauty-prize winners, radio enterand vaudeville hoofers, I wish the
producers would give the breaks to proved
actors.
There are any number of the latter being kicked around in small roles and
in quickies, while the above miscellany is
given the acting plums which is unfair
to both actors and audience.
While a continuous mad hunt is going
on to discover these trick stars, Hollywood
is full of young actors of real talent who
Among
are being more or less ignored.
them are Onslow Stevens, Nils Asther,
Ralph Forbes, and Ralph Bellamy.
When will the movie moguls realize that
the best acting is done by trained actors.
tainers,

—

Dee Chapman.

Menace?

Thalberg on the Carpet.
was once quoted

RAMON NOVARRO

— from

saying he has great faith in perIf one tries hard and long
enough one will eventually achieve one's
objective, he said.
Well, I've been trying
for years.
I can still hold a pen, and if
Ramon will promise to take care of the

a lot of people.
Of course, picture
postcards from Paris get more avid inspection than the Mona Lisa from many.
But
which is the worth-while art, and the worth-

—

while

literature,

The

lasts?

and which of

question answers

it

really

itself.

woman

walking down the
street, flamboyantly dressed, swinging her
hips and casting come-hither looks will
arouse more attention than others with
ladylike manners.
But what does that
Certainly

a

mean?

Who
est?

are the stars who have lasted longThe Theda Baras, the Louise Glaums,

as

sistent effort.

faith

end of the situation and come back to

the screen after his present tour, we fans
will never stop trying to get better roles
for him.
will never stop, anyway, but
it might help things along, you know, if the

We

faith

end

We

is

We

Mr.

Undoubtedly

knowing

Thalberg,

that anticipation is the greater part of joy,
merits the gratitude of every Novarro fan,
for has he not given us six or eight years
Whatever became
of joyful anticipation?
of that remarkable schedule of stories, Mr.

Thalberg?

Washington audiences

did

not

rise

to

and cheer Ramon Novarro beHe was
cause they needed the exercise.

their feet

not invited to the White House to let the
President know that he does or does not
like tea.
And he did not draw large-

New

crowds

York, without benefit of
in
publicity, simply because
Yorkers are
kind-hearted and did not want to hurt his

New

feelings.

What can you hope to gain by willfully
ignoring Ramon's great drawing power
he drew the biggest crowds abroad since
the World War
and his great versatility?
What have you to lose by giving
him manly, dramatic roles? I do not mean
nothing
to give him another "Ben-Hur"
Give
so unrelieved or limited in its scope.
him another "Scaramouche," a picture that
combines dramatic power, maturity, and
!

—

—

the delicious comedy in which Ramon is
so skilled.
And flavor it all with his exF. C. Caliki.
quisite music.

Boston, Massachusetts.

Billboards and Morality.
wonder what the writers of

OFTEN

I some of these letters think of their efwhen they see their squawks in print.
They seem crude, unjust persons. The idea
of Maryann Kozma being so shocked over
the pictures of Mae West on the billboards
"Not fit for decent eyes"
phooey
not be fair and see one of
Mae's pictures, then see if you still think
Maryann, will
If you,
her degrading?
keep your mind out of the gutter you will
not see so much immorality about Mae's
They are no more
pictures on billboards.
revealing than countless others among our
!

Why

!

jugglers,

OF

course, a smoking-car story gets the
most attention and the loudest laughs

berg

forts

1532 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.

Hudson, Massachusetts.

Mae West

vehemence

with which the press has criticized
Katharine Hepburn's performance in "The
Lake." My quarrel is not that Miss Hepburn failed to fulfill expectations I must
accept the reviews for that but the ill will
behind those criticisms is cause for strong

Demetra M. Hatzis.
132

We

or the Mary Pickfords? There's your answer, and the reason why I predict that
Mae West won't last another two j
if she lasts that long.
The real trouble is that susceptible young
women are confronted with magazine articles wherein Mae West advises females on
"how to use sex appeal," "how to get your
elry,

Karl Dane.

the Fans Think

held up too.

know Ramon will promise, and we
know we will persist. But we do not, unfortunately, know what views Irving Thal-

stars.

To me, Mae West seems to be a very
clever and beautiful person. She has sense
enough to know what the public wants and
Don't believe all the
gives it to them.
She's great,
stories written about her.
and I'm for her one hundred per cent.
Aren't you the
for Bill Gordon.
What an eye for
brainy cuss, though!

Now

What's wrong with
and talent
HepHepburn's and Crawford's looks?
burn has a very refreshing appearance and
gives us something new and entirely difNature must have
ferent in her pictures.
given you a freakish brain for you to call
so talented an actress as Hepburn a freak.
And what is wrong with Crawford's
looks?
To me she seems very beautiful.
I love the way she dons her make-up, and
would look just like her if I only could.
She is one actress who has yet to give a
poor performance. She is a queen among
beauty

!

the stars.

Dorothy Rogers, and you.

Bill

Gordon,

did you ever try writing a real boost for
some star, forgetting those you dislike so

much?
nice.

Try

it

sometime.
\

It's
i.s

fun

— and

Gearhart.

1746 Arlington Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio.

Continued on page 10

so

Information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
BERGLUND.— For
KEN
of Fred Astaire, write

a photograph
Studio,

RKO

to

inclosing twenty- five cents.
After making
two pictures, "Dancing Lady" and "Flying Down to Rio," he went to England for
a vacation.
He is in Hollywood again for

"Ringstrasse."
E. E. P.— David Manners is playing in Universal^ "Black Cat." His

name

real

is

Rauff

Aklom

;

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada, April 30,
six
feet,
weighs
1905
175 brown hair and eyes.

born

in

—

Janina. Ramon Novarro sailed for
South America on April 7th to begin a
concert tour which is to last all summer.
His sister, Carmen Sameniegos, accompanied

Ramon

him.

now

is

thirty-five.

Laughing Boy" is his current film. He
is to make two more for Metro-Goldwyn.

Margie

well.

;

—

Bette Kester. Adrienne Ames is five
Lona Andre weighs 107. Glenda

;

—

—

Marguerite McCollum. Henry Wilcoxon and Warren William with Claudette
Colbert, in "Cleopatra."
Paul Kaye was
Patricia Ellis's fiance in "Easy to Love."

Farrell

Axn H. H.

Slim in "Day of
Reckoning" was played
by James Bell.
Robert
Montgomery comes from
Beacon, New York, where
he was born on May 21,
six
1904;
feet,
weighs

Mk '<mJjR
klfl

160;
eyes

'

1

brown hair, blue
Kent Taylor, from

;

near Nashua, Iowa, on May 11th; six feet,
weighs 165; dark wavy hair, brown eyes.

Monica Ormsberry.

Harry Brownney.

— Wynne

Gibson

is

not a star but a featured player who divides
her time between several
studios
that is why you
do not find her name regularly in "Addresses of
Players."
Her latest is
"I Give
Love," for
Universal, opposite Paul
Jjpr
;

— The birthdates you

are: Randolph Scott,
January 23,
1903; Bruce Cabot, April 20, 1910; Adrienne Ames, August 3, 1909; Virginia Cherrill, April
12, 1908; Claire Dodd, December 29, 1908; Warren William, 1896

—

R. M. H.
For information about Robert
Montgomery, see L. (i. and II. II. Howsubject

the

avoided

in

of

religion

Lukas.
Some Japanese
players are Toshia Mori, Aoyama Yukio,
Ned LaSalle, Sessue Hayakawa.

M.

always

— Fredric

March was divorced

fore he

Ellis

Baker be-

married Florence

Eldridge.
a surprise

I

guess this

Ellis.

-Little

to

Jimmy

Butler

of

"Only

Yesterday" played the role of
Charles as a boy in "Beloved." He is also
in

"No Greater

a native

New

Glory."
Madge Evans is
Yorker, twenty-five on July

Una Merkel

be the same agi
Madge on December 10th; Raymond Hatton was forty-two on July 7th married to
Frances Roberts.
Reginald Barlow was
1st;

Cooper

posite Anna Sten.
His
marriage to Sandra Shaw
was covered in "They
Say in New York" last March.

will

in

"The Big

(

— Here

Z.

are

those birthdates
1901
Paul Muni,
1895
Ginger Rogers, July
Raymond, August 13, 1908;
November 2, 1905 ; Janet
Gaynor, October 6, 1907 Richard Aden,
September 1, 1898; Maurice Chevalier,
September 12, 1893; Ruby Keeler, August
25, 1909; Cary Grant, January 18, 1903.

May

7,

;

;

;

Alma.
months
been

— The

Page

Anita

that

is

you

reason

on

the

she

screen
has

haven't
these

seen

many

Constance

March

in

Bennett

with

Fredric

"The Affairs

of Cellini."
Miss
about five feet four, and will be

Bennett is
twenty-nine on October 22nd

was

five feet ten,

thirty-six

Donald Dillaway, five
one on March 17th.

Lee Tracy,
on April 14th;
;

eleven, thirty-

feet

Anita,

films.

name
born
York,

whose

Pomares,

is

Flushing,

in

August
three,

feet

4,

weighs

eyes.

Charlie

Trent.

-«

heights
and
Gibson, five feet two,
103; Ginger Rogers, five feet five, 112;
Frances Dee, five feet three, 108 Miriam
Hopkins, a little over five feet, 100 Fay

118,

blond

Du

"^
hair,

—

Uncas was played by Alan Roscoe, Cora
by Barbara Bedford, and .llicr by Lillian

five

three,

feet

Miss

114.

Wrav

twenty-seven September 16th. VicDolores del Rio in "Madame
Barry."

—

Ted Moore. The answ-er I mailed to
you was returned. If you will let me know
your present whereabouts, I shall forward
the letter to vou again.
Sophie Singer.
Janney

seems

—Leon

prefer
the stage.
He was lasl
seen around New York
to

"Every Thursday." He
was seventeen on April
Address him at Box
1st.
425, Hollywood. Leon E.
anncy is his full name;
William Janney.
in

Hall.

—

Lady Reader. The June and July issues
were already in print when your Utter
After a short vacation in Europe,
came.
Eric Linden is at work on Universale "I
Give \l\ Love," with Paul Lukas and
Wynne Gibson. Richard Cromwell's right
name is Roy Radahaugh.

We

do not have FaciliFor one
for supplying photographs.

Virginia Lee.ties

—Their

Wynne

weights are:

tor Tory with

I understand that Elmo Lincoln
C.
living in seclusion in a mountain lodge
near Hollywood.
In "The Last of the
Mohicans." released in 1920, the part of

of

Toby

;

near
Richmond,
Virginia, July 14, 1915; five feet four and
a half, weighs 118; platinum hair, blue

will be

blue eyes.
J. J.

eyes

Wing,

;

last

New

;

hazel

hair,

Wray,

was
1910;

—

Rosellea. Jean Harlow is a natural
platinum blonde, though she takes the
greatest care to keep her
hair that way. Jean Parker was born in Deer
Lodge, Montana, August
11, 1915; five feet three,
weighs 105
dark-brown

;

"The

in vaudeville.

Big Cage" and "I Have
Lived"
were her last

;

John Whipple

—

this.

is

is

most fans
because mention is rarely
made of the fact that he
bad a former wife. Anyhope the bet is in your favor.

Ruth

E.

Gary Cooper,
September 22,
16, 1911; Gene
James Dunn,

five

from an

T

is

magazine.

this

Td a Dietz.

way,

—Gary

has signed a new contract
with Paramount.
You
will be seeing him soon
in "Barbary Coast," op-

My

wish

ever,

1907, in

26,

;

Soxja B. Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone may be married by the time you read

twenty-nine.

is

J

G.

May

born

Winterset, Iowa six feet two-, weighs 200,
and has dark-brown hair and blue eyes.
About a year ago he married Josephine
Saenz, daughter of a Panama official.

feet five.

Jean. I am unable to supply the home
addresses of players.
Dorothy Wilson is
with Paramount. I shall be glad to send
you a personal reply if you will inclose a
self-addressed stamped envelope.
Dorothy
and Gretchen are not related.

L.

Wayne was

wood.

Tommy.

—You

probably saw Patsy
Kelly in "Going Hollywood" and "Countess
of Monte Cristo."
Now playing in Columbia's "The Party's Over," with Stuart
Erwin, Ann Sothern, and William BakeC. G.

1040 N. Las Palmas Avenue, Holly-

dio,

John Wayne, write

to

Monogram

Stu-

not

I

George.

— Helen

Mack's
She

Rock Island. Illinois.
one November 13th;
half,

weighs

five

birthplace

is

her next.

to

is

will be twenty-

feet

three and a
hair and

dark-brown

"Limehouse Nights," with

eyes.
Raft,

105:

related

George

Information Please

—

Warren William, not WilPowell, has the Philo Vance role in
the next S. S. Van Dine story, "The
Margaret Lind'Dragon Murder Case."
Patricia Ellis
Isay has the feminine lead.
in "The Circus Clown" and "Here Comes
Josephine.

[liani

the

Groom."

Georges Metaxa

9th.

— Myrna

and William Powell

—

Fredric

lias

lefl

Francis
Hospital,
Miami, Florida,
where he was taken after the automobile
accident in which his wife was killed ami
he suffered a fractured skull.
St.

Tod Nottaii.

Leary. Norma Shearer,
March, and Charles Laughton
C.

on August

Loy, Clark Gable,

"Manhattan Melodrama" Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in "Change of Heart."
Karen Morley
has Tom Keene for her leading man in
"Our Daily Bread."
in

;

in

"The

Barretts of Wimpole Street." Ann Sothern
has been cast opposite Jack Haley in "Here
Otto Kruger in
Comes the Groom."
"Dangerous
Island."
to
'"Treasure
Women" is the new title for "The Humibug," with Nils Asther and Gloria Stuart.

honor
"lvis>

Jo, \ \.— Claudia Dell was born in San
Antonio,
Texas, January 10, 1910; five
feet five, blond hair, blue eyes; Mary Carlisle,
Boston, Massachusetts, February 3,
1912; live feel one, weighs 100; blond

Kay Francis's right name
{Catherine Gibbs, and W. C. Fields's is
William Claude Duganfield.

hair, blue eyes.
is

Dot T.

— Upon

completion of her stage

engagement in "Mary of Scotland," Helen
Haves will make "Vanessa" for Metro-

l

Lane.

Oliver

I

,

of Bing Crosby and Jean Harlow.
and Make Up" is Toby Wing's latest.

— After

"Merry Widow," Jeanette
MacDonald will make "Naughty Marietta," with Nelson Eddy opposite.
Miss
MacDonald was born in Philadelphia,
Betty.

18, 1907; five feet five, weighs 122,
red-gold hair and greenish-blue eyes.

June

—

A. G. Here are some September birthdates: Greta Garbo, 18th; Richard Arlen,
1st; Ralph Forbes, 30th; Neil Hamilton,
9th; Fay Wray, 16th; Helen Vinson, 17th;
George Raft, 26th Otto Kruger, 6th Paul
Muni, 22nd Dickie Moore, 12th George
O'Brien, 1st; Kathleen Burke, 5th; Claudette Colbert, 13th; David Durand, 29th;
Jackie Cooper 15th; Donald Cook, 26th.
;

;

;

;

—

Lou. That was Robert Donat as Thomas
Cidpcpcr in "Henry the VIII." He is now
under contract to Reliance Pictures, and
will have the title role in "The Count of

Monte

Cristo."

— Mary

Brian's

latest

is

"Private Scandal," with Phillips Holmes,
Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts, Ned Sparks. Miss
Brian l>orn in Corsicana. Texas, February
17, 1908; five feet two, weighs 109, brown
hair, blue eyes.
See Addresses of Players
for those you ask about.

—

Christine C. The Wampas Baby Stars
for 1934 are: Judith Arlen, Betty Bryson,
lean
Carmen, Helen Cohan, Dorothy
Drake, Jean Gale, Hazel Hayes, Ann
Anne Meredith,
.u
Novy, Lucille I.und,
Gigi Parrish, Katherine Williams, JacqueI

line

Wells.

—Greta

Garbo's next film will be
Robert Montgomery
is to be costarred with Wallace Beery in
"West Point of the Air."
Isabel.

"The Painted

Veil."

—

Interest Ed. Otto Kruger comes from
Toledo, Ohio, and celebrates his birthday
on September 6th; married to Sue MacManamy, and they have a seven-year-old

—

Johnny. John Wayne is playing in
"The Man From Utah" and "Blue Steel."
to be followed by "Randy Rides Alone," all
for Monogram.
Elizabeth Allan is still in
pictures.
Look for her in "David Copperfield."

Sarah.

— The Merian C.

Coopers (Doro-

thy Jordan) were in Honolulu when their
daughter was born on April 15th. Martha
Sleeper became Mrs. Hardie Albright on
April 7th.

As many letters come to Picture Play
about Frankie Darro as the big-time
stars.
That's why fans will be interested

to

know

Frankie

new

that his

'Burn-'em-Up

is

Barnes,"

picture

in

which

as usual, give a corking

will,

performance.

—

Ed. Anita Louise is a native New
Yorker, born January 9, 1916; blond hair,
blue-gray eyes. Now playing in "Madame
Du Barry." Tom Brown is her constant
escort.
Randolph Scott is with Jack
Oakie and Dorothy Dell in "Thank Your
Stars." Richard Barthelmess in "Midnight
Alibi" with Ann Dvorak, Helen Lowell,
Helen Chandler.

—

'Goldwyn.
When George Arliss returns
from a vacation in England he will be in
"Richelieu."
Mr. Arliss is an Englishman
land

sixty-six.

is

Barlow-Gable Fan.

—When

•

jlancing.

Bird.

He

—Creighton
is

about

Chaney

is

twenty-three,

free-

—

ten and a half,
blue eyes.
He

[five feet

jhair,

twice.

Nat Pendleton

was born in HuntFebruary 11, 1903;
weighs 150; brown
has been divorced
will

Man,"

My

"Hold

Hand,"

be thirty-five

"Six
Nice,"

Brian Aherne's splendid performance
in

him
H.

W.

W. You

will

see

Judith

Allen

The Constant Nymph
back to Hollywood
Fountain,

in

brought
"The
with Ann Harding.
for

"The Old-fashioned Way."
Miss Allen comes from New York and
C. Fields's

her birthday on January
She has nut-brown hair and blue-gray

celebrates

28th.

eyes.

daughter.
Write to Monogram Pictures
for a photo of Bob Steele,
Ben Lyon was

Divorced.

and

comes from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
six feet two, weighs 205. dark-brown hair
and eyes. His next is "Virgie Winters."
V. L. A. Rex Lease
ington, West Virginia,

Nasty

Women," "Sweet and Simple," "So
"My Dog Loves Your Dog."

requesting
ia list of a star's films, we ask readers to
inclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Jean Harlow was known as Harlean Carpenter before going into pictures, and
Clark Gable as William Gable.

Helen

M. S. The songs you heard in "Wonder Bar" are "Why Do I Dream Those
Dreams," "Goin' to Heaven on a Mule,"
"Don't
Say Good Night," "Vive La
France," and "Wonder Bar."
Those sung
in "George White's
Scandals" are "You

— Gertrude

Michael was Pamela
in You."
Recent
films are "She Loves Me Not" and "Cleopatra."
Miss Michael is an Alabama girl
L.

Banks

N.

in

who came

—

"I

to

Believed

Hollywood from

the stage.

M. B. I shall be glad to mail you a list
of fan clubs upon receipt of a self-addressed
stamped envelope. There are a number in

thirty-three

on February

—

6th.

Stewart. I don't know that there
any reason for picking on Yonkers as
being a funny city.
Others that are the
butt of movie jokes are Dubuque, Kalamazoo, Hoboken, and Brooklyn.
No use being sensitive about it
just" be a sport and
laugh with the rest.
After all, there is
really no basis for any of these gibes.
S. L.

is

;
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Continued from page 7
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For Hepburn and Picture Play.

THIS

to

part

l>e

ever,

nearly

of

life

strong

the

that

feel

I

the daily

of

and the fans are delighted.

tars,

all

How-

criticism

of

Miss Hepburn's attitude toward members
of the press was unnecessary.
What difference does it make what her
private life is so long as she delivers the
goods on the screen?
Each of Katharine's
pictures has been distinctly individual and
outstanding.
This little girl handles her
ioles with sincere understanding of everything she is doing.
This is the greatest
step in the making of a perfect characterizatii

'ii.

Katharine also possesses another distinction

unknown

fect

diction.

has

to

to

many

stars

—simple,

per-

She makes everything she
say mean something vitally im-

better in the next.

Picture Play is good value for a dime.
give your own opinions despite what
other magazines say.
Oh, I'm not trying
to say that you should emulate other magazines, but some, you know, have a habit
of playing follow the leader in their criticisms.
Some say of all pictures, "They're
swell
not a weak moment in any of
!"
them
Some magazines play favorites
among the stars; all their pictures are "the
best performances in their lives," and yet
they may be as dull as ditch water.

You

—

Victor P. King.

227—21st

222 South Rampart Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.

Street,

Brandon, Manitoba, Canada.

Don't Ask!

Bow's Status.

Settling

—

ute,

Bryan Waller.

portant.

April Picture Play I came across a
letter written by Virginia Edith, of Buffalo, New York, in which she says that
Clara How is more fascinating than Garbo,

IX

Dietrich, and others.
That was a joke enough, but she went
on to say that Clara is also an excellent
actress, her every role convincing.
This
was the line that burned me up. I consider myself some sort of critic, and even
to hint that Clara Bow could hold a candle
to Garbo is absolutely ridiculous.
Not that I don't like Clara Bow I think
she can hold her own with the best of
them if given the right vehicle such as
"Ladies of the Mob," in which I think
she did her best acting.
But in recent

Joan Crawford doesn't think up
Her gardenias are getting
a new gag?
stale.

Why Mae
When
again

ter.

It

was

about

just

bad

enough

to

keep her off the screen definitely.

Jim Monahan.

—

Why

to

always open?
Estelle Taylor

see

Stanwyck

Barbara

Why Ramon

Novarro

Baclanova will make

If

Why Madge

Hepburn

Katharine

doesn't

cease

actress

Evans has such a monoto-

on the

Eight"?
Why Clara

is

certainly de-

Her

high-powered.

regal,

fas-

cinating beauty and her aura of romance
She makes Garbo
are distinctly lovely.
and Dietrich look quite ordinary.

Bow

Brooklyn, New- York.

Marlene.
moonbeams kissed your gleaming

THE

hair

doesn't either retire or

To show

admire Otto Kruger as much

Two

do?
Joan Crawford gulps so much in
her dramatic scenes and wiggles her hips?
Lambert.
Bertha

And

as

charming

most

Elsie M. Strepka.

Brady

How many

the

screen,

She is the very
serving of better roles.
The mystery of her
essence of romance.
She is magpersonality flavors our lives.
netically

so smug?
a picture soon?

is

intentionally overacts?
Clark Gable is such a lovable chap?
John Boles is so creakingly stiff?
Billie Burke had to spoil "Dinner

Why
Why
Whv

a good actress

Landi Life-flavorer.

ELISSA LANDI,

nous voice?
If Alice

is

but she will never dethrone Garbo, as has
been suggested.
She lacks restraint, and
relies
on her ultra-modern personality,
which cannot remain ultra-modern.
There is only one actor in pictures today who has achieved anything approaching greatness, and that is George Arliss.
Perhaps in movie history he will be mentioned now and then, but even he does not
belong to that little band of immortals
who will never be forgotten.
ClSSIE RtFF.

is

raving about Frank Fay?

She gave a

"Call

we

are

learn to act?

in

West's mouth

?

years any sane-minded person will admit
that all her pictures were box-office flops.

performance

;

Why

1

at

Her Savage," but what an awful story!
And the least said about "Hoopla" the bet-

—

really
achieved greatness Garbo.
She
alone will join that small group of cinema
immortals her name will be remembered
and she will be discussed years after she
has left the screen.
in that group already are Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Rudolph Valentino,
and one or two others. Their names will
be remembered so long as films are made.
Then many will ask, "What of the other
great stars Hepburn, Dietrich, Crawford,
West?" Mae West is a passing vogue and
will, I dare to prophesy, not last more than
another year or so, when she will fade
into obscurity as do all similar sensations
in the cinema world.
She is not an actress,
but a type.

Margate, Kent, England.

WONDER:

I

;

swell

—

She is no current rave in one minout the next but every performance
she gives shoves her farther up the ladder.
Despite the fact that she may have been a
child star, she does not let this deter her
from becoming a greater star as a woman.
When she came to the talkies, she had
to fight the long fight all over again. Now
she is closer to being a star than any of
the leading ladies.
Does it trouble her?
Xo! She says that if she gave a good
performance in her latest picture, she'll be
day.

thank Picture Play for the
unusual and interesting article "Oh,
Hepburn, Behave!" by M. Oakley ChrisThis unique
toph in the May number.
magazine has had the nerve to publish
those little by-the-way things that seem
to

is

the Fans Think

I

you fair.
your eyes,

the world they found

brilliant

stars possessed

laughed at

my

despairing sighs.

Why

C

Banning, California.

67 Springfield Street,
South Lawrence, Massachusetts.

At dawn, before the day's mad din,
The sun caressed your golden skin;

And

the wild, exotic flowers

all

Their perfume gave, to scent your hours.

Sten Inspires Prayer.

COR

Art or Vulgarity?

IN May

Picture
Hader's opinion

Play

Miss Hader.

note Esther
of
"The High-class
West. I cannot agree with
I certainly can see nothing

of fine acting

in

Rowdy," Mae

I

Mae West's "She Done

Him Wrong." It was my first and last
Mae West picture. There can certainly be
nothing of art in the suggestive vulgarity
of this

film.

We

Middle-Westerners appreciate real
good acting.
Katharine Hepburn was marvelous in "Little Women."
There is something fresh and wholesome
pictures

—

Miss Hepburn that makes her pictures

Why

irresistible.

can't

more Hepburn pictures?
Then, too, give us Garbo
ture

in

which

she
did

will

in

be

we have

another picpermitted to

laugh as she
in
"Queen Christina."
We corn-fed lowans really want good pictures and will support them!
Do we get
L. M. M.
Storm lake. [owa.

first time in years the build-up
ballyhoo and publicity preceding a new
star hasn't turned out to be gross exag-

the

And

The star is Anna Sten, whose
geration.
subtle charm and enigmatic beauty outdo
even her most enthusiastic publicity.
Despite a rather trite story, Miss Sten
raised "Nana" to the heights of superb
dramatic achievement. She is an artist of
the very first rank, if there ever was one.
By comparison Garbo seems quite ordinary
and Crawford but a clotheshorse.
If Anna Sten is to be taken as any indication of what's what in Russia under
the big bad Soviets, may I offer a prayer
that the revolution soon spreads to America
at least in the movies?

For

—

2817
(

MADGE

Is Climbing.

EVANS

is

one swell actress.

Not a Garbo, Shearer, Hepburn, or
Bennett, but I'd sooner see Madge any

Franklin Kennedy.
Warren Boulevard,

'hirago. Illinois.

Cinema Immortals.

WHEN
is

Madge

Both heaven and earth your beauty sought
with them, magic gifts they brought.

1

to-day's

a

complete history of the screen

written,

I

favorites

wonder how many of
will

be singled out for

mention?
How many of them are great
enough to be remembered when the rest
are forgotten?

To my

one star on the

mind, there is only
screen to-dav who has

So, desolate, I stood apart,
I but offered you my heart.

W.

New

E.

York.

Holding Out on Fans.

AFTER

reading the Katharine Hepburn
in May Picture Play, I am
thoroughly convinced that I am only one
of the many who are in sympathy with the
writer in wanting to know more about
Mi-s Hepburn. I would like to see Hepburn succeed, but I honestly believe if she
pi rsists in keeping out of the public's eye,
the public will eventually turn to some one
article

else.

After

all,

what we want from

the

glamour, excitement, publicity, and Hepburn is one of the
few who denies us these
This open letter to Katharine Hepburn
expresses a great deal of good common
sense.
I certainly hope she will read this
actors

article

which

and

actresses

is

and will appreciate the
was written.

spirit

in

it

Dorothy Burks.
Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
1501

J

STREET & SMITH'S
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PICTURE PLAY
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l
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NOW

Eugene

AUGUST
1934

-

lioliert

Hirliee

AND FOREVER"

brings Carol Lombard and Gary Cooper together in an intense story which revolves around
a combination! Mr. Cooper, a swindler, is the father of Shirley whom he hasn't seen since birth.
Willing to give up his claim on her for money, when he sees her he will not sacrifice her for anything.
So Shirley
accompanies Mr. Cooper and Miss Lombard to the Riviera where she reforms every crook in sight and, for all we know,
Shirley can do it, all right.
abolishes gambling at Monte Carlo.
Shirley Temple.

What
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TWO

HEARTS
By Laura Benham
It

is

with

difficult to reconcile

these qualities

But those who have

ruthlessness.

for many years recall the manner of his mating with Edna Best, his
present wife.
It was about eight years ago, in England,
that he and Miss Best first met.
She was
the wife of another man at the time, and
the mother of twins.
Mr. Marshall also
was married.

known him

Photo by Fryer

Best, who is Mrs. Marshall,
returned to London when gossip
coupled the name of her husband
with that of Miss Swanson.

Edna

His wife had married him during his
struggling years on the stage, soon
after he had forsaken his position as a
first

clerk

to

father,

follow

in

the

footsteps

of

his

an actor.

During the Ions, arduous War years bis
wife waited for him, and upon his return

Photo by

Willi

Herbert Marshall

is

a

siderate, loyal

man of integrity and honor, gentle and con
and affectionate, but he is ruthless, too.

from the front, wounded and battle-scarred,
His
she succored and comforted him.
present limp is mute evidence of the suffering he endured, suffering that was shared
by the woman who was then bis wife.
Upon their introduction. Mr. Marshall
and Miss Best
for

HERBERT
wants

MA RSI TAJ. T.

is

like a small

boy who

cake and have it, too. Also like
a small liny, lie has those qualities of potential
Strength and weakness which endear him to the heart
to eat his

o|

woman.
Even at casual meeting one

no immediate attraction
fact, it was several

In

years later, when they were cast in the same play that a
real friendship began and developed into an emotion that
swept all else he fore it bis wife, her husband, and

—

the twins.

Despite the unpleasantness o\ their respective divorces,

conscious of the paradox
of his nature.
lie could he the ideal husband
or the
lover of a girl's dreams.
In appearance and many ex
pressed and proved principles, he is a man of integrity
and of honor, lie is gentle and considerate, loyal and
affectionate.

felt

each other.

is

—

the English public forgave Herbert and Edna Marshall
and took them to its heart. They had, apparently, the
justification of a great love.

me: "Audiences in London
Edna and myself in roles other than happy

\> Mr. Marshall once told

won't accept

Continued on page 58
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in
Rumor

WALTZ

pairs off Herbert Marshall

Cupid's intoxicating music.

and Gloria Swanson for a dance to
Though neither will discuss the other,

marks throw a revealing

THERE
about

light

was nothing disillusioned nor discouraged
Gloria Swanson when I saw her in New
York just after she admitted the collapse of her
marriage to Michael Farmer, and announced her intention of suing for divorce.
Instead, Gloria was her usual urbane self, glowingly
radiant and utterly frank, with the disarming honesty
that is the complement of supreme assurance.
Marveling at her composure during what is surely one
of the crises of her life (after all, Farmer is the father
of her youngest child), I wondered if the explanation
might be absorption in a new roPhoto by Bull
Certainly she had the
mance.
manner and appearance of a
woman who loves and is loved

—

in return.

Of

gossip has linked Glorthat of Herbert
Marshall, whose wife, Edna Best,
recently returned to England in
what has been described by several observers as a dignified retreat.
In fact, the rumors have
even reached the stage of pithy
late,

name with

ia's

paragraphs in print.
If true,
they could doubtless account for
Gloria's unflagging zest for life.
And yet, her whole career has
been a series of conjectures and
rumors and front-page stories.
To know her is to understand
that Gloria Swanson can no more
stay out of newspaper headlines
than she can change the color of
her sea-green, limpid eyes. Perhaps that is the secret of her success.
She captures not only your
interest but your imagination as
well.

From her earliest days, Gloria's
one prayer has been "Dear God,
please grant me an eventful life."
And, the banners of her courage
high, she has gone forth to meet
this life, with its joys and sorrows, its trials and triumphs, its
disappointments and moments of
n.pture.
She has never learned
the

If

meaning of the word "defeat."
a

man

leaves his wife,

it

is

not

another woman," says Gloria
Swanson,
but because he has
stopped loving her. As long as
he loves her, no one can tear him
from her side."
Miss Swanson's
four marriages have taught her
all there is to know.
for

T
their re-

on the most discussed romance of the month.

weak and infrequent pictures,
when sound wrote finis to the

Despite
training

the lack of stage
careers of many

two children, and several marand divorces, Gloria Swanson's name is one with
which to conjure whenever the most popular actresses of
silent stars, the birth of

riages

the screen are listed.
I think it is because she has dared to live
She has painted the canvas of her life with broad, firm
strokes, in colors vivid and strong.
But at no time has
!

she lost her perspective, her sense of proportion.
[Continued on page
she explains:

As
59]
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SAY IN
This

A

ent.

lead opposite Paul
Lukas is Barbara Rob-

stations,

reward for perseverance in a checkered stage career.
bins's

I'boto by

way and
coming

is

the

open season

for

new

tal-

swoop down on radio
theaters, and byways along Broadgarner some interesting names for
Studio scouts

pictures, including

Joe Penner at $75,000.

Cosmo

TWO

or three times a year Manhattan hecomes just one big crossroads for
the film colony, and this is the record month.
Scouts come on to grab talent from the stage.
Producers take off for
Europe. Actors facing the great option test pretend indifference while they come

East and talk vaguely about doing a play.

Every railroad

station, airport, theater lobby,

Not always

ropes to hold back the fans.

and steamship pier has

have their own clan jokes. If a determined-looking female elbows her
the crowd, pushing every one aside, they hoot, "It must be Hepburn."

The Dark Horse.

to put

up

a respectful or worshiping crowd, they

way through

—

So rife was excitement over Katharine Hepburn's mysYucatan for a divorce, her wily refusals to discuss personal affairs
and the recurrent rumor that her next groom would be her manager,
crowds showed up at Newark airport to see what this Leland Hayward looked
like.
They saw a tall, thin, sandy-haired chap. He is
interesting-looking rather than handsome, languid rather

terious trip to
with reporters,
that

than

athletic.

An Old

— In Hepburn's
— she receives them

Grudge, Perhaps.

tude toward the press

fickle atti-

civilly

one day

—

thumbs her nose at them the next old
friends of Hayward's see his influence. Some years ago

and

literally

With John Beal off
to Hollywood, Broadway loses its pet
matinee idol
and
fans

rejoice

in

his

return to films.

Elizabeth Allan

Nancy

flying trip to

porarily at a standstill, is signed
by Columbia for three pictures.

comes back from a
England with two pic-

tures waiting for her.

Carroll,

her career tem-

15

NEW YORK
By Karen

Hollis

His
he was a sort of apprentice press agent for United Artists.
job was to go around to the magazines with photographs and try
to interest editors in Pickford, Fairbanks, and the rest.
It was just at that cloying period when people were a little fed
[e
up with them and Hayward often got a Bronx cheer welcome.
said then that some day he would have something they wanted,
and just let them try to get it! He is paying them off with Miss
I

Hepburn's regal indifference.
cessful literary agent now.

Hayward,

incidentally,

is

a

suc-

—

In Paul Lukas's next picture
in Hepburn's Footsteps!
unknown to film audiences will play opposite him. She
is Barbara Robbins, who has had just such a tough struggle
But don't expect
getting a break on the stage as Hepburn had.

Not

a

girl

another Hepburn. If Miss Robbins makes a big hit, it will be as
and not an imitation. She is not gaunt, gusty, or cyclonic.
She belongs rather to the cute persuasion. She is an utterly charming and level-headed young person, popular with the younger set
around town.
herself

—

Talent Raid Takes Gallery God. Another Broadwayite commandeered for the Paul Lukas picture, "Hat, Coat and Glove," is
John Beal who made an indelible impression in "Another Language." Letters commending him have poured in to "What the
Fans Think" ever since the picture was shown. He has turned
down picture offers galore, preferring to romp through "She Loves
Me Not" on the stage, but finally the ante was raised to the point
where a year's
salary would enable him to produce plays or
possibly even buy
himself a theater
he wished, so

*:^^BBii

if

he gave in. He
can't figure it
out, being rather

shy and quite
modest.
Theatrical

producers
can't figure

out.

One

it

either.
actor

in

a hundred has
Continued on
page 60

*

Katharine Hepburn celebrated her divorce by
thumbing her nose at reporters one minute
and being nice to them the next.

New

York

bade

a

reluctant

farewell

to

Madeleine Carroll whose beauty and charm
set a new standard even for England

1G

PARTS they CRAVED
Of

all

the

vanished

Hollywood, there

is

hopes
nothing

who wanted roles
rivals ran away with.
come to those who got

stars

some

they

and
to

lost

equal

felt

were

Especially

illusions

in

pain

of

the

theirs

— and

when fame has

the lucky break.

Here are

astonishing cases.

By Dickson Morley

Mae

all dressed up in Marlene
costume for "The Scarlet
It
Empress," must take it off to do

West,

Dietrich's

Ain't

Norma Shearer

No

Sin."

set her heart

on "A

of Divorcement, but David Manners looked into the eyes of Katharine
Bill

Hepburn

instead.

you parade your all-important worry?
Neither do Hollywood's darlings. At the slightest
provocation they broadcast statements on
modern modes and issue bulletins on designs for living.
They fuss a lot about their lost loves. But what

Take the case of those two sirenish pals. Mae West
and Marlene Dietrich. Because Mae has romped considerably ahead at the box office, her mental state is not
necessarily happy.
Actually it isn't, for she yearned
mightily to exercise her detailed knowledge of Catherine

they are really distressed about is the great role they've
missed.
If
Just ask them when they are in an honest mood.
you suppose the stars can have any particular role they
set their million-dollar hearts on. you've made a very
false guess.
Yes, indeedy
The truth is that at some time in every player's career
there has been one special pari longed for, a role that he
or she felt was an exact lit, one that promised to bring
world-wide applause. Then some one else got the part
and the resultant glory. And were the loser-,' private
adjectives strong

the (treat.

)

D<

!

!

She may always round up her men. but she didn't get
And you'll recall how she's been reading
her story.
She had
hooks galore on history's foremost vamp.
Katie's number, Mae did.
But an executive did her
wrong, and "The Scarlet Empress" was Dietrich's plum.

Which makes

the popularity of the picture a great big
pain to Mr. Timony's erstwhile pride.
Being eased out of a regiment of Russian lovers is no
laugh to the bust-and-bustle dame who showed us the
importance of being earnest in the pursuit of males.
Stars have different notions concerning interpreta-

17

LOST
tions, too.
Marlene has given us Catherine in her
younger, comparatively innocent days. You just know
Mae was prepared to illustrate the czarina in her purple
prime. Come up any time to la West's Hollywood apartment and, if you get past the guards, the billowy star
will sob on your shoulder.
If you should catch the glamorous belle from Berlin
away from Von Sternberg, she would confide that she
was crazy to do "Nana." Imagine her annoyance when
Sam Goldwyn deliberately preferred Anna Sten! And
so much money was spent launching the newcomer from
Moscow that Dietrich is not only disappointed at losing
the part she wanted above all others, but now she has
more foreign competition to buck.

The overnight smash of Max Baer doubtlessly pl<
every one hut Clark Gable. Every noon for weeks Clark
faithfully sacrificed lunch for boxing lessons. M.-G.-M.
having planned "The Prizefighter and the Lady" fen- him.
Illness necessitated a hospital trip and when he came
hack the lusty Baer was in his spot.
Furthermore, it was the sort of he-man role Clark
needs.
And it introduced to us a fellow whose s. a.

equals Gable's
Mention of this picture reminds me of Madge Evan-.
She has confessed to me that Myrna Loy walked off with
two roles for which she herself was gunning. Madge
wished to be the lady in Maxie's arms, and she visualized
Continued on page 57

Both Madge Evans and Clark Gable
wanted the parts played by Myrna
Loy and Max Baer in "The Prizefighter
and the Lady/' with Otto Kruger.

How would you have
Dietrich

Sten?

in

It's

—

Marlene
of

Anna

the pictureMarlene yearned
for

I think it is time to clear the air in regard to that asserted rivalry
between Norma Shearer and Joan Crawford. Poor Irving Thalberg
would have had to be a superman to develop these two stars, not letting his right hand know what his left doeth in passing out the roles.
That is, if he'd been between two deadly rivals.
It's not nice to brag, but it happens I am on confidential terms with
both Norma and Joan, and they have told me what parts they prayed
for
and lost.
Norma's critics who blandly assert she has her pick will be astonished to learn that she concentrated on playing the leads in "Seventh
Heaven" and "A Bill of Divorcement." With all due courtesy to
Miss Shearer, we have Janet Gaynor and Katharine Hepburn because
she wasn't awarded those outstanding dramas.
As for Joan, she wept for "Millie." Joan didn't crave "The
Divorcee," as you've often heard.
She was most anxious for the
part Helen Twelvetrees won. We can hardly say that Joan's progress
was impeded by losing out.

liked

"Nana" instead

— and

lost.
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BABY, TAKE
Shirley Temple,

amazing

aged

gift for

years.

STAND
ley!
She

five,

first

up and cheer for Shiris

receives ovations because her natural charm

acting

This

make

interview

is

as unaffected

and sweet as she

Gebhart
By Myrtle r^jgj^rjgrt

But, meeting her,

in

herself

is.

he was lost.
He remained with
her for two hours, loath even then
to leave her sunlit, mercurial pres-

an artless ingenue,

groaned, "Another infant prodigy!"

and

her the most important child discovery

She's the fivea seductive siren.
year-old dimpled darling over whose natural charm in
"Stand Up And Cheer" the critics raved. She's the most
important child discovery since Jackie Cooper, probably
even since Master Coogan's pathos twisted all hearts.
Asked to pose with the newest baby star, Irvin Cobb

Photo by Autre?

A BOW
ence.

Though undoubtedly

a prodigy, Shirley Temple is not
She's clever but not cute.
Her rosebud
complexion is innocent of cosmetics, her manners of
make-up. She knows no smart cracks. She's an anomaly in the studios: an unspoiled child genius, quite unmindful of flattery and fuss.
Though she hasn't had time to accumulate much of a career or a colorful background, she is far more interesting than the glittering stars.
Her two brothers, George and Jack,
are in high school.
They are average, intelligent kids,
crazy about

precocious.

motors

—and

Shirley.

The Temples

profess themselves
unable to account for her rare gifts,
as they have neither theatrical lineage
nor yearnings.
"Unless my love of dancing exit," Mrs. Temple said.
"As a
Shirley would move her little
body to the rhythm of music. She
never walked, really stood right up
on her toes. The limit of my ambition then was to send her to dancing
school, so we started her when she
was three."
Shirley was born in Santa Monica,
California, and prepared for her
screen career by learning to talk and
to dance.
At half-past three she began acting in the Bab}' Burlesque
series of comedies.
"I'm going to have a baby," she announced when we met, her big blue
eyes solemnly holding mine.

plains

baby,

—

She has been harping on that lately.
seems that the minute she "gets
time" she will have the baby and
She
they'll play in scenes together.
It

also aspires to be an artist,

dles

around with

What

a

and

fid-

box of crayons.

about acting?

"Oh, I'll do that, ton," she replied.
"But it will keep me pretty busy
dressing my baby, you know."
Continued on page ?-

Baby

talk

rosebud

never issues from Shirley's
She hears a word, re-

lips.

and uses it correctly. She
spinach and reminds her
mother when she hasn't had her cod

members
likes

it,

her

liver oil!

V*

I

FAVORITES
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Photo by Otto Dyir

%
f
NORMA
in

SHEARER, on the

crest of success

"Rip Tide," refuses to rest on her laurels

and be
from

it.

picture,

satisfied with

She goes

"The Barretts of

the distinguished
ton
Phoio

and
')>'

congratulations.

right

For

ahead with another
Wimpole Street," in

company of Charles LaughWhat a triumvirate!

Fredric March.

Clarence Sinclair Bull

Marlene

Dietrich

doesn't need soft-focus

photography and the

ill

be
one of the

sion of maid-in-the-mist to
beautiful, for she

loveliest

ever

When

screen.

the shackles of

she

will

is

grace the
to
she shakes off

camera

emerge

effects

as

the

human being we know her
and real.
Speed the day!

to be, vibrant

Photo by Eugene rtobert

Richie

*

4
»

VIVA VINSON!
Helen Vinson shed her
cocoon of reserve and
shows a first glimpse of
her

new

dashing,

self,

glamorous,

distinctive.

She obliges with views of

new

some

of her

too.

They're

course,

frocks,

simple,

because

of

Helen,

a number of other
clever women, believes

like

that

it

isn't

be bizarre

necessary to
to

be

dressed.

well-

HAT VENABLE GAL
THE
of

riopling cello tones

Evelyn Venable's

usual voice

on-

are enough

young actress
some
she would like

to set the

apart, but she has

dresses

you to see as

well.

For

example, an evening

gown

of

outlined

in

brown
tulle

taffeta

of

the

same shade around the
shoulders and hem. Trick's
no word for it. The fringed
tea gown is powder blue.

&

Inrljlr

MARY

null

CARLISLE might easily be just another
blond cutie and be content with that, but it happens that the girl can act! Steadily improving
in each part she plays, never neglecting her
sense of humor, she's one of the really talented
newcomers. Her next display: "Rear Car."

24
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I'hoin

AS
she

bv

t'larcn.-c

Sinclair

Bull

long as Jean Parker remains on the screen
be remembered for the hearts she broke

will

when, as Befh, she died
she

i

is

— she's
more.

in "Little

Women."

But

one outstanding portrayal
intensely ambitious and wants more and
That's why she's studying and studying

not content with

to

improve

herself.

25
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ANNA
STEN
THE

sensational

success

"Nana" catapulted ™

of

Anna Sten into world-wide
publicity and admiration,
yet little is known of her
except that she comes
from Russia where she
made a place for herself
in

the

life

girl

there?

many more

answered

are

in

by Harry

the opposite

N. Blair on

page

of
of

These

herself?

questions and

to

What
What

Soviet films.

her

a story that brings

you the real Anna Sten

more

vividly,

and

mately

more intimore com-

pletely than anything you

have ever read. It
make you realize
Sten

is

because

a

by

actress

her ruling

sion
l'hoto

great

Gforge

is

love.

Murrcll

will

that

pas-

27

Anna Sten

as she looked before acquiring the self-confidence born of a

Eugene Frenke, who

Anna Sten

at

first

her career

great love.

fell

sight
in

love with

in

and furthered

Russia.

Nana, polished
is la Sten of
and refined and beautified by Samuel
Goldwyn of Hollywood.

This

ANNA
STEN'S
WONDERFUL ROMANCE
Ij'he

never before told story of the Russian actress's

covery by Eugene Frenke, the
rand

man

she proposed

married, and their extraordinary

is

spring in Moscow.

ITbustling

A

street car

Twerskog Boulevard

—comes

life

lumbers along
to a sudden

stop.
Alongside, an automobile darts abead. At the
same moment, a lovely young girl alights.
She is hatIn her
iess and her golden hair gleams in the warm sun.
Lrms are several books. The automobile grazes her and
he books are scattered over the street.
The girl is a picture of indignation as she stands helpess, the car having gone on.
But the driver of the automobile has stopped.
He steps out and helps the girl
rather her possessions as traffic waits.
The girl is still
Further enraged by his apparent amusement. She accepts
[he books with an impatient gesture and hurries off. The
pandsome young stranger gazes after her in frank ad-

miration.

Two weeks

later the

cinema theater.

He

same young stranger happens

into

bored with the film until he suddenly glimpses
the girl whom he almost knocked down!
She is an inexperienced actress in whom the Soviet Film
Bureau sees much promise. The young man feels that she
s the most beautiful creature he has ever seen, that he
inust meet her. He learns that her name is Anna Sten.
The young man is influential. He is confident that an
ntroduction can be easily arranged. He appeals to a
riend with the Film Bureau. He waits one, two, three
lavs. All the while he is burning with impatience. Finally
i

ie calls his

—

friend.

is

The

friend

is

full

dis-

of apologies.

He

to

.

DV

iQfTV

IN.

Dl3

1

together.

arrange the interview, yes, but it appears
does not care to meet strangers. She is
too busy to be bothered with admirers.
Time passes. It is now Christmas in Berlin. The year
The stranger has flown here from Moscow on
is 1929.
Such flights are frequently necessary in his
business.
work as head of a firm dealing principally in safety razors,
The revolution has brought about a change of face on the
part of Russian youth. Gone are the beards commonly
associated with the typical Russian. It is modern and
efficient to be clean-shaved.
Although the young man has often thought of Anna
Sten and gazed worshipfully at her shadow on the screen,
he has yet to meet her. It is then that fate takes a hand.
Entering the Russian Building of Trade in Berlin, his
keen black eyes light on his dream princess! Radiantly
lovely, she stands talking with a group of friends. The
young man is suddenly bold. They are fellow countrymen
in a strange land. More, they have mutual friends.
He introduces himself. The name is Eugene Frenke.
The girl is startled. She blushes. She is cold until he
mentions the incident in Moscow when he retrieved her
scattered possessions. Then she suddenly laughs in remembrance. It is a free, joyous laugh, like that of a child.
Her lovely round face is childlike also, and her big blue
eyes are without guile.

would

that

like to

Anna Sten

Continued on page 56
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Plictu

by

Coburn

Pert Kelton takes time out while yachting
to give her hair the fifty brush strokes that

keep

it

glistening.

news and gosfrom the cinema capital.

Stray
sip
Jean Muir also wields an

industrious brush,
Scotty the docile object of her care.

riiutu

by

Fiyi-

bits of

her

By Edwin and

Elza Schallert

MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN caught the bride's bouquet at the wedding of Carmelita Geraghty and
Carey Wilson, the scenario writer. That means
something, of course. It ought to, with Maureen so long
engaged to John Farrow. However, it wasn't a complete
victory for the little Irish lass, for Mrs. Frank Morgan,
wife of the actor, also had a grip on the stems for a moment.
Maureen didn't take the capture of the posies with complete rapture, either. In fact, she had tears in her eyes, and
said she hoped everything would turn out well.
You see,
she's a strict Catholic, and there are problems of a previous
marriage to overcome in Farrow's instance. So what with
that slight uncertainty about capturing the prophetic flowers,
and the religious complications, she couldn't be quite happy
over the seeming good-luck sign.

—

Laughton Gets Scare. Charlie Laughton had a terrible
time making a landing on his arrival in Hollywood. He got
out of the airplane which brought him from New York to
the Coast for "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," looking
fearfully wan and white. The ship had tried several times
to land, but had to zoom away again, owing to the heavy
fog.
Laughton thought maybe it would never touch terra
finna, and consequently enjoyed a nice case of the jitters.
Incidentally, this clever English actor has brought his
wife, Elsa Lanchester, with him this time. Possibly he feels
that he needs protection now that he has become a very
You
celebrated star, winning the Academy prize and all.
know how it is in the movie town.
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Feuds Quickly Forgotten.

— Fight

and make up

is

looks like it when Clark
ijable and Constance Bennett are assigned to play in the
[me picture. Darryl Zanuck is to present them in "It
ad to Happen." It was announced within just a couple
weeks of the big-little argument that Clark and Gilrt Roland had at the home of Samuel Goldwyn.
Clark
id Gilbert, you know, tried to punch each other, but
lere prevented from doing so by Bill Powell and others.
will be interesting to see how friendly Clark and Conance are when they actually get together on the set,
ipecially since it was some remark that Gable made to
ademoiselle Bennett which started the fracas.
>w the rule in the film city.

It

|

—

Kate More Elusive. Katharine Hepburn did the
hide-out act during her brief visit to the Coast. The ilk
is that she has been told to "step on it" and make her
next picture a good one. or else!
It
is
felt that her
career is in a very tremulous stage right now, and can
sail merrily along or go quite flat.
Neither her stage
appearance in "The Lake" nor her frolickings in
I

So what with this and that,
Lady Hepburn may retire more deeply into her
shell than heretofore.
She has been pretty generously
"Spitfire" has been helpful.

the

slapped.

In one way, however, she hasn't much to concern herfor some $70,000 is reported added to her
annual income, provided she makes an extra picture.
Continued on page 57
self about,

Why
uise of

Jean and Hal Split.— "Inside" on the actual
the break-up between Jean Harlow and Hal

For all her pearls and royal
lineage, Elissa Landi enjoys a
box lunch with the most democratic of 'em.

Corinne Griffith, former"orchid
lady of the screen," dissolves
her ten-year marriage with

Walter Morosco.
Irene Castle, dancing

two continents

in

star of

pre-War

days, returns to the screen for

Warners.

Photo hy

Acme

is that the star's cameraman-husband was too strict
what she should do and wear on the set. He was most
evoted to Jean, but liked to rule in the good old-fashioned
lasculine way.
And Jean up and revolted.
On the occasions when we have seen them together, Hal was
ways the perfection of attentiveness to his wife. But perhaps
the crazy film world, with its odd ideas and conventions, this
ILisbandly attitude was carried too far.
Since the smash-up of the Harlow-Rosson marriage, there
is been a revival of gossip about Jean and Maxie Baer.
Well,
e know Jean will marry again, and it probably won't be long

|osson
(pout

i

titil

she does.

—

Mae Says She'll Stay. Other people may have ideas about
ow long Mae West will last on the screen, but -Mae is figuring
lings out her own way.
She has heard all the talk about her
.irviving for only a picture or two more, but she thinks it's a
>t of
poppycock.
She contends that she had a quick rise in
ivor because she was a "finished product" when she came to
lollywood. Either she would hit, or she would miss completely,
nd now that she has hit she doesn't see any reason why she
louldn't stay on.
She intends to be extremely careful about
ie number of pictures that she makes.
It will be some job
tit-foxing this very clever

woman.

Photo by

Longwortli
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at attention to accept the

second

higl

honor the crown had bestowed upoi
him within ten months.
"You are now a Knight of tb
British Empire," the king continued
shaking the hand of the man befor*
him. Thus, Commander Guy Stand
ing of his majesty's navy automati
cally annexed a "Sir" onto his nam<
a distinction few actors can boast.

The English
debut

as

father

in

actor

made

his scree-

Miriam Hopkins's grano
"The Story of Tempi

Drake," and turned in a performanc
that established him as one of th
foremost character actors on th
screen.

Upon meeting

him. one is immedi
by the ease and grace o
welcome.
Tall, distinguished

ately struck
his

ii

appearance, a man of the world, witl
just enough accent to let you know h
is an Englishman, Sir Guy stands fo
all that is fine and clean, both on th
Continued on page 63

Guy spent many years on the stag
before joining the British navy. That'
why he gives such fine performance.'
Sir

He likes to step out now and then wit
Alison Skipworth, with whom he playe
on the stage twenty-five years age
No,

SOLITAIRE

KNIGHT
Guy Standing

Hollywood
to be knighted by the King of England for valor
during the World War, but it is charm as a genSir

is

the only actor

tleman that sets him apart

in

in

the studio world.

By Whitney Williams
COMMANDER
was

STANDING"—his

majesty, King- George V
and a merry twinkle shone in his eye "if
to become a habit, why didn't you start with a lower
have only one higher than the one you are about to

the speaker,

this

order?

is

We

—

receive."

The scene was

The
a brilliant ceremony at Buckingham Palace.
England was investing a number of army and navy men with
royal orders, and Commander Guy Standing, C. B. F... stood rigidly

King

ol

this isn't

another romance.
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TOO PROUD
To Be
You would

way

in

PRINCESS

a

think that the kingly Cecil DeMille's

you?

the movies, wouldn't

for herself without

was hot, so we
ITcement
steps of a

his

a place

independent.

D

Jl

r

r\
By UUClley t6ny
I

shade on the

sat in the

—

made

But she

She's that

help.

daughter would have everything her own

building on the Para-

mount lot Katherine DeMille and I.
Gary Cooper passed, his head down, looking neither to the right nor to the

Then

left.

Cary Grant came breezing along. As he went
by he flung back over his shoulder a greeting:
"Hi, Katherine!"
It was not to her as the daughter of the almost legendary Cecil DeMille that he spoke,

j;my-

:::'-'

:;

'^-"

but as to a fellow trouper. The camaraderie
in his tone said so. All the spoken and printed
assertions in the
world could not
Katherine DeMille is as
have proved, as
alluring as any of her
did that simple
father's screen sirens,
greeting, her in-

dependence

of

but he hasn't even

her famous and

bothered

powerful father.

act.

People who

see

to

That's the

wants him

to

her

way she

be

— aloof.

have battled for
success and attained it resent
the upstart, the
possessor of influence, and are

As

Mae

menace

West's
in "It

dark

Ain't

No

in.

slow to welcome

newcomers

into

fold

until

their

they have proved
their real worth.

Katherine DeMille is "one of
ours." And with
three good rules
to her credit, she

plans to stride
alone.

—

on

"It is only natural,"

she

says,

"that I should
have turned to
pictures. Raised
in a family that
revolves

around

the picture business,

and where,

when reading the
newspapers, each

member
ably

invari-

jumps

on

the most dramatic incidents and reads
else could

I

them aloud,

well,

what

do?"

But there are other reasons, mainly, live feet four inches of
arresting brunet beauty, dark, intelligent eyes, and full lips
ler complexion is lovely.
She
over strong, white teeth.
1

weighs one hundred and fifteen pounds.
The first thing that strikes you about her, aside from the
obvious fact that she is very easy to look upon, is her vitality.
This, together with her beauty and intelligence, would have
led her, living in Hollywood, to the studios no matter whose
[Continued on page 53]
daughter she was.
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WELL
Some
ters

stars

change

their

names, others have an

by marrying two or three times. Yes, indeed,

legal

name.

This article tells all

about

real

and

By Madeline
by any
AROSE
name would

other

smell

sweet,

own name

and

as
a star by his

would

doubtless

twinkle as brightly. But

many

actors feel that the first step
in a stage or screen career is
to assume a professional alias.
Some of them make several

changes before one

is

perma-

nently adopted. It's all pretty confusing to the fans, to
say nothing of the actors who, in some instances, answer
to one name at the studio and another one at home.
And when you realize that many actresses have their
family name, one or more assumed names, a nickname or
two, and the names of their various husbands to wrestle
with, you wonder that they don't forget who they are.
Perhaps some of them do!
An example of indecision in choosing a name is the
case of Joan Crawford.
Miss Crawford was christened
Later she
Billie and her father's name was Cassin.
changed her name to Lucille Cassin, still later changing
it to Lucille Le Sueur.
When Joan learned the English
translation of sueur
sweat she decided that a brandnew name was in order.
magazine contest gave her
Joan Crawford. She pronounces the first name Jo-ann.
An assumed name becomes legal only when the actor
has it made so by law.
Marriage and all private business is entered into under the star's real name, unless,
as rarely happens, the professional name has been

—

—

A

legalized.
In Hollywood so common is the practice of a wife
assuming her husband's screen name that Elorence
Eldridge, fur instance, would be very much astonished
at being addressed as Mrs. Frederick Bickel, instead of
Mrs. Fredric March.
Clara Bow is not Mrs. Rex Bell in private life, but
Mrs. George F. Beldam.
Probably she would hardly

recognize her legal
(

name

if

addressed by

>nce established, a screen

name

it.

sticks not only to the

actor but to his near relatives. Even mothers and children are often erroneously included in the assumed name.
Jack Oakie's real name is Lewis D. Offield. When he
left Oklahoma as a youngster and went to New York,
where he attended grammar school, his classmates called
him "Oklahoma" because of his Middle-West accent.
Later this was shortened to "Oakie," and Lewis dwindled into Jack.
Thus was a trim stage name coined.
To-day Jack's mother is popularly known as Mrs. Oakie.
Often the studio takes a hand in naming promising
talent and frequently the result is dismal.
Metro-Goldwyn felt that the name Mae Green was too prosaic, so
by studio vote it was changed to the equally prosaic Jean
Parker. The fact that they already had a conspicuous
Jean on the lot didn't worry the christeners.
Although there were already several Richards in the

Columbia changed Roy Radabaugh's name to
Richard Cromwell.
The boy had already won some
fame as an artist but, nevertheless, his name had to be
changed. He is still called Roy by his family.
When Paramount changed Archie Leach's name to
Cary Grant they may have forgotten that Cary sounds
much like Gary. But possibly that was intentional.
At the beginning of Richard Barthelmess's career, his
studio asked him to change his last name.
Richard answered, "If 1 have any success, people will learn to pronounce my name; if I don't, it doesn't matter." And
you will notice that Barthelmess is never confused with
any other actor.
Many of the stars changed their names to avoid emharrassing unreasonable families.
Marie Dressier was
Had Major von Koerber
originally Leila von Koerber.
known to what heights his daughter would rise, he probably would not have accused her of wanting to disgrace
his name by taking it on the stage.
Frank and Ralph Morgan were born to the name of
Wuppermann. To please their parents and because they
felt that almost any change would be an improvement,
they took the name by which they are now known.
Usually, however, screen names are chosen for reasons
studios,
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WHO AM
ilias
it's

thrust

I?

upon them, and some complicate mat-

a quick-witted player

who can remember

assumed names, and reasons

for

his

changing them.

lass

of
'or

euphony.
You can't blame Constance Halverstadt
changing her last name to Cummings, or Lucille

Langhanke for assuming the simple, dignified name of

Ann McKim changed her
proto Ann Dvorak

nounced Vorak.

When

Mary Astor.
Helen Jurgens

isn't

exactly a poor name, but Helen

—

name

went

to

Gretchen Young
work for First Na-

Twelvetrees has more distinction.
Hard-to-pronounce foreign names are taboo on the

tional, the studio

Muni Weisenfreund became Paul Muni
pronounced Muhny.
Members of his family still call

sisters retained

screen,

so

lim Muni.
Gilbert Roland is really Luis Antonio Damaso de
Alonso.
Guadalupe Velez de Yillalobos sheered off a
bunch of syllables and emerged Lupe Velez. She pronounces it Lupy Vahlaz'.

No-vahr'-ro
—pronounced Rah-mone'
—gave up the name of Samaniegos
obvious reasons.

Ramon Novarro

for
Realizing that Anjuchka Stenski would simply slay
English-speaking audiences, Samuel Goldwyn persuaded
his new foreign star to become Anna Sten.
Marlene Dietrich pronounced Mariana Dietric was

—

—

Mary Magdalene von Losch.

Russ Ruggiero
became Russ Columbo, and Marie Valikette changed to
the ethereal June Knight.
Paul Lukacs was shortened to the more agreeable Paul
Lukas, and Jacques de Bujac assumed the name of Bruce

originally

Cabot.

drab names aren't popular with professional
Katherine Gibbs was well and good for a stenographer, but when Miss Gibbs gave up stenography for
the stage, she shortened the first name to Kay and
hitched it to her first husband's surname which was
and doubtless still is Francis.
Lola Lane found the name Dorothy Mulligan too utterly utter hence the change.
When Jane Peters decided to act she changed her name
to Carol Lombard.
But fame seemed elusive and Carol
consulted a numerologist who figured that c in her name
would do the trick. Thus did Carol became Carole to
all except Picture Play.
Since then, according to Miss
Lombard, luck has been with her.
Plain,

people.

—

;

—

name

to Loretta.

changed her

One

her real

of her

name

of Polly Ann Young, while
the third, Sally, was surnamed
Blane by Ben Schulberg, to whom she was then under
contract.
For some reason Mr. Schulberg did not want
Sally to have the same surname as Loretta.

The Paramount publicity department gave Helen Johnson the name of Judith Wood. Johnson, they felt, hadn't
a particle of allure.
The

real label of the Barrymores is Blythe.
Fear of nationality prejudice has caused a number of
players to change or Americanize their names. Warren
William Krech struck off his last name following the
World War, because it sounded too Germanic. He is,
however, an American. Mae Clarke was originally May
Klotz, and Ricardo Cortez's real name is Jacob Kranz.
On the other hand, the English-born William Henry
Pratt went Russian by taking his maternal grandfather's
name, Boris Karloff.
Lew Ayres's real name is Lewis Aver. Richard Alien's
true surname is Van Mattimore, and Randolph Scott's

Crane.
Anita Louise Fremault amputated her family name for
screen purposes. When First National put Aha White
under contract her first name was considered too mas-

is

culine.

Alice was finally substituted.

Lyle Talbot's real name is Lysle Henderson. When
he went on the stage he took his grandmother's name,
which was Hollywood.
On coming to the studios he
realized that his assumed name was too fantastic and
changed it to Talbot. By studio request be dropped the
s from his first name.
Continued on page 60
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There are few more beautifully situated educational centers than Hollywood High School, and scholastic standards
are tiptop.

SCHOOL
Hollywood High School

the

is

Alma Mater

studio workers, but the faculty frowns

considers the school a casting office.
ates

tell

you whether or not

it

STARS

of
of

many

stars, directors,

and

upon the movie-struck student who
But let some of the famous gradu-

has served as a stepping-stone to a career.

By Jeanne de Kolty
several thousand schools scattered throughout the
States, countless hoys and girls are nurturing
the fond hope that some day they will he drafted into

INUnited
movies.

and

far,

Each year they pour into Hollywood from near
boys and girls of high-school age whose burning

in their leaving
the capita] of the picture industry.

ambition has resulted

home

to

come

Many

to

of them go hungry for days while waiting for
Hundreds accept any sort of work they can gel
while
dishwashing, caring for babies, waiting on table
looking for the coveted job in films. To discourage them
is impossible.
Some day if they can stick it out long
enough, reason these hopefuls, the chance must come.
Heartbreak, disillusion, hunger, face them all. Still they
come. Still they hope.
What chance have these youngsters to succeed? Are
they wise to leave school before graduating to search for
the fabled pot of gold?
Would they be wiser to complete
their education?
Should they spend their time making
the rounds of the casting offices, or would they do better
to enroll in Hollywood High School and continue their
breaks.

—

—

education before giving their time to haunting agents

and casting directors

?

The questionnaires filled
High School by graduating

out annually at Hollywood
seniors give an interesting
insight into the attitude of the students toward the greatest industry in their town.
Their views are a refreshing
contrast to the illusions of the thousands from outside.
Hollywood High is probably the one school in the entire
country where the students are least interested in films.
And, paradoxically, it is the Alma Mater of more film
celebrities than any other school!
When was a Hollywood student, Fay Wray, Marceline Day. and Creighton Chaney peeked over one another's shoulders in the same history cla^s.
William
Marion Burns and
Janney sat behind me in English.
Karen Morley were members of the literary society.
June Marlowe always did her homework, and Stanley
Smith returned to school a year after graduating to sing
the title role in the spring operetta, "Robin Hood."
Marian Marsh quit school to become John Barrymore's
1

leading

woman.

Patricia

A\er\.

Marbara

Kent,

Ben
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School of Stars
Alexander, Frank Albertson, Alice White, and Patsy Ruth Miller's
brother Winston were fellow students.

With perhaps two exceptions, not one of these had any idea of entering pictures at that time.

To

suggest that the institution is a training school for the movies is
down the wrath of the principal and William H. Thorpe,
English teacher and faculty advisor of the Hollywood High School
newspaper, upon one's head. Mr. Thorpe has been with the- school as
long as, if not longer than, any teacher.
He has taught nine out of
every ten of the school's celebrated movie alumni. According to him,
Hollywood High is the last place on earth to learn about the movies.
"We make every effort to prevent movie hopefuls registering here,"
says Mr. Thorpe. "Our school has one of the highest scholastic ratings
want to keep it a school for students, not a trainin the country.
ing school for the films. The boy or girl who considers school years
just an interval of boredom until he or she can break into the movies
is never a worth-while pupil."
As to the students, now and then some of them do bits or extra workEthel
to earn an extra dollar, but few take the movies seriously.
Hurwitz, editor of the school newspaper, and Corenne Adelman, president of the Girls' League and school publicity manager, agree with
Mr. Thorpe. Neither of them has any aspirations toward stardom.
Neither believes that Hollywood High would he of any advantage in
to bring

We

attaining a

movie career.

Graduates who have won eminence in films have varied and interestMany believe that they would never have
ing views on the suhject.
made the grade had they not attended Hollywood High School. Others
are of an opposite opinion.
Those who favor the school as an aid to their careers explain that,
although they may not have had any direct contact with the studios
while students, they were in that rarefied

and glamorous atmosphere which permeates the film industry and its surroundThere can he little doubt but that
ings.
people behave differently in Hollywood
They are imbued,
than anywhere else.
for one thing, with a delightful joic de
Formality of any sort is taboo.
vivre.
Secondly, every one wdio has met with
Scenarists are
is a salesman.
trying to sell stories, composers songs,
Boys and girls in
players themselves.
school have the importance of salesmanship impressed upon them constantly.
Again, where one finds a large group
of the most beautiful women and handsome men in the world, appearance takes
on added importance.
She who looks
slovenly has little chance in the City of
Stars.
The very air of the town seems
filled with an aura of beauty.
Then there is always the possibility of making contacts with
film people during attendance at
Hollywood High School. Children of many of movieland's
\

Fay Wray, Alice White,
Marian Marsh, and Joel
McCrea were students
at Hollywood High before the screen claimed
them.

film success
all

Marion Burns's graduation gown shows her
movie aspirations.

famous are enrolled there.
those now in attendance

Among

are "Brvant

Washburn,

jr..

and

Reid, son of Wally Reid.
Two of the stanchest rooters
for the school are Joel McCrea

Bill

and Fay Wray.

Joel feels that
were a de-

his high school years

cided advantage in furthering
his screen career.
He studied
drama at school and won no little
Between
success in school plays.
times he worked as extra.
Though this
experience did not lead directly to fame,
Joel says it was definitely valuable.
Continued on page 55
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SCREEN
"TWENTIETH CENTURY."
The most

hilarious burlesque since "Once in a
the most merciless exposure of the
artistic temperament since "Blond Bombshell," and
better written than either here is the inspiration
of John Barrymore's amazing performance.
In
sheer comic brilliance it exceeds anything he has
ever done. It is a breath-taking exhibit of viciously
funny caricature, shrewd, unflagging in vigor and
resourcefulness.
Undoubtedly it is influenced by
Mr. Barrymore's accumulated observations of eccentric genius in the studios and the theater.
No
part learned word for word would yield such a
show as he puts on. It is doubtful, too, if the character of Oscar Jaffe and the circumstances that involve him will be understood or appreciated by
those unfamiliar with theatrical life. This is the
defect of the picture's popular appeal.
For the
initiated it is a feast, but for those with illusions
There isn't an honest motive
I fear it is a famine.
in all the mad doings of Oscar and his ego-driven
associates.
He is a stage producer surrounded by
employees, including Lily Garland whom he has
raised from lingerie modeling to dramatic stardom.
Carol Lombard is superlatively in the spirit of
Oscar's craziness; her best performance.

Lifetime,"

—

"MURDER AT THE VANITIES."
On

four points Earl Carroll's first picture is superior: as a
murder mystery, as a view of backstage life, as a spectacle and
because of a newcomer who is headed for high spots, Carl Bris-

The combination is heartily recommended,
who are fed up with musicals. Against the

especially to
colorful, exciting background of a "Vanities" first night two murders are
committed while the show goes on. The drama is convincing,
the clash of character plausible and fascinating, and the specTasteful, imaginative, lavish,
tacular numbers are exquisite.
they are also highly individual and the undraped female figure
has never been displayed on the screen so frankly and beautifully. Even ostrich plumes are used with imagination. Wielded
by reclining girls, they simulate waves breaking on the beach.
So it is with the entire picture. Mr. Brisson is handsome, stalwart, sings well and has charm and magnetism.
Gertrude Michael, Dorothy Stickney, Victor McLaglen, Jack Oakie, Toby
Wing, and Jessie Ralph interest, too, though Kitty Carlisle,
from the stage, is a disappointing heroine.
son.

those

"SADIE MCKEE."
Joan Crawford's new picture is, as usual, shrewdly put
together to afford the Crawford cult the greatest satisfaction in wish-fulfillment. It has a cook's daughter dea tableful of snobs and marrying the son of the
household. If this seems not exactly an everyday occurrence, it is accounted for by convincing that Miss Crawford has youth, beauty, charm, wit, style, and the secondary virtues of principle, compassion, faith, and chastity and is, in fact, superior to all the persons revolving
around her. But at least two of them are more lifelike.
Edward Arnold's magnificent performance as Miss Crawford's wealthy husband who drunkenly loves her, gives
the picture substance and reality because it is a penetrating study of character disintegration. Jean Dixon also
is acidly realistic as a woman of the streets.
Esther
Ralston, Gene Raymond, and Franchot Tone do well, too,
and Miss Crawford is earnest and sincere in a boldly
painted scene, but subtleties come only from Mr. Arnold.

nouncing

r\
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"THE AFFAIRS OF CELLINI."
A

gorgeously perfect comedy of the fourteenth
century in a ribald, licentious mood is here to make

Every player scores a hit,
entertaining and every scene is a
gem of visual beauty. In this cascade of praise
Frank Morgan stands out unforgetably as the fatuous Duke of Florence whose attempts to deceive his
wife with Cellini's model laughably conflict with the
affair of the Duchess and Cellini, who thrusts the
girl at the Duke in order to hoodwink him.
And so
the masquerade of cross-purposes goes merrily on
Fredric March
to a dramatic, romantic conclusion.
is a dashing, sly, handsome Cellini and Constance
Bennett plays beautifully her best role as the arrogant, wanton Duchess. But Fay Wray is the greatest
surprise.
Unsuspected of a sense of humor, she
plays the dumbly pretty Angela as only a humorous
and intelligent actress could.
belatedly doff
our plumed hat, borrowed from II Duca, to Miss
Faysie. Louis Calhern, Vince Barnett, Jessie Ralph,
and the Duke's unprogrammed yes-man are equally
inspired by a rare occasion.
the sophisticated chuckle.

every

—

moment

is

—

We

"LITTLE MISS MARKER."
Shirley Temple, enchanting child discovery in "Stand Up and
Cheer" last month, is already a star. But there isn't a soul
hard-hearted enough to cavil at her promotion, nor an actor who
wouldn't work his head off to support her in this heart-warming
She
exhibition of winsome naturalness and little-girl appeal.
participates in a sure-fire success, one of those hokum pictures
The plot has
at which we smile indulgently yet cannot resist.
her left with gamblers by her father as security for his twentydollar I O U.
The child wins her way with the hard-boiled
group and reforms them until they all unite in a grand masquerade party as characters in King Arthur's court, to restore
her belief in fairy tales shattered by association with them.
Charles Bickford becomes one's favorite hero for saving "Miss
Marker's" life by blood transfusion, Dorothy Dell confirms the
excellent impression she made last month in "Wharf Angel,"
Adolphe Menjou has never done anything finer than his subtle
reformation, and the entire cast of sharply drawn types is perfectly at home in a welter of sentimentality which every one
will like.

Continued on page

"BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK."
Ronald Colman's return to the screen is made in an
attempted sequel to his admirable "Bulldog Drummond,"
but the follow-up is inferior and, strangely, with no virtues of its own that I can see. Characters and incidents
an old-time serial more than the suavely polite
Even Mr. Colman's jauntiness is
dramatics expected.
jaded.
It suggests nervous fatigue rather than nonchalant humor, probably because of bad photography.
We have a far-fetched conglomeration of mystery and
comedy climaxing in Drummond's burning of a ship to
A deprevent the unloading of cholera-infested furs.
nouement centering on germ-laden pelts is not romantic,
not even with Mr. Colman and Loretta Young interlocked at the finish. Imperfect casting weakens the picdo not
ture and confuses by anomalous accents.
know why the American Charles Butterworth is Mr.
Colman's pal, nor why Hollywood's own Miss Young
is the niece of the very British Ethel Griffies.
recall

We
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LAST
By Ben Maddox
Lilian

Harvey

IF"Serenade,"
she's

doesn't click solidly in
the picture she's just begun.

through!

An

extraordinarily audacious statement?
Certainly.
But hold on I've a further
shock.
It's Lilian herself who declares this
is her last real try, not I, nor the Harvey
fans, nor the producers.
"Unless this film is a

—

distinct success, I'm
washed up with Hollywood!" This is her very

own decision.
Although the

three

American

she's

pictures

made

during the past
year have done average

business, she

thor-

is

oughly dissatisfied with
the results. And because
she is devastatingly honest and frank, she will
not be content to go on
doing so-so. It's tops or quit America for her.
These stars are always an unknown, excitInterviewing them is like thrusting
lot.
your hand into a grab-bag. Each is either a
darb or a dub. Lilian Harvey falls emphati-

cally into the

former

classification

and

be an unpardonable Hollywood crime
allowed to depart from our midst.

will

it

if

she's

Her willingness to
cooperate has won

Miss Harvey first
place on the Fox
lot,

Janet
nominal
queen.

though

Gaynor

is
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TRY FOR LILIAN
Not

satisfied with her three

American-made

pictures, Miss

sees no use trying further unless she clicks

She bowled me over with appraisal of her Hollywood
experiences.
"I have failed here.

I

know

it.

My

this one, but

contract calls for
feel that 'Sere-

1

nade' is my last chance.
If it is mediocre, I see no use
trying further. 1 might as well go back home." Home,
for Lilian, is a villa on the Riviera.
Back in Europe
they would give her the best of vehicles again.
"But," I interposed when I recovered from her
straightforwardness, "you've only done three films here.
Each has been a little better. Perhaps it takes time to
hit on the right story."
She shook her head. "I don't think the public should
have a star foisted on them," she replied. "People want
entertainment for their money. I go to theaters by myself and I overhear their comments.
I am sure the fans
aren't dumb, that they have good taste, and that they appreciate genuine entertainment. Abroad I pleased them."
Therefore, if you've been disappointed with Lilian's
Hollywood appearances you now learn that she shares
feeling.

Almost a year and a half has passed since she was
brought from Berlin, her German-made "Congress
)ances" having delighted us. She was the most popular
feminine star in Europe and a super-colossal publicity
campaign inaugurated her Fox debut here.
1

We

her latest

film.

The luxury

She was touted
"line" was tagged mi her.
word in glamour. We all heard of her entourage.
There were forty trunks, a bevy of personal
attendants, and a showy white foreign roadster.
Fox
prepared an ultra-elaborate bungalow on the lot for her
use during studio hours.
It had every convenience, and
the crowning glory was a lamp-shade trimmed with
as the last

two more pictures after

your

in

Harvey

can't let Lilian leave us now.
Photo by Dyar

ermine tips.
Because Lilian

is

tiny

she would give Janet

and

cute, the

Gavnor

rumor spread

a run for the

that

Fox queen-

Lilian's acting, singing, and dancing, the novelty
her personality, however, couldn't dethrone Gavnor.
She couldn't buck the fact that Fox comprehends how to
cast Janet advantageously and, at least until now, hasn't
done right by herself in the way of stories.
Regarding popularity on the lot itself. Lilian's constant
willingness to cooperate has indeed won her first place.
\\ hereas Janet refuses to give interviews, on the theory
that she is important and needn't be bothered, Lilian has
been ready and eager at all times to oblige every one.
I went to the celebrated Harvey bungalow, after contacting her by phoning her directly, and was ushered into
the gorgeous living room.
Yes, sure enough, there was
the ermine-tipped shade beside the grand piano.
T sank
gingerly onto the divan and awaited the Continental
firmed on pag
cream puff.
ship.
oi

She has a fixed place

I

in

our hearts

— even

more than we

realized.
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LOVE
and sweet-

Publicly

juggling

hearts

a means of furthering careers

in

is

hearts

where

Hollywood,

along without a

one

no

be

love-life,

it

gets
real

or fictitious.

By Dorothy Lubou
Who

garners most photographs in the fan magazines? Joan Crawford, of course. And her gardenias.
And her Tone. That's where Joan is a
little brighter than the rest.
There's sex appeal in
them thar flowers. It's Franchot's gardenias she's

smothered

in.

It's

Joan's gardenia in Franchot's
lapel.

~7
\

In a short while
Joan's gardenias will
have wilted as items
of comment. And she
will

have to change

the status of her ro-

Hollywood

mance.
Photo

When

Lupe Velez announces a

a possible divorce and a
reconciliation with Johnny Weissmuller, it rings around the world.

fight,

UNLESS
herself

mysterious

And

Weissmuller's

separations.

And

reconciliations.

grand show, staged
you and me.
>f course.
<

simply

have

Photo

by

Hurrell

Joan Crawford's romances and

It's all a

for

to

keep

in

the state of her soul are discussed more often than her
acting.

the public eye constantly, what
with such actresses as Elizabeth Bergner and Anna Sten sneaking
up on them every so often, and the cry for new faces echoing up
and down the boulevards.
Writers are always willing to use up a typewriter ribbon over a

new romance. Mr. and Mrs.

Public and certainly little Miss Public
always shed a sentimental tear over dear old romance. That's
why crooners were born.
will

her
with

a famous star,
gossip does the

rest.

is

Photo by Walling

can't

Johnny

when

linked

name

avoid reading
aboul
Mary Brian's newest
And Carol Lombard's
beau.
latest
party for Bill Powell.
And Claudette Colbert's ultramodern marriage. And Lupe
fights.

romance,

Toby Wing looks

publicized by
lawsuits or
gardenias or patched overalls
or next year's Paris models,
her best bet is to capitalize on
her love-life.

and

that

a star can get

collecting

You

writers

decree
to be
worthy of the printed
word, must be kept
moving, either by
changing partners or
by fireworks.

Hull

i>v

fan

and
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RACKET
Joan has never had any trouble breaking into print.
But the slight attention drawn her way by winning dance
contests was nothing compared to her marriage to Doug-

mount and Buddy Rogers simultaneously, that ^lie went
her now famous weekly change of beans.
Mary hasn't thai wide, intelligent brow for in ung.
She knew that with no contract to guide her, si te'cl have
to find some way to keep
in for

it

Fairbanks, Jr.
After the wedding, the "perfect" couple, the pet
names, the "system" that kept their marriage successful:
fans from forgetting tint
every angle of the Crawford-Fairbanks romance was
she was still around. And
for
from
freely discussed. Joan has ever been ready to unburden
producers
her soul to any reporter who rings her doorbell.
And ting that she was eligible
for roles.
Instead of one
her public loves it. The introspective, turbulent, chameleon personality that is Joan,
who loves intensely on the
An unexciting, ladylike actress, Claudette
screen and off, is the glamorColbert became an exponent of sex
ous girl her fans want to
appeal after her unique marital arrangeThe success of
read about.
ment with Norman Foster was publicized.
her pictures is proof that
Photo by Km liee
headline-hunting pays, that
one front-page romance is
worth a hundred critical
las

laudations.

Mary Brian has been on
the screen for years and
years.
She lives with her

And

mother.

every writer

Hollywood has mentioned
again and again and again

in

how

perfectly sweet Mary is.
That's all there was to say a
few years back. It was after
she was dropped by Para\

Maureen O'Sullivan

Since

romanced with James Dunn
and Johnny Farrow, she has
had better roles.
Photc

by

Ball

Mary Brian
smarts them

changing

X

Hi

outby

all

beaus

every week, her
fering to the

God

of-

Great

Publicity.

romance. Mary decided on a flock of
them. Nice, harma nice girl and her romancewhispering that makes Holly-

publicity, because Mary is
never cause the underground
wood parties such fun.
Surely you've heard that Carol Lombard just can't wait until
She's
Bill Powell's new home is ready for a housewarming.
alreadv sent out invitations for one of her famous parties. Bill,
you see. plays host at all her parties, also. Haven't yon wondered how two people who adore each other publicly could bear
to have their marital ties torn asunder?
Carol's career was at a standstill during her short married
Mrs. William Powell, lovelier than ever, didn't register
life.
less

in the journalistic minds of two hundred assorted writers gathered in Hollywood to keep the world informed of its activities.

Continued on page 53
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LOOK OUT,
HARLOW!
means to give Jean Harlow a run
her money.
She doesn't say so, but a

Alice Faye
for

few minutes with her convinces an interviewer
that she

knows how

to put rivals

on the spot.

By Dena Reed

H

AS

Jean Harlow a rival? There's a new blonde
Hollywood who skyrocketed to fame as
quickly as Jean and still seems to be going
places. Her name is Alice Faye.
Hard-boiled publicity men of studios other than
Alice's had raved to me "She's a honey!" But there
are lots of "honeys" in Hollywood. More important,
it seemed to me, was the general impression that Alice
was going to out-Harlow Jean. I myself had noticed
the resemblance in several shots of the "Scandals" so
in

went to do some personal investigating.
After five days of trailing Alice, I finally caught up with her in
the broadcasting studio where she was rehearsing her "Nasty Man"
song which she was going to do over the air on Rudy Vallee's hour.
Having been promised an interview on condition that we wouldn't
talk love affairs and having learned that Alice had finished rehearsing
for the moment. I braved the wrath of several attendants and went
into the studio to find Alice surrounded by twenty of Rudy's Connecticut Yankees who hadn't seen her since she invaded Hollywood.
Since the codes of an interviewer and a Northwestern Mounty don't
vary greatly, I marched into the group, murmured apologies and
literally led Alice out by the hand.
I didn't let go of her until I had
sat her down where we could talk.
Well, if Jean Harlow is losing sleep these nights, I
don't blame her. Alice is not a platinum blonde, but she
Alice Faye has
does very well with her corn-colored ringlets
especially
loads of sex apwhen she wears one of those, little black hats perched on
peal, one moment
the side with a veil over one eye, as she did now.
She
looking as if butlooks one minute as if butter wouldn't melt in her mouth
ter wouldn't melt
and then the next oh, those eyes, if you get what I mean
in her mouth, and
They are large and blue and can suddenly take on that
the n e x t w ell,
certain something which is still known as sex appeal.
when she gets
Alice modestly said she didn't think there was any reinto action she's
semblance between Jean and herself. "At least, / can't
electric.
although the studio seems to. I met Jean Harlow
see it
and she was very gracious and beautiful. Much more
She has a straight nose, you know,
beautiful than I could ever be.
and mine turns up."
"That ought to help." I suggested, at which Alice merely gave me
She has a way of being quiet and letting her
a look and shrugged.
eyes talk, which ought to get her far in garrulous Hollywood.
"Your other features seem to be alike," I remarked.
"No," returned Alice, "my cheekbones are higher" which made
me realize how minutely she had been analyzing Jean's beauty.
Born and educated in New
Alice Faye is a real Broadwayite.
I

—

—

!

—

—

-

—

3S**^

I

Continued on page 61

WHAT
is

a

sort of

Alice Faye?

Is

girl

there

any chance, really, of
her upsetting Jean
Harlow's apple cart?

She says she

isn't

nearly as beautiful as

Harlow and

la

had

never spoken a line
before she made her

debut

the

in

filmed

"Scandals," but Alice
doesn't need

ex-

to

cuse herself for anything. She has all that
star,

plus

make a
determina-

tion

and

electrifying

it

takes

to

sex appeal.
wait, warns
in

So

just

DenaReed

the interview with
Alice, opposite.

THREE GIRLS
Francis, Jean Muir, and Verree Teasdale are pals
"Doctor Monica" until one of them betrays the other
two by falling in love with the husband of one of her
friends. Fit the pieces together and you have a strong,
dramatic story.

Kay
in

I

£
i

AGAIN

Miss Francis plays a physician

Monica who

is

asked

to

— she

is

Doctor

bring into the world the

baby that proclaims her husband's infidelity. Above,
are the three pals with Warren William, the husband.
Other views of Miss Francis show that a woman
doctor can be as beautiful as a movie star.

Strange Carco
\n alt-star cast of oddly assorted characters find themselves

he close quarters of a
.ove

and

fruit

steamer bound

in

for the tropics.

and degradation are born of the long,
the picture called "Grand Canary."

hate, nobility

voyage

tedious

in

BESIDES the players pictured on this
page Warner Baxter, Madge Evans,
Marjorie Rambeau, Juliette Compton,
and Barry Norton there are numerous
others, including relatives of some of

—

—

those

mentioned.

Betty

Mr.

Bryson,

makes her
film debut.
Likewise Thelma Rambeau,
sister of the great Rambeau, makes a
Baxter's niece, for example,

first

appearance.

crowded passenger
left

idle in the

Altogether,
list

it

is

and no one

a
is

dramatics that ensue.
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IN the picture at the top of the page Wallace B |
and Jackie Cooper are glared at by Charles fr

Naughton. Lionel Barrymore is in the inset.
above are Jackie and Cora Sue Collins,
sweetheart.

The small pictures

DinH
his

show Mr. Beery

a(

I

«>

d
and Lewis Stone. The latter is Capfain Smollett
Mr. Beery is, of course, the infamous and bloodthty

Long John

Silver.

POLORES

DEL RIO

glows and

scintillates

as the latest portrayer

a

of

She

king's

seen

is

ture, left, with

Owen

favorite.

the pic-

in

Reginald

as Lovis

XV and

Due
The photograph below shows Du

Victor Jory as the
d'Aiguillon.

Barry

from

alighting

her gilded coach.

NTRICUE
\e familiar story of the little

the court

— and

the affections

;ad on the guillotine,
nificence

is

told
in

who rose to power
XV only to lose her

French milliner

— of

again

Louis

terms of modern mag-

in

"Madame Du

Barry."

Another
Rio's

of Miss Dei

sumptuous

tumes is pictured,
a marvel of black
vet with

a

cosleft,

vel-

headdress

of coq feathers. Stately

Verree
Barry's
in

Teasdale,

enemy,

is

Du
seen

the outer picture.
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"KlSS AND MAKE UP" promises to be the
gayest of light comedies, elegant, sophisticated
but funny. For example, Cory Grant
is a beauty specialist who holds forth in a
Parisian establishment such as you see below.
Helen Mack is his plain secretary and Mono
Maris a lovesick patient. Genevieve Tobin,
who is seen above, is o product of his skill in

—

gilding the

lily.

When

sees her for what she

is,

he marries her and
his

devoted secretary

gets her reward.

ONE

of

the year

the keenest mystery yarns of
is

"The Thin Man" and you are

soon to see it on the screen, with the
suavely redoubtable William Powell as
the sleuth who ferrets out the murderer.
In the upper picture you see him with

Myrna

Loy,

Minna Gombell, and Nat

At the right are Cesar
Romero, Maureen O'Sullivan, William
Henry, and Miss Gombell. Below, Mr.
Pendleton.

Powell and Miss Loy.

POWELL

!

THE charming
$C©n6, tW7|

TittOt

Wynyard and Mr.
really

appearing

married, especic

Wynyard who
"settled" look,

we

find

not at

her

all

»

startled, w
Hervey. The

Theodore

N

with her in
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"MANY HAPPY RETURNS."
as full-fledged stars and
They have what it takes
no one raises the slightest objection.
md they give, and give and give to this characteristically funny
jicture which moves madly and hilariously to a whirlwind contusion. So mad is the pace indeed, that it is difficult to figure
vhat the proceedings are all about. Rhyme and reason are conpicuously absent, and the unities of plot are kicked aside more
>ften than they are adhered to, and the result is all the merrier
or it. After all, it is very doubtful if Mr. Burns and Miss Allen
At any rate, they are concerned in a
fit into a mosaic.
lodgepodge of nonsense which begins in a department store and
Ivould

George Burns and Gracie Allen emerge

noves on to Hollywood where little is left undone and unsaid to
Miss Allen reaches a new high in silliness and
jag the movies.
Wr. Burns continues to demonstrate what an excellent actor and
Joan Marsh, Ray Milland, and George
idroit comedian he is.
Earbier are capital.

vife,

"STINGAREE."
Dunne and Richard Dix are in a highly colored romance
not without archaic charm. It takes place in Australia of
he 70s, where Mr. Dix, a bandit, recognizes Miss Dunne's vocal
iromise and teaches her a song which captivates an impresario,
moving her, he insists that she go abroad with the stranger. Here
he picture loses what little credibility it has, for we are asked
10 accept a series of flashes as proof that Miss Dunne causes a
uror in the opera houses of Europe, including La Scala and
Movent Garden. When she returns to the Antipodes in arias from
Martha" and "Faust," Mr. Dix kidnaps her, showing that a bandit
an be a music critic too, by compelling her to give up opera,
/liss Dunne is a graceful balladist but she should avoid the
Jewel Song." Hard riding and gun play enliven the picture, but
Mary Boland, Conway
clean, but little else.
it is only nonsense,

one

ifnculty in

Irene

hat

is

fearle,
fceorge

Una O'Connor, Henry Stephenson, Andy Devine, and
Barraud are good.

"NOW I'LL TELL, BY MRS. ARNOLD ROTHSTEIN."
Spencer Tracy surpasses himself in this penetrating study of
I gambler, the amazing story written by the widow of a famous
Ine.
It gains in fascination and suspense because the picture is
jonsistently underplayed and is commendably devoid of forced
fielodramatics, Mr. Tracy in particular approaching his part almost casually, but how effectively!
Extraordinary dialogue is
mother virtue of the work, perhaps the greatest of all, for without it even Mr. Tracy's fine acting would lose its ultimate emihasis.
Too, there is the ring of authoritativeness in every word
pd action. In short, the spectator is made to feel that this isn't
pipe-dream of the scenario writer, but a skillful dramatization
llf fact.
It is one of the definitely superior excursions into the
tlnderworld.
Helen Twelvetrees is rather colorless as Mr.
[fracy's wife with a martyr complex, but Alice Faye has all the
flolor needed to make his girl friend seductive, and the remainder
\\i the cast, including Robert Gleckler, is first rate.
I

|l

"UPPER WORLD."
An

ordinary movie melodrama is redeemed from utter banality
y the intelligent acting of Warren William, Mary Astor, Ginger
ogers, J. Carroll Naish and everybody else in the cast, which
oes to show that players frequently labor under burdens heavier
lan they deserve. Mr. William is a captain of industry married
ourteen years to a gadding wife and suffering, so we are told,
rom loneliness. He becomes involved with Miss Rogers, whose
"ujefinement and delicacy of feeling as a burlesque actress is the
nly novelty in the picture, and whose companionship believably
ffers him consolation.
Anyway, a blackmailer gets hold of his
tters to Miss Rogers and attempts extortion.
In the melee
oth the criminal and Miss Rogers are killed, with evidence
ointing to Mr. William. A policeman with a grudge against the
apitalist for having him demoted proves him guilty, but a jury
ecides otherwise for no reason at all except to create a happy
nding, which even includes the forgiveness and devotion of Mr.
Villiam's wife.
[Continued on page 54]
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"Wally

make enough money
her to do

"But I won't give up
"I'll
she said seriously.

By

if you like one-word
Katherine DeMille's is
And that calls for no mis-

own

"warm."

.

playlike

/wood, a
iewed by
mpletion.
picture.

held her
>unt hur-

work,''

come hack

the way,

descriptions,

m

my

to it."

»d-humorvi

herself to enable

so.

interpretations.
It got hotter as

we

sat there

on the

Gary Cooper came hack
from where he had gone; his head
was still bent like Old Black Joe's.
We watched him go past, and Kathe-

stone steps.

rine got up.

"Well," she

said.

"I guess

I'll

go
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Baby, Take a

Continued from page 18
If

is as energetic as Shirley
right!
Changing her into

it

she's

is,

a

red-and-white romper suit required patience, with Shirley wriggling and twisting eellike, darting
away to show me drawings of Mickey
Mouse and running everywhere.
Making friends with all, her blond
curls rumpled and her eyes sparkling,
she gave of her smiles generously,
faithful to each with but" a fleeting
caress.
Somewhat fickle, she is glad
with all, angry at none, but ever seeks
little

new diversions.
"Mommie, can

I have some ice
with chocolate gravy?" she
begged, with much frenzied hugging
and the blandishment of soft, moist

cream

kisses.

"Yes, if you'll prove that you can
stand still for two minutes," Mrs.
Temple laughed, "you may have a
chocolate sundae later."

Bow

and once a speech lodges in her brain
it gets her confused to have to alter
it."

While she loves the movies, she
concerned about her

isn't

own work,

knowing just what's coming next.
With a "Did I do all right?" and an
affirmative

she dismisses it.
She likes best to see comedies, even
as in the studio she prefers such
scenes of fun. Her favorite stars are
Mr. and Mrs. Mouse and the Little
Pigs family.
When she gets big enough to earn
money, she says, she is going to buy
her Mommie a new house and herself a Napoleon cart.
And if you
think "Napoleon" is a twister for
Shirley, you should hear her twirl
it

reply,

off glibly.

No
bud

baby talk issues from her rose-

Her pronunciation

lips.

is

really

She hears a word, re:t
and uses it correctly, if
ig its meaning at least
rom association. For in-

remarkable.
-*"

,

her father once
"Well, I guess
has run long enough.

said to

ng
~e

spell,

has been punished and is
•imanded.
rse, she has faults, and
le temper.
But it passes
e an April shower.
I just
must do something, or
and she understands that
nbey," says her mother.
s eager to get to the studio
ng, likes to go shopping.
In fact, she welcomes every oppor•

'

:

hearse a ^eiiuu.-, scene tor her guidance, she stops him with a wave of
her little hand and says, "O. K.
I

know.
aren't

We're only playing a game,
we? I know my part of it."

Practically no effort is made now
to direct her, as she senses the mood
of a scene with an uncanny instinct

and pitches her voice accordingly.

Long speeches never
Though she begs to hear

ruffle

the

her.

whole

story in advance, her mother refuses,
not wanting to confuse her.
After

Temple reads her lines
day to her slowly, several

breakfast Mrs.
for

the

times, until the child can repeat

them

In one picture she had a
scene running to three pages of dialogue which she rendered without an
perfectly.

error.

"The only difficulty occurs when
they change lines," her mother said.
"She has a photographic memory

tunity to go places and do things.
She is too young to be thrilled when
she made her studio debut and still
takes everything as a matter of
course.
She likes Janet Gaynor because the star invited her over and
played games with her.
Her poise is astonishing. To celebrate her fifth birthday, she gave her
first party.
Her mother remained
outside the studio restaurant, leaving
her to run the affair as she pleased.
When some one pointed out that her
place was at the head of the table,
Shirley demurred, "Oh, but I can't
sit

down

until all

my

guests

down,
she had

sit

you know."
Only when
pushed in all their chairs for them
would she preside. She must have
observed the etiquette in a picture
scene.

Under the care of a child specialist
since her birth, Shirley eats her spin-

ach and likes

She gets up

at seven
breakfast she has
orange juice, cereal, a coddled egg
and milk. At noon she does with
soup, a lamb chop or bit of chicken,
and two vegetables. For dinner she
is given a vegetable, a salad
avocado,
when she is consulted apple sauce
or fruit, and milk. Occasionally she
gets ice cream.
Every day she takes cod liver oil
without a grimace and if her mother
is forgetful Shirley promptly reminds
her.
Each night her father must
read her a story that's a bedtime rite.
She stands forty-two inches tall
and weighs forty-two pounds, and
wonders if, when she weighs one
hundred pounds, she will be one hundred inches tall.
She has no allowance, having as
yet no sense whatever of the value
of money or the cost of things. When
she gets a quarter, she deposits it in
her little bank. To her mother's embarrassment, she begs pennies from
every one, and stuffs them into her
bank.
She just likes to see it "all
full" so that she can empty it and
start all over again.
Being manager of a branch bank,
her father naturally puts her weekly
salary into a trust fund for her. He
both proud and amused by her
is

and

thirty

it.

for

—

—

;

sudden glory, particularly when
positors

"Such,"
fame!"

he

de-.

upon

insist

seeing him.
with a grin, "is

says

Every star must have a hobby, you
know. Shirley collects pebbles, botHer
tle caps, bits of crumpled paper.
mother empties her pockets hourly
of the oddest assortment of junk.
This vest-pocket vamp likes

to

have company" in her
playhouse, adores making mud pies
and never misses an opportunity tc

"cook and

She beget as dirty as possible.
guiles every one because she loves
every one, and she's very demonstrative.

Her woolly pet dogs, "Poochie'
and "Corky," are smothered with hei
embraces and receive her confidences
She lugs them around everywhere
1

Ter

old

favorite

are

doll-children

"Raggedy Ann" and the

ar

beautifu'

"princess" given her by Dorothy Dell
Next September she will star
school with the teacher on the lot.
"But first," she reminded me,
have to have my baby."
May it be ador
Surely, Shirley
!

able, like

your own

little self!

TO JEAN HARLOW
Jean,

1

Now
But

it

Of

think you're
that isn't

embodies

fine.

much

to say.

the

words

all

yesterday, to-morrow, to-day.

For

"fine"

means many things-

Noble, delicate, and slender,
Subtle, refined, and elegant.
And all of them you render.

Jean,

T

Now

think you're
that isn't

fine.

much

to say,

1

But it embodies all the words.
That make you just that way
Ann D. Inman

.-

Too Proud To Be a

Continued from page 31

She was born Katherine Lester, in

use her father's influence to gel jobs

Incouver, on June 29, 1911, which
likes her twenty-three years old.

on his pictures. But
if you think that's getting anything
great even after you get it, think
again. A script clerk's life is no bed

difference in names constitutes
she is the adopted daughnj puzzle
t. of Cecil B. DeMille.
Her real father was an officer in

as a script clerk

fle

;

of roses.

The

director uses the clerk

t;:

errand girl, stenographer, adviser,
and stooge, according to the moment's

t:

need.

Canadian army and was killed at
battle of Vimy Ridge while her
nfther lay dying in a hospital in Los
geles. Alone and friendless, the
did Katherine was placed in an orp triage, where Mr. DeMille found

when she was nine years old.
brought her to his home to grow

h'
J:

own

daughter.
She was sent to the Hollywood
Saool for Girls, and later to a simi1; but more advanced school in Santa
Finishing there,
lirbara, California.
m decided to take up music, studythe piano under a member of the
with his

as

It

a thankless

is

job,

and a

hard one.

Katherine had always wanted to see
Mexico, so this seemed a good way

afived at that conclusion herself.

casting.

Then she went to Chicago to study
silpturing, but was soon back home
djappointed with her attempts in

She enjoyed working in that picthe part was a good one. and
the
company congenial.
"Wally
Beery? Oh," she says good-humoredly, "he's just a big, overgrown playAnd how do you like
ful puppy."
that, Mr. Bad Man Beery
As is customary in Hollywood, a
print of "Viva Villa !" was viewed by
all the studios upon its completion.

;

A

direction.

tit

friend

who knew

lank Tuttle, the director, told her
a bit she might be able to do in

c|

new

Title's

vjrd to

Without
anybody, she went over
asked for the part

studio,

t"

picture.

av other struggling

to

like

unknown, and

That was in 1928.
DeMilles are independent by
and Katherine was so molded.

it.

gj:

a

IThe
r:ure,

'Ye come and go as we please," she
S's.
"Nobody asks any questions,
s

nobody

tells

any

lies."

It

was

she should go about
g ting her first job in pictures like
a/ girl without influence.
But, holding her independent attitle, she was treated like the rank
al file, and like them, she was soon
6ng extra work whenever she could
When this was slow, she did
{.: it.
c y right that

to get there.

ture

In

rol suffered a temporary eclipse,
pfessionally and in print.
To-day? You have only to open a
gazine or paper to see Carol and
You have
111, et cetera, et cetera.
|ly to see "Twentieth Century" to
ilize her growing importance as a
r.

Ann Harding's formal statement
on the evening of her
from Harry Bannister
create nearly the comment and

the press
s)aration
In't

tjecture that Carol's refusal to talk

won't go so far as to say that
deliberately
divorce
was
.nned for the press.
It's only betse I live out here that I'm discreet.
A year or so ago Claudette Col1.

I

rol's

select

cast

of

that

picture,

Katherine DeMille not only held her
own, but stood out. Paramount hurriedly invited her to make a test. She
accepted like the ambitious girl she is
and was assigned a role in "The
Trumpet Blows," with George Raft.
Following this she was given an important part in Mae West's "It Ain't

No

Sin."

"I'm the menace," she
ling.

"The Trumpet Blows."

"But

thev give

intend to get married for
tune," she said, hesitantly.

don't

"I

a

long

"But just because of that I'll probaU, do it right away. That's what
I'm afraid of."
She said it like a
child would say "I'm afraid of the

me

I

said,

chuck-

don't care what roles
as long as they're good,

"When

do marry," she went on,
probably have to have

I

man

"the

will

love yachts.
I
be on one right now."

a yacht.

I'd

was

It

you were so

like to

(Dear Miss

DeMille: The interviewer
a heel.

feels

like

so hot that day,

and

and he had,

tut-

nice,

fortunately, left his yacht at
his other suit of clothes.

home

in

swimming and horseback

Liking

she abhors hunting, because
And
she doesn't like to kill things.
she wants to travel clear around the
world, hoping in the meantime to
make enough money herself to enable
her to do so.
"But I won't give up my work,"
she said seriously.
"I'll come hack
riding,

to it."

By the way, if you like one-word
descriptions, Katherine DeMille's is
"warm." And that calls for no misinterpretations.
It got hotter as we sat there on the
stone steps. Gary Cooper came back
from where he had gone; his head
was still bent like Old Black Joe's.

We

watched him go

past,

and Kathe-

rine got up.

"Well." she said. "I guess T'll go
around and see some directors and
tell them how good I am.
I hate to
wait between pictures."
So the proud princess went away
to ask for chores like any serving
woman, fearful that by being idle -he
might lose her job. And is her father
in her career?
He has
never even bothered to see her on the

interested

screen

She thinks

and human."

it's

better so.

Love— Just a Racket

Continued from page 41
(

;

the

Incidentally, she was rewarded with
contract by Paramount following

dark."

she became ill and was out
of touch with the studios for two
years, except for the news site got
from her father and her friends. In
this way she learned, several months
ago, that Metro-Goldwyn was planning to make a picture based on the
life of Pancho Villa and would send
the
company to Mexico.
Now,

She went to M.-G.-M.
and asked to be considered for a part.
She was
Just considered, that's all.
given the role of J "ilia's wife, one
the studio had had some difficulty in

Ijs

a

Then

Angeles Philharmonic Orchesbut one day, when her instructor
t
id her she would never make a conct pianist, she didn't argue, having

ii;;

od

Princess

ing lady

who

—

I

get

Producers arc impressed by the
word, even as you and I.

was rated a

fairish sort of leadcould wear clothes. Until Cecil DeMille took her clothes off
don't
in "The Sign of the Cross"

bcrt

me wrong!) and

proved that she

could not only burn up the screen
with sex appeal, but could act as well.
Do you think DeMille visualized a
luscious Poppaca merely by looking
at some old releases of Claudette's?
Not at all. More probably he saw a
picture of Claudette and Norman
Foster reclining on the sands of
Malibu, dressed or undressed in the
style so popular on the California
Its caption undoubtedly albeaches.
luded to the "let's keep romance alive
by having separate homes" marriage.

printed

They

look

at

the

pictures

in

the

magazines and are attracted to some
prett) \:n\- or figure they might completely have overlooked.
Claudette.
after an inauspicious Hollywood debut, joined the stars who must give
their all for the Great God Publicity.
What could we write about such
nice, regular

folk like the Fosters,

if

Claudette were to meet Norman every
evening at the door of a vine-covered
cottage with a kiss, and a lemon pie
baked by herself? You see how gaga
it

would

be, don't von?'

Crammed down

everybody's throat

Continued on page 65
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A
"The Crime Doctor."— RKO.
weak ending, one of those which
insist that a murder is only make-be-

rather

lieve after all, dulls the dramatic point
But it is engrossing
of this picture.
until the let-down, due in large part to
the brilliant acting of Otto Kruger and
his
associates, Nils Asther,
Karen

Morley, and particularly Judith Wood,
in each picture and makes you admire her for it.
Mr. Kruger is a detective who decides
to wreak a terrible vengeance on the
man with whom his wife has fallen in
love, and proceeds to use his ingenuity in fastening upon him a murder by
circumstantial evidence.
Succeeding
in this fails to destroy the love of his
wife for the doomed man, so Mr.

who grows more depraved

Kruger confesses.

All this

tensely
are
didn't really happen be-

and believably built up.
told

that

it

is

Then we

cause Mr. Kruger, as a star, can do no

wrong.

—

"Glamour." Universal.
Lack of
courage again mars a film which might
have been more interesting if the intent of the original author had been
heeded by the adapters. Instead, in
embellishing the story they have whitewashed the central character and obscured the motivation of her actions.
Even so, Constance Cummings gives
a fine performance in the role except
that you never quite understand the
character, and Paul Lukas again demonstrates his superiority to most of
the parts handed him.
He is a musi-

cal-comedy composer who is pursued
by a dumb chorus girl until he marries
her and they have a child. When the
girl becomes famous she leaves her
husband for another man, but comes
back when she finds her paramour
cheating. Careful, deliberate direction,
tasteful settings and thoughtful acting
fail to redeem the result from program mediocrity because of poor writing.
Philip Reed will bear watching.

"Journal

of

a

Crime."

—Warners.

Ruth Chatterton's temporary farewell
to films is unworthy of any occasion.
purely a routine exercise of her
skill. While her proficiency fascinates,
the picture does not.
It is a little
tiresome because of Miss Chatterton's
unrelieved suffering.
She is a wife
who shoots the woman who has taken
her husband from her and sees another accused and convicted of the
crime.
First Miss Chatterton's jealousy torments her and then remorse.
Her husband discovers her guilt and
taunts her with it, so that means more
anguish.
Then she is knocked senseless by an automobile and the doctors
say that amnesia is her portion, that
her mentality is that of a little child,
and she must be taught everything all
over again.
At once her husband's
love returns and last scene of all finds
Miss Chatterton in chiffon reclining in
an invalid's chair on a terrace while
Adolphe Menjou patiently, lovingly begins with her a, b, c's. It's all faintly
funny and unworthy of these two
It is

Even the French atmosphere is phony, and that is unworthy of Warners.
adroit players.

IN
—

"The Black Cat." Universal. The
names of Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi will attract admirers of their past
performances, but the picture that
teams them is unsatisfactory. Though
pretending to be a horror tale, it is unstirring, placid, and quite harmless,
ineffectual writing and direction muff
opportunities for drama, even the skinning alive of Mr. Karloff communicating no terror. It is too bad, for Poe's
tale which gives the picture its title is
gruesome and thrilling but the studio
substitute for it is neither.
The
adapter went Poe one better and wrote
a story of his own.
Mr. Karloff and

Mr. Lugosi perform their prescribed
tasks well enough, but the material is
unworthy of them. One has only to
see Mr. Karloff, for example, in "The
House of Rothschild" and "The Lost
Patrol" to realize what he can do with
adult characters.
David Manners and
Jacqueline Wells are an American
couple who stumble upon his castle of
horrors and escape through no quickwittedness of their own, but rather
because the director tells them to.

"Change

of

Heart."

— Fox.

James

Dunn and Ginger Rogers

are of immense help in putting across the reunion of Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell.
They give sparkle and
authenticity to a picture that pretends
to be realistic but is a fairy tale, in
which everything is ordered to bring
But it holds
about a happy ending.
one's interest and it is a new setting
for. Miss Gaynor and Mr. Farrell.

They and Mr. Dunn and Miss Rogers
are friends who step out of a California college and come to New York
to seek careers, Mr. Dunn as a crooner,
Miss Rogers an actress, Miss Gaynor
a writer, and Mr. Farrell a lawyer.
Setbacks and various adventures keep
them moving and a love tangle politely
complicates matters, until it's time to
leave the theater with the thought that
you've passed a pleasantly innocuous
hour and a half, neither bored nor exhilarated.

—

A
"Double
Door." Paramount.
gloomy study of a woman's obsession
for family rule is finely presented, but
it doesn't make satisfactory entertainment.
One reason, and perhaps the
strongest, is that it is unrelieved by
lightness or laughter and is pitched in
the same key throughout. Miss Victoria Van Brett, head of the immensely
rich Van Brett clan, is determined to
guard her name and money against out-

She keeps her sister in terrisubjection and tries to control her
When he maryoung half-brother.
ries, she concentrates her ingenuity
and fury upon his wife and, unable to
separate them, closes the door of a
vault on the young woman.
In the
end Miss Van Brett is herself trapped
and as she alone knows the combination her agonized shrieks conclude the
siders.
fied

no hope of rescue. Dark
and morbid, the story is interesting
but hardly palatable to the majority.
Mary Morris, of the stage, is very fine
picture, with

in the

Revere

leading role. So, too, is Anne
as her sister, while Kent Tay-

lor and

Evelyn Venable uphold their

REVIEW
reputation as
couples.

the nicest

of

adequate

—

"Thirty-day Princess." Paramount.
Sylvia Sidney achieves a gratifying
personal success in light comedy, and
for the first time wears smart and
elaborate dresses and wears them
well. Aside from this, the innovation
doesn't yield an eye-opening picture
but only a tolerable one. It is disappointing, being neither romantic nor
comic but a rather feeble compromise,
yet it is mildly entertaining and the
acting is first-rate.
Miss Sidney is a
poor actress on an automat diet who
happens to be the double of a visiting
princess from a mythical kingdom. So
the actress is hired to substitute when
the princess is laid up with mumps.
Miss Sidney plays both roles, which
of course makes the girls virtual twins
and somehow takes away from the
plausibility of the story.
Cary Grant,
Edward Arnold, Henry Stephenson,
and Vince Barnett are excellent in
their respective moods, though Mr.
Barnett's is so obviously a caricature
that it obscures the intent of the story.
But you laugh at him, which is perhaps
all that was asked in the first place,
and Miss Sidney doesn't lose by it.

"He

Was

Her

Man."

—Warners.

Quite different from all James Cagney's former pictures, his departure

from routine in this is to his credit
though it is doubtful if his courage
will be relished by the majority. The
story is quiet and rather dull and Mr.
Cagney, while a crook, is soft-spoken
and restrained. However, his acting
is all the finer because of his reserve.
slowly moving story
not interesting and is colorless. Mr.
Cagney, in San Francisco, befriends a
street-walker and accompanies her by
bus to a coast village where she is to
marry a Portuguese fisherman. At the
It is just that the

is

moment Mr. Cagney and the girlJoan Blcndell are about to run away,
Mr. Cagney's enemies turn up and
Victor
take him for a tragic ride.
Jory is convincing as the simple fisher-fellow, and Miss Blondell is also

—

exceptional.

"Laughing

Boy."

— Metro-Goldwyn.

Lo, the poor Indian gets a raw deal in
Ramon Novarro's new picture and so,
too, does the public.
Certain portions
of the film objected to and deleted by
censors in various States, it isn't certain what fans will or will not see.
But it will be clear to all that Lupe
Velez plays an Indian girl who consorts with white men, and that Mr.
Novarro, her idealistic Indian husband
kills her and that, because of an unconvincing accent, it is one of his
weaker performances. And because of
the unpleasantness of the story, stil!
apparent with cuts softening the mair
issues, the picture must be rated on(
of his least popular. Yet it has beer
carefully directed and the natura
backgrounds are magnificent. But
has not played in New York City a
this writing in spite of Mr. Novarro'i
personal following, although with cut:
restored it obviously would be a bet
ter offering than it is.
i'

1

oo

School of Stars

Continued from page 35
"I learned something about studio
atmosphere," he says. "Also, 1 had
an opportunity to learn something of
acting, although I still have much to
learn on that score."
Fay Wray agrees with Joel. "It is
not so much direct contact with pictures that counts in the beginning,"
says Fay. "It is knowing your Holgirl coming here from the
lywood.

lieve that at least indirectly her career
was influenced by her school years.
If it hadn't been for those speed typing contests, would she be a star now ?

to

knows how film people are expected
behave and what they are expected

Marion Burns, featured in "Devil
Tiger," says, "I learned little about
the actual mechanics of the movie-, at
Hollywood High School. After all,
am one of Hollywood's rare native
daughters. I grew up surrounded by
film people.
I had no idea of acting
did study
until I finished school, but
drama under Arthur B. Katchell, the
I learned a
school's dramatic coach.
good deal from him which has stood

to talk about."

me

A

Middle West especially to enter pictures cannot have as good a chance
as one who has gone to school here,

I

I

in good stead."
Marion was a champion

athlete at

school, president of the girls' athletic
association, star swimmer, and bas-

She once had dreams

ket-ball player.

of being a gym teacher.
On the "no" side of the question
are Creighton Chaney and MarxBrian.
Creighton was a boilermaker before he became an actor. He
goes so far as to say that he doesn't
see how attendance at Hollywood
High School could further any movie
And Mar)' agrees with him.
career.

Man)

working on films of
haunt the school for at-

directors

school

life

When "Are These Our
mosphere.
Children?" was produced, the director spent days on the campus watching the students.

prominent producers and diperformances of plays
and operettas given by the students,
(

Iften

rectors attend

search for talent. On several
occasions youngsters have been offered contracts because of their performances in school plays.

in their

Again, a number of our foremost
directors are graduates of Hollywood
High School. Naturally, they are interested
student s.

m

their

Alma Mater and

its

Now

and then, as in the case of
a boy or girl enrolls
at the school simply to mark time
until a break in pictures comes.
Bui
the majority of the students look
upon the movies just as Minnie Zilch

Marian Marsh,

Iowa regards

in

It is

the raising of hogs.

merely one of the

local

indus-

tries.

Like most movie parents, Creighdad, the great Lon Chaney,
thoroughly disapproved of the studio
atmosphere for his child. Creighton

ton's

was inside a studio just three times
He had
before becoming an actor!
been raised to be a business man, expecting to manufacture water heaters
studio,
the rest of his life.

RKO

hoping his father's name would make
Creighton a box-office attraction, ofJoan Wheeler has a hobby besides
acting.
Here she is riding it for all
it's
worth when she isn't flitting
through Warners' films.
Fay, incidentally, was one of the
most popular pupils ever to attend
Hollywood High. Teachers are always delighted to discuss the charms
and intelligence of the talented Fay.
Perky little Alice White refuses to

admit

that

school

was of any advantage to her
But perhaps Alice is mad

career.

her

attendance

at

high

because she got kicked out before
graduating.
Alice was an incurable
ditcher.
She would run away from
school to sit on the beach and gaze
at the bathing stars for hours.
Studies would be completely forgotten.
When the girls' vice-principal found
out where Alice was spending her
time,
she
promptly expelled the

naughty

child.

Alice never Went back.
She had
won speed contests in her typing
class, so she sought work as a typist.
Before long she was secretary to
scenario writers, then script girl. At
last she graduated to acting.
Although Alice says her schooling had
nothing to do with her present position, there is surely reason to be-

fered

him

wished to
Jr.," but

a
bill

contract.

him

as

The studio
"Lon Chaney,

he refused.

While under contract to RKO, he
became a popular Western star. But
Creighton doesn't want to star in
horse opera. He gave up his contract
He would like to play
to free-lance.
character parts.

carrying on
the
never using a
double.
He has already gained a
and
for
consideration
reputation
kindness, such as made his father beAt
loved by all who knew him.
school he was head cheer leader.
That's as close as he ever got to acting until he signed his film contract.
Mary Brian never actually attended
Hollywood High School, but she
does know enough about the institution to make her views of interest.
Mary came to Hollywood from Dallas, Texas, and registered at Holly-

Creighton

Chaney

is

tradition,

She attended school just one day, then was
Becalled to work in "Peter Pan."
ing under eighteen years old, she had
But she never
a tutor on the set.
saw the inside of a schoolroom again.
Every Hollywood High School
student is a potential movie find.

wood High

as a sophomore.

Ida Lupino gets

now

warmer and warmer,

that she has thrown off the

of England,
significantly

chill

and her new picture is
called "Ready For Love.'

you are sixteen, beautiful, and
on becoming a star, come to Hollywood if you must. But don't expect sympathy from your teachers at
Hollywood High School. You will
If

set

be better off enrolled in a professional school.

And if you are wise, you will follow the advice of the school's famous
alumni and give up your dreams.
Stardom is too fragile a thing to bank
your whole life on. Some day an accident may occur to give you a chance
After all, most film
in the movies.
careers begin accidcntallv.

Anna
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Sten's

Wonderful Romance

It was thus that Anna Sten's romance was born. 1 nc charm and perfect manners of the dark young man

her salary out of my own pocket, they
agreed to let Anna play the part."
Meanwhile, unmindful of what

Besides, he
swept her off her feet.
was an important person, some one
on whom she could rely for advice
and encouragement. He became the
trusted messenger between her mother
and herself on his fortnightly trips to
Moscow. From him she learned exactly how her little sister was faring
in her stage career.
Anna Sten had been sent to Berlin
by the Soviet government to make

on, Anna Sten had been
studying under the careful guidance
of her mentor. Her taste in clothes
having been rather flamboyant, it was
to him that she turned for advice.
Benefiting by his suggestions, she
learned to dress appropriately. Under his ever-watchful eye, she for-

Tara company. She was
unhappy there and her work reflected
her mood. Those in charge were dissatisfied with her.
They were planfilms for the

ning an elaborate production of "The
Brothers Karamazov" in which the
girl's part is important.
They were
afraid to trust her with the role.
Anna Sten was all unmindful of

Eugene Frenke was

this, but

By

not.

time he had assumed complete
charge of her affairs.
He had won
her confidence as well as her love.
This was the turning point in Anna
this

Sten's career. This was the decision
which was later to sweep her to
world-wide prominence as a star in
America, the land she dared not even
hope to visit.
Let me relate it to you as Eugene
Frenke told it to me in Barbetta's

restaurant in New York City. It was
to this favored spot of the gourmet
that we had gone following a preview
of Frenke's picture, "The Girl in the

Brooklyn neighborhood
theater, where it had been enthusiCase"

a

at

sook certain awkward gestures.

merous

Over a brandy and egg he grew
mellow as he spoke of the girl to
whom he is now married and whom
he adores passionately.
"Secretly I
had learned that Anna was not to
play in 'Karamazov,' that she was to
be sent back to Russia a failure."
His dark eyes gleamed and he became
fiercely eloquent as he struggled to
express himself in his still uncertain English.
"I determined they
should not do this to my Anna.
I
went to them to force them to recon-

—

-

Finally, by promising to pay

Nu-

were also
In a few short months she

faults

corrected.

diction

in

learned to forsake her peasant manners and act as to the manor born.
"In temperament, I am a gypsy,"
Frenke told me. "She was too much
I showed her how to
of the earth.
take wing. I taught her not to fear
life.
Most of all, not to fear other
people."
The result was a new, radiant creature
a poised, self-confident woman
of the world who colored her role in
"The Brothers Karamazov" with rich,
vigorous shadings. The picture was
a success, but even greater was the
success of Anna Sten.
From then
on her position was assured. She became a star overnight.
The little
kitchen drudge who dared to woo
fame found herself acclaimed.
"Did her success change her?" I

—

asked Eugene Frenke.
He hesitated before replying.
"No, but it frightened her. Often,
after meeting some important person,
she would ask me, 'Did I say the right
thing? Did I act nervous?' With me
like a child.
She loves to
favorite dishes. She likes to
wear plain dresses. She finds pleasure in long walks and in playing 'Pa-

she

is

cook

astically received.

sider.

was going

still

my

She has a mystical side, too.
We have a mutual interest in spiritualism and have received spirit mestience.'

sages."
"Tell

mance;"
pose?"
"I

me more
I

didn't,"

with a smile.

Noting

my

about

"How

urged.

did

your royou pro-

he shot back quickly,

"She did

!"

he added
had rented to
Anna one of two houses I had erected
quickly,

"You

surprise,

see,

I

in Berlin.

I

needed only one house,

Germany vacant lots are heavily taxed.
The government wishes to
make owners build. So, like every
but in

one else, I erected another house. My
wife having died, Anna would often
visit with my little daughter and me.
One day she hurried in, radiantly
beautiful.

My

'I'm moving !' she exclaimed.
heart stopped beating. I grasped her
hand.
'Where?' I demanded.
'In
here with you,' she replied.
'I'm
tired of paying rent and, besides, I
'

like this

married

house

So we were

better.'

in the fall of 1930.

"Our marriage made little difference one way or the other.
were
so completely in accord that a mere
ceremony could not either add or take

We

away from our love. Later, when
the opportunity came from Mr. Goldwyn to go to America, I gave up my
business and went along.
have
never been separated for any length
of time.
I have made pictures my
life work and Anna's success my
chief ambition."
To be a great star they say that one
must run the complete gamut of life's
experiences.
Anna Sten has fought
her way through the most harrowing
conditions to a position
of
importance. She is an international figure.
Out of tragedy, drudgery, and
humiliation, her great art has come
into flower.
She can portray any
emotion, for she has known them all.

We

Her

has been at once both bitter
If she has known the
worst, she has also tasted of the best.
Like all the truly great, she walks
alone.
Yet ever in the background
Eugene
is
the figure of a man
Frenke, her mate. Through him is
projected the art that has given
American fans a new thrill. To his
strong arm she clings. Though she
may continue on her way triumphant,
at heart she is still the uncertain little
peasant girl in a strange land. Humlife

and sweet.

—

-

ble, yet defiant, hesitant, yet

tion.

And this is the never before told
storv of her transfiguration.

E-MOTION PICTURES
I

W

wish
ith

were

movie star receiving Gable's kisses,
handsome Bob Montgomery to teach me just what
T

bliss is
1

!

wi^b
were
me.
I

a

a

movie

star with

With Conrad Nagel swearing
wish

that

lie

couldn't live with-

me

out
1

Give Brook's arms about

I

were

movie

a

star

embracing R. Novarro,
for the same scene on

With Ronald Colman scheduled
the morrow
!

But here's

a disconcerting thought that sets
whirling:

my

brain to

Suppose

I

confident

—a curious and fascinating combina-

were a movie

star

and had

to

—Ford

hug

Sterling

Suppose that Oliver Hardy took me in his fond embrace
Or even Charlie
Harold Lloyd
)r Harry Langdon
Chase
Suppose that sad Stan Laurel were the man of my desire
(

!

With Charlie Chaplin
So maybe

it is

Although

I

!

filling

me

with ciriematic

fire

just as well I'm not in Hollywood.
wouldn't promise not to get there if I could!
And maybe it is just as well I'm married to John Smith.
(I see e-motion pictures, but it's John I see them with.)
And maybe it is just as well he doesn't chance to know
That I'd be wildly thrilled to catch Chevalier for a beau!

Alane Grant.

Continued from page
herself

Parts

advancing to true drama in

"The Animal Kingdom."

Look what

the latter "fillum" did for
swooped her right past

Myrna.

It

Madge

to

stardom.

Which
ing.

leads us to a hit of guessif Anita Page, chief run-

What

ner-up to Jean Harlow in the tests
for "Red-headed Woman," had been
victorious? Would their positions be
reversed? Anita, who is now back in
Hollywood, needed but one strong
part to restore the damage resulting
from a series of mediocre assign-

For Jean, who'd been

ments.

same position Anita

is

in the

in to-day, the

break meant immediate resuscitation.
Myrna and Jean, exponents of
satiny
silhouettes,
are
nourishing
amazingly highbrow ambitions. Their
pet roles have not been adapted for
talkies yet.
The languorous Loy has
her hopes pinned on presenting Ibsen's "A Doll's House," while the
joyous Jean would give us a platinum-blond woman attorney in a
screening of "The Merchant of Venice."
If she begged, how could Sliylock be such an old meanie?
The dominating Barrymores haven't
been satisfied so far, either. Lionel
used the high spots of his favorite
stage

play,

"The Copperhead,"

for

personal-appearance jaunt.
His motive? He wants his employers
to feature him in an up-to-date celluhis recent

version.
John magnanimously
declares he means to do "Hamlet."

loid

The tragedy simply awaits a producer.

— and

abandoned reel? After Marguerite
had emoted elegantly, Fay Wray, who
works so steadily she can barely remember who's her current hero, was
selected for the "Viva Villa!" lead.
Fay stirred up grief for Miriam
Do you recollect that
Jordan, too.
Miriam changed her name to Mimi
and bobbed her gorgeous hair for the
lead in "Shanghai Madness"? When
the cameras began grinding, she was
missing and Fay was doing the acting.
Fancy the present position of Irene
Dunne if Dorothy Peterson, her rival
in the tests for "Cimarron," had been
the winnah.
Irene had made only
one film, a flop.
The pioneer epic
suddenly whisked her to permanent
stardom.
The other capable actress
still waits for her luck to alter.
And what if Mary Brian had got
the one part she really craved ?
It

was the lead opposite Leslie Howard
in "Berkeley Square."
She probably
would have escaped the sweet ingenue
brand, and Heather Angel might not
be on the rise.

The

grief that "Alice in Wonderstill echoes.
Aside from
the amateurs who tried for it, a number of big names competed.
Alice

land" caused

White, for example, dolled herself up
as a naive little thing and posed
a-playing with her rabbit. No doubt
she believed her appearance in this
role would make us forget she'd had
a boy friend rude enough to "smack
her

down"

Helen

Now

it's

safe to

tell

Sylvia

that

For that matter, many's the face on
the testing-room floors.
It would
take hours to delve into that sad situ-

To peek

guerite

hastily, notice

Churchill's

likeness

Mar-

on that

—

as she put it.
Chandler, noted

for her
portrayals in fantasies, was
given elaborate tests.
But Paramount had committed itself to nominating a comparative novice.
Mary
Pickford herself dilly-dallied with
the idea of doing Alice, as she once
wished to play Peter Pan. In each
instance an inexperienced person won
favor over the veteran actress.
Yet did you know that Gloria
Swanson had her heart set on the
Barrie story, also?
That she took
extensive tests as Peter? Think how
Swanson's career might have differed
had she gone so unsophisticated on
us.
And let us wish that Charlotte

Hollywood High

Continued from page 29

Leo's Vain Birds.

—Leo

Carrillo,

who has

shot right up to fame since
he played the killer-lieutenant of Wallace Beery in "Viva Villa !" has built
himself a real Spanish hacienda on a
strip of wooded land he owns in
Santa Monica Canyon. Also, he has
acquired three beautiful peacocks.
After getting them he was disturbed
every morning because they insisted

on tapping with their

dows of the house.

on the wincouldn't make
but finally de-

bills

He

out the reason at first,
termined that it must be because they

were

57

Lost

delicate

Sidney and Frances Dee yearned for
the role of Mercia in "The Sign of
the Cross."
They were chagrined
when DeMille chose Claudette Colbert to be the empress, and then insisted on
a blonde for contrast.
Elissa Landi was considered appropriate, even though Sylvia, in particular, took many tests for the part.

ation.

They Craved

17

Henry's fortune will be better in the
long run than Betty Bronson's
Buster Crabbe and George Brent
share a common cross.
Both fan
themselves as effective Injuns. Brent
had his eye on "Massacre," and his
scrap with Warners might have been
avoided had they not awarded the
reservation romance to Barthelmi
Brawny Buster was confident his
flair
for
would win him
nudity
"Laughing Boy," and he's plenty
aggrieved because Ramon Novarro

was adjudged a better redskin.
Way hack when "Liliom" was being cast, if 1 may reminisce, Joel McCrea vied against Charlie Farrell. "1
still feel," Joel insists, "1 could have
given the best performance of my
life as Liliom, under Borzage's un-

derstanding direction. I'll never forgive myself for losing the opportunity."'

how

serious they get.
Yet
have been lucky because
they did not get the part for which
they cried.
Robert Montgomery, to
be specific, toted a copy of "Billy the

That's

some

stars

Kid" around the Metro lot for
months. He argued himself blue in
the face
and John Mack Brown was
starred in it instead. It was Johnny's

—

and last stellar vehicle.
Richard Arlen remembers when
Ricardo Cortez supplanted him.
It
was in an Agnes Ayres silent flicker,
Dick's first crack at a lead.
"After
I'd worked one day the director said
it was too much agony to continue
Dick gayly reveals this
with me!"
now, but when bis future seemed just
passed well, then it was no joke.
Our newest rave, the irrepressible
Katharine
Hepburn, hasn't been
mixed up with Hollywood quite long
enough to see a favorite role being
captured by another gal. Her vogue
will allow her a wide choice.
But
even she will eventually have to take
it on the chin when
a rival finally
first

—

beats her to a coveted assignment.
Losing a light o' love may disturb
a star for a while, but deprive him
of lus pet role and. like an elephant,
he'll never forget

Lights

on admiring their reSo what did
flections in the glass.
he do? He purchased a large mirror
and put it in a conspicuous place, and
now the peacocks do their tapping
intent

and various other younger gentlemen,
and then to top it all. who did she appear at a rodeo with one bright aftern, but that grand old-timer of the
movies, William S. Hart! So what?
i

there instead.

—

Alice Plays Big Field. The
most difficult girl to keep track of romantically in Hollywood is Alice
In the beginning, it was asthat her one and only heart
interest was Rudy Vallee. but later

Faye.

sumed

she was seen

much with Nick Foran

Ginger

Worries Joan.

Rogers gave Joan

—Ginger

Blondell such a
close race for a prize cup for showing the most progress in acting recently that it just wasn't pleasant.
The trophy was awarded by the
Wampas to the baby star who seemed
to get ahead the fastest in the past
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and whereas Juan checked
Ginger had only had
one year in which to demonstrate her
She was only a few votes
mettle.
behind Miss Blondell, while Frances
)(•(-.
and
a instance
iummings,

two

years,

in the full two,

(

<

I

Gloria Stuart tied for third pi;
Joan got the prize just about the
time it was made known that she is
looking forward to a happy event,
which will soon necessitate her retiring from the screen for a while.

High Tone
actors

to

Honkatonk.
dignity?

losing their

Continued from page

— Are
It

has

and devoted ones.
Once we appeared in a play which required that

we

fight

most of the time.

It

was a

flop."

And so it seemed for a time that
the sacrifice of their former partners
was justified by the depth and
strength of their feeling for each
other. About two years ago a daughter

was born

to

them, and

seemed

it

mar

that no cloud could

the blissful
heaven of their life together.
Greater successes on the stage followed, and then pictures and Holly-

wood beckoned.
Even then there
was no reason to suppose that their
idyllic existence was threatened.
When I saw Mr. Marshall in New
York recently, he was very busy being the gallant and chivalrous male,
protecting the names of both his wife
and Gloria Swanson, who, according
to rumor, was responsible for Miss
Best's precipitate return to London.
Naturally, as befits an Englishman
and a gentleman, Mr. Marshall refused to discuss the ladies.
But by
expressing his opinion of several apparently unrelated subjects, he unwittingly gave me what I think is the
clew to the whole situation.
To begin with, I believe that he
was bewildered by the turn events
had taken.
don't think he had any
intention of becoming one of the
oily wood's latest and most
in
discussed triangle, when he first began to spend time with Miss Swan1

I

I

son.

According

to

philosophy

which

evoked

the

for

certainly no
a

simple,

the

juvenile

he

conveniently
there was
a man passing

occasion,

harm

in

few pleasant hours with a charm-

ing and glamorous

—a
—

woman

safely

married woman, at that while his
wife was in far-away London. Other
men have reasoned that way before.
Unfortunately, when Miss Best returned to Hollywood to make a picture
not

for

Warner

inclined

casually

as

to

Mr.

Brothers, she was
take

matter as
Marshall had exthe

become a hot question since they put
on a big carnival and circus, which
took critical raps.

It

used to be that

big-moneyed people of the movies never thought of sponsoring anything so tingly-tangly as an outdoor
show open to the public. Naturally,
the project had charitable aims, but it
And,
also had a honkatonk flavor.
after all, Hollywood is renowned for
its swank.
Anyway, the queens of the event,
which lasted three days and was
the

called a

pression.

Two

\2.

Lights

They

Hearts

pected.

And

frolic,

made

a pleasing imincluded Ann Har-

in

One word
situation

Colleen "Scarlet-lettering."
Colleen

led

was

to

another.

in

wants.

"As a general rule, women are
inclined to take their relations with
men far more seriously than men do.

A man can be sincerely devoted to
one woman, want her always in his
life, without losing his desire to be
with others at times.
"The regard he has for his wife
is a permanent and solid thing, unaffected by bis casual
friendships
with othej women. Much heartbreak
would be avoided if wives would only
realize that
a husband's harmless
contacts with other women in no way
jeopardize their marriage.
"Tf she grants him enough free-

Moore

is

pursuing her career

by doing the role of Hester Prynne
in "The Scarlet Letter," with Hardie
Albright as minister Dimmcsdale.
Last time the picture was made Lillian Gish and Lars Hanson played
these parts.

Waltz Time

no way
helped when the newspapers began to
rumor that Miss Swanson and Mr.
Farmer had reached the parting of
the ways.
Result:
Miss Best returned to
London. Miss Swanson came to New
York for personal appearances. Mr.
Marshall arrived shortly afterward
for a conference with the theatrical
producer for whom he is to appear
in a play next season.
Over our coffee cups in Mr. Marshall's apartment in the WaldorfAstoria we talked of life and love,
of men and women and marriage.
"More than anything it is important
for a man to live up to his obligations," Mr. Marshall assured me.
"Money is of supreme importance today because the world is geared to
a tempo of speed and spend.
And
because so many have been out of
work during the depression, every
man's obligations have increased.
With money, he can take care of all
those dependent upon him, as well as
assume the obligation for the support
of others to whom he is bound by
moral but not legal ties.
"If one has enough money, one can
do about what one pleases, can buy
anything one desires. Oh, you may
say that money won't buy love, but it
will supply those things which enable a person to win the love he
the

Mary Astor, Jeanette MacDonald, Miriam Hopkins, and Elissa
Landi, who each appeared at a separate performance.
It wouldn't do,
you know, to have two queens at a
single show.
ding,

(Herbert Marshall)

dom, the wise wife will find that her
husband always returns to her."
Mr. Marshall's words reminded me
of the play in which he appeared several years ago, "To-morrow and Tomorrow." In that it was the wife
who strayed and returned to her husband. Mr. Marshall was the "other
man" and partner of her sins.
I remarked that I thought the denouement outmoded, that under the
circumstances of the play, a woman
of to-day would remain with her
lover.
Mr. Marshall's terse comment
revealed more of his feeling than be
realized.
"I think it was a swell
'out'
for the other man," he remarked. "He had enjoyed a pleasant
interlude with the woman, but managed to escape without a permanent
!"
entanglement
That, in view of the present situation that surrounds him, was enlightening.
Considering his previous remarks about the sanctity of marriage,
if a wife would only wait. I felt that
Mr. Marshall does not clutter up his
pleasant friendships with romantic
notions.

Mr. Marshall returned to Hollyto appear in "The Green Hat"

wood

opposite

Constance

that fact

is

Bennett.

likely to solve

And

any prob-

lem that Miss Best may feel confronts
For even though a wandering
husband has promised eventually to
return home, even though the recipient of his flatten- and attentions may
have no serious matrimonial intentions toward him herself, no wife of
spirit can remain idly on the side
her.

for him to grow tired
playthings.
It would surprise no one to find the
Swanson-Bennett feud, which blazed
so furiously over the marquis, flaming again, with Mr. Marshall as the
innocent inspiration. In which event,
lines waiting

of his

new

the wires to England will
with his frantic pleas
Best to return to him.
After all, a wife is such a
splendid shield from any

hum

probably
to Miss
safe and

and

all

feminine entanglements

—J
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(Gloria Swanson)

from marriage, but only as one profits
from every other experience and re-

giant mosaic of
personal problems,
which seem so vital to-day, fade into
insignificance and are forgotten a
year from now.

lationship.

"An

the

in

Our

event

is

important only in re-

lation to the time in

which

it

occurs.

What seems

like a catastrophe at one
period would be but a casual incident
should it occur later. Timing is what
hurts us, time is what heals wounds.
"Our greatest suffering is caused
by the things people fail to do rather
sins of omisthan by what they do
That is our
sion, not commission.
own fault, for expecting too much
of them.
"I died a million deaths before I
learned this.
To-day, life cannot
hurt me. I expect nothing of people
and therefore cannot be wounded by
them.

—

don't mean that I am
I hope
cynical or hard or callous.
never to lose my capacity for sym-

"By

pathy
that

I

that

I

I
mean
and understanding.
have learned to live and believe

in people for the pleasure

it

gives

me

do so, not because I expect them
do certain things or act a certain

to
to

way in return.
"Demanding that people live up to
ideals we have created for them is a
responsibility we have no right to
force.
Besides, our own standards
change and there again it is the timing that counts. What we desire of a
person to-day may be completely foreign to our wishes a year later.

"Of

course, one of the great problems facing the world at present is
the vast change in standards since
the War and the depression. Women
were reared to believe that men were
strong. That they could turn to them
for stability and sustenance, that they

could depend upon them. Men were
trained to accept responsibility and
recognize obligations, to be persons
of integrity.

"Now, we have

a race of

even

men who

allow
women to carry the burden of earning a livelihood for themselves and
their families, while they are satisfied
It is difficult to
to remain playboys.
adjust oneself to this new point of
view which is heartbreakingly prevalent on every hand, in every walk of
are

willing,

eager,

to

life."

Miss

Swanson

her
opinions are not the result of her
four marital experiences, but of life
insists

that

itself.

"Marriage
she explained.

is

only a part of life.''
course one learns

"Of

YOUR

13

"The most valuable thing to remember is that each of us is but one
tiny stone
Creation.

TATTOO

"For

AND CHEEKS

only by experience that
one learns anything. No training, no
amount of instruction, can give one
the equipment necessary for facing
it

LIPS

is

world successfully.
The qualiwhich are instilled in us from
earliest childhood are brutally false
and inadequate weapons with which
to meet life.
the

Intcy

a Mnmokcnij qt

JUvasi at iiicj suiaxliicAX
'

ties

"We

teach children to be honest,

truthful,

have

no

and

fair!

Words which

place in the
for existence.

present-day

struggle
The world
doesn't understand nor want honest}', truthfulness, nor fairness!
"It would be better if we taught a
child the grim realities of deceit, chicanery, and unscrupulousness with
which he will be forced some day to
!"
grapple. And still, we can't do that

Miss Swanson smiled ruefully and
shrugged her shoulders. She seemed
momentarily at a loss, and yet I am
sure that in reality there is never a
time nor situation which finds her
helpless.
She says, with quiet forcefulness. "Nothing is impossible," and
in her case I believe it is true.
In her opinion Hollywood marriages fail because they are entered
into only as concessions to the Great

God Public, which demands that
favorites
enjoy love only
screen
within the circle of a wedding ring.
They are not founded upon a sincere
desire or intention that they be permanent.
Emotional experiences are
necessary to any artist whose duty it
is to portray life, she believes.
As Miss Swanson

submitted
to the Hollywood dictum and has
conventionallv married four times in
the past, I think she is sincere when
she savs that she is not considering a
fifth matrimonial venture soon.
Referring to Mr. Marshall, as I
could not resist doing. Miss SwanIt is unson's answer was a cliche.
fortunate that bromides exist as the
result of being true.
"Always remember, no woman can
from another
take a man away
has

"If a man
she averred.
leaves his wife, it is not for another

woman."

woman, but because he has stopped
loving her. As long as he loves her.
no one can tear him from her side."
In this situation. Miss Swanson
really deserved the relaxation of a
bromide, for her opinion was based
upon her own experience. It was not
so long ago that tongues wagged that
Constance Bennett was responsible

for Gloria's divorce

from the Mar-

Continued on page 61
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Confusion results when two playhave the same real name and
neither wants to change.
The two
William Boyds were a case in point.
The trouble ended when one went
hack to the stage and the other he-

beautifies
every type

Gary Cooper recently had the first
name made legally his. dropping
Frank James. Gary was originally a

ers

came

nickname.

frank

Robert Douglass Montgom-

ery was put under contract by Metro
the studio asked him to change his
name, as it conflicted with that of their
previously signed star, Robert Mont-

The full name of Will Rogers
William Penn Adair Rogers.
Walter Byron's real name

To

name

famous.
his first name
a child he longed to

be a Western bad man. With a toy
gun, which wouldn't shoot, he chased
imaginary sheriffs and other dangerous adversaries, all the while exclaiming, "Bing! bing!" as he pulled the

His

real

Alas,

name

eyes are

your best asset at
any age. Have long,

some indefinable charm

dark, curling lashes quickly and easily with
harmless Maybclline mascara. It is nonsmarting, tear-proof and applied in a jiffy

with pure water and the dainty Maybclline
brush. Do as over eight million other women
insist upon genuine Maybclline! Black,
do
Brown and the new dark Blue. 75c at all
leading Drug and Department stores.

Housekeeping;

The
Approved
MusCiUd

girls

that

makes

flock to the gallery night after

then stand at the stage door
worshipful silence.
Young Beal
the only one of that ilk discovered

night,
in
is

on Broadway

in the past

five

years,

except for Francis Lederer.

Hollywood Will Make a Romance of This. Some five years
ago when John Beal was leading man
in the Mask and Wig shows at the

—

University of Pennsylvania, he went
to a theater

one night and saw Flor-

ence Rice, daughter of Grantland
Rice the sports writer.
Me wrote
her a fan letter, and you would too,
fur she is that radiant and lovely.

she

more

serious roles

—

giraffe at a horse show.

New

in

Continued

to suit the

—

what happened!
Harrv Lillis Croshv.

They Say
Btautiful

so

—

see

is

from

as possible

which she wants to play. Change it
she may, but Ginger will linger on.
After Buddy Rogers became known
throughout the world as Buddy, he
could not make the public accept him
by his real name, Charles. An established screen name is as hard to lose
as a bad reputation.
And so it goes pretty names, digSome
nified names, unusual names.
day an actor may take the name of
Smith pronounced Smith and when
that happens he'll stand out like a

Bing Crosby brought

trigger.

away

wanted a "different" name,

it

As

get as far

took Karen Morley.
Jean Harlow's real name is Harlean Carpenter. Janet Gaynor really
is Laura Gainer.
Dignified Miriam Jordan was given
the frivolous name of Mimi Jordan
by Fox studio, and much publicity
Miss
attended the rechristening.
Jordan rebelled, however, and resumed her original name.
From time to time, Ginger Rogers
has threatened to change her first

requires time to beto a new name.
When the noui de theatre is first used
the actor or actress may pay no attention.
In moments of absentmindedness a star will sometimes
sign a business paper with his assumed name, or attach his real name
to a studio check bearing his alias.
It
seems that people who enjoy
assuming other characters enjoy assuming other names. In other professions one takes pride in lifting
one's own name to success, but actors will enthusiastically accept a
label which has been chosen by the
studio and work tooth and nail to

on himself.

is

dreary childhood memories. Ruby
Stevens assumed the name of BarMildred Linton
bara
Stanwyck.

come accustomed

it

is

O'Butler.

Montgomery.

make

—

was christened Clarence.

gomery, whose real name is Harry.
So Robert Douglass Montgomery became Kent Douglass, although he
was not satisfied with the change.
To-day he is with another studio under his legitimate name, Douglass
Naturally,

him

still calls

Buster Crabbe pronounced Crab
soured on his nickname and in
future will be known as Larry.
He

— has

Bill.

When

His mother

at times.

1

rom page

York
15

Last winter he suddenly found himrehearsing in the same show witli
her.
So he wrote another fan letter
reminding her that he was the callow
Pennsylvania youth.
She confessed
that his fan tribute had been her first.
Contrary to what you movie-minded

self

romanticists may think, they did not
They're
fall in love with each other.
just good friends. But now Florence,
too, lias signed a Hollywood contract,
and no doubt when he sees her first
picture he will send her another fan
letter, and there is no telling what

may happen.
Exiled

New Yorkers

under the

in-

fluence of the Malibu moonlight have
Continued on page 62
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Look Out, Harlow!

(Vie Vjoufftid-Ctusted?

Continued 'rum page 42
I

York,

was

it

and not a
attracted attena Chester Hale

as a dancer

singer that she

first

She became
and then followed this with engagements at various night clubs.
"I danced all around New York,''
she told me, "but I never sang, although I did understudy Ethel Merman in the 'Scandals' one year."
Ethel herself had told me about
Alice.
"She was a kid in tbe chorus
and she used to spend hours talking
tion.

girl

me

—

my

dressing room
telling
me of her ambition to sing. Look
here's how she looked then."
Ethel
to

in

had brought forth an autographed
picture of Alice which read "To a
great artist and a grand person."
I
looked at Alice Faye with her
long hair then turned up in a bun.

Her

were the kind that went
very nicely with the song Rudy sings
to her in the filmed "Scandals"
"Sweet and Simple." It seemed from
eyes

photo

that

Alice hadn't yet
to turn on her sex ap-

that

how

learned
peal.
It

was Rudy's lawyer,

a

friend of

who

induced her to make a
home record of a song and eventually
he got Rudy to listen. That twentyfive-cent disk changed Alice Faye's
career.
Rudy sent for her and gave
her a job singing over the air until
she got her Hollywood contract.
"Of course, although I adore New
York and hate to leave it again, I'll
be terribly happy if I'm a success in
Alice's,

pictures,"

one

like the

I'm

Alice said.

a

I

have

'Now

in

night-club

"I like roles
I'll

Tell.'

In 'She
I'm a cabaret girl, too.
I guess I'll always sing
in pictures and I'm glad, because I

Learned About

rhythm

love

When
feet

and

hear music,

I

girl.

Sailors'

blues
I

can't

singing.

keep

mv

still.

"As

to lines,

I

never spoke one in

my

my

before

life

box seemed

first

ict^eDeveJon

picture, but

me and
'Now I'll

to like

that's

how
Of

I got the role in
Tell.'
course, Jean Harlow's been speaking
" she
lines since the beginning

trailed oil with another of those Alice

Wonderland

in

your

\*

bust

don't think Alice is
I think she knows

I

alluring
me
curves.
Let
my easy Ins true huge container of

lubricating

MIRACLE CREAM

Wonderland.
pretty much where she's trying to get,
and
think she will get there.
We had agreed not to talk love
in

it

You may know

that

"You Nasty Man"

that

night.

in

10 Days

give me 1" days to
that you. ti
lfll
out your bust to firm.
shapely contours.
Ti y my
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FREE
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Now!
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free.
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Lee treatment including instructions
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With Free Book
all in pla
pei-.
Send name, address and $1.00
TOD \ V. Money back if not

a publicity stunt.

"And Rudy?" you're asking, since
Alice is the girl Fay Webb named in
her divorce action.
Well, we didn't talk about love affairs.
But while I was in the broadcasting studio, there was a great to-do
about the lyrics Alice was to sing in

easy.

PROOF

the

papers came out with stories about
her engagement to Nick Foran, son
of a wealthy father and a newcomer
to the screen.
He is to be one of the
sailors Alice learns about in her next
picture. Judging merely by her voiceas she spoke of this. I doubt whether
this "romance" is anything more than

Enlarge your bust; mould
to
shapely beauty; retissui
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It
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store
firm,
is so

I

affairs.

right

develop
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I
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Then
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looks.

small,
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was

a pitched battle.
"You're on the spot, Alice." an advertising man had said, and she had

couldn't stay to
hear the end, but that night I turned
eagerly to my radio.
You guessed it
Alice sang tbe
song the way she had always sung it.
action,

is

electric.

I

Photography

Founded 1910
Dept. 3. New York City
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make you
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Your guess is as good as mine
about her romances, but I'll wager
that Alice Faye means to give Jean
Harlow a run for her money.

Sl.OO

and have

It

returned with determination, "So are
you!" Advertising men usually get
what they want, but Alice is the kind
of blonde who, when she gets into

Formerly $5 OO

NOW ONLY

Y.

Learn

seems some one had given her new
lyrics and she wanted the old ones.
It

IN.
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Continued from page 59
quis de la Falaise.
right words, Miss

So, in her forth-

Swanson has restigma from Miss Bennett,
as well as making her own present
moved

all

position clear.

Knowing both Miss Swanson and
Mr. Marshall, I think it not too fantastic to hazard the opinion that between these two may be a very real
admiration and friendship. It is not
beyond the realm of possibility that
in the dignified and reserved Mr.
Marshall Miss Swanson finds many
of the solid, substantial virtues she
has missed in her two most recent
husbands. In his friendship and com-

panionship she

may

ing

which

influence

woman

woman

stimulating for a brief inter-

TO
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craves.
I'll
cast my bet
But marriage?
I
with Miss Best to hold her own.
doubt that she will permanently relinquish her "Bart" simply because he
finds association with a glamorous
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Why
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every
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lude.

the friendship of Gloria

some day
Swanson and

Herbert Marshall

end

Therefore,

lessly as

it

I

predict that
will

as

pain-

began, with neither party

harboring regrets nor disillusionment.
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They Say
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mtinued from pag

been known to marry for no better
reason than that they liked reminiscing about the boat races in Central
Park.

Columbia Takes

a Chance.

Just
—grim

people began to wonder if
Fate who goes around wrecking
Hollywood careers had tapped Nancy
Carroll
Columbia
obscurity,
for
signed her to a contract.
The little
red-headed firebrand was just at the
as

old

New

in

her

first

chance

for

his

next,

York

in pictures

.he

wants her

stay

will

in

Eng-

land.

However, Evelyn Laye who tried
American pictures once before, i>
coming hack to try again for M.And all we are sending to
G.-M.
England this month is Charles Farrell

The Lion

Roars.

— Charles Laugh-

ton returned from

point

England en route
Hollywood to play in "Marie Antoinette" and "The Barretts of Wim-

with misfortune.

pole Street," laughing
usual, garrulous about

where something nice had to
happen to her, she was that fed up

She had recently flown to New
York to sec her uncle, Billy La Hiff,
popular owner of the Tavern, who
was critically ill.
Her marriage to
Molt on
Mallory had gone on the

Her ex-husband, to whom she
had been quite unpleasant about abrocks.

ortive

efforts

to

write

sud-

plays,

denly bloomed out as the white hope
of the drama by dramatizing "Tobacco Road."

to

robustly as
the fun of
acting Shakespeare's plays as if they

were contemporary melodramas

that his

were a

Henry's

bit

vile

—

Curve

to the

Craze? Madeleine
Carroll
came
from England to make "The World
Moves On" for Fox just at the height
of the

Mae West

triumph.

Curves,

the style writers said, were in.
Miss
Carroll was a trifle uneasy because

she is quite thin. No sooner had she
reached Hollywood than she got orders to diet. They wanted her to be

even thinner.

She Liked Us, Too.— Although
Madeleine Carroll spent only a few
days in New York on her way to
Hollywood and on her way hack to
England, her departure left an aching
void.
People did not merely like her.
They were quite maudlin about her.
She is one of those engagingly direct
and candid individuals. Away from
her. one cannot recall
at least this
one can't a single significant or

—

—

remark she made, but as she
it
all seems quite epoch-making.
She is off now to film "Alary
Queen of Scots" in London. But

clever

speaks

site

says that she will

come

hack.

— Elsa

Lanchester, Laughton's wife
played the tricky Ann of C!cv<\<

who
hi "Henry
him

the Eighth," accompanied

to .America.

Following

in a

few

days was Binnie Barnes who played
Katharine Howard.
She will he in
"There's Always To morrow" for
1

in'vcrsal.

to

Oberon,

— From

ports that

Londoners take a palpitant

in the marital prospects of
If Senior marJunior and Senior.
ries Lady Ashley, in whose divorce
he was named correspondent, and
Junior marries Gertrude Lawrence,
there will be no end of embarrassment.
New acquaintances who don't keep
up with cinema romances assume that
the elder Fairbanks must be the swain

interest

of Miss Lawrence, who is considerably older than Junior, and that Lady
Ashley, who is about Junior's age,
must be his adored. If both marriages do take place, the quartet
really should come to the United
States where Mother's Day is celebrated in style.
Think what fun
Gertrude could have sending saccharine messages to the much younger
Sylvia!
Still

Another English Beauty.
beauties
with the

monopolize

—

the

spotlight
arrival of every
steamer.
Back from London is Elizabeth Allan, who made such a good
impression in "Men in White."
As
if
to test her versatility, M.-G.-M.
has cast her for "The Green Hat"
and "David Copperfield."

—

Never Say Die. The semi-annual
to make the Long Island studios a center of production is boomthreat

'fhe only one
offer,

Song.

England, where Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., is making a success on the stage
in "The Winding Journey," come re-

Britain's

Three Hostages From England.

manners

table

overdone.

A New Mammy
What Happened

in-

stead of classics, marveling at the
success of "Henry the Eighth." He
told with gusto of making Shakespeare as exciting "as a four-alarm
tire."
He roared over defeating arguments of scholars who maintained

come

who
to

rejects fabulous

America

is

Merle

creature
who
played Anne Boleyii.
In her case
loyalty means more than dollars, and
since Alexander ECorda who gave her
the

lovely

Men
lecht and Charles
MacArthur, the bad boys who poke
Inn at Hollywood executives, but
who write such good pictures for

ing again.

I

them, are going to

make

a

picture

there called "Crime Without Passion," with Claude Rains.
They are

temporarily embarrassed by the lack
of a leading lady and are no end upset because M.-G.-M. won't lend Mae

Clarke to them.

Person— What Of It?— Man-

In

hattanites just won't go to a theater
to see stars in person.
They stand
out on the sidewalk instead and so-

autographs.
Gloria Swanson
played to sidewalk mobs at the Paramount Theater, but showed a loss at
the box office, according to I 'ariety.
Ethel Merman could not draw them
in.
Bebe Daniels, stricken with
mumps in the nick of time, canceled
licit

her engagement.
Only George Raft
drew crowds, which started a rumor
that they were all gangsters familiarizing themselves with his looks and
his schedule so that they could snatch

him. They were a pretty tough-looking lot, but it is my theory that they
were just potential doubles studying
his technique, if any, in the hope that
they, too, would some day have a
chance to be matinee idols.

The

Radio

Exchange.

— With

Burns and Allen a big hit on the
screen, Paramount is signing up radio

stars

The

again.

flute-voiced

Dragonette will be in their
"Big Broadcast of 1934." Also Joe
Penner, who will receive $75,000.
Jessica

Jessica is a girl who takes her public
seriously and gives out those good old
hooev interviews about "keeping faith
with her public." She keeps her private life very private, always wears
decorous and dignified clothes, and
never dines in the noisier restaurants.
In short, she gives the impression of
not getting much fun out of her
money and popularity.

Norma Talmadge and
who did not do too well

Meanwhile,
Irene Rich,

in talking pictures, are

becoming the

darlings of radio fans.

—

Clap In, Clap Out. Talent scouts
don't even wait for a play to open
on Broadway nowadays before signing up promising players for film..
After seeing her in a rehearsal of

"fhe Milky Way." M.-G.-M. gave
rladys George a contract.
With her picture career practically

(

her hands again. Helen
Chandler came to New York and
opened in a play. The play wasn't so
good, but it served to remind New
wilting on

York

picture offices of her existence,
is headed for Hol-

and once more she
1) wood.
Russell Gleason

summer

will take a flyer in

stock in the

Maine woods

to

satisfy an old impulse to find out if
people who don't know his mother

and father think he

is

an actor.
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Solitaire

Knight

Continued from pagi 30

and screen and in real life. He
impresses you as a master of men,
and one can readily visualize him distage

recting

battle

maneuvers

from the

bridge of his ship.

Hollywood, during the little more
than a year he has been in its midst,
has come to regard him as an actor
capable of handling the most difficult
role.
You will recall, no doubt, his
portrayal of the colonel in "The Eagle
and the Hawk," with Fredric March
and Cary Grant his impersonations
in "Midnight Club," "Hell and High
Water," and "Cradle Song." More
recently, his work has been particularly outstanding in "Death Takes a
Holiday," "The Witching Hour," and
"Double Door."
Just who is this man, though, and
what is his record ? The question naturally is forthcoming from any one
who even once has seen him on the
screen, for he has a glamour most
middle-aged players lack, his distinguished bearing indicating he is
far more than just an actor.
Sir Guy is the eldest son of the late
Herbert Standing, whom many read;

doubtless

ers

silent days.

remember in the
a lad of fifteen, he

will

As
make

decided to
his own way in the
world, got a part in a London panto-

mime

one pound sterling a week,
and although the engagement lasted
but six weeks, his future, at least in
his own mind, was cast
he would
be an actor.
Later, finding himself penniless
and stranded, far from home, he
turned sailor, and for the next four
years divided his time between the
stage and the sea.
If he could find
theatrical work, he left the water, and
if
the stage didn't favor him, he
at

—

would turn sailor again.
At nineteen he began what was to
become a colorful stage career that
took him to Australia and America.

The

of his stage successes looks
like a catalogue of plays.
In 1914. Sir Guy signed a contract
with Paramount to star in "The
Silver King."
In a few days war
broke out in Europe, and as a member of the Reserve Volunteer Corps,
with a ship's master's papers, Sir Guy
felt it his duty to return to England
for service.
Accordinglv. he asked
to be released
from his contract,
which was granted with the understanding he would return after the
War had ended. With his release, he
cabled the British Admiralty he was

on

list

his

way home.

Reporting

Admiralty, he
learned that he had been made a
lieutenant commander of his majesty's navy.
He was to report immediat

the

ately at

mand

Portsmouth to assume coma submarine chaser that

of

night, less than twelve hours after he

HAVE YOU

threatened with retirement because
of a shattered knee.
Rather than undergo this action, he entered the intelligence division of the Admiralty.
One night, in crossing the Channel on a destroyer, he encountered a
muffled figure on the bridge.
The
sea was kicking up a terrific fuss, so
much so that danger threatened anybody who ventured on deck.
Presently, the figure crossed over
to where the commander stood and
asked his name.
It was the king.
He had slipped away from London
to take his place on the bridge of his
favorite craft, on a night most men
would have preferred the safety and
comfort of their own fireside. There
on the bridge his majesty returned,
for a few brief hours, to his first
love, the sea.
And for more than an
hour the king and Standing swapped
maritime experiences.
Eight months before the end of the
War, Standing saw the king again,
when he was honored with the C.
B. E. (Commander of the British
Empire) in Buckingham Palace, before an important assemblage.
And
shortly after the close of the War,
once more he received royal favor, the
K. B. E. (Knight of the British Empire), and became Sir Guy Standing.
Sir Guy knows men as he knows
life.
He is a master judge because
he has commanded thousands, both in
the navy and in commerce.
And to
him the most interesting of all are the
workers in the studio, the prop men,

have

in,.]
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for literature.

never go east

again.

On the nights
there are no fights, he retires early.
to see all the fights.

passing fancy brought Sir

Guy

ou1 of a fifteen-year stage retirement.

Now

i

certain way 10
!,. in.itno-. sl.-ndiT,

that he has dwelled in Hollyfor sixteen months, lie declares

he'll

A

!

owing my

.

carpenters,

of the Rockies
His greatest pleasure comes
from an outing with an artist friend
in a trailer he has had constructed,
getting up at daybreak to go sketching.
While in town, he devotes much
of his time to baseball and boxing.
He attends every ball game and tries

and

that if your bust is

,ii.ir:ii,u-i-(l.

<

Now
wood

1-2 inches,
in 28 (iiiys

.1

Full

'

only

id.

,i|.

i

:

cameramen.
He derives more genuine enjoyment
from talking, associating with them,
than in contacting any other class of
men.
electricians,

alluri

new magical
Slimcream Method, which rewith the

hi.

in,..-.

had put foot on English soil.
From an important figure in the
theater, overnight Guy Standing became an officer in the British navy, to
see active service on the sea until

n full, matronly
can redai

Vmii

figure?
in.-hoa

that he

is

back

in harness,

he

intends to continue his professional
career and enjoy life in his own way.
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Lilian,

woman

of beguiling friendliness and amazing candor, when the topic is hersel
She is exactly as she screens. Her
loveliness enchants but, as soon as she
to be a

I

commences

you are

talk,

to

thrilled

with the discovery that she is much,
much more than you anticipated.
Gracious and intelligent, she is that
rare creature
an artist who can

—

handle her ambition sensibly.

Daughter of a London broker, and
grand-daughter of an English rector,
she was taken to Germany when a
child and War conditions forced her
family to remain there.
Her good
breeding

two

those

to

little

glorious

pretenders, except the common bond
of charm.
Lilian is the essence of

enemy

sincerity, the

of temperament

and newly-rich front.
"I see you are gazing
she said, detecting

me more

my

lamp,"

at that

trouble!

didn't ask

I

bungalow. T don't even
understand what they mean by glamour. This silly publicity has not been
wish.

And

I

think

must have

it

reacted unfavorably on the fans.
"When the public read superlatives

about me. they must have remarked,
'Well, now the world's wonder is
about to appear.'
They looked, and

nothing

They
stories

stupendous
materialized.
may have liked me, but my

— too

trite!"

Lilian, believing in loyalty to one's

employers, requested
a lifetime"

in
in
It

T

skip the "once

details of the

manner

which her vehicles were concocted.
has been a most disheartening year

for her. particularly as she followed

orders implicitly.
"I came here to take the

final

step

upward, professionally.
In Europe
I
was the highest paid, with my
say-so on everything.
Yet I saw
what marvels Hollywood had accomplished with players, and
was anxious to come and improve here.
"I expected to begin anew and I've
done everything the studio lias deI

sired.

Somehow,

so

haven't
jelled!"
She means, of course, that
she hasn't achieved the same standing with the American public that she
far.

I

had abroad.

know.

my

All

fault
I

been,

it's

can say

is

I

don't

that I've tried

and
believe the fault has
been poor stories.
Mow we've one
which is good. We are making every
best

I

All work and no play might have
made Lilian a dull girl had not her
work been the business of being alluring.

self!"

She seems American,

she relies strictly on merit to

Which, ahem,
most of our natives.
She has never sought to advance by
any means but bard work.
As a
consequence she is bewildered by
Hollywood's fondness for ballyhoo,

and strange studio

methods.
politics

in the

studios here to start a world war,"

"The main

she commented.

ence

I

note

is

differ-

chains

of

theaters,

ent."

She has not attempted to impress
Hollywood society. She is a recluse.
not from any wish to be mysterious
but because she has always found joy
in

of

tals

concentrating on her work.
"I don't

know

a soul here, outside

When do stars
have time to party? I'm always busy
doing something pertaining to work.
This is no sacrifice, mind you.
I'm
I've never cared for soa social flop.
of business friends.

Even in Europe I'd only a
handful of truly intimate friends.
"In Germany I usually arose at sixthirty every morning and went to the
studio. I got home about ten at night.
shot
German, English, and
French versions simultaneously. That
meant two hours studying on my
scripts when T returned home evenings.
In the two years before comciety.

We

fundamen-

"I've had a nice career;

life.

I'd like to go on a while, advance to
deeper characterizations. But I'm not

fame or money.

for

I

haven't forgotten that a husband and
family are the lasting happinesses for
a

woman.
"I shan't go on acting here in Hol-

that the studios, con-

can be
sure of a release for mediocre films.
Abroad, a picture has to be entertaining or it's withdrawn immediately.
Consequently foreign producers are
directly concerned with utilizing taltrolling

This complete concentration of hers
hasn't blinded her to the

.avaricious

"There are enough

lywood

not

Anyway,

earn.
[

I'm given mediocre

if

rather

I'd

am

money

take
as for

I

don't

money, already

Even should

well set."

role-.

Lilian

resume her European career she won't
go on indefinitely.
"I shan't step
down there, either. When there's no
way but gradually down, I'll stop. I
can 'take it,' so why hang on?"
Whatever the outcome of "Serenade" and her American venture, she
intends to marry Willy Fritsch, German film star, next year. She fell in
love with an actor, naturally, because

she has spent

Her

all

her time in studios.

refusal to exploit her devotion

Willy is typical.
Fox could endeavor to make her glamorous, if
that's what American fans want, but
she'll lie darned if she'll resort to romance publicity. She didn't have to
in Europe.
to

new

"fin's

picture

of Schubert, with

is

all

the love story
his

wonderful

We've uncovered original maon him and it should be grand,"

music.
terial

she said enthusiastically.
If

and

isn't,

it

Lilian

Harvey's

Hollywood, there were just
fourteen days that T didn't have
make up >n."
This steady grind has been Lilian
Harvey's routine ever since she entered films at sixteen.
She was an
overnight hit.
Now. presumably in

her to abandon
her fight to give her admirers their
money's worth, Hollywood will have
another black mark on its record. As

her

tempts

ing

to

'

"Whose

studio."

can't be said for

"It's

tor this fancy

in Hollywood.
Only once have I had
on an evening dress away from the

get ahead in pictures.

still

social connections,

glances.

claiming that her career
has been too stern a master.
On the contrary, she assured me
she's reveled in every minute of her
acting job. "I don't object to working hard all the time.
I have continued the same schedule here, too.
I've had no dates, nothing but work
also, in not

She rents a very large home in
lollywood proper, but does no entertaining.
"Why so big? Oh, I'm
home every night and I get pleasure
from walking around the rooms my-

colloquialisms.

resemblance

my

betrayed her innate seriousness.
Her Hollywood experiences have
taught Lilian Harvey to speak in our

and

Dietrich preceded her, she has

caused

Hollywood."
Unwittingly she wrung her hands.
Her face, generally a mask of gayety,
so badly in

Hollywood from Berstudio, where Negri and

to

UFA

lin's

I
read seventy scripts
on it.
myself before finding this one. I do
so hope it will click big!
"If it doesn't, what's the use of
going on? I will finish out my contract if they insist, but why?
It's so
discouraging to keep reading, 'She
And
isn't what she was in Europe!'
in Europe I've suffered a drop in
prestige.
In Berlin, for instance, the
most important newspaper ran an
open letter asking me why I'd fared

effort

quite evident.

is

Coming

Lilian

late

twenties,

she

is

different.

sensitiveness

Eorces

for Lilian, I'd like to remind her that

one of the noblesl
all

left

us this
it

is

Romans

axiom

— "In

of them
great at-

glorious even to fail!"
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Love— Just a Racket
Continued from page 53

newspaper, is the happy
Lupe Velez and Johnny
Weissmuller are together again. The
every

by

news

that

darlings

"We

and we fight and we
fight," Lupe was quoted as moaning,
with photographs airmailed straight
from the battle front. "We will have
a trial separation for two weeks,
Johnny and I, to see if we will divorce or go back together again."
Ah, Lupe, my shattered nerves
How was I to know that you and
Johnny were even then dining at the
Brown Derby, with all of Hollywood's cameramen and scribblers
fight

present to witness the reconciliation
of two love birds separated for all of
six hours!
I'll
know better next
time.

Lupe

an experienced hand at
front-page romancing.
The echo of
her great "loff" for Gary Cooper was
heard around the world.
For three
years, with not an outstanding performance to her credit, Lupe was hot
is

newspaper copy.
Do you recall the romance Lilian
Harvey cooked up between Gary
Cooper and her own petit self? It
made her name known to American

hiking, dancing.
And I'll bet you've
never seen J'aulette Goddard on the
screen, though you know immediately
her name is mentioned that .she and
Charles
arc
Chaplin
inseparable.

That just shows what
do for a girl's career.

a

romance will
Chap-

She'll he

leading lady in his long-awaited
And Charlie doesn't have to
waste any money on a press agent
for Paulette.
She is already famous
lin's

Fritsch, a

German

star.

But who, in America, bad ever
heard of Willy? And who had not
heard of the tall, lean Cooper who
seemed so irresistible to the feminine
half of Hollywood?

Toby Wing proves

she's got ideas

by

looking mysterious and saying
nothing when some one tries to get
her to admit that the diamond flashing on the finger was given to her by
Maurice Chevalier.
That's the impression she allowed to make the
rounds, unchecked.
Of course, a
gentleman can't call a lady a liar.
Particularly if he is also a gallant

Frenchman. Particularly if it's also
good publicity for him while he is
vacationing in his homeland.
What

barm

is

there in a divorced actor be-

ing linked with such a pretty girl as

Toby?

It's

much

better than having

don't catch
reen knew

me

insinuating that

Mau-

Jimmy's rapid-change romances were good for plenty of black
words on white paper. Maybe she
was just waiting for Johnny Farrow to return from England. But
the romance zcos short-lived.
It did

And

get heaps of space in the dailies.

back with Farrow. And
she has had better roles since that
flurry of publicity.
Figure it out for

Maureen

yourself.

Perhaps

I

shouldn't mention

appearances.

n ba

1

a
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Columbo's overambitious manager
When Garbo was
was to blame.
dashing about New York eluding
Walter Winchell and the other nosey
boys, Russ was singing at a hotel.

The

battle of the crooners,

Columbo

and Crosby, had petered out

as pub-

i

MARIE DUNNE.
Arc

EMOTIONS

old wail, "What to do?"
the idea worthy of a star press
Daily, Russ received teleagent
grams bearing Garbo's signature,

That

Then

!

bearing Garbo's

card,

tele-

phone calls from a woman with Garbo's husky voice. Our sharpest press
representatives were completely taken
For Russ
in, even as was the victim.
wasn't let in on the hoax.
How was he to suspect such a de-

Of course it couldn't last.
ception?
Maybe the florist was one of Winchell's spies or something, but the
stunt was exposed and Russ and his
manager parted company soon after.
Russ is appearing in pictures now.
Though he was ignored as a crooner,

Garbo's

radio

lover,

he

hit

the

the casting directors.
Juggling hearts and

sweethearts
the shrine of

worshiping at
is a racket in Hollywood
and like most rackets, it pays.
while

publicity

T-8

Dept.
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You can overcome destructive emotions with m,
method.
Write for free explanation
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first
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California.

Those Embarrassing

Moments
When

you're not sure you've
or

said

done the proper

thing. ..you'd give anything
to

you?

sure, wouldn't

be

Laura Alston Brovtfn
in

her

book

GRACES

SOCIAL

on

tells

you how

conduct yourself at

licity material.

flowers

id cor

rnmo FREE! P
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Hollywood headlines and the eyes of

screen

the

all

i

this

as

infrequent

be

is

For quite a while Ginger Rogers
was known more because she was
Mervyn LeRoy's girl friend than for

They were photographed everywhere
together.
Swimming, playing tennis,

form?

now

Maureen O'Sullivan's career was

the fickle public forget one.

her

"i

dying a slow death when she attached herself to James Dunn. You

don't

and looked coy when
gullible
persons mentioned Gary's
name. All the time she was engaged,
and very much in love, with Willy

1

!

American-made
herself orchids

1

I

a^ his fiancee

audiences prior to the release of her

She sent

Bust

w

to

Rounded

Full,

film.

since Russ Columho was an innocent
victim, and he's such a swell guy, but
I have to prove that hearts are pawns
when Hollywood fame is the goal,

pictures.
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Jean Arthur

Tim McCoy

Nancy Carroll

Grace Moore
Ann Sothern

Walter Connolly
I)i maid
Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt

RKO

Street,

Studio, 780

Joseph Schildkraut

Boyd
Give Brook

Billie Seward
Fay Wray

Bill

Bill

Bruce Cabot

Cagney

Fox

Rosemary Ames
leather Angel
Lew Ayres

Miriam Jordan

Frances Dee
Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix

Victor Jory
Howard Lally

William Gargan

Warner Baxter

Jose Mojica

Irene

Herbert Mundin

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

John Boles
Madeleine Carroll
1

Crosman

lenrictta

lames

Dunn

Sally Eilers

Pat Paterson

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers
Paul

Roulien

Temple

Alice Faye

Shirley

Norman

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor

Foster

Preston Foster
Janet
Lilian

Gay nor
Harvey

June Vlasek
Hugh Williams

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

City, California.

Helen Hayes
Otto Kruger
Evelyn Laye

Mvrna Ley

Cherrill

Mae Clarke
Jackie Cooper
loan Crawford
.Marion Davies
Marie Dressier

Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy

Madge Evans

Miriam Hopkins
arns

Jack LaRue
Charles Laughton
Baby Re Roy
Rohn Davis Lodge

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.
Vince Barnett

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Russ Columbo
Andy Devine

Ken Maynard

Hugh Enfield
Wynne Gibson

Onslow Stevens

Zasu

Pitts

Gloria Stuart

.

White

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Loretta Andrews

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Richard Barthelmess

Ruby Keeler
Guy Kibbee

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone

Young

Robert

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.

Farley

Young

Jean Parker

Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard

us Grant

Loretta

Alice

Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Patricia

Ronald Colman

Sten

Boris Karloff

Henry Wadsworth

i

Gloria Swanson

March

Pickford

June Knight

Betty Furness

Gary Cooper
Buster Crabbe
Bing Crosbj
Marlene Dietrich

Mary
Anna

Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarn>
Maureen O'SuIlivan

McKinney

Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez

Claudette Colbert

Fredric

Constance Bennett
Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin

Una Merkel

Florine

Muriel Evans

Adrienne Ames
Lona Andre
Richard Arlen
Mary Roland
Grace Bradley

George Arliss

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

Robert"

Virginia

Ginger Rogers
Helen Vinson
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Lois January

Mary

Maurice Chevalier

Mary Mason
McCrea
Colleen Moore

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Henry Hull

Herbert Marshall

Charles Butterworth
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Carlisle

Dunne

Tom Brown

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver
Brian Aherne
Elizabeth Allan

Irene

Katharine Hepburn
Francis Lederer
Anita Louise
Joel

Chic Chandler

Bentley

Street,

Ann Harding

Nils Asther
John Beal

Edmund Lowe

1

Gower

Hollywood, California.

(

an

Street,

Brown

James Cagney
Ruth Chatterton
Bebe Daniels
Bette Davis
Claire

Lombard

il

Joe E.

Dodd

Ruth Donnelly
Ann Dvorak
Patricia Ellis

Glenda Farrell

Margaret Lindsay

MacMahon

Helen Mann
Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell
William Powell
Edward G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Barbara Stanwyck

Helen Mack

Kay Francis
Ann Hovey

Jack Oakie

Alice Jans

Gail Patrick
George Raft

Allen Jenkins

Sheila Terry
Rcnce Whitney
Warren William

Al Jolson

Pat

Ida Lupino

Lyle Talbot

Wing

Charles

Ruggles
Randolph Scotl
Silnc\
S'i h
Alison Skipworth
Kent Taylor
Evelyn Venable
i

Free-lance Players:

i

-Mae West

Dorothea Wieck
Dorothy Wilson
[\ by
Wing
Elizabeth Young

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes,
Ralph Bellamy. 1416 Havenhurst, Hollywood.
10111 Valley Spring Lane, North Hollywood.
Joan Bennett,
Helen Chandler, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian. 401 Taft Building,
Lionel Atwill, Estclle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson,
Hollywood.
Cora Sue Collins, Douglass Montgomery, 1509 North Vine Street,
Hollywood. Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent Drive, Beverly
Hills,
California.
Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Avenue,
Ilollvwood.
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suc-
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He

any
can

go far on the screen, yes,
but he can never be as

Don Juan."

handling,

achieve

But the
chances are against him
as tremendously as they

Prerelease stills of "The Cat's Paw." "Dames," "The Croat Flirtation," "Born To Be
Kissed." "J:
Eyre," "She Learned About Sailors," and "The Private Life

facilitate

for

cess, of course.

Glimpses of Future Films

To

difficult

spend $1,000
You have only

to

weekly.
to read Helen Pade's article in next month's Picture Play to realize this.

He
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42
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of readers
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gained for lor.

it
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some
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least
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earns $30 weekly in
more certain work.
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Hester Robison

are guided, counseled and ruled by mother and are better

Sylvia Sidney's Secret Battles

The average star of today who earns $1,000 per
week is worse off than

That is why Jean Harlow said that she not only
couldn't get by on $1,250
weekly, but was falling
behind and into debt on

popularity.

Every Day

and save plenty, too. But
if you were a star in
You could
Hollywood.
barely make both ends
meet. And, in time, you
would go bankrupt, with
debts running into huge

not

between Queen Katharine and her hoine-

.

'f'he

12

loves.

Andrea Arne

.

.

.

A close mi of Jeanette MacDonald, who should
Strange Case of Miss Dietrich

The

and

William H. McKegg

a future,

fellow citizen explains the gulf that
towners.

Prim Prima Donna

life

Samuel Richard Mook

....

Stardom

A

$1,000

WEEK?

Jack Smalley

.

.

ON

11

LIVE

Of course you could

Jean Harlow, her

.

COULD YOU

"The World Moves On."

in

and players who are on the heights one day and unwanted

A sparkling interview with a

A

star

....

and revealing appraisal

Hollywood's Lost Legion
The

...

.

.

Carrol]

consent.

N. Y.

as

a

woman

never earn as much
money, never be as influstar,

ential!

Read Laura Benham's
extraordinary reasons for
this condition in Picture
Play for October.
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WHAT

THE FANS THINK
Oh, Mary!

Lonnie Noll Not Peeved.

c

ORAL WINTER'S

letter

in

"What

Fans
me and

the

Think" amused me. It was addressed to
was intended to bawl me out for daring to criticize
Madge Evans. Miss Winter is not consistent. She begins her
ter

r

by

me

let-

telling

my

that

"attack" on
Miss Evans

was

just

a

"childish
peeve."

and

could
not
st and
hearing the
truth about
one of my

that

I

favorites.
As for the
"cheap wise-

.

sL

You've

photo-

with hal f the

Hollywood,

Miss Evans,

can't be very

They do
express

not
the

way

feel

I

about Madge
Evans's so-

and her wishy-washy personality.
I assure Miss Winter that had I thought it over carefully, 1 should never have wasted any time berating Miss
Evans for her ridiculous classification of Lowell Sherman as an artificial

and

So

please

think

up a

new

m

overdo

everything.

Ex-

New

as "most repulsive."

Chi-

?

The
woman

star

favorite

of

mere man is
his sweetheart

*^*V
Ralph Bellamy is
praised for being
"the most natural

acting.

vale Avenue.,
cago, Tlliiini>.

actresses

a

For Mr. Sherman
knows all there is to
aboul

real

eyebrows
among the

left

.*»"

"Ex-Mary Brian Fan" takes Mary
task

her romances and suggests a course in
acting instead.

to

for

publicizing

there are any

York.

AREany

a

if

real eyebrows left among the actresses,
pointing to Jean Harlow's "incredible arch"

Those Eyebrows!
there

retained hi- position
just by being an exceptionally fine art-

Lonni] Noll.
1153 North Ked-

Charles D. Bonsted asks

Buffalo,

metelie has

llis success as
director needs no
explanal ion either.

it.

Remember,
there's a
limit to

Brian
Fan.

screen

ist,

don't

please

Sherman's

oric one, lint

but

,

Mary

has always been
and always will be so
far in advance of
Miss Evans's that no
one could expect her
to
be a competent
judge.

a

you

gag, if
ust

Sherman's

rise on
the
has not been

more

left.

art

know

there

many

Thespian.
I should
realized
have
that

Mr.

in

made at the
expense of

called acting

Lowell

al-

actors

to be funny.

Brian's boy friend, anyway? First
going with Dick Powell, then Jack

been

ready

which she
alleged I

were
meant

Mary

is

I
she is
Oakie, then Donald Cook, Gene Raymond, et cetera.
Is Mary such a choosey, hard-to-please, fickle young
lady, or can't she hold her man?
The odd part of it is
that these romances of Mary's never seem to turn into
anything serious, and only last long enough for the
cameraman to snap a picture of Mary and her new flame,
which is promptly published in various magazines with a
line or two telling of Mary's "new" love.
If it's a publicity stunt, Mary, it's getting to be very,
very tiresome. Stop working your press agent overtime
and take a few lessons in acting instead. After all, I
think a career is more important than merely being photographed with one young man after another. Sooner
or later you'll run out of boy friends, and then where
will you be?

graphed

not
Evans is not a competent judge of
Lowell Sherman's acting, says Lonnie Noll,
who is indignani at Miss Evans's famous
classification of his favorite as "artificial."

JUSTread

cracks'

the)'

Madge

who

and perfectly
spoken actor"
by

B.

A.

far-off

Lee
Fiji.

in

What
ideal.
That is, she must be like the girl
he has always wanted to go with, raised to

charm, and chic.
perfection of beauty,
Thin, flat, fresh-every-hour eyebrows completely spoil that ideal of perfect naturalness.

Garbo, Crawford, Harlow, and Ida Lupino have the most unpleasant artificial
brows, the incredible arch of Harlow's being the most repulsive.

Charles D. Bonsted.
416 Danforth Street,
Syracuse, New York.

Even

—

in

Fiji.

EVER

since I
saw Clark Gable in
"Dance, Fools, Dance," I have liked
him. He is a wonderful actor, and I thinkthere is no one to surpass him.
He is
virile
and versatile, and so irresistibly
charming that the moment one sees him
one begins to admire him.
It is his natural
acting,
magnetic personality, and
devil-may-care attitude that endear him to
his fans.
He is so different from other
leading men.
As a lover he is unrivaled
and his supremacy is undisputed.
Stars
may come and stars may go, but Gable
will always be my favorite star.

GOPALKRISHNA BHAT, M.
Dongerkery,
Mangalore, India.

Cynthia Blair on the Carpet.
column

who wrote
entitled

4

Oak

wondered

just

goes to

individuality.

All these stars have made themselves
appreciated by critical audiences, though
perhaps not by every person in the audience.
It behooves none of us to criticize
any one of them, let alone a number of the
best.

couldn't please

says,

some people."

"God himself
F. L.

Wichita. Kansas.

5,

tion.

What a pity the Hollywood stars can't
They
cultivate some real sophistication.
are al
ed in Hollywoodism it makes
them insufferably dull. The only American star that has any claim to real looks,
acting ability, and poise is Barbara Stanwyck.
the men are awful, but their
the worst part about them.
tailors these
For Heaven's sake!
Tiny look a cross between
individuals?

And

all

are

clothes

Who

gangsters and confidence men.
we mustn't forget that
Alt
well,
movies are still in their infancy!

truly independent star who
the crest of the seas when she
brought to life such successes as "Under-

52 Maclean Street Limited,
Greenknowe Avenue, Potts Point,
Sydney, New South Wales.

that

Mourns

was riding

world," "Beau Sabreur," "The Last

Com-

mand," and "The Show-down." At that
Then came
time all was smooth sailing.
the storm, ferocious, overpowering, bewildering.
She was holding on to the end
of a long, long rope little parts here and
there but she soon weathered that storm,
Gradually she
triumphant and unafraid!
climbed higher and higher until she reached
the top again, shining brighter than ever.
More good roles came her way "His
Tiger Lady," "Darkened Rooms," "InterThen a
ference," and "Pagan Lady."
change of temperature, fickle producers,
and once more put out to sea.

—

—

This gallant star has fought life's waters
throughout her entire career. Won't some
Must she
one give her a helping hand?
battle her way alone, taking the risk of
being grasped by the mighty undertow,
and thrust into the vast waters of this
limitless sea, only to be swallowed up by
a gigantic whale into oblivion?
Come on, Brent fans. Let your pens be
Let each stroke bring her
your oars.
"Brent Forever."
safely to shore.

New York

WHAT
Hepburn?

I saw her in "A Bill of
Divorcement" and thought her moderately
good but extraordinarily plain. Now I've
just seen her in "Little Women" and
Apart
thought she was really dreadful.
from her overacting, she looked so awful

stalking

across

the

screen

like

a

great

gaunt ghoul, with those unnaturally flaring
nostrils and that really hideous mouth set
She
starved-Iooking face.
in her bony,
looked so repulsive that I couldn't pay attention to her acting, because her ghastly
appearance distracted me. She quite spoiled
the picture, which is a pity because the

was good.
As regards some others

rest of the cast

Affected.
Constance Bennett.
Joan Crawford. Poor Joan
!

How

you

suffer.

Nice, but insipid.
Greta Garbo.
Clark Gable. A nice grin, no acting capabilities, and what ears
Ann Harding. Moons about like a halfwit, dresses unbecomingly, and looks like a
drab schoolmarm.

Ruby Keeler.
innocent.
peculiar

London

So innocent

!

Almost

too

A third-rate clerk with
accent (is it Bowery?) that
understand.
audiences
cannot

James Cagney.

Lilyan.

blow to me to hear of
IT
had deep
I
Lilyan Tashmau's death.
regard for her, as well as sincere admiration for her charming personality; and now

was

a great

place cannot be filled.
repeat that old phi
a great void left by her passing, and in
respect for her character, intelligence, and
innate charm, I feel that I must voice my
sympathy. She was a great actress and a
lovely woman, a wonderful wife to Edmund Lowe and a fascinating addition to
I

her

that

find

There

is,

if

I

may

Ilollvwood. All too lightly and shallowly
has her death been mentioned in all fan
magazines except Picture Play. The irrevocable fact that she is gone is treated
with a fleering indifference which is no
fair tribute to

Miss Tashman.

She was a

splendid person, and I will always remember her faultless acting, her grace and
poise, and in the end, her gallant courage.

Charmian Brown.
Box

P. O.

368,

Vernon, British Columbia. Canada.

Swell-guy Arlen.
I've written to
is the first time
Picture Play, my favorite fan magazine, but I just had to write to tell you
something about that grand actor who,
withoul a heap of publicity, carries on
through the years giving his fan- one grand
performance after another— Richard Arlen.

THIS

City.

Brickbats, Just Brickbats.
is all this fuss about Katharine

a

the

Marjorie Payn.

your minds wander through your
of thought, and there ponder for a while, so that you may recall to
mind the flawless acting ability of Evelyn

IF

there is one who doubts that the screen
to-day can be one of the greatest prevailing influences for good or bad, to such
a person I heartily recommend "The House
of Rothschild."
Here is a truly great picture and a glorious tribute to our beloved
and down-trodden Jewish neighbors, admirably portrayed by the gifted George
Arliss and a grand supporting cast.
There is an award each year, is there
not, to the person who has done the most
lor the Jewish race?
I sincerely hope,
when the medal is given this year, that

Marlene

corridors

Brent,

also cannot understand.
Oily.
Cortez.
Could give them all
Dietrich.
ig, grooming, and sophistica-

Ricardo

LET

Vive Arliss!
1

Room

"The Wishing

why Cynthia

my husband

Edward Mulcahy.

Rescuing Evelyn Brent.

the article

mi ivies. All these little characteristics that
she mentions about players is a little confusing.
If
an actor or actress cannot
be recognized by these very things, I think
they haven't much force of character or

But as

J.

Naugatuck, Connecticut.

Post"
I

Street,

at ted,

—

India Speaks.

in this

drawn and

the photography
and costuming were excellent, the music
delightful, and Mr. Arliss has again
vinced us that he is a power to be reckoned with either on stage or -< reen, and
adds another beautiful portrait to his fast
increasing gallery of celebrated characters.

in the

My

Cynthia Blair,

I watched this thrilling tale unfold
could not help but think of the study,
research, and tedious rehearsals that must
have gone into the preparation of this perfect production. Every character was care-

fully

which

Rushes about and strikes women,

London audiences

As

the

older ones
not that I entirely dislike such
veterans as Marie Dressier and Lionel
Barrymore.
I appreciate a picture with
those two just as I do one with Ralph
Bellamy, but when it comes to a case of
the most natural and perfectly spoken
actor the screen has at present, well, my
vote would most certainly go to Mr. Bellamy.
sincere wishes are that he continues as he is, because before very long
he will rank as the actor of the movies.
B. A. Lee.
Care of Stuart Ogilvie, Ltd.,

in this picture will

I

Vive Arliss!

always been interested
younger actors more than I have

TO

work

Arliss's line

not De overlooked.

in Fiji!

1HAVE

Suva,

Mr.

the Fans Think

recently paid us a visit in London,
had the good fortune to see him
every day while he was here, and I got
to know him quite well.
Never once did he refuse to sign autographs, even one night when he was quite
He answered all our questions
unwell.
as thi -ugh it was a pleasure to do so and

He

and

I

was most kind and courteous.
Greatest of

me

t'i

give me
course,

all,

before he

hotel
something for

call

I

at

his

was there on

as

left he asked
he wanted to

remembrance.
time, and

I

Of

stayed

over an hour.
If I bad been Mr. Aden's own brother
he could not have treated me with greater
kindness, and before I left he autographed
marvelous photograph of himself for
a
me, and also gave me a gift which I will
treasure Eor years to come.
I would like other fans to know what a
swell guy
(as you say in the States)
Richard \rlen is. Long may he continue
to dish out those grand performances!
Erxf.st Rossiter.
67 Grosvenor Road, Canonbury,
London, England.
Continued on page 9

information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle

w

lN

VV

Takes a Holiday'
from the play by Al-

is

adapted
Cassella,
berto
for the screen by Maxwell Anderson and Gladys
Janet Gay nor is
feet;
twenty-seven

Perhaps the Hollywood sun heightened
that red tint in Dick Powell's hair.

—

Joan Winters. Write
at Warner Studio.

five

October

ars old

6th.

G. E. L. Mantell.

Janet

Shrader.

—Robert

Young

was

Illinois,

February

22,

Chicago,

in

1907; six

weighs 170, brown hair and
eyes.
Married to Elizabeth Henderson,
and their baby girl will be a year old December 13th.
That is Bob's right name.
Ralph Bellamy a little over six feet; birthdate, June 17, 1904.
feet,

from India
welcome, and your comments

especially

is

Norma Shearer

Wimpole

feet

June

October

20, 1933.

Hopeful.
Landi

18,

Barnes was Katherine
"Henry VIII." Now in Holly-

wood making "There's Always To-inorrow"

for

England,

Born

Universal.

March

in

London,

25, 1908.

Chuck Dunn. — There
number

are a

"Count

Cristo," opposite Robert Donat for Reliance Pictures at
Studio,
she
will
make
"The Great Flirtation"

RKO

Paramount.

for

in

completes

Landi recently published her

W. — Binnie

Hozvard

—When Elissa

Monte

of

five,

latest

Miss
novel,

"The Ancestor."

—

"Chicken

in

</

Lui

Louise K.

Green was born October 22, 1920, is now about five feet, and
weighs about 95
Buddy Rogers, August

list.

Donald

2719 Hyperion Avenue, Los
Their birthdates are: Warner
Baxter, March 29, 1891
form Boles, October 27, 1898; Will Rogers, November
4,
1879; James Cagney, July 17, 1904.
\.ngeles.

;

Lorraine Kaplan.— Your comments are
taken.
I
don't suppose there is any

1904,

weighs about 160;

six feet one,

Dillaway,

March

17,

1903;

five

—

A

Landi Admirer. Elissa Landi's contract with Columbia was dissolved by mutual consent.
"Sisters Under the Skin"
was released April 15th. She married John
C. Lawrence in London, in 1928, and suit
for divorce was filed by Miss Landi Mav
16,

1934.

who

every one to agree with
but I am' sure if you follow
Picture Play's "The Screen in Review"
N"ii are less likely to be misguided.
You
we try to. live up to (be name of "the
honest magazine of the screen."

Young may

bis opinions,

P..

-The

S. [I.

siiii«

you

throughout "Eighl
Girls in a Boat" is "This
Little
Piggie Went to
Market." >ouulass Montfc-T_—JB|
gomery played in the following films under the
name of Kent Douglass
"Paid,"
"Daybreak,"
"Five and
Ten."
I

T^y^M
™^»^
^*

"Waterloo
Bridge,"
Divided."
"House
Douglass was born October 29, 1907.

— There

no charge for listing
fan clubs.
Let me know when yours is
organized and
hall be glad to note
on
my list and refer it to readers upon request.
Bobbe.

I

is

i

ii

Burks.

E. E.

will gel

heard

"Whom

in

the

Connolly, Jack Mulhall. Mary Carlisle in
"Murder in the Private Car." Mary comes
from Boston, Massachusetts, born February 3, 1912; five feet one, weighs 100,
blond hair, blue eyes.

H.

now

J.

— Frank

playing in

Lawton of "Cavalcade" is
"One More River," with

Wynyard
Young

and

Give,

Colin

and

"Queen Christina" in
Miss
To-morrow."
Always
Young is a native New Yorker five feet
five, weighs
110, blue eyes, dark brown
Elizabeth
"There's

of

;

hair.

K.— Bing

Crosby is
feet nine,
weighs 168, and has blue
eyes and light-brown hair.
On May 2nd he was

about

five

Latest is "She
Loves Me Not." Miriam
Hopkins, also in that film,
born
in
Bainbridge,
near
Savannah,
Georgia, October 18, 1902.
That was
Cora Sue Collins as the baby queen in
thirty.

"Queen

Watch

Christina."

for

her

in

"Treasure Island."

—

E. R.
In George White's "Scandals"
you heard these songs "You Nasty Man,"
"Hold My Hand," "Six Women." "Sweet
and Simple." "So Nice." "My Dog Loves
Your Dog." 1 shall be glad to supply the
words of the chorus of "Waiting at the
Gate for Katy" from "Bottoms Up," if
you will send a self-addressed stamped en:

well

critic

Hannah. — Robert Young

Gods Destroy," with Doris Kenyon, Walter

;

13,

Snyder.—Walt Disney Produc-

i,\

Canadian by birth,
born April 30, 1905; six
feet, weighs 175, brown
hair and eyes.
Divorced.

—Mitzi

honor of Buddy Rogers, and if you will send
a
stamped envelope I
shall mail vou a complete

are at

Man-

tion."

King."

la

feet eleven.

tions

— David

L.

of fan clubs

in

Lillian.

ners in "The Great Flirta-

Diana

Rita D. Nancy Carroll is now under
contract to> Columbia, where you might
write for her picture. Lawrence Grey opposite her in "Sin Sister," and George

Meeker

Eugenia Hood. William Janney was
born in New York City, February 15, 1908.
Playing in "A Modern Hero." Eric Linden in Universal's "I Give My Love."
Both use their right names.

Rio in

—

Widow."
L. O.

del

Airel. Frances Dee was born in Los
Angeles, California, November 26, 1908.
She has been married to Joel McCrea

weighs 122; red-gold
hair, green-blue eyes.
She is engaged to
her manager, Robert Ritchie.
Latest is
with Maurice Chevalier in "The Merry
five

and Dolores

Street,"

great
of

a

"The Barretts

in

Sally Eilers has retired temporarily from the screen to await
the arrival of Sir Stork.

since

1907;

letter

'Madame DuBarry."

Martin O.—Jeanette MacDonald's middle name is Anna.
She comes from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, born there

—

—A

on pictures there interested me
deal.

born

Kathryn Ser-

gava

Lehman.
<

to

Groom," with Patricia Ellis. Anita Page
is in Hollywood to resume picture work.
Madge Evans has blue eyes. Ginger Rogers was twenty-three July 16th.

United

at

— Loretta

be addressed
Artists,

1041

North Formosa Avenue,
Twentieth
Hollywood.
Century Productions at
United Artists Studio.

Clifford M. Holst.enjoyed reading
your verse, but it isn't clear just what you
Isn't there some
wish me to do with it.
star you would like to know al>out ?
I
am at your service if you have any ques1

tions to ask.

—

— Jack

Haley

married to
Florence MacFadden.
Their son. John
Haley
Joseph, was born in October, 1933.
is

now

Ronald.

Ellis.

playing

in

"Here

is

Comes

the

—That

was

Toby Wing as Nancy in
"Murder at the Vanities,"
and Esther Muir as Tillie in "The Party's Over."
John Mack Brown in "It

Xo

Ain't

Dorf.f.n S.
Perhaps Warner Brothers
Publicity Department can tell you the name
of that son;: from "Ever In My Heart."
Otto Kruger's latest is "Treasure Island."

Ruth

velope.

M.

Sin."
E.

I'..

was
23,

bom
1906

;

S.

— Boh

Steele

is

playing in

"The Mystery Squadron."

the serial

Portland,

in

five

feet

ten,

He

Oregon, January
weighs 165, dark-

Divorced. Leon
Janney, Ogden, Utah," April 1, 1917. Appearing on the New York stage in "Every

brown

hair and blue eves.

Thursday."
Continued on pace 65

What

the

Fans

Think

Continued from page
All Astir.
must fans be so vindictive about
Why must their
tbeir preferences?

WHY
jokes

be

personal

pointedly

so

—making

mountains out of small things that have
nothing to do with the players' ability or
work? If a star does not interest or impress me, well and good, but nothing is
gained by tearing his looks, or personal

what

habits, or

ability he

What
shreds.
size of Garbo's

into

the

marvelous

to
gloat over his name in print.
Letters published in this magazine spring
very obviousl) from sincere if, at times,
very bold pens.
Which, no doubt, is the
sole reason they are thus honored.

just

Due ai.ij McAlpine.
149

Alderman Road,

Knightswood, Glasgow,

3,

may

not possess,
bearing can
shoe have upon her

Sympathy

A

Why

make one choke with emotion one inThen there
and laugh the next ?

stant

are the beautiful singing voices of John
Boles and Irene Dunne. What more melody could any fan ask for? Oh, I could

Louise Dodd.

5133 Cornell Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

for Joan.

ELSIE GARNER.

ability

go on and on.

W.

Scotland.

possible

It's a
as an actress?
persimple equation .of nature, isn't it?
son of more than average height is naturally given a proportionate foot to balance
that height.
not rave about Ann Harding's
exquisite, shining beauty, and her lovely
voice and acting that hold you tight in
your seat?
Or tiny Helen Hayes, who

can

7

some one

Must you

whom

of

send your prejudiced
printed where people may
know no better than to
truths?
To begin with, I'm sure

and

criticize

you know nothing,
opinions to be
read them who
accept them as

you have never

watched Joan Crawford's eager, friendly
smile as she autographs stacks of theater
programs until you can see the very muscles in her hand straining with fatigue, or
you could not say that her "whole life is
a pose."
Next you accused Joan of dancing in a
chorus twelve years ago.
If Joan were
dancing in a chorus then she may have
been "no child" but according to her age
as set down in the World Almanac she
;

was

Hail! Alice Faye.

MAY
the

I

say a few words about one of

the newest rising stars to appear on
movie horizon? The person of whom

lovely Alice Faye whose
movie version of George
White's "Scandals" shows that she is destined for big things.
She is one of the
most beautiful girls on the screen, and can
act, too, which is more than can be said

I'm speaking

work

in

is

the

of a lot of the pretties.
The gal has loads
of personality, too, as witness the way she

"Nasty Man."
Keep an eye on
going places, and going fast,
and she's as sweet as she is good to look
at.
Three big, rousing cheers for Alice
Faye!
Sharon Smith.
Box 94, Ramseur, North Carolina.
sang

Alice

— she's

just sixteen. 'Which proves nothing
except that she worked for her success.
I
don't know about her refusal to have
William Gargan in one of her pictures.
She may have made such a refusal but
if
she did she had adequate reason.
Do
you know about the insulting manner the
not-so-impoi tant Air. Gargan assumed toward Joan while working in "Rain"? And
have you ever heard of another actor, or
actress, whether star, player, or extra,
who has worked with Joan and not grown
to admire and appreciate her?
I
can't attempt to change your mind,
Elsie Garner, but don't you think you're
being a bit unfair to< make such rash statements about some one you do not really
know? Must you deliberately hurt some
one merely to satisfy your passion for
Catharine M.
"frankness"?

out from
in
the eye.
But a little regretfully
can't say I've been blackened any after
the severe hauling across the coals.
In the beginning I wouldn't care to
blame any fan for condemning me as contradictory in my opinions, but explanation
is very simple.
The merit of pictures, generally speaking, varies tremendously just as the portrayals of the majority of the stars fluctuates from good to bad and back again in
successive screen appearances.
And I am

—

—

clear-minded enough to drift with the tide.
Why commend a player's every performance as perfect because he or she delivered a flawless emotional achievement
in
some particular movie long ago?
I
refuse to permit looks, personality, or publicity to influence my ruminations unduly.
Freedom of speech is recognized as lawin

this

day

and

age.

Freedom

of

thought will always be, but I'll refrain
from expressing my thoughts anent Miss
Gunther's contribution to "What the Fans
Think."
Sufficient to say that as Picture Play
offers no monetary reward for fan ravings, I cannot imagine why any sane individual should concoct, a sensational literary

titbit to

the best film magazine of

all,

.

.

.

and sent

FREE

for

folder."

trial."

"The massage

CYNTHIA

BLAIR, I can let a remark
"Norma Shearer's giggle" pass,

like

much

as

I like

with

it?

But

her.

Besides, what's

when

it

comes

to

wrong
"Carol
blood

Lombard's frozen look," well, my
boils.
Before I go any further, let
me enlighten you, my dear. Perhaps you
have read some such thing as Carol havWell, if you haven't,
ing an accident?
jusl turn a few pages of the issue in which
If you are intelliyour letter appeared.
gent enough, you will learn a little more
about Carol, how human and sweet she is.
She went through a lot as a result of that
just

accident, but she came out of it like a regular trouper.
You may think she has a
frozen look, but deep in your heart you
wouldn't mind having a face like hers,

frozen look and

New

all,

eh?

Carol's Fax.

York, N. Y.
Call for

I

seemed
away."

9 INCHES and,
weight SO pounds."

to

been a reader of Picture Play
I for eight months, and in all that time
you haven't printed a thing about Dorothy
She is my ideal and supreme
Jordan.
I have seen all her
favorite of the screen.
pictures, and every one was wonderful.

Dot believes

in giving

the best that is in
her at all times.
She is one of the most
beautiful, most charming, and also one of

In

have melted

my

YOUR WAIST

AND HIPS
REDUCE
|-H<H«
DAYS

10

.

.

WE

.

OR

costs you nothing!
WANT you to try the Perfolastic
it

Girdle. Test it for yourself for 10
days absolutely FREE. Then, if without
diet, drugs or exercise, you have not reduced at least 3 inches around waist and
hips, it will cost you nothing!
Easily, and Safely!
The massage-like action of this famous Perfolastic
Keducing Girdle takes the place of months of tiring
exercises and dieting. Worn next to the skin with

Reduce Quickly,

perfect safety, the Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
away the surplus fat with every movement, stimulating the body once more into energetic health.

Don't Wait Any Longer.
Act Today!
You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
.

.

whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce
you. You do not need to risk one penny .
try it
for 10 days .
then send it back if you a:e not
completely astonished at the wonderful results.
The Illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle Al'.o
.

.

I

New

eatures the

.

.

Perfolastic Detachable Brassiere

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Dorothy Jordan.

HAVE

a very short time
had reduced my hips

- like
action did it... the fat

Carol's Frozen Look.

scathing denuncia-

my several fan letters jumped
the May issue and hit me plop

tion of

ful

City.

of Speech.

MISS GUNTHER'S

Company

Perfolastic

;

New York
Freedom

"They allowed me to
wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days on

"I read an 'ad' of the

PERFOLASTIC,
Dent.

41

66")

!

1

1

Inc.
EAST 42nd ST.,NewYork, \
LEI

BO

I

U

i

cribing

and

Y.

i

Ins the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere,
perforated rubber and particulars of vour 10 -DAY.
!

i

1AL OFFER.

FREE

Name
A ddress
•

toon or Send

Name ami Address

on Penny Post Card

10

What

And anthe sweetest girls on the screen.
other thing, Dorothy has managed to keep
her private life to herself, which is something of a novelty these days.
So

more power

here's

to

Dorothy, and

hear more about Do1 from her fans.
Three cheers for Picture Play, a grand

let's

Rose Salyman.

magazine!
3623 Rocky

River Drive,
Ohio,

Cleveland,

Golden Personality.
NEVER took much interest
I

until
i

more

saw

1

sweet,

that

in

movies

lovable

girl,

audi.
It would he hard to find a
interested tan than I am now. Surely
I

an actress with such a golden personality
deserves more praise than she gets.
What is the matter with Elissa Landi
fans?
Come on, let's hear from you soon.
Ida Sidler.

Murray

3.5.59

ing.

DANIELS
fully

I

is

as gracious as she

that

believe

about

my subject,
To begin
recent
is

films

Minnesota.

Paul,

St.

is

charm-

she deserves

all

films,

fifty

I

feel

sure

of

if you
saw any of her
you know that Bebe Daniels

tell me why a man
Gable, Chevalier, Brent, and
a dozen others I could name lashed to the
mast, so far as appearance, sex-appeal
and really fine characterizations are concerned, does not get the recognition he so
richly deserves?
Fans, hats off to Nils
Asther, who has been in my mind and
heart ever since "Wild Orchids."

Marie Louise Kai.w
Hotel Mayflower,
Jacksonville,

beautiful.

(and who doesn't
these days of musical movies?) no one
sings more delightfully than Miss Daniels.
As for acting, in each and every one of
her films Bebe Daniels has proved herself
an actress of tremendous ability.
And if
I choose her role in "Counsellor-at-law"
to rave about particularly, I can only say
that we all have our favorites.
To me, the
way she portrayed that part was incom-

is

so

many

who

wish to thank you for
movie hour.
May we
and ever see you more,

gracious, I
a pleasant

never see you less,
Bebe Daniels!
Adele Louise Simonds.
General Delivery,
San Francisco, California.

Wake

THIS

Better Roles for Lederer.
one of Francis Lederer's first English-speaking fans, I cannot altogether
agree with Sally Kaye in her letter about

AS
him.

Xo one has more admiration for Francis
Lederer than I have. I know him personally and value his friendship very highly.
But

"Man

his

is

form of a corpse.
That was not meant as sarcasm but,
you producers, when are you going to
give Ricardo Cortez a break?
In "Flesh" he was murdered, in "The
House on Fifty-sixth, Street" he was shot.
in "Mandalay" he was poisoned and then
staggered into the river by way of a convenient window, in "Wonder liar" he was
Stabbed, and then afler the audience was
given a good look at the body he was
shoved in a maniac's car which was run

over a convenient cliff.
I
guess in his next picture he'll he
hanged, then shot and quartered, or should
poisoned?
imagine it's because he
makes such a handsome corpse that they
wish on him these jolly roles.
Producers.
if he is given some
parts
bel your
ears will he ringing with compliments and
applause instead of complaints and ridicule.
Whew! that's a load off my mind and hope
I

<1

f

big dent

in

I

yours.

Phoebe Mac Devitt.
-17

in

North

<

!amac Street,
Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia,

appall-

is

draw

the fans into
the theater, and this is proved since Miss
Rave's is the first and only letter to date
to appear in Picture Play, although "Man
of Two Worlds" has been released since
this

film,

not

will

it

Franz Lederer, as I knew him before
he came to London, was a star in
silent films.
They were all splendid stories, with magnificent, settings, superb photography, brilliant acting and one hundred
per cent entertainment, so you see you are

UFA

Franz ara little late in your welcome.
rived long ago.
Comparisons are odious.
He has nothing in common with the stars
you mention. To me Lederer has no rivals

—he

stands alone and always will.

Marion Rose Thompson.

wake up and

makes a

Two Worlds"

and will not add to his prestige as a
star in American films.
I don't care how
much your critics have said in favor of
ing,

February.

Up, Cortez!

something I've been wanting to
write for some time and after seeing
"Wonder Bar" I felt I could no longer put
it
olf.
I thought the picture was grand,
but please tell me why producers can't
wake up to the fact that real genius has
been hiding right under their noses in the

it

of

77 Charlotte Street,
Fitzroy Square. London,

W.

1,

England.

Our Buddy.

1HAVE

just

of meeting

Buddy

Rogers

here

our

I

in

want

recently

my
in

had the pleasure

favorite of seven years,

person

while

he

was

Buddy Rogers

is

every

bit

and human person I had always
him to he, and there isn't a finer
chap ever lived than this young man. I
hope some of these Hollywood producers
wise to themselves and give Buddy
gel
Rogers a chance to act. It doesn't matter
one hit tn fans if you have a million new
screen personalities, we still prefer our
favorites, and all Buddy's fans have remained loyal tn him.
I had the opportunity of meeting Ruddy's
mother, who happened to be with him, and
the real
pictured

and now

woman

this

should like to
Rogers's wonder-

Buddy

I

I say give us bigger and better pictures
with Buddy Rogers and we'll break box-

office

Beulaii M. Klink.

records.

713 Cook Avenue, S. W.,
Canton, Ohio.

Panning Our

Critic.

HAVE

read the June issue and, to put
I it mildly, I am angry.
Norbert Lusk,
in reviewing "Melody in Spring," refers
to Lanny Ross as a colorless singing personality which, considering Lanny 's great
success on the air, is not fair.
It takes
plenty to register on the air.
Lanny's
beautiful voice and personal charm have
woven a spell which his picture strengthened rather than disturbed.
"Melody in
Spring" had one big fault not enough
Lanny Ross
J. G.
106 Prospect Avenue,
Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada.

Dick Slays 'Em.

DICK

POWELL,

with an exclamation,
dashes and all the trimmings
I have just seen
Twenty Million Sweethearts," and I can hardly wait to go back
dots,

'

and see it again. He is the
and the most marvelous one

find of finds,
of them all.

cannot say all I think, but nevertheless,
break your date and scram to the theater
that plays "Twenty Million Sweethearts."
I
have followed Dick's career from
"Forty-second Street" to "Wonder Bar,"
yes, and the radio.
But this beats them
all.
Although I have already written
Dick, I must write again congratulating
him on his singing and his acting in the
above picture.
Here's to seeing him again with cute
Ginger Rogers soon.
F. D. Neville.
Ottawa, Canada.

Loyal to Her Fans.
E.
DR.Play

S.

GOODUE

in

July Picture

says he thinks that Joan Crawford is a really great actress but he also
states, "I do not consider her attitude toward her fans as friendly, personal, and
sympathetic as it should be."
As a Crawford fan, I resent this remark,

and

in

defending Joan

I

speak from

my

own

experience.
have admired and
I
adored Joan ever since I saw her first picture.
Every March 23rd I sent her a
birthday greeting addressed to her studio.
Though I received no reply, I hardly exFan mail at a studio is very
pected to.
rarely turned over to a star and on occasions when such letters are answered the
studio employs its own secretaries to do
the writing.
When I heard that Joan was living in
Brentwood Heights, I sent the cards to
And. do you know, I always
her there.
True enough, they were
received a reply.
typewritten, probably by her secretary,
but I can well imagine how many birthday greetings Joan must get from fans
How I do treasure those letevery year.
ters

city.

to say

the loveliest

is

I

Florida.

Speaking of singing

parable as well as unforgetahle.
Raven-haired, midnight-eyed star

must say she

—

some reader

with,

I

side of paradise,
meet the rest of
ful family.

!

who has

complimentary things said about her.
And having had the pleasure of seeing this
in

helpful hints to the theatergoers, instead of their merits as actors and
There is a certain young lady
actresses.
who possesses all the qualities of a truly
great actress. She is very beautiful, wears
correct clothes at all times, is graceful,
and does not put on the foolish, ridiculous
airs that so many of our young actresses
do.
She is just as natural as can be, and can
Her acting
fill
any role to perfection.
isn't just a matter of routine; she lives
each part, and makes you live it with her,
whether it be sadness or joy.
Who?
Madge Evans, of course! More refreshing than a cool breeze on a hot summer
night.
Eleanor Kuehnemund.

WILL

the

star

et cetera,

many

How Come?

and as clever as she

great,

is

cause of their dress, hairdress,

giving

York.

Gracious Bebe Daniels.

BERF

Madge Is Perfect.
seems that some people favor stars be-

IT

Street,

Xew

Flushing,

the Fans Think

!

joined a Crawford fan club about a
year ago. Let me tell you of just a few
things that Joan has done for the club.
She supplied the president with a mimeograph machine, had all the printing done,
I

supplied the stationery, and when all presidents of fan clubs recently met in Chicago for a convention, Juan sent the president of our club her fare from Xew York
tn Chicago.
Joan does this for the clubs
\n\ EPSTEIN.
in her honor.
573 Saratoga Avenue.

Brooklyn,

Xew

York.

STREET & SMITH'S

VOLUME
NUMBER

XLI
1

PICTURE PLAY

SEPTEMBER
1934

Inspired by "Cavalcade,"
first big picture of the new season, "The World Moves On."
several generations beginning in 1825 and
through
families
two
history
of
panoramic
a
it
is
Fox,
by
and also produced
British actress, in the leading roles.
ending in the present, with Franchot Tone and Madeleine Carroll, the lovely

HIGH hopes

—

are held for the

12
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Success has lavished everything on Jean Harlow, including a magnificent home.
of the drawing-room indicates Jean's luxurious taste.

This glimpse

LOVE DONE HER
Why

Jean Harlow the darling of the gods

is

— and

hers, yet three

husbands failed

nor disillusioned.

men,

she says.

men have
THREE
This
her

"I

still

Rea<
sad

her.

believe

her

But she
in

Successful

failed her.

—

Harlow might

lie a disillusioned woman.
She
three men. and asked nothing in
return but love, might find so great an unhappiness in
disappointment as to make her hate all men.
et, in spite of everything, she has come, through with
her tolerance unscathed and her sympathy unwithered.
sure in her own heart that she did not fail them.
Each
she married for love.
And each went out of her life,
igh no fault of her own.

Jean

who gave

herself

to"

>

"Chuck" McGrew. Paul Bern. Hal Rosson.
What does >he think as she looks back upon the men
her life
From what deep wells does she draw
i

?

Courage she was born with. Her philosophy she has
acquired through eves that look widely upon life, with

is

n

in

a/-U

^mallow
'

'

story!

sympathy and tolerance. The Italians, not the Greeks,
have a word for it. She is simpatica.
That is what saves her from cynicism.
Wild horses could not drag one word of blame from
her against these men, even though the world might pillory her for keeping silent.
Even when Paul Bern
solved his own unhappy problem in a selfish way. and
one revealing word would have absolved her of the
slightest suspicion of reproach.

Jean Harlow refused to

speak.

Why

has Providence treated her so lavishly in her
and so brutally in her marriages? Luck, kismet,
whatever you call it has given with one hand and

career,

v

courage

and

couraaeously frank

tragedy.
Life has given her the
adulation of a million men. hut could not give her
one true love.
At twenty-three she looks back over years that troop
by with vases of tears and the blown buds of barren
flowers
years that carried laughter and hope and the
glitter ot success.
Success in everything but love.

men

not bitter

is

marriage

is

in

the stepdaughter of fate?

everything but love, thrice married at twenty-three, the adulation of a world of

in

fate

—

—

snatched away with the other.
She did not know what kisses were when she first fell
in love.
Jean matured early, brimming with that warmblooded vitality, that aliveness which characterizes her.
She was ready for love at sixteen, reach' to become a

woman.

knew

When she met Charles
son of wealthy Chicago
parents, ban was in a boarding school, sheltered, chaperoned unwarv and unaware of sex. Like so many voting
I

hit

she

Fremont

little

McGrew

about men.

III. attractive

13
in their first courtship, she thought that the
tingling senses to ardent kisses meant lasting love.

girls

And

response of

—

Seven years ago she eloped with
did
to her.
was an impulsive thing to do, of course. Yet that,
too, is another characteristic of Jean Harlow.
had gone much with
"I knew so little, then" she says.
"If
boys, and had learned as most modern girls have learned, to disall those
tinguish between magnetism, infatuation, affection, love
emotions that pick you up and hurl you along then I might h ive
had a chance. But as for marriage, we both learned too late that
so

"Chuck."

it

It

I

—

—

wasn't that kind of love."
Honesty, too, is a characteristic of hers. Honesty rings in those
words. Honesty sounds clear and true in the few words she has
said about the tragic ending of her marriage to Paul Bern.
A girl in the midst of the gaudy, tinsel carnival that surrounds
a star riding the crest of popularity, Jean Harlow found in Paul
Bern the kindly refuge and the honest devotion her spirit craved.
Impulsively and whole-heartedly she accepted the love that was
offered her, and gave her love in return.
If her husband had possessed one-tenth the courage of the girl
he made his wife, he might have told her the truth before it was
it

too late.
Social-conduct codes

may be changing, and certainly among
moral attitude prevails, but the beliefs of Jean
Harlow include reliance upon the old order of things. She believes that if a man and woman fall in love their mating should be
permanent, upheld by law in marriage.
On the screen she has played the part of sirens and lawless
women. Because she is a fine actress, she could sympathize with

artists

a liberal

WRONG
Jean
ness.

Few

stars write

testify.

as

letters as Jean does, as many fans can
the persona! touch in keeping friendships

many

She believes

in

a'ive.

is

one

star

who

doesn't affect aloof-

"People have a right to be curious
about us," she says.

the.^e roles and do them justice.
But it
was play-acting. She knew none of the
secrets of sex that such characters know.
So she went innocently to her second
marriage, to find that it was but a travesty, and that fate again had mocked at
her efforts to find happim

Continued

i

•
;

53
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HOLLYWOOD'S
A

great star one day

under contract to
where.
Norma Talmadge

Why

this

a

— unwanted

the

major studio

for

swift

inhabit a

descent to ob

purgatory

in

the

possesses
influential relatives

and a fortune,
but no place

By Samuel

on the screen.
Yet she was a star
for twenty years.
of heraldry, the pomp of power.
All that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave.
Await alike the inevitable hour
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.
Gray's Elegy.

The boast

never finished it. One story was circulated to the effect
Another, and to me
she asked to be released.
more likely, story is that the studio was dissatisfied with
Miss Griffith
her work and was going to release her.
is reported to have said if it became known that she was
dissatisfied with her part and treatment, they would not
have to pay her for

that

A

XI), one might add, they also lead to oblivion. For
here, in Hollywood, is a group of players who
might fittingly be termed "The Lost Legion."
Great stars once, to-day they pass, for the most part,
unnoticed.
To present-day fans they are merely names.
( >lder
fans remember them with a sigh and a tear and,
perhaps, wonder why they are never seen any more.
I
wonder, too, in a way. Comparatively young, they
struggle desperately to regain the prestige that once was
theirs, but they are fighting a losing battle.
It's one thing I've never been able to figure out.
Important one day. all but forgotten the next. So long as
they are under contract all the perquisites of stardom are

the

'

theirs.

Articles about

them appear

in

Billie

Dove

call

William Haines

It

is

Chinese
"saving face."
the

But

would

any

one have dreamed
when she walked
out of the First
National studio on
that day long ago.
on completion of
her contract, that

Corinne Griffith
would have had to

magazines, and in-

terviews are arranged almost to the day their contracts
are finished. Then that swift descent to oblivion.
You would think the position they had occupied, their
prestige, the avalanche of publicity they had received,
would carry them on of its own momentum for almost
another year. But it rarely does.
Consider Corinne Griffith. She was one of the highest paid stars First National ever had.
Certainly no one
has ever been handled with the kid gloves she demanded
—and received. She made pictures regularly up to the
time her contract was finished and then
For over a year she did nothing. Then she went to
Fngland, made one picture, "Lily Christine,'' and entertained the Prince of Wales.
That was the end.
Recently she started work in "The Crime Doctor," but

picture.

what

Only a few years ago studios
competed for Sue Carol, delaying

wait over four years
for another part
and then lose it?
Colleen Moore is

production to accommodate

her.

another

and fans

worked

at the

studio.

At

She is still freshly pretty
have not forgotten her.

But she

star

who
same

the time

her contract was
is idle.
completed she was
drawing $12,500 a
week each and every week. Her agent asked $15,000 a
week on a new contract and there were no takers.
After a while the ante was dropped to $12,500. to
$10,000, to $7,500— and not even a nibble.

Mary Nolan

—

Don Alvarado

Gwili

Andre
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LOST LEGION
Why?

next.

Or a promising player

a year, then unable to find work anylivion?

It

is

these luckless players

who

land of sunshine and success.

Richard

After the expiration
of her highly
lucrative contract,

Corinne Griffith
waited four years

Mook

to receive

an offer from
Hollywood.

She acted in a play in the East, hoping it might lead
movie offers. It failed. She made a stage debut in
"The Church Mouse" on the Coast and drew splendid

to

notices for her work, but nothing happened.
Finally M.-G.-M. signed her at a reputed salary of
$2,000 a week for a year, but did not find a place for
her in a single pic-

After what
ture.
must have seemed a
lifetime to her she
to Fox and

went

supported

Spencer

"The
Power and the

Tracy

in

Glory.'' Again she
received excellent
notices and again

nothing happened
for a long time.
Six months ago
she played another
supporting role, this

time

to

was

ture

far

from

Colleen Moore was one of the
highest paid stars, her popularity
enormous, and to-day she is a
better actress than she ever was,

being an unqualified

winter she

made

a picture in the East, "Social Register," which has
certainly not caused any box-office riots.
To-day, so far
as one can learn, Miss Moore is again without prospects.
I

have never met any one

Pegay Shannon

who knew

Colleen or worked

Dorothy Mackaill

—

Schedules were arranged, produconce.
held up until studios could obtain her services.
Suddenly, for no apparent reason, the scene changed.
Had Sue grown old, fat. or unattractive this would be
understandable.
But she hasn't.
There is still the same fresh prettiness she had when
According to theater
she first came to Hollywood.
Continued on page ''1

two

films at

tions

but unemployed.

success.

Last

—

—

Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., in
"Success At Any
Price," but the pic-

with her who didn't rave over her, and her fans were as
rabid on the subject of Colleen as any present-day star'-.
Much good it dues.
Look at Billie Dove and, believe me, that's not hard
to do.
For years she, too, was one of First National's
important stars. Billed as "The American Beauty," she
was all of that. People used to crowd theaters to gaze
on her breath-taking loveliness. Yet, when Billie's contract was completed, she did nothing for almost two years.
Howard Hughes, to whom she was engaged at the
time, announced he would star her, but it was a long,
long time until he got around to doing so.
When the
machinery finally started working, Billie made two pictures for him, "The Age for Love" and "Cock o' the
Air." Her name was omitted from all advertising when
The Hughes conthe latter was shown in New York.
tract was canceled and she finally played a supporting
role to Marion Davies in "Blondie of the Follies." Since
then
nothing.
To-day Billie is happily married, has a beautiful baby
But
and, apparently, is willing to forget the screen.
would any one have dreamed that she wouldn't even be
offered parts?
And Sue Carol. The screen has produced few infor a while.
genues who enjoyed the vogue Sue did
During her first year in pictures she often worked in

Lawrence Gray

Estelle Taylor

Jetta

Goedal

1(>

THEY SAY IN
Where, oh where,
ioned

ingenue?

the

is

old-fash-

the

visiting

Hollywood belles are acting

natural.

All

By Karen

Hollis

lavan was in that tempestuous state of disarray that makes her
look like a frenzied coed who has dressed while running from
the dormitory to class. Fay Wray was startling in a floppy hat
about the size of a beach umbrella, a black-and-wdrite plaid
taffeta blouse,

and

silver nail polish.

—

A

Decade of Progress.- A group of people more or less
connected with pictures were discussing the typical stars of ten
years ago, and together we formulated this composite picture.
She was nineteen years old and never went anywhere without
mamma. She thought a girl really ought to read the scenario
of a picture she was working in instead of depending on the
director to tell her when to look sad and when to look happy,
but she realized that it was important for her not to strain
her eyes.
She always carried a limp leather copy of "The Rubaiyat"
when traveling, because interviewers commented on it if there
were no books around. She really didn't care anything about
clothes
and she looked it and all her friends told her she
should have been an interior decorator.

—

—

Margaret Sullavan celebrated her temporary freedom from Hollywood by playing "Coquette" on the stage.

Photo

by

Freulich

After working

practically every picture

in

Wray invaded New York

to

in

Hollywood, Fay

appear

in

one.

KATHARINE HEPBURN

and Joan Benhappened to shop in the same
New York store one afternoon recently.
Composed and serene, Miss Bennett bought
gloves, thanked the clerk for her help and departed, followed by admiring glances.
Ground Miss Hepburn and her sisters the air
nett

both

fairly crackled with the anger in her voice. "Let's
put up a sign." my companion suggested, as a
curious crowd started to gather.
"In this aisle
'Little
is

Women,'

Woman' to be exact,
next aisle 'Spit lire,' and a much
performance than Hepburn gave on the

playing;

or "Little

in the

better
screen."

The Old Homestead.

—

Abandoned for a while
tvor of the more swanky 'ark Avenue hangouts, the
Algonquin once more is the haunt of
Stars.
One day recently Fay Wray and Margaret
hi

l

Sullavan

I

—not

together— were

there.

Miss Sul-
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NEW YORK
The white

fur rug, the white tulle and blue taffeta
and the hand-painted shelf for perfume bottles
in her bedroom, to say nothing of the baby pillows and
And she
long-legged dolls, showed real artistic talent.
always wore practically everything but a fur coat under
her nightgown when she had to play in a bedroom scene.
She felt that her public would not like it if she married, so she always called the man around the house
"Uncle John."
curtains,

me

the breathing problem.
And she will never convince
that she can succeed in going unnoticed on the Rivi-

era or anywhere else unless she wears dark glasses, a
Mother Hubbard, cuts oft her eyelashes, covers her ears,
and stops smiling.
Even in such casual actions as stepping from a taxicab, Miss Francis has the air of a prima donna, and one
can almost hear the orchestra playing entrance music.

Away From

—

Leading Lady, Modern Version. This all came
back to me when I rushed up to the Hotel Pierre to see
Fay Wray. It came back, because it was such a contrast.
She was in New York to make Dashiell Hammett's

"Woman

oi

colony

is

keeping

It

—

All in London. A thriving film
London. Constance

in the spotlight in

Cummings and
trial

Tallulah Bankhead took part in a mockheld at the School of Economics for the benefit of
iontinui
on page 57
(

'1

She could not resist playing one
of his vicious characters. She had just played the dumb
model in "The Affairs of Cellini" and hoped to get a
good laugh out of reading that she had given a natural
performance. She had stayed up until four the previous
morning reading the life of Nijinsky and had about a
ton of books her husband wanted her to read right away.
If she ever has to choose between home life and career,
She
she will choose her husband without hesitation.
wears lots of make-up, has hennaed hair, and only gets
animated when something really interests her.
in the

Dark."

—

Deep-breathing Exercises. Kay Francis offers the
most extraordinary reason for going to Europe for her
vacation.
She says that she wants
a chance to draw a really deep
breath.
Wants to go to the theaBroadway is all keyed
ter without wondering if the play
up to see Miriam Hopwould make a good film for her.
kins's
performance in
Wants to escape publicity. Wants
"She Loves Me Not."
to go to the Riviera where nobody
notices you.

Changing her Hollywood dressmaker might be a quicker solution

Kay Francis went

away from
PhctO by

it

to

Italy

to

get

with Countess di
Frasso.
all

Flyer

Whitney Bourne, a
society girl wellknown for her indorsement of cigarhas made the
movies now.

ettes,

J
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good movies
just follow this Fox map. Never before such a raft of good stories
such a
galaxy of stars. Read these titles through
watch out for them at your
again
For real
.

.

.

.

.

real

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

favorite theatre. Every one's a winner.

Yff

pictures

no movie fan wants

to

.

miss.
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DOROTHY DELL. Rue and rosemary, forget-me-nots and bleeding hearts twine
themselves in a wreath of remembrance for the girl who endeared herself to all
who knew her in her short months in Hollywood. There is mourning, too, among
those of us who only knew her on the screen, for we welcomed her as an unusual
newcomer, and we deplore the accident which

cut short her promising

career.

QUITE

frankly, Pat Paterson, the

engaging young English actress
everybody admired in Bottoms
Up," says she wants, oh, so much
to be liked by American fans.
She's lively and friendly and

and you will enjoy her all
more as the subject of the

frank,

the

interview, opposite.
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DESTINATION-

JSTARDOM

Photo by

I't-rin

Charles Boyer, whose
Pat
first meeting with

England

has

given

,

.

culminated

sonality,

in

an

elopement.

.

but tor charm and per-

stars,

none can equal the lovely Pat Paterson.

By William

A

many

us

.

H.

McKegg

WEEK

had gone by. Each day I had expected to get a call
from Fox, telling me when I could see Pat Paterson. Four
more days passed. Then an appointment was made. The
next day it was canceled. Finally, after two weeks had gone up in
thin air, a definite interview was arranged.
Naturally I went to it with a solid determination to put this Pater-

son hussy in her place.
Pat flashed into the publicity office and tried to hold out a slender
gloved hand. I say "tried to," because both her arms were loaded
with newspapers from England, and fan mail.
I took her hand.
The corners of Pat's lips turned up in a humorously mocking smile.
The papers and mail fell all over us and
mutual pardon was vouchsafed.
She sat opposite me. I took note of the Paterson ensemble.
Her small white hat was set at a jaunty angle on her blond hair.
There was a slit up the side of the skirt of her dark-blue serge suit.
Had I not known better I might have been tricked into believing
that Pat had simply raced to the interview, causing her hat to go
askew and her skirt to rip. Such, alas, was not so.
"Don't ask me how 1 like Hollywood and California," Pat
begged, before I had a chance to ask even a sensible question. "I
like the place, of course, but I don't think I'd care to live here al-

ways. Then I have my people back in England. And my husband's
parents are in France. I'm going to visit them for the first time.
"I've been to France quite a few times," she threw in as a detail.
I even made a picture with Emil Jannings
"I used to fly across.
Now I'm taking French lessons
but only for my English voice.
every morning, from eleven to twelve. I don't speak French yet.
butt practice on our French friends when they come to the house."
Ever ready to oblige.
I requested a sample of her advancement.
Pat gave one.
"J'ainw a purler, mats jc ne parte pas hicn," she said. Which I
considered quite a sensible remark, compounding, as it did, selfexpression mingled with keen observation.
But if you don't think la Paterson has a sense of keen observaShe ran away from her home, in Yorktion, let me undeceive you.

and went on the stage.
I
was only sixteen," she added, with a knowing twinkle in
T
her blue eyes. "I had just started work, and I didn't like it.
always wanted to act.
But my parents
shire,

"And

Pat Paterson waves a
cheery salute on her
arrival

ago.

a

We

short

time

hope she

with us to stay.

is

This seemed a

trifle

surprising, since

mother Paterson had permitted Pat to dance and sing in an English
pantomime when she was ten vears old.
father and

Continued on page 60
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cast,

some

titbits

(linings,

ings,

of information about tbe love

life,

escortings, lunch-

and what-not were being put over the

me!" exclaimed

almost breathless
Formerly the players used to get very mad about it
have taken a new tack.

things

kill

Bette,

"These
from mirth.

air.

all,

but they

—

Dress and Be Merry! It isn't who gives a costume party in Hollywood it's the stars that come there. And many a secret kiss is
exchanged as the evening wears on at one of these affairs. Costumes
seem to enhance the possibilities for those who attend to let go and
;

be merry.

It's

a different psychology that

is

created.

Nevertheless, an affair given recently by the Carl Laemmles for
director Mervyn Le Roy was one of the most reserved. The reason
was that most of the ladies arrived in period gowns.
Startling departures were Florine McKinney who came attired as
Peter Pan, Helen Vinson who showed up in a white, mannish Russian costume, Elsa Hamilton, wife of Neil Hamilton, who gloried in

Baby LeRoy

Extra!

and W.

C. Fields

patched up
rel

and

now

thing's love

have

their quar-

and

everykisses.

multicolored Greek garb, Leila Hyams who
was decidedly Russian. Heather Angel,
Norma Shearer, and Claudette Colbert exemplified the more historic long-skirted
Miss Angel might have stepped
effect.

from "Berkeley Square" and Norma from
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street." Something quite unusual for Hollywood.

MIVAWOH®
Margaret Lindsay takes a day off after
Murder Case."

finishing

'

The Dragon

Unusual items of interest about the studio

world which

you

won't

By Edwin and

THE
radio,

Elza

—

is

just

—

plain hooey, that the players

stuff.

We

Schallert

have taken to laughing over the gossips. So much of
"news" peddled aboul movie celebrities in newspaper
syndicates and magazine columns
exclusive, of course, of our
as well as over the
Picture Play

go into gales of mirth nowadays whenever
they start reading or hearing most of the

lit

elsewhere.

stars

the alleged

own

find

saw Bette Davis having a conniption
when, during a radio broad-

recently

Virginia Pine, the society
girl whose name is linked
with George Raft's, scans
the horizon for his ship's

return.

29

—

Famous Duet Fades. The romance between Herbert Marshall
and Gloria Swanson has cooled considerably. What caused the ri ft
nobody knows, but it is presumed that English sentiment in the
colony against any continuance has been the cause.
Marshall has
frequently asserted that there shall be no divorce, and apparently
his assertion

We

means something.

will be

does occur.

surprised if a split-up between himself and Edna Best
The divorce idea has been run into the ground in

Hollywood, and most of the stars feel it's good policy to fight shy
of it right now, with ^o much agitation against pictures and the
stars' private lives.

Marlene Seeks Change.— Marlene Dietrich must find enjoyment chatting with Brian Aherne. She lunches with him from time
to time.

Also, she

isn't

seen quite as

you know, there have been
smashing up of their friendship.
It

berg, and as

The}' will

though.

still

much with

Josef von Stern-

sorts of stories about the
isn't quite as bad as that,

all

Robert Young can't

associated.

count

Hands Off Donat!— Robert Donat

his

fans after"The

is

House of Rothschild,"

one of the most handsome actors ever to
to Hollywood, and all manner of

nor can The Oracle, so
both refer them to "All
Good Americans," his

come

actresses

when

he

";«*

be professionally

cast

eyes

appeared

lingeringly
in

public,

at

but

him
he

next.

I
showed no interest in these attentions. Furthermore, he brought his
wife with him, which gave even greater assurance of safety, or did it?
Wives haven't proved much of a deterrent to romances in some cases.
The Donats were lavishly feted at a party by Elissa Landi just prior
to their departure.

We

discovered one thing about Donat and that was that he almost
played Fredric March's role in "Smilin' Through." He would have done
it if his contracts in England had permitted.

—

Muir Stays Demure. Jean Muir has made it plain that she will
refuse all efforts to change her type in the movies.
She refuses to go
hot-cha.
She is now regarded as a find to place alongside of Katharine
Hepburn and Margaret Sullavan, though she is much more reserved
than either of them.
The argument about what sort of roles she is to do has come up from
time to time, and she has always held out for the refined and wholesome
Sartorially, though, she agreed to some glitter in "The Lady
ones.
Surrenders."

One Wedding Enough

— Lilian

Harvey and Fox finally split. It
and quite naively Lilian said that she
expected to marry Willy Fritsch should she return to Germany. We are
always stumped by Lilian's assertion or inference that she isn't wed to
Willy, because practically everybody who comes to this country from
abroad tells us that the marriage took place several years ago.
was

!

inevitable that they should,

—

Brisson's Danish Banquets. Carl Brisson is making a real holiday
haven't known anybody to have so much
of his stay in Hollywood.
He is always entertaining some Danish visitor, and puts
fun in ages.
them up at his home, takes them to Agua Caliente and other cheering
spots for the week-end.
Brisson has become celebrated for his Danish dinners, which boast of
about three-score different hors d'eeuvres, not the least of which is raw

We

ground meat and a raw egg mixed together,
and some kind of Danish liquor which is deIsn't

Helen Twelvetrees

a cute trick in her slacks

and tweeds?

signed

to

off

lift

a

guest's

scalp.

plain dynamite.

Continued on page 59

It's

just
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HARTFORD RESENTS

HEPBURN!

By Andrea Arne

Queen Katharine breaks another rule! She remains aloof from her home-towners,
An inquiring reporter discovers that many citizens hardly know who she is,
too.
and gives reasons for indifference to a star who should be their pride and joy.

M
It

OAKLEY CHRISTOPH'S

article

"Oh, Hep-

burn, Behave !" in May Picture Play reminded
*me that every subject has at least two angles.
made me wonder what those at the other end of the

Pliolu

by

Bachrarl

social ladder think about this matter, those Hartford
people to whom the cocktail hour is only something they
have read of in books and magazines, or seen on the
screen, and dinner is more often than not referred to
as supper.
How do these people feel about Katharine Hepburn? To the end of properly answering this, I
questioned many persons at random in Plartford
regarding Miss Hepburn. The result is astonishing.

There

is

an amazing indifference among

people on the street regarding her
To begin with, Katharine Hepburn admittedly
is, and always has been, of the "upper crust," and
it goes without saying that she would be more
sympathetically regarded had she been a working
girl who had made good.
As it is, she had everything necessary to a girl's happiness to begin with,
so what she has achieved in addition has, therefore, lost considerable of its attractiveness for
the average girl in Hartford.
Regarding the indifference of her home town,
it
was my opinion, before attempting to find
proof, that everybody, high and low, was proud
and happy of Katharine Hepburn's success. But
when I attempted to substantiate this. I found it
another story.
The following are some typical
questions put to Hartford residents, and their
answers.
Q. This is Katharine Hepburn's home town,
is it not?
Ins.
So I've heard.
Q. Well, her home is in this city, isn't it ?
Ans. I guess so.
Q. Don't you know where it is?
Ans. Well, yes, somewhere up on Bloomfield
.

Avenue.
Q. Where is that?
Ans. Oh, somewhere

off

way to Bloomfield.
Q. Have you ever passed

Albany Avenue on

the

Ans.

her

home?

suppose so. I wouldn't know for sure.
Q. Plave you ever seen Katharine Hepburn?
Am. I saw one of her moving pictures.
Q. How do you like her?
Oh,
Ins.
guess she's all right.
Q. You've never seen her in person, then?
Ans.
No, and I guess few Hartford people
have, when you come right down to it.
.

I

I

Continued on page 62

Hartford fans feel they have a right to pour out
on the object of their admiration,
but Katharine Hepburn can't take it.

their adulation
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—

Gay even naughty
on the screen, Jeanette
Jeanette says she gets

furious

MacDonald

with
herself
forgets the

when she

servative

words

of her songs,
as she often does, but
she denies that she becomes angry with her

life

in

is

ultra-con-

her personal

and viewpoint.

she

even

is

lovelier

coworkers.

than on.

about

But

charming and
Read

off-screen
this

story

everybody's
favorite.

Photo by Ilurrell

DONNA

PRIM PRIMA
HAVE

I

fore

I

said

"Now
An

to be in the mood becan eat certain foods,'
Jeanette MacDonald.

that pie

"

expression of acute distaste disturbed her roseand-ivory features as she regarded the large triangle of
pastry, surmounted by a slab of cheese, which the waiter
had just set before me.
"Except baked beans," she qualified. "I can eat baked
beans any time of the day or night. I don't have to diet
in fact, I try to keep my weight up, for when I am thin
my face looks too long for its width."
I had had to wait two months before being admitted
to the MacDonald presence.
The screen's most seductive prima donna had been extremely busy making both
the English and French versions of "The Merry
Widow." During the lunch hour, when most stars are
disposing of nosey reporters, Jeanette is seen curled up
on her dressing room couch fast asleep. At the moment
she sat on the edge of the couch, "The Merry Widow"
having gone to the cutting room, and ate lightly.
"I'm glad you were chosen to play the widow." I remarked. "I was afraid Joan Crawford would get the
role."

"So was

I," said Jeanette,

"and

T

don't feel that she

is

the type."

"And she hasn't the voice,"
Jeanette discreetly veered
ground.

I

added.

away

from

dangerous

—

"The dresses we wear in this picture we chose 1880
as the period
are simply ravishing.
They display my
chest and shoulders in a most flattering way.
have a

—

I

rather
it,

I

good throat," she added.

think."

"Singing has developed

"Do you

practice every day?"
"Well, nearly every day.
I'm
naturally lazy but I make myself
work.
Most days I sing, playing
my own accompaniment, for fifteen or twenty minutes
When my voice teacher comes I have a complete repertoire, singing for two or three hours.
"I have found that a good way for me to insure progress in anything that I undertake is to pay for the lessons
Then if T don't use them I know that I'm
in advance.
losing money
and the Scotch in me will not permit that!
"My parents were not the sort to discourage their
children's ambitions.
My two sisters and I were given
opportunities to develop such talents as we had.
As n
result one is a dancer, one is a pianist, while I, the
wish that my mother had made
youngest, am a singer.
me practice more when \ was a child studying piano;
but she was lenient and T was lazy.
Now when I play
I realize that my groundwork is not as complete as it
sb iuld be."
But if Jeanette neglected her piano lessons her voice
was given excess attention. At the age of six she became the baby Jenny kind of home-town Philadelphia
and adjacent points.
For three years her success was
Then outraged Nature asserted herself.
remarkable.
Jeanette's singing voice disappeared and it looked as if
she would never sing again.
At fourteen, however, the
gi ft of song returned.
Following the trail to New York which her sister.
Blossom, had blazed, the girls appeared together in a
Ned Wayburn revue at the Capitol Theater.
Papa
MacDonald disposed of his business as a contract builder
so that he and mother might make a Xew York home
[Continued on page 62]
for their lovelv starlets.

By Mad<enne CI ass

—

I
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The

STRANGE CASE
By Helen Pade

which subsequent events proved he must
have foreseen ?
Certainly not the director who played in
Greta Garbo's career the role that Von
Sternberg might have played in Marlene
Clarence Brown, who directed
Dietrich's.
Garbo during the formative and most critical period of her career, devoted his genius
Von Sternberg
to creating fame for a star.
devoted his own efforts, and Marlene's, to
creating fame for a director

You understand from

—himself.

and other accounts of him, of course, that Von Sternberg is a supreme egotist. "The star, to
me," he has said, "like the other players,
is merely a pattern in the mosaic, a unit in
the design, developed to gain an effect."
But
His effect, his design, liis expression
this alone does not account for his peculiar
handling of Marlene Dietrich's profesthis

!

sional career.
was his
It

discovery of
Marlene's
character
dual
which really
opened before Von Sternberg the vision of
strangely

and

Pacific

Atlantic Photos

Amused and

straightforward, Marlene Dietrich answered quesby interviewers early in her career.

tions put to her

BACK
was
To

in 1020 a young woman named Marlene Dietrich
hailed by a German producer as "the woman destined to be the world's premier motion-picture actress."
show his faith in her, and to coax marks into his coffers,

he gave her a film vehicle, "Three Loves."
Nobody in America was much concerned. Talking pictures had just arrived, and one great question troubled the
Could ( rarbo talk?
nation
While the great question was being settled, Josef von
Sternberg, a newcomer to directorial ranks, megaphoned
an Emil Tannings picture, "The Last Command."
This
fact was to have a surprising effect on the fate of Marlene
Dietrich, for it took Von Sternberg to Germany to direct
another Tannings picture there.
Surely any Hollywood director, witnessing the rather
remarkable spectacle of a mere leading lady stealing "The
Blue Angel" from the great llerr Jannings, who had the
dominant role in it, would have lost no time in bringing
her to America. Von Sternberg only did the obvious. But
was his reason for doing so, and the results lie sought
and obtained, which are extraordinary.
What other director would have envisioned in Marlene
quite the sort ol opportunity for personal aggrandizement
:

it

But

nowadays Marlene is aloof, a vague and misted beauty
more legendary than real.
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MISS DIETRICH

of
Why

isn't

Marlene the great

handicaps her

— too

little

star her early

temperament?

career promised?

What

Millions of dollars

have
West,

been spent in diminishing her popularity while Hepburn, Mae
and Margaret Sullavan have sprung up and Garbo still holds her

—

Amazing

own.

possibilities

facts

are

he later realized.

and talent, was pliable.
combines the things that go
fire,

brought

to

light

in

this

frank article.

This young German girl, with all her beauty,
She had that rare two-sided character which
into the making of artistic geniuses with that

seemingly incongruous trait, steadfast, naive, unquestioning obedience.
Once this writer heard Von Sternberg explain to a friend: "Fortunately
Marlene has had that European stage and screen training which makes her
ideal director material.
More than that, she inherited the trait of obedience,
and was taught German militarylike discipline from childhood. It is now an
inseparable part of her."
Fancy Mae West or Katharine Hepburn as director material ! Fancy either
of them as "merely a pattern in a mosaic, a unit in a design" of any director's
Clearly Von Sternberg could never have used these, or most other
Marlene Dietrich,
actresses of talent and force, for his ambitious scheme.
!

Miss Dietrich is hardly recognizable
as the sturdy girl on the opposite

page.

perhaps the one woman who had these
qualities and the virtue of unquestioning obedience, faith, and loyalty.

Dame

Fortune had fairly dropped into his lap.
Lest you think I exaggerate, here
are a few authentic and illuminating
The
quotes from Marlene herself.
first was spoken during the filming of
her first American picture, "Morocco."
"But of course'" she cried, her
brows rising in real surprise.
"Of
course. Von Sternberg knows what I
should do. He is my director. Then,
tinued on page 52

In "The Scarlet Empress" Marlene Dietrich is
subordinated to weird backgrounds, gargoyles, symbolic paintings and galloping Cossacks ordered by Von Sternberg, her director.
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EVERY DAY
An
is

love for his mother

actor's

under suspicion

usually

cause often
attracting

IS
it

is

attention

But Lee Tracy

are not

just

a means of
to

himself.

and James Dunn

like that.

Their mothers

really

play important and

usual

parts

you

will like

be-

in

their

lives,

them the more

un-

and
for

it.

By Hester Robison
players should use their mothers as props
But the Dunn and Tracy
for publicity.
mother love is a different matter.
It isn't what these two boys have done
for their mothers that makes their story
it's what their mothers have
done for them.
They've so completely filled the lives of
their sons, yet with such smoothness that
the boys do not feel the pressure of being
possessed, that their sons have avoided
marriage on account of them.
Dunn admits that the reason he hasn't
married is because his mother gives him
the love and companionship he needs.
Tracy doesn't go so far as to say that
his mother is directly responsible for his
bachelorhood, but the fact remains true.
Dunn's mother is constantly near at hand
because she lives with Jimmy, and her
Lee Tracy's mother's
influence is direct.
through the daily letters she sends him and,

interesting

Lee Tracy's mother uses letters to contact her son, and they have
changed him from a rebel to a good boy.

WHENEVER
mother and

hear an actor say that lie loves his
life without her would be a
great big void,
put my tongue in my cheek and
think of the tough gangster whom
once interviewed
I

that
I

I

for a newspaper.
lie was a gunman
asked for a message to the public.

"You

can

in

jail

de woild," he said witli a

tell

and was

'I

(

in

his

and

I

course

let

it

livery

go

I

at that.

time

an

actor

me

he loved his
world for her,
wasil'l even writing to
her, let alone sending her money or having her live with
him, [thought of that gangster and changed the subject.
In fact, until
met James Dunn and Lee Tracy,
avoided talking to actors about mothers because their
sentiment didn't ring true.
saw no reason why selfish
said

to

mother and would do anything
when all the time
knew that he

in

that

the

I

I

;

I

I

is
is

it

indirect,

it

is

just a- powerful.

To me, Mrs. Dunn is a fascinating and a brilliant
woman who understands men, particularly her son.
Why does a man want to marry if not for companionhave some one to turn to

in time of trouble,
be a swell sport and not give advice
and not nag, nor drive, nor put tentacles around him because she loves him so much?
When a man gets such loyalty from his mother, as
Jimmy docs from his, he has no need to gel married. He
can give his heart fust to one woman and then another,
knowing all the time that he is just romancing.
When Jimmy was a young hoy jusl trying to get along
on Broadway his mother used to share her last nickel
with him.
And when he had money he shared it with
her, though she protested when he tried to give her

ship,

sol)

loves ine mudder and would die fer her."
didn't point out that if he had undertaken
to he good for her sake she would have appreciated it a
lot more.
One doesn't give advice to dynamite. So I
jusl tucked the little message to the world into my storv
voice, "dat

influence

though

;

to

some one who

will

money instead of buying smart clothes for himself.
Never once did she sav to her son that she wished be
would save his money or take up another career, or spur
him on to aggressiveness with Broadway producers.
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MOTHER'S DAY
James Dunn's mother exerts an
extraordinary influence on him because they've always been pals.
Her shrewd but kindly understanding of human nature has never
made her censorious, but has

drawn them

closer together.

/
When

he came to her she talked things out, but
one word of advice.
Only once did she express an opinion, and to
this day Jimmy thanks her for it.
He was very
young and was running around with a girl whose
Soon he
reputation might have been less spotted.
found himself so involved that he was seriously
considering marriage.
The girl was driving him
toward the altar as fast as she could before he had
a chance to stop and think.
Jimmy didn't realize that his mother knew about
the affair until he mentioned it to her one day. He
told her that he was thinking about getting married.
He said it defiantly, too, as if he knew he
was making a mistake and daring his mother to
try to stop him.
But Mrs. Dunn was shrewder than ordinary
mothers. She looked at her boy and smiled gently.
Then she said sort of guilelessly that an affair was
never as permanent as marriage and it wasn't a bad idea
didn't give

mind. She didn't have fits and scream
that Jimmy was throwing his life away for a woman
who wasn't worthy. She knew the Irish temper of her
boy and she didn't fan his stubbornness to the point
where he would get mad and elope just for spite.
Without knowing it Jimmy had received a hit of swell
advice.
He went around with the girl for some time
after that, but he kept their relationship merely romantic.
Soon he knew that she was not the sort of girl he
wanted to marry. He had. as his mother thought he
would, found out for himself in due time the sort of
woman she was and was --axed from making a terrible
to

keep that

in

mistake.

To-day Jimmy doesn't have a secret from his mother.
One would think, on seeing that she is plain, solid, and
conventional, that there were things he wouldn't dare
tell
her about himself.
But Mrs. Dunn has shown
Jimmy that she is never shocked, that whatever he tells
her about himself is a secret, and that she never brings it
out against him at a later date.

He
all

tells

about

her
his

love affairs.

She listens
intently but
rarely says

Jimmy marries
current "heart," Patricia
Lee, you may be sure

He
howwhen

anything.

knows,
ever,
she approves
of

a

goes

girl

will be because she
comes up to the standard set by his mother.
it

he

around

with, because
she invites tin-

Jimmy

girl

to

to visit the girl

dinner.

and

is

as

Often she goes with
charming as she can be

manner of one woman to another.
But never does she make the mistake of treating the girl
as an intruder who is plotting to steal her son away. Nor
does she ever make the error of asking Jimmy to do
things for her in the presence of the girl in order to prove
[Continued on page 56]
that her boy loves mother better.
in the
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SYLVIA

NEY'S
Always

facing

misunderstood,

clanger

the

of

Sidney

Sylvia

being

comes

out of her shell to offer explanations
in

defense against unkind accusations.

By Edwin

Schallert

GAIN movies,

and you are immediately

slam the door

your

for being a Bolshevik in
in the
Either the powers
very dickens of a fix.
that be will come and weep on your shoulder, huge,
copious, often crocodilish tears, or else they will try
to slap you right into the darkest dog-house, and
a reputation

the

in

face.

When

all

else

fails

they will sue you, and, in a manner of speaking,
also slander you.
Sylvia Sidney is one star who has met all the
hazards involved in defying these Jovian thunderbolts, and who has continued to be nonconformist.
If she felt that revolt was the thing most needed
in her life to-morrow, why revolt it would be undoubtedly.
She is not living according to the pattern of the movies, and probably never will. There
is less known about her than any other star in pic-

She

tures.

does
to
even
greater success is the
ambition of Sylvia Sidney and the desire of
all her fans.

l>y

Basking

—

lives

if

anybody

an

isolated

and one dictated by
her own whims and con-

Climbing

Photo

—

life,

science.

According

to the strict

laws of the studios, she

Kicltee

in

the sun

is

Sylvia's idea of a rest

from studio

lights.
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SECRET BATTL
should be out of films to-day.

Whoever heard

of a girl

walking out of a movie as she did a year ago, and then
coming back and pursuing her career as if nothing bad
happened ?
To be sure, there was a valid excuse for it all. Her
But then such sumhealth, her looks, were in jeopardy.

mary departures

are just not indulged

in.

If you're the star of a picture in which several hundred thousand dollars is invested, you are supposed to
die in your shoes rather than quit.
Stars do frequently
plunge into revolutions, but not when a whole production
is at

stake.

Yet Sylvia Sidney did

this, risked the wrath of the
gods, because she felt that if she didn't rebel, she might
sacrifice her whole future.
When I once suggested to Sylvia that she might be
called the "Pariah of Hollywood," she laughed glee full v.
The thing is that she doesn't care a whoop for Hollywood. Nearly always when she isn't working she goes
She hates the dumb show of the cinema
to New York.
capital, the things that are done because they are supposed to be done.
In this she antedates both Katharine Hepburn and
Margaret Sullavan, who have made more of a bluster
about their aversions, but who are no more inimical and
rebellious. Anti-Hollywoodism seems to be a part of the
consciousness of all this newer generation of players,
and Miss Sidney was one of the first to evidence it.

Not the conventional life of Hollywood for Miss Sidney! Her
haven is a colonial retreat which is soothing and restful.
Photo by Richee

Personally, she possesses a bedeviling spirit that causes
her to pin-prick people in sec if they will either squeak
or squawk.
She has been known to inert a chap at a
party and so "take him down" because be was terribly
proud of the girl that he brought, that the young lady
would probably not be speaking to him on the way home.
At the studio a photographer will present Sylvia with
a group of admirable portraits, thinking to delight her,
and she will tell him that she doesn't like a single one of
them just to see how. he will wriggle uncomfortably.
She doesn't care a whit about society, hate- crowds
because they frighten her. and goes on her own way
consistently.

In

all

this

I

am

not painting a picture of her any more

diabolical than the one that she is willing to present of
herself, and that she has enjoyed presenting in conversation.
There is a perverse streak in her. She has something of the quality of a Peck's Bad Hoy, a Till Eitlenspiegel, or any other fictional or legendary naughty child
that might be named.
Yet behind it all is another
Sylvia Sidney.
Her outward distaste for conventions is a reflection
of an inward turbulence.
She' has had a constant fight
on siime count or other since childhood.
"Even as a baby I had a battle to keep from becoming a huge roly-poly," she once told me. "I've faced the
conflict with increasing weight on any number of occasions.
If I don't live up to a diet faithfully
am likely
to gain a dozen pounds almost overnight.
A dietitian at
last came to my rescue and gave me a diet list, which
permitted me to eat and keep thin, and that has helped
Continued on page 59
I
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WHY

PRESS AGENT?

the

Front-page publican usually be

city

traced to some
designing press
agent.

Does he spend

all

time writing about Garbo's aloofness

his

or Novarro's yen for retirement to a monastery, as

some

be amazed at some

of the

Far from

fans think?

bizarre tactics of

it!

You'll

press agents

in

exploiting

WHEN

you read that Marlene Dietrich has the
world's most beautiful legs, that Mae West is
the embodiment of sex appeal, that every woman
is in love with Gary Cooper or Gary Grant or Clark
Gable, you know that somewhere a press agent has done

good job.
But if some of the crazy stunts that are put into practice by these "madmen of the movies" were made part of
a

the plot of a picture dealing with the feats of the exploiters,

you would think them

farcically fantastic.

For

highly paid press agents do things directors would never
dream of filming.
[ere are a few examples of what some press agents do.
A hearse drove down the main street of Pittsburgh.
Somehow, a coffin fell out of it. People on the street
shouted to the driver of the hearse, but he paid no attention, and the somber black vehicle turned a corner
and disappeared.
I

The
it

blocking

coffin lay there,

to the station house.

They

traffic, until

the police took

called various undertakers,

but none could claim the lost coffin.
Reporters from all
the local papers gathered around while the police opened
the casket in an attempt
to identify the deceased.

Finally the lid

screwed and

was un-

lifted off.

The "corpse" climbed
out, dressed in a

wind-

'

u

their

By Robert
Eichberg

clients.

The current crop of "Tarzan" pictures recalls a stunt
late Harry Reichenbach, dean of movie press
agents, pulled when the ape-man was appearing in siwhich the

lent pictures.

Some days

prior to the opening of one of the series,
mild-looking little man registered at one of New
York's leading hotels. He signed the register as T. R.
Zann, and gave instructions for the careful handling of
a large case.
That evening he telephoned the hotel's restaurant and
said, "Send me up a glass of milk and a couple of softboiled eggs.
Oh, yes. And send along fifteen pounds
of raw hamburger, too."
Forgetting his dignity, the steward gasped, "Huh?
Fifteen pounds of raw hamburger?"
a

!" snapped Mr. Zann, and hung up.
colored waiter walked into the room a few minBut he didn't stay
utes later, bearing aloft the order.
long.
He dropped his tray, turned three shades whiter
and ran as though the devil were at his heels, for lying
peacefully on the floor of the room was a full grown
African lion!
Safely downstairs, he told the steward

"Yes

The

what he had seen.
Nearly freezing to
death was nothing

compared

to the
of

disappointment

not seeing this stunt

ing sheet.

go

The next day "White

over.

&JL

A

manager and

saw that there really
was a lion, they sent

moved

questioned
"X.

its

read a great
of the "Tar/an"
books and admired the
hero so much that he
said,

sa tional ?
cuckoo stunt?
Anything to attract atten-

many

tion

had changed

!

owner.

Mr. Zann admitted
that that was not his
He had,
real name.
he

credit.

Sen

-

the

the house detective
they went up to investigate.
When they

for the police who rethe beast and

Zombie,"

dealing with
the living dead, opened
in a Pittsburgh theater,
with reams of publicity.
A press agent took the

With

his

name

Why

the Press
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Agent?

accordingly.
He planned, he said, to take his lion to
Africa, where he hoped to live as Tarcan did.
The
newspaper reporters, never far from the police, spread
it all over the papers from coast to coast
just in time to
precede the opening of the picture.

There

is

no

more triumphant

mortal than an exploitation man
when the result of his labors is
spread over the newspapers.

—

Not all these stunts go off without a hitch. Sometimes
there are serious or funny results which the press agent
doesn't expect.

of

There was a picture which dealt with a man who was
buried alive. To prove that it could be done, the press
agent found a magician whose specialty was allowing
himself to be interred for four hours, and took the wizard and the reporters out to a lonely spot where the
experiment was to be performed.
The magician was
placed in a box, a hole was dug in the side of a hill, the
box inserted, the ground carefully stamped down and the
spot marked with whitewash so that it could be found
easily when the four hours had elapsed.

Looking at a spot of whitewash proved tiresome, so
the crowd went to a shack a few hundred feet away and
started to play cards. Very suddenly a heavy rainstorm
came up. The boys waited for it to let up a bit before
digging out the man who was buried alive. They waited
a little too long, for when they climbed the hill, they
found that the storm had eliminated every trace of the
whitewash.
Frantically, they grabbed shovels
here, there,

He knew how

scared.

and started digging,

Even the press agent was
trick was done, and that the

and everywhere.
the

box had a secret compartment which contained only
enough oxygen to support a human life for exactly four
hours.
It

had been buried at the conventional six feet. The magician had been underground for more than twice as long
as had been planned.
He was finally dragged out more
dead than alive. The story got more space in the papers
than it would have if the stunt had gone off without
a hitch.
Here's one that went wrong with a vengeance, but the
result was funny to everybody except the press agent

who planned

An

hour and went back. The baron was nearly frozen,
but nobody had come along to find him. so the press
agent went and got a cop himself. The policeman sent
in an alarm and things began to happen.
Six radio cars dashed up.
Out of one climbed a
sergeant who questioned the baron.
half

was growing dark before they found the box, which

it.

The baron told his rehearsed story. "I was walking
along Broadway," he said, "when a beautiful girl came
up to me. Although I didn't recognize her, she claimed
to know me, and I agreed to take a little walk with her
on the Drive."
"Picked her up, eh?" asked the sergeant.
"Yes," said the baron, "and when we got to this clump
of bushes, she whistled.
Two men jumped out and
grabbed me. She helped them go through my pockets
and went away with them after they tied me up."
"You may catch a bad cold," remarked the sergeant,
"we'd better notify your relatives."

baron came to America and, being broke,
go on a lecture tour. He hired a press agent,
who evolved a "sure-fire" plan. He primed the baron
with a romantic story to tell the police when they arrived,
and then proceeded to put the plan into effect.
To start the space-grabbing, the press agent took the
baron to Riverside Drive.
It was in February, with
snow piled deep
on the ground.
A living corpse a good gag, provided the police aren't too
First looking to
much annoyed.
Italian

wanted

see

to

that

there

were no witnesses, the publicity

man

the

baron's

tied

hands and feet,
and gagged him.

"My wife," said
the baron, "is out
of town."

"Tsk-tsk-tsk,"
the sergeant
clucked sympa"I'm a
married man myself, and I'll bet
your wife raises
thetically.

when

The baron then
down in the

the dickens

lay

she finds out yott

middle of a path,

picked

and the press

strange girl. Well,
baron, you seem
like a regular fellow, and I'll do
you a favor. I'll
sec that not a
word of this story

agent went away.
first passerby would find the
victim, call the
police, and the
story would be
in the papers.

The

The

publicity

man waited a

ever

gets

up

a.

into

print!"
Continued on page 56
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"LET'S

TRY AGAIN."

An

unwritten law has it that every month must
bring at least one photographed stage play in which
talk supersedes action.
This example is typical
and undramatic.
It gets nowhere, arrives at no
conclusion, but the conversation is super-intelligent, all of it smoothly, gracefully delivered by
Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook, Helen Vinson, Irene
Hervey, Theodore Newton, and Arthur Hoyt. But

you get a little tired of the characters who apparently have no concern with life but to inspect their
emotions under the microscope of self-centeredness. You feel that Miss Wynyard, as a wife with
nothing to do but stroll through her meticulously
ordered home, would be happier if she had the
week's wash to wrestle with, and Doctor Brook
would be better off with a real patient to cure
instead of a neurotic to soothe. Husband and wife
get on each other's nerves after ten years in the

yoke and stray to other partners, a cool kiss the
extent of their sinning naughty! naughty! until
It is
they reconcile for another decade of talk.

—

all

—

so steadfastly futile.

"THE LIFE OF VERGIE WINTERS."
you liked "Back Street" and "Jennie Gerhardt," you
will care for this more.
It is the best of the quiet sob
stories which deal with the steadfast love and uncomplainIf

ing martyrdom of an unwed wife. Beautifully produced,
sensitively directed and acted, it carries conviction every
moment. Not until it's all over do you realize the story is
often implausible, wholly reminiscent, and the happy ending, though comforting to the sentimental, is false. Nevertheless, it is persuasive and Ann Harding's performance is
beautifully tempered her best, I think, since "East Lynne"
her charm being enhanced by the quaintly old-fashioned
dresses of 1910 and later. John Boles manages to retain

—

—

sympathy even though he jilts poor Vergie and marries
Helen Vinson, who is something of a martyr herself when
she takes Vergie's child into her home and brings up the
girl

as her own.

You almost

when she shoots Mr. Boles and
prison.

feel
lets

that she is justified
Miss Harding go to

Authentic character studies are contributed by

Molly O'Day, slim and lovely, and many others.

"THE LAST GENTLEMAN."
George Arliss's new picture is important because it
offers another of his incomparable performances in which
he is at his brilliant best. And it is entertaining because
it tells a startlingly original story.
Yet I fear its appeal
will be lessened by the far-fetched stunt which brings
Though fasthe entertainment to an exciting climax.
cinated by it, you can't accept it as fact. Mr. Arliss, as
an eccentric old man, returns to life after death by means
of motion-picture equipment in his home and delivers his
last will and testament to his assembled relatives, interrupting his bequests to make sly, revealing remarks about
It is a typical Arliss role which no one
his listeners.
else could play or would dare attempt, a marvelous character study. The picture is substantial, intelligent and is

May Oliver, Janet Beecher, Ralph
Morgan, Edward Ellis, Donald Meek, and Rafaela Ottiano,
with Frank Albertson still the most likable of young men
and Charlotte Henry the plumpest ingenue with the thinnest voice. She acts well, nevertheless.
superbly acted by Edna
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PICTURE PLAY'S
Bette Davis for a

HONOR

LIST

performance as brave as

it

is

brilliant

in

Of

Human Bondage," the big surprise of the month.
Leslie Howard for his unsurpassable acting in "Of Human Bondage,
his most congenial role since 'Berkeley Square."
Margaret Sullavan and Douglass Montgomery in

"Little

Man, What

Now?"
George
Last

Arliss for the ripest

and

richest characterization

in

The

Gentleman," the most unusual story of the month.

"DOCTOR MONICA."
real, Kay Francis's performance in this is a
Sympathetic,
thing of beauty. It is keyed in the right subdued note to agree with her
method of expression and it seems to me there isn't a living mortal who
wouldn't call in Doctor Monica for any ailment, assured that he would
recover just by having her feel his pulse. Cool and capable, her nerve
is shattered when she is forced to bring into the world the child of her
husband and her woman friend while she, poor dear, is doomed to childThis is Doctor Monica's problem and she meets it courlessness.
ageously, humanely, and practically. Verree Teasdale as a dressy architect, one of the three friends, the others being Miss Francis and Jean
Muir, also gives a lovely performance, poised and melodious.
Miss
Muir is the wayward member, sensible and appealing in spite of some
disfiguring dresses and a walk that a few lessons in rhythmics would
However, her avoidance of lipstick sets her apart from
overcome.
every other actress and she is commended for realizing that black lips
are not in harmony with any photographed countenance.

tender,

"OF

HUMAN BONDAGE."

Magnificently the screen realizes W. Somerset Maugham's novel in terms so keen and poignant, realistic, and
satisfying that this must surely be one of the great pictures.
Certainly it is one of the most honest and natural
and it is incredibly heart-breaking because of this: because there is no straining after dramatics.
It tells the
story of a sensitive, idealistic young man's love for an
unworthy girl and how he finds compensation in disillusionment, suffering, and hope. Leslie Howard surpasses
anything he has done in this highly congenial role and
every one in the cast stands out with brilliant surety,
Frances Dee, Kay Johnson, Reginald Denny, Alan Hale,
and two more Reginalds, Owen and Sheffield. But it is
Bette Davis who is amazing, sensational. As the girl who
holds Mr. Howard in bondage, sulky, sly, ruthless, cheap,
she makes every moment and every mood as fascinating
as the coiling of a snake and as coruscant as a skyrocket.
Miss Davis "arrives" in every sense of the word.
Continued on page 51

"LITTLE MAN,
Even more than

in

WHAT NOW?"

"Only Yesterday" does Margaret

Sullavan triumph in an honest, poignant story that is far
superior to the moviesque sentimentality which introduced her and proclaimed her a leading actress, a star to
the incandescents born.
This concerns a young couple
and their trials and tribulations, defeats, and aspirations
It isn't a
during the post-War upheaval in Germany.
story really, but a simple chronicle of everyday happenings.
This, I think, is what makes it more eloquent than
Here
if it had plot, situations, and an ordered climax.
each incident is the logical outcome of the one preceding
it.
And it is all the more heart-breaking because it is
simple and natural, its drama below, not on, the surface.
It has more of the quality and feeling of "Seventh
Heaven" than any picture I can recall and it has, of
course, the same director. Douglass Montgomery gives a
fine performance, too, his speech a little too fluent, his
person a bit too elegant and graceful to suggest the harried clerk, but his intelligent grasp is unfailing.
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BLOND COURAGE
Although Jean Arthur was a great favorite with fans three years
ago, she wasn't satisfied. So she took matters in her own hands and
deliberately cut herself off from Hollywood.
thrilling

THREE
Arthur

years
left

come-back which

ago, Jean
Hollywood a

all

her admirers

will

she has

want

to

made

a

read about.

By Whitney Williams

undeveloped acTo-day, she rates second to

good but
tress.

Now

mine among the younger players, and in "Whirlpool" defian actress of rare attainments.
Doubtlessly you recall the golden-haired Jean as a girl
She was all that, and more,
of interesting personality.
but the roles she enacted did not do full justice to her
Only two pictures stand forth
possibilities as an actress.
clearly in memory as really offering her meaty parts,
and in each she played the heavy. They were "The Saturday Night Kid," in which she nearly stole every scene
she happened to be in with Clara Bow, the star, and
"The Greene Murder Case" mystery drama.
nitely established herself as

Wearying of being cast in little
more than mediocre roles, with the
exception of the two films mentioned, Jean one day came to a
momentous decision. She would leave Hollywood flat, go
to New York, city of her birth, and embark upon a theSince the screen didn't see fit to give her
a real break, the stage, she decided, would. Hollywood
could go to
She'd start all over again in a new
medium and make her own breaks.
So Jean, resolute in her plans for the future, deserted
Hollywood, walked out of the studios that still offered
her a handsome livelihood but was somewhat slow in
acknowledging her talents and helping her to realize
her ambitions. Deliberately forsook her position in the
colon)' for which twenty million girls throughout the
land would have given anything to fill.
It takes courage of a high order to carry through as
But then, Jean's like that she's willing
Jean did.
to gamble with the future.
In New York, a pleasant surprise awaited her. The
name of Jean Arthur, she found, despite a series of
poor pictures, still held recognition for many, and
through the offices of a manager she soon landed a
place in the cast of "Foreign Affairs," a play co-starring Dorothy Gish and Osgood Perkins.
Although
the part was not large, it stood out, and in an appealingly dumb characterization of a scullery maid she
won favorable notices from critics and applause from
the audience.
Considering the fact that Jean never previously had
trod the boards before flesh and blood spectators, her
performance was all the more extraordinary for the
perfect ease she displayed.
There followed, then, various other plays on Broadway, including "The Man
Reclaimed His Head,"
with Claude Rains (Rains will be remembered by film
audiences for his splendid interpretation in "The Invisible Man"), heavily dramatic, and "Twenty-five
Dollars An Hour," a lilting comedy.
During the summer, she cast her lot with stock companies at Southampton and Red Bank, all the while
quietly but steadily learning the technique of the
stage, developing her voice, gradually assuming, too,
during these months, a fluency of style truly remarkable for one so unaccustomed to the theater.
In this interval, also, the bird of love tweet-twittered, and Jean became the bride of Frank J. Ross, a
young New York real-estate man whom she had met
some time before in California.
When she arrived in the East, bound on her new
venture, their friendship resumed where it had broken
atrical career.

;

Who

...a-

H

Stage training has smoothed the voice that used to be criticized in early talkies, and now Jean has no handicap in
her new career. She's in "The Most Precious Thing in Life."

off.

They had planned an autumn wedding,

but, as

Tean puts it, "One day in June we found we had
nothing else to do so got married."
Late in 1933, Jean made her debut as a New York
Continued on page 55

by William A. Kraker

jEAN ARTHUR

did what no other young actress has ever had the enterand courage to do. She cut short a screen career and sallied forth to
Broadway, determined to learn all about acting from the bottom up. She
actually made a place for herself on the stage. Now she is back in Holly
wood and the studios are just cur-razy about her art. Her story, opposite
prise
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HAROLD LLOYD

as the son of an American missionary

in

China comes to the United States to complete his educaBut what he
tion in order to carry on his father's work.
discovers in his native land convinces him of the need
Nat Pendleton, Grace
of missionary work right here.
Bradley, Una Merkel, and Sidney Bracey are pictured
with Mr. Lloyd.
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AN

eccentric miilior

played by Hugh Herb srl
obsessed with a desire to
lift
everybody's morals
particular emphasis on peo
connected with the stage. And
as Mr. Powell
deil

are

in

and Miss

you can imagine that
take

Miss

Blon-

musical comedy,
Blondell

it

doesn't

long

to

compromise the reformer and
.

win

his millions

through mar-

You can imagine, too,
that Busby Berkeley will stage
some breath-taking musical
numbers for the show.
riage.

\

A

STAR'S HUSBANDl

The

great

flirtatio

Adolphe Menpu,
Elissa Landi, and David Man
ners in a penetrating com
by Gregory Ratoff, the act
brings forth

who
of

k->ows

players

psychoto

the
as

well

as

knows the vagaries of tfv
artistic temperament. Auth
and stars unite to give us a
unusually truthful picture

what

goes

on

backstage

when love and jealousy
clash, when success and failure, selfishness and sacrifice
sway

exciting

lives

behind

the footlights.
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perennial a favorite as Louisa

"Little

Women,"

Charlotte

May

Bronte's

Alcott's

(

deeper,

more adult novel again comes to the screen
charm, to move and to delialv a new generation.
Virginia Bruce plays the famous role
last enacted by Mabel Ballin.
She is seen,
above, with Olaf Hvtten and Colin Give who

to

is,

of course, Rochester.

Below, with Mr. Clive,

Aileen Pringle, and Jameson Thomas.
gid with Beryl Mercer

is

The

little

Edith Fellowes.
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ON SHORE

LEAVE
A

When
girls

bluejackets go ashore,

are sure to

appear on

the horizon. That's

how

Alice

Faye gets her instruction

in

"She Learned About Sailors."

of

ROLLICKING comedy, much
it

with an Oriental

ground,

involves

and Lew Ayres

in

back-

Miss

Faye

a love duet,

with those original comedians,

Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant,

injecting wisecracks

rnonkey business.

and

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS'S long-awaited
is
ready and soon you
will be seeing "The Private Life of Don
Juan."
Directed by Alexander Korda,
whose ironic contemplation of Henry VIII
British

made

picture

film

the

history,

new

version of

Don Juan's adventures in love is sure to
be exciting, glamorous and significant.
All the more beautiful because of the

many

lovely ladies concerned, of

you see only one
this

—Merle

striking

,

whom

Oberon

—

in

photograph.
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"OPERATOR
A

War

13.'

As such, it should be
welcome, especially when it is lavishly mounted, intelligently cast
and well acted. The disconcerting fact remains, however, that
All the king's horses seemingly
the picture as a whole is mild.
cannot put the material over more strongly than to rate merely as
pastime, charming but innocuous.
It offers Marion Davies in an
ingratiating performance as a gallant young actress in Washington
who is drafted into the Union forces as a spy known as "Operator 13," and it has Gary Cooper as a Confederate officer in love
with her, one of the most congenial parts he has ever played.
Scenes of pronounced romantic beauty are many, chief of which
are a great ball in a Southern mansion and an interlude which has
Miss Davies in a swing, with Mr. Cooper propelling her high into
But somehow the story which yields
the boughs of a lofty tree.
these lovely camera shots is worn and thin. So one derives greatFor example, Miss
est satisfaction from detached contemplation.
Davies's delightful masquerade as a mulatto girl, the beautiful
authority of Katherine Alexander as Pauline Cushman, the spy,
poignant performances of Jean Parker and Henry Wadsworth as
the juveniles, and the haunting singing of the Mills Brothers.
Civil

spy melodrama

is

a novelty.

"THE KEY."
Irish revolution in 1920 is the new background which serves
here. The lamp-lit streets of Dublin are picturesque and the dim,
foggy streets hold fascinating possibilities. At ospherically the
picture is beautiful and true.
But the drama which is enacted

The

before this curtain is rather commonplace, though it is finely
played by Colin Clive, Edna Best who is Mrs. Herbert Marshall
and others. William Powell fares not so happily as a jaunty
Don Juan in uniform. His swagger is forced, his glibness strained,
and his whimsicality is a bit tedious, all probably because the part
was so written. Anyhow, it isn't one of his authoritative performances. He reappears in the life of Miss Best whose marriage
to Mr. Clive is shadowed by memory of her affair with the dashing
captain. They are swept into a repetition of it which almost costs
her husband his life. Mr. Powell atones for what he has done by
saving Mr. Clive and going to prison for three years in noble, still
jaunty atonement. As some one aptly put it, this is not a drama
of the Sinn Feiners' outbreak, but the private troubles of three
people who happened to be in Ireland at the time.

—

—

"SUCH
Warner Baxter

WOMEN ARE

DANGEROUS."

jaunty author whose works are so
popular that he has nine million women readers, but the picture
doesn't tell us what kind of fiction he writes. We must infer, then,
that it combines the sales appeal of Harold Bell Wright, Gene
Stratton-Porter, Kathleen Norris, and Zane Grey, but Mr. Baxter
is sportier than any of them.
He suggests cocktail parties rather
than seclusion.
He has a secretary anyway, charming Rosemary
Ames who gets him out of jams with women. She does what she
can to chill Rochelle Hudson, but it doesn't work.
Because Mr.
Baxter is kind instead of responsive to her amorous advances, she
kills herself and he is accused of murder.
Naturally, he is
acquitted and he discovers that a secretary is, after all, the safest
wife for a writing man.
You feel that the story meant to point
out the perils that lurk for the male celebrity who is too easygoing with importunate females, but the result is only fairish, not
positive, though well acted.
is

a

sleek,

"SISTERS

UNDER THE

SKIN."

This almost becomes one of the high lights of the month, but it
fails to hold up about midway because the ending then can be
anticipated. Until that time it is brilliantly written and every moment sparkles with interest. But with the entrance of a younger
man in the love duet of the forty-nine-year-old millionaire and
his youthful actress, you know she will prefer marriage and poverty because the censors are looking askance at the splendid acting
that illicit love inspires.
And this is exactly what does happen.
Frank Morgan is superb as the middle-aged man who seeks romance before it is too late and Elissa Landi is exquisite and
captivating in the moods of the adventuress who is disarmed by
her lover's generosity and goodness.
Joseph Schildkraut's florid
insincerity as the intruder does not fit in with their honesty and
restraint, but Doris Lloyd makes sweeping compensation with her
magnificent study of a wife who does not understand.
Continued on page 54
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T h e Strange Case of Miss Dietrich

>m page 33

much about Ameri-

can pictures."

And

again,

more

"Mr.

recently.

von Sternberg and I have tbe same
ideas.
found that out when we
made 'The Blue Angel' in Germany.
And so 1 followed him over here.
People say 1 have a sense of humor
and could do light parts. But Mr.
von Sternberg believes that many
I

American

can

play

parts.

that

I

J

actresses
le believes

those
must be

different."

To understand Marlene and her
glimpses of her
to-day,
progress in American pictures are a
necessary prelude, and they reveal
some hitherto unpublished secrets of
her life here.
While "Morocco" came to the
screen as Marlene's starring vehicle,
it
had not been intended as such.
That film of he-man adventure had
been prepared by the studio for Gary
Cooper's long-promised, initial starring picture.
Marlene had been
scheduled as a mere leading woman.
She stole the picture from Gary,
as she had stolen "The Blue Angel"
from Emil Jannings. After it was
finished, the studio was forced to rewrite all its advertising, and put on a
hasty but effective campaign to prepare the American public for a star
it
had never heard of before, much
position

less seen.

Then

the

saw

critics

and

her,

The

public saw, and was conquered.
Enthusiasts declared her
acting equaled Garbo's, that she was
much more beautiful, that she had
a wonderful speaking and singing
voice, and that her sex appeal was
raved.

nothing less than electrifying.
The English version of "The Blue
Angel"
followed
"Morocco"
in

American

Although

theaters.

the

icrman picture was less costly and
elaborate than "Morocco," had a less
popular type of story and lacked
(

Gary Cooper's unquestioned drawing
power with American audiences, it
actually

played

to

nearly

equal

at-

worthy rival, and la Dietrich was to
go Ear toward the cinema throne.
We all know the outcome. Marlene has never eclipsed Garbo.
She
day she

Rare beauty, artistic abiland a certain animal magnetism

tant stars.
ity,

have kept her place in the hearts of
fans, but not the highest place, or
very near it. We have Garbo, Hepburn, Gaynor, West
perhaps others

—

— before

her.

Her

pictures brought in diminishing returns.
The only notable exceptions were a lively melodrama,

"Shanghai

office

Hepburn,

I

>i<

to tbe

studios.

(rich of

the

As much

"Morocco" had

as the

fascinated

fans, they preferred the healthy,

natural, laughing girl

of the earlier

Already
Marlene
had
cbanged a little; had become slightly
artificial, although by no means the
Von Sternbergized Dietrich of topicture.

The tremendous public and critical
acclaim accorded her in both picture-,
however,

left

with tbe majority one

firm conviction:

Garbo

at last

had a

"Song

West,

on

although

greater amounts of
Many millions were spent over a period of
years to make Marlene less of a sensation than she was immediately after
Dietrich's

films

lavished.

tionship.

"You may

not concede that Mara more popular
screen figure, and at the same time a
greater artist than Garbo," he began.
"It is no longer such a popular belief.
But consider the fact that in
'The Blue Angel' she exhibited not
one but several of the qualities that
have proved popular on the American
screen.
Garbolike beauty and exoticism, the visual sex appeal of
Harlow, and the hearty good-natured sensuality of voice and manner,
the easy and intriguing earthiness of
lene

potentially

is

A

Mae West.
"What she

In Marlene he found his answer.
great appeal supplied for his
works the general favor so necessary

has lacked, not to improve her acting but to improve her
opportunities for acting, is temper or
temperament the sort you Americans call spunk.
Von Sternberg is
not her Svengali, as has so often been
suggested.
But he is her director,
what you call her boss. He is the
person she trusts.
So he has been
able to change her entire personality,
Even her present
offscreen and on.
aloofness is no mere attempt to ape
Garbo, but the result of Von's advice.
He wanted absolute sway over her.
He did not want her to meet people
who might put doubts of him into her
head, for he was using Marlene's

Even

glamour as the only possible means

"Morocco" and "The Blue Angel."
Von Sternberg, however, had made
progress.
The problem which had
confronted him before he met Marlene was this How, without "debasing" his peculiar ideals by consciously
:

catering

to

the

was he

to

make popular

when

his

How

to

public's

film

taste,

pictures,

hobbies were all so arty?
achieve financial success,
power, and renown with tastes and
methods that would appeal to such a
limited audience?

Her

the outset.

at

moved

he

then, however,
restraining his

carefully,

and symbolism

art effects

to a mini-

mum

in the earlier pictures.
These
were successful.
As his fame and
prestige grew, he gradually became
bolder in self-expression. Critics and
public began to notice.

"Once more

the obstinate Director
Sternberg," remarks the critic

Von

Hollywood
camera and

of a

to

daily,

his

ignore

"fortified

glamorous

by

star,

dramatic values

and the consistency of realism. He
mesmerizes his players and they go
through their parts like puppets
whose every action is controlled and
every word and tonal inflection is
dictated by the director."
This was
about "The Blond Venus."
And: "If some one could only per-

Von Sternberg

suade

to allow Marsome genuine human
She is capable of real emo-

lene to reveal

emotion
tion.

I

And

day.

and

money had been

proceeds

lic

film

a

directed,

rivaled in boxreturns pictures starring Garbo,

Tbe secret quickly leaked out in
fan mail, theater lobbies after shows,
hundred other channels that
lead slowly but surely from the pub-

and

Express,"

Rouben Mamoulian
of Songs."
None

his

a

To-

to her promise.

merely one of the impor-

is

tendance.

and

up

did not live

comes from speculation on his and
not the players' next moves.
Miss
Dietrich has nothing to do in it to
justify her stellar position except to
end, once and for all, the DietrichGarbo controversy."
Let a friend of Marlene's explain
another, more intimate point of view
on the Dietrich- Von Sternberg rela-

!

am

sure

!"

another critic, this time
in a magazine and a news syndicate.
speaking of "Shanghai Express":
"Interest is focused on an invisible
person, the director, and suspense
still

—

of getting over in pictures the heavy,
arty burden of his symbolism.
"One should not blame Von foi
that.
It is a typically European idea.

Had Mauritz
rected

all

Stiller lived and dithe pictures of the Swedisr

he discovered and brought tc
America, Greta Garbo would nevei
have known the
fame she ha<
achieved. Her ability would have fee
Stiller's flame, rather than her own
"How different Marlene's positior
girl

is

from

that of other stars!

Can

th<

average movie fan say, offhand. wh<
has directed either Mae West o
Katharine Hepburn? Of course not
But every fan knows that Von Stern
berg is Marlene's director.
"Marlene has only once actuall;
That occurred during th
rebelled.
filming of 'The Scarlet Empress
The coldness between her and V01
was noted by outsiders who fanciei
Gos
it the result of a romantic tiff.
Actually th
sips prefer romance.

break was

an

entirely

profession;

one.

"You

see,

Marlene had never que«

tioned Von's genius or loyalty

tint

The Strange Case of Miss Dietrich
after she filmed 'Song of Songs' under Mamoulian's direction. This picture was really a star vehicle.
She
was given a chance to he before the
camera a great deal and to be very
human. It was rather successful at

the box

office.

Hence

it

became a

ups of gargoyles, and relatively so
tteto close-ups of the star.

lit-

touchy subject of conversation between Marlene and Von.
"When 'The Scarlet Empress' was
filmed, the director at last gave his
love for symbolism full rein.
Not
since his first picture 'The Salvation
Hunters,' had he used so many bizarre touches, grotesque camera angles devoted so much film to close-

lowed, 'Song
Songs' was menf
tioned and Von flew into a rage.
Many days later they made up. It
was a compromise, in which he con
sented to shoot fewer symbols.
You
have seen the result in 'The Scarlet

Continued from page 13

Love Done Her Wrong

;

She did not whimper. That their
marriage must be platonic did not
change her attitude toward Paul
Bern, as it would have with less sym-

In

the

argument

that

Empress.'
Marlene is subordinated
grotesque gargoyles and galloping
Cossacks, but probably not to the degrec that
her director oris. inally
planned."
to

"Von publicly stated that he photographed six hundred statues, and a
thousand paintings made to bis order.
Marlene was lost among them; could
not compete for spectator attention
with their overpowering numbers
and hideousness.
She ventured to
protest.

53

fol-

\\ hat

side

a

we

pity

the other!

detach one

can't

Dietrich's

(if

from

personality

Von Sternberg have

Let

the uncritical, tame, obedient side to

weave
he

into his

futuristic mosaics

And

chooses.

over

turn

as

the

glamorous, magnetic, beautiful, and
talented side to a director who, with
no fish of his own to fry, would give
it

the chance

deserves.

it

could think of only one soludo away with himself.
"I told him that our love was all
that mattered and we would carry
on together and find happiness," she

took seriously, including June
Knight, whom he loudly announced
he would marry.
A columnist wrote something to
the effect that Jean Harlow visited
Max Baer's set during the making
of the Baer-Carnera picture, remaining several hours.
Gossip linked
these two front-page personalities at
once, and from a few sparks a con-

said.

flagration started.

There was no word of reproach
for what he had done. He had taken

that also

way out, leaving her to face
a menacing ring of hard, suspicious
eyes, none knowing that she was

players.

had not killed their friendship.
There was the outside world which
must be considered, for both worked
in pictures, and pictures turn the
spotlight on your every move.
Close

But on the side of gossipers, coincidence played a trump card.
Jean

tried to wait.

pathetic
age.
tion

women. He lacked her cour-

He

—

to

the easy

blameless.
And so the second

man

failed her.

She took refuge in work. In spite
of her efforts to lose herself in her
career, she was lonely.
In spite of
these tragedies, she still believed in
men and marriage.
The men who worked with her on
pictures were her friends, loyal comrades all, from director to prop boy.
They bucked her up when she felt
blue, discussed work with her on
equal terms, rejoiced when she put
over a good scene. Her cameraman,
Hal Rosson, saw her loneliness and
offered the generous sympathy she
needed.
They played golf together, rode,
hiked.
They discussed scripts. Jean
would read her dialogue and, while
he listened, test it for its effective-

—

ness.

But gossip is never still in Hollywood. Jean was rumored to be engaged to many men. And, of course,
there was Max Baer.
At that time
the colorful prize fighter was new to

Hollywood.
Since then
learned that Max doesn't
he says about the ladies.

when surrounded by

we have
mean all

He

beauties,

basks

and

all

of them. Max fondly believes, cannot help but be in love with him. He
overlooked the matter of his own
marriage in discussing his amours.
Maxie was continually in hot water

because of his promises, which some

girls

The

story did not mention the fact
on the set were fifty studio
workers, dozens of visitors, and an
audience of hundreds of extras and

Harlow and Hal Rosson suddenly
eloped and were married in Yuma.
At once it was rumored that Jean
had married Hal to escape an alienation of affections suit.
You can get any one in Hollywood
to believe gossip about stars, no matter how ridiculous it would be to say
that some particular
alienated the affections
affectionate

Max

woman
of

the

had
all-

Baer.

Jean was too sensible to pay attenShe and
Hal were determined to make a go
of their marriage and find happiness
in their mutual interests.
But she knew, as did Hal soon
after their marriage, that working
together and living together was not
the same thing. As friends, they had
got along splendidly.
Jean has often said: "A sense of
gratitude is the most important eletion to this sort of gossip.

ment

Certainly it is in
love.
It's not the sort of gratitude
that says 'Thanks for the flowers and
It is a deeper gratitude
the candy.'
for what people do for you. If husband and wife are not grateful for
what the other is doing, they can't
succeed in marriage."
I think that largely explains her
in

living.

marriage to Hal Rosson. She is so
keenly appreciative that she wanted
to respond by giving him the happi-

he

ness

So they

desired.

Yuma and were

married

at

flew

to

dawn on

September IS, 1933.
But much as Jean wanted lasting
marriage, she knew they had both
made a mistake. Her sense of honor
which is unswerving
forced her

—

—

duty of being honest with Hal.
They talked it over many times.
There was no solution except separation.
That they both hated, for marto the

riage

They

friends of both urged waiting.

"But

wasn't honest." Jean ex"It
wasn't
courageous,
either
you're
a
coward if you
haven't the courage to rectify a mistake, in spite of what it costs."
And so they parted. The third
it

plained.

—

man had
It

failed her.

wasn't

Hal's

fault,

any more

than it was Paul Bern's fault, that
they failed. The inscrutable weavers
of the bright skeins of life tried to fit
their threads
into the pattern of
then pulled them out.
Jean's career
"I don't want people to blame
Hal," she said. "They so often try
to make villains out of men who
cannot make a go of marriage.

—

didn't quarrel

and throw

things.

We
We

simply recognized our incompatibility
and had the courage to part."
I asked her if she didn't resent
questions that intruded on her private

life.

T

knew

I

would

get

an

honest answer, for her blunt honesty
is masculine.
"Well, people have a right to be
curious about us. They are our fans,
and that gives them unusual privileges.

"T play a role on the screen that
lakes them out of themselves and into

glamour and romance and adventure.
Through me. they live other lives.
I

can't

believe

that

the

thing stops

Continued on page 55
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"Murder on the Blackboard."— RKO.
Ingeniously plotted, well acted, and
amusingly written, this is a novelty
among murder mysteries and is one
of the best. It is especially recommended to those who hold that a detective story need not be bizarre to
be good. Here all the characters are
human beings in ordinary walks of
life, their setting a school, and it isn't
one of those flossy finishing places,
either, but just an ordinary school. A
girl

music-teacher

unknown

murdered by an
body found in

is

assailant, her

by an elderly colleague, Hildegarde Withers, who solved "The
Penguin Pool Murder," if you remember.
Again Edna May Oliver plays
the role briskly, nervously, and with
a closet

consummate

skill,

making

all

for

a

performance with the light
touch accented.
She makes the part
a sharply etched character study and

brilliant

tilts with James Gleason, the detective in charge, sparkle with barbed
wit.
It would not be fair to sketch
the plot nor to hint at the outcome.
Take my word that it is most unusual
and the denouement is unexpected.

her

Gertrude Michael, Bruce Cabot, Regis

Toomey and

all

the

others

fit

per-

fectly.

—

"Born to Be Bad." United Artists.
Miscast as a conscienceless harlot,
Loretta Young's niceness is always
apparent and her efforts to characterize the role are an interesting example of sincere effort. But she never
should have departed from her true
type. And Cary Grant, borrowed with
a
flourish from Paramount, should
have refused to budge from his own
studio for a colorless assignment in
this wretched picture.
Between them

drum up interest in a tale
mother love which might just as
well have been left untold.
Miss
Ycung, an unmarried parent at fifteen,
they try to

of

brings up her son to be dishonest. He
goes her one better and becomes a
repellent little rat.
They "frame"
Mr. Grant as a result of an accident
to the boy, but the deception is shown
up in court. Even so, Mr. Grant takes
the child into his home, the boy steals,
his mother tries to kidnap him and,

attempts to compromise and
blackmail Mr. Grant.
He proclaims
his faith in her at the end, thus setting a new high in nitwit heroes. The
picture teaches nothing except that it
is bad policy to flaunt immorality on
the screen at this time.
failing,

"Let's
Strictly

Talk It
program

Over."

—

Universal.
neither good
nor bad and steadfastly maintaining
an even level of commonplaceness.
The romance of a society girl and a
sailor brings Mae Clarke and Chester
Morris together, she to take him up
as the result of a wager and he to
wisecrack until he discovers that he
is the butt of a joke.
It isn't a shock
to discover that meanwhile they have
fallen in love without knowing it.
This enables Miss Clarke to prolong
the film by engaging herself to another, and Mr. Morris to denounce her
and her "pack" of society idlers. An
automobile accident badly injures Mr.
fare,

REVI

I

Morris and brings both to their senses,
Miss Clarke's discovery of her name
tattooed on Mr. Morris's arm doing
its

share to reveal true love to her.

—

"Fog Over Frisco." Warners.
Bette Davis plays a wayward society
girl with a preference for the underworld and its denizens. Treated as a
pathological case, the character might
have been interesting; but as merely
the motivation of a melodrama it
mean a thing. Anyhow, Miss
Davis goes a little too far in her
consortings with shady companions
and is murdered. Whereupon her halfsister, who has done nothing to redoesn't

downward course,
energetic.
With the
help of a young reporter, the crime is
uncovered and the guilty are brought
The proceedings are rapto justice.
idly paced
and Margaret Lindsay,
strain

her

becomes

in

her

very

Donald Woods, Hugh Herbert, and

all

the others give adequate performances,
their
combined efforts
but
really don't matter and the picture is
difficult to remember.

We

—

Civilized?" Raspin. This
"Are
plea for world peace misses fire by a
wide margin. In the first place, it is
too violently propagandist to appeal
as entertainment and it is too crudely
dialogued and acted to qualify with
those who seek diversion. More tactfully produced, it might, however,
have been a notable venture for the
subject is timely and the opportunity
for intelligent preachment is there.
But it is overdrawn, overblown and,
at times, is pretty near burlesque, particularly when William Farnum goes
a-ranting.
As a pacifist subjected to
indignity and persecution, he tries to
show his enemies the error of their
ways by means of clips from old films
picturing intolerance since the beginning of time.
Anita Louise, Leroy

Mason.

—

"Here Comes the Groom." ParaA silly comedy that is only

mount.

occasionally funny is the handicap
imposed on Jack Haley and Mary Boland, who certainly deserve a better
Both do
fate than a weak vehicle.
well with their extremely limited opportunities, Miss Boland in particular
managing to be positively brilliant
about nothing at all. Mr. Haley, less
accustomed to screen technique, has

fewer
when,

moments.

The

best

comes

forced to masquerade as a
crooner, he pretends to accompany
himself on a "dead" piano while his
lips follow a real singer on the radio.
This is high-class fooling and the
comedian shines brightly while it
However, the story is farlasts.
fetched and unreal and the direction
An heiress
is heavily conventional.
jilted by the man she is supposed to
have married, seizes upon a crook and
compels him to take the place of the
absentee who is, of all things, a celebrity known as "the masked tenor." Patricia
Ellis,
Neil Hamilton, Isabel
Jewell, and Lawrence Gray are numbered among those to whom the film
will mean nothing.

"The

World

Moves

::>.'"•.«';'

On."

— Fox.

Overly ambitious, this falls short of
realizing the hopes held out for it and

EW

confused and dull. This is not to
be wondered at, however, when ths
spectator recognizes a heavy attempt
to combine "Cavalcade," "Berkeley
Square," and "The House of Rothschild" with a great many other ideas.
The result is overpowering, and instead of yielding dramatic riches it is
pointless.
The story, beginning in
1825, deals with the Gerards of New
Orleans, whose success as cotton
growers causes them to establish their
business in various parts of Europe.
Their descendants meet in 1914 for a
wedding and a reunion, the World
War further enriches them and,
finally, the panic of 1929 wipes out
their fortune and the young married
couple who are the principal characters cheerfully decide to begin all over
again in New Orleans.
A dozen or
more topics are discussed in the
course of the picture, including a plea
for peace, a defense of pacifism, the
sanctity of family ties and so on, but
no
conclusion
about
anything
is
reached.
Franchot Tone and Madeleine Carroll progress through a hundred and four years without growing
Separated in the first episode
old.
because Miss Carroll is engaged to
another man, they meet eighty-nine
years afterward as other characters
and know that they have always loved
Miss Carroll is exquiseach other.
itely beautiful, but little else, and Mr.
Tone is said by his admirers to have
Actually, Stepin
done better work.
Fetchit is the most emphatic member
of the cast, which includes Mussolini
and Hitler from the news reels.
is

"The Great

Flirtation."

— Paramount.

Diverting, if unimportant, this is in
the mood of "Twentieth Century" and
shows up stage folk acting like mad in
so-called private life. It is neither so
funny nor so bitter as the other piece,
One of its positive
but it will do.
merits is Elissa Landi and Adolphe
Menjou in leading roles. He is a
great actor in Budapest, she an untalented one with delusions of grandeur.
A defect of the picture is that we have

no proof that Mr. Menjou is supreme
on the stage and that Miss Landi is a
dud.

Anyhow,

after

much

bickering

and deception they marry and come
to America where Mr. Menjou finds
himself unknown and Miss Landi
ironically

is

hailed as a great artist,

with Mr. Menjou magnanimously supTheir
porting her in a minor role.
relationship

wright

falls

a secret, a
in love with

young playMiss Landi

who

puts her husband through the torYou will not be
tures of jealousy.
surprised that everything is harmoniThe
ously arranged in the end.
trouble with the entire structure is
that it is rather haphazard and lacking in the sting which it might have
had if sentimentality and self-sacrifice had not been injected for symAt any rate, Miss Landi is
pathy.
perfect as the mutable, capricious

heroine and Mr. Menjou is in his element as the defeated husband. David

Manners, Lynne Overman, Raymond
Walburn, and Adrian Rosley are of
great help, the last three because of
the definite characters they play and
Mr. Manners because of his popularity
as a leading man.

.ui

Love Done Her

Continued from page 53

That curiosity is a genuine inwhat I represent to them,
the person they call Jean Harlow."
About her first marriage, she has
there.
terest

in

"I can look back at my first marriage and realize now that I would
have done differently if I had known
what the average girl knows about
life and love.
young for its

We

were both too

No

responsibilities.

ready to make a lasting choice
both change too

of a mate at sixteen

;

much.
"Friendship,
tried
and
tested,
should precede marriage, and even
then you may both make a mistake.
Paul was an ideal friend. To me his
devotion and love were holy and inspiring, lifting me up and giving me
a glimpse of what two persons can
mean to each other.
"It may seem incredible to those
who think of me as being like the
shadow they see on the screen, but I
was too unsophisticated to suspect
for one moment that there might be
a reason why we should not marry.

And

even when I learned that Paul
could never be my husband in every
sense of the word, I tried so desperately to convey to him that it didn't

matter, that we would go on loving
each other just the same.
But that
sensitive soul of his, that gave him
an almost divine sympathy toward
others, preyed upon him.

"With Hal, it was the harbor and
refuge of his big heart that offered
me sanctuary as friend to friend.
That it was not the love we both
sought is no fault of ours.
tried."

And

woman, appearing

in

one knows that Jean docs try.
at nothing halfway.
They

She goes
are

still

friends.

"Viler looking back at men and
marriage, would you try it again?"
I asked her.
"I still believe in marriage."
She
did not hesitate.
"My ideas about
marriage are rather definite now.

But I realize, too, that a woman
prominent in pictures has a difficult
problem on her hands when it comes
to marriage.

would be too much to ask me
up my work, and if T had to
choose between work and marriage,
I don't believe that I would choose
marriage.
What you have worked
terribly hard for you cherish.
I have
worked hard to succeed in pictures,
and I treasure what I have won by
"It

to give

"The wife who
lot

leaves

support

me

cold.

family

a

know what

whine-, about her
Let her try to
if
she wants to

tough job her man has.
deserve all the appreciation and
kindnesses their wives can show
them."
a

If you wonder
upon the picture

think back
broughl her
into prominence.
It
was a man's
picture called "Hell's Angels."
It
concerned men at the business of
fighting and dying, in a hell of blood
at

this,

that

and mud.
The incidental
was a vivid blond girl. Yet

men

the

in

picture

are

interest

all the
forgotten.

jean Harlow emerged into stardom.

Those

qualities of hers attract

the

admiration of men. Girls may adore
her. but men will worship her for
those traits.
All see in her the comrade, the friend, the understanding
pal.

That
failed

why, although three men
Jean Harlow forgave
She would never go back on
is

her,

them.
one wdio has been her friend.

my own efforts. Ask a writer to
give up writing, a doctor to give up
medicine, a flyer to give up flying,
and they cannot, any more than an
actress can give up acting.
"I have learned this about marriage.
I appreciate what the aver-

Does that sound like disillusionment ? Hardly
For Jean Harlow looks back upon

age husband is up against. Women
should be grateful for what their

her ambitions.
Men regard her as an equal. They
see in her a comrade as well as an

husbands do for them
to support a family.

by working

the

men

in

her

life

with the tolerance

and understanding of a man. She,
too, has gone out to earn a living she
has fought hard for her ideals and
;

woman.

alluring

Blond Courage

Continued from page 42
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We Men

this to say:

girl is

Wrong

"The

Her

entire personality has changed,

Rises."
She attracted no
small attention in a part that permitted her to show to unusual advantage.
Following the completion
of this engagement, she entrained for

and from a somewhat immature actress of nice but no startling ability
she has blossomed into a distinctive
artist, and only the future can tell

Hollywood

that she stands as one of
talented younger players.

Curtain

spend the Christmas
holidays with her parents.
Therein
lies the tale of her return to the
to

screen.

Columbia finally invited her to
play opposite Jack Holt in "Whirlpool" when that picture went into
production, and so effective was her
portrayal in this film that it stands
easily as one of the season's best
performances.

how

high she will soar.

Certain

it is

our most

still

prefers hard

makes plans

work

to a leisurely

although

she

never

for the future, Jean in-

tends to make every moment count.
Had she not been dissatisfied with
her lot three years ago, it is prob-

what her status on the
would be to-day.
However

lematical

screen

Jean Arthur has returned to the
screen, but in no sense of the word
can it be said she is staging a comeback.
She departed of her own free
will, a desire burning in her heart to
accomplish much more than the
screen, at that time, had to grant her.
Essentially, she is a hard worker,
and inactivity palled on her.
She

and

existence,

may be, Jean has returned a finished actress, and the girl that once

that

you liked now receives, from her
in "Whirlpool" alone, approval
that any far more experienced act)
might spend years in building up.
Jean Arthur gambled with the future
and won.

work

—

METAMORPHOSIS
Truth should never be forbidden

And

it

That her

By

must stand
talent long

clearly true

was hidden

a beauty strangely new.

How

We
No

that time has

behold a charming

less lovely,

To

drawn

the curtain,
star.

much more

be heralded afar.

certain

To

be hailed and to be lauded,

To

To

briny

many

million- joy.

be rightfully applauded

As

the brilliant

Myrna Low

Brock Milton.

Why

50
Continue

cl

from page 39

But the press agent's job is more
than merely thinking up cock-eyed
slums to set the world agape. They

the

Press

Agent?

The press agents continually suggest stunts to theater owners.
United

stance.

when "Flying Devils" was
being introduced, provided some large
red parachutes with the picture's
name on them to be hung in front

heads

of

create personalities

for their stars.

Take Katharine Hepburn,

for in-

Her publicity men put their
decided that
together and
(iarlio, the mysterious, was getting a
of attention by being hard to
lot
reach
inaccessible for interviews. If
worked for Garbo, they reasoned,
it

—

ought to work for Hepburn. But
American newspapermen will take
more from a foreigner than they will
from a native.
Where Garbo was
thought mysterious and glamorous,
Hepburn was considered high-hat and
it

Printed reports about her
pleasant, and her popularity is not what it was.
Recall the recent marriage of Joel
McCrea and Frances Dee? All the
papers carried pictures of the couple
upstage.

became

less

the marriage license window at
City Hall, with the handsome bride-

at

groom-to-be receiving the precious
paper from the clerk while his lovely
fiancee clung to his arm.
How do

you think the newspaper reporters
and photographers happened to be
there? You guessed it.
The omnipresent press agent

n
Jrfrom
Continued
.
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When Jimmy comes home his
mother doesn't rush at him and ask
for a detailed account of everything
happened at the studio.
First

that

makes him comfortable.
waits

wants
<

until

he has

Then

relaxed and

to talk.

Mien when she knows that

Jimmy

depressed, she uses the age-old
method of getting to his heart
is

through his stomach.
Mother Dunn
goes into the kitchen and bakes chocolate cake and cooks rice in a special
way of her own and serves them to
her son.
This usually brings back
his good humor and before the evening is done Jimmy and his mother
are in high spirits.
If Jimmy doesn't have a date or
care to see any of his friends, he
knows that his mother is waiting at
home to play backgammon with him
or anj other game he may suggest.
Or they just sit without talking and
listen tO the radio.

women
country

in

every

English-speaking
England, Ireland,

— Canada,

Scotland, Wales, Australia, et cetera

— the

the theaters to attract attention.
So that there should be no accidents,
the accompanying instruction sheet
said, "These parachutes are for display purposes only.
They are not

winners being brought to Holinto the film.
Similarly, beauty contests were run on
dozens of excursion boats to pick
girls for minor parts in "Eight Girls

strong enough to support a man's
weight, so don't let your press agent
jump off the roof with one." The
press agent of one of the theaters
took that as a suggestion. He called
out the fire department, had them
spread a life net in front of his theater, and dived off the roof with the
parachute.
Fortunately he wasn't

in a

killed.

For "Viva Villa !" the press agents
dug up a charming young lady who
is reputed to be, and probably is, a
daughter of the great Pancho himself, by his fourth wife.
She makes
personal appearances with the picture and undergoes many interviews
at the hands of the press.
One of the most colossal stunts
ever used to publicize a picture was
perfectly
legitimate.
The picture

Day

Every
*

One of the big reasons why a boy
of Jimmy's type usually gets married is to have a woman make a home
for him.
And since his mother has
made a comfortable home for him,
a home that revolves around his
slightest whim, he has been saved
from marrying, though he has often
been in love.

she
she

.Artists,

was "The Search for Beauty" and
the promotion idea was the holding
of beauty contests for men and

Is

*

Mother's

lywood and put

Boat."

Celebrities of all sorts have their
press agents.
Pick up your daily

paper.
Analyze the news stories.
You'll recognize the deft hand of the
press agent in one or more nearly
every day.
Many of the clever remarks credited to various celebrities
were evolved only after long and patient thought on the part of some
brain-racked publicity purveyor.

The next time you

see a picture

"Blond Bombshell," "Hard to
Handle," or "Half-naked Truth,"
like

don't think that the press agent stunts
If the real brainare overdrawn.
storms of the column-catchers were
ever filmed, you'd reject them as too
outlandish and fantastic.
You're right when you say "Truth
is

stranger than fiction."

Day
*

Dunn has never said a word
Jimmy about the way he spends

swered I told her what was true and
what was false and in that way she

money, though she looks after the
Even
business end of his affairs.
when he bought a diamond ring for
a girl when he couldn't afford it his
mother said nothing, though she must
She is
have thought it wasteful.
ready at any time to pack up and go
to the ends of the earth with him if
he should wish it. What wife would
Or reckless of
be as considerate?
her own wishes?
The influence of Lee Tracy's
mother is just as potent as that of
Mrs. Dunn over her son, but Mrs.
Tracy uses the medium of letters to
contact her boy.
She doesn't live
with him, but she knows what he is
doing most of the time and how he
feels about his work and everything

got out of me every bit of the story."
It was a shrewd case of putting her
boy on the defensive so he would
write her a detailed and true account.
In that way she was able to think
about the matter from a clear point
of view and write a clear answer to
her son.
It was what she told him
in her letters that influenced him in
It
his attitude toward the studio.
was what his mother said in her let-

Mrs.
to
his

that

affects his life.

"M\ mother."
most

one

in the world.

in a

book.

and

spicy.

says Tracy, "writes

marvelous

the

letters

of

They ought

any
to be

They're witty, intelligent
1

When

get a great kick out of

was having trouble in
Hollywood, she wrote me some remarkable letters. Not giving me any
advice, mind you. but letting mc
know what she was reading in the
Naturally when I annewspapers.

them.

I

that caused Tracy to
rebel to a good boy.

ters

change

from a

When

Tracy,

a

long

time

ago,

wanted to fly from New York to
Hollywood, his mother packed up her
clothes and was ready to go the minute he was. She had a grand time on
the trip which, under the circumstances, a wife might have hesitated
to make because it was rushed.
Can it be that the mothers, by
placing the wishes of their sons first
and making themselves subject to
their

the

desires,

are spoiling them for
will eventually be-

women who

come

5

their wives!

Perhaps.

rather think that subtly they
are bringing out the best that is in

But

I

sons and making them more
worthy of the girls they will marry.

their

.

They Say

Continued from page 17

King Edward Hospital Fund.
Constance was sentenced to speak
with an Oxford accent for three
years, and Tallulah was ordered to
go back two centuries and be deprived of her sex appeal.
Also in London, Betty Compton,
wife of Jimmy Walker, New York's
ex-mayor, is making a picture for
Warner Brothers called "The Richthe

World."

Picture circles are interested in it because it is
the first directorial effort of Harold
Young,
formerly
of
Hollywood.
Harold was listed as "editorial supervisor" of the successful "Private Life
of Henry VIII," but studio workers
credited him, rather than Alexander
Korda, the director, with its succinct
est Girl in the

style

and pace.

In

New
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York

from a vacation in Europe. She will
play "Coquette" at the White Mains
Repertory Theater, partly because
she would rather be on the Stage than
anywhere else, and partly out of
gratitude because the manager gave
her a leading role before she was
well known.
I

Baer Playing Possum.

— MaxBaer

says he will not make movies, but no
one takes him seriously. He can have
just about what he wants from movie

Burke and Pauline Frederick are
both returning to the stage, and Mae
Murray is essaying her first dramatic role.

New York

Studio Active Again.
Hecht and Charles MacArthur, the two brilliant writers
whose hack talk bothers Hollywood

— Ben

producers

no end, are producing a

picture

the old

in

on Pong [sland.

Paramount studio

They

moguls now, and

are giving it
the benefit of "their superbly indifferent supervision."

lure girls to dash East and show
in a night club draped on his arm.

a scornful gesture toward the
system, they have cast in the
leading
roles,
M argot, previously
known as a ballroom dancer, and
Whitney Bourne, a New York society girl whose preference in cigarettes is widely advertised in maga-

that is his way of
intimating that he wants plenty. He
says that he intends to steer clear of
romantic attachments, too.
Which
makes it practically obligatory for
Jean Harlow or one of the other al-

Harlow?

— Ambi-

newspapermen offered

a king's

Where
tious

up

Was

—or a queen's — ransom

to ushers at

the Carnera-Baer fight if they could
spot Jean Harlow in the crowd. They
craved flaming headlines such as they

enjoyed last year when Max Baer
and June Knight posed for coy pictures together after his big bout with

But if Miss Harlow was
was well disguised. A
girl wearing a drooping hat and dark
glasses was long under suspicion, but
she proved to be Doris Duke, the
richest girl in the world.
Alice Faye
was there with Rudy Vallee, but he
was not the star on this occasion and
I doubt if any one bothered to ask
him if this was really romance.
Schmeling.

As

star

MacArthur and Ileelit
now and then from

zines.

suggestions

cumbent position on the

o

a re-

where

floor

they appear to he playing something
intellectual

like

ticktacktoe.

Claude

Rains, a really distinguished actor,
coaches the girls. Every one acts as
if making a picture were great fun
and ultimate success hardly worth
worrying about. And onlookers predict a knock-out.

present, she

This

how

is

Virginia

when she reported
ing director

If

Bruce

looked

to M.-G.-M.'s cast-

ready for work.

Lovely!

You Wait Long Enough.

—

Some of the more glaring mistakes
of picture producers are rectified
eventually.
Years ago the author of
"Java Head," and practically every
one else, agreed that Anna May
Wong was the only person in public
life

the title role.
But
fixed up Leatrice Joy
flossy make-up and let her

suited

to

Paramount

with a
play the exquisite Oriental.
Now it
has been remade in London with

Anna May Wong

in the part.

Challenge to Margaret.

— Because

Sullavan will only make
once in a while, Universal
has given a contract to Jane Wyatt
who once succeeded Margaret in a

Margaret
pictures

stage role.

They are beating the drums and
shouting, "Look, look !" in the best
manner of a ballyhoo artist. They
hope to build up Miss Wyatt, who is

much more
for

tractable about working
them the major part of the year,

as a

contender for the dramatic hon-

ors that

her

Margaret holds securely

in

freckled hands.
Margaret, quite unconcerned, is
lingering in the East since her return
little

—

Strictly Incognito. As long as
producers just won't give Mary
Brian a chance to dance on the
screen, after all those lessons, too.
she has walked out on them to go on
the stage. She will play in a musical
comedy with Joe Penner.
Meanwhile, just to see if she will have to
rely on fans, or if she can depend on
getting over on merit, she has gone
traveling with a vaudeville trio and
every once in a while she steals out
on the stage and does a number with
them. She pulled this trick in Boston
first and got a big hand.
Did four
shows before some one told the newspapers who she was.

—

Just as a Reminder. Summer
theaters in the East that try out plays
for fall production on Broadway appeal strongly to Hollywood actors
who are discontented with their roles,
and even more to those who have
been neglected and who want to remind producers that they are still in
the running. Betty Bronson is doing
plays in a little theater in Milton,
New York, as is Beverly Bayne. She
is also jumping up to Cape Cod to
appear in the theater run by Otis
Chatfield-Taylor.
socialite.
Billie

Of course you remember Cora Sue
as Queen Christina when a
child.
Here is little Susie between
Collins

pictures.

—

This

Year's Favorites. Every
about this time the clothing
manufacturers get busy on their winter models and quantity producers
hope for a skyrocket movie sue
to hang the new modes on.
Last
year Mae West was the inspiration
of the styles, the previous year Joan
('raw ford, before that Greta Garbo.
Hepburn had her moments last year
and Dietrich was the vogue for a
year

while.

So, a canvass was taken to see who
the new favorites are this year. Tinanswer was Gracie Allen and Shirlex-

what

Temple.

we

shall

So can you imagine
look like in a few

r,s

*

*
.

WHAT

a

little

gypsy

And who wouldn't become

She is
a nomad to follow her wherever she goes?
"Caravan," a romantic picture with music which glorifies the high-born
Hungary, with Loretta Young, Charles Boyer, and Phillips Holmes following the gypsy trail to the
rainbow land of happiness and love.
is

Jean Parker!

part of the colorful procession you will see

as well as the low

in

in

it is a perpetual menace.
can never neglect giving attention

greatly, but
I

to

when, how, and what

"Few

people

know

I

.

eat.

know what

through that time
Love.'

I

I

went

quit 'The Way to
the studio had no
I

understanding of it at the time,
though they have since realized it.
The pain connected with the stones
in my salivary glands was terrible
enough, and my face would puff up
to almost twice its normal size while
I was eating, but that wasn't all.
"There was also the mental agony
connected with the thought that my
career might forever be slipping from
Ordinarily the operation for
me.
such trouble as I had is performed by
cutting
throat.
scar.

from the outside of the
would have left a ghastly
would have meant the end

It

It

of everything in pictures. Of course,
they would say that the scar could be

covered with make-up and all that,
but in their hearts I am sure they
didn't believe

it.

"Then the operation and the after
It was a nightmare.
effects
Cutting into the gland from the inside
of my mouth, the pain of the wound,
and the serum which they put into
!

the gland
I will always look backon that as excruciating torture, and
one I hope I never have to endure
again.
"Then there is my battle against
shyness.
I presume
I
will always
!

have to endure that. It just
nature to dread people, and

is

in

my

fear it
makes me do things I shouldn't do to
them, but I'll have to make the best
of that."
Here Sylvia Sidney will
continue to remain unorthodox
in
that, and in her attitude toward Hollywood.
But she is remaining true
I

—

to herself.

There

is

another battle that Sylvia

Continued from page 29

—

that

Joan

Blondell

Sidney has had, but it is not one that
she will discuss.
This concerns her
purported romance with B. I'. Schulberg.
Hollywood assumed a disapproving attitude toward this at one
time, principally because the producer was married to a
is

a

great

favorite

Hollywood

was

the

inclined

—

Restless. Joan
Blondell, who has quit the screen for
the time being to await the birth of
her baby, has a restless urge.
First
she wanted to go to Tahiti, but found
that the sailing schedule wouldn't
permit that trip.
She then decided

colony.

to

blame

Sylvia for their break-up, but tunc
has mellowed that attitude.
The impression exists that Mr.

Schulberg and Miss Sidney will some
day marry; he produces practically
all her pictures.
However, she has
one answer to any inquiry regarding
any forthcoming wedding, "1 simply
don't know."
It's frightful to be nonconformist
in Hollywood, but if you avoid being
ostentatious about it there are compensations.
Miss Sidney has never
made a parade of her defiance of any
rules and conventions of the movie
world. She has been mysterious and
reticent.
Always she has seemed to
be a personality hiding from the
limelight,
devoted preeminently to
her career and her acting. With the
exception of the one very well-justified kicking over the traces, she
has been obedient to her obligations.
few years ago she had the
chance to play in "Mourning Becomes Electra" in New York. It was
Eugene O'Neill's great trilogy, which

A

would add immeasurably to the fame
of any actress. George Jean Nathan
had suggested her for the role which
Air.
Alice
Brady later played.
O'Neill approved the selection.
All enthusiasm, Sylvia called up
Mr. Schulberg on the long-distance
telephone to tell him of the opportunity.
She thought he would be
enthusiastic over the idea of such an
enslavement. However, he saw things

and on ships bound for

for-

It has all cropped up
eign ports.
again now that she is looking toward
the stork hovering.

Mrs. Pat Volatile.

— Mrs.

Patrick

a changeable and very
She recently started
fractious soul.
to name the ten most interesting
people in Hollywood, and got the

Campbell

just beginning

follow one

it

was

with another. The Theater Guild play might
be an enjoyable excursion, but it
would add nothing to her fame on
well

to

i

creen.
So,
perhaps

bit
a
wanly, she
pocketed her joyous ambition and
went back to Hollywood. She might
be nonconformist, but she knew the
As long as she was in
rules, too.
the movies, she saw the wisdom of

sticking to them and following up
success while it was hot.
There is a sad light in the c
Sylvia, and almost always welling
This has made her
mists of tears.
appealing to a very large audiei
is
It
a "hurt" quality that shows
there.
One is hurt; therefore one
hurts back.
When the storm broke during her
studio rebellion, most people ascribed
her action to selfish temperamental
motives. The impulsive way in which
she left Hollywood was misunderstood it was felt that she exaggerated her trouble^.
The only reason for that impulsive
departure was that there was no
other course left open to her.
She
had reached an impasse, due largely
to misunderstandings between herself
and the executives. Such a malady
as she endured is rare and little understood. The torment she had gone
;

through had caused her almost to lose
her mind. It was more than impulse
was a frenzy that had caused her
it
She felt
hasty flight to 'New York.
that if she did not get there and receive immediate attention all would
;

be

lost.

That one incident is illustrative.
There is always danger thai Sylvia
Sidney will be misunderstood.

Lights

Minneapolis, and
to visit her
planned a voyage to Europe.
Joan has never gotten over the itch
to travel since she came to Hollywood. All her childhood was spent
sister in

in trains

She was

differently.

to achieve success in pictures;

woman who

in

Hollywood High

Fetes Ritchie. EviJeanette MacDonald is
really very fond of Robert Ritchie is
discovered in the fact that she had a
big party to celebrate his return from
Europe. Since the announcement of
their engagement two or three years
ago they have seldom been separated.
Ritchie went abroad to arrange a
concert tour for Jeanette, but subsequently the
studio
made other
plans.
Bob expected to be joined by
the songbird star while he was away,
but she couldn't leave to follow him.
Jeanette

dence
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Sylvia Sidney's Secret Battles

Continued from page 37

is

studio publicity department all heated
up about it. They saw a chance for
Bea big story in the newspapers.
fore they could get her to come down
to cases, she changed her mind, and
said that the only person who was interesting in movieland was her dog.

Moonbeam, which might sound odd
but

certainly

banner

wasn't

substance

for

lines.

—

Connie Garboesque. Constance
Bennett is now bothered with a
Garbo complex. That is. she all but
insisted on her set being barred to
while she was making "The
Probably it was due
Green Hat."
to her moving over to M.-G.-M.
where Garbo also works and where
the Swedish star once played in a
version of "The Green Hat" called
visitors

"A Woman
Shearer

of

Affairs."

Norma

bitten by the seclusion bug.

is

too.

Has Astarte Captured Diana?

—

that
lurking suspicion
Diana Wynyard has a real heart inContinued on page 63

There's

a

60

Destination— Stardom
Continued from page 27

"In London

I stayed at a theatrifor girls starting out on a
career," Pat continued, as each step
of her saga led to more glowing
things.
"You can live at this place
on fifteen shillings a week. I hadn't
been there long before I had a call.

home

cal
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for a musical show.
From
it was easy."
I imagine it was for Pat.
Any one
can see a mile away that she oozes
pep and personality. Besides, she is
a clever actress, and has played

was
then on
It

straight roles as well as musical ones.

She had been but a few weeks in
Hollywood when she eloped to Yuma,

j

Arizona, with Charles Boyer. Charlie has been making French versions
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Pat had any qualms

about letting her heart rule her head.
"Why, I never took that into consideration," she said, dispelling such
"I suppose
far-fetched conclusions.
no one in love does at such a time.
And Charles is under contract to the
same studio.
So they'll help me
along because they all like him.

—

"That reminds me I must go and
He's working on one of
him.

find

the stages."

"An plaisir," I murmured, to assist
Pat's linguistic efforts, at the same
time suggesting I'd see her in the
restaurant, where our interview could
be continued.
"But in case I don't see you again,"
Pat put in.
Indeed
!

I

took her outstretched

hand

like

ment.

What other player would dare
me like that? But here was

Essex going

into

banish-

Paterson minx pushing and
shoving me hither and you all over
the Fox lot, with little regard for
the diplomacy the majority use.
Nevertheless. I actually found myself walking to the rendezvous, hop-

up
what 'at

ing she'd turn

That
not

is

artful

I

is

like.

nor insincere.

She is
She has

straightforwardness, a
pleasant
breezy boyishness, that forces you to
like her.
Her speech is clear and
considered.
She does not believe in
saving one thing and meaning another.
So she says what she knows

a

TATTOO,

-~ -ii

wondered
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That he

ing.

is tout hors dc lui over
very obvious.
Charlie was very silent, waiting for
his steak, which was taking a longer
while to manifest than popularity

Pat

is

from a European audience.
"Etes-vous faimf" Pat inquired.
" Avcz-vous faint, ma chere, not
etes-vous" Charlie corrected, leaning

lie's

in the

4

—

fellow, but holding under that tranquil exterior a great force and feel-

elopements.

be "Caravan," with Jean Parker

to

STARTLING
SHADES
tattoo for ups

strides and sat down beside her.
Her husband, Charles Boyer, is the
typical
Frenchman a dark, quiet

English version, and Conchita
Montenegro in the French.
But to return to love and hectic

for the past

years.
that he speaks English well he is also
making films in English. The first is

JP5^

two

toward her as a passion flower drawn
by the sunlight. "In French we say
'Have you hunger?'
Pat repeated it after him.
She
even added that she had not eaten
since the day before.
"Jc n'ai pas
mange depuis hier." This, at Char-

for

,-p

me if she wants me to join them,"
grumbled.
Pat caught sight of me.
She
beckoned.
I passed seven tables in
for

I

is

|

sensible.

Through the crowded restaurant T
saw her enter with her husband. Still
feeling aloof and resentful,
to

make

a

move.

I

refused

"Let her come over

'

instigation.

"I seem to have no time to eat,"
Pat declared.
"I play tennis and
swim and take French lessons and
read.
I do love reading, say what
I am tryyou like
I like Balzac.
ing to read him in French.
She paused and studied her hands.
"I feel quite conscious about my
nails to-day.
It's the first time I've
ever painted them red. Do you like
!

them ?"
She held her hands, palms down,
on the white cloth. The glowing red
nails glittered like rubies dropping
out of her finger ends.
"But such things don't really
bother me much," Pat went on, after
seeing that Charlie had had his steak.
"What / want is to make a success
over here."
She paused again, glancing up at
the painted walls.
"I was told," she said, "that any
one who has been a star for seven
years gets his picture painted on the
wall."
all glanced up at a likeness of Janet Gaynor riding a surf
board. I told Pat she'd have her picture there in 1941.
She gave me an incredulous look
and returned to her coffee, while
Charlie smiled benignly over the last
morsel of filet mignon.

We

Parting had to come.
that

I

take

a

Pat insisted

London newspaper:

urged me to call her and give my
Opinion of her second American film:
declared the meeting bad been a delight, and begged, on behalf of herself and Charlie, to be excused.
Why.
Merely to grant excuse?
vou'd do anything, simply anything,
for this sprite!

iil

Hollywood's Lost Legion
Continued from page

managers

whom

1

all

over the country with

was no lessenin her and their

talked, there

ing of fan interest

were borne out by the
which greeted her on her

assertions

crowds

Despite

personal-appearance
this, films to-day with Susie are few
and far between. If you can figure
it out, you're a better man than 1 am.
Remember when Dorothy Mackaill
and Jack Mulhall were costarred?
They decided after a while they
would be better off apart. Jack was
released first and then Dorothy.
Jack played a few roles in quickies
Then he
and nothing happened.
rented his Beverly Hills mansion and
went abroad.
When he returned
nothing went right on happening.
Recently he had a bit in DeMille's
"Cleopatra."
Not even a line to
speak
It doesn't seem possible.
And Dorothy
Gosh
The fans
I've talked to who have asked what
has become of Dorothy Mackaill
tour.

!

!

She went

!

Honolulu shortly after
her contract was ended, returned,
married, and every one in Hollywood
thought surely she was just trying to
decide which offer to accept.
But,
no.
Apparently there weren't any.
I think Dorothy made one or two
quickies and then she was off the
screen entirely for almost two years.
When she returned it was to support
to

Ed Wynn

in
the ill-fated "Fire
Chief."
She has never looked lovelier than she does to-day and there
is one member of "The Lost Legion"
whose case I cannot fathom.
One might gather from the foregoing that it is only Warners' exstars whose steps are dogged by misfortune.
Ah, no.
It happens
on
every lot in Hollywood.

William Haines was one of the
most popular stars M.-G.-M. ever
had.
He hasn't worked in a picture
since he left there.
Oh. yes, I know
all those stories about devoting himself

to

interior

would hate
front of Bill
sign it.

to
if

decoration, but I
wave a contract in

I

didn't

want him

to

Buster Keaton while he was under
contract was, with the exception of
Harold Lloyd and Charlie Chaplin.
probably the biggest comedian the
screen has ever known.
But since
M.-G.-M. released him he hasn't appeared in a single feature-length film.
That was several years ago.
Recently he has made a few shorts but
only one "in the know" appreciates
to what ignominy a player feels he
has descended when he returns to
two-reelers after being starred in six

and
I

eight-reel pictures.

doubt that any of you have for-

15

gotten Buddy Rogers.
There have
been few stars who can boast of a
popularity equaling his.
It's true his

few pictures for Paramount
cause critics to rush to the
Thesaurus in quest of new adjectives,
but he was still one of the important

Here's

last

didn't

stars.

doesn't seem possible that Buddy
couldn't have got another job in pictures, but he couldn't.
te went out
with his orchestra and made a lot of
money, but always in the back of his
mind was the thought that some day
he would return to films. He hasn't.
It

I

Consider Norma Talmadge. Norma's dusky beauty is something for
which every one who ever saw her
will always owe the screen a debt of
gratitude.
She made two talkies
after being a star in silents for years.

One was "New York Nights" and
the other "Dubarry,
sion."
Then silence.

Woman

of Pas-

Her

press agent announced mamfor her, but none of them
reached the production stage.

pictures

ever

Her husband was Joseph M. Schenck,
head of United Artists and TwenCentury.

tieth

Her brother-in-law

was Nicholas Schenck of M.-G.-M.
Wouldn't you think with all that
influence behind her she would find
work? From all I understand, she
wants to work, or why would she be
making personal appearances, than
which there is no more grueling
grind ? But Norma is farther from
a camera to-day than she was when
she

first

started her career.

And Mary Nolan. The screen has
produced a few beauties whose effulgence equaled Man's.
But when
her

Universal

contract ended, that
was the end of Mary.
Little or
nothing has been heard of her since.
The names on the roster of "The
Lost Legion" are countless, endless:

a Queer Way

-
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Hall, Estelle Taylor, Henry
Garat, Laura LaPlante, Harry Langdon, David Rollins. ( >live Borden,
Blanche Sweet, Vilma Banky, Yictor
Every year adds to the
Varconi.
list, but never a year takes one off.
The lost Legionnaires never return!
Like meteors they flamed brightly
across the sky and then eclipsed.
There was no gradual diminution of

James

interest

blackout.

in

—

them it was a sudden
To-day, for the most part,

they realize that fame is fleeting, the
paths of glory lead but to the grave.
And, along toward the end. the trail
is bleak and barren.
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Hartford Resents Hepburn

Continued trom page 30
last answer holds the key to
"I
guess few
whole matter.
Hartford people have, when you

The

That

the

come

down

right

That

to

!"

it

Hepburn was horn

arine
cratic

and has

in

Kath-

an aristo-

it all her
apart from the average
those who have to save

set

She

life.

of

the whole trouble.

is

lived in

is

residents,

and dimes to see a Hepburn picture, or any other picture.
To them her home is "somewhere up
on Bloomfield Avenue," which is in
that ritzy locality on the outskirts of
their nickels

And

the city.

home

the

Hepburn summer

Saybrook Point, Kenwick,

at

is

Connecticut, a colony of Hartford's
families.

select

Thus,

every turn, Katharine
taken out of any atmosphere that could he sympathetic to
tin isc
people who comprise picture
audiences. The sentiments appear to
he that she didn't need Hartford's
enthusiasm and good wishes.
She
was out of the class of the fan to
begin with, and she has become more
exclusive with success.
( )n
every hand we hear of "Hepburn of Hartford." It is impossible
to pick up a newspaper without finding some reference to "Katharine
Hepburn,
our
native
daughter,"
at

Hepburn

is

"Hepburn
vorite."

the dashing Hartford faOur radio stations persist

branding her "Hepburn, our own
star." "Katharine Hepburn, our brilliant native daughter."
They persist
in
forcing upon us an ownership
which is not our--. The truth is that
Hepburn does not belong to Hartford, that Hartford which sees her
No, she belongs to that Hartfilms.
ford which observes the cocktail hour
and reads The AVre Yorker.
in

Continued from page

point

am

I

getting at

The

it.

truth

is

that so far as the

ordinary fan is concerned, she might
just a> well have been born in Walla
Walla and have her home there.
Idie fact is that Katharine Hepburn has done nothing to endear herself to Hartford fans.
She does not
belong to us.
Fans who crowd the
theaters to see her pictures crowd
just as much when Garho or Norma
Shearer or Clark Gable pictures are
In fact, "It Happened One
in town.
Night" was held over in Hartford
five weeks.
I do not recall a Hepburn picture equaling that.
Frankly, the real Katharine Hepburn is alien to us. We hear of her,
but we do not know her.
dare
not even hope that some day she will
stop dashing hither and yon, to
Europe and elsewhere, and make an
appearance in a movie theater, to
show herself to those Hartford fans
who have heard the names Hepburn
and Hartford coupled until they are
beginning to get more than a little

We

An

aspirant for stage
that
an actor or actress belongs to his or

fame knows, or should know,

her public.

Hartford has heard a lot about
Hepburn, hut it feels that it knows
no more about her now than it ever
did, no more about her than it does
of stars that belong elsewhere. Hepburn does not stay in Hartford long
enough to cast a shadow, and half of

row

able to get a personal letter from me
as her girl friend had done.
She inclosed a trivial letter, purported to

steal

>r

i

when no work

only wish that

I

my

is

avail-

father had

lived to see that I justified, to
extent, his faith in my ability.
tunately he did see my first

some
For-

New

ork success, although it was in a
secondary role."
Although her viewpoint is liberal
and tolerant,
gather that Jeanette's
personal code is conservative.
The
'*>

1

reckless

revelations

Cormic,

and

fense of

free love,

Mary

of

Gloria

Mc-

Swanson's deseemed to strike

—

her as being slightly
unnecessary.
Despite her decorum, however, certain

male

ette's

fans, carried

luscious

pastel

away by Jeanbeauty,

have

some rather alarming letters,
same being promptly hurled into

written
the
the

vvastebaskel

Stacks

of

letters

man

More than

being.

We

piled

about her three dressing

that cannot

me

like to

too.

Few

have been publicized by
as you have, Miss
Hepburn, and if you will let your

their

stars

home town

know

native public really

you,

I

am

certain you will find us nothing to be

ashamed

since

of.

the

would

rooms.
"<

home,

would

Donna

wrote to me," she told
me, "lamenting that she had not been

able.

girl.

No, Miss Hepburn, what we want
to hear about is not about your cultured environment, your exclusiveness, your trips abroad.
We want to
hear about you as a person, as a hu-

as the stage.

1

said

ordinary

Therefore, to sum up movie-going
Hartford's reactions to Katharine
Hepburn, the impression is that just
as charity begins at home, so personal
popularity should begin at

her being shy is concerned, it challenges a fan's comprehension why a person who is shy
should choose a profession as public
far

"Many
Jeanette.
ambitious girls are left to beg, boryears,"

out their adulation on the object of
and they expect it
to be welcome, since they contribute
largely to the star's success.
When
it is not so accepted they resent it,
and loss of popularity is the result.
Mrs. Christoph suggests that Katharine tell her fans about her college
life, about her travels, her experiences, her superior upbringing and
intellectual attainments.
But it is my
opinion that Hartford has heard altogether too much about these evidences of her advantages over the
their admiration,

know you,
the real you, not the "dashing daughter" we read about.

As

were

ing

every feature as we know our own.
Fans feel they have a right to pour

be said.

it.

extremely fortunate in
having a home during those first try"I

the thrill of having a star in town is
that heavenly expectation that one
may catch a glimpse of her, may even
get her autograph or a few words
from her, or see a smile upon that
familiar face of which we know

as

tired of

Prim Prima

3

was

that

is

Katharine Hepburn is a product of
Hartford, but she is not a possession

girl

have been written by me, which I was
supposed to have sent to the other
girl.
wrote and explained that the
letter which had roused her envy was
I

forgery, and that if the friend
would write to me 1 would send her
a genuine letter so that she would not
have to resort to deception.
a

"The girl wrote, apologizing for
her conduct, and explained that she
had used the letter only to impress
her friends.
answered then, hoping that she would see that shabby
tricks are not as effective as honest
I

effort."

Quite probably the erring
never dared show the genuine

girl

letter

difference

have

Thus

fraud.

the

handwriting

in

betrayed

the

original

punishment

fitted

the crime
In "The

Love Parade" Jeanette
Maurice Chevalier.
Today, four years later. Maurice, though
supported
billed

as costar,

is

supporting Jean-

ette.

".Maurice is not really a singer,"
she remarked.
"In 'The Merry
Widow' he handles the less difficult

numbers."
The supposed disharmony between
Jeanette and the Frenchman started
as a rumor.
When it quickly developed

into

a

piece

of

stimulating

publicity the news manufacturers of
A I. G.-M. chortled with glee.

"I'm

supposed to be continually
with some one," lamented
"I really don't think I'm
Jeanette.
hard to get along with. I get furious
at myself when I feel that I am
fighting

(33

badly or when I forget the
my songs, as I have a weakness for doing, but I don't get angry
with people.
acting

words of

"When

worked with Novarro in
'The Cat and the Fiddle' there were
stories of trouble between us.
They
started when some one asked Ramon
I

whom

he expected to win a certain
boxing match. Ramon said he didn't
even know who the contestants were,
and added that he was too busy fighting on the set
meaning fighting to

—

make

a good picture

—

to be interested

in the bout.

"Not long ago my fiance. Robert
Ritchie, went to Europe scouting for
Instantly the story got around
that we had quarreled and the engagement was broken. Why, I received the nicest kind of a cablegram
from him yesterday."
"When does the wedding occur?"
I inquired, looking at the magnificent
engagement ring on her small hand.
Another rumor has it that she and
Ritchie are secretly married.
"Not for some time, I'm afraid. I
feel that it would be impossible, in
my present position, to be an efficient wife.
In a little while I am
talent.

going on a concert tour of South
America. With both of us traveling
so much, marriage would be difficult.
Then, too, having worked so long
and hard to cultivate my voice
am
practical enough to feel that
should
attempt to justify my efforts.
"However, all careers end in time,

tciMeDeveJon

1

1

and eventually I will he content to
give up my work and turn to domesticity and children.
I'.ob hei omes
I

your bust small, thin,
sagging? Then stai
develop
now
alluring
to
mo
Let
feminine curves.
Is

I

mj

you

send

-

;e

l"

producer, as he now expects to,
we probably will live in Hollywood.
The prospect makes me a little uneasy, for having to stand by watching
others carrying on, seeing the race
for supremacy going on all about me
well, it may make me wish that
were in the running, too!"
At present Jeanette lives in I'.r\
erly Hills with her mother, two dogs
a

—

1

and a cat. Her best friends include
Lily Pons, of opera fame, and Wally
Beery. The only people who do not
interest her are those who do no
work. Work, she feels, despite her
is the cure for all
including disappointment
in love.
But I doubt if this gracious
and gay young artist has ever had to
put it to the test
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to
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ills,
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aged skin
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dissolve

one ounre Powdered Si xolite in one-hall
and use daily. At all drug stores.

pint witch haze 1

England that she isn't telling anybody about.
She's over in
the homeland again this summer, ostensibly to visit her family, but we
suspect
romance.
a
Hollywood
terest in

have advised London spies to
do some extra watching.
sleuths

Quaint Mrs. Laughton.
Laughton's wife

— Charles

just as funny off
on.
As you know,

is

screen as she is
her name is Elsa Lanchester, and she
played Anne of Cleves in "The Private Life of Henry VIII."
She is
also to do a part in Norma Shearer's
"Marie Antoinette," her first in

America. On arrival. Miss Lanchester bewailed the loneliness of Hollywood, but she has begun to accumulate friends, and if she once gets a
real chance in pictures she'll put the
reigning comediennes in the shade.
She is a feminine Chaplin.

Oakie and
has

finally

Wing

—

Wing. Jack Oakie
down to Toby

settled

with what amounts to a venge-

The romance began and quit
several times, but on this occasion it
appears to be serenely steady.
Jack

ance.

of course, that he will not
marry for a long time.
But then
when he does talk of marriage he
always concedes that it will be with
some one in the movies. So maybe
T'obv is the sral.
asserts,

Howard's High Phone

Bill.

During- his stay in Hollywood, Leslie Howard is reputed to have run up

phone bills totaling $8,000 on calls to
his boy and girl in England.
They
talked back and forth every few days,
and some of the conversations were
very long. Once his little girl said,
"Don't go Hollywood, papa, just because we've gone England."
The
children don't want to come over to
America any more, and no wonder,
because he has given them everything
they could desire at their home in
Surrey.

Rogers Versatile.

—Will

sssShatheatre
fll\>iei\e
Leo

achieved the record of making an entirely different curtain speech each
night he played in "Ah, Wilderness"
on the Coast.
In other words, he
made approximately one hundred
different speeches. One night toward
the end of the engagement he came

out and told the audience. "Aw, go
on home," and got a terrific laugh.
Rogers is to appear in the screen
version of the play.

The Tragic Trinity.— The

"fatal

three" has been chronicled again in
the deaths of Lilyan Tashman, Lew
Cody, and Dorothy Dell. It's an old
legend in Hollywood that deaths al-

ways come in trios. The problem
when to begin a count and when

is

to

peccta.

Stock
write

,

l
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to attract
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Hollywood High

64
but the custom of counting
All three
prevails none the less.
very
Hollywood
touched
deaths
Cody and Tashman, because
deeply
they were held in such high esteem
as friends by many in the movies,
and Miss Dell because she seemed to
be destined for such big success.
Strangely, not one of the three was
cinema town.
in the
to
rest
laid
Lilyan reposes in Brooklyn, Lew in
Lewiston, Maine, and Miss Dell in

cud

it,

—

New

meet in Europe this sumKay left
Folk are curious.
four or live weeks before Maurice

Francis

mer?
did

was

Cecile

half-sister,

to settle final

and disposition
of the estate. She was much younger
than Lew, and surprised with her
under other
attractiveness, which,
circumstances, might have won her
details of the funeral

a film contract.
First

Elissa's

destination, Naples.

Romance.

—The

It is

known

—

—

Ray Comeback.

—After

much

waiting Charles Ray has got a
break. He is in "Ladies Should Listen," and it's his first talkie.
Charlie
and Clara Ray separated, of course,
some time ago, although they have
managed to keep it fairly secret. Ray
has been living at home with his
folks.
He has kept pretty well hidden from the public view.
But he
is

gether is "Casino de Paree." Al has
probably been figuring on a good
build-up for the event.
He's that
kind of showman.

Cannes for

a spell before making a picture in
England. Opinion is that the friendship
between
or was it romance?
Miss Francis and Chevalier cooled
considerably before her rather sudden departure.

Charles

Lew's

who came West

Cote,

—

that Chevalier will visit

Orleans.

It

Lights

emerging now.

first glimmer of romance since Elissa
Landi decided to shake off the
and they have
shackles of marriage
been shackles for her so far as any
freedom in Hollywood is concerned
links her with Phillip Reed.

A

ture is a success.
No sooner.
she won't be marrying Leland

Mexico.

—

The Winter's Frost. It's rather
sad to observe signs of a long-enduring romance chilling. That's what is
felt to have happened in the instance

Announcement of her separation

Reg Denny
nald

whom

she has remained married ever since she came
to movieland more than three years
ago, was recently made known. We'll
wager Elissa becomes the belle of
the town before many months are
past, because she has had more secret
admirers than almost any other attached star in Hollywood, and she
has been most circumspect during
her married life.
Her interest in
Abram Chasins the composer-pianist
was purely platonic.

—

the

supreme question.

"I'm

Her

picture,

No

Angel," has been subject to
plenty of attacks. "It Ain't No Sin"
has had all kinds of trouble, but was
finally
passed by the Hays office.
Everybody has his fingers crossed,
though, until it is known how the
church people will receive it. A bigger bonfire than is already blazing
may be caused when this film is released.
It's funny, but a little over a vear
ago hardly anybody thought of chal-

lenging "She Done Him Wrong,"
which swept through the country like
wildfire. "I'm No Angel" made three
times as much money, but caused a
bad after-reaction, and curiosity runs
high as to what will happen when
"It
try.

Ain't

Mae

No
is

Sin" sweeps the counvery much on the spot.

Romantic Fade-out

— Will

—or

What?

Maurice Chevalier and Kay

And
Hay-

ward, because Mrs. Hayward isn't
giving him that anticipated decree in

ported married.
Lately
been seen with a Boston

from John Cecil Lawrence, the Eng-

Worried Over West. Whether
Mae West will survive the censorship drive against the movies is now

—

is

Lee Tracy and Isabel Jewell.
They've been devoted for several
years, and were once or twice re-

—

barrister to

Hepburn

of

—

lish

Most Solitary Lady.

Kathakeeping up her policy
of seclusion.
She even slipped into
town to prepare for "The Little Minister" without anybody knowing.
It
was discovered several days after her
actual arrival.
By devious routes
comes the information that she will
emerge from hiding if her next picrine

Denny

is

has

Isabel
socialite.

—

Shifts Over. Regione of the first of the

Englishmen in the colony to take
out citizenship papers. He has been

America twenty years, and therefore has had no cmota bothers or anything like that.
Actors who have
come over more recently have to figure on gravitating between the two
countries every once in a while.
in

Denny has
time,
Britons,

to

visited

but

not

England from time
on that account.

might be observed, very

it

rarely change their nationality by the
adoption process.

No, Myrna Loy

isn't

saying "and so to
Her
to work.
is to protect her

She's going
becoming night cap

bed."

red hair as she goes to the set where
they're waiting for her.

—

Password Needed. Guests who
go visiting to the home of Dolores
del Rio have a weird experience.
It's
almost like a mystery thriller, espeat

night.

house, which

—

Distance's Enchantment. Devobetween Robert Riskin, scenario
writer, and Glenda Farrell is evidently undying, despite the distance
that separated them during the early
summer.
Riskin went to Europe,
while Glenda was kept busy in Hollywood.
Glenda received innumerable phone calls from Bob, and also
a gift that she dotes on, namely, a
lovely Persian cat which he purchased abroad.
tion

An Al-and-Ruby

—

Duet. Al Tolalways sworn that he and
Ruby Keeler would go along independently in their careers, never appearing in the same film. But it looks
as if the ice were finally to be broken.
The picture that may bring them toson

has

On

reaching the
very modernly
by Cedric Gibbons, they are faced
first with a steel gate that cryptically
opens when they apply pressure to a
bell
provided they are expected.
Then, when they arrive on the front
doorstep, a very small aperture in another huge vaultlike steel portal opens,
and an eye stares at them.
Meanwhile dogs bark fiercely, as if they
were about to tear some one to pieces.
Eventually, if the guests are properly invited, they get in.
All the precautions are not so much
on account of Dolores being besieged
by people who want to see her for
one reason or another, but because
cially

was

built

—

(

ribbons

is

much

troubled

in

that

way.
As art director of M.-G.-M..
he engages many people, and so in
many instances they pursue him even
to his

home.

uo

%
—

emovc that

Information, Please
Continued from page 8

—

Louise Ciavolella. Ginger Rogers in
"Change of Heart" and "Upper World."
She has reddish-brown hair and blue eyes
five feet

five,

weighs

112.

—

Ruth. Raymond Hatton in Columbia's
"The Defense Rests," and Monte Blue in
Paramount's "The Last Round-up."

—

Isabel W. We published an interview
with Paul Kelly last March. He was born
in Brooklyn, New York, August 9, 1899;
With Ann
dark-brown hair, gray eyes.
Sothern in "Blind Date."

—

The idea of casting Jan
opposite Marian Nixon in the
London-made production of "A Song For
You" did not materialize, and Universal
has made no further announcement of plans
for him, if any.
Frances Clay.

Kiepura

—

Harold. Some players from Georgia
Lee Tracy, Miriam Hopkins, Monroe
Owsley, Melvyn Douglas, Sterling Holloway, Ben Lyon, Oliver Hardy, Juliette
Compton. The principal players in "The
Affairs of Cellini" were Fredric March,
Constance Bennett, Frank Morgan, Fay

are

:

—

Loretta Dunn. Gene Raymond, Nancy
and Wera Engels are making
"Transatlantic Showboat."
Ann Harding
with John Boles in "Vergie Winters."
Carroll,

Ivan Lebedeff

is

in

New York

seeking a

stage role.
You will see him in "Kansas
City Princess."

—

W. S. April Picture Play contained an
interview with Heather Angel.
Born
ford,
England, February 9, 1909; five
feet two, weighs 1(15, dark-brown hair and
<

"Springtime for Henry."

in

roll

I

With Otto Kruger and Nancy Car-

eyes.

— Paul

Gregory, of the New
played the lead in "Children
of Dreams."
His only other picture has
been "Wine, Women and Song."
B. A. Lee.

York
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Have you a lull, oversizo
bust? Vcm can reduce 3-5
inches and have alluring,
slim loveliness wilh my tannins Slimcrcam treatment,
whii h reduced my bust
&
Inches and weight 28 lbs.
in 28 days!
GUARAN-
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stage,

1

1
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MONEY
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applying
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il

your
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after
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1

Full

Treatment, $1.00,

30

.lavs'
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in

GUARANTEED

rapid,

So happy

J.

FREE!

much admired.

girlish, fascinating curves so

NOW,

Send $1.00 nn my Slimcream treatment

and

send you, FREE, my world-famous, regular
si mi Beauty Treatment, wilh a gold mine of priceIcss beauty secrets never before revealed!
Limited
I

will

SEND TODAYI

oiler

Daisy Stebbing, Dcpt.P.P.7, Forest Hills, New York.
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World's Fair, 1934. In the comedy
"Ten Baby Fingers," with Charles Murray
and George Sidney, Dorothy Granger

I

i

i

i

foi

Sell

/

...

n ed

under U.

:t il.

S. Govt.
'• n

Public National Bank. N.Y.c:

played the baby's mother.

A.

plain wrapper. The ultrawaj ii> get those slender,

1841

1

1

I

i-

I.

frei

profit.

:

ItliOAliWAY. N. Y. C.

,

M.,

ii.-n.n-i

T

o

I

Co..

N.Y.C

—

Lillian. Sidney Fox was married to
Charles Behan, December 14, 1932, divorced
April 19, 1934.
In "Down to Their Last
Yacht" with Sidney Blackmer.

Wray, Louis Calhern.

No Joke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
m*% Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after

tik

being deaf for twenty-five years, with

—

—

Art,
inaht.

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
iHcialEarDruTT
booklet on Deafness.
THE WAY COMPANY
Detroit. Michigan

Hof rnann Bldg.

7 12

—

S. D. K.
Upon receipt of a stamped envelope I shall be glad to mail you complete
casts of the pictures you listed.

In

fieial Ear Drums. He wore them day and
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible

Edith Clair. Zita Johann was born in
Tamasvar, Hungary.
Her films include
"The Struggle," "Tiger Shark," "The
Mummy," "Luxury Liner," "The Man
Who Dared," "Sin of Nora Moran,"
"Grand Canary."

PILES

DON'T BE CUT
Until You Try This
Wonderful Treatment

Julia S. Anna Sten with Gary Cooper
for pile suffering. If you have piles in
in "Barbary Coast."
Buster Crabbe is the
any form write for a FREE sample of
devoted husband of Adah Virginia Held,
Page's Pile Tablets and you will bles3
and his latest is "We're Rich Again." the dav that you read this. Write today. E. R.
Marshall, Mich.
Buster, now known as Larry, was born in Page Co., 2392-C Page Bldg.,
Oakland, California, February 7th
six
IN INSTITUTIONS
feet one, weighs 188, brown hair and eyes.
AND HOSPITALS
Attended the University of Southern CaliINEXPERIENCED AND EXPERIENCED
fornia.
Helen Twelvetrees with Donald
MANY GOOD POSITIONS AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE for male ami female help of all kimls. so why
Woods in "She Was a Lady."
;

HELP WANTED
remain

W.

Joseph Mankiewicz, scenario

honeymoons
society

girl

with

who

Elizabeth

has

made

writer,

Young,

a success

in films.

—

D. Constance Bennett with Herbert Marshall in "The Green Hat."
Buster Crabbe in "We're Rich Again."
Joan
J.

J.

Blondell and Glenda
City Princess."

Edna.

— Alice

Farrell

in

"Kansas

May

5,

1912; five feet two, weighs 112, blond hair,
blue eyes.
Opposite Lew Ayres in "She

Learned About Sailors."

Gerald

W.

Barnett.

is

no

Mon-

lenger.

—

Elizabeth Wheeling. Nils Asther is
from Vivian Duncan.
Now in
"The Love Captive," with Gloria Stuart.
Diana Wynyard in "One More River" and
"Let's Try Again."
divorced

Hardwick.

M.

A.

— Margaret

— Neil

Hamilton was born
in Lynn, Massachusetts, September 9, 1899
six feet, weighs 155, brown hair and eves.
Opposite Miriam Jordan in "Two Heads
on a Pillow."
;

Sullavan's

Man, What Now?"

"Little
in

her in

directed

Norfolk, Virginia,

May

"Catherine

latest

Write

Dept.

a

1909;

Please 1
Your table can
be the envy

I

of your guests

•

Trevor was born

MARVEL
COOK BOOK
The

Bow."

—

their

—

Joan Crawford and ClarkL. L. D.
Gable are scheduled to play together in
"Sacred and Profane Love," originally
You will see Tat
called "Chained."
mate, Maureen O'Sullivan, in "The Barretts of

Wimpole

New York

five

Lee. Some players who celebirthday in September arc
Richard Arlen, 1st; John Mack Brown,
13th;
Claudette
Colbert,
Jackie
1st;
Cooper, 15th; Ralph Forbes, 30th; Greta
Garb... 18th: Neil Hamilton, 9th: Otto
Kruger, 6th: Paul Muni, 22nd; George
Raft, 26th; Helen Vinson, 17th.
brate

enclosing slump.
W. 45th St..

145

MEALS

New

Murial

9-14

Planned

in
York City, March 8, 1911, golden
hair, hazel eyes.
April Picture Play conIn "Baby,
tained an interview with her.

Take

NOW.

She was born
16,

weighs 112, brown hair, bluegray
Katherine DeMille in Vancouver, B. C, Canada, June 29, 1911; five
feet four, weighs 115, dark hair and eyes.

— Claire

idle?

Scharf Bureau

is

four,
eyes.

Leslie Ames.

— There

arch Studio recorded in the Directory. Big
Four Productions are at 4376 Sunset
Drive, Hollywood.
In 1922 Universal
produced "The Galloping Kid," with Hoot
Gibson, Edna Murphy, Lionel Belmore,
Leon Barry, Jack Walters, Percy Chal-

B.

Czinner, who
the Great."

feet

Faye was born

— The

Hal LeRoy you saw in
"Harold Teen" was born in Cincinnati,
Ohio, December 10, 1913. His right name
is LeRoy Schotte.
Elizabeth Bergner in
Vienna, Austria, August 22, 1900; lishtbrown hair, brown eyes. Married to Paul
B. T.

Street."

Tells

Vou

PRICE

ORDER BY
MAIL

How

60
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Chelsea House
79 Seventh Ave.,

New
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Jean Arthur
John Mack Brown

Nancy

Carroll

Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt

Edmund Lowe

Fox

RKO

Street,

Studio, 780

Hollywoo d,

Tim McCoy

Fred Astaire

William Gargan

Nils Asther

Ann Harding

Florence Rice
Joseph Schildkraut

John Beal

Katharine Hepburn

Bill

Boyd
Clive Brook

Kay Johnson

Bruce Cabot

Mary Mason
Joel McCrea

Billie

Seward

Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn
Fay Wray

Bill

Francis Lederer

Cagney

Chic Chandler
Frances Dee

Heather Angel

Victor Jory
Howard Lally

Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix

Lew Ay res

Frank Melton

Irene

Warner Baxter
Madge Bellamy

Jose Mojica

Bentley
John Boles
Madeleine Carroll
Henrietta Crosman
Irene

Herbert Mundin
Pat Paterson

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers

James Dunn

Raul Roulien

Sally Eilers
Alice Faye
Norman Foster
Janet Gaynor

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Hugh Williams

Shirley

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

Temple

City, California.

Brian Aherne
Elizabeth Allan

Otto Kruger

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald

Charles Butterworth
Mrs. Patrick Campbell

Mary

Carlisle

Maurice Chevalier

Mae

Clarke

Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies

Mane

Dressier

Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow
Helen Haves

Evelyn Laye

Herbert Marshall
Florine

McKinney

Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery

Frank Morgan
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker
William Powell
Esther Ralston

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez

Henry Wadsworth
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Adrienne Ames
Richard Arlen

Mary

I

Inland

Bradley

George Burns
Kitty Carlisle
Claudette Colbert

Gary Cooper
Buster Crabbe
Bing
Irosby
Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake
Frances Fuller
Grant
Jack Haley
<

M

I

lopkins

Roscoe Karns
(

liarles

Laughton

Baby LeRoy
John Davis Lodge

Street,

Carol Lombard
Ida Lupino

Helen Mack
Joan Marsh
Gertrude Michael
Jack Oakie
Gail Patrick-

Joe Penner
I

reorge

Raft

Dunne

Ginger Rogers

Helen Vinson
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.
George Arliss
Constance Bennett
Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
Ronald Colman

March
Mary Pickford
Anna Sten
Fredric

Swanson

Gloria

Young

Loretta

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.
Binnie Barnes
Russ Brown
Russ Columbo
Andy Devine
Sterling Holloway
Henry Hull
Lois January

Bela Lugosi

Buck Jones

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville
Alice White

Boris Karloff

June Knight
Louise Lattimer

Paul Lukas
Chester Morris

Zasu Pitts
Roger Pryor
Onslow Stevens
Gloria Stuart

Jane Wyatt

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

May Robson
Norma Shearer

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.
Gracie Allen

Street,

Grace Moore

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

Rosemary Ames

Gower

California.

Loretta Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Joe E.

Brown

Helen
Frank

MacMahon
Mann

McHugh

Colin Clive

Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Ricardo Cortez
Bette Davis

Virginia Pine

James Cagney

Claire

Theodore Newton
Dick Powell

Dodd

Ann Dvorak

Phillip

Patricia Ellis

Edward

Glenda Earrell

Kay

Francis

Allen Jenkins

Al Jolson

Ruby Keeler

Reed

G. Robinson
Barbara Rogers
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Warren William
Donald Woods

Lanny Ross
Ruggles
Randolph Scott

Free-lance Players:

Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Sidney Fox, 6615 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North Hollywood. Joan
Bennett, Lila Lee, Marian Nixon, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian,
Lionel Atwill,
430 California Bank Building, Hollywood.
Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins, Douglass
Montgomery, 1509 North Vine Street, Hollywood. Neil HamilAlan
ton, 351 North Crescent Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Avenue, Hollywood.

Charles

Guy Standing
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable
Sir

Mae West
Dorothy Wilson

Henry Wilcoxon
Toby Wing
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THANK YOU —

much— but I couldn't

even think about smoking a cigarette."
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i

understand,

but they are so mild and
that

I
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good
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one while we are riding along out here."
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Through", Fredric

March for "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde"
.

.

.

Laughton for
"Henry the Eighth".

Chas.

Romance ... tuned

to the beat

of your heart... as three win-

ners of

Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences "Best

Performance" awards
teamed

in a

.

.

.

are

romance greater

than "Smilin' Through." As a
stage play,

"The

Barretts of

nORmfl SHEARER

Wimpole Street'

FREDMC

Goldwyn- Mayer presentation
it brilliantly dominates the

scored a three

year triumph. As a Metro-

mfll\CH
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'

1934 cinema scene!

¥
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with
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Picture|

From the play by
Directed by
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Rudolph Besier
Sidney Franklin
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Go Broke on

Stars

Week Helen Pade

$1,000 a
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of setting

difficulty

Always Exasperatin'

Barbara Stanwyck simply will no1 do what

Velvet Steam-roller

is

Man Behind

the Medals
What everybody wants to know

Devil or Saint?

about

the

Samuel Richard Mook

Fanya Graham
star,

Walter Connolly.

14

Laura Benham

27
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.
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William H. McKegg

Two-sided Jack LaKue can be either, with complete success.

Battle of the Sexes
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Ben Maddox
expected of her.

new
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Proving that Hollywood and the screen are dominated by women, with men invariably
playing second fiddle.
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John Mack, Tom, and Joe

Do They
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well-known star

a

acute
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is

observer.
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A

of

says an

dressing,
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The "new'* personality,
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Leroy Keleher

hitherto unrevealed Alice Brady stands forth for fresh honors.
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Prerelease stills from "La Cucaracha,
rhe White Flame," "British Agent," "The Age
of innocence,
rrans-Atlantic Merry-Go Round," "The Green Hal." "Nell Gwynn."
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Dena Reed captures Mr. Bellamy in New
York for the delectation
of his especial legion.
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NEW

YORK,

is

her attitude to-

ward the place that has

Brady.

Glimpses of Future Films

Jr.,

press

What

PREVIEWS:

Smith,

Admirers of these two
favorites constantly
clamor for news of their
respective activities,
glimpses of them as they

19

Superb likenesses in rotogravure of Juliette Compton. Glenda Karrell. Ann Harding,
Margaret Lindsay, Kay Johnson, Julie Ilaydon, Pert Kellon. Helen Collins,
Madge Bellamy, Carl Brisson, Myrna Lov, Marian Nixon, Barbara Stanwyck,

How Do You

DAVID MANNERS
RALPH BELLAMY

KAY FRANCIS AND

Favorites of the Fans

Alice

fre-

Play, Helen Pade will answer your questions. She
will tell you what causes
collapses and breakdowns.
You'll be amazed.

demand.

Addresses of Players
Where

Yet stars

quent hospitals and sanitariums, rest cures and
the like when they are not
going to Europe.
Why should this be?
Are actors and actresses
more delicate than ordinary folk? With all their
athletics, training and outdoor life? Certainly not!
In next month's Picture

really are and not as the

...

Norbert Lusk

and performances has

of pictures

8

assistants.

November Picture Play

Edwin and Elza

news from the studio merry-go-round.

of

STARS
causes them? Why
do players need frequent
vacations of from two
weeks to three months?
Studio stenographers who
work fifty weeks a year at
high tension do not collapse under the strain.
Nor do directors and their

What

along on a grand every seven days.

Describing the unique character and personality of John Beal.

The

March

....

authoritative report of the reform wave which threatens the screen.

Facts and figures prove the

.11

.

.

foretaste of the beauty of "The Barretts of VVimpole Street," with Fredric
and Norma Shearer.

NERVOUS BREAKDOWNS OF THE

—

she is too
doesn't hate it
but
intelligent for that
she says, "With the greatest talent in the world
here in our midst, nothing
great ever goes our of

—

Hollywood. Can you name
one finished artist whom
Hollywood has developed
and sent to other fields?"
Samuel Richard Mook
has written the most asabout
tonishing
article
Miss Francis ever to be
published.
It will be in
Picture Play for November.

N. Y.

her to wealth and

fame? It is unlike that
She
of any other star.

THE
there
said

But
life of Marie Dressier, most truly beloved of all stars, ended July 28th at Santa Barbara, California.
was so much that was immortal in her character and life, the most extraordinary of any star, that she cannot be
For she enriched all.
to have died
not as long as life, and its reflection on the stage and screen, exists.

mortal

—

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Hepburn's Hauteur:

u

she

NBLINDED BY STARDUST." What
Helen Ludlani

did interview bv

and what

'la

1

a

sensible girl

is

in

a splen-

July Picture

Helen Hayes
This debate

Picture

in

Play concern-

is

homely, what

is

very amusing.
Can't you just
see Kate grin
and say to
her intimates,
"Ah! They're
fighting over
me as they did
over Garbo a
fe w
y ea r s

ago"
I

left to
is

admire? If, because of her
merely amusing herself, let

her go ahead and have a good-time, for it won't last long.
Fans expect stars to surround themselves with a certain amount of glamour and elusiveness, but there is such
a thing as being ridiculous.
Marjorie.
21 Margarita Apartments, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

ing the merits
of Katharine

Hepburn

is

financial independence, she

About Those Accents.
sickening to read that some producer has just
returned from Europe where he has signed up this
Polish actress and that Austrian actor for pictures in
Hollywood. The Boulevard is already overcrowded with
talent seeking an opportunity.
Hollywood is full of
established actors and actresses, yet the studios continue
to send scouts

IT

is

to

"Christopher
Strong" and

tune to

visit

theater

where,

"Little

besides the

Women,"

double bill, a
picture was being previewed.

but

other
charming girls, to sav nothing of adorable Douglass
Mi mtgomery. Jo March could have been done much more
sympathetically by
i'^m.
Madge Evans.

Ludlam

The

pictures
spoke with an
accent
one de-

—

Frank Albertson is lauded by "Sal From
Kansas," who says girls of seventeen
like to watch some one they can associate with their dreams.

Viennese
cent,

and

acthe

third a definite

in!

Swedish accent.

ar-

longed to hear
Will Rogers burst forth with some good old United
States accent and left the theater considerably confused

Her

I

trying to figure out what it was all about.
Leslie Howard is one of my favorites, and
long admired Clive Brook and Ronald Colman.

<

good copy

(da

Diana Wynyard lovely and

avia-

trix.

Lynn Short admires

Diana Wynyard and
other British players,
but could do without
them all in favor of

>

Stardom
it

cidedly
Mexican, another a

the

rogant hauteur is a
cheap imitation of
iarho, and her an
pearance a verj

has,

stars in all

three

has

Hepburn.

a

a

slant

certainly

certain

it

was my misfor-

enjoyed

three

correct

at

Recently,

':

Fans expect stars to surround themselves as has been
with glamour and elusiveness, but there is said, the latsuch a thing as being ridiculous, says a ter was confan in criticizing Katharine Hepburn.
tributed to by

Miss

Europe,

great expense,
to dig up foreign talent.

stars

who speak "on

the American plan.'

seems,

Meet ed

Hepburn

Miss
worse

than any star who
has ever risen sud-

She insult-,
denly.
perfectly "intelligent
l» 'pie about so sim-

iV^%»
T.

Marion Edmun-

'

a thing as her
pl(
autograph, and misrepresents her private life to the
point of tempting us to call them "idiotic lit s."
So. as one has only to look at her to he convinced that

son resents the
help given Gene

Raymond by
mother.

his

I

I

have

think
enjoy Carbo's pictures, but
I

What
Her

T could do without any of these and be
contented having my picture entertainment served on the American plan.
quite

Lynn

Short.

Maiden's Dream.
I

him

thought he was just wcnWho could forget "Just Imagine"?
derful.
It was different from anything done on
I

the screen before or since.
Frank can act and he is really goodlooking.
Even if the older men are nice,
girls of seventeen like to watch some one
they can associate with their dreams. You
can't tell me that all young girls prefer
old men to young ones.
I hope that we will be seeing Frank in
many more pictures.

Sal From Kansas.
Kansas.

Stockton,

Misjudged?

LAURA BENHAM

seems to have readied a low ebb.
In other words, she has lost that certain
vitality

taking a lot for

is

liked.

Miss

Doubtless

Evans

movies

the

I

..

no great

sonality.

He

but he has perhas a quiet, convincing

lover,

He

has a most infectious grin.
In
altogether interesting.
And,
fans, he can act.
You want to know his
name? Russell Hopton, of course.
Remember "Air Mail," "The Little
Giant," "One Year Later," "Good Dame"?
I guess you do.
Please, producers, give him a real acting
break. He has earned it.
Tony.
Lancashire, England.
voice.

he

fact,

is

also.

to pay the bills, almost
anybody might do as well and act as well
as Mr. Raymond.

A

HAVE

Hollywood, give us Katharine
is and don't change her.

Please,

as she

Kohi

\

716 North Division Street,
Appleton, Wisconsin.

Ruby Has Everything.
I
say a few words about Ruby
Keeler?
I am so sick of the wideeyed, baby-faced girls who pull their skirts
up to their flowered garters. It is a pleasure to see Ruby on the screen.
She is
both pretty and sweet, but she has pi
of pep.
And what a tap dancer!
Here's hoping for you. Ruby.
Marjorie Hirst.
1918 Pine Street,

Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia,

•

Immortal Helen.

1HAVE

read Helen Eudlam's interview with Helen Hayes in July PicMiss Ludlam certainly told the
ture Play.
truth.
1
wouldn't care if Helen Hayes
would always
were fifty years older.
I
worship and admire her.
Not another
ai tress on the screen to-day has her talent,
charm, and enchanting voice.
She is sweet, but not that forced sweetShe's real, alive. You
ness that is sugary.
Mem to know her. I do not see why some
people say she is not pretty. I think she's
just

beautiful.

That her days are numbered or that she
grow old, I say no a thousand no's.
Helen Hayes is immortal, and I am burning with impatience to see her again on
the screen.
Her performances are unforGabrielle LeFeure.
getable.
31-84 43rd Street,
Astoria, Long Island, New York.

—

shall

Edmundson.

Root for Lanny.

Lanny Ross in "Meland think he is very
my opinion, he excels Dick Powell and Bing Crosby in every way.
From now on I'm one of Lanny Ross's
strongest enthusiasts.
Virginia Root.
18072 Pennington Drive,
Detroit, Michigan.

I ody in
good. In

will.

MAY

Likable Russell Hopton.

HE'S

1

Hepburn

C. II.

With some one

T. Marion
Union City, Tennessee.

of

she

I

granted when she says Gene Raymond
everybody's favorite in her interview in
July Picture Play.
Personally, I'd think more of him as a
man if he had got somewhere on his own
and told us how he did it, instead of telling
us the things his mother did to bring out
his brilliance, and what a big success he
is as a result.
I suppose his mother paid
bills,

"Joan

know

witty, and lovable as a person, but that,
fear, has nothing whatever to do with her

an actress.
Weatherly, Pennsylvania.

If

Velm

is

the

tor.

charming,

is

ability as

we want and have been waiting
any one can make a success of
Arc," Miss Hepburn can and

of pictures

She would do

well to take a vacation from
and return to the theater.

oh why, don't we see more of
WHY,
Frank Albertson? In the pictures
did see

which once was a delight to
become Hat and toneless. Her

voice,

hear, has

something which we

Hollywood, California.

A

the Fans Think

just seen

Spring"

Adorable Bing.

TOwho

me

there

is

really

is

some one on the screen
worth raving about. In

case you haven't guessed. I'm referring to
Bing Crosby, a great actor and a great
singer.

WAS

Poor Madge!
very much interested

one part as good as the chance
had in 'Scarface' and I'll show you,"

"Just
in the letter
I

I by

Richard English in July Picture
Play, and I should like to make a few
remarks regarding the Madge Evans con-

says

Ann Dvorak, echoing the wish
many who are all for her.

of

troversy.

English seems to think that because
twenty-seven colleges where
Miss Evans has been proclaimed the artist
supreme that this gives her some consid-

Orchids for Miss Landi.

Air.

he

visited

eration to the

In

the

whether

first

title

of actress.

place,

I

have

I

disagree.

my

doubts

twenty-seven

colleges would be
interested enough to vote for a favorite
movie actress, and in the second place, I
wonder what kind of colleges these might
be that proclaim her their "favorite."
I
am not violently for or against Miss
Evans, but if what Mr. English srr
true, I think the intelligence of the'" students and professors at those colleges
might bear investigation.
On the stage in New York. Madge

Evans showed great promise. She was" a
more than adequate ingenue, but I never
heard any critics place her in a class with
Duse, Bernhardt, Nazimova, or Cornell.

When

Miss Evans went to Hollywood
she brought with her a freshness, sparkle,
and lack of artificiality that were a joy to
behold.

In her first pictures she charmed
every one, and most of us agreed that
here was some one who had not gone
Hollywood. However, since that day she
has not advanced one step.

THIS

is

my

first

letter to a screen

attempt at writing a
magazine, but I feel

When

I
see Bing on the screen, 1 feel
seeing an actor who is natural and
unaffected, one who is truly living the part
Ping is so darned adorable with thai
captivating smile and marvelous personcould watch him forever.
that
I
ality,
And what's more. I'm sure he is just the
same in private life. There is no one in
the world I'd rather meet.

I'm

Bette Hueston.

must write some praise in honor of
gorgeous Elissa Landi. She won my heart
with her rare charm and her golden personality.
She displays no sex appeal, still

234 Central Avenue,
London, Ontario, Canada.

she is far more sparkling with that cool,
refreshing beauty of hers than Mae West
and Jean Harlow put together.
Many orchids to you, lovely Elissa. You
are a dew-kissed rose in the midst of
May Hollypassion flowers.
scentless
wood never change you.

KATHARINE HEPBURN

that I

Mary
248

BACILLE.

Sherman Avenue,

Xew York

On

actress?

What

with

roles

known

tories,

would

et

cetera,

ford-proof,

supporting
slu'

couldn't

a good performance.
like to see what would happen

help but turn
I

marvelous

great
perhaps.
given her,
a

screen,

great roles being
as actor-proof or

directors,

ble

the

in

she were put entirely on her own in a
picture without the help of a great director
and cast. I imagine she would flop even
harder than she did in "The Lake," her
if

City.

All for Hepburn.
miss a Hepburn picture
I for anything.
I think Katharine
Hepburn is the greatest actress Hollywood has
ever had and I know there are many wdio
agree with me.
I go to four or five shows a week and
I can honestly say that I enjoy a Hepburn
picture more than any other.
After seeing
"Little Women" and "Spitfire," I can't say
enough for her. She is giving us the kind

WOULDN'T

Them's Harsh Words!

failure.

No,

Hepburn

certainly not a great
could not pass the acid
test of the stage.
So with the critics who
panned her I must agree she is a promising actress, a promise that may never be
actress,

for

is

she

—

fulfilled.

Another
Sullavan.

disappointment
is
Praised to the skies
Continued on page 10

Margaret
in

her

first

—
o

Information, Please
man who knows.

Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the

By The Oracle
GINSBURG.

V [OLET
Sten

ing

It"

hasn't

a

Gwen.

With Jean Arthur in "The Deand with Fay Wray in
"Black Moon."
vorced.

fense

Rests,"

— See

Given for information about
Gene Raymond. You might write and ask
him if he ever intends to> come to Washington, D. C.
Gene was twenty-six on

"We

August

Live Again," with
Fredric March, is her
a large music store in your city
phonograph record of "That's
likely

to

F.

S.

13th.

A Colman
contained

Admirer.
full-page

a

(

as they appear
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back."
This film will have been released by the
time you read this.

of

for Sale,"

C.

married in 1926. Neither
bad been previously married. They were divorced
in May, 1932. Miss Harding is thirty-three and

was pub-

by Chatto of England, and her latest
"The Ancestor," by DoubledayDoran of New York.
For information
about the musical score of "Little Women,"
address Publicity Department, RKO Pictures, Radio City, New York.

—Ann

Harding
and Harry Bannister were
E.

New Zealand—Elissa

"House

lished

celebrates

book,

August

A

.

To-night,"

origi-

"The Woman
"Smart Money"

Edward

of

Robinson's

earlier

Need.

in

Jackie

— You

will

see

Barbara

Lost Lady," with Phillip
the most often used trained

—

Loreece Moore. Heather Angel comes
from Oxford, England, and Edward G.
Robinson from Roumania. Ben Lyon with
Claudette Colbert in "For the Love o'
Alike."

Sun xv.— Ralph
lamy was born

at

BelChi-

in

cago, Illinois,
fune 17,
1904; a little oyer six
feet, blond hair, blue eyes.
With bay W'ray in
"Woman in the Dark."
For bis photo, write him

6615 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.

I

1.

chester,

—Jack Holt
Virginia, May

weighs

172,

Mary

G.

brown

Pat Ossixger.

— Dick

Powell has been

summer

of 1932.

Pre-

vious to that he played with an orchestra
and acted as master of ceremonies. He is
costarred with Ruby Keeler in "Flirtation

Walk."

—

James Styles. The Vitagraph Company, formed in 1897, was the first to proTheir old studio on Fast
duce pictures.
15th Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York, is now the property of Warare unable to supply the first
ners.
The only issues
copy of Picture Play.
now available are those for the past few

We

years.

La

Brown

John K.

—John

appeared
picture since

hasn't

but

Christina,"

Gilbert

any

in

"Queen
you

will

soon see him in "The
Captain Hates the Sea."
Eddie Cantor's latest is

"Kid Millions."

and eyes. His full name
Clyde Raymond Beatty.
He has no children. You
might address him at
Mascot Pictures. In "The
Big Cage," Anita Page

is

31.

hair

1888;

and

in

six

eyes.

Winfeet,

Di-

picture

"Viennese Nights." Our Subscription Department will send you that copy upon
receipt of your order and twenty-five cents.
Miss Segal's most recent appearance was
She was
in "The Cat and the Fiddle."
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

—

»?**-^**
played the part of Lillian
Langlcy ; Andy Devine, Scoops; Wallace
Ford, Russ Penny; Yince Barnett, Soupmeat;
Raymond Hatton, Tim O'Hara.
Monte Blue will be forty-live January 11th.

Axxa. Elissa Landi was born in
Venice, Italy, December 6, 1906; educated
Five feet five, weighs 117;
in England.
auburn hair, green-blue eyes. \\ ith Robert Donat in "Count of Monte Cristo."

—

M. Ginger R< gers
Fred Astaire's leading
lady in "The Gay DiT.

is

Nancy

D.

— Norma

Shearer was born
Canada. With Fredric March

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
Mr. March hails from Racine. Wisconsin.
"The Affairs of Cellini" and "We Live
are
still

tell

his

latest.

Jean

Parker

is

Sorry, but \ am unable to
you anything about Ernestine Andersingle.

July,

1933,

Mr. Aslaire married the
Phyllis
Mrs.
former
Baker Livingston Pi
RKO.
Address him at
Frances Drake is a native New Yor ker
five feet two and a half, weighs 1 10. bi- own
;

—

Lu( ii. i.e. Map: Barker. Frankie Darro
appearing in the Mascot serial "Burn'cm-l'p Barnes."
lie comes from Chicago, Illinois, and will be sixteen December 22nd. In the August issue we pub-

In

vorce."

gray eyes.

hair,

son.

is

was born

a

Walter

—

Ellis.
Clyde Beatty was born in
Bainbridge, Ohio, June 10, 1905; five feet
six, weighs 148, dark hair

January, 1931, we pubof Vivienne Segal with
Pidgeon as they appeared in

W. I.—In

H.
lished

with Columbia.

in

—

1

Jack

—

in Montreal,

Jeanne and Jack. The composition
"Bolero," from the picture of that name,
is
by Maurice Ravel.
Any large music
publishers should have tins, or you might
try (i. Schirmer, 3 East 43rd Street, New
York City.
doubt if Paramount has illustrated instructions on bow to do the
l" ilii

Greater

Elizabeth Gilstrap. Address Ginger
Rogers at RKO Buck Jones at Universal,
and Tom Tyler at Freule'r Films,
Talisman Studio, Hollywood. John Mack

Ruth

lion in pictures.

Jfc

important part in
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." Jackie Searl
is
in the cast of "She
Was a Lady," with Helen
Twelvetrees,
Donald
Woods, Ralph Morgan.

an

;

"A
is

Melodrama."

G.
pic-

tures.

Brock.

"No

Pictures "Devil's Island."
When requesting information by mail a stamped envelope
should be inclosed.

e

was one

S.

— In

the role of Boka was played by
Jimmy Butler. He also played the part of
William Powell as a boy in "Manhattan

Glory"

"After

i

Spy."

B.

Coppola.

birthday

Rue was Carlo
in "Christopher Strong."
Paramount produced "Border Legion," and Chad wick

r

nally called

Stanwyck

Harry

her

7th.

x x e Mac k
Constance Bennett and
Gilbert Roland played in
i)

—

Jimmy B. Your nameJimmy Butler, has

sake,

in pictures since the

Gene's real name is Raymond
Guion, being of French descent. No double
is required when his part calls for singing,
playing the violin or piano.

Elizabeth

Play
Ronald

Colman and Loretta Young

Carroll.

Landi's novel.

July Picture
—portrait
of

in

iene Raymond's next is "TransMerry-Go-Round," opposite Nancy

lished a small picture of Frankie, which
gives an idea of what he is like. Address
him at Mascot Pictures, 4376 Sunset Drive,

Hollywood.

inclose

to

twenty-five cents to cover
Picture Play for
cost.
August contained an interview with Miss Sten.

elsewhere.

it

atlantic

request-

photograph,

customary

Love" from "Nana," you aren't
obtain

Anna

\ddress

When

star's

a

is

it

latest,

—

United Artists.

at

Joax.
ing

— Margaret

was born
l

l

)()<);

hair,

Sullavan

five

in

now mak-

is

Miss
Fairy."
Norfolk, Virginia,

"The Good
feet

blue-gray

four,

eyes.

weighs

Sullavan

Ma\ 16,
brown

112,

Information, Please

— Nils

Asther with Rosemary
"Pursued" Joan Crawford and
Madge Evans
Clark Gable in "Chained."
was born in New York City, July 1, 1909
ive feet four, weighs 116, golden hair, blue

Helex.

Ames

in

;

Now

;yes.

playing in "Paris Interlude,"

Young,

With Robert
Merkel.

Louise.

Kruger,

Otto

Una

— Gary

Cooper with Carol Lom-

"Now and Forever" Janet Gaynor
Entrance."
.d Lew Ayres in "Servants'
tames Dunn is a native New Yorker, born
;

(November 2, 1905 Cary Grant in Bristol,
England, January 18, 1903. Cary's latest
"Ladies Should Listen."
Is
;

— Shirley

Mildred.

Temple

was

born

1929, in Santa Monica, CaliforPlaying in
and Forever." Cora
lia.
jSue Collins, in Beckley, West Virginia,
1928.
V.pril
Latest is
"Treasure
19,
\pril 23,

"Now

je

Los

Cooper,

Jackie

sland."

September

iTalifornia,

Angeles,

Next

15, 1923.

will

Bad Boy."

"Peck's

—

Maryann. Evelyn Venable and Kent
Taylor are again cast opposite each other
in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
Miss Venable was burn in Cincinnati,
Ohio, in 1916; live feet six, weighs 120,
brown hair, blue eyes. Kent Taylor, near
Nashua, Iowa, May 11th; six feet, weighs
wavy

165, dark,

bard in

Florence Riggs.
Lanny Ross's

brown

hair,

George Howartii.

eyes.

—

Since her return to
Colleen Moore has played in
"The Power and the Glory," "Social Register," "Success at Any Price," to be followed by "The Scarlet Letter."
David
Manners plays the lead in "Moonstone,"
with Phyllis Barry opposite.
the

screen,

Johnny.

— Kitty

former

Carlisle,

in

—

Mlle. de Marr. A letter direct to
Ralph Bellamy may bring you the desired
information.
Sorry I can't help .you out

Spring"

picture for Para"College
will
be

first

His
next
Lanny's full name is Lancelot
Uiythm."
'atrick Ross, and he is a graduate of
fale and Columbia University Law School.

nount.

Elizabeth H.

Now

in

"You Be-

—

Shirley Grey comes from NaugaL. G.
Connecticut, and celebrates her birthy on April 3rd. She is five feet six,
eighs 118; blond hair, blue-gray eyes,
pposite Ralph Bellamy in "By Persons

now making "The Fountain."
1901
es.

Sam

Fort
;

five feet

Jane, will be five in

Sheridan.

— Tom

Una Merkel

Brown

and

nita Louise, who are sweethearts off the
reen, play together in Will
Rogers's

udge Priest."
Franchot Tone opposite
an Harlow in "The Girl from Missouri."

— John

Beal, who forsook the
stage for Hollywood, is in the
st of "Hat, Coat, and Glove."
He was
rn in Joplin, Missouri, August 13, 1909
re
feet
ten and a half, weighs 150;
own hair and eyes. Graduated from the
F.

ew York

aiversity of Pennsylvania in 1930.
m-Irish descent.

—

role

— In

Justin

Tyme.

oom,"

Patricia

indolph.

Ger-

Reader. Billie
Seward
of Anita in "Twentieth
She is with Columbia.

Interested
ayed the

"Here

Ellis

Pat was born

Comes

played
in

the
Patricia

New York

May 20, 1916 is five feet five, weighs
blond hair, blue eyes. Her real name
Leftwich.

ty,
5,

:

— Preston
New

City,
feet 'two,

hair,

blue

of

was

Foster

Jersey,

eye-^.

I

Am

The

New

three are native

in

San Fran-

Italian par

—

K. Clark Gable's current picture
"Chained," opposite Joan Crawford.
This will be followed by "Mutiny on the
Bounty."
S. L.

is

New York policewith a voice, will sing for you
"Dames" and "The Student Tour."

Phil

Regan, former

man
10th,

\ew

weighs 200, darkBesides those you
Mr. Foster has played in "Follow
six

19(12;

cisco,

;

S.— On December

:ntury."

Viezzoli.

Ocean

in

She was

Covington, Kentucky,
be twenty-five.
her birthplace.
She is five feet five,
eighs 110; blond hair, blue eyes. Playing
"The Merry Widow," "Murder in the
rivate Car," and "Paris Interlude."

Mary

—

Minyae. Metro-Goldvvyn plans to release Greta Garbo's "The Painted Veil" in
the fall.
For stills of any of their pictures,
address Publicity Department of that company, 1540
York City.

Eugenio Rudolpho Columbo,

in

ill

Ella

M. L. L.—"Midnight Alibi" is Richard
Barthelmess's most recent film.
He has
been on the lookout for material for his
next, which he may produce himself.

Italian descent.

favorite

ovember.
F.

Warner

Evanston, Illinois, and celebrates her birthday on December 11th.

Yorkers, but LaRue's right name i^ Lo
Bue.
Russ Columbo was born Ruggiero

Houston, Texas, August
five
ash-blond hair, blue

Her daughter,

Are DangerBaxter,
Born in

—

nknown."

>rn in

playe

Women

"Such

Ax American Citizex. George Raft.
Jack LaRue, and Jimmy Durante are of

lck,

—Your

serial

a Fugitive from a Chain Gang," "You Said
a Mouthful," "The All- American," "Ladies
They Talk About," "Elmer the Great,"
"Corruption," "The Man Who Dared."
"Sensation Hunters," "Devil's Mate."
ture Play published a story about him in
August, 1933, a copy of which may be had
by sending your order and ten cents to our
Subscription Department.

;

Admirer.

Gem Kay. — Rosemary Ames
secretary in
ous,"
with

listed,

—

Ann Harding

the

in

the Leader," "Two Seconds," "The
Mile," "Life Begins," "Doctor X." "I

Billie.
That was Helen Mack as Cary
secretary in "Kiss and Make-up."
[elen comes from Rock Island, Illinois,
five feet three
orn November 13, 1913
pd a half, weighs 105, dark-brown hair
in

players

a silent serial.

brown

Dix was born

Lee Tracy

— The

"King of the Wild," were Walter Miller,
Nora Lane, Tom Santschi, Boris Karloff,
n
Schofiekl, Larry Steers, Dorothy
Christy, Mischa Auer, Lafe McKee.
Without a Face" was released in 1928 as

24,

rant's

eyes.
With
ing to Me."

I..

.\f.

J.

to F. I. £..,
questions about

>ur

Talmadge.

Flora

"His Greatest Gamble."

tid

Richard

born

weighs

>es.

Fax.— The answer

Loving

.

Paul, Minnesota, July 18, 1894; six
dark-brown hair and
184,

St.
et,

— Richard

A

directly above,

stage

was Anne Ware in "Murder at
the Vanities." Now in Bing Crosby's "She
Loves Me Not."
actress,

this time.

— "Melody

iras

'.»

—

Susie. When Frances Fuller completed
her first picture, "One Sunday Afternoon,"
she returned to the New York stage.
However, she is in Hollywood again making "Elmer and Elsie," opposite George
Bancroft.

—

and
Baxter
Casso. Warner
Myrna Loy have the leads in "Broadway
Karen Morley with Tom Keene in
Bill."
"Our Daily Bread." Ann Sothern, Paul
Steve

Hamilton

Kelly, Neil

in

"Blind Date."

— Chester

Morris was born in
February 16, 1902; five
feet nine, weighs 148, brown hair, gray
eyes.
He married Sue Kilborn in NovemTheir son, Brooks, was born in
ber, 1926.
1929, and their daughter, Cynthia, in 1932.
Loretta.

New York

City,

—

Evelyn Treat. A list of Ralph Bellamy fan clubs will be sent to you upon
receipt of a stamped envelope.

—

Richard Talmadge is curF. I. L.
rently playing in the Universal serial. "PiDick was born in New
rate Treasure."

York
nine,

City,

weighs

married.

December

3,

1897;

175, black hair

and

five

feet

eyes.

Not

Of course you may write

again.

—

Nadixe Avis. Lilian Harvey will be
twenty-eight on January 19th; about five
feet two, weighs 94, blond hair, blue

Marty

I.

Loutiier.

— Kay

Johnson

Maureen O'Sullivan
Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer.

free-lancing.

Mamie

Chieciii.

in

Santa

1929;

has

born

— Shirley

Monica,

is

with

is

Temple was

April
and blond curly
hair.
Address her at Fox Studio.
Eric
Linden is in "I Give My Love." Ginger
Rogers was twenty-three July 16th; five
feet five, weighs 112, reddish-blond hair,

23,

blue

blue

California,

eyes

eyes.

William Schocair.

—

Barry Norton was
Buenos Aires, Argentina, June 16,
five feet eleven and a half, weighs
168, dark-brown hair and eyes; right name
Lawrence Grant.
Biraben.
Alfred
de
Bournemouth, England, October 29th: six

born

in

:

grav hair, hazel eves. Stepin Fetchit,
Florida, .May 30, 1902; five
feet nine, weighs 160; right name Lincoln
Carmel Myers, San
Theodore Perry.
five
Francisco, California, April 9. 1901
feet four, weighs 126. brown hair, green
eyes.
Alice Day, Pueblo, Colorado, November 7, 1905; blond hair, blue eye^
right name Xewlin.
feet,

Key West,

;

—

!

What

10
picture, in

Continued from page 7
which she did give a good per-

admit, but the role was
She is only a fairly good actress,
proof.
not pretty, and her voice is terrible— nasal,
certainly will not suffer
1
harsh, grating.
through another film in which she ap-

formance,

E<

I'll

pears for I intend to keep away from any
theater that displays her name -either herb
haters.
G. M.
or Hepburn's.
Buffalo, New York.

W

Tom Brown

WOULD

Boosters.

<

f

Tom
When

greater
talents

line

Brown.

an actor gathers admirers from
the United States, India, New Zeal, old.
Australia, and England, and all these from
walks of life, that is the supreme
test

correspond regularly with these stanch
and again and again comes the
"Why doesn't Tom Brown ap-

1

pear

most

a

is

person and

instills

of his abilitj

and unaffected
same sincerity and

sincere
this

each of his screen portrayals.
indeed a rare gift and adds the
of life so necessary for a successful

charm
This
spark

more worthy

films

in

Tom

into

is

i

mance.
do not ignore this talented
Give him roles that will be

Producers,

but I still think Charles Butthe funniest man on the screen.
stop kidding the public about

nutty,

terworth
Please
,i

is

Swanson.

— For

and Against.
you what I've decided
I'D
about the movies and check with the
rest of your readers.
Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer, and
Praise
to

tell

Bennett

tance

are

three

wdio

stars

Crawford and Shearer

can't act.

at

least

give the fans their money's
worth.
Joan has an interesting personality even when she becomes slightly riNorma is a very ambitious and
diculous.
But Bennett never
hard-working girl.
She gets by on publicity and
even tries.
All of them are overthe family name.
ridden with affectations and mannerisms.
The real actresses of the screen are
try

hard

to

Llelen Hayes, Katharine Hepburn, Barbara
Ann has
Stanwyck, and Ann Harding.
an attractive and original personality as
Barbara
well as being a capable actress.
Helen is
is the most sincere and natural.

Madge, Sublime and Divine.

FOR

some years

have taken an interand after wading
through a lot of mediocre publicity anent
the screen, have come to regard Picture
Play as the most dependable and therefore the best magazine.
As for recent correspondence relating to
Madge Evans, I would add that, in my
opinion, she represents the highest pinnacle
of achievement in the picture arts and
sciences to-day.
And that is saying something, because very many are very near the
Where can you find such naturaltop.

—
—

producers would give us more players
Madge Evans, the screen would rise
to still greater heights
If

like

R. Kerr Dewar, B.Sc, M.D.
Fort William, Ontario, Canada.

Honey, Gold, Emeralds.

KATHARINE HEPBURN
most

She
does.

is

It

Those Supporting Players.

Strong."

I

willingness to wander off the beaten path,
especially in the selection of interviews
with players.
In many of the magazines
the only pictures and interviews we get
the old established players.
Of course we want some of those stories hut how refreshing your story on
Nydia Westman, how welcome the picture of Thelma Todd, the stories on Lionel
Atwill and Bela Lugosi. I was also glad
to see the picture of Gene Raymond, for
I think we do not get nearly enough large
iits of the men stars.
There are many line supporting players
that we are all interested in.
Anyway,
you arc doing the best job of any in this
so

line,

power

tin ire

Escondido,

to

you!
"Li.lemar."

California.

Won't Be Kidded.

PLEASE

quit boring the fans

more

and

We

loyalty.

now

it

of

talcs

Isabel

you the

believed

with tales
Jewell's
first

merely begins to look

time,
a

like

build-up for her.

swell

\\

hether

or

not

we

don't care.
She won her fame by being a "fast and
gal and evidently the fans didn't
object t.. her being that way.
And give
us a break by letting up on the subject
>hc

-lie

i-

so

is

heartbroken over her matri-

failures

Don't

Hepburn.
already.

give

!

us

We
\'o

so

many

stories

can give all the answers
personal objections to her

either.

Speak to Crawford just once
about her make-up.
I
imagine the Africans turn green with envy when the)
her mouth.
also sincen
that
this crack doesn't hurt that sensitive spirit
of hers that we have read about until it's
rather funnv.
I

1

I

"Morning
"Spitfire."

Five triumphs each one featuring a very
different character, but our beloved KathaFive
rine was magnificent in all of them.
triumphs, each one a complete and truly
brilliant and inspiring masterpiece in itself.
Not since the great days of Bernhardt,
Duse, and Ellen Terry, has there been
another genius quite so wonderful.

Nelson Eddy manages to be cheerful
as well as hopeful as he waits for
that promised musical, "Prisoner of
Zenda."

Her voice is honey and gold. It's a
Her beautiful,
pleasure to listen to her.
expressive eyes are like two sparkling
emeralds. Her glorious hair is like a brilShe possesses
liant halo of summer glory.
a rare beauty all her own.
In answer to Picture Play's current
question, "What's Ahead for Hepburn?''
Greater
please permit me to say this
glory, new dramatic heights, greater and
achievements,
grander
success,
greater
world adoration. Just wait and see.
:

one hundred per cent actress, while Katharine is the perfect combination of glamorous personality and acting ability.
Among the men. the greatest actors are
Paul Muni, Walter Huston, the Barrymores, George Arliss, Charles Laughton,
and Kdward G. Robinson.

some ingratiating leading
nun. hut among them only Fredric March
can really act. Cagney, Lee Tracy, ChevaThere

are

and Mae West are types who play
one role well and will delight their special
fans only for a time.
lier,

Stop frying to pound us into believing
that Harlow is one hundred per cent pure.

"Christopher
"Little
Glory."

Divorcement."

of

Women."

have always particuabout Picture Play is its

liked

unques-

the

role.

"Bill

thing which

is

world's greatest, grandinteresting, most brilbant young
the screen to-day.
magnificent in everything she
makes no difference what part
her in, she seems to have the
vitality to adapt herself to any

tionably

they cast
emotional

larly

pardoned
found in

ness, such sublimity
I might be
if I
said "divinity"
as is to be
this player's achievements ?

Doxato R. Ceduoxe.
288 Nevada Street,
Kewtonville, Massachusetts.

0\'K

I

pictures,

in

est

genius on

profession!

acting

the

Washington.

Seattle,

est,

young actor.
complementary to his ability and watch
him take his rightful place on the very top
of

A

class I have no use for is radio
crooners, and that goes for Bing Crosby
Jean Radcliffe.
and Dick Powell.

She may be magnetic

personally, but the screen certainly does
Gladys Brim.
not reflect it.
Pauls Valley, Oklahoma.

like

like to voice a plea for

I screen opportunities for the

the Fans Think

Stop trying to convince us that Jimmy
Durante is a comedian. No doubt I'm a
little

!

There are two classes of players I am
These are the character acstrong for.
Names of these
and comedians.
rs
grand performers are too numerous to
mention, but every fan is grateful to them
for making mediocre plays interesting and
life worth while.
There are some capable and attrai
leading women
Myrna Loy, Miriam Hopkins, Carol Lombard, Claudettc Colbert
who may become big stars some day. Then
there are Dorothea Wieck, Elizabeth
t<

—

1

Sten, and Francis Lederer, who
have unusual and valuable gifts but need
more pictures to prove them.
Garbo a unique personality who is

ner,

Anna

—

humble and learning more
Dietrich

—a

in

even

role.

picture very slightly animated.

Sally Reich.
175 Prairie Avenue,
Providence, Rhode

Island.

Versatile Gable.
Clark Gable first appeared on
the screen, he was discovered immediately by the fans because he was able

WHEN

He has
small part stand out.
that ability and therefore will
become "just a leading man" as

make

to

not

a

lost

never

Frank Tully

fears.

the most popular man on the
screen to-day. but he would not be if he

Gable

is

versatile.
If he had continued in
gangster-woman-beating role he became famous for, the public would have
grown tired of him. But he didn't and the

wasn't
the

public

has

shown

increased

interest

in-

stead.
I have seen Gable's "Men In White" and
"Manhattan Melodrama" and both of them

hear out the fact that he
his big chance.

is

at last getting

Eileen
Chicago,

Mark

Illinois.

Continued on page 61
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LONG-AWAITED
Street

as one of the most important pictures of the new season, this first glimpse of "The Barretts of Wimpole
shows Fredric March and Norma Shearer as the two poets, Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barreif, whose tender,
beautiful love story is as famous and will live as long as their contributions to nineteenth-century literature.

!

12

tH£ CLfAN-L/P
Sin must

be deleted from the screen.

who charge

edict of reformers

immorality,

most violent

This

is

the

the movies with

and indecency in the
crusade Hollywood has ever known.

corruption

vVill those trying to purge the
movies find Claudette Colbert
in "Cleopatra" too exotic?

Two

reels

del Rio's

were

HOLLYWOOD

ain't

Barry."

goin'

no mo', no mo' it
ain't goin' to sin no mo'
Witness the newest refrain
added to the latest song saga of
the ever-impassioned film colony
No giddy time this one, such as
so often symbolizes the land of
movies, but a sad and pensive
threnody, signifying that pictures
are about to draw a black mantle
over their shoulders, and reform.
Much has been already heard
about this great clean-up wave.
The law and the prophets and all
else have been invoked upon the
head of Hollywood.
Churches,
civic bodies, censorial organizations have charged upon an alto

I

cut from Dolores

"Madame Du

sin

;

!

legedly salacious industry.

Mov-

have been condemned in huge
numbers.
Producers and stars
have been called to account. The
resignation of Will Hays has
been demanded.
A state of war
ies

is
among those who represent serenity and spirituality to the
reformers.

Jean Muir

declared.

is

Hollywood

is
having the jitPictures are announced for
filming and then suddenly withdrawn. Wild hysteria now marks the always
dramatic studio conference. Director-, and writers arc in a quandary over
what sort of subjects to offer their audiences. Stars are wondering whether
they will risk their reputations if they appear in anything other than Cin-

ters.

derella

»>.»*>.,

and Pollyanna

role-.

Afore than a mild threat exists that the only sort of productions fans will
be seeing next season will be those of the "Freckles," "Girl of the Limberlost," and "Laddie" type.
There won't even be room for Tarzan and his
lady; instead it will all be Rollo and his mate.
Mae West got right in the hottest spot when "It Ain't Xo Sin" was
offered to the New York censor board.
Objecting flatly to the title and
certain scenes, they turned it down, and Mae had to pick a new name, and
re-hoot some of the scenes which inferred that she was all too intimate with

Roger Pryor

as a prize fighter.
picture was renamed "St. Louis Woman" and "Belle of New
>rleans" and got a storm of protests from both these cities.
It is emerging

The

1

13

ENtrwauwfi
ieorge Raft has also been under lire. "The Trumpet Blows" was called
thoroughly trite and stupid picture of demoralizing theme. A criticism
of this in a religious paper further declares that "the absolutely unwholeThe picture is
some and unattractive George Raft is the hero.
unfit for any decent person to see."
<

By Edwin

Schallert

a

.

Because of her four marriages, Gloria
Swanson's personal life is "on the
spot.

.

.

Come all sorts of squawks from theater men, who assert that there are
too many illegitimate children in pictures.
Says one of them: "I've had
so main- pictures lately in which some one has a baby that my patrons
ask. when they come to the theater. 'Any babies to-night?'
"Sophisticated pictures are poison." "the old-time audience has been
'

driven away from the theaters by indecent films," "Heaven help us if we
these are some of the expressions from
don't get purer entertainment"
exhibitors about current movies.
They are words uttered by men who
presumably know what the public wants, because they deal with picturegoers directly at the playhouses.
The attack of the churches has been the most strenuous. Catholics,
who have seldom taken part in any crusade of this kind, are leading the
drive.
The church organization, the Legion of Decency, has recruited
several million members who have signed a pledge to support only clean
movies.
Here are some of the pictures declared immoral and indecent by the
Holy Name Society, a Catholic organization: "The Life of Vergie Win-

—

ters,"

"Doctor

Monica,"

"Laughing

"Manhattan

Boy,"

Melodrama,"

"Wharf Angel," "Sadie McKee," "Merry Wives of Reno," "Finishing
School," "Sisters Under the Skin," "He Was Her Man," "Little Man,
What Now?" and "A Modern Hero."
Stars affected by the challenges launched at these films include Ann
Harding, Kay Francis, Ramon Novarro, Clark Gable. William Powell,
Myrna Loy, Joan Crawford, Joan Blondell, Frances Dee, Flissa Landi,
Margaret Sullavan, and Richard Barthelmess.
The custom is to write letters to players who appear in the so-called
So there has been a
indecent films, asking them why they dare do so.
pretty heavy barrage of such missives received by players, who find it all
very disturbing.

Meanwhile these are some of the pictures that were termed highly suitable: "Operator 13," "The Last Gentleman," "Baby, Take a Mow." "David
Harum," "The House of Rothschild." "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back,"
"Thirty-day Princess," "Melody

in Spring," "Bottoms Up,"
Continued on page 58

Ann Harding's "Life of Vergie
Winters" was declared immoral
and
Since "Cavalcade," Diana Wynyard
has been distinguished for nobility

and

indecent

because of an

dignity.

now

Somebody

of a loose and immoral woman.
advise a strong guard over all
which feature Norma Shearer."

J

in the role

We
pictures

Consider that

-

-"
.:-:"?::

*.:*

of

of intimate

the

Nineties" was

without retakes
scenes between Mae
unfit

West and Roger

illegitimate baby.

innocuously as "Belle of the Nineties."
said the only organization that
might object to that would be the Smithsonian Institution, preserver of antiquities.
However, they haven't been heard from yet.
Then Norma Shearer got beautifully
slammed for "Rip Tide." Irving Thalberg
was railed at for presenting her in such a
film.
Here is an editorial on the subject
"It seems typical of Hollywood morality
husband as production manager
that
a
should constantly cast his charming wife

Belle

branded as

"The Circus

,

Pryor.

II

Why STARS Co BROKE
Salaries that are fabulous to ordinary folk are

tances to toilers on the screen.

But

it

isn't

mere
extravagance

pit-

that

leads them into debt and bankruptcy, but the difficulty of

making both ends meet.

This authentic article explains

why.

By Helen Pade

(*e

was during the filming of one of these
I
heard Jack telling a group of
cronies how he had once toiled in an iron foundry, stripped to the waist and blistered by heat,
matching his youthful endurance against that
of mature men. While he talked, absorbed in
his subject, he was handed a slip of paper by
It

pictures that

George Raft was so
broke after The
'

that

Trumpet Blows
he

pay a

couldn't
trifling

the

IFwere

the studio cashier. He absent-mindedly looked
at the paper, and saw it was his weekly pay
check.
His voice stopped. His eyes opened
Then he whistled, and did a few jig
wide.

bill.

government

steps.

to limit all

movie
$1,000 weekly,

"Boy, oh boy, we didn't get paid such money
foundry !" he cried. "It's lucky for the
Mulhall family that movies were invented."
The check was for a nice number of thousands.
"It's not all salary," grinned Jack.
"My latest picture's making money, and they're
tacking on a little bonus for me."
So much for a few short years ago. Rather
recently a grocer sued Jack for a small bill
which he was unable to pay. He was getting
ten dollars a day for extra work, but it didn't
come in every day. In the very few years
that had passed, a run of had pictures and a
brief delays in getting" a new contract had wiped

salarii

mere

$52,000

in the

a

pei-

year, could the stars

along

on

reduced

in-

come? You'd be

sur-

struggle
such

a

prised

the answer.

at

And

perhaps more
surprised to learn

why many

them

of

have actually gone
broke or are go
Irroke on more than
SI ono p r W eek!

him

.

(

There are

tions right before

eyes

in

I

lolly

did it happen that such a good money
earner so quickly went broke? Just as it has
happened to other stars lately, and will happen to many more.
Jack was no reckless
spender. Even during his prosperous davs he
tried many economies.
(Once, for instance.
he said: "I'm giving up my Beverly place.
The tennis court and swimming pool drink too

our

w

showing

i\.

all

phases of the struggle.

of

We'll inspect many
them, from Jean

Harlow's
Raft's, but

because

to

much

G&

liquor."

of all,
affords

first
it

such a thorough-goall-around example, with elements
in it of humanness,
.

out.

How

illustra-

and

p
ler

lack

BUDGET FOR INCOME OF $1000 A WEEK

After years of stardom and
personal appearances in Europe,
Esther

Ralston

owed more

thai)

$50,000.
MulhaU's.
Jack, win was seen
in silent pictures opposite a greater number
of feminine stars
than any other leading man, and was as much in demand as
(lark Gable is today, blossomed out further in talkies.
He
had an excellent voice and way of speaking lines.
So he was
made a star, with leading ladies of his own. rather than secondfiddle roles opposite feminine stars.

Rent, three servants, food,

upkeep

of

one car

Doctor, dentist, masseur, expense money, etc.

Clothes, personal

and professional

Policy charities.

Gifts,

$285

.

80

.

100

entertaining

80

Non-policy charities.

Relatives, gifts

75

Income

premiums, legal services

i

tax, insurance

Secretary, fan mail, photos, clipping

bureau.

.

175
140

Agent's commission

100

Personal advertising

125

Approximate weekly expense

$1160

15

On $1000
and directors come

Stars, producers,

to a

a

house such

as Jack's, attracted by the genial host and the chance for
a swim or a game of tennis. They drop in at all hours

of the day and night.
They bring wives or sweethearts
groups of strangers. Naturally, there has to
It's
be liquid hospitality available, and expensive food.
like running a very fine hotel for a select, nonpaying

—or even
trade.

Yet giving up such a place is often fatal, for it gets
one out of touch with influential people, and hints of
economy, a deadly sin in Hollywood. You've got to put
a "front" or presently even the chance to make a
hare living is denied you.
It's quite possible that Jackunwittingly wrote finis to his starring career by giving
up that Beverly Hills home.
Bankruptcy proceedings list the spendthrifts and con-

on

servatives alike.
Cliff Edwards's liabilities were set at
$68,207.10, and his assets a few suits of clothing.
Esther Ralston with practically no assets had debts
amounting to $53,291.35.
Blanche Sweet owed $13,819.
Herbert Rawlinson,
$10,959, Jeanie MacPherson, author of some of Cecil
DeMille's greatest pictures, $32,537.58.
Hoot Gibson
said in court that his assets consisted of a dollar, Mary
Nolan that all she had in the world was fifteen cents.
Yet in their accounts were unpaid income-tax levies of
thousands of dollars, showing that they had once been
big earners.
One very recent example of stellar financial trouble iGeorge Raft. Sitting pretty now, George was so broke
shortly after the completion of "The Trumpet Blows"
that, according to his agent, he couldn't pay a trifling
hill for personal service rendered.
So if you laughed when Jean Harlow stated that die
not only could not make ends meet on $1,250 weekly, but
was falling behind and into debt on that salary, perhaps

now you

will believe

WEEK

You will doubtless be curious
they have failed to do so.
know how a few of the items are spent.
First, the salaries of these business agents themselves.
Experience has proved quite definitely that they can save
any star, be he ever so gifted in a business way himself,
the cost of their own salaries or commissions by cutting

to

down various oilier expenses, a matter quite apart from
to get the star
another function they ordinarily perforin
Therefore they are
jobs, contracts, and salary increases.

—

a necessity.
These agents' salaries are usually in the form of ten
per cent commissions, hence the $l,000-a-week star pays

them $100 weekly.
Income taxes are a heavy nick on $52,009 yearly

And

sal-

needs legal services frequently, even
fights and no divorce-.
if he stays sober, has no list
These are ordinarily cheaper if he pays a good lawyer a
relatively small retaining fee. rather than bigger sums
when he needs special legal assistance. Various form-;
of insurance are other expense items; ordinarily his contract stipulates that he must purchase them.
If he wishes to remain a comer instead of becoming a
has-been he must indulge in personal advertising. And
and on
if he wishes to remain in his boss's good graces
he must purchase space in
the pay roll at option time
countless "special editions" and trade publication advertisements, representing certain pictures in which he

aries.

a star

—

—

G mtinued on page

53

it.

However, you will with perfect justification ask why.
Facts and figures show that the average star who
earns $1,000 a week is in a position economically worse
than the man or woman who earns $30 weekly in some
more obscure occupation.

It is possible

make

small but
consistent savings on
$30 weekly, but the
star who earns $1 ,000
to

weekly must as consistently go into debt
if he keeps up the
appearances so necessarv to his career.
Don't think that
expert business heads
have not tried to

solve the budget
problem for stellar

The
accompanying
clients.

article

table

this

illustrates

in

a nutshell their best
efforts

at

left Mary Nolan with
when she filed a petition

Years of success
fifteen

cents

in

bankruptcy.

making a

minimum expenditures fit into a
$1,000 salary, and
star's

shows

definitely that

Jean Harlow went

into

a week.

debt on $1,250

—
1G

THEY SAY IN
The whirl

of

celebrities

into

midsummer
town

to

travel

be gossiped about.

Genevieve Tobin

Max Baer

is

coming back

ling

to the

don't

invite a

New Yorkers ever
few friends in for

Glenda

a quiet evening' at home.''"
Fay Wray asked as the finish of
her picture loomed up and old
friends were

still

the)'

get together

ning

at

for a big eve-

Music Hall

or Billy Rose's Casino de Paree.
They don't, it appeared. They
go roaming off to hear the
all

—

or is it a thousand
Especially if
singing waiters.
there is a Hollywoodian in tow,
New Yorkers must point with
pride to Billy Rose and say
'There's showmanship for you."

hundred

So Fay Wray set a precedent
by asking a few friends to come
ii]
to her hotel apartment to
spend the evening. Just to make
it
a real innovation, she asked
only women.
i

—

Nature Puts on a Show.
Fay wanted a rousing electric
storm while she was here and she

got it that night.
As thunder
and lightning roared and flashed,

she hung out of a twenty-thirdstory window and reached out as
if to catch the jagged light in her
hands. Nervousness about mere cataclysms of nature seem pretty
girl who has been leered at by Lionel Atwill and King Kong.

Farrell

the

little

— she

came

to get rid of her

suggesting that

Billy Rose's

is

of the censors

dar-

has re-

fused to play naughty roles.

screen for another prize-fight story,
"The Milky Way."

BUT

sweeps

silly

of a

—

Let the Heavens Roar. John Monk Saunders's telegrams grew so
touching and eloquent that Fay, overpowered with homesickness, rushed to
the United Air Lines and flew West.
As the plane left the ground, thunder
crashed and lightning split the sky. "Jus1 like you New Yorkers," Fay called
out just before the plane door was shut, "always overdoing everything."

—

Cross-country Commuting. Ralph Bellamy finished his part in the
picture a lew days alter Fay left, and signed to make another for the same
company right away.
During the interim, he and his wife, the former
Catherine Willard of the stage, planned to burrow through architects' plans
for rebuilding an old farmhouse they bought in Lyme, Connecticut.
But no.
It
appears that in a carefree moment some months ago Ralph
had signed a contract to appear on a radio program and the date was loomSo they rushed to the Coast, had just time for one
ing up just ahead.
rehearsal and the broadcast, and started hark East again.

to New York
appendix.

L7

NEW YO
By Karen

Mollis

—

Jewel Under the Tarnish. Isabel Jewell came to New York for a
week's vacation and made a great impression. At first glance she seems
After two minutes'
just a brass-toned blonde who makes up lavish!}'.
conversation you would wring the neck of any
one who made that observation.
She is candid, intelligent, and

She has two

interests in life

ambitious.

— work

and Lee
you prefer.

Italy

Without Any Trunks"

is

Roberti,

Polish

comedienne,

is

Tracy, or the other way around, if
She calls him "Angel" and then proceeds to

"Through Sunny

Lyda

the

doing films
again.

the

subject of Louise Fazenda's private travelogue
following her jaunt abroad.

Ralph Bellamy flew

back

to

Hollywood

broadcast,
returned for
another film in the

for

a

then

East.

convince you that theirs is a rare companionship. He sees every
picture she works in and analyzes every move she makes, measured up against all she might have given the role. He is never
vague in his opinions. Neither, one surmises, is she.

— Accent

the "ex," please, when you refer to
Now that "Crime Without
Passion" has been finished at the Long Island studio, Miss
Bourne has been given a contract to make three more pictures.
She has gone on a diet, joined a summer stock company, and

Ex-society Girl.
Whitney Bourne as

a society girl.

promised to hold her rampant temperament in check.
Miss Bourne's successful entry into pictures is a tribute to the
sly methods of those mad wags Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, who are now producing their own pictures because no
other producers could stand their ribbing.
After each stage engagement agents sent for Whitney Bourne
and made film tests of her. She always got so nervous when
she faced a camera that she burst into tears.
For the HechtMacArthur test, they explained to her that she was to cry all
through the picture.
She faced the camera, tried to wring out a few tears, and could
only smile.
After a minute or two sin go1 so discouraged and
frantic that she just waited for the camera to stop grinding. And
the test showed her looking entirely natural, which is just what
they wanted, and very distinguished, which she is at all times.

—

More About Supervisors. For years a favorite quotation
of people in and around the industry has been the definition of a
Continued on page 59
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THE LOVE STORY

OF ONE WOMAN
AND ONE MAN..
That mirrors the emotions of
every

woman and

every

man

facing the turmoil of the
world today.

^

I

AVORITES
JULIETTE

of the
COMPTON

FANS

I'hoto

by

Klmer Fryer

humor and good-natured tolerance, hei
anc
ability to take care of herself in any company,
he
were
they
if
as
wisecracks
her ease in tossing off

HER

CLENDA
FARRELL

own

crisp

— these

are some of the qualities that have en
Farrell to fans during her brief, bv

deared Glenda

Dashing
out.
stands
always
to another, she

feverishly active, career on the screen.

one

film

fron

ANN
HARDING
LOVELY dignity and

firm, though
adherence to ideals; a
low, smooth voice in which can
be heard the echo of silver

tactful,

bells;

vase

a white
tall

thoughts that
in

a crystal

lily

in

slim

— these

are

Ann Harding

stirs

and

They follow her
and live
their own, supreme

her fans.

fortunes on the screen

them

as

tribute to a great actress.

Photo by Krnest A. Baohrach
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'TWIXT

SUMMER
AND

FALL
Some
the

of the nicest girls

most

tasteful

— and

— show

you

what they are wearing between seasons in Hollywood.

MARGARET LINDSAY
KAY JOHNSON
JULIE

PERT

HAYDON
KELTON

HELEN COLLINS

MORE

beautiful than ever because she is beautiby her natural chestnut-bronze hair, Madge
Bellamy returns to the screen and her old love, Fox!
Here's hoping she will make box-office history again
as she did in "Sandy" and "Mother Knows Best!"

fied

IHANK goodness
to

go

to

course!

Murder

there's

Hollywood

in

one

a big

star left with

way

— the

courage
way, of

right

Carl Brisson, the grand guy you liked
at the Vanities," doesn't believe

in

in

repress-

ing his personality or his grin.

Photo by Eugene Robert Klchee
....

for the lady, low bows to la Loy. We who take
granted should realize that Myrna has done
more than any one else in Hollywood to achieve com-

LAURELS

MYRNA LOY

stars for

plete

and

satisfying self-expression.

gently directed has

made

artist

Will

her what she

is

power

intelli-

to-day, a lovely

beyond compare.
Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull

I

„,;--

I'hoto

by

George Uurrell

stars, Marian Nixon has the spirit and
endurance of her Finnish ancestors. At heart she is

TINIEST of tiny
the

a great, big viking!

How

else to account for her long,

steadfast career which has survived depressions galore?

Talent

and determination

is

the rest of the answer.

MARIAN NIXON

I
Photo

Barbara Stanwyck

liy

Srotty

Welbnurne

has not toiled to transform

She doesn't give a hoot for
glamour, for gorgeous clothes, for the admiration
She lacks both the wish and the
of men at large.
ability to dramatize her personal self.
And yet, by
some quirk, on the screen she is an intense, intuitive
actress with remarkable talent, a brilliant, modern
Read more of Ben Maddox's estimate
personality.
of her on the opposite page.
herself into a lady.

26

27

ALWAYS
EXASPERATIN'
That's as

Barbara Stanwyck describes

only because she

is

relations

with

is

so frank

Hollywood.

You

in

must

lar

down

lionaires?
ily,

to insist

she'd never

home, especially among the movie milYet here she was apparently stepping swankin a

living luxuriously.

Overcome with my hunch

for an "I Have Changed"
hastened to talk with her. I'd never bothered
before, because she's been noted for shunning interviewers as well as stars.
And when she has spoken, it has
been incessantly of husband Frank Fay.
Warners had no difficulty making an appointment for
me, and this was one more wonder. The house was torn
up and I had a momentary impression that it was a
gigantic set about to be carted away.
I stood trying to figure out where the entrance was
supposed to be.
A cheery voice,
"Hello, there !"
emanating from a sweater-and-skirt girl lying on a bench
alongside the swimming pool, greeted me.
"I'm sorry
that the house is such a mess," cried" Barbara.
"Come
over here. We'll have to sit outside.
But you should
!"
have seen it last week
She put down Priestly's "English Journey." which
she'd been reading, and, devoid of any make-up, her
dark-red hair brushed back nondescriptly, she appeared
anything but actressy.
Stanwyck has changed. But not in the way I'd anarticle,

I

ticipated.

"You caught me in a weak moment," she laughed
when I asked what the Mayfair frolic indicated. "That
was the

first

Mayfair

her

pictures.

in

Maddox

I saw Barbara Stanwyck actually dancing
and having fun at the last Mayfair Ball, I looked
thrice to be certain I was still seeing right. Next
morning I wired the editor that evidently there was a
new Stanwyck, and hadn't I better investigate? He re!"
sponded, "Immediately
What did this mingling with the screen's four hundred portend?
Barbara heretofore had scorned the
stellar swirl and had given us to understand that she'd
rather be caught dead than partying.
I watched her enjoy that evening with her fellow stars
and suddenly I recollected the huge Spanish mansion she
bought a year or so ago. It is directly opposite Joan
Crawford's, in Brentwood Heights, and quite dwarfs
our dramatic divorcee's abode.
In fact, the Stanwyck
place, from point of size, is just about the most spectacu-

settle

how

read

WHEN

number in town.
And remember when she used

about her

telling

views have changed during her five years

By Ben

But that

herself.

I've been to in three years.

We

only

went

because

Bill

Beaudine,

,.

.., ..,,

L

,.

,

lVorth

n

the director,

guess

don't

with Hollywood's
I'd rather

was

particu-

"'

larly

anxious

social crowd," says Barbara, "but

just

entertain

for us to join

his

I

fit

in

my own

friends."

crowd

that evening.
I certainly haven't gone social.
Hollywood no one was impressed
became known they still weren't. I

"It wasn't so bad. but

When

I

first

came

to

by me.
After I
guess I don't fit in." Which reverses the popular belief
that fame brings flatterers.
"Not," she hurriedly added, "that I've any desire to
fit in.
have our friends
However, I'm not aloof.
here, mostly people we knew on the stage back East.
They aren't big shots so, according to Hollywood's rating, they don't count.
"I've given a couple of formal parties here at the
house.
When they were over all I felt was that I'd
folks who didn't matter
entertained a mob of 'names'
I'd rather have my friends."
to me.
She explained the great building activity.
"I wanted to add five feel onto the baby's nursery so
That cut the sun off from
he'd have more sunshine.
other rooms, which gave us the notion of enlarging them.
Then I've always preferred interiors of paneled wood.
Now that I have the money, why not have what I want?'
Obviously her home is intended for her own comfort,
and not as a publicity backdrop.
"Yes, when I landed here I did say I'd never buy a
house.
I'd been accustomed to show-life, living wherI
didn't know people really
ever my trunk was parked.
could have places like this."
In this respect, there is a new Stanwyck.
She hasn't
gone ritzy, but Hollywood money has changed her from
a transient into a home-lover.
To-day she revels in
domesticity.
Furthermore, this thrill of owning, of settling down, has affected her viewpoint about Hollywood.
She used to \k- decidedly antagonistic. Her two pet
phrases when she came here were "I'll sock him!" and
"I'll sue 'em!"
She'd had to fight every step up the
ladder from poverty to the position of being "somebody."
and didn't comprehend compromise. Now she does.

We

—

Continued on page 60
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VELVET STEAM-

ROLLER
strange

This

figure

speech

of

describes

John Beal at the end of an argument when
he has passed over and flattened you

out.

much more to the young man
who set fans agog in "Another Language
and then went back to the
a year ago
But there

is

—

stage.

By Samuel Richard

I'lioto

hy

Bachracli

Mr. Beal turned down offers galore from Hollywood because of a principle. Now he's back to play opposite
Katharine Hepburn, in "The Little Minister."

H

E

is one of a family of two children.
His father
owns a department store in Joplin, Missouri, and
John Beal was destined for the world of comlis real name is James Bliedung.
merce.
J

He

has the most refreshingly different personality of
any new actor I've encountered during the past year,
with the exception of Joe Morrison.
lie attended the school of finance at the University of
Pennsylvania and managed to graduate only, as he puts
it,
"because my teachers must have realized 1 would
never amount to anything in the world of finance, so
there was no sense holding me in school any longer than
necessary."
His hobbies were sketching and acting,
lie sketched
constantly during the lectures on finance.
So constantly, in tact, that one id' the professors was moved to
remark. "Bliedung,
cannot go on talking with you
drawing.
Would it he too much to ask you to let me
have your attention ':"
From the constant strain, his eyes gave out and he
went temporarily blind at one time. That put an end to
his drawing as a career and he concentrated on the stage.
Mis debut occurred when he was about ten in a play
called "The Golden River" which he wrote himself.
Parts were written in for practically all the other children in the neighborhood. John regards that theatrical
venture as what the critics term "an artistic success." It
failed to make him independently wealthy.
At Pennsylvania he got into every "Mask and \\ ig"
show he could worm himself into.
I

Mook

Upon graduating, his father wanted him to return to
Joplin and a sane life. There's nothing sane about John.
He's as mad as The Mad Halter. Only it takes people
some time to find it out. His friends had a good laugh
recently when, upon completing a test for "The Little
Minister," with Katharine Hepburn, the director in
charge said, "I like your work hut this test was of a
dramatic scene. I may as well tell you frankly that the
thing that worries me is whether you can inject the
!"
necessarv humor into the part
And that to John, whose s C nse of humor rivals Phillips Holmes's and Fredric March's!
His parents were not at all in favor of his determination to pursue the stage but finally gave their consent for
him to try it for a year. They gave him a small allowance, hut he took no more than was absolutely necessary.
Recently he said to me. "The biggest thrill of my life
was not long ago when I repaid my father, with interest
at six per cent, the money lie advanced me while I was
I'd always considered that
getting a start on the stage.
money a loan, and I didn't want to pay any of it hick
could pay the whole thing in a lump."
until
John is full of beautiful gestures like that. He loves
them, and the more dramatic the gesture the better.
Another illustration id" his Hair for dramatics is furni ho
ever
b) an incident he relates: "The firsl time
attended
went to Xew York, my father took me.
the Capitol Theater and
sat there dreaming how wonderful it would he to see a picture of mine in that big
house.
was returning to Xew York from
When
knew 'Another Language' would he openHollywood,
ing shortly so I stopped off in Joplin, picked up my
Tin- sec
father and took him to Xew York with me.
ond time we visited the Capitol, we went together again
had always drei
—but this time we went as
we'd go."
1

I

1

We

1

I

I

I

—

stubborn as a mule and admits it if pushed
lie keeps to himself for fear people will
There is little danger
tire if they see too much of him.
of the saying "intimacy breeds contempt" applying to
An intimacy with him would take so long to
John.
lie

i-

into a corner,

Continued on page 57
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MAN
BEHIND
THE

MEDALS
Walter Connolly

so covered with glory

is

and honorable mention

demand

Picture Play readers

man

the

for fine acting, that

Here he

himself.

to
is

know about
as his asso-

ciates see him.

By Fanya Graham
Photo by Schafer

CONNOLLY,
WALTERcomplaint
has a

jovial

is whimsical, lovable and tolerant.
For exonly complaint against Hollywood is the
quality of its toast, and he isn't exactly sore about *haf.

Mr. Connolly

character actor,

to register against

ample,

Hollywood

the quality, not of its mercy, but of its toast.
Toast, to be tasty, must be dry.
To be dry, it must be
made of stale bread. Yet, says whimsical Walter, it's a

Hollywood chef who knows that to-day's bread
become to-morrow's toast
Aside from this one minor detail for which the in-

Jack Holt's "Master of

rare

in

exists only to

watchman

—
—

dustry itself can hardly be blamed!
Connolly is glad
that, after fifteen reluctant years, he finally came to
Hollywood. "But please don't think," he remarks with
a slightly pained expression, ''that I like working fourteen hours a day for three weeks at a stretch."
One of Connolly's most lovable traits and I can assure you that he has many
is his ability to see both
sides of any question.
For he immediately adds, "But I
can see why such hours are necessary.
Otherwise it
would take months, instead of weeks, to make a picture.

—

—

And

would never do

that

!

Or would

it

it's

loined so

many

films

Columbia made him
Connolly's

from so many established

stars that

a star in self-defense.

—

starring picture
and incidentally, his
the Gods Destroy."
And
it is this production which gives him membership in that
select group of stars which holds no brief for sex appeal
or glamour.
The personnel of this beloved coterie already includes Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore, May
Robson, Wallace Beery, and possibly one or two others.
thirteenth

first

film

—

is

"Whom

Welcome, Walter Connolly
Perhaps the name of Connolly is not yet familiar to
you.
But wait a moment. Remember Claudette Colconniving but lovable parent in "It Happened One
Night" ? John Barrymore's harassed manager in "Twentieth Century" ?
Janet Gaynor's sprightly Irish sire in
"Paddy, the Next Best Tiling"? The wheezine financier
bert's

forget

in

"A Man's

And

Men"?

Castle"?

How

the senile old

could you ever

?

The name

of Connolly gives away his nationality.
But if it weren't for an occasional "straight" portrait,
few persons would ever know what Connolly really looks
like.
Make-up men cannot resist transforming his mo-

And

own "business" he calls
stooped shoulders, his tricks
of simulating age, his occasional wheezes, his hirsute
adornments conceal his identity so effectively that he
quite often peers at himself in a mirror without the
bile

countenance.

them idiosyncrasies)

—

his

(

his

—

slightest trace of recognition!

We

?"

Connolly's own fault that his working hours
are so strenuous.
It's the penalty he pays for being a
picture stealer.
In his own inimitable fashion he pur-

But

his

lunched together during the making of "Whom
It wasn't
until I glimpsed the
twinkle in my host's eye that I was sure
was in the
right dressing room, for he wore a bushy beard, a pair
of beetling eyebrows, a grease-stained suit, and a mop
of unruly brown hair.
I
found him removing bea
torn trousers, and old .shoe- from tables and chairs to
make room for our tete-a-tete!
There was lima bean soup with crackers, chicken salad
with tomatoes, coffee with cream.
No toast! It wasn't
until we finished eating that our interview started, for
Walter was preoccupied. It's nn easy task to keep from
dunking an unfamiliar beard in the soup. And even the
most innocent of dunks would have necessitated an entire
new make-up. So I satisfied my appetite, rather than
our curiosity, until there was no longer any danger of
harming one hair of his beard.
I wanted to know whether Connolly, like so many
actors, was superstitious about the number thirteen.
He
the

Gods Destroy."

1

Continued on page 57
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What

with attacks on the

and what
stars

not,

the cinema

movies by purity leagues
capital

is

agog, but new

are created and salaries are raised, while the

merry-go-round dizzily revolves.

By Edwin and Elza Schallert
JEANETTE MacDONALD

and Robert Ritchie

will

marry

as soon

When that will he neither
as they can be sure of a real vacation.
knows. They're both too busy right at the moment. Ritchie lias
become a big shot in a business way.
wouldn't be surprised to
see him holding down some high executive position, probably with

We

M.-G.-M. before the year is over.
Jeanette meanwhile is "giving all" to her career. She isn't considering concert engagements or any other musical activities outside the
studios.
And she's making bi.tr money The future is bright with

This

a

is

hit.

how a star looks when she's made
Bette Davis purrs with pleasure over

the approval given

"Of Human Bondage."

promise for the two, who hold the record for being the longest

—

affianced couple in the movies.

Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin Again.

Diana's Farewell Party. Diana
Wynyard said good-by to Hollywood

— The

latest

about

the Charles Chaplin-Paulette Goddard affair is that
the conple were really married at sea, and the
license papers filed somewhere in England.
In
any event, we'll know all about it within
about six months for Charlie is actually

O

embarking on
Revealment

that
film
production.
of
the
marriage, if
there is one, will come immediately
after that.
Can you
imagine Charlie appearing
in a picture with a Mrs.

^

Chaplin

!

Though

goodness knows he
is expected to lie
in love with
his leading

adv.

with a lovely cocktail party in her garden.
The guests were most interesting. Helen
[ayes made her first appearance following her return from New York, accompanied by Ruth Gordon, the stage actress
who has been dallying with the idea of
making a movie. Billie Burke was thrilled
over meeting Ronald Colman.
She was
1

practically breathless

when we

talked to

Those young Englishmen, Hugh
Williams and Frank Lawton, were also
present, as well as the pensive and charming Heather Angel.
Heather, by the way, has been dwelling
her.

in

Dolores del Rio's old

home

in

Holly-

wood, with its Spanish atmosphere and
ovely sycamore tree, as an idealistic
setting.

She
mance
rad

a

is

eagerly awaiting release of "Rothe Rain." because she hasn't
worth while opportunity since

in

"Berkeley Square."

Paramount has made Carol Lombard a full-fledged star with a
salary of $2,500 a week,
reward for her acting
in

"Twentieth
tury,"

Cenalthough it

was filmed by
Columbia a

rival
studio.

O

!
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—

Connie "Eludes" Hank. How long
hide-and-seek game between the

will the

Marquis de la Falaise and Connie Benkeep up? Dashing Connie left for
Paris and way points just about ten days

nett

before "Orri," her name for Henri, returned from his Indo-China expedition.
Right subtle we calls it

—

Photo by Wide

Photo by International

Temple

having salary
trouble, too.
But does she
care? She doesn't even know
Shirley

World

horse looks bored,
but it can't be.
He only wants
leading roles, not supporting ones.
Elissa

is

Landi's

she's great.

Carol's Salary Up. Give the breezy
blonde a big cheer. Carol Lombard has
upped her salary from $1,500 to $2,500
weekly under her new contract, and it's
all because she gave such a swell performance in "Twentieth Century." Paramount signed the contract with her, and
are grooming her for regular stardom.
Funny thing, she had to go to another
studio to show what she could do, for
"Twentieth Century" was produced by
Columbia, but 'twas ewer thus
!

—

Soft Over Shirley. Even the
judges get soft-hearted over Shirley Temple.
There are arguments these days about her

Kathleen Howard, the former opera singer, a great friend of Miss
Wynyard's, was at the party, and Diana just did have time to see a preview of "One More River," after the affair was over, and catch her
train East. She is the most gracious and delightful of women who have

sions,

visited these shores.

if

Russian Revelry.

— High honors

up the national forms
of entertaining now go to Dmitri Tiomkin and Albertina Rasch, whose
dance productions are famous. They give Russian suppers that are the
talk of the town.
One dines out-of-doors at long tables, and oh, the
borsch and the sausages
Something to talk about
One finds there among stellar guests Maurice Chevalier, Edward G.
Robinson, Jeanette MacDonald, Anna Sten, Frank Morgan, Mady
Christians, and Tala Birell. There are no rules in the selection of
guests, as one finds at many parties.
Screen prominence isn't
the first consideration.
The Tiomkins invite whom they like.
for keeping

!

—

Greta Besieged by Fans. Greta Garbo is still
hounded by fans.
They recently discovered that
every morning she made a pilgrimage to a certain
house in Santa Monica canyon, and before longabout twoscore persons were lining up daily
to watch the queen pass by.
Garbo endured their attentions for a while but
finally quit and returned to her
cloistered retirement.

Claire Trevor doesn't care

Temple stole "Baby,
Take a Bow." She loves
Shirley

the darling. Claire's

"TheStateversus

Elinor Norton"

is

soon.

due

if

salary,

and the amount she

should pay in commis-

and it looks as
Shirley will be

making more
money than
Continued
on page
62
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DEVIL
OR

SAINT
Jack LaRue has played both extremes

and played them superlatively, but a
glimpse of him at home reveals
nothing

smoldering

but saintliness
saintliness

By William H.

McKegg

WHAT LaRue
is

the secret of exceptional acting?

is one answer.
Jack
Like Paul Muni, he's the only actor

able to portray a most despicable being, as in
"Temple Drake," and then as sublime a person
as the young priest in "A Farewell To Arms."
He should be compared to Paul Muni rather than
to George Raft, for the latter comparison erroneously has been made.
Of course you heard that Mr. Raft turned
down the first part, so very harmful to his art
did he consider it.
And I am told some one else
refused to play the priest role, declaring it would
make him seem too saintly
Without hesitation, Jack LaRue acted both

Those fans who complain that they see Jack too infrequently
have nothing to worry about. He's free-lancing, choosing his
roles rather than having them thrust upon him, and soon you
will see him in "Four Walls."

Then

the old riddle of the studios cropped up.

After

in-

actor," he assured me, when I paid him
"ought to be able to portray any
kind of human being, with all his virtues and

troducing to the world their new find with fanfare and lireworks. Paramount proceeded to do nothing more about it.
don't complain on that score," Jack stated, sitting
"Oh,
"I enjoyed working for
cross-legged on a huge armchair.
Paramount.
Every one was decent to me. But, as a free
lance, I believe I'll gel a better chance to do a variety of roles.
"Of course, I might have given up and considered T had
been badly treated.
f
Bui ['ve been over the rough ground,
know Hollywood, it makes of you whatever you permit it to

vices."

make.

!

extremes, with excellent results.

"An

a friendly visit,

Yet

this

very ability has proved an obstacle

to

his career.

To

begin with. Paramount presented him as a
worthy of help and attention.
Fans
recognized him as a newcomer, and accorded him
his tull merit. LaRue's reputation was established.
fine

actor,

1

"When

to Hollywood two years ago, I knew only a
Mostly stage people, many of whom had made
good in pictures. Most of them had forgotten me, or made it
plain that they wished to do so.
I had some glowing invitations to call on them, but they were never at home.
Or else
r

came

few player-.

nl

inued

•
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Popular as Bing Crosby is,
he is dependent on his current picture

and

its

cast.

Janet Gaynor's
name minus the
title
is

of her picture

sufficient

draw

in

to

the crowds,

something no mere
male can do.

The BATTLE
Men

must always play a losing

as stars

game

in

Hollywood

and they also are the power behind the
Amazonia while a world of women

By Laura
DESPITE

frankness, feminism and freedom for women, it is generally
this is still a man's world.
Of course the female of the species has invaded most of the territory hitherto considered the exclusive property of the mighty male. She
has entered all the arts, professions, and rackets, including politics and the
stratosphere. She has conquered the air and gone down to the sea in ships.
She puffs her cigarette when and where she pleases, and does her quaffing
alongside her brothers at the bar.
But she still finds it convenient to have a man around to open cans and
doors for her and express his opinion of her new hats. And though in a
few rare instances women have even Usurped man's age-old prerogative to
do the pursuing and proposing, the smart girl prefers to play a watchful
wailing role and do her seducing subtly.
Furthermore, the recent and now deceased depression proved that first
aid for vanished incomes began and ended with the man of the house
and
pity the woman's castle which boasted no male occupant
As a general rule, the emancipated woman is more a figment of fiction
than a fact. There's only one place where she is the unquestioned soverThough this is still a man's world, Holeign, mistress of all she surveys.
lywood is a woman's town, a modern Amazonia ruled by beautiful and
astute women, who from their thrones of glamour unfurl their celluloid
standards to the far corners of the earth.
and
Professionally, financially, socially, they dominate Hollywood
therefore the picture industry, which is Hollywood.
The most important names in pictures to-day are those of women stars.

conceded that

—

!

Temple can pack a Broadtheater for three weeks, as
she has twice proved, but what
male star can do this with a proShirley

way

gram

film?

—

j

!
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Man-of-the-moment Gable

is

always teamed with a strong
feminine personality.

No male

star has
ever been launched
to success on the
strength of a
single picture as

was Anna

of the
both on the screen and
studio thrones.

bow

fans

to their

In

every

Sten.

SEXES
off.

way

For

women

surpass

they rule a modern

mandates.

Benh am
The

largest salaries are earned by women.
More fan
received by women, and their clothes have influenced the mode all ovei the world.
Their beauty for-

ter,

mulas are followed by stenographers and society

that

mail

is

girls

names in pictures to-day
that mean the most. What names could be placed on the
marquee of a theater and without any other information
be depended upon to bring a line to the box office? A
just think of the

patrons eager to pay admission to see their favorregardless of the vehicle or other members of the

line of
ite,

name

you know
you are

being offered

alike.

For proof,

Arliss's

before a thea-

a
super-production,
historical
per-

haps,
w th
educational as
i

well as recre

cast

ational values.

Garbo can do it. So can Katharine Hepburn and
Marlene Dietrich. And Joan Crawford. Janet Gaynor,
Jean Harlow, Ann Harding, Norma Shearer, C< instance

these

—

women!
Claudette Colbert, Kay Francis
all
Of what actor can you say the same thing? What
masculine name will fill a theater solely on its own
strength?
Chaplin, perhaps.
But Chaplin makes only one picture every three or four years and is more an institution
than a flesh-and-blood individual or a movie player.
George Arliss, yes. But Arliss has long since established the production value of his pictures in the minds
of audiences.
By that I mean that when you see George
Bennett,

Besides
there

men

Charles Farrell suffered a setback when he cut himself off
from Janet Gaynor.

two,
are

no

Hollywood who can make a picture successful
unless coupled with a welFknown and popular actre^.
This includes Robert Montgomery and Gary Cooper.
in

is one of the most sought-after men of
But he is always cast opposite Joan Crawford or Jean Harlow or Claudette Colbert.
Another male heartbreaker. Ronald Colman. is most
careful to have a lovely feminine foil for his dark
charms girls like Kay Francis or Loretta Young who,

Clark Galtle

the

moment.

—

Continued on page 52
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KEEPING UP

..

Scorning the flossiness of an assumed name,

John Mack, Tom, and Joe

fame
esting

to

plain

Brown

things to

tell

— and

E.

have brought

they have inter-

you about themselves.

By Dickson Morley
PI

I

iv

.Midi]

"I'm so disappointed

when

the screen

sick

that I'm

Tom Brown, who
and

is

is

either feeling

EVERcouple

since

a

see myself on
afterward," says
I

extremely emotional
high or

in

the dumps.

Mary Pickford decided,
of decades ago, that she

never
become America's
could
Sweetheart with a handle like Gladys
Smith, movie actors have religiously followed her lead. Such everyday, prosaic
monickers as Smith, Jones, Black, White,
and Brown have been shunned in romantically inclined Hollywood.
No Smith, as such, has amounted to
anything.
Nor have we a single Black
Alice is
on the cinema roll of honor.
our lone White, and Buck is the one

Jones to strike gold.

But three Browns, however, have actually

themselves

established

among

the

and under their own plain name.
What was a good enough surname for
their papas is good enough for genuine
John Mack, Tom, and Joe E. They scorn
exciting,

flossiness.

Lately the handsome John Mack, the
boyish Tom, and the comical Joe E. have
been turning out some excellent performances. Oddly, they have received far less
than their just share of publicity, and it
seems to be the appropriate moment to
give them a deserved break.
I. it's

spotlight

John Mack Brown

Kindly note that his intimates
dress

him

first.

now

ad-

mature fashion. Yesteryear's "Johnny" is passe, for he's all
growed up. Also, his thick Southern accent is no more
in person,
lie's trained
it
out of his voice, although he had to
revive it for the new Mae West picture.
It is Miss West who deserves gardenias
in

this

—

for rediscovering him.

Casting her dis-

Mae West

rediscovered John Mack Brown
Nineties" and his career
has taken on a new lease with his signature to a Columbia contract for eight

for "Belle of the

pictures.

p hot0

i,

y

F ra

i,

or

37

w ith

BROWNS

cerning orbs over the town's male possibilities, she took
promptly sighed to her

SO far,

a look at his latest portraits and
faithful Timony, "Mmnimm!"

That ever-handy aidde-camp, sensing she wanted a taller, darker, and handsomer screen foil, immediately subpoenaed John Mack.
He was exactly what she needed to prove to a waiting
world that her brand of passion, sex garnished witli wit,
ain't no sin.
John Mack says she's the most thrillingactress he's worked with since Garbo.
He declares that
when Mae goes into a big scene man, she ain't foolin'!
Being seen in her clutches was all lie needed, too. The
fickle producers had forgotten how effectively he once

—

heroed Garbo,
Shearer,
el

til.

tive

"li I'm nut kept busy in Hollywood, and
have been
I'll go on the stage.
New York, London, on the
road anywhere.
have the utmost admiration for men
like George Arliss and Lewis Stone.
They've taught me
that one must progress on bis own merits to matter in
the long run.
That age, instead of handicapping, enI

—

I

That one can mellow into something line.
"M.-G.-M. starred me in 'Billy the Kid.' By turning a
bad man into a wishy-washy hero, they mutilated a fahances.

miliar

and that offended the fans.
But if I'd
I
was knocked down in a football
game, I'd never have made
any touchdowns. This having to stand entirely on my

story

stopped every time

Crawford,

own

Pickford,

Davies,

Although more attracand capable than ever,

he's

been

into

insignificant

quickies.

allowed

to

sand times better actor than

slide

I

To-day, with every

al

catching .a West film,
fore again.
Columbia has agreed to star
him in eight pictures all

his

the most successful of all the Browns.
His popularity blesses him with nearly $250,000
and every film a clean one.
a year

Joe

E. is

men

in

determination.

The year following
graduation it was his

belle.

his

by

He

as

assistant

coach,

to

come to Pasadena with his
team. While here he contacted George Fawcett, the veteran actor, who bad assured him during an Alabama
location

that

trip

got him a

test

at

he could click in pictures.
Fawcett
three studios and the M.-G.-M. bid

seemed best.
Aside from

bis obvious looks and personality, his
inherent intelligence, John Mack Brown has that most
lie doesn't
valuable of all assets
sane self-confidence.
know the meaning of failure. Consequently he's never

—

been downed.

"Only those who

lack

appreciation are

disillusi

by Hollywood," be says.

"Either their mental attitude
is such that they deliberately court unhappiness, or they
are shallow people who have nothing to sell but personality.
Naturally they become bored when they've
exhausted the joy of sudden wealth, and bitter when they

Hollywood,

mind rules. John Mack Brown
has so disciplined his own mind that it is too full of constructive plans to have any room for thoughts of failure.
"People have wondered if I weren't sore at having to
free-lance.
Of course not! When I gave up my coaching job at the University of Alabama I did so only because I'd decided to become a successful actor. Nothing
for he realizes that the

to

duty,

spoiled

charm enabled
marry the campus

personal

him

—

responsible for his success.

my

is

His
prowess won him
All-American distinction and

one of the most intelligent

has happened to change

John Mack

football

washed up.
His life has been what you might call charmed, but
John Mack does not owe his good fortune to fate. PTis
is

of

and

University of Alabama.

"I don't intend to be a flash in the pan." he told me
with great seriousness. "Discouraged? No, why should
I be?
I'd rather be here in Hollywood than anywhere
else, and I'd rather be acting than doing anything else.
I'm making a comfortable living, have favorable prospects.
I've a wonderful wife, two swell children. What
more can a man ask?"
Perhaps you cataloged him as a handsome but probably dumb football player who movie skyrocketed.
Seeing less of him recently, you may have concluded he was

attitude

all

college

to

ceited flop?
This particular school idol
worked his way through the

her steaming dishes of
chow mein at the
\ endome,
we renewed our
old acquaintanceship and I
was glad to find him neither disgruntled nor
Hollywood and its ups and downs.

really,

went

tor brightness,

You've heard very little of
him because the publicity
launched by M.-G.-M. ceased
when he left that lot. But

is,

of five brothers,

the exception to that old
which lias consoled
story
most of us. You know the
theory that the college hero
will surely wind up a con-

clean.

own mental

bis past immaturity.

upheld the family reputation

—

(

he has no illusions

see,

nit

whom

he's to the

chicken

ii

One

one

he hasn't been idle.
He's
been working enough to stav
in the swim and, what is
more important, he has been
diligently studying and observing, sparing no effort to
learn the fundamentals of

was when with M.-G.-M."

You

and

parts

to make demade me a thou-

having

feet,

cisions, has

ise

out."

Since the decline of Pickfair, the John Mack Browns
have been going around with a younger group, usually
chumming with the John Monk Saunder-es Fay Wray),
tinkill li Bellamys, and the Charlie Farrells.
Their
nine-gabled Beverly home is a showplace, filled with the
mo>t stunning collection of early American antiques in
(

the West.

Continued on
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DO THEY
By Mabel Duke
ford, the same Elissa Landi, the
same Miriam Jordan, with only the
additions of glamorous raiment, artificial eyelashes, and huskier voices.
And it sets one to wondering if

Anita

Page's

talent

was thatof prophecy
and not fulfillment
because
of her
static

nature.

the evolution of a personality or
character isn't something more than
the make-up and costume departments can apply like a new paint
job to an automobile.
Ambitious singers and artists are
traditionally advised to "live" before they can hope to succeed.
"Living" and suffering, according
to the theory, mellows a personality,
gives depth of understanding, sympathy, and tolerance to a character,
molds talent and the consequent
ability to stir the emotions of others.
In other words, personality and
character aren't applied from the
outside, but are a reflection of the

development and growth within.

Experience has increased
Young's
naughty

Loretta

though

playing a
character doesn't change
her personality at all.

Landi's gayety

Elissa

and

talent

frivolous

her current roles, but she
herself has not changed.

curls suit

Mary

press

IFlieved,
on or
easily

as

agents
certain

arc
stars

Brian has gradually grown up,
thereby remaining on the screen
while determined ingenues have
fallen by the wayside.

be becan take

to

—

off their personalities as
a lizard changes colors.

Thus we have

"new" Juan
"new" .Miriam

'raw ford, the "new"
-for a while Minii
Jordan, the "new" Marguerite Churchill. Sally O'Neil,
and Heaven knows who else.
Fans, reading the raves
and expecting to see a caterpillar emerge into a cinematic
butterfly, go, look, and alas, find the same Joan CrawElissa

Landi. the

the

Let's consider some of these heralded "new" stars, and just how
they are new. Heavier make-up on
a unique bob, pereyes and lips
haps—but often it's only a version
of the Garbo coiffure, a daring gown, an exotic sophistication in contrast to their former healthy American
manner. Just surface newness.
Joan Crawford is perhaps the worst offender in this
matter of made-over personality,
And fans frequently
complain with "Take off the disguise, Joan, we knew vmi

(

—

—

s
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ALLY
The oft-heralded "new

known
side,

CHANCE?

personality frequently

is

a disappointment to fans

a different make-up. Actual changes

who on

y find a well-

people cannot be applied on the outbut must come from experience and development. This absorbing article cites outstar in

in

standing failures and successes.
when!"

"What

As one
the

fan expressed

it

in

"I'm ready

to yip reading about

all

deluge

all

being

red
of

11

the different girls rolled into one and
Puleeze, Joan,
called Joan Crawford.

in

the

Garbo

copies, so she's the
to the

do take a rest from your burning ambition and stay one way a while.
Every
six months we get a new Crawford.
I
!"
tell you, it's wearing me down
Elissa Landi created some discussion regarding her new personality
evolved for the role of the temperamental dancer in "I Loved You

exception

rule. But generally
these sudden trans-

formations
are
boomerangs.
O n the o t h e t

m e r ou

h and,

nu

stars

w ho fade

from the cinematic

Wednesday."
"Despite the

and

fake

pose
— without

Fans Think":

new make-up," one

wrote, "Elissa just isn't the type
doesn't she remain herself?"

!

heavens trace their
downfall to their

fan

Why

of

lack

and

versatility

variety.

"A w ay s
1

same

no

;

the

wonder

the public tired of
her," is the damn-

ing verdict.

Yet with these
attempts at sensational changes generally

unsatis-

so

factory,

it

leaves

one wondering just

Joan Crawford might change her
hair to purple

and her make-up

to

resemble a mummy, but her character development goes marching
on.
That's why she lasts as a star.

Perhaps

what does make for
continued success
on the screen, and

why

the public tires
favorites
while other- go on
and on.

some

of

important quality for continued success is
but growth and development of character
the kind of change that comes from within and is
not applied solely on the outside, although it is frequently
reflected in changing appearance, too.
Perhaps some of
not a

this

new make-up,

—

The great change in Norma Shearer has come
from long, steady development rather than an
overnight transformation in outward appearance.

The only exception is Marlene Dietrich, whose jaded
sophistication was plastered on overnight to rival Garbo
a few years ago.
There are few actresses who have
done themselves over so completely as Marlene did between her appearances in "The Blue Angel," made in
Germany, and "Morocco," her first American film.
Luckily, she made a place for herself on the screen

I WB
*^

£

j
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CREEN
"ONE NIGHT OF LOVE."
Give your tocsins and your salvos to the best
musical film ever made! This has so many superiimpossible to indicate them all.
it is perfection in entertainment,
not to be missed by puritan or hedonist, by those
who like their music light or those who prefer
opera.
Yet this gloriously happy picture is not
stilted or operatic even though it has the rhythm of
continuous melody and brings to the screen excerpts from grand opera "Carmen" and "Madama
Butterfly" more convincingly and tastefully than
in any previous attempt.
The heroine, though, is
not Don Jose's inamorata or Pinkerton's Cio-CioSan but a straightforward American girl who is
taken in hand by an Italian teacher and rigorously
coached for the stage, his severe regimen forbidding love. Eventually both are caught in the toils,
but so psychologically sound are the characters and
their reactions so lifelike they never suggest paper
Grace Moore endolls out of musical comedy.
chants both as actress and singer, Tullio Carminati
is superb as her martinet-lover, and Lyle Talbot is
a likable American sweetheart, with Luis Alberni,
Jessie Ralph and many others offering delightfully
true studies of character in the musical milieu.
orities that

Enough

it

is

to say that

—

—

"THE NOTORIOUS SOPHIE LANG."
Gertrude Michael, who has attracted attention of late
in minor roles, is promoted to a star part in the newest
crook melodrama. She is glamorous, dashing, and is an
excellent actress, as we knew all along.
Paul Cavanagh,
too, a favorite with Picture Play readers, gets a leading
role for a change. They are famous jewel thieves jealous
of each other's prowess, so when Mr. Cavanagh, as
Britain's knave of diamonds, arrives in this country Miss
Michael is out to teach him not to poach on her pearl
preserves. They pull fast ones on each other with lightning speed and great good humor.
In fact, the picture
moves so swiftly and the comedy is so skillful that you
don't mind if you can't take the proceedings seriously or
believe a word you hear. Arthur Byron is capital as the
police inspector who is gayly deceived by the crooks and
left holding the bag.
Alison Skipworth also shines as Miss
Michael's confederate, with Ferdinand Gottschalk and
Leon Errol whooping things up for more comedy. This
a

lint-weather picture.

Elissa

Landi's gayety

and

"SHE LEARNED ABOUT SAILORS."
Though Lew Ayres and Alice Faye are saddled with

frivolous

Miss
ept material, they give excellent performances.
becomes increasingly interesting as she becomes more
accustomed to the screen, and her singing is, as it always
Mary Brian has grchas been, superior to most of the blues warbling we hear
thereby remaininc on tne screen. She has charm, distinction, and a definitely
.'sympathetic personality.
She has a future. Mr. Ayres,
er ™ ,ne
wn,le
whose forte hitherto has decidedly not been comedy, plays
°f/
fallen by tl a w i se -cracking sailor with a good deal of humor and
press agents arc to lie belightness, an admirable performance altogether. The pity
lieved, certain stars can take
of it is that these young players should suffer from the
on or off their personalities as
bli S ht of a haphazard picture that is dull and repetitious,
,-,silv
is
lizard
changes
colors
izara cnariges colors.
easil) as a
„ it is the sort of comedy in which everything that is
litis we have the
new Joan Crawford, the new thought funny is repeated at least three times for fear you
for a while Mimi
Mitchell and Durant, the comedians,
didn't get it at first.
Elissa Landi, the "new" Miriam
Ionian the "new" Marguerite Churchill. Sally O'Neil, are mostly guilty of this, but the scheme of the entire
her current roles, but she
herself has not changed.

curls suit

"'ay

....

•

,

IF

-i

,

I

—

—

pj^th.

.^^

Fg. » an
Fans, reading the raves
»<j Heaven know, who else.
r
and expecting to see a caterpillar emerge into a cinemaf strictly moral. Their flirtation is interrupted by
hut terllv, go, look, and alas, find the same Joan CrJ
understanding, but it is smoothed out.

^X^ve^t

a mis-
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N REVIEW

BY

NORBERT
LUSK

PICTURE PLAYS HONOR LIST
'One Night of Love" is heaped high with honors because it is the
most genuinely entertaining and artistic picture of the month.
"Here Comes the Navy" gets special mention because it is as rowdy

Cagney film should be, but with nary a syllable to offend the
Legion of Decency.
Joe Morrison, in "The Old-fashioned Way," is hailed as the most refreshing new discovery. Grace Moore, star of "One Night of Love,"
is applauded to the echo for brilliance as actress and singer.
as a

"PARIS INTERLUDE."
The combined efforts of Madge Evans, Robert Young, Otto Kruger,
and Una Merkel should make a picture worth while, but in this instance
they are overwhelmed by unsuitable material.
It proves that a fairly
successful stage play does not even make a tolerable film, unless particular attention is paid to its fitness for the screen.
Here we have a
group of Americans in Paris, not rich expatriates, but young bohemians
whose sophistication finds its keynote in their laughing contempt for
the "apple-cheeked tourist." Their conversation is bright, but their lives
are as uninteresting as if they were the humdrum types they scorn.
When all the talk simmers down, the plot is nothing more than a sweet
Conventional drama is supplied with the return
girl's placid love affairs.
of her supposedly dead fiance at the time she has promised to marry his
friend, and the age-old stunt of the first man pretending he wasn't serious and giving her up to the better chap.
Miss Evans has never been
more exquisite, nor have her beauty and taste been more beguiling, and
she has never been in a picture where they counted for less.

"NELL GWYN."
with "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" finds the new British historical film inferior.
The period is more mannered and the subject lighter, of
course, but more could have been made of the romance
of the hoyden and the king.
More beguiling comedy and
more touching drama have been drawn from the same
lives on the stage.
Here the mood is boisterous, without
tenderness or compassion for wild Nell. Anna Neagle,
Inevitable

comparison

who

plays her, is too busy raising the devil to give any
thought to her future or the spectator's final reaction. She
has beauty and charm, but she is a better singer and
dancer than an actress, else she would have given heed to
light and shade as great comediennes like Ada Rehan,
Henrietta Crosman, and Dorothy Gish have done in the
The picture is laughable, romping, exquisitely
past.
mounted and rather hollow. Sir Cedric Harwicke, who
can't have won his title by acting, is a phlegmatic
Charles II and Jeanne de Casalis Mrs. Colin Clive
quaintly suggests a female impersonator as the stately,

—

spiteful duchess, Nell's rival.

"GRAND CANARY."
A

from Liverpool to the Canary Islands
carries a small though dramatic passenger list, chosen
for contrast and fictional promise.
None of the negatives and bores who really go on slow trips, one of
whom can prove a pest to practically a shipload of peaceable travelers, is present.
Thus at the start the picture
is pretty
obvious.
You know that Warner Baxter, as
an outlawed physician suffering from conscience, will redeem himself by conquering a yellow-fever epidemic and
get back to normalcy by falling in love with the prettiest
freighter plying

and youngest woman aboard because she is Madge Evans;
and that Marjorie Rambeau, as the proprietress of a
shady resort on the islands, will give so provocative an
account of herself as to make you wish she were the
star and had more to do.
Finely staged, lighted, and
acted, the picture isn't more than mildly interesting once
introduction to the characters has taken place, and it isn't
at all dynamic.
It moves with the steady, monotonous
rhythm of the ship's propeller. Juliette Compton, Barry
Norton, Roger Imhof, and Zita Johann.

(Continued on race 51)
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GALLANT LADY
about the other Alice Brady who is unknown to Hollywood and to you, a woman
whose courage and invulnerable ideals have triumphed over tragedy and dreams defeated.

This

A

is

LUNATIC
these years,

her

own

who,
is

lunacy

still

a fter

!"

"Who

all

aghast at

By Leroy Keleher

Thus does Alice Brady

saw puzzle,

father

and

little

I

make

If

and humorously
She gives the
impression of having
triumphed over life, of

i

having

reached

many

jars of jam.

Since childhood, she
has kept a diary of her
thoughts
and experiences. Until now it has
been one of her secrets.
But this writer prevailed upon her to give
Picture Play a glimpse of

parts in his
\

\

wanted her to
distinguish herself in some

other line of endeavor. With
this in mind, she was educated
in a convent in Madison, New
Jersey, and in the New England
Conservatory of Music.
But Bill Brady's efforts were in vain.
Following her graduation from the conservatory, Alice embarked on a theatrical
career and eloped with the son of the
noted Doctor Frank Crane.
The marin

it

I

intelligent.

He

ended

is

original

His plans for her future did not include the

riage

life

\

glory.

theater.

think

a point to try three
don't reach the confounded jam, I say 'To blazes with
and try to get something
it!'
within reach."
You may gather from the
above that Alice Brady's
observations of life are

quit.

times.

^v-

had

shows which demanded
hard work and offered

I

pantry?" we echoed.
"Yes. We're always trying to reach a jar of jam on
the topmost shelf.
Some people try once or twice and
either fall and hurt themselves or get discouraged

thought to appease this
desire by giving her insignificant

least there

"A

man's love for the theaand her earliest ambition was to be an ac-

Her

"But

"Maybe," she said doubtfully.
more like a pantry."

ter,

tress.

At

isn't it?

seems always to be a piece missing."

characterize herself.
Accomplished actress and gay cosmopolite,
she lilts through life, laughing her brittle, defiant laughter.
But there is another Alice Brady, unknown to Hollywood and fandom, whose gallant courage and invulnerable ideals have triumphed over tragedy and dreams
defeated.
She has looked at life unflinchingly.

Her childhood was singularly cheerless.
Shortly after Alice's birth, her mother,
a French dancer, disappeared, never
to, be heard from again.
Alice
was reared by her father, William A. Brady, the famous
stage producer.
She inherited that indomitable Irish-

we answered.
hasn't?"
something of an animated jig-

"It's

unhappiness and divorce.

the real Alice Brady as revealed in these excerpts from
her journal.
The tragedy of her son's invalidism gave birth to this entry:
rhoto by Hurrell

The real Alice Brady

Mists of gray threaded with murky violet.
Mysterious silence groping like a secret.
Enervated wisps of light, sick unto death, that
fade away with discouragement.
Heavy-scented flowers idly lift questioning heads,
All waiting the adventure of the night.

is

her diary
part of which she permits you to read in this
reflected

in

Shortly before the birth of her son.
interview.
Donald, Alice was in a serious automobile
She has always been an ardent dog-lover.
accident Later, the child was born, a conyear or so ago, one of her prize terriers
firmed invalid.
She has never given up hope that he
died. Heartbroken, she recorded the following impression
may eventually be cured. She does not speak of this
A >tiff little white thing lying so still on the carpet there,
tragedy.
Few people know about it. She is too busy
just a dead dog so quiet it is rigid.
making them forgel their own troubles.
Only a moment back with such a gayly wagging tail she
Much as her friends like being with her. they like welcomed me oh, a heart-whole welcome as only a dog could
coming back to her best. It is then that they see her
give.
My poor little white dog, you went out so gamely, even as
grace and charm as though lor the first time.
When
your heart had almost erased to beat, you tried to smile at me
the)- are with her, the best in them goes out to meet the
and waggle your silly little tail that was an inch too long, and
best in her.
with that last gasp you gave, I lost a friend, my dog.
Her personality enters into them and becomes forever
And now you lie there, just a stiff little thing outlined against
the gray of the carpet.
afterward an essential part of them so that if the matter
But you took with you to wherever dead little dogs go, a tiny
could be investigated, it would more than likely be found
piece of my heart, my friend.
that there is more of her in other people than in herself.
"Have you ever thought about life?" she asked.
There is an impulsiveness about Alice Brady that keeps
It was on one of those mellow afternoons when energy
you continually on the alert. She has a reputation for
is at a low ebb.
Continued on page 52
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DERELICT
Rosemary ames,
whose performances
have become increasimportant,

ingly

plays

the dance-hall heroine
of this sultry

drama

of

Dutch East Indies
called "White Flame,"
the

with

Jory

Kelton.

set-up

and
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Although

the

familiar,

you

is

may be
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will

Hardie,
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Victor

sure that the
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give

new
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SPY AGAINST SPY
"BRITISH

AGENT"

Francis, the

one

brings together Leslie

cool, repressed, the other

Howard and Ka:
warm and glow

They are, of course, lovers in this highly dramatic stor
and an aristocratic Russian gii
who makes the cause of the peasants her own during thi
revolution which ends in the triumph of the Soviet Republic
ing.

of a patriotic Englishman

Af

POOR
IRIS
Whether her chapeau

is

a cartwheel
is green

or a beret, whether her hat
or a

new shade,

Iris

March

will

ways be Iris even if her story
changed from "The Green Hat"
another

alis

to

title.

GRETA GARBO played the famous heroine
in "A Woman of Affairs" the better thot
you may compare Constance Bennett with
her

in

the

same

role, with the addition of

dialogue. Herbert Marshall, Elizabeth Allan,
and Hugh Williams are seen as Napier,

Gerald, and Venice

in

Michael Arlen's lush

characterizations.
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"HERE COMES THE NAVY."
This picture stands out as a beacon of hope in the angry sea of
reform which is threatening the screen. One hardly looks upon
James Cagney as an agent of peace or an upholder of purity. His
past films have mocked the decencies of human relationships and
have appealed to those with knowledge of the seamy side of life.
There is no denying they have been lively, vital and vulgarly funny.
Mr. Cagney is the last one expected to reform his screen character
and still be rowdily amusing. He does just that in this, however,
and I give the palm to him for skillful compromise. There isn't
an offensive word or implication or incident, yet it departs not the
least from the essentials of what is expected.
For those who
doubt me, Hollywood's seal of spotlessness is affixed. The typical
story shows Mr. Cagney enlisting in the navy to settle a feud with
Pat O'Brien, and falling in love with his sister, played by Gloria
Stuart, the last girl you would expect to tolerate Mr. Cagney, let
alone love him.
Don't think, though, that she refines him into a
drawing-room type. Stirring scenes aboard ship and excellent performances by Frank McHugh, Dorothy Tree, and Maude Eburne
add to the film's attractiveness
.

"SHE LOVES

ME

NOT."

Again the screen shows up the weaknesses of

a popular stage

.

_-„.„ uiiu e u nieu tu<m-

sands per week.

a
could give
ncl

as

nothing
The comedy is obvious and
Their
Bing Crosby sings long and often and tunefully, "Love in Bloom"
being a hit number. But the picture is a bit wearisome just the
where
Every one I do the
same. Its momentum depends on mistaken identity.
insists that every one is somebody else.
Even a gangster won't
believe that Henry Stephenson is a college dean. So it is with all
the characters. They won't believe their eyes, but do as the playwright tells them in order to keep the thing going.
Miriam
Hopkins is a dumb chorine who witnesses a murder in a night
club and runs away, landing in Mr. Crosby's room at Princeton
where she is outfitted in boy's clothes cue for mistaken identity. :•?
This is carried so far that Kitty Carlisle and Judith Allen, both
very Vere de Vere, are mistaken for the notorious girl whose pic- type was
ture is in every newspaper.
I do not think Miss Hopkins is suc- fin.
So I
cessful as this character though she tries hard to play it as written.
r and conShe is too intelligent and soft-spoken to compete with Polly
fer. hopWalters of the stage version.
play, but the majority will not object.

ij

1

Now

they starve,

and are evicted from their lodgings,
and their clothes are pitifully shabby.
These are facts on record. Yesterday it was $7,500 per week forty
weeks per year. To-day it is $7.50
some days, some weeks.

—

Hollywood Bowl,
mother and two of his five
sisters came to keep house for him.
He took his mother and me to their
home, for his father b^ come

little

and

>•>

"THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY."
W.

Not only
C. Fields is hugely successful in his new picture.
is it funny, but it is tender and a little sad and, for all its tomfoolery, it is curiously real in showing the trials and tribulations
of an old-time barnstorming troupe always just one jump ahead of
the sheriff. Besides these attractions, it introduces a new personality,
Joe Morrison, as pleasant a juvenile as the screen has ever discovered. His singing is as modest as his acting, both contributing a quota
of charm rarely found in newcomers. Mr. Fields is The Great McGonigle, star of the "sticks," strutting, cheating, ballyhooing and
giving altogether a magnificent performance. He actually is touching when he goes in for parental self-sacrifice by withdrawing from
his daughter's life when she is about to be married, pretending
that a wonderful offer comes from New York.
Mr. Fields finds
his match, though, in an eccentric comedienne, Jan Duggan, who
puts on an uproarious scene when, as a stage-struck widow, she
sings "Gathering Up the Sea Shells" for him, and Baby LeRoy
is no mean comic himself when he vents his malice on the greatness of McGonigle.

"STAMBOUL QUEST."
you number among your favorites Myrna Loy, George Brent,
Lionel Atwill, and C. Henry Gordon, you should see them in this
picture by all means for they have never done better work and
Mr. Brent gives the most notable performance of his career. They
are concerned in a spy melodrama, but don't let that deter you.
For this has intelligence, finesse, novelty, and high suspense. It
is the best of its kind in a long time and is enjoyable from beginning to end. Miss Loy is a German secret agent whose superior
is Mr. Atwill.
Between them they plot the downfall of Mr. Gordon as Ali Bey, the Turkish commander, the most important role
this excellent actor has had in a long time, and what with messages hidden in false teeth no, not Miss Loy's
and secrets written in invisible ink on the human back
the story
yes, Miss Loy's
If

—

—None

—

—

are more surprising,
embellished with exciting details.
though, than Mr. Brent's role, that of a fast-talking American
who forces himself on the inscrutable spy and breaks down her
resistance with love.
Hitherto rather stolid, Mr. Brent gives a
dizzily bright performance.
[Continued on page 54]
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Continued from page

Gallant Lady
-42

cluing exciting, spectacular things.

No

one has ever seen her do anything
particularly

shucking, hut she looks

though she might at any moment.
Her performances are unsurpassed in
vigor and sincerity, hut she should
strive for a little less illusive imagery
and a little mure cuherence and unity.
as

When
Europe

she retires she will live in
"because it wuuld take at

least eight million dollars to retire in

the United States."

During

she wears a
cross-legged on
chairs and sofas. She is inordinately
proud uf her head which is unusually
small and "beautifully shaped, if I
!"
do say so myself
sailor

rehearsals,

and

suit

sits

Continued from page 35

be

it

remembered, have their own

She thinks directurs the most important unit in picture-making. "Althuugh," she giggles, "it's the stars
who bring in the money !" She keeps
a scrapbook but it contains only adverse criticisms of her work. Needless to say,

is

it

Although

a small volume.

one

flect

the

is

the

past

She luxuriates

that

are

comfame and its atThere are times,

in the sense of

pleteness evoked by

tendant glamour.

however, when her eyes fill with a
morbid darkness that seems an uprising from bitter memories.
But
she somehow maintains a "smilin'
through" philosophy and an indefatigable zest for

only making an excuse for their lack

The

in facing the future.
called the true sophisticate of

the screen, she defines sophistication
as "the combination of a resolute will,
freedom of thought and action, and
the ability to stand on your own

of

tempo of the times and

who champion

people

Often

feet."

Hollywood's best-dressed women, she confides that most of her frocks cost
but nineteen dollars and fifty cents.
"Smartness is a matter of taste, not
money," she says.
She believes the screen should reshe

courage

of

Alice Brady

is

life.

a gallant lady.

Battle of the Sexes
And those are only some Many men have done so. But the
wo nen and the salaries they chances are against him as tremen-

thousand.

dously as they are in his
_»en

the

admit

most
that

scientific

money

is

follows naturally that
i of Hollywood should conlal life.
And as work and

jo

it

interwoven there, femhave made and wrecked

>

sing careers,
invitation at the psychohas resulted in many

lent

contract, while social os-

.apieniacy,
it means that financially and
commercially Hollywood is a woman's town.
In no other limited area is as much
money earned by women as in Hollywood.
The salaries of our movie
queens exceed by far the sums accrued by women in any other age.
Though the past has given us a few
lady millionaires and at present we
can boast a number of merchant
princesses,
never have so many
women accumulated so much wealth
by their own efforts as they have in
the cinema capital to-day.
Constance Bennett makes about
half a million dollars a year.
Garbo's pay check every month runs into
fivv figures.
Norma Shearer receives
nut only a huge salary, but a bonus
based upon the earnings of her films.
Janet Gaynor's salary is in the tup
brackets of four figures every month,
and Jean farlow can write her own
ticket, as was proved when she struck
fur a
raise
and got it.
recently
Three hundred thousand dollars is
the amount Claudette Colbert expects
to add to her bank account this year,
while Kay Francis will be content
with only two hundred and fifty

too.

1

—

successfully barred the
against certain aspirants
e and fortune.
",'niue the cycle, consider the
influence of Hollywood on the fashion industry.
Styles follow the social structure and just as the ladies
of the French court copied Marie
Antoinette's frocks, girls all over the
world to-day try to look and act and
dress like our movie heroines.
Thus, vast factories in the East
are busy turning out copies of gowns
sponsored by the stars, and stores

favor in

any other business. And the goals
to which he may aspire are far less
worthy of attainment. Stardom, perhaps, but a dubious, nebulous stardom less well paid than that of a
woman and less likely to endure.
splendid example of this point
is
the case of Janet Gaynor and

A

They began in picsame time, their backgrounds were similar, both rose from
the extra ranks, both scaled the summit of their "Seventh Heaven" toCharles Farrell.
tures at the

gether.

Their success continued as long as
they were teamed, but when they
separated, Janet went on to greater
popularity, while Charlie found it almost impossible to hold his following.
Regardless of whom she played opposite, Janet's fans were loyal.
With
any other girl but Janet, Charlie drew
few to the box office.
Thus, the most and the best that
a man can hope for in Hollywood is

and shops have opened departments
devoted exclusively to cinema modes.
As a result of Hollywood beauty,
glamour has moved out of the dictionary and into the home. Cosmeticmakers have increased their sales a
thousandfold by obtaining the indorsements of screen sirens, and
hairdressers have had to learn Garbo
and Hepburn tricks with their shears.

an

A nation of movie-conscious women
keep the wheels uf numerous industries oiled and running smoothly with
the money they pour forth for fashion and beauty as nearly like that of

emotions, its apparent weaknesses, its
inherent strength. And because they
take their color, their personality,
their very vitality itself from women,
it is just and fitting that they should
in return give full value received and
pour into the laps of women the
greatest gifts within the power of
mortal to bestow.

their film favorites as is possible.
These are but a few uf the far-

reaching results uf feminine supremHollywood and pictures.
acy
in

—

And

in

this

mere male

He

is

town and industry, the
a negligible factor.

can achieve success, of course.

ephemeral

largely

upon

success,

dependent

choice of screen
partners.
The wrong heroine and
even the most heroic of males finds
himself a drug on the film market.
Perhaps it is because the indushis

is essentially a w man's game.
Every component part of a picture

try
is

feminine

—

glamour,

its

its

incon-

sistencies, its logic, its appeal to the

Hollywood

is

a

woman's town

cause

women made Hollywood

fore

made them

it

stars

bebe-

—and queens!

—
„

Why

.

'

Continued from page 15

Stars

Go

Broke

On

$1,000 a

appears,

or congratulating the producer on his or the company's birth-

home, swimming pool, tennis court,
and so on.
Your $l,000-per-week

day.

not have to display quite
such luxury in household appearances
as Jack was expected to exhibit on
$3,500 weekly.
But the food-andshelter budget, servants, one car
two cars are less necessary than three
servants, due to a star's peculiar social and business requirements
and
a few other items pertaining to keeping up appearances, total over $400
weekly.
Atop this formidable expense is an
item labeled "charities."
star can
hardly dodge them, because to collectors $1,000 weekly is a huge salstar does

Press clippings are almost a necessity at $20 per week, and part-time
services of a personal press agent an
absolute
necessity
at
about
$50
weekly.
star's share of his fan
mail expense some studios pay half
of it
is about $50 weekly, his personal photographic bill $20 weekly.
If the star is a woman, each of these
expense items is considerably greater.
In fact, most expenditures are a bit
heavier for the feminine celebrity.
What with wardrobe expense and
a few other items as necessary to the
star as saw, hammer and nails to a
carpenter,
his
purely professional
outlay totals $565 according to the

A

—

—

best estimates.

Although formerly

in

a

business

capacity in a studio I have had to
help many stars with salary and income-tax problems, there is no need
to take my word for it.
The figures
have been cited often enough in income-tax cases and are written into
many court records.
have seen what happened to

We

Jack Mulhall when he gave up his
"front," that is, his Beverly Hills

—

A

Moreover, there are many company-sponsored charity drives, to
which contributions are as necessary
ary.

for policy reasons as flowers for the
producer's wife and Christmas presents to all studio hands.
Some stars of my acquaintance
bought hundreds of dollars' worth of

policy Christmas presents, and as a
result were so broke they could give
their friends and relatives nothing

but ten-cent greeting cards.
Their
all used where
for policy's sake they would do the
most good.

engraved cards were

all about the dinner
engagement, and vaguely suggested

they'd forgotten

another time."
merry smile, not
Jack smiled.
one of those cynical twists so many
use to denote actory emotion. "Now
you see I could have thought Hollywood very unkind, and the players
here very cruel. I did neither. I felt
hurt for the moment, yes but I let

A

;

pass.

"To-day, some of those who coldshouldered me when I was vainly
seeking work, call me up, most eager
that I should visit them.
"I've often heard a player hesitate
to ask a certain person to a party.
'He has no name,' is the veto. I like
people only if I like them, regardless
of their social or business standing.
The
If I go out, it is with them.
others probablv consider me high-

He

is

It

was
came upon him one day

church.

Like

all

flats

are

around

men and

hungrily awaiting studio

calls,

former great stars who earned thousands per week.

Now

they starve,

and are evicted from their lodgings,
and their clothes are pitifully shabby.
These are facts on record. Yesterday it was $7,500 per week forty
weeks per year. To-day it is $7.50
some davs, some weeks.

Sand."
A young Spanish type was
needed to strum a mandolin. So I
strummed nightly for a year and considered myself a veteran actor, hoping managers would think so too.
"Bits came and went," he added,
tuning in some classical music on the
"I got a small part in 'Crime,'
in which many present movie celebrities appeared, such as Kay Francis,
Sylvia Sidney, and Chester Morris.
I was six months in Hollywood before I ever got inside a studio.
But
I did not worry over that."
radio.

The Italian blood in Jack makes
him philosophical and happy.
He
likes others to be happy as well.
Recently on location near a Mexican
quarter he made all the neighborhood
children his slaves for

life.

All be-

Hollywood Bowl,
mother and two of his five
sisters came to keep house for him.
He took his mother and me to their
new home, for his father b^: come
3
out to join them ancTa ra?g"i place

little

and

is

place near the

his

The new home

needed.

He is the type of person otherlook to for aid, for good things. And
Jack is the one who gives to others,
and thinks of himself last and not

mother and

he responds
Some yearn
Some long to

Italians,

—

always then.

One

thing,

he never allowed the

fanfare of publicity he received to
He rented a modest
turn his head.

sur-

explorer traversing a new terrain.
Jack's mother declared she would
grow flowers and vegetables and
have tea in the afternoon beneath the
shade of the huge pepper tree.
Though we were in the heart of
Hollywood, we were miles from it.
climbed
into
the
lower
Jack
branches of a lemon tree.
His
mother glanced up at him, then
smiled at me. "A nice picture." she
said.
And it was. In his gray
sweater and black trousers, be stood
out against the green foliage and yeltered brightly.

cause

is

rounded by trees, and has a garden at
the back with lemon and fig trees.
Jack walked in the garden, pointing out the spots of delight, like an

others."

Others want to act.
It was his love
for music that
gained him his first stage work.
"Otis Skinner and Catherine Calvert were appearing in 'Blood and
sing in opera.

women

in

to religious atmosphere.
to enter the church.

come may indulge.
As a result, in dingy
Hollywood to-day there

to

where Jack La-

Sicilian parentage.

said his first great desire

sing.

rhese estimates take no account
of parasitical relative.-., and assume
that the star has no little human failings such as the desire to court Lady
Luck or chase expensive blondes.
Yet, frugal as he may be in spirit,
struggle as he may to make endmeet, he either goes steadily into
debt, or by omitting to buy necessities scrimps himself out of a job.
tt's all evidence that your highly
paid actor spends so much on professional necessities and near-necessities in his struggle for fame, that he
cannot save anything for a rainy day
until his salary reaches an impressive
peak; that he denies himself even
some of the .smug little luxuries called
"thrift" and "foresight" in which
Babbitts of considerably smaller in-

he promised them candy if
they'd go home and wash and make
themselves presentable.
"Each kid turned up scrub
brushed, and shining," Jack laughed.
"Each one had tried to outdo the

hat."

New York City
Rue was born, of

53

Devil or Sair,\?

Continued from page 33

it

Week

low

fruit,

looking

among

at

through which the sun
I

a

fil-

For the moment, his
seemed to be in Sicily,
dark, handsome native

Sicilian limes.

This smoldering saint belongs to
the earth.
And happy is he who
never gets far from it in Hollywood.
If Jack LaRue is fine and versatile, it is

for this reason.
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"Whom the Gods Destroy." — ColumA heavy, lugubrious melodrama

bia.

which accents
atonement in

a father's

remorse and

the
mood of Emil
Jannings, is the vehicle for Walter
Connolly's stardom.
Fine actor that
he is, it is too much for him to
weather, consequently it is never becomedian,
Essentially
a
lievable.
jaunty, ingratiating, resourceful, Mr.
Connolly is not entirely convincing
when he attempts to portray the heart

bowed down and somehow

his profuse

beard is just a little comic. Though
admirable as make-up, it makes you
feel that Mr. Connolly is masquerading
as a composite of Mr. Jannings and
Gatti-Cazzaza, director of the Metropolitan Opera, as a private joke. The
story has him a theatrical producer
whose act of cowardice aboard a sinking ship dooms him to life-long misery.
A lonely outcast, he helps in a puppet
show until his son, grown up, writes
a play that fails. Whereupon Mr. Connolly, without disclosing his relationship, teaches the young man how to
write a success.
Doris Kenyon and
Robert Young are mother and son to
the satisfaction of the majority.

—

"Midnight Alibi." Warners. Richard Barthelmess contributes a picture
that isn't as worthy as it should be,
except in spots. Unhappily cast as a
gangster, he is at his best in scenes
which hark back to the '90s and show
the star as an idealistic youth in love
with a girl whose angry father kills
him. Mr. Barthelmess plays this role
with touching sincerity and a sort of
youthful helplessness that proclaims
artistry of a high order.
But as a
ruthless/ t j^b^m-'
leader he is somewhat out ot his element. Yet the story
which taxes his resources is an unusual one.
He takes refuge in the
home of a wealthy old lady whose
innocence disarms him and whose
story of her youth which Mr. Barthelmess by some miracle of storytelling
reenacts for her convinces
him that he should not be parted
from his sweetheart as the old lady
was from hers, so he reforms and
lives
happily ever afterward with
Ann Dvorak. Helen Lowell, distinguished character actress from the
stage, is frail and soft-voiced as the
old lady and makes a completely successful
screen debut while
Helen
Chandler is delicately appealing as the
girl of long ago.
!

—

—

"The

Man

With

Two Faces."—

You won't exactly rave
about this, and the characters may
even confuse you with half-defined intentions now and then, but you've got
to give the picture credit for unusual
dialogue and a story that is, to put it
mildly, out of the ordinary.
The result is interesting, absorbing, though
not a really well-wrought picture. But
it
is never
routine.
It concerns a
group of unusual characters, actors
and others concerned in producing a
play.
Edward G. Robinson and Mary
Astor, brother and sister, are the stars,
Ricardo Cortez the producer in love
with Miss Astor. Her husband, Louis
Calhern, a strange, morbid criminal,
Warners.

returns

to

wreck

his

wife's

life

all

REVIEW

IN

over again by hypnotizing her into
carrying out his sinister plans. Just
for good measure in making himself
completely obnoxious, he loves two
white mice! Loathed by every member of the cast, it remains for one of
them to kill Mr. Calhern in what is
How
entirely justifiable homicide.
the murder is committed and what
means are taken to conceal the identity
of the killer, will keep you on edge.
Besides those already mentioned, all
of whom are in fine form, you will see
Mae Clarke, David Landau, Emily Fitzroy, and Margaret Dale, a stage veteran in her first screen role, a beautiful, quietly distinguished performance.

—

"Return of the Terror." Warners.
At least this has the merit of concealing the identity of the killer until the
very end, the disclosure coming as a
complete surprise from a player of
whom you would never suspect anything sinister.
Otherwise the picture
is pretty tepid pastime.
It has to do
with a doctor who is railroaded to an
insane asylum, his escape followed by
various mysterious deaths while the
search for him as the suspected murderer becomes more and more frantic.
He outwits his pursuers at every turn
until, cornered for the denouement, the
big surprise of the story is revealed.
All the Warner stand-bys, Lyle Talbot,
John Halliday, Mary Astor, Frank McHugh, and/Robert Barrat, do excellent
work thqj $h they might just as well
not have g one to the trouble.

"Hat, Coat and Glove."— RKO.

The

three articles mentioned in the title
are clews to a murder in a slightly
tiresome dramatization, another of the
photographed stage plays for which
has especial predilection. Taking considerable time to let you know
what it is all about, the story finally

RKO

tells you that a lawyer and his wife
have separated in the popular friendly
way, and that she spends much of her
time with a young Greenwich Village
A
artist whom she hopes to marry.
cast-off sweetheart of his is alone in
his apartment when the husband calls
to talk things over. His struggle with
the drunken girl to avert her suicide
ends in a pistol shot which kills her
and the young artist is brought to
trial, his attorney being the husband
of the woman he loves. A boy identi-

the artist as the man he saw leaving the apartment after the supposed
murder, and the minds of the jury
seem made up. Whereupon the husband springs a trick on the boy. Slipping on his coat, turning his hat down
and his collar up, he assumes the exact attitude that the boy saw when he
"That's
himself left the apartment.
Court and
the man!" cries the boy.
jury go into fits of laughter at his contradiction, and the picture ends with
acquittal and presumable happiness for
and something less for
the characters
the audience. For the picture is talky
fies

—

and indirect, never arousing sympathy
Ricardo Cortez is
for the characters.
at a disadvantage as the husband, because the part is equivocal and whimsical, first intended for John Barrymore.
Mr. Cortez excels in characters which
Barare not expressed in half tones.
bara Robbins, of the stage, is the wife,
an "honest" actress, and that lets her

out.
John Beal, who scored in "Another Language," is finely individual
and intense as the artist.
The performances that really qualify with the
fan come from two players who never
disappoint Dorothy Burgess, a bad

—

girl again,

and David Durand, who, as
and

the boy, is dramatic, impulsive
hesitant all at one time.

If
"Cock-eyed Cavaliers."— RKO.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey are
favorites of yours and they certainly
are with many you will find them
laughable in their new picture, which
has the advantage of a novel background seventeenth-century England.
One of the funniest things about the
picture is the mixed periods reflected
in the costumes, this being the only

—

—

—

Otherwise it is
subtlety discernible.
typical Wheeler and Woolsey nonsense, done with gusto and enormous
They are vagrants
self-confidence.
who, escaping the sheriff, disguise
themselves as the king's physician and
his assistant, sent to cure the Duke of
His niece is
Weskit of insomnia.
Thelma Todd, which will give you an
idea of the amorous goings on. There
is Dorothy Lee, too, dressed as a boy,

and when Mr. Wheeler discovers her
kissing Mr. Woolsey, you can figure
for yourself just what he makes of the
you know your Mr.
incident if
The picture is lively,
Wheeler.
though, handsomely mounted, and well
especially
by Noah Beery,
acted,

—

whose excellent bass singing is outstanding in plenty of music, considerable dancing, and the artificiality of
musical comedy.

—

Listen." ParaShould
"Ladies
mount. The quota of trivial pictures
must be maintained during midsummer. This is Hollywood's law, and it
is steadfastly observed season after
season. Here we have a French farce
which is inane rather than witty, and
French insofar as the characters have
The heroine is a teleGallic names.
phone operator who saves the philandering hero from the snares set for
him by two designing women. On this
frail

structure

is

built a small

comedy

which isn't strong enough to annoy,
but which certainly isn't witty or
clever.

won't encourage
it
switchboard operators to

Also,

American

out until a rich young Romeo
comes along, for they will not recognize in Frances Drake one of their
own kind. They will look upon her
mannered actress who says
as
a
"cahn't," and who dresses more expensively than they can afford. Anyway, the character is a good sort, even
if she does listen in on the conversa-

hold

tions of the tenants in the apartment
In this way she is aware of
house.
the perils that threaten Cary Grant,
who, enraged by her interference,
finally discovers that he loves her, and
sends the other ladies packing. Those
fans who deplore the absence of oldtimers from the screen have their opportunity to welcome back with fitting
enthusiasm a former star who was
among the great actors in silent pictures, Charles Ray. He plays his small
role skillfully, and his youthful appearance qualifies him for a permanent

comeback.

;

Keeping Up with the Browns

Continued from page 37

Mrs.

Mack

John

dentally, has never

had

Brown,

inci-

to fret

about

her husband. He is a true Southern
gentleman, so his native code automatically keeps him from falling into

any Hollywood marital traps. And,
anyway, Cornelia Brown is every bit
as lovely as any actress in town.

Now we
Tom

young

the

shift

spotlight

Brown, who's

fast

to

baby face has a heck of a time impressing directors as being old enough
for romantic leads!" woefully asserts
Tom, who finds some consolation in
being a leader in the younger set.
le
organized The Puppets, the club to
I

which our most worthy starlets belong.
I requested an opinion on the
youth of screenland.

"Young

ma-

turing.

phisticated,

My

Tom

contacts with
having been
limited to conversations at parties, I
phoned him to hie over for lunch and
an orthodox interview.
Extremely

and behave

inside,

"Working

so," he amplified.

in

less

show

who's either feeling high or in the
dumps. He is torn with doubts and

business has made us old for outage, mentally.
And we've had to
buck up against realities. Yet, contrarily, we've associated with successful people enough to know that
the simple things are the most* fun.

impatient to forge ahead.
had seen "The Witching
Hour" the evening before and that
plunged him into a fresh depression.
Fortunately, I disregarded his judgment of his own performance and

We enjoy silly
games, go to the beach. We dress in
old
clothes.
Although" and he
winked confidentially "I Jo suspect
it's studied carelessness.
These kids

emotional,

Tommy's

a

talented

lad

"We

is

He

went

view

to

He was

myself.

it

splendid.

"I'm always so disappointed when
myself on the screen that I'm
sick afterward !" he proclaimed to
me.
Having mastered the art of
holding everything until he dignifiedly exits through the throng of
fans at previews, he still can't remember to simplify things by declining supper on these auspicious nights.
Brought to Hollywood by Universal two and a half years ago, he
was launched with a bang into "Tom
Brown of Culver." Somehow Universal lost interest then
signed
I see

RKO

;

him.
His salary, a nice one, is
doubled, but the pleasure is taken out
of this for him because his employers have a habit of lending him out
and collecting twice what they pay
him.

His

chief

concern

is

regarding

Son of a professional

parts.

he was raised,

literally,

couple,

on stage and

screen and he's anxious to clinch his
spot in Hollywood.
He pines for
straight juvenile assignments.
His
left profile adds years and he does so
wish they'd take the trouble to photograph him from that side only. Oh,
to be a John Barrymore.

"A

twenty-one-year-old

with

a

Continued from page 39

but

combining career, home, marand other inter-

cords and slacks are tousled but
fetching, as it were.
After all, even
young actors are aware that they

in

must create an

Why,
untijl

I

changed

girls.

sophisticated

siren

— remember

'go

steady.'

wouldn't think of marrying

amount of sucsecurity to offer.
neither."
Depend-

I've a certain

and

cess

financial

At present

I've

and a trust fund savings account eat up his income rapidly
Tommy gets along on twenty-five
dollars a week, which takes care of
his dates, car, and clothes.
Which brings us to our up-to-theminute report on Joe E. Brown.
Awning-lipped Joe E. is by far the
most important of the three Browns,
if you rate them by box-office receipts.
His tremendous popularity
blesses him with nearly $250,000 a
year.
And he took a chance on marents

rying eighteen years

ago,

when he

had just $140 in cash, an acrobatic
job, and good intentions.
If any one deserves the richness
of a Hollywood reward, Joe E. does.
Thrust into miserable circus life
when a child, he had to fight his way

Do They

Really

"Gentlemen of the

old

tie,

prefer each other's

company, but we don't

there's

one of these
She used to be a brit-

"We

engaged.

There are certain stars who are
really changed, and while little is
said of the actual metamorphosis, the
results are more lasting and more

is

effect."

innocent. Tom has youth's typical love problems.
He denies he and Anita Louise are

No

ests.

Francis

I've never been

— —

she's

Kay

aren't blase.

to a wild party here.

riage, a child, travel,

pleasing than in the cases of overnight transformations.

,

here are more so-

folks

"sweet"

Now

Press"?

like a heroine.

In

Kay
The

a surface change, too.
cropped shingle bob of
four years ago has given way to a

becoming, waved coiffure; soft, feminine frocks have replaced her former
tailored chic, but these are only outreflections of the deeper,

more

important change that crept into betpersonality and her work since her
divorce from Kenneth

in the world and he had no manly
beauty to help him.
His New York
stage debul was in a lowly burlesque
show.

up

"The missus and 1 had to 'get
away from it all!'" he cried to me
jauntily.

He's recently back from

a

the Orient.
An
mt vacation, but he could hardly
wait to return to his beloved
lollywood. His work and his family are
all that matter to him.
lie insists upon clean gags in his
comedies because he knows he appeals strongly to youth and he has
high principles.
And because paternity is his off-screen occupation.
Ee
sponsors a U.C.L.A. football player
so his own two high-school-age sons
fine
will
be inspired to become
athletes.
Father of a baby daughter,
he has adopted still another child.
Away back in 1919 he pounded the

two-month

trip

to

I

1

pavements

in

New York

searching

for stead}' employment.
He parked
his wife and two sons in a mountain
cabin in the Adirondack's as they
To-day
could get by on less there.
he sees that Mrs. Brown has everything.
At forty-two he is reaping
the fruits of his industry, ability, and
right living.
He and "the missus" are

Hollywood's old-fashioned parents.
Joe E. can afford to indulge in a
His sporty
few flashy trimmings.
phaeton delights him.
He drove a
friend of mine down Wilshire Boulevard the other night, making ninety
He's never looked
in second gear.
under the hood, but why should he ?
Then there's that unique bar in his
Beverly home.
An alcoholic teetotaler, Joe E. has been mad about ice
cream ever since he was an underfed

So his bar, while accommodating guests with the customary liquor-,
has been designed principally as a
fountain.
soda
It's
completely
for
stocked with every ingredient
fancy ice-cream concoctions, lie can
whip up a banana split for himself
whenever he's in the mood.
Some cynics believe he's a secret
ally of the W. C. T. U., basing their
accusation on his persistent efforl
convert routine drinkers to his healthful, husky milk shakes.
kid.

Change?

closely

ward

55

MacKenna.

Helen Twelvetrees had

this

ex-

perience.
When she came to Hollywood several years ago, she was shy
and rather drab in appearance. Then

came her divorce from Clark Twelvetrees, and after the first shock
threw herself whole-heartedly into
her work.
She was unhappy and
bitter and cynical.
At this time she
made "Her' Man" and "Millie" in
which she portrayed hardened, disil-

lusioned ladies and in these she did

Do They

5G
the best acting of her career.

Now

happy again in her marriage
She is once more
to Jack Woody.
and girlish, with lost illusions
el
rotund, and on the screen she's a
nice little leading lady, and little
I

lelen

is

more.

Man- Astor has "suffered" and
question.
For
evolved,
without
years she was a pretty, simpering
leading lady and her private life was
dominated by her parents. After the
tragic deatli of her first husband and
her later remarriage to a professional man, she has become a vivid
personality and a charming actress
with surprising depth.
Jean Harlow has changed, not in
appearance so much, but her acting
change within.
No
reflects
the
woman could go through what Jean
Harlow has without becoming either
embittered or mellowed by the machinations of fate. .But Jean lias come
through a sweeter person and a finer
actress.
At present she is doing
work more brilliant than her earlier
would ever have believed her

critics

capable of.
Many players have had unhappy
years and much despair in reaching
the heights
experiences which have
strengthened their moral stamina and
taught them to portray a wealth of
emotion but once "arriving" in Hollywood, the majority sink into a rut
of success and luxury that is not always conducive to further advancement. Their work becomes mechanical.
Often it takes a severe knock to
jolt them out of this self-satisfaction
and make them real actors once more
instead of puppets.
Such an experience has Ann Harding had.
For a while Ann was
bored with everything about pictures,
except the weekly pay envelope. She
felt herself superior to these plebeian
movies.
After her divorce, instead
oi burying her sorrow in work as
some have done, she became even
more indifferent in her acting, repeating the same tricks and mannerisms through each role, relying entirely on technique to put her emo-

—

—

tion-,

In

across.

"The Animal Kingdom," Ann

continued in her indifferent way and
waked one morning to find Myrna
i-oy had almost stolen the picture.
When Ann and Myrna met again in
"When Ladies Meet," it was an encounter indeed
Ann went into that
picture with grim determination to
!

act

rings

around Myrna and the

ri-

was keen. Now Ann has decided perhaps it's just as well to be
on the alert and give her best at .all
valry

times.

There are several of the younger
actresses going through a period of
growth and development now. Their

work

Really

Change?

improving; their beauty is
their taste and grooming
are increasing and their poise and
confidence growing.
Frances Dee is one of these current caterpillars and her recent work
has been surprising.
It will be interesting to see what effect motherhood will have on her work, if any.
is

enhanced

;

Loretta Young is another.
Although she has had premature stardom, fortunately she wasn't swamped

and now

she's

growing up

to

Loretta's unsuccessful marriage

it.

and

divorce have added maturity to her
character, if not to her appearance.
Mary Brian might, by stretching a
point, be classed with these girls, although some think Mary's star has
set.
Personally, I think Mary deserves a lot of credit for her success.
She has had no hectic life or great
sorrow to effect a transformation in
her ability, and no one admits more
readily than Mary herself that she is
no Duse, but she loves pictures and
has done her best to take advantage
of her opportunities. She has, by her
own effort, avoided remaining too
cloyingly sweet and girlish, despite
persistent typing, and has proceeded
to grow up a good deal and accptire
chic and poise.
She speaks lines with
precision, if not with inspiration.
She wears clothes with an air. if not
with a flair, and she conducts herself
like an adult instead of a perennial
ingenue.
Thus she has kept herself
on the screen while other sweet
young things have fallen by the wayside.

Ginger Rogers has come out of a
temporary decline and is "evolving"
rapidly. Her appearance has changed
somewhat, but she isn't one of the

Garbo copies. By lightening her hair
and studying make-up, she has enhanced her own personality instead
of trying to develop a new one.
Just to make the record complete,
we might glance over the case histories of some of the girls who didn't

hang on as well as Mary and Ginger
some of them had much more
native ability than the first and as
good breaks as the latter. Some of
them have "lived," have had both
happy and tragic experiences, but it
wasn't in them to learn thereby and
go on to greater success. Considering some of these who have lost their

—and

popularity, there is a clear indication
that a main factor in their decline

was their static natures.
Some of
them have changed through the years
neither in appearance nor ability.

Sue Carol couldn't forget she was
Her entrance into films was
such a fortunate break that Sue never
stopped to think it would take more
than luck to keep her on the screen.
She could never realize the advantage
lucky.

of studying her potentialities.
Her
has not been altogether even but,
although she has been twice married,
borne a child and been divorced, Sue
has changed not one whit.
She
hasn't
even changed superficially,
despite the changing fashions.
Her
hair is still a wind-blown bob and
she remains coy and cute
but she
remains off the screen.

life

—

Dorothy Mackaill is another girl
upon whom life apparently has made
impression.

She,
too,
has
appearance nor in
personality development.
She, too,
is still even wearing the same bob.
little

changed neither

in

She looks the same and

acts the same
gets an occasional role.
There is no indication she has anything more to give the screen now

when

she

when she was starred.
The most pathetic case

than

Anita

is

Page.
Anita just couldn't take advantage of her opportunities, though
she had some sterling ones. She had
beauty and showed exceptional promise, but it just wasn't in her to grow
into a real actress.
And her uneventful,

conducive
tional

chaperoned
to

life

developing

Her

potentialities.

much-managed career

is

was not
emo-

her

sheltered,

reminiscent

of Mary Astor's early years in Hollywood, but where Mary broke away
through marriage, Anita has been
swamped by the new crop of young
players.

Anita's talent was that of prophecy
and not of fulfillment. Why. when
"Our Dancing Daughters" was made,
there were many who believed the
outstanding actress and greatest future star of the three girls

and

—Anita,
—

Dorothy Sebastian -was
the little blond Page.
But it was the
determined, ambitious Joan who is
still in the running to-day.
And that brings us back to Crawford's startling make-up and personality tangents.
It amuses Joan to
Joan,

—

experiment with her appearance to
try new styles, new make-up, new
coiffures and even new hair colors.
But hers is far from being only a
surface change.
potential opera
star preparing for a career would

A

look far before finding as

much

"liv-

packed into one short life as
Joan Crawford has had in her years
of emerging from a boarding house
slavey to hey-hey dancing girl to the
dramatic star she is to-day.
Joan might change her hair to
purple and her make-up to resemble
ing"

Mussolini, but her

draw money

name would

into the

box

office,

still

for

character development as
great as any, and apparently that's
hers

is

what

it

a

takes.

—

establish you'd

him, his

have become used to

whims and

foibles, long be-

fore you had an opportunity
come contemptuous of them.

An

to

instance of his mulishness

beis

shown in his attitude after he finished "Another Language" last sum-

He

mer.

received rave notices for
it.
The head of a studio
sent for him with the idea of placing
him under contract. John declined
politely.
He wasn't interested in pictures at the time.
"Later on," he exhis

work

in

seems foolish to me,"
mut"I don't blame you fur wanting to go back to the Stage, but you
could have done another picture last
year with time for your play."
"Once," John began, "1 read an
autobiography of Fannie Hurst.
I
remember one thing she said 'Best of
all, what popular success I am enjoying comes from pandering, not to
editorial demand or popular demand,
"It

I

tered.

:

but

my own

to

which are

plained, "I hope to come back to films,
but just now I don't feel I know

the way.'

enough.

feel."

best

want
actors and
I

to

become one of

the

I
feel the place to
the stage."
The studio head flew into a rage,
a sarcastic rage. They always do.

learn

is

John reminds me of nothing

so

much

as a steam-roller with the roller
upholstered in velvet.
You argue
with him and you have the feeling
you're convincing him.
At the end
of the argument he hasn't budged an
inch and you're left with a futile,

—

frustrated
feeling
as
though the
steam-roller had passed over you and
flattened you out.
It hasn't hurt
much on account of the velvet, but
you're left gasping and bewildered.
Another producer sent for him and
offered him one of the best roles of
the season. And John turned it down
as unhesitatingly as he had the others.

Continued from page 29
hadn't realized until I told him, that
"Whom the Gods Destroy" was his
thirteenth picture.

"There was a time," he

told me,

"when such a coincidence might
have seemed tragic.
But not since
the War. You see, I served for thirteen months in the Thirteenth Division of the Marine Corps. We executed most of our maneuvers on the
thirteenth of the month, using thirteen men whenever possible. And as
I

emerged with the usual number of

;arms, legs, eyes, and ears, I decided
that thirteen was
lucky number.

my

And

it

Now

has been ever since."
for some biographical infor-

mation.

Walter James Connolly—
and never Connelly
was born in
!

01

Velvet Steam-roller

Continued from page 28

—

Cincinnati, Ohio, during the year of
the great blizzard.
Do your own
arithmetic. I promised to be discreet.

His father, head of a telegraph office,
didn't take Walter's theatrical ambitions seriously.
Just a case of puppy
love, he thought.
There were none
of those "go, and never darken my
door again" melodramatics.
After graduation from St. Xavier
•ollege, Walter found himself a job
is third assistant cashier in
a Cincinnati
bank.
The salarv wasn't
nuch, but from four o'clock on Wal-

inner convictions
tapers lighting

soul

little

"Well, that's pretty

Now

much how

I

he's again in the land of the

Jacobites, under
for two pictures

contract
a year.

to

RKO

The

first

for this year is "Hat, Coat and
Glove."
After it was finished, he
rushed excitedly into my apartment
one afternoon.

me

"They're testing

Hepburn

for the

lead

'The Little Minister,' " he shouted.
Sobering for a
moment, he went on "You know,
one of the nicest compliments I've
opposite

in

:

ever had paid
ished the test.
leave

the

me was when we

fin-

Hepburn

started to
stopped,
turned

stage,

around and

said, 'Where were you
when we made "Little Women" ?' It
was a far finer and more subtle com-

pliment than

if

have been great

Man
ter

she had said, 'You'd
in that part.'

free to concentrate

on ama-

—

A

year later in
1909 he made his professional debut
in "Classmates" in Norfolk, Virginia.
For the next eight or nine years
until
America entered the War
Connolly played all over the United
theatricals.

—

His Broadway
States and Canada.
appearances were limited to revivals
and Shakespearean repertoire.
During these years Connolly declares he played in every city in the
United States and Canada with the
exception of Galveston, Texas, and
Ottawa, Canada.
We happened to

remark

at this point that

May Rob-

son challenges any one to name a city
in which she hasn't played.
Connolly
accepts the challenge.
He is still
looking for some one who shares his
memories of Wardner, Idaho—a deserted mining town with a single

meanders down a preciabout it, Muzzie May?
After the War, Connolly remained
abroad for several month-, studying
at the University of Dublin. His enrollment card called for an intensive
street

that

pice.

How

survey

of

English

literature,

but

Walter confesses, now that fifteen
years have elapsed, that he made an
extensive
tracks.

—

—

I

develop me."
won'nor John.
Brave John.
der how many times in the past \\\'(.'
or six years I've heard young actot
1

I

voice

crimes

the same
against

\\ hat
sentiments.
nature are

human

committed by the studios. I'll never
forget Novarro remarking to me:
"The worst crime a person can commit is to undermine another person's
self-confidence. And that's what the
studios have done to me."
I'll lay a wager they'll never do it
to John, though, because those inner

convictions of his will light the way
for him and if his career is not go-

way he likes, one fine day he
pack up his duds and head back
to New York and his beloved stage.
well,
But, until that day arrives
You'll find that life is
watch hii
never dull with John around.
ing the

will

—

..

Behind the Medals

was

teur

"Of course," he continued, "] ran
play this part far better than any
you'll pardon my
other living actor
modest}but I have so much trouble
convincing people."
le paused a moment and burst out,
"They'll give me this part, don't you
think?
There'd be no sense in putting me under contract and just giving me run-of-the-mill parts where
I'd never have a chance to develop,
would there? I'd never be any good
They'll have to
to them that way.

study

of

the

Irish

That early ambition

race

to be a

is only a myth. For
Connolly could never consider any
profession that might interfere with

jockey, however,

his healthy appetite.

—

an unguarded moment away
1917 Connolly made a silent
picture, "The Soldier's Oath," with
William Farnum. So poignant were
the memories of that escapade that
he was loath to come to Hollywood.
But Columbia caught him when his
resistance was low and offered him a
The onlv strings attached
holiday.
were three or four pictures.
So Walter came and saw but was
He appeared in "The
conquered.
Bitter Tea of General Yen," "No
Orchids."
"Man Against
More
In

back

in

—

—

Woman," and "Washington Merry-

When he returned to
York, it was with the understanding that, come spring, he'd be
back.
And he was just in time to
play the Spanish count in "Lady for
a Day."
A new contract resulted. This one
will keep Connolly in Hollywood for
five years.
But his first leave of absence occurs this October.
He will
appear in one or two plays.
But
he'll be back in Hollywood next May
Go-Round."

Xew

—

—or
will

Columbia and his screen public
want to know the reason why.
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Clown," "No Greater Glory," and
Marion Davies,
"Sorrell and Sun."
Continue

George

Arliss,

<1

Ronald Colman, SylBrown, and Will

via Sidney, Joe E.

Rogers arc some of the benehtters.
Rogers, all in all, has heen the most
consistently on the safe side, where
Except
his efforts went unassailed.
that he did get some letters about
"State Fair" because of the sexy,
talking scene between Norman hos-

was
deemed too spicy and Rogers was

ier

and

Sail)'

The Clean-up Earthquake

1

Eilers.

This

hauled over the coals for even being
in a picture where such piquancy
was indulged in.

in
"The Barretts of
impole Street," hut the picture
avoids almost entirely the suggestions
of incest found in the stage play.
Laughton is depicted chiefly as a
household tyrant, somwhat fanatical
Maybe even that
in a religious way.
will bring the wrath of the objectors

performance
\\

down upon the picture and himself.
What fate awaits Claudette Colbert in "Cleopatra"?
Miss Colbert
has sparkled in sexy roles, though
personally she loathes the words "sex

A

body found "It
Happened One Night," in which she

appeal."

religious

played with Clark Gable, "offensive
Will this same organizain spots."
tion find "Cleopatra" too exotic.
There can't be much peace under
a strict, almost puritanical, regime
for such stars as Greta Garbo, Mar-'

Dietrich,
Barbara Stanwyck,
Dolores del Rio, Margaret Sullavan,
lene

and others who exert the sex sway
Garbo's

in greater or lesser degree.

"Queen Christina" had a battle with
the Hays office, which censors mov-

The

Brent

are

casuals working at
This

Jean Muir and
more than just
the same studio.

tattlers insist that

George

photo proves something or other.

ies from the inside, because of the
love scenes between John Gilbert and
herself at the inn.
Dietrich's "Hie Scarlet Empress"
will probably escape serious trouble,
because it is a photographic rhapsody; but if "The Blond Venus" or
"The Song of Songs" were emerging at the present time, they would
find a host of fulminators.

"Madame Du
Rio,

lores del
shears.

Two

Barry,"

with

tively associate themselves.
So they
are between the censors on the one

hand and something approaching innocuous desuetude on the other.
Meanwhile a new galaxy of stars

may

They

he visioned.

will

typify

and great refinement.
Jean Muir, Jean Parker,
and Evelyn Venable are some of the
newer recruits pointed to who symserenity,

spirituality

bolize these

more

virginal

qualities.

Katharine Hepburn has suddenly
attained the personification of radiant
girlhood because of "Little Women."

She is in the vanguard. Diana Wvnyard, because of "Cavalcade," is distinguished for nobility and dignity.
Roles such as she assumed in "Where
Sinners
Meet" and "Let's Try
Again." are regarded as beneath her.

More is hoped in the instance
"One More River," which she

of
re-

cently completed.
Stars may also be affected by their
private lives.
Multiple divorces are

thought

now

to be dangerous.

Gloria

Swanson's next picture will be
watched avidly. She is on the spot
because of four matrimonial adventures and her reported romance with
Herbert Marshall.
"Three Weeks"

was apparently regarded as too hot
a vehicle for her
it
was dropped
;

Do-

the effect of the
whole reels were defelt

Barbara Stanwyck is beingscheduled for a new and different
line of pictures from "Ladies of Leisure." "Illicit," and others in which
leted.

Stars are bothered greatly by such
onslaughts.
It
seems to be so difficult figuring how the public will accept a thing.
Rogers had finished
his part in "State Fair" before the
Eilers-Foster sequence had even been
photographed.
The love affairs of
the younger couples had nothing to
do with his portrayal, which centered
around the prize hog that went to
the fair.
Furthermore, 1 don't believe Rogers ever saw "State Fair"
completely until after it was shown
publicly.

Alae West is undoubtedly in for a
of trouble.
The feeling exists
that she will have to leave the screen.
She has specialized in a tvpe of film
which is going to he wry hard to produce, if censorship of the movies is
taken seriously.
"She Done Him
lot

Wrong" and "I'm No Angel"
ceeded

money,

sucgetting by and winning big
hut "Belle of the Nineties"

in

almost guaranteed to have difficulties, despite that
it
is
milder than
either oi the two preceding pictures.
Could Charles Laughton again enact Mich a character as Nero in "The
Sign of the Cross"?
It
is
very
doubtful.
Laughton gives a great
is

she

won

Fairy"

is

early success.
"The Good
the next feature for Miss

Sullavan, and though on the stage it
with a promiscuous lady, the
character is modified for pictures.
It is unlikely that she will lie seen in
any interpretation like "Only Yesdealt

terday" for many moons.
Nor. apparently, can Ann Harding
do a "Life of Vergie Winters," for
that picture was banned in Chicago,
and is on one or the other of the religious black lists.
Irene Dunne's adventures in the "Back Street" sort of
picture will also probably have to
stop.
And John Roles will have to
cease being the unloved husband who
turns to another woman for solace.
While Clark Gable will have to give
up such wayward gentlemen as the

gambler

in

".Manhattan Melodrama,"

with his beautiful inamorata.
Dire predictions are made

some of

the stars

who have

that

been es

with sex pictures,
screen before
long.
They haven't any other line
of acting with which they can effecpecially identified
will

be

quitting

the

Aristocratic

Katherine

Alexander

brings rare distinction to her role

in

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
overnight.
Arrangements for her to
play in "Barbary Coast" were also
canceled, and this picture was later
wiped off Anna Sten's list, too,
though she is involved in no marital
complications.
Certain other productions have
completely.
shunted
"The
been
Postman Rings Twice" was purchased h\ M.-G.-M. for $50,000. and
was banned by the Hays iA'hcv.
" Professional Corespondent," adapted
from "Man and Wife." has also been
forbidden.
The title of "The Green
Hat" will not be used, which goes
Continued on page 65
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York
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supervisor.
He is, as you doubtless
recall, a man who knows what he
wants but can't spell it. Hecht and
MacArthur have clarified his exalted
position still
further.
At Coney
Island they found two foolish-looking midgets whom they promptly
hired.
Their job is to sit in the studio in chairs marked "Supervisor."

—

Easterners Try Again. Even
though a leering jinx seems to follow all efforts to make pictures in the
East, another company is trying.
Rose Hobart, Weldon Heyburn, and

Lncilla

Mendez

are playing the lead-

this

Paramount won the
and bought
"The Milky Way" for

winter.

fight to get

his signature

the rights to

him.

Meanwhile, collecting and printing
data about hi- life, loves, and eccentricities, threatens to assume the proportions of a major national industry.
Nevertheless, you may not know
that he is practically unbeatable at
pinochle, hut can't
simply can't—
swim.
Ik- takes the shim.- off his
face with white shoe-cleaning powder.
Ik' combs his curly hair almost
continuously, and is a telephone ad-

—

dict.

Atlantic City, the rest are being made
in a studio at Irvington, New York,
scene of some of the pioneer blood-

So long as there is a telephone
around, Max will try to remember
some acquaintance in a remote spot
that he has never phoned before.
Knowing that he would never get

and-thunder

any

ing

"Convention Girl."
of the scenes were filmed in

roles

Many

in

serials.

Lucilla Mendez got off to a good
start in pictures some six years ago,
then married Ralph luce and retired.

rest otherwise, his manager had
the phones taken out of the house
where Max stayed while training for
the big fight.
all

The marriage ended

in divorce and
Lucilla came to New York to go hack
on the stage. Theater activity seemed
to be a myth, so she welcomed a picture offer.
She has one of the gifts
that seem indispensable to women on
the screen.
She looks considerably
younger than she did six years ago.

And

prettier.

If

Max

had an analytical mind and

could remain serious for more than
a minute, he could make a fortune
explaining to professional men how
he manages to relax instantly from
an almost electric nervous tension.
But his mind is occupied with such
things as the bracelet he wears, inscribed "More of yesterday, less of

to-morrow."
Tete-a-tete

With

Interruptions.
Glenda Farrell and I attempted to
have a quiet, confidential luncheon in
a small side-street restaurant when
she came East a short time ago.
First the waiters came up and introduced themselves with the excuse
that all the Irish are just one big

—

—

Subject for a Short. Louise
Fazenda sped through New York on
her return
from Europe without
to sec old friends.
Thev are
pretty hurt about it too, because from
Hollywood come reports that she is
the life of every party with her im-

pausing

happy family. Then a genial young
cub came over and asked her to ad-

promptu

mit her identity to settle a bet. Then
a woman leading a little darling with
blondined corkscrew curls loomed up
in front of u r and we gave up in de-

said

Sunny

be

her

Some one will
we can all

that

star

performance.

just have to film

see

By that time I was fuming "Indignity
outrage— insufferable nit-wits,"
but Glenda hadn't even noticed. She

—

cool

and pleasant, but seemed

overpoweringly weary.

Making

pictures in nine
months has been a severe strain and
she hoped for a rest.
Her doctor
ordered her to Virginia to visit his
wife for a few days and when she
returns he will take out her appenfifteen

And I am betting she will come
out of the anesthetic greeted by a
nurse who wants an autographed picdix.

ture.

Unretouched Portrait of the
Champion. It is all settled that
Max Baer will make a picture or two

—

Tobin

returned

it

so

from

— Genevieve
a

European

viewed the censorship hullabaloo calmly and observed that the
producer- had only themselves to
holiday,

blame.

and correct Miss Tobin
It seems that she
pet.
turned down innumerable roles last
vear because producer- wanted her to
play a bad, had woman.
Tlie cool

is

manded

quiet.

Now,

for those difficult

I ride without regard
days because there is no

longer any difficulty or discomfi irt conned
only regret is the time
ed with them.
I lost in getting acquainted with Midol."

My

it.

Always on the Go.

spair.

was

Italy

to

"Through
Without Any Trunks" is

travelogues.

"I have always ridden horseback, rain or
except for certain clays that de-

shine,

ride — or do equally strenuous
—or wish you could at times when

Do you
things

even being on your let means pain or discomfort? Midol might end this handicap
for you
might lead you to give it every
bit as strong an endorsement as above.
Why not try it? Midol acts immediately,
and is effective several hours.

—

teacher's

Diana Wynyard

sailed for a holi-

Don't be afraid of the speed with which
Midol lakes hold; it is not a narcotic.
It is just as harmless a- the aspirin you
take for an ordinary headache.
If you decide to try this remarkable
form of relief for periodic pain, remtmber
the name ot this special medicine
and
remember that Midol is a. special medicine

England, glad to be off while
the battle between purity leagues and
She
picture producers was raging.
viewed the situation with some alarm
as most balanced people do, realizing
that censorship usually goes to ridic-

and pains

ulous lengths.

results.

day

in

—

stead,

some
in

Ask

Do

not take infor aches
general, and expect the same
the druggist for Midol.

for this special purpose.

tablet that

is

made

GO

Old as

Always

ANCIENT EGYPT

New

Exasperatin'

Continued from pas
"I can't have any more lawsuits,"
said to me.
Experience has

she

as
MODERN PARIS

shown her it is smarter to keep cool.
She no longer is distressed by Hollywood's attempt to mold its stars.
She realizes that as soon as the movie
colony sensed she wouldn't conform
that the effort to influence her ceased.
She is ready to-day to accept interviews as part of the game and is
making as few references to Frank
Fay as possible. Not because she is
any the less devoted, but because she
has finally taken cognizance of the
fact that continuous public harping
on his virtues is tiresome.
She is
gradually learning that it is she who
concerns her fans, although she has
yet to develop any ego.
Her only worry is over screen
roles.

eye make-up

History records that Cleopatra's
charm was the deep, dark
beauty of her commanding eyes . . .
eyes that were mirrored pools, their
brilliant depths subtly enhanced
with beautifully accented lashes.
Yet, with all her wealth and power,

greatest

Cleopatra had only the crudest
materials
How she would have
.

.

.

revelled in having smooth, delightful

the non-smarting, tearproof, utterly harmless mascara with
which modern women instantly darken their lashes to the appearance of
long, sweeping luxuriance. Nothing
from Paris can rival it! Maybelline's
use by millions of women for over
sixteen years recommends it to you!
Maybelline is now presented in a
new ultra smart gold and scarlet metal
case ... in Black, Brown and the

Maybelline

.

.

NEW BLUE.
toilet

.

Still

75c at

all

leading

goods dealers.
MATnELLINB, CniCAOO

—

!"

my

head
Barbara grinned at me. She volunteered the information that the two
words most suitable to her character
are "always exasperatin'."
She has no intention of stirring
up trouble.
"I was born curious.
Curious as to why, for instance, they
can't give me better roles.
Curious
on the sets as to why they do things
certain ways.
I don't try to tell 'em
what to do when we've started proover

duction

—

tions.

The

I

"It's the

couldn't.

I

just ask ques-

streak's clear through me.
publicity.
I'm

same with

downright sorry for writers who wish
colorful articles about me.
life
runs on so smoothly.
The publicity
department has all sorts of fantastic
'angles,' but I balk at any pose."
That our mental attitude controls
our happiness was never more forcefully brought to my attention than

My

this check-up on Barbara as she
to-day.
No star had a more miserable childhood than she. and ever
since she scored in stellar fashion she

by
is

has been up against Hollywood's sijudgment that she's outdistanced
her husband.
the nurse brought Dion Fay,
\.s
her
cute
two-and-a-half -year-old
adopted son out on the lawn to us,
glanced across at Joan Crawford'^
menage and thought what a differlent

I

THE APPROVED

MASCARA

transform herself into a lady.
She
doesn't give a hoot for glamour, for
gorgeous clothes, for the admiration
of sophisticated men. She lacks both
the wish and the ability to dramatize her personal self.
She is surprisingly conservative in ideas and
behavior.
And yet, by some quirk,
on the screen she is an intense, intuitive actress with remarkable talent.
She had a tougher youth than Joan.
Those unfortunate yesteryears have
left no bitter hangovers to spur her
on, though.
"I felt I was having
bad breaks at the time sure.
But
I soon got over it.
How ? Oh, I
looked about and noticed plenty a lot
worse off
You can take anything
big if you want to!"
In this strikingly modest manner she dismisses
;

!

play anything.
That is, anything of which I'm capable. I'm not
finicky otherwise
except that I do
want stories which are interesting to
I don't even
the average audience.
care whether I thoroughly like it myself, so long as the audience will.
"I get some awful stories handed
to me.
And I kick and yell about
'em.
I'm sure the studio is annoyed!
Of course, I can object just so much
and then I have to give in. But I
don't until I feel the tomahawk raised
"I'll

alluring

ence there is between these two excabaret girls.
Barbara Stanwyck has not toiled to

her early hardships.
She has not abandoned her native
slang, nor learned to pretend.
I sincerely doubt if she'll ever take her
Hollywood prestige or herself "big."
I
questioned her as to why she
avoided
premieres.
"They seem
kind of silly, like graduation exercises
The stars say such asinine
things when requested to speak on
!

radio.
However, I really wish
do a picture myself that would
be worth an opening. I'd be so proud

the
I'd

I'd be

down

o'clock so

at the theater by seven
wouldn't miss a thing!"

I

Stanwyck,

at twenty-six, is a dif-

ferent woman
zled girl who

from the

defiant, puzentered pictures five
years ago.
But instead of the customary physical blooming, hers has
been a mental progress. She reiterated, "I have no regrets to blame on

Hollywood.
sacrifices.

And
of

I've

still,

her

am

I

we

had

to

make no

content."
all

struggle.

know
How,

the history
parentless

and destitute before she even was in
her teens, she started her climb from
Brooklyn's back streets to leading
lady on Broadway.
Only a strong,
well-balanced character understands
that everything's dependent on the

way you

size

it

up.

her dominant trait.
What if she is too inarticulate to
bare her heart?
On the blond Dion's tiny wrist I
observed a gold bracelet. I bent over
The engravto note the inscription.
ing read: "To our darling son, with
love from mamma and daddy." Barbara Stanwyck eagerly pulled him
into her arms, forgot me and her
public, and with complete absorption
began singing him a childish lullaby.
Exasperatin' woman

Loyalty

is

'

.,1

What

the

Fans

Tint away the

Think

Continued from page 10

Out Kansas Way.
WONDER: Why we cannot have some
I

dancing in musical films ?
everybody is tired of groups of
real

making wheels,

girls

waterfalls, et

Surely
chorus
cetera,

comparatively

in the nude.
Nils Asther is not given higger
and better parts? In addition to being the
handsomest man on the screen, he has an
arresting personality, and is a clever actor,
ecpially good in dramatic or comedy roles.
He was swell in "By Candlelight."
Why Ramon Novarro was not given the
part of the prince in the "Merry Widow"?
According to the musical comedy, Prince
Danilo was handsome, dashing, and had a
good singing voice. All of which Cheva-

Why

lier

and

isn't

Why

many "raves"
Kruger

"The Key"

of

•"

/ Test Bottle \

!

absolute

GRAY

to him.

we have

In Otio Kruger

at

last

some-

Let us show you the way
to bring color to every fading strand.

thing quite new.
A compelling personality
and acting ability to be ranked with thai of
Hepburn and Conrad Yeidt.

This way SAFE.

Sydney Martin Halliwald.
Sheen,

East

England.

Surrey,

druggist

LAUDETTE COLBERT— Clever.
Ruth Chatterton

— Sophisticated.

Norma Shearer — Naive.

— Chatterbi
—
—
Myrna Loy — Alluring.
Mae West — Sexy.
Burke

Millie

Those English

accents, and the fact that they both have the
same turned-up noses, gave a decidedly
comic effect to the picture.
Mus. M. C. Cameron.

re-

guarantee.

have sent for this free test.
risk. Convince
yourself. Just mail coupon.

girm You run no

I Mj >9

A

,— MARY T. GOLDMAN—,
4747 Goldman Bldg.,
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Frances Dee Sweet.
Bette Davis Artificial.
Jean Harlow Ethereal.
Glenda Farrell Slangy.
Carol Lombard Blase,
Ann Harding Heavenly.
Helen Twelvetrees Lispy.
Clark Gable— Virile.
Irene Dunne
Domestic.

I

—

—
—

V
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Wichita, Kansas.

on money-back
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Inlmes
Romantic.
Katharine
[epburn
Eccentric.

Phillips

experience

Simply apply to single lock snipped
from hair. See results this way. Color
comes, black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft and lustrous.
Millions of men and women
D^ICl?

One-word Impressions!

C

No

quired. Just tell us the color you want
your hair. We'll send complete Test Package FREE. Or get full-sized bottle from

Ross Lodge, Beecham Avenue,
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STREAKS.

years of movie-going.

All the current idols
insipidity in comparison

different

is

into

fall

hasn't.

they teamed

Clive in

my

in

admire Gable's smile of Tracy'
charm with the best of you.
But Otto
can

I

I

—

St. Paul,

Minn.

Name

*

street

fl

|

City

|

Color of your hair?

btatc

__ — -._______
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BE INDEPENDENT

ELCY OliERDICK.
305 Spruce Street,
Leavenworth, Kansas.

Don't won y about your posil Ion
Assure yourself of
your future.

or
8

Become
steady, permanent income.
Wonderful
photographer
an expei
money-making opportunities -full or
time—
enjoyable
spare
occupation. Learn
quick)} by N. Y. I. personal attendance or
M
tudy courses—Commercial, News.
Portrait or Motion Picture photography.
Earn while learning. Free booklet.
New York Institute o! Photography
i

To

Star or

Not To

IOAN CRAWFORD

is

Star.

not beautiful.

I

agree with Dorothy Rogers concerning
Joan's "full, rich mouth and enormous
orbs," and to me her nose is unattractive.
In fact, I think her entire face looks artificial and anything but lovely.
Another popular actress who would
never be hung in an art gallery because

J

good looks is Katharine Hepburn. If it
were not for expert make-up and lighting
she would be very homely.
But there is a great difference between
Katharine and Joan. Joan has real acting
genius which Miss Hepburn lacks.
By
long years of hard work Joan has made

10 West 33

Help Kidneys
Don't Take Drastic Drugs

of

They say that Joan Crawford and
Clark Gable are the most popular
pair

pictures.

in

happiness

in

Anyway

they radiate

Swell Trouper.

SHE
and

an actress radiating personality
charm, one who puts her whole

is

soul into the character she portrays.

That

is what I think of Ginger Rogers.
me, she deserves more praise than is
given her. and I am sure her fans will
agree with me.
After all her fame, Ginger is just the
same sweet little girl every one has learned

To

to love.

Come
for she

on, fans, give her a great big
is

hand

a swell trouper.

Marc;arf.t Prentice.

Box 258,
Twin Branch, West

A

Virginia.

Bouquet for Otto Kruger.

1WENT

to see Max Baer in "The Prizeand the Lady" Max the riot,
Max the Don Juan of America, the man
women can't resist, and I came away deeply
impressed by the personality and the acting
ability of a supporting player who, until
then, had been nothing but a name to me
—Otto Kruger.
Kruger has a magnetic personality that
is
positively breath-taking.
I
have had

fighter

—

On the other hand,
top.
started at the top and if
Imx-office reports are correct, is rapidly
on her way to the bottom. Her popularity
has been due chiefly to the publicity given
her.
I predict
that she will be a shortlived star.
her

Miss

"Chained."

way to the
Hepburn

Miss Crawford, too, has had her share
and will soon be replaced
We admit her worth but

of the limelight
by a newer star.

we

crave new faces.
Maitland, Missouri.

A Movie Fax.

have nine million tiny tubes or filters
your Kidneys whicli may be endangered by
drastic, irritating drugs.
Be careful.
u'
If
poorly functioning Kidneys or Bladder
make you suffer from Getting Up Nights, Leg
Pains, Nervousness, Stillness, Burning, Smarting, Acidity, Neuralgia or llheumatic Pains,
Lumbago or Loss of Vitality, don'l waste a
Try the Doctor's prescription called
minute.
formula in
Cystcx (pronounced Siss-tex).
Yciii

in
ii

i

ii

every package.
Starts work in 15 minutes.
It
Soothes and tones raw, irritated tissues.
in helping millions of suffer: is and is guar
satisfaction
your
or
you
fix
anteed to
up to
money back on return of empty package.
Cystex is only 75c at all druggists.

BEAUTIFUL PHOTO 10e
LARGEMENT

E N

favorite negative (FILM) with this AD,
receive a beautiful enlargement, also our
catalogue.
Your negative returned
Art Service. 557 West 144th St., N. Y. C.

Mail us your
and 10c coin,

FKEE

Unique

Miss Segal.

Call for

WHY

doesn't some one give Viviennc
We saw her a few
Segal a break ?
years ago in "Viennese Nights." We shall
never forget her superb performance in
Recently we saw
that excellent picture.
Alher in "The Cat and the Fiddle."
though her part was very small, she gave
She has much
an excellent performance.
more to offer than many newcomers who
are getting good roles.
Besides Miss Segal's acting ability and
charm, she has the best singing voice o\
any one on the screen with the possible
exception of Jeanette MacDonald.
hope that she will be given a good role
Five Admirers.
soon.

We
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Founded 1910
Dept. 3 .New York City
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Street,
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Learn to Play
Sample Lesson

in

Piano, Organ, Violin

FREE

To prove how quick and
easy our modern method of
teaching 13 we will send atypical lesson absolutely free to any

grown-up who weuld
become a musician. Our

child or
like to

home study course

is complete,
the most successful that we
know of in America. Lessona

Bre conducted with Individual instructions and recitations at the mere price of service, supplies and
mailing. We have thousands of accomplished graduates and Btudents. You will not be disappointed.
Send for the free lesson today. Address American
College of Music, 1307 Main St., Kansas City. Mo.
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Hollywood High

DEVELOP your FORM

by a Safe Simple Method sucmore than 30 years.
Build up Flat Scrawny Bosom,
Neck. Arms. Legs --or ANY
part of the Body. Get a Beautiful Symmetrical Figure with no
trouble and little cost.
no absurd claims but
1 make
send the PROOF and the Cream

Light;

Continued from page 31

cessful

any child wonder since Jackie Coogan, and the agents can just go hang.
Instead of ten per cent or even five
per cent of her stipend being paid to
them, all she has to give up is two
and one half per cent. Probably, before the arguments are over, all she'll
have to tender the man who arranges
her jobs is a stick of candy and a big

FREE. Just enclose a dime,
carefully wrapped, to help pay
for packing etc., and you will
receive a Large Container of

my
PEERLESS WONDER CREAM

bug.

my Confidential

and

up-to-the

minute information "How to
Have a Beautiful Symmetrical
Form bv my Natural Home
Method", sealed and prepaid.

No CO.

MY GUARAN-

D.

TEE: Your dime back

you

if

say so. Can anvthing be fairer?

But-do

it

NOW.

cents — just a dime.
— not even
MADAME WILLIAMS, Sten. 7.

lar

Not a dol-

fifty

DEAFNESS

Buffalo, N. Y.

MISERY

IS

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go toTheatreand Church because thev
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in
he Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
Thev are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £>/?£<>#
the inventor who was himself deaf.
LEONARD, Inc., S uite 667, 70 5th Ave.. New York
t

Get Rid

S3!
or

of It
This Easy Way!
No

tight

bandages.
no

seating

drugs,

ehange

in

Xo nauradical

Reduce

diet.

harmlessly and inexpensively
without causing wrinkles
01
your money
.

.

.

GUARANTEED

flabby -kin.
Itesnlls
hack.
Send $1.00 today tor
I'v
return mail.
Send
(>.
P.
Bos 835, Orala, Fla.

instructions,

lull

NOW!

postpaid,

Webb, Desk PP,

Henry

Planned

MEALS
1

Please

Your

table

Hailing Maureen and Bette.

Two young

players

who

are

now

rid-

for

Mae West in
while Ann

ties."

"Belle of the Nine-

Sothern

is

Joan Invokes Magic.

— Now that

Joan Crawford has a wishing well in
her back yard, introduced to the
world with the eclat of a party, we
are curious as to what Joan is wishing for.
We'll wager it's happine--.
but we wonder if Joan will ever find
it.

The gayest

girl in

Hollywood

>?

one time, she has become one of the

Street" seems destined to cause studio
beads to give her great recognition.
They're even talking of starring her.

marry.

She was the surprise hit in the film.
Miss Davis's success in "Of Human Bondage," now revealed to a
goodly portion of the country, promises to

give a

The

reer.

new upturn

girl is

her ca-

to

an actress

She Charms

!

—

All.
Virginia Pine
an attraction supreme around
Hollywood.
Ronald Colman was
once interested; later George Raft,
and who do you think we glimpsed
her with most recently? None other
than Nick Foran, the chap who sang
so well in "Stand Up and Cheer."
They were at the preview party for
the new Bath and Tennis Club,
which, by the way, is stage-managed
by Nick Stuart. And we might menis

most secluded and saddest.
She is
raptly devoted to Franchot Tone, but
it is a question whether they will ever
Joan's group of friends are chosen
both individually and democratically.
She makes no grade or distinction between star, columnist, fan writer, or
nonentity.
She likes the people she
likes.
At her "wishing well" party
were Tone, Jean Muir, Phil Regan,
the singing cop, Walter Winchell, the
keyhole peeper, and others mostly
less important.

still

Ray
Charlie
picture,

afford

Still Idol.— The part that
Ray played in his comeback
"Ladies Should Listen," may

him only mild

gratification he-

unimportance, but it certainly must have done his heart good
to hear the applause when he appeared on the screen during the pre-

cause of

its

Sue Carol was present

view.
The ovation lasted for all of
three minutes.
says they don't
care about the old-timers?

the same affair, with little Carol
Ann. Which just goes to show that
Nick and Sue remain really friendly,
even though separated.

Mae's Family Reunion. Mae
West recently held a family reunion.
Her sister, Beverly West, visited her.

The Lupe -Johnny Stunts. —

our guests Ii

MARVEL
COOK BOOK
The

Tells

Vou

PRICK

ORDER BY
MAIL

How

Who

60

Chelsea House
79 Seventh Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

/
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voi FOR
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tup FIRST
BROUGHT
TIME AT A REASONABLE PRICE!
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rillinnt

i.r

the c*ptfvatin« beauts of the movie
Into bowitching
f

.

i

liiik'tT,

these wondel

and you will be
Quickly put on bv anyone, abaolutely aofo, can
Mailed proniptlv <>n
nifain.

a

tic

My

till

moru
la

ihea

acauirod.

uaed mrnin and
dr. 8 pair 91.00.

IIASSLER BEAUTY PRODUCTS. 4162 Washington. St. Louit. Mo.

her

brand-new

Vladimir Baikoff,

who

also

his wife's theatrical career.

plavs in vaudeville.

nice again.
And they've done pretty
well with news headlines. This time,
of course, it's the divorce ballyhoo.

and her' hubby,
West, and brother Jack.

i

And Lupe and Johnny managed

to be
together, or seen separately, all
through the preliminary stages leading up to their legal separation.
Which generally assured them of

some news mention.
Lupe has managed

to kid the press
long time, but sometime they
say "enough !"

for a

ARTIFICIAL

^LASHES

bringing

have been going through their "act"

will

>

—

Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez

•-fen

POSTAGK PAID

at

Maureen O'Sullivan and
We've often wondered
when Maureen would finally click,
but
"The Barretts of Wimpole

at

enV). of

in

ing high are
Bette Davis.

tion also that

can be the

that lus-

blonde seen in "Let's Fall
Love" and "Melody in Spring."

cious

Pryor-Sothern Match. — The
prophecy is that Roger Pryor and
Ann Sothern will soon be marrying.
Pryor and his wife, estranged for
some years, have gone Reno-ing, ami
that's

fairly indicative of the actor's

new matrimonial intentions.
Pryor, you know, is leading

man

The reunion
sister

husband
manages
Beverly

included, besides the

Papa Jack
The Wests

are a regular clan.
Beverly looks quite a bit like

Exclusive Beauties.

Mae.

— Norma

Shearer and Dolores del Rio recent Iv
had the proud distinction of being
mentioned on a list of the ten most
beautiful women in the United States,
which list included no other screen
-tars.
Just society folk and such like.

Lederer a "Low-down Singer."
Francis Lederer, the matinee idol, has
turned crooner. He'll warble a song
Lederer
in "Pursuit of Happiness."
hasn't a big singing voice, so his
coach, Max Rabinowitsch, the Russian pianist, taught him how to stand

—

—
;

03
right against the microphone,
carol softly, supposedly to his
love.

It

romantic, but

isn't

it

and

bitsch's

lady
gets

Air.

over.

Rudy
Rudy
sign

Tranquillity.
been able

Vallee's

Vallee
up for

lias

finally

to

And

again.

pictures

we're wondering whether he'll be romancing with Alice Faye when he
comes West, or whether all that will
be changed by fall when his arrival
is scheduled.
Rudy last year was loath to remain
in

Hollywood

for

fear

Fay Webb

Vallee might slap some sort of suit
on him. but a truce was recently declared by a Supreme Court judge.
who promised the crooner "Peace and
tranquillity."
Mebbe so!

Much Too Hotcha.— Oh.

how-

worried they are about Jean

Har-

low's picture, originally called

Hundred Per Cent Pure."

"One

has
changes.
It

gone through several title
For a while it was known as "Born
To Be Kissed." and that was deemed
too hot.
Then for about half a day
it
was christened "It Pays To Be
Good," and that was found to be too

much

like

another

At

title.

latest,

it
was named "The Girl from Missouri," but we can't guarantee it'll be
that by the time you see it.
The picture seems headed for trouble.

—

Elissa, the Exclusive.
The parties of Elissa Landi should really be
written on a golden page in movie
history. They are the most exclusive
social events, and engage always the

most

brilliant

company.

Elissa entertained

for

the

pianist

and composer, Abram Chasins, while
he was spending a few weeks at her
home, with Charles Laughton, John
Lodge and Francesca Braggiotti
Airs. Lodge
Margaret Lindsay, and

—

others of a choice group.

—

Wedding With

Ballyhoo. -Very
great festivities surrounded the wedding of Claudia Morgan, daughter of
Ralph Morgan. She was married to
Robert Shippee of prominent social
connections. A throng of people attended,
those
glimpsed
including
Pauline Lord, Robert Montgomery,
Charles Buttenvorth. Pat O'Brien,
Louis Calhern,
Madge Kennedy.

Otto Kruger, Edward G. Robinson,

Frank Morgan, and various others.
Something new for social functions was started in a sort of kidding
vein when various celebrities were
introduced for the benefit of relatives

Edmund

and friends of the groom.

Breese acted as master of ceremonies
and had the stars take a bow.

From Dusk

to

Dawn.

—

Still

an-

other huge stellar galaxy gathered
for the housewarming at Ernst Lu-

Mexican farm manse
is

It

home

a

that

in

1

lei-

he has been

long planning and building.
And
the guests dined on a beautiful terrace overlooking the garden.
Gloria
Swanson was there with Herbert
.Marshall, and Miriam Hopkins was
quite

tli"

ways

belle

of the hall.

She

al-

Frances Drake was also ex-

is.

ceedingly popular.
Norma Shearer, Dolores del Rio.
the ever more beauteous
Jeanette
MacDonald, with Robert Ritchey
Carmel Myers, looking unusually
attractive;
Frank Morgan. Arline
Judge. Maurice Chevalier, Carl Brisson, and other movieland stellar and
socialites

Ihos

uj'ty

holln.j -add
rounded
where v..

were present.

develop
ness.

The party started at eight and
at dawn with breakfast.

firm,
just

llc.-li

net

i

it-

,1

mpeli-

l<

m

L--I

id

.

you

ended

Peck's Bad Boy.

— Shirley

Add
Tem-

^
be

has a very mischievous brother.
He is not much older than she. and
is
always getting into some devilment, just recently at a riding stable
he untethered the horses, and the attendants had the very deuce of a
time rounding them up. Even Shir-

ple

ley

gave him

Lovely Feminine Curves

o

longer need you be embarrassed by
thin, scrawny,
No longer need you he ashamed to
seen In
bathing suit or clinging gown.
Here .1;
last is
safe, easy way to develop a stunning figure -to
gain
those
fasrinal ing.
swelling
runes to linn and
strengthen flabby, sagging tissues.

"IV"

;i

unwomanly form!
;i

.1

Me

Just Give
Let me prove that
development that is

can

I

10 Days

give

you

smart and

so

the

full,

womanly

Mj

attractive,

derful
method takes just a
feu
minutes a day in the
privacy of your own
home.
See the marvelous things it
does foi
your figure!
Take
advantage of my big bargain
Send only $1,110
offer now
and I will ma ii you my delightful home treatment,
including Instructions ami spe-

a scolding.

:

—

New Teammates. Grace Moore
and Valentin Parera. and the ClarkGables are on the friendly list. Thev
spent part of their time off between
pictures together in the Carmel region.

Passaging Cream
days.
Your dollar

cial

HI

it
1'

an-

-11

.

JOAN MORGAN,

Brent Fair-haired Boy.

— Just

as

have been fighting over
Herbert Marshall until recently, it
now looks as if George Brent were
Greta
the
favored leading man.
Garbo, of course, was benedictioned
with his presence as lover in "The
Painted Veil," and immediately Joan
Crawford was reported angling for
stars

him to play in "Salute, There Goes
Romance." Right before that he did
duty with Myrna Loy in "Stamboul
Quest."
Who'll he the next rage?

Josef and

Marlene Forever.

I

ehanir«'r)

myself from 97-lh. weakling into twice

Worlds Most Perfectly Developed Man",
til
layers of powerful muscle all over your body If you
Ilahby, I'll pare you down to fighting trim— or build
•

.

a

skinny

rnrr
rnCt
natural
iy

Write for my b<
K-.erla iting
Health and Strength
tells ln>w
method of Dynamic Tension gets

quick results. Contains actual ph« to
body facts. Send for your copy—NO

PSORIASIS
— ECZEMA
and other obstinate skin eruptions
Is it necessary to suffer from these unsightly skin
irritations? PSORACINE, a wonderful new discovery now relieving many stubborn cases where other
treatments failed. Try it no matter how long afflicted. Write for sworn proof and free information.

EDWARD

So
persuasions.
Bruce, and Virginia,
having a mind of her own. is likely
as

it's

publicity

been

to resist the exploitation idea.

Meanwhile. Jack Gilbert is resumhis screen comeback.
He has
the romantic lead in "The Captain
ing

lates the Sea."

T.

KLOWDEN

S19 N. Central Park,

Chicago,

III.

SUFFERERS
LEG
Do somecontinue

Why

to suffer?
thing to secure quick relief. Write

today

is

Virginia's Name Quandary.
Virginia Bruce has been debating
whether to use that name or be
known as Mrs. John Gilbert on the
-,.
It isn't her own desire
screen.

It's

!

'

between Josef von Sternberg and Marlene Dietrich. But all
peaceful again. He will positively
direct her in "Caprice Espagnole."

W

KM!
CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 16-K,
133 East 23rd St.. New York. N. Y.:
1

a split-up

I

New York

Brooklyn,

PROVE an 7 Days Kan
make YOU a NEWMAN!

Much, much has been rumored about

far.

Dept. T-10

6811 Fifth Avenue,

111

women

much

Try

bai k
delighted.

not

Write today, enclosing $1.00.

for

New

— "THE

Booklet

LIEPE

METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT."

about Varicose Veins, Varicose
Dicers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Liepe Method works while you
in
mii
success.
More than 40 years of
walk.
Praised and endorsed by thousands.
LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. fip.K, Milwaukee, Wis,
It

tells

i

WALTER'S

DR.
famous

rubber reducing garments

flesh colored

(2 to 3

inch compression at once)

LATEST BRASSIERE
new

style figure.

gives a trim, youthful,
$2.25

(Send bu

!

I

NEW PPLIFT
REDUCING

BRASSIERE.
GIRDLE,
Beauti
.

.

.

made, very comfortable laced
back.
at
Send waist and bin
measure
$4.50

fully

FLESH

COLOR* D

RUBBER HOSE:

GUM

tit
smoothly
and improve shape at once.
Send ankle and calf measures.

.75
or

inch $6.75 pail,
money order no
A. Wal.er. 389 Fiflh Ave ., New York
pair:

t.';.',

11

—

i

"y*^
v^l_->

t

J
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64

A

Fan's Cross-word Puzzle
leading
— She has
"Madame du Barry."
49— The conductor of orchestra

48

Vertical.

— She opposes Paul Kelly
"Blind Date."
2 — He was the mur1

in

the

Through A

in

—

— She married
Rex
— She played "The

3

50

to

is

ton's pictures.

Romance."

51—1 n

had a
role in

tials

—He

58—1

(Initials.)

1

is

e a

m

d

i

n

g

the star

n

in

a n

i

terlude."

of

—

i

y

i

in

—"Come
to."

60

ng
to

up
and see me
sometime"

Rio."
Initials

one of
is
her expres-

of

"All 'Good

Ameri-

62

— He

cans."

—Fixed

14

in

to

start

a

procluc-

hero

in

"Flying

He

15

role in "Broadway
Through A Keyhole."
The "Schnozzle" comedian.

(Abbr.)

74

66

in

"Ann

Vickers."

21— He

in

"Viva

22

in

"Success At

was
He was

Villa

—The comedian

2-1

tailor in

— He was

75

Parisien,

—The comedian "Gold Diggers of 1933."
— One of the Boy Friends Comedies.
—Where
of "Midshipman Jack" took
in

the action
Initials of the player

in

place.

"The Man With Two

Faces."
31— She played in "My Weakness." (Abbr.)
33
Name of Katharine Hepburn in "Little
35
She had a role in "Christopher Strong."
36 Mrs. Wesley Ruggles.
37 The star of "Nana."

first

is

is

41

serial.

picture.

first

Initials

LOOK

in

FOR

THE

—
—
—
—

Initials of

Dorothy

and Gus."

Initials of a player in

"Queen

Christina."
Sebastian's husband.

Initials of a player in

"The Merry Widow."
Great To Be Alive."

Initials of the singer in "It's

of the heroine in "Berkeley Square."
player in "Midshipman Jack."
85— Ex-Mrs. Hoot Gibson. (Abbr.)

84

—
Women."
—
—
—
38— The
name
Mischa.
39 — The word "Orient" can be expressed otherwise.
40 — His
name
Jack.
— Star of "The Lost Jungle"
43 — Last word of a Jean Parker
44— Abbr. of the
name of Miss O'Neill.
46—
of a player
"Blood Money."
of this star

78
79
80
83

"Cuban

Initials of the uncle in "Tillie

"The Last

Trail."

first

Jr.

sister.

the singer in

Love Song."

—
76—

Any

Wilfrid
in

,

!"

Price."

27
28
29
30

is

—
White."
67 —The
"This Day and
Age."
69— Loretta Young's

— He had a
—

role

"Queen Chris-

Charlie Chan.
She has a role in "Return
of the Terror."
He was the hero '" "Men in

tion.

— The young
Devils."
17— A player

sions.

had a

tina."

in

position

Mon-

te Cris-

a player in

—

"The

Count

Down

20

of

"Paris In-

"F

18

-

i

tials

singer

10

n

the

— He was the

9

of

Miller's
sweetie.

Moment."

— He

-

i

Marilyn

"B rief
8

a ra-

Initials of

of Buster Kea-

in

Right to
6

Keyhole."
dio singer in one

Bell.

5

in

"Broadway

in

"As the
Commands."

derer
Devil

role

—

Initials

Initials of a

— President of Universal Studio.
—-Bebe Daniels's husband.
—
of a player
"Queen Christina."
—
"Morning Glory."
of a player
—
of a doctor
"From Headquarters."
94— To join
companies of moving
95 — The dancing man
"Footlight Parade."
(Abbr.)
97
of
"Laughing Boy."
player
98 —
"Servants' Entrance."
of hero
99 — The preposition preceding the
of
86
87
88
90
92

Initials

in

-Initials

in

in

Initials

firmly, as

pictures.

in

Initials

Initials

a

in

in

title

a picture.

ANSWER NEXT MONTH

65

Horizontal.
-She played in "1 Have Lived."
-He Had a role in "What Price
Innocence?"
-She deserted screen for stage.

"The Thin
—
of the
Man."
7 — She
"Barretts of Wimpole
"Midship—
of a player
man Jack."
12— He was
"Let's
Love."
— A player "The Rebel."
16— She plays
"Age of Innocence."
19 — He plays
"Hat, Coat, and
Glove."'
21 — She played
"Lone Cowboy."
23 — He was important
"Rasputin
6

girl in

Initials

in

is

Street."

11

55- -The sex of an "actor."
56- -Her first name is Mary.
57- -He is playing in "You Belong to
Me."
59- -Initials of a player in "Dance,
Girl, Dance."
60- -He was the hero in "The World
Changes."
61- -The comedian in "Rinnan Scan63

Fall in

in

13

64—
<

»8

was in "Little Women."
-The mother in "Stage Mother."

in

and the Empress."
25—Great Divide. (Abbr.)
2()
Her first name is Una.
28 The three singer sisters of "The
Big Broadcast."
32— She played in "Walls of Gold."
(Abbr. of her last name.)
34
The name of the M.-G.-M. lion.

—
—

—

— He played "Ann Vickers."
37— Oliver Hardy's
comedies.
42— One of
three Moore
45 — She
scheduled
"Romance
Rain."
46—
of Mrs. Laurence Oliv47— His
name
52 — Her
name
53 — She has
"The Captain
35

in

pal in

the

brothers.

for

is

in the

Initials

\

Cliff.

is

last

is

d'Avril.

a rule in

Hates the Sea."

— He was

54

the trainer in

"The Big

Teacher
LEARN AT HOME
play
Ukulele,

l,.

I

Initials.

)

"The Private Life

of

I

70- -The

)on Juan."
hero of

"The

plainly.

i

U.
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c
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mi

i.

Zita Johanri,

i- ..I.

i.

-.v.

Constant

Meet your favorite

("Abbr.)

95- -He

is the comedian in "The Circus Clown."
96— -She played in "His Double
Life."
100 -She is the one represented in

Cage."

this

photo
ea

pl.iv

,.i

fi

fav

of

.cent photo

la

,,
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have ihe largest
in the country
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play ynit want. Remit by n
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where.
photos

Bram Studio— 407

Film Cenire Bldg.,

630-9th Ave., N. Y. City

To Be Deaf
NclJoke
—Every deaf person knows that—
*% Mr.

Way made himself hear his watch tick after
>t w. nty-fivr y« :u\ .with
Arti(k-.ii
Ear Drums. He wore them day and niuht

jbeing

hi:-:.

t

1

ficial

.They stopped his head
'noises. They are in visible
andeomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
A r firialEar Drum
Deafness.
THE WAY COMPANY

t booklet on
742

t

Hofmann

i

Detroit. Michigan

tfldg.

NOgrow
TRJQKS
genuine eyelashes!
^ No

false eye make-up can match the beauty
of lonk'. sweeping- natural evelashes—soft
fringes of loveliness that give your eyes that
"certain something" that fa so alluring. NuLash ( "rertie based upon an a* tonishing French
formula dating back t« the reijen of Louis XIV
will increase t e thickness, length, becoming
curve anil natural gloss of your lashes and
brine back the beautiful arching line of brows
that have become thin, scraggly. Thou
testify to quick results fnun NuLash. Simply
ap iv nightly.
Safe and economical.
Send
$] .ihi for generous size jai se
postpaid with
money-back guarantee. 'Ires Amour, Inc..
711-1, Fifth Ave.. New York.

drawing.

t

.

ize

The Clean-up Earthquake

-+>

c vie star
o
all

Merry-Go-Round."
89— -Her last name is Lupino.
91- -An affirmation.
93— die is a singer whose last name
Tracy.

N. V.

f
E
Tracy, Pefriry Shannon. F»d Aatairo, Una
Mary Pick lord, etc. Drama. Dance,
Opera, .Vmonal Development, Culture. Stork
liirviv IriJninn appearances whiL- learning.
For cata ok, write
1.

71- -Ruby Keeler's husband.
72- -He plays in "Here Comes the
Navy."
73— -A player in "Nana."
77- -He is in "The Right to Ro-

is

.

Gradual: Leo

I

Nymph."

mance."
81 — -Sue Carol's ex-husband.
82— -Robert Woolsey's pal in pictures.
86— -She is the lady in "Transatlantic

New Vo rk

Cldg.,

l

flKfeneo "?„ TKe&tre
Mn

ier.

first

Slir

69- -She plays in

in

in

6|

Fuller.

in

in

MUSIC

dals."
-First word of the picture starring Gary Cooper and Frances

in

Initials

Own

Be Your

Jar at 5c and 10c Slows

NU-LASH GROWS LASHES

Continued from page 58

back

to the silent days
released as "A

when

it

was

Woman of Affairs."
Pictures that are acceptable are
now being given certificates by the
Hays

office,

and when you see them

in the theater will be labeled with an

O. K. that indicates they have been
passed by this august body.
This
step was taken to stave off Federal
or some other sort of censorship of a
political nature.
Still, with all these
precautions the movies aren't out of
the woods.
It has become the fashion to slam them.
Reformers areready to carp at anything and evervthing.

Having

repeal, they

lost the fight against

have seemingly seized on

pictures as a good victim for attack.
Whether pictures need cleaning up

moviegoers themselves

will eventually

decide.
Some pictures have paid
well in proportion to their cost that

have contained plenty of hot stuff.
"I'm No Angel" has grossed nearly
$2,500,000 in America, and "She

Done Him Wrong" is not far behind.
"The Cock-eyed World," a

gathered in much
more than either of these during the
silent days.
"Common Clay," "Anna
Christie," "Gold Diggers of Broad-

roughneck

way," and "Bad Girl," which might
not survive without blame during the
present severe censorship wave, were
all

Jg&Yz Price

affair,

Savet
„ -Rock Bottom
Pnee on oil standard ofiice
modela— Underwood, Hem
.

ton. Royal. etc.-Easient terma evei
fared Also f'ortables at reduced pri

SEND NO MONEY

All late models completely rciiniahed^

brand new. Fuilu Guaranteed.
Sent on 10 dava - trial. Send No
Money. BiE rree Catalog showa netoal machines in full dlors. Greatest bap.
raina oyer offered. Send at once I
like

—SiSC*^"^

I

•

-r
"i
Trial

International Typewriter Exch.. pei.t"i o^chfefgo

cash winners.

Against these appear such pictures
as the following, recently tabulated in

Motion Picture Herald,

as

the big-

gest all-time best sellers: "The Singin' Fool," "Four Horsemen of the

FADED

HA

R

Women, girls, men withsrray, faded, si reakedliair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the 5* me time with new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes,
hair soft, glossy, natural. Termits permanent wave and curl.
Free Booklet, Monsieur L P. Valligny, Depl. 37, 254 W. 31 Sl New York
li

Apocalypse," "Ben-Hur." "The Big
Parade," "Birth of a Nation," "Cav-

Wagon."
"Sunny Side
"Broadway Melody," "The
Freshman," "The Gold Rush." "The
Ten Commandments," "Forty-second
Street," and "Grand Hotel." with
gross rentals ranging all the way
alcade,"

"The
Up,"

"The

Jazz

Covered

If your form is

undersized, sasKinc. you can add 3 to f!
Inches u ith Beautipon Cn
treatment, which has given thousands a heautiful womanly form.
fiat,

Singer,"

from $2,250,000 up to $5,000,000.
Most of this group of pictures
would escape any slams. They are
apparently what the public really
want. Will there be more of them?

Mil II WON!
BACK if your
form is not increased afler applyins;
Beautipon Cream treatment for 14
days!
Full 30 days' Treatment,
SI. 00. -sent in plain wrapper.
The
easy, certain way to have the hewitching, magnetic, feminine charm
you've always longed for.
"i

Free! "Fascinating Loveliness" Free!
rld-famnus
Expert's
Beauty
']',

"—what Beautipon
Cream has done in mv
case. I think the result
is remarkable, as I have
actually
developed my
bust 4 _ inches. ,v G. A.
:

I.

which thousands have paid $1.00 will he
sent EREE if you send SI. on for Beau'i
lion

I

earn

LIMITED.

treatment
SEND $1.00

NOW, OFFER
TODAY.

DAISY STEBBING.
Suite 42, Forest

Hills, N. Y.
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Jean Arthur
John Mack Brown

Nancy

Carroll

Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt

Edmund Lowe
Tim McCoy

Fox

Grace Moore

Fred Astaire

Florence Rice

Nils Asther

Edward G. Robinson
Joseph Schildkraut

John Beal

Ui Hie

Seward

Ann
Raymond Walburn
Fay Wray
Sothern

Rosemary Ames
Lew Ayres

Rochelle Hudson
Victor Jon-

Warner Baxter
Madge Bellamy

Frank Melton

Bentley
John Boles
Madeleine Carroll
Henrietta Crosman

Studio, 780

Gower

Street,

Hollywood, C alifornia.

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

Irene

RKO

Street,

Jose Mojica
Herbert Mundin
Pat Paterson

Boyd
Brook

Bill

Clive

Bruce Cabot
Cagney
Chic Chandler
Frances Dee
Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix
Bill

Dunne

Irene

William Gargan
Ann Harding
Katharine Hepburn
Kay Johnson
Francis Lederer

Mary Mason
McCrea

Joel

Ginger Rogers

Helen Vinson
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

James Dunn

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers

Sally Filers

Raul Roulien

Alice Faye
Norman Foster
Ketti Gallian
Janet Gaynor

Shirley Temple

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Hugh Williams

Ronald Colman

Loretta

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

City, California.

Brian Aherne
Elizabeth Allan

Otto Kruger

Edward Arnold

Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth
Mrs. Patrick Campbell

Alary Carlisle
Maurice Chevalier
Mae Clarke
Jackie Cooper

Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans

Evelyn Laye

Herbert Marshall
Florine

McKinney

Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker
William Powell

George Arliss

Fredric

Constance

Eddie Cantor

Mary
Anna

Charles Chaplin

Gloria

March

Pickford
Sten

Swanson

Young

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.
Binnie Barnes

Russ Brown
Russ Columbo
Andy Devine
Sterling Holloway

Henry Hull
Lois

January

Buck Jones
Boris Karloff

Paul Lukas
Douglass Montgomery.
Chester Morris

Zasu Pitts
Roger Pryor
Onslow Stevens
Gloria Stuart

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

White

June Knight

Alice

Bela Lugosi

Jane Wyatt

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.

Esther Ralston

May Robson
Norma Shearer
Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Franchot Tone
Lupe Velez

Bennett

Loretta Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Richard Barthelmess

Margaret Lindsay

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Aline

Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gallic
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard

Joe E.

Helen Haves

Robert Young

Colin Clive

Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Ricardo Cortez
Bette Davis

Virginia Pine

Henry Wadsworth

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.
Gracie Allen

Adrienne Ames
Richard Arlen
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
ge Burns
Kitty Carlisle
Claudette Colbert

Gary Cooper
Buster Crabbe

Bing Crosby
Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake
Frances Fuller
ary Grant
Jack Haley
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns
Charles Laughton
Baby I.cRoy
John Davis Lodge
(

Street,

Carol Lombard
Ida Lupino

Helen Mack
Joan Marsh
Gertrude Michael
Jack Oakie
iail

(

Patrick

Joe Penner

George Raft
l.anny Ross
Charles Ruggles
Randolph Scott
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Sir Guy Standing
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable

Mac West
leurv Wilcoxon
Dorothy Wilson
I

Tobv Wins

Brown

James Cagney

Dodd
Ann Dvorak

Helen
Frank

MacMahon
Mann
McHugh

Theodore Newton

Glenda Farrell

Dick Powell
Phillip Reed
Barbara Rogers
Barbara Stanwyck

Kay

Lyle Talbot

Claire

Patricia Ellis

Francis

Allen Jenkins

Al Jolson
Ruby Keeler

Warren William
Donald Woods

Free-lance Players:
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy. Sidney Fox, 6615 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North Hollywood. Joan
Bennett, Lila Lee, Marian Nixon, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian,
430 California
Bank Building, Hollywood.
Lionel Atwill,
Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins, 1509 North
Vine Street. Hollywood.
Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent
Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower
Avenue, Hollywood.

)
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TATTOO YOUR

Iattoo your

dare romance!
more meaning brilliance
tempting in itself but more tempting on
lips. Subtle, exquisite Tattoo! Different from anything

Tattoo

.

.

.

else

.

.

.

and

lips

you'll

.

Tattoo

.

is

so softening, so tenderly

seem to grow younger the more
Tattoo ... let it set
wipe it off
lips

.

.

stays.

No

pastiness

.

.

.

.

.

only the color

challenge to adventure ... to

More than one shade
two for

try at least

them by

testing

of

differing

.

.

into alluring

by

usi

he

i

.

.

.

.

smooth

.

.

.

Apply
only the color
is

the

used.

warm

there

is

else

.

.

.

nothing

like

Tattoo!

red of

fate!

at all

Tattoo

will

become you
.

.

.

.

.

.

select

(for

EXOTlCSs a truly exotic, new shade,
Somehow we just cannot find

parent.

describe

it,

but you'll find

NATURAL
PASTEL

is

a

medium

it

light.

brilliant, yet trans-

the right words to

very effective!

shade.

A

true, rich

blood color

of the type that changes color when applied
gives an unusually transparent richness and
a depth of warm color that is truly amazing.

to the

is

lips. It

SEND COUPON FOR TRIAL

lips, $1.

matching shade of

\actly

lps an exciting orangish pink cast. Rather
Ravishinff on blondes and titian blondes.

smart toilet

Tattoo your cheeks
harmony with your lips

OO ROUGE,

CORAL

that will be an asset to any brunette.

costume harmonies

goods counters. Tattoo for
.

.

it

Don'f be misled

by imitators

four at the Tattoo

all

Color Selector displayed

Then

FOUR STARTLING SHADES

that lovely lip color of intense,

.

LIPS

checks and

lips)

A

miniatute size of Tattoo (Lipstick) contained in a clever
black and silver case, will be sent upon receipt of the
coupon below together with 10c to cover postage and
packing. Tattoo your lips!
TATTOO. CHICAGO

75c

TATTOO,

TATTOO
(Putit ok--J^I£m£" /ia^

Dept. 88,

10c enclosed.

D

Coral

11 E.

Send me Trial
Exotic

Austin Ave, Ihicago.
Tattoo (LIPSTICK) postpaid.
Natural
D Pastel
(

Si:e

State
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NORMA SHEARER
By

ALBERT FISHER

MARIE
DRESSLERS

LAST

6

INTERVIEW
VIRGINIA
BY

MAXWELL

WITH A WALTZ
IN YOUR HEART
Surrender to the

happy

seduction

of Ernst Lubitsch's most glorious
picture holiday!

When

Maurice

Chevalier with delicious gaiety

widow,,
thrill!

Because

romance

R,

A

and merry
new screen
-liar's

F..

the greatest operetta

is

of our time

rich

your big

it's

>

conquers Jeanette

flirts, sings,,

MacDonald, the

M=G=M has spared

magnificent!

make it memorably
W^ith the stars and

hush of a
lilac- perfumed
night to the soft

director of

The L,ove Parade

sobbing of gypsy
violins
they
danced the dance
of love
the

no expense

to

In the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Merry Widow
Waltz".

Sj»
.

.

i

L

JEAtfETTE

MacDCWAII)
ERNSI lUMTSCK) Production

with

lAHl EVERETT HORTON UNA
EDWARD
y
una MERKEL
GEORGE BARRIER
MINNA GOMBELL
•

•

•

•

Screen Play by Ernest Vajda and Samson Raphaelson

A

METRO-GOLDWYN-M AYER PICTURE

An OLD Name with

NEW

Fame!

At All

News
Stands

Oct 17

verything you'd expect

magazine carrying the

As

in

a

Street

&

80 years
Publishing Experience can make

Smith name.

fine

as

of
it.

ILLUSTRATED* $M ART- MODERN • FICTION

Volume

MONTHLY

XLI

Number

3

STREET & SMITH'S
YEARLY
SUBSCRIPTION

SINGLE

PICTURE PLAY

$1.00

COPIES,
10

CENTS

CONTENTS FOR NOVEMBER, 1934
The entire contents ff

muguzine

tlti*

protected by copyright,
publishers' conxent.

(ire
tlic

FRONTISPIECE:
High Priestess of Romance

beloved of

iiinsl

among

collapse

TIic

new generation

Samuel Richard Mook

discusses Holly w

Good Manners

.

Knew

Father

— But
A

Nice

delightful cross-section

ol

The Mothering Heart
The wonder

The Bulldog

Strain

The most unusual

30

ami the future.

Madeline Glass

32

.

Lynde Denig

— ^uess

33
what

Harry N. Blair

....

!

36

.

George Burns ami Gracie Allen.

Boris Nicholai

.....

Hollywood

of

itself

stage career to cure her of

a

27

herself.

presented at the request of his fans.

Best

Muriel Kirkland's parent urged

Nutty

is

ami

1

Judith Field

.

.

Reserved and circumspect, David Manners

16

the studios.

shrewdly looks at

of players

is

Joan

I'.lomlell's

38

compassion, sympathy, ami generosjty.

Jack Jamison

John Holes that

article about

lias

42

ever been written.

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think
<<i

I

the reasons that sets Picture Play apart

They Say

answers
in

.

of

The Screen
The

best

news and gossip

in Review
known critic of

....
....

nowhere

28

else.

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

34

hands down

Favorites of the Fans
Striking

portraits in rotogravure
Heather Angel, Gloria Stuart,

Kay

Carlisle.

Carol

1

ibard,

Alice

19
Faye,

Francis, and John Boles.

22

Barrie, Tat Paterson, Astrld Alhvyn. Gail Patrick. Drue Leyton,
Adrienne Anns, Kitty Carlisle, Ann Dvorak. Alice Brady, ami Frances Drake.

PREVIEWS:
Wiggs

release Mills of "Mrs.

Happiness," "The
Galaute," "The Gaj

..........

of the Cabbage Patch,"
Barretts of Wimpole Si reel

"We

Divorcee," ami

f

Like Your Eggs?

the egg-shell cart

44

s

thai

.

.

ujoyed

yi

Graham Dale
lasl

65

1

i

i

.

i

We
handling,

do
the

not

accept responsibility for the

author should

inclose

a

return

self-addressed

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS,

of

its

the informative.

SO—

December Picture Play
will defer to the

unsolicited

manuscripts.

envelope with the requisite

INC.. 79 7th AVE.,

postage attached.

NEW

YORK,

wish of

the majority and enlarge,
its

pages and

the wealth of material

costs
also

be

the price
increased,

naturally. Beginning next

month Picture Play

N. Y.

will

be fifteen cents, a trifling
difference to those who
insist on quality and we
expect thousands of letters
from readers applauding
our move in
giving them what they
have long requested.

NOT

LEAST
Picture Play

i

facilitate

pages and concentrates on the authen-

52

month.

Monthly pulill
Oeoi e C
by strcol .v Smith Publications; Inc., 79-89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
President j Oi
Smith, .h
V.
Gould, Viee President and Treasurer; Artemas Holmes, Vice Presidenl and Secretary;
Copyright
Vcrnam, Vice Pre Idenl
Street ,\ Smith Publications, Inc., New York.
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by Street & Smith Publications, inc.. Great Britain.
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ai
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March ;;. 1879
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To

from

sensational

the

trashy,

LAST, BUT

Live Again."

Solution of Cross-word Puzzle

.

information about
has distinguished Picture Play for
nearly twenty years, more
of that balanced discrimination which excludes the

which

"The Fountain," "Pursuit of
Hie Merrj Widow." "Marie

ODDITY:
Mm

of the sane, whole-

stars

must

Mona

Glimpses of Future Films

pic-

favorites,

their

expected of expansion.
To meet additional pub-

FASHIONS:

How Do You

more
some

of

66

Ladies Meet Here

i'i

tures

lishing

To Show You What
They Are Wearing This Fall

the

all

his opinions.

Mary

of

ex-

40

their mail.

ART GALLERY:

Illustrated by

They wanted more

increasing

Norbert Lusk

..........
..........

films

insisted that

AND

the cinema parade.

in

Addresses of Players
Where they open

They

.

Karen Hollis

.

.

he found

to

its

cost be hanged just so the
magazine were enlarged.

other magazines.

to readers' questions.

Manhattan

Hollywood High Lights
Peaks

all

The Oracle

New York

in

Chatter about stars

from

of

traordinary quality for us
to ignore them!

tic,

Information, Please
Intelligent, accurate

It had to be! Too many
devotees of the unique
magaas well as honest
zine of the screen de-

manded more
14

.

Malcolm H. Oettinger

.....
......
.....

They Won't Be Kept Down

12

ami hope.

Helen Pade

Unguarded Moment

Kay Francis

PLAY
EXPANDS!

PICTURE

.11

.

.

with Herbert Marshall

the gifted.

visitor discovers surprises in

Frankly, fearlessly,

reprinted without

h<

Virginia Maxwell

.

.

....
....

of

Veil,"

nut

.

.

"The Painted

stars leaves a legacy of faith

all

Why Stars Break Down
Unexpected causes
nervous
A Passport to Glamour
A sophisticated

in

mutti

—

SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Marie Dressler's Last Interview
Tin'

...

.

incomparable Gurbo,
ami George Brent.

First scenes of the

(tint

a contest, the

is

planning

most amaz-

ingly different ever to be
sponsored by a film magazine, with prizes in real
money, not in printed figures.

Watch

lars!

Wait for the new

Picture Play!

for particu-

!

THE GRAN

D

SUCCESSOR TO "THE HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD

^JJLISS

EDNA MAY OLIVER

with
CHARLOTTE HENRY
JANET BEECHER
RALPH MORGAN
•

Directed b?

Cranky

20

TH

CENTURY
PICTURE

SIDNEY LANFIELD

•

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

cussed
crabbed
cantankerous
But an Arliss so grandly human you'll laugh
and cry ... as he adds new lustre to his
mantle as the First Gentleman of the Screen!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ANOTHER TRULY DISTINGUISHED DARRYL
Presented

F.

by

ZANUCK PRODUCTION
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

Why

D(
To

Should Neil Be Subordinated?
)ES screen eminence compensate for the absurd
front Hollywood demands its favorites to mainlain?

port of actors less efficient than himself, cast in quickies
with limited distribution, and the final ignominy of playing in support of a former swimming champion.
It is an illuminating sidelight on the
lolly wood parade,
which at all tune- appears just a tritle ridiculous.
1

a conscientious actor intent

on

giving- his best to

Jack W. McElvexv.

screen portrayals, it would seem the performance is all
yet a star dare not refuse
that need be considered
to play the

960 Iglehart Avenue,

READ

lie

to

must
on hand
smile and
fe

be

seen

A

with amusement and a

little indignation a
by a North Dakota fan in March Picture Play
regarding the lack of manners and general rudeix
of the Grea:
Garbo.
He
makes a very

I

letter

-

at

premieres

Paul, Minnesota.

Garbo Has Earned Her Throne.

Holly wood
game.
1

St.

;

he must permit himself
to be photo-

un sports-

graphed

m

a n

k

1 i

e

statement to

the

effect

the publicized show

that

Garbo

places, and
he must be in

given
glory,

attendance
at the more

thousands of
dollars
and

spectacular

all

at

has been
fame,

and

—

for noth-

sporting
events

— this

No

(
f

Jack McElveny ponders on the inconsistencies of fame, citing the career of Neil
Hamilton to prove his point.

wonder what
Miss Garbo

may

does in return for all

sincere-

ly dislike

the

ballyhoo attending such
appearances.
He may prefer the quiet of his home, the company of
intimate friends, but let him assert his right to privacy,
let him avoid the spotlight, and what happens?
The case of Neil Hamilton is typical. Air. Hamilton
is a \ery good actor.
Happily married, he prefers the
company oi his wife and non-professional friends. And
because be chooses to live a normal life away from the
cameras, his career has suffered.
What tan does not number among his favorite screen
souvenirs
porNeil's
trayal
of
Digby in

"Beau ieste" ? It is a
characterization
which
will
be
remembered
long after (be amorous
dalliances of more publicized actors have
anished into thin air.
Xeil
lamilton's career has been on the
(

the past

two

years.
He has been
subordinated to the sup-

she

Ronnie, a

had fame and fortune
handed to her, but she
has given richly of
genius

in

return.

electrician,

will

from
never

Elstree.

hold out her

hands while

the

thouof

sands

dollars drop

work hard for her fame, honor,
No doubt the early Hollywood days of this

and glory?

star are mostly to blame for her manner, for, if reports
are correct, she was not given a very enthusiastic welcome, but on the contrary.
was made the subject of
ridicule many times.

me.
is

Miss
to

(

iarbo's

be admired

it is such a happy change
from the usual publicity-

hunters

who

boldlypos<

photographs

number two,
|f —.,.-.

writes

sit

and

into them, or does she

with

hubby

three, or tour.

Regarding the monetary
the question, few
people seem to realize that

side oi

the industry is
greatest sources
that

me
of

of the
reve-

America

has.

i

nue
Intelligently and logically, Diana Bain argues
that Greta Garbo has not

studio

England to say that Thelma Todd
be forgotten by her friends at

—

"*<

just

around

To

I

Does

this.

method

\

downgrade

t

the
fact that he

despite

Maxine Adler declares that
Hugh Williams is "Gable,
Powell, March, Montgomery, Howard, and Dix, all
in

nnpl

What

the Fans Think

Therefore, as people in all parts of the
world are paying good money to sec pictures, it stands to reason that plenty of

He was meant l<> be a more humorous
actor .such as in "Springtime for Henry."
Although they both were inferior parts, he

way hack to their native
home.
Garbo, as well as many other stars, is

b(

them

dollars find their

helping to make a
directors, et cetera.

living

for

ter

i

mous

stars in England.
Except for a slightly superior

Jeanette MacDonald
fan could wish for.

Now,

as

worked on
electrician,

for
Bebe Daniels, I have
the same set with her as an
and I offer her all my sym-

may

lepburn mysteries?
Miss Rogers approves of Alis.s Hepburn.
Well, I saw Hepburn in her first pie;
make a point
and liked her well

:

:

\

i

MY

sincere

lis

I

compliments in Parai
anny
Ross u
dictii n and enun<

answer

expressions oi a singer who prerather than shatters, the ill
and mood a sung creates, llis personality
facial

magnetic and charming as
the liquid beauty of his voice.
"Melodj
m Spring" was as refreshing as the season
glorifies.
its title
Encore
Mary E. Lai
119 West Abbottsford Avenue,
equally

is

as

Germantown,

A
more

Powell,

March,

and Dix

all

can't eat.

I

man's man.

among

found

Montgomery,

is

a

only

which

salute you

I

!

Better

Than Garbo, He

Says.

THIS

is just to say I heartily disagree
with Jim Monahan who, in August
Picture Play, stated that Greta Garbo was
a better actress than Clara Bow.
One reason that Clara is the better actress is because she's so real, so human,
which, after all, are the best qualities an
actress can have.
And this, if nothingelse, is what enables Clara to act circles
around Garbo.
I admire Garbo, yes, but I believe if she
acted her roles more down-to-earth she
would be more popular among the fans.
So here's to Clara may she come back
to us soon and thrill us as only that Bow
gal can.
Frank Ricossa.
Memphis, Tennessee.

—

California

too evident in "Sadie McKee," in
three "names" are hopelessly out-

by

get better roles?
He is a
grand actor but as yet has not received a
part that fits his own individual style.
For instance, the small role he played in
"Men in White" was not the part for him.

comparative

a

unknown

Ed-

It

Tracy, Diana Wynyard,
some sense into her head

Spencer
she got

nonsense out of it, and
"'d gave her—Joan
who can go very far, if she'd
of

lot

move

in

I

the

direction.

right

led Fleming.

He makes a picture.
remember him?
The magazines publish one or two
Swell!
Then they seem to forpictures of him.
get that he exists, and we poor women
hunt and hunt, without finding any

to

you know who this charming
She's Alice Moore,
youngster is?
daughter of Tom Moore and Alice
Joyce, popular stars of yesterday,
and she's in the movies to carry on
the name.

Do

Cleaner Titles Needed.
will this censorship war we are
having just now mean to the movieWill it mean that picturegoing public?
Perwill become dull and uninteresting?

WHAT

think the question will be solved
careful in titling
their pictures, also doing away with the
obscene advertising which precedes the
sonally,

pictures,

We

after

find that
showing of a picture. Usually
a picture is not half as bad as its tit:
what the trailer plays it up to be, and, too,
usually the shady title has little bearing on
I suggest giving future releases
the theme.
cleaner titles, and then I think the censors
not try it?
will he satisfied.

all.

would be

the chance.

but

faithful,

We

him. but

Jo

can say

would

how

we

like to

can

don't get

keep writ-

we when

all

we

"Poor Johnny has the mea
sick." or "We're having lovely

i-

and is so
weather here, how's yours?" or else just
repeating how wonderful we think he is.
Not that we mind, but we would like to
something new to comment on.
know that I'd like to wring the nei
We want more of
whoever's responsible!
Xils in the magazines. I'll buy a magazine
any time that has something about him
don't buy any that hasn't!
in it, and
1

I

I

when producers are more

Dorothy Deax Wilcox.
R.

D.

3,

Kent. Ohio.

His Roles All Too Trivial.

I

Elcy Ebert Obeudick.
State Bank,
Leavenworth, Kansas.

c/o City

wonders
how many admire Otto
Kruger as much as she does. She surely
will have to put me on that list.
Why
he

st

No Chance To Be Faithful.
Tins Nils Asther "hot
burns me up!
There's
and cold" business, I mean.
been too much talk about us women going
crazy over Nils when he's just finished a
picture, and then apparently forgetting him
until he makes another.
I'll have you know that .Nils is absolutely
unfor
What chance have we to

Why

of

the 50-called

IT

All In Favor Say "Yes."

BERTHA LAMBERT

among

Mount Vernon, Xew York.

woman's man. An actor
A menace to Hollywood
A new star in the picture

Williams.

little

mattei

a

talent

,il

(

A

1556 Belmar Road,
East Cleveland, Ohio.

doesn't

,

only

Howard,

Maxim-: Adler.

Bow

As
;

Crawford,

beating
Gable,

A

pic-

-he belongs to the

As

use of th

one.
I can't sleep nights.
Tall, dark, and handsome.

actors.

Hugh

heart

charming

Irene
Harding.
\nn
including
group
Dunne, and Kay Francis— colorless, vapid,
and hor,;

and a whole

in

leading men.
sky.

My

Hepburn,

roles.

their

,vise

it

Fan's Discovery.
I've

to

it

ture.

more.

rapidly!

tha

her affected and hysterical his-

in

Edgeware, England.

I'M

untnding
Beimel

ward Arnold.

little

aflutter!

Women,"

hurts to admit this, ^'wi
see, I am one of the Crawford "nuts."
In my opinion, the only stars worthy of
the name are Hayes, Garbo, John Bai

Pennsylvania.

studio in and around London.
If she sees
this, the best is wished her from her many
friends in Elstree.
Well, in the words of the camera, I
guess this is enough for this "shot." so I
must cry "cut."
Ronnie.

all

that.

than that,
in her

>rse

saw "LittU

1

classed

Philadelphia.

receive.

agree

was

that

in sincerity

is

work.

!

regard to Sally Eilers.
She
is high-hat, but only to reporters and silly
fans seeking her autograph.
But Thelma Todd is one of the most
charming girls I have ever met in an)
I

And

rudest amateui
absolute!

she

serves,

so absorbed in her work
time to look at, let
personally, any letters she

pathy.
She is
that she finds

alone

attitude,

that a true film

is all

Bigger and
'

and his pronunciation of the
lish language should prove an inspiration
tu many.
In addition, it is pleasant to watch the

noticed

I

Krugei

Lanny's Flawless Diction.

creen.
flawless,

Pica letter from
Fitzroy Square, London, about the strange
behavior of some of America's most faPlay,

)tto

among

And where
ten at the box office.
the supposedly sensational Hepburn
or is that another of
tand in this respect
iir.st

ring her second.

•

A Studio Electrician Tells.
\17HEN reading an old copy of
ture

New

Math,

Rose Bay, Sydney, Australia.

VV

'

309 East Washington,

No, Garbo has not been given anything.
She has earned all she has, and deserves

Diana Bain.

Kruger touch.

for

Arline

producers,

every scrap of it, for even her least admirer cannot fail to appreciate her extraordinary ability and her uncanny fascination.

that

roles

-even years in pictures, she remains
the

How
I'VE

stood

ford that

all
I

About

It,

Fans?

the heckling of Joan ('raw-

can from

Dorothy

Rogers.

Marie Brown, and others of that ilk.
There's nothing I need say about Crawford
After
she needs no defense from me.

—

FROM

reading the
Play each month,

in
Picture
gather that there
are many fans who have chosen their favorite
players from among those who aren't in
the star class, but who are every bit as
interesting as Crawford, Gable, Harlow.
and the rest. You like these well en
but you're tired of seeing and hearing
You want to know more
about them.
about your favorites who depend more on
merit than publicity to get ahead.
I
hor instance.
like Paul Cavanagh.
endure such pictures as "Tarzan and His
Mate" and "Shoot the Works" simply to
catch a glimpse of this British actor whom

letters

I

I

Continued on page 10

nformation, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle
MAXINE ADLERFor a completi lisl
of Joan Crawford's pictures, I must ask you to
send a stamped envelope.
For her photograph, write
Culver
Studio,

MGM

You

California.

City.

might also address that studio for a photo
of Hugh Williams, who was born in YorkMarried
shire, England, March 6, 1904.
to G wynne Whitby.

Reehill.

Betty

— The

com-

producing

panies will supply stills of am picture at
If you desire a
a cost of ten cents each.
particular scene, it would be well to describe

in

it

your

times.

Raymond Hatton

weighs

140.

Margie.

—

say

It is impossible to
speaking voices.
think has the better.
I

which

Pat

L.

— Diana

was burn about
Jr.,

about

has never been

and

1923,

his

son,

Faith,

Give,

1927.

E. S.

Ri'Tii
in

Wynyard

Give Brook's daughter,

married.

Chicago,

— Gloria

Illinois,

Swanson was born
March 27, 1898. and is
one and a half;
Brooklyn,
We^t,
York, August 17,

feet

five

Mae
Xew
1892,

four;

feet

live

Madge Evans, Xew York
City,

July

1,

1909,

five

lour
Claudette ColParis, France, September 13, 1907, about
four; Marlene Dietrich. Berlin,
December 27, 1905, five feet five;
fei

i

;

bert,

feet

live

Germany,

Myrna Loy, Helena. Montana, August 2,
six;
Jean Parker, Deer
1905, five feet
odge, Montana, August 11, 1915, five feet

Bow

not very active in pictures that we don't
For instance,
publish more about her.
when she last appeared in "Hoopla," we
ran roto stills in the January issue, and
reviewed the picture in March. Her name
was used in connection with the article
I?" in August Picture
"Well,
Play.
As you probably know, Clara lias
retired from the screen to await the arrival
of the stork.
is

Who Am

Billie Head
Rogers's latest

—Will

and Billy Sansixg.

to be
followed by "One More
Spring."
Tom Mix has
returned from his circus
tour to make more West-

is

"Judge

Priest,"

Art Mix was Kelso
in
"Fighting
Ranger."
Wallace and Noah Beery
are brothers. Bebe Daniels
comes from Dallas, Texas.
Jean Harlow was born March 3, 1911;
Lupe Velez, July 18, 1909; Dolores del
Rio, August 3, 1905; Tim McCoy, April
10, 1891, in Saginaw, Michigan.
erns.

—

Ramon Novarro has been
C. W. N.
represented in Picture Play as follows
1933: Frontispiece in "Son-daughter" costume, February
review of the picture,
frontispiece with Myrna Loy in
April
(title
scene from "Man on the Nile,"
rechanged to ''The Barbarian" ) May
viewed July. 1934: roto page with Jeanette
MacDonald in "The Cat and the Fiddle,"
frontispiece with Lupe Velez
February
story, "My
"Laughing Boy," April
in
Friend Ramon," with full-page photo, and
review of "Cat and the Fiddle," May; small
photo used to illustrate "Keep on the

May
19,

live

feet

Boka

in

questing casts or the list of a star's films,
Chadplease inclose a stamped envelope.
wick Pictures produced "Devils [sland"
Columbia released "War Corin
1926.
"Dirigible,"
"Submarine,"
respondent,"
"Flight," "A Dangerous Affair," "Hell's
Island."

you might consult "What the Fans
Dorothy
oonan was Sally in "Wild Boys of the
Road."
fans,

Think" for names and addresses.

t

—

Mary Asich. Gene Raymond is of
French descent, his right name being Raymond Guion. He was born in New York
1908.
For his photo,
13,
City. August
write Fox Studio, inclosing twenty-five
cents to cover cost. "Transatlantic Merry-

Go-Round"

Fred.

— Ginger

Rogers
Jul)

Richard Barthel16th.
mess seems to be the only
player who celebrates his
birthday
May 9th.
on

Minna
(

Itimore,

Amy
am

'harlie

Gombell
(

lhase

at e

and
natives

Maryland.

Tin-. Otto Kruger celebrates
bis birthday on September 6th.
Me is married to Sue MacMananiy and they have a
seven-year-old daughter, Ottilii
Conrad
Ri in

'>'ue

born in Berlin, Gei many, Janu1894, six feet two, dark-brown hair,
Married and divorced thre<
eyes.

22.

—

Templeton.

inclined

to

I

believe

that Ralph Bellamy's fight
with the octopus in "Be-

low the Sea" was faked.
He and Madge Bellamy
are not related.

Glamour Mask,"

July.

Alfred

— Your favorite was
June

Kemp,

Mattv
"10,

Darro, Chicago, Illinois,
See Mary Asicl
information about Gene Raymond.

December

22.

1918.

1905;

16,

SeptemSpencer

1909;
Tracy, April 5, 1900, separated from Louise TreadLyle Talbot. Lysle
well
Henderson, February 8,
Bellamy,
1904; _ Ralph
June 17, 1904, married to
Catherine Willard (lane
March X. ion; Pat O'Brien,
or,
William Patrick O'Brien, November 11,
1800,
o
married
Eloise
Taylor
December 30,
leorge
Durvea.
1903, married to Grai e Stafford.
ber

Frankie

1904:

Biraben,

de

—

B. H. V.
Jean Harlow was born in
Kansas City, Missouri, March 3, 1911:
Bing Crosby, Tacoma, Washington, May 2.

:

CikMioxE.
player

— Franchot
who made

Tone is a former
his screen debut in

"To-day We Live," released early in 1933.
lie was born in Niagara Falls, New York,
February 27, 1906, six feet, weighs
light-brown hair and hazel eyes. The
lywoi d gossips doubt if he and Joan CrawI

f<

rd

will

t

:

dm

marry, after

1

all.

(

—

Robert Young, as Claude, was
Ariu.
by a shell and blinded in "To-daj We
(dad to be of service to a reader
Live."
in the Fiji Clauds.
I'..

bit

—

'in Ernst. Shir'Temple was born in
Santa Monica. California.
Ruby
April
23.
1929
KeeKr in "Dames" and
Ri

lex-

"Flirtation

R.

.i

F.

P..

— In

"Murder

Toby Winy was
g ill

pursued

I.yiiiw
singing
Pretty."

in

1

15

G

I

the Vanities,"
Nancy, the dumb chorus
ack
)akie.
at

(

\ithur

Jarrett

did

the

"Dancing Lady" and "Sitting
Ruby Keeler was horn August

Walk."

— Hlfene

Chadwick has been ma;

from both l.ouis Fontaine
and William Wellman. while Wellm.ui has
been married to Miss Chadwick. Marjorie
Chapin. and at present to Marjorie CrawIlelcnc was born in Chadwick, Xew
ford.
York, November 25, 1898. live feet seven.
weighs 130. light hair and brown eyes,
Mayo \lethot appeared on the stage at the
!

Will:

Still single.

his latest.

:

was twenty-three on

ary

is

;

—

was
Butler
Coppola. Jimmy
"No Greater Glory." When re-

Tone.
Thev are with
Gladys Rooff, 1364 Bronx
Bronx,
River
Avenue,
New York, and Christina
Hunsinger, Mays, Indiana.
One of the* reasons
the department "Pick a
Pen Pal" was disconIf
tinued was because of lack of space.
you are desirous of corresponding with

;

born

Harry

honor

in

are no fan clubs listed
Hopkins, but there are tv,
of
Franchot

;

Barky Norton Fan.

two,

— There

P. M. G.
for Miriam

;

Robson, Melbourne, Australia,

1865,

Tyler,

;

I

three;
April

Dick Powell, November 14, 1904:
August 8, 1903.
Address
Tyler at Freuler Films, Talisman Studi<
Hollywood, and Jacqueline Wells, Monogram Pictures, Pathe Studio, 780 Gower
Street, Hollywood.

2^, 1909;

Tom

only because Clara

is

—

lent

five feet seven,

.

It

letter.

Jack Benveniste. Herbert Marshall
Both
was Lord Rexford in "Rip Tide."
Marshall and Ronald Colman have excel-

is

Hasn't any children.

(TTVOrced

Information, Please
age of six in Portland, Oregon. She marI
ried Percy T. Morgan, Jr., in 1931.
haven't her description, hut Miss Mi
resembles Helene Chadwick.

—

Dotsey Scarborough. Jimmy Butler is
in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
You might address him al
Paramount Studio.

playing
Patch."

O. C. X.

August

West was forty-two on
Edmund I. owe plans to con

tinue his film career.
"Gift of Gab," with
Gloria Stuart and Alice White, is his current film.
Sorry, but I do not keep a
record of the casts of short subjects.

—

Morris Fisher. Joe Penner made those
Vitaphone shorts at the Brooklyn, New
York, studio, but has gone to Hollywood
to make "College Rhythm" at the Paramount Studio, where you might write for
his photograph.
John Mack Brown is
with Columbia, where you can obtain his
photo.
Shirley Temple is with Fox.
Try
Ted Healy at Metro-Goldwyn Studio.
Twenty-five cents should be inclosed with

i

Brent hasn't appeared

in

any picture since "The World done Mad."
did not see her vaudeville act when she
was on tour last year. Miss Brent lias a
pleasant singing voice and uses no double.
I

\

Lulu

Fri
Patricia

Sin-

will

important

have an

also

part

Amis
"David
Copperfield."
Rosemarj
was horn in Evanston, Illinois, I)
her 11 th, hut she doesn't say what year.
Iiir

latest

"Pursued,"

is

originally

fur

gosi,

Principal

touch with Earl Carroll

Xew York

44th Street,
Studio, I am

at

City.

7

West

Universal
photos ol

sure, can supply
William Desmond and Benita Hume. For
a picture of Ruth Mix. why not write to
her father, Tom Mix, at Universal?

— Mitzi

Green, who left Hollyyear ago to make personal
appearances throughout the country, has
featured part in "Transatlantic Merrj
Mitzi will he- fourteen on OcRound."
tober 22nd.

wood over

a

,i

i

i

Bennett, who is currently playing opposite Fredric March in
"The Affairs of Cellini," will be seen next
in "It Had to Happen," with Clark Gable.
Miss Bennett celebrates her birthday on
October 22nd.

—

Joseph Lee. Bing Crosby with Miriam
Hopkins in "She Loves Me Not." Twin
boys were born to the Bing Crosbys (DixieLee)

on July

their son.
first

13th,

time
his

birthday.

Mar^ Frawley.
in

about the

just

Gary Evan, was celebrating

Quincy,

— Mary

Illinois,

five,

weighs

eyes.

Her

May

Astor was born

3,

1906; five feet

dark-brown
Langhanke.
Married Doctor Franklyn Thorpe in June.
1931, and their daughter was
born in
June, 1932.
Her first husband, Kenneth
Hawks, was killed in an airplane crash in
Playing in "The Case of
January, 1930.
the Howling Dog."
120, auburn hair,
real name is Lucille

—

Elizabeth Henderson. Helen Hayes
comes from Washington, D. C, where she
was born October 10, 1900
five
feet.
;

— Jean

i

I

Harlow's

the

lates

"Born

birthplace, so the title suits her.

Be

to

She was

—

G. K. P.
A very interesting story about
Dietrich appeared in September
Picture Play.
Pack issues may be had
by sending your order and remittance to
our Subscription Department.
Miss Dietrich is playing in "The Scarlet Empress."

Marlene

Alice Mack.— Donald Woods was horn
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, in 1900;
six feel one, weighs 160, dark-brown
and eyes.
Dawson
Victor Jory,
Maska, November 2.\ 1902: six feel
and a half, weighs 182, dark hair and eyes.
Married to lean Spurney, and they have
in

I

three-year old daughter.

Buster

L.

— In

"Hat,

Dorothy Burgess was

and
dove,"
and John Peal,

Coal

./;/;/,

<

Jerry Hutchins. Peal's next is "The Little
Minister," with Katharine Hepburn.

Black

irry

i

Zita
ry."
plans to return

Johann,

Norton
in

the

in "Grand
same film,

the sta

to

—

Maybelle. The littli
in
girl
"The Key" was Dawn O'Day, who has
since changed her name to Anne Shirley.
You will see her under the new moniker
as the lead in "Anne of Green Gables,"
with

Anna May Wong

gets

a

father's

greeting on her return from Mayfair

drawing-rooms for Paramount's
"Limehouse Nights.

— Ann

jack Hornby.

is

making

with

Robert

Harding

"Biography of a Bachelor,"

Madge Bellamy
opposite.
will have a featured role in "Charlie Chan
Leslie Howard is in
in London."
Pimpernel,"
Scarlet
land making "The
through
here
released
which will he
United Artists.
Montgomery

i

— Constance

blue

i

twenty-three on March 3rd.

a

—

L.

110,

"The

In

Kissed" was released as "The Cud From
Missouri."
You see, Kansas City is Jean's

You may

Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.

m

Santa

7000

Pictures,

weighs

six,

hair.

vcie.

Catherine Kelly, Now that Ronald
Colman has completed "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back," he is scheduled to make

Ella

feel

lond
Sea."

in

enti-

is
Madeleine.— Maria Alba
making
"The Return of Ciiamlu," with Bela l.u-

get

live
1

"Wanted."

tled

a stage play.

since 1899.

"Big-hearti

\ndrc was horn
Denmark, February 4,

nhagen,

—

Montgomery

in

Laura Kay.

in

Jane Allen. Both J. Harold Murray
and Georges Metaxa have made shorts at
the Vitaphone
14th
Studio,
1277 East
Street,
Brooklyn. New York.
Stanley
Smith was last seen around New York in

—

will

i

i

Ellis

(

.

—

George Arliss's "The Last GenJ. L. F.
tleman" is to be followed by his appearance in "Cardinal Richelieu."
Mr. Arliss
is English by birth, born there April 10,
1868.
Five feet nine, weighs 140, gray
hair, brown eyes.
Married to Florence

That

Ahead."

[appiness

'

Win

ergie

Maureen )'Sullivan
Belli
Montgomery in "The Hide-out."

Peg. You may be able to obtain photographs of these players by writing to the
following studios.
Jackie Searl and Leon
Errol, Columbia; Junior Durkin, Warners;
Jimmy Butler and Bobby Coogan, Paramount.

"Clive of India." Others in the cast have
yet to be selected.

"I

OD

[ollj

ert."

Shirley.

— Evelyn

\

and

"Vanessa."

each request for a photo.

Kay.

ailed

.

ert

— Mae

17th.

bn i-wii hair, blue eyes. M a
MacArthur, playwright and
ducer, August
17,
1928.
They haId
daughter,
Mary.
Hayes is completing "What Every Woman
which
Knows,"
followed
will
be
les

rioi

i
i

<

-

Brent and
Greta Garbo

ing

"The

Herbert

ieorge

with
Marshall
Painted Veil."
Girl

Nancy
Friend,"

Carroll

in
is

"The
makHale:

with Jack

and Lupe Velez.

—

Mki.amk Mack. Write to Metro-Goldwyn for a photo of Xat Pendleton. These
were horn in lanuary: Judith
players
Allen, 28th; Nils Asther, 17th; Mar,
Bickford, 1st: Tom
land. 28th; Charles
Brown, 6th; Russ Columbo, 14th; RichCromwell, 8th; Eddie Cantor, 31st.
Marion Davies, 1st; Bebe Daniels. 14th:
Claudia Dell. 10th: Kay Francis, 13th:
Anita Louise. Oth:
Grant,
18th;

Peggy Shannon, 10th; Randolph Scott,
Gloria Stuart.
Steele, 23rd:
23rd:' Bob
21st; Eddie Tamblyn, 5th: Diana WynLoretta Young, 6th
16th
yard,
Furness, 3rd.
;

J.— The

I

:

Dick Powell-Josephine
Hutchinson picture "Gentlemen Are Born,"
K.

B.

Tom Brown

opposite.

—

Bob Hinkle. You will see Sterling
Holloway in "Broadway Bill." Others in
the cast of Ann Harding's "The Fountain"
are Brian Aherne, Violet Kemble-Cooper,
Paul Lukas, Jean Hersholt, Ralph Forbes,

Sara Haden.

Karen Morley with Franchot
Miss
"Straight Is The Way."
Morley married Charles Vidor, director,
November 15, 1932. Their son was horn
ii.

Tone

in

M.

in

September, 1933.

—

Frank Melton is under
In Will Rogers's "Judge
Fox.
Dickie Moore in "The Human
Priest."
Mickey Rooney and Junior Durkin
Side."
in "Big-hearted Herbert."
O.

P.

tract

to

S.

—

Irene
Dunne and John
Interested.
Fred
Boles in "The Age of Innocence."
Astaire with Ginger Rogers in "Thi
Divorce."
Lionel Atwill in "One More
River."

was
Lai
Richard Cromwell
horn in Los Angeles, California, January 8,
1910: five feet ten, weighs 148. light-brown
hair, green-blue eyes.

—

Edward Arnold, who
Carr.
Crawford's husband in "Sadie

Raymond
was Joan
McKcc."
Ransom."

featured in "Million Dollar
Charles Laughtoi
-n in
Scarborough, England, July 1, 1899; five
feet ten. weighs 200, gray eyes, brown hair.
is

Bunny P.- -In "Viva Villa!" Sierra was
played by Leo Carrillo, and the Bugler
by David Durand.

What

10
Continued from

paj

'

I've watched ever since Chatterton's "UnIt is my pet headache that he
faithful."
is wasted on trivial parts, while actors who

are so much less able and interesting are
elevated to stardom.
He represents a type
admire tremendously evoi Englishman
ery inch a gentleman, quiet and well-bred,
hut with a dash about him that suggests a
colorful background entirely apart from the
films.
Be ukii e Mi Lot ghlin.
103-55 97th Street,

—

I

Ozone Park, Long

Island,

N. Y.

Advice To Kathie.

K
A

oi us who love you know
hat you are the brightest star
II eav'n or earth has yet seen glow.
11

nswers always <>n our tongue
eady to defend you.
nnumerable praises we have sung;
ot one word of blame but always
ager to commend you.

R
I

X
E

H

urt you must be but defeat
arly in the game is good.
ut "The Lake" behind you, keep
eing gallant, others have stood
nder worse barrages than yours.

E
P
B

U
R

bravely then and bear in mind
ever smooth is Parnassus's climb.
M. G.
Hackettstown, New Jersey.
ise

X

Weissmuller, a Bronzed God.
a North Dakota fan express her

MAY

admiration for the beloved Tarzan of
screen, Johnny Weissmuller?
the
This
young swimming star who came to Hollywood to make the Tarzan pictures deserves
credit for his splendid and realistic perirmances.

Then,

One

should remember that Jessica spent
her early years at a convent rich in the
charm of quietude. It is not strange that
the secret of all-abiding peace, and
calm serenity and poetic charm are
radiated in her voice, and shine through
her very being.
Muriel Saundi
514 West Ruscomb Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

hers

Johnny

eclipses in sheer physical perfection any one I have ever seen.
J le
is
thoroughly masculine, a bronzed
young god who cares nothing for the
poses and mannerisms of the suave, dapper
movie idol of to-day. He is natural, and
because be is natural, be is interesting.
Thank you, Johnny Weissmuller, for being yourself.
Please know that you have
innumerable fans all over the world who
wish you all the happiness and fame that

you deserve.

Joyce Erlendson.

100 Wakeman Avenue,
Grafton, North Dakota.

Karen

SINCE

Hollis,

How

Could You!

department invites comment,
I feel I cannot sit back and calmly permit the acceptance of something I know to
be untrue. I know not whence Karen Mollis garnered her so-called information about
Jessica Dragonette, but I fear she has been
sorely

this

misled.

have corresponded with Miss Dragonfrom time to time, and her letters have
always been of a personal note, never
stereotyped or coldly businesslike. I know,
too, that her correspondence is vast, reaching even those who are ill or convalescing
matoriums. Despite the huge demands
upon her leisure moments, she is never too
busy to pen notes of appreciation and words
Ot encouragement.
To her, each broadcast
is something of a sacred rite, a time when
I

ette

pect

Mtrrs the sanctity of the homes of her
air friends.
She seldom thinks of her audi-

masse;

each listener is a
definite person with hopes and aspirations.
Her spiritual aid is infinite; her power of
exaltation beyond measure.
Miss Dragonette is not an exhibitionist;
she

is

a

to

sensitive

her,

idealist

;

ethereal.

many

so

ducers

times by the stupidity of proher fans were beginning to

grow weary and almost bored until "The
Great Flirtation" came along and
the day.

Gorgeous Elissa, may we continue to enjoy that wonderful wealth of love, gayety,
and animation that has been hidden

j

She

conducts herself with epiiet dignity.
Simplicity is the keynote of beauty, and beauty
is her creed; simplicity her design for living.
There is no need to he gowned conspicuously, or for one's actions to be hoyJessica js quiet, introverted by nadenish.

1'

iveliness.

——
—
—

—

Christie Jeanne LaBerge.
25(1

—
— —

Stanwyck.

My

speaking

female
ideal

— Warner

voice

— Barbara

Baxter.

Gladys Perkixs.
36 Switzer Avenue,
Springfield, Massachusetts.

Can't

They Let Hepburn Alone?

AS

an English reader of Picture Play,
and
one of
Katharine
Hepburn's
stanchest admirers, I have been very in-

terested in the fan letters. I wanted to hug
the reader who said that she cares so much
for Katharine Hepburn that she shed tears
over a letter which uttered cruel comments
on her acting and personal appearance.
I did not happen to see Mr.
Boring's letter, but personally I feel nothing but pity
for any one unable to appreciate her wonderful power.
I am proud to say that I
can, and I think that we who do must have
some tiny spark of it ourselves which she
lights up by her perfect performances. She
has no need of a candy-box face. She has
such a lovely personality that it would shine
through and beautify whatever features sin
possessed.
I hope she surmounts her difficulties as they cross her path, and that she
will climb higher and higher until she
reaches a ripe old age.

Daisy M. HOLMAN.

Whyte

Wood

Croft,

IVtts

\\

1,

Bent,

Louisa Avenue,
Ferguson, Missouri.

Kruger.

Best-dressed girl Myrna Loy.
Xicest fellow
Douglass Montgomery.
Nicest girl
Claire Trevor.
Best team Loy and Powell.
Most likable girl Ginger Rogers.
Most likable fellow Joel McCrea.
Best male speaking voice Onslow Stev-

—
—
—

Never!

others.

of

rites

—

—Otto

Gable Boring?

'

—

—

City

one wrote that Clark Gable was
a poor substitute for Leslie Howard
Fredric March.
That is not true.
\.lso, some one else wrote that Clark Gable was beginning to bore us.
Maybe the
person was speaking for himself, but there
others who really like the Gable type.
Gable isn't a substitute for any one, and
he isn't boring.
Maybe his pictures are
too deep and his acting just too good for
some people to like or understand.
I swear by Clark Gable and his acting
and try to be broad-minded about the favo-

—
—
—

Most charming man

Best

Xew York

SOME

Best-looking male Gene Raymond.
Best-looking female Dolores del Rio.
Handsomest man Ralph Forbes.
Best actress
Norma Shearer.
Best actor
Fredric March.
Most popular girl Joan Crawford.
Most popular man Clark Gable.
My favorite actress Norma Shearer.
My favorite actor William Haines.
Funniest woman Edna May Oliver.
Funniest man Joe E. Brown.
Best-built girl
Arline Judge.
Best-built fellow
Richard Arlen.
Most charming woman Irene Dunne.

—
—

-

William Gordox.

those who. don't agree.
Prettiest girl
Madge Evans.

—
—

in

personality so long. May it flow out freely
so that we can revel in the charm of

arranged the following, and exlose at least my head to

—

i

beautiful

that

shall

I

F

and talented Elissa
Landi.
Has she not been sadly wronged?
I'll
say she has been wronged and typed
the

Miss Perkins Casts Her Ballot.

1JIAYE

Bide.
E ngland.

Tender and Loving Joan.
never written my opinions in any
magazine, but now I feel I must come
the fore in defense of one of the most

I'VE
t<

most

beautiful,

actress

the

in

and the kindes:
an actress no one

versatile,

world,

—

understands Joan Craw n ird.
In past issues of Picture Play, fans have
given their opinions about Joan in no uncertain words.
To-day she is so supreme
over the Joan of 1925.
In that year, and
for a couple of years following, she
new, unpolished.
Since 1929 Joan Crawford has become clever, polished, and a
Mar.
She has developed depth and understanding.
I do not go to see what a star
may wear, or how she uses her make-up.
Rather, I go. to see her portray a character,
loan has always lived her roles, and
I believe she always will.
As for her attitude toward her fan-. I

want

Joan is one of the sweetHollywood.
I
wrote her
several letters, and, busy as she is, she has
found time to answer each one personally,
replying to my questions, and even giving
to say this.

persons

est

in

me

advice when I asked for it. Surely it
cannot be said that she is unkind.
It is
simply that she realizes that in her position she must be careful because there are
persons who would gladly use anothi
gain their own ends.
Those who still find fault with
Crawford, remember this. She is a woman
with a tender, loving heart first, and
secondly, she is an actress.
Good luck to
loan Crawford!
Too had all the stai
;

J

I0II3 W<

1

id

are

not

like

her.
E. J.

COLMAN.

North Will >• \\enue,
lolh wood, California.

1943

Miss Landi Sadly Wronged.

'

ence en

is

that her

ens.

too,

ecuperate from being typed?
stance,

stating

T

f<

and can impart far more with a glance
than many can say with all their idle flippancies and loud laughter. "All is not gold
that glitters," and most certainly, Jessica is
a thread of gold amidst much brass.
hire,

eep on being what you are.

A

Fans Think

the

-

WHY
many

do

Xo

producers

insist

on

1

casting

a line actress in standard rol<

.

The Kids Love

-

need be "typed," as they call
it.
Norma Shearer has proved this many
judging from the varied roles she
has played.
There is nothing the fans enMiss Shearer has
joj more than variety.
never once given a disappointing performance.
Why? Because she is tin' one and
only actress in Hollywood who has not
been typed.
Win- not give the other stars a chance
actress

AM

a

boy

Carrillo.

years old, and I
say sotnething about that

thirteen

I would like to
popular star, Leo Carrillo.
guess almost everybody saw
I

'Viva Villa!"
drama."
Hi
appeared
person.
dressing

After

room

and
in

"Manhattan
Baltimore

the show
to ask for

1

him

recently

went
his

Continued on page 64

in

Melo-

to

in

his

autograph.
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Fragments

of the great

Garbo's new picture, "The
Veil," show her
Herbert Marshall,
whose wife she is in the

Painted

with

Somerset

Maugham

story,

and with George Brent as
her lover and Jean Hersholt her father. They are
concerned with affairs in
modern China where Mr.
Marshall

is

and
legation

a doctor

Mr. Brent a
attache, with

Garbo

woman between who
tains

ness

the
at-

peace and happithrough pain and
despair.

NOVEMBER
1934
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Exclusive!

Shielded from the least unnecessary

on her strength during her
Dressier

was not permitted

lication.

Picture Play, then,

in

offering

to
is

last

demand

years, Miss

speak for pubdoubly honored

authentic interview with the

this

most beloved of

stars.

Hf

By Virginia Maxwell
And

that thought

was the sustenance

—

which kept her going the hope that
something would turn up soon
some medical discovery which might

—

new contract on life.
saw Marie the day she received
personal letter from Mrs. Franklin

offer her a

Burke played an
important part in giving

I

Billie

Marie Dressier to the

a

D. Roosevelt, asking her to say a few
words over the radio in behalf of the
N. R. A.
That was what brought up the

talk-

screen and greater
fame than she had ever
ing

known.

question of codes. And it was then
Marie told me about her own little
code.

"Keep your chin up," she said, and
her eyes flashed with that fire which
you've seen so often on the screen.
"No

job is ever menial,"
"Just
said Miss Dressier.
doing any little job well

makes

it

Below,

a big job."

"Anna

Dressler's last

Christie"

heart and soul into

MARJ
grand old girl
the movies is
Gone, but
gone.
of

not forgotten.

For

Marie

Dressier

behind her the
fruition of her sixty-four
vears of living a "code"
all her own which helped
her over those thorny
>l>ots of life, before she
left

;

became the headliner the
world bowed to

in

her

v
declining years.
was one of the few
friends Marie Dressier
talked with on her last visit to New
Doctors had ordered her to
York.

-

I

be very quiet.

They knew then

that

And
were numbered.
think Marie knew it, too, though she
was too good a trouper to let go.

her

days

Miss

it.

SLER'S

THE
has

was

chance and she put her

I

I.J

"Keep

up high so

it

it

can ward off any blows

t-o

the

heart.''

She wasn't speaking (if physical hurts.
Rather
thumps which life can give to one's spirit when
everything seems dead wrong. And if anybody knew
those hurts it was Marie Dressier.
After years of stardom on Broadway, she walked
those

the streets, begging booking agents just to
her for a part no matter how small.

—

recommend

But the world bad changed during those hectic
years of the War.
Miss Dressler's kind of coined}-,
the kind which had made her a top-notch attraction
when she played "Tillie's Nightmare" and sang her
inimitable "Heaven Will Protect the Working Girl,"
had gone out of style.
Marie finally cornered an agent one day and asked
him to tell her the truth. Why couldn't she get a job
when the world had applauded her only a few years
before?
He looked at her for a moment, then decided the
kindest thing he could do was to tell her the truth.
"You're out of date, Marie," he said. "You're too
People are jaded and satiated with sorrow.
They want youth and life and love and gayety of a
new sort. That's why no producer will put you in
his show."
It was a staggering blow to Marie Dressier.
She
knew very well .she was no ingenue. But she scarcely
expected the world to grow tired of her clowning so
old.

suddenly.
"I went home," Marie told me, only a few months
ago, when summing up her life, "and I looked at myself in the mirror.
He was right. No use kidding
n i\ self any longer.
" 'Marie,' 1 said to myself, 'you're through as an

You've got

actress.
it

quickly.'

"

to find another job.

And

find

She

tried various occupations from tea-room hostess
coaching young stage aspirants. But it was hard
going. Marie was not even then in the best of health.
Her predicament was doubly hard because she had

Harold

LAST

Setoii

Collection

The heyday of Weber and Fields's famous music hall in
1905 found Joe Weber and Miss Dressier convulsing
audiences in "Twiddle-twaddle.

to

INTERVIEW
And

heard the thunder of applause.
This

was

licking

the rol-

Marie

Dressier that

Broadway
knew in
1899.

that

is

always infectious to

one's ego.

"No, 1 didn't mind not being a spotlight attraction," Marie told
felt most was not being prepared to
me, a little grimly. "What
It had never occurred to me 1 wouldn't
do anything except act.
always be doing just that to earn a living.
"1 ran into Fritz Kreisler one day.
lie felt sorry for me and
1

offered assistance.

open an American boarding house in
could get good old-fashioned ham and
"i had enough cash left out of
eggs and coffee," Marie smiled,
needed the patronavings to go there and get started, though
age of ce'ebrities like Kreisler to attract guests.
lie said he would live at my place whenever
"Kreisler agreed,
he was in Paris and promised to recommend it to other people of
"1

Pari-.

told

Fritz

I'd

to

like

Where Americans

I

international

reputation.
the rub again."

Marie went on. "Before T could say
Jack Rabbit, 1 found a bunch of my old theatrical friends all read)
Do yon know what
on the cuff.
to come over and live with me

"Then came

—

means?" she laughed.
I nodded.
So she decided, when figures were
her. that the boarding house would be a debit

that

Harold Seton
Ci Heel ion

I

i

mtinued on page 58

set

on paper before

instead of a credit.
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about the causes of nervous col
an actor more delicate than an un

Inside information

ular players.

Is

By Helen

Robert Montgomery says that a star works so hard he
actually earns the thousands per week that he is paid.

was Robert Montgomery who led with his chin,
Clark Gable who let fly a straight left, figura-

ITand

tively speaking.

who can put forth a swell argument on any subhad undertaken a most difficult task. He was trying
to prove logically that a star works so hard he actually
cams the thousands per week that producers keep thrusting upon him.
Clark's comment had all the subtlety of a pile driver,
but like so many unsubtle things, it was effective: "ActBob,

ject,

the softest job I've ever tackled."
that didn't floor Bob, who countered with
that mere muscle-bending jobs aren't the
mly hard ones.
Tc pointed out with the modesty char-

ing

is

Of course,
the comment
i

I

President Roosevelt works hard,
too, but not with his muscles.
Gable's side has excellent support from other stirs.
For instance, [Barbara Stanwyck savs that only the neurotically inclined think they're worked to death, and they
would maintain the same thing even if they had no work

acteristic of actors that

do at all.
Like a tragic ending to all these more or less kidding
arguments, came the death of Lilyan Tashman.
Naturally, there were printed denials that the untimely
deaths id" Miss Tashman, Renee Adoree, Rudolph Valentino, Alma Rubens, Wallace Reid, Milton Sills, Louis
Wolheim and others resulted directly from conditions
caused by overwork.
These satisfied most newspaper
lo

leaders, to whom the idea of movie stars overworking
inevitably has humorous rather than tragic connotations.
frail-looking little studio stenographer, who works

A

high tension fifty weeks per year, and has been doing
so for many years sans nervous breakdowns or rest
cures, handed me this item
at

:

Zasu

Pitts.

Mary

Astor.

"With intervals of only a few days or at most two
weeks between successive film roles, and no extensive
vacation for nearly six months. Claire Trevor is at last
She left yesterto have a well-earned breathing spell.
day for Bermuda, Havana and other points far from
Hollywood's cameras, to recover from the rigorous toil
movie popularity exacts from its favorites."

The stenographer laughed

ironically.

"Poor

gal

— she

had no extensive vacation for six months
Nothing but
a measly few days, a week or at most two weeks at a
time!" she exclaimed.
"Sa-av, how do they get tint
way? If I get two weeks' vacation in a year I think
!

I'm lucky."

She wondered why Ginger Rogers, after three months
of fairly steady work, bad to take a definite rest.
Why
Lee Tracy, before his enforced vacation following the
"Viva Villa !" escapade, nearly cracked under the pressure of too man\- pictures.
Myrna Loy for the
same reason became so exhausted that her doctors refused to let her continue to work, and she took a rest,
losing a splendid role and risking the ire of her employers.
"Here's another chuckle," added the steno. "Marlene
Dietrich is so intensive before the camera that she has
Although nothing was the matto rest intensively, too.
ter with her, she went to a hospital to rest between
pictures !"
>ther stars have special hide-outs where they seek
relief from whatever it is that makes them need rest so
Ruth Chatterton had a perfect one at La Quinta,
badly.
the desert resort, and as soon as she left it Kay Francis
fled Hollywood for the same haven.
One could go on and on, even bringing up the case of
Clark Gable's much-heralded illness that followed so

Why

(

Dick Powel

Ruby Keeler.

Pert Kelton.
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BREAK

DOWN

and rest cures among popworker, and is acting work after all?

lapses, hospital sojourns

starred studio

Pad e
soon after

Clark Gable takes the opposite side, declaring
that acting is the softest job he ever tackled.

strenuous rush to the pinnacle of pop-

his

ularity.

If there was ever in films a man in finer condition than
the Gahle of "A Free Soul," it must have been a professional athlete such as Max Baer. Johnny Weissmuller,
or Buster Crabbe.
Rugged strength, power to hand it
out and take it as well, and an energy that fairly leaped
at you from the screen were all Clark's.
Yet in a few
months he was seriously ill, despite many precautions
such as gymnasium work, riding, healthful living in
ral, and occasional hunting excursions.
i

Now

being a star that tears down
cases of third-degree jitters,
an extent they're push-overs
or attacks of appendicitis?
Of course, there are stars who will tell you unblushingly that acting before the camera is a toil so intensive,
so trying, so nerve-shattering and energy-demanding
that it taxes health severely.
Don't you believe it, even if Bob Montgomery comes
right up to you and whispers it into your ear'
The

what

about
nerve fibers, brings on
weakens victims to such
for lurking disease germs
is

it

Gable-Stanwyck factions are correct. Acting in itself
is not ordinarily what workers in other lines of either
mental or physical labor would consider rigorous toil.
Something quite apart from acting before the camera
is responsible for all the trouble.
But since it may not
be what you expect, let me present my proof before
making any unsupported statements. 1 have been with
several of the stars named, and many others, during
their alleged vacations in Hollywood, but don't take my
word for what I am about to tell. Let us seek a form
of evidence available to every reader.
On my desk is a stack of newspaper and magazine
dippings which record between-pictures activities of the
Claire Trevor.

Sylvia Sidney.

Here, for instance, is a layout of fashion photos
posed by Perl Kelton.
Pert had just finished a picture and planned to spend
a day at the beach when the call came to pose.
There
were nine costumes, and an average of six poses made
in each.
By putting on her make-up at eight in the
morning, and cutting her lunch period to twenty minstars.

utes. Pert
in

was able

time to go

benefit for

to finish at six thirty that night, just

home and

Hood

dress

for an appearance at a

sufferers.

Just a typical holiday for Pert.
Five other holidays
of similar nature followed before she had to start costuming for her next picture. Of course, she never did
quite manage to get that day at the beach!
Xext the clippings give us a revealing glimpse of the
activities of
Diana Wynyard, certainly oik- of the
>creen'> most distinguished dramatic actresses.
Diana,
various items declared, was making personal appearances
a certain chain store's

ai

worthy

cooking school.

With her

in

were such other eminent culinary
authorities as Richard Dix, Jackie Cooper, and John
A il jan.
Another clipping shows Mary Astor embarked
on an entirely separate cooking adventure.
Here we have an item about Margaret Lindsay, who
this

activity

i

distinguished herself, like Diana, in "Cavalcade."
The
illustration with the item shows Margaret against the
background of a downtown gas. oil and tire -hop, posing with a can of highly recommended lubricating oil.
Zasn I'itts, the next item tells us, is organizing twentyfive stars for a ball given by the Hollywood Studio Club.
And it seems that the photo of Adrienne Ames cutting
a huge birthday cake was taken at a soap company's
The birthday child was a brand of
-alts convention.
toilet snap, celebrating its tenth year. [Continued on page 62]

Clive Brook.

Diana Wynyard.

Margaret Lindsay.
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"The climax of our

visit to

Burbank came when we were allowed to enter the secret
jungle, complete to the last swaying palm tree."

set of a transplanted

Hawaiian

A PASSPORT
There

is

nothing more diverting

twelve.

Here

is

in

the world than a big studio hitting on

a sophisticated report of a fascinating

YOU

visit

to

all

Warners.

know

the old place. Hollywood of the happy-gono more. Everything is according to a
alphabets, and by special permission of Will Hays.
Take your roving reporter, for instance. There was a time when
he walked up to the studio gate to be recognized, passed the gatemafl
a Corona Corona or better, and entered the shooting gallery. But
now you must contact the Hays office in order to get credentials that
will advise the studios who you are. why you are allowed to live,
and how long you may stay.
So prompt is the Hays office that I received the official O. K. the
day before leaving Hollywood. The porter on duty at the Pasadena

wouldn't
lucky days

station

Of

is

using

it

the studios

is

as a wall decoration.
I

invaded.

He

didn't

tell

me

where.

Warners out Burbank way, and Leo

the

Culver City, impressed me as the important plants.
Paramount was dormant, with Miss West meditating in her tent and
Miss Dietrich sulking in hers. Only "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbagi
Patch" was in work, and rehearsal.-, for "Pursuit of Happiness."
We watched W. C. Fields uphold his reputation of being the
funniest fellow on the screen.
Then we talked to Charlie RuggleJ

Lion's

I'

lair at

!

Mervyn LeRoy is one of the smallest directors and is also one of the top ten.
He
is
not more than thirty, nervous, intense,
sure of himself.

Dick Powell and Josephine Hutchinson, of
York's Civic Repertory Theater, get
the sound man's O. K. for a scene in "Happiness Ahead."

New

-1
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Warners-First National has a head start over all other studios, as far as setting and atmosphere go, majestic
mountains flanking the colony of buildings.

TO CLAMOUR
By Malcolm

H. Oettinger

stage Freddy Astaire was having breakfast, with the interruptions common to French farce, opposite Ginger
Rogers. Mr. Astaire wasn't dancing, which did not help
matters materially.
final peek at the funereal Mr, Atwill, and the bleak
penitentiary atmosphere of the offices, and we hade
farewell, to make the trip out to Burbank.
Warners may not make the best pictures in the world,
but they have a head start, as far as setting and atmosphere go. Flanked by majestic mountains, the studio is
artistically arranged so that dressing rooms may become
English cottages for a picture, and the business office
may he shot as a bank. Gardens lend color to the scene,
and a huge pool serves as lake, sunken gardens, waterfall, or lagoon.
It's quite a place.
started off on the right foot at Warners by running into Jimmy Cagney, the irrepressible, red-headed
Celt who manages to carry picture after picture virtually
single-handed.
"Meet Phil Regan," said James.
"Another mick.
Used to be a copper in Forty-second Street, not the picThey brought him out here to sing. Nice-looking
ture.
boy, isn't he? I've gotta sketch him for stills somebody
wants.
Screwy idea, but aren't we all? You're in a
[Continued on pag( 55]
racket, so you're in, aren't you?"

A

while Joan Bennett and Francis Lederer. the Czech certified by the ladies of the land, practiced cooing for the
camera. Miss Bennett's husband wrote the script, so the

romance was a homemade affair, after all.
That was the extent of Paramount activity, and

RKO

In fact, as a spot to
across the street was little better.
visit for laughs,
proved to be the most dismal
studio in the great West. Everybody was glum.
family, was
Katharine Hepburn, one of the
seated sadly in a station wagon, waiting for some one
who didn't come. Could I meet her? Oh, no! Miss
Hepburn doesn't meet anybody! (Business of hiding
head and beating breast, but bearing up manfully.)
Then there was a little detail being dispatched by good
old Lionel At ill, the man of a thousand faces, all going
Unfortunately
at once in any big dramatic climax.
Lionel was dying, so he couldn't register anything more

RKO

RKO

>

than extremely mortuary peace.
Philip Moeller of the Theater Guild was directing,
and looking a little vague about it. And on the next

Busby Berkeley, famous dance director, puts
to top

all

his

his girls

RKO

We

through their paces for "Dames," which

previous efforts for beauty and ingenuity.

is

said

IS

LIVE

NOWHERE!

.

.

REVEL

ANYWHERE!

.

.

LOVE EVERYWHERE!

£

Executive Producer:

Robert T. Kane

Directed by Erik Charell

From a

story by

Melchior Lengyel

Music £>WernerRichard Leymann
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that
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I

seemed

hove the makings of
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KAY

FRANCIS, who

is

never sensa-

makes surprising observations to Samuel Richard
Mook on the opposite page. For one

tional in her utterances,

thing, she

wood

says the climate of Holly-

and an industry as
vehement as the movies should have a
change of seasons to help workers
keep their grasp. She says, too, that
is

vitiating,

the greatest people

in

endeavor are brought
capital,

there

I

that

You

every
to

of

nothing ever originates

must

read

thoughtful article.

26

line

the cinema

this

most
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UNGUARDED MOMENT
Kay

Francis,

most cautious of

speaks her mind

casts discretion

— about the tragedy of

By Samuel Richard
one of
most
SHE
anywhere. Kay Francis,

stars,

Mook

women T have ever met
mean. Far too intelligent not
to give a great deal cf thought to her career and everything concerned with it.
I'd been wondering how she felt
about the roles assigned her lately, knowing that every one of
her recent ones had been refused by other stars. There have
been five in a row
"The House on 56th Street." "Mandalay," and "Doctor
Monica" were all designed for Ruth Chatterton, and la Chat
turned thumbs down on them all. There was "Wonder Bar"
for which Genevieve Tobin was announced and which Kay
played.
And then there is "British Agent." in which she costars with Leslie Howard and in which the studio had hoped
to persuade Barbara Stanwyck to appear.
is

the

intelligent
I

"Some of those pictures I was skeptical of," Kay admitted.
"and some of them I didn't want to do simply because I didn't
feel I was suited to the part.
But I've been in Hollywood six
years now and do you know the conclusion I've reached?
"It's that the studios usually know better what's good for
us than we do ourselves!
We're so concerned with whether
our roles are fat ones that we lose our perspective on the pic-

—

ture as a whole.
The studio sees it as a complete unit or
should.
"The only fly in the ointment is that Warners is primarily a
man's studio.
is first of all a woman's studio.
They
have the greatest stars and their efforts are all directed toward
exploiting them. Men don't fare so well on that lot.
"The opposite is true with Warners. Our executives and
writers understand men thoroughly, but the}- have no grasp
whatever of woman's psychology.
"Don't misunderstand me. I love this studio. I feel I owe
them a great deal. After all, they made a star of me. When
I was with Paramount I was only playing featured roles.
That feeling of gratitude is one reason I haven't complained
more over some of the roles given me.
"The one I objected to most was AVonder Bar,' not because
I felt it wouldn't be a good picture but solely because I felt it
wouldn't give me enough to do. And, speaking of that film,
I've read a number of items such as, 'Kay Francis didn't want
to do the part and her aversion to it was apparent in her work.'
"I didn't scowl my way through the picture because I didn't
like the part.
I felt the woman would be spoiled, petulant,
I was trying to charactersullen, and I played her that way.
ize.
I hope I'm too intelligent to let any dissatisfaction I may
feel over a part reflect itself in my work."
Kay paused a moment and gazed otit the window. I followed her glance. Mentally, I hurdled six years.
were in the
first met Kay Francis.
Fredric Marches' living room the night
poised, chic, worldly, aloof.
In
I had seen her in pictures
the flesh
in her black lace dinner gown with a long train
Perhaps not quite so
she was just as chic, just as poised.

MGM

We

I

—

—

worldly but certainly much warmer, more human, and I'll
never forget her sense of humor
as she told several jokes at her
"Oh, hope when my time
own expense.
comes and I'm through,
Six years is a long time. StarI'll
have sense enough to
dom had come and, inevitably,
clear out of Hollywood,"
She had married
taken its toll.
I

Continued on page 54

says Kay.

to

the winds

and

Hollywood, her studio,

herself.
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THEY SAY

f*

Once more Broadway
of

Hollywood players

is

in

the

mecca

search of

fun, jobs, forgetfulness or all three.

By Karen HoMis
SOMETIMES

when Cousin

Ellen arrives from Ipswich on
to see the stars in person, about the best one can do is park her in the Lombard}' bar and hope that the ever glamorous, though inactive,

her

way hack

to college

and craves

Norma Talmadge will stroll by.
But just now it is old-home week on Broadway
Avenue.
There are
Ralph Bellamy, and

—

who

—

and Park
Harold Lloyd. Richard Barthelmess,
if she happens to include radio regulars

dip into pictures occasionally

Jack Benny, Harry Richman, and

among her enthusiasms
Rudy Vallee to stare at.

There are Adrienne Ames, Dorothy Burgess, Wynne Gibson,
Nancy Carroll, and Dorothy Mackaill.
Sardi's at noontime might be the lunch room on any Hollywood lot, except that the players are more outspoken and seem
happier. For so long have they been accused by New Yorkers
of being naive, unsophisticated, and Peter Pannish, it is something of a relief to them that the censors have found them
touched with a glint of wickedness and a menace to the wholesome ignorance of youth. They thought the guns weren't
loaded

the time.

—

Grandma's Boy Relaxes. Do what he will, Harold Lloyd
can never quite shake off the public delusion that he is a shy,
So, few at the ringside of
wistful, slightly backward boy.
New York's night clubs recognize the prosperous young busiHe is getting about a lot on
ness man as that same Harold.
this trip, taking bows at night clubs and even having a cocktail
named for his newest picture, "Cat's Paw." Harold is a man
without a worry. There has never been a censorable scene in
his pictures, and his private life has run such a merry course
all these years that it has been comparatively private.

"W^%
9|> 'mb
:

;

m
''

all

'^

1

AdrienneAmes's
flair for wearing
I

excited
the envy of even

clothes

Park Avenue
when she came
East to do "Gigolerte."

Peter Lorre, the

*

-

gruesome, whistling murdererof
"M" proved to
beagenial chap
on his way to
the
Coast for
Columbia.
i

i

ij

vvidi

World
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NEW YORK
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—

Fifth Avenue Pets. While Harold
coming the little darling of the night
Fifth

be-

is

clubs,

Avenue shops are rejoicing over AdriThe distinguished Miss Ames,

enne Ames.

free for a half day or so every once in a while
during the filming of "Gigolette." goes on a
buying spree. She lends distinction to com-

monplace

clothes,

men who lent
money to go

which

is

just as well, as the

her husband, Bruce Cabot, the
to Hollywood and break into

pictures
are manufacturers
priced dresses.
They were
best friends.

of

—and

moderateare

—

his

The Old Alarm Clock Story.— You remember the tale of the laborer who inherited
money and retired, but who set the alarm for
six every morning just so he could have the
pleasure of sneering at it as he went back to
sleep? That is Dick Barthelmess these days.
Each morning he reads the sheaf of tele-

grams from Hollywood urging him to return,
offering him the biggest story of his career,
the biggest salary, the most authority over

Then he

production.

added pounds on
strolls

down

his

smiles benignly at the
waistline,

yawns, and
bask

to the yacht-club landing to

sun and contemplate the far corners
of the world to which he and Jessica might
in the

set sail.

—

Theater's Siren Song. While Hollywood
tempers are growing ragged worrying over
avoiding censorship without being dull, the
theater is proving an irresistible attraction to
players. Lila Lee is coming back to the stage
in a play that has made an enormous hit in
London. She will play in support of Frances
Starr, in

"Lady Jane."

She was offered the

another play, but preferred not
to risk carrying too much of a burden.
It
was largely because Katharine Hepburn had
stellar role in

Continued on

;

_

5

Dorothy Mackaill, too, has

turned

away from

the screen and is rehearsing a musical show with Harry

Richman.

Dorothy Burgess, left was chosen
by George M. Cohan for his coming
film.

Lila

Lee, center, overlooked by Holly-

wood

of late,

is

back on the stage.

30

They
By Judith

Field

Jean Parker hopes that
her career will develop
emotionally dramatic characterizations.

into

capable of having adult ideas. So
with good intentions the studio
magnanimously steps in to bridge
the gap

— and

act as ventriloquist.
serves as a very good
example of misplaced generosity.
It is the big stars who need the
benefit of such a talent, since they
suffer acutely from a dearth of
a natural afflicpertinent ideas
tion after submitting to dozens of

The custom

—

interviews.
On the other hand, the heads of
the younger players are full of refreshing new thoughts. And when
it
can be done without interference from the publicity depart-

ment, the opportunity of expressing them is very satisfying even
when it does come in the form of
a questionnaire listing items such

—

as

Are you

1.

roles

satisfied

with your

?

2.
Into what type of screen
characters do you hope to develop?
3.
What actress in pictures or
the theater do you most admire?
4.

Have you any

desires to re-

turn (or enter) the theater

—any

speculations to make upon the duration of your movie career?
After reading the character in
bin Muir's responses, her sudden

fame is easily understood.
She's been given more favorable
recognition for the excellent handling of the variety of roles she
has received than any other of the
\nd it doesn't
younger actresses.
upset her poise to admit it.
Answering my queries in order
of appearance she affirms: ".My
roles have been better than a newcomer had a right to
expect.
No actress could be dissatisfied when she is
given such varied opportunit) to -how her wares.
"Above all things.
do not want to develop into any
type of character; it is fatal for a young actress to be
typed because it overdevelops her along certain lines and
leaves large blank spaces in her experience.
"I admire the work of Eva Le Gallienne exceedingly.
rise to

"I

hope shall not be typed in any
one role," says Gail Patrick.
I

Rochelle

Hudson wants to do
work on the screen.

really serious

i>

big stars receive

all the consideration in HolEach df the younger players, like the
little sister of a
family, must take a back seat
while^ preparations arc concentrated upon making "big
sister - day" a success.
And what's more, they must
submit to the heavily maternal manner which the publicity department
frequently adopts in behalf of their
"baby" actresses.

Till-"

lywood.

Generally speaking, the attitude taken
-till
)'iit

is that they are
actually in the infant class
or else born decorative
dumb.
In either case evidently not yet considered

—

1

me in pictures
shall
intend definitely to shape
the stage will he part of it.
T cannot

"No matter what happens
always love the theater, and

my

life

so that

to

1

I

:;i

Won't
Some

Down

Be Kept

younger players give interesting replies to a questionnaire concerning their careers on the screen and future ambitions.
of our

If
speculate upon the duration of my movie career.
hard, earnest work continues to count, 1 will go on indefinitely.
I am a very hard-working girl."
Madge Evans comes along next but she wouldn't
answer question Number 1. Not politic! For the second, she declared "I should like to develop a variety of

—

:

I
screen characterizations, both emotional and comedy.
don't want to be typed in any one kind of rule.
"I most admire Norma Shearer because she has reached
She does
the professional goal which I hope to attain.
not adhere to one type and is equally
good in smartly sophisticated and ro-

mantic roles."
Finally:

"I'll

go back

when I'm no longer

in

to the

demand

stage

her reports. Thus
"I should like to do comedy roles.
:

"Billie

Burke."

The few months she has been

in

Hollywood, during her second try at
the movies, blond Ann Sothern has
created quite a hit in musical films.
She was equally successful on the
stage
the only difference being she
was brunet Harriet Lake then.
Anyway, she admits she can't complain about her roles and feels that

—

comedy is her forte. Helen Hayes
her favorite actress. But her opinion on the last issue was not forthcoming.
Isabel Jewell was rather reticent,
too
and held back answers on the
first and fourth.
Being Lee Tracy's
girl has apparently taught her a thing
or two about diplomacy.
Says she
"I hope, as my career
continues, to play emotional roles, to
develop dramatic characterizations.
light
is

—

:

"I

most admire Helen Hayes be-

cause she has reached the dramatic
goal which I hope some day to attain."
Gail Patrick was gracious and complete with her explanations
proving
that her manners are distinctly civilized even though she did start life in
Hollywood as a "panther woman."
She confesses: "I hardly know how
to answer your first question as I have
been extremelv fortunate in that I have

—

If

a fat role would

ricia

Ellis

Just

come

her way, Pat-

knows she could prove
her worth.

Photo

,,

i

of
Rider.'

first

terious
1 Iclcn Stanley,"

my

played
'heavy,'

all

movie

star
.

'

Loiitinui'il

l\v

Hull

I

I

very

a

any particular kind of role. For exwas a rancher's wife in 'The MysIn my last picture.
'The Crime of

first

temperamental
on

page 63

for.
Plinto

Maureen O'Sullivan is a charming
exponent of the inconsistent qualities
Being first to hand in
of the Irish.
her returns to queries two and three,
she was also the most economical with

ample,

Both emotional and comedy parts
are what Madge Evans is looking

in pic-

tures."

not been typed in

.

Flonne McKinne V wou d llke *°develop into a cross between Joan
Crawford and Norma Shearer.
'

'

"

l,v

Ral1
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"I've always liked to work outdoors," said he.
''If.
had a farm I'd go to it righl now. this minute."
"1 letter finish your coffee first." 1 advised, skeptically.
"I suppose you would like to he a gentleman farmer?"
"No. A real fanner. A tiller of the soil."
"And you wouldn't object to climbing out of bed at four
thirty a. m. and doing the chores?"
demanded.
"Not at all. I always rise early, anyway. I'd enjoy
heing a farmer and earning' my living by the sweat of my
brow."
The idea sounded sort of cracked to me. coming from an
actor with a legion of fans and a perfect profile. Speaking
from grim experience 1 warned him against the rigors of
farm labor and the meager rewards therefrom.
David
listened politely, then shortly afterward went out and got
1

himself a farm, a thousand-acre ranch,
torville,

in

fact,

near Yic-

California.

Proprietorship of the place, which is called a ",^uest"
ranch certainly an improvement over the plebeian "dude"
ranch is shared by two men friends who also have a
home-on-the-range fixation. Guests and hosts occupy
arate houses which surround, at a distance, the community
dining hall.
As yet there are no steers to round up or dogies to brand,
hut there are ample facilities for the outdoor life which
David loves.
The minute he finishes a picture back he
goes, over the Sierra Madre Mountains and across thi

—
—

-

Mojave Desert,

to

sage-

his

brush retreat.

Can you imagine handsome
David Manners as a tiller
of the soil?

Nor can we.

But he says he'd like to be

above everything

a farmer

else.

A wire, since he has no
phone, brought him promptly
to Hollywood to give an account of himself.
I
found
:

him

in his agent's office registering concern over the fact
that eleven hundred pictures,

which he had ordered made
for his fans, had been developed from the wrong negative.
number of photographs were lying on the desk.
"I didn't realize." said he, picking one up, "how

GOOD
MANN
And
most

that describes

that

much

I
had changed during the past few rears until I
saw these new pictures."
Yes, David lias changed, developed.
His serious gray
eyes, which are frequently narrowed by laughter, look
out of a browner, leaner face.
Soft, plump gentlemen
who vacation at his ranch probably hope to come away

looking like him.

is

Hollywood may be the

round-up to some, but

grade

in

to

him

it

the school of

is

lie

is

an excellent advertisement.

growed up," he explained, with a grin.
He has indeed growed up. 1 realized that when
read some of his published stories dealing with n
"I've

the

conducted actor we know.

perfectly

He says

young David, who

A

last

merely a

life.

allegorical romance, particularly imcongratulated him on achieving his am-

One, an

physics.

pressed me.

1

bition to write.

"I feel that I have only two or three years more in
the movies." he told me.
"When my picture career is
finished I hope to he established as an author.
I'm
writing a book which includes a metaphysical angle, but

can hope to put such a subject over successhave to gain a reputation in the literary field.
"Oddly enough, in 'The Black Cat' played an author,
was a playwright. Both
and in 'The Great Flirtation'
parts pleased me immensely."
Last winter David went to England for a picture in
which he played an officer of the French Foreign
asked about British film methods.
"An unfortunate condition in English studio- is
brought about In people who are given technical os
advisory positions because of their supposed familiarity
with Hollywood methods. .Many of them are impostor!
feel that Eng3
and are totally incompetent. Then, ton,
lish producers lose by refusing to gamble on new talentj
he fore
fully

By Madeline Glass

1

I'll

1

1

LA.TE
sat

a year or so ago David Maimers
talking with a few guests in his Beverly Hills

one afternoon

Mi a table near by lay magazines which
home.
llis
ranged in price from live cents to one dollar.
friendly Sealyham had finished licking the make-up oil'
my laee and was romping about the floor.
David had been telling us of the tune when, during
school vacation, h
had gone to work in a sawmill,
making laths. The man he had come to replace had
been killed while on duty the morning David arrived.
<

(

'

I

1

I

1

i

i

mtinued on page 53
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FATHER
Muriel

Kirkland's parent

stage career.
the best

M

means

bundle

broke

all

the rules

when he urged

her to try a

wasn't because he thought her a great actress, but as

of

overcoming the acute shyness of

his

By Lynde Denig

i

of determinanot in the habit

She is
of taking "no" for an answer and
her career is a record of the happy outcome of batterBeneath a deceptively shy maning through obstacles.
ner, she has the pugnacity of a redhead and a Hashing
tion.

BEST

It

URIEL KIRKLAND
small

KNEW

spirit.

Muriel had her first peep at life in Yonkers, New
York. When she was just about able to toddle, the
Kirkland clan moved to the near-by town of New Ro
chelle where Muriel attended the Ursuline Convent with
Father ami
results that were not altogether satisfactory.
mother met in council over the wistful little girl with
red hair and freckles and appealing soft-brown eyes that
looked with wonder upon the world beyond tin-

clever

little

redhead.

Fate continued to smile on Muriel.
irock
'

"Strictly

Pemberton
I

was

rable"

cas

and

another the leading ing<
had been heard and found
in
their reading of a leading role.
Muriel
was accepted.
And more than that, after a rousing
first night she was acclaimed by every dramatic critic
in Xew York.
Idle following season she switched to the extreme of

ot

the

Broadway

stage

"The Greeks Nad a Word For It" and
became increasingly apparent that a real actress had
come to town. Soon a tempting movie contract was
offered to her, and in due time the shy little convent girl
was Hollywood bound.
Ihit Hollywood, alw;
ibtful, contract or no contract, was not convinced of Muriel's suitability to picsophistication in
it

vent walls.
tures.
When precisely the right sort of part poppi
At the age of sixteen the time had come for Muriel
but meanwhile she could g
well and
to step from behind the gray, vine-covered barricade:
her knittine.
but her steps were distressingly timid. The goo
at the convent had found her shyness
puzzling.
She possessed charm, intelligence, and a certain subtle beauty
Muriel's role of Mimi in
but excessive shyness smothered a
"Nana" is only one of
;

blossoming personality.
her many brilliant con"No more convent for Muriel," said
tributions to the screen.
father Kirkland.
"But what next?" asked the mother.
"We must find something quite different." answered the father,
"something that will force Iter to break through her shell."
And here the head of the Kirkland household reversed the timehonored attitude of parents. Likewise in one fateful moment, he
determined the career of his retiring" daughter.

"Why

not the stage?
That would force her to overcome her
And the stage it was via the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts.
The slender, sensitive girl with an odd catch in her voice presented a problem to the instructors
a problem which they finally
decided to dismiss unsolved. Muriel was informed that the world
offered many paths and that unfortunately she was headed the
wrong way. In short, she never would be an actress.
She took the verdict calmly. She did not plead she did not
argue.
She said "Thank you," gathered up her belongings, and
went home, defiance burning in her soul.
She did not tell her parents what had happened not immediately, that is.
She took two- days to think the matter over. Then,
still without confiding in any one, she visited the manager of a
stock company in Yonkers. That night, having been engaged for
a subordinate role, she told the family all about it. The steel of
determination began to glint through her coating of shyness.
Muriel was not beautiful, but she found that she could act,
despite the discouraging pronouncement of the academy instrucHer strangely individual voice helped; then her soft, extors.
pressive eyes carried a sympathetic appeal and she displayed an
intelligent sense of character.
There followed a series of engagements in other stock companies.
This success was sufficient to strengthen Muriel's confidence in
herself.
Broadway came next.

shyness."

—

;

—

>
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HOLLYWOOD

HIGH LIGHTS

Eddie Cantor and eleven of the multitude of Goldwyn
of "Kid Millions."

girls

step on

it

for a studio preview

What's being talked about by the gossips of the cinema colony.

By Edwin and
going
WHAT'S
pen
Jackie
to

when he

to hap-

Co< igan

settles

down

once again?
Already he has been reported
secretly
married to Toby
Wing. And there is no question but that he is attentive
or was,
to the little blonde
at least, until he returned to

—

school.

Being seen with her seemed
to help
pictures in

also

his

return to
of the

"Code

West."

—

From Blonde to Blonde. Now everybody wants to
know whether William Powell and Jean Harlow are goAnd, you know, Jean hasn't yet got her
But what does that matter?
They were seen together first at Del Monte, fashionAnd Bill
able vacation resort, and later in Hollywood.
ing to marry.
divorce.

certainly did show a penchant for beauteous blondes
when be married Carol Lombard. From golden blonde
to platinum blonde

it

takes.

1
Joe Morrison, singing juvenile of'The
Old-fashioned Way," comes back
to

Hollywood

for

more

may

be the final step.

Meanwhile, Mai Rosson is in Europe shooting a picture for Alexander Korda. who made "Henrv VIII."

Marion Shelton, measured and weighed for
The Gay Divorcee," is found not wanting in
anything that

Schallert

Jackie and Toby took occasion to deny, of course, that
they were even affianced, but Toby has referred to him
as a "most charming boy." So maybe it is a romance.

Hollywood

in

M

Elza

pictures.

Hollywood High

—

Love Victor Over All. And no matter what you
may hear to the contrary, from time to time, Gloria
Swanson and Herbert Marshall

seen about conlooked for a while
as if the familiar twosome had about broken up. but
there is no sign of it these days.
Mr. Marshall visited Gloria frequently while she was
making "Music in the Air" for Fox, and whenever there
is a party they arrive together.
This looks as permanent as the Constance BennettGilbert Roland pairing, except that Connie doesn't stand
on such formality as Gloria; she visits Roland's set
stantly with each other.

once

It

are

still

may have

in a while.

Poor Bing an Outcast.

— Bing Crosby

being frightfully pushed around at the old homestead since the twins
arrived.
It seems that the house isn't quite big enough
for the crooning star and his new offsprings.
Dixie Lee was quite a while returning from the hospital, due to the fact that the youngsters were incubator
babies, and during that time Bing started working on a
short-wave radio set, making experiments in calling
distant stations and whatnot.
He was getting along just fine and dandy until the
complete family appeared on the scene, and then he and
his experiments were dispatched to the garage.
It was
felt by Dixie that his activities in radio short-waving
were altogether too noisy.
Incidentally, the twins are called Philip Lang and
Dennis Michael Crosby.
is

Now, though, lu- ha- solved the problem by arranging
with his three maiden aunts to come and reside with
him, and it seems a most happy arrangement.
Eddie
has always been very devoted to those relatives, who
have dwelt at San Jose heretofore.

The Melody Lingers On.
"You Were Meant For Me"

all,

the

Limehouse

district

is

in

London.

Anna May

hasn't starred in a

Hollywood studio

since

"Shanghai Express," produced almost three years ago.

because he so loves the associations of the place.
it has been a lonelv life for Eddie.

Steffi
cis

Duna, European actress, is Franhead girl no matter what
any one says.

Lederer's

Still,

Oriental

wrote that sou.Mel-

number

as sung in
young ladv is, of

Wedding

Prelude.

— Gloria

Stuart also lied

Mexico for her marriage to Arthur Sheekman.
That's a romance which culminated following a first
meeting a year ago when Gloria was making "Roman
old

to

Scandals."
a

The first time Sheekman met Gloria, die was reading
Chinese newspaper on the set. .And Gloria can read
Continued on

Dorothy Lee
takes a vafrom
cation
n g
s u p port
Wheeler and
i

ing

Mary

way

for

Carlisle

as their hero"Kenine
in
tucky Kernels."

—

Elsa Lanchester Mrs. Charles
keeps Hollywood parLaughton
ties in an uproar with her pranks.

—

In-

"The Broadway

But was there a flurry over this wedding in the I'oIt
mares household! We'll say so!
was an elopement
to Mexico, you see.

Woolsey, mak-

—

Eddie Recruits Aunts. Everybody has been wondering how Eddie Lowe would organize his household
following the sad death of Lilyan Tashman. You know,
he has continued right on living in his home in Beverly,

for

lady who listened ecstatically to the
the early musical picture.
And the
course. Anita Page,

came home

in the film, since, after

— When

ody," Nacio Herb Brown, the composer, must have been
waxing very prophetic. For finally be did wed the young

Anna May Wong Anglicized. — Every time Anna
May Wong returns from Europe she surprises in some
new way. On her last visit she astonished by her accumulation of old-world culture.
This time, when she
for "Limehouse Nights." she proudly boasted
a British accent.
It turned out to be somewhat useful
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NUTTY
The professional progress of Burns

and Allen reads like fiction. And
when George says "Hollywood's a
crazy town and it takes crazy
people
wish

to

get

along

that

you

might

there/' you

be

just

as

crazy as they are!

By Harry N.

Blair

Gracie and George are known to their intimates as "Googie" and "Nat."
Gracie is
Irish and hails from San Francisco.
George
is Jewish and a product of New York's East
Side.
They make a swell combination and
there is a fine feeling of easy comradeship
between them which one immediately senses
in their good-natured banter.
They are always joshing each other and,
without making a point of doing so, each is
constantly praising the other.
They have
been stage partners for eleven years and life
partners for the past eight. There has never
been the slightest professional jealous}- be-

"What do you suppose

And our guess

is

that

is
it's

in

this,

George?" says Gracie.

a brand new Paramount contract.

>RGE met me
GE(good-natured

He welcomed me with a
Gracie, arrayed in Mack silk lounging pajamas, waved me a greeting from her chair.
Strange to say, she was nibbling salted mils. "Have some,"
she offered. "Take two
take a lot."
(hewing on the nuts.
strolled to the wide windows overlooking the charming vista of Central Park.
The suite was
one of the choicest in the swank hotel.
Adorning one wall
was a pastel ol Gracie, looking very serious, her dark coloring
at the door.

grin.

—
I

accentuated by a crimson dress.
She followed my gaze and came over. George had gone
to the pantry to prepare drinks.
Gracie stood looking at the
picture, awaiting my approval.
"It's very lifelike."
agreed.
"But why the serious expression?"
Gracie laughed with the same tinkly laughter that is familiar to her movie and radio fans.
"I had to look serious to
keep from laughing.
It
was painted by the funniest man!"
she rallied on.
"Me had the baggiest trousers which he was
always hitching up and he had his chalk in all different
pockets."
Suddenly an agonized yowl came from the kitchen. Dashing there, we found thai George had cut himself trying to
open a ginger-ale bottle. While Gracie hound up the wound,
completed the job of mixing and serving.
Having settled
ourselves, we proceeded to relax while we sipped.
1

I

"The happiest couples in Hollywood are those who
get away by themselves," says Gracie, and here
she is with George waving good-by before a short
vacation.

tween them and they have never been separated

more than a week at a time.
Knowing this.
asked:
"Why aren't
more happy marriages in Hollywood?"
for

1

there
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BUT NICE
Gracie answered at once: "It's the monotony of picture life. The same crowd and the same sort of parties,
night after night.
They don't have the varied interests
You'll find that the hapthat other communities offer.
piest married couples among the picture people are those

who get away by themselves every so often."
Wise words from a dumb-bell, who isn't

so

dumb

In fact, no script is ever used by the team of
Burns and Allen until Gracie has looked it over and
made final suggestions. It is she who blue pencils the
In the case of
slightest suggestion of an off-color line.
their radio scripts, she has been quick to eliminate any
references to insects or snakes, realizing that their program goes on the air in most places around dinner time
and that to bring up such word images might spoil some
one's meal.
In San Francisco, where she was horn, Gracie always
dreamed of a stage career. She never thought of trying
Hollywood. Lacking the perfection of face and form
then essential to screen success, a movie career seemed
However, she was an avid fan
too much to hope for.
and went to picture shows on every possible
after

all.

occasion.

One day she went to see a fortune teller
who told her six' would some day be very rich.
Casting about to make the prediction come true
as soon as possible, Gracie's hopes centered on
a screen hero about whose fabulous salary she
lie was hardly a romantic
but to the naive mind of the girl, he
svmholized the combination of wealth and love
The
which the fortune teller had foretold.
name of the star was Charles Chaplin, and
Gracie told me that when he married Mildred
Harris she was heartbroken for weeks.
The little girl who never dreamed of one day
being rich and famous by her own efforts on
the screen has yet to meet the object of her
childhood affections.
San Francisco is still "home" to Gracie. The
brother, whose "disappearance" had radio fans
in a lather, works in an office there.
She assured me that he's a very quiet chap who takes
all the kidding he gets good-naturedly.
"The
only thing he minds," she told me, "is that
people expect him to do something. And with
a typical Gracie Allen giggle) he can't do anything!
My three sisters were all on the stage
and my father was a performer, too. But my
brother would rather be in business. I le's too
retiring to be an actor!"
As a matter of fact, Gracie is inclined to be
shy, herself.
George explained it in this way:
"Gracie hates to force conversation.
1
don't
mind.
I
can talk to anybody.
But unless
Gracie knows a person she just doesn't know
what to say. That's why Gracie took along a
girl friend on our trip to Europe.
The other
times we went over she stayed in her cabin all
day and only came out at dinner time."

had often heard,
figure,

(

The present popularity of George and Gracie
makes those halcyon vaudeville days seem like
a wild dream.

"In evening clothes." Gracie added.
George did not
seem to hear.
Me was still nursing his linger. Gracie
hovered about sympathetically.
gazed around at the
suite.
It
seemed a far cry from the cheap theatrical
hotels of a few years before.
The professional progress of this amazing team reads
like fiction.
In the fust place, Gracie left her home to
travel with an act billed as Riley and Company.
The
act consisted of herself and a young man who did not
care to share honors.
They did a talking and singing
art in Irish brogue and George told me, laughingly, that
for some months alter he and Gracie teamed up. she still
talked that way.
Gracie, having become launched as an actress, felt
keenly her lack of billing.
However, she said nothing
until one line day her partner decided to leave off the
"and Company" and simply use his own name. This was
too much for poor Gracie, who thereupon left him Hat.
Unused to the ways of show business, Cracie sat in
her cheap little room for weeks on end, waiting for
1

Continued on page 53
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MOTHERING

THE

Joan Blondell's generosity

practically aid, but prayers for the

expecting a baby of her

humans includes not only those whom she can
unknown sufferer in a passing ambulance! Now she's
mother and hopes it won't be only one, but twins!

to her fellow

own

to

going to have babies," Joan Blondcll told me.
hope. But don't tell George!" She winked
across the table at her husband.
He squeezed her
hand and she blushed

I'M"Twins

I

!

Here was the

girl

the screen represents as a

grabbing, fast-talking comedienne laughing at

moneyYet

life.

away from sets and cameras,
Hollywood's mothering heart.
Glamorous? Off the set she's plain Mrs. Barnes and
proud of it. Humorous? Of
course! She wants every one to
be happy. If you're bine Joan
will cheer you. If you're happy,
make you dizzy with
she'll
offscreen, in a world far
she's

near her home. And when at last she stepped from her
car, he came forward and offered her the portrait for an
autograph.
"That was the turning point in his career for again
her heart, which is bigger than the world, urged Joan
to help him.
He left her home well fed and richer by
twenty-five dollars and several helpful suggestions. Today he is one of Hollywood's well-known artists. Recently he completed a portrait of Mrs. Roosevelt for her
son, Elliott, and the list of Hollywood celebrities he has painted

reads

But above them rises her
passion for being kind-hearted.
She sat beside me in the studio restaurant, a smiling, happy
young woman in a spectacular
gown. She might have been a
salesgirl or a stenographer in
her innate simplicity rather than
a star, but her eyes bad the depth
of one who has tasted life and
eased the suffering of others.
like to think of her more as

newer

let

Hollyto her-

seli

will

because

she

a

cannot

I

know

a different

I cornered her on the
midst of "Dames." her
film before her temporary

One day
last

retirement.

"Joan, won't you tell me a litof what you've done to help
others?" I asked.
"I? Why, I've never done a
thing to help anybody in my life.
Oh my gosh, I did support some
tle

star

down-and-out actors for a heck
But that isn't
of a long time!
And
anything," she laughed.
then her face darkened in that
serious expression I've come to
continued.
She
know well.

say

"When a man's sliding downhill
Tf
the splinters hurt him most.
you try to soften those splinters

Joan.

She has taken me into her home
and her confidence.

To

film-

set in the

"No."
Most of Joan's public know
her as an irrepressible comic
who is always good for a laugh.
But

in

me.

I

who

who
!

hers.

wood change her than
who never has a moment

who's

Here was a story I must find
out more about the sexy, laughing Blondell as a patron of art
More about this side of her life
which she had kept hidden from

laughter. All these attributes are

a girl

like

land."

Photo by

Fryer

does you both good."
"Tell me about those actors
you helped," I urged.
ity
anion"s tudio
employees
That isn't any"Oh, that?
hears ample testimony to the
she is with her sister, Gloria.
Any one with a
thing much.
attitude of those with whom she
heart would give anybody who is
associates daily.
starving a hand-out. I was pretty
Recently
was telling J mimic Hicks bow well ever)
broke myself, but when
saw how hungry those kids
one likes Joan, lie manages Hollywood's Warner Theajust couldn't realize that T had only a few dollars
were
ter.
Jimmie knows all the stars intimately, especially
left.
Watching them made me realize that I had never
from the Warner lot.
really wanted for anything."
And then she told me.
" That's not news to me.
[t's just in her to he popular.
\\ ith a friend, she visited some actors who were living
Mrs. Barnes is willing to go out of her way at any time
in Greenwich Village.
For over a month these boys haj
to help others.
That's one reason she's so well liked.
existed on baked beans. And this night the last can hac
.ei me tell you a story.
been eaten, one tin among three.
Never having scei:
"Several years ago a young artist, Henri Sabin, arthese fellows before, possibly never to see rhem again, she
rived in Hollywood,
lie had no money, not even a prewent out and boughl enough fond to feed a do/en hunsentable suit.
Only a pad and pencil tucked inside his
gry young men.
She cooked the meal and washed the
sweater.
le borrowed the materials and painted a pordishes.
Then gave each a dollar to help out until she
trait of his favorite star. Joan.
For hours he waited
came again. And again was every Saturday until, one
she

rue,

is

the

kindest,

most generous friend any one
could have.
.And her popular-

it

Joan learned to know people
and their problems when she began her
Here
stage career in vaudeville as a tot.
Early

in

life

I

I

I

I

!
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HEART
By

Boris

Nicholai

by one, Joan had placed her new friends in
Broadway shows.
"And this," I said to myself, "is the girl
!"
who gold-digs all over the screen
Here I had just heard a story poignant
with the drama of bohemia. Here was Joan,
trying to get along on a very small income
and sharing it with others worse off than herself.
Yet she called it "doing nothing."
But the grandest thing I ever saw was
when she stopped a scene to lift a sick, starving cat into her arms and helped to ease its

^ Ml

.suffering.

We

were on the set when a straggly gray
found its way onto the stage. In and out
between the legs of furniture it tottered,
meowing piteously.
Watchful prop boys
rushed forward to frighten it away lest its
cries break up the scene.
But Joan had heard
the cat. Quickly she dashed from the camera,
gathered the disease-ridden animal into her
arms, and stroked its bony back.
Against
our pleas to drop the animal, she wrapped it
tenderly in her make-up towel and carried it
to a veterinary.
Two weeks afterward she
found her first opportunity to call and take
it home.
But the alley cat was dead.
"At least," said Joan, "it died well fed and
in a nice, warm home."
There was a quiver
in her voice and in her clear blue eves apcat

peared just the trace of a tear as she' added,
"That cat was soon to be a mother, too."
And then Joan's husband came over. He
listened a while and looked up.
"There are symbols for everything earth.
sky, sea, food, and my wife is the symbol of
kindness and charity."
He told me of the time Joan and another
girl were being considered for the same part
on the stage. Joan was selected. Tearfullv,
the other actress explained that if she didn't
get the role she and her mother would be

—

evicted

from

their

Photo by Fryer

Typed as a wise-cracking, gold-digging soubrette on the screen,
Joan finds compensation in listening to the troubles of others and
helping them when she can.
Her philanthropies are endless,
amazing.

flat.

Joan thought a second and then handed the
manuscript back to the producer. He told her that the
other girl wasn't the type he wanted and even if Joan
refused the part her rival wouldn't be considered.
So
Miss Blondell suddenly changed her mind and took the
part.
She remained with the play for over a year and
the other girl received half of Joan's salary every week.
"And." continued Barnes, "to-day that girl is one of

my

wife's best friends and biggest rivals."
to lunch, Joan leading us to a far
corner of the studio restaurant. And here I heard more
of her philanthropy.
This time from some one who

Then we went

chanced by our table and, learning my mission, explained
how Joan went all over the Warner lo1 soliciting aid for a
waitress who bad been injured in an automobile accident.

Would
T

met

—

it

all

ever stop?

bad more

Everywhere went, every \
about Joan Blondell's kind1

to say

heartedn*

Then asked Joan about the time her stage underwas promised a screen test if her teeth were repaired.
But let her tell you about this herself.
"I didn't have much money hut 1 scraped enough together to give that girl her chance.
promised to pay
her dentist bills, and did. The test didn't turn out well.
but she married the director and to-day she has one of the
cutest babies you ever saw.
Thai was even better than
I

I

I know that Joan's married life has
been shadowed because she has not had time for the

getting a contract."

Continued on page 54
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"CLEOPATRA."
Cecil DeMille's latest spectacle is more a tribute to his
mastery of pictorial effects and his generalship in commanding armies of extras than in developing drama. In
But it is always
this respect it is uneven and at times dull.
handsome, lavish and typical of him. There is not another director who continues to stamp his individuality
more unmistakably upon his films, a feat in these days of
standardized effort. But one wishes that he had exercised
better judgment in selecting material for Cleopatra's affairs with Julius Caesar and Marc Antony, or had not
chosen to dwell en Caesar at all since Cleopatra's episodes
with both are similar. Obviously desiring to avoid stilted
dialogue, Mr. DeMille has gone to the other extreme and
The result is often commontried for the colloquial.
place chit chat and we hear noble Romans saying "hello"

to each other, straining too hard to avoid the Shakespearian manner to be convincing.
But there is at least one
moment of dramatic distinction played in the grand manner of the classics. It occurs when Antony realizes that
his Roman soldiers are deserting him in Egypt because of
Cleopatra, and the scene is superbly acted by Henry Wilcoxon and C. Aubrey Smith. Claudette Colbert's Cleopatra
lacks fire, passion and queenly dignity, not forgetting a
touch of the feline and more than all else, variety. It is
a refined cocotte that we see, an extra shapely mannequin
in fancy dress, a static figurante.
On the whole, the performances are disappointing, though Joseph Schildkraut
arrests as Herod and Warren William is a dignified Caesar,
but it is Mr. Wilcoxon who will be talked about most. So
will the picture be discussed.

"DAMES."
Warners' pretentious musicals follows the
formula evolved in previous successes. That is, a slight
story climaxing in a series of elaborate, ingenious and
costly maneuvers of countless girls in novel formations,
some still featuring feathers, and one of them with the
entire screen filled with heads of Ruby Keeler in designs
While all this
that gather together in a jig-saw puzzle.
is tribute to the resourcefulness of Busby Berkeley and
his cameramen, it is faintly silly and by now old-fashioned.
Supposedly a stage show, there is no illusion of the
theater in these abstract formations. Witty and unusual,
however, is Joan Blondell's musical number which shows
her as a lovelorn laundress of the '90s who finds romance
in men's underwear. This is vulgarly, though inoffensively,
funny, and is the best thing in the show besides Dick
Latest

of

tuneful songs. Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbee,
and Leila Bennett also take part in the story
proper whjch harks back, among other things, to that
medical remedy with a high alcoholic content.

Powell's

Zasu

many

Pitts,

"ONE MORE RIVER."
Moving with

a beautiful, distinguished calm, this

drama-

tization of the unjust divorce laws of England is quietly
absorbing because of its extraordinary good taste. Lacking a strong or active story-structure, it depends on lifelike dialogue and restrained acting as well as perfection
of detail.
So intelligently does it attain these ends that
it becomes a flawless representation of British life and
The plausible story
character among the upper classes.
has Diana Wynyard leaving her husband, Colin Clive, in
Ceylon because he beats her with a riding crop. On the
steamer she meets a companionable young man who falls
Innocently they continue their friendin love with her.
ship until detectives obtain evidence sufficient to inspire
Miss Wynyard is thoroughly at home
a suit for divorce.
in her repressed role and Frank Lawton, also of "Cavalcade," is keenly intelligent as the youth who more often
than not suggests the stately Miss Wynyard's brother
because of his slight stature, but Mr. Clive is vitally convincing as her husband, and Jane Wyatt, from the stage,
makes an interesting debut.

11

PICTURE PLAY'S

HONOR

LIST

Henry Wilcoxon, the most impressive newcomer of
month in "Cleopatra," the most gorgeous pic-

the

ture.

Joan Blondell, for her song and dance as a laundress in
Dames, the wittiest moment in a costly
'

musical.

Harold Lloyd, for his courage
formula and giving us novelty

in

in

Jean Harlow, for her increasing
The Girl From Missouri.
Patsy Kelly, for her drollery

"One More

River," the

lifelike picture of

in

departing from
"The Cat's Paw."

skill

the

and humor

same

in

film.

most dignified, tasteful and

the month.

"TREASURE ISLAND."
The famous

story of pirates' gold

is

magnificently real-

ized by Jackie Cooper, Wallace Beery, and every one in
the perfect cast.
The picture has sweep, it is rich in
pictorial beauty and it surges with the spirit of adventure.
It has charm, too, and humor, not to mention
fidelity to the original.
Rarely has a book been brought
to the screen with such satisfying completeness
two
hours of it, as a matter of fact. Everything described in
the tale comes to life exactly as one visualized it when
reading the text. Too much cannot be said in praise of
the acting. Jackie Cooper is not only ideal as the cabin
boy, Jim Hawkins, but his quaint speech and earnestness
give him an honest charm not found in some of his hokum
characterizations.
Mr. Beery is grand as the likable
cutthroat, Long John Silver, and Lionel Barrymore is
properly terrifying as Billy Bones. Otto Kruger, Lewis
Stone, Nigel Bruce, and Chic Sale are some of the other

—

high lights.

"THE CAT'S PAW."
Harold Lloyd departs from formula and gives us the
most original picture of the month, a story and treatment
utterly unlike anything he has done before, and his best
characterization. It is funny, too, from beginning to end,
but it is a comedy of character and situation rather than
In short, the offering is
his usual gags and slapstick.
legitimate and modern, actually the most intelligent picLike all his films, it is notably
ture he has ever made.
free from suggestiveness or any lapse from the star's
standard of family appeal. He is the son of an American
missionary in China and is on a visit to this country to
His ignorance of American idioms and his
find a wife.
formal Oriental politeness make the character highly amusInnocently, he falls into a trap and is nominated
ing.
They are nonplused
for mayor by corrupt politicians.
when he is elected and panic-stricken when he starts to
clean up the community. He employs a Chinese trick to
force a terrified promise from the evil-doers to reform.
Una Merkel, Grace Bradley, George Barbier, Alan Dinehart, Nat Pendleton, and Warren Hymer excel.
i

ntinued

i

in

Though her heroine insists on marriage or nothing, Miss
Harlow worms in so many implications and plays Eadie
with so much wicked, wide-eyed humor, that whitewashing
only makes her funnier. Originating in a small town, she
progresses to Palm Beach and New York, finally marrying a millionaire's son after she has compromised his faEadie bursts out of a stateroom in her underclothes
and throws her arms around him just as the cameramen
are photographing America's latest diplomatic appointee.
Next to Miss Harlow, Patsy Kelly as her plain and less
ambitious friend is best, and Franchot Tone, Lionel Barrymore, Hale Hamilton, and Lewis Stone are helpful.

51

^mJ*

"THE GIRL FROM MISSOURI."
Chalk up another triumph for Jean Harlow. Not merely
the effective display of her unique personality, but her
increasing skill as a comedienne with a way all her own,
not to mention her ability to dominate a picture peopled
by actors of greater experience and to make the venture
entirely her own.
Like Mr. Cagney's "Here Comes the
Navy," her picture is a slyly skillful compliance with the
demands of the Legion of Decency and her public, too.
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Don't you envy John Boles

and Irene Dunne lunching on location during the making of
"The

Age

of Innocence"?

BULLDOG STRAIN

THE

You consider John Boles a steadily soaring star, do you? Then you
don't know about his three comebacks. "He won't last long this time,"
says Hollywood. This scoop explains how John keeps on fooling them.

T

i arc

some

stars

who go

R\/
Dy

lar*U
JaCK

year after year, being
popular with the public, yet
aren't regarded as big shots in Hollywood. John Boles is one. You probably like him yourself.
Most every one does. Yet in Hollywood people say,
"Boles? For gosh sakes, is he still hanging around?"
Every time he gets a part in a new picture, they're surprised.
For every part he has ever got, John has had to
battle single-handed against the whole of Hollywood.
Three distinct times he had been counted out as a
failure.
Each time, with no help from Hollywood, he
has come back. There ought to be a lesson in that for
us all.
low does John do it?
Well, Hi" course, part of it's due to his blood.
He's
Scotch, Irish, and Dutch. These three bloods, usually at
war with each other, have combined to produce one of
the shrewdest men on the screen.
The Scotch part of
ritage gives him a hard strictness.
The Trish blood
singing in his veins keeps him an habitual optimist. His
Dutch ancestors endow him with a doggedness which
on,

1

will not let

him

quit.

lie looks as if he's

as

Gloria

Sunya."

still

in his twenties, but

Swanson's leading man
That's quite a

while ago.

Hollywood never made him

a

rave.

in

he started

"The Loves of
And, even then,
Me was just one

steady leading man without, apparently,
much to give the screen. Had he been an ordinar} person he would have faded from sight right then
made
one or two more pictures, maybe, on the strength of
"Sunya," and then gone where Moses did when the
capable,

—

went out.
Instead of that he was in eight successive pictures
And collectpictures that nobody remembers, perhaps.
Mow did he
ing his salary.
Even getting it boosted.
do it ? Simply by hanging on.
lights

n ^ ^ien nna ^y n s run °^ mc ^
petered out, if you want to call it
luck, and be wasn't in any more.
Hollywood promptly forgot him. He
was through. "And once they're through they never
come back," says Hollywood.

lamic/^n
JalTIISOri

^

'

Oh, yeah?
Talkies came along. The first one, if you remember,
was a singing one, with Al Jolson. The producers lost
their heads
the talkies knocked Hollywood for a loop,
leaving everybody utterly bewildered
and decided that
singing pictures were the thing.
They looked around
madly for actors and actresses with movie experience
who could sing. And there was John Boles. Why,
yes, he could sing, he admitted modestly.
He had been
singing for years.
And so he got in again, and once
more you saw John Boles's name on the theater marquees.
Maybe he really had been studying for opera for years,
as his publicity said.
Or maybe, being a smart lad, when
he saw that first Jolson talkie he ran out and learned to
sing.
The point is, be was quick to see his opportunity,
and he made the most of it. And then, once he had this
second break, once he was in, try to get him out!
As before, Hollywood said, "Well, look what the cat
dragged in! He won't last long this time!"
Hollywood, in other words, forgot those dogged Dutch
He hung on like a bulldog. And,
ancestors of John's.

—

—

—

as long as singing pictures lasted, he stuck.
What do 1 mean, "hung on"? Mow did he get the
jobs? Well, he advertised himself, in a goofy way he

For example, when talkies first
thought up himself.
came in John heard that Warners had bought the rights
John had done a little musical
to "The Desert Song."
corned v work, he thought he could handle the role, and
So what did
he decided to get that particular part.
[Continued on page 60]
he do?

p»
John boles
and

why

Dutch,

is

s

three teaso

he'will ndt fail

thing.

yi

Men os'handsome

he don't usually bother
be shrewd and farsighte
but
story

Jack

opposite,

has

Jamison's

of Mr.

explains

succeeded

good

inside

Boles's tactics,

in

looks.
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POVERTY
'Mrs.

-*

Wiggs

of the

Cabbage Patch"

high lights the homely

/*

THE homy old story provides a framework for the
tenderness and charm of
a splendid cast, including Pauline Lord,

famous

Anna

Christie

of

the

stage,

who

makes

her

screen

/

*0*

**

debut as Mrs.
She is seen, right,

Wiggs.
with Virginia

Weidler,

George Breakston, Jimmy
Butler, and Edyth Fellows.
W. C. Fields and Zasu
have a love duet,
and the small photo
shows Kent Taylor and
Pitts

top,

Evelyn Venable.
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ROW

>r^~

virtu

JOY

JULIE'S
"The Fountain" presents Ann Harding

in

her most thoughtful role

THE notable novel from
which

the

screen

play

was adapted provides
splendid opportunities
for Miss Harding, Brian
Aherne, and Paul Lukas

^

in

lifelike

tions.

characteriza-

They are concerned

in
a love triangle, but
they neither say nor do

what you have come

expect

of

to

conventional

characters.
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ofd

spinning wheel

to give us a
glimpse of pensive Joan

P a "*«*
Bennett,

in
"Pursuit of
Happiness," that delight*
ful, coey comedy of Coloial
days which bring*
to the scjeen Francis

also gives us
l

iidii Ruggles

Boland.

and Mary

AH are concerned

with the quaint custom of

bundling.

wait
antics

until

of

you don't

If

know what

that

is,

just

you see the
the

bundiersl

—

FTED GIRLS
ne a sensibly charming and natural ingenue, the other a thrushlike
ima donna and both possessed with a delicious sense of humor

aureen O'Sullivan and Jeanette MacDonaldl Completely unlike in
jpearance and temperament, they have at least one bond in cornon
rl

— both

are

from Ireland

new

and each scores a hit, the
'The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and Philadelphia's fi/le in 'The Merry Widow."

in

important,

pictures

in

Miss O'suluvan
Henrietta,

is

Elizabeth

Barrett's rebellious
younger sister who is
up in arms against

Victorian

and

restrictions

the

tyranny

of

her father, a domestic
despot. MissMacDonald

is,

of course, the

ineffable Son/a, graciously

billowing

in

delightful costumes of the '80s and

the

singing the unforget-

able

m elodies

of

Lehar,with some modern interpolations be
sides.

**M

>-

^
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AN

exceptional

cast

makes doubly

important fa Gallian's first film for us.
Spencer Tracy and Siegfried Rumann
are seen with her on this page, and
the lowest picture discloses Helen Morgan singing as only she can. Others
in

the

Fenton,

cast

and

are

Ned

Loraine.

*

warn

mm

SPANGLED
WAIF
French actress, makes her Holly
"Marie Galante," a colorful spy

Ketti Gallian, the

wood debut
melodrama

in

of the

Panama Canal Zone where

anything may happen and practically everything does.
48

Sparks, Leslie

the English actor, Robert

—

—
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SCREEN

THE
Continued Horn page 41

"Hide-out."

— Metro-Goldwyn.

A

unpretentious
refreshing,
picture is about due, don't you think?
Here it is, guaranteed to satisfy the
whole family whether they're sophisticated or ingenuous, critical or easily
pleased. A trite story in the telling
the racketeer purified and reformed by
the clean air of the country and the
ginghams of a farm lass this version
is so skillfully etched with intelligent
dialogue, fresh situations and splendid acting that it is one of the month's
treats.
Robert Montgomery is the
crook whom accident brings to the
home of innocent, kind-hearted folk,

charming,

—

and
Maureen O'Sullivan is their
daughter who falls in love with the
dashing stranger. Mr. Montgomery's
smugness has never been more evident, nor has his increasing weight
been more disillusioning, but the part
is so well written that any reasonably
lively actor could make it attractive.
It is sure-fire.
Miss O'Sullivan does
more with her role by writing into it
charm and a shimmering play of moods
even more varied than the material
supplied by the authors. Edward Arnold, Elizabeth Patterson, and Mickey
Rooney are more than perfect as is a

newcomer from

the stage, Whitford
Kane, a father as naive as his wife and
children.
They are all heart-warming, the players and their roles.

—

Andy." Fox.
A lightpicture, but extremely well
tailored to the measurements of Will
Rogers who is the whole show. Here
he is a homespun druggist with an ambitious wife who nags him into selling
out to a chain syndicate.
He tries
various things, including pigeon raising and golf, to while away his time,
and awkwardly fails in everything.
In New Orleans for Mardi Gras, his
wife urges him to relax and play. Mr.

"Handy

waisted

Rogers plays so hard he scandalizes
her and lands in jail. Everything turns
out all right, of course, Mr. Rogers
buying

back his pharmacy

and

set-

to the old humdrum routine.
So appealing to the majority is
all this that the picture played three
tling

down

consecutive
weeks
Broadway.
on
Peggy Wood, a stage favorite in everything from musical comedy to Shakesis miscast
as the unpleasant
wife in acting and appearance. She is
far too elegant as a small-town matron.
But Mary Carlisle, Frank Melton, and
Robert Taylor are very much in char-

peare,

acter.

—

"Elmer
and
Elsie."
Paramount.
George Bancroft's return to the screen
after a long
absence reveals him
strangely miscast, and the reappearance of Frances Fuller after a season
on Broadway

is hardly more reassurThey are concerned in a tepid
domestic comedy in which Mr. Ban-

ing.

croft, of all people, is a fatuous hus-

IN

band who does not know that he is
ruled by Miss Fuller as his wife. More
implausible mating has rarely been seen
in films. It is inconceivable that Miss
Fuller should bother to manage Mr.
Bancroft's business career and manipulate his boss until her husband is promoted from a piano mover to the foreman of the factory. The point of all
this
and it is never sharply made
is that while husbands delude themselves that the little woman's place is
really in the home, she is the power
Mr.
that guides them through life.
Bancroft shows understanding of the
role and shows, too, that he is out of
his element as a negative character.
Actually the showiest and most successful characterization is achieved by

—

Roscoe Karns as his cast-off friend.
George Barbier also is good as the
boss who likewise is dominated by his
wife, and Nella Walker is sure of herself in this part. But it is all perfectly
footless.

"The Scarlet Empress."

— Paramount.

strange, Marlene Dietrich's
new picture is a collector's item, a
psychoanalyst's document rather than
It is a
a subject for fan enthusiasm.
curiosity for the few rather than a
first-class attraction for the general
public, but it is by no means a casual
If you are in
on the cinema seas.
search of the unusual you will certainly
find it in this version of Catherine the
And if you especially admire
Great.
Miss Dietrich, you will see one of her
best performances in which she conveys a great deal more than the beauty
Innocence and genof studied poses.
tle pathos are in her picture of the
girlish princess whose obedience to
her mother forces her into marriage
v/ith the imbecilic Grand Duke Peter.
So far so good. But it is the telling
of the familiar story that causes dissatisfaction, that irritates by its lagging tempo and exasperates on the
score of its affectations. Symbolic of
the corrupt Russian court are, one supposes, the gargoyles that the camera
gloats upon, bringing them over and
over again to one's eye for closer inspection. But this viewpoint is so exaggerated that it causes one to ask
if in all the palace there isn't something of aesthetic appeal, something besides hideously deformed, leering images holding guttering candles. What
might have been subtle suggestion becomes a surfeit of statuary. The picture is singularly lacking in smooth-

Morbid,

We

have a few scenes comness, too.
prising a sequence, then a long printed
caption, following which another epiIf this
sode is acted, and so on.
method of narration is the latest dis-

covery of Josef von Sternberg, the director, in the realm of screen art, he
has much more to reproach himself for
than the movie-makers of twenty years
At least they made no artistic
ago.
pretentions when they told a story
with a superfluity of these semicolons.
Under the circumstances it is not surprising that the picture lacks distin-

guished performances. Expert as some
of the players are, their acting misses
fire although Sam Jaffe, playing a liv-

EW

REVI

Grand Duke Peter, has
an advantage over the others whose
roles are only human.
John Davis
Lodge and Miss Dietrich are victims
of another of Mr. von Sternberg's exaggerations, this time of vocal pitch.
ing gargoyle as

They speak

in

undertones for the most

Aubrey
Dresser,
C.
Smith, Ruthelma Stevens, and Olive
Tell are others in the cast of whom
actually the most refreshing member
Louise

part.

is

Maria

Sieber,

Miss

Dietrich's

daughter whose one short scene reveals a child of such lovely gravity
and intelligence that you long for

more

of her.

—

"Now and Forever." Paramount.
This most engaging melodrama combines Gary Cooper, Carol Lombard,
and Shirley Temple, not overlooking
Sir Guy Standing by any means and
Charlotte Granville, a stage veteran
of unusual distinction. They are concerned in an interesting story of calculated values which will appeal to
every one because it has movement,
clear-cut characterizations, direct acting and sure-fire situations. Who, for

would not respond to Mr.
as an amiable rogue who, not
having seen his child, Shirley Temple, since babyhood, demands $75,000
from his dead wife's relatives to make
them her legal guardians? And who,
on meeting the delectable Shirley, reexample,

Cooper

takes her away with
This is highly effective, as
played by Mr. Cooper and the little
first lady of the screen, and is irresistible in its appeal to the heart. Mr.
Cooper has, in fact, never approached
his performance in this picture. Alert,
quizzical, humorous, he brings to it
light and shade as well as constantly
shifting moods.
In short, his acting
has variety and less repression than
formerly.
While it does not by any
fuses

money and

him?

means

erase

"Doomsday"

memory
and

of

"The

him in
Shopworn
best work

Angel," which stand for his
in silent pictures, nor in "Seven Days'
Leave" and "A Farewell to Arms," his
finest talking films, his current work
shows technical development and is
more in keeping with the popular conception of acting than in earlier films
when he appealed more to the imagination by the hidden thought, the repressed emotion, the unspoken word.
Here he offers all that the character
for
your immediate inspection.
is
Shirley Temple is not at what I consider her best. Her appeal is not lessened, God forbid, and her scenes with

Mr. Cooper are particularly heartwarming, but there are moments when
that self-consciousness which we have
dreaded is rather apparent and there
are seconds when she seems to know
that she

is

cute.

This,

I

hasten to add,

must surely be blamed on direction.
is quite probable that the director
not as sensitive to the perils that
beset child actors, the most dangerous
of which is conscious cuteness. By no

It

is

means is Miss Lombard overshadowed
by Mr. Cooper and Shirley. She, too,
one of her best performances
with that highly individual blending
of honesty, directness and sympathy
which makes her unique, while Sir
Guy and Miss Granville actually do
more to give the story weight and
credibility than the stars.
gives
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Continued from page 37

manager

theater

She

didn't

send

to

know

that

for

sary to secure engagement-, through
agents and there was no one interFiested enough to put her wise.
nally, she decided that show business

want

didn't

With

her.

in

was opening her

New

a

Union

act in

Thus

Newark

high.

A

across the river
from Manhattan. She invited Grade
over.
On the same bill was a dancing team consisting of two lads
known as Burns and Lorraine.
Hill,

In-

did.

middle

business college and started to study
stenography. Then fate, in the person of George Burns, stepped into
the picture.
young girl whom she knew
slightly

to be

small

this

thought in mind, she enrolled

Jersey,

Grade's friend, having heard that
the team was about to split and take
girl partners suggested that she watch
them work.
To Grade, after the
show she said. "I think that Lorraine boy would be a good one for
you to team up with." But Grade
had already made up her mind. "If
I teamed up with either of them, it
would be Burns." she told her friend.
Two days later the phone rang. It
was Georee Burns. "Would she like

David

more than one

picture."

with pleasure
return to Hollv-

"I arranged to have the train stop
at Victorville

— ordinarily

it

doesn't

and all the people from the ranch
were there to meet me. I tried ti
i

them how glad

tell

and

I

was

to be back,

said something about their not

realizing

how

just

were to be living
could

fore

I

'Yes,

we

go

Europe

to

I

fortunate

they

in California.

Be-

finish

shouted,

the\-

and we didn't have to

do,

!'

to find

out

it

"I never had so wonderful a homecoming before."
David Manners has been on bis
own since he was seventeen. During the intervening years he has experienced all the adventures and misadventures that attend a varied life.

His personal code
and he is amused

is

of the highest,

at

exhibitionism.

A

philosophy,

enjoys

he

ostentation or

student of occult
literature

or

on that subject.
He
also enjoys horseback riding, swimming, dancing, and bridge.
Speaking of bridge, once a frantic
conversation

hostess hauled

him

in to

theater.

It

was the

winter with snow piled
Gracie remembers that they
of

<

she spoke. From that time on, ieorge
fed her the lines.
They next played a small New
Jersey town where the manager was
all for canceling their act when he
heard they did nothing but talk.
However, even he couldn't help
laughing at the dumb answers which
the little girl gave to the funny man.
They did three shows, for which they
received ten dollars, less expenses
(

and booking fee.
So they went on for the first year.
"We were usually called in at the last
minute to fill in," George explained.

"The first time we got a straight
booking of eight weeks we thought
we were in heaven."

those days money was scarce
both learned the value of a
dollar.
That is why they are not extravagant now that they have reached
The)- know it
the three-figure class.
can'i la
Eorever and are saving for
a rainy day.
While making pictures is still new
to them, the) are rapidly catching on
to the tricks of the trade.
For instance, during the making of "Many
Happy Returns," another performer
in some scenes with Gracie noticed
that most of the laughs from the
studio workers were going to Grade.
The other player thereupon demanded
that the scene be taken over.
Gracie,
sensing the reason for the command,
In

and

the\'

i

promptlx proceeded to "blow up" in
her lines.
After two or three attempts, the director,

ordered that the
the

Gracie,

now

exasperated,
"take" be used.
dumb-bell.
so-called
first

had won her point. "Hollywood's a
crazy town and it takes crazy people
tn

time."

says

stay

why we

That's

along there.

it

expect

a

long

Maybe

he's

pictures

in

George.

you wish you could
be crazy the same way yourself?
don't

right, bin

Good Manners

glows

still

when he recalls his
wood last spring.

;>:;

Nice

had to go into the boiler room to
thaw out.
Gracie fed
leorge the
lines.
That is, until after the first
Despite the fad thai
performance.
she was playing "straight" she had
the audience convulsed every time

Continued from page 32

Too often a promising player has to
come to Hollywood for recognition.
None of their actors are under contract for

But

She would and
partner?"
the business world lost
a great potential stenographer.
Their firsl engagemenl was in a

her.

was neces-

it

—

pinch

hit at

club.
David won
embarrassment, and
was presented with a boudoir pillow
which he hastily turned
tra la
over to the lady with the second higha

first prize, to his

—

—

est score.

Once at a part}- the rules of a
game required that he tell
name of the girl whom he had
tain

cer-

the
last

After a slight hesitation he
When
blandly, "My mother."

kissed.
said,

we

noisily

protested

that

didn't count he reluctantly
local

relatives

named

a

beauty and added, rather sulkily,

"If you must know.

hours late for a formal dinner.
David will always lie something of
He lacks
a problem to interviewers.
hat makes certain
good copy.
Dick Cromwell
can describe a dog light and make it
sound like the battle of the Marne.
Novarro. too, can give the commonBut David,
place a veneer of color.
cool and gracious, doesn't bother to
the reckless gusto

t

actors

dramatize facts.
After we bad skimmed over picture affairs, current events and political

I suddenly had an
poor one, I'm afraid.

questions,

inspiration, a

I

)avid,"

about

your

was expecting

"I

romances,

chortled.

T

that."

said

he,

grimly.
"Alas,
always do the expected,"
I
sighed, and fell, without injury, to
templating the floor.
David's agent came in and beheld
1

the deadlock.

"Dave, did you tell her about the
time you were struck by lightning?"
he asked.
'Acs. the first time we met." said
1

)avid.

- '

Being ever mindful of the rights
of others he keeps appointments to
Once, however, he got
the minute.
confused and showed up twenty-four

me

"Tell

bridge

ladies'

"I

don't

remember

that."

I

"I trust you weren't killed."
"It cured me of being afraid of
storms," he volunteered.
Knowing that he was returning to
his ranch as sunn as our talk was finished,

T

and

relented

let

him

[

after eliciting the further information

the

that
in
in

lightning

episode

occurred

His grin was very much
evidence as he headed for the open
(

hitario.

range.

Hollywood may represent the Iasl
round-up to some people, but to this
young Canadian it is merely a grade
in the school of life.
David's head

may

be

stand

on the grow-nd.
And
methinks, is a pretty good com-

that,

in

firmly

bination.

the

clouds

but

has

feet
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Unguarded Moment

Continued from page 27
again, watched the marriage disintegrate and end in divorce.
thought.
"Hollywood!"
Aloud,
said, "Tell me, what do you think
toll) wood now ?"
of
"Hollywood?" she repeated, star"There must be something the
tled.
matter with me. Every one asks me
I

I

I

that."
"( >h,
don't mean only in
nit in hastily.
tion to voi\"

its

I

1

ela-

"Look!
know a chap out here who two
short years ago was a reporter on a
trade paper, making probably fifty or
I

j

J

sixty dollars a week,
one of the studios

lie's a writer

now and

at

home
As
G's.

just completed a

that set

back eighteen

if

has

him
were

that

not enough, Harold Grieve is decCould that happen anyorating it.
where hut here? That sort of thing
is what 1 mean.
What do you think
of it?"

"When

think of Hollywood."
T
rejoined, her eyes brooding, "it
isn't the sudden successes like that I

Kay

think of.
They could happen elsewhere.
A man might strike it rich
in the stock market.
He might discover oil on his property. He might
invent a puncture-proof tire or something like that.
It's the tragedy of
the place I think of."
"Tragedy?" I echoed.
Kay nodded. "Look at the young
young whose
people around you
Why, people who
lives are finished.
three or four years ago were not only
important, but who really were part
of the screen.
They're not even
working to-day.
They can't get

—

work.

Tt's

Oh.

appalling.

when my time comes and
have

I'll

enough

vision

hope

I

I'm through,

enough

and

sense

to clear out.

suddenly,
intensely.
"It's a geographic situation.
[ere is one of the largest, most
active industries in the midst of a
semitropical climate.
In other places
with a climate like this, people take
things easy.
They have siestas after
lunch and spare themselves as much
Xot here!
Everything
as possible.
"It's this place," she said

I

is

intensified.

"In other
competition

localities,

among

activities

the

Continued From page 39
greatest

and

inhabitants

desire of her career

It

— moth-

was die head of Sardi's restautold me that always she has

who

know

—

indus-

iron, steel, mining, railroading,

automobiles, architecture, farming
Lord only knows what all. Here in
this little town of Hollywood everything is concentrated on the movies.
Think of the thousands jostling,
pushing, scrambling, elbowing to get
to the top in this one industry!
There's no division of this frenzy.
It's all concentrated on one thing.
"And there is none of the leisurely,
take-it-easy manner of going after
things there should be in this climate.
It's why we're all keyed up to the

breaking

point

all

the

time.

The

moment

a person does the least thing
out of the ordinal')-, every one else
is at his throat.

—

"An

industry as
as vehement as
should be in a different climate.
We should have a change of seasons
to help us keep our grasp on things
instead of this eternal heat.
It's
this

vitiating.

"Have you ever thought that the
greatest people in every line of artistic endeavor are brought to Holly-

wood

—

scenic

novelists, playwrights, actors,

costume designers,

designers,

—

photographers, musicians the greatest of everything?
Yet with the finest talent in the world right' here in
our midst, nothing great ever goes
out of Hollywood.
"If, occasionally, a great picture

made here

is

adapted from a play,
a book, or something that has attracted attention outside of Hollywood.
Can you name one finished
artist

is

it

whom Hollywood

has

1

devel-

oped?"

Kay was tapping the table in front
of her with her forefinger to emphasize her words. I listened, fascinated.
"And that is why I say that since
picture-making can't be moved elsewhere, all of us should get away from
Hollywood at every possible opportunity.
It's the only way we have of
staying sane.
I rush to New York
whenever I can.
And my friends
say to me, 'Oh, Kay, you've come at
a wretched time.
The weather
"And I laugh and say. 'I love it. I
don't care if I ruin my shoes, my hat,
my clothes everything.
adore this
'

—

I

ways remember." This from a man
sees more stars every day than
two thirds of America see in a lifetime! His anecdote reminded me of
the last time
saw Joan. She was
gayly talking to a group of friends.
\n ambulance clanged noisily by.
She crossed herself and murmured a

who

been interesed
"I

tries

in

the

children.
real

well." he said, "but

better as a star

who

I

Joan

If

rain.

snow, so much the bet-

it's

ter.'

"1

can't

understand people com-

when they have to go on a
trip.
They should give

plaining
location

thanks

for

opportunity to get
for a while, whether

the

away from here

only for a day or a week.
contract stipulates I'm to have
two months off every year two
months all at once. Year before last,
during my two months, I had the
chance to make 'Cynara' and 'Trouble
in Paradise,' and last year 'Storm at
Daybreak.'
I
couldn't resist that
extra money.
Now, thank Heaven,
I have all I need and I'll never give
up those two months again. I'm going to Italy this time and you'll see a
it's

"My

—

vastly

person when

different

re-

I

turn than you're saying good-by to
to-day."
"One thing more. You've had a
string
of
mediocre pictures and
you've played them without grousing.
What about your pictures when you
return ?"
"I want to get away from the 'new

woman'
can.

I

tiallv

—

—the

Doctor Monicas if I
do something essenSuddenly
she
feminine."

want

to

''There's an illustration of
laughed.
Xo
crazy business for you.
plans have been made for me, no pictures lined up against my return.
Yet one of the executives came to
me the other day and said. 'Your
next will be a "Rip Tide," Kay.'
"Just as casually as that. The fact
that the best brains and talent went
into the making of 'Rip Tide' didn't
He hadn't any idea what
faze him.
my next picture was to be Do you
wonder I have to get out of here to

this

!

keep

my

balance?"

She glanced

"It's
at her watch.
I
must go now.
twenty to six.
Good-by. take care of yourself and
call

me when

I

get back."

door through
Six years is a
Stardom has come and
long time.
taken its inevitable toll. But I doubt
that stardom. Hollywood, or anything else, will ever throw Kay very
I

glanced

which

at

Kay had

far off keel.

the

gone.

She's like that.

The Mothering Heart

erhood.
rant

among numerous

are divided

I

Blondell

know her much

takes ten orphans
every Christmas and Easter and gives
them a dav of happiness thev will al-

prayer that
his

way

Cod

to the

heal the stranger on

hi ispital

That's the little actress who s;
"I never did a thing to help any one
Doing for others comes
in my life."
so naturally to her that she takes
lightly.

Anyway,

in

October

when

— or twins, as
desires — the precious

baby comes

her

she

heritagi
she
Joan's kind heart will beat in a

-

breast.

-

A

Continued from page 17

jimmy

young,

is

smart, and easy to

soft-spoken,

like.

asked him what was on schedule
He shrugged wonderingly.
for him.
"Who can tell?" he whispered.
Men," 'The Rover Boys,'
'Little
'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' maybe. It'll
be clean, whatever it is." He winked
broadly, introduced us to George
Brent and Jean Muir, who go places
away from the studio, too, and hurI

'

ried in to sketch the

stalwart,

little

to offer.

He

good-looking in a con-

ventional way, polite and dull.

Muir

Miss

pretty in a singuunmemorable manner, and a
Gishlike.
No one should at-

is spirituelle,

larly
trifle

tempt to be Gishlike except owners
of the copyright.
They told us Mervyn LeRoy was
directing near by, so we made that

our

and Warren William, launching

ful,

forth in what Warners hope to be a
series of detective roles.
This one

was "The Case of the fowling
Alan Crosland, an old hand
game, was directing.
I

(

>nce

first

Mr.

stop.

mands admiration

more we entered

the

organ was dolefully pealchurch choir sang sadly. In
the midst of this sanctimonious atmosphere the gargoyle face of Joe E.
Brown appeared, directly in from of
the
camera.
Mr.
Brown sang
"Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,"
the lights went had. time out was
called, another rehearsal ensued, Mr.
Brown sang again, the lights were adjusted to the photographer's satis fac-

A

ing.

LeRoy com-

as the gentleman

who

confected not only "Five Star
Final" and "Little Caesar," but also
that terrific blast at the chain-gang
system, "I
a Fugitive."
One of the smallest directors in
captivity, he is also one of the top
ten.
He is not more than thirty,
nervous, intense, and sure of himself.
He was leading Josephine PTutchinson of the Civic Repertory Theater through her first picture. "Happiness Ahead."
Young Dick Powell
and John Halliday were in support.
"She's sweet," said Mr. LeRoy.
"She's going to be big, I think.
It
all depends upon how well they follow direction. Direction makes any
picture.
Even the stars are sunk
without it."
Strangely enough, he will make no
more pictures with Edward G. Robinson, who starred in two of the most
successful ones he directed.
"Eddie's too big for me.
I wouldn't have
him.
I must have actors who will
cooperate and take direction."

Anita Page, once Hollywood's
sheltered debutante,

Herb

Nacio

to

walked through

scenes
there
Hallidays there would be

coolly,

effectively.

his

If

were more
more good pictures.

On

the

way

out of the sound stage

we met Pat O'Brien and Frank
McHugh, laughing over a Rabelaisian
gag. O'Brien was on his way to start
a picture with Claire Dodd, the lovely
blonde who should be cast as heroine
for a change.
"I Sell Anything!"
was the proposed title of the opus,
but something tells me this inept tag

most

now married

is

Brown,

celebrated

composer of popular songs. They
met during "The Broadway Melody.
tion, the director

place,

ordered a take, the

Mr. Brown took
and the organ was mute

follow the LeRoy suggestions,
quietly given, but firm.
John Halliday, one of the suavest gentlemen
extant,
calmly,

to
re

Hollywood's unsolved mysteries why
she has so seldom,

if

ever, registered

a solid success.

saw

(

MacMahon

iuy

Kihhee and

Aline

starting off for a locatioi

for
"Big-hearted
Herbert."
Miss MacMahon is headed for a
stardom long deserved.
The climax of our visit to Burbank
came when we were allowed to enter
set of a transplanted Hawaiian jungle, complete to the last
'swaying palm tree. Bobby Connolly,
the dance director of many a "Scandals" and "hollies" in New York,
was in charge here. He was rehearsing a hundred fetching hula maidens
in the intricacies of a hip-waving native dance.
Shredded skirts were
everywhere; a stringed orchestra
hackin
the
sobbed
seductively
ground
Hawaiians
bushy-haired
paddled strange boats in the tropical
pool in the middle of the setting.
All this had been designed for
"Flirtation Walk," the new Borzage
production, in which Dick Powell
tells Ruby Keeler how he cares, with
Mr. Bormusical accompaniment.
this
zage was nowhere to be seen

the secret

;

the

to

where they were doing

dance number, in Mr.
Connolly's tender care. "It's a West
Point story," he told me irrelevantly.
The full moon blazed through the

lights flashed on,

seemed

Rio.

del

street

She
takes on "Madame Du Barry."
is one of
is as beautiful as ever.
It

was

even more
juvenile in the flesh than he does on
the screen, which makes him boy's
size.
Miss Hutchinson was lovely to
look at, a bit bewildered, but eager

Powell

the stage

studio

the

;

Am

Dick

across

scene

sound

a

was annoying Dolores

It

rushing

We

>

I

at

An

stage.

Mr. Brent had
is

is suhject to change by the time this
appears.
An open set of a street in front of
a theater served as a rendezvous for
Mary Astor, looking wan but beauti-

handsome Mr.

Regan.
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Passport to Glamour

!

his
It

seems that the organist decided to go

While the executive staff scoured
grounds for the straying musiJoe E. entertained us with quips

and wheezes, most of them old. Joe
E. may be poison to you critical lads
and lassies but he's aces at the box
office, and that's where the real critics tell their stories.

make money more
any other

"The

star's

old

Brown

pictures

consistently than

on the

jungle, leaving a trail of silver across
the water.
The guitars strummed.
the maidens swayed and as Mr. Connolly said "Give it to 'em !" the
shredded skirts billowed in a veritable
symphony of motion, the native boys

chanted a distinctly Broadway Hawaiian tunc, and the cameras turned.
Outside the stage it was noon, and
hot.
Inside it was moonlight at midnight, on a beach near Waikiki.
This
one setting captured the magic and
glamour of the movies as completely
as any single setting I've ever seen.

The

were shellacked.
was
them th
ance of
wetness.
The Hawaiian girls were
from Glendale, Santa Monica, and
Hollywood, but the men were real
trees

I

told, to give

out for a cooling drink.

cian,

strictly a

lot.

hokum, dusted up

a bit.

with laughs for the kids is all I give
'em," says Joe E.. Hashing that ex-

travagant grin that has trade-marked
him. "The clean-up in pictures won't
bother me."

Islanders.

the

girls'

Make-up men refurbished
brown bodies after each

Between scenes instead of
two or three girls continued their
torso tossing accompanied by the

take.

i

ing,

plaintive

plunking of

a

guitar.

It

was all very picturesque, a cross between a "Follies" finale and a Florida boom.
We found at Warners that a lively
studio will always have its spell of
fascination.
There is probably nothing more diverting in the world than
a film factory hitting on all twelve.
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Continued from page 29
Frances Starr playing in her support,
insteacKof the other way around, that
Miss Hepburn seemed inept in her
stage appearance.

A

Song, a Dance, and a Laugh.

—

Jorothy Mackaill, looking very smart
and trim and British, paused just as
she was about to board a train Eor
Hollywood and signed to appear in a
musical, "Say When," on the stage.
larry Richman is the star, and
whether or not it all comes under the
heading of rehearsing, Dorothy has
been going places with that same
Richman.
i

I

The Man

Who Never

Forgets.

—

'nee more George M. Cohan has
been hired into making a picture. He
makes one every two years or so and
invariably looks on them afterward
with apathy, if not acute distaste.
He thought he would not make another, but he is particularly fond of
(

They Say
East

for

finishing

a

in

New

hurried

York

vacation

after

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

bage Patch," hut rushed away again
before any friends could see her picture.
She just could not face them,
she thought she was so awful. Confused by Paramount's anxiety to have
her make more pictures, she decided

hurry back and get into make-up
he lore they changed their minds.
And she will never believe any one
who congratulates her on her first
performance.
to

Correspondence Invited.
want

—

If

you

do a favor for your favorites,
clip out any advertisements that vou
find in newspapers or magazines that
contain
testimonials
from them.
There has been dirtv work at the
to

outside a New York theater to ask
for an autograph.
Quickly unfolding the paper proffered her, Nancy
found it was an order to buy some

_

producers when be walked in knowing just what players he wanted for
every part. Some of them have not
worked regularly in a long time, but
he recalled them.
Dorothy Burgess,
for instance.
And Wynne Gibson!
He thinks they are very talented

young women.

—

London Beckons. Most stars
want to g,i to London just as badly
as you want to go to Hollywood.
Constance Cummings has scored a
personal triumph on the stage there.
Laura La Plante is society's darling.
by

royalty.

Irving

Asher.

Laura La Plante's new husband, lives
in a castle which adjoins the
Warner
studio.
There is room, and more
there for a continuous bouse party
for all the Hollywoodites who
pass
through London.
And salaries are
mounting, not sinking. Bill Gargan
is staying on there to play in one
film
opposite the British
Courtneidge.

favorite,

Cicely

of the Red.— Nancy Carroll
confused every one, friends and

fellow

players

alike,

by

suddenly
with brown
hair.
It looks perfectly natural.
But
it
also looked natural when it was
red.
Reports on a change in temper

showing up

in

New York

aren't in yet.

The Land

—

of Lost Egos.
Pauline Lord, beloved on Broadway, came

like

way ?

—

of the regulars at the Astoria studio
who looked on her as a rank and

none-too-promising newcomer.
She
legged her husband, coproducer of
the film, not to give her away, but
he is so in the habit of talking things
over with her that he forgot, and
wandered over to ask her advice.
1

Lesson

Lyda
Graceful as a leaf

in

Karen Morley whose
"Straight

Is

the

Way,"

the breeze
latest

is

picture,

soon be

will

followed by another.
crossroads.
People have traced signatures of stars on contracts for advertising of phony acting schools,
youth rejuvenators, cheap fur coats,
shoes, and jewelry, and found them
to be spurious;
Sylvia Sidney recently won a suit against an advertiser.

Out
lias

that

in

Determination.

—

Screen-struck youngsters far from
Hollywood or New York, might
profit by Lorre's victory over obstacles to his career. With no opportunity to gain acting" experience, and
never having seen a production on
the stage, he organized a troupe, gave
his actors a situation and then they
acted away for dear life making up
But
their lines as they went along.
don't jump at the conclusion that a
great director saw them and hailed
Peter Lorre as a genius.
After months he got a small part
in a real production and was reduced
to the walk-on ranks because his acting was so florid and exaggerated.
His career proves that it is a grand
idea to get all the profuse acting out
of your system when you are an
amateur.

He just could not resist that combination when powerful backers suggested that he come and make a picture his way.
He rather startled the

Compton opens bazaars spon-

money

Real Support from the Cast.
you see "Crime Without Passion," try to find Helen Hayes in the
cast.
She is an extra in a mob scene
and appears only for an instant in
front of the camera.
She had a fine
time doing it.
Hung around with
the crowd all afternoon and was
pretty thoroughly upstaged by some

A

own called "Gambling."
and the Long Island studio is only a
few minutes' ride from his beloved
Broadway.

And how would you

When

a play of his

Betty
sored

stock.

oil

to lose your

Encouraged by her example,

other players threaten similar suits.

Autograph Collectors.

—

At the
of breaking your heart, let me
tell you that the signatures you have
on photographs, letters, or autograph
albums are not the signatures the
players have honored by their banks.
An} other course would be dangerous
and has hern. Recently a guilelesslooking fan stopped Nancy Carroll
risk

Roberti,

essentially

un-

from the waggish Polish
waif she was before Broadway success bit her, has gone to Hollywood
changed

to

make pictures again.
Her frantic eagerness

to

please,

which delights audiences in the theater, also attracts no small attention

when she

is

shopping.

Roberti buy-

ing a pair of beach shoes, struts up
and down the store making funny
faces, watching the reaction of by-

standers.
ing, she

When
is

she gets them laugh-

satisfied.

EnzO Fiermonte, ex-prize-fighter
and husband of the former Mrs. John
Jacob Astor, wants to be a great
screen lover.

And
come

Will

Hays has suddenly

he-

than a comic
figure because after being called czar
of he movies for years, he has been
told by reformers that he isn't the
i

type.

a pathetic, rather

OF

all the actors who have ever played Franz Schubert, it is certain that
none has ever made the great German composer more romantically convincing than Nils Asther, nor has his sweetheart been lovelier and gayer than
Pat Paterson.
They are together in the newest dramatization of Schubert's
immortal "Serenade" called "Lovetime."
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Marie Dressler's Last Interview
13

Ex-Mayor Rey-

do next?

nolds of Long Beach, New York,
invited Marie to be guest of honor a!
one of his famous beach parties, it
was otic of those informal affairs

where everybody grabs a hot dog and
sits on the beach around a bonfire.
Marie pitched in and sizzled those
frankfurters to the best brownishMis Honor had ever tasted.
ness
['raise came unanimously from those
present.
a
for

Just

little

of

that

domes-

line

which Marie Dressier lias
always had a Hair hut found herself
because she was
unable to develop
an actress and the theater claimed all
ticity

—

her time.

gave Mane an idea. \\ by not a
The very best hot
hot-dog stand?
dogs ever to he sizzled for a hungry
crowd.
Long Beach was a bit far
from the city; deep in her heart she
always carried the torch of hope that
some day Broadway would call her
And she wanted to he
back again.
near it so that she might heed that
It

he as beautiful as a colorful patch-

working

work

Christie."

quilt."

if

I

known

course, the world has since
of Marie Dressler's stroke of

good fortune when Billie Burke came
upon her one summer afternoon
while Biliie was. riding in a promenade chair.
Billie Burke couldn't believe her
Could that motherly-looking
eyes.
woman in the big white apron really
l>e Marie Dressier?
Behind a stand
selling sausages to a hungry Coney
Island crowd?
It was
Billie Burke looked again.
Marie!
Billie went over and shook
hands with her and Marie related
how happy she was in her new venXot one hint of financial disture.
tress, not one whining word from
Dressier.

the stalwart

But

Burke glimpsed the long-

Billie

ing which shone behind those kindly
old eyes; longing for the footlights

Mayor

conferred
with
Reynolds
good-natured Al Smith. Al thought
it was a joke; he couldn't believe tint
Marie
Dressier,
recent
theatrical
toast of the town, wanted to run a
hot-dog stand.

Juanita

Al Smith arranged a permit.
Maherself up a hot-dog stand at
the tail-end of Coney Island.
rie set

who

Quigiey,

is

just

three,

has

landed a Universal contract as

the

youngest

speaking

actress

in

films.

known only

short time before.
.Miss
Burke got in touch with
Frances Marion, the scenario writer.
Marie Dressier, at the height of her

hot-dog stand. She had actufound a way of making a living

outside the theater.

any one might belittle it.
do
"If
say so myself they were the best hot
dogs anybody ever tasted. All brown
and toothsome and the creamiest
mustard you ever slapped over their
hides- minium,
can taste 'em yet
1

I

!

"You know"— she suddenly grew
more
a

— "no job

doing any

Just
it

serious

little

is

ever menial.

job well

in

"fhis thing called living seems to
me like a great big patchwork quilt.
Ml the little pieces, like people doing
their

make

own
a

little

whole.

jobs,

lit

together to

And when

we're

all

coordinated that way the world will

a

stardom, had once befriended her
when she was a cub reporter on a
It
was
San Francisco newspaper.
like this.

Miss Marion had been sent to inMarie Dressier at the thea-

terview
ter.

She came away

rie's

kindlim

;s

to

a

Manervous young

thrilled at

writer and promised to return her
erous courtesies if ever the time
should come when she should he in
a position to

big job.

to "write in" a part
Studio executives obFrances Marion stood her

Marie.

jected.

ground.
After

all. she had never turned out
a flop picture and the studio executives capitulated to that argument.

So Alarie Dressier was wired a
and word to come to
Hollywood for a bit in Garbo's pic-

brief contract

The picture-going

ture.

saw her

who

public

performance
in this film as the water-front drunkard never have forgotten Dressler's
fine

rare, inimitable

work.

was Marie's

It

last

She

chance.

didn't dare lose out now. And so she
told me how she put her very heart

It was Marie Dressler's comeback
and Metro realized they had something worth while.
They gave her a
better contract and before two years
had passed Marie bad broken all boxoffice records the country over.
She
had gained the enviable first spot in
ahead of Garbo
picture popularity
and Gaynor and Gable.
"I know I'm an old woman now,"
Marie said, a little sadly, but with
great spirit. "And I'm sorry I won't
live to see Uncle Sam's comeback.
"But this world has been on the
skids for a long while and wdiat we
needed right now was a great, spirit-

do

so.

In the intervening years Marie and
Frances had become close friends.
Then, like most friendships when distance separates them, they had drifted
.

pari

Burke appealed to Frances
Marion who was in the throes of
Billie

ual

personality to bring us all back
sense and sane standards.

common

Thank God.

and the applause which Marie had

ot that

I

So she decided
for

to

\s

shouldn't
he proud of
it?" she asked, a little surprised that

Xew York

to

away, but she could send for
Marie.
Frances Marion was well
aware of Marie Dressler's pride and
she didn't dare offer money.
right

—

"That's the trouble with being a
big shot," Marie told me.
"People are afraid to offer you a
menial job.
You could starve to
death as a celebrity and nobody would
believe it.
You're not big enough
then for the big jobs and you're too
big for the small ones."
so-called

"And why

She couldn't come

"Anna

over her. saying she practically stole
honors from Garbo.

the hot-dog rendezvous of the world.

ally

of

script

;

Island,

she told of her little venture,
her eyes shone with the pride of
achievement. She was terribly proud

the

and soul into that part to make it
alive and convincing.
Critics raved

call.

So they decided on Coney

on

in time.

a

man

Roosevelt

like that

was born

— of course

I

mean

him.

"He has come when we needed
such a soul to save this country. And
if
he doesn't succeed, then I don't
n \\ what the future may bring.
"I'm sorry I won't be here to find
Because I've seen a lot of deout.
pressions.
I've gone through a lot
of privations and disappointments
I

personally.

But

I

believe this

is

the

beginning of a new era as well a- a
new deal the kind of thing which
will mark a new period in the his;

ton of

the world."

And now Marie

Dressier has gone.

Hollywood mourns her passing. Bu1
she lias left more than a celluloid
record of achievement.

She has dropped seeds of homely
philosophy

along

the

way

so

that

behind may profit
by her sixty- four years of living.
those

she

leaves
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Hollywood High

Lights

Continued from page 35

Chinese, believe it or not.
She
learned the tongue as a child, for her
father was an attorney for the celestials.

knowledge

Apparently

Sign on the Bar!
has a bar in his

become

ally

as the

in

Every

home.

the

home

— Pat

O'Brien

that will eventu-

famous for autographs

as

door

of

language helps the

strange oriental
course of love.

Lew Cody's

the late
visitor at

Pat's is invited to inscribe his name on it with
an ice pick, and there is a large array
of names of the great and near-great
film folk on this piece of furniture.
Incidentally, the autograph door

Lew

from

Cody's house was stolen

following his death, and prior to the
auction of the star's effects.

Make

Offspring

members
have

Debut.

— Two

of the younger generation

made

their debut in picAlice Moore, daughter
of Tom Moore and Alice Joyce, who
playing in "Babes in Toyland."
is
The other is Patricia Walthall, daughter of Henry Walthall, who is to he
seen in "The County Chairman,"
with Will Rogers.
And of course Katherine De Mille,
daughter of Cecil B.. first importantly
viewed in "Viva Villa!" has been doing the lead in "Lives of a Bengal
lately

tures.

One

is

dctoua

don't be afraid of

Lancer."

is

to

Ruth Helms

finallv

—

Holts,

among

Conrad Nagel saw Ruth off on the
when she went to Jaurez, Mex-

train

secure the legal separation, and
went to meet her on her return.

quite as

is

you take

Should you decide to try

markable form
"I don't

know why

I

refused so long

to believe that Midol

me, unless
so

others.

speed! Midol

an ordinary headache.

for

crashed,

and it was thought to be one of the
most enduring matches in the colony
the kind that never would collapse.
But that's how they have been going
lately, what with the Pickford-Fairbanks split-up, that of Joseph Schenck
and Norma Talmadge, and the Jack

its

Midol

harmless as the aspirin

—

Stable Marriages Topple. The
fifteen-year marriage of Conrad Nagel

not a narcotic.

many

might help

was because

it

I

had

tried

things that never did. But

I'm thankful

I

did try

it,

about two

years ago, and haven't had a se\cn-

medicine

special

Midol

thai

this special

is

— and
Do

tablet that

aches and pains

Laments

Marie's

Death.

— The

most tragic-looking figure at the
Marie Dressier funeral was Norma
Shearer.
She was deeply fond of
Marie.

Attired

morning

frock.

in

a

simple

Norma was

black

virtually

dissolved in tears as she watched the
sad procession.
It
was curious that George W.
Hill, who directed Marie in "Tin
Callahans and the Murphys" and
"Min and Bill," shot himself only a
few days after the passing of the
favorite character star.
His death
remains something of a mystery.

time since

form

I

learned to rely on

Some such endorsement

in

made

general,

results.

Do

is

and

Ask the

this today,

could
oi

found, sooner or

tlfz iJftMitoticriL-

that Midol does relieve peri-

many cases, these
spared
women even any
tablets have

odic

same

not take

and be prepared!

truthfully be given by numbers

later,

the

druggist for Midol.

of relief."

women who have

expeel

this

remember

ico, to

this

of

a special medicine for

purpose.

some

instead,
for

of relief for periodic

remember the name

pain,

this re-

pain.

In

to try it without expense;
just mail this to Midol, /rrffTQA

170Varick St., NY., and i
trial box free.

gel

discomfort at this time; nearly

all

receive definite relief.

Perhaps you have feared to take
anything that acts as quickly, but

Name
A ddress
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Hollywood High
Garbo and Brent.

— Latest

man

to be exerting a great influence in the

of Greta Garbo is George Brent.
They have been going places together.
Whether George will cause Garbo to
shed her shyness and elusiveness is a
life

It is thought
matter of conjecture.
that she is changing, hut then we've
heard tin's many times before.

Canine

Controversy.

— Funniest

of wars in a long time is the dog war
involving the canines of Anna Sten
It started when
and Ann Sothern.
two Spitz dogs belonging to Miss
Sten tried to take a nip at the legs
of Miss Sothern and her stand-in
one day on the United Artists lot.
The next day Miss Sothern appeared at the studio accompanied by
a great Dane, and the Spitz dogs
promptly took refuge in Miss Sten's

bungalow.

Continued from

pa.^e

the ordinary in organizing a progres-

and coaching

lie

knew

perfectly

few days, word would
he going the rounds, "You ought to
hear that Boles guy sing."
le
was
Word did go
around. And by the time it had been
repeated a couple of hundred times it
reached the ears of the powers-thatbe who probably thought it was their
well that, in a

I

own idea to call John
"The Desert Soul;."

The

sive eating club.

for a test

John

chuckled to himself and said

for

knew whose

is

to hold

luncheon or dinner in some very
unusual cafe every two weeks, and
no one dares play host at the same
cafe twice under penalty of a fine.

Those who take part

in

the get-to-

Drake, Lanny
Mary Wallace,
and Joe Penner. And they do say
that maybe Evelyn won't he marrygethers arc Frances
Ross, Toby Wing,

Mohr,

ing Hal

after

all.

—

Safeguarding Shirley. Shirley
Temple's new contract has more provisions,

divulged, than a peace
and what's
provisions can he en-

is

it

agreement,

conference

more these
forced.

among

Chief

document

the stipulations of
are clauses which lead

was in preparation.
the time came, he arranged to
have himself tested for the part.
Nobody thought he could succeed.
Boles? Why, he was a singer, not
an actor. But when the test unreeled
in the studio projection room, the
executives were amazed at his sure.
"Seed"

that

When

competent

Where had

acting.

he

learned to act?

John chuckled again.

He

knew.

Me knew

of those days and days he
had spent, hanging around the set
watching better actors than himself
work, when other players had been
loafing on the beach. He got the job.
Fie will slave and sweat and work
and scheme for months to get a role.
That's how he got the part in "Only
Yesterday," opposite Margaret Sulla van.

Work

is

one of

Making

cess.

the

his secrets of suc-

wanted actors.

a

Now, here's how smart John is.
Long before it happened, he had it
all figured out.
lie knew he was in
a spilt.
The producers would remem-

Jle has a couple of other secrets.
For one thing, he's friendly with

ber him as a singer, and drop him
when they wanted to hire actors.
Even while he was singing, he was
preparing for the days when singers
would no longer he wanted
Other actors were spending their
Spare hours lolling on the beach at
Malibu or going to cocktail parties.
Bui did John? No sirrce! Tie spent
his hours of leisure right on the set,
Studying other actors at work.
There were a lot of stage actors in
!

is

another.

do anything I have to do," he
walk into a den of lions if
producer tells me to."
"I'll

says.

"I'll

Let people say he's dumb
if they want to, but no one can say
he's
lie
stuck-up or unfriendly.
clowns with the electricians and the
other workers on the sets.
lie lets
them think he's no better than they
everybody.

are.

a

Having these people think vou're
swell guy may not get you jobs,

but

it

doesn't

hurt

you any.

And

John knows it.
Another little psychological trick
which helps in part to explain bis
success

is

have constant medical adand a governess
if her mother can't he present at the
studios, who is to he paid by the
employing company
is

to

—

A

Great-grandmother. One of
the most extraordinary events in the
history of movieland was when an

May

actress, namely,

Robson, became

a great-grandmother.
So far as is
known there never has been one of
her prominence to hold this title.

—

Raft Features Remolded. That
was the funniest thing that ever hapContinued on page 62

John has been afraid he was
"through," and don't you forget it.
Often he has been scared, and like
all the rest of us. he has wondered
where the next check for the rent
was coming from. He could hardly
help it, with his career going down
and up like a thermometer. But he
has never shown it.
People might be saying he was
through, and be himself might be
worried to death about it.
But. on
the surface, there has always been
the broad grin, the slap on the back,
the cocksure air of a fellow with ten
millions.
Nobody has ever seen him
look worried.
a time

Everybody
afraid

are

now.
If
somebody,

loves a success.
Peo]
of failures.
Admit it.
you were going to hire

you'd pick' a man that
looked successful rather than a man
that looked like a failure, wouldn't

you

?

The producers
guy Boles seems

portunity

lie

She

vice as to her health,

most of every op-

idea it was!
Then singing pictures went out,
and instead of singers the studios
ing,

in her roles must take
place in her dressing room and she
can only flit onto the stage when the
cameras are actually going to grind.

Strain

town, and he watched them in particular.
He had learned in advance

just

noth-

idea

a

The Bulldog
a

Well. John saw to it that whenever
anybody played the organ he sang.
And sang and sang and sang! The
electricians and prop men thought he
was doing it just because he was a
good fellow.
But he was doing it
because he knew how rumors spi

Hollywood.

to an almost Garbo-like seclusion foi
All dialogue-learning
the little star.

42

was always

portable organ on the set to help the
stars "emote."
Between shots people
clowned around with it. somebody
playing and the rest of the gang
singing.

in

—

Evelyn's Eating Club. Evelyn
Venahle has done something out of

the

In those flays there

Lights

the front he puts up.

Many

are

human.

"This

to be getting along

right," they say to themselves. "If
other people are hiring him, there's
no reason win
shouldn't." So they
do.
And Holes gets another job.
all

I

As

I

say,

he has never been re-

Hollywood as

garded by

a

real

big

Me

has never been a Gable of
a Valentino.
And yet, in spite of all
shot.

he has forced Hollywood to give
him work, tricked the old town into
handing over tin- good old pay checkonce a week. You've got to be pretty
smart to do that, and my hat is ofl
that,

to him.

And, I wonder, don't you have to
have personality, too? Maybe that's
why you like him, Hollywood or m
1

1

oil

\

wood

!

:

—

:

.

,

Gl

Father

Knew

Best

Lustrous Color for

Continued from page 33

pressive

list

"Nana"

of productions including

and

What

Man,

"Little

Now?"
Muriel was
two and weighed 102
five
feet
pounds. She does not have to bother
with diets to keep slim.
Her favorite food is shashlyk as served at the
Russian Eagle, a popular Hollywood

At the

last

check-up,

restaurant.
She smokes cigarettes in
moderation and prefers plain to cork
tips.
She is excessively neat about
her
wardrobe,
her
fastidiousness
even requiring colored hangers to
match each of her gowns.
She
would as soon go to bed with her
shoes on as to permit a shoe to go

untreed.

Her

favorite color is green.
Muriel plays golf earnestly and
badly.
She plays an excellent game

of bridge; but does not permit cards
with her reading which
is for the most part confined to bonks
and periodicals of substance. Oddly

to interfere

(V.FADED

enough, she prefers a discussion of
international affairs to a recounting

She smiled a confident little smile
and waited patiently for Hollywood
to discover that her voice and her
features would register as convincingly on the screen as they had on
There followed an imthe stage.

HAIR

Hollywood gossip.

oi

in the

maxim

She believes
"early to bed. early to

/
\

rise."

Experience has taught her

to hide

her congenital shyness; but she continues to be reserved in maimer and
is
disinclined to rush into Midden
When she does enter
friendships.
into a new friendship, however, it
generally lasts.
The bond uniting the Kirklands is
strong.
Muriel has no closer intimates than her mother, lather, sister

and brother.
She is as fastidious about her person as she is about the upkeep of her
wardrobe; but remains conservative
in the use of make-up.
Amber rouge
with

blends best

her

natural

then there

is

V It E E /

Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through

Gray goes — streaks disappear. Color

hair.

wanted comes: black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on

—

clothing. Hair stays fluffy
takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back guarantee. Or mail coupon for
Free Test.

FREE

TEST~\Vc send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

—
MARY T.GOLDMANMinn.

I

4722 Goldman Bldg.,

St. Paul,

I

color-

Street

I

And

ing.

Test Bottle \

that marvel-

City.

I

ous young voice of hers. Her voice
and her eyes. They are like none
others in Hollywood.
If only Muriel could get a nice

.State.

Color of your hair?
1

START $1260TO
$2100 A YEAR
MEN—WOMEN

even coat of tan, a pet desire of hers,
all
would be well.
But then, one
cannot expect everything

18 to 50.

mon Education usually

I

sufficient.

examination
Write immediate
free 32-page book, with
list of positions ami fuli

early

I

!

particulars telling how
get them.

10

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Depl.

CARBON COPY
"That Shearer girl has poise." you
I danced and walked
And held my head
Like her, and balked
At no suppression of myself.

I

"

glance, divine

you sighed.

grinned and smirked.

Fake

lashes tried

For you, and worked
For one small share of that

Don't Take Drastic Drugs
have nine million tiny tubes or filter-;
your Kidneys which may be endangered by
Be careful.
or Bladder
make you suffer from Getting Up Nights, I.' •
Pains, Nervousness, Stiffness, Burning, Smarting, Acidity, Neuralgia or Rheumatic Pain-.
Lumbago or Loss of Vitality, don'l waste a
minute.
Try the Doctor's prescription called
Cystex (pronounced Siss-tex).
Formula in
Vnii

in

usinjj drastic, irritating drugs.
If
poorly functioning Kidneys

every package.
Starts work in lii minutes.
Soothes and tones raw, irritated tissues.
It
is
helping millions of sufferers and is jrnaranteed to fix you up to your satisfaction i>r
money back on return of empty package.
Cystex is only T.'ic at all druggists.

allure.

Lo!

k'i.llhlJ.U

"Joan BlondelPs pep is like rare wine."
1
laughed and glowed
And got a line
Of talk, my code
Was "suit the type your whim desired."

Dr. Stotter, a graduate of rn
sity of Vienna, with many
experience in Plastic Surgery, recon
structs unshapely noses, prtvrmlingj ami
lips, wrinkle." around the •<
u
eyelids, face and neck, etc.. by method
"
fected in the ^rent Vienna Polyclinic.

Then

:

"That Janet Gaynor's very dear."
T minced and smiled

And

shed a tear.
But von. beguiled
By Constance, found another shrine.

CAN BE CHANGED!
I

i

,

,

FACIAL RECONFREE BOOKLE1
STRUCTION" SENT ON REQUEST.
Dr. Stotter, SO E. 42nd St., Dept. 37-J. N. Y.
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which reduced my busl
in
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days:
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I

TEE TO RETURN YOUR

Belle

Dunne's voice

love,

But that

is

life,

is

like a call

your foi
applyii

if

i

after

Slimcream treatment
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SI. 00.

wrapper.

all

for

30 days'

-ill

joy."

boy
I've found a guy who
I'll

way

Yi.ii
ran redu
busl
Inches
and Ikivp alluring,
siim loveliness with
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easy
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Rochester. N. Y.

Help Kidneys
said.

And
"La Garbo's

C-283

11

I

sent in
ultra

plain

The

GUARANTE1 D

take, old

likes just

Grace

me!
E. Tobin.

those slender, girlish, fascinating curves so much adFREE! Send $1.00
for

send

mv

Slimcream

NOW.

and

I

treatwill

you.

FREE,

my

Daisy Stebbing,

Dept.
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What SHE TOLD
WORN OUT HUSBAND
s
i

l

IE could have reproached him for
his "all in" comhis fits of temper
Bui wisely she saw in his freiinl
ilds, his "fagged out," "on edge"

J

—

condition the very trouble she herself
ipped. Constipation! The very
d
(Nature's
morniriK alter taking
Remedy), as >he :id\ ised,
ihefelt likehimself again—
'keen! y alert pcppy.cheerthesafe.dependful.

NR

,

NR—

all-vegetable

able,

laxa-

work

ndcorrective
thoroughly, naturally,

gcnllv,

i

n

ttes the eliminative trai
complete, regular functioning.
Non-habit-forming. Try a box

25c— at druggists'.

to-night.

FREEST
beautiful 3 c

samples.

bridge

,1...

TUMS.

NR
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TOMORROW ALRIGHT

Missouri

with

has the stars playing
the public
all
comers

—

who have

the price charity demands.
At still another benefit, half a dozen
star.-,
were hostesses to over four

TO-NIGHT

Send name. idd>
atamp to A. H .LEWIS CO.
St. Louis.

That only scratches the surface.
There are countless other poses with
this and that, and appearances here
and there. Then there are henefits
and how! One, for instance, draws
Will Rogers, George Raft, Dick
Powell, Leo Carrillo, Ruby Keeler,
Stan Laurel, and many others.
Another benefit, in the form of a
huge bridge party sponsored by .MaDavies,

:

thousand orphans

And

radio appearances.
lien- is
of stars who figured in various broadcasts in a single night:
Dolores del Rio, Alice White. Dick
Powell, Noah Beery, Diana Wynyard, Clive Brook, Claudette Colbert.
the

Your Marriage Torecas,
*A As Told By Your Stars

^2J:

.
i. the romance in store for you
Whom
|V destined rrom the day ol your birth!
Wha' is your luckiest
should vt>ii marry?
,• day? Send full birth-date ivith Dime and
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at

,M\vii:it

.

THURSTON,
W.

20

Jackson

.

E-7

Dept.

BE FEMININE
Develop Alluring Form!
If
you arc thin, flat-chested, let me show you how to
acquire the firm rounded bust and appealing feminine
curves so in vogue today.
Tiy Contoura Cream and see results in 15 days. Special offer now. Large container of cream
and complete directions for easy treatment, in plain wrapper,
only $1.00.
Send today to
Money back guarantee.

Joan Ashford, Dept. P-l, Box 51, Bronxville N. Y.
,

DEAFNESS

MISERY

IS

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because thev
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which

resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

Thev

are inexpensive.

i

70 5th Ave..

vs

New York

GAIN WEIGHT
You may now improve your appearance, without

NEW

thin people should read our
PROPER FOODS, HABITS AND DIas all are essential to weight building.
Send for yours now and let your friends see you as

taking

All

pills.

BOOKLET

on

VERSIONS,

you would like to be.
Price

One

Dollar

RHODES-WAGNER, 6950 Mt. Vernon
"inetTai" photo

Pittsburgh, Pa.

St.,

However, the week covered by the
have cited above was a

clippings I
rather dull

rd
COMPACT RING v *»

one for the vacationing

You

stars.

see,

ately

being

many

petty duties.

'TBE
CUT

WONDERFUL TREATMENT
If you have piles
for pile suffering.
in any form write for a FREE sample
of Page's Pile Tablets and you will
bless the day that you read this.
Write today. E. R. Page Co., 2392-D
Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

•m&ru

AMAZING NEW -WAY.'
"

dopi

planl

strenuous exMade from a secret herbal
tested by untold numbers with
rou

01
i

i

di ui

I,

by
isands.
T)epounds a week by
double action tablets :t
1

I

I

i

Vnl
I

ui"

''.
i

i

fat

i

Fat

dangerous

Is

to

the

hcai

1'ic-

for entertaining the visiting

By this lime it must be quite apparent to you that these supposed vacations of stars who stay
or near

m

Hollywood are among the many
myths of filmtown. The stars have
no vacations unless they flee from
the town that is so well organized to
pester them.

i

i

:

i

"candid camera" artists, "snooping
photographic
photographers"
and

news agencies.

What
phers,
taches

a rest
Probably, in addithe reporters and photogracountless fans, hospital atand convalescent fellow pa-

tients

visited

to

tion

!

them,

seeking

their

autographs.
All of which makes valid Sylvia
Sidney's legal contention that when
she needed rest so badly that .^liewalked out of a film role, it was necessary to put an ocean between herself and Hollywood.
Her studio held
that she could have rested just as
well in the film city.
Claudette Colbert tried combining
a vacation between pictures and an
appendicitis operation, but was hurtled off on a voyage to an Hawaiian
film location.
She was ill most of the
journey.
When she returned, she
was forced to take a real vacation,
and in order to get it, went into seclusion
in Death Valley
Carol Lombard suggests that we
add to our list some of the nervejarring things that, although they
happen on sets during working hours,
aren't legitimately in line of duty.

—

!

When
Woman"

worked

she

in

"White

with a chimpanzee that
didn't prefer blondes, the experience

was

jittery

But

Carol.

enough

in

when

the

itself,

ape

says
finally

shrieked, leaped up and down with
maniacal abandon, and hit her on the
arm, well, a girl's nerves can stand
only so much

Hollywood High

Lights

Continued From page 60

pened when both George Raft and
his side-kick. Mack "Killer" Gray,
operations.
had
surgery
plastic
George needed to remedy a split ear.
a relic of his prizefighting days, and

Gray his nose. And just about thai
time they were both involved in some
kind of fist battle, according to report, the truth of which probably
never will he known.

Hollywood by wearing a stuffed bird
on her dress. No, not the kind that's
he eaten, although that may also
in this town of fads.
Pat just happened to try a little
fashion-demonstrating, under the supervision of Rene Hubert, the stylisl
from Paris, and he decorated her
gown with the semblance of a feathered creature. It was artificially creto

happen

ated,

Laughton's

Aural

Antics.
Laughton can do one trick-

Charles
that should amaze bis fans.
wiggle bis ears.

He

can

Pat

Has

Paterson

has

Bird
started

Trouble.— Pat
a

rumpus

in

from what we have been able to

made of Eeathplaced on a frame and with an
imitation bill.
hit that didn't prevent a huge hurricane of criticism anion;; the societies for the prevention of cruelty to
animals.
find out. synthetically

ers

I

i

i

Not even a hospital cot is a sure
In my pile of clippings I
haven.
note dozens of hospital photographs
of several stars, taken by various

!

I

Guaranteed tn reduce If directions arc followed.
health.
Quick, safe and harmh
The fat lust disappears. Also
used to pi
Try these magic tablets at our risk.
.Inst mail $1.00 for
ith's
mpply,
H
NOW.
'mi
Ti i'ii Supplj 2!ii
dela>
Snvder Tablet Co., Dipt. 305-B, 1434 N. Wells, Chicago
.
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UNTIL YOU TRY THIS

teas,

from

men

Gorgeous nev, ring creation. Contains beautiful Rouge compact, snare for photo and your
Send only 35c to cover cost of
Initial.
advertising and mailing. You'll be AMAZED.
J.N.HngliesCo., Dept K,38 Laurel Ave.Proviiteace.R.I.

No

week

The Motion

Theater

own

DUES

they were deliber-

saved that

Owners' Association
was staging its huge annual convention in Plollywood, and producers
decreed that most of the stars' time
away from the cameras be reserved
ture

theater

him self deaf.

Inc.. Suite 667.

"ae ney.

strictly

Write for

booklet and sworn statement of fcjpljM
the n ven tor "who -was

LEONARD.

A.

list

Jean Harlow, Jack Oakie, and James
I

Chicaqo,

Blvd.

Down

Stars Break
Continued from page

rion

endar-

'

i

Why

.
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They Won't Be Kept Down
Continued from page 31
"I

hope

shall

1

avoid being typed

in

be

fortunate

lar characterization.

"Helen Hayes

is

to

me

the

most

I
outstanding actress in pictures.
have a .sincere admiration for Greta
Garbo because she is a definite perFrom the stage. Katharine
sonality.
Cornell is the actress I most admire.
"I should like very much to enter

As

for any speculations
upon the duration of a movie career,
well, I'm afraid that's a thing that

the theater.

lies entirely in the hands of the gods
and the picture public."
Up to date. Jean Parker's biography reads like a Cinderella story.

Sort of a little "mother's helper."
worshiping from afar the high school
hero one day; the next, snatched up
to be feted as a starlet for her talent
and precosity.
Jean avers now: "As my career
continues
hope to develop into emotionally dramatic characterizations.
"Greta Garbo has reached the professional goal
hope some day to attain.
My one ambition is to reach a
similar place in the picture world."
1

I

Little Man Carlisle got her first
break in the movies because her uncle
was a supervisor for MGM.
The
chance came easily and she didn't do
much about it until lately when she

—

begun to show what is called
"promise" in her acting.
Like several of her sister players,
she cautiously ignored two of the
interrogations.
surely must
keep them under control
Mary's
has

MGM

!

develop into a romantic comedienne, playing roles
which combine light comedy with a
touch of romance."
And, appropriately enough, Marion
Davies is her favorite star.
Rochelle Hudson used to spend the
major part of her time posing for
publicity pictures
and her chief distinction was supposed to he the fact
that she and Will Rogers were hometowners. Now things are picking up.
"I am quite well satisfied with my
roles," she acknowledges.
"T was
given a really excellent role in 'Such
Women Are Dangerous.' T feel
that such parts, while presenting me
as a young, emotional girl,
will
eventually establish me firmlv in the
minds of the fans and then the
parts will get bigger automatically.
"Naturally, 1 look forward to the
day when really significant dramatic
roles will be given me.
I
have no
great desire to play heavy, tragic
things, but I hope to do serious work.
"I think that Dolores del Rio is
my favorite. I admire everything
she does and is.
desires

are:

"to

—

—

'A

to

any one particu-

—

es,

I

should

like to try the thea-

however as a career.
long my picture work will last

ter

not.

I

'

CUM

low

is,

of

course, an almost unanswerable question.
already have nearly five years
ol it behind me and
am still classed
as a youngster, so
imagine- too
optimistically perhaps
that
have

WINTER"

I

Protect your health with

I

I

at least

McKinney

I

is

a

starry-
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made-to-order fat roles would come
my way.
"I admire Kay Francis and Norma
Shearer more emphatically than any
one else at the moment. T'd like to
feel that some day I shall attain the
characteriza-

have reached.
"As for going back to the theater.
T wouldn't think of such a thing until
mure on
1 have done a great deal
screen than T have accomplished so
far.
Besides, the balance of oppor-

tion they

tunity to-day is still with the screen
rather than the stage."
This advance release of the genu-

—

usually one who
family resemblance

is

St. Loais,
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viewpoints of the stars of tomorrow proves their mental status is
excellent.
And also brings to light
that their
the entertaining discovery
ine

actress
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BRAUTY PRODUCTS. 4162 Washington,

actress," she asserts, "is
ever wholly satisfied with the parts
she plays, unless she is one of those
rare ones who yets an exceptional
Opportunity early in her career.
"As for the type of parts I should
like to play
T wish that one of those

favorite

themovje

into bewitching

iled

young screen

bears a kind of
t<i themselves.

il

i

a

'i

.
i

mind."
Brown-haired Patricia Ellis is also
line who can speak up brightly when
called upon.
"I don't believe any

of

captii

.
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COMPANY

TIME AT A

concert once. I'd like to
continue that work along with pictures and the stage.
I take a voice
lesson every day with that goal in

clear-cut

FREE
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sings.

"I'd like very much to go into the
theater.
I'd Live to do a musical in

"I

for

atalog No. 5
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WINSTON-SALEM. N.C.U.S.A.
I ARTIFICIAL

I've been studying

Xew York, but 1 want
dramatic work, too.

le

INDERA MILLS

voice for quite a while and I'm very
anxious to do some singing.
prefer the type of songs that Jeanette

MacDonald

lioice of

(

tures,

like

Shearer.
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eyed child from Texas, who almost
bubbles over with the diversity of her
ambitions.
Her first important role,
and the one she considers her best
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star

have

1

Where,

Ramon

been

notoriously

loyal

—

to

one

who

has never

His kindly and
screen, and his very

disappointed bis admirers.
uracil ins

sincere

Those Embarrassing

manner

off

his fans, are qualities
not always to be found among the screen
Is it any wonder that Novarro fans
great.
have remained so intensely loyal through
the years
Tii
Mexican marvel a platinum
the
laurel wreath
Coral Dolores Wixter.

interest

in

r

Diana

Wynyard,

and enticing
screen lover.
Leslie Howard, an actor with that rare
gift, technique.
Charles Laughton, the screen's greatest
character actor.

of

Vancouver, Canada.
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When
said

MAY

you're not sure you've
or

done

the

L

about

proper

ask

By Mae West.

what

is

Mac West

this

all

being just

nonsense
a

flash

the pan?
I
cannot understand anybodyusing a phrase like that to describe such
a distinguished and clever artist.
I
refer to Maryann Kozma's attacl
in

thing.
to

.

be

.

you'd give anything

you?

sure, wouldn't

Laura Alston Broxtfn
in

her

book

GRACES

on

teils

SOCIAL

you how

conduct yourself at

all

to

times.

FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF

AN

EXPERT.

The Book
Postage
Prepaid

GET

Springfield

OU

I

I

CENTS
hTSTa.,

me

say that

to

Mae West

and most
could wish to meet.
kindest,

CHELSEA HOUSE
79 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

Street,

Lawrence,

South

Mae

Massachusetts.

No Lady.
somewhat mistaken when

Ain't
is

she says that she is the only one who
does not like Mae West.
She describes
Miss West as "disgustingly vulgar," and
think of but one word when trying to
I
ribe her and that is "nauseating."
I
have been a movie fan since chilcland she is the only actress who has
ever caused me to blush for my own sex.
I
know her rise has been sudden, and I
predict that her decline will be just as
sudden. The American people are entirely
Besides, to see Aiae West
too decent.
once is to see all there is like a cit
She tises the same tricks of expression,
walk, same coarse manner
of speaking, and same type of heroine.
There is absolutely no versatility about
She could not play another type of
her.
woman if she wished. Her type is too
indelibly impressed on her features.
I
understand that Mae received a very
cold reception from the actresses in
Well, most of them are h
lywood.
',

—

Mrs. Eva Graham.
Leach Boulevard,

I

of Etiquette

S (\

Mac West. Tn me, Miss Kozma seems tn
understand very little about the principles
of criticism.
This star has won the highest praise from critics highbrow ami popular alike, for the reason that she is a
artist
and her style of acting is magnificently put over.
Of course, her films
may appear vulgar to some people. In
spite of that, she is giving the public what
it
wants, just ask your local theater'
Another thing:
Nobody has the right
to criticize a star as a human being just
because that artist portrays a low characMiss West's own character is high.
ter.
Mot so long iiijn, before she entered the
film world,
was alone in New York
without money or work.
T met somebody
who gave me a card of introduction to Miss
West. Well, I shall never forget the way
lie befriended me and helped me when
was eighteen years of age and thousands
of miles from home.
She gave me a place
in her show in spite of the fact that
had
never been on the stage before. So permit

charming,

Jim Monahan.

talent.

67

JANE DOE

Avenue,

beautiful,

giving the finest performance of the year
m "Cavalcade.''
Elizabeth Allan, sparkling, young, and
will be to the top in no time if she keeps
up her good work as in "No Marriage
Ties" and "The Solitaire Alan."
And last, but not least, I wish Hollywood would send for that beautiful blond
charmer, Anna Xeagle, who captivated
hearts over here in "Magic Night" and
"Litter Sweet."
I
am no Englishman, but
I
can't help admiring this glittering array

—

W. King Edward

3691

Eng-

such charming and

personalities as:
Marshall, a new

1

Moments

England!

this letter congratulating

Herbert

delightful

for Novarro.

one star

is

York.

I land for giving us

being

place

has

Kay M.
New

Corning,

Congratulations,

there one to compare with him? His magnetic personality and lovely voice, plus his
sterling performances, place him on a pinnacle far above his contemporaries.
Although but a child when "Ben-Hur"
was released, I have never forgotten Ramon's portrayal of Judah, Prince oj Hur.
To-da> I admire him not only for his
acting ability and charm, but for his character.

He

deal of him.

WRITE

Ramon Novarro.
eight
years
in all the realm of screendom. is

for

warm

in every
charm, personality,
acting
ability,
a
grand voice,
He seems to
youth, pep, and good looks.
me to be the essence of clean, wholesome,
American manhood. I hope we see a great

surely deserves a
moviegoer's heart.

Fred Dewberry.
2003 Dukeland Street,
Baltimore, Maryland.

No C.O.D. MY GUARANTEE: Your dime back if]

Save over Yi on

lontinued En im page 10

I'm telling you that he is the swellest gu)
you'd want tn meet.
He told all the Inns and girls to bring
ks right up to him.
their autograph
We asked him if we could have one ol
And
his pictures, and he said "Sure!"
when we were going we said good-by, and
he said "So long, kids."
Nfow if that isn't a swell and regular
fellow for you, I don't know who is.

f

Think

Fans

the

43,

1

lilldrop

London, \\

CITY

is

adorable

the sweetest.

person

one

JUDY GlLMORE.

Crescent.
7.

England.

All for Dick Powell.
seen a good many actors, good and
bad, and I think I know what I'm talking about when I say that young Dick
Powell is destined to become one of the
most popular actors on the screen.
He

I'VE

Biloxi,

Mississippi.

Who Knows?

WHAT
lywin

stupid precedent prompts Holners to dress 1914 hero-

1934 clothes?

What was

that suddenly turned Jean
a platinum blond actress who
couldn't act into a platinum bombshell who
it

Harlow from

is

blowing up
she can?

all

our prejudices by proving

that

Win

doesn't some one realize that Joan
ford can act, and stop giving her
n les that merely require an ability to
dance, wear clothes, or weep hysterically?
What made Clark Gable turn from a
muscular brute into a fine actor? In "The
White Sister," I thought it was merely a
happy accident, but "Dancing Lady" proves
that it was not.
does Kay Francis choose shorter

(raw

Why

0.3

leading men with each picture when there
are plenty of available six-footers in Hol-

wood?

1>

Why

So

do producers hire "new faces" all
of which resemble each other in the amount

of

platinum hair, arched eyebrows and
mental capacity, when beautiful and talented players like Jean Arthur and Evelyn
'rent languish?
Why do Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Lupe Velez, Helen Twelvetrees, and
Bette Davis continue to appear so utterly

had

of

I

in print?

sillv

Anne

B.

146 East Nineteenth Street,

Xew York

isn't

Post.

at

top!

the

Since

Hepburn skyrocketed to
power to her. Harlow ha

the screen.
success.
More

to fight lor every inch of hers.
She
started with the odds against her her hair
was "artificial," she was too "sexy," and
bigoted people could not separate the reel

—

Jean from her real self.
.Kan's natural beauty may be hidden by

much make-up

in

her films, but

just the same.
She is one of
of stars, on and off-screen.

aren't artistically

City.

The Wishing

Harlow

"Dinner at Eight" and "Bombshell," critics
have been hailing her as the comedienne

but

perfect,

it

is

there

tin-

prettiest

Her

features

no one can

say Katharine Hepburn's are, either.
Jean has a perfect comedy sense.
Hep
burn's forte is drama, and she's grand.
think they can both stay at the to]).
Why
Compare two such different actresses?
I

could have Aladdin's lamp just for a
clay I'd use its magic to bring me to an
Irene Dunne set at the
studio. That
would be my idea of a day well spent.
By some other magic, more properly

IF

I

RKO

termed
Dunne.

my
To

''nerve,"

I

once

met

her

substitute

and

I'll

find

myself watch-

ing this very talented lady creating movies in the making.
L. Siiotwell.

Emma

6

Baker Street,
Saranac Lake,

Two

Xew

York.

Incomparables.

MAY
Harlow

who admires both Jean
and Katharine Hepburn answer "Admiring Hepburn Fan," of Brooka

fan

lyn?
of view.
Does one necesbe a college graduate to
number of
succeed at the movie game ?
famous men and women in that and other
field-- "have never seen the inside of a college."

a

Ohio Avenue.
Youngstown, Ohio.

narrow point

sarily

have

to
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develop
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or

I

,

method
to
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More Comedies

for Gable.
VTATURALLY, every one is entitled to
1^1 his own opinions, but I resent very
much the remarks made by Frank Tully
in a recent issue of Picture
Play about
(lark Gable.
This fan holds Mr. Gable responsible
lor the roles he has been playing.
It
seems to me that is unfair.
Is an actor
allowed to choose his own stories?
Isn't

Metro-Goldwyn,
sponsible

in

instance,

this

re-

?

Perhaps you will say there is such a
thing as walking out on the studio if one
is
dissatisfied with his roles.
Evidently
Clark felt he could portray the characters
given him. Judgment of one's own ability
is
not always infallible, you know.
Not
that I question the star's handling of any
assignment he has had. He is one of my
favorite actors.
never miss a Clark Gable picture.
I
enjoyed "It
Happened One
Night."
Here's hoping the powers that
be will soon cast him in another comedy
romance.
I

This young person seems to have rather

tt,.

n
o u s—add
firm,
ounded
flesh
just
where .on need it—
li

Suter.

2404

Miss

host of fans who have
not been that fortunate, may I say she's
all you'd hope she'd be.
and equally as
charming as she appears on the screen.
But the "actress" was completely missing that day. Knowing what a grand one
-he is I should like to see her in action
at the studio.
So, in the absence of the
well-known lamp, I'll keep on hoping that
maybe some day good fortune will act as
its

Dorothy

especially

Oxita Haas.
205
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suffer from pimples, blackheads, oily skin, or
other skin blemishes?
Fillak Skin Lotion ha
successfully in the most, stubborn cases for 1*2
Recommended by skin specialists the world over
You
will bless the day that you started the safe, simple Fillak
treatment.
Guaranteed quick results with only one bottle.
it
leaves your skin clear and wholesome.
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for a bottle of Fillak Skin Lotion, the safe method of
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acts while you work and play.
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Dept. 190

New York
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ONLY
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Jean Arthur
John Mack Brown

Nancy

Carroll

Walter Connolly
ook
id Cromwell
Jack J Jolt

Edmund

Fox

1.

Warner Ba
Madge Bellamy
hn Boles
.Madeleine Carroll
Henrietta Crosman

James Dunn
Sally Eilers

.Mice Faye
Norman Foster
Ketti Gallian

Janet Gaynor
Rochelle Hudson

Tim McCoy

Fred Astaire

Grace M<

Nils Asthcr

Florence Rice
Edward G. Robinson

John Beal

Seward

Billie

Ann Sothern
Raymond
alburn
Fay Wray

W

Victor Jory

Drue Leyton
Frank Melton
Herbert Mundin
Pat Paterson

Ronald Colman

Tr< vpr

J

!

City, California.

Adrienne Ames
Richard Arlen
Mary Boland
(race Bradley
reorge Burns
<

Kitty Carlisle
landctte Colbert
(

Cooper
Buster Crabbe

<

iary

Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake

W.

C. Fields

Frances Fuller
t'ary Grant
Miriam Hopkins
Roscoe Karns
Elissa Landi
Charles Langhton
Babj
John Davis 1
I

1

Universal Studio,

MacDonald

Frank Morgan
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Jean Parker
William Powell
Esther Ralston

Russ Brown
Russ Columbo
Andy Devine
Sterling Holloway

March

Pickford
Sten

Young

Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
Gloria Swanson
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Street,

Henry Hull
Lois January

Gloria Stuart

Buck Jones
June Knight

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville
Alice White

Bela Lugosi

Jane Wyatt

Boris Karloff

Helen Mack
Joan Marsh
Gertrude M ichai
Joe Mi irrisi in
Jack Oakie

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta Andrews

Guy Kibbee

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Margaret Lindsay
Anita Louise

Joe E.

Brown

Jean Muir
Paul Muni

Ricardo Cortez
Bette Davis

Dodd

Dvorak-

Glenda Farrell

Joe Penner
fei
ge Raft
Lanny Ross
Charles Ruggles

Kay

Francis

Josephine

1

Theodore Newton
Virginia Pine

Patricia Ellis

Gail Patrick

McHugh

Frank

Colin Clive

Ann

1

Aline Mac.Mahon

James Cagney

Claire

Carol Lombard
Ida Lupino

City, California.

Paul Lukas
Douglass Montgomery.
Chester Morris

Zasu Pitts
Roger Pryor
Onslow Stevens

May Robson
Norma Shearer

i

U niversal

Binnie Barnes

I

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywoo d, California.
Gracie Allen

Bennett

Hugh Williams

Herbert Marshall
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery

lelen

Fredric

Constance

Claire

Jeanette

I

George Arliss

Loretta

John Barrymore

Preston Foster
P.ettv Furness
rk Gable
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Dunne

Eddie Cantor

Lionel Barrymore

Carrillo

Irene

Ginger Rogers
Helen Vinson
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Charles Chaplin

Myrna

Maurice Chevalier
Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans

Mary Mason
McCrea

Joel

Temple
Spencer Tracy
Shirley

Edward Arnold

Leo

Bruce Cabot
Cagney
Chic Chandler
Frances DecDolores del Rio
Richard Dix
Bill

Mary
Anna

Raul Roulien

Otto Kruger
Evelyn Laye

Carlisle

Clive

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond
Will Rogers

Brian Aherne
Elizabeth Allan

Mary

Street,

William Gargan
Ann Harding
Katharine Hepburn
Kay Johnson
Francis Lederer

Boyd
Brook

Bill

Gower

California.

Jose Mojica

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

Wallace Beery
Charles Butterworth
Mrs. Patrick Campbell

Studio, 780

Hollywo od,

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

Rosemary Ai

RKO

Street,

[utchinson

Allen Jenkins

Al Jolson

Dick Powell
Phillip Reed
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot

Dorothy Tree
Warren William
Donald Woods

Ruby Keeler

it

Free-lance Players:

Randolph Scott
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth

Queenie Smith
Guy Standing
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable
Sir

Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
'.

Wing

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Sidney Fox, 6615 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North Hollyw-ood. Joan
Bennett, Lila Lee, Marian Xixon, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian,
Lionel Atwill,
Bank Building, Hollywood.
430 California
I. -telle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins,
1509 North
Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent
Vine Street, Hollywood.
Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower
Avenue, Hollywood.
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as the screen's ace comic

See him as the Adonis of
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chumps out of champs
cyclone of mirth— head over

the Arena— making
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a cycling

wheels
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love with every gal in the
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6 DAY BIKE RIDE
Frank
With Maxine Doyle
Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Gordon Westcott
McHugh
A First National Picture
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the Garbo whose flame fires the world! This
STAR who enthralls love-hungry hearts! Not

her past successes whether

talking pictures

the screen as

in silent

has she been so exciting on

now

story of a smoul

in this

dering love, of high adventure, of ten-

derness that yields tears.

This

is

your

Garbo, the Star of exquisite mystery and provocative romance!
Based on Ihc novel

by W.

SOMERSET

MAUGHAM

or

6

Half a Million People
have learned music this easy way

You,

Can Learn

too,

to

Play Your Favorite Instrument

Without a Teacher

Easy as A"B"C
YES,
and

over 700,000 delighted men
women all over the world
have learned music this quick, easy
way.

—

Seven hundred thousand what a
gigantic orchestra they would make
Some are playing on the stage, others
in orchestras, and many thousands are
daily enjoying the pleasure and popularity of being able to play some

instrument.
Surely this is convincing proof of
the success of the
new, modern
method perfected by the U. S. School
of Music
And what these people
have done, YOU, too, can do!
of t h e s e
!

Manv

700,000 didn't know
one note from another
others
had never
touched an instrument

—
—

yet in half the usual

time they

learned to

play their favorite in-

strument. Best of all,
they found learning

music amazingly easy.
\'o monotonous hours
of exercises
no tedious scales
no expensive
teachers.
This
simplified method
made learning music

—
—

as

easy

as

beginning to vwd. is right before your
eyes in print and picture. First you
are told how to do a thing, then a
picture shozvs you how, then you do
it yourself and hear it.
And almost
before you know it. you arc playing
your favorite pieces jazz, ballads,
classics.
Xo private teacher could
make it clearer, kittle theory plenty
of accomplishment. That's whj stu
dents of the U. S. School of Music
get ahead twice as fast
three limes
as fast as those who study old-fash-

—

—

—

ioned plodding methods,
You don't need any special "talent."
Many of the' 700,000 who
have already become
accomplished players
never dreamed they
What Instrument
possessed musical ability. They only wanted
For You?
play some instrument just like you
to

Piano
Organ

Piccolo

Violin

Hawaiian

Guitar

Banjo (Plec

Guitar

—

found they
learn
quickly
how this easy way.
Just a little of your
spare time each day

truni. 5-

Drums and

and they

String or

Trans
Mandolin

could

Tenor)

Steel

Ukulele

Clarinet
Flute

Trombone

Harp

Saxophone

Cornet

'Cello

Trumpet
Sight Singing
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmonv and Composition
Automatic Finger Control
Piano Arcordion
and
German
Italian
Accordion
Juniors' Piano Courv

it.

The

cost

— and the
same

for

choose.

is

—

surpris-

low averaging
only a few cents a day
ingly

A-B-C!

It is like a fascinating game. From
the very start you are playing real
tunes, perfectly, by note. You simply
can't go wrong, for every step, irojr

—

needed and von
enjoy every mi nut
is

price

is

whatever instrument

the

von

And remember you are studyyour own home without

—

fee-

to

private teachers.

Don't

now

miss any more good times, learn
your favorite instrument and

to play

surprise

friends!
Change from
the center of attraction.
Music is the best thing t<> offer at a part}'
—musicians an- invited everywhere. Enjoy the popularity you have been missing.

your

all

wallflower

a

to

Get your shan

and

profit

Musician's pleasure

Start

!

.V u

'

Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson
you arc in earnest about wantinj
the crowd of entertainers and be a
"big lm'' at any party
you really do
if
want to play your favorite instrument, to
become a performer whose services will
he in demand
fill
out and mail the convenient coupon asking tor our Free !•
let and Free Demonstration Lesson.
These
explain our wonderful method fully and
.show you how easily and quickly you can
If

join

—

—

learn to play at

aNo

little

expense.

The booklet

you all about the amazing
new Automatic Finger Control.
I
S.
School of Music, 538 Brunswick Bldg.,
will

New

tell

Y< irk

I

ity.

Thirty-sixth Year (.Established 1898)

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

538 Brunswick
Mil.
Dr.

Bldg.,

in
Your Owi
Frank Crane, Fn"

New York

City
Master
by

ase

ii'
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.in
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I
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FRONTISPIECE:
Serene As an Evening Star
Margaret

shows

Sullavan

that

all

New

of the
11

which

individuality

iiiJiienling

hers

is

Picture Play?

new

a

in

Think

portrait.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES:
Darling of the Gods

The never before published history
st;i

rdom.

at Face Value
The truth about stars'

Paid

What Do

Stars

is

12

destined

brilliant

for

Fans?

.

.

Norma Shearer

Frankly, courageously.

Schallert

Dickson Morley

.

discusses an important

in the Parlor

14

.

....
.....
....

16

.

question.

Malcolm H. Oettinger

.

.

27

Scorning the ordinary interviewer, Constance Rennett receives Picture Play's reporter.

Dudley Early

Great!" Says Cary

"It's

Grant sensibly explains why

.Mr.

Code

of a

Nobleman

will

lie

"One

Tallin Carminati's rise to fame in

30

talk of his marriage.

nol

N'ight

Laura Benham
of

Love"

is

accounted

31
for.

It Or Not" Girl
Jack Smalley
Gertrude Michael's manifold accomplishments proclaim her a miracle woman.

"Believe

Sky

Stars in the

.....

Some little-known facts about airplane
Lela Lends a Hand
What Ginger Rogers's mother is doing

<

34

Harry N. Blair

38

Laura Ellsworth Fitch

on

girl

Helen Klumph

help others.

•

Cat Without Claws
A gunman's

32

travel.

t

Dorothy

screen,

the

42

Burgess turns out to be a finishing-school

Conqueror
He's

Savo?

Little

Such

a

Jimmy
Clown."

— But Esthetic
Friendly — But Firm
The

Helen Ludlam

Whitney Williams

Mark Dowling

47

glass.

Ben Maddox

Powell's character ami career that

truest story of Dick

46

ambitions.

ami collects antique

sails the seas

44

location for bis first picture, "Laugh,

dian, on

many

Delightful .lean Parker burns Willi

Brawny

43

.

been heard from.

lias

Save, famous co

Busy Lass!

Henry Wilcoxon

William H. McKegg
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Why young William Henry
Let's Go See Savo

The Oracle

They Say
What
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The
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send thai letter

to
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in

lo

28

Manhattan.

Edwin and Elza

Schallert

36
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48

all

over

(lie

your favorite

Norbert Lusk
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truth about

current
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82
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rotogravure

of

Virginia Bruce, Irene In
and Kick Powell.

avoided

in
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sonic of Holly
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more cnlighte
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fashionables.
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man

is

he who
stardom

held onto
without a sensational picture and without a star-

performance?

his friends or his appear-

and

ness,

next

month

lished

facts

the

about

most mysterious star in
Hollywood George Raft.
It is a great story, a most
unexpected revelation of
character.

And

that

is

only one of

I

We
facilitate

What

face?

—

"A Girl of the Limberlost."

To

behind that

lies

Helen Louise Walker will
tell you hitherto unpub-

PREVIEWS:

.

What

inscrutable
manner of

this aloofness, this loneli-

40

Glimpses of Future Films

.

—

ances at parties.
There is a reason for

..........

FASHIONS:
Not Actressy!
is

19

.

.

Greta Garbo, KaMiarine Hepburn, Paillette Goddard,
Ann Sothern, [Elizabeth Allan. Constance Bennett,

,

Heavens!
What

mining the contents of
every page.
That is why Picture
Play is friendly, intimate
and authoritative why it
has remained a reliable
favorite for twenty years.

You read little about
him; you know nothing of

Favorites of the Fans
in

make-up of the maga-

tling

star.

ART GALLERY:
Superb likenesses

the

has

colony.

lilin

of the expanded

.

.

Karen Hollis

.

the whole truth and nothing but

truth,

Addresses of Players
Where

.

.

first

magazine, not only more
articles and illustrations,
but a keener viewpoint in
their selection and a surer
knowledge of what our
readers wish and in whom
they are most interested.
Every letter to Picture
Play is read, tabulated
and digested. No smallest comment or query is
In this way
ignored.
readers actually dictate

Do Fans Really Know
George Raft?

readers' queries.

New York

in

us!

will find in this issue,

58

Roses and razzberries are [lung into our open forum.

Painstaking answers

you

has ever been published.

DEPARTMENTS:
What the Fans Think
Information, Please

if

ask

zine, their opinions deter-

product.

Bill the

You
the

Edwin

salaries as discovered by the United Slates government.

Owe

The Queen Was

Dorothy Fox
Oberon who

Merle

of

Pretty swell,
sure and

aren't

do

not

accept

responsibility

handling, the author should

inclose

tor

a

the

return

self-addressed

STREET & SMITH PUBLICATIONS.

of

unsolicited

envelope with

o^^iig

manuscripts.
the

requisite

INC., 79 7th AVE.,

postage

NEW

attached.

YORK,

N. Y.

the

finely

written,

care-

fully considered items in

January Picture Play.

RAMON
NOVARRO
WITH two
uled

pictures sched-

he hasn't
time to dwell on the success of his South American
for

him,

tour or even to think of
that play he wants to pro-

duce
has

in

just

London.

Ramon

completed "The
Young," a de-

Night

Is

lightful

musical with Evelyn

and is studying his
lines and music for "Paris to
Laye,

New

York," with Jeanette

MacDonald.
Photo by Virgil

A

WHAT

THE FANS THINK

An Unforgetable Tragedy,

T

and untimely death of Dorothy Dell
w; is really and inconsolably a sad one. too sad inIt's pitiful to
d< ed for one to express in words.

think

that

dead, the memory of her beautiful face is haunting me,
and I believe it always will.
E. M. Karajulles.
1470 North Claiborne Avenue,

tragic

she's

dead,

hei

life

New

snuffed out just when
she was on the
of

star-

dom and

fame.

Amy

Besides being one of the loveliest stars in Hollywood,
is a marvelous actress.
I do hope she will continue
to play in
g o n d pic-

talent,

Joan

make

y b o d y
clamor for her
pictures. Paramount really
e v e r

and

tures,

w
e

i

a-

e

cess in

when they
Dorothy

suit of

lost

"Purhap-

1

piness."

A

Dell.

never felt
so sad over any
I
one before.

Joan

I

knew

Aliss Dell

Bennett
Fan.

New
York

personally, and
shall never
I

A Joan

City.

delighted to
has returned
the screen, for she considers her
a marvelous actress.

know
to

I

h

h e r
sucry

s

lost a potential

star

Bennett Fan

Esther

is

Hader

is

Jack

In

title

tress,

lay claim to the

of most beautiful acbut none is more qual-

than Doris Kenyon.

ified

the

for gel

congratulated
ilav

her
she
i

a

1

when
won

the

thing

leauty contest

O
felt so sad over any one before,"
M. Karajulles, lamenting the untimely death of Dorothy Dell.

never
E.

r

in
1

New

e a

n

s

about five
years ago.

And no
that

opinion

Knight's

many may

says

hails

Bette Davis for her
in 'Of Human

outstanding performance
Bondage.'

that her favorite

Whyanyone

"I

Back.

•

a voice that

would

Is

so glad that Joan Bennett is back in films again.
I
simply adore her!
1 thought she was a perfect
in "Little Women," and if Katharine Hepburn
hadn't been so superb, Joan would have stolen the show.

personality,
and

Glad Joan

1AM

She had beauty,
natural

Orleans, Louisiana.

she's

More Charming
Off Screen.

some

FOR

v e a r s

I

have admired Doris
ECenyon and conher one

sidered

of the

icw

actresses

real

of the

screen and, with

one

exception,

should criticizeMaeWest
vision of W. G. Harwell.

beyond the

What
have seen all her lilm portrayals. To date
1 have never been disappointed.
Recently I had the pleasure of meeting
Miss Kenyon, and I can truthfully sa;
have never enjoyed a more pleasant en.Many may lay claim to the title
counter.
of "most beautiful actress" but in my mind
none is more qualified than Doris Kenyon.
Though her beauty on the screen is quite
evident, it is off stage that one appreciates
[ack Knight.
her real charm.
4412 St. Catherine Street,
Westmount, Quebec, Canada.
I

would head the

list.
have heard mail)
I
people express their regret at the loss of
this most lovable man.
May his son he as

Jane Nelson.

great.

Indiana

Harbor,

1DO

years,

feel

I

inclined

put

to

I

like

of

ability

Rita's
if

certainh

Anthony

Chicago,

—

Your

1HAVE

Ideal,

begun to take Picture Clay,
one hundred per cent.
can't understand why people do not
I
lie's my movie ideal
like David Manners,
adore his acting,
I
and always will In-.
and

just

am

I

especially

lor

it

with

Elissa

Landi.
J.

Manning.

332 Grand View,

Connie
Legrams Cane,

England.

read
of
the
marriage of
Marguerite
Churchill and George O'Brien.
The item
said
they
were
attended
by
Miss
Churchill's mother and Mr. O'Brien's fa-

They were married

in

Santa Ynez

and

only a few close friendDoes that read like the ordinary Hollywood marriage?
Perhaps you yet wonder why I believe
in
this
marriage.
Well,
George and
Afarguerite have known each other for
three years.
During that time I have
never seen an off-screen picture of them

Glenn
Rock

A.

Broquist.

Island,

Illinois.

Hardly Forgotten.

HAVE

often read the remarks of fans
about actors and actresses, but have
lexer been moved to comment on them
myself until I read Cissie Ruff's letter
alxiut who would be included in a historj
of the screen if one were written.
The absence of the greatest actor of my
memory prompts me to write this letter
I believe that the name of that immortal
actor, that master of make-up and character portrayal, the unforgetable Con Chaney,
I

i

profound admiration I have lor the
i' tiir;,
derful
exquisite photograph) and
am sure there
excellent production, and
are mail) other- like me.
And SO far
Britain has yet to produce an actres
the all-conquering ability of America's own
(
Katharine
Kay.
fepburn.
S< nnerset,
England.
.

I

.

through the adventures of a Lilly Turner,
and a Frisco Jenny one time, a German
Sarah, and a polished Caroline Grannard
next.

the

wonder if she realizes the great hapRuth
piness she has brought to tails?
Chatterton, what you have clone- i- worth
while.
You have had many poor pictures
in Hollywood, but yen have brought the
image ni a great person, a great mind, to
the screen and to a public which doe- not
with persons of your calic< me in contact
ber in everyday life.
God bless
I

Hilda Weber.
Monica,

Santa

Nova Pilbeam

— odd

name,

isn't it?

MY

WHY

ford

a

person

alone!
like

Why

Miss

Joan Crawnag and criticize
let

Crawford when they

will hurt and discourage her?
it
Wliat if Joan does use more make-up than
Large eyes and full lips are
they like?
necessary to tit her daring, creative, and
In Joan's recent
individual personality.
pictures she has had to have make-up with
and strength because she had to
f< rce
fight to survive and beat the cruel pi

know

Fe

Joan
ing

to

in

a large city.

Crawford's private hie has nothdo with her screen work whatsowhy blame her if things

turned out jusl
No matter what might happen. Miss
Crawford, I can say that I'll always he
If you think
hundred per cent for you.
encourage you
you are doing right, then
to do just that
As an actress you are
\nd isn't that what count-?
marvelous.
Another thing that can't be forgotten:
Joan Crawford possesses something that

wicked

to

Clever!

Her

who

girl

Bette

characterization of that
tried to destroy Leslie

Howard

Her
was done to perfection.
make-up and the delivery of her lines
showed us that Mi-- Davis is a great
act re--.

How aid'.-

role of a crippled young
not he overlooked in enthusiastic
His acting was inpraise of Mi-- Davis.
deed marvelous, but Mr. Howard's acting
is always something to he commented upon

Mr.

man must

fa vi irably.

The picture a- a whole was something to
stand up and cheer about.
Esther Hader.
1774

West

12th

Brooklyn,

New

Street.

York.

The Wholesome One.

.i

1

off

bat's

past!

the

some people

Girl's

Davis for her
wonderful performance in "Of Human
Bondage." Who would have thought that
Miss Davis had it in her. after all those
weak and sugary parts she has enacti

Faithful to Joan.
don't

California.

The

the fourteen-year-old sensation of
"the British cinema, her film, "Little
Friend" due in this country soon.
is

invited.

clasped in each other's arms, or telling
interviewers what they think of marriage,
or being coy or mysterious about love.
As long as Hollywood has such people
as Marguerite and George, Fll believe in

on, the critic.
Personally, all my favorite films have
fcom America, and 1 cannot express the
tli'

has.
She has a deeper sensitivity, a
greater versatility, that rare combination
of great sympathy side by side with a
She can make us live
lightning mind.

was beginning to shake.
was strengthened when I

Street,

American

wood

Hollywood.
During the recent divorce epidemic, my
belief that a happy marriage was possible

711 28th

toward

Sulla van, Greta Garbo, Ann Harding,
know, are extremely- good acwell as important personalities.
Yet Hollywood is far from complete without Chatterton.
Ruth Chatterton has many
qualities that no other ai'tress in Holly-

Whitehead.

J.

Yorkshire,

it.

attitude

British

a- we all
tresses as

AS

Mission,

I

Of Course, We Want Her!
KATHARINE HEPBURN, Mm

Consider the O'Briens.

were

"What

English criticisms of \merifear
am writing this as
readers will get a wrong
1

I

Morgantown, West Virginia.

a follower of the screen fur a number of years, I have more or less
defended it and the players on numerous
occasions.
However, during the past few
months, I have been working overtime.
By that I mean I had a difficult time trying to convince people that there were
any sane, happy, or married people in

ther.

the

is

Too?

of the stars of heroines with loose morals.

belief

in

Reherman,

have read much adverse criticism mj
but merely take it for what it is
After all,
worth, which is very little.

would be far more honest and decent
do without the ceremony in the first
place and not make a mock of marriage.
And even in these days, such a procedure
would give them just as much publicity,
if
not more.
I never wonder at the fine
quality of the performances given by some

my

I..

I

It

Hollywood

L.

self,

Illinois.

tu

But

letter

a

talent.

Blair.

again.

in

by

with

dealing

in

in

it

one objection to stars is the habit,
among most of them, of quick marriages
don't
I
know
and quicker divorces.
whether they do make any vows of fidelity
on being joined together; if they do, it
seems they make no effort to keep them.
From all we read, they appear to take a
fancy to some one and it doesn't matter
if
that some one be married or single
marry, and as soon as they take a fancy
to some one else, simply divorce and marry

Bradford,

With American Films.

interested

Fans Think"

the

de

Devon Avenue,

2(>44

Illinois.

Satisfied

1\\ AS

4mman\

any one does.
T.

My

143

!hicag(

i,

I

i-

erves a break

my

Devon Avenue,

Boost for Rita La Roy.

mall hut always outstanding.

word forward.

little

!

2044

Indiana.

In fact,
Rita I- a Roy.
think
marvelous. She has acting ability
and surpasses in beauty any other actress
on the screen.
Her roles in pictures are

she

Rehearsing for Loose-lady Roles?
reading "What the Fans Think"
for

the kindno other actress has yet equaled
And that alone is
heart in the world
worth loving her foi
Anthony Blair.

est

(

A

A woman

AFTER

the Fans Think

HAVE

-een

Mae West

and why any one should
beyond me.
I

It

is

a mystery, this

in

four pictures,

criticize her

slinging of

Continued on page 10

mud

is

at
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Information, Please
Your puzzling questions about players and pictures are answered by the man who knows.

By The Oracle

C

'OX

M.— Address

XII''.

Twentieth

Century
at
United
Productions
Artists Studio, and Monogram Pictures at Pathe
Studio, Culver City, CaliTheir birthdates
fornia.
arc Barry Norton, June
16,

Tom

1905;

Keene, December

Kane Richmond, December

May

Hardie,

sell

Eveli

n

I

— Sorry

have

I

home

Darro's

—

Walter
horn

Bennett. Jean Parker was
Deer Lodge, Montana, August 11,

in

1915;

feet

five

brown

Frankie

of

Rus-

1906;

23,

20th.

La Verne Silva.

record

no

1903;

30,

Herbert Marshall. Edna Lest. Paul Cavanagh, Cary Grant, Diana Wynyard, Leslie
loward, Roland Young, Charles Laughton,
Alison Skipworth, Frank Lawton, Elizabeth Allan. Lionel Atwill, Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, Brian Aherne, Pat Paterson.

three, weighs 105, darkeyes.
I
hope you did

hazel

hair,

Novem-

not miss the interview with her in
ber Picture Play.

ad-

—

Loutse K. Donald Woods was horn in
Winnipeg, Canada, in 1906, and is six feet
one.
Francis Lederer in Czechoslovakia,

Barthle-mcss, accent

November

i

of his

list

films,

I

syllable.

first

Fan.—Your

Dodd

\n;i

i

a

favorite

is

She was
playing in "I Sell Anything."
loin in New York City, December 29,
1908; five feet six, weighs 120, green eyes,
Miss Dodd did her own sinnMoiul hair.
"Journal of a (rime,"
Juliette
ing
in
»()2.
ompton was born May 3,

Marines,"

there

1918.

I

i

Vpril

24,

ten

and

feet

five

weighs

1893;
a

blond

145.

>i

half,

hair,

Educated at
Dulwich College, Fngthe War, appeared on the
blue

After

on

"Murder

Made

eyes.

his

picture debut

"Outward Bound."

Judy.

at

— Ling

— Warren

William

;

;

;

;

;

—

ties."

—

Max

Miidon stage.

"Come

Barbara Woodhouse.

has the lead opposite Claudette Colbert in
"Imitation of Life." Some
December birthdates are
Lew Ayres, 28th Marlene
Dietrich, 27th
Frankie
Darro, 22nd Claire Dodd.
29th
Norman Foster,
13th; Tom Keene, 30th;
Elissa Landi, 6th
Hal
Le Roy, 10th
Grace
Moore. 5th; L'na Merkel, 10th; Karen
Morley, 12th; Victor McLaglen, 10th; Edward G. Robinson, 12th; Anna Sten, 1st;
Helen Twelvetrees, 25th.

Gixx'Y. Lee Tracy studied electrical
engineering, but after the War decided to
go on the stage in vaudeville and plays.
He entered pictures in 1929. All the big-

fohy's recent films include
for
Beauty,"

"Search

M. Adler. Leslie
loward is a natn e
Fngland, born
London,

l

land.

—

Toby Wing
C. R. K.
and Jackie Coogan are
preparing to say "I do."

the
Vani"Enter Madame."
Ginger Rogers is divorced from Jack Culpepper.
Jackie Coogan was horn October
2<>, 1"14, and Frankie Darro, December 22,

l

t

J

1906, not quite six feet.

6,

—

Jean Harlow is a natural platiblonde, though she takes special care
to keep her hair so beautiful.
Al Jolson
was forty-eight on May 28th.

;

must ask
you to scud a stamped envelope. Richard
Rarthelmess pronounces his last name
For

Helen.

num

Crosby's

name

right

is

Marry Lillis Crosby. Dolores del Rio was
horn August 3, 1905, five feet four and a
half, weighs 120; Greta Garho, September
18, 1905. live feet six. weighs 125; Katharine Hepburn, May 12, 1908, live feet five
and a half, weighs 105; Marion Davies,

stars have stand-ins.
Roscoe Karns was
born in San Bernardino, California. September 7. 1893.

—

Myra Gardiner. For a photograph of
Greta Garho, write to her at Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver City,
California,
inclosing
twenty-five cents.
"The
Painted Veil," with Herbert Marshall and George
Brent, is her latest. Si ime

players born in November are
Robert Armstrong, 20th Alice Brad\
2nd; Nancy Carroll, 19th: Frances Dee.
26th;
Tames Dunn 2nd; Kay Tohnson,
29th; Victor Jorv. 23rd Helen Mack. 13th;
loel McCrea, 5th; Jack Oakie. 13th; Pat
O'Brien, 11th; Dick Powell. 14th; Will
Rogers, 4th Genevieve Tobin. 29th Dorothy Wilson, 14th; Roland Young. 11th.
:

Monty.

Jack
ing

in

Mary

the

New

I

Ri isei.i.a.

pleting her

Barretts

\fter
role in

of

com"The

Wimpole

Street." Maureen O'Sullivan sailed for Ireland,
and arrived there August
1

1

By

th.

now

she

probably Mrs. John

Next

"David

is

(

Conrad Veidt was horn
lin, Germany, January
22,
1894;
two, dark-brown hair, blue eyes.
stage debut

in

1913.

Fai

-

\iter

in

Ber-

six

feet

Made

appearing

number of German films, he came to
Hollywood at the suggestion of John Bai
"The Beloved Rogue" was his
rymore.
Some of the
first American-made picture.
best-known British players are George
Arliss, Clive Brook,

Denny,

Ralph

Ronald Colman, RegiForbes, Lillian Loud,

feet

five

five

and

half,

a

;

gang
f\

Lee

Smith.

That

Girl,"

leader,

Mallory,
was played

Trevor was horn
City.

the

Tom

March

Claire
in

New

8.

1911.

has golden hair, hazel
published an interview with her
eyes.
last
With Hugh Williams. NorApril.

We

man

and Gilbert Roland
Stale versus Elinor Norton."
Foster,

DoROTin

E.

Smith.

— In

"The

in

m

I

H

"'file

In

Three

—

in

Muriel Hanlon. Fred Astaire was born
Omaha, Nebraska. May 10, 1899: live

feet

weighs 160, black
Married Mrs. Phyllis

nine,

eyes.

ingston

I',

tier

in

July,

1933.

brown
Baker Liv-

hair,

Playing

in

"The Gay Divorcee."

"Carolina."

Ronnie Cosbey was Harry, and Jackie
Cosbey, Jackie.
Sylvia Sidney is five feet
four, weighs about 100, dark hair, bluegreen eyes.
Latest is "Red Woman."
I'a

;

;

Man Edwards.

York

— In

:

of

part

released

in a

nald

1898,

Ina
"Hold

is

'opperfield."

ran.

his

1,

12.1

Kenyon is playGods Destroy." Lorn
York, September 5,

1897; five feet six, weighs 127, golden hair.
gray eyes.
That was Theodore Newton
as Lieutenant Foster Kelly in "Ace of
Aces" and as Jor in "Now I'll Tell." lean
Arthur was horn October 17, 1908; Tlielma
Todd, July 29, 1907; Helen
welvclrccs.
December 25, 1908. Please send a stamped
envelope if you wish a list of fan clubs.

I

[anuary
weighs

K.vioiit.— Doris

"Whom

Syracuse,

in

was born in
February 3, 1912.

Carlisle

Massachusetts,

Boston,

United Artists
Musketeers," with

1921

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., in the role of
D'Artatjnan, Leon Barry as Athos,
Seigmann, Porthos, and Eugene Pallette,
Douglas Walton was Pearson,
Aramis.
and Howard Wilson the A7'iator in "The
Lost Patrol."
i

•<

Lawrence J. Hess. -For stills of "Massacre," address the Publicity Department,
National Pictures, 321 West 44th
first
have no record
I
Street, New York City.
of what stars own cars of a foreign make.

—

n La Lara. JaGaynor and Marian
Nixon are just as kind
1' \

i

net

and

sweet off-screen as
on.
are
Janet's
they
birthdate is October 6,
1907; Marian's. October
1<)04.
Roth are di20.

vorced and Marian married William Seiter,
the director, last August.

Am

Mourglia. -Bob Steele was
Oregon, January 2i,
1906; five feet ten. weighs 165, dark-brown
Divorced. Latest is "Dehair, blue eyes.
mon for Trouble." Randolph Scott is still
single.
He was horn near Orange, Virginia. January 23.
1903; six feet two,
weighs 185, light-brown hair, hazel eyes.
horn

i.i

in

xi

Portland,

9

Information, Please
Playing

"Wagon Wheels,"

in

with

Gail

Denny.

dark-

— Rochellc

Hudson

Address her

tion of Life."

March

6,

1915; five feet three,

brown

hair,

in

gray

Fox

at

born

Claremore,

•

105,

—

An Exiled Texan. Heather Angel
comes from Oxford, England, and recently
married Ralph Forbes. Conrad Nagel has
never played in a Ruth Chatterton film.
and

heights

about

half,

five feet six,

Borden, five feet
105; Eleanor Boardman,
Monte Blue has brown
Olive

100;

one and a

120.

hair and eyes.

Dorothy Gilbert.

— The

Lanny Ross
where

Studio,

Rhythm," with

Lyda

"Wonder

Roberti.
in

1929,

is

only address

Charles- The

ten

making

"College
Jack Oakie,

Penner,

had

Women,"

of

Lewis

Stone,

Wood, Leila Hyams in the
thea Wieck has returned

re-

Peggy

Peggy.

make

Wampas

Baby

liams,

Jacqueline

Li hi. a
Jordda.w— Boris Karloff and
Bela Lugosi making "The Raven."
You
probablv saw them together in "The Black

Cat."
F. 1). C.
Karen Morlcy born in Ol
lumwa, Iowa, and celebrates her birthday
December 12th; live feet four, weighs 101.
hazel eyes.
Married Charles
director, \o\cmber 15, 1932, and
their child was born September, 1933. Miss
Morley is in "Straight Is the Way."
hair,

—

[essica.
Eddie
Tamblyn's
latest
is
"Mrs. Wii-.s of the Cabbage Patch." Eddie was born in Yonkers, .Yew York, January 5, 1912; five feet live and a half,
weighs 120, light-brown hair, blue eyes.

(

1

<

Lave max play opposite
"Sweet Music," and op
posite James Dunn in "365 Nights in Hoi
Alice was born in New York,
lywood."
Max 5. 1912; live feet tWO, weighs 112.
I.

hi'

hair,

brown

of returning to the stage.
.settled yet,

will

however.

It

isn't definitely

Perhaps some studio

make her change her mind.

—

Frances H. Joyzelle Joyner
as a dancer who has appeared

is

in

li

many

films as well as prologues.

\*o biographibe available. You

information seems to<
probably saw her in "Sign of the Cross"
and "I Believed in You." You might address the Publicity Department of the various companies for information about the
bronze and silver make-up in which
are interested.
cal

—

Patsy. That was Hugh Williams opHelen Twelvetrees in "All Men \iv
Enemies." Now playing in "Charlie Chan
in London," with Warner Oland.
Drue
Leyton, and Madge Bellamy.
Mr. Wilposite

Fly xx.

01 io;

f|

VI

_-

ELVIRA.

make

"Naughty

— Lew

was

Ayres

born

in

.Minnesota,
December 28,
feet eleven, weighs 155. brown

-Anita Louise

is

now under

con-

Warners, for which company slumaking "Firebird." Anita is a child of
Manhattan, born there January 9, 1916,
to

tract
t's

storms past, Joan Crawford and
no more of
Franchot Tone talk
whether they will or will not marry,
but settle down to the harmony of
perfect understanding and friendship.
All

— Joan

with
Bennett
Francis
Mary
"Pursuit of Happiness."
Boland and Charlie Ruggles are also in the

Bertha.

J

ederer

cast.

-Jackie Searl was born in AnaBegan in
heim, California. July 7. 1921.
His only stage appictures when eight.
pearance was in "The Hero," with Granl
latest is "Peck's Bad
.Mitchell, in 1928.
Boy." with Jackie Cooper.

— Neil

Hamilton in UniDream."
Frank
Lawton has the title role in "David Cop
with Lionel Barrymore, Edna
perfield,"
Maureen
Oliver.
Young,
.Ma\Roland

Ella

Lyons.

d's

"What

Ladies

—

.Mary L. Ronald Colman was divorced
His
from Thelma Ray, Jul) 31, 1934.
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Lack" is to
G©
be followed by "Give of India."
Brent with Greta Garbo in "The Painted
Veil."

kit.— It was Gavin Gordon
Garbo in
mance." You will see him in "Wake Lp
and Dream" and "Border Town."
(

Peggy.—Gary Cooper, Cary Grant, and
Richard Arlen in "Lives of a Bengal LanThat was Patsy Kelly as Kitty Lcncer."
She
nlhan in "The Oirl From Missouri."
is

also in "Transatlantic

Merry-Go-Round."

F L. R. -Barry Norton is playing in
"Grand Canary." George Breakston, who

"No Greater (dory." is
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" and "Great Expectations."

made such a
now playing

onnie L

hit in

in

Irene.— Franchot Tone was born
agara
six

Falls,

feet,

New York, February

weighs

160,

Ni-

in
1'

27,

light-brown

hair,

hazel exes.

Joan Crawford with Clark ».
"Chained." Conrad Nagel has returned
Corner."
to the screen in "1
K.\Y.

in

I

— Martha

Sleeper was born in
June 24. 1910; live
Evelyn
feet four, reddish hair, .ma\ eyes.
in
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1916; fixe
ible,
feet six. weighs 12(1. broxvn hair, blue exes.
She was with Walter Hampden as leading
R.

O'Sullivan.

who

has blond hair, blue-gray exes.

in

P<

has green eyes.

will

-

Tommy.

—

MacDonald

—

-

Redhead. Peggy Shannon played in
"Fury of the Jungle" and "Back' Page"
this year, and has been seriously thinking

Anita Page married Nacio Herb
writer. Jul} 26, 1934.
Jean-

Alice.-

Pixky. Brian Aherne is a former stage
Born in Worchestershire, England,
May 2, 1902; six feet two and a half,
.Vol
weighs 174. brown hair, blue eyes.
With Helen Hayes in "What
married.
Ever\ Woman Knows."

Tearle makes

e

eyes.

actor.

;

dark-brown

blue

hair,

aid

in

I

Talisman Studio, 4516 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood Peggy Shannon, General Pictures, Beachwood Studio, Hollywood.

160,

\ allee

dark-blue eyes.
Divorced from Lola
Next is "Lottery Lover." with Pat
ane.
[Catherine DeMille will appear
Paterson.
in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"

;

RKO

Alice

S.

I.

Rudy

Paramount;

haps
will forward his mail.
Mr.
Tearle was born in New York City. May
17. 1882; five feet ten and a half, weighs

Nancy Carroll

M. Du.VN. Sari Maritza hasn't been
very active in pictures lately,
Howi
you will soon see her in "Crimson Ro
Ami
mance." with Ben Lyon.
larding
with Robert Montgomery in "Biography
of a Bachelor
.irk"

1

;

He

next see

hair,

Monroe Owsley, Universal William Janney,
Dickie Moore, Warners; William
Bakewell, Metro-Goldwyn Don Alvarado,

— Conway

will

Girl Friend," with Jack Haley and
l.upe Vclez.
Miss Carroll and her husband are separated.

I'..

—

occasional appearance on the screen.
recently played in "Stingaree."
Per-

You

T.

).

Minneapolis,

R. S. C. All the players you list arefree-lancing, but you might try to reach
them as follows: David Manner.-., Frank

Shirley Adele.

Armstrong, and Donald Cook.

Otto Kruger in "Paris Inter
hide" and "Treasure Island."

opposite him.

an

"Evelyn

.Marietta."

Chaplin was
His new picture is
But Paulette Goddard plays

Bickford,

in

"The

ette

1889.

Charles

each other

Brown, sony

leads.

Ruth Maurer. — Charles

Albertson,

of

Myrna L03 and William Pow-

will play opposite

Robert

—

yet untitled.

Kimball
lara
Chandu."

(

.

Vidor,

Wilda Hendricks. As 1 write this,
Alice Brady is contemplating a return to
the stage in a drama about New York.
She recently finished "The Gay Divorcee."
I am unable to identify the chorus boy to
whom you refer in "Wonder Bar."
16,

norm

Ralph Bellamy is in the East
Prentice."
making "Gigolette," with Adrienne Ames,

Wells.

Doroto
Germany.
Yes, "Heart Song," with Lilian Harvey,
was produced by Fox in Europe.

born April

i.

"The Return

in

Jimmy.
ell

in

brown

old

in

yi

Stars

"Kiss and

in

Sidnej is scheduled to
Financier."
You will

Sylvia

"Broadway

see

eyes.

.Make-up" and "Young
and Beautiful."
Their names are Judith
Ark-n. Betty Bryson, Jean Carmen, Helen
Col,.,,:.
Dorothy Drake, Jean Gale, Hazel
Maxes. Ann Hovy, Lucille Lund, Lu Anne
Meredith, Gigi Parrish, [Catherine Wilare

I

Paramount

the

is

he
Joe

leased

feet

Una

feet six, 115;
Basquette,
live feet four, 118; Virginia Cherrill, five
feet five, 118; Dorothy Burgess, five feet
five

have for

brown

hair,

England,
and a hall,

Yorkshire,

i.

— Their

weights are: Betty Bronson, five feet, 100;
.Madge Bellamy, five feet three, 112; Tala

two,

in

live

Young,

Studio.

Oklahoma,

eyes.

Mrs. Ellis Pugh.

born
1904;

6,

"Imita-

in

is

She was

Birell,

was

liams

.March

Patrick.

C. B.
Bluff,

woman

in

Illinois.

Shakespearean repertoire
in "Cradle
in "Death
i

accepting a screen offer to play
She has also played
Song."
"David
Takes
Holiday,"
a

Harum."

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

played opposite Greta

bage Patch."
1

-tinned on page

7<>

What

10
Continued from page 7
the star of stars, and criticizing
;

i

for

their

ability

give a

to

provariety

oi

entertainment.
Sure, the billboards are covered with advertisements of Mar West's pictures. Why
We see any number of other pictures
when other .stars chance to be featured
that are more immoral, indecent, and disgusting than hers.
If there is a star who deserves attention.
the one who is in a class by herself.
it
is
One. and <<nl\ one, the wholesome Mae
of

W.

West.
Tula.

A
I

(

i.

I

Jakw

i

i

i

Mississippi.

AM

not a

but

we

Crazy Crusade.
Mae \\ est fan by a long shot.
the new generation can de-

of

benefit by seeing her pictures.
Jler type of film gives us a look at some
of the events that end unpleasantly and
disastrously, without having to taste such

some

rive

through experience.
Can we stand by and permit

results

this

crazy

to condemn so idealistic and
What
upright a star as Ramon Novarro?

movement

wrong with "The Cat and the FidIs it immoral for a man to marry
Does not
six times as Henry I'll I did?
what we saw in "Laughing Boy," "Sadie
McKee," and "Sisters Under the Skin"
happen every day?
We want a
So, down with the Legion!

tile"?

continuation of the types of films we have
been getting, with, perhaps, more stress on

costume

Tow

From

AY01CK
the

from
of

far-off

new

a

Scotland hails
Jean Muir,

star,

the most interesting newcomer of the past
year.
Standardized glamour queens and
hotcha cuties may command the biggest
publicity blurbs, but surely there are many
like myself who place histrionic ability first
and welcome the addition of Miss Muir to
the ranks of real actresses.
tiiven reasonable opportunities, there is
nothing to hinder Jean graduating into the
Striking individuiarbo-Hepburn class.
ality, a charming voice, and perfect photographic features make her stand out from
the ordinary like a Schubert melody in a
world of crazy rhythm! Her performance
in "Bedside" was the one bright spot in an
impossible picture, ami in "As the Earth
Turns" she portrayed a difficult character
(

with supreme artistry.
To my Celtic mind. Jean Muir seems the
living prototype of a Barrie heroine and
suggest to Warners that they star her in
the exquisitely beautiful "Mary Rose." No
other young actress in Hollywood is bet1

qualified to weave Barrie's gossamer
strands of fancy upon the screen.
As
Grlzel in "Sentimental Tommy" she would
also shine.
should even like to see her
ipt
Peter Pan.

ter

I

The news that Katharine Hepburn will
Lady Babbie in "The Little Minister,"
and Helen Hayes in "What Every Woman
Knows," delights me that Hollywood has
actually rediscovered the genius of Barrie
for
the talking
screen.
A wholesome
breath of Barrie whimsy will be welcome
alter the lengthy comc-np- 'n'-sce-me-some-

time epidemic
)a\
27 Queen Street, Forfar,
Angus, Scotland.
'

I

m

D. Joi

i

v.

-

Andrea Ante: When I read your
article in September Picture Play, my
impulse was to howl.
1
always

but there
thing.

rather
is

silly

always

a

Alfred A. Piersox.

New

•

so-

So why should we stand by and let this
Legion condemn pictures like "Laughing
Boy." "Little Man, What Now?" "Lazy
River," "Manhattan Melodrama," "Sadie
McKee," "Smarty," "Sisters Under the
Skin,"
"Catherine the Great," "Henry
VIII," and ''Queen Christina"? I thought
all
these above par.
None of the plots
were fantastic, but involved events similar
to those we read of in the newspapers.
What does this Legion think it will accomplish by boycotting these films?
The
character of the younger generation will
not be affected.
On the other hand, I do
riot think any one is governed morally by
what he views on the screen. Immorality
is
not exploited, and the characters are',
always shown to suffer for their sins. The
average person who sees films portraying
immoral characters, understands life suf-

to write
first

is

fan letters,
time for every-

know

to Start

that at last

—

Heartless Hartford.
Picture Play contained
an article, "Hartford Resents Hepburn!" Well, Hartford may resent Hep-

SEPTEMBER

burn, but there are countless cities which
would be proud to claim her as a native
Furthermore, I believe the real
daughter.
dyed-in-the-wool fan of Hartford is just
as enthusiastic about Katharine Hepburn
as the fan in any other city in proportion
And I don't mean just the
to its size.
cocktail hounds who may see an occasional
movie for diversion, but the eager, struggling, down-to-earth fan, to whom a half
dollar means a few free hours in the land
of make-believe, and who closely follows
her favorites and is willing to fight for

them.
Surely, the box office bespeaks the pride
'

of Katharine Hepburn's sua
the girl who is RKO's favorite child, and
who pulled her studio out of the red.
I don't pretend to be of the aristocratic
class, but Katharine Hepburn is as vivid
and real to me as if she were my own best
I'm for her one hundred per cent
friend.

and joy

Josephine B. Becker.

Hol-

against inde-

films, although for some months the
pictures have been slowly emerging from
the cheap, raw, sexy state of the past few
Those disgusting, shallow sex
years.
plays and cheap, coarse, husky-voiced, bal-

rests

on

3625 Stettinius Avenue,
Hyde Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AlFTER

cenl

women were

Tom

Greta as Joan of Arc.
seeing Greta Garbo in "Queen

Jewel.

a drive

know

Gertrude Michael.
All the boys are raving about the gal
who stole Earl Carroll's "Murder at the
who
Vanities,"
Gertrude. Michael and
starred in "The Notorious Sophie Lang."
And no wonder.- She brings to the screen
the most refreshing personality, the most
eye-pleasing beauty, and the most enchanting voice in the movies. Here's hoping we
see a lot more of her.
The magazines practically never mention Clifford Jones, yet every one I know
who goes to pictures is asking about him.
Once in a while he gets a break and gives
a performance that leaves one simply
thrilled over its technical perfection and
George Ferris.
simplicity.
12 O'Dell Square,
Salem, Massachusetts.

ficiently to realize that what is classed as
"immoral and indecent" by this Legion is
something with which he comes in con"Straightforward."
tact every day.

a pleasure to

to

last but not least,

factory.

is

is

us more pictures and stories
Brown, Adrienne Ames, John
Wayne, Claire Dodd, Clifford Jones, Edna
May Oliver, Lew Ayres, Shirley Grey and,

about

absurd.
J think the studios are doing their share
to please the public.
The films we have
been seeing are, in the majority, quite satis-

lywood

there

please give

"Legion of Decency" do its dirty
work? Of course, every one is entitled to
an opinion, and mine is that this movement to boycott certain films is ineffably

IT

all

Garbo, Shearer, Gable, Hepburn, Crawford, Novarro, and Dietrich, so

life.

A Shimmering

know

fans

about

Soon I hope to follow Katie's profession, and I hope to prove myself a better
sport and be able to show fans that Connecticut has the real stuff.
"Me."
Norwich, Connecticut.

Legion of Decency Absurd.
we fans to sit by and let this

York, N. Y.

The New Rave.

WE

—

real

The blame

TO

it

life like a brilliant comet, leaving
searing sparks behind her

surely hasn't proven herself as such.
I
think any ordinary shopgirl could act the
part of a lady much better than this actress
does certainly better than she does in

lyhooed

Hepburn's Rival?

first

through

!

play

thought

vulgarity, trash, and sex-appeal.
She i- so
gloriously luscious, she can add beauty
and dignity to any kind of a picture bj
her lovely presence alone.
She is indeed
a shimmering jewel, with her grace and
her prismatic personality. May Elissa go

called

the Barrie Country.

birth

I am referring to Elissa Landi.
She
has fought hard to rescue screen art from

art.

—

ARF.

Maryland.

son.

think if you had gone a little further
J
with your questioning you might have
learned some interesting facts about the
"great" Miss Hepburn.
\\ hen
she went to Godfrey's dancing
class she was a wallflower. Boys had to be
bribed to dance with her. Think of that!
the girl who comes
Yes, I've met her
home and plays with the neighbors' chilli inik
saw her refuse her autoJ
graph to a neighbor's child.
As for her living in an aristocratic set,
maybe some people could tell you a few
things.
My dear Andrea, did you know
that Katie isn't even in the Hartford Junior
League?
She was never asked.
Some time ago 1 was playing bridge with
Mine friends when one remarked "There's
Katie Hepburn." The reply was "Really!"
And we continued the game, not even
bothering to look around.
She might be Hepburn who stays at
Saybrook Point, Fenwick, Connecticut, a
colony of Hartford's select families, the
well-bred daughter we read of, but she

Ted George.

films.

525 York Road,

the Fans Think

never in demand.
executives and

film

directors.

What has "Little Women" proved? The
American people do appreciate clean,
wholesome pictures, and the better and
more intelligent class will always understand and appreciate real art.
There is one actress of superior quality
who has helped raise the screen to a higher

Christina." there is no doubt in my
mind as to who is the screen's gre
She gave the most romantically beautiful
performance that I have ever seen. And
the photogthe picture, too, was lovely
raphy throughout being a real work of art.
Now, if the powers-that-be would only
Hepburn would
star her as Joan of Arc!

—

iod in the part, but I'm afraid there
too much of the gamin about her to be
Garbo, though, would
a perfect choice.
be ideal, possessing just the independent.
poseful, inspired personality required.
is

Dee Ch vpman.
1000 South Grand View Street,
Los Angeles, California.
ontinued on page SO
t
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MARGARET SULLAVAN

sees to it that there's no chance of wearing out her welcome on the screen, her appearances
being few and far between, which is why a new picture of hers is a major event.
Here she greets you in the midst of
filming 'The Good Fairy," with Herbert Marshall and Frank Morgan
proof that it will be a feast of good acting.

—
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DARLING
Merle Oberon, at twenty-one, faces the most
talent already recognized, she
stars

is

famous.

Here

is

is

to

any newcomer.
marry Joseph M. Schenck whose ability

in

brilliant future of

Her rare
to

create

the never before published story of her strange, exciting

Calcutta of a high caste Indian mother and an
English father, Miss Oberon is said by the Prince of
Wales to be the most beautiful girl in Great Britain.

Born

of the
life.

there any one who saw "The Private Life of Henry
VIII," who hasn't wondered ahout the beautiful young
woman whose hands fluttered to her slender throat as
she awaited her doom?
That lovely creature was Merle Oberon as Anne Boleyn
on her way to the scaffold. That single gesture, that bit of
acting, so fleet that it ended during the first few minutes
of the picture, stood out in a production filled with

S

I

memorable moments.
In footage it was a very small part, but it was enough
to impress the public and to start Merle Oberon on the
road to fame.
Since then

had been heard of Miss Oberon until
she announced her engagement to Joseph
M. Schenck, president of United Artists.
Back of this is one of the most interesting stories that
the picture world has given us in many a day.
What manner of girl is this who, in one brief moment,
registered her personality so strongly on the screen, is to
marry one of filmdom's most important executive-;, and
who will undoubtedly become one of our greatest stars?
What is the story of this alluring creature whom no less
than the Prince of Wales has proclaimed the most beautirecently

ful girl in

Born

little

when

England?

high caste Indian mother and an
English officer, and combining the exotic beauty of the
Orient and the best qualities of mind and character of
Asia and Europe, Merle's life has already been more romantic than any screen story.
At sixteen she had a great urge to visit England she
considered it her spiritual home. She had had enough of
convents and of India. At this point fate stepped in, for
coming from school one day she was introduced by a
friend to a young Englishman.
He was tall and blond
and his bearing bespoke a military school education. He
was heir to one of the great titles of England.
At sight, these two from opposite ends of the earth fell
madly in love, and he persuaded Merle to run away to
London. He confided that he had a very small allowance,
but that he was sure his parents would love her. increase
his allowance, and give them one of the big weddings of
in Calcutta of a

;

the season.

When they arrived in London, the young man's people
shipped him to Australia post haste, and they never met
his fiancee.
This was Merle's first shattered illusion, and
maybe she is Mill conscious of the cruelty of youth, nowpreferring the societ} of older men.
In the dead of winter, this child o\ Tndia took refuge in
a cheerless room in Bolton Street, just off Piccadilly.
Possessing only thin summer apparel, and with no means
n|' paying for heat of any kind, she shivered in bed most
of the time. Nor was there always enough to eat.
But it is always darkest before dawn, and just as
Merle's hopes were vanishing, a young man attached to
the American Embassy saw her. and though he never met
her, he sent her, anonymously, bouquets of roses and corsages of orchids, which she promptly traded with the land-
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ODS
By Dorothy Fox
lady for heat and food. Then one day he
left for America, but before sailing he
told the landlady to tell the lonely little
girl to go to a certain friend of his who
lived near by and who was in the film
business.

Miss Oberon was courteously received
by this new acquaintance who eventually
secured her a position playing bits with
one of the Elstree companies. She made
very little money, but she came in contact
with many players and it gave her an
opportunity to study their acting and
manners. She took in every detail of the
clothes of Hollywood stars, and their
She thoroughly
flair for wearing them.
explored the American mind and ideal,

and she abandoned the "schoolmarmish"
accent which she had adopted, and resumed the natural diction which expresses
her personality so beautifully on the
screen.

Although
tractiveness,
larity

friends

enhanced her atdid not increase her popu-

this greatly
it

the studios.
Her American
were continually trying to sell

in

the big film executives the idea that here
was a star in the making, but they could
not see her in that light.
She was too

Those who were jealous of
won out, and she found herself unable to make a living at Elstree.

Photo by Tunbi

who gave her her chance in "The Private Life of
caused Merle Oberon to refuse Hollywood's offer of $3,500
a week and to work for $300.

Loyalty to the director

Henry

VIM''

different.

her

Thoroughly disgusted with her picture
experiences, she became a hostess at what
Joseph M. Schenck directed the highly successful career of his former wife, Norma
Talmadge, for twenty years.
Photo by International

was then London's most fashionable night club, the Cafe de Paris.
Her gentleness, ladylike bearing and patent honesty overcame her inexperience, and her beauty attracted attention.
Presently she found
This
herself a guest at a small party given by the Prince of Wale-.
invitation changed her entire life.
Society took her up and everybody
little lad) that she was.
At that time he
cafe that she met Alexander Korda.
lie had very little
was just starting the London Film Company.
money and man)' thought he was destined to fail. He told Merle all
of this, but he also told her that lie felt he could make better pictures
lie reminded her that he
than were then being made in England.
alone of all the directors then in England had made good pictures in
Hollywood before coming to Elstree.

treated her as the perfect
It

was

at the

lb' argued that the picture which he had recently produced at
Elstree, "Service For Ladies." had been the first English-made picture
really to do well in America and it had made a star of. Leslie Howard.
He also told her he was confident that with his own company lie could
produce an even better picture, and that he might eventually make

her a

star.

So again Merle put fate to the test and -he signed with Korda for
She had found a man in
less money than she was making at the cafe.
whom she could repose confidence. Korda intended the bit which she
played a- Anne Boleyn as little more than a screen test.
When "Henry Y1I1" was first screened in London one of her
American friends notified certain friends of his who were the heads
of film companies

in

America.

[Continued on page 70]
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The real
States

truth

about

salaries!

While

it

looks

government decides they are not too

FROM
they

now on stars can just make faces at those who say
get too much money.
The United States government,
following a long and painstaking investigation, and after all
due deliberation, has recentlv declared that there is no limit to
what Mae West, Eddie Cantor, Will Rogers, Norma Shearer,
Greta Garbo, and various other wealth-accumulating gentlemen
and ladies shall receive for their services. Even if they're paid
the president, it doesn't matter a bit. They are entitled
so, get ready
you can look for a new and wild outburst of million-dollar contracts in Hollywood!
What has all this salary bother been about, anyway? For more
than a year there has been terrific wrangling on the money question.
About a year ago a Federal survey was ordered to see if it
was right for Maurice Chevalier to receive $10,000 a week, Miriam
Hopkins to get $50,000 to $60,000 a picture, and Marlcne Dietrich
to be paid a nice, round $100,000.
Of course, no names were mentioned, but there were plenty of
inferences.
It wasn't deemed proper at all that cinema kings and
queens were being presented with more money in a year than
Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt. In fact, it all bad aspects of an outrage and an injustice, considering the heavy burdens of the chief
executive's office under present stressful circumstances.
So a Mr. Sol A. Rosenblatt, known as the deputy administrator
of the N. R. A. code, and really the big chief in that department,
despite the "deputy" title, was dispatched to Hollywood to see
about it. There were talks and talks, and delvings and delvings.
Every hoary skeleton of a stellar stipend was removed from the

more than
to

it.

And

—

FACE

L5

as

if

high.

the stars are

in

the big money, the United

Read these amazing

facts

and

figures!

studio closets.
Figures commenced to pile up like a pyramid,
while a sphinxlike silence was maintained about the whole business.
The terrible investigation was on the real truth about
money in the movies was to be learned at last! Everybody trem
bled in his shoes
Eventually a report emerged, a neat not to say large blue book,
with a black eagle on top of it.
It was the dread document on
salaries, and a remarkable affair.
It showed what some 3,500
people were getting out of the merry old film business.
It started off with an actor who received $315,000 in 1933. and
ended up with a technical adviser who got $100 for two-thirds
of a week's work.
It divulged that a certain attorney in pictures
is almost as highly paid as one of the top-notch stars, that a bigshot press agent claimed close to $30,000, and that clever cameramen, designers, and dance directors can also command very handsome compensation. Also sundry executives are paid way up in
the highest figures.
However, granting all these divisions of profits, the actors still
have the best of it. Of the hundred peak salaries awarded to those
engaged in the great and glorious adventure of making movies,
nearly half went to players, and if you like to look at figures
in the abstract, here are a few of the bigger ones: $315,000;
;

!

$296,250; $283,655; $277,333; $235,948; $222,000; $206,361;
$200,000; $199,500; $191,000. Enough to show that the tales £
stars' money-making are far from being phony, and if anything,
are a trifle understressed rather than overstressed.
,

Continued on page 74

VA L U E

By

Edwin Schallert
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WHAT DO STARS
By

Morley

Dickson
SAT

on the bench with Norma
Shearer and put the matter
squarely to her
"Just what
have we a right to expect from a

I

:

star?"

how confused the fans
You hitch your

told her

I

have

become.

dreams

to

a

favorite.

And

then.

with increasing frequency, your
admiration is reciprocated with tinhaughty retort that the stellar one's
personal doings and opinions are
simply none of your business.
In the silent days, I reminded
Norma, a formula for the Holly-

wood famous was set by Mary and
Doug. The Fairbankses swathed
themselves

They

in

off-screen glamour.

literally lived for their public

and were, actually, more
as

thrilling

people than they were

real

in

their reel dramas.

But to-day more and more starare repudiating "after office hours'
duties. They insist that when they
have done a good job of acting before the cameras that they should
Louder and louder
be through,
grows the "Our-private-lives-are-

our-own

!"

wail.

Instead of welcoming the public's concern, then' is a trend toward resenting the curiosity which
is
automatically attracted by the
ven nature of acting. The girl

from Sweden began

it.

She com

Am

pleteh ignores fan interest.
curiosity about her private life is
met with a rebuff, and if you don't

her arrogance you can lump it.
Because she gets away with it.
other stars have begun to follow
suit.
The eccentric winner of this
like

Academy acting award
year's
thumbs her nose at the press
Samuel Goldwyn's Anna Sten is

When

she venshe wearslacks and a sweater and goggles.
The brilliant but sassv .Margaret
Sullavan makes a point of looking

unapproachable.
forth

tures

as

publicly

nnglamorous

in

person as pos-

sible.

For more than two years now
Miss Shearer comes to the defense
lives are their own.
Here is Norma

who

private
in a tense scene from "The Barretts of
Wimpole Street."

of

stars

insist

thar

their

Ann Harding
to

a

tive.

has refused to talk

movie magazine representahie mav admire her artistn
<
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OWE
In

an

effort to

FANS?

get a star's reaction, the interviewer put

this

question

—

one he thought had about the largest intelligent fan following
Norma Shearer and you will agree that her remarks are well taken.

to

—

but her off-screen affairs are not to be laid before your
The lady who wears pants at the Paramount
studio, and the perennial ingenue who rules the Fox lot
are practically recluses.
I went to Norma Shearer because she is in a position
She is as important as any
to set an example to-day.
actress in Hollywood.
She cannot fall hack on alibis,
for she does very nearly as she pleases.
An alibi, though, is something that would never occur
to Norma.
I have found that she invariably speaks her
mind.
Since she is as keen as she is gracious, her
opinions are worth while.
Norma Shearer always invites interviewers down to
her Santa Monica home. It is right on the ocean front.
Away from the turmoil of the city, it is exactly the sort
of place you would anticipate. Extremely attractive, but
eyes.

compact and in good taste.
Perhaps it is gazing daily out over the Pacific which
Devoid
imbues Norma with her charming simplicity.
of any make-up except a dash of vivid lipstick, and
attired in modish powder-blue lounging pajamas, she
There,
led me on through the living room to the beach.
a vision of youthful dignity, she came directly to the
point.

shouldn't dare to criticize the conduct of other
but naturally I have my own ideas on this
I
think there are certain obligations a star
subject.
should fulfill. Likewise, there are things about us which
do not belong to the public."
Norma does not think a star's private life belongs to
her public, for instance.
"I have never conscientiously
I fancy fans
planned or lived my life to suit others.
prefer us to be individuals.
I didn't marry and have a
baby to suit the public. I don't believe either step made
people like me any more or less."
Do you agree with Norma here? I don't. When she
voluntarily retired for almost a year because of her
husband's illness, didn't her loyalty increase your respect
for her?
And, too, knowing that she is an efficient
mother doesn't this add to her accomplishments.-'
"However, so far as discussing" our off-screen lives
with the public goes. I think we can strike a happy
to
medium. Be good to others and they want to lie g
you!
I am always willing to give interviews, to talk
about anything of which I have knowledge/'
I
remarked that many stars are remarkably vague
when questioned. Norma quickly came to her fellow
"I

players,

—

1

players' defense.

that we are essentially actor-.
are not students of national topics, authorities on
\fter we've
everything.
That's why we are limited.
exhausted ourselves, and our work, the pictures we play
in, and what we think of Hollywood, there are not many
subjects that we are qualified to discuss for publication.
After all, when you are talking for print you must have
It isn't like
something to say which bears repetition.
mere conversation."

"You must remember

We

he duties of a star, so far a- off-screen condu
concerned, were tersely summed up.
"We should do our best to preserve the illusion which
our pictures have created. T know no excuse for being
deliberately commonplace.
The least we can do is to
groom ourselves carefully before we appear where any
one can see us.
"Our clothes should he more spectacular than the averthink fans want us to be striking perage person's.
sonalities.
don't live on dress parade.
Of course,
When I am at home relax, laze around. Bui never
might be recognized unless
am apgo out where
imagine fans wish me to he.
propriately arrayed as
"That we should answer letters and always he gracious,
and that we should refrain from shocking people, are
I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

(

!i

mtinucd

<>n

page 54

"There are certain obligations which a star should fulsays Miss Shearer, "but there are things about us
which do nof belong to the public."

fill,"
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THEY LOVE THEY LAUGH THEY SING THEY QUARREL
.

.

but always there's

.

l
Music by Jerome Kern
Lyrics and Libretto by
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd

%/

atta

wi th

SWANSON

and

JOHN

DOUGLASS

BOLES

•

MONTGOMERY

JUNE LANG • REGINALD OWEN
AL SHEAN* JOSEPH CAWTHORN
An
-

Erich

Pommer Production

Directed by Joe

May

\^n*

A

and romance set
for the
produced
lavishly
to music
screen from the great stage sensation
that ran 11 months on Broadway.
riot

of laughter

—

/>

ml

o
<

diant platinum blonde

in

musical corn-

undergone one of the most interesting
is that Hollywood has ever witnessed.
* poised and sensitive beauty you
the cultural guidance of Charlie
heroine she

is in

his

new

film.

PAULETTE

CODDARD

VIRGINIA

BRUCE
AT

last

you're to see her

role which has
glamour and dignity and
tender charm, the very
qualities Miss Bruce re-

in

a

She is to
be Jenny Lind, the Swedish
prima donna of long ago,
in "The Mighty Barnum,"
with Wallace Beery as the
famous circus showman.
That will be something to
flects off-screen.

look forward

to.

Photo by Cltrence Sinclair Bull

IRENE

DUNNE
RARE indeed

it

the sight

of the formal Miss
in

Dunne

sports clothes, which

exactly

why

Picture

is

Play

offers this picture of her

say,"Why, she's
a polo coat
than in frills I" She will go
back to the latter, however, in "Sweet Adeline,"

for

you

lovelier

to

in

a delicious musical film of
the sentimental '90s.

I

Photo by John Miehle

Photo by Clarence Slnrlair

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
26

llult

BY far the most penetrating appraisal of one of
Hollywood's most complex and many-sided personalities appears on the opposite page in Malcolm H
Oettinger's intimate interview with Miss Bennett in her
home, both star and writer matching each other in
frankness.
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QUEEN Was

The

P 2i P C)R
I

Constance Bennett

lifts

in

the

By Malcolm H Oettinger
-

her ban on interviewers and receives Picture Play

in

her ivory-and-

blue drawing-room, there to reveal one of Hollywood's most remarkable personalities.
season
EVERY
just as

the report goes forth that Hollywood is
and sane and prosaic as Ausable Forks or
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, and every season some meteoric body flashes giddily across the sky to prove that Hollywood is still the tinsel town of whimsy, make-believe, fourBush and flimflam. The meteoric body about to be caught by
our telescope belongs to Miss Constance, of the publicityshunning Bennetts.
Meadows, bring me my topper, my astrakhan cape, and a
strong dash of bitters. I'm off to see Miss Bennett.
Constance is a spoiled little girl with big eyes and a very
good figure, but
mustn't get ahead of my story.
She has Hollywood fairly well buffaloed, if one may descend to the argot. Of course some one is always buffaloing
Hollywood, so it might as well be Constance. At any rate,
Hollywood thinks of her as local royalty, and by the same
token the royalists are loyal and the proletariat hostile.
It is probably due to the bourgeoisie that one hears so many
mutterings about Miss Bennett's frigid attitude toward her
settled

I

fellow players, how she refuses to see interviewers, photographers, well-wishers, reporters, or other hoi polloi unless the
moon is full, the tide high, and all auguries just dandy.
So I dismissed all these titbits of rumor when a friend of
la marchesa's and mine arranged for us to meet, the better to
understand one another.
Miss Bennett lives in a lovely Spanish-Moorish country
bouse in Beverly Hills. The lawns are spacious and green as
a sun-swept sea the hedges are clipped to a nicety zinnias and
roses and stocks swarm about the fretted grillework of the
;

;

gate in a gay whirl of color.
The doorbell was answered by a maid who showed me to
the ivory-and-blue drawing-room, brought me a glass of

sherry on a silver salver, and bade me be cozy until Miss
Bennett appeared.
The room is elaborately done, in excellent taste. Tt is
austere in its formality, yet designed with an eye to comfort
There are two lovely old screens in opposite corners,
as well.
a bit of Sevres porcelain, a tapestry, a fine old table, a pair of
French paintings in the Laurencin manner, cigarettes in little
white-and-gold boxes. A trifle theatrical, very effective.
Having given me time to enjoy the setting. Miss Bennett
entered, looking young, appealing, and friendly in rose-tinted
pajamas, with a delicate cloud of chiffon at her neck, secured
by a diamond and sapphire brooch.
Being a shrewd young woman, she proceeded to explain
her feelings toward the press. She was eager to cooperate at
all times, but the majority of interviews made her ridiculous.
she said; the questions were silly. What did she think oi
importance of baby talk? How did she rate her husbands?
Would she advise all girls to marry millionaires:' Was the
movie world the right place to bring up her child? These
questions annoyed her.
Continued on pag<

I

u

Photo by

Intel n

After talking with Mr. Oettinger, Miss Bennett was
off for the Continent, for the cabanas at Cannes
and the fiestas at Firenze.
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YSAY

You'll

have a chance

to

see and hear Helen Morgan again

Vallee's

Rudy

in

"Sweet Music."

Grace Moore knocks the high hat off grand opera;
summoned back to Hollywood. Other visiting

JGURE

the rewards of success any way YOU like, there is a
drop of poison lingering somewhere in the cup.
Grace
Moore's "One Night of Love" was hailed with tumultuous
applause, and the town broke out in a veritable rash of parties in
her honor. As audiences clapped, society paid court, and Prince
Matchabelli created a perfume for her, Miss Moore went o\ er to
a broadcasting studio to appear on the Rudy Vallee hour. There,
though she sang at her best. Lou Holtz made history with his
rendition of "Pardon My Southern Accent" in Jewish dialect.
T

—

Against the Current. Miss Moore smiles indulgently at
those wry and candid professionals who seek to remind her that
alter you have reached the top you are fairly sure to be throttled
People in Chattanooga,
with a limp string of half-successes.
Tennessee, cautioned her against leaving the choir to sing in a
Friends urged her not to squander the money she made in
cafe.
Music Box Revues on operatic training. Wouldn't you shut
your ears to advice?

Another Singing Cinderella.
Millions"

is

shown,

it

is

— When

Eddie Cantor's "Kid
Merman will loom

prophesied that Ethel

up as a big favorite. Her life story is much more in the modern
tempo than that of Grace Moore, and 1 have an idea that the
average fan would find her mure congenial in person.
Columbo's tragic death, Carol Lombard took
but her vacation was cut short by a hurry call
from the studio for "Repeal.'

Seeking

to forget Russ

a flying

trip

East,

29

By Karen

Photo

Hollis

by Engstead

Although Ethel Merman makes a decided hit in Eddie
Cantor's "Kid Millions," she expects to return to the
Broadway stage in "Bon Voyage."

Carol Lombard's vacation cut short
stars

when

enhance the Manhattan scene.

Not quite twenty-four, .she has progressed from a
hard-working stenographer who lived in Astoria to a
riotously popular blues singer on the stage and in the
better night clubs. She never squandered an hour on
She lives in a rambling, comfortable,
but unpretentious apartment on Central Park West,
with
and Papa Zimmerman, and her return
a vocal lesson.

Certainly
applause

the
which

greeted

Grace

Moore's
"One
Night of Love"
has provoked this
radiant smile.

Mamma

from triumphs

afield

Producers bemoan the fact

are celebrated by having an

number of aunts and uncles to dinner.
Moore is the traditional prima donna,

inestimable

Grace
younger and prettier than most, but with nerves
whittled to razor-edge sharpness obtruding through
surface charm,
label Merman is vivid and gaudy
and candid and -jives the satisfying impression of
one who is having a hilariously good time.
Ethel's
inevitable

Plotted Course, -In answer to those
from other stenographers asking

letters

how Miss Merman

got her break, here's the story
First you have to have so much vitality that you are

Ethel Merman worked for Caleb
Bragg, sportsman, financier, and first nighter who
knows all the theatrical producers. After working
for him all day she sang at parties for ten dollars a
practically tireless.

anywhere that she could get a hearing. Then she asked him for a letter of introduction
to George White.
All of which did her no good at
night, or. in fact,

all,

because he just offered her a job in the chorus.

thattheyreleased

Dunbar,

Dixie

now

a
success

way's

decided
Broad-

in

hit of
year.

the

Without any assistance she ^"t a job in an obscure restauand eventually Lou Irwin, an agent who is -till her
agent, heard her sing there and offered to manage her.
So
if you want a career as a singer, her advice is just to keep
on singing even chance you get.
rant

—

Hollywood Wants Her. Dixie Dunbar, the diminutive,
minx who enlivened George White's filmed

doll-faced

"Scandals" with her dancing,
the

first

big

Broadway

hit

is an outstanding success in
of the year, "Life Begins at
55

30
don't refuse to talk about my marriage to Virginia
Cary Grant with British tact, "it's just
And
that I'd rather not make any wild statements.

"I

Cherrill," says

there's every indication
lasting

that their

and happy because of

marriage

will

be

this reticence.

That's

all

Mr.

marriage, and

Grant
in

say about

will

go

refusing to

his

further

he gives the most sensible and forthright
opinions on the subject of a star's married
ife

that Picture Play has ever published.

By Dudley Early

CARY

life,"

GRANT
they told

won't talk about his domestic

me

at

"He'll talk

the studio.

about anything else, but he consistently refuses
to talk about that!"
Well, there was something! Just why wouldn't he
talk about it?
Nearly every one else did. He must
I
have his reasons for holding to such a policy.
wanted to know what those reasons were, so I just
asked if I could see him; maybe he'd tell me.
found him in a corner of the set sprawled out in
1
a chair, a smart-looking dressing gown over his evening suit.
Eying the gown covetously, I said:
"They told me you refuse to talk about your do"
mestic life, and
"I don't refuse to talk about it," he broke in. "it's
just that I'd rather not make any wild statement-.
And what Virginia and eat. and all that, seems very
i

silly to talk

about."

So spoke an Englishman.
hut as he went on

British,

The
to

attitude

explain,

it

is

typically

seemed a

pretty sensible one.

Cary Grant and Virginia Cherrill are happily marand if it is within Can's power to keep
that state of being intact, he will do so
by trying to
ried to-day,

—

Continued on pag<
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CODE
Carminati,

Tullio

"One Night

TULLIO
and an

of

NOBLEMAN

of a
in

the

spotlight

Love/ has had a

because of
life

his

superb

of glamour, flourish

and achievement.

actor.

By Laura Benha m

—

his daily life.

More than any

player in pictures to-day he fulfills the ideal
He has the heritage ol
idol should be like.
romance, a life that has been venturesome and fraught with
drama, a career that has brought him fame and fortune. Thereis glamour about him, and a grand air
rank incurs
Yet, because his credo has been noblesse oblige
obligation
he has never lost his perspective nor his sense ol

of

in

CARMINATI

is an aristocrat, a gentleman
This combination endows him with qualities which, reflected in both his professional and private
For there is somelives, stamp him a man apart in Hollywood.
thing of the real Carminati in every character lie has portrayed
on the screen and a little of the Thespian in the mode and

manners of

performance

what a matinee

!

—

—

humor.

Hollywood is hue, of course, as is all success," he
I
saw him recently when acclaim for his performance in "One Night of Love" was greeting him on all
"But success in Hollywood can never mean too much to
sides.
me. For everything in life is relative and in the past I have
known those things which mean far more than anything it L
within the power of the screen to confer.
"The greatest thing that success can give us is the ability to
obligations to those dependent upon
live up to our obligations
us. to our friends, and to ourselves."
Expressed by an American, these sentiments would have
sounded smug and pedantic. But uttered by the Latin Mr. Car'"Success in

admitted when

—

minati, in his charmingly accented voice, his blue eyes twinkling.
the code of a nobleman, Count
they sounded thoroughly nice
Tullio Carminati de Brambille, as he is described on his Christ-

—

mas cards.
For it was

to this title that he was born in Zara, Dalmatia, a
province of Italy. His early boyhood was spent on the family
estate, his education intrusted to a tutor as befitted one of his
rank and position.
As none of his forbears had ever been even remotely connected with the theater, he is even to-day unable to account for
the urge which caused him to run away from home at fifteen to
join a company of strolling players.
Of course he was disinherited for this, but so crowded with
work were his next few years that he had little time for regrel

or remorse.
It was while he was with a company in Ancona that he attracted the attention of the actor Novelli, who invited him to
Carminati did so and in the light
join his company in Rome.
of later events, this was the turning point of his career.
For after only a few more years of work and then more work,
Eleanora Duse
one day a visitor was announced to see him.

—

entered' his dressing

room.

"Madame," Carminati bowed low over her hand.
"I have a ship, a very little ship." the great Duse began and
Carminati listened in wide-eyed wonder. "But the ship has no
captain," she concluded simply and waited for him to speak.
Mr. Carminati did not understand. He remained silent.
"Would you like to be the captain of my ship and my
company?" Duse asked him gently, a quiet smile playing
about her mobile lips: And this time Carminati could not
speak because of the great happiness that flooded his soul.
To be in the great Duse's company, to act with, perl
[Continued on page 681
to touch her hand!

—

Mr. Carminati is
a gentleman, an

and an arisHe isreally
Count Tullio Carminati de Brambille, with a grand
and a sense
air
actor

tocrat.

—

of humor.
Phntn by Ga

si
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ELIEVE
Yes,

and when you've read the

list

of Ger-

trude Michael's accomplishments,

you, too,

marvel at the talents of

Alabama

will
girl.

From early childhood her

filled

with exciting episodes,

is

just

as eager to

add

this

has been

life

and to-day she

to her laurels.

By Jack Smalley
You can believe it or not. hut this pretty girl with
honey-colored hair and an Alabama drawl, has
operated her own radio station,
flown an airplane.
studied law at
preached in a

fifteen,

pulpit,

recited poetry at three,
given piano> concerts at twelve,
won a music scholarship to study in

Italy,

a hit on the Broadway stage,
played in fourteen pictures.

made

With such a bewildering array of accomplishments, one
hardly knows where to begin the story of Gertrude Michael.
The editor had told me that readers of Picture Play were
clamoring for an introduction to this astonishing young
person who had the ability to turn from a sweet-faced nun
in "Cradle Song" to a hard-boiled crook in "The Notorious Sophie Lang."
Well, she's all that you expect, and more.
My introduction to her was exciting.
Lightning was flashing in blinding streaks, with wind
whistling in a furious gale.
Into the fury of the storm
plunged a tall, blond girl, her filmy blue gown whipping
out, curls in a golden tangle.
She came to a panting halt just out of camera range.
The juicer who pulls the long wire on the lightning machine and, like Zeus, hurls thunderbolts, grinned at her as
Tt was lunch
she passed. The wind machine died down.
call on the set for "Menace."
"Come along, storm's over," she said gayly, as we shook
bands. "Let's go talk. I've just had a tooth pulled."
But it wasn't so easy to settle down, once Miss Michael
reached the studio restaurant.
Isabel Jewell was full of
Actor- and directors called to her.
social plans.
"Pardon me, Becky," I said firmly, "hut I want to

—

For proof of her versatility, Miss Michael played three
different roles in one day.
Something to boast about,
we'd say! Hero she is in "Menace."

know

"

low did you know was called Becky?" she demanded.
Well, as it happened, we had mutual friends who pal
with Miss Michael. I asked her where the nickname came
from, and that started the interview where it should, right
at the beginning of Miss Michael's history.
"That name was given me by my favorite person, my
father." she explained.
"When T was very young I was
rewarded for going to church by having dadd\ read the
funnies to me.
The adventures of Tom Sawyer and
Reeky Thatcher were running in our paper.
was always
was Becky. Dad began calling me that,
pretending that
and the name has followed me ever since."
"]

GERTRUDE

MICHAEL

is

the

"believe

it

or

not" girl of Hollywood.
Since she was three
years old she lias been amazing people with ber

remarkable talents.
At twenty-three- her list of accomplishments would fill with joy the souls of those
fellows who collect oddities of the screen folk and put
them in cartoons.
It

isn't

read her

often one meets such a

girl.

you will marvel at
now the most up-and-coming actress
life story,

When
this girl
in

you've

who

i-

Hollywood.

1

1

1
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OR NOT"

IT

Miss Michael lost her father eight years ago. They
were buddies. Every summer they went to Florida to
Before his death she had won a scholarfish together.
ship at the Cincinnati Conservatory, giving her five years
But his
of musical study in Italy. He had loved music.
passing made things change in her life, and she did not
accept the award she had won.
Tiistead, she decided to become an actress, and her proficiency in characterization stamps her as one of the most

promising players in pictures.
Most of our stars have won

Hu>tu

by

GIRL

Maine and when we all went swimming together I'd sta\
the water rather than display my awkward legs."
Needless to say, the awkward stage passed, for one
admiring glance is all that i> needed to discover that .Mis-,
Michael's form is all it should he.
"Next year my family induced me to go on with my
music, and alter attending a finishing school at Spartanburg, Smith Carolina,
enrolled at the Cincinnati Con
[Continued on page 331
servatorv ol Music." -In continued.
in

I

1

Jonc

their places for certain types
Hi

Miss Mi-

performances.

neither a flapper, a
pretty blonde, nor a vamp
but she is all of them if she

chael

is

wants to
"It
told

The basket of fruit she is
holding is no more luscious
than the actress herself.

lie.

may sound

me. "but

I

odd," she
played three

different roles in one day
the part of a Roman matron,

an ingenue of seventeen, and
a hard-boiled,
deress.

You

vicious

was

see, I

murcast as

Caesar's wife in 'Cleopatra'
while I was playing an ingenue role in 'Witching Hour,'
and I was appearing in both
when called in for a retake
"
for 'Murder at the Vanities.'
Look no further for proof
of her versatility
She showed promise of it
at a tender age by reciting
long poems and prose when
When she
she was three.
was five she could pick out
songs on the piano, and with
such a demonstration of latent talent there was nothingel se to do but give her piano
lessons. By the time she was
twelve she was giving concerts and had learned to play
!

the violin.
"T didn't intend to be just

a musician, though." she said.
"When I finished high school,

fourteen, I decided to
study law. The Portia in me
coming out, I suppose. At
any rate I enrolled at the
University of Alabama and

at

went to work.
"Johnny Mack Brown was
my hero. I had entered
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
and Johnny came to the sorority house occasionally for
Of course he never
parties.
11-1 iced that gangly girl who
was all arms and legs. I Avas
very self-conscious about my
appearance my brothers used
to tease me about my skinny
;

Gertrude
per, a

vomp

is

neither

— but she

if

a flap-

pretty blonde, nor a
is all

of

she wants to be.

them
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your best friend breezes in from Cleveland, or Omaha, or Salt Lake
announcing that she saw Gary Cooper. Constance Bennett, Eddie
Lowe. Maureen O'Sullivan, or any other film favorite in person, pause
before you put up an argument. The newspaper in your hand may s;
that only yesterday a reporter watched the one in question at work in Hollywood, or attended a party at his or her home. It may all be true. Players
just won't stay put in Hollywood any more.
Xot since air travel became
And much more comfortable.
as commonplace as horseback riding.
Sometimes when Margaret Sullavan has a few days' vacation in the
midst of making a picture for Universal, she blithely boards a plane. When
next heard from she may be in Chicago, Xew York, or almost anywhere
but at home waiting for the phone to summon her to the studio.
If story trouble develops with RKO. Katharine Hepburn figures the
argument may go on for clays and days and she might as well rush to New
York for a session with her voice coach.

IFCity,

Photo

by

International

Here

are

Now

that

News

Frances Dee and Joel
McCrea hurrying back to California
after their New York marriage.

it

is

possible to cross

the country by plane
hours, air

in

fifteen

has bepopular with movie
folk that one may read in the
morning paper that a certain
star is busily engaged on a
production, and that very afternoon rub elbows with him on a

come

line

travel

so

crowded thoroughfare.

Ida Lupino, center, boarding a plane
enjoy a respite away from the

to

studio.

Gary Cooper and Sandra Shaw, right,
enjoyed a recent visit to Gotham and
Picture Play via the air route.
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When studio plans for Miriam Hopkins arc a little hazy, she throws a
scare into executives by flitting East to investigate alluring stage offers.
United Air Lines' clerks at Burbank held don't bat an eyelash when a
last-minute reservation for Miss Smith is picked up hv a famous and
glamorous figure. It happens almost every day.
Those far-away caliphs in the home office aren't so terrifying to players
and directors any more. While the supervisor is composing a scorching
telegram telling New York headquarters that temperament is rampant, the
dog-house candidates can be well on their way to present their cast' in
Sometimes the bosses wish that air travel had never started
person.

except for themselves.
Sleek fashion plates, such as Kay Francis, relish air travel whether they
m a rush or not. It is so nice to emerge cool and serene without ever
Privacy and anonymity are accepted as individual
a battle with cinders.
Continued on page 78

The couple alighting from

this

plane

are Mr. and Mrs. Boris Karloff, who
seem to have enjoyed the experience.

By Helen Klumph

When Elizabeth Allan, left,
New York from England

landed
not

ago, she hopped a plane to

Hollywood in time to start work
"David Copperfield."

East tor a holiday.
by

in

and Katharine Hepburn,
were companions on a trek

Elissa Landi

center,

in

long
reach

("obum
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OLLYWOOD
By Edwin and
Elza

Schallert

B

With

little

had
HOLLYWOOD
Midsummer Night's

Patricia Hamilton at the

camera, Neil knows

there'll

be no retakes.

superpremiere when "A
Dream" was given under the

on the independence of her husband, Harmon O. Nelson.
You see, Harmon is always engaged somewhere, tinkling

direction of Max Reinhardt, the celebrated Gercreator of theatrical entertainment.
Stars packed
into the huge Hollywood Howl to see it. and didn't even
.seem to mind getting their evening gowns soiled.
Tn the
play were such movie folk as Walter Connolly as Bottom, Evelyn Venable as Helena, Sterling Holloway as

the keys to furnish joy to the convivial, or otherwise providing musical entertainment.
And while Bette's salary

a big

man

and little Mickey Rooney as Puck.
Mikey was the hit ol the show, but there

flute,

is an untold
concerning him.
It occurred at the dress rehearsal.
Right in the midst of some of the most flowery
Shakespearean passages, Mickey, who was ensconced in
a tree, supposedly to make comments on what was said
by the characters on the stage, suddenly broke forth
with: "I ley. I've ripped my tights!" It just about broke
up the preview.

incident

—

The Supreme

Reconciliation. B. P. Schulberg and
Sylvia Sidney are just as devoted as ever and we won t
be a bit surprised if marriage is the final
chapter.
They broke up for a month
or more, and were seen everywhere
separately during that time. The recontook place the night of the
premiere of the new Trocadero restauciliation

rant, a

very continental establishment.

Ben and Sylvia danced every dance
together that night, and talked and
talked as if they were quite alone in
the world.
Impromptu guests were
nevertheless invited to their table to
share in their joy, and they didn't leave
the place until nearly four in the mornLi-ten for those wedding chimes.
ing.

Hubby On His
makes Bette Davis
thing

Mady

published

Christians

Hollywood

that

is

film,

Own. — Nothing
so

mad

seems

as someto

reflect

jubilant over her

first

Wicked Woman."

may
A

considerably top his, he does get along on his own.
gossip recently reported that Bette purchased Harmon's clothes for him. and the prices were of the bargain
variety.
And did she burn! And when she burns, Bette.
who is a regular fighter, can say plenty.

—

Too Much Generosity. Despite the fact that they
were seen in "Doctor Monica" together, and may again
appear as the Bronte sisters in "Devotion," we are told
that Kay Francis and lean Muir are not too friendly.
And their differences started in a peculiar way. They
partly began because Mi-- Muir desired to efface herself
in "Doctor Monica" for the reason that the part she
more so than that of Miss
played was too sympathetic
But it doesn't seem to be just exactly wise
Francis.
for one actress to convev the idea to another that she

—

movie lamina
But each y<
memorate th

a

visit

there

group.
Strang
of a my

tomb
anniv

1

1

mous as her daughter
'3

mother confessor

problems of young
Rogers even connt of

her proteges.

[ollytown Theawhich she conceived as an incn1

ter,

hator of genius,
"bears evidence of
her amazing ability
to sense screen posIn Lela
sibilities.
Rogers's very own
words, ''it stands as
n answer to the
;tion

me

:

'Whathas
word

of the

itice?'

It is

a

h laboratory
in the de-

that

of
1

thing
'talent.'

in

'ch,
N

.tors,

no

ll
•\v

iad

a

j

own
All
saw

a

ralent
.ed.

.•

Rogers

is

whose
jther has been of
constructive help
without ever becoming a grasping, domctress

inating influence.

3'J

A HAND

By Harry

Blair

N.

t»

Once she has sold herself on an idea. Lela Rogers is a veritable dynamo
of action. The result is Hollytown Theater as a try-out spot for plays, a
show window for the newcomer and a workshop fur junior players. This
it lias already demonstrated in its comparatively brief period of operation.
The test system still used by most studios has never proved an actor
The most that can he gained is some idea of his photographic possibilitie
Many a brilliant young player has been lost to pictures because a test hi
given indications that he might be hard to photograph.
Some of our biggest stars come under this classification. Margai
Sullavan is a good example, and Helen Hayes another. Despite this, tl
found success in pictures because their talent was recognized from
stage and care was taken to make them pleasing to the camera eye.
Hollytown Theater offers this meeting ground between studio ?
potential star.
Here the player can be seen by every producer, direc
and executive. His possibilities are accurately gauged and, having c
onstrated his ability, lie gets a chance to land a contract on the pr.
terms.
Hollytown points with pride to Betty Furness, Florine McKinney, J
Gale, and Earl Eby, among others. All these promising youngsters,
merly trusted only with bits, stepped from the stage at Hollytown
full-fledged picture roles and each has come through with colors flyi
Behind it all is the directing genius of one woman, Lela Rogers
only in the career of her daughter, she has proved her wisdom.
Ginger, after winning a Charleston contest, found her way into v;.
ville as "Salt" in the dancing team of "Salt and Pepper."
The o
member of the duo was Jack Culpepper, who now headlines in vaude\
Ginger was then sixteen and the boy only a few years older. The two
in love and. one day in romantic New Orleans, they were hastily marri.
To the devoted mother who had staked so much on her daughter
future, the marriage came as a bolt from the blue. Yet, like other upsets
1

.

Gone are the days of
sparse dressing rooms in
cheap theaters for Ginger.
Now she makes up
in de luxe surroundings.
she had encountered, she
the best of things

made

— continued
(

to

gro

iinger for bigger op]

tunities.

Lela Rogers does nol
the meaning of the
"failure."
In her
heart of hearts she knew
that her baby would some

know
word

day lie a star.
Almosl
since the child's birth -he

had mapped out a bold
Every
step of the way up the
ladder of fame was care-

line of procedure.

fully planned.

Continued on page 70

Millions

are spent

in

down

the
expense of movies, says
Lela Rogers, but not one
cent is expended on deefforts

to

cut

veloping talent.
why she has the

town Theater.

That's

Holly-
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HEAVENS! NOT
The stigma of staginess
avoid

°re, right,

is

just

*r

Adrian's de-

for

petticoats of black
the jacket of

andy,

leopard

example, any well-dressed girl
anywhere could and would wear
the ensemble
illustrated
by Una
is
Merkel, above.
In one piece, it
gray with hugh buttons and belt of
For

—

—

bright red.

Maureen
of brown

O'Sullivan's

two-piece

suit

satin-stripe crepe, right,

is

smart by reason of its plainness, the three-quarter-length coat
being the last word.
utterly

La Merkel's white fox cape, center,
consists of three skins which may
either be tied together with the scarf
or clipped with the fastener.

skin.

clothes

is

exactly what the

as the old-time movie queens sought to

Gladys George
o wears the new drawng skirt of black velvet

in

in

II

ACTRESSY!
more

intelligent

attract attention

girls

of

Hollywood strenuously

by flamboyant, eccentric

attire.

Betty Furness, left,
displays a quaint
evening wrap which
you

will

appreciate

the more when
you learn that it is
of dark-blue taffeta.
all

Barbara Kent, above, wears a combinaof white suede crepe and black
faille which speaks for itself by reason
tion

of

its

smartly contrasting tones.

Again Miss Kent obliges,
other
smart,

crepe

display of

left, with anconservative, though

good taste.
combined
same

is

Navy blue
with

taffeta

blister

of the

color.

The spot of color on Martha Sleeper's
black

felt

coolie

hat,

left,

is

nothing

more or less than a rabbit's foot. She
wears another at her neck, does Mrs.
Hardie Albright.

12

By
Laura
Ellsworth
Fitch

After six years of play-

ing

wicked

women

and never a weak performance among them

— Miss

gets

bling."

"GamGeorge

Burgess
her reward in

She

is

M. Cohan's sympathetic
heroine.

CAT WITHOUT CLAWS
Finely

portraying

wanton, waspish females

on

the

screen,

Dorothy

be a seminary girl of gentle birth and careful
breeding who wouldn't know a machine gun if she saw one.
Honest!
Burgess

turns

out

to

has been noted before, Hollywood is both a state
of mind and a city of extremes and paradoxes.
It bestows its prodigal riches upon a favored few
and starves the souls of many.
It catapults the unknown waitress and hoofer to the topmost pinnacle of
lame and fortune while dooming to broken-hearted obscurity an equally talented star of yesterday who has
outworn his usefulness. It lakes a glittering sophisticate
and casts her as the most virginal of heroines and
chooses Dorothy Burgess, graduate of Miss Dow's selecl
and secluded seminary for young ladies, to become one
ol the screen's foremost exponents of wanton and waspish females.
Miss Burgess first Hashed across the film firmament
as the charming but not-too-virtuous Tonio in "In Old
Arizona," one of the first successful talkies. Since that
nine she has portrayed a succession of despicable dam-els
with such fidelity and finesse that before meeting her
expei'ted her to have a sub-machine gun or at least a
knife concealed up her sleeve.
Instead, when
reached the studio at Astoria, where
she is appearing opposite George M. Cohan in "Gamfound an almost shy young woman of gentle
bling,"
birth, careful breeding, and
higher education.
She
was enthused over her newest role, the firsl sym-

AS
—

—

I

I

I

pathetic portrayal she has keen permitted on the screen.
"It's grand to play something other than a hard-boiled
character at last." she said with almost naive pleasure.
"It isn't that
yearn to play so-called 'good' women.
They are not interesting but had women of the gunI

—

moll type are even less

so.

"They are

—

all cut of one pattern
a gaudy costume.
or bedraggled make-up depending upon the
exigencies of the moment, dialogue consisting mostly of
wisecracks
and when you've played one of them, you've
played them all. There is absolutely no excuse for them,
they are unreal and unconvincing. Why, in real life no
woman could he as heartless and unsavor} as the kidplayed in 'Mis^ Fane's P>aby
naper's sweetheart that

Mashing

—

1

Is

Stolen.'

love native girls and half-castes, gypsies and
There is
are both romantic and rational.
and it may be
a logical reason for the things they do
You have to
found in their heritage and background.
study them and think about them before you can do a

"But

Indians

1

— they

—

job of bringing them to life on the screen!"
Miss Burgess raised serious brown eyes that were
Looking at her as she turned to the
deep and calm.
mirror above her portable dressing table and started to
g

1

Continued on page

ff)
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THE

BILL

By
William H.

McKegg

CONQUEROR
he was eight years old

Since

William Henry has

been asso-

ciated with the theater.
is

But

it

only after years of struggle,

as he puts

it,

that at twenty he

is

considered one of Metro-Goldwyn's most promising juveniles.

A

DINNER

scene was under way on
set.
The players were
about to get into their proper places.
"Bill Henry!" called an assistant.
the

MGM

"Coming!" came

And

where.

a

voice

a good-looking

from someyoung chap

emerged from behind some scenery, pulling on his tuxedo jacket as he came.
"lie's a clever boy, and quite young,"
Maureen O'Sullivan, who was in the cast,
remarked from the wisdom of her own
twenty-three years.
"He's Mire to gel
ahead."
"I knew him over at Fox," Minna
Gombell, also present, informed me. as 1
sought to learn details of the boy who
played the part of her son in "The Thin
Man."
"We were both under contract
there.
But neither of us had a chance to
do very much."
Then T remembered. As William Lawrence this same young actor had appeared
in Buddy RogerA> "Best Of Enemies."
He portrayed the role of the young Ger-

man

'cello player.
At the time, various
inquiries found their way to Picture May.
asking for information aboul him.
I

Now, when questions
newcomer it means a

are asked about

great deal.
Unfortunately, just as the fans got their lirst
glimpse of Bill he disappeared at leasl
a

—

from movies.
Here and now was the time to get hold
of him and learn a thing or two.
lint it
was not so easy.
After the scene was
Bill Henry had disappeared again.
discovered him playing a pencil and
paper game with a pretty blonde.
He seemed pleased to see me, and introduced me to the charmer.
"Yes," he agreed after hearing what

shot,
I

I

had

to say.

"That

bit in 'Best

<

>f

Ene-

mies' did me a lot of good.
In the past
year or so I have had letters from differContinued on page 53

Photo
Bill

I...

Ball

has never

let

we

himself be cast

down by disappointments.

should never have seen him

in

"The Thin Man."

If

he had,
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CO
Jimmy Savo
fellow

face

with

and

a little
mobile
big
wistful,
is

a

dark eyes.

"Laugh,

Little

Clown"
But

stage, to you.

introduce Jimmy Savo, of the

will
first

take you on a location

let

trip

the writer of this article

where the usual methods

of picture-making are discarded.

HECHT and
BENMacArthur,
coauthors,

Charles

and producers
of "Laugh, Little Clown," will
directors,

soon have the reputation for
discovering as much new talent as has been credited to
David Belasco and Gus Ed-

wards

all

Charles

MacArthur

these years.

In their first picture, "Crime
Without Passion," the Hecht-

MacArthur combine

and

Ben

Hecht, coauthors, directors and
producers, disguise themselves
to escape the wrath of an employee.

Miss Ludlam, enthusiastic about Whitney
Bourne, says that she has the mystery
and allure of Garbo and predicts a
great future for her.

intro-

duced us to an eighteen-year-

Mexican dancer named
Margo, and a platinum blonde
named Whitney Bourne. In
their second picture, which is
the story of a circus clown
whose professional tour of
old

l\us>ia

is

somewhat hampered

by the outbreak of the Revolution,

they

give

us

a

great

more of Whitney and another young dancer whom you
will kimw as Edwina Armdeal

strong.

Jimmy

Savo, the star, although new to the screen, canhe pointed out as a discovery, because he's been a
trouper for many years.
But if 'he's as lovable in pictures as he is clowning about on location, you'll go for

not

him.
He'll make you laugh and he'll make you cry, and
n s because he understands how to make you laugh while
your tears have not yet dried that you'll "love him. lie's
not a big hero type, Jimmy.
He's a little fellow, with a
mobile face and wistful, big dark eves.
lust born to
suffer while the world laughs.

The company was working on Mrs. Morgan HamilSuffern, New York.
That sounds eon.
pact and definite but you wait till you gel there, which
you probably never will. The estate comprises seventeen
thousand acres and the company had the run of it, with
no apparent reservations.
Russian villages appeared
ton's estate in

overnight as if by magic, locales for the
entourage of the great circus clown.
The first day I was there the activity centered about an old well where a
family of Russian aristocrats had con-cealed themselves.
It was a Ion-' way

from the road, perhaps half a mile.
but such was the local interest in the
making of the picture that policemen
were picketed

hundred-yard intercrowd.
Right then I got the atmosphere of
the extraordinary way these two producers work.
Hie usual picture tension is in the air. but
not the cut-and-dried method adopted by most units.
There was a happy-go-luck) sorl of feeling of "here,
you do this while I do that."
We got into the car and started to look for the spot
where the assistant director was shooting a scene with
about two hundred children.
We drove and we drove.
and we found carpenters building sets for later scenes
all over the estate but of the assistant director and the
children we' saw not a sign.
We then went back to the
main artery and asked again. This time some one gave
us definite directions.
We found the spot and the assistant director killing time by riding up and down the
road on a bicycle waiting for the camera crew.
The
children were crammed into three buses, hot and tired
from waitinsf.
vals to

ward

at

off the curious
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SAVO

SEE

By Helen Ludlam

Edwina Armstrong, another newcomer, makes
her debut in this film.

Jimmy Savo plays

a circus clown stranded in
Russia during the Revolution, who recruits a
company of fleeing aristocrats for his show.

After a while the assistant director got off his bicycle
and said he guessed he'd go hack and give lecht and MacArthur a hand since the camera crew he expected had evidently decided that the scene he was waiting to take wasn't
necessary.
We discovered afterward that through a mis
understanding the camera crew, instead of going to where
the children were, had driven back to the studio in Astoria,
a little matter of sixty-odd miles, to be told that it was all a
mistake and that they were in go back to location as fa-; as
1

what

We

the_\-

said.

went

Arthur.

was the substance

for crying out loud!"

"'Well,

possible.
lit'

hack

"Want

to

to

location,

too.

Mr. Mac"I'm going
T climbed
vernacular.

and met

come with me?" he asked.

to -hoot a pigeon," speaking in tingratefully into his car. feeling that at last I'd get some
news. The scene to he taken was of two children on the

lookout for a carrier pigeon which was to bring new- for
the refugees.

could see that Charlie MacArthur was a favorite with
Little Jackie Borene, the six-year-old Canadian child
picked for the part of The General, rushed up and started
Mr. MacArthur twirled him in the
climbing all over him.
air. probably as he romp- with his own little daughter
I

kid-.

whose mother,

as

you may remember,

is

1

felen

I

[ayes.

Jackie and his coworker. Charlie Jackson, also six. had
been eating apples, mam apple-, and it being a pleasant
occupation they naturally wanted to continue, so the\ were
pleased when they found that the scene was to he taken
with them in an apple tree.
"Up you go. Jackie, and if you fall you're fired." -aid
MacArthur, giving him a boost. Charlie Jackson wa- there

ahead of him.

"You
terrible."

just

wait

till

you taste these apples. Jackie, they're
[Continued on page 76]
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SUCH
LASS!
Acting

is

Jean Parker's first

thought,

of

course,

but

dancing holds a decided

and
some day she hopes to
Her
combine the two.
fascination

home

for

her

studies include the

piano and French, and she
is

interested

and

oil

in

sketching

painting. But these

aren't half the things Jean
o

by

Ball

would

like to do!

Jean is within Hollywood

out a doubt the busiest girl
both on and off the screen.
Her latest is "Have a Heart."

OUITE
gentle

the busiest person in all Cinemania is that
little soul whose death in "Little Women"
caused thousands to weep as thev had never wept
fore.
I refer, of course, to Jean Parker, wdio won
tame for her interpretation of Beth in the Louisa M.

Alcott classic of girlhood.
Jean is only eighteen, hut she has mapped out a program of work for herself that would make even an ambi-

Trojan

green about the gills. Out of a childhood of unhappiness, she has fashioned a future as full
and complete as her life has been hard and laborious, and
now she stands on the threshold of achieving those things
that have been so long uppermost in her mind.
Acting, of course, is preeminent in her design for living, hut acting could very easily he relegated to second
rank tor dancing. Dancing ever has exerted a fascinattious

a hit

ing attraction for her.

hope some day

to combine the two," she says.
"As
can remember
have danced, hut my dancing
isn't based on certain steps. It's impressionistic, in which
can he told in movement and never is the same.
ouldn't stand doing the same steps over and over again.
"In school,
interested myself in dancing to the extent
that T always was being called to help put on shows.
T
even directed chorus numbers while in my early teens.
Whenever could, danced myself, and with every movement, every bar of music, something within me cried oul
for expression
with my feet.
just had to dance.
"I saw Pavlowa only once, hut
dreamed of her.
couldn't get her out of mv mind for months.
She was
"1

as

I

|

I

I

1

—

I

1

By Whitney Williams
move told an indescribable story.
Her
should love to have seen Kidora Duncan, too.
dancing, you know, was impressionistic, as I try so hard
to make mine.
"Joan Crawford, I think, is the most graceful and
beautiful dancer in pictures.
One of my ambitions is to
make a picture in which T could dance as she does in
some of hers dance and act at the same time. It may
he. later on, that I will go out on tour between pictures
and give mv own dance recitals. Anyway, I'm looking
forward to the day when I can devote more of my time
to dancing, and I'm studying hard toward that end."
Jean has become familiar, during her high-school days
and since, with evcrv form of dancing Oriental. Russian, Spanish, native.
She has attended every dance
recital she could .afford and has read innumerable volumes on the subject. She can trace the history of the
dance hack to the beginning of civilization, so she may
he regarded as somewhat of an authority in the art.
Bui dancing ranks only as one interest.
"When was a child, never had a chance to learn to
Other girls could play, while T didn't
play the piano.
know one note from another.
"That craving for the music I've always felt will be
satisfied only when
can play like a concert pianist. I'm
do hope to become
not planning a musical career, hut
highly proficient on the instrument. I take lessons 1\\ ce
a week, from the onlv music master 1 have ever seen
who can take the drudgery out of the ordeal •<• practicso lovely, and every
I

—

—

1

I

1

1

(

'.i

ntinui d

on pagi 7?
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Mr. Wilcoxon enjoying a short vacation aboard his boat before starting
work on the next DeMille opus, "The

Crusades."

Henry Wilcoxon
romantic

type

seeking.

This

box, swim,

sail

virile,

are

directors
gifted

'find" can

lish

the

is

new Eng-

piiot

a

plane,

a boat.

Besides,

he paints and draws, and has a
prize collection of rare glass

and

antique furniture.

By Mark Dowling

t

-RUT
T

HE

most

versatile

fellow

ST

in

Hollywood,

is

the

handsome newcomer whom Cecil DeMille brought
to town to play Antony in "Cleopatra" and since
the release of that picture all the girls are voting Henry
Wilcoxon the most exciting thing in male sex-appeal.
His bosses like him. too; he is to make "Shoe the Wild
Mare" next, and then another DeMille spectacle, "The
;

Crusades."

On
Sills,

HE^

acting rather than on
of hi- other hobbies.
"It's the only romantic and colorful career left for a man
to follow," he replied, and although this is one of those
gloriously vague statements by which star.-, hope to escape
the intimate queries of the interviewer, he is willing to
hack it up with a resume of hi- own colorful activities.
"In what other profession could you have such heights
and depths the possibility of being flat broke one day
and at the very top the next? I've been a pearl and
salvage diver in the West Indies, where
was born and
went to college. I've worked for a milling linn in
land.
collected a wardrobe while clerking for a Lon-

—

1

of the late Milton
In private life he is a
interesting conversationalist, six feet two, on

the screen he reminds a
in the same kind of roles.

frank and

C

little

whose chest, according to the enthusiastic Mr. DeMille,
an army could camp.
His accomplishment-, sound like the invention- of an
overenthusiastic press agent, and he really works at
them. He boxes, swims, rides horseback, and sails his
own boat; he is an airplane pilot; collects rare glass and
and has put on a
antique furniture: draws and paints
one-man show of his paintings in London. Amazingly
well-read, he speaks in a cultured voice with a trace of
British accent, and has interesting ideas on almost every
subject.
We wondered why lie chose to concentrate on

—

I

don

tailor.

"I was on the- London stage when Barney Glazer, of
Hollywood, asked me to make a picture test. This tesl
wa-, being shown in a projection room when DeMille
happened to walk by. lie had been searching nearly a
He'd tested hunyear for a man to play Marc Antony.
lie casually glanced through a little peephole in
dreds,
the projection room, caught a glimpse of my test, and
rushed into the room exclaiming 'That's the man 1 want
Shortly afterward
was on a boat for
for Antony!'
America. Didn't I tell you this profession is exciting?
I

Continued on page 73
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"THE BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET."
V.

i

Seldom comes a picture of such distinguished
beauty as this.
Dignity, interplay of character
and exquisite romance are blended into a perfect
pattern.
It is the consummation of Hollywood's
finest talent in which every detail is crystal-like
and flawless.
And lest you think that such superiority connotes the heavy or the highbrow,
the slow or the arty, let me hurry to assure
you that delightful comedy shimmers and darts
through the gloom of the Barretts' Victorian
household, and there hasn't ever been a more bloodchilling moment than when Edward Barrett deNor
cides to kill his eloping daughter's spaniel.
will you find in any recent picture a thrill of pure
romance to equal Elizabeth Barrett's escape from
her father and her marriage to Robert Browning.
This story of love among the poets has almost the
ecstasy of Romeo and Juliet. Norma Shearer surpasses every previous performance.
The role is
hers with such completeness of understanding that
she seems never to have played any other. Fredric
March, ideally cast as the impulsive Browning, is
delightful; but it is Charles Laughton as Barrett
who dominates the picture as completely as he
does his family. He offers a profound and electrifying study of a soul tortured by a consuming
neurosis, and to offset this revelation of the morbid there is Maureen O'Sullivan whose depiction
of girlish joys and sorrows is heartbreaking and
wonderful. But then the whole cast is virtuoso.

"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS."
Unusual, deft and amusing, this comedy of Colonial days
is well worth its transference from the stage and every one
will like it hugely.
There is much more than backgrounds
and costumes to recommend it. Wit, charm, appealing characters and perfect acting combine to make it uncommonly
entertaining.
It acquaints us, too, with the custom of
bundling. This was actually the way of a man and a maid
in the time of the Puritans.
It consisted of a courting
couple getting into bed together to ward off the cold of a
winter's evening, innocently to chat and whisper sweet nothings; even to read, as Joan Bennett and Francis Lederer do
here. He is a Hessian soldier, she the daughter of Charles
Ruggles and Mary Boland, and when the foreigner is made
an interpreter on General Washington's staff nothing stands
in the way of their marriage. Mr. Lederer's performance is
a flashing gem of comedy, but his insistence on being realistically unkempt is carried too far and will stand in the
way of the popularity his skill deserves.

"OUR DAILY BREAD."
skill as a director remains undiminished, but his choice of story material is an obstacle
He extracts the utmost of
to the success of his new film.
human drama from it, of course, and he whips up a thrilling
climax with the help of music and choral singing by a
group of laborers on completion of a ditch that will irrigate
But you can't tell
their cornfield and give them a living.
me the movie public will go for a picture that is all about
shabby derelicts and their efforts to reclaim a sterile,
abandoned farm. A thoughtful subject, yes, but it doesn't
interest Broadway and it certainly doesn't provide diversion
and escape for small-town fans who know the conditions
pictured too well and wish, naturally, for a glimpse of
make-believe. This, then, is a picture for those little, scattered groups of serious thinkers who like to indorse purposeful films.
Tom Keene is vigorously likable as the
young city man who turns farmer and Karen Morley shows
amazing versatility in adapting herself to barren surroundings.
Barbara Pepper, a Harlowesque newcomer, is arresting if imitative of Jean.

King Vidor's old-time

I'.'

REVIEW
PICTURE PLAY'S

HONOR

NORBERT
LUSK

LIST

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street" surpasses every picture this
month.
Dignity, intellect and solidity of subject matter do not
lessen its gay, romantic appeal.

'Caravan" is the month's best and most distinguished musical.
drenched with beauty, melody and charm.

It

is

The Pursuit of Happiness" captures honors for novelty and decomedy.

licious

Best performances are too
of honors to

let

one

numerous to mention, too demanding
leaf go unbestowed.
There isn't a

laurel

picture without a brilliant high light of acting talent.

"CARAVAN."
A

gorgeously mounted operetta, a feast of visual beauty, with singing
gypsies glorifying wine, romance, love and the dance provide a distinct
novelty in a picture like no oth;r recent ones.
It was directed in
Hollywood by Erik Charell who, you will remember, gave us "Congress
Dances," and it has the same quality.
That is, a harmonious, happy
blending of light romance with rhythmic ensembles and a definite attempt
to project a mood of refined joyousness.
A Hungarian heiress marries a
musical gypsy out of pique and discovers that the dashing lieutenant she
was supposed to marry sight unseen is really the man she loves. Charles
Boyer, the French actor, is a*persuasive gypsy fiddler, and Loretta Young
a charming Countess Wilma, with Phillips Holmes the rakish officer and
little Jean Parker coming along splendidly.
Louise Fazenda captures
comedy honors, as usual, and the music is lilting, joyous and stirring.

"DESIRABLE."
Surely, steadily and beautifully Jean Muir is developing
as an actress and as a screen star.
Faced with the tough
task of impersonating an awkward, self-conscious and naive
school girl she accomplishes it with such disarming sincerity that you think she must never even have heard of
Hollywood let alone being a part of it. But don't let
this praise of one artist cause you to overlook or take for
granted another.
I mean Verree Teasdale, who finds her
Elegant, poised and dulcet, she
best opportunity here.
is the ne plus ultra of worldly charm.
She is a celebrated
actress who keeps her grown daughter in the background
until the latter unknowingly interferes with a love affair of her parent by falling in love with the man in the
case. Then mother triss to disgust daughter and gracefully
bows to the inevitable. Cut and dried in the telling, this
is engrossing when seen and rates as intelligent and unusual because it reflects thought as well as action. George
Brent is capital as the ardent philanderer and wins your
sympathy for his fickleness.
[Continued on page 51]

"THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO."
Sentimental, sweeping romance is not dead by any means
not while Dumas's famous story serves for this lavish,
finely acted version.
It is sure to please every one, particularly those who are familiar with the florid tale of false
imprisonment, miraculous escape after twenty years in an
island dungeon, dazzling wealth for the hero, and his spectacular revenge.
Properly laid in the time of Napoleon,
elaborate costumes and settings do not hamper the movement of the story but enhance it by providing the right
note of artificiality. Hitherto the famous line, "The world
is mine!" uttered by the hero when he discovers the treasure on the island of Monte Cristo, has been spoken with
the actor falling to his knees, lifting his arms to the
heavens and yelling. Here it is modernized. As gold and
jewels trickle through his fingers, Edmond Dantes meditates: "The world is mine." That gives an idea how sensibly
Robert Donat,
the current version has been approached.
the young Englishman known in this country for his part in
"The Private Life of Henry VIII," is a compelling, vigorous
Monte Cristo whom you will like.

—

Photo

I

Joan Crawford

to an increasCrawford's next picture is always important
than any other.tarJoan
perhaps,
more,
For
film-goers.
number of
from her leg.ons. The film will
wins intense, even hysterical, loyalty
sophlst.coted comedy
All Others," an ultra-modern,
actress on the stage.
rare
a
which proclaimed Tallulah Bankhead
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Continued from page 49

"A

LOST LADY."

Barbara Stanwyck is all DUt lost in the dullness of a dressy
picture which futilely attempts to explore the depths of a woman's
soul
and is careful not to tell what it finds. Shying away from
the revealing psychology cf Willa Cather's great story, it chooses
instead the superficial mechanics of the heroine's three love affairs, the conclusion being that she is a woman who can't be
satisfied under any conditions.
There's the inference, too, that
she is one of those old-fashioned girls who are born to get a raw
deal through loving too much. In short, all this isn't worthy of
Miss Stanwyck whose sincerity is forthright and uncompromising.
She's the last type to be sorry for herself. Incidentally, does any
one remember Irene Rich in a silent version of the same story
some years age? It caught more clearly the character of the
"lost lady." Anyway, Miss Stanwyck's gewns will interest many
and there isn't any one who won't say that Frank Morgan, Ricardo
Cortez, and Lyle Talbot give fine performances in common with
the rest of the cast.
It's just that their efforts do not matter.

—

"DEATH ON THE DIAMOND."
As one who has never attended

a baseball game, I can indorse
which is about nothing else. Meaning that it kept me
interested from start to finish without caring about home runs or
who made them. What mattered more was that the actors looked
and talked as ball players do in the newsreels and made me share
their troubles.
However, the story did let down with a thud
when it revealed who had been killing off the players and showed
the most guilty-looking character to be innocent, and the most
harmless to be the killer. Just the same, though it isn't well knit,
the picture interests while it unreels and the virtue of novelty is
this picture

not to be scorned these days. Good acting on the part of popular
players further redeems it, though Madge Evans, in something
new by Adrian for every scene, is hardly believable as a girl who
could be satisfied with such slight intellectual exercise as keeping
books for a ball team. She's charming, of course. Robert Young,
David Landau, Nat Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon, and Ted Healy
are others who do well while Paul Kelly again proclaims his excellence.

"SERVANTS' ENTRANCE."
Janet Gaynor and Lew Ayres have a gayly pleasing picture
rather more sophisticated than we have come to expect of Miss
Gaynor. Though light, the story is original, and sweetness isn't
overstressed. The locale Sweden for a change, the romance has
a heroine who, when her father loses his millions, gets a job as a
servant in order to learn what it takes to be the cottage bride of
the man she expects to marry. The development of this has so
many incidents of charm and unexpectedness that it wouldn't be
fair to tell what happens to Miss Gaynor in cap and apron below
Enough to say that they are sufficiently lively to keep the
stairs.
picture brightly moving. Mr. Ayres gives a tip-top performance
as the young mechanician in the case, a definite characterization
Altoarranged to make his sullenness humorously attractive.
gether, the story gains enormously by skilled, lifelike acting, each
character a human being instead of stock support for a girlish
Walter Connolly, Ned Sparks, Louise Dresser, Siegfried
star.
Rumann, G. P. Huntley, Jr., and Astrid Allwyn are some whose
acting one admires.

"THE GIFT OF GAB."
Haphazard, formless, but not altogether uninteresting. This
best describes a picture in which a large number of radio and
screen performers appear without much rhyme or reason. Boris
Karloff, for example, plays a bit, and Helen Vinson has one scene.
But if "names" are a~primary attraction with you, there is every
They
likelihood that you will find some interesting ones here.
include Edmund Lcwe, Gloria Stuart, Ruth Etting, Phil Baker,
Ethel Waters, Alice White, Alexander Woollcott, Victor Moore,
Hugh O'Connell, Gene Austin, Tom Hanlon, Henry Armetta,
Andy Devine, Sterling Holloway and many more. The majority
cf these appear before the microphone, the story, such as it is,
being carried by Mr. Lcwe and Miss Stuart. It is the familiar
yarn of the bumptious radio announcer whose success goes to his
head and who attempts a fake broadcast. Detected and fired by
the president of the network, he takes to drink until brought to
Her lecture climaxes with the
his senses by his sweetheart.
So you see the dialogue is not distinfamiliar word "yellow."
guished by originality or humor.

I
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"Belle of the Nineties." Paramount.
so low to censorship,
reform, and what not, that figuratively
she remains hors de combat throughout
her new picture, too proud, perhaps, to
Consequently, it is not only
fight back.
badly constructed but also dull. True,
she is as magnetic and unique as ever
in the fabulous gowns and gewgaws of
the period, but it's a tamed Miss West
who does her familiar stuff and she
isn't
more than casually interesting
when she has to be "good." Her type
just doesn't lend itself to development
under the eye of the Legion of DeHere she is a gorgeously
cency.
decked-out heroine of the half-world
in St. Louis, her preferred sweetheart

Mae West bows

a prize-fighter
their romance.

whose manager wrecks
Whereupon Miss West

goes to forget her sorrows in New Orwhere she shows herself upon the
stage of the "Sensation House" and is
"sought" by the wicked proprietor as
Both are firmly
well as a rich youth.
repulsed while Miss West remains devoted to the memory of her boxer.
Various unconnected events, including
the reappearance of the fighter, keep
the film unreeling until Ruby Carter
marries her hero who certainly has no
Perhaps
cause to doubt her loyalty.
the demands of censorship are responsible for the incoherence of the picture, but if you remember. Miss West
usually sees to it that her supporting
players remain shadowy subordinates.
Neither Roger Pryor, John Miljan, nor
Katherine DeMille has cause to thank
the picture for giving them an oppor-

leans

tunity.

to meet death with her lover when
Lenin declares an amnesty which permits hero and heroine to escape to
England.
Mechanical in the telling,

the picture is
actuality and

RKO.

One

in the

World."

the successes of the
smartly paced comedy
about a wealthy young woman who

month

is

of

this

to find out if the man she
cares for her or her millions.
Not the most novel story of the century, its triteness is glossed over by

maneuvers
loves

—

that and
the skilled treatment given it
the superior acting of every one concerned. Miriam Hopkins is brilliantly
successful
in
making the heiress
human, likable and girlishly capricious

while Joel McCrea, hitherto not distinguished for the lightness of his touch,
plays with verve and engaging humor.
Incidentally, on the strength of this he
will be Marlene Dietrich's hero in
"Caprice Espagnole." Fay Wray and
Reginald Denny complete the quartet
of leads and Henry Stephenson, in a
lesser role, sees to it that he is not
overlooked.
Come to think of it, he
never is.

—

"British Agent."
Warners. Impressive production values give strength to
a picture that would be just another

spy melodrama if otherwise presented.
However, thanks to careful direction,
rich settings and Leslie Howard and
Kay Francis teamed for the first time,
the film holds attention. Mr. Howard
is a
British consul in Russia at the
outbreak of the
revolution.
Miss
Francis a patriotic, worshipful disciple
of Lenin whose duty forces her to betray Mr. Howard while her conscience
torments her. In atonement she goes

much more than

that in

chief attraction of the picture is found
in the environment of Holland where
it all takes place.
This is unusual and
the portrayal of Dutch character and
domestic life is interesting.
Brian

moderately enjoyable
although Mr. Howard seems too placid
to me considering the excitement that
surrounds him.

Aherne, Paul Lukas, Jean Hersholt,
and Sarah Haden distinguish themselves by restrained, sensitive acting.

— Para-

"You Belong to Me." Paramount.
Backstage in vaudeville, rather a de-

is

Without

"Crime

Passion."

mount. The partnership of Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur yields a highly
picture, unusual, striking,
and wholly worth while. Conventions
in story telling and acting are shattered, nothing happening according to
the Hollywood pattern, but do not get
the idea that the result is strained or
arty. Far from it. Arresting, exciting,
it holds one's attention every minute
and it isn't too long, either. The central character is a successful lawyer
and his unsuccessful love affairs, the
plot dealing with his crafty build-up
of an alibi in a murder and his unwitting betrayal of himself.
This could
have been treated in such a way as to
be like a thousand other films, but the
lesult is like no other.
Claude Rains,
whose brilliant debut in "The Invisible
Man" is still talked about, plays the
lawyer with sinister fascination, and a
dancer known merely as Margo is his

interesting

Whitney Bourne,
Paula Trueman, and Stanley Ridges,

tortured sweetheart.
recruits

from the

well as the acting,

from routine.

"Chu Chin Chow."

A

— Gaumont-Brit-

tale out of the Arabian Nights
is brought to the screen lavishly, tastefully, and with florid zestfulness. The

ish.

combines extravaganza, spec-

tacle, musical comedy, and melodrama.
If this isn't a novelty, I don't know

what
sly

is,

made more enjoyable by
unexpected places. The
too fantastic to recount and it

and

humor

is

in

story is
doesn't stand out, either, but it is
enough to hold one's attention and it
reaches a crescendo of excitement
when the wicked Abu Hassan, masquerading as the murdered Chu Chin Chow,
appears at Ali Baba's feast and meets
Fritz Kortner,
a blood-curdling death.
the German actor who speaks English
here, gives a splendid performance as

— vivid, sinister, and com— while John Garrick, once of

Abu Hassan
pelling

Hollywood films, has the singing role
of the slave Nur-al-Din and Anna May
Wong is decorative and distinctive, as
usual. All this is well worth one's time
"The Fountain."

new

of life since it hardly exis the inspiration of this
unsatisfactory picture. Here we have
troupers being so consciously noble
and sacrificial that they aren't lifelike.
On the other hand, we have excellent
acting by such favorites as Lee Tracy,
ists

any more,

Helen Mack, Lynne Overman, and
Helen Morgan with a new child, David
Holt, in the star part. However, their
efforts are all but wasted because the
material

is

is

old-fashioned and oversen-

timental.
Mr. Tracy, a comic with a
false nose, clears out of his wife's life
because he thinks his alcoholism stands
He interin the way of her success.
ests himself in the troubles of Miss

Mack,

stranded performer, and her
is miserable in a military school because his mates don't
understand the jargon of vaudeville.
Miss Mack breaks her neck by falling
from a swing because her husband nags
her and Mr. Tracy, reunited with his
wife, adopts the child.
little

a

boy who

"Romance
This

is

all

— RKO.

in the Rain."

the

— Universal.

more pleasant because

is unprententious and strives for
nothing more than to offer passing diversion. Often such a picture is more
comforting than a million-dollar dazzler.
For one thing, this offers
Heather Angel her most appealing role
since "Berkeley Square," and she takes
advantage of it with such charm and
naturalness that you wonder why her
recent opportunities have been mediocre.
She sings for the first time, and
a sweeter and gentler voice hasn't ever
been heard, it seems to me. The story
Miss
isn't exciting, but it will do.
Angel is supposed to be a poor, obscure girl who wins a Cinderella contest sponsored by the publisher of a
"confession" magazine.
She wins it
over the flamboyant competition of the
it

publisher's

girl

friend,

excellently

Victor
Esther Ralston.
Moore, the stage comedian, is capital
as the publisher, and Roger Pryor, as
his conniving press agent who puts
over Miss Angel, is. of course, expertly
competent.
played

by

—

Mascot.
and
Beautiful."
What's happened to
me. oh my!
A more unworthy
William Haines?
comeback for a real star has never
been staged, but it proves one thing
at least: no player is better than the
Helped not at
direction he receives.
all by the director here, Mr. Haines
doesn't even register sincerity and
none of his old-time flair for comedy.
He plays a go-getting press agent, his
sweetheart an unwilling actress who
wants more personal attention from
him than being forced into newspaper

Oh

Ann Hard-

earnestly intellectual
and, of course, finely acted; but it is
unimportant for all of that because it
Undoubtedly tempted by the
is dull.
mystic soul probings in the novel from
which the picture was taken. Miss
Harding should have resisted and
chosen box-office material. Every star
needs the latter sort of vehicle and no
star is ever helped by going highbrow.
Anyway, this is all about a high-principled wife who discovers that she still
loves her old sweetheart and fights
against it.
He, too, is idealistic and
quarrels with himself and so also does
the husband endure mental torment. A
film

moded form

"Young

and money.

ing's

—

stage, give excellent

performances and further remove the
picture, the personalities on view as

picture

"The Richest Girl

REVIEW

I

All manner of well-known
headlines.
players dash in and out and the
Wampas Baby Stars display their
standardized, depressing prettiness in
the flimsiest film of the month.

ent

parts of the

the. picture

country,

was shown.

you know, but some.

make me

feel better

wherever

Not many,

Enough

them

disappointments that followed.
"I was signed by F<>x while appearing at a theater in New York as
master of ceremonies, following a
vaudeville tour in a sketch.
It was
suggested that I change my last name
from Henry to Lawrence.
After
making me do that, and bringing me

much

and

experience

pleasure.

to

about the bitter

both
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Conqueror

the

Bill

Continued from page 43

couple of years ago,

\

spenl

Bill

some time in Europe.
He felt at
home in England and southern Germany. Florence attracted because it
was the native city of his favorite
poet, Dante.

In Paris he fell in love,
or so he declared.
Yet when
asked
him to speak about it. he said, "CerI

tainly not

!"

"Traveling is a real education,"
emphasized.
"The theaters of
all nations appeal
to me.
When 1
returned to America I felt
was

fore."

read}' to try the screen again,

New York

to

!

And
Since

Henry

that was doing stage work.
the age of eight, William
has been used to the theater.

His mother is a former actress, and
acting and the theater are in his
blood, as well as in his mind.
"I've always acted," Bill related.
"As a kid, I constructed my own theater over the family garage, wrote
my own plays, and directed the productions.
Later, when I toured in
stock,

I

my work

took

Of

seriously.

I knew I could always return
home, or get money, if things went
wrong. But I'm proud to say I never
wilted when bad breaks came along.
I just stuck them out.
That was the

course

fun of

it

all.

"I'm used to pictures, too. Having been born right in this city, I've
played in them since childhood.
I
did a bit in 'Old Ironsides.'
With such a crowded existence in
a lifetime of twenty years. I wondered wdiat had been done about
schooling.
Bill hardly knows him'

self.

"I have a vague recollection of going to a military academy for a while.
But I usually managed to get out of
school and return to the theater."
Some time ago he took a trip to
Honolulu his
favorite
paradise.
There, he and his brother formed a
stock company and their own theater.
shoe-string affair, but it afforded

—

A

Continued from

"A group of women sponsored a
scholarship which was awarded the
I surprised myself by
best student.
winning it. That meant five years
study in Italy, and what a fascinating
prospect that was
\

"Then

saw

performance of Stuart Walker's stock company, and sat spellbound. It changed

my
ter

I

a matinee

whole life. When I left the theamy mind was made up to become

an actress.
I was sure I could do
the
than the leading lady
boundless self-confidence of youth!
"The ambition was not so easily
realized, however, but I haunted the
stage until they gave me a job playbetter

Bill

:

him take

a

MGM,

Henry.

Mill

tor a bit

tesl

saw

She made
in "Opera-

Then for the juvenile in
"The Thin Man." Since Miss Ko13."

verman discovered Jean Parker and
knows what's what. On
the strength of his work in these two
others, she
pictures,

a contract.
lollyw ood with

got

Bill

lives

le

I

in

1

his

lis father is a stock broker.
parents.
His older brother, Tom, acts and di-

rects

now

at

Pasadena

the

Commui

Theater.

Even

1

as

though

adie,

Bill

is

Ins

was

schooling

an extremely

intelli-

grown-up, and give something gent fellow,
lie paints and writes
worth while.
believed
had a and studies Russian in order to read
chance to do so when Fox signed me. "Russian dramatists in the original,
But outside of that one bit they gave
llis big idea is some day to own a
me nothing else."
playhouse and call it the New Age
All too often in Hollywood, the
with
mechanical device-.
Theater,
one left out in the cold proves to be never before used or seen.
the one finally favored by the movie
encouraged him by saying that
gods.
The breaks were given to Hollywood sadly needs a theater.
others.
Then Bill was all but promIf anything, he is a lonely chap.
ised the juvenile part witli Clara Bow
You know what these artistic
in "Hoopla!"
Minna Gombell told peraments are! But he is not morme it was one of the best tests she bid or neurotic. He laughs too often
had seen.
But Dick Cromwell
for that, and has a splendid sense of
the role.
humor.
But he does feel that he is
"That all but broke my heart," Bill not understood. "Though I try very
said with a smile.
"We show people hard to understand every one,'
do take our art seriously, let others adds.
say what they like.
You feel sure
"The one thing that helped me to
you're cut out for a certain part.
go on fighting for a place in movies
a

I

1

I

t

You see yourself in it.
given to somebody else.
"But

never

I

let

Then

it's

myself get cast

down by disappointments. And I've
had many of them, especially in the
I have one idea in mind
past year.
to get to the top in acting.
And here

I
am at the beginning. I hope it
keeps on as well."
After lie
It certainly ought to!
was let out by Fox. Bill took back

his

own name, and

his

He

own

appeared
Pasadena, and
His work always

himself.
pieces at
ters.

belief in

little

thea-

won

high

It

Or Nor
in

the

wings

!

1

do understand !"
At that point an assistant

and a friend went to WashingThat's
ton and obtained a permit.

tion

station

WFDW

came

called.

Henry!"
"Coming!" Pill promptly called
back. "Excuse me, won't you? And
thanks fur coming to see me."
watched him take his place on
the set and I couldn't help hut think
"Bill

I

that

Bill

has conquered the mois!
Coming to the

Coming he
as a line

young

actor,

of the notice he's getting.
in

fi

and one worthy
You'll

"Wicked Woman."

Girl
when

Her father's death definitely started
She wa
her along this career.
determined now to go on the stage
that she organized little theater mo
ments and played in towns near her
birthplace in Talladega, Alabama.
"About this time every one was
"If
agog over radio." she related.
you had some cash you didn't know
what to do with, you invested in
radio.
I got backing for a radio sta-

istence.

1

him next

ing the piano
needed."

how

actually received
was the fact that
some letters from fans after the) -aw
my first little bit That is one thing

various

in

praise.

"Believe

pa;

in

I

Hollywood, they
let me go after six months
So I
found myself back where 1 was be-

from

Ida Koverman, of
sibilities

into ex-

'The Yoice of Talladega,

in

the Heart of Alabama,' " Miss
chael quoted, chuckling.
"I would announce the

Mi-

WFDW

grab up my violin, and play
Of course I had to put
a number.
on a program of household advice by
an 'expert home economist' which
was I. T was as busy as a one-armed
I wanted an orchespaper hanger.
tra, but couldn't afford a saxophonist.
So I bought a sax and learned two
pieces, 'Yes, Sir, That's My Baby,'
violinist,

—

and

'1

Love You Truly.'

T

wonder

my

audiences got as sick of ;'
two songs as I did !"
As if she weren't busy enough that
if

year, she filled the pulpit

Sundays

at

51

'Believe

Church while the paswas vacationing. But her eyes
never left the stage, and finally Stuart Walker gave her a chance in his
stock company. Eventually she found

The

the Methodist
tor

her way to New York, with a stock
company operating in Long Island.
In the winter of 1932, Rachel Crowas casting the play "Caught

The

Dolores had her
-tumped, and eight times she Idled
only to change her mind
tlie part,

Wet."

role of

hi.

Gertrude was always in and out of
theater,
dashing about.
She
the
never wore a hat. and was always in
She had no hope of getting
a hurry.
role, hut she at least could play the
piano for them.
The day Miss Crothers tired the
last actress from the role, she had
leached the limit of her patience.
"We've got t<» go on with rehear"Go
sals," she said in exasperation.
find that girl who runs around without any hat; she can read the part

for us."

Gertrude was summoned just beFore lunch time.

"You're not the type for the role,
Miss Crothers explained,

of course,'

"hut read the part so the rest of the

company can rehearse."
ideas as to

girl

for the role.

her

mind

who was

the right

under Miss Crothers's nose.

Continued from page

simple duties
obvious."

Her first big role brought her a
picture offer from Paramount, and
she played an unimportant part as
Richard Arlen's fiancee in "Waxward," at the Long Island studio.
Then she went back to the stage.
This time it was
that came
on the run, and she was brought to
Hollywood.
But they didn't know

MGM

quite what to do with her.
She was
put in some small hits, marking time
for something
suited to her.

turn up that was
Her contract lapsed,
and for months Miss Michael belonged to the forgotten legion.
That made her stubborn.
She
wouldn't quit.
She'd show Hollywood she had the stuff. At last Paramount signed her, and they've been
rubbing their hands delightedly ever

Norma's
star

is

attitude
a

But she has no intention of growing old in this profession. There are
too main other exciting things to do.

And

once having proved to herself

What Do

17

which seem only too

"A

to

that she can reach a certain objective,

This brought up a discussion of
exploitation.
businesslike.

for speaking lines

since.

She had made up
grab it directly from

to

role called

Girl

while lightly playing a difficult hit of
music.
"I took my place at the piano when
the cast assembled, and began to play
the symphonj from memory, reading
my lines at the same time.
''Stop!' Miss Crothers yelled at
me. 'Oh. I could just bite your ear!
!'
You've got the part
"That expression 'bite your ear'
always meant she was pleased with a
person."

Gertrude agreed, hut she had her

own

Or Not"

It

is

commodity

which has to be sold to the public.
we're like perfume
fancy bottles help to make us beguiling to the buyer.
"It is adverse publicity which is
most harmful. Stars owe it to their
Figuratively,

Owe

Stars

for the

eligible

social

T

the

"Is a front
about those who

queried.

necessary, and how
can't struggle along on a huge

sal-

ary?"

that

sound effects.
They
have that. So Gertrude
marched along beating the lampshade and whistling "Yankee Doodle

Lxcept

."

cident.

Miss Michael, you see, doesn't like
have her activities circumscribed
by the dignities surrounding celeb-

to

rity.

She is to be Max Baer's leading
lady in his new picture, and there
are several other important productions lined up with her name importantly displayed, but after that

who knows

appearing

premieres
enjoy them,

at

and similar functions, T
but
do not make a habit of attendI

ing everything.
It's the same principle again.
Familiarity breeds bore-

dom."
Thoughtfully she

let a handful of
sand slip through her ringers.
asked
her whether she would say a star has
I

that typical Shearer

local social obligations.

"No!"

she promptly replied.
"In
Hollywood being a social leader
neither helps nor hurts a player.
It
is purely an optional matter." Though

desire to be extravagant,
Why, if 1
weren't working in pictures T could
gel along on a fraction of what it
now costs me !"

At

my

urging she amplified.

"We

must spend money to protect
ourselves, to conserve our time and
T
energy.
have to have competent
servants running tlie house.
T have
to employ a secretary to handle my

have to buy photographs and
pay for the mailing of fan pictures

mail.

I

like to

enter another career that has dramatic possibilities. Yes. she has been
thinking about it
no rush, though
and one of these days she'd like to
become the mother of three children.
Not all at once, of course. And
that, she thinks, would he an accomplishment worth boasting about!

—

Then

employ

T

inspires me. so

They

Music
two musicians.

a studio maid.
T

my

are on

hire

set constantly.

have my hair done
nightly when I'm working: therefore.
have

"I

I

to

come to the
she has to wait for me if
Sometimes at the end of
am too tired and cannot

hire a hairdresser to

hoiw and
I'm

late.

the day
to

that

I

public.
far as

?

She rather thinks that she'd

than

"As

for

Dand\
"Wouldn't it be terrible if I were
famous
and
couldn't
do
those
things?" she remarked later to the
friend who told me this amusing in-

you think? But, seriously, you have
no notion how much money it takes
to live even moderately.
It's the expenses peculiar to our business which
mount up so terrifically, and nol a

scan-

penal-

really should

me

in

its

they made a fine imitation of
painting, "The Spirit of '76.''

that

sign of mirth. "A star ought to have
nice place in which to live, don't

mixed up

for

for example:
One day she was walking down
Hollywood Boulevard with three
friends.
She had just purchased a
large lampshade, and it struck her

a

to get

Too much publicity also should
lie avoided.
One is likely to become
a joke if forced too much upon the

look around

Besides, being a star has

dal.

admirers not

to

else to strive for.

ties,

get

She chuckled,

inclined

is

something

Fans?

crown of

town, she has made no effort to cinch
She has fun at parties when she
it.
is in tlie mood, but Norma wants no
strings on her moods.
"What about living up to your stellar position?"

.she

I

sleep easilv.
do, so T call a

It

is

important

masseuse to help

relax.

have

"I

I

to

would

have a larger wardrobe
were not an actress.

if

I

This is quite apparent.
It's a duty.
But did yon ever think of this? we
actresses haven't the opportunity to
dress as well as the average woman.
"We haven't the time to shop
around.
I've onlv been able to get
to downtown Los Angeles to shop
I can't
twice in the past six months.
save by going to several stores to find
Rather.
the mosl reasonable things.
because I'm always pressed for time.
must have clothes sent to my home
Often it isn't
decide quickly.
and
what I want, hut it has to do."
This is probably something of
which
fans
have never thorn-lit.

—

1

I

I

Norma

"When you have
hours having screen costumes fitted, and some pictures require as many as twenty gowns, you
are apt to become a trifle fed up with
So the actress who
clothe^, anyway.
appears especially smart in person deserves much credit.
She has made a
double effort."
Before our hour's chat was over,
she progressed to what she feels a
continued.

to stand for

star

owes the fans

so far as the screen

concerned.
"I believe we should interpret life,
and not our own lives," Norma said
"\\ e owe the public a glimpse
to me.
of beauty, a relief from monotony.
A peek at luxury which may he lacking in everyday life. Then, we should
stir tlie fans emotionally, make them
carry a glow with them."
itself is

Beyond

wall which separates
from the public sands we
the

her beach

I

i

itinued

from page
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could hear the

of joyous, care-

free voices.

loves to be in the

cause
don't think they need any
defense.
Even those in which I've
played so called daring roles have
shown, eventually, the value oi

8:40."

Film producers are once more
let something g
slip through their fingers.
Maybe
she will go back to make a picture
with Fred Astaire. But Dixie is just
seventeen, and she has found that it
is much more fun to work only two
hours or so a da}' in a show than to
put in whole days at the studio. The
big money can wait as far as she is
ci mcerned.

wailing that they

A

1

Quiet Week-end.

Stars

hum
Norma

midst of things, and her home is on
the crowded Santa Monica strand.
"Life is dramatic," she told me
quietly, stirred by the sense of living
"It's the duty of stars to
so near us.
emphasize the peaks of happiness to
which our emotions can sweep us.
am a stanch adherent of the ex-

— Cole

is

at

all.

"If you are honest and courageous,
will experience all the
fundadon't recommend
mental emotions.
wearing your heart on your sleeve,
but
do advocate reacting normally
and sincerely to your big moments.
hopeI
have done this on the screen
so that others will want to live.
"1 don't wish to make am def<
of the pictures
have played in.

you

I

1

I

After

a

New

in

few per ormances, she

li

i

j

West an* made "Straight Is
Accounts of
were si,
the Way."
bad that she came hack to Broadway
for the

it

Hollydrama called "Personal Apw
In an idle moment liepearance."
fore her first play opened she married a New Englander named EdSince then she has
ward Fowler.

to plav the lead in a satirical
1

been so busy, that

it

hasn't

always

through

it.

but

She escorted me to the door.
walked through the patio blooming
I

riotously with every variety oi flower.
The sun beat down stimulatingly.
1

often

he

met Norma

—

causes a buzz of comment among
While she was reprofessionals.
hearsing a play called "The Milky
Way" last spring, she was put unbv
Metro-Goldwvn.
der
contract

Shearer's

realized

I

i

farewell

a

in

anew that
And
enchanting woman.
lance

she
at

is

an

last

1

She, herself, he

fathomed why.
this ins]

:

eed.

do more

will

turning to

1

thou
before re-

herself,

distinguished

Lila

and

plays

lollywood.

Arthur came next, and she,
was infinitely better than her

lean
too,

play.

Alan Dineharl wrote his own "AlCat" and tried it out in various
towns he fore venturing into New
York, so he and Mozelle Brittonne
are doing considerably better.
ley

on

[ollywood
Canary."

the

boards

.are

Ffedda

did

her

to

in

"<

Irand

Bogy Man Vanishes. — Pel

Joe Penner, well-known duck fancier,
does his famous stuff in "College
Rhythm" which you'll soon be seeing.

seemed

good

like a

port that she

may

Friends retime to di\
]

On Leave From Hollywood. —
Almost
I

Lee
fane,

play that opens on
days boasts
these
favorite in its cast.
Lila
>t on the scene in "Lady

every

adway
foil} wood

I

Lorre, the gruesome', whistling murderer of "M." has arrived to make
pictures for Columbia, and to every
one'- surprise turns out to he a perFurthermore,
sonable young man.
he is essentially a comedian and not
horror specialist.
He arrived
a
speaking precise, slightly Oxfordian
English, having been coached b;
same teacher who taught Elizabeth
Bergner. It took him only six weeks
to master English.
lie knew exactlv what he wanted to do in New
Rose's Music I fall,
York
the Empire State tower, tour Radio
<

offering, unfortunately.

typical

a

idea.

find

if plays and pictures don't
her too busy.

him

Least Seen, Most Talked About.
Gladys George is just a legend to
most play and filmgoers, hut she

As my

glow within me.

a

felt

J

a big splash in the local pa-

lived

i

Hopper. Helen Chandler who will
squander her tragic wistfulness on a
musical, of all things, and Zita
harm who could not do worse than

will sing in a

wondered why.

I

good."

Next

So from the moment he disembarked from the train to be greeted
by a brass band and the keys to the
city, horror mounted on horror. Har-

I

York

Por-

pers.

old

sunn}

the

1

week-end party he was let in for. It
seems that Harold wanted peace and
rural atmosphere, but his host wanted

make

As we shook

lovi

song which Ethel
new show and
Harold Lloyd really ought to hangaround town long enough to hear it.
The song, addressed to "Mrs. Louseberry," an indomitable hostess, is
"Thank You for the Lovely Weekend."
It touches upon the canned
salmon with ptomaine in its wake, the
old bores that hung around, the noisy
kiddies, and the inescapable discomforts of the Villa Louseberry.
Harold will enjoy that if memory
has not dimmed the horrors of a

to

true love and loyalty.''

It's better to
love and suffer, than never to know

1

hilarating, active life.

ter has written a

Merman

I

hands, arising from
learned
beach,
Norma lias an explicit ideal for her
should
pictures.
"Ever}
picture
e the fans with faith in the glory
and everlasting quality of love, and
with a firm conviction that life

They Say

2 C)

Owe

Fans?

What Do

American

taurant.

Mis

Kozeluh. Czech tennis
suggested a drug-store
counter as the only typically
can cafe.
To his amazement. I
such a celebrity in
took up
America th.
almost every minute of the two
lie
he was allotted in New York.
pal

chain] lion,

tinued

<

>n

page

71

56
I

inm

onl

"It's
(I

i

ii'in

And the first
sensible about it.
in that direction he considers
keeping his private and professional
be

step

as
permit.
lives

It

is

far apart

as conditions will

difficult,

under the
intense spotlighl
actors must do, to

sometimes

cruelly

living

of publicity as all
keep even a vestige ol
life to oneself.

one's private

Katharine Hepburn has fought like
a tigress to preserve some privacy,
with the result thai she lias incurred
the displeasure of the press, which.
in some instances, has been unkind

Some

think that she has carevasions and protectivism

to her.

ried

her

too far.

is

It

slightly hysterical.

But Cary Grant, despite the fact
that no authentic stories have appeared previously regarding his married state, has no neurotic notions
about avoiding questions.
Wary he
has been, but not belligerently fugilie has learned a great deal
tive,
from what has happened to others in
his profession.
"Almost always," he said to me.
"there are gross misquotations.
And
alter they have appeared in print for
thousands to read, just what can be
done about it? If you didn't say it.

and it makes you feel ridiculous, all
you can do is to sit and fume.
"This one and that one have made
public statements about their great
devotion for somebody, and the next
thing you know conditions separate
them, rumors spread, and. whether
they are actually contemplating divorce or not, they are something of
a laughingstock.

"Suppose,

just

for

instance,

that

Virginia gets a part in a picture taking her to the South Seas.
Such
things have happened, you know
and as for continuing her career, it's
entirely
I'd

up

made

to her.
a

lot

In that event, if

of

high-sounding

statements about our devotion, we'd
be on the verge of a split-up, according to the way gossip starts.

(

<

—

Swift Wedding. You could
have knocked us over with half a
feather, when we heard about the
marriage
of
and
Ralph
Forbes
Heather Angel.
We knew Heather
played polo and all that, but never
suspected this represented an interin Ralph who is also a devotee of
the game.
After six weeks' court
ship,
very quietly conducted, they
da bed to Yuma for their marriage.
Dashed, did we say? Well, that's
not exactly true.
The)' had to hitchhike part of the way, because their
motor broke down, until a benevolent
gas-station operator came to their
est

them

a

hundred

Anderson, the play".\la\well
wright, once said that what is said of
us eventually becomes true of us.
And public opinion being the strongest force in the world, enough rumors
can briny about actuality."
Mere it is interesting to note two
cases in point- -(iary Cooper and
Gary often stated
Joan Crawford.
before his marriage to Sandra Shaw
that he would never marry, even going so far as to give his reasons for
Then he up and did
not doing so.
it.
Of course, any one is privileged
to change his mind.
But after his
marriage he gave out an interview
which was called, "What 1 Think of
Innocent as the
Marriage Now."
thing was, some people actually managed to draw from the title the inference that he and his wife were
not on the best of terms.
Gary has
ceased giving interviews concerning
liis marriage.
Joan Crawford recently told of
how. while doing a scene, she found
a magazine on the studio table bearing on its cover the title of a story
contained within, written in the heyday of her romance with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and telling the world
of their great happiness.
"It was
not pleasant to look upon," said Joan,

and it upset her.
"After all," Cary went on, "love is
not made of steel, and marriages are

made

in

heaven only

if

they can sur-

conditions.
That surdepends largely on the married
ones. And marriage demands a great

vive

earthly

vival

"Virginia and

I

no different
married couples

are

from most voting
anywhere in the world. We probably do the same things, feel the same
way, eat the same food, even say the
same things, to a great extent. That's
not a very glamorous or romantic
way of putting it. but the glamour
and the romance are there, just as it
is
for Mamie and
John Smith.
Maybe, if T go around spouting about

i

it

I

them.
Personally, I'd prefer to
on the right side of the deities.
"In England we deliberately
layed

the
license to

-tax-

de-

ceremony after getting

a

avoid giving out such
stories.
But such is the interest of
English people in Hollywood, we
weren't expert enough dodgers, and
a small crowd had gathered at the
Registry Office.
Virginia had got
there ahead of me. and her cab was
still
waiting out front.
I thoughtlessly kept mine waiting, too.
"When we came out, each of us
ran for our own cab. Of course, she
got me out of mine quickly enough
but, do you know, a story appeared
in the paper next morning inferring
that we were on the verge of separation just because of the cab incident?
Five minutes married, and separating!
It looked as if we were out for
a record."
He thought for a moment, then
spread out
hands helplessly.
his
"Really." he said, "what can I say
about my marriage? I must love her,
or I wouldn't have married her.
Should I go around shouting about

'my ideal.' 'perfect
come true'? I think
There didn't seem

love.'

'dreams

not."
to be much else
to say on the subject, so I got up.
lie walked to the edge of the set

"So you see," he said, "it isn't that
refuse to talk about it: it's just that
there isn't much that I can sensibly
I

say."
It seemed to me that the opposite
was true: he had said a great deal of
sense.
We shook hands, and I had

an afterthought.
asked, "how do
"By the way,"
you like being married?"
He "Tinned and said, "It's great '"
I

Lights

to the Arizona
town.
They're very happy now. and living in Ralph's house out in Benedicl
marriage
of
Canyon.
But
the
J leather
will
probably leave her
mother, to whom she is devoted, very

two hundred miles

lonely.

An

it, it
won't be there.
It might leave,
and
wouldn't like that.
"Then, again, it's tempting fate to
boast of your happiness.
The gods
have a very annoying way of snatching things away when you brag about

with me.

protection.

Hollywood High

intinucd from page 37

A

ne and drove

Great!" says Cary

page 30

Affectionate Tribute.—

Stranger and stranger are the cus
tours that are becoming popular in
movieland.
They're indicative of a
new enthusiasm and zest pervading
the colony, along with a franker emotional spirit.
For instance, at a dinner honoring Max Reinhardt, a song

in Yiddish was rendered by" Al Jolson a very dramatic and descriptive
number. And when Al had finished
to ringing applause, Reinhardt himself in a supreme gesture left his
place at table, hurried oxer to Jolson.
embraced him and. according to all
the best accounts, planted a kiss on
And was ATs face crimhis cheek.

—

son

!

—

Terrible Communism.
have lately had a terrible
time proving they are not Red sympathizers.
Jimmy Cagney. Dolores
del Rio, Ramon Xovarro, and Lupe
Yclcz were all implicated, because of

This

Film

stars

Hollywood High
some letters written by leaders of the
communists which bandied about

They

their names.

entered vociferous denials immediately, but as
there happened to be a big drive on
against the Reds at the time, the stars
were caused no end of trouble trying
to clear the charges.
all

Of all the stars, Cagney had the
most bother, because he was named
as the financial supporter of the communists, and all that he had been doing, he said, was making some charity

donations

people

to

thought

h<-

were poor, through regulation channels that offer this help.

—

Pola True to Form. Tola Negri
came West on what was described as
a "secret mission,"

commenced

and then immedi-

to thresh

it
out in
the courts with Prince Mdivani as
publicly as possible.
When, by the
way, will the final chapter in that
marital adventure be written?

ately

Pola also lunched with Ernst Lubitsch for old time's sake, and there
was talk of their making a picture
together.
Pola quite surprised with

I

>i

\

erly,

\\

ho

hel]

het

'I

i

.o

Lights
the pet,

gel

and Mae swears and asseverates that
not only is he a good httle monkey,
but also he

is

a film critic.

Mickey Mouse, and
social-problem pla\

I

likes

le

bored

is

Not

Romantic.

Incidentally, Mae's whole family is
with her in California now
Do
Jack West, her lather Jack, Jr.,
ther,
and Mrs. Beverly West
Baikoff, her sister, with hubby, Rob-

—

ert.

Going, Going Hollywood.

— And

while we're mentioning Mae. het
ored maid, Libby Taylor, has gone
swanky all of a sudden.
She has
been appearing in pictures other than
the West films.
Recently Mae's father arrived at
West's apartla
ment of an earl_\ morning, anticipating the privilege of grabbing a snack
to eat.

lie found a note on the table from
Libby which read: "Breakfast will
be late; I've gone horseback riding."

from

who

stars than

Three Musketeers.

— Clark

when Fairbanks

town, consists
in taking a sun bath atop Doug's
dressing room, and a steam bath immediately following. There are various members of the clan who do this.
the majority being producers.
But
the new stellar group now appears in
the process of formation.

Boogey

is

in

Replaced.

— Mac

Wesl

has a new monkey to replace Boo
who died about a year ago. She calls
the little ape Junior, probably meaning Boogey. Jr.
It was her sister,

older

Sometimes we think that the
mistake is made in not giving
gn iwn-ups courses, too

a

real

White and Broke.— fun

Free,

niest thing that has

happened

in quite

when Johnny Weissmuland Lupe Velez tried to gi

while was

ler

passporl to England and found they
eoui
for it.
'fhe passporl fee
was two dollars, and all they had be
tween them, after Johnny had
sacked his pockets, and Lupe
emptied her handbag, was $1.95.
Finall) the) had to borrow a nickel
i

from

a

who was

photographer,

has chilled.

try-

It's

the Irish of

it,

Final Chapter.— 'fhe

seal

is

finally

being put on the Ruth ChattertonGeorge Brent separation, as they are
will
divorcing.
Miss
Chatterton
probably marry again, despite all assertions to the contrary.
Brent will
continue the bachelor life for the
present.
Despite the fact that they
are very good friends, we don't an-

wed

ticipate he'll

ever achieved success in pictures.

New

the

in

know.

praise

Gable, Douglas Fairbanks, and Bruce
Cabot now form a threesome. The
official
introduction to the lodge,

pupils

prize

as

1

les.

any other personage

celebrity.

J

—

— Grace

luminary seemed averse to her triumph. It isn't often that movieland
thus opens its heart to welcome a new

Shirley,

there's

I

Erin Lures Spencer. Spencer
Tracy has taken up a little with ErinO'Brien Moore, since the roma
between Loretta Young and himseli

— Re-

They just packed the theater to see
"One Night of Love" when it had its
premiere in Hollywood. Xot a single

are

I

ing to take their picture.

— nothing more.

lavish

Then

Billy

Cooper, Jackie Searl, and David Du-

;

:

Honored Without Envy.

enrolled

kiddies

Ither

sup-

None other than Baby

it?

Jane Quigley and

currently the question arises
\\ ul
Elissa Landi wed Abram Chasins,
the composer? He visits the beauteous star practically semiannually, but
we're going to say once and for all
that the finale will not be matrimony.
Elissa will marry, we're sure, but she
and Chasins are just devoted friends

Moore has got more

pose is in
boy.
Li
(

kindergarten class

a

And who do you

the studios.

with

s.

her dash and attractiveness.

Friendly,

decided
at

<

la:

h

Dix Becomes Atavistic.
Coombe, daughter
Thomas and Lady Coombe, is
Carol

of

Sir

Univerimportation for
"The Mystery of Edwin Drood."
latest

sal's

British

— Rich-

ard Dix walked right into a contract
a he returned
from his honey-

moon

was

which

trip,

in

reality

a

journey from the East Coast, where
red, to the Wesl
he v
lie and his secretarv-bby boat.
Virginia Webster, are very happy,
dally since everything seen
caking just right for Dick.
of the two p
he is to appear in
under his new
contract will be
the story of hi- grandfather,
Brimmer, who came over on the
<

Each Shining Hour.

— Una

i

Merkel gets the palm for the latest odd
doo-dad installed in a home.
She
has a sundial, whereon
dow
points to a certain star to

what

tell

Norma Shearer

is high noon,
afternoon.
Other
luminaries are Marion Davies, Clark
Crawford.
Gable,
Joan
Jeanette
Robert
barlow,
MacDonald, Jean
Lionel
Montgomery, and
Barrymore. Now all Una needs to add to
the clock is an alarm called Loui
Maver, lie being the big boss

o'clock.

Greta Garbo

late

1

MGM.
Kindergarten

Days.

— So

many

youngsters have found their way into
the movies, especially since the success

of

Shirley

Temple,

rd of Education in Los

that

\n

the

I

i

RKO

I

Mayflower,

was kidnaped

and

for

four years by the Indians.

The Marches' Menage. — The
swankiest

now

new home
owned by

in

Hollywood

the
Fredric
Marches, with the possibl
ption
Baxter's.
The March
residence is an artistic place, and
is

sess<

we have

if

the

ever <wn.
is

most ample

p.

'fhe hand-paintin the house even

5S

FRIENDLY

FIRM
Those who had the idea that Dick Powel!
could croon better than

he could think

are no longer suffering from
Being a

little

this

delusion.

assertive has gained several

advantage.

points to his

By Ben

Maddox

The rest of the stars went on with their customary
raging and ranting, but dependable Dick never said
no.
He didn't object to being run ragged until, suddenly, he began to do some heavy observing about
things in general and Hollywood tactics in particular.
"I concluded that it's roles which make or break an
actor.
Fine parts make fine stars bad ones are the
road to ruin. My chief desire is to progress, and I
learned that Hollywood takes advantage of you if
you're too good-natured to speak up.
"Being nice doesn't help if you're handed mediocre
roles, and I'd been assigned several which allowed me
no opportunity. I comprehended that a year of such
If I am to stay on. I
bad breaks would finish me.
Singing
must gradually develop into a real actor.
theme tunes is okay but when the musical vogue is
over, then what ?"
Clever as well as curly-headed, the money angle
occurred to Dick along with the need to advance to
straight dramatic parts.
"It was obvious to me that if I lost out I'd never
have another chance to earn big money here. So it
boiled down to this: I've been getting a comparatively
small salary.
Either I should be assured of roles
which will build me. or 1 should cash in on my cur;

—

"Hollywood has its faults," says
you more than compensates.

a good guy
BEING
certain point."

in

it can do for
Santa Claus!"

Dick, "but v/hat

For

me

Hollywood

it's

is

all

right

— up

to a

Two energetic years in pictures have taught Dick
Powell this and sundry other pertinent facts concerning
the art of lasting in the movies.
"I'm crazy about Hollywood and my work." he declares
with his natural buoyancy.
But when you wangle him
into a confiding frame of mind, he turns chummy and
adds. "Still, I'm not crazy!
"I've discovered that there are psychological moments
in film careers when a fellow has to stand up and holler
for himself.
If he doesn't, he's lulled into a false sense
of security and when he eventually gets wise it's too late.
"A couple of years in Hollywood teaches you that success doesn't necessarily come to the diligent.
Unless the
demand when

diligent

the demanding's appropriate."
players aren't blessed with sufficient brightness to
recognize the critical periods in their professional lives.
Those who had the idea that Dick Powell could croon better than he could think are no longer suffering from this
delusion, however.
The most agreeable person on the
\\ arner lot, he demonstrated that he packs a punch.
lie is so genuinely eager to please, so exceptionally co-

Many

operative, that his studio bosses underestimated his smartness.

Because he

Stunt and

is

a riot

the master of ceremonies
latest songs, he was sent to

superb
with the

is

at

every premiere and benefit.
le was such a good guy that
"let Dick do it" became the byword.
Even such tasks as
canvassing the entire studio for the Community Chest
were pinned on him.
1

rent luck."
I happened to lunch with Dick prior to his going
over to the studio for the show-down. The manner
There was no
in which he went to bat was typical.
He simply indisplay of temperament, no threats.
tended to insist on a fair deal.
At first his demand for significant roles or a raise
was treated with the usual stalling. When his employers understood that he was in dead earnest, they
promptly came across, appreciating his unquestioned
value to them. The astute .Mr. Powell was aware of
this being one of those psychological moments.
He is receiving more fan mail than any star under
the Warner banner, and has been for quite a while,
The
lie has proved an outstanding drawing card.
surprised executives bumped up against a fact them-

selves

—he's

friendly, hut firm.

Now

that everything's settled his way. happy days
are here for this Dick who won't drift. Having talked
to him at length "before,"
recently drove out to his
Toluca Lake house to note how be is feeling "after."
I

He

was walking on

air

and that exuberant

vitality

of his, familiar to von on the screen. is as effective in
person. Dick could hardly be called handsome, but he
lias the most likable personality of any actor l'\e
[Continued on page67]
encountered.

Pholo by Bert lungwort)

AFTER

I've salted

to support a wife,

away enough
I'll

and have enough
to papa an old
says Dick Powell in an engagingly
to live on,

marry again.

fashioned American family,"

I

yearn

candid interview, opposite, with Ben Maddox who surmises
that the red-headed crooner cares most for Mary Brian.
59

A WORLD
Miriam Hopkins and
spective
in

the

new

films.

Helen Hayes
Miss Hopkins

World" and Miss Hayes

Woman

Knows."

Each role

ture has the

MISS HOPKINS, as
more money than

a

girl

she

with

knows

about, changes places with her
secretary. Fay Wray, for projection

the

from

heiress

fortune

pretending

hunters,
to

be

employee. But it's a long,
long time before she is satisthe

fled that Joel
for herself

nany

McCrea loves her
and she has
and shocks be-

alone

shivers

fore she

A)

—
is

sure.

is

is

portray two
is

modern

to

the old-fashioned

finely suited to the

charm and

distinction

PART
idely different girls
fer

fingertips in

arrie

ar

heroine

who

plays

in

their

re-

"The Richest Girl
of
it

"What Every
and each

pic-

xpected of the best.

tISS

HAYES

as

Maggie Wylie,

Barrie

s

vable heroine, thinks she is doomed
I spinsterhood
because of her plainjss,

but she has something more than

It is charm and intuitive shrewdmanaging men. She raises her
isband from a nobody to a member
I parliament and wisely caters
to his

uauty.
sss in

30 by letting him think he did
mself.

lows"!

it

all

"what every woman
Brian Aherne is her solemn
husband.

That

is

MlSS SWANSON is a temperament
German prima donna, Mr. Boles
her costar, and Mr. Montgomery
school-teacher who writes lyrics o
the side, while Miss Lang is his swee'
heart.
The action of their amusin
mix-up takes place in Munich and
Bavarian village, and the music b
Jerome Kern is among the most tunc
ful

GLORIA
AT LAST!
Swanson's return to the screen is
in "Music in the Air" by John
Boles, Douglass Montgomery, Reginald
Owen, June Lang formerly June Vlasek
Hobart Bosworth, Sarah Haden and
many others, as well as the entire moviegoing public)

Miss

celebrated

—

—

62

of

modern compositions.

TAKEN

from Mary Roberts

Rinehart's "The State verElinor

strong
the

Norton,"

story

emotional

of a young wife
love

with

the

dramatizes

problems

who

another

is

in

man

and who traces the murder of her husband to him.

TOO MANY
Claire Trevor gets her best opportunity as the
heroine of "Elinor Norton," with Hugh Williams,

Norman

and Gilbert Roland
and Henrietta Crosman to

Foster,

trouble

to

make

help.

E

A

LI S S

EVOKES
The delectable Landi
smiles,

heart

makes a
"Enter

inspires sighs

throbs and

else

all

and
that

picture worth while in her latest,

Madame."

Her role

is

that of

an

opera singer, her trouble too much temperament.

IN the oval, above, you see the charming star
flanked by three of the capital cast. They are
Cary Grant, Lynne Overman, and Frank Albertson, with the small

pictures showing

Landi's beguiling

i^. J i
:

moods.

sOme

of

LAUGHTER
and

BEAUTY
When
soon
will

Eddie Cantor comes

will in

to town, as

"Kid Millions," you

bring the ultimate

in

know

spectacular musicals.

ETHEL MERMAN, who sings as only she
can,

4

is

seen on the

he

that he

left,

with Mr. Cantor

and Eve Sully opposite. Directly above
are George Murphy and Ann Sothern as
the young lovers while, top, you see Eddie
and some of the Goldwyn girls.

NEW

TREND

Answering the demand

Gene

Stratton-Porter's

"clean" pictures, come

for

"A

Girl of the Limberlost/'

which wholesome rural characters

madding crowd
The success of

MARIAN MARSH

of

city-dwellers

this will

is

She

is

far from

th<

and sex and

sir

live

decide what the public want:

Elnora, the sweet heroine so

high-school education that she
butterflies.

with

ii

Eddie
Bupp,

sells

eager

for

her valuable collection

c

Nugent, above, and Tom"

1

left.

Hut

had no questions,

I

mildly.

I

said
just a tourist drinking

was

I

in the California sunshine, bent

upon

seeing the sights. Miss Bennett certainly was one of them.
That
She smiled a radiant smile.
was different.
She was only too
glad to be of service, to welcome a
wayfarer, to assist.
Luncheon was

announced.
"Before we go

in,

would you

like

my

plans for the new house?"
asked la marchesa. In a room off the
main hall a miniature of the new
home had been constructed, dollhouse size. The roof was removable,
and the second floor also could be
to see

show the ground plan.
1 was shown where the game room
would be, the patio, the drawing-

lifted to

room.
ter's

Upstairs there were the masrooms, her rooms, her son's

(aged
proud)

"For

whom

of
and a

she is very
suite of chambers.
guests, from Europe." she

five,

my

said.

was investing a
considerable sum in the house because
the past few years had shown the pitfalls in stocks and bonds.
Real estate had rebounded, at least in Beverly,

far

that she

more

resiliently than

other

investments.
In talking of saving for the future,
this decorative young woman showed
a definite smartness, a canny knowledge of practical things. A few minutes later at the luncheon table she
bore out the impression further.

"This whole fantastic picture busi
ness

is

all

quite terrible,"

die

said.

"From

a purely financial standpoint
from
it's too good to pass up, but
every other angle it sickens, really.
The actors, almost without exception,

On

Buckingham Palace; her

the other hand, if you are not
seen at the rights and dances, you are
a recluse or you arc high-hat.
am
in
toll) wood, but not of it."
While she talked
realized thai she
gives a far better performance in her
own home than she has ever vouchsafed the screen.
Her celluloid self
is projected in an interminable series
ol pose-,, never genuine, rarely believable.
Yet some one must believe
them; Bennett pictures make money
for everybod} concerned.
Constance has pouted and sulked
so consistently in her triumphant
march through the bogs and morasses
of Hollywood that the pout is indelibly upon her full lips. Even when
she smiles there is a suggestion of
I

I

1

willfulness.

Unquestionably la marchesa can
charming when the mood is upon her.
She is shrewd, attractive, less than
worldly

and thoroughly

way,
Most of us

in a juvenile

selfish.

are selfish; that cannot
against her alone.

"What amuses me most
difficulty in getting to

marchesa,

la

My

publicity.
posite.

"is the

He

see

has openly admitted that

i.

any one more consistently in
the white light of public notice than

years,

marchesa.

"If von 20 out with a man, you are

vered; her divorce was an epic in
headlines her annexation of the mar-

international

upon

this provincial little

gossip

centering

terrifying.

Continued from page 58
"They've lined up live swell stories for me!" he exclaimed gleefully.
His enthusiasm was si catching that
I beamed from ear to ear. for all the
world as though / were in hi- shoes.
"They didn't "stop at that." he has"They've also
tened to inform me.
>

given me a raise; they're letting me
go Fast for stage work on m\ own:
and I can sign any radio contracts I
wish !"
With theaters ottering him thousands a week for personal appearances,

and

his

radio

possibilities

equaling his film future, his to-morrows are indeed rosy. Nevertheless,
he's not kidding himself a speck
about this fame razzle-dazzle.

regarding her own endeavors in the
cinematic vineyards. This was smart
of her. The typical Hollywood artist
is full of this and that about her last
picture, her coming picture, or the

one

.she

hope-

La mar-

coming.

i-

lovely hut grim in her determination to he aloof, refrained from
chcsti,

much a- mentioning that -he was
on bowing terms with the studio g;
man.
But she hoped to he off to the Continent soon.
She longed for the cabanas at Cannes and the fiestas at
Firenze, moonlight on the Lido .and
She was anxious
baccarat at Nice.
to get away from all this, with graceso

gestures.

ful

profile

I

he would do anything for publicity,
from addressing an audience in the
middle of a -how to killing a traffic
co]
I will do anything to avoid it."
I did not laugh at this avowal, because T had promised Meadow- to be
polite.
Guests are always polite. Hut
I could not recall, over a period of

la

that

me," said

hate
just the op-

is

private life
point on has been neither
voce nor -oft pedal.
Although the conversation ran to
pictures and things pictorial, Miss
Bennett did not have anything to say

from

about this

marked

fact that

father

was accomplished with all the
of changing the guard at

privacy

Bennett distinctly felt sorry
for herself.
She did not attempt to
hide it. True, she was receiving upwards of $50,000 for the use of her

be

community

and the women are

The
is

quis

When she was seventeen -he was
the talk of the Plaza at tea time; her
runaway marriage with the wealthy
Mr. Plant was not quietly maneu-

are impossible,

catty, back-biting, traveling in cliques.

67

the Parlor

in

interested in one another.
If you go
out with him again yon are in love.

intellectual,

She added

Was

The Queen

Continued from page 27

:

.Mi--

and other attributes in
picture; she was enjoying her Rollsi

Royce and her luxurious home and
her swimming pool, to say nothing of
exercising her personal whims in
dressing her role-, choosing her storand okaying

ies,

She had

detail-.

everything -he wanted, hut she didn't
see why people should ask questions
about her, beg for her autograph, or
consider her their property.
Her trouble is not new: she wants
lo cat her cake and have it, too.
She
i-

willing

accept

to

the

largesse of

stardom,
the
ephemeral
spotlight
fame bestows, but she doesn't want
any of the duty attendant upon fame.
She should remember what happened
long ago to the royal consort who
Her op-aid "Let them eat cake."
tion wa- never taken up.

Friendly— But Firm
you have to be
ribly lucky to get into pictures in the
first place." he asserts, "and that you
"I believe that

when you are in unless one
of the powers-that-be has faith in
you. There'- no reason For any one
don't last

Hollywood

in

mceited.

was so glad to get
the chance to come out here that I'd
have signed with Warners for prac"Personally,

tically

As

nothing,

just

you'll recall.

ceremonies in

when
cri

I

tested

a

for

the

-tart."

Dick was master of
Pittsburgh theater

for

the

role

of

mer in "Blessed Event."
Modestly he -ays. "T was

the

using

regular little tricks." Reginstantaneously, to-day his
only rival as our ace singing hero.
crooner-style, is Bing Crosby.
"When I landed here I was w>
ing to work my fool head off.
am for results.
Hollywop
•f
exactly what I'd imagine
'

1

—

afar, though."

,

*Yick
au< n av-

r
living

room

going

full hh'

his

"

darn
.

It
to begin with that part.
wa- merely being myself, singing and

my g£ abYy

piqued

This

what don't you appjr ,.,, r -eS
\\ e were parkc
w-r
a\v%

m

lucky

my

istering

Th5

ceed

i.

rivalry's

i° u,!?

ne signed.

^"gegottywooQ

iV

-

s

v
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Friendly

People are popular,

locally,

because

of what they do, the jobs they hold
down, rather than because of what
There seems to he an unthe_\' are.
written code that you can't afford to
be seen with those who aren't doing
well.
a place where money counts
you're unfortunate
much.
If
enough to be broke, you're ignored.
This has impressed me so thoroughly
remain the less I'm
that the longer
"It's

too

1

spend.
One notices so
many who had, and now haven't, and
one can't avoid seeing how cruelly
they're passed up.
"If 1 were a politician, I'd term
There are more toes
this paradise.
you can step on if you aren't cauinclined

to

"
He shook
and if you do
"Short, short
his head ominously.
story
ceremonies
master
of
become^, or is trying to become, master
tious,

—

diplomat

"Hollywood's a hotbed of hooey.
The average American must he conBut
vinced that we're all nuts here.
that's one upshot of taking a trip to
You'll meet quite
the movie colony.

number of

a

folks

who

aren't half so

peculiar as the ballyhoo indicates."

Suspecting this might be a crack
gentlemen of the press, I urged
him to continue with other comments.
"It's a town scorning the ordinary
All this high
responsibilities of life.

at the

Not only did he play with her for
two years, but he became her manager as

him

well.

a loyalty

And

she

inspired

in

and devotion that have.

hallowed his entire life.
reverence in his voice when
he speaks her name. Her picture is
enshrined on a table where the sun
pours in the window of his room.
When Duse died. Carminati retired to the country for six months,
I

believe,

There

is

during which time his father also
passed away, and he was summoned
back to what remained of the ancesAfter doing what he
castle.
tral
could to settle his father's estate, he
returned to the stage and in 1926
was "discovered" by Joseph M.

henck for American pictures.
lu Hollywood he appeared in silent
*imis
opposite Constance Talmadge,
Pola \'< , v
Virginia Valli, and Florence Vidor. Thclli sound and h i s
lack of pronci^y
in English wrote
finis to his screen v, MTer at t h at t j me
and he returned to X<
y,,,.^. am t ie
:

;

,

]

stage.

D-

I

lis first

Command

play in
to

]

^erica was

Love"

w,

he met with immediate success.

w hich
This

But Firm

these sudden marriages and
frequent divorces, flabbergast me. I
guess I'm not up to the bohemian
pace."
He isn't. When he was twentytwo Dick married, and the death of
that early romance has left its mark
on him.
He pays no attention to
Hollywood's glamour queens.
He's
sociable, oh my. yes!
But divorce to
him is a misfortune, not a casual
deed.
Consequently he's determined not
to rush into another marriage until
he's extremely sure it'll click.
I am
convinced that he is pretty fond of
Mary Brian, but both of them deny
all.
And Dick does date Margaret
Lindsay and other nice girls during
Mary's absences.
"Don't quote me as being dissatisfied with
Hollywood.
It
has its
faults, but what it can do for you
more than compensates. Why, for

stride forward.

me

names I had to
Everybody wants

flying,

it's

Santa Claus

"Ever since I've been grown up
had a goal. It's financial independence.
I want to save a stipulated sum and now, thanks to this reI've

cent adjustment with the studio, the
road at last looks clear. After I've
salted away enough to live snugly on,
and have enough to support a wife,
I'll marry again.
I yearn to papa an
old-fashioned American family."
In "Flirtation Walk," his current
production, Dick makes a distinct

Code

Continued from page 31

—

of a

—

man who had delighted audihere and in London was not

that the

opportunity to

given an

repeat

his

success on the screen.

During

these

years

he

course, mastered English and

was

left

character.

"swell" stories promised him and he's

more than

elated with it.
takes daily singing lessons
and the work-out is right at the studio.
Dick tells me that four individuals telephoned the other day askHe pracing him to "pipe down."
tices classical scales near the scenario
department and the writers find it a
bit difficult to concentrate when he
gets under way.
His biggest thrill was when he first
saw himself on the screen. He didn't
get a look at the test he made in the
East, nor did he inspect any of the
rushes on "Blessed Event."
So it
was a memorable occasion when he

He

still

ventured to pay admission to watch
himself acting.

Once

I

wondered who

He

friends were.

his closest
reeled off so many

shout "Whoa
to be his pal.

!"
I

can state, however, that he visits
Director Lloyd Bacon's house more
often than any one else's, and the
conduct of Joe E. Brown and family
has influenced him the most. Their
old-fashioned home life is his notion
of something worth imitating.
No, Hollywood's celebrated main
street will never be the boulevard of
broken dreams for cannv, crooning
Dick Powell.

Nobleman

he followed with several other plays,
but it was in "Strictly Dishonorable"
that he received widest recognition.
"1 wanted very much to play in the
film," Mr. Carminati confessed. "But
I was never even considered
at least
nothing was ever said to me about it,"
he shook his head woefully from the
memory of his disappointment. And
this is indeed an illuminating comment on the vagaries of picture-making.
For though Paul Lukas gave a
splendid performance in the Carminati role, it is remarkable to realize
ences

In lieu of being just
is portraying a
This is the first of the

his pleasant self, he

of his accent

So, he was ready to

had,
all

of
that

was its charm.
answer Darryl

Zanuck's summons to appear in Ann
Harding's "Gallant Lady" and Constance Bennett's "Moulin Rouge."
He thoroughly enjoyed his work

"But I rein both of these films.
ceived several surprises," he told me.
"Before I left New York for Hol-

lywood and immediately after my arrival there, all my friends came to
me with dire warnings that Miss Bennett would be very difficult to work
with.
They assured me that playing
with Miss Harding would be a joy.

"Strange to

relate,

my

experience

was exactly the opposite. Miss Bena
nett was thoroughly charming,
lovely person."
Flis

latest

Moore

in

role

"One Night

opposite
of

be based on some of his

Grace

Love" might

own

experi-

music teacher
and manager of a temperamental star.
And once again you can see all
through the characterization the real
ences, as

it

is

that of a

Tullio Carminati.
It is this background of glamour
and the flourish with which he lives
to-day that makes him every woman's
dream hero. Fie is tall and broadshouldered, suave and sophisticated,
courtly and flattering. He has about
him the romantic aura of a lost love

—be

is

unmarried. Aren't these the
of every woman's ideal

requisites

man ?

renew

Continued from page 42
her make-up, it was

Cat Without Claws
difficult

poised and selfcontained girl before me, resplendent
in
ankle-length cocktail frock, picturesque and demure Gainsborough
hat perched jauntily over one eye, was
realize

to

that

the

the fiery young actress who had
brought Tonio and others of her ilk
to such living, breathing reality upon
the screen.

And yet it was her proficiency in
creating such characters that was responsible for her presence in Hollywood and pictures.
Born in Los Angeles, with her
family she removed to New York at
an early age.
She was educated Inprivate

tutors,

later

Dow's exclusive
Briarcliff,

New

entering Miss
school at

finishing

York.

Upon gradu-

ating from that institution, she suddenly learned that she must make her
own living something she had not
anticipated
and being a true niece
of Fay Bainter and of Dave Montgomery, of the famed vaudeville team
of
Montgomery and Stone, she
turned to the theater.

—
—

zona."

Raoul

Walsh, the director.
Squall," gave one
look at Miss Burgess, and the former
toast of Broadway was launched on
went

"The

to see

her cinematic career.
Since that time, nearly six years
ago, she has remained in Hollywood
but she has never become part of
it.
Living with her mother on a high
hill overlooking the mad whirl which
is
tlie
film capital, she regards the
spectacle before her with amazement
and affection and a clear perspec-

—

—

tive.

a

—

person chooses the
stage or screen for a career, he admits to himself and to the world that
a

This met with such instantaneous
success that Mr. Cukor recognized
her real talent for fiery portrayals
and. as a result, scheduled her for a
number of similar roles during the
rest of the time she was with the

company.

The following year she signed with
the road company of "The Squall"
and made her theatrical debut in Los
This was at
in that play.
time that sound had suddenly
roared into the movies and Fox was
frantically seeking a young woman
who could both act and speak, for
the role of Tonio in "In Old Ari-

Angeles
the

"I think understanding is tin- most
necessary ingredient of a happy marriage.
And that, of course, implies
mutual respect. Love, to be real love.
must be founded on these qualities.
if

two people

really

under-

and

Miss
ting

Burgess

is

frank

in

admit-

she has never married be-

that

cause she lias never been sufficiently
in love with any one to feel that she
wanted to spend the rest of her life
She has been
with that person.
tempted, yes
but has recovered her
But whenever
perspective in time.
she docs meet the one man who understands her and whom she understands, she will place love above all

—

Preston Foster hasn't had a chance

worthy

of

knows

when,

his

goodness
Hollywood has

talent

but

taught him to smile

Squall."

ever.

other town."

the specialty dancer with the understanding that she should understudy
Miss Hayes. And toward the end of

"The

two women get together.
won't try to say there are"No,
as many happy marriages in Mollywood as in any other town —for there

respect each other, and
marry with the conviction that they
will not let anything drive them to
the divorce court, then their marriage
will survive in Hollywood or in any

In "Dancing Mothers," starring
Helen Hayes, Dorothy was signed as

character in

evidenced when the talk drifted to
marriage, as it inevitably will when

"And

—

on Broadway and in Chicago, later
going to Rochester where she joined
George Cukor's stock company for a
And it was during that time
year.
that she played her first native-girl

—

the truth

stand

—

that time on she played leads

were the lire and ardor
camera has caught—and
more besides.
For here
sincerity and lack of prea courageous facing of
-all of which were further

lere, then,

!

"For when

she secured a place in the chorus
of a musical comedy. From this inauspicious beginning, the ambitious
Miss Burgess soon advanced to the
role of specialty dancer with the show
and in other shows from which 'lie
step into drama was next made.

From

J

which the
something
were stark
tense
and

—

last

starring role.

her eyes sparkling.

strangely beautiful but utterl) mad place
of course
it
isn't
normal." she admits.
"But aren't, lint that's because marriages
that's because actors and actresses- out there are not founded on the right
live there
and we certainly aren't basis. There is a tendency to marry
normal.
If we were, we wouldn't be
'for a while -as long as we still like
actors and actresses
each other,' instead of forever and
is

—

came true for her. Miss Hayes fell
ill
and Mis- Burgess assumed the

to lose our sense of values and to
dramatize ourselves," she concluded,
her mobile face alight with feeling,

I

"Hollywood

Followed the usual search for a jolt
the endless waits in managers' offices, the tireless tramps from casting
director to casting director
and at

that play's successful run on Broadway, the dream of every understudy

liV)

in

anticipation of

what's just around the corner.

—

one of exhe wants a different life
citement and uncertainty, of disappointments and sudden achievements,
of despair and never-failing hope.

one day at dawn,
lie wants dinner
the next at noon.
at eight to-night, dinner at eleven tomorrow and no dinner at all the folHe wants an income
lowing night.
which is uncertain from month to
month, and year to year, and all of
fascinating, exhilarating c\
those
periences which the average person is
denied- -and lu- is denied the ordinary
security and simple, unaffected pli
ures which belong to sane and normal
individuals!" she went on with engaging frankness.
'"And because we keep chasing will"I le

want-

else.

in

to rise

—

o'-the-wisps, living in to-morrow instead of to-dav. we have a tendency

"I'd want to continue with

my

ca-

of course. Bui if ever there were
a choice between love and my career,
there would be no doubt in my mind
I'd choose love!" and her tones
no room for speculation in my mind.
is usually something less than a
It
tribute to apply our much-discussed
reer,

—

It
adjective "normal" to a celebrity.
connotes a certain lack of those qualof
temper and temperan
ities
which we have come to expect in the
world's acclaimed. But in the casi
Doroth) Burgess, the term is an accolade and a paean of pra

For she has retained her dignity
and common sense while creating
characters that might have lessened
ihe has
her charming reserve
nothing of her youth and fire during
six years of portrayals which she has
she has d
not especially enjoyed

—

—

own simple, unaffected life
pomp and ceremony that is

to live her

amid the
Hollywood and she has
natural and sino

—

reman

70
Continue
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Offers started to conic in.
One
night Merle decided to sign with one
1' >lly\v
the studios in
if
1.
She
i

1

$3,500 per week, and
was to have the exploitation which
every player in London knows can
She
only be received in Hollywood.
was wild with desire to see America,
which now more than ever she con
to receive

at

were arranged.
midnight she started

And to her they pledged
gratitude."
their respect and friendship.

was held

(

details

all

Shortly

after

now she must help him get his
She could do it, he said,
big chance.
by signing the next option of her
contract with him, which called for
that

$300 a week. Merle )beron phoned
the American company that she must
remain with Korda.
The next day the hanhboiled film
editors of the London newspapers
with one accord said, "At last there
is a star who knows the meaning of

sidered her real home.
hie night a meeting

which

(

When

home,

The big
tired but happy.
opportunity of her life had come and
had grasped it.
Merle entered her apartment she
wanted to be alone and think over the
wonders of the clay.
There sat Alexander Korda almost in tears over
what he termed her ingratitude.
lie told her he had just learned
that she was planning to go to Hollywood, and that on the following
morning his hankers would refuse to
give him the money necessary for his
company to expand its operations if
she left him.
That when she needed
her chance he had given it to her
for

i

;

Continue

from

el

She had not discounted the posof romance intruding in her
plans.
She wanted Ginger to lead

the normal, happ) existence of the
average young girl.
Only she felt.
as most mothers in her place would
' felt, that it was too soon
for
marriage.
It took only a few months to prove
thai

after

was

the

The two

right.

couldn't get along.

,\

kids.

weeks,

blissful

first

Korda's company had

money and no

just

succession of

British

(

It was this refusal which brought
Mr. Schenck and Merle Oberon to-

gether.
Artists,

land in

As president of United
he made two trips to Engunsuccessful attempts to bor-

row her.
However, she did leave England

Every one told her it was simply impossible to break into a show
Yet, somehow,
without influence.
she landed a featured spot for Gintion.

The show
"Girl Crazy."
over and Broadway managers
Other offers
began to take notice.

ger
went

in

followed, but Lela still had in the
hack of her mine! the idea of a picture career.

feature to be

who

had proh-

times

at

irked under her mother's strict

ibit

now

discipline,
to

must

stay

show

concentrate
exclusion

the

realized

in

on

she
she

that

her
other

all

career

to

interests.

adherence to a crowded
brought gradual improve

Religious

schedule

she finally emerged as a

until

ent

of

if

business,

finished performer.

The importance
can

I

i

who knew

of this achievehe appreciated by those
the girl during her period

-iily

development.

of

i

the

u

The

difference he

the (linger of those' days and

star

of to-day

is

little-

short

of

amazing.
\\ hen,

sentation

following months of prewhich often meant

work,

gathered
ingj

.

six

shows

a

dav, Lela finally

meager -a\
deel to battle Rroadway,
than courage and ambi-

together

her

politely

made

in

at the

Long

Island

This decision was followed
by many close conferences between
mother and daughter.
They both
knew that much depended on the
outcome of the still inexperienced
girl'- work on the screen.
They were haunted by the remembrance of Ginger's first picture work.
This had consisted of a twe)-reel musical
featuring Rudy Vallee which
bad been made just as sound was
studio.

coming

The setting was a small
downtown New York, long

in.

studio in

since abandoned.

knowledge
of
screen
and without the proper
lighting. Ginger and her mother had
both burst into tears upon viewing
That Ginger
the finished picture.
again to appear before
evi
another victory
the- cameras, meant
for the' mother who encouraged her
with the' thought that under proper
Lacking

make-up

]

.md

on
and that
a Paramount

Keeping the managers

edge, she accepted one offer

was a choice part

linger,

picture.

It

was made

Paris and the French matinee idol,
Charles
Boyer,
husband of
1'at
Paterson, was the star.
However,
Merle Oberon's work was so outin

standing that in both France and
England she was billed equally with
Boyer.
She was an established star

her second picture.

in

But
the

this success

abashed her not in

and

her third picture,

least,

in

"The Private Life of Don Juan,"
which is being shown in this counshe is so fine that Douglas Fairhanks, producer as well as the star,
insisted that Merle Obei"<>n he billed
ecmally with him, in England at least.
It is indeed a strange coincidence
try,

that Mr. Schenck announces his engagement to Miss Oberon when she
is on the threshold of stardom, just
as he did to Norma Talmadge twenty
years ago when she was beginning to
win recognition as the star of stars.
Will he do for Merle in talking pictures what he did for Norma in the
silent drama?
There isn't any doubt

of

it.

>

•

•

conditions she would emerge as a
brand-new personality.
The Paramount picture, when released, proved the wisdom of Lela's
judgment.
Ginger was put under
contract and thus launched on her
screen career.
Gone forever were
the cheap hotels and the drudgery of

With

vaudeville.

creations

plenty of

now

Ginger

spend,

-pat- led to a definite break, with the

'

to

make her second

Lends a Hand

marriage annulled

a -hurt time later.

little

organization
would give him a releasing contract,
the English branch of United Artists
agreed to distribute his pictures in
ireat Britain.
When the executives
-aw Merle' Oberon they tried to borrow her for their Hollywood studio,
hut Korda wouldn't lend.

Lela

pa]

sibility

she

Gods

Darling of the

from page

(1

of

place

in

money

to

-mart

sported

cheap copies.

She continued to climb until now she
is considered by exhibitors to be one
of the most potent box-office names.
Her dream now a beautiful reality,
Lela Rogers is devoting her time to
Old friends from
helping others.
vaudeville days write her for advice
Girls come to her
and assistance.

with their problems. Other mothers
To
seek her helpful philosophy.
them all she is ever available and
ready to help work out a solution.
Vet, through it all. she remains modShe would be
est and unassuming.
the'

first

to

deny

that

she had any-

thing to do with Ginger's success.
Be that as it may. her greatesl

achievement lies in the encouragement and opportunity she has given
In a hardto others less fortunate.
boiled community eif selfishness and
individual struggle', her great heart
shine- forth like a beacon to those in
distre'-s.

Which

affectionately
fess! ir

as

is

why

"the

of lb illvwood."

she

i-

known

mother

con-

71

They Say

New

in

inucd

fr

know

did do a lot of shopping, marveling

all

our low-price department stores,
but he reached the Empire State
tower only to find the city blanketed

that.

at

m

tog-

York

>m page 55

felen can do better than
She is to be in Rudy Y
"Sweet Music.
Dorothy Mackaill darts here and
there between rehearsals, and Jackie
Cooper follows George Jessel around
I

lie is to pla) in vaudewith Jessel for a few weeks.
In spite of a hard day's work ahead

fascinated,
ville

at

the

I.

Island

dul;

studio,

Wynne

Gibson gets around every night to see
new shows, and then goes home
ti

i

backgamnn m
Hymer, proving

play

Warren
was

that

it

acting in those big roughneck
parts, plays ping-pong by the hour.
all

Smart Erwin and June Collyer are
playing in vaudeville, doing a travesty on married life in Hollyw
and most amusing, too.
That old favorite plot of fiction
writers, the one about the waitress
became a star, may become a
i

Una Merkel has
contented

the rare smile of a

with no worries
about salary, better roles or larger
billing.
That's why she always gives
a fine performance.
actress,

—

Broadway's All-star Cast. -A
dazzling array of Hollywood favorites can be recruited at any Broadway first night these days. Miriam

"A friend who knew how suffered every
month kepi scolding me until had to try
I

Hopkins is visiting New York, as is
Carol Lombard. Carol, looking wan
and haggard, seek- to forget the
tragic death of her friend. Km-* Columbo. Once Carol was grimly philosophical about death, she came 50
close to it herself in an automobile
accident that laid her up for a year.
But her philosophy failed her when
the life of the man with whom -lie
danced and kidded and g
bout
was so ruthlessly and suddenly
snuffed out.
Helen Morgan's friends are rally-

ing around her. as usual, to tell her
she simply has to make another picture.

"You Belong

improvement on

to

past

Me"

is

a -light

efforts

except

I

How

tablets

see

comfortably.

Anne

Will

Shirley

start

a

cycle

of

sweetness and light among screen
heroines in "Anne of Green Gables,"
and will the pigtailed ingenue supplant the platinum blonde?
You
answer.

any day now.

at

the

phone

Leona

the lunch room
Brooklyn studios where Vitashort- are made, has been

Olson, a waitress

given a film

in

and

test

The

Oblige the lady, for

softly says,
"it

ain't

no

best

course,
ted
first

no need

when

obscene.

"Come

in."

sin."

to

G.

<

I

I

way

I

used to."

way

to use these tablets

anticipate

the

is.

to postpi

from

>sgood.

its usi

slightest in-

-tnfort

—

ifti

of

time for any
take a tablet

pain—or at least,
moment there i- the

is

is

of this

no harmful

1

That's the beauty of this discovery;
Midol is as harmless as the aspirin you
take for an ordinary headache. Don't Inafraid of the speed with which Midol
takes hold;

Charles

Two

through my worst daj
discover who
tell every girl

me

special medicine, lor there
I

So when she sighs and

that she did!

dication ot the pain coming on. There

Here's to the Scarlet Lad) of the Screen:
hut better

am

can he quite as active as usual.

a contract.

ODE TO THE WILD WEST
when good,

I

Many users of these remarkable tablets
have given them endorsement as strong
as that! .Main are grateful enough to
spread the word at every opportunity.
For Midol does bring definite relief, and
prompt relief from periodic pain even to
those who have always suffered severely.
You can go through this trying time without those severe pains if you use Midol.
At least, many women do and find they

the

She's swell

glad

suffering the

is still

true-life story

the unforgetable "Applause," but

Midol.

stores

it

is

not a narcotic.

have these

tablets.

AH drug-

I'liuto

I)

Gcoi

i

llllMTll

A NEW

JEAN

HARLOW

seriousness has

come over

and it only heightens her beauty.
ful more than provocative, which is
at the moment for Jean actually is
novel and she isn't telling anybody
It's a sure thing, though, and won't it

Miss Harlow

She
as

it

is

thought-

should be

working on her

what

it's

about.

have a big

sale!

7.;

Brawny-But
"My first work in Hollywood was
amid the color and drama of a De
Mille set.
The director himself is a
highly colorful
a general, an

man—

a civilized person one moment,

artist,

and a roughneck the next.

(

)ne

cl

i

he noticed that a couple of extras.
supposed to he Roman soldiers fighl
ing, weren't going at it as they should.
He demands realism in his fighl
scenes.
So he grabbed up one of

heavy spears, handed me one,
we went for each other in
earnest. The spears had steel points,
their

and

carry this scar on my finger as
a souvenir."
Astonishingly self-assured for a
newcomer, he won't criticize Hollywood. "I don't want to he another
of those visiting Britishers who are

and

I

always knocking the place."
He
seems very much under the DeMille
influence at present, regarding the
movie capital as a melting pot with
all

the color of Cairo,

Paris, or an-

Rome. "Throw a net over a
crowd on Hollywood Boulevard and
you'd catch a Chinaman or two. a
cient

couple of Japanese, a few Nordics,
the same mixed crowd you'd have
seen on the streets of old Rome.
There is also the same lavish entertaining here, and fascinating combination of good and had taste."

He wore

old

with him.

talked

chased

a

when

clothes

having

forty-foot

we

purwith an

just

boat

auxiliary engine.
He plans to take a house here, ami
to send to England for his collection
of glass and furniture.
The ladies
of Hollywood may he startled when
he discusses the Stuart and [acobean
periods in decoration, and they'll cer
tainly flounder through his technical
descriptions of sailingboats, hut as

he

is

unmarried, and without entan-

gling alliances, they'll
up on these subjects.

want

read

to

appeared on the screen in England, and boasts the most novel fan

They

hire a hall

every once in a while and hold
ings.

The

Wilcoxon attends
club's

aim

is

to

and only plays

in

as president.

advance

the

cause of British production.--, anfl the
president's career in particular. Four
times a year they have dance-, a -suggestion the American clubs might
take up.
On the London stage
appeared in twenty-five shows, including "The Barretts of Wim
Street."

"Sometimes I'm asked

if

I

don't

get tired of playing the same part
night after night, but the people who
inquire are business men who do the
same things every day of their lives.
An actor travels about constantly,

a certain pari

for six

or eight weeks, on an average.
I've
taken at least one hundred and fifty
roles in my ,j x years on the stage,
from juveniles to a thousand-yearold Chinaman in a Shaw play.
"I bought a motor bike while touring and traveled alone from Mop to

We

-top.

towns

over Engchange and
excitement.
I'll
never forget an occasion when 1 went a town ahead of
the rest of the company, and entered
land,

a

visited

all

of constant

life

a theater to

find a perfectly

troupe on the stage.

strange

had to rush
hack at breakneck speed, and literally leaped from the hike onto the
I

stage."

The movies, you
ing

wry

see.

are

recruit

type of new
comer now than the} used to.
have Hepburn, a highly educated
young woman who knows her own
mind.
have Francis Lederer, a
"great lover" more interested in
moting world peace than in camera
a

different

We

We

who

lievably well-rounded,

isn't a bil

worried for fear Hollywood may not
like him.
He could probably turn
any one of his hobbies into a paying
profession

hour's notice.
Hollywood will like him. however.
J lis
virile, romantic type is just what
directors are looking for. with the
action pictures now being planned in
answer to the censorship campaign.
If he's on trial before the ladies of
Hollywood. the_\' are also being .scrutinized pretty carefully by him. "I've
want to
never yet found a girl
spend the rest of my life with." he
admits.
"And when I said the romance of acting. T had no reference
to romances.
But an actor can and
does have these, too." he offers, and
then preserves a discreet British siat a half

I

lence.

draws no

le

distinctions bel

blondes and brunettes, and hesitates
he's looking
to define the type of
tor.
"You can lie very much in love
on Tuesday, just a little in lovi
Wednesday, rather bored on Friday,
and hate each other on Saturday.
want a woman that will last all week.
If a girl ha- a blemish, you love her
The more blemishes, the
a little less.
i

<•

i

•

1

I

less

love.

I

fi

my

Mid a-

don't

mean

physical

should hate to disc
wife told lies, or wasn't

things, hut
that

NOW— Relief

From Ugly

Skin Blemishes, "Nerves"

and Constipation

And now Wilcoxon. unbe

angles.

I

He

club in existence.

Esthetic

1

I

am

of children."

There you have Mr. Wilcoxon. laAlmost evenand gentlemen.

with Yeast in This Pleasant,

Modern Form
pimpks and
DO UGLYembarrass
you?

other skin blemDoes constipation drag you down, rob you of strength and
vivacity? Do you often feel nervous, fidgety
ishes

and

irritable?

For

these troubles doctors

all

precious nutritive elements which strengthen
your digestive and eliminative organs and
k ive tone to your nervous system. Thousands
of men and women have found this simple
food a remarkable aid in combating constipation, "nerves," and unsightly skin erupr

tions.

—

thanks to Yeast Foam Tablets
so easy to eat yeast regularly. For
a yeast that is actually delicious—
that is scientifically pasteurized to
prevent fermentation. You will enjoy munching Yeast Foam Tablets with their appetizing, nut-like llavor. And because they are
pasteurized they cannot cause uas or
comfort. This yeast is used by various
ivernlaboratories of the United v
ment and by leading American univer

—

And now
it's

in their

vitamin research.

Any druggist will supply you with Y
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
me today. See, now, how this corI

i

I

rective food helps
ii

I

you to look better and

ter.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS

FREE_

MAIt THIS

NORTHWESTERN

COUPON TODAY
I'r-n

VI

dies

has
one of Cecil DeMille's dis
re.
and
gone to the top
there's no reason to believe this husky
Keep your
will prove an exception.

III

mplc and

-

in

him

!

recommend

yeast. Science has found that yeast contains

Vddress

<l
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Paid at Face Value
Continued from page

Eight players received $200,000 or
inure during what was considered a
very lean year about the worst dur-

—

That means thai
ing the depression.
each of these averaged nearly $4,000
weekly each week in the year, and as
you know, stars are not paid that way
as a rule.
Most of the time they are
employed on a forty-week basis, or
else by the picture, and consequently
have their share of lay-off time.
Unfortunately, Mr. Rosenblatt's
N. R. A. report, while it divulged the
true salary figures for the first time
in picture history, didn't happen to
give any key to who got wdiat. That
would naturally have made things
much more exciting. But then apparently the government was only
worrying about the whole problem
as a problem, and wasn't getting personal about it.
That doesn't prevent a little sleuthing on our part, however, in an endeavor to find out who got that $315,Those who really know are
000.
keeping mum, and a lot of folk have

glowing pools of
loveliness

• Beautiful,

— instantly!

expressive eyes are within
girl and woman in the

he reach of every

i

simple magic of Maybelline mascara. Its
magic touch will instantly reveal hitherto

unsuspected beauty in your eyes, quickly

and

easily.

Women the world over have learned that
Maybelline is the perfect mascara because
it is absolutely harmless, positively nonsmarting, and perfectly tear-proof. A few
simple brush strokes of Maybelline to
your lashes make them appear long, dark,
and curling. Beauty-wise women appreciate, too, the fact that Maybelline is
backed by the approval of Good Housekeeping Bureau and other leading authorities for its purity and effectiveness.

been guessing. Most of the guesses
have mentioned Will Rogers, but I
happen to have a first-class tip which
says the guilty party is Eddie Cantor,
who gets a big percentage of what
comes in on bis pictures.
Also the guessers have been saying
a lot about Greta Garbo and Ruth
Chatterton being the Number 2 star,
namely the one wdio got $296,250,
but that doesn't quite check up. Ruth
Chatterton is more likely to have
been the Number 4 star who received
^277 J.U, at the rate of $8,000 a
week, while there is an "actor" who
got $200,000 by the picture, and this
looks like Greta in the Rosenblattian
report.

The Number 2

star's weekly wage
was $10,000 a week, which
means that he or she actually worked
only a little more than half the year
'

rate

to take in

$296,250.

Which

points to

a beautiful red and gold
vanity, it is priced at 75c at all leading
toilet goods counters. Black, Brown and
the new Blue. Accept only genuine

Marlene Dietrich, or could it possibly
be Mae West, because she is now
known to be very high on the revenue ladder? In fact, our private tip

Maybelline to be assured of highestquality

she even tops Will Rogers.
she gets money both for starring
and writing.
She is referred to as
"artist" in the report, which sort of
covers everything.
In Number 3 we have, perhaps,
discovered Will Rogers, with $283,-

Encased

in

and absolute harmlessness. Try

it

today!

is

thai

And

655 to bis credit for the year 1033,
during which he was supremely industrious.
this

is

The person who

credited

with having worked

most of the year.
Will

then

be

there anvway.

received

isn't

And
far

if

that isn't

away

from

IS

Let's go right down the line. Number 4 anion- the list of most highly
paid people is with fair certainty
Ruth Chatterton. Numbers 5 an<
are executives.
Number 7 is an
artist, meaning actor naturally, and
because said actor received salary for
only a little more than half the year.
we discern none other than William
Powell, because of his high-figured
!

Warner

I

>

contract.

Next comes

a $10,000-a-week actor
got $222,000 for the year. That
would very readily pass as Maurice
Chevalier. Comes next a vice president who received $211,538, and then
another actor, paid on a special contract the amount of $206,361.
Well,
why not Dick Barthelmess, whose
contract recently closed with Warners ?
The next actor was paid by the picture to the amount of $200,000; the
next $3,000 a week totaling $134,500.
then $65,000 besides this, probably for
an extra picture, making in all $199,500; the next an actress, $4,000 a
week, totaling $191,000; the next an
actor. $5,000 a week, with a bonus of
$20,000, totaling $186,667; the next
$5,000 a week totaling $184,167.
Hereabouts does one perhaps discover such luminaries as the great
Garbo. Fredric March, whose salary
has upped considerably of late. Janet
Gaynor, Warner Baxter, Wallace
Beery.
Then come a veritable melee of
players all at around $150,000 upward, including doubtless Ann Harding, Constance Bennett, the Marx
brethren, Joan Crawford, John Barrvmore. Norma Shearer, who only
worked a comparatively small part
of the year, and others.
Somebody has estimated that stars
received about one-eighth of all cash

who

comes to Hollywood. They get
goodly share. But there are direc-

that
,i

and writers who are not far behind them.
Four directors receive
nearly as high as $150,000 a year,
their average top weekly salary being
One scenario writer, pre$3,000.
suiifciblv Frances Marion, gathers in
There are one
close to SI 00.000.
hundred and two persons in all in the
movies who are paid as much or
more than the president, but why
argue about that?
The Rosenblatt report on salaries
One
shows some curious oddities.

tors

actor

received

$25,000

a

week, but

was only paid for the year $91,000.
Presumably this was Ed Wynn on
his

ill-fated

Another

gol
I

adventure with MGM.
$25,000 a week but only
ntinued on page 78

.

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND

Such a Busy Lass!
(

lontinucd from pagi 46

and eventually I'll take a lesson
a day.
Just now, though, two a week
are as many as
can manage."
She has keen studying the piano
only nine months, yet can play many
ing,

1

c impositions

persons with a year's
more experience cannot master. Her
teacher has devised a system of instruction by which the old styl<
practicing is abolished, and .so apt a
pupil is Jean that he has expended
more than usual care in developing
her technique.

"Before I had an opportunity to
go on the screen, and while still in
school. 1 studied commercial art, with
a rather vague notion of some day
making that my vocation. 1 wanted
to become a dancer, but as I didn't

know

just

how

cided

the

art

to

go about

field

it

1

de-

would be more

profitable.

J

HIPS

hope

be able to paint in oil, and
I'm just waiting until
can take canvas and easel and go to the mountains
on a painting excursion."
to

THREE INCHES IN

10

DAYS

I

.

.

or

.

will cost

it

you nothing!

Who

would ever imagine the delicate Jean high tip in the mountains,
paint- spread out before her as she
caught the rugged beauty of
jagged peak?
Vet, that plan is in
her mind.
Meanwhile, turning her

more

ability

to

signs

her

own

practical end-, she declothe-, superintends

making, and can take a hat, cut
what seem- absolute ruin, and
emerge with a chapeau that has the
style and verve of a bonnet direct
from Paris. Early lack of funds in
the family exchequer taught her this
ir

it

into

trick.

The study of French has occupied
her -parr tune during the past year,
and she rattles off the language in
piquant fashion. German and Italian
are to come next in Iter study of languages, as well as
Polish.
Her
mother is of Polish descent.
While not actually engaged in her
numerous

studies, Jean spends much
her time reading.
She enjoys
every type of literature but prefers

of

romantic ancient
I

'lay -

come

history.

in

for their share of

and Jean can recite, letter
perfect, do/ens of parts from many
of the most famous.
She belii
the day will come when she will
enact the role of Peter Pan, and as a
consequence know- that part by heart.
She lias very definite ideas on the
casting of pictures and will readily
present arguments in favor of her
attention,

i

A

Dresden shepherdess is Charlotte
Henry, who is Little Bo-peep in Hal
Roach's elaborate "Babes in Toyland."

"After the studio signed me t
contract, however,
I
gave up all
thoughts of a commercial art career,
but from its stud}
discovered 1
Since entering
could really draw.
the studio, T have devoted a portion
of each day to perfecting myself in
sketching, and whenever I'm not actually working before the camera.
pass the time drawing likenesses of
people and thinking up ideas that can
1

I

be

illustrated

So

far, I've tried to

action sketches.
confine my work
to catchiii"" action as it appears to the
eye."
To illustrate the type of drawing
she prefers, Jean took a pen and with
a few deft strokes sketched several
fairly
exciting dance poses, each
breath-taking in spirit.

with

"Painting interests

me immensely,

too," she went on, "so I'm beginning
Later.
to dabble in water colors.
I

mil choice of casts.

.TESTt/ie
PE RFOLASTIC
GIRDLE

.

at our expense

.

.

REDUCED MY HIPS

9 INCHES
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE"

Her favorite actress is Katharine
Hepburn, and Francis Lederer heads
the li-t of actors.
Until she saw
Lederer, Nils Asther drew her vote.
When speaking of Hepburn, -he
Income- almost reverent. Mi-- Hep-

with the

burn, she sincerely believes, posst
more technique than anybody elsi
the screen.
"i told her so when we were making d.ittle Women.'" she explains.
"and what do you think? Katie said
-he would give anything to he able
to relax as
can in a scene!" That
moment was one of the proudest in
Jean's life.
frank and naive.
isly
So
worldly-wise through suffei
Jean Parker to-day unquestionably i-

wonderful results obta ned with the

I

!

.

.

.

writes Miss Healy

reduced from 43 inches to 34% inches'
writes Miss Brian. . ."Massages like magic''
writes Miss Carrol! .. ."The fat seems to
have melted away". .. writes Mrs McSorley.
"I

.

• So many women

are delighted with the
I

Reducing Girdle and Uplift B'assiere
we want you to try them for 10 days at

lastic

that

our expense

• This
boon
self

to

!

fam< us Perfolastic will prove a Kreat
you, for now you can be your slimmer

without exercise, diet or drugs

© Worn

next to the body wiih perfect s
perforations permit the skin to
breathe as the gentle massage-like action
removes flabby, disfiguring fat v.
the

tiny

movement

i

the

busie-t

girl

in

Hollywood.

"I

have so much to do," she confides,
when one marvels at her multitudinous activities and studies, "that
can't find time to do half the things
I'll like to accomplish."
1

Despite
»>al

is

statement,

the little
doing right well by herself.
this

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC,
n \Dept.6612,
Please send me TK
I

I

Inc.
York.N.Y.

i

I

H

BOOKLET

describing

illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
sample ol perforated ruhht r and
Brassi
particulars of your 10-DAY fRliU TRIA1 OFFER.

and

Name
ess

City

State
Addrtu onfinr. yPo,

.ind

.
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"A Woman

Let's

may Marry

whom She Likes!"

•

i

Co
mtinued

See Savo
I

n >m page 45

— said

Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of women— better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands

of women

who

Jackie looked about him.
"Gee
whiz, you'd put us up a crab apple
tree, wouldn't you?" he said, as Mr.
MacArthur sauntered over to talk

know how

really

handle them. You have such'
powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
of "Fascinating Womanhood"a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of n ans psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood"— an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dent. IB-'1'. 585 Kingsland Avenue, St. I.ouis, Mo.
to

to us.

The scene
shaking the

j

which

read the message it carries, and
let it go.
That's all. hut my goodness!
Ever try to get a pigeon to
fly into a tree where a couple of kids
are shaking apples?
Well, try it
it,

NOT
HOUSE
B ROK E N!
We

call

li

i

When

Scotty.

in

understand why
pictures cost money. With an $8,000
a day overhead, three hours of one is
consumed in a scene important but
brief, taking perhaps a minute to
flash on the screen.
Over and over
again it was taken until Charlie comsometime.

your guests put cigarettes in the
ash

has

hind lc» ami PUT OUT THE
Convenient water sack Inside Scotty
At last a canine's most inconvenient habit

RETTE.
l>

led.

fi

head

Scotty's

pal

little

hi;

raisf
('id.'

-and

trav

ctical

1

-both

nten

lit

1/..,.,

,i

Remit

complrlclli vtitmfied.

«>>(

I

,

ONLY
S1.50
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HOME GADGETS
191

200

New York

plained

Fifth Ave.

City

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
.being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and niuht.
«Tn y stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
ArtitiHalEar Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
GAIN WEIGHT

You may now improve your appearance, without
taking

All

pills.

BOOKLET

>

NEW

should read our

PROPER FOODS HABITS AND

on

VERSIONS,

thin peopl

as

DIare essential to weigh! building.

all

lucky,"

Send for yours now and let your friends see you as
you would like to be.
Price One Dollar

RHODES-WAGNER,

6950 Mt. Vernon

St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(liirig

to suffer?
to secure quick relief.

today

for

tells

about

Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg.
Eczema. Liepe Method works vhlle lion
Ulcers,

More than 40

walk.

of

years

.success.

Praised and endorsed hy thousands.
LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. Rp-N Milwaukee, Wis,

No

perfume

irresistible 'h.
clinging for hours like lovers loath

ni

to

.Inst

ii.ii t.

i

i

drop

Full size bottle
$1.32 C. o,

enough.
prepaid

ot

Secrets

free.

FREE

One

is

98c
l>.

i

FRENCH ROY,
Box 131. Depl. 81.

DON'T BE CUT

PILES

the

picture

one.

bottle

two arc nnli ed.
Varick Sta.
New York. N Y.

if

with

I

Love's Desire
exotic

MacArthur

was ever directed like
There are three complete
camera units.
lecbt has one, MacArthur another and the third is used
by Harold Godsoe for odd shots.
Sometimes all three are used on the
same set, sometimes they are all
this

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
DES1R D- AMOUR
An enchanting

said

—

Varicose

Varicose Veins.

same thing."

I

Write

New Booklet— "THE LIF.PK
METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT."
It

the

funny little smile he has when he
wants to try out somebody's sense of
humor. "There is too much to do.
actually have to get up mornings
and that's too much to ask of any exlie gets nearly
newspaper man."
what
four hours sleep every night
more does he want ?

SUFFERERS
LEG
Do somocontinue

Why

arms were

his

that

"You're lucky in one thing, anyway. You're your own boss and can
do what you like," 1 said.
"I'm beginning to think we're not

Detroit. Michigan

blda.

bitterly

wonder

to

hookleton Deafness.

Hermann

You'll

about to break.
"My hands, too,"
piped Jackie.
"Ask that pigeon what he thinks
of it," said MacArthur.
"He'll be
wondering who wrote this story, as
the wrestler did. And I'm beginning

To Be Deaf
NclJqke
—Every deal person knows that—

12

tlies

opens with the kids
they see the pigeon
toward them, they catch
tree,
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I

is

and Mackeep oul of

lecbt
to

story of their second picture
circus clown, Jimmy
Savo, is traveling through Russia just
after the outbreak of the Revolution,

I
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Snyder Tablet Ce., Deot. 305-C.
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Wells.

Chicago
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and meets

a

fam-

lie tells

knowing

them

his troubles,

that they are

Royalists.

has costumes and passports but
no actors and has to Sfive a show or
I

Trial
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A

of aristocrats trying to escape to

France.
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supply.

briefly:

lie loses bis troupe
ily
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foi

Although Miss Bourne played a
small part in "Crime Without Passion," you probably discovered her
for yourselves, but I pick her as being potentially a very big star and
box-office favorite. She has the mystery and allure that Garbo possessed
at the beginning of her career.
I
don't mean to compare them
they
are utterly different
but since that
time I have not seen a young actress
with the glamorous qualities for ro-

—

—

mantic drama that this girl has. Very
tall, very slender, very blond, she has
a witchery of expression that one
does not soon forget.
As yet she has had little experience
but what she lacks in technique she makes up in feeling, ripping into a scene with such a tempest of emotion that she cannot fail
to carry her audience with her.
Her
managers are wisely feeding her to
the public in small portions. She will
have a larger part in this picture than
she had in the first, but she will not
be asked to shoulder the burden
placed on a star until she is strong
enough to carry it.
in acting,

Edwina Armstrong
type.

She

is

is

small,

quite another
platinum
a

When
caught up with Whitne)
she was being made up. The makeup tent was a good quarter of a mile
away from where they were shoot
ing, a lean-to beside a shed under
which a long wide table had been

idea of

the rut of tradition and cut-and-dried
story methods.

:

mail $1 00

sorts of complications.

ballet in this picture.
1

ils,
dangerous drugs, strenuous exMade from a secret herbal
diet.
and tested by untold numbers with
Praised by thousands,
De
miraculous, amazing results.
inaki
lose as much as fi pounds a week by
ur pleasant new Antl Pat double-action tablets 3
timeii a day.
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Guaranteed to reduce if directions arc followed.
health.
Quick, safe ami harmless.
The fat inst disappears. Also
used in prevent fat
Try these magli tablets at out risk
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waiters.

The one

ercises .a
starvation
plant extract
Tried

in

;

George Andre and their niece, Nina,
is
Whitney Bourne. You can see
that this set-up gives room for all

blonde like Whitney, but she is bub
bling over with life and vitality. Edwina is a dancer, having studied with
Mordkin and Fokine, and dances

The

ii

the Princess Ileana is Edwina Armstrong
their son. Prince Kolis, is

shooting different scenes in different
places.
They are using twenty-five
hundred people in this picture, must
til
them Russians. There are dukes
and generals and peasants and ex-

is

cas,

starve.
The aristocrats, who have
no passports and need disguises, say
they will act for him, and join the
troupe. The family consists of General Onyegin, played by Xikita Balieff
who brought us the "Chauve
Souris," the Grand Duchess, his wife,
is Cecilia
Loftus who played Aunt
Cornelia in "East Lynne" a lew years
ago and is one of the fine comediennes of the stage. Their daughter,

le

and the wonders of the art of
A hairmake-up spread thereon.
dresser was working over some hair
built

that

bad

to be

made

straight

for an

extra girl and the make-up man was
covering Whitney's lovely face with
grease paint.

She wore

a suit of white silk crepe

77

embroidered
her

in silver

sible for

ping

it

thread that

lit

1.

"I feel that they must be criticiz
ing me and thinking 'What
think she can do?'
don't suppose

for her

It

body

is

as

graceful as a willow.

to'&etrelofi

of

efforts

whole

the

troupe to extricate.
The action of
the scene required that Cecilia Loftus

wagon and remain there.
She stood the humping and jolting,
but when the prop man played the
he in the

hose over it to give the effect of rain
she was no longer a silent victim, because the roof leaked like a sieve.
"Can't something be done about this?
It's wet in here," she cried over and

the}'

are thinking about

just

I

me

at all. bill

way and then

feel that

can't

I

do anything.
don't feel so on the
stage.
It
seems different someh
An audience seems to belong in a
theater, but it doesn't seem to belong
on a movie set.
is
It
because
haven't had experience enough.
sit].
pose, and perhaps
shall get over it."
The housing of this outfit took
some generalship. There are a few
I
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inns within three miles of the
lion and these are tilled up with the
ipany; about two dozen cottages
house and feed others.
Whitney i^
the only guest in tin- farmhouse in
which she is domiciled.
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Interviewing Whitney was like
trying to keep two cakes of ice
gether during a spring freshet. Now
I saw her and now I didn't.
After
the make-up was applied she had to
go to lunch, another quarter of a mile
away, and the whole outfit piled in
us

after

were

to

so

meet

we

couldn't

later

on the

the time I got there she

talk.
set.

We

but by

was working,

Loom, Mo.

St.

and fours they vaulted off the roof
and onto poor Ayub, bore him to
the ground and knocked him out.
It
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took the attending physician a quarter of an hour to bring him to.
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anyway?"

and

and MacArthur, according
to their rule to have all the fun they
can get out of life, ran to the makeup tent and emerged with long beards
and whiskers, hiding from the wrath
of Ayub.
At that point some one pulled out
"Ah," said Jimmy Savo,
a cigarette.

me

PHOTO.
TINTYPE,

Simply send os your

to play a light part here."

and held the match.
Well, it was a grand location if it
was a crazy one, hut they were w
mi; two days ahschedule and

nbout

in

orv-
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llecht

allow
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for only

-hook his head to get the buzz out
it and roared, "Say. who the devil

one paid the slightest attention to her as there was really
nothing that could be done about it

T-12

Dept.

Brooklyn,

of

over again.

Days

kids had been told to

stamp on him and kick him and
took

10

JOAN MORGAN,

These guards are played by Ayub
and Ghafoon Kahn, two wrestlers
from Afghanistan whose family for
generations have been wrestlers.

Me

Just Give

house with a thatched root serves as
a jail which poor Jimmy Savo ithrown into because of something he
did.
The children of the town who
adore him, determine to free him.
swarm over the roof of the jail, some
two hundred of them, and overpi

on blackface the bet-

L

I

quite

Al Jolson puts

\
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Later I saw her on the set pushing and shoving at the circus wagon
which had gut stuck in the mud and
the

of

terrified

is

was

her to sit
her shoulders.

required

She

interviewed and it makes her nervous
to haw strangers on the set.
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but I gathered during our trek that
she liked acting better than anything
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world and her chief ambition

in life
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to
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Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go toTheatreandChurch because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Me i;a phones fitting
in he Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

rights.
Rarely do fellow passengers
speak to celebrities during the five-

minute stops

for

refueling.
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would not wear

are inexpensive. Write for
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the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 667, 70 5th Ave.. New York

If

stewardess will stand
guard tti ward off people with ideas
for scenarios, and kindred pests.
Only once has a fellow passenger
sneaked in a midget camera and. unobserved, taken pictures of Katharine
Hepburn sprawled out in sleep.
Eddie Lowe finds that the purring
of those big Boeing engines gives him
an incomparable feeling of security
Alary Brian dashes back
and rest.
and forth across the country so frequently that the stewardesses look on
her as an old friend. They wish she
quested,

so

i

Thev

in

much make-up.

Paid

at

When
said
thing.
to
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CITY

coat nevertheless.
She just
had to show it to the folks back home
and she did not intend to have it
crushed in a suitcase.
Ricardo Cortez, Joe E. Brown.
Lawrence Tibbett, Phillips Holmes,
Nancy Carroll, Ian Keith, and Sari
Maritza all have been recent passengers on planes.
And with the censorship situation what it is, and the
New York stage promising a big

season, business in lightweight suitcases has boomed in Los Angeles.
Your favorites may be flitting East

anv dav now.

is

talked

about

con-

how little some of the
make may be gathered from
but

comparatively

a

actually getting

Some
more

a

are

earn $500 or
and of this

persons

.380

week

number

small
it.

in pictures,

group 150 are

The

actors.

rest are

heterogeneous aggregation, including mostly executives and directors,
writers, composers of music, super-

a

visors, assistant supervisors, scenario

dance directors, costume deand attorneys, with a cam-

players
the fact that any number are listed
They received
as just making $150.
that for one week's work at $150.

editors,

Probably about two thousand persons are making a comfortable living
1
suppose a comout of pictures.
fortable living might be $50 a week
It isn't so comfortable in
or higher.
as in other parts of the
] tollywood
world, but then it's a living.
Nearly
4.000 persons get $150 a week or

the life of the executive and director
the fact that he stays put longer
than the star makes a position of this

some of them receive this
The money
of the time.
gamble is terrific except for those
who are right in the spotlight.
Some way or other the government
discovered that stars' careers are
pretty short-lived, and consequently
weakened on the question of bearing
down on salaries. The best expectation of good years for the star is
about five. The lean years are pretty
drastic in their effect on the treasury
is necesIt
of the movie sparkler.
sary to preserve a front in the hope
that one's screen life may go on..
Prosperous times will send salaries
up, to be sure, but the days of
gold are over in pictures.
Tt
is
known just about what return can be
anticipated from a production, and
the number of films that mate the
big money are few.
Furthermore,
there is terrific competition among
the players to-day
a host of them
are fighting for the larger money, and
higher, but

very

in

East on a sultry day. but carried a

mink

Continued from page 74

made $76,000. Any one of several
stage players or radio favorites might
have benefited by such big winnings
over a short period of time. There

brief time.

Moments

They were charmed when
Maureen O'Sullivan took off for the

though.

Face Value

are various other actors who have big
weekly stipends who only work for a

Those Embarrassing

Sky

the

Continued from page 35

undersized.
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to
add

Beaut ipon
indies with
treatment, which has siven
sands n beautiful womanlj

-what

Stars

CURVES

round

full

little

—

signers,

eraman or two thrown

in.

The comparative peacefulness

—

of

—

type often far

more

attractive in pic-

There is good money for the
workaday man in the movie business,
and some permanence as well. The
star is
utterly
dependent on the
whims of public taste.
The same men who bossed the steltures.

or even ten
years ago are still in charge.
Probably seventy-five per cent of the stars
they managed have vanished from the
lar destinies seven, eight,

screen.
Others have had violent
changes of fortune. A few have re-

newed or increased

their

past

suc-

cesses.

But the
movies is

money question

in

the

grand* bagatelle.
Wealthy to-day, poor to-morrow is
the course pretty well plotted out for
still

the

famous ones.
Bing Crosby estimates that half of
whatever comes in for his services
goes out almost immediate! v on necThese are mostly
essary expenses.
just to keep up one's starry position,
Of every $100,000 earned by the
movie star, bv scrimping $50,000 will
remain at the end of the year, and
most of them don't scrimp. Rather.
they spend and spend and spend.

the
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Hopkins, the Marches, and the Pat
O'Briens got their children from the

includes the mirrors, which are so
decorated.
Here dwell Fredric and his wife
(Florence
and
Eldridge)
their
adopted child, Penelope.
And by
the way. did you know that Miriam

same

institution

they arc

all

in

the

East

And
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Says Doctor
Successful Prescription Helps Re-

strikingly beautiful.
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Censored Statues. The funniest
thing encountered in Hollywood after
the big censorship drive, centered
around the picture, "Night Life of

deities represented in the sculpturing'

now

they are to be
seen in shorts, brassieres, undies, and
other drapes.
so
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which

Gods,"

supposed to
show the statues in the Metropolitan
Museum coming to life. After all
plans for the film were made,
was
suddenly decided that the Olympian
the
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Norma Tries Censoring
Norma Shearer has essayed to re.

1

i

1

I

vive the idea of censoring interviews
which are printed regarding her.
This has always been a rash expedi-

Jackie Cooper doesn't have to be
driven to his music lesson with threats
and bribes.
He likes to practice
scales, believe it or not.

A

few years ago Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford attempted
the same program, with ill effects.

ent.

Information, Please
Continued

two players who did all the
"She Learned About Sailors"
Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant.
They are now in another Alice Faye picture, "365 Nights in Hollywood."
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as they appear upon the honks ,,f the company, but also, in oases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the
ks
ot
the company as trustee or in any other

•"<'.
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Dr. Stotter,

acquire the
curves so in

Avenue, New York. X. Y.
Cora
Seventh Avenue, New York,
X. V.: Ormond V. Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue,

89 Seventh
A.
Gould,

V.
2.

of

guaranteed Cystex from

ted in the grea

311^

Lancaster,

Homan,
London N.

March

Xew York, County

like

feel

money hack on return

G<>(

of

s.

hi'

or

Stotter. a graduate of the

lir

sity
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A.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, etc., required by the Act of

staii>

you up and make you

lix

nrrmrTTg

Representatives

"Sequoia."

Marie Dahl.

to

new in 8 days,
empty package.

ire

E. S.

le lake the doctor's special prescription
called Cystex
(pronounced Siss-tex) which
helps Kidney functions in a few hours.
It
starts work in 15 minutes.
Gently tones,
soothes, and cleans raw, sore membranes.
Brings new energy and vitality in 48 hours.
It is helping millions of sufferers and is guar-

your druggist today.

— The

Axx.

clowning

R.

dangers your vitality.
you should not lose a single minute in start-

anteed

from page 9

I

i

Sensational Low Prices
arid easy tt-rmj on li mite
FTjpplyonly. Allbra.n(lncw,up-to-dat

"

{

— 4rowkeyboard.FullyGuaranteed.
SEND NO MONEY- 10 Day Trial
Rend

for n>ecia] ucv. i:teraiur«*
r

ted moocy-amoff. ea*7 t*-'»y plan with
m standard sue, rebuilt

A- amazing bargains

•Me* models on BEE trial offer.
2 31 W. Monroe St.
International Typewriter ExcU-, Dept. 1220. Chicago

t

What

ontinued from page 10

A Grand Old

KINDLINESS,

Trouper.

understanding
of human frailties, gentle humor, and
the wistful sadness of the older generation
matching the plucky efforts of the younger.
tolerant

All these qualities combined to make the
personality of Alec B. Francis lovable.
["o a new talkie era of fans his name may
be only vaguely familiar, but those of us
who "knew him when" learned with sorrow of his passing, and recall gratefully
his fine work in a picture that even in these

the Fans Think

Ooh! I've said something ix>w,
how he appeals to me. (live me

but that's
depth, ex-

perience, intelligence, and not mere glamour of youth and frothy passion. I'll take
my passion with more depth, if you please.
most people call
And comedians!
If
Jimmy Durante one, they are blind. Give
me, any day, the slow-motion expressions
of "Stu" Erwin.
May Cochran.
1305 Porterfield Street,
X. S. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Garbo

A

Grand.

Is

I'R reading Charles Bonsted's letter
in September Picture Play, I felt that
simply must write something regarding
I
his attitude toward some of the stars menI

1

tioned.
I

wrong with Garbo's

can't see anything

eyebrows or some of the others mentioned,
although 1 do think Jean Harlow's are a
little
extreme.
If they
want their eyebrows that way it is their own business.

As

wrong with
does it matter about their
Garbo.
eyebrows if they can act? I saw "Queen
hristina" and I thought it was grand.
Here's hoping for another Garbo picture
in the very near future.
for me,

have been written for it certainly doesn't
describe the Jessica we know and admire.
I am a Dragonette fan
I have met Jessica
and I have been the recipient of the
friendly interest she bestows on her fans.
know, therefore, that our Jessica is not
I
the Jessica of Karen Hollis
Also, I
would like to say that I never thought that
"hooey interviews" meant interesting, intelligent, friendly, and truthful interviews
for those words describe the articles
Miss Dragonette gives out.
I think the reference to getting fun out
of life is absolutely ridiculous. I wonder if
Karen Hollis really thinks that one has to
go to the "noisier" restaurants and have
one's name spread all over the front pages
to get fun out of life.
Thank goodness,
there are a great many of us who don't

—

—

!

—

Mildred Puck.

agree!

Woburn

North Wilmington, Massachusetts.

An

can't see a thing

I

What

1

MYR

\

(

AUDI

i

N'l K.

Ideal

Team.

"Forty-second Street" a boy and a girl
INstole
a corner of my heart. I am speaking of Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.
With every picture I have loved them
more.
I
am eagerly looking forward to
seeing them together again in "Flirtation

Walk."
Ruby,

24 Simpson Avenue,
Toronto, Canada.

Street,

brings a fresh and natand charm to the screen.
Dick, with bis lovely voice, happy smile,
and pleasing personality seems to radiate
friendliness and good cheer.
I sincerely hope that Ruby Keeler and
Dick Powell continue to make pictures for
A. J. Jevins.
many years to come.
Bigelow Boulevard,
I

think,

ural beauty

Unmistaken Loyalty.
your attention, please!

FANS,

A

great

moment in screen history has arrived.
Samuel Goldwyn has announced that he is
to make a talking film of that lovely, idyl-

they

believe

all

and man.

"The Dark Angel."

his bride, Phyllis

Cooper.

film

news!

that

Isn't

who saw

All of you

him both as actor

in

So does

never-to-be-forgotten

poignant,

lic,

Everybody believes in the success of
Onslow Stevens's marriage because

!

days would be outstanding for its pictorial
beauty and its message "Earthbound."
The same dear white-haired man was
privileged to bring the immortal Warheld

—

characterization

to

screen

the

in

"The

Music Master."
"The Return

Peter Grimm" was
of
as much by his hue drawing of the
old man as by Janet Gaynor's budding artistry
and even the near-perfection of the
econd "Smilin* Through" cannot dim the
memory of Wyndham Standing and Alec

marked

1

Vilma's Constant Admirer.

A

game

of chess in the silent version.
grand actor, whose sensitive por-

trayals foreshadowed the naturalness and
delicacy that has been so vociferously ap-

plauded and appreciated

ill

our present-day

and farewell
|ka\ Webster Bkoucii.
38 Woodstock Road,
Bedford Park, London, England.
[ail

!

Slightly Perturbed.

THIS

Recipe for Passion.
delighted to see some of the

players returning.

silent

meeting old
they
crop up.

Here and there
Recently I saw Ruth Clifford.
Remember
her in "Butterfly"?
Sometimes in extra rides Mary Macn comes to view.
should like to see
her make a comeback. Also, Helene Chadwick, another player I admire.
think Pauline Frederick as superb an
I
actress as ever.
She has a lovely deep
i

first

but

zines,

my

time

written to

I've

favorite of

all

maga-

can't stand the downthings said alxmt such players

just

I

right mean
as Katharine

Hepburn, Constance Bennett,
(lark Gable, and Ruby Keeler.

am

referring to the letter in September
Play written by Marjorie Payn.
Of course, Katharine Hepburn isn't as
as Shearer, Pickford, or Gaynor,
prettj
but when it comes to calling her "really
dreadful." something ought to be done
I

it.

sweet

much!

little

she

criticizes

Ruby Keeler.

What

the

cute

and

too
kind of an actor or actress
well,

that's

had better stop
does she like, if any?
before my temper runs away with me.
I

P.i

Mil

North 3rd

leannette,

i

i

s.i-1

Werner.

Street,

Pennsylvania.

I

Another

of

the

players
Negri.
My
Is her accent

silent

want to sci- again is
,1a
heart remains true to her.
1

'.

I

detriment?
But how can the world go crazy over
(lark liable?
lie's only a "beer baron"
to me
talks like one and looks like on,'.
i

the

And when

like

It's

friends.

voice.

is

Picture Play,

about

A

I'M

Jersey.

Picture

favorites.
J

New

Plainfield,

Francis bickering and making up over

their

Praising British Films.
been reading for some time the
I many gracious letters and constructive
criticisms in this department sent in by
British readers, and I believe that it is time

HAVE

aye, and cheerfully.
Please, fellow admirers of Vilma and
Ronald, let's get behind these two ideal
artists and insist that Samuel Goldwyn
present them again in this film.

;

1!.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

the silent version,

wouldn't you like to see Vilma Hanky as
Kitty J 'one and Ronald Colman as Alan
Trent again?
Have you forgotten those
lyrical
scenes between them?
I
never
have
I have seen every revival
I could.
And if
could own a print of the silent
film, I'd forgo other films for a year

She Should Know.

AM

writing in protest against Karen
I Hollis's statements in August Picture
Play regarding Jessica Dragonette.
wonder if the writer has ever met
Miss Dragonette, has ever seen the interest she shows in her fans, lias ever come
to l'ealh know the person whose voice has
won the hearts of thousands? I doubt it!
If she had, that paragraph would never

Fans who lament the disappearance
of players from the screen now have
a chance to welcome one back. She's
Audrey Ferris who used to play leads
in

Warners' silent pictures and MGM
sponsoring her speaking debut.

is

I

sonic .Mir wrote
ish

i

letter

in praise of

Brit-

films.

They

are decidedly on the up grade and
great improvement over some that have
seen the light of dav on these shores. For

a

What
instance,

"The Charming Deceiver," with

Constance Cummings and Frank Lawton.
"Henry the VIII," with that eminent, distinguished actor, Charles Laughton, and,
course, the actresses taking the parts of

-i

"I
Am a Spy,"
Henry's wives.
Madeleine Carroll, Conrad Veidt, and Her-

Marshall.
"The Constant Nymph,"
with Victoria Hopper and Brian Ah
"Catherine the Great,"
with
Elizabeth
Bergner
and
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr.
"The Lady Is Willing," with Leslie Howard and Binnie Barnes.
bert

hard enough .it be
without
oncentrac»n the negative things.
If
she
picked out as many good things l
she did bad, everybodj would have felt
is

patronize them.
Ernst S. Grant.
45 Stearns Road,
In lokline, Massachusetts.
I

Marie Dressier.

i

I

ting

ism.
better.
1
believe in construi
not the kind Miss Payn seems to be full of.
[epburn is not as beautiful
to me .i- some oi the other stars, hut so
far as I ha\ e been able to tell, she ma
no pretense of being beautiful.
As to her

W0R1
occa

other

an

WHEN
Greatest
I

then was
world's
More an ideal
all.
or actress, she had the true

Marie Dressier.

of

I

me with her bit
"Morning Glory." It was

abilitj

ig

i

ikespeare

in

M

lutiful.

bi

\RY

if

J.

Texas.

Dallas,

The Question Box.

HAVING

suffered in silence for some
nine or ten years, I shall at last try
to contribute to the battle of the fans.
Mere are a few of the things
should liketo kni iw

see such fine pictures as "JTis

Gamble,"

starring

Richard

Dix,

thank Hollywood indeed
I
Dorothy Wilson is progressing nicely
and each film she appears in proves she is
developing into a capable little actress.
Erin-O'Brien Moore played the stonyhearted wife to perfection. Here is a thi roughly capable actress whose work on the
Broadway stage speaks for itself. Sin
nothing to fear in Hollywood, for years of
good work on the stage have equipped her
with everything required for an auspicious
reen debut.

J.

least,

at

woman

than a

Win do contributors to this department
think they know- it all?
One says "down
with this star." the other says "banish
Will thi
that one."
am that a lewmillion must like the stars or they wouldn't
be stars?

Why

Garbo make more
was more wonder"Queen Christina."

doesn't Greta
think she
pictures?
I
ful

than ever

in

It

the

of

lanimity that in.nl
mity.
Her ph
to help all the world.
How wonderful and
How
fitting a tribute to her, if w<
her teachings of
laughter,

men ami women.
Though she
too great

is

knowing

on,

for

1

done,

was

i

tired,

Wl

K

Let u

tears.

on eartli was
and glad to sleep.
\ii-hii Seybold.

9229 55th Avenue,
Elmhurst, Long Island. N. Y.

Not Hooey, Miss
August
INsarcastic

Picture

Hollis.

Play,

read

1

comments by you

relativi

Jessica Dragonette's contemplated journey
In the short tune th<
to filmland.
ments have been before the public,
have been assailed with much bitterness by

Miss Dragonette's admirers.

With

anj one of the majority of the
stars of the radio as the target

you

gibes,

literary

Edward Mulcahy.

away with

but

it.

You

refer

to

al

so-called
for

your

probably would
with Miss Di

you are treadii
group of America's

Waterbury, Connecticut.

passing

r

grief
that

a

L\<
:

Sycamore Lane,

13

which

uul so incapable of depicting the loss

we, v
passing

1

Praise for Newcomers, Too.

empty

ind

I

May

British films become better and
better and in so doing inspire competition
for films in this country, and in that way
create a market for finer pictures.
So let's

81

the Fans Think

lie.

list'

her

as

get

"ihn

I

don't quite con
usly beautiful
tell me of a m<
than the one she possesses ?
Now wi
is
any
so-called
there
interviews."
[f

They're All Beauties.

-

FREQUENTLY
I

comments

read, in these columns,

some enthusiastic fan
on the beauty of his or her favorite actress.
Few of them have regard for standthe

of

Miss
with
any of
"hooey" connected
Dragonette's interviews, it is injected by

ards of beauty as the artist knows them.
Yet one can scarcely consider this blameworthy, for what an amazing number of
types are gracing the screen to-day!
Garbo has always had her sponsors and
none of them can name the actress who can
approach her. But who can blame them ?
Swedish
Is she not a perfect typ
blonde
And I should lie greatly surprised if
none came forward in defense of the exShe,
quisite beauty of Dolores del Rio.
also, represents her race, and surely thereare few of her countrywomen who
greater right to represent them than she.
1
have never been to China, but
the

the interviewer.

As to keeping her
private,"—] should think that would be
something for her to concern herself at* ut,
dare say that
I
not the columnists.
are few private lues which stand as high
in tin- eyes of the entertainment world as
does hers.
It is very significant that when any adverse criticism is printed concerning Miss
Dragonette, it is invariably written
I

Walter

won

Humphrey

450

Collum.

S.

Street,

Massachusetts.

Swampscott,

ii"

rest of their

maidens an

i

charming

look upon as the Oriental Anna May
Wong, it must be well worth visit
Perhaps more than any other it is \nn
Harding who can give me the breathtaking moments that accompany the
When her classical perreal beauty.
[vanfection is photographed to it
to

i

Oh, Elissa, Behave!
Ever since Mickey Rooney ployed in
"Hide-out" and Puck in the open air
performance of "A Midsummer Night's

Dream," Hollywood rates him among
the top-notch

t"

tage,
to

who

say?

young

can resist Iter?
few days ago
lady who thought

A

dowdy and

Pint
I

boy

beauteous

Ann

old-fashioned.

There are many more beautiful women
on the screen unless one is very, very hard
to please, but to mention them till v
"Mn iiAEL."
take up too much space.
46 Palace Street, Ashfield,
Sydney, Australia.

Why
loud

It seems to me that her intheir infancy.
Life
telligence must be in the same stage.

some directors
to

much more

express

effective.

insist

still

When

i

Tears are

grief?
a

star

audience usually laughs out
Garbo didn't need any loud en
loud.
to show her grief over Antonio's death.
audibly

Why
''The

the

didn't

John Boles get the lead

Merry Widow"

When
in

will

picturesr

in

instead of Chevalier?

He has a better voice and
better looking.

To Hepburn's

Defense.
seems to me that Marjorie Payn took
IT
quite a lot upon herself when she wrote
the letter that appeared in September Picture Play. I wonder what she had against
Sarah Bernhardt ?
Miss Payn mentions movies as being in

do

wails

i-.

much

Anita Page get a real breakSince her first film she has

i

"What

the

nt to mat </<• mer.
She was grand in "The Warri
arast
band" and "Sign of the Cn
gave
e performances with tin
in "I
Loved You Wednesday" and "By

Candlelight."
Traj
Don't, please. Miss
dislike

Miss

Sidler. think that I
think she is a grand
that gives her something

I.andi.

but
ture

I

I

still

.me of

my

her in a picher role to be unIndignation is bad for the heart,

simply won't

where

suitable.

I

believe

Lillian
7512 Kingston Avenue.

Canada.

Ida Sidler
with you

sensation

Elsie Linke.
"444 100A Street,
Edmonton, Alberta,

Play,

matter

a report from
opinion. Miss I.andi has not bad
since "The Warrior's HusThe producers seem to have the
band."
Emiken idea that Elissa is cute.
Rather, she is
she is not!
phatically,
the spectacle of her running
and leaping in her "undies." produi

is

does lean Harlow get so many
razzes?
I
think she's swell and she certainly answers her fan mail.

is

my

been continuously miscast.

Why

Picture

fans?"

di

In

stars.

who

talked with a

1\"
asks

Chicago

Illinois.

Manx.
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS
Columbia Studio, 1438 Gower
Hollywood, California.
Jean Arthur
John Mack Brown

Nancy

Carroll

Walter Connoll)
Donald
ook
Richard Cromwell
Jack Holt

Fox

Ann Harding

Nils Asther

Katharine Hepburn

Florence Rice
Edward G. Robinson

John Beal

Leslie Howard
Kay Johnson

Seward

Rosemary Ames

Victor Jory

Lew Ayres
Warner Baxter
Madge Bellamy

Drue Leyton
Frank Melton

John Boles

Herbert Mundin
Pat Paterson

James Dunn

Will Rogers
Raul Roulien

Sally Eilers

Alice Faye
Norman Foster
Ketti Gallian
Janet Gaynor
Rochelle Hudson

Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Hugh Williams

Brian Aherne
Elizabeth Allan
Edward Arnold

City, California.

Otto Kruger
Evelyn Laye

Myrna Loy
MacDonald

John Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery

Jeanette

Herbert Marshall
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery

Charles Butterworth
Mrs. Patrick Campbell

Frank Morgan
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan

Carlisle

Carrillo

Maurice Chevalier
Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Madge Evans

Jean Parker
William Powell
Esther Ralston

Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow

Gloria Swanson

laves

-May Robson
Shearer
Martha Sleeper

Norma

Lewis Stone

i

George

I

'.urns

Kitty Carlisle
Claudette Colbert

Gary Cooper
Crabbe
Bing Crosby
Katherine DeMille
Marline Dietrich
Frances Drake
Btister

W.
I

\

Miriam Hopkins
oe Earns
Elissa

I

-audi

George Arliss
Bennett

Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
Ronald Colman

Mary Mason
McCrea

Joel

Ginger Rogers
Helen Vinson
Bert Wheeler
Gretchen Wilson
Robert Woolsey

Zasu Pitts
Roger Pryor

Buck Jones

Gloria Stuart

Boris Karloff

Margaret Sullavan
Slim Summerville

June Knight
Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas

Chester Morris

Claude Rains

Onslow Stevens

Alice

Tane

White
Wvatt

Warners-First National Studio,
Burbank, California.
Loretta Andrews

Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

James Cagney
Colin Give

Brown

Ricardo Cortez
Bette Davis
Claire

Dodd

Ruby Keeler
Guy Kibbee
Margaret Lindsay
Anita Louise
Aline

MacMahon

Frank McHugh
Jean Muir
Paul Muni
Theodore Newton

Carol Lombard

Ann Dvorak

Virginia Pine

Lupino

Patricia Ellis

Dick Powell
Phillip Reed

Helen Mack
Joan Marsh
Gertrude Michael
Joe M< irrisi >n
Jack Oakie
Gail

Patrick

Joe Penner

George Raft

Glenda Farrell

William Gargaii

Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot

Josephine lutchinson
Allen Jenkins

Warren William

Al Tolson

Donald Woods

Kay Francis
I

Dorothy Tree

Lanny Ross
Charles

Ruggles

Free-lance Players

:

Randolph Scotl
Sylvia
'ii

Sidney

Skipworth

(ueenie Smith
Sir Guy Standing
t

Kent

Taylor

Tee Tracy
Evelyn Venable

Charles Laughton

Mae West

Baby LeRoy
John Davis Lode,'

Tobv Wing

I

leiirx

Wilo'Mni

,.

.

Joe E.

Ida

1

Douglass Montgomery.

Binnie Barnes
Russ Brown
Andy Devine
Sterling Holloway
Henry Hull
Lois January

Johnny Weissmuller

Street,

March
Mary Pickford
Anna Sten
Loretta Young

Fredric

Universal Studio, Universal City, California.

Henry Wadsworth

C. Fields

Frances Fuller
.n
Grant

Francis Lederer

United Artists Studio, 1041 N. Formosa Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Joan Blondell
George Brent

Franchot Tone

Paramount Studio, 5451 Marathon
Hollywood, California.
Gracie Allen
Adrienne Ames
Richard Arlen
Mary Boland
rrai e Bradley

Dunne

Constance

Shirley Temple

Metro-Goldwyn Studio, Culver

1

Bruce Cabot
Bill Cagney
Chic Chandler
Frances Dee
Dolores del Rio
Richard Dix
Irene

Gene Raymond
Kane Richmond

Henrietta Crosman

Helen

Boyd
Give Brook

Bill

Jose Mojica

Madeleine Carroll

Leo

Street,

Fred Astaire

Studio, Beverly Hills, California.

Mary

Gower

California,

Tim McCoy

Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn
Fay Wray

Edmund Lowe

Studio, 780

Hollywoo d,

Grace Moore

Billie

I

RKO

Street,

Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Bellamy, Sidney Fox, 6615 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood.
Ralph Forbes, 10111 Valley Spring Lane, North Hollywood. Joan
Bennett, Lila Lee, Marian Nixon, Sharon Lynn, Mary Brian,
430 California Bank Building, Hollywood.
Lionel Atwill,
Estelle Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Cora Sue Collins, 1509 North
Vine Street, Hollywood. Neil Hamilton, 351 North Crescent
Drive, Beverly Hills, California. Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower
Avenue, Hollywood.
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TATTO

OERE

a lipstick that

is

You put it on
then wipe it
off. Nothing remains on your
lips excepting truly transparent color in the most adventurous hues ever seen. No
is

really different.

... let

it

set

.

.

FOUR RAVISHING SHADES

.

CORAL
ight.

EXOTIC
ent.

come off when it
And what indelihility!

pastiness to

shouldn't.

TATTOO stays on right thru
cast either

TATTOO

is

and smooth

Oh, so

.

.

.

anything!

No purplish

.

.

.

.

lastingly

young

.

.

.

forever desirable!

desirable. Test all four shades at the

Tattoo

Color Selector displayed on all smart toilet goods
counters. TATTOO is $1 everywhere.

miniature size of
two weeks' supply

TATTOO

(Lipstick)

...

silver

.

.

new

shade, brilliant yet transpar-

cannot find the right words to

but you'll find

it

very effective!

A

NATURAL

true, rich blood color
is a medium shade.
that will he an asset to any brunette.

of the type that changes color when applied to
gives an unusually transparent richness and a
depth of warm color that is truly amazing.

PASTEL
the

is

lips. It

TATTOO

10c

a full

contained in a clever black
be sent upon receipt of the
coupon below together with 10c to cover partly the
cost of postage and packing. TATTOO your lips!
.

and

it,

just

CHICAGO
•

TATTOO,

SEND COUPON FOR TRIAL
A

a truly exotic,

Somehow we

describe

and instead of the usual drying effect,
so soothing, it will keep your lips soft

.

.

is

has an exciting orangish pink cast. Rather
Ravishing on blondes and tirian blondes.

Dept.139-11 East Austin Avenue, Chicago
enclosed. Send me Trial Si:e TATTOO (Lipstick) postpaid,
CORAL
EXOTIC
NATURAL
PASTEL
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